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I purchased a Classic Prius (hybrid-electric, fuel-efficient, super-ultra-low-emission vehicle)
back on 9/9/2000 and drove it in Minnesota until I replaced it on 10/23/2003 with an Iconic
Prius (which was even cleaner and more efficient). Then on 5/26/2009, I upgraded to a 2010
Prius (for amazing efficiency). Following that on 2/29/2012, I got my first plug-in model
(pushing MPG significantly higher). The big upgrade happened 4/01/2017, when I replaced
the PHV with a Prime, trading 11 miles of EV driving for 25. This book documents those
personal thoughts & experiences.
From: 1-29-2017 to 2-13-2019
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1-29-2017

Electric Improvements. There was an article today posted about the Fusion Energi, the
plug-in hybrid sedan offered by Ford. The writer reported it taking 6.6 hours for the 19mile rated 7.6 kWh battery-pack to recharge. That's interesting to read. It only takes 5.5
hours for the 25-mile rated 8.8 kWh battery-pack in Prius Prime. The speed
improvement from a gen-1 offering to a gen-2 years later is good news for any of those
who will be plugging in at home into an ordinary 120-volt household outlet. I suspect
many won't bother with a level-2 charger. Why spend the money for a 240-volt system
when what you have already will work just fine for overnight recharging? Improvements
like that are great. There's another good electric improvement to highlight though. The
EPA continues to tweak rating information. Detail was limited back in November. But
now with new vehicles being tested, like Hyundai Ioniq, the rating values are being
reviewed... and revised, if necessary. Turns out when looking up the Ford information, I
discovered the Prius Prime value had been updated:
35 kWh/100 mi = 97 MPGe = 2017 Ford Fusion Energi
35 kWh/100 mi = 98 MPGe = 2015 Chevy Volt
31 kWh/100 mi = 106 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Volt
30 kWh/100 mi = 114 MPGe = 2016 Nissan Leaf
30 kWh/100 mi = 116 MPGe = 2016 VW e-Golf
29 kWh/100 mi = 111 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 PHEV
28 kWh/100 mi = 119 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Bolt
27 kWh/100 mi = 124 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 EV
25 kWh/100 mi = 133 MPGe = 2017 Toyota Prius Prime

1-29-2017

Whoa! Things are getting quite out of hand. One particular Volt enthusiast very angry
with Toyota is attempting to push the fake news theme way further than I have ever
witnessed. Rather than post misleading or alternative facts, he's trying to portray the
situation as if there is no such thing as Prius Prime. Pretending it doesn't even exist is so
desperate, I don't quite know how to react. That's denial to an extreme. Here's my
attempt at trying to deal with it:
Pretending Toyota isn't in the process of rolling a new plug-in is truly bizarre. It meets
the EREV criteria Volt enthusiasts have held dear for years. So, origin of that denial is
easy to understand. But why would you keep chanting "too late" without anything
actually having been missed yet?
Consumers are only now learning of plug-in vehicles and very few mainstream shoppers
have actually begun considering the purchase of one. Prius Prime is an affordable choice
they'll stumble upon. With a MSRP of $27,100 and a full electric driving experience for
25 miles, we can see the beginning of the market for ordinary consumers taking
shape. It's the first to break out beyond being a niche.
Claiming "too late" and ignoring new choices can be detrimental. People will notice that
behavior and question motive. Keep in mind, GM was once so opposed to EVs that they
filed a marketing trademark for "range anxiety". Change does happen. It is ok to accept.
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1-29-2017

Not Seeing The Point. It's really a matter of not wanting to see it: "When is the Prius
gonna die already? Sheesh, it was great in it's time, but Toyota just can't let go of
ICE. Granted, they make a huge amount off the brand recognition alone, but now with a
240 mile Bolt, I don't see the point??" That's the same type of person who simply
dismisses the rest of the market, pretending the vehicles purchased today won't be on the
road a decade from now still. All they actually see is what they want, reassuring
themselves that if the most possible battery capacity is selling, even in extremely low
quantity with the help of subsidies, their work is done. Care about reaching the masses
just plain isn't there. It's that engineer-only perspective. If the technology is there,
people should be buying it. Things like affordability are totally disregarded or claimed
unimportant or justified by total cost of ownership. It's really unfortunate we have to
deal with such attitude. That is reality though. So, we do: $27,100 MSRP and overnight
recharge with existing ordinary 120-volt household outlets is the point. Toyota wants to
reach mainstream consumers right away. Bolt doesn't come even remotely close to
fulfilling that criteria. It depends heavily upon the tax-credit subsidy and expects owners
to upgrade their garage. Those are business & consumer expenses Prius Prime doesn't
require. As for letting go of the ICE, are you implying Volt should be abandoned in
favor of Bolt? If not, what is the point of Volt?
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1-29-2017

Revising. Every time a milestone is missing, there's a revision. The resulting spin can
be quite compelling to read too. Desperation stirs imagination... but not
always. Sometimes, the person just twists the situation around and accuses you of what
they are guilty of: "your revisionist history is showing". That comment today didn't stir
much though. These blogs contains quotes of the past, documenting the stance they had
taken back then... clearly confirming they are the ones revising. I simply responded with
some facts to mull over:
I am looking forward to your revised definition of EREV.
Remember how it started, while Volt was still being developed? Back then, the
expectation was for the system to be a series hybrid. That meant the gas-engine never
directly powered the wheels; instead, it was only used for generating electricity. When
that was revealed to not be the case, the definition of EREV was changed to fit what Volt
would actually deliver.
Then when C-Max Energi came about, it sent the Volt community into a state of
panic. Another plug-in hybrid had fulfilled the same requirement criteria. They got over
it though, since Ford was a domestic automaker. But when Prius PHV came along later,
renewed panic resulted in a new definition. To be EREV, there was now an arbitrary
electric speed & power minimum to deliver... values obviously derived to exclude
Toyota's offering and obscure the goal of boosting MPG.
Now, here comes Prius Prime. It fulfills that requirement of more speed &amp; power
without any doubt. 84 mph with to-the-floor EV acceleration, along with a very efficient
low-temperature electric heater, prevent any debate about satisfying the EREV
definition. So, I await revised criteria.
Need I point out that BMW's i3 actually does fulfill the original definition? The gasengine is nothing but a tiny generator. There is no mechanical connection whatsoever the
drive-shaft. There are only wires. And with so much larger of a battery-capacity (97
miles verses Volt's 53 miles), need for the gas-engine is significantly reduced.
In other words, we need to start looking at plug-in hybrids for what they deliver. It's
those end results that count, not how they are achieved. That's how we win the fight
against traditional vehicles, which is especially important knowing GM is about to push
diesel for Equinox.
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1-29-2017

Embarrassing. You can see an end drawing near; the spin is showing signs of
desperation: "25 miles of electric range, from the company which made the first popular
full hybrid car, is downright embarrassing. It doesn't hold a candle to the new Volt's 53
miles of EPA rated electric range." It's really sad how some don't see that the true
competition is traditional vehicles, not other plug-in offerings. The catch is, they have to
admit some plug-in choices won't be good ones. Facing that reality of a failure is
extremely difficult... and self-inflicted. If you know change is part of the process,
acceptance is much easier. That's what made Prius PHV such a problem for some. They
recognized it was mid-cycle offering with a very limited scope. Having rolled out to just
15 states and only a small quantity made taking the next step to Prius Prime a simple
one. The mess Volt left with gen-1 meant gen-2 would struggle to re-educate. Finding
out gen-2 doesn't appeal to mainstream buyers makes the situation even worse. So,
enthusiasts turn to emotional appeal, rather than remain constructive. Oh well. All I can
do is confront them with facts: Embarrassing? You've totally lost perspective. The goal
is to replace traditional vehicles with plug choices. $27,100 MSRP positions the
technology to be directly competitive. Prius Prime is configured well in that regard, an
accomplishment to be proud of. $33,220 MSRP for Volt is what? It's heavy dependence
on tax-credit to subsidize sales and compensate for the smaller rear seating certainly isn’t
a bragging point. We want plug-in purchased by the masses. Don't forget how much
importance they place on price.

1-29-2017

Lots Of Potential. What I posted wasn't well received... since it made sense. That was
predictable. So, I just kept posting. The next step was to point out the potential and
explain reasoning. The catch is you have to be to the point. Losing the bigger picture
can happen when you provide detail. Antagonists get hung up on pointless facts,
spinning a web of deception simply by misdirecting. So, I summarized instead: We see
that same "too little, too late" chant regularly now. It's the result of Toyota having
successfully delivered an affordable plug-in hybrid system sooner than GM. No need for
the complexity & expense of liquid cooling. Like Nissan, Toyota invested in better
chemistry to prevent that need. And to make a Prius into a Prime, all that's basically
needed is a clutch, charger, and a larger battery. So, it's easy to see lots of potential.

1-30-2017

Charge Mode Data. A report from driving around with a Prius Prime. Yeah! The
information we get from actual owners is so much better than having to deal with
undermining. You have no idea how welcome this is. The a change of pace this hints at
is wonderful. We have much to look forward to in the coming months. In the meantime:
"Highway driving 12 miles around 65mph for 11 minutes. In CHG mode shows 37.2
MPG while battery charged from 0 to 25% (6.5 mile ev range). 8.9 kw charging rate
consistent with..." Others have also observed that aggressive recharging ability. That's a
nice new feature few have ever experimented with. Results vary quite a bit though. In
this case, the efficiency hit was exactly as you'd expect. There should be a penalty of
some sort when using gas to generate electricity. Reports of others witnessing less
impact is what peaks my interest. What are the circumstances then? Knowing when to
recommend use of the charging feature is very important. It's easy to misuse something
like that. It's easy to misinterpret impact to overall efficiency too. Whatever the case,
we'll eventually figure that out. For those, we're in the early stages, still sorting out the
few details currently available.
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1-31-2017

Fuel Cells. Wow! What a dramatic end to an absolutely desperate attempt to divert
focus from Volt. For years, GM supporters have ridiculed Toyota supporters for their
diversification effort. They don't spin it that way though. The misleading is to get you to
believe all of Toyota's research is devoted to fuel-cell development, that plugging in is
looked upon as a wasted effort. Over and over and over again, mention of Volt sales
struggle would be rebutted with "hydrogen" anti-propaganda. Some were so dead set
against the diversification, they believed that was all they ever needed to mention for
Toyota arguments. It was amazing to see such close-mindedness play out. It comes from
the one-size-fits-all stance. Fighting an array of choices, rather than just a single
solution, is beyond their understanding. So, the approach of fighting anything that
doesn't fit your expectation is considered valid. That took a dramatic & permanent turn
today though. GM announced an $85 million partnership with Honda to advance their
fuel-cell technology. GM embraced hydrogen. The very thing these smug antagonists
most feared became a reality. I couldn't have been more delighted. The timing was
absolutely perfect. The idiot who had just posted a rant about how terrible fuel-cells
were and how thankful he was that GM would never endorse such a technology now had
several headlines in major publications stating the very opposite of that. My guess is that
he was so angered by the revelation that I'll never hear that line of arguments ever
again. And if it does happen, I'll just requote his post. I saved a link to it, just in case.

2-02-2017

Bittersweet. Monthly sales results often stir new discussion. This was today's quote of
interest: "There's some bitter sweetness to the Bolt EV. I think we will see the Bolt EV
outsell the Volt." Seeing certain enthusiasts already mulling that perspective is
encouraging. Steps forward have to begin somehow. My issue has always been
packaging. Choosing such a small vehicle and squishing so much capacity into it was an
imbalance too great to overcome. Ordinary consumers wouldn't be willing to accept that
tradeoff of cost & comfort. And sure enough, that was indeed the outcome. That's why
reaching mainstream buyers has become such a issue of contention now. I expressed that
point with: The lack of growth from year-2 of gen-2 Volt does paint that picture. The
massive drop from 3,691 in December to just 1,611 in January provides reason for
concern. Dropping back to gen-1 levels, despite significant increased support for plug-in
vehicles recently, isn't encouraging. The overall goal of replacing traditional vehicles
can still be achieved, but there will need to be adjustments along the way. In the case of
Voltec, the compact car packaging continues to be a barrier to growth. Choosing to offer
it in a small SUV would be a wise next step.

2-02-2017

Choice. Some people either don't learn or don't want to accept certain outcomes. With
one person, who is rather well respected on the big Prius forum, it was using inflation to
justify the still too high price of Volt. After arguing in circles, without making any
progress, we ended up getting: "Choice is good." I continued to push: A choice
of "nicely under $30,000" was the price goal set by GM. The reason for setting that was
simple. A configuration able to achieve that with low enough production cost would be
both competitive & profitable with other choices available on the dealer's showroom
floor. Otherwise, those shoppers will just purchase a different GM vehicle instead. We
still don't see that choice of GM plug-in hybrid yet. True, taking the tax-credit subsidy
from the MSRP would achieve that goal. But it limits inventory to well below
competitive volume and is extremely short-term... hence the close look at Toyota's
design. People want to know how Prius & Prime are able to overcome both engineering
& business obstacles.
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2-02-2017

Acknowledgement. Being quite annoyed by the obvious effort to deflect, I finally
lashed out. The constant attempts to change the subject to Toyota are signs of
desperation so obvious, it's hard to believe so many enablers are putting up with it. It
persist, continuing to post information about GM itself, keeping on topic rather than
taking the bait. Sales results bringing out the worst in them is why I end up taking such a
terse stance. Today, the response to January sales was to post them... but not cherry-pick
only plug-in vehicles. This was showing numbers for the traditional vehicles too. That
perspective is quite harsh, especially looking at the entire year. They speak for
themselves: It's been nothing but positive news the last 2 months, no matter how you try
to spin it. They say the most difficult step to overcoming a problem is
acknowledgement… For 2015: Equinox = 277,589; Cruze = 226,602; Malibu =
194,854; Impala = 116,825; Camaro = 77,502; Sonic = 64,775; Trax =
63,030; Corvette = 33,329; Spark = 32,809; Volt = 15,393. For 2016: Equinox =
242,195; Malibu = 227,881; Cruze = 188,876; Impala = 97,006; Trax =
79,016; Camaro = 72,705; Sonic = 55,255; Corvette = 29,995; Spark = 35,511; Volt =
24,739. See the problem now? Growth of sales does not come from pretending all is
going well or crying foul. With Bolt now stealing away both the spotlight and taxcredits, it is time to finally get serious about the situation with Volt.

2-02-2017

Price Points. He responded with the same old pigheaded response: "How am I moving
the goal post? Inflation exists." I wasn't even the one who mentioned goal-posts this
time. Someone else got annoyed by such a lame excuse, giving me a like and him a
scolding. My reply was a simple counter: That's why PRICE POINTS exist. You can't
just pick the economic factors you like and disregard the ones you don't. An automaker
targets a vehicle for that, than makes adjustments as the years past to retain that
positioning. Yes, we've seen a gradual climb over the decades, but being that far off
target has proven a barrier to mass acceptance. In fact, that is the very reason why the
subsidy exists, to temporarily counter pricing while those adjustments are being made...
and time is quickly running out.

2-02-2017

Disruption. It's well know and nearly impossible to argue, gas consumption of the large
number of Prius replacing traditional vehicles is much lower than that of the small
number of Volt. Looking at the big picture makes that obvious. This is why debates
focus solely in individual vehicles. In other words, bragging rights outweigh that of
actually making a real difference. Again, this is why the motive of enthusiasts has so
little in common with that of supporters. Goals clearly have not been the same. There is
a bit of hope though: "It will have to sell in mass in order to disrupt as much oil
consumption as the Volt does. The AER is pitifully small." That glimmer of change...
actual acknowledgement of fleet impact... is encouraging. I wonder how this will be
responded to: With the Premium model $28,800 and a large number of $4,502 taxcredits available, selling twice as many Prime as Volt won't be that difficult. That's
seriously good short & mid term pricing. The base MSRP of $27,100 certainly sets up
the offerings as a realistic long-term contender too. Even with the supposed "pitiful"
range, owners will see very high MPG regardless. There's the advantage of Prime being
more efficient than Volt in both electric & gas modes too. So, more battery isn't
necessarily better. In other words, stop with the "vastly superior" crap already. It's time
to address what needs to be done to get the masses to purchase plug-in vehicles. Just
because the packaging of Volt hasn't resulted in significant growth doesn't mean the same
tech in a different body won't.
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2-04-2017

Challenges. Some constructive talk is emerging out of the chaos. I suspect some of it is
the result of early Prime sales are showing strong rollout potential. This was the post I
selected as discussion worthy: "The Prime can probably challenge for best selling plugin for 2017… IF Toyota actually wants to sell it en mass." This was my
response: Rollout is worldwide, all at the same time. So, even if the sales total for the
year is similar to others here, there are many more which must be accounted for. The big
part of the first-year ramp-up challenge for Toyota is the effort to improve efficiency in
new ways. They are delivering a low-cost carbon-fiber component: the back
hatch. That's a complex shaped piece which gets banged shut routinely. Being able to
deliver that in high-volume opens up great opportunity for other pieces in the next
generation. The weight-reduction benefit is obvious. The other effort is delivering a
dual-wave rear window. Doing that in an affordable manner provides an aerodynamic
benefit. It also delivers style we have only seen elsewhere on very expensive
vehicles. GM deserves compliment for making Bolt a practical shape. That can be
counted as exploring new options. It clearly addresses the low rear-seating issue in
Volt. The catch is, that success should finally result in a Voltec variant offering
something similar. In a body like Equinox or Trax, it's easier to justify the higher price
than with Volt, a compact car. Car sales only represent part of the market anyway. We
can see plug-in SUVs on the way. Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai/Kia, and Mitsubishi are all
heading in that direction. There's the Chrysler minivan too. It seems odd for GM not to
be part of that.

2-04-2017

Validation. He completely exhausted all excuses, turning to spin: "True, Toyota is
following the Volt's design. Great validation!" It's bizarre how desperate a few get
defending a lost cause. Oh well. Losing a battle is not like losing the war. You
acknowledge the error and move on. I couldn't let it go without looking back to point out
the attempt to damage-control mislead: Toyota was already increasing EV top speed
with Prius upgrades. It started at 42 mph. Then it went to 46 mph. Then it got bumped
to 62 mph. Then it was raised to 72 mph. Then it finally settled at 84 mph. Each was
direct result of the battery improvements. So, there is nothing to claim in relation to
Volt. Toyota determined liquid-cooling for the battery-pack was an unnecessary
complexity that added cost to the design, so they definitely did not follow Volt in that
regard. The biggest did not follow though was not rolling out a design dependent upon
cost-reductions coming later or tax-credits. Toyota offered battery-capacity based upon
what they determined to be profitable. So, that validation claim is not true. It isn't even
an alternative fact.
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2-04-2017

Competing. There's quite a bit of spin near the end. We saw it with Two-Mode. We
saw it with BAS. We saw it with gen-1 Volt. We saw it with eAssist. Each time GM
attempts to dominate a market segment with a new high-efficiency technology, things get
ugly. The process of dealing with it starts with the goals having been missed entirely or
falling well short, which could be constructive... but sadly, hasn't been. The effort to get
back on track is circumvented anyway. GM simply introduces a new product
instead. That's what we are seeing take place with gen-2 Volt. The spotlight has been
shifted over to Bolt instead. The whole idea of "range anxiety" has completely fallen
apart. The anti-EV automaker has embraced the EV. All that marketing for Volt as the
superior choice was for what? It wasn't just an idea on paper or something advertised on
television. The campaign resulted in 100,000 sales... which sound
impressive. Unfortunately, the heavy dependence on subsidizing profit using tax-credits
has become a very real problem. What should be done now? That's a very good
question. But rather than answer it in any fashion, the choice has been to seek out
validation. Today, it was this spin: "Toyota is following the Volt's design. Great
validation!" That came about by asking what the purpose of gen-2 Volt was now that
"range anxiety" has been alleviated by Bolt. Ugh. Oh well, this was my follow up: It
was nice to see gen-2 Volt take on the blending characteristic of Prius. That was
validation of common goals. You know all too well that Voltec didn't go for traditional
vehicle competitiveness (matching mainstream purchase priorities). For gen-1, that was
fine for the sake of proving the technology was capable. But for gen-2, it's revealing
itself to be an overkill approach... which is how Bolt fits into the picture. That
engineering was carried over to make a worthwhile EV introduction... and clears the way
to alter Voltec into a matured configuration, so it can compete directly with traditional
vehicles.

2-05-2017

$1,000 Shipping. There is one dealer in Wisconsin who somehow has had a few
unspoken for Prime to sell. How could just that one have them available? It was making
some of us crazy... especially after hearing the story about a Prius owner on a trip from
Missouri who just happened to stop there our of curiosity and ended up driving home in a
new Prime. Talking about lucky! Turns out, that dealer has been purchasing them out on
the East Coast and having them shipped over on a truck. For their effort, a fee of $1,000
is added to the sale. It's a convenience some people have been willing to pay for. I did
something similar 5 years ago to get my Prius PHV. Knowing an absolutely wonderful
salesperson in Los Angeles, it was just a matter of placing an order with her and
contracting my own delivery truck. That would cost me less than $1,000 to do that
again. So, the dealer is clearly making a small profit, especially with the truck fully
loaded with Prime. Ordering locally was important this time. Being part of the local
plug-in owners group, there's a huge benefit from establishing dealer contacts. We seek
out well informed and helpful salespeople, they direct plug-in business to them. It's a
win-win situation. One thing we hadn't expected was a dealer being so willing to help,
they'd take it upon themselves to seek out distant inventory rather than waiting for
regional distribution. Education of business & customer needs to start somewhere.
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2-06-2017

72 Degrees. Having enough battery power to drive the entire depletion of coolant heat
almost never happens. Today was different. Traffic was really heavy due to the snow
falling. My wife and I (we commute together) decided to take the back way to
work. That route is quite scenic and likely wouldn't take much longer than the heavily
congested highway anyway. That meant a lot of EV driving opportunity, after the engine
got fully warmed up. I got excited when I saw the circumstances play out. I announced
the temperature drop as the degrees fell. Witnessing surprises lows was nothing
new. Even with the temperature outside well below freezing, it was still quite realistic to
drive several miles with the engine off. That inevitably concluded with the end of EV
capacity of the end of suburb driving. Today, luck was in my favor. True, I had just
jumped onto the 55 mph highway to cross the river, but the battery-pack was almost
depleted already... and the coolant temperature had already exceeded the lowest state I
had ever seen. My chance to confirm a prediction was about to come true. 72°F is the
well accepted standard comfort-level for many. Was the system in this Prius capable of
drawing out heat from the warmed coolant all the way down to that point? From 130°F
to 72°F is not what the regular model supports. Turns out, PHV does. I got to watch it
happen firsthand too. Being able to keep the engine off to that point is really
smart. Toyota clearly thought out every little aspect of how to squeeze out efficiency.

2-06-2017

Defending Pride. That individual who had become quite a standout antagonist has
recognized what "too little, too slowly" really meant. The pain of learning just how much
opportunity had been missed and now dealing with the consequences of such blind hope
is obvious. Oops! My push to take the next step stings too. That means having to admit
making a huge mistake and worse... acknowledging a Prius owner understood the
market. No amount of engineering excellence can overcome stupid executive
decisions. Harm to business for the sake of pride is nothing new, neither is seeing
enthusiasts fiercely defend it. That's why they are called "enthusiasts" rather than
"supporters". A true supporter of business wouldn't let pride get in the way of reaching
sales goals. If an error in judgment is made, you look back at what could have been done
better, then move on. I'm not seeing that. I do give the opportunity to let go of the past...
which is take a step forward: It's easy to see which particular questions are being
evaded. Attempts to divert attention away from GM are obvious too. The condescending
attitude though, that's the real giveaway. That's what leads to discoveries. That's why I
have endured so many "vastly superior" posts. Bolt's heater is the latest oddity to be
revealed. It was said to "use a resistance-heater that circulates coolant through a heater
core". Why not just a resistance-heater by itself? Does the added complexity of coolant
use improve efficiency? If so, is it more efficient than using a heat-pump instead? Or
what about using the even more efficient a vapor-injected type of heat-pump?
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2-07-2017

Fleet Demo. I certainly wasn't thrilled to read this: "Just for the fun of it, I called the
closest dealer to us, in Florida. The guy seemed pretty up on what's going on. He said
Toyota sent them one, which sold right away." It was no surprise. Imagining how
disinterested some dealers are toward selling a difficult to acquire vehicle isn't much of a
stretch. They earn very little profit and have to answer lots of questions. Wanting to just
stick to selling the money-makers right there on the lot with a variety of packages &
colors is the preferred, by far. At least with Toyota, they already have the Prius
reputation well established. That makes participation much more likely. As of this now
(early in the rollout stage), only 40% of GM dealers have expressed interest in selling
Bolt. We saw the same type of struggle with Volt. So, the situation with Prime isn't so
bad. Not being discouraging is good. It's still annoying though. I provided this insight
into the situation: Ugh. It's the same old dealer problem Toyota corporate faced back
with the Classic model rollout in 2000. They'd deliver a "fleet demo" model to the dealer
with explicit instructions not to sell it for 6 months, that it was to be used exclusively for
education purposes in the meantime. Some dealers respected that, using it for customer
demos and salesperson training. Others sold it without any regard for what it was
intended.

2-08-2017

Sales Deception. I'm growing really tired of seeing fake news on a regular basis
now. This morning's attempt at deception was: "This makes the Prius Prime a highly
attractive car on the brochures but the poor design is holding the car back from enjoying
good sales." It's bad enough excluding availability information, giving the false
impression of dealers having them in stock and consumers choosing not to purchase. But
to make a claim of "poor design" without providing any indication of what that actually
meant is an entirely different matter. I couldn't find anything even remotely revealing of
what that could have implied. It was simply a blatant slander attempt. Nothing
whatsoever was stated as to what it referred to. Fortunately, only those looking for
redemption to back their stance care anyway. Taking claims at face value isn't what
someone researching a purchase will do. Those who stumble across the article, due to
interest in the topic for whatever reason, will want to find out more. They'll search for
clarity. There's also the approach of first-year sales being disregarded too. Mainstream
buyers tend to wait until the second year of rollout before even considering a test
drive. They wait. The sales deception won't matter by then. So, were good.

2-09-2017

Affordable. There are some who absolutely hate affordable cars. They look down upon
the as a waste, unworthy of their time. So, even bothering to consider one is behind
them. That makes any sort of acknowledgement a problem; however, you can sometimes
get lucky by pointing out a new perspective. I pointed out that room is being made for
the rest of the Toyota product-line to be offered as hybrids, exactly as their long-term
plan has stated. Prius is going one direction. Prime is going another. Corolla hybrid will
fill in between that. This came about in return: "But the elephant in the hybrid room is
the affordable plug-in." It wasn't the direction hoped for with the discussion, but it was
at least somewhat of a larger perspective being taken into account. So, this seemed a
good way to reply: $27,100 MSRP for the base model Prime, which is fairly well loaded,
fulfills that criteria. That affordable price provides the potential to compete with
traditional vehicles directly. Also having a $4,502 tax-credit available will stimulate
demand and speed education.
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2-10-2017

Better. We're getting a lot more spin lately: "It's not that the Prius is losing it's mojo, it
because it has taken many years for the public to realize the Volt is a better car." That's
a good indicator of change. When the same old rhetoric doesn't work anymore, they try
something new. I enjoyed exploring this angle: For mainstream vehicles, the term
"better" indicates that it offers a nice balance. The expectation is that they fulfill a wide
variety of criteria. That's why those which sell in large quantities are so popular. For
other vehicles, you get some type of feature emphasis. Whether it is speed or power or
size or agility, there was always some type of trade off... resulting in low-volume
purchase. Prius was among the first of the modern vehicles to not require that,
consequently selling in high-volume instead. You'd get high-efficiency and lowemissions within the realm of ordinary performance. Gen-3 made that point especially
clear. Gen-4 took an odd side-step by actually stiffening the body and upgrading
suspension for improved handling, but that was achieved without trade off. So when it
comes to "", we need some type of clarity. For starts, are you referring to the regular
Prius or the plug-in model (Prime)? In either case, both are much more efficient than
Volt in HV mode and both have much lower base prices. If the reference is to range, the
"many years" makes no sense... since Prime rollout is still in the earliest stages (low
volume on the coasts and none available in the Midwest).

2-09-2017

Paradigm Shift. It's happening. The painfully slow acceptance of gen-2 Volt is getting
the best of even the most stubborn. Those enthusiasts of the past are no longer
enthusiastic. Failing to draw in a new audience can no longer be denied. I'm writing this
on the wall now: GM milked high-profit vehicles for all they could prior to the market
collapse and expensive gas. We see them doing the very same thing now. We also see
battery cost dropping. At some point, there will be a competitive market for EV cars,
able to compete directly with traditional vehicles. They won't offer much of a profitmargin, but they will make driving a guzzling SUV or Pickup passé. Evidence of an
upcoming shift is the preparation for it. Both plug-in offerings, Volt & Bolt, are
establishing the technology but not actually drawing GM's own loyal customers... who
just replace their old SUV or Pickup with a new one. Notice the heavy emphasis on
conquest sales? When demand rises for the low-profit choices, GM will have no option
but to adapt. We saw this history play out already with the computer industry. Now, it's
time for the automotive industry to bite that same bullet. This is known as a paradigm
shift.
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Not Moving. Sometimes, you actually get constructive discussion: "It must be profit
margin that drives their not moving Voltec to a larger CUV or SUV." I was pleased to
finally see and respond to that: What else could it be, you ask? There's little reason to
wonder if Voltec would work scaled up. The system is clearly overpowered for a
compact car and it originated from Two-Mode, which was used in Yukon & Tahoe. The
cost of Voltec is still high though and giving up profit isn't the GM approach. There is
the possibility of market collapse worry, a paradigm shift resulting from interest in
efficiency. That taste for EV propulsion leading to the abandonment of the mighty SUV
in favor of sleek aerodynamic style instead isn't too much of a stretch. After all, that is
exactly what draws people to Model S and people have found compelling about Model
3. People desire change after awhile. The SUV has been done to death. The sedan has
become plain looking. Signs are starting to point in the direction of the sport look
again. Remember what happened in the early 80's? There isn't anything to stop that from
happening again. With the advent of LED lighting, the trickle down of carbon-fiber, and
the re-introduction of waved glass, why not? It all adds up nicely for Prius Prime. The
pattern fits with Toyota's history of leadership too. This time though, it looks like a onetwo punch. It doesn't take much to imagine RAV4 hybrid being augmented with a
plug. The base system is in place already... and selling well. We see other automakers
on that plug-in SUV path too. We'll never really know why GM is allowing their
opportunity to slip. Of course, the antagonists here will just spin this post as an attempt to
change the topic anyway. So, let's simply end with an outlook for what 2017 will bring
in terms of Prius sales. My hunch is the regular model will remain relatively flat, right
around the mainstream minimum for monthly sales. For Prius Prime, expect it to open
up the market for affordable plug-in hybrids. In other words, Toyota will max-out their
supplier quota and be scrambling to significantly bump next year's
production. Fortunately, Prime's worldwide rollout (Japan, United States, and Europe)
all at once does help provide a realistic gauge for estimating demand in subsequent years.

2-10-2017

Ford Plug-Ins. It's easy to forget this big automaker. Quite the opposite of GM, they
are quiet about high-efficiency offerings. Rather than clamor for the spotlight on a
regular basis, you hear virtually nothing. Yet, sales are surprisingly similar. Last year
Ford delivered 23,895 Fusion Energi and C-Max Energi models. The total is a
combination of plug-in sales, but looking at total in this regard is fine. We aren't talking
about major numbers of any offerings yet. Mainstream really doesn't apply until sales
grow to the 60,000 annual level without tax-credit help. There's no way to consider them
competitive with traditional vehicles prior to that fulfilling that criteria. It puts the
24,739 total for last year from gen-2 Volt into perspective. This is why hybrids without
plugs are talked about so infrequently now. Either people are interested in those or they
are not. The technology is so well established, there's nothing to mention anymore. The
addition of a plug is an entirely different matter though. Yet, you still don't hear much
from Ford. We certainly get our fill of GM spin on the other hand. I'll sure be glad when
that settles down.
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Fake Trouble. Simply publishing a random article with a disconnected title works too:
"The Toyota Prius Prime Proves That The Prius Hybrid Sucks". There was literally
nothing of any substance to support that. It was just a bizarre collection of vague
comments. You'd think there was potential. But the trend we've been seeing is that
catchy titles are all that's needed. Many don't bother actually reading the article all the
way through. Proof of that is how short the articles have become and the complete
absence of comments. No one posting anything is quite unusual. In the past, you'd see
reader participation everywhere. The diverse audiences were always quite eager to post
their opinions. We're not seeing that with the articles fitting this new profile
though. Thankfully, the ones with actual detail remain quite active. Nonetheless, it is
still quite troubling to see a regular flow of "fake" news now. We're hearing how these
are being used to simply vindicate the stance a person has taken. They simply want
confirmation of their own opinion without bothering to understand the actual situation.

2-12-2017

Method of Measure? Concerns of battery-life continue to pop up as the plug-in cars get
older. The seemingly basic complications of chemical & component aging make
expectations very complicated. Does aging alter internal resistance? How would you
measure that? Don't forget the influence vehicle break-in or the increased grip from new
tires. Needless to say, it's messy. Some complain about EV range loss, but the accounts
are always so vague, there's no good way to respond. How do you make sure to include
all influences? How are they even measured? For that matter, who even has a baseline
to compare with? This is how I addressed the situation today:
On Friday, my commute was a balmy 27°F (quite comfortable here in Minnesota), so no
need for the heater. That meant an opportunity to measure. I went the full 9.2 miles of
hilly suburb EV driving before running out of sub-62 mph road. At that point, the
remaining EV was indicated to be 0.4 miles. Being able to drive 9.6 miles of EV in those
conditions (hilly & sub-freezing) for a Prius PHV just 1 month shy of 5 years sounds
right on par for aging expectations.
Right now, I'm at the coffeeshop blogging. The temperature for the drive was 32°F. The
route 7.6 miles of all flat suburb (45, 50, 55 mph limit roads). The entire drive was
EV. The remaining capacity was stated to be 2.7 miles. The SOC was 39.6%, which
confirms accuracy of the estimate. That gives me a total of 10.3 miles of EV driving,
which is right on too. There was only 1 stop along the way. Both lights were green and
the 3 roundabouts you only have to slow down for. Again, that seems quite reasonable
for almost 5 years of use.
Note that during the work week, I recharge twice. At home with 120-volt connection and
at work with 240-volt. Both include long cold-soaks (many hours). For random full
charging, I always wait a minimum of 90 minutes. When stopping at the grocery store,
the quick 10-minute top-off is immediate. The battery-pack rarely ever saw extreme
heat. It simply never gets that warm this far north.
In other words, my aged battery-pack is working great still.
Can we get some fresh accounts from others, using a format like that above to describe
their own experiences?
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Calculations for EV. Being able to move on to a Prius focus (not having to deal with
rhetoric much anymore), it's time for some calculations. It sure will be nice when I have
my own numbers to work with. But for now, we can use EPA reported values. I did that
for this response: "I can still do 10.3 miles at 32 degrees, but it was more like 12 at one
time." Knowing how imprecise anecdotal observations of the past can be, this is how I
worked out the expectation:
Simple math would seem to indicate your pack is just fine still.
85% - 23.5% = usable EV capacity available is 61.5 %
61.5% of 4.4 kWh = EV capacity calculates to 2.7 kWh
2.7 kWh / ( 29 kWh / 100 miles ) = EV range is 9.3 miles
That doesn't take into account hills or regen, of course. It's just a basic measure of
potential using the EPA measure of efficiency for Prius PHV. Nonetheless, seeing 10.3
miles years later looks good.

2-12-2017

More Calculations. Running those same calculations on Prius Prime is interesting:
85% - 23.5% = assumed usable EV capacity available is 61.5 %
61.5% of 8.8 kWh = EV capacity calculates to 5.4 kWh
5.4 kWh / ( 25 kWh / 100 miles ) = EV range is 21.6 miles
Anyone know the actual usable value? There was speculation that deeper discharging
with the new chemistry was realistic, especially since GM decided to expand usable
capacity for gen-2 Volt. I haven't heard actual numbers though... and I don't have my
Prime yet. Based on the calculation result, it's easy to see where the original EPA stated
range was 22 miles. I have found a mention of 6.18 kWh usable. In that case:
6.18 kWh / ( 25 kWh / 100 miles ) = EV range is 24.7 miles
Note that using the 133 MPGe rating (to be more precise), we get 25.3 kWh / 100
miles. That's 33.7 kWh per gallon of gas / 133 MPGe. Values reported for EPA are
truncated, rounded, and adjusted. So, be careful of trying to get too precise. And of
course, YMMV.
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Charging Observations. The official number from the wall is what was reported for
EPA is 6.33 kWh. That takes into account charging losses, which are given a standard
factor of 15%. That means the usable capacity calculates to 5.38 kWh. The value
matches up nicely with observations a friend of mine reported with his Prime. It's a good
confirmation. I'm not sure where that higher number came from. That's why I document
what I find in these blogs. Sometimes you come across a clue to an aspect of design no
one had really notice the significance of yet. Other times, you stumble across the birth of
a misconception... which makes understanding its origin very important. Whatever the
situation, we start with observations. In this case, it's with respect to charging. That
topic is unknown to most people. So, having some accurate numbers readily available to
share can be quite help. I can't wait to contribute to Prime's rollout. In the meantime, I'm
using the observations collected from my Prius PHV to help document that history. After
all, you never know what kind of spin will emerge. Having 5 years of detail available
could certainly come in handy.

2-13-2017

Concern. You can tell how much the attitude from Volt enthusiasts is changing, from
statements like this: "...I'm surprised they haven't offered more models, but it would be
foolish to not offer as many models as they can during the phase-out period." The
realization of gen-2 having failed to achieve growth is moving into the acceptance
stage. It's trapped as a niche. The clock is running out... and there is no sense arguing it
anymore. That crazy lashing recently out over the "too little, too slowly" really was the
finale. It's over. Time to move on. Evidence of this change came from my simple post
today. It wasn't attacked. In fact, the opposite happened. I got positive votes! Gasp,
eh? Even the most staunch saw the writing on the wall. GM will need to play catch up if
they don't offer the technology they developed in packaging their customers actually
want. In other words: Getting caught mid-cycle without any subsidies has been a
problem expressed for years. That's why there's been such a big push for a SUV with
Voltec.

2-14-2017

Air-Cooling Greenwash. I was absolutely amazed to see this today: "The current Leaf's
air-cooling is insufficient for hotter climates." That's a claim easy to disprove. Why
would anyone make such an obvious attempt to mislead? Perhaps he thought readers
would take the claim at face-value, not bothering to click the link also provided. If they
did, the hope would be the age of the article wouldn't be noticed. It was 5.5 years
old! Greenwashing by posting outdated information is quite desperate. But when you
are a hard-core GM supporter and the article is about Nissan's next-gen Leaf, doing that
still happens. Heck, I got annoyed by how many times facts were voted down just
because they didn't like them. So, using facts to mislead comes to be an
expectation. Anywho, I didn't hesitate to point out the attempt with: September 22, 2012
isn't remotely "current" from any perspective. That article has been called out as
greenwashing material for being so outdated. Leaf batteries were upgraded mid-cycle,
greatly improving their resilience to heat. We know the batteries will upgraded again
(chemistry &amp; construction improvements) with Leaf gen-2 rollout too. We also
already know they will be air-cooled.
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Too Late? Someone else sounded off with superiority chanting. Ugh. I was dismayed
by reading: "Nissan is late to the new EV party. By the time the new Leaf is available,
the Chevy Bolt EV has taken up that market. And I don’t believe that a *cheaper* Leaf
against the Bolt EV will sell better, because quality and quantity has its price, and true
BEV believers (just like Tesla buyers) will pay whatever to get the best EV
possible." Was he really that clueless or close-minded? It was yet another audience
problem. Some people just never learn, I guess. Of course, it could just be denial. Being
backed into a corner, you really don't see much from that perspective. I decided to deal
with the denial in this fashion: Late to what? Which market? The acceptance of EV by
ordinary traditional buyers hasn't happened yet. We're still trying to get out of the lowhanging-fruit stage. Reaching beyond early adopters is still just a hope… realistic, but
clearly some time in the future still. Once sales occur without any tax-credit subsidies,
that milestone will be reached. Until then, it's just enthusiasts helping to prove the
technology is worthy for the masses.

2-14-2017

Improvement & Cost. Attempts to inject constructive points into GM discussions when
you own a Prius is usually futile. Many just choose to not listen anymore. That's
actually progress. It sure beats those attacks of the past. Denial turning to acceptance is
much better. Enthusiasts becoming supporters is a challenging process to usher along. It
is working though. The struggle of gen-2 Volt has helped it along. We all can see the
potential for Prius Prime. Once production & delivery is finally ramped up, Toyota will
take the lead they've always feared. It is no longer a matter of "IF". It is now trying to
figure out the "WHEN". My hunch is that will be around Earth Day. Waiting for things
to fall in place is quite a challenge though, a test of character through patience. It's well
worth it, of course. It teaches you not to burn bridges too. Those still showing some
resistance will eventually either vanish or become an ally. So, I keep interjecting some
sense into the daily topics. Hopefully, this will be considered helpful... someday: With
respect to design, there's the big issue of production cost. For EV to be directly
competitive with traditional vehicles, it must have a closer MSRP and no dependence on
tax-credit subsidies. Not requiring liquid is a way of cutting cost. It reduces complexity
too. That's good for reliability. It's the advantage of going electric. For example,
electric power-steering doesn't have liquid. It doesn't have a belt either. That's a clear
simplicity improvement, as well as a cost reduction.
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Diesel is Dead. The official "50 MPG" rating is making news today. Ugh. That's the
highway rating for the Chevy Cruze diesel. Focus on just highway is rather blatant
greenwashing, criticized extensively in the past for drawing attention away from overall
efficiency. It was cherry picking, plain & simple. A method of deception, similar to
"clean diesel" from the perspective of intentionally excluding vital information. The
choose what to tell you and totally disregard the rest. For example, how often do you
hear mention of urea refills? That's the cleansing agent required for diesel vehicles. It's a
liquid that's sprayed into the exhaust system. I'm willing to bet most diesel shoppers
never encounter any mention of it. There's the issue of diesel being more expensive per
gallon than gas too. Think that is ever brought attention to by diesel
promoters? Anywho, I don't like diesel for passenger cars... and expressed that sentiment
in response to the news: 37 MPG combined for the manual and 31 MPG combined for
the automatic is so bad, it's not possible to take it seriously. No mention whatsoever of
emission-rating is the evidence of being severely wounded, especially from all the
awareness raised by the cheating scandal. After 15 years of tolerating the claims of being
as clean & efficient, it's time to move on. Gen-4 Prius easily surpasses that it both
regards. Adding a plug to it to make a Prime buries the coffin. Diesel for passenger cars
is dead.

2-14-2017

Terrible Timing. I had a follow-up post to my declaration of death. The ironic nature
of attempting to gloat about a diesel efficiency rating right when such a huge efficiency
hybrid milestone has been met is poetic. The sweet sound of electric silence. That's so
much of a contrast to the clatter of a diesel engine. Ugh. I'm amused and was quite
happy to keep any spin attempt at bay with: Toyota just surpassed the 10,000,000 mark
for hybrid sales. There have been a total of 34 models offered. Availability has reached
90 different countries. An affordable plug-in model is being rolled out in Japan, the
United States, and Europe. The timing is terrible... for diesel.

2-16-2017

Totally Inferior. I was very amused to see the term "totally inferior" used in place of
"vastly superior". That's a level of desperation so blatant, it's almost pointless to
respond. That mantra of the past was absurd. The gen-1 Volt enthusiasts just kept
chanting that over and over and over again. Its lack of substance ended up driving many
away. They didn't want any part of a technology unable to actually compete on
merit. Needing to embellish for the sake of retaining attention is a bad sign, and they
knew it. That lesson learned is apparently something this new gen-2 audience seems to
believe they are immune to. That type of attitude is the very reason history repeats
itself. The leaders become complacent... exactly as a I witnessed today. I was amazed to
see that. They say you cannot fix stupid. Seeing it play out firsthand is troubling. But
then again, we're seeing similar on the presidential level. Awareness have never been
raised to such an extreme level before. I wonder what kind of long-term effect that will
have. The short-term outcome will definitely be painful. Arrogance can be quite
expense, stirring unforeseen costs on an enormous scale. Calling something "totally
inferior" without evidence to support the claim is usually evidence of trouble to come.
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Hitch. One month from now, the first receiver-hitch for Prius Prime is supposed to
become available. That's well timed. With the dual-wave window in back, I wasn't
certain the idea of using my adjustable strap-on carrier for bikes in the meantime was a
good one. Though, with the other Prius, the feet on top were for nothing by stability. All
the weight was on the lower legs. Not being able to actually measure yet had been a set
back. Living surprisingly close to 2 different hitch manufacturers would have made that
easy too... if I had my Prime. Delivery is still a month away though... coincidently, it's
the very day the hitch could be delivered. Searching online, I haven't found any
information yet. My source was from a friend who pushed for one last year, shortly after
the gen-4 was rolled out... since he needed a hitch. He let the use his own Prius for
measurements to build the very first one. That worked out well. For me, looks like I'll
have to do even less... except be patient.

2-16-2017

Scare Tactics. A common method of dishonestly discrediting is to claim that your safety
is threatened. It's bad enough seeing that in politics. Having to deal with those same
scare tactics for Prius is even worse. That's puts you on the defensive. Not taking the
bait can be a challenge. They'll just keep posting it. For awhile, the claims about Prime
being inadequate came in the form of expressing danger when entering the
highway. They'd focus on merging. Yet another attempt happened today: "The only way
to merge safely in a Prius is to hope those cruising in the right lane move to the center or
left lane so you have an 'open' channel to merge." But rather than follow that line of
thinking or trying to get back on topic, I kept the focus on acceleration. They don't
expect you to play along. You're suppose to fight back directly, throw a punch to the
face. I decided to jab from the side instead. It worked too. I simply gave another
example of accelerating, one even more extreme: It's claims like that raise the
intrigue. Are you in denial, poorly informed, or just desperate? The safety comment is
simply not true. I pass with my Prius PHV from time to time. It's no big deal. Heck,
even when going through South Dakota at 80 mph, there's still power available for me to
accelerate even faster to get around those I no longer want to follow.

2-17-2017

Wasted. There are some posts that you know are going to be trouble right from the start:
"As a curious person it makes me angry that they wasted so much... everything. Their
continued blindness to the nature of electric mobility is shocking and saddening." Was
this person totally clueless or focusing entirely on something incorrect? Running into an
innocent individual who has been a victim of greenwashing happens from time to
time. So, you have to carefully consider how to respond. I try by posing a question, then
proceed to point out how the situation is not how they interpret it: What was
wasted? Toyota is pushing the affordable approach. They didn't take the easy route by
simply rolling out an expensive plug-in, then hope for the best with cost-reduction after
the fact. Notice how that didn't turn out so well for GM? Heavy dependency on taxcredits is a terrible idea. Instead, Toyota took the more difficult path, having to tolerate
the snickers of doubt & belittling along the way. Now, they are mass producing the
needed components at an affordable cost. The regular Prius uses lithium battery cells
too. That's a huge economy-of-scale benefit other automakers don't have. Also from
Toyota is their very successful first-year debut of RAV4 hybrid. It's a platform that sets
them up very well for adding a plug to a SUV, the market that no automaker in the
United States has yet to tap. In other words, the spin about waste is without merit.
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Instead. Another technique to discredit is to sight a situation as polarized, with the hope
readers won't realize the choices aren't mutually exclusive. I could see that coming with
the newest topic on the EV blog... which recognized the strong potential for Prime sales,
it catching on faster than EV choices. Naturally, that brought out the hate for Toyota
taking the mass-market approach. In the minds of some, leadership is only represented
by pushing extremes. Acceptance by large sums of ordinary people doesn't count as
progress. They don't recognize that as any type of accomplishment. In fact, many
simply don't care. The word "mainstream" only serves as an indicator of
obsolescence. That's really sad. But then again, we know that the 99% are often not
considered. So, the perspective is no surprise, like this: "It means they will continue to
drag their feet as much as they can instead of going full EV." My guess is the reply will
be snarky & dismissive: How do you figure? Lithium battery-pack production is being
ramped up, used in both the regular Prius and the plug-in model. That economy-of-scale
is absolutely essential for selling an affordable EV that doesn’t depend upon taxcredits… which is well worth waiting for. In the meantime, they continue to improve
electric design. Traction motor production is in full swing and they are delivering (in
Prime) the industry’s most efficient heat-pump.

2-17-2017

Clueless. That was the conclusion I came to. The series of posts responding to my
lithium information were nothing but a collection of off-topic rants. Some rambling is
understandable, since not everyone posts well. Communication skills vary. But when
the comprehension is totally absent, not even an attempt to figure out the situation, you
can tell they simply don't have a clue. For example: "What are you talking about with the
batteries? You think Toyota has some magic with lithium ion batteries? Their batteries
don't mean much in the scheme of things." Reading something like that is a good sign of
when not to bother. They won't have any idea what you're talking about. So, I just ended
it with: Prius Prime offers full EV driving until the battery-pack is depleted. Adding
more cells increases EV range. How does that not mean much?
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Next Big Thing. I found this new spin interesting: "They have clung to the hybrid for
dear life for too long now and the industry has moved to the next big thing..." That was
spoken like a truly believer in only looking forward, never bothering to consider what's
on their sides or behind. Being so blinded by the hope of roads filled exclusively by EV
choices that they dismiss everything else is a very big problem. Seeing Hyundai,
Chrysler, Honda, Ford, and GM rollout new hybrids doesn't happen. They find a
scapegoat for their frustration to be vented upon. In this case, it is Toyota. The 25-mile
range delivered by Prius Prime is too confusing to deal with. A pure EV driving
experienced delivered by a non-EV wasn't a problem when it was just the small &
expensive Volt. It was a niche, nothing to worry about. Ordinary consumers wouldn't be
interested. That's not the case with Prime though. We can see the potential. We see that
opportunity about to be exploited, not squandered as GM had done. Toyota is ramping
up for the next big thing... which is not EV. We'll see lots of success from the EV
market. But the lack of infrastructure is still a very real problem. Prime can totally
recharge overnight with nothing but an ordinary household outlet. Heck, you can even
use an extension-cord for the charger. You can be out really late and have to leave early
for work the next day without worry. It only takes 5.5 hours. No added expense. No
special instructions. Just plug it in. Owning an EV isn't that simple for many. Driving
range and recharge convenience present barriers... for the foreseeable future. It will
change eventually, but throughout this current generation (the next 5 years) we face
challenges. Just education alone could take that entire duration. Major expenses, like a
new vehicle purchase, are very difficult to pattern break. It's far too easy to just upgrade
to the newer model of what you are already driving. That's why the simplicity of Prime
presents a very realistic next step for a large number of consumers. That's the next big
thing.

2-18-2017

Called Out. The fighting has escalated: "They still haven't realized just how much work
needs to be put into the effort to march forward." There's been a defiant stance taken,
making generalizations without any bother to provide specifics on subsequent posts. In
other words, there's a sense of new rhetoric growing in response to the potential some see
from Toyota's newest offering. It's the same old downplay from the past; they attempt to
misrepresent. Making it seem as though the technology is only an upgrade, rather than at
a competitive state, is key. Most everything else with a plug is stuck in the "too
expensive" stage. So, you can imagine how much animosity is stirred from the base price
of Prime. $27,100 for a MSRP is low enough to derail any argument of affordability... so
much so, there isn't even reason to mention the $4,502 tax-credit that's also
available. The potential is obvious. That means focus on stomping out undermining
attempts to greenwash about the technology itself are a priority. Adding in a little bit of a
personal jab works too, to ensure the message gets to intended: Prius Prime has a top
electric-only speed of 84 mph. It offers the industry's most efficient electric cabin
warmer, a vapor-injected heat-pump. It also has electric steering and electric
A/C. There's no tie to the gas engine. It's there to take over after depletion, providing
both propulsion power and the ability to recharge the pack without plugging in. Prius
Prime is an EV with a small battery-pack. The next step up for power & size will be
taking advantage of the hybrid system in RAV4, adding more battery-capacity for EV
driving. All necessary work is already done. That attempt to disparage has been called
out. You are clearly in denial of recent advancements.
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Too Bad. I've been participating a lot on the blogging site for EVs lately. Like with
Volt years ago, a few see Prius as a threat. They push the same perspective too... lack of
purity. With PHV, that had no merit. It didn't make any sense, since the purpose of the
plug was to boost MPG, not to offer an EV driving experience. Comparing the two
fundamentally different approaches as if they were the same was rather desperate. That's
why I participated there so much... to point that out. Struggling sales is what ended up
keeping the posts lively though. Technical arguments did eventually fade. Much of that
came from posting video which made it overwhelmingly clear certain individuals were
outright lying about how Prius PHV actually worked. I wonder if the same will be
needed again, here on the new venue. Here's my effort to find out, directly confronting
an individual desperate to mislead about how the new plug-in Prius operates: Prime
provides an all-electric drive for the first 25 miles of travel. There's no way to spin
it. That is a short-range EV, period. You plug it in and get another 25 miles of EV. You
don't, the gas engine will provide power instead. With an entire system totally electric...
traction-motor... battery-pack... heater... air-conditioner... inverter... charger... and
controllers... there is no merit to claims of falling behind or lacking EV experience. Too
bad if you don't like the approach. Refinements to design and improvements to
production are several generations along now. Steps to offer a variety of affordable plugin choices are well underway.

2-18-2017

Battery Density. At first glance, this gives the impression of being constructive: "With a
continual gain in battery energy density, you can just skip the hybrid." It falls apart
though, when you look for detail... since there isn't any. Vague comments like that are
posted all the time. No timeline. No scale. No target. No audience. Nothing. Heck,
even what "hybrid" actually refers to is uncertain. In this circumstance, it was reasonable
to assume the reference was to the plug-in type. Generalizations are basically
worthless. When "waste" is highlighted as a concern, that waste of our time is a big
deal. What did that phrase actually mean? Anywho, I posted this in return: That makes
sense, long-term for many, but that certainly isn't the case for this generation of
offerings. The option simply isn't realistic yet. Choices are extremely limited. Supply is
almost non-existent. Production cost is too high. And the high-power recharge
infrastructure isn't there. The realities of dealer disinterest and not having a plug
available at home are very real barriers to overcome too. Battery technology is only a
small part of the equation. In other words, being a worthy design is far from
enough. The market for traditional guzzlers still holds strong
consumer interest. Reaching those ordinary consumers means taking the hybrid
approach.
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Barriers. Over a decade and a half of dealing with thorns has taught me how to navigate
through the briar patch. Being able to avoid attack has been key. From time to time
though, I have actually been able to proactively deal with the desperate attempts to bring
Prius down. Like when in the briar patch, you need to know what to look for and what
path works best for each particular situation. Seeing the same thing happening with this
new wider audience on the green website (no more daily blog for Volt), I'm well
prepared right from the start. So, I'm pointing out problems, rather than waiting to
react...
I'm seeing 2 patterns emerge from discussion topics involving Prius Prime:
- Some truly believe the competition is other plug-in vehicles.
- Some couldn't care less about kWh consumption or production cost.
That first is truly unfortunate. But not seeing the forest is nothing new. They focus on
their one tree and forget about everything else. Reality is, we haven't left the early
adopter phase left. Those purchasing plug-in vehicles are the low-hanging-fruit, the easy
sales. They are enthusiasts taking advantage of the tax-credit opportunity. True, they are
helping out, but they don't represent mainstream buyers... the true competition, traditional
vehicles.
The second is the ugly reality of blind hope. So much attention is set on proving the
technology from an engineering perspective that other important aspects are
disregarded. In this case, we see the belief that leadership comes from pushing EV range
limits. Efforts to make the technology affordable aren't recognized. In fact, some is even
shunned & belittled. The other problem is electricity consumption. Try pointing out
KWH/MILE ratings. Watch the anger merge from someone finding out their EV is a
guzzler in comparison.
Watch for confirmation of the patterns I have observed. For us to progress to further
market penetration, we have to acknowledge our own barriers.

2-19-2017

What Is Your Point? I climbed up onto the soapbox last night, without any reason
to. That surprised & bewildered some. I was asked what the point was of what I had
posted. Providing a big-picture summary out of the blue like that is a bit odd to do. But
then again, I was attacked for being a petroleum industry supporter for not embracing the
purity of electric-only vehicles. Showing favor for a plug-in hybrid is unacceptable for
some. Their absolute is all they care about. That's really unfortunate, as well as difficult
to deal with. The idea of endorsing battery advancement in the form of smaller packs
and lower power recharging doesn't make sense to them? They don't realize most of the
world is unwilling to take one massive step all at once. Some are intimidated. Some
simply don't have the money. Some don't have anywhere to plug in. Some just don't
have that far to drive. In other words, we are back to the "Who?" question... which
you've heard countless times now: Understanding audience is vital. If you don't,
discussion value is lost. In other words, progress isn't possible.
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Catching On. That wasteful "more is better" perspective immediately surfaced. It's a
terrible precedent to set. The seemingly simplest of things become a problem if you don't
think them through. For example, a vehicle that consumes more electricity to travel the
same distance will take long to recharge, since it needs more battery. Do you really want
to have to wait longer for that? Do you really want to make someone wanting to use the
charger after you are done to wait longer too? I expressed the growing lack-of-awareness
problem this way:
Notice how some use much less electricity than others to travel the same distance?
35 kWh/100 mi = 97 MPGe = 2017 Ford Fusion Energi
35 kWh/100 mi = 98 MPGe = 2015 Chevy Volt (gen-1)
31 kWh/100 mi = 106 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Volt (gen-2)
30 kWh/100 mi = 114 MPGe = 2016 Nissan Leaf
30 kWh/100 mi = 116 MPGe = 2016 VW e-Golf
29 kWh/100 mi = 111 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 PHEV
28 kWh/100 mi = 119 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Bolt
27 kWh/100 mi = 124 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 EV
25 kWh/100 mi = 133 MPGe = 2017 Toyota Prius Prime
Those outcomes are the direct result of design choices. Engineers are typically instructed
to favor power over efficiency. Sound familiar?
That same problem in the gas world also exists with electricity consumption. Sadly,
virtually no attention is given to the topic though In fact, a design is often mocked if it
doesn't provide lots of power.
Notice how the KWH/MILE measure is almost never discussed?

2-19-2017

It's Over, Already! The new attacks are Toyota are quite amusing. It's confirmation of
worry about their latest rollout, in this case... Prius Prime. The desperation is quite
telling. Sighting extremes and drawing conclusions so early is a dead giveaway. This
morning, it was: "They ceded the EV market." How could I resist? Not responding to
that is impossible. Resistance is futile. So, I jumped into that mess: Claiming it's all
over already, despite still just being in the initial rollout stage (dependency on tax-credit
subsidies), doesn't make any sense. Who exactly did the cede to? Who are you trying to
convince of this? For that matter, who do you think the EV market is? By the way, I
find the constant attempts to discredit Toyota by sighting fuel-cell diversity absolutely
hysterical. GM just announced a major effort to invest in updating their fuel-cell
technology. Honda & Nissan have been heavy investors for awhile now. Toyota is not
alone. Those others also recognize that one solution does not fit all.
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Cheap Crap. It was only a matter of time before the insulting & belittling began. One
particular individual responded to several posts on the same thread all with a common
theme, attempting to label Prime as: "cheap crap". The words of desperation I found
most revealing were: "With that amount of power and that amount of space you can
hardly get out of the garage with the driver alone." When they don't even try to post
something sensible, you know the message has got through. They see weaknesses in
their own argument. The response is simply lashing out. Reaching that point is a
vindication, a milestone indicating points posted were valid. If they weren't, they'd be
addressed. Reverting to childish name-calling says it all. There are always a few who
really struggle with the acceptance of change. It's unfortunate we have to deal with
that. But then again, this behavior shows us change is happening. Each step forward has
included the need to deal with this nonsense. That's part of the process. We are clearly
making progress.

2-19-2017

Moderator Intervention. That daily blog for Volt didn't have any. In fact, you weren't
even required to register. It was open posting. That's how things became so
chaotic. The website I have transferred to is quite different: "We do not permit direct
personal insults, profanity, off-topic posts, gratuitous political commentary, or denial of
climate science in our comments." That policy isn't taken lightly either. They frequently
sweep through discussion threads and enforce those rules. The posts are changed to a
notice stating they have been altered by moderators to remove the inappropriate
content. Individuals abusing that will get publicly called out too, given this warning: "If
you cannot abide by the rules, please don't comment at all. Repeated violations will get
you banned, blacklisted, and reported as an abusive commenter. Thank you in advance
for helping us keep comments on our site on topic, civil, respectful, family-friendly, and
fact-based." The few antagonists who followed me are struggling with this new
reality. Their attacks are not tolerated. This website is not filled with
enablers. Participants want constructive discussion, not cheerleading. It's quite a wakeup call for those just wanting to stir trouble and express superiority. I'm delighted to see
such a reversal of circumstances.

2-19-2017

Misleading Titles. I'm really getting tired of the nonsense. Recently, I've stumbled
across several articles where the content didn't actually match the title. If all you do is
just read the title and opening paragraph, you wouldn't realize the information to follow
doesn't actually support the claim being made. It's a problem we see online routinely
with forum posts. That other content confirms whatever point they take the time to
make, but isn't what the title suggests. For those simply looking for validation of their
feelings, they tend to just gloss over what's published or don't even bother to proceed
beyond the introduction. It's really unfortunate such greenwashing exists. I run into
articles like that far too often. The hope is that people won't check facts, that they'll
accept what's there at face value. Sad.
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Turbocharing. That's how a number of new vehicles are squeezing out a few more
MPG... but with a penalty. There's also some type of tradeoff. Engineering is filled with
things like that. For Prius, it was always the penalty of added cost. Fortunately, the
simplified transmission offset that. Coming up with that type of balance isn't easy
though. Automakers are getting desperate though. So, they add turbocharging. It's not
like decades past. Lag is minimized. There is still added cost & complexity. Yet, that is
becoming the most desirable upgrade for improved efficiency. Oh well. Someday
hybrids will be more common. In the meantime, cheap gas means not bothering to make
the serious investment in electrification. It's more of doing the minimum.

2-19-2017

Fuel Cell, part 1. A software-related recall on Toyota's fuel-cell vehicle is being twisted
into a change of plans. How that news got distorted into a turning of favor for plug-in
vehicles remains a mystery. But some antagonists have abruptly changed their stance,
despite so little substance to support such a move. My guess is they've seen the potential
for Prius Prime and didn't have a means of showing their agreement to the
approach. Having been in opposition for so long, you look for an outlying excuse to
justify the new position. That works, though it's quite a stretch if they expect everyone to
overlook such an obvious move. I jumped into the new discussion with: The well
informed always knew focus would shift to plug-in offerings following fuel-cell
rollout. It simply didn't make sense doing them at the same time, especially since fuelcell was long-term and the next plug-in Prius was immediate. That's why there were
repeated reminders of co-existence and time-frames. It was never an either/or
situation. Mirai was low-volume with no intentions of this generation being anything
beyond site testing. Toyota selected an isolated area for extended real-world data
collection using actual consumers. That's a textbook approach.. not a big deal like the
antagonists made it out to be. The next-gen Prius plug-in was always expected to be a
major step forward in the advancement of hybrids. We knew all the greenwashing posted
about Toyota abandoning EV interest was a just a desperate measure to steal away the
spotlight in the meantime. It never ceases to amaze me how often people lose sight of the
big picture.
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Fuel Cell, part 2. Good reception to my previous post keep the discussion lively. A
good friend of mine added: "But sometimes you have to perform the experiment to the
bitter end." Helping that sense of closing along provided a good feeling for all those
involved. I played along, but included a dose of reality too: There was (and still is) the
need to be aware of how the oil industry will respond. They are a very powerful entity
with a lot to lose and strong ties to regulations. Throwing them a bone with hydrogen
production opportunity did buy us time to prove the plug-in robust enough to compete
with the big boys. Heck, despite the small pack in Prius PHV, the local plug-in owners
group was pleased with my endorsement of lithium batteries. That is vital for both sellers
& buyers. Let's not forget that the technology wasn't ever entirely throw-away
either. We'll see fuel-cell use emerge in the portable-generator market, a market which
Honda has always been a big player in. We'll also see the direct benefit from all the
electric components in fuel-cell vehicles carried over to the plug-ins. An affordable,
reliable, efficient electric-motor is valuable regardless of electricity source. We get the
industry's most efficient heat-pump out of it too. Things like electric A/C, electric
steering, and lots of software provide benefit as well. It is interesting to see the hybrid
aspect of Prius fade into the background now. It has been so well proven over the past 20
years, that shouldn't be a surprise though. The goal was to make the technology
ubiquitous... which essentially makes something you take for granted. After all, how
much do you think of touch-screen technology now? 25 years in the making has proven
an effort well worth it. The same is what we are beginning to say about hybrid
technology.

2-20-2017

17.2 Percent. Within the next month or so, my Prime will finally be delivered. That has
me closely watching final details with my PHV model. Today, it was the observation of
warm-up boost. When the EV range is depleted, the engine will start up. To minimize
emissions, RPM of the engine is restricted to 1500. Limiting excessive spinning is
achieved by using up as much HV capacity as possible. In other words, you can see a
discharge from 8 bars to 2 on the battery display. In terms of SOC (state of charge),
that's a drop from 23.5 to 17.2 percent. It's a clever way to ensure a long life for the
engine, that reduced stress is cleaner anyway. I suspect Prime does something very
similar. After all, I clearly remember that happening which each of my previous regular
hybrids... especially in Winter. Being so easy on load demand during warm-up worked
great then. It was a nice confirmation of a well thought out design... if you are paying
attention... since it can be heard when carefully listen. Or you can just do what I did
today, watch that activity on a phone-app with lots of gauges and bluetooth connection to
a OBD-II reader.
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Consequences. The result of fake news is beginning to become apparent. There are
consequences. First, it's important to recognize human behavior. We're seeing lots of
evidence of information avoidance. When a person doesn't want to hear something in
particular, they will get drawn to something they prefer. When they find it, they seek out
more. That's how the publishing of alternative facts comes to thrive. People feed upon
it. That makes it grown. Knowing that, understanding how easily it can get out of
control isn't much to ask. Volume normalizing it. Becoming familiar makes the loss of
perspective a very real problem. You get so use to that extreme, the unrealistic nature of
the claim gets overlooked. How could so many different sources all be wrong? Sadly,
they can be. The consequences can be disastrous too. Think about how hard the oil
industry has worked to convince you that there's no reason to conserve. You don't give a
second thought to driving around a monster-size guzzler. Excuses are abundant. Fake
news assures you all will be ok.

2-21-2017

Devil's Tower. It was a beautiful Winter day... not a cloud in the sky... no wind...
warm... where we were. At home over 700 miles away, friends & family were messaging
us about the danger on roads back at home. Freezing rain was coming down pretty
hard. It made no sense whatsoever traveling there. Our location was just 18 miles from
the turn off for the road to go to Devil's Tower. Why not? I hadn't been there for 20
years and never in Winter. Of course, 35°F is hardly Winter by Minnesota
standards. So, we headed that direction. Getting there, we discovered the entrance-gate
had an "enjoy the holiday" sign on it... informing us the national holiday meant no fee to
enter. Sweet! To our surprise, only a handful of people visiting too. We almost had the
entire place to ourselves. Whoa! That an incredible opportunity. I could park anywhere
I wanted to take Prius photos. Hooray! I used the camera here & there, then we went for
a hike. What an odd place. It was a beautiful setting out in the middle of nowhere. We
did the entire walk around... though lost the trail at one point. That faint path in the snow
disappeared. You'd think following it would easy. Turns out, the rough terrain makes
things surprisingly difficult. We had a good time though. I took a bunch of photos
without the Prius too.

2-22-2017

Clueless. I keep hearing this now: "I still have no clue what your point is." That's a
basic greenwashing tactic not often used... until recently. It has been coming from
someone who just plain cannot see beyond the size of the battery-pack. That reality of an
owner recharging at work or simply not driving that far for their commute seems to be
beyond the grasp of understanding. Heck, my errand running into town is well within the
reach of the capacity available for Prius Prime. Just think if I was retired. Bigger would
be gross overkill. Why pay for what you don't need? That's a question we aren't even
getting to. The simple acknowledgement of electric-efficiency continues to be a
problem. Can some people really be that clueless? My effort to find out hasn't been
going well: Imagine the same size battery-pack in the same body style. That is the point
of EV offerings, for their to be a variety of choices available, right? They won't all use
the same amount of electricity to travel the same distance, since efficiency differs. Some
use more efficient electric motors. Quality of material and machining matters, so does
the controlling software. It is no surprise that most people cannot see beyond the current
size of battery-packs. That will become a really big deal at some point. Do you really
want some to waste and others conserve? That's an especially important question when
considering the "guzzler" will need to use a charging station more often or for a longer
duration. It also means having a higher ownership cost.
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July Production. We are finally starting to hear more about Model 3 production. With
Bolt still very limited, Leaf pretty much static here (though selling strong in Japan still)
and the next-gen unknown, the expectation of Ioniq EV coming soon, and a next-gen
eGolf on the way, there's a mix of electric-only stuff going on. So, this news was a
welcome change of pace: "Our Model 3 program is on track to start limited vehicle
production in July and to steadily ramp production to exceed 5,000 vehicles per week at
some point in the fourth-quarter and 10,000 vehicles per week at some point in
2018." No one has any idea how things will actually play out in that particular market,
but it is very encouraging. In the realm of purchases from the ordinary, the mainstream
consumers whom all automakers much eventually reach, we still see a lot of potential for
the plug-in hybrids. Being simple & affordable is key. Prius Prime will offer
that. There's potential for the PHEV version of Ioniq to do the same. None others have
emerged with potential for 2017. We will see Pacifica this year. But like Volt, it's on the
pricey side. Being too expensive remains a deterrent for the masses.

2-23-2017

Shame. The fall of Volt isn't argued about anymore. The standout nature is gone. If
faces a very real struggle now, among a market growing more and more
competitive. Yet, there's still a sense of superiority. Knowing how much pride gets in
the way of logic coming from that perspective, I switched to shame to stir attention. This
is why: "2019 Cadillac XT3 (Equinox-based CUV) is rumored to have a plug-in variant
with 30-mi AER. Quoting Mary about lots of vehicles based on Bolt EV, sparked
speculation about a full-on EV variant as well!" It's that blind hope with no aspect of
urgency, yet again. I fired back: Still no plug-in SUV after all these years, despite gen-2
Volt rollout completed and Bolt rollout well underway. Remember the Saturn Vue plugin hybrid GM talked about back in 2006? Waiting 2 more years for a non-Chevy offering
confirms they are clearly not interested in changing their primary market. Say what you
want about leadership or other automakers. Heck, shoot the messenger too. It won't
change that reality though. Some relentlessly fought me about concerns of
progress. Yet, their so-called victory now faces expiring tax-credits and a government
simply not interested in their cause. Traditional vehicles pose a massive challenge to
overcome still. It's time to get serious and stop with the *mine is bigger*
nonsense. What a huge waste of time. When will the push for affordable choices that are
actually competitive finally begin? Proving the CAFE standards are realistic doesn't
come from just waiting and hoping for the best.

2-23-2017

Laughing? Denial in the form of mocking was no surprise: "Given GM will be the first
manufacturer to run out of tax credits I'm having difficulty seeing your point. They're in
first, right? Why not talk about laggards … like Toyota LOL" I was quite curious how
that was a good thing. Leadership is not just offering technology advancements. Some
people still haven't figure that out, as I attempted to convey with some scenarios &
questions: Running out prior to having achieved sustainable high-volume sales would be
bad. Keeping sales low to avoid running out too soon would be bad. Favoring Bolt at
the sacrifice of Volt would be bad. What do we see as good? Remember, the goal is to
compete directly with traditional vehicles... head on... no subsidies... and with cheap
gas. That's a mighty big barrier to overcome, especially with the cards stacked against
plugging in. Sorry, but reality is that Toyota having held off on their tax-credit use could
really pay off. Why use them on gen-1 having known gen-2 would be so much
better? That's interesting question to look back upon GM with now.
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Being First. I expanded upon last night's laughing comment: "They're in first,
right?" After so many years of sitting back and hoping for the best, you'd think they'd
notice the pattern of failure. That goal of sales growth to the level of being businesssustainable, just like popular traditional vehicles, doesn't come from that approach... as I
again tried to point out:
Do you need a reminder about the tortoise and the hare? Simply being ahead doesn't
mean the race will actually be won. There are tradeoffs from going faster. That story
reflects as a fitting analogy. Others could still cross that finish line first. The catch is, it's
not just a single race. The competition isn't just other plug-in vehicles either. Each year,
traditional vehicles will address the challenges to achieve high-volume profitable
sales. We see that the plug-ins have yet to achieve that, even with tax-credit subsidies.
Watching GM squander tax-credits is troubling. Volt will be left mid-cycle without
any. A price-tag that's $7,500 higher will make sales even harder. Introducing a plug-in
hybrid SUV under those circumstances is terribly unrealistic.
We've been told plug-in variants based on Bolt are on the way. What does that mean for
growth of the plug-in hybrid choices? Will Volt just remain a low-volume
offering? We've seen the spotlight move to electric-only vehicles now.
Enthusiasts of Volt worked so hard to promote it as an EV. Have you noticed the
negative effect GM's naming decision is having? Calling the electric-only vehicle "Bolt
EV" pushes Volt out of that supposed shared category. Volt has solidified a label of
plug-in hybrid, without a strong selling point. It won't be competitively priced with Prius
Prime or Hyundai Ionia PHEV. It won't offer a competitive range with BMW i3. It will
stand alone, without a tax-credit.
Sorry, but that is the situation. The consequences of being first are becoming apparent.

2-26-2017

Weekend Trip. We took a load of stuff out to my wife's parent over the weekend. The
Prius was stuffed silly... not just full, so squished there wasn't even room for a change of
clothes. I was amazed. What a remarkable feat. We fit an entire queen-size sleepnumber bed inside the Prius, complete with all the plastic pieces for the box-frame and
the foam for the outer shell. None if it blocked the field-of-view either. The entire
contents fit below the window-line, not impairing the mirror inside at all. We also
squeezed in a coffeemaker, 2 pair of boots, and a bag of miscellaneous items. It was
quite a testament to the practical nature of having a hatchback. When those seats are
dropped, it's quite impressive how much can fit inside. MPG for the drive was
impressive. 49 for the 145 miles there and 56 for the 171 miles on the drive back. That
was all with just a single charge with temperatures slightly below freezing. I can't wait
for the opportunity to do that drive again... in warming weather with the Prime. Running
errands aren't so bad when you can do stuff that way.
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Test Drive. It was a really nice afternoon. I had time available. Called my
salesperson. She said stop by the dealer, we can take the demo-model Prime for a
spin. So, I did. Then, we did. My choice of where to drive was open. I decided to jump
out on the highway into the thick of the fast traffic, then get off on a country road a few
miles away. That nice scenic drive brought us to a beautiful park on a lake... where there
were 2 charging-stations... which still hadn't been enabled. All through out last year,
there was a "coming soon" sign. It was disappointing. I took the chance they would
finally be activated. Sure enough! It was a great opportunity to show my salesperson
how the public chargers worked. I was curious how much faster the Prime would be than
the PHV. I saw it ramp up to 3.75 kW, then settle in at 3.6 kW. Nice. That is quite a bit
faster than the 2.3 kW from PHV. In the 10 minutes and 53 seconds it was plugged in,
0.608 kWh of electricity was added. We had started the journey without any electricity,
so I had put the Prime into charge-mode along the way. Between that and the brief
recharge from plugging in, there was about 6.5 miles of EV range available. I took full
advantage of that. Pulling out onto the country road was with a rapid acceleration to 60
mph... using only electricity. That was impressive. Clearly, the added power from the
new one-way clutch works well. Yeah! It sure was an exciting test-drive
experience. There's much to look forward to.

2-27-2017

Delivery Expectations. According to the information the dealer has, my Prius was
produced 10 days ago. In just 3 days, it should arrive in port. 2 weeks later, the
expectation is to have it plugged in overnight to recharge... in my garage! We're getting
close, so close, it's time to clean out the Prius PHV. Spring has already arrived, making
that pretty easy. Back when Winter was nasty, it would have been nice to take delivery...
so I could experience the extreme cold right away. Oh well. It gets like that every
year. My first drives will be in much more pleasant situations instead. I'll be able to see
the new color too. Being dark & dirty during January isn't fun. Having a shiny & clean
car for more than just a few minutes will be really nice.
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Being Affordable. Having driven a Prius Prime less than 24 hours ago, in the cold no
less, all I can say is: Whoa! The effortless EV acceleration is great. The cabin is
surprisingly quiet. The engine is remarkably smooth. The handling on roundabouts is
sweet. So, the attacks have begun. Those reviews with outright lies are starting to
emerge. Until now, it was just exaggerations we had to deal with. This morning's article
marked a turn for the worse. I didn't like the tone of it right from the start. Then, I read
this: "Just don't turn on the heat/AC, radio, windshield wipers, try to accelerate to fast or
– get this – try to regen too much electricity going down a hill. All of these things turn
the ICE engine on and keep it on for 5-10 minutes regardless of how much battery you
have and what roads you are on." I know that is just plain not true. Of course, with the
silly radio & wiper reference, you'd think that was just another exaggeration example...
until reaching that 5 to 10 minute part. Warming up from a cold in the cold only takes 3
minutes while driving. That's it. The 10 made me very suspicious. That was following
by this conclusion: "...it is a retrofit of the hybrid Prius design with a slightly bigger
battery/motor and not much else. A hack." At that point, it was quite clear the writer
didn't actually have a clue how Prime actually worked. All the other articles with any
type of credibility mention the new clutch which allows the second motor (usually used
as a generator) to join in to contribute additional power. This didn't. Having a battery 9
times larger isn't by any perspective slight either. The final comment is what really made
the intent clear: "However, the patch job that Toyota did to make this Prime version an
*EV* isn't worthy of your pocketbook. If you are looking for a similar plug-in petrol/EV
hybrid, I'd check out the Chevy Volt, Hyundai Ioniq, BMW i3 w/REx or similar
options." No price was ever mentioned. How can you refer to a person's pocketbook
without ever referring to cost of any sort? Of course, why the heck was the Ioniq
mentioned? We already know the plug-in model coming late this year will have a
smaller seating area in back and they electric side will deliver less horsepower. Most
importantly though, price hasn't been revealed yet. Prius Prime is all about being
affordable. Toyota strived to deliver that... and was very successful. Yet, this article
avoided any detail to that affect. I sure will be glad when I get mine in a few
weeks. Then I can start filming some drives. Fortunately, in this case, the writer did
too. Watching it, we discovered he was in "EV Auto" mode... not "EV" as he had
claimed... which negates much of what he said. Unfortunately, most people won't notice
that though. That auto feature tells the system to take advantage of the engine when the
opportunity arises. Clearly, he didn't study the vehicle before taking it for a drive.

2-28-2017

New Attacks, Old Rhetoric. A new thread about Toyota on an open-audience green
automotive website stirred the pot. It rapidly fell apart with an effort to undermine by
distraction. I was annoyed by the obvious attack on Prime, but kept my response brief
and to the point: It truly amazes me how some attempt to distract from the effort to
deliver a plug-in choice that delivers both outstanding hybrid efficiency and outstanding
electric-only efficiency that's actually affordable by using a hydrogen red-herring.
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The Right Way. I was quite intrigued to find out more about what this actually meant:
"But for them to hack the Plugin onto the HSD is not the right way to do it, imo. They
have not moved on..." What was his opinion? I had no idea what that could even be in
reference too. It was well beyond the usual vague. So, I asked: What does "the right
away" actually mean? Toyota delivered an outstanding plug-in hybrid. They added a
one-way clutch to allow the second motor (which is usually used for generating
electricity) to provide additional horsepower for propulsion. That modification allows
the system to act as an EV without sacrificing any of the hybrid efficiency. Attempting
to give the label of "hack" a negative stigma doesn't work without any explanation of
your claim that they need to move on. What should they move to?

2-28-2017

It Got Weird. The response to that "the right way" question was an answer claiming
that was a response what the author of the article had written. What? Having used "imo"
(in mind opinion) clearly confirmed that was not the case. There was nothing of that sort
in the article. I couldn't find anything of that nature. So, in return, I posted: Yes, we
have an insistence upon calling a "Plug-In Hybrid" something it is not, in this case
"EV". I suppose that should have been given the most attention in reply. That absolute
of never warming up the engine sends us astray. It only takes around 3 minute while
driving, then the on/off is nearly instant. The engine shuts off so fast after a hard
acceleration, you sometimes don't even notice. This makes the EV-Auto mode very
handy. I'm about 3 weeks from getting my Prime, but owning an Prius PHV for 5 years,
I expect the on/off to become a trivial matter. It's a plug-in hybrid, taking advantage of
the engine when an efficiency opportunity presents itself.
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Ill Intent. It was obvious the article we were all posting about was an attack on
Prime. Reading for detail wasn't even necessary to see that. A simple compare of the
cargo photo posted for Prime verses the one for Volt makes that very clear. One was
stuffed with boxes and bags haphazardly. The other had a single small item. Ugh. Quite
annoyed, I summed up the ill intent this way:
Reading the article for a bigger picture, rather than getting hung up on obvious
misrepresentation attempts, it simply looks like that writer didn't understand the purpose
of a plug-in hybrid and has carried buyer's remorse for a very long time. This was the
clue: "The local Toyota dealership sold me on the Plug-in version of the Prius getting 12
miles of range before the ICE motor kicked in." Regret from having believed an
incorrect salesperson can really sting... resulting in clouded judgment later.
Purpose of the augmentation was to deliver a MPG boost. Having a larger battery
replenished with plug-supplied electricity allows the gas-engine to work less. Operating
at lower RPM and off more frequently was a very straight-forward way of achieving that
goal. There was never any absolute declared for EV driving. That's why Prius PHV was
called a plug-in hybrid.
Same is the case for Prius Prime. True, you get more battery-capacity, more electric-only
power, electric-only heating, and electric battery-warming. But it's still called a plug-in
hybrid. In extremes, like driving in temperatures below 15°F, why not take advantage of
the gas engine? It shuts off as soon as the coolant is warmed. The engine then stays off
until all the heat from that coolant is depleted.
Not studying before a purchase is quite common. People make assumptions. People
make mistakes. People stumble across incorrect information. That's no excuse to spread
it though. Seeing a follow-up article with detail filling in what the initial review missed
would be very nice.

3-01-2017

Passing Along. Sadly, I still encounter stuff like this on a regular basis: "They have not
moved on and left the HSD, which was GREAT in its time, behind them. Like others have
said they lost an almost 20 year head start (first prius Dec. 1997)." Lack of information
is often the problem; assumptions and drawing quick conclusions are the result. Hoping
to not have to deal with that pointless claim, I posted: Are you aware that is passing
along of rhetoric spin? GM knew way back in 2006 that there was no possible way to
compete with Toyota hybrid technology. Two-Mode design shortcomings made that
overwhelmingly clear. That's why the next-gen design of Two-Mode, now referred to as
Voltec, had a heavy dependency on a large battery-pack. In fact, that is why all the
efforts from supporters about delivering a more affordable version called "Volt lite"
always fell apart. In fact, that is also why GM's newest hybrid with a plug doesn't offer a
smaller pack either. In other words, the others didn't move on back then. Instead,
they recognized there was simply no way to match that level hybrid efficiency and
devoted resources to alternative approaches. Honda got close many years later, but the
system turned out to be very expensive. Hyundai thinks it can, with this year's rollout of
Ioniq. Nissan is trying. GM no. Ford no. FCA no. VW no. BMW no. Mitsubishi
no. Subaru no. Put another way, it depends upon your perspective. They moved on
because they had no choice. That's not good in a time when gas is cheap and regulations
are being rolled back.
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3-01-2017

Compelling & Affordable. Those adjectives are often carelessly thrown about: "I think
the author wishes Toyota would had a compelling and affordable Range Extended EV in
its program." It's easy to reveal the lack of objectivity with such claims. All you have to
do is request detail. Avoidance of any type of quantifiable measure reveals ill intent. I
deal with this instance by replying:
The weight increase from the battery turns out to be advantageous for handling. On both
my test drives, I hit the tight round-about aggressively. The lack of body roll from the
new suspension-system combined with that weight showed a clear improvement upon the
previous generation. That is compelling.
Toyota's approach to raise the floor rather than keep it flat sets them up for being costcompetitive immediately, without dependency on tax-credits. That gives them a
huge advantage over the more costly plug-in hybrids. It also sets them up for a
potential capacity increase mid-cycle.
Very few how participate in online discussions represent mainstream buyers, those
ordinary customers would just replace their traditional car with another
traditional car. Those here are the ones how step up to the plate and proudly become
early adopters. That's not who Toyota is targeted. Going after those more difficult
sales is vital... and they are the ones who don't seek out compelling.
Think about how "exciting" the high-volume sellers are, those profit-sustaining
vehicles. For Toyota, it's Camry, Corolla, and RAV4. Notice how well the
RAV4 hybrid is selling? Notice how easy it would be to offer a Prime version? Look at
the new hybrid on the way C-HR. Think about who it targets and why.

3-01-2017

Spreading Misinformation. That ill intent article was referred to by another. Those
hoping to undermine use a misleading source to spread their own misinformation. It
builds the appearance of credibility, as if all they are doing is sharing something well
endorsed. It got horribly vague right away: "A certain Toyota Prius Prime owner
revealed that his vehicle lacked the promised mileage when it is set to electric vehicle
mode." Then throughout the article, we got descriptions claiming "another defect" and
"sub-par" and "disadvantages". Rather than providing details for you to evaluate, they
make the decision for you. It's quite annoying. We've been dealing with that nonsense
for decades too. My favorite part of this one was the opening: "The 2017 Prius Prime
doesn’t deserve coverage on..." That immediately set a dismal tone. I wondered who
that was. You never know what searches will reveal. Turns out, the source was
extremely bias. It was quite obvious. Just scrolling through recent other published
articles on the front page made that easy to see.
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3-02-2017

Compliance Claim. The worldwide rollout of Prime all within a few months, starting
with the coasts in the United States, has contributed to greenwashing. Today, from a
really nasty antagonist came: "That didn't stop people from making the same claim
against the 2016 Volt..." He just plain doesn't care and has made that clear
repeatedly. Now, he's attempting to claim the rollout is only for compliance. I wonder
what his undermining efforts will shift to when Midwest deliveries begin. For now, I
went with this as a response: Leaving out the part about having a MSRP so high it stands
no chance of competing with traditional vehicles once the tax-credit expires isn't
constructive. Prime is designed to overcome that very real obstacle of production cost &
profit.

3-02-2017

Reality. It's crashing down, coincidently, on the eve of deliveries for Prius Prime to the
interior of the country. All the excuses for Volt have been used up. The long-time
barrier GM created that... just like we worried ...would stifle the market, did indeed. It's
history repeating itself yet again. They created a similar mess with diesel decades ago. It
caused chaos within the efficiency market. Ugh. Oh well. Sadly, some more history is
about to be repeated: "The tax credits haven't expired yet. The Bolt isn't priced with their
expiration in mind. When the credits go away the price will almost certainly come
down." Remember how supporters of Volt genuinely thought battery-cost would drop
enough to allow gen-1 Volt to compete? It was yet another "over promise, under deliver"
situation we could see coming years in advance. Guess what, it's happening yet again. I
tried to express a sense of reality with: That won't be anywhere near enough. Simple
math using a quick & generous cost drop from $145/kWh to $100/kWh for the 60 kWh
battery-pack would only provide a $2,700 reduction. That would only make Bolt
competitive with Model 3, a highly desired EV with a nearly identical price almost 2
years sooner. It also leave Volt in a very difficult position. GM won't want to sell 2
plug-in vehicles in high-volume with razor-thin profit margins. That sets the stage for a
very unwelcoming dealer & salesperson situation. It also crushes the hope of growth by
spreading the tech to other vehicles. Reality is, traditional vehicles pose a monumental
competitive challenge. And if you don't believe that, consider how much promotion for
diesel GM has been doing lately.
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3-03-2017

Moving On, competition. We're almost there. This month, deliveries to the center of
the country will finally begin. Yeah! That will bring about fresh perspective. In the
meantime, it's the same old problem. Focus continues to be limited to only plug-in
choices. There's an intense refusal to look at the market as a whole still. Moving on
remains a challenge. I keep trying with that stubborn group, who is not ready to consider
GM choices. Oh well. Change will come soon. In the meantime, provided a dose of
reality to their celebrating, with the hopes of preparing them for what's to come... Except
when compared to the true competition: TRADITIONAL VEHICLES. 22,464 Equinox; 15,367 - Cruze; 12,406 - Malibu; 7,165 - Impala; 6,606 - Trax; 4,658 Camaro; 2,140 - Sonic; 2,139 - Spark; 2,081 - Corvette; 1,820 - Volt; 952 Bolt. Sorry to be the voice of reality, but GM is a for-profit automaker. Plug-In sales
must grow quite a bit very quickly to survive loss of the tax-credit. When that $7,500
subsidy begins phaseout, the technology must already be showing obvious signs of being
self-sufficient. We are most definitely not seeing that yet. Notice how GM is investing
in 10 new diesel choices for their customers? Notice the cylinder-deactivation project
underway? What about their recent investment in fuel-cell development? Do you really
think dealers will be interested in selling low-profit, low-volume vehicles? It's time to
focus on the bigger picture. Look at those other counts for February. Plug-In choices
have a long way to go still… and that progress must happen in a very short amount of
time.

3-03-2017

Moving On, competition. We're almost there. This month, deliveries to the center of
the country will finally begin. Yeah! That will bring about fresh perspective. In the
meantime, it's the same old problem. Focus continues to be limited to only plug-in
choices. There's an intense refusal to look at the market as a whole still. Moving on
remains a challenge. I keep trying with that stubborn group, who is not ready to consider
GM choices. Oh well. Change will come soon. In the meantime, provided a dose of
reality to their celebrating, with the hopes of preparing them for what's to come... Except
when compared to the true competition: TRADITIONAL VEHICLES. 22,464 Equinox; 15,367 - Cruze; 12,406 - Malibu; 7,165 - Impala; 6,606 - Trax; 4,658 Camaro; 2,140 - Sonic; 2,139 - Spark; 2,081 - Corvette; 1,820 - Volt; 952 Bolt. Sorry to be the voice of reality, but GM is a for-profit automaker. Plug-In sales
must grow quite a bit very quickly to survive loss of the tax-credit. When that $7,500
subsidy begins phaseout, the technology must already be showing obvious signs of being
self-sufficient. We are most definitely not seeing that yet. Notice how GM is investing
in 10 new diesel choices for their customers? Notice the cylinder-deactivation project
underway? What about their recent investment in fuel-cell development? Do you really
think dealers will be interested in selling low-profit, low-volume vehicles? It's time to
focus on the bigger picture. Look at those other counts for February. Plug-In choices
have a long way to go still… and that progress must happen in a very short amount of
time.
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Moving On, history. The personal attacks started right away... immediately followed by
a newbie asking why. I was comparing GM to GM. It was constructive. It wasn't what
they wanted to read though. Having deal with that rhetoric extensively over the years, I
choose to reflect upon their version of history with this summary, reusing their own
"long, sad history" claim: There's a history. A long, sad history. Over promise, under
deliver. Too little, too slowly. One size fits all. There is indeed a long, sad
history. Trying to steer posts to be constructive discuss has been a huge effort. My
active participation in the local plug-in owners group is what keeps focus on the true
competition. Celebrating a "best" month requires a serious look at overall sales, not just
a focus only a plug-in vehicles. The push has been to get GM to diversify, to offer a
choice of Voltec options. Ironically, the argument often used against Toyota has been to
claim they are resting on their laurels. Now, the shoe is on the other foot. The effort to
get a "lite" model of Volt fell apart. So, focus has shifted to get a model of Equinox or
Trax fitted with the Voltec system. In other words, the goal is and always has been to get
something that can compete directly with traditional vehicles… and we are still waiting...
long, sad history.
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3-04-2017

Moving On, realistic. Knowing this will all be coming to an end soon, I went all out
responding to a KMA comment:
Again, you are supposed to be realistic. Celebrating a lead is fine; it's the fierce
resistance to looking at the big picture that's a problem. We don't want to watch more
opportunity slip away, especially with time running out. Think about why the market is
moving so slow. The barrier to wide acceptance is not the technology, it's the cost.
Battery reliability has reached the point where talk of replacement due to failure has
vanished. Even those with little information about plugging in focus on range concerns
now... and that's only with EV choices. When discussing plug-in hybrids, it always
comes down to how much they will have to pay.
That consideration of price is the challenge to deal with. Yet, no one here wants to.
GM made the decision to diversify. Great! We want choice for consumers. We want to
see a commitment to growing the market. There's a tradeoff though... only enough full
tax-credits remaining to last through roughly the end of next year. That means an already
prohibitive MSRP will become unpalatable.
For years, we heard about cost-reduction efforts that would make gen-2 of Volt
competitive with traditional vehicles. That didn't end happening; instead, we saw a shift
from anti-EV to pro-EV. The very problem Volt was supposed to overcome... range
anxiety ...was solved without the need for a gas-engine. That has left Volt with no
marketing advantage. It has fallen into a niche. The time to be realistic is long overdue.
GM needs something to stop losses on the showroom floor. That market is still not being
addressed.
At least with Toyota... since you love to bring up those comparisons ...we see an
undeniable effort to align Prime with mainstream buyers. The very appealing MSRP and
comfortable seating make it competitive. The fact that it is a hatchback allows it to carry
larger/more cargo than the sedans. Plugging in only requires 5.5 hours from an ordinary
household outlet.
Already having a competitive MSRP means, when the tax-credit phaseout begins for
Toyota, they have choices available. No need for a price adjustment then will provide
the opportunity for a battery upgrade. There will be a choice between physically
reducing the size of the pack to offer more cargo room or keeping the size but increasing
energy-density to offer more EV range.
The point is, that's realistic. Watching opportunity continue to be missed is not.
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3-04-2017

An Evening Out. We had tickets to a performance unlike anything we had ever seen. I
had no idea that would lead to a night of discovery. We decided to run some errands on
the far end of the cities, since we'd ultimately end up downtown anyway. That led to a
search for a new restaurant, something we could potentially take advantage of later
someday when out with a group of friends. That's exactly what we found too. It was a
great experience. Leaving there meant taking an entirely new route from highway to
urban jungle. The dizzy array of one-way streets & construction detour made us short on
time. Upon finally getting close, we decided to park in a ramp further away than
expected. Walking was a good way to avoid potential traffic congestion. It was a nice
night for a walk anyway. To our surprise upon entry, there were 8 empty spots for
plugging in. Gasp! No need to go up several levels with the hopes of scoring a place to
park. There they were, right next to the skyway entrance too. Simple parking and a full
recharge. Sweet!

3-05-2017

Moving On, goals. The upcoming end is bringing us back to the beginning, yet again:
"And in case it isn't obvious to you, we all want the fastest growth possible. That
requires all automakers to get on board." Fortunately, things about about to change. In
the meantime:
Fastest requires concise identification of goals, then placing heavy emphasis on them to
achieve that speed. Rather than doing that, we've witnessed GM continue to move goal
posts. The resulting outcome has been much slower than expected.
They started with the best of intent. Their plug-in hybrid goals were clearly stated: 40mile EV range, 50 MPG depleted efficiency, base price of $30,000 MSRP, by the end of
2010. That was a moonshot, but based upon lessons learned from TwoMode. Unfortunately, those goals were not met upon rollout. So, a new delivery date
was changed to gen-2 rollout.
Fine. We could reluctantly accept the revised timeline. When gen-2 was revealed
though, the EV range was raised to 53 miles, depleted efficiency was only 42 MPG, and
it started with a MSRP of $33,220. Why had the goals been disregarded?
The overall goal to address "range anxiety" seems to have been all but abandoned
too. There simply isn't any news anymore about improving Volt to become the EV
alternative it had been marketed to be. Attention has shifted over to Bolt instead.
Other automakers are now getting on board, moving to fill in that gap GM is leaving
behind. Kia appears to be the first with a plug-in hybrid SUV. Niro is now expected
around October or November. Hyundai & Toyota are moving in to provide plug-in
hybrid hatchbacks with Ioniq &Prime. Then, there's Chrysler with their plug-in hybrid
minivan, Pacifica. W e also we Nissan preparing for the potential plug-in version of
Rogue hybrid and Toyota with the same for their RAV4 and C-HR hybrids. Let's not
forget about Mitsubishi with the Outlander plug-in hybrid selling well in Europe either.
In other words, we want to know what the heck GM has planned for plug-in hybrids. We
have the impression GM is getting off board, since plug-in hybrid activity as slowed so
much. What are the goals now?
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3-05-2017

Fighting Back. I'm on the offensive again, playing that position like many years
ago: At the grocery store this morning, 1 of the 2 available chargers got ICE'd. My wife
said "Hi" to that person in the spot with his traditional vehicle and pointed out that it is
only for plug-in vehicles. He replied back with "I know", then arrogantly walked away
without a care. Making excuses to try to justify the expensive nature of your plug-in
vehicle enables him, with his old beat up guzzler, to not give a crap. Providing him no
reason to ever believe he'll have an opportunity to plug in allows him to justify blocking
the charger. You aren't taking the situation seriously, so why should he? You are the one
holding back progress by blowing off the importance of cost. You are the one slowing
advancement by saying diversification is fast enough. You have become part of the
problem, no longer contributing to the solution.

3-05-2017

Wrong! How would you react when someone responds to all of your comments with
just "Wrong. BS." That's denial on such an extreme level, there isn't anything to say. Not
even bothering to be constructive means nothing will make an difference. The decision
to outright dismiss is quite clear. After quite awhile of mulling thoughts, I ended up
with: That equivalent of yelling FAKE NEWS is pointless. Voting down to hide what
you don't want to see is like sticking your head in the sand to make a problem go away…
which doesn't accomplish anything either. Reality is, growth remains a huge challenge
and there's an obvious effort to avoid dealing with it. Sales hovered between 1,600 and
1,700 each month for years for gen-1, back when the automotive market was
smaller. Now that it's bigger, we're seeing roughly between 1,800 and 2,000 for gen2. In other words, sales have remained flat. Knowing the $7,500 tax-credit is limited and
some of that is being used up by Bolt, it simply makes no sense just hoping for the best
with Volt. You want GM to expand Voltec beyond niche use, you actually have to do
something about it. Remember how & why this website got started?
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3-06-2017

Affordability. The craziness from this paradigm shift about to come led to this
summary, dealing with a rather extreme case of denial:
Sounds like your frustration with the outcome has manifested itself into a
misrepresentation of me. I was interested in EV1, all those years ago. Not being able to
purchase one locally, my interested shifted to Ranger EV, since production was just
down the road from here. Unfortunately, the 1999 model wasn't made available
here. My support for plugging in remained though, as did my support for electric
propulsion... which is how Prius support came about. In fact, I helped to coin "stealth
mode" back in 2000, from a comment about my test-drive while trying to patiently wait
for delivery.
When gen-2 of Prius rolled out, renewed interest for plugging in emerged. It was still far
too expensive to be feasible for the masses; however, the technology for it was
evolving. The ability to travel up to 100 km/h using only electricity was already part of
the Prius design. That push for affordability was well underway by automakers. Owners
experimenting with augmentation had began too, adding battery-packs in parallel to
exploit the inherent part of the design.
Volt emerged as a result of a disastrous implementation of Two-Mode, its
predecessor. Being well aware of the lessons learned from it and the fundamental
shortcomings to overcome, enthusiasts weren't happy with me from the start. I was
always trying to be practical, not allowing blind hope to setup unrealistic
expectations. My endorsement for a "lite" version following the gen-1 sales struggle is
what stirred trouble though. Some panicked, assuming that was really an effort to
undermine GM's work. Sound familiar?
It was a push for affordability. I never lost sight of what was truly important. The
system was simply too expensive to reach beyond interest of enthusiasts. That was
overwhelmingly proven the problem by gen-2 rollout. To make matters worse, the price
of gas was dropping, resulting in a growing renewed interest in guzzlers.
Being correct about affordability is how we now have the problem with Prius. The
regular model uses lithium batteries, an outcome directly from the plug-in model... which
I've owned for 5 years. The next-gen model I will be replacing it with next week
solidifies that endorsement for the affordability approach. That irritates some Volt
supporters intensely, apparently clouding their memory as a result.
Too expensive to reach the masses remains a critical issue. Overcoming that requires
letting go of Volt itself, but not the technology. It just needs to be reconfigured for
mainstream appeal. The need for a "lite" version should be obvious. Look at how many
automakers are all targeting around 30 miles for EV range. It's practical & affordable
approach. It even ushers in the opportunity for a SUV model. Continuing to sacrifice
cost and depleted efficiency for the sake of range & power makes no sense.
Squander more time by shooting the messenger. It makes no difference to me. You
know I won't go away and the message is still conveyed. One way or another, that
essential aspect of affordability will come through. In the meantime, the reality of flat
sales will emerge with each month's posted results.
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3-07-2017

No More. The sale of GM's division in Europe brought things to a close yesterday. It's
over. Change has come. I put it this way: GM is pulling out of a market unfavorable to
Trucks & SUVs, investing in fuel-cell research, and rolling out 10 new diesels. Making
matters worse, GM has not expressed interest toward the offering of a popular vehicle
with a high-efficiency choice. Notice how poorly Malibu hybrid is selling, despite all the
excitement about it 2 years ago? It's an ugly situation with little to gamble hope
upon. There has been a lot of animosity toward me for pushing the "too little, too slowly"
concern expressed by the bankruptcy recovery task-force. I worried that GM would
allow opportunity to slip by… then witnessed it happening. They had their chance to
capitalize on the efficiency market, back when gas was very expensive and Volt basically
had the market to itself. Instead, supporters of GM praised the conquest sales and showed
no concern for loyal customers showing no interest. Now, we are watching the deck
getting reshuffled... with the cards stacked against support of plug-in vehicles. It's time
to get serious about competing directly with traditional choices. Too bad if you hate
Prius Prime for being the first affordable offering, beating Volt at its own game. As you
know, my concern is for the masses, those mainstream buyers who won't have a taxcredit available. We need to look beyond that 200,000 vehicle limit for each
automaker. Far more are needed right away. The ship is sinking. Efficiency
requirements and emission regulations are being reduced. Time is quickly running
out. No more excuses. No more distractions. No more shooting the messenger.

3-07-2017

No Brainer. That really was the end. There was no retaliation for what I posted. No
more. Yeah! The endless rhetoric was awful. Seeing things through to a nice end was
an unexpectedly pleasant surprise. This is what came about: "It's a no brainer. Losing
money for so long was not a smart thing." I kept the discussion going with: Cutting
losses has been a fundamental very difficult to overcome. Some don't want to
acknowledge change is required. Volt gen-2 clearly has not been able to achieve market
growth needed to sustain itself. So what? Move the technology over to a platform more
appealing to GM customers. They want SUVs, not small cars. Offering an Equinox or
Trax with a plug should be a no brainer.

3-08-2017

No Choice. For years, I complained about the lack of choice. With the relentless attacks
on Toyota, we kept hearing GM would do so much better... offering more choices, better
& faster. Enthusiasts were wrong, very wrong. Their blind hope led them astray. When
I'd point out the lack of supporting evidence, they'll just start waving the flag and
belittling Prius any way they could think of. It was embarrassing to see such brainless
behavior coming from those who supposedly were fighting for the same cause. Needless
to say, that is over. The silence confirms it. They've given up. I was actually somewhat
surprised. But then again, a flurry of recent announcements from other automakers puts
them in a very defensive position... hence me now playing offense. To make the message
of trouble to come overwhelmingly clear, I pointed out how the lack of consumer choice
has now shifted to the lack of business choice: The Osborne effect is a term referring to
the unintended consequences of a company announcing a future product, unaware of the
risks involved or when the timing is misjudged, which ends up having a negative impact
on the sales of the current product. Think of what a plug-in SUV announcement would
do to both traditional SUV and Volt sales. GM is stuck.
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3-08-2017

Clarity Plug-In. Remember announcements from Honda on Earth Day last year? Most
people don't. In fact, I barely had any recollection. They made a statement about the
intent to deliver EV and plug-in hybrid choices. Both would share the same body as their
current fuel-cell vehicle. Today, 10 months later, that intent was confirmed. Details will
be revealed during this year's New York auto show, which is during Earth Day. Nothing
was said beyond what we already new. The interior would is large like Accord, offering
seating bigger than any other choice currently on the market here for plug-in hybrids, and
range would be around 40 miles. That's really nice for people hoping for more. Price is
a concern though. Honda makes a very efficient hybrid system, but it has been
expensive. A capacity of that size obviously bumps the sticker up too. Nonetheless, it's a
new choice to broaden reach to consumers. It's writing on the wall so obvious, those
vastly superior antagonists had yet another reason to keep quiet... even more opportunity
missed. I sure am glad so much time was spent on all their terrible activity. Having to
deal with their nonsense was bad, but served a purpose. It was to point out the ignorance
and help progress along... progress just like what Honda is striving to deliver.

3-08-2017

Review Shortcomings. This was the parting thought on a lengthy article about Prius
Prime published yesterday: "Take the tax credit and you're looking at a final cost of
about $25,000 for a vehicle averaging 55 mpg." It spelled out in detail the packages
available, then listed destination-fee, tax-credit, and base price of the regular Prius. That
made it easy to understand where the final cost came from. It was well done. A longtime automotive correspondent knows how to properly convey that type
information. But when it comes to plugging in, he didn't have a clue. That vehicle
average simply makes no sense. What the heck was he referring to? Looking back at his
EV references, there was a comment about the 25-mile capacity and notes of ranging
from 21 to 24.6 miles electric-only range. Reading more, I got the impressive the stated
values were only the charging-estimate and that he didn't observe how many actual EV
miles were delivered. Looking at the photos, it was obviously not warm. The leafless
hardwood trees with browned foliage on the ground was a clear indicate of cold Spring
weather. My impression was temperatures were in the 40's at the time of the review and
4 recharges he did. That meant EV range was reduced as a result of heater use. It's too
bad the writer didn't take the Prime for a drive in nicer conditions. Of course, reporting
overall MPG rather than only hybrid efficiency would have been even better. I suspect
readers won't notice that omission. Oh well. It was still a nice article.
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Misleading & Purpose. New audiences means same old problems come back. Today,
the past was stirred by an article highlighting the flood of new luxury plug-in hybrids
coming... all with small capacity batteries. That puts Prius PHV front & center for realworld comparison material. Sadly, that also means fake news re-emerges too. Of course,
back then, it wasn't called that. We simply referred to it as greenwashing... a term now
that isn't clear, to this new audience. So, I have to reiterate some points before we can
look forward: Greenwashing was intense. There was a major effort to misrepresent
Prius PHV. The purpose of the plug was to augment the hybrid system, for a significant
MPG boost... not to be short-range EV. Even to this day, that spin has taken hold so
well, unintentional misleading lives on from unknowingly passing along greenwash
material. For example: "And it couldn't complete even 11 miles on electric power under
the gentle EPA test cycles; it had to switch on its engine after 6 miles." That statement is
wrong, on 2 counts. The EPA cycle is not gentle. At the 6-mile mark, there's a hard
acceleration. That triggered the engine to run briefly, then it shut off. So after, there was
still quite a bit of electricity remaining. In other words, 11 miles of EV from ordinary
suburb was a realistic measure. At 90,778 miles, the average with mine is 71
MPG. That's from driving for 5 years in Minnesota, dealing with harsh winters and a
number of highway trips without the opportunity to recharge. Prius PHV clearly fulfilled
its purpose. As for the luxury vehicles also with a small capacity, what is their
purpose? Will people really be driving long distances with them or just short jaunts into
town? Think about how those luxury buyers usage compared to the abundant much less
expensive vehicles.

3-09-2017

Remembering Two-Mode. This first attempt to deliver a hybrid competitive with Prius
isn't remembered, since most people don't even know about it. In fact, when Volt first
rolled out, there were intense fights claiming it was a first-generation design and we
needed to show patience for GM to figure things out. That was a load of garbage, an
obvious & desperate attempt to buy time. Later, when gen-1 Volt struggles became
obvious, they acknowledged that history. But rather than admitting Volt was a failed
second attempt, they spun it as a way of expressing maturity. In other words, the "first"
portrayal turned from a fresh new approach perspective into a negative stigma. Now that
gen-2 Volt is also struggling to achieve growth and the end of the tax-credit advancing
faster, hope has turned elsewhere. It's actually rather remarkable to see how many
enthusiasts say there will not be a gen-3 Volt. That's a dramatically different attitude
than in the past. Perhaps they finally see the pattern I recognized and warned about years
ago... Two-Mode was too expensive and too inefficient, GM will repeat that mistake with
Volt. Proof of that came before gen-1 rollout even began... hence the hate for
Prius. Remember how Two-Mode was going to provide so much better MPG on the
highway than Prius? That wasn't delivered for Volt either. So, hope shifted to gen2. The same mistake was repeated again. Though third time, you're out. This current
Volt just plain cannot compete. Toyota rolled out an affordable plug-in that more
efficient in terms of both gas & electricity use. Hyundai is about to do the same
thing. Kia will share that honor, with a SUV rather than hatchback. Now, we hear of
Honda jumping in with their own offering... one unquestionably more efficient and most
likely less expensive. The problem of "vastly superior" rhetoric has finally come to an
end. Who knew the stubborn nature of some enthusiasts would cloud sensible decisions
for so long.
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3-09-2017

Political Parallels. Notice how this administration says everything is fine, despite an
abundance of evidence to the contrary? That's a very familiar problem. How many times
were we assured production-cost would dropped and demand would rise? If supporters
of GM ever want Voltec spread to other vehicles, they have to be honest about the flat
sales and the heavy dependence on tax-credits. Pretending all is well undermines
progress. It's a self-inflected wound. Ironically, the opposite happened with Toyota for
Prius PHV. Not only was the mid-cycle limited-market rollout recognized as unable to
compete (with the true competition: traditional vehicles), production was actually halted
1.5 years prior to a successor being delivered. There was no denial. There were no
excuses. There sure was a lot of greenwashing from others though. Admitting more was
needed isn't what they had expected or knew how to deal with. So, they choose to
deceive & mislead about the outcome instead. Remember how they claimed Toyota had
abandoned plugging in entirely, rather than acknowledge that halt could be the result of a
much improved design on the way and the obvious benefits of not confusing customers &
salespeople by rolling out the older generation any further. It other words, they said what
they wanted people to believe, disregarding the information they don't like. That's
exactly what we are seeing now in the political arena. It has become like theater, where
they hope to draw your interest based on what their performance, not what you see in the
world around you.

3-10-2017

Rollout Delay. I knew this spin would stir discussion: "We sometimes forget that Volt
went from concept to production in a short four years!" Disregarding for the plug-in
hybrid technology itself, by substituting the Volt identifier, is very misleading. It's a
matter of semantics. Do you argue the idea or take everything literally? My point is that
we continue to wait for that plug-in hybrid SUV promised all those years ago. Why the
continued delay? I presented the situation this way, in a topic thread about upcoming
technology: GM had been working on plug-in hybrid tech long before that. In fact, they
revealed a pre-production Two-Mode plug-in Saturn Vue back in 2008. Being able to
deliver the engineering does not mean the business will be able to embrace it
though. The cost to produce that tech can keep it out of reach. Watch for parts of the
tech to emerge on existing vehicles as standard. When they become common like that,
then the business can move on to delivering on the next part. For example, we are
starting to see that with safety packages.

3-10-2017

It Gets Complicated. A smaller battery-pack, offering greater cargo area in return, can
face tradeoffs. Offering the same capacity with less physical volume would mean more
dense of a build... which could lead to it being heavier. That tradeoff thought rarely
crosses the minds of those simply looking at what a tape-measure reveals. Another
common oversight is cooling. Increased density (through different chemistry or tighter
manufacturing method) could result in a tradeoff influencing the ability to cool. Thermal
limitations could impact the electric draw. You ever consider that? Of course, there's
protection of the battery-pack itself to consider too. Keeping the design simple to
produce & install is a decision factor for both engineering & business. In a discussion
with a focus of "trunk space", I pointed out that there's more than meets the eye by
drawing attention to the power aspect: Tradeoffs are a reality with any type of
engineering. Let's not forget about EV power... 68 kW (91 hp) for Prius Prime... 45 kW
(60 hp) for Ioniq PHEV. Ask yourself why. It gets complicated. There are many factors
of influence.
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3-10-2017

Preference. Reading this, I knew the pot was about to be vigorously stirred: "Does
anyone else notice that whenever there are "Cars of the Future", they are almost always
these tiny little electric, self-driving pod-things." Concept vehicles rarely resemble the
production model that's rolled out many years later. Futuristic renderings of what could
be generations from now are basically pointless. Yet, we see them on a regular basis. It
stimulates imagination and builds excitement. Of course, that did backfire with flying
cars. The oldest generation came to expect something resembling that level of
sophistication by now. True, we are starting to see aspects of that emerging with safety
features. But we are still over a decade away from anything even eligible for the masses
in terms of daily driving. Anywho, I poked back with: That is the very reason I asked
the SUV question. Trying to be realistic about what people will actually buy, we need to
relate it to their purchase preferences. That is why Volt & Bolt are headscratchers. Compact hatchbacks & wagons are clearly not what GM customers favor.

3-11-2017

Carbon Fiber. This got me worked up this morning: "German car companies have done
very little beyond making minimum-range PHEVs so far." It was on an EV website
discussing the topic of Bolt, sighting how it would have never existed without
Volt. Naturally, everyone was putting their own spin on who should get credit. Never
once, in any of the comments, was the word "Prius" uttered. With all the posts over the
years, expressing intense hate for Toyota's achieve, it's undeniable there was an
influence. You don't highlight something of no significance. That's why Volt got so
much attention here. It was validation of Toyota being right all along, that holding true
to mainstream consumer need was more important than appealing to
enthusiasts. Anywho, I was happy to point out BMW's contribution. Delivering a
system using a motorcycle engine with a tiny gas tank took guts. That's the type of risk
GM was unwilling to take; yet, BMW gets ridicule instead of praise. The bigger step
forward, which continues to be ignored, is their effort with carbon fiber. That material is
20 times more expensive than steel. The improvement to strength and obvious weight
reduction is remarkable... well worth the effort to achieve cost-reduction. This is why
Toyota traded some hybrid technology for the sharing of manufacturing expertise. The
rear hatch in Prius Prime is carbon fiber. That's a large, complex piece of the vehicle that
will have to endure impact routinely was chosen as Toyota's first step toward mass
rollout. Knowing that, it should be easy to understand my response to "very little"
claim: BMW delivered i3, the vehicle Volt was meant to be... a true range-extender,
rather than a plug-in hybrid. Range of i3's first year offering was over double that of Volt
too. BMW's use of carbon-fiber has been impressive, so well implemented, most people
don't even realize that huge step forward in weight reduction even took place.
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3-11-2017

Back to Basics. The level of frustration coming from former Volt enthusiasts who have
turned to support Bolt is growing. Attempts to distance themselves from that ugly
history of desperate misleading for a configuration with obvious shortcomings isn't going
well. You can't just ignore mistakes of the past. That's how they get repeated. The
pattern is starting to get recognized. Staying true to goals is vital. With Prius, it was a
careful tradeoff to achieve balance. Toyota didn't care about power only be average,
since it meant keeping cost contained. GM didn't care. That priced Volt well out of
reach for ordinary consumers, forcing it into a niche. Enthusiasts hated me for pointing
that out on a regular basis, since I kept warning the same mistake could happen with gen2. It was too. Why? Simple. GM obsesses with power. Heck, that was one of the
reasons Two-Mode didn't appeal to GM's own SUV customers. They wanted more
towing capacity. Power was inadequate... due to the relentless marketing push from GM
that more is necessary. Ugh. I provided a bit of common sense... which is fall on deaf
ears. Nonetheless, I posted it anyway: Replace the "no compromise" requirement with
"practical & affordable", then it becomes realistic. That's the classic NEED verses
WANT problem, a difference enthusiasts have a very difficult time
understanding. Mainstream buyers know. Their purchase preferences are regarded as
boring though. This is why Prius has rubbed Volt supporters the wrong way for so many
years. Prius addresses need. Volt focuses on want.

3-12-2017

Charger Fundamentals. There are problems. Lack of consistency says is all. How
much you pay varies tremendously. How you access them goes beyond
randomness. How fast of a recharge speed they provide is anyone's guesses. You just
plain don't know. This is a big part of "too little, too slowly" the Volt enthusiasts did
everything they could to undermine. They were likely oblivious to the problem. It was
their obsession with belittling Prius PHV to make Volt appear better that prevented actual
constructive discussion. The penalty that caused with gen-2 Volt is undeniable
now. Having focused so heavily on EV range, simple matters like charging speed was
neglected. That group of antagonists did so much damage to their own cause, they likely
will never come to realize the true scope of the problem. An option available in Japan for
Prime Prime is CHAdeMO charging. That's those high-speed DC rechargers Nissan Leaf
takes advantage of. You'd think Volt would, especially since Leaf was supposedly since
it was GM's biggest conventional competitor. (Tesla has the even faster
superchargers.) Now, Toyota does too. Heck, Toyota's system offers delivery of
electricity in the other direction too. In Japan, you can also get a 1500-watt inverter
option. That's the ability to plug in high-power household electric appliances into your
battery-pack... supplying enough power to actually run a portable A/C unit. Anywho,
even the fundamental of home recharging was disregarded. Think of how many gen-1
Volt owners who end up buying a Bolt, then discover their 240-Volt charger is lowamp. Having only purchase a 20, not realizing that a 40 should have been invested in is a
major oversight. Taking twice as long to replenish the battery-pack is a big
deal. Needless to say, they messed up. Consequences of that are now becoming
apparent.
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3-13-2017

800-Mile Trip. The first Bolt owner long-distance trip published with details for others
to critic didn't go well. The expense (time & money) made it clear GM should have
invested in some infrastructure. The charging network is still quite limited. After 150
miles of high-speed travel, the hunt for somewhere to plug in becomes a critical
concern. Chargers aren't always available. The ones that are have limitations. Some
restrict use to 30 minutes per session. Others deliver a slow recharge rate. It's not as
simple as using a Tesla supercharger. Bolt's charging speed isn't as fast either. As we
know though, GM is terrible at balance. They focus on a strong trait and let other aspects
of importance slide. With Volt, it was power & range. With Bolt, it was range &
price. As useful as those purchase priorities can be to some, you don't sacrifice others...
without some type of penalty. Dealer interest was a major negative consequence from
Volt's obvious trade-offs... now inarguable sacrifices. It was intended to overcome the
same problem as Bolt, to alleviate range-anxiety. Clearly, there is some still when taking
an 800-mile trip. Oops!

3-13-2017

Blatant Denial. We've been seeing more and more of this lately: "We are not familiar
with any scientific institution with relevant subject matter expertise that has reached a
different conclusion." That goes well beyond the usual greenwashing tactic of raising
doubt. This is just a flat out lie, pretending there is no evidence whatsoever to formulate
even an alternate perspective with. In this case, it was about climate change. So much
proof is now available and so many scientific experts have confirmed our need to reduce
carbon emissions, there is literally nothing remaining to debate. That puts them in the
position of either admitting defeat or attempting to push their own agenda by ignoring
everyone else. They chose the latter. This reminds me of the tobacco industry decades
ago, doing everything possible to avoid their inevitable downfall. Basically, they are
now just fighting for delay... but the damage they'll cause in the meantime could be
enormous... especially since this is coming from the new administration. Driven by
greed, money, and power, some will do anything they can to impede change. Sad.
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3-14-2017

MPG Concerns, next steps. This new administration is working hard to undo legacy of
the previous. There's an intense need to erase anything credible from the past, paving the
way for change... in the wrong direction. Eliminating efficiency improvement
regulations is getting a lot of attention. This is yet another consequence of "too little, too
slowly". The naive nature of Volt enthusiasts prevented them from coming to the
realization that engineering alone wouldn't be enough to overcome potential future
obstacles. They foolishly expected gas prices to rise and battery costs to fall enough to
overcome shortcomings with the vehicle itself. They were wrong, very wrong. Now,
those same concerns are even more of a problem to overcome. Ugh. Oh well, this is
how I put the situation:
All those years ago, in the early stages of Volt development, there was a statement made
about price. Specifically, it was a target for delivery was set at: "nicely under
$30,000". When the literal interpretation of that was not fulfilled, we saw a wide variety
explanations attempting to justify having missed it. The spirit of such a goal remained
though… to offer something competitively affordable.
Today's topic makes the reason for that overwhelmingly clear. Worth of hybrids was
always measured based upon purchase price, with efficiency gain the means of offsetting
the upfront premium paid for the better technology. Worth of plug-in vehicles will be
measured the same way. 15 years of history taught us that. It also taught us how difficult
diminishing returns based upon MPG increase would be to show.
This is why concern for the heavy dependence on tax-credit subsidies has been a
forefront issue. It's proving an extreme challenge to grow the market, even with that
$7,500 discount. Watching it be phased out, then disappear prior to the current productcycle of Volt ended, is a major problem in the making…. which brings us back to initial
price.
I am not sorry to point out that Prius Prime achieved target, since I saw this coming years
ago and pushed for a second model of Volt to deliver the same. Instead, there was an
intense effort to silence that concern. Now, I ask what should be done.
What next step do we expect GM to take?

3-14-2017

MPG Concerns, attacks. It got personal immediate, attacking me rather than even
bothering to acknowledge the actual problem: "Yet another vague rollup of straw
arguments, half remembered history and meaningless queries. Meanwhile, GenII Volt
easily out-performs GenII PiP in all but extreme edge driving scenarios." It was the
same old disregard of any concern; instead, that childish "better" rhetoric was
repeated. Ugh, again. Oh well, again: That attempt to downplay & evade doesn't
change the intent of the "nicely under $30,000" target. As for performance, that claim is
a clear indication of misunderstanding purchase priorities for ordinary consumers...
which is a big reason why Volt isn't competitive with traditional choices. The claim of
"all but extreme" just plain isn't true either. Prius Prime is more efficient with both
electricity (kWh/mi) and gas (MPG). Those are very important performance measures
for everyday driving. Again, the question of next step for GM... What should it be?
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3-14-2017

MPG Concerns, superiority. After a series of senseless attacks, I decided to fight back
against that same comment: "Yet another vague rollup of straw arguments, half
remembered history and meaningless queries. Meanwhile, GenII Volt easily out-performs
GenII PiP in all but extreme edge driving scenarios." Re-quoting it again, but this time
blatantly pointing out the advantages of Prime Prime... rather than sticking to the usual
regiment of GM only discussion... was well earned:
Hope was the situation would finally be taken seriously. Cards about being stacked
against plug-in vehicles. But rather than consider the market as a whole, it was just more
of the same old "vastly superior" nonsense. I remember that history quite well... and
really enjoyed your ironically vague reply today.
In what categories does it easily out-perform?
Volt = 0-60 acceleration
Prime = electric efficiency
Prime = hybrid efficiency
Prime = heater efficiency
Prime = emission rating
Prime = safety rating
Prime = turning radius
Prime = recharge rate
Keep in mind that 25 miles covers more than 50% of commuters, so calling it an extreme
would be a bit of a stretch. There will be some, like me, who can recharge at work too.

3-15-2017

MPG Concerns, goals. The big problem with GM's struggle has been a disregard for
goals. They'd ambiguously state the intent to reach some milestone, then never mention
it again when it was missed. With Volt, we heard the 60,000 annual goal repeated on a
regular basis. Reaching that sales rate (5,000 per month) would be strived for by the end
of the second year of sales. There were attempts to retarget along the way, like the claim
that count was really 45,000 for this market and 15,000 for Europe. But when neither of
those were met, talk of sales got ugly. Attempts to discuss the much touted 120,000
annual production capacity which has been a popular justification point of the past turned
to claims from Volt enthusiasts of Prius owners attempting to undermine &
mislead. That's why turning on them by pointing out "vastly superior" aspects of Prius
Prime is long overdue. They need a wake-up call, to finally accept what needs to be
done. The concerns about MPG regulations being rolled back is a good reason to give
them the kick in the butt they've deserved. It's not like Voltec is a loss. It's just poorly
configured to actually compete with traditional vehicles. The upcoming expiration of
tax-credit subsidies will be such a wasted opportunity too. Time is now to do something
to prevent that. Addressing goals is how.
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3-15-2017

MPG Concerns, avoidance. To my surprise, the most intense of the antagonists avoided
discussion yesterday. He didn't post any type of rebuttal today either. I knew he was
active online, since the new topic had several new posts from him. Normally, he'd lash
out afterward to get the last word in. This time though, I obviously drove the point
home... Volt has serious shortcoming, so obvious that consumers are not interested. It's
really unfortunate a second model configured for mainstream buyers was never rolled
out. Oh well. This is how I brought the senseless bickering to an end:
See the reason for MPG regulations?
Investment in battery production and charging infrastructure is a whole lot easier when
you know the entire industry is working toward delivery of efficiency improvements.
GM's rollout of Bolt is surprisingly slow. By the time nationwide availability is reached,
Tesla will be in a position to shoot past. The hope was that being early meant
opportunity would be capitalized upon. We're not seeing that. We're not seeing anything
in terms of high-speed charger availability from GM either.
This brings up back to asking about Volt. More of the same is clearly not going to
achieve needed growth. Not hearing anything whatsoever about next steps leaves us only
with that, which is really unfortunate... and give good reason to push.
Watching GM turn to diesel for higher MPG, because their plug-in sales growth
continues to remain a challenge and unsold inventory of traditional cars builds up, is not
what anyone hoped for. There's definitely reason for concern at this point.

3-16-2017

Many Sightings. I'm seeing a lot of gen-4 Prius now. The first-year glut doesn't appear
to be reflective of the second. Seeing quite a number of older drivers (those who look
like they've been retired for awhile) has made me wonder. Could it be that the radical
look... to them... is the futuristic vehicle they had always dreamed of owning
someday? What an interesting perspective. From their point of view, the design does
indeed resemble what had been marketed to them long, long ago. After all, we are well
into the second decade of the 21st Century. That's beyond what many ever expected to
ever live. Imagine being able to fulfill a childhood desire like that. Cool! The new Prius
really stands out. It handles remarkably well. Technology is gushing out. That approach
really is something they thought they'd never had. What in the world does that send for a
message to their grandchildren? For me, I remember inspiration of new-tech coming
from my grandpa. Remember how the Mercury Sable had headlights that wrapped across
the entire front of the car?
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3-17-2017

Refill Distance? I could have reached 1,000 miles for a single tank with my Prius
PHV. It was the right combination of weather and driving circumstances. Unfortunately,
I ran out of time. The next day was July 4th and plans were to travel. Opportunity
lost. Oh well. That should be much easier with the Prius Prime. The longer distances
between refills should allow me to collect sizeable discounts from the local grocery store
too. Normally, I only have a few cents accumulated. But soon, I'll be making various
purchases many more times in between visits to the pump. That should make things
interesting... even more saving, beyond plugging in while shopping there. Anywho, these
are the numbers from my over the past 5 years: After 91,355 miles and 172 refills, the
real-world average tank distance with my Prius PHV is 513 miles. That's as real as it
gets. There's a wide mix of short drives, long trips, and top-offs. The variety represents
the randomness encountered from everyday need, where you don't plan when. You just
do when needed. With the Prius Prime, I'll be able to drive the entire commute with just
electricity. There will be a lot of errand running with EV only too. The tank is larger as
well. So, it wouldn't be much of a stretch to routinely expect +1,000 mile tanks.

3-18-2017

Environment Attack. It's getting ugly. All we hear is rhetoric. Unwillingness to
consider any detail of any sort is a warning sign of major problems to come. Federal
funding reduction is being planned on an enormous scale. The belief is that the approach
to clean air & water will come from state choices instead, that they will provide the
regulations, enforcement, and funding. Problem is, jurisdiction beyond state lines is a
major obstacle. Litigation is costly too. Dirty emissions from burning coal or river
pollution from manufacturing or construction from neighboring states is a very real
dilemma. Who's going to oversee those issues and ensure everyone is treated fairly? The
disastrous outcomes can be very, very expensive to resolve... and that's not even taking
into account the MPG issue. Even with guzzler sales remaining in place, there are many
other concerns the EPA must address still. Preventing that by cutting funds is dangerous
for everyone. This administration is so short-sighting. What a terrible situation we are
now having to deal with. They don't show concern for climate or the
environment. Seemingly benign budgetary cuts, can have huge consequences.
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3-19-2017

Ioniq Reviews. They are starting to trickle in. Competing directly with Prius won't be
easy, especially with the misleading precedents established by Volt enthusiasts... the very
thing I fought for many years, foreseeing impeded market growth as the result of such
narrow-minded views. Anywho, the initial impressions of Hyundai's approach are
looking good. This is what I posted as a comment for an article comparing Ioniq to
Prius:
3 months of 2016 sales were lost to slow rollout of that next-generation model and the
stop caused by the parking-brake recall. You simply cannot buy what isn't
available. Some customers shifted interest from Prius to the new RAV4 hybrid
too. There was also a wait-and-see delay from the introduction of Prius Prime.
Judging demand of the newest Prius is easier in 2017. Looking around, you'll spot them
on the road much more frequently. Like with the previous generations, that "polarizing"
demand is what draws new buyers after the first year. For those who prefer to blend into
the crowd, there's the new Camry hybrid coming this fall and the RAV4 hybrid.
Looking beyond the visual appear, sticker price, and efficiency numbers, people will
discover Prius comes loaded with safety features standard. Things like dynamic radar
cruise, pre-collision braking, lane departure with assist, and automatic high-beams are all
new and unfamiliar, so most people currently are not including them in the purchase
decision. Those are part of the base for Prius, included in all models. Hyundai offers
some in upgrade packages for Ioniq.
As for Hyundai itself, they seem to have done an excellent job of delivering a wellbalanced high-efficiency choice of design to appeal to the masses. Ioniq should have a
very positive effect on the hybrid market. The big influence will come from the 2 plug-in
models though, not the regular hybrid.

3-19-2017

Safety Coup. The clever move on Toyota's part to offer a collection of safety features
standard looks to become a coup. Automakers weren't expecting that. Hybrids have
always focused on efficiency, with the expectation of other options being upgrade
packages. In fact, most comparisons were mismatches as a results. That constant
misrepresentation of writing a review comparing a fully loaded Prius to a base model of
something else was just plain wrong. Stuff like that is how the "greenwashing" term cam
about. Now, we're seeing comment sections pointing out how the effort to avoid bias by
comparing base models of both is misleading... since even the lowest priced Prius comes
better loaded. Safety features are a strong selling point too. In other words, Toyota
stacked the deck and no one noticed. Having such a nice advantage is really a wise
decision in this time of oil over-supply. Gas is cheap and there's no end to that expected
for many years. This added appeal makes choosing much easier. Sweet!
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3-20-2017

Midwest Deliveries. They have finally begun... or at least Prius Prime offerings are now
listed. I haven't confirmed any are actually at local dealers yet. Searches show some
though. So, we can at least say "soon" is realistic. Mine is supposedly getting
closer. The end of next week is a possibility. If not then, it should be by the early part of
the following. Whatever the case, it will no longer be Winter. I was able to place an
order for a hitch. My effort to call ahead, prior to websites being updated, allowed for
that opportunity. I was the first to get notified. That's nice, just in time for biking season
to begin. I already have floormats in the garage... waiting. Meanwhile, I do know of a
delivering in Nebraska. He's been anxiously hoping. That worked out nice. This
reminds me so much of the first deliveries of the Classic model back in 2000. Similar
rollout reports and restless wannabes were keeping the forums lively. Exactly as
anticipated, we're seeing rollout ramp up just before Earth Day. This is getting really
exciting!

3-21-2017

Growing Demand. We are already seeing a shift of discussions to Prius Prime. The
strange discounts for Bolt and the flat sales of Volt are making that easy. It's nice
actually having constructive posts to respond to. What a change. This is how I joined
into the flurry of replies: Dealer interest is a major factor, one often disregarded as
important in the past. Now, it's finally getting proper attention. They'll contribute
heavily to demand growth. Being easy to sell is key. People see Prime, notice the plug
and the sticker-price, then go for a test drive. The Prius reputation for being green,
efficient, and reliable is already well known. Nothing else to tell the customer. That's
it. Sold. The salesperson could matter-of-fact mention plugging in overnight to an
ordinary outlet. There literally isn't anything else needing attention. Toyota nailed the
KISS approach.

3-21-2017

Tough Decisions. Slow sales for Bolt and dealer discounts ranging from $2,000 to
$5,000 has supporters wondering what's going on. This particular comment about the
situation really stood out: "Perhaps GM is suffering from the "big truck and SUV
company" image from EV buyers?" As you could imagine, I didn't hesitate for a moment
to post: Asking "Who is the market for Volt?" scores of times eventually resulted in that
same thought. It should have been obvious right from the start. Knowing your audience
is a fundamental not to be taken lightly. Enthusiasts did though. Consequences of that
neglect are reflected in sales struggle for gen-2. This is why the push for spreading of
Voltec to Equinox should have happened years ago. Unfortunately, the Osborne effect
has become double-edged as a result of the delay. Any announcement now would have a
negative impact on both Volt and Bolt sales. To make matters worse, the excitement for
Tesla is growing as GM's rollout progresses far slower than anyone had hoped. The first
Model 3 sales to regular customers will begin the same time Bolt finally becomes
available to a large portion of the country. On the plug-in hybrid side, we are seeing both
Toyota & Hyundai pushing low-priced choices, putting Volt in an uncompetitive
position. Negative vote this dose of reality. You know it won't do any good. GM faces
tough decisions. Are they going after conquest sales or trying to attract their own
showroom shoppers? Who?
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3-21-2017

Missing the Point. Some people completely lose perspective, forgetting what the
original effort was trying to achieve: "Why race towards losing the tax credit by hawking
Volt as if it were a Cruze or Corolla?" How can the intent to replace traditional vehicles
with affordable high-efficiency choices be overlooked so easily? That comes from
making excuses for shortcomings. Volt was plagued with a listed of goals not achieved
upon gen-1 rollout. The upgrade was supposed to address them, fulfilling expectations
later than hoped, but nonetheless achieved. That clearly didn't happen with gen-2
either... which is why it is mentioned so often in these blogs. Making sure those same
mistakes are repeated is vital. So far, we're seeing excellent recognition of need from
Toyota. It's too bad they don't. Oh well. I can only restate requirements so
much. Fortunately, I can also add some perspective: That is the point of the tax
credit. Its purpose is to help draw mainstream buyers to the technology. Only rewarding
enthusiasts is a sign of trouble, a reason for concern. Automakers need to build up
momentum so the loss of subsides won't matter. Establishing popularity among the
masses prior to reaching the 200,000 limit is how to do that. Remember, there is a
phaseout period. That is limited to time, not quantity. An automaker could capitalize on
the opportunity... if demand has already been created.

3-22-2017

Delivery Preparation. There isn't much I can actually do beyond wait. I ordered
aftermarket floormats and a receiver-hitch. One arrived, the other will soon. I'll be ready
for a bike trip as soon as the weather warms here (Minnesota). I'll be among the first in
the country to do that too. I managed to get an order request in prior to the manufacturer
even revealing availability. It's nice being able to work with providers directly. They are
quite receptive to those wanting to help get word out about their new product. That
means even more initial photos than anticipated. Of course, I've been preparing for
delivery for a very long time now. I'm definitely good to go. Keep those opportunities
coming! I have a beautiful new location scoped out. It's some land just outside the
extremes of the suburbs, a massive new park created to retain the wild setting yet be
readily accessible. Development will surround it decades from now, making it a
premiere location to escape to. It already offers an impressive pavilion just off of a large
spread out parking area... with 2 charging-stations. Paths are not paved yet. The trails
going around the lake and through the country are only dirt so far, but you can see the
effort to make them become nice paths for walking & biking. The private road that
twists through hills will be a great setting to play with the new Prime. I really lucked out
with this, prepped beyond expectations. Who would of thought something so nice would
emerge just before getting my new plug-in... and it only be 6.9 miles from home!
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3-23-2017

Video: Coffee After Dinner. Having just upgraded to a better OBD-II reader in
preparation for getting my Prius Prime, one last recording with the Prius PHV was
needed. I could tell the evening would bring a nice sunset. So I saved the last third of
the capacity, then plugged in upon getting home from work. That left just enough time to
fully recharge while eating dinner. My drive would be to the new coffee shop and
back. The engine would be partially warmed. It would reflect exactly what I encounter
while running errands at night. I'd had enough electricity to get there, then switch over to
the hybrid system during the return trip. That's exactly what happened too. You can see
both what I see on the dashboard while driving, as well as detailed information from
gauges that aren't usually available. Using that aftermarket device, I was able to capture
values, then later convert them to frames of video which could be added to the camera
footage. 15.3 miles for the entire drive. 9.9 miles of EV (electric-only), despite the
temperature being very close to freezing. 154 MPG was the average for the
drive. Looking at the dashboard, you can also see my overall average for the
day... Coffee After Dinner

3-24-2017

Diesel Fallout. What a mess. As anticipated, the required updates to those VW diesels
violating emission requirements are causing problems for some owners. It should have
been obvious that vehicle variances would mean the proposed fixed wouldn't behave well
in all conditions for all owners. Think about how different each driver's needs are, how
different road conditions, speeds, and distances can be. It's hard to know how many are
actually having trouble, especially since the internet tends to exaggerate
problems. However, there is some merit to claims of burn-offs happening more
often. This is when the revs high to produce an excess level of heat so the emissions held
in the trap can be released. They need to be burned before purging. The event had been
extremely rare, in the past. Now, it seems to happen on a very regular basis. Did VW
plan that, but not inform owners? There are reports of stalls and rough idling now
too. The expectation of the system now being sluggish & underpowered has been
confirmed too. Are you ready to be following one of those TDI vehicles, waiting for a
puff of smoke out of the tailpipe? Think about the MPG penalty from those
updates. Even if there are not any operational issues for some, there is still that to deal
with.
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3-25-2017

Looking Back. Much like the the current administration, boasting doesn't match
reality. Attempts to spin struggling sales for both Volt & Bolt went nowhere this
week. Enthusiasts had nothing solid to work with. All the low-hanging fruit has been
picked & eaten. Thank goodness that nonsense is over. GM's effort to win customers
based on nothing but engineering proved a terrible plan. All we're hearing now is the
same old chant: "Give it a chance." Neglect of what happens on the showroom floor has
significant consequences. That sounds just like the problem with all those empty
political promises. Lack of substance is a dead giveaway there will be problems to
come. Yet, some people blindly hope for the best anyway. I look upon the failure of
gen-2 Volt to achieve the large market growth promised as undeniable evidence of
struggle... and a pattern. We were told the same thing about gen-1 Volt. We were told
the same thing about Volt's predecessor (Two-Mode). We are being told about Volt's
successor (Bolt). How much waiting is required? With so much hype, why aren't the
claimed potential buyers stepping up? The answer is simple... there's far more to a plugin than just engineering. Important business requirements were dismissed greenwashing
attempts to distract & discredit. Those who were so naive are now paying the price. We
can finally move on to constructive efforts. Yeah! I'm so glad that's over.

3-25-2017

Midwest Rollout. Looking up inventory online, I see 9 Prime listed for sale
locally. Finally! That doesn't mean any have actually been delivered though. It simply
indicates at some point that particular VIN will be offered for purchase. None are the
Blue Magnetism that I have been patiently waiting for. No one has mentioned any
sightings either. I suspect mine will be among the first. It's scheduled for next Friday
through the following Tuesday. So... potentially... a week from now, I could be driving a
new plug-in. Unlike the excuses still coming from some GM enthusiasts, I expect Toyota
demand to be obvious in just a few months. We see that growth in the limited states
currently with supply to sell. Spread across the country is all it will take for the spark to
turn into fire. There are supporters waiting for people like me to enable them to take the
next steps. Some on-going detailed driving reports along with a small collection of
videos should do the trick. They'll be able to join in to that mix in the months that
follow. Prius Prime is priced for that market potential to be realistic. That horrible
"vastly superior" attitude won't be part of this. There's simply no need. Toyota designed
an affordable choice providing both electric & hybrid efficiency which speaks for
itself. Now, it's just a matter deliveries beginning.
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3-26-2017

No Agreement. Collapse of the effort to repeal the Affordable-Care-Act came about
from the same fundamental problem Volt suffered. You wouldn't expect such basic
mistakes to be made. Yet, that's exactly what happened... they couldn't agree on
goals. Replace with what? How many times did I ask that of the enthusiasts. They just
kept saying "vastly superior" over and over again. It was so idiotic. All they cared about
was some aspect being indisputably better. Whether or not the vehicle as a whole stood
any chance of actually competing simply didn't matter. They just wanted a victory to
declare. Pride blinded them. The same thing happened with our new
administration. Not delivering something helpful to the masses wasn't a concern... and
they got called out on it. We're seeing the same thing play out with Volt now. The
technology isn't progressing. Not having a clear direction on next steps has been the
problem and continues to be. What the heck should GM be trying to accomplish? Notice
how enthusiasts & supporters have virtually nothing in common? They cannot agree on
goals. Heck, they don't even have a clear overall purpose. Mixed messages of the past
got worse. They didn't try for any type of unity. It's a chaotic mess now. Oops!

3-27-2017

Better? I know I won't get an answer to the question. Coming from a website dedicated
to early-adopters of plug-in vehicles, there's a bias so deep for more EV range, no one
there considers less a good thing. It's always more, more, more. I suspect that will
change relatively soon. But with only first-generation vehicle owners participating, that's
a tough obstacle to overcome. With the feeling range-anxiety creates such daunting
barriers to widespread acceptance, the issue of affordability simply doesn't get
attention. Brushing cost-reduction off as an issue to deal with later continues to be the
theme. That's why leadership from Toyota in that regard is shrugged off as
unimportant. They cannot see far enough ahead to realize the lack of balance is sending
them off course. If it cannot even draw high-volume sales with generous tax-credits, how
in the world will it compete with traditional vehicles? The disregard for mainstream
priorities is a very real problem... and early adopters continue to be unwilling to deal with
it. Oh well. That's where I come in. Less EV range isn't exciting for them, but when
you see the reaction of ordinary consumers, that demands a rethink. 25 miles is a lot to
them. For a minimal cost, they get to plug in too... and still get to enjoy EV driving, as
well as outstanding overall efficiency. This is how I asked that group: What does
"better" mean? GM's low priority to eventually deliver something directly competitive
with traditional vehicles is difficult to deny. Yet, that's exactly what Toyota has already
rolled out. Again, what will happen when the tax-credits run out? That will happen in
this product-cycle. The MSRP for Prime can withstand that loss. That's not realistic for
Volt with its much higher price. Remember, the goal is significant sales growth.

3-27-2017

New Photos. While I wait for my Prime, there's some website stuff to wrap up. A few
miscellaneous photos could be shared... before I lose track of them. The expectation is a
flood of new opportunity will come with Prime ownership in the first few weeks and I'll
be extremely busy trying to document all the little tidbits learned along the way. That
initial experience is difficult. There's so much to keep track of that you want to
remember for documenting later. Using the camera to save as much as possible is an
effective means of leaving notes to myself. Unfortunately, it means sorting through
literally thousands of files afterward. Oh well. Bring it on. I certainly do enjoy that
work. It's a very rewarding discovery process. In the meantime, enjoy the final few new
photos before them become old... photo album 204
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3-28-2017

Fake News. The article was off to an abrasive start with this opening snippet: "...found it
to be competent at maximizing MPG, but not much else." I wondered what driving data
would be actually provided. Turns out, there was none. They just said it was "boring"
and "terrible" and "disappointed". Nothing related to observed fuel-efficiency was
mentioned. For that matter, nothing was about electric-only driving either. Their wasn't
even any indication it was ever plugged in. In fact, this mention seemed to confirm it:
"...can be charged through a plug port located on the driver's side fender of the
car". That's wrong. The port is on the passenger side. What really got me though was:
"MSRP as tested: $36,305". How could that be? The highest priced model is
$33,100. It was yet another source of fake news I had stumbled across. Grrr!

3-28-2017

Climate Attack. Contrary to actual data, we're hearing a lot of claims that green
regulations are killing jobs. It doesn't make any sense. Improvements to the coal & oil
industry extraction & refining process have been eliminating jobs for years. Sounds
more like blame is being placed as a scapegoat. We know for a fact there has been a
huge increase in solar & wind product production and installation from increased
demand. That creates jobs. Both are renewable resources too, so there's much more
potential for on-going employment than the finite amount of fossil fuels available. The
renewable industry is only in the early stages too, nothing like the market saturation
already causing a growth dilemma for fossil fuels. That's what makes the measures being
taken now to rollback regulations such a historic event. You don't even have to take
impact to the climate into account. The job aspect alone doesn't make any sense. Why
would you just abandon such technological steps forward, allowing other nations to
capitalize on the opportunity? It's a losing situation no matter how you look at it, a
financial screw up for both short & long term. The only people seemingly pleased about
the rollback promises are uninformed voters. Ugh.

3-28-2017

Failure. Acceptance is a very difficult stage. Coming from an enthusiast source, this
helps: "They spent 7 years saying no. Then given a chance to do something they
flopped….and they have no one to blame but themselves." But it doesn't really address
the problem... since that was actually a comment about the Republicans in Congress, not
Volt enthusiasts. The realization of the same situation applying to them hasn't sunk in
yet. I did find that comment from their daily blog encouraging though. This is how I
responded: Will pointing out the irony result in anything constructive? How long did we
hear Voltec could be the "game changer", that we only need wait for gen-2 for the
technology to take off? The unfortunate reality of painfully slow growth and obvious
dependency on tax-credit subsidies must finally be dealt with. That attempt failed. Do
you try another or pretend all is fine? It happened. Time to move on. Seeing that Prius
Prime and Ioniq PHEV poised to take on the mainstream market means the suggestion
for GM to introduce a competitively affordable configuration of Voltec for Equinox
couldn't be more urgent. That supposed leadership is slipping away as missed
opportunity. Who cares what the EV market is doing. That's a different audience
anyway. Though, sales of Bolt are eating away at the limited amount of tax-credits
available to GM. Something significant must happen this year. On the way is a plug-in
hybrid SUV from Nissan, Kia, and Mitsubishi. We could end up seeing the debut of a
CH-R or RAV4 plug-in hybrid from Toyota next year too. Shoot the messenger if you
want. That isn't who to blame though.
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3-29-2017

Tomorrow. What strange timing. I found out my Prius Prime delivery window has
shifted sooner by a day. I could potential hear about it being on the dealer's lot
tomorrow. As that anticipation plays out, I'm hearing the president exclaim he's bringing
about the end to the war on coal. How ironic. You get the impression that will be an
effort to bring back jobs by dropping regulations. Even if environmental concerns about
the impact to air & water were abandoned, that won't change the risk to works lives &
health. The fossil-fuel industry has moved on. The bulk of our energy from the nonrenewable sources is split between petroleum and natural-gas. The demand for them as
led to such a precipitous drop in coal interest that there will be very little to gain. Then if
you look at the massive employment boom there has been from the wind & solar
industries, it simply makes no sense bothering with coal. Think about how wasteful it is
simply to transport all that coal. Sending renewable electricity through power lines is
profoundly better. Anywho, as that all continues to dominate the news, I rather
impatiently await delivery. Just think of how my real-world data will stir
interest. Owners have already contributed a great deal. I join in, with 5 years of detailed
data to leverage. There's a lot to share. It will be very exciting to do that too. The catch
is, I have to wait until tomorrow to begin.

3-30-2017

Charger Charges. How much do you get charged to charge? There is no standard
fee. It varies quite a bit. The property owner can set a fee by time, by consumption, per
use, a combination, or free. That's what I tell people who ask about price. There are lots
of unknowns and it's hard to tell what the person is actually asking about. In fact, the
vague question of "how much" can often be misunderstood as being a reference to time
or distance, not what you pay. For that matter, how to pay is usually a mystery to
people. That will obviously become a section in the new user-guide I'll be writing. This
is very much like back in 2001, when I discovered the large number of unknowns being
asked about needed to be compiled into a resource to provide easy answers. Back then,
that start helped move along the promotion of hybrids. This time around, it's for plug-in
hybrids. Too bad so much time was squandered by Volt enthusiasts. None really
stepped up to be supporters, providing assistance just like that. You'd think the success
would have inspired. Oh well. Their loss. Now, it's prime time! I'll point out how you
can request an access card or setup an account on your phone. Using the app or card will
all you to unlock a charger. It's needed, even for the free ones. But the process is
simple. You can check status while the charging is taking place, then look at statistics
afterward. It's very informative. You can find charging-stations and check to see if they
are available. Prices are listed too. It's very handy. So handy, you will likely desire a
Wi-Fi enable charger at home to get some of those same data features. Mainstream
consumers will have many questions. Most answers are very simple. Finding an
effective means of sharing that information is very important.
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3-31-2017

Concluding Thoughts. It's over. I'll be taking delivery of my Prius Prime soon. That
brings the absurd situation with GM to a close. My concluding thoughts on that bring us
back to the beginning. GM customers prefer SUVs. That's what they buy. That's what is
profitable. That's why GM pursued hybrid technology for them. Abandoning the effort
in favor of Volt didn't result in a game-changer vehicle. How could a compact hatchback
compete? It never made any sense. The rollout confirmed that too. Volt wasn't able to
achieve high-volume sales, even with a enormous subsidy. That massive tax-credit
should have propelled Volt into the leadership position, as countless enthusiasts
ferociously claimed it would. Finally recognizing audience is long overdue. Of course,
this came about as a result: "Wouldn't you say ALL LEGACY ICE AUTOMAKERS’
challenge is the same?" Ugh. Not recognizing the problem specific to GM seems to be
root of most of the trouble. All along, that has been a fundamental barrier... some still to
this day don't recognize. Oh well. It's not like I didn't try to point that out. Here goes...
one last time: No, since some automakers still do quite well with car sales. It's the
imbalance with GM that has been the concern since the first reveal of Volt a decade
ago. Prior to that, focus was on making SUVs more efficient... hence Two-Mode. For
many years, the argument was those large vehicle were much more important. We heard
technology should be developed for them, since cars were already efficient. Abrupt
change of focus and hypocritical stance on diminishing returns is what brought about the
immediate conflict for Volt. The task-force overseeing GM's bankruptcy recovery
accepted the new focus, recognizing that potential Volt had to offered... not realizing GM
wouldn't actually capitalize on the opportunity. How many complaints over the years
have we heard about GM not promoting Volt? With gen-2 rollout falling well short of
expectations, clearly not resulting in a choice able to compete with GM's own traditional
car offerings, it's time to finally get serious about SUV offerings. People shopping GM
showroom floors clearly don't show a preference for cars.

3-31-2017

Pre-Delivery Photos. What a surreal day. My wait is over... well, kind of. I got the
call. My Prius Prime was delivered to the dealer, but I won't be able to pick it up until
tomorrow. My salesperson is very busy with deliveries and the dealership needs time to
prep. Hopefully, they'll recharge it. But if not, at least I know it's getting close. The
ultimate emotional stir didn't come from that news though. It was the revelation that my
wife could have tortured me... with a golden opportunity. Unfortunately, she didn't think
of it until I got home from work. She was working from home. That meant there was
time to sneak out to the dealer to see the car before I did. The thought of her sending a
photo of my Prime before I had a chance to get out there would have been a prank of epic
proportions. Heck, tomorrow is April Fool's Day too. I haven't ever actually seen the
Blue Magnetism in person. My salesperson (Kathy, a wonderful person to purchase a
vehicle from, btw) said the color looks amazing in person. My wife could have. That
was the ultimate gotcha... missed! Sigh. Oh well. We stopped by the dealer on the way
out to dinner in the evening. This is what we saw... photo album 204
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4-01-2017

Historical Footnote. As the years went by, an on online ally became a friend. We even
got to meet in person years later. In this case, it was the guy who stepped up to help
provide proof that Prius was indeed up to the chore. It was an on-going discussion thread
about the Classic model Prius, back when it was brand new and the only other hybrids
available were the original 2 from Honda... which were both the "assist" type. The only
"full" type was from Toyota. That was ground-breaking, a new technology with potential
very few understood. It was yet to be seen if the mainstream would even be
interested. At that point, Prius was still an order-only vehicle. It wasn't even available
on dealer's lots until nearly 2 years after I had placed my order on the internet. Anywho,
we know how popular Prius ended up becoming... and that was all without any tax-credit
help! That next generation to follow achieved sales of over 100,000 annual here on it's
own. The subsidies to follow were to provide a push further into the mainstream, not to
serve as a initial financial support as we see with the introduction of plug-in
vehicles. This generation was quite significant. That friend of mine (Dennis) got the
honor of naming it. The group of 50 who had been invited to Detroit for the next
generation reveal were trying to come up a label which could be as well accepted as
"Classic", so our references to the past wouldn't be misidentified. He suggested
"Iconic". What a great idea! I was proud to support that. The identifier caught on
surprisingly quick too. We heard Toyota executives using it almost immediately. My
suggestion wasn't fitting... or so I thought. Little did I know that the seemingly
insignificant day back November 30, 2008 would become a footnote in history. Looking
forward, rather than back, brought about some clarity to what I had done... all those years
ago... that I would contribute to the name of a new Prius. This is what I posted: After
searching and searching through the thesaurus. It just hit me, like a ton of bricks! Since
the current model is the one that was adopted by the mainstream, I followed logic of
words like "established", "common", and "widespread". The word "mature" has been
used countless times in response to greenwashing attempts. All those took the mindset
beyond "historic" and "founding". It was the "familiar" feel I was looking for, a sense
"base" that was heavily "celebrated" among typical consumers, even "renowned" by
some. Being "well-known" by a "broad" spectrum of people gives it reason to have the
spotlight... and will continue to, even as the new model takes hold. See where I'm going
with this? I suggest we call the 04-09 model: Prius PRIME
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4-01-2017

Prime Time! It's hard to believe, over a full year of waiting, delivery actually
happened. The wait to place my order seemed to take forever. There's was a lot of
uncertainty about how the process would take place. Interestingly though, we had
enough thorough reviews to satisfy the anticipation. It was quite clear any delay would
be well worth it. Taking advantage of the new pre-conditioning, electric-heating, batterywarming features was something I had looked forward to. But the idea of driving a brand
new car through the craziness Winter roads here wasn't something to want right
away. The heavy traffic and instant dirty is a pain. This way, Spring had already
arrived. The day was upon us. My wife and I drove to the dealer to reveal our
salesperson. It was to be an emotional release for all of us. What a surreal moment to
remember too. So much to do all at once. The workers at the dealer had their first Prime
to prep. I was rather let down that they hadn't plugged it in. The car was parked just 4
feet from an outlet too, inside their delivery room. Ugh. There was plenty of time to get
a decent recharge. Oh well. All the paperwork went fine, even transfer of the vanityplates. No big deal. After all, this was my 5th Prius purchase... making me the only
person in the United States to own all 5 models. That means lots of new photos & video
to add to the collection, over time. For immediate future, I have much to learn. There's
lots of little details to study before the major sharing of information can begin. Let the
driving begin. It's Prime Time!

4-02-2017

Bike Hitch. The desire to install a receiver hitch for carrying bikes was intense. Biking
season has begun and the time to take about the car to connect the hardware was limited,
especially if you want to sacrifice nice weather for the effort. I did. That beautiful
Spring day was begging for it. The was, I only had about a few hours available. It was
already mid-afternoon. Have you ever taken apart a new-to-everyone vehicle just
moments after driving it off the dealer's lot? This was to install a hitch only made
available for the first time the week before. There was a lot of complex fascia to remove
before even getting access to the bumper, which I also had to remove. The hitch nestles
in behind the bumper. So, you could imagine how much of the back of the Prime got
removed. Blah. I was basically having another "where no one has gone before"
experience. Sweet... or so I thought. This is how I reported my doings to the big Prius
forum afterward: OMG! They weren't kidding when the install difficulty was listed as
10. It turned out nice, but that's not a recommendation I can give to anyone unwilling to
really get involved. The steps are tedious & numerous. It took me 6 hours. Of course,
you could always have an installer put it on. Stay tuned for photos.
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4-02-2017

Bike Hitch Photos. That was quite an experience. I didn't realize taking apart the Prime
right away to install a receiver hitch for carrying bikes would get so
involved. Thankfully, I won't ever need to do that again. Though, it would be much
easier process now that I've been through it and know what to look for. I also took the
time to document what I did with a few key photos. In one, you can see the factory
bumper and 4 big pieces of facia that had to be removed to squeeze in the aftermarket
equipment. Such a snug fit made the work a challenge... as well as a learning
process. All those sensors and wires had me concerned. What was the proper process for
accessing an area never intended to be accessed? All the connectors are that one-way
type, designed to be pushed in then snap for a tight fit. The idea of breaking one or
accidently pulling too hard on a wire could be breaking the sensor-array I wasn't familiar
with. Eek! The pressure to get it all done that night for our road trip the next day would
have been overwhelming without such an understanding. I really love her. Good thing
she trusts me with such an expensive endeavor. She sat outside for awhile to chat with
me as my effort progressed. Then she went inside to make my favorite dinner... a
celebration for when I finally finished... which I eventually did. The hitch turned out
nice. It's well concealed and will likely need an extender. But not sticking out like the
previous did on my Prius PHV is a nice improvement. Using an extender will push the
bike-rack out a few inches too. That will guarantee the hatch won't ever bump on
handlebars. So, we're pretty happy with my crazy decision to take the Prime apart for
that. Take a look at the situation I faced during the install... photo album 205

4-03-2017

Road Trip! The very next day, it was road trip time. My wife had hoped to surprise me
with this trip during "prime" timing. Unfortunately, that had been missed by 2
weeks. Delivery was later than expected. We were to travel to the river valley to witness
bald eagle migration. That got missed entirely. Fortunately, there is still a population of
bald eagles which nest in the area year-round. So, we still saw a few dozen... but not the
hundreds possible, had it been earlier. Oh well. That was still a lot of fun. I got "prime"
parking too, the spot directly in front of the entrance to the National Eagle Center. What
an experience, discovering a brand new generation of hybrid technology just hours after
having taken the back end apart to install a hitch. Our drive totaled 163 miles. The
average came to 69 MPG, despite the cold temperature. It was a great experience, lots of
opportunity to try out a number of features. Photos on the way.

4-03-2017

Road Trip Photos. We went on our first road trip with the new plug-in hybrid. With so
much anticipation, you could imagine how eager I was to take photos. It was an
especially big deal due to the particular color of my Prime. When looking online for
samples, you quickly find the true look is very difficult to confirm. Photos vary by quite
a bit. Heck, my own phone shows it as a deep blue. That's really strange. What is that
palette doing to the sensors? The differences are really surprising. How can that
happen? My guess is accuracy was never a big priority. I rarely ever take photos I
intend to publish using my phone. It's pretty much always with my camera. The only
exception is if I don't have the camera handy, since the phone is always readily
available. Anywho, these are the first few photos I have available to share... photo album
204
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4-04-2017

First Commute. What an amazing experience! Thankfully, it would be fairly routine...
not the crazy fog-relate accident debris mess I had drive through with the Classic on its
first commute. This was a beautiful morning. The 19 mile drive was a delight. Travel
was entirely using only electricity, with the heater on. I still had 9 miles of EV remaining
when I got to work. Last weekend, I passed someone on the highway at 75 mph, all in
EV mode. What is GM waiting for? What's taking so long for GM to compete? Where
is the affordable choice for loyal GM shoppers? This is the mass-appeal vehicle
everyone has been anticipating. Toyota delivered it. Yeah!

4-05-2017

March Sales. This was very easy to predict: "I would bet dollars to doughnuts that the
minute the credit gets cut in half, the price of most of the top 10 BEVs/EREVs will drop
by a nearly identical amount. GM, Nissan and Ford are milking the system to get as
much profit, as early as possible." Of course, half doesn't account for
everything. Dropping $7,500 doesn't seem realistic in any respect. How could those
automakers be making so much from such a demanding design. It doesn't make
sense. For that matter, just half of the tax-credit is more of a margin than people can
reasonable account for. And that's just to retain the status quo! Growing the market
requires an even greater drop. I responded with: That's when Prius Prime will really
begin to shine. With a starting MSRP of $27,100 that includes a nice collection of safety
features, it stands a chance of holding its own. The tax-credit dependency is much
less. For that matter, the tax-credit is only 60% compared to others anyway. Current
sales are still in the ramp-up stage, with multiple markets being supplied all at once. For
here in the United States, that means supply in the Midwest is basically
nonexistent. There are many still waiting to finally just see one in person. I got mine on
April 1st, after being willing to put a deposit down and waiting 6 months... long before
anyone really knew how Prime truly worked. Now that they are finding out the to-thefloor EV acceleration and 84 mph top-speed EV really does deliver, interest will
grow. The efficiency while in HV mode is remarkable too; seeing over 60 MPG is
routine. In short, there's quite a bit of potential the other automakers don't have.

4-05-2017

Prime Sunset. I went out for a ride with a friend. We drove by a lake as the sun was
setting, quite by accident. The timing or location wasn't in any way planned. It just
happened to be the route to get from where we ate to back home. I saw the colors and a
parking area along the lake. I also noticed a boat launch. So, I took full advantage of the
situation. Interestingly, there were others doing the same. I actually had to very quickly
take my turn. I parked strategically, then popped out of the Prime with my camera and
snapped a few photos. It sure is nice being able to do that handheld now. The old days
of setting up a tripod are gone. Phew! Good thing too. Time was up. Getting even
more lucky was being able to sneak in with the Prime facing the other direction. Since
others weren't including their vehicle in their photos, that worked out well. It was a
beautiful day with a great sunset. The reflection of colored light off the lake is what
really made the scene. What stands out though are the leaf-less trees. Having open water
and nothing but silhouetted trees with lots of branches isn't common. There's only a short
span of time in the year that happens. The ice melted early this year though. Check out
what I was fortunate enough to capture... photo album 205
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4-06-2017

Nope. I've heard this over and over again: "I'm telling you, if you put a Toyota emblem
on the Volt, John would be it's biggest supporter." It's a great indicator that the person
doesn't actually read what I post. If they did, they'd avoid giving me yet another
opportunity to repeat a certain goal. The simplicity of understanding how GM missed the
mark is remarkable; yet, enthusiasts believe a compelling argument will justify paying a
huge premium. That's why so many believe Volt's failure is primarily the result of GM
not advertising it. They truly believe faster & further will triumph over affordability. I
responded to that rhetoric with: Nope, and you know why… NICELY UNDER
$30,000. GM's goal was to deliver a plug-in hybrid with a MSRP price able to compete
directly with their own traditional vehicles. That meant a decent EV capacity combined
with great HV efficiency. GM still hasn't. Toyota just did. Attempt to distort history all
you want; it won't change the goal… or the need.

4-07-2017

Unwilling. This reply to the stubbornness I routinely encounter speaks for itself: First
mention of the "trophy mentality" problem was a decade ago, shortly after Volt was first
revealed. That became the "vastly superior" attitude which pushed Volt further into a
niche... where it has remained ever since. Appeal to the masses is vital; yet, that point
still isn't taken seriously. There continues to be a focus on going faster & further, rather
than shifting attention to what mainstream buyers actually want. Look at how many
SUV purchases there are still. Do you really think a large battery-pack will draw
sales? A configuration to be affordable is a better choice, something GM has been
unwilling to try. Ask yourself why.

4-07-2017

Trophy. This falls into the category of reading what was posted, but not actually
comprehending its intent: "Nothing about trophies was mentioned in the article, or by
anyone else except you." Ugh. After a decade of a tainted perspective, some people
simply don't have the desire to figure out if they are viewing the situation from a
bias. It's shocking how each of us, including myself, will fall for that trap from time to
time. Only difference here is, they've been informed that it's happening. You'd think
after someone points it out, you'd check to see if that was actually the case. Nope. Still
can't see it. Sad. Oh well. It's not like I don't keep trying: Repeatedly through the
comments posted, acceleration speed and electric range were both touted as superior.
That is an implicit trophy claim… which only enthusiasts care about and enjoy rubbing it
in with inferior declarations. None of that helps sales. Ordinary consumers don't hold
either as a priority. They are nice and often get praised, but there is clearly no ambition to
spend the extra required to have that. In other words, you are a victim of the autoshow
effect. It's a common loss of perspective. Enthusiasts attempt to normalize it too… but
usually fail, as we’ve seen with the confirmation of painfully slow sales growth.

4-07-2017

Who? Gotta like this: "Thanks for helping us fall more in love with our Volts with every
post." Again, oh well: You are an enthusiast, not a mainstream consumer. That's been
the problem from day one. Put on your "could I get mom to buy a plug-in"
glasses. You're in for a surprise. Reality is, most ordinary consumers couldn't care
less. So whether it goes faster or farther doesn't mean anything to them. They simply
aren't interested in paying such a high premium. Another reality is that Prime has a base
price $6,000 less than Volt's base and it's better loaded.
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4-08-2017

Along The River. As we were approaching a little town on our road trip, we noticed a
park with a road leading down to the river. That would allow me to park close to the
water and take some unusual photos. The large trees filled with bare branches up against
a gloomy gray sky would really make the color of the Prime pop out. I was really excited
to find such a unique location. The location looked very old, something established ages
ago, a nice oasis for travelers to just take a break at. Getting close, we could see where
boats were launched and were a lot of fish remains had been dumped. With all the bald
eagles in that area, I bet a number of people stopped just for the sake of watching them
fish rather than going out to fish themselves. That area known for extremely high
concentration of bald eagles during migration. So, keeping it in mind for a future visit
would be a good idea. We hadn't originally planned to drive how on that side of the
river. That made this an especially rewarding find. Anywho, this is what we saw... photo
album 206

4-08-2017

Final Attacks. There is a handful of Volt enthusiasts who have chosen to attack Prius
Prime, rather than deal with the "too little, too slowly" issue. It has been a legitimate
concern for years. It wasn't taken seriously though. It was an endless stream "vastly
superior" nonsense posts to deal with. That has transformed to an effort to mislead. The
greenwashing of Prime is well underway. That was expected. Too bad it couldn't be
avoided. Unfortunately, it was inevitable. Those who point it out get attacked too: "An
inability to let something go can be a sign of serious psychological malady, and you
should really see a therapist." That was how a post attempting to distort timelines
ended. I was amused. Personal responses are a dead giveaway the person has become
desperate to change the topic. I simply bounced this back:
Staying true to goals. Keeping focus on audience. Ignoring all the rhetoric. That's bad?
Reality is, Volt promises were renewed for gen-2 and the results aren't looking good
halfway through the second year. But rather than actually address that, the choice is to
continue to look at the situation through rose-colored glasses. Pretending all is well, that
all that's needed is to patiently wait some more, is nuts.
That tradeoff of affordability, for the sake of being able to drive faster & further, has not
proven a successful means of achieving market growth. The slow rate at which sales are
increasing for gen-2 clearly confirm that. Yet, enthusiasts of Volt refuse to let it
go. Claiming I have a problem for pointing that out is crazy.
Dealers won't be interested in selling a vehicle, already a challenge to sell, when the
$7,500 tax-credit is no longer available. Meanwhile, we see other automakers striving to
reach mainstream consumers with new plug-in choices. Saying it's best to just let it go
and do nothing is idiotic.
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4-09-2017

Change, now. We hit that point today, that undeniable day in history where change can
no longer be evaded. I expect an explosion of trapped-in-a-corner responses to
result. When an enthusiasts runs out of a excuses, all they can do is lash out to go down
with a fight. That's what makes this moment so decisive. It's happening right now, this
very moment. The final words in the chapter are being written. I'm actually rather
intrigued how it will play out. Looking back, I vividly remember that collapse on the big
GM forum. It's happening now on what's left of that broken Volt blog. Change could
only be delayed for so long. Some will face denial. Some will be clueless. Some will
just accept it. We'll find out soon enough.

4-09-2017

Change, sacrifice. It started with a repeat of goals, to highlight the sacrifice
made: Targeting mainstream consumers was always an effort to deliver something
affordability competitive with traditional vehicles. Volt production cost of gen-1 was far
out of the reach of that goal. That's why it failed to draw any audience beyond
enthusiasts. Ordinary consumers just plain were not interested. No amount of "faster &
further" made any difference. Even with a $7,500 tax-credit, the price was too
high. GM's struggle was avoided by Toyota when the decision to keep their mid-cycle
rollout of Prius PHV limited to just the initial market. They could continue to learn about
meeting purchase priorities to achieve high-volume profitable sales, without having to
deal with any legacy issues. So, rather than follow an upgrade path, they could start fresh
with Prius Prime... and they did. Spin from that decision was remarkable, especially
from those setting expectations for Volt gen-2. We now see they were wrong. The
"faster & further" approach failed to result in the hoped for sales growth. Consumers
simply haven't been interested. Too much. It's overkill. Ironically, that is proving the
opposite for Prius Prime. Toyota made their next plug-in go faster & further... which
fulfills the very criteria suggested for a "lite" model of Volt ...and it is showing strong
initial demand. GM should not have sacrificed affordability for the sake of increasing
power and increasing range. What gen-1 offered was enough already.

4-09-2017

Change, strategy. Next came an effort to deal with the change by setting the focus
forward as a positive outlook: It would be quite interesting to find out that GM has been
working on the delivery of a "lite" model of Volt after all, something addressing taxcredit expiration. Imagine a Cruze hatchback with the Voltec system using a 9 kWh
battery. That would be a winning scenario for GM. Volt could remain a niche, marketed
as a premiere plug-in hybrid offering. Cruze would be the choice for everyday users,
ordinary consumers who weren’t interested in Volt. The situation would save the
reputation of enthusiasts while at the same time vindicate those who had argued for a
second model all along. Sounds like a win-win.
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4-11-2017

Change, hybrids. I found this especially exciting to read: "This 'hybrid' movement is a
mistake. We can't afford the time to take this 'temporary' answer to the climate problem.
The Auto companies are promoting them to slow the transition from ICE to EV. Ignore
them, avoid them, make them go away or we will be sorry." That attempt to dismiss
absolutely everything is denial to the extreme. That certainly is one way of resisting
change, though futile. I responded with: Generalizations are not constructive. Spreading
fear isn't either. The commute today in my 'hybrid' was entirely with electricity, even
though it had a gas engine. Promoting them accelerates the transition, by forcing a
competitive return immediately. That means the battery, motor, inverter, heater, etc all
must be affordable right away. Those same components can be used again later when
cost of larger battery-packs comes down.

4-12-2017

Change, weak. Lasting out at Prius Prime was inevitable. Attack the obvious source of
the growing sense of failure: "The PP is weak as an EV." It came from an antagonist
attempting to defend Volt on a blogging sight not receptive to that type of posting. Sure
enough, it fell on deaf ears. Knowing that would be the outcome, I posted this anyway,
seeing the exposition opportunity: I've got 640 miles on mine now and all my
commuting has been entirely in EV. No gas engine for highway merging, passing, or
cruising. It's all electric, with power to spare. The vapor-injected heat-pump is the
industry's most efficient electric heater. The electric A/C is a top-notch offering too. I'm
also seeing averages around 4.5 miles/kWh. What part is supposedly weak?

4-12-2017

Change, audience. I was waiting for the enthusiast perspective: "Many reviewer said
that they would rather pay more for the Volt due to FAR SUPERIOR driving
dynamic." It's amazing to confirm how naive some can be. They think their excitement
is shared by ordinary consumers. I know mine certainly isn't. If I can draw any interest
from my mom, who couldn't care less about a vehicle other than it being comfortable,
practical, and reliable, it means I'm on the right track. That means anything related to
how the vehicle operations is of no value. That simply isn't a priority for her, as is with
most middle-market people. This is how I stated the situation, to hopefully give some
perspective: Wrong audience. Ordinary consumers couldn't care less. Those
mainstream buyers are looking for a good all-around value. They are unwilling to pay a
premium for more, no matter how much enthusiasts provide praise. People declare bias,
not realizing they themselves are not representation of those shopping showroom floors,
nor having anything in common with them. Volt began as a niche and continues to
be. That's fine. We all like faster & further. But that simply is not what middle-market
is looking for.

4-12-2017

Change, more. It's not better. Ugh. You'd think they'd finally come to terms with that,
even at this final hour. Nope: "...don't twist the fate that Prime EV mode is relatively
weak." I find it truly amazing how they think their point-of-view is shared by everyone
else. Some people simply aren't interested. That's just the way things are. Different
people have different draws. Not everyone likes the same thing. That's why no matter
how many times they tell you that the higher price is worth it, some simply won't we
willing to pay more. Oh well. All you can do is hope the message eventually sinks
in: Face reality. Faster & Further isn't worth a premium for most people. That's why
Camry & Corolla are so popular. They target that same market, the middle. Being
"strong" loses to being well-balanced.
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4-12-2017

Change, EV. Nope, it didn't make any difference. There's still hope that somehow the
early reviewers really did interpret their observations correctly: "I hope they get to test
drive the Volt at some point later after having the prius for a while and realize that the
gas engine does not have to come on for reasonable acceleration..." At this point, I've
watched quite a few reviewers where the buttons were incorrectly explained. They were
clearly mistaken about what each actually did with respect to engine-use and batterydraw. It's rather disheartening to find out how few actually take the time to verify their
assumptions. Oh well. Eventually, I'll have videos of my own to refer to, confirming
they were wrong. For now: Just switch to EV mode instead. No surprises. There are
many reports from people not realizing they are actually in EV-Auto mode, completely
unaware that it allows the engine to start at time of high demand. Looking at the button
layout, it's easy to see how that mistake could be made. There isn't actually a button
labeled EV. You have to look carefully at the dashboard to see the change from pushing
them. We've seen people make an incorrect assumption. It's no big deal once you've
owned the car for a little bit. Many reviewers simply have no idea what's even
available. So, the mistake happens. Owners take the time to push all the buttons. There
isn't a rush to write a review and return the car.

4-12-2017

Change, purpose. Don't you love how some people draw conclusions based on nothing
but assumption: "Most people buying this are gas first, EV second, the opposite of Volt
drivers..." How could that possibly be known about Prius Prime already? I rebutted
back with: I don't believe that for a second and I can't imagine you being able to produce
data to confirm such a claim. The comments I have encountered overwhelming speak of
excitement to use the 25-mile capacity to the fullest, prior to purchase. After purchase,
ownership reports of by how much they exceed that EV rating distance are plentiful. Of
course, what difference does it make? They aren't the target market anyway. Volt is an
enthusiast vehicle. It's nice, but simply priced too expensive for mainstream
buyers. More capacity isn't necessary. Faster acceleration isn't necessary. GM doesn't
offer something to compete directly with their own vehicles on their own showroom
floor. Toyota has just begun. Prime is clearly configured to entice Corolla, Camry, and
Prius shoppers. Even without a tax-credit, it can compete directly. The test-drive
experience seals the deal. No need to mention MPG. No gas necessary. That EV
acceleration, dropping the pedal all the way to the floor without the engine starting,
speaks for itself.

4-13-2017

Change, buttons. The level of desperation has spread. This came out of nowhere: "I'm
also a sucker for physical buttons ." People look at the large screen available for Prime
and attack it with claims just like that. There's a full compliment of interface buttons,
they just aren't next to the screen. That would make any sense. If you are reaching for
the screen, just touch it to make selections. If you don't want to reach, just push with
your thumb. Everything you need to interact with the screen is right there... a redundant
interface the antagonist hopes you won't mention. They want people to focus only on the
screen and assume that's the only way to adjust the sound system or change climate
settings. Ugh. I kept my response to that brief: Like all the buttons on the steering
wheel? I'm finding that most people look at the screen and never notice all the physical
buttons still available.
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4-13-2017

Change, price. The effort to obscure business purpose by focusing entirely on the now
from a consumer's perspective was greenwashing years ago. Now, it's nothing but an act
of desperation. Yet, a few keep trying: "Anyway, count in the tax credit, I don't see any
point that can make PP win in pricing." Attempts to misrepresent the problem by
confusing cost & price is what I have to deal with most. They pretend they are the same,
that it's just an arbitrary label with no different meaning. My guess is the problem
originates from people without any type of business background. Never having taken an
accounting, marketing, or economics class, I could see how certain concepts could easily
be overlooked. Overlooking basics is far more common than most people are
aware. That really messes up online discussions. It still try to point out that not-soobvious problem though: COST not PRICE. Sure, a consumer can snag a good deal
right now, but that is very temporary. GM's business model is heavily dependent on the
tax-credit. Toyota's is not.

4-13-2017

Change, cost. Sure enough, I got exactly the response I had anticipated: "Cost or price
doesn’t matter as it’s just terminology." That figures. Such a lack of basic understanding
means nothing to follow will be of any value. They'll just dismiss what you say as an
attempt to twist facts. They pretty much never take the time to actually comprehend what
is actually posted. That's the way these final few think... or don't. I'm sure glad there are
far more supporters who did. They've become much valued allies for the plug-in effort
going forward. Unfortunately, they don't try to help with the cost issue. I suspect some
of that comes from price uncertainty. What will GM do when Bolt accelerates the
phaseout trigger for Volt? How will a low-volume offering stay relevant in a rapidly
growing market? Anywho, I kept the reply short: There's a profound difference, a
fundamental relation between business & customer clearly not understood. COST = how
much $$$ it takes to build a vehicle. PRICE = Cost + Profit – TaxCredit.

4-13-2017

Change, goals. Spoken like a true enthusiast of Volt: "About Toyota, they have been
losing the PHEV since the first gen of PHEV Prius, this is their effort trying to get back
on track. I have to agree that it's quite a good car but clearly not impressive." All I
could do was recite the same old big picture, which some still refuse to accept... despite
the obvious sign of change now upon us: Assuming goals were the same, it's easy to
draw that conclusion. They were not though. Toyota rolled out Prius PHV as a midcycle update to just 15 states. It started out as an effort to gather a massive amount of
real-world data... and continued to be as they witnessed the problems GM was having
with the market. That kept rollout confined to those markets, where they could more
deeply collection information about what ordinary consumers actually want &
need. That has put them way ahead of GM, who has clearly stumbled with gen-2 of
Volt... having delivered another enthusiast-oriented vehicle, rather than something for the
masses. Say whatever you want about it not being impressive. That will just fall on deaf
ears. Those shopping the showroom floor couldn't care less. They don't participate in
online discussions. They don't want to pay a premium for performance. Heck, they
aren't even interested in statistics. They just want something affordable, reliable, and
practical. Toyota has not lost their customer base. The target audience of Corolla,
Camry, and Prius shoppers is still there, waiting for Prime. None of them care that GM
temporarily gained some conquest sales. Toyota was never off track. They patiently
waited and didn't squander tax-credits in the meantime. That resulted in a well-balanced
design with a variety of refinements capable of competing with the true competition...
traditional vehicles.
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4-13-2017

Change, sales. I wonder what next month will bring. This was my continuation on this
history now coming to a close: Reading the same old rhetoric repeated again is a sign of
sales growth concern. That continuation of complete disregard for business cost,
focusing solely on price paid by the consumer, tells a story of shortsightedness. Attempting to draw as much attention as possible to speed & handling is
confirmation. That nonsense solidifies shortcomings. What I find most revealing though
is the lack of understanding for audience. Look around. Notice what people actually
buy? Ask around. Notice how people actually shop? Middle-Market is what provides
business-sustaining profit. That's high-volume production, resulting in sales far greater
than the tiny fraction celebrated each month for plug-in vehicles. In other words, the spin
here shows that situation still isn't being taken seriously.

4-14-2017

Honda Clarity. The is currently a fuel-cell vehicle. For the 2018 model year, it will
also be offering as an EV and a plug-in hybrid. What I'm most interested in is the later,
which is what Honda is too. The other models will be built in very, very limited
quantity. The impression given for the EV is just 1,000 per year. So, it's short range
really isn't any reason for concern. Honda is simply experimenting with diversification
of that platform. Knowing the bulk of those Clarity produced will be the PHEV type is a
big deal. The battery-pack will be 17 kWh, which should deliver roughly 42 miles of EV
range. The EPA rating expected is 105 MPGe. Being a larger vehicle than Prime, that's
not too bad. Electric power is somewhat overkill though. Delivering 181 horsepower
isn't really necessary. It's likely a by-product of the battery-pack's capacity. Being larger
may offer more amps to pull all at once. That's rather disproportionate to the included
1.5 liter gas engine. It seems rather small, especially when compared to the 1.8 liter in
Prius. Of course, it may be setup for an ordinary Otto cycle... which provides more
power, with a tradeoff of being less efficiency than Atkinson-Miller. The expected MPG
rating was not included in the press release. So, that does seem likely. Recharging only
takes 2.5 hours. That's clearly faster than what Prime offers. Having a larger pack, that
makes sense. It will be interesting to learn more about this new market entry. Honda
most likely learned quite a bit from their limited offering of the plug-in hybrid
Accord. That seemed an effective way to collect lots of real-world data, similar to what
Toyota did with Prius PHV. We got a nice upgrade as a result. I'm really enjoying the
improvements this next-generation provides. Prime is great. Hopefully, the same we'll
be able to same about Clarity too. Expanding the market by getting decent choices from
other automakers is vital for overall growth.

4-15-2017

What? The superiority posting continued. It's all about being faster and going
farther. That's all this group cares about. To hell with cost. Without bragging rights,
you've got nothing... is their mindset. 10 years ago, I said that trophy-mentality would be
their downfall. Now, we are watching the change reveal those consequences. They
never figured out that their own hopes would have such an influence. It was the same
"more" attitude without end. Reading this today summed it up well: "Toyota is falling
behind on this front, considering they practically invented this segment 20 years ago." I
asked: What front? They are pushing diversity by spreading the new design to Camry,
RAV4, and C-HR. They are pushing lower cost by not depending upon a large-capacity
battery or tax-credit. They are pushing to avoid expense & complexity by eliminating the
need for liquid-cooling. They are pushing both EV and HV efficiency results.
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4-15-2017

Who? The hope was always a recognition of the true problem. That never
happened. Now, change is leaving them behind. Lack of audience understanding
problem... and appears it will continue to be, for the enthusiasts. The rest of us welcome
the next chapter. A variety of affordable choices will be great. We know more isn't
better. They still haven't figured it out. It's continues to be just dealing with the problem
on a basic level, still avoiding detail: "Anyone who wants primarily EV driving but still
has the flexibility to drive on gas to eliminate range anxiety." I had no idea my education
from 15 years ago about regular hybrids would apply so well to plug-in hybrids. Oh
well, it's their loss... which means my reply will just fall on deaf ears: That generically
answers the question of who for PHEV choices. It does not tell us who Volt specifically
targets. In other words, Prime specifically targets people shopping the Toyota showroom
floor. They come in interested in Corolla, Camry, or Prius and end up being drawn to
Prime. Volt clearly didn't target Cruze or Malibu shoppers. That was overwhelmingly
confirmed for gen-1. Heck, even GM itself made a comment to that effective, identifying
the first as a niche. That's why I ask about gen-2. Hearing emphasis for faster & further,
at the tradeoff of size & price, suggests this newer Volt doesn’t target Cruze or Malibu
shoppers either. Notice how Toyota really focused on cost-containment, not giving into
the temptation to deliver more, knowing all too well that resulting higher price would
disinterest their showroom shoppers?
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4-15-2017

Question. During a time of change, if you push really hard, sometimes new voices
emerge. I got this: "Question for you: All else aside, do you even like the Volt? Have
you ever drove one? If not I'd gladly meet and let you take mine for a spin." This came
from a die-hard enthusiast would lives in the area that hopes I simply misunderstand the
performance benefit of Volt, that experiencing the power firsthand will alter my
beliefs. He clearly has no idea how intense my effort in support of middle-market has
been. Middle means not maximum. I'm simply not interested. Heck, that's why Model S
was never of any interest. As great of a vehicle Tesla delivered, it was always out of
reach for the masses. Model 3 is different though. That "lite" version strives to be
affordable. I always hoped GM would deliver something similar for Volt. After 10
years, no luck. Ironically, Toyota did though. Prime is turning out to be everything Volt
supporters had always hoped for. Unfortunately, Volt enthusiasts never agreed with
that. Oh well. His question allowed me to climb up on the soapbox one last time:
Yes, I like it, And yes, I have. It was over on the GM Innovation track. That was a lot
of fun. I even ended up chasing a Tesla with it. My assessment was the engineering was
great, but it was a terrible configuration for high-volume business... too expensive.
So, I campaigned for a "lite" version of Volt, a second model that would be affordable for
the masses. Leaving the existing version as a niche rubbed those here the wrong way, but
they tolerated it with the hope gen-2 would deliver the hoped for balance.
Instead, gen-2 solidified the niche... and gen-2 from Toyota ended up becoming the very
configuration I had suggested. So basically, anything I say now in that regard is
unacceptable. It's why my focus shifted over to SUVs, the other obvious electrification
choice.
Honda's introduction makes the bad situation even worse though... large seating, 42-mile
range, 181 horsepower.. That's roughly what an Equinox with Voltec would
deliver. Catch is, GM has no plans for that. Kia does with Niro, their plug-in hybrid
SUV comes out the end of this year.
Long story short, change is coming. The spread of Voltec to other vehicles will dilute the
importance of Volt. This is the closing of a long, drawn out chapter. That's never
comfortable. I make myself a target by pointing it out.
It is interesting to look back at the "range anxiety" history. Bolt should have never been
built based upon what GM promoted for many years. The anti-EV automaker shook up
their own status quo.
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4-15-2017

Distorting History. I get really annoyed when coming across claims like this: "Then
back in 2015, Toyota leaked that the next Prius plug-in would have 30-35 miles electric
range." It referred back to an article on a popular green website. There were 325
comments posted. It proved to be a popular topic, but now serves as fodder for
misleading... which was exactly what happened today. I jumped on that with: "we heard
from an industry source" is what the article stated. It was unconfirmed speculation, a
good topic for online comment posting, but quickly died after nothing was actually heard
from Toyota. There was no promise. None of us had any idea what the next generation
would bring. All we knew was keeping it affordable continued to be top priority. My
guess was double the original target. For gen-1, it was 20 km (12.4 miles). Setting a
target of twice that would put gen-2 at 40 km (24.8 miles). That seemed reasonable,
especially when based upon real-world data from gen-1. We didn't hear anything from
Toyota though, until the first reveal of the vehicle nearly 2 years later, long after
production of gen-1 ended. It's easy get a distorted view of history from reading just a
single article. Check the blogs of the time, those on-going sources of information. They
bridge together speculation with what ends up actually happening, especially when
looking back can provide such a different perspective. Also, keep in mind how
automakers must be flexible to be competitive now. That means altering plans along the
way, as well as allowing an opportunity for a mid-cycle upgrade.
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4-15-2017

Next? Things are rapidly coming to a close. Those Volt enthusiasts still don't recognize
they are about to be left behind. Interest in affordable configurations of plug-in hybrid
vehicles is about to erupt. We've reached that point where they are now in reach of
ordinary consumers. Those wandering the showroom floor can finally take the choice
seriously. In the past, that decision simply wasn't realistic. That "40-mile" belief
seriously messed up expectations. GM impaired the initial market with plug-in hybrids
much like they did with diesel a few decades ago... they rushed a poorly designed vehicle
to dealers. We all worried they'd repeat that mistake. It happened anyway. Now
what? I ended the chapter with:
Taking the step from niche to mainstream has been the point of contention. It requires
letting go of some of the original aspects of appeal. Niche traits are what made it
special. Watching that get diluted for mass acceptance is tough. Since I had extensive
experience with making that transition, it made me the focus of resistance. Change isn't
easy. Being reminded that it is inevitable is much like the parent reminding the child to
finish their homework. Neither likes it. That is necessary though.
With the case of Volt, that same message of change is being sent from multiple
sources. There are several new plug-in hybrids. There are 2 major electric-only
vehicles. There is GM itself. All are pushing Volt in a direction enthusiasts don't
like. Upset about the market stability once enjoyed now being lost is not welcome.
Notice how the seemingly simple question of audience stirred such extreme reaction? It
is confirmation of recognition. We witnessed the same level of emotion back when Ford
joined in. Placing GM against Toyota was a basic tit-for-tat. Adding in another
automaker created an unmanageable level of complexity. Mixed messages of purpose
caused enthusiasts to oppose each other... which resulted in the quest to seek out a
scapegoat.
Blaming me for the push to move on to that next chapter is a pointless as avoiding
homework. Yet, that's exactly what we see with the negative votes. Pretend all is well
still. Don't listen to the message. Shot the messenger.
It's really sad. The local plug-in owners group doesn't have any problems like those
here. We focus on the building up of infrastructure, helping businesses & individuals
setup charging stations. We get together to show our variety of plug-in vehicles. We
share as much information as possible about strengths & weaknesses of each of the
choices.
There is no conflict. There's a shared common goal. None of the faster & further
nonsense even comes up in discussions. We strive to learn as much as possible with
open exchanges, striving to find ways of overcoming the true competition: traditional
vehicles.
The greenwash attempts each month to spin stories about sales has to stop. There are
examples in this thread of generalizations & omissions which confirm that
behavior. Look forward, not back. What should be done next?
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4-15-2017

Repeating Mistakes. A fundamental flaw with the approach for Volt from enthusiasts
was ignoring the past, just like executives in GM did. When Prius hit mainstream sales
levels, then exceeded them... without any tax-credit help ...it was GM who mocked,
belittled, and dismissed what had been accomplished. They said a much better solution
would be delivered by GM instead. That turned into a disaster. Remember TwoMode? What a mess. The reliance on overkill vehicles for profit blinded them from
actually addressing need. They followed want instead. Sound familiar? That's exactly
the mistake repeated with Volt... twice! Far more speed & range was delivered that
required. Now, it's Bolt. Same mistake, yet again. In the meantime, there's a growing
obsession with Trucks & SUVs. That's what helped GM delay bankruptcy. Now, there's
Toyota, Volkswagen, Hyundai & Kia, along with Tesla all putting new pressure on
GM. There's also the struggle by Ford to keep in mind. How many GM customers are
really interested in a hatchback like Volt or a wagon like Bolt? Seriously. That is not
GM's market. Virtually none of their own loyal buyers want that type of vehicle. It's the
very reason I kept asking "Who is the market for Volt?" Over and over and over again,
all I heard about what conquest sales. Volt was only attracted outside buyers. Many
jumped on the opportunity to lease a plug-in hybrid, dirt cheap. When the lease expired,
they abandoned GM for some other automaker. All those tax-credits squandered...
wasted... lost. Now, GM is shifting focus over to Bolt... and it isn't going well. We keep
seeing articles about how much investors prefer the concise message of purpose from
Tesla. They don't have a clue what GM intends to do next. Looking at Toyota, we see
the same thing emerging. The initial reception to Prime is very encouraging. It's a very
nice balance of priorities with clear steps forward. In other words, GM is in trouble. We
are watching the problems unfold. Efforts to electrify are unraveling. No investment in
infrastructure. Little interest in high-speed recharging. No message of change with their
existing product-line.

4-15-2017

Prius One. Toyota rolled out the newest generation with the model numbers starting at
"two". No one really questioned why there wasn't a "one". Today, we found out there
would indeed be a more basic model. It will be priced $1,210 lower, subtracting a few
amenities, but not losing any of the new safety features. It simply doesn't include a spare
tire or a rear wiper and the interior of the door panels are different. The reason for this
move stated by reputable sources is that this prepares Toyota to compete with
Hyundai. The fake news out determined to undermine Prius claim it's an act of
desperation to keep Toyota from having to discontinue production. I know, that's totally
absurd... especially with other automakers selling far fewer hybrids... but that's what they
claim. Realistically, the move to price aggressively is a natural one. You want the
market to grow. So, this is very much expected. How many will be produced & sold is
unknown. But the effort to test consumer interest is a normal part of long-term business.

4-16-2017

Automatic High-Beams. I finally had an opportunity to really try them out. There was
a long drive required on a country road with lots of turns. Late at night, I had to watch
for deer. Use of high-beams was essential. A steady but staggered flow of on-coming
traffic meant turning them on & off a lot was necessary. They worked great. I was
surprised how quick & accurate they were. There was a bit of skepticism that all the little
nuances would get picked up by the sensors. It was very easy to see why Toyota made
this a standard safety feature. Sweet!
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4-17-2017

56 & 55 MPG. The drive to & from the coffeeshop today was entirely without pluggedsupplied electricity. I was quite curious how the efficiency would play out, especially
when warming up the engine in temperatures just above freezing. Turns out, the system
is remarkably adapt at dealing with the in-between conditions. With it being neither
really cold, nor all that warm, it's hard to even approximate. I obviously hoped for a
large improvement, but expecting too much isn't wise. That was realistic though... based
upon reports from gen-4 Prius owner reports. Why would the hybrid mode for the plugin model be any different. True, it has a battery-warmer. But then again, the temperature
wasn't well below freezing. So, there shouldn't be a noticeable difference. Fortunately, it
was easy to draw a conclusion on just that small sample, since it matched what others had
stated so well. I can't wait for when those ideal temperatures do finally arrive.

4-17-2017

Lane-Keep Assist. The gentle nudge back into the lane when the system detects that
you've drifted over a line is really nice. That warning-beep and visual-depiction on the
screen sure makes it obvious what's about to happen too. I really like this safety
feature. During the test-drive, there wasn't a good opportunity to try it. I had to much
going on at the time. Now that I have my own Prime, there are better conditions to
experiment too. Weaving from side to side in traffic with only a minimal hold on the
wheel isn't recommended. But I wanted to witness firsthand what would happen. Like
with the automatic high-beams, Toyota did a really good job of studying driving
conditions. We got to try this in the rain at night. Despite the difficult lighting, with
abundant reflection & distortion challenges, it caught much more than expected. It could
see lines on the road fairly well. This obviously isn't any type of autonomous driving
feature, but it sure could come in handy for those moments when your attention briefly
wanders.
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4-17-2017

Boom. Some recognize this disaster in the making: "One can't help but worry, that the
end of the tax break is a ticking time bomb for GM, and Nissan, the front runners of the
plug-in market, and will reward those automakers who lagged behind." Witnessing such
significant history unfold right before our eyes is fascinating. I feel the relief of
vindication, a breath of aspiration following long, drawn out battles where the enthusiasts
just plain did not care. It was attack at all costs. Now, we can see the end. The final
ticks on the clock are becoming easy to recognize. The advancement of time will bring a
end... with a boom:
GM rested on its laurels. That's what all the "too little, too slowly" concern was
about. They had an opportunity, a huge lead over the rest of the industry, but chose not
to use it. GM should have been taking advantage of the tax-credits to penetrate their own
customer base, to stir interest in GM dealer showrooms. Instead, focus was only on
conquest sales, no change among GM loyal buyers. Building their demand never
happened. Interest simply faded away. So much time... wasted.
The failure of gen-2 Volt to make up for the loss made that bad situation worse. GM
ended up abandoning their long-time position of being anti-EV in favor of starting over
with a push for Bolt. All that effort to promote "range anxiety" as a plug-in selling-point
turned into more wasted time.
Meanwhile, we see the other automakers... who supposedly "lagged behind" ...as now
having a huge advantage. They have many more tax-credits still available. Most
importantly though, they stayed true to priorities. Toyota never loss sight of the
affordable goal. Ironically, it was GM who had coined the "nicely under $30,000"
slogan, which has become an industry target. Nissan has wisely held off with the reveal
of their gen-2 upgrade, watching how things play out with GM as it continues to use up
precious tax-credits.
Remember, the goal of that subsidy was to help establish &amp; improve high-volume
profitable sales... not to break speed & distance records. That's why still not getting a
clear message of intent from GM is becoming more and more of a concern. The blind
defense of enthusiasts (vote down what you don't like to read) is making this growing
worse situation a ticking time bomb.
The suggested "lite" version of Volt, a second model targeted at GM's own loyal
customers, never came to be. Ironically, that very offering is basically what Toyota
delivered with Prime. The reward will come to automakers who paid close attention to
priorities... delivering a configuration capable of high-volume profitable sales prior to
expiration of the tax-credits.
Time is almost up.
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4-18-2017

Automatic Wipers. A new feature with my Prime I hadn't ever observed was how
automatic wipers work. Without any basis of comparison, it was all new to me. The
switch was in the AUTO position. I'm not sure if my actions inadvertently did that or if it
was intentional but forgotten. Whatever the case, rain today engaged them. Seeing the
windshield get wiped didn't phase me... at first. Then it hit me that I hadn't turned the
wipers on. Cool. That made me wonder how the car knew there was rain. Drops got
heavier. Wiping got faster. Eh? It finally dawned on me that the camera in front
monitoring the road must have detected visual interference... which would indicate
something is on the windshield. That makes sense. It's anecdotal, a plausible
theory. The automatic feature obviously works, pretty well too.

4-18-2017

Diesel Disaster. VW now has about half of the close to 400,000 diesels here in the
United States violating emission levels bought back or modified. Among them, there are
11,000 which were never owned. They were trapped in the supply-chain when the
scandal was uncovered. Those are now being made available for purchase. I jumped
into the discussion about that today with: How will they be priced? MPG is no longer a
selling point for diesel. What's the draw? Whirring along with electricity is far more
appealing than the clutter of a compression engine.

4-18-2017

Better Buy. To further stress the state of change, we now have an official
recommendation from Kelley Blue Book for Prime over Volt. It's only a matter of
time. Priority for keeping cost in check will pay off. It's great to electrify, but trading off
an affordable price (that's profit) for a vehicle that goes faster & further simply isn't
worth it. Balance is what middle-market seeks, not bragging rights. Enthusiasts have
niche interests, making them quite willing to pay a premium. That certainly isn't the
attitude ordinary consumers share. Their purchases are what sustain business. So what if
mainstream vehicles aren't as exciting. My results certainly exceed what they are
accustomed to, as I pointed out in the comments to an article featuring this latest
recommendation: 999.9 MPG for my commute and 157.6 MPG for my first tank
average. That result from my Prime speaks for itself. The $27,100 base MSRP, which
includes Toyota's safety package, seals the deal. Volt is going to become an extremely
difficult sell when the $7,500 tax-credit expires.

4-18-2017

Trophy Mentality. It emerged in the manner expected: "Pfffft! Is that all? Currently
doing 349mpg in my Gen2 Volt." To see that bragging & belittling emerge again is
incredible. Nothing was learned by enthusiasts. They are repeating the same mistakes
again. Complete disregard for production-cost and cherry-picked data is exactly what we
saw in the past. I was somewhat amazed by such disregard for being
constructive. There's a same group of owners who just plain do not care. I responded to
the nonsense with: Huge mistake if you think that will impress ordinary
consumers. Understand who the audience is. KBB does. Ordinary customers will see
150 MPG and 350 MPG, then ask what the price difference is. Paying such a substantial
premium for the extra 200 MPG simply won't be worth it. That is no different than
horsepower, acceleration, or towing capacity. They simply don't see the value at some
point.
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4-18-2017

Fallout. It's getting messy. This new chapter is clearly not understood by commenter,
many of which don't have the background. See, starting a new chapter means a new
audience joins into discussions. We've seen that with each new generation of Prius. This
fallout of Volt is bringing about the same type of participation shift. I attempted to
provide some of that missing background: Not all offerings help speed up adoption
though. Look at the differences with the automakers. I see GM racing toward a cliff
with no solution going forward. Volt is too expensive to stir interest from GM's own
showroom shoppers, even with the $7,500 tax-credit. Seeing Toyota strive for a balance
of traits makes it the winner. The much lower MSRP has a much greater potential of not
only drawing attention, it can result in significant market growth. Toyota has a large
base of Camry, Corolla, and Prius buyers to entice with a Prime. GM has small base of
Malibu & Impala buyers who simply won't be interested in a hatchback with cramped
seating in back. GM now offers a hatchback Cruze too, making the significant price
premium for Volt a major challenge to over come. So yes, they are on the same side by
offering plug-in vehicles, but their competition is not. Adoption comes from each
automaker's own customers choosing something with a plug instead of another traditional
option.

4-19-2017

Vastly Superior. Exactly as anticipated, news of the KBB recommendation made it to
the old Volt blog, where just a few days ago they made it overwhelmingly clear that
constructive discussion is not welcome. Immediately, the posts came claiming Volt was
vastly superior and that the premium price is totally worth it... without any regard for
production-cost. That's the same old nonsense all over again. No concern whatsoever
for the well-being of the business. More battery is better, period. The fact that the EV
range delivered pushes price higher is a complete non-issue. An expensive configuration
is necessary in their mind, settle for nothing less... regardless of consequence... as this so
eloquently states: "Where are all of the inbred, political TV educated, lowlife scumbags
screaming that Toyota must be losing money on every Prius sold? Odd, I don't hear
them. The human trash certainly were loud and obnoxious when it came to the Volt. Not
since the smear job against Tucker Motor Company has the automobile industry seen
such a malicious and destructive propaganda campaign." From the perspective of the
enthusiast, they truly believe a great product is being undermined. Being too costly to
actually compete with the rest of GM's own product-line is rubbish, an utter
impossibility. It's a game of blame the scapegoat. So naturally, I've become the
antitheist in this situation. Ugh. I never thought Volt would fall apart so abruptly like
this. But then again, diesel did in a similar fashion. Enthusiasts became so desperate,
their methods of defense had little merit. Anyone taking the time to think about what
was presented would notice shortcomings with their logic.
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4-19-2017

Disregarding Facts. Reading through the comments posted so far this morning, this
particular one stood out: "The Volt is simply a better EV in every measurable
way." When you post a fact enthusiasts don't like, they'll negative vote it to make that
post disappear once it hits a count of 10. When a publication publishes a fact enthusiasts
don't like, all they can do is disregard it. Pretending that fact doesn't exist is their only
means of conveying their distorted view of reality. In other words, that's a common
method used for greenwashing. They mislead by omitting information. In this case, all
you have to do is look up the actual EV rating for each vehicle. 31 kWh/100mi is the
value stated for Volt. 25 kWh/100mi is the value stated for Prius Prime. That
measurable way makes it absolutely clear that Volt requires an additional 6 kWh of
electricity to travel the same 100 miles. Efficiency is the point of the plug-in
vehicles. Prius Prime is undeniably better EV in that respect. Yet, enthusiasts continue
to disregard that fact.

4-19-2017

Back to Basics. This summed it up nicely: "...the company is out of touch with reality
and public want." It was the start of a rant that ended with: "Shame on you Toyota." We
are clearly back to basics again. Enthusiasts cannot tell the difference between want and
need. Toyota is an automaker that focuses heavily on need, which is why they are so
often criticized as having such boring cars. That's also the reason why so many of those
cars are purchased in great numbers. That's a reality enthusiasts don't like. They prefer a
focus on want, which is why GM is their preferred automaker. Volt delivered exactly
what they desired. A vehicle exceeding necessity is quite a challenge to sell though...
since most of middle-market is boring. They seek out well-balanced offerings... not
something catering to a maximum. The reason why is easy to understand too. More
ability means more money from the buyer. Paying extra is not what mainstream
consumers are willing to do. Shaming Toyota for delivering a vehicle to match purchase
priorities of ordinary shoppers is absurd. But then again, not being able to tell the
difference between want and need is too.

4-19-2017

Dual-Wave Window. There was a hard, steady rain yesterday. It brought about a
surprise I was hoping to experience again today. Sadly, the rain was much lighter. But
the impression of what I witnessed sure won't be forgotten. Too bad the next time I
likely won't be in an area where filming while I drive would be so convenient. Oh
well. What I saw in my rear-view mirror was quite different from all my previous Prius
hatchbacks. Rather than the bubble of air keeping rain from hitting the window, there
was a very obvious air-stream pushing the rain down through the channel the dual-wave
window. I hadn't expected that aerodynamic characteristic. I had hoped there would be
something like that with snow, but the thought of rain drops being swept away hadn't
crossed my mind. Sweet!

4-19-2017

Charge-Mode. Today was the day I tried it for the first time... in my own Prius Prime
anyway, under controlled conditions. It recharged the battery 22% in just 10 minutes. I
knew the mode was aggressive, but didn't realize by how much. That explains reports of
lower than expected efficiency. If you are choosing to use it, you are continuously
choosing the trade. That works fine for me. I know when EV can be effective. I don't
use it just for the sake of using it. There can be times when having the engine stay off is
a better choice. Anywho, the temperature outside was 46°F and the speed I was traveling
was 100 km/h (62 mph). The observed efficiency displayed was 35 MPG.
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4-20-2017

Guzzler Plug-In. Who the heck would buy a vehicle that guzzles electricity? GM
believes some will be interested in their Cadillac which does exactly that. 62 MPGe was
the rating revealed today. That's low, really low. The 62 MPG rating was too, especially
when using a 31-mile EV capacity to achieve it. From an electricity perspective, the 54
kWh/100 mile rating is mind boggling. Prius Prime only uses 25. In comparison, Volt
uses 31... quite efficient when compared to the Cadillac. It's the disinterest for delivering
something to the masses which continues to be the source of frustration. True, there is a
BMW and Mercedes-Benz with similar designs, but those are both luxury brands...
without any middle-market consumers. Neglect for such a large audience by GM,
especially when promised that wouldn't happen, continues to be a problem. Where the
heck is a choice for ordinary people?

4-21-2017

Moderator Correction. Repeat the same lie over and over again, until no one realizes
the original source anymore. They grow use to hearing it. Some greenwashing efforts in
the past have been surprisingly successful. Usually, there's a misconception emerging
from an assumption which an antagonist exploits. Other times, there's an extreme
repeatedly sighted as if it is a common experience. In this case, it was a total
fabrication. An unknown "source" was claimed to be a person of authority who leaked
the information. Referring back to that as if some credibility had been confirmed later on
gave the impression of that entire exchange being genuine. Since people almost never
research, taking linked articles at face value, repeating the same reference over and over
adds to the believability. I was annoyed. The claim was Toyota was rolling out the next
plug-in Prius with a 35-mile EV range. That most definitely never happened. Yet, that
claim got posted again today. Fortunately, the blog moderator wasn't about to allow that
nonsense to persist. It was an obvious effort to deceive. He pointed out the situation
with: "As for carmakers over promising and under delivering on range estimates, that
has been true in many cases. More recently after the Prius Prime was unveiled in NY,
Toyota put out press releases saying "22" miles range. It later announced EPA said 25,
so that was a case of under promising, over delivering." I was delighted to read that.

4-21-2017

As Much As Possible. We get this on a regular basis: "I want to be in hybrid mode but
avoid the engine turning on as much as possible, my understanding is this is how the
Prius/Prime/Hybrids in general increase mpg's." It's a misconception based on
assumption. Most newbies fall into that logic trap. They fail to recognize the importance
of overall efficiency by fixating on a particular segment of driving. Oh well, all we can
do is provide coaching: That is the formula for poor MPG. Following instinct, rather
than what the system was designed for, is exactly what not to do. JUST DRIVE IT has
been the advice since the first Prius and continues to be for Prime. Here's a simple
guide... Plug in whenever you can. EV mode for city & suburb driving. HV mode when
out on the open road. CHARGE mode when you know you won't be able to plug in.
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4-22-2017

Charge-Mode Data. Having the opportunity to do a full test of charge-mode on Earth
Day worked out really nice. This comment about it was brought up yesterday and I've
been wanting to try it firsthand anyway: "The charge-mode uses more gas than you will
gain from EV. Just HV should get you 60+ mpg." It was perfect timing for an
observation of the process from end to end. So, I did, reporting these results:
I drove from Northern Minnesota back to the Twin Cities today. Here's some real-world
data from that...
charge-mode = 40.0 miles
charge-mode = 37.8 MPG
It took 38 minutes at 66 mph with an outside temperature of 64°F and a light crosswind
to recharge the battery-pack form 0 to 80%. I took advantage of that recharged 25 miles
of EV (estimated) to keep the engine off while making our two stops along the way and
when getting trapped in weekend traffic at a major highway junction. These were the
final results...
overall = 153.7 miles
overall = 60.4 MPG
In other words, just charge it. If you'd like engine-generated electricity for use later, go
ahead. There does not appear to be any penalty for doing so.
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4-23-2017

Charge-Mode Details. As anticipated, my posted results ended up stirring some
discussion. This was the quote which stood out: "The additional 25 EV miles resulted
from the forced charge were not achieved at 66 mph but, as I understand, mostly at city
driving." That provided a good basis for providing some detail. So, that's what I did:
First, keep in mind that "city" is a term that's very misleading. Some people think of it as
slow speed with lots of stoplights. Other people think of it as anything goes suburb
travel... not highway. They are labeled the same, yet the two yield very different
results. They really should be separate categories, like the rating system in the UK.
Second, the use of the term "highway" is even worse. It spans any speed from 55 to 80,
which vary drastically for efficiency results. It also includes hard-accelerations for some
people's measure and is only cruising for others. Whether or not you are steady cruising
or passing vehicles makes a difference too.
With all that said, my particular test yesterday included the variety of "highway" driving
with charge-mode generated EV miles. I took advantage of that electricity elsewhere
(scenarios thought of as non-highway) but did still include 2 hard-accelerations onto the
highway and some electric-only cruising at high-speed. The goal was to collect data
from an ordinary trip... which in my case was extremely realistic, since I was traveling in
tandem with 2 other vehicles.
Long story short, this served as an example of diminishing returns. You can indeed
squeeze out greater efficiency if you so desire, but there isn't much of a point. Once you
achieve 60 MPG fueled by only gas, you can consume the resulting power as you
desire. The sizeable gain has already been achieved. The next big step is simply
plugging in when you can.
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4-23-2017

Teaching Moments. The discussions are changing in this new chapter. The history of
Volt cannot be changed. Antagonists of Prius now have the choice to join into the team
of those pushing electrification efforts or disappear with a loss from their own personal
"vastly superior" effort having failed. I prefer finding a way to welcome them. We can
take advantage of "teaching moments" to help bridge the transition. Exchanging detail
about each others plug-in vehicle is a gain for everyone involved. The catch is, you have
to accept whatever is learned. Facts cannot just be dismissed, as we had to deal with in
the past. Following a thoughtful post of one former foe about dealing efficiency
impacts, I provided detail specific to Winter driving:
Prius Prime has a Winter advantage over Volt with it's more efficient heater. In fact, the
vapor-injected heat-pump Toyota provides is currently the industry leading tech for
dealing EV range reduction due to cabin warming. Another handy cold-temp feature
Toyota has delivered is the ability to direct air-flow. If there are not passengers in back,
it doesn't blow warmed air back there.
Prius Prime also comes with standard heated-seats and the ability to program the timer to
pre-condition the cabin prior to driving. Getting warmth directly from electricity while
plugging in is a handy feature all the automakers offers. It's really nice. I believe many
offer battery-warming too, as Toyota now does. Using a warmed battery overcomes the
added electrical resistance lithium-based batteries have to deal with when temperatures
are below freezing.
Lastly, there's the heated steering-wheel in the advanced model. That certainly isn't
necessary, but it sure is nice. Another advanced feature is being able to control the
heater, front-defroster, and rear-defroster remotely (from your phone) while still plugged
in.
In addition to all that, though it hasn't been cold enough for me to try it yet, is the
possibility of taking advantage of added engine load from charge-mode to provide
engine-generated heat more efficiently. It will obviously take some work to determine if
the resulting EV from the higher RPM is truly a better use of gas. But one certainty is
that will provide engine-generated heat faster, since Toyota provided that with the first
generation plug-in using defrost-mode.
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4-24-2017

Not Free. Attempting constructive discussion with Volt enthusiasts became a waste of
time years ago. They simply aren't interested. The endeavor wasn't futile though. That
old daily blog served as an effective venue for bouncing ideas around. The nature of
instant criticism meant anything seemingly anti-GM would be called out with uncertainty
right away. What didn't emerge as an intolerance problem clued me into what the larger
audience would actually be interested in. Being dead set on being "vastly superior"
blinds you to opportunity. I took full advantage of that, to the point of exploiting their
blindness. Ironically, it was the Volt supporters who I'd bring my findings too. They
have been very receptive to my constructive findings. In other words, I was using that
daily blog for research. It was a treasure trove of material to work with, which they
gladly provided... unknowingly, of course. Realistically, there is simply no excuse to be
that naive still, after so many years of being informed what to look for. Oh well. It used
that to solicit feedback. Today, there was a discussion about charging for the use of
chargers. I jumped into the series of comments being posted with: We've found it
helpful for all provider types to charge a small fee. That way, it no longer is an
entitlement/obligation for owner or business and ICE blocks are reduced knowing they
are preventing a monetary exchange (which translates greater likelihood of enforcement).
The problem though is finding out what that fee should be. Basic L2 fees are all over the
place. Some charge per session, some per kWh, some per time. I have even seen
minimum fees on top of the time/kWh quantity. And that's the simple setup. It gets
especially complicated when high-speed kW rates can be delivered. Any suggestions?

4-25-2017

Prius PHV. It's a strange experience to see your own vehicle drive away. After 5 years
of enjoyment, that's exactly what happened today. I really liked driving that generation
of vehicle. The 2010 was a nice improvement over the prior two Prius that I had
owned. But when I had the opportunity to upgrade within that generation to a model
with a larger battery-pack, giving it more electric power and much further electric-only
range, I jumped on it. That 2012 served me well for all that time to follow. I plugged in
a work, taking advantage of electricity whenever realistic. Unlike with the Prime, it was
a blend of plugged-supplied benefit. You could clearly see the gain from it too. The
resulting MPG made that obvious. So, I know the new owner will enjoy driving it for
many years to come. It still was odd though to witness it pulling out of the driveway for
the very last time. The final distance recorded was 92,012 miles. I refilled the tank to
get lifetime efficiency data. That ended up calculating to 71.1 MPG.

4-25-2017

Heads-Up Surprise. While toggling through the HUD options (pushing the button on
the dashboard repeatedly), I discovered the lane-keep assist will by displayed on the
windshield when triggered... which happened at that moment... since I had caught myself
off-guard by noticing something new. That was sweet! That feature wasn't anything I
had even considered. It's like when the navigation system is being used. You really don't
expect to see the arrow & distance to show up there. But when you think about what the
heads-up display is for, it makes perfect sense. Duh! I wonder what other goodies I'll
discover along the way. Taking ownership of a next-generation vehicle shortly into its
life-cycle, there are things to stumble across. We expect that of Toyota. They provide
extras for owners to find on their own, stuff reviewers aren't informed of. It adds to the
participation feeling. Not everything is revealed right away. You can become part of the
group experiencing firsts.
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Bigger Picture. I was rather flabbergasted to stumble across this comment in a GM
press release: "Chevrolet reported today that 3,492 Bolt EV owners in the United States
have driven a cumulative 4,570,300 miles as of April 2, 2017 since the vehicle went on
sale in December 2016. These all-electric miles have resulted in more than 175,000
gallons of fuel saved based on the average EPA-estimated 26 mpg for 2017 vehicles in
the United States." Seeing history repeat in such a concise & predictable manner is quite
surprising. They just keep trying the same thing. Rather than learn from previous
mistakes, some acts are repeated with hope of a different outcome. We've seen thing
before. The same old "gallons saved" approach fell apart with Volt. Simply pointing out
how much more was saved by Prius made that an embarrassing situation. That's why
taking a look at the entire product-line becomes such a huge disappointment. The
audience is quite diverse. Taking such a tiny sample and bragging about those results
isn't constructive perspective. That's why the push for spreading the technology was so
important. GM shoppers don't want a compact hatchback. The don't want a compact
wagon either. They are truck & SUV buyers. That's why Volt & Bolt sales are
conquests. They attract those who wouldn't otherwise consider a GM purchase. Little to
no change of GM's own loyal customers is a recipe for disaster. The precious few taxcredits available will be wasted. Volt enthusiasts are finally starting to realize that
disastrous situation too. Ironically, they had argued Toyota was resting in its laurels with
hybrids. Turns out, they were thoughtfully designing a plug-in hybrid for mass appeal,
hoping to capitalize on the opportunity. Now looking at GM, turns out they were the
ones resting. Rather than rollout a profound new Volt to attract GM showroom shoppers,
they simply upgraded Volt to appeal even more to enthusiasts. Ordinary mainstream
consumers simply aren't interested... and the enthusiasts now see that. I took advantage
of this newest promotion attempt to point out that lack of progress: Looking at the bigger
picture, it's easy to see the same being achieved by other means. Data from those Bolt
owners was compared to owners of 26 MPG vehicles. Comparing the same to twice as
many 52 MPG hybrid owners, you get the same gallons saved. That reveals, hybrids like
Fusion & Prius are already saving far more gas, since they are selling at much larger
volume... and without the benefit of a generous tax-credit subsidy. In other words, the
use of "gallons saved" isn't a meaningful advertising approach.
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4-26-2017

Real Numbers. You could feel the instant the anger boiled over. I had exposed the
deception. Fans wanted something to celebrate. With both supply & demand falling well
short of expectations, there was a desperate need to find a victory in that mess. I was
correct again. That same old "too little, too slowly" concern applied. Shortcomings were
being revealed and each attempt at damage control was only making the bad situation
even worse. What surprised me was how easy it had been to find other numbers,
something to provide a basis of comparison. Right away, I was worried about cherrypicked data. Not seeing anything whatsoever to provide perspective was a red-flag. Be
warned whenever a seemingly large number is posted without any reference of any
kind. That was definitely the case in this situation... and the enthusiasts new the effort to
mislead was being called out... and I had caught them attempting to greenwash by
spreading the misleading information. People often assume the entire story is being
told. They don't take the time to research for omissions. I do. Pointing out what had
been excluded to portray a different take on events was especially redeeming this time
too: Looking at the bigger picture, it's easy to see 175,000 gallons really isn't that
much. 143,370,000,000 gallons (yes, 143 billion) is how much gas we consumed in the
United States last year. 391,730,000 gallons is what that averages to per day, which
makes that 4-month total for Bolt a rather trivial quantity in comparison. Always
consider the bigger picture.

4-26-2017

More Discoveries. I was playing with the buttons, scrolling through settings looking for
new things. To my delight, I found another surprise. I had heard about "split" screen,
but didn't actually know what it meant. Turns out, the extra large area for the
speedometer can actually be shared with a choice of 3 different efficiency meters... one
showing the battery-charge level... one showing the energy level... one showing the
kWh/mile efficiency for electric-mode then MPG for hybrid-mode. That's quite
handy. They obviously did their homework with this upgrade. In the past, I've seen how
my Toyota studied driver usage. In fact, that's what the first-generation offering was all
about. They rolled out to a decent sampling size, they stopped. Growing any further
wouldn't have accomplished any more. The diverse spread, enough to really get an
understanding of the market, was achieved by reaching out to those initial 15
states. Obviously, they took into account all the stuff we were posting online too. The
forum & video knowledge sharing is a win for everyone. Complex things in the past, like
finding out what the actual state-of-charge level was rather than only getting an estimated
distance value, is now just simple choice on a menu. You get all kinds of detail display
options. It's really sweet. Today's uncover of the "split" was really rewarding to stumble
across. I wonder how many other owners take the time to look. Hmm? I'll create a new
user-guide over time to point out goodies like this. In the meantime though, they'll be
buried in the blog achieve... like this very entry.
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4-27-2017

Nice Try. It's quite odd how you can see an end approaching. That's what all the
blogging about a chapter closing has been. Signs of conclusion looking like this are
posted: "Consumers will look at the aggregate number and extrapolate to themselves, not
the country as a whole, just as they do when they vote. But nice try." That's so generic, so
vague, it could mean anything. The attempt to divert attention away from the bigger
picture is what makes it obvious. As important as individual votes are, they don't matter
if enough aren't cast for the candidate you choose. The race to win is that of plug-in
vehicles verses traditional vehicles. No matter how compelling arguments in favor of EV
are made, those electric-only vehicles don't have a large enough audience. This is
actually was regular hybrids alone weren't enough either. The market-share they
captured was struggling to grow. That aspect of growth is absolutely vital... hence the
constant reminder of audience... Who? That comment with the "nice try" was a desperate
effort to press the reset button. Hope of starting fresh and not having to deal with any
aspect of the past is not realistic. I was happy to point it out too: What about Volt,
Prime, Ford Fusion Energi, Hyundai Ioniq, Honda Clarity, BMW i3 and the other plug-in
hybrids? How do they fit into the bigger picture? Remember, the inevitable phaseout of
tax-credits will be reached mid-cycle for most all of the plug-in vehicles. Consumers
will most definitely take the loss of generous subsidies into account.

4-27-2017

What Happened? Today was when I watched it all fall apart completely. That problem
of purity, which Volt enthusiasts based their entire premise on, ended up causing it to
become fundamental contradiction. This final comment snippet in the final
argumentative post summed it up: "...on a GM fan site to explain why a car using no gas
is inferior to one that does." Remember how no matter how much I struggled to get them
to focus only on GM's own product-line, they'd inevitably shift discussion over to Toyota
and Prius? Diverting attention away from their own struggle was all they had left. I was
now just waiting for closure. Exactly like with Two-Mode, the second year of sales
would bring about conclusions. Remember how it fell apart? Supporters moved on to
the next thing. In that case, it was gen-1 of Volt. Of course, when that fell apart, they
moved on to gen-2. But now that gen-2 is struggling... focus has shifted to Bolt. That
recent sign of change (this chapter in history having come to a close) was attempts to
switch the topic away from GM failing. I was on a GM fan site discussing GM's own
offerings, commenting about GM's own customers. Not a mention of my own plug-in
hybrid irritated them to an extreme. I wouldn't bite any of the bait they were
dropping. Remaining on topic and speaking of the audience the blog addressed meant I
was behaving and they were not. My purpose was obvious too. I even asked: "What
happened to Volt?" When that contradiction came about, nothing more needed to be
said. It was over. They had backed themselves into their own corner. Bolt was what
they wanted all along, not Volt... and it was only just then that they realized the
predicament. The desire for purity was fulfilled by Bolt, not Volt. I noticed the pattern
early on, how much they resented the gas engine running. All those insults to Prius also
applied to Volt. They simply hadn't understood the precedent they were establishing
until it was well solidified... long after they couldn't do any damage control... too
late. That's why simply asking what happened is all that was necessary. They
knew. Message received. Problem understood. Huge mistake.
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4-28-2017

C-HR Rollout. My wife and I were at the dealership yesterday, visiting with my
salesperson. When you know someone that long, you check in from time to time to
exchange information. She really wanted an update, to find out what I had learned about
my new Prime over the past few weeks. She also wanted to see the new receiver-hitch I
had installed. We wanted to find out more about the market for Prime. Rollout to the
Midwest has been very slow. With deliveries going to Japan, Europe, and the United
States all at the same time, inventory is quite limited. That's a heck of a debut
effort. Anywho, while were would their swapping stories, a vehicle drove by and caught
my eye. I ended up making a scene... yelling out that it was the brand new C-HR... a new
vehicle type for Toyota not expected until this Fall. What was it doing here
already? Maybe I had mixed up the rollout schedule with the hybrid model. No, this was
a 208 vehicle and it is still only April. Huh? Needless to say, I got the attention of
everyone nearby. They too were intrigued by the hints of a new vehicle driving by. I got
up. Walked over. Someone immediately grabbed the FOB and handed it to me. I guess
that type of enthusiasm gets rewarded. I got to take it for a short drive before any of the
salespeople. Whoa! So, I did. It was nice... for a non-Prius offering. The hybrid model
won't be anywhere near as efficient, but it most definitely will attract a new
audience. And you know me, I'm all about market growth. I look forward to the stir this
will bring... or better put, a continue of the excitement I started. It is nice being married
to someone supportive of such excitement. She actually jumped in the driver's seat for a
spin right after me.

4-29-2017

Hypocrites. It ended in a tangled web of hypocritical posts. The short-sighted approach
of Volt enthusiasts was their downfall. It's what made them stand apart from Volt
supporters. That fundamental differences is why the one group would celebrate any
victory it could and the other would carefully weigh the benefits of alienating future
allies. It was obvious from the beginning that their trophy-mentality was huge risk. Yet,
it was one post after another declaring Volt was "vastly superior" to Prius, even if Prius
or Toyota was never mentioned. That sounds a lot like our new president. Rather then
actually work for progress, there's a never-ending battle to paint a positive picture. The
other thing in common we seeing coming from the new administration is an effort to
suppress information. When I point out a hypocritical claim, it immediately resulted in
negative votes to hide the post. Make it go away by not being visible anymore. I was
flabbergasted by the foolhardiness of such a move. What a senseless waste. Ignore the
problem, don't actually deal with it. As time went on, the nature of their hypocritical
behavior became obvious... the obsession for purity was causing blindness to logic. Bolt
was described repeatedly as superior to anything that consumed gas. I couldn't believe
the never-ending stupidity. These were die-hard Volt enthusiasts so hell-bent on the
mission to "leap frog" Prius that they embraced technology in a self-deprecating
manner... and never noticed. Bolt has become their weapon for victory. Using it meant
destroying Volt in the process. None of those brainless buffoons were smart enough to
realize the problem they had created for themselves. It became a fascination for me to
witness their own destruction. I had no idea the madness would end with a self-inflicted
wound. But then again, that is a similar manner of death the die-hard diesel enthusiasts
suffered. They became so fixated on one particular battle, they ended up losing the war
in a spectacular way. Watch what happens in the next few months with Prime. That
balance Toyota carefully strived for will really pay off, the very trait enthusiasts poopoo'd over and over and over again.
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4-29-2017

Closure. It sure feels nice that's all is truly concluded. It's finally over. Phew! We did
indeed see Volt as a "game changer" vehicle in the end. It triggered a paradigm shift;
ironically, the outcome was the opposite of what had been hoped for though. Rather than
delivering a technology resulting in strong mainstream sales, it delivered a configuration
demonstrating what to avoid with that technology. Too much emphasis was placed on
making it go faster & further. That sacrificed cost & appeal. GM's own customers
simply have not been interested... even with the generous $7,500 tax-credit. Some
ordinary consumers were drawn, but conquest sales from enthusiasts are not a solid
business model to follow. In fact, that's how the end was brought about. They were
revealed to be the "low hanging fruit" of the industry. Running out of them has resulted
in market saturation... the very "too little, too slowly" concern I warned about for years is
now an undeniable consequence of such complacency. Enthusiasts allowed it to happen,
gambling that a dramatic shake up of the industry (the tree) would result in more
customers (falling fruit). That didn't happen. The risk never made any sense. They
hoped battery-cost would drop so much, Volt would quickly become competitive. The
catch is, there was no understanding of who the competition was. They assumed other
plug-in hybrids would be competing for buyers. Turns out, the reduction of battery-cost
ushered in affordable electric-only offerings... killing off any chance of attracting more
sales to a cramped compact hatchback with much smaller EV capacity. Bolt replaced
Volt. It became the "range anxiety" solution, leaving GM with an uncompetitive plug-in
hybrid. Prime's capacity had been relentlessly mocked, belittled, and insulted by them...
until recently, having discovered Toyota not making the same sacrifices means a much
greater change of appealing to the masses. Prime is a configuration capable of drawing
mainstream interest, even without tax-credit subsidies. Its balance of power & efficiency
will triumph. That's a very painful lesson for those who refused to learn from the
past. Oh well. Their loss.

4-30-2017

Flexibility. Don't undersell Toyota's ability to take advantage of the flexibility their
design offers; other automakers are simply stuck when the market changes. That was all
I needed to say. There's so much spin about what happened in the past, it's easy to
overlook what should be obvious. We've seen HSD adapted to a variety of different
platforms, each proving some type of claim false. Yet, there are some who still don't see
it. Perhaps now seeing how easily a plug was added and how much that provided in
return will finally get the point across. It never ceases to bewilder & flabbergast how a
fundamental, like flexibility, doesn't get considered important. Of course, there is that
tendency in our nature to prefer absolutes. The ability to adapt counters that stance,
which forces actual thinking rather than the simplicity of yes or no. Oh well. You don't
have to understand design decisions to benefit from what gets delivered.
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4-30-2017

Selling Safety. We're seeing this topic pop up a lot, especially when it comes to
Hyundai. More attention pushes GM further out of consideration. I'm intrigued how that
will play out. The absolute of Toyota being the enemy is all messed up when a serious
contender joins the mix. This is what provoked my response: "Active safety system
should be standard, just like the Toyota safety sense in Prius Prime. Volt sales going
down." There's no way to resist such a lead in. So, I didn't:
Yup.
- Dynamic Radar Cruise
- Pre-Collision Braking
- Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- Automatic High-Beams
Those are all standard safety features that come with all Prius, including the Prime
models. That's what will attract ordinary consumers. The nonsense of wanting more
range & acceleration is just enthusiast banter, something mainstream buyers simply won't
be interested in paying extra to get.

4-30-2017

EV Efficiency Measure. It's so refreshing to finally have constructive
discussion. Today, it was about measuring EV efficiency. That got me excited, as you
could easily predict: miles/kWh is a means of measuring efficiency for electric
propulsion. kWh/100mi is another, for electricity. gal/100mi is the appropriate measure
for gasoline, not MPG... which is highly misleading and often used to greenwash. Seeing
that result of 5.1 is reason to celebrate. That's great. Many plug-in vehicles, aren't
anywhere near that efficient. In fact, some actually guzzle electricity. That's why the
new way to indicate usage is so prominently displayed in Prime. Results that nice are
something to be proud of. Keep in mind that Prime offers roughly 6 kWh of usable
electricity from the 8.8 kWh battery-pack. Multiple that 5.1 by that 6, you get over 30
miles of estimated EV range.

5-01-2017

Prime Shines. In Japan, sales came to 2,781 last month, bringing the total so far there to
6,011. Sweet! Unfortunately, there's still quite a bit of pushback here... much of which
in the form of visual appeal. You know, how the owners of plain-looking SUVs give
cars grief for actually having some style. Ugh. I find it amazing how so many people
prefer plain, that anything which stands out is given some level of "ugly" factor... until
it's been out for awhile. Then, attitudes change. Each Prius generation has seen
that. Know your audience. Those buyers don't want ordinary. 60 MPG following
depletion of the battery will help draw interest after awhile too. Seeing that on the few
long trips I've taken so far is another great selling point. Lastly, there is a charge-mode
available... which has proven useful on the long trip where I didn't have an opportunity to
plug in. It took me 38 minutes to go from 0 to 80% charge. That was 40 miles of
highway travel at 66 mph. The tradeoff was 37.8 MPG while that surprisingly aggressive
recharge was taking place. In other words, using that EV wisely afterward will yield an
overall benefit.
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5-02-2017

So What? It needed to be asked after reading this: "Anyone who sees the Volt for what it
is realizes how great of a car it is." We've heard the same thing since the day it was
rolled out 6.5 years ago. It hasn't made much of any difference. Conquests sales are
what resulted, not a measurable change to the status quo. GM customers continued to
purchase traditional vehicles. There wasn't a shift to plugging in. Notice how even GM's
new hybrid has barely even made a peep? I bet you didn't even realize there was a
Malibu hybrid. It was supposed to squash the Fusion & Camry hybrids. That didn't
happen. Gen-2 Volt didn't result in a stir either. I fired back: So what if Volt goes faster
& further? It's too expensive to sell in large numbers even with the generous $7,500 taxcredit. Prius Prime starts at $27,100 MSRP and is loaded with safety features (Dynamic
Radar Cruise, Pre-Collision Braking, Lane-Departure Detect with Assist, Automatic
High-Beams). Toyota clearly positioned Prius Prime to compete directly with the actual
competition, traditional vehicles.

5-02-2017

Misconceptions You Thought Were Dead. This was quite a surprise to encounter:
"Using the engine to charge the battery is never a benefit unless the charge is absolutely
needed for a specific reason (ie climbing a very steep grade)." Toyota knew there would
be issues with charging up using the engine. That's why charge-mode is discretely
hidden. The subtle nature of that extra feature makes the learning process more of a
teaching opportunity, rather than a stumble-across-then-guess situation. Antagonists like
to exploit misunderstandings, spreading them widely & often to create a
misconception. People like me try our best to overcome that. This is my short & sweet
response to today's effort: That misconception was proven false way back in 1997 by the
first Prius. Hybrids have been doing it ever since, showing undeniable benefit. Yet, 20
years later, some still believe that’s not the case. Ugh.

5-02-2017

Understanding Hybrids. Sometimes, an argument comes from assumptions. In this
case, it was clear the person didn't actually read what had been posted... assuming it was
a lack of knowing that energy cannot be perpetual. He didn't bother to see that
conservation was the topic. I was annoyed by the snarky attitude. Not taking the time
and turning on the poster is what scares away those genuinely trying to learn. That's
sad. Oh well. All I can do is jump in with some type of helpful information, as with this
attempt: The situation is a matter of using energy more efficiently. No part of that is
"free". Nothing is 100% efficient. In fact, there are EV guzzlers. Some are far better at
conversion & transfer than others. Using more electricity to travel the same distance is a
problem too. Just like with hybrids, it's a matter of seeking out efficiency
opportunities. Used wisely, there can be a gain... put another way, a prevention of
greater losses... which is exactly what charge-mode can offer, used wisely. The gas
engine can be taken advantage of to control overall energy usage in favor of a better
return by reducing waste.
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5-02-2017

Inventory. Change is upon us: "Although all totals aren't in yet, the major players have
reported so I think it's safe to say April 2017 will be the first month the Prime leads all
plug-in sales. It was only by 12 units but a win is a win!" I couldn't resist jumping in
with additional information: A quick look at inventory makes solid prediction for more
wins... 4,683 Bolt. 4,288 Volt. 1,014 Prime. Prime is basically not available anywhere
in the Midwest yet. Some people who placed orders there last year are still waiting for
delivery. Word of mouth about how it actually performs is only beginning to spread just
now. So, it's a very safe bet we'll see demand grow nicely.

5-03-2017

Ironic Greenwashing. Perceived obsolescence could be a problem: "Look at how long
Toyota has breathed life into its legacy hybrid synergy drive and how far behind it is
today." That same old brain-dead mindset persists. People are led to believe that EV
range is the measure for progress. More indicates being further along. In reality, that's
hogwash. Other factors are far more important, like reliability & cost. Simply having
connected more cells together achieves greater range, but there very much is a tradeoff
for such simplicity. That's why things like Tesla's effort to improve energy-density and
reduce packing also come into play. It's complicated. Those who claim "behind" without
anything other than an implication of short-range EV are clearly not helpful. They just
contribute to the confusion most consumers struggle with. Repeated often enough, it
becomes greenwashing. Intentional or not, it does cause harm. I find it ironic how that
long-term investment is spun to sound like an effort to milk outdated technology. In
reality, we are only now seeing hints of just how wise that continuous effort to upgrade
really was.

5-03-2017

Please Hurry. Whoa! Reality set in surprisingly quick. The ultimate expression of
acknowledgement emerged: "Please hurry." It was from a long-time Volt enthusiast who
antagonized about Prius to an extreme. The same disappointment from gen-1 Volt sales
is clearly repeating with gen-2 Volt sales. He sees the next step clearly as getting that
technology into a vehicle format actually wanted by GM customers... a small SUV. I
asked him the "Who?" question so many times, it was making him crazy. He just plain
did not want to admit Volt wasn't appealing to an audience beyond conquest
purchases. Those buyers are in no way representative of ordinary GM shoppers... which
is why I fought him from well before rollout began. To make matters even more
stressful, I pointed out the next-step problem by expressing the "too little, too slowly"
concern over and over again. He finally gets it! Phew! The nightmare of endless
disappointment may finally come to a close. Either that plug-in hybrid technology gets
abandoned in favor of EV offerings or it finally gets put in a vehicle type GM shoppers
will actually buy. His desperate plea would seem to favor the latter.
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5-04-2017

April Sales. Things are getting interesting. I posted this on a green blog dedicated to
open discussion for all types of participants: Anyone who still thinks faster & further is
what will attract the consumers doesn't understand mainstream purchase priorities. HighVolume sales are the result of a nice balance of features & price. These safety features
are standard, available on all models of Prius: Dynamic Radar Cruise, Pre-Collision
Braking, Lane-Departure Detect with Assist, Automatic High-Beams. Things like that
are what ordinary buyers want included. Volt is still lacking with respect to
balance. Volt's efficiency following depletion isn't enough to attract interest. Little
headroom in the rear and the legless middle seat doesn't help either. That's why a
majority of the sales were the conquest type, attracting buyers who otherwise wouldn't
have purchased a GM vehicle. Toyota configured Prime to appeal to their own
customers. That's true change. They are striving to alter their product-line to become
more electrified. That balance of features & price will allow Prime to survive the
expiration of tax-credits. It's a genuine effort to replace traditional vehicles.

5-04-2017

Yup. Getting agreement on priorities is virtually impossible sometimes. With the case
of Volt, that denial situation dragged on for years... throughout the entire first generation
and well into the second. Now, we get this, starting with: "It's simple…" That was
followed by this presented-as-if-it-was-new wisdom: "MPG/Size/Brand/Price/Standard
features are all more important than EV range…" To those enthusiasts deep in denial, I
could see that as a revelation to them. Even though that's what I have been saying for an
entire decade, it's good to hear. Their hate for the messenger was so intense, taking the
time to actually read & understand the message itself was clearly not of any importance
to that. Any validation for the "too little, too slowly" concern was met with an
emotionally overwhelming response. They'd lash out, negative voting to hide what had
been posted. Such a childish head-in-the-sand response was remarkable to witness...
until learning how many people live their lives that way. The presidential election was
overwhelmed by a mindless need-for-change attitude. A shockingly high number of
people voted for change just for the sake of change. It didn't matter what the
consequences were. It didn't matter how unlikely it was that promised would be
fulfilled. They just didn't want to deal with any more of the same... even though that
stability and slow growth was exactly what was needed. A nice balance of priorities isn't
exciting. The thrill of possibly finding a "tremendous" new outcome by taking an
extreme risk was totally worth it, in their minds. We're finding out how terrible of an
idea that really was... just like Volt enthusiasts finally seeing the same thing people like
me saw right from the very beginning. What a waste. But at least there is still a dim
glimmer of hope. Remember how I asked about goals? Agreement to them is a good
start... all more important than EV range.
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5-04-2017

Pulsing. The system in Prime automatically pulses. You can see the MPG go up &
down even when driving at a steady speed on flat highway. I believe it was Hyundai who
experimented with automation of that behavior, taking advantage of engine & motor
interplay to squeeze out more efficiency by exaggerating it. Toyota obviously nailed
it. The effect is so subtle, you wouldn't even know it was happening without a gauge to
see what was happening. When that was first tried with Prius by owners all those years
ago, it was an impairment to traffic and required a great deal of concentration. That's
how the "Just Drive It" came about. I refused to endorse what ultimately ended up
getting the term "hypermiling" coined to it. That distracted & annoying behavior simply
wasn't worth it. That is no longer of any value anymore either. The system is more
capable than human interaction. It doesn't take much to come to understand how a
computer can be quicker and have more refined actions.

5-05-2017

Potential. Reality is setting in: "Don't get me wrong I think the Volt is a fine automobile
but I think its doomed to fail." There isn't much to say about the situation
anymore. Arguing with those who won't ever accept defeat is pointless too. So, it's a
short & sweet response: Phaseout of the tax-credit will be mid-cycle. Volume with the
subsidy is too low to survive the loss of such significant financial help. There won't be
anything to help it compete. Volt is a nice vehicle with a limited audience. Prime
reaches out to middle-market buyers. There's a great deal of potential… and we are only
just seeing it begin. Toyota will achieve what GM continues to struggle with…
appealing to its own customers.

5-05-2017

80 MPH with A/C. Upon embarking on my long-distance, high-speed voyage, I was not
expecting impressive efficiency. Instead, I'd be watching my lifetime average
plummet. Going from heavy use of electricity to only gas with a massive amount of
aerodynamic resistance, it's reasonable to set outcome expectations low. There's simply
too much drag on the vehicle when traveling at 80 mph and passing at even faster
speeds. To make matters worse, it was uncomfortably warm outside. That meant also
running the A/C. With both those demands, I was delighted to see 41 MPG for the
average. The long trek across South Dakota, from Minnesota to Wyoming wasn't as bad
as I had anticipated. Nice.

5-05-2017

Amazing Lights. We finished dinner. It was a beautiful evening. There was a little
over an hour available to drive from where we were in Rapid City up to Mount
Rushmore. With the amazing lights on the Prime, why not see what climbing up a
secluded mountain in the dark is like? The curves, the elevation, the possibility of
encountering an animal all added to the thrill of seeing the monument lit up in the dark
and having very few people to share the view with. We could even get a chance along
the way to stop on what would normally be a busy road to enjoy the sight. Turns out, we
were all alone, on the drive up and when we got there. A park ranger welcomed us to
indulge, since we had the entire place to ourselves. The drive up was a pleasure and the
journey down would recharge a large portion of the battery-pack. But to have that
moment, in that place, all to ourselves. Wow!
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5-06-2017

Reality. The real problem revealed: "Most of the comments I read from Volt owners is
how they are able to stay on pure electric for their full commute and not really wanting
to use the ICE." It's a self-deprecating position enthusiasts have taken since the very
beginning. They've pushed the idea of EV purity since way back when Volt was still
being developed. Volt ended up a hybrid though, not the "range extender" it was
intended to be. Now we have BMW i3, which truly is a range-extended design, and Bolt
EV. The very weak marketing for Volt has all but vanished as a result. EV range is too
short. EV efficiency is too low. EV charging is too slow. So, competing with an EV is
unrealistic. HV efficiency simply cannot compare to Toyota or Hyundai. So, competing
with the gen-2 PHEV market isn't realistic either. Pressure from competition, along with
the reality of tax-credits running out soon, has brought about a reality shock. Volt is
without a large audience and the enthusiasts have nothing left compelling to promote as a
draw. Significant rapid growth is required and Volt is still dealing with flat sales.

5-07-2017

Precedent Set. The world of plugging in seems somewhat divided, at first glance. Over
time though, that impression fades away. It's not a matter of having an engine not having
one. It always comes down to how much gas is consumed. Virtually none of the plug-in
supporters actually mention how much electricity is used. I pushed for quite awhile
when Prius PHV first rolled out to get people to post KWH values. There was a lot of
resistance. Now, it's next to impossible to get that information... upon the revelation that
some plug-in vehicles use electricity far less efficiently that others. And yes, Volt is
among the worse offenders. You could see that coming. From the very beginning, I
knew the trophy obsession, that primal need for faster & further, would create a blindness
toward waste. As long as the energy source was electricity, they couldn't care less how
much was actually consumed. That's sad and still quite true, even today: "Thank You!! –
and very well said. I also have a gen 2 volt, and in 18 months and about 21K miles have
only used about 55 gallons of gas. It gets old getting negativity from the EV
crowd." Notice how solidified the precedent has been set. All we ever get for data is
how much gallons were consumed. Knowing that would continue to be a problem for
years to come, that's what Toyota now reports as a primary gauge for efficiency. You
can of course look up the Miles/kWh data and see impact climate settings have. But it
ultimately comes down to showing MPG, since that's what the others insisted upon for an
overall summary. They did it. Actions of enthusiasts had a much greater influence than
they will probably ever come to realize. To think they argued it was impossible to get an
automaker to listen to requests, that all they could do was hope for the best. Ugh.

5-08-2017

Necessary Step. It was interesting to see the message of influence finally sinking
in. This was encouraging to see emerge from that: "Maybe GM will finally take the hint
now..." I don't expect a moment of sanity amongst the chaos to make any difference right
away, but I do suspect the pattern of painfully slow growth for Volt & Bolt along side
strong demand for Prime to be a wake-up call. Eventually they'll notice the struggle to
progress and figure out why. It's really sad that the solution was provided long before the
problem manifested, but late is still better than never. Not liking it was the issue. They'd
have to compromise on principal to reach the goal. Enthusiasts hoped that somehow
wouldn't be necessary. They were wrong. It is necessary. I chimed in with: Faster &
Further became GM's obsession with Volt a full decade ago. Their own "nicely under
$30,000" price target was abandoned in favor of pleasing enthusiasts. It's a simple matter
of not wanting to take the necessary step to attract mainstream buyers.
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5-08-2017

Hypermile? This request didn't make sense: "We still would like to know the hypermile
value average." Even if that was truly constructive to provide, what would it actually tell
an ordinary person? I've never been in favor of sighting extremes. Most of the time,
that's due to data being cherry-picked when attempting to mislead. But even if it wasn't,
how does that set a proper expectation? I ended up rather annoyed trying to figure out
the benefit, so I went with: What does "hypermile" mean now? That term was coined in
a post arguing with me about how hybrids weren't up to the chore, a very long time
ago. Over the years to follow, the definition changes quite a few times. Now, it doesn't
make any sense. There is no interplay of power sources available to squeeze out greater
efficiency. You just drive it. The only thing I can think of that could qualify now is
taking advantage of charge-mode, forcing the engine to produce electricity for EV use
later.

5-08-2017

Camera Obscured. While quietly enjoying the 80 mph cruising, the sound of an alarm
broke the mode. It was an audible alert followed by a message on the screen, informing
me the visibility for the camera had been obscured so cruise was disabled. It hadn't
occurred to me at that very moment that the Dynamic Radar Cruise also used the
camera. Observing lines on the road is a standard part of that. It requires a clean
windshield, specifically that small area in front of the mirror... which had just be struck
by a bug. Squash! Fortunately, there just happened to be a ramp close
by. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to grab my camera fast enough. Coming to a stop for a
thorough window squirting & wiping was all it took for the "Radar Ready" notice to pop
back up. It's amazing how sophisticated the system actually is and how much effort
Toyota expends to keep the interaction simple. That unexpected message that appeared
on the screen (which sadly, I wasn't able to get a photo of) informed me of exactly what
the situation was... something I need not be burdened with, unless necessary. That's
much more like a computer than the generic problem like we all grew up with in
vehicles. It reduces the learning curve significantly. You don't have to know everything
to be able to drive now. Smarter vehicles, like Prius, having the flexibility of provided
detail as in comes up due to having those 2 dashboard screens, in addition to the bigger
one. Long story short, I squashed a bug. Eww!

5-08-2017

80 MPH with Heat. The return trip home, crossing all of South Dakota at very high
speed, was cooler than on the way out to celebrate two birthdays with family. We ended
up using the heater. What a contrast to using A/C a few days either. Heat would be more
efficient, since waste energy from the engine can be used for warming, rather than having
to generate it specifically for cooling. It meant that engine-only travel would be
better. Turns out, there was a fairly strong wind blowing in a favorable direction too. It
was somewhat pushing the back driver corner of the car. Not a tail wind, but it's still an
improvement. Crosswinds are what we normally see along that horribly long
stretch. Those are nasty in the Winter, causing surprise gusts and patches of
ice. Anywho, the resulting average was a little over 50 MPG for that 80 mph
travel. Sweet!
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Charge On Highway. I had a chance to play with Charge-Mode again. Cruising along
at 80 mph, on that long highway stretch across South Dakota, turns out to be a great
opportunity to replenish EV miles. I wondered if there would be a power penalty or a big
efficiency hit. Nope. The charging process just goes about its business without any
interruption to the driving experience. It's really impressive how refined the hybrid
system has become. I was hoping for that type of response. There's nothing like flying
down the highway witnessing it firsthand too. That's a good time for it, when maximum
horsepower isn't needed. There's excess available, which can be optimized by balancing
load. Remember how dynamic the power-split approach really is. The flow of energy
adjusts constantly to take advantage of efficiency opportunities. That included sending
some electricity to the battery-pack anyway. Switching to a more aggressive recharge
mode isn't too much of a stretch to imagine. It's basically just refinements to the existing
system. In this case, it worked very well.

5-09-2017

Stale Gas. There are many, many reports from Volt owners who clearly purchased the
wrong type of vehicle. They point out how a single tank of gas has lasted nearly an
entire year for them. Rarely ever traveling beyond that battery-pack's capacity is a
clearly indication an EV with a larger one would have been a better choice. That's why
the gen-1 Leaf is still selling so well. It's 107-mile range makes more sense than lugging
around a system with have the range and an engine almost never used. This is why GM
has moved on to Bolt. Proving the EV is quite capable with 238 miles of range makes
selling one with a smaller capacity easy. Why bother with Volt, as a car anyway. In
SUV form, that's a different matter. Volt forces a maintenance-mode, running the engine
from time to time to use old gas. Letting it get stale can be a problem. That's far less of
an issue for Prime, so much so, I doubt we'll ever here much owners. When the engine in
Prime runs, it much more efficient than Volt. So, it's not as big of a deal. So of us
actually travel too. Of course, some Volt households have old traditional vehicles for
that. With a Prime, no need. I just proved that last weekend, in fact. The trip was 1,711
miles. So, no concern about gas from me. 80 mph for a bulk of that travel. Faster
passing at times. 103 mph briefly, because resistance was futile. 50.1 MPG overall
average displayed, without any recharging. It was totally worth it. Celebrating the twins
first birthday isn't something you'd want to miss.

5-09-2017

Missing The Point. Wow! Talking about completely missing the point: "Most Prime
buyers are previous Prius or Toyota owners. Not the same for Volt buyers." It's
somewhat bizarre trying to have a constructive discussion with a person who doesn't
understand purpose. Sadly, that's quite common. Our terrible self-centered nature makes
that far too easy. Fortunately, not everyone is that blind to what should be obvious. The
goal of high-efficiency choices from automakers is to find a suitable replacement to their
traditional offerings. Sadly, many get caught up with conquest, forgetting about change
for the rest. Anywho, rather annoyed, I responded to that with: That fundamental
shortcoming of Volt not appealing to GM's own customers was supposed to be dealt with
by gen-2. That didn't happen. GM continues to struggle.
Toyota halted gen-1 Prius plug-in, limiting it to just the initial 15 states after having
recognized was the market truly wanted. Gen-2 stayed true to being affordable while
delivering upon need to appeal to their own showroom shoppers. The goal is to replace
traditional product-lines with high-efficiency choices, not conquest sales.
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5-10-2017

34.3 Miles of EV. I'm watching the range estimate for EV driving as the temperature
rises. No longer dealing with freezing levels, the system runs more efficiency. Even the
battery itself works better (reduced internal resistance). There is obviously no need to
run the electric heater anymore either. 6.4 miles per kWh was the resulting average from
my commute to work this morning. That provided an estimated return of 34.3 total miles
from EV driving. I don't know if that's what I'll actually experience upon returning
home, but seeing 52 percent of the capacity remaining for that trip is
encouraging. Unfortunately, traffic doesn't flow as well that time of day and hills are less
in my favor. Of course, even if it just comes close, that's really encouraging. It means
next month the entire trip could be without recharging at work. But then again, so little
gas is used when the engine actually runs, does it matter? There is a certain thrill from
witnessing MPG well above the low 50's estimate. It's much like the battery being rated
for 25 miles, but returning actually EV miles well above that. It is the "under promise,
over deliver" we get from Toyota. Yeah!
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Why Indeed? I was intrigued by the possible response answering this question could
result in: "Why can't GM offer a Bolt with electric adjustable seats, as one
example?" So, I jumped into the discussion with:
On Tuesday, we had a gathering of the local plug-in owners... Tesla, Nissan, BMW,
Ford, Toyota, and of course GM were all represented. There are only 4 known Bolt
owners in Minnesota so far. The one there I got to chat with for quite awhile had made
her purchase in California and had the vehicle trucked home.
That comment about lack of content came up a lot. GM's effort to make an affordable
EV offering faced the same type of tradeoffs as Toyota with PHEV. The catch is,
Prime's design allows it to have a much lower production cost.
So, I got to show off the 11.6-inch screen (which is really sweet when you enable the
multi-split feature and bring up info, like live weather radar), the color HUD (heads up
display), and power seats which Bolt EV simply doesn't offer. There is the carbon-fiber
hatch and dual-wave window as standout features. Other nice offerings, like heated
steering-wheel, are often overlooked or not thought of at the time of purchase.
The complaint we heard quite a bit from Volt supporters about GM was the lack of
advertising. There simply wasn't anything done by the automaker to draw
interest. Toyota learned from that and has capitalized on that opportunity by making
safety something to stir attention. All of the following are now being heavy promoted as
standard in all Prime offerings, even the base model:
- Dynamic Radar Cruise
- Pre-Collision Braking
- Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- Automatic High-Beams
That's something GM needs to do too. Their focus on conquests sales now has that
obvious weakness. Safety is a strong selling point. New tech features like that are
exactly what plug-in buyers seek.
Perhaps the 2018 model will have some package changes to make Bolt more
balanced. Focus on EV and practical seating/cargo is not enough. There's more to
purchase priorities for ordinary consumers.
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Promoting Safety. This topic comes up a lot now. Thankfully, it actually has
substance. Remember 15 years ago when "bigger is better" was the approach for
safety? Rather than avoid having an accident, as we see the desire for now, it was
figuring out how to survive the impact. Ugh. People were gullible. Fear was a powerful
motivator. Concern for those you squish with your vehicle was absent. People didn't
care. I sure am glad we are past that ugly stage in automotive history. Phew! This is
what I have to say about the situation now: Safety is a good way to promote the
automaker's advancement. People end up noticing subtle aspects of the technology that
really impress. That builds reputation. For example Toyotas' DRC isn’t actually just
radar. Over the weekend, I smashed into a bug while using it. At 80 mph, it's nice to
find out how intelligent the system is. A warning popped up and cruise disengaged,
informing me the camera had been obscured (direct hit by the bug) resulting in a safety
compromise. I pulled off at a nearby ramp, squirted the windshield and wiped a few
times, then resumed my cruise on the highway. Most people don't give much thought
about what's actually needed to deliver tech like that. That bug smash was a great
example highlighting of what was delivered.

5-12-2017

Who? How? Determining if progress is actually being made can be a
challenge. Today's was how to interpret a response asking what "NPNS" meant. That
was an antagonist chant of the past, now a very real problem for some. Saying too much
reveals the hypocritical nature of their stance. Rather than having focused on goals, they
belittled & mocked only later to find out those would become self-deprecating
actions. Oops! It's too bad some get desperate to prove "vastly superior" at the expense
of burning bridges. Oh well. This was the start of the response: "No Plug No Sale. It
was used a lot when new hybrids were being announced..." Shortcomings of what has
been stated were too plentiful to choose from, so I kept it to an overview:
Many things were said back then, but have since changed. In fact, some of the quotes
above are out of context without knowledge how they were used, which confuses their
meaning & intent. The situation now is that we are into gen-2 rollouts, putting some
previous stances at odds with what the market has evolved into.
Toyota's latest delivery is what the "lite" Volt had been hoped to become... more
affordable, more efficient, and more roomy. We still await that from GM. We also still
wait for the first high-efficiency SUV offering. That's why there's such emotion stirred in
some posts.
As the plug-in hybrid market expand & evolves, we are seeing similar advancement with
EV offerings. That puts GM in an awkward position, having built Volt upon a "range
anxiety" concern which no longer exists. What will they promote to sway their own
customers to consider a plug?
This is why there are continued attempts push for a consideration of the bigger picture...
asking who & how. The obvious example is public charging-stations. After all these
years, there is still no clear message of intent. Who should be using them? How should
they be used?
Another motto often quoted was this is not a One-Size-Fits-All situation. Notice the 11
reasons listed to buy an EV also apply to plug-in hybrids replacing traditional vehicles?
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Charge-Mode. I took advantage of charge-mode on my 1,700-mile road trip last
weekend. To my delight, the impact to MPG from charging while going 80 mph was
barely noticeable. There wasn't even a performance hit. The system is clearly
configured seek out optimum operating efficiency to extract electricity. Those resulting
EV miles came in handy later, when running around for dinner later in the evening after
arriving at our destination and settling in at the hotel. It was also nice when droving to
a coffeeshop in town for beverages before heading back out on the highway.

5-13-2017

Beyond Desperate. I stumbled across an article today comparing Prime to Jetta. Why
such a bizarre pairing? tI didn't take much reading to encounter the first outright lie, a
dead giveaway this was a bias article written intentionally to undermine Toyota's effort:
"The high-tech Prius Prime Premium has an manufacturer's suggested retail price of
$30,060." Where the heck did that come from? Premium's MSRP is
$28,800. Advance's MSRP is $33,100. Neither made any sense to compare to the Jetta
anyway... since the writer put it up against a 5-speed manual. How is that even the
slightest bit comparable? Plus's MSRP is $27,100 and it is much nicer equipped than the
$21,715 Jetta in the comparison... which you are required to shift gears
yourself. Ugh. Coming from a Tennessee publication and reviewed by someone with
them for over 20 years, I just don't understand how such blatant greenwashing
continues. That is a sign of being beyond desperate to impede change. On the opposite
extreme, there was the less obvious, quite subtle "no-nonsense body lines" description of
Jetta's look. That's the spin version of making "plain" sound appealing, very much an
effort to retain the status quo. The really standout part of the article though was the fact
that nothing was said about a test drive or any data presented related to results. Not a
peep about actually driving the vehicle is good reason to be suspicious of intent.
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Know Your Audience. I keep pushing that message, over and over again. This time, it
was to "Awful awful design." That was the conclusion of a terse statement exclaiming
disappointment for the acceleration times of Prime. That brain-dead belief of faster being
an absolute necessity is what has blinded Volt enthusiasts from becoming supporters for
an entire decade. The consequences of such unwillingness to accept want over need are
becoming apparent now. Growth of sales is basically non-existent. Loyal GM buyers
aren't interested. Sales are still stuck on the conquest type. The status quo has not been
influenced. That alerts to upcoming trouble, especially with the tax-credit phaseout
approaching. I pushed, yet again:
Comments here will have no influence on showroom shoppers, the target
audience. They'll never see them, nor would they even care what an enthusiast has to
say. They'll make their own decision by taking a test drive.
That was the secret of success for Toyota with Prius. It was available for the curious to
try. They were aware of the reputation and saw it could be purchased for a reasonable
price. No pressure, no doubt, no concern... just go for a test drive.
Prime builds upon that. Base model MSRP is competitive, even without tax-credit
help. An ordinary 120-volt household outlet is all it takes to recharge too. That's a major
challenge for EV offerings to overcome and a barrier other automakers strive to finally
reach for plug-in hybrids.
In other words, look at why the reasons for purchasing electric are deemed
important. Notice how nothing related to power is listed? That's because need has been
exceeded and more simply doesn't achieve sales growth. It's not what buyers are looking
for.
Know your audience.
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Hooray! A friend of mine picked up her Prime this morning. A few hours later, we got
together for a brain-dump. I shared as much as I could based upon the type of queries
she had. Not knowing what a new owner doesn't know is a challenge. Her willingness to
let me bounce stuff off of her for User-Guide material was great. The experience ended
up being quite a treat for the both of us. Parking in the 2 charging spots at the nearby
grocery-store, we explored the screens in my Prime. All the while, we watched people
walk by and check out her Prime. The charging-cord was quite visible the way she
parked, so it was obvious that shiny new vehicle was something special. I'd pause my
comments to point out yet another passerby stopping to admire. 2 people ended up
taking photos. I was fun to witness. I got a lot of great feedback from that opportunity. I
provided a bit of uncomfortable how-to information as well. To get that spot for her, I
had to loudly say: "She would like to plug in." A woman in a minivan parked in that
spot, hoping no one would need the charger. The moment she realized her actions had
been called out, she very politely vacated... and even said "Thank you." That kind of
polite response isn't what you'd expect. But then again, why did she attempt to park there
in the first place? Needless to say, there is much about the ownership experience to
share. Later when more charging spots are added to parking lots, they will be further
back. Up in front for the first few is to promote their existance. You have to start
somewhere... much like the one-on-one effort to share information today. Having great
technology is a large step in the right direction, but far from the end goal of replacing
traditional vehicles. Today's events contributed to that better future.
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Claims of Sabotage. I brought up that quote again: "Why can't GM offer..." That's what
started a constructive exchange on the thread, so why not use it to conclude too? After
all, there was a mix of responses... some not so friendly, others were a clear effort to
move on to more intelligent discussion. So, I summed up with:
Enthusiasts absolutely insisted they had no way to influence GM, that we'd all have to be
patient and wait for whatever the automaker determines to be important. Ironically, it
was their own obsession with faster & further which sent a clear message to GM of
priorities, never realizing those statements of preference in online posts would become
the source of that determination.
Yet another example of Toyota's careful study of audience is the new venting system in
Prime. If no one is detected in the rear seats, blowers back there are not used. Lack of
weight in those seats cause the vents to automatically shut. In the front, if there isn't a
passenger in that seat, that vent shuts too and all blowing is directed only to the
driver. When a front passenger joins, the front vent automatically opens for them.
That automatic adjustment of climate control provides an efficiency gain. Energy for
A/C & Heating is not wasted on unoccupied seats.
There's no reason GM couldn't offer that too. Unfortunately, priority was given to going
faster & further instead. Nice amenities like that weren't considered important... because
GM mostly just heard about a need to make Volt faster & further for gen-2 to appeal to a
wider audience. Those enthusiasts screwed up their own fate. Growth is now struggling
as a result, despite the generous $7,500 tax-credit.
It's really sad that the message of balance was dismissed with claims sabotage, rather
than the reasons for concern they actually were.

5-14-2017

Higher Emissions. Reports from first-drives of the new Hyundai Ioniq hybrid are
revealing interesting results. MPG is indeed competitive with Prius; however, emissions
are not. Measurements taken by an independent party confirmed the usual concern, that
particulate & CO emissions are higher. Toyota's priority of keeping emissions as low as
possible, even if it means sacrificing a little efficiency, are appearing to be something not
shared with Hyundai. That's the very same problem we had with VW. Questions of how
the MPG was achieved were drowned out by efforts to undermine Prius. I sure hope that
nonsense doesn't happen again. You can easily see most people simply not caring,
saying emissions are clean enough. That does echo similar concerns of the "clean diesel"
campaign. It will be interesting to see how the MPG situation plays out. It may be a
non-issue, if Hyundai didn't take into account the brutal impact Winter can have. Toyota
has 20 years of experience with that. Will we see that level of sophistication from Ioniq
owner reports? Reviewers rarely ever provide detail to properly portray what ordinary
people see firsthand when leaving work after the car having been parked in temperatures
well below freezing for over 8 hours. We'll find out in 9 months.
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Charge Now. It's the little things that get overlooked. I'm scrambling the best I can to
find & document them. Today, it was emphasis on the "Charge Now" option. Toyota
made the timer much easier to setup. You can now schedule repeatable events. The most
obvious is morning departure. A time can be set, complete with climate-prep (running
the electric Heater or A/C) prior to leaving. You don't need to do anything beyond just
plug in when you get home. The system will figure out the charging & preparation time
needs for you, then execute automatically... regardless of how much charge (if any) you
ended with. It's quite handy. Unfortunately, the first few times with that, you'll probably
forget about immediate needs... like plugging in to recharge while stopped for
groceries. I did that today. Annoyed about getting 0 kWh while inside, I looked for a
convenience option. Going through the menu is cumbersome, though sensible for
scheduling. Where was a quick option? Yeah! I finally noticed. Rather than on the
usual dashboard screen, there was a pop-up on the big touch screen. There's a simple
"Charge Now" button which automatically displays when you shut down. I hadn't
thought of looking there. Duh! I knew Toyota would have studied behavior and
provided a convenience feature. Sure enough. There is was.

5-16-2017

Hatchbacks & Minivans. All those bold & meritless statements coming from GM on a
regular basis is why that automaker gets blogged about so often. Bolt sales not meet
hype expectations has resulted in a shift of focus over to profitability. GM wants to be
the first to make a profit from selling EV. We know that they are currently losing money
on each and that the $7,500 tax-credit is absolutely essential for its rollout. Looking
beyond that is a becoming more and more of a problem. Plugging in isn't discussed
anymore on the big GM forum. Members simply aren't interested in small cars. A thread
about Cruze hatchback barely stirring any customer interest highlighted concern. GM
customers want Trucks & SUVs. That's why Volt never made any sense. That's the
same reason why Chrysler's new Pacifica hybrid is already becoming an issue
raiser. How many people are willing to pay that much for it? Being a high-efficiency
people & cargo mover is great, but there simply aren't that many who is could appeal
to. The importance of being affordable cannot be stressed enough. We need real efforts,
not token gestures. Toyota has had a hybrid minivan for over a decade, but recognized
the lack of potential here in this market. So, they tried a wagon and a SUV hybrid for
diversification. When will GM finally try something else? How long will it take
Chrysler? What about Ford? What about the others?
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EVSE Shopping. I have been doing some serious research lately. The goal is to
purchase two level-2 chargers for home in the not-too-distant future. I held off even
discussing the matter until getting my Prime. Waiting meant getting the latest &
greatest. Not having Wi-Fi to monitor & collect information wasn't something I was
willing to sacrifice. It's quite common to find 240-volt chargers with plugs now, rather
than having to hard-wire them. Cords are much longer too. I wanted something
waterproof as well, not just water-resistant. Waiting also means getting much higher
capacity for the same price. Of course, the system in Prime won't be able to take
advantage of that. But in years to come, you never know. It's very likely I'll have friends
with plug-in vehicles visit. They'll be able to recharge while visiting. My particular
situation is very nice. When hunting for a new house 2 years ago, I made sure adding
lines would be easy. In this case, it will be remarkably easy. The 200-amp box is in the
garage and the wall that would accommodate wires is completely open. Both lines can
be run across the tops of the garage door and an outlet installed each side. We really got
lucky with such a nice layout. Turns out, our electricity supplier (the local co-op) offers
$500 per line setup too. So, that effort will likely be entirely without
cost. Sweet! Purchase of the two chargers (EVSE, which stands for "Electric Vehicle
Supply Equipment") will be covered entirely by the rebate coming from my creditcard. I've been saving up that money for years to redeem toward the purchase of my next
Prius. Needless to say, I'm quite excited about the upgrade opportunity. Though in no
way necessary, the faster recharging could come in handy. But more importantly, the
new lines will be setup for discounted service. They will be on a Time-Of-Use plan,
which offers lower cost electricity when your use is during overnight hours and on
weekends & holidays.

5-18-2017

29.5 Miles. EV range is increasing in my Prime as the temperature rises. I got 29.5
miles today from mixed highway/suburb driving, with it in the 50's. I can't wait until no
jacket weather finally arrives. Warmer makes quite a difference. Of course, I do look
forward to the return of Winter here in Minnesota, but not for awhile. The benefit of that
vapor-injected heat-pump, battery warmer, seat warmer, and heated steering-wheel can
wait. The remote climate and charging-prep can be used in Summer too. Both warming
& cooling are full electric. What will make more of a difference... Heater or A/C
? Being able to run both from the charger prior to using the car will be interesting... and
beneficial to EV range. I do really like driving with the windows open though. The next
few months will be exciting. I really enjoy the discoveries made by owners about
Toyota's upgrades during the first rollout year. This one, I managed to capture with my
phone... photo album 206
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Style. Attacks on Toyota taking a risk by helping lead the way out of the bland styling
rut automakers have fallen into continue. Ironically, it's with a surprisingly smug
attitude: "Hey, where's the Prime on that list? LOL" And you guessed it, that came from
a Volt owner proud about being vastly superior. Ugh. I swung back with: Many people
want a "blend in" vehicle. That's why GM leaned heavily toward a Honda influence for
gen-2 Volt. It clearly resembles the previous generation Civic, which was a very popular
design. Ironically, the new Civic went in the opposite direction, taking a "stand out"
appearance... which is proving to be popular. Prime's look abandons the expectation of
what Prius should look like, with all the LED lights in front and aggressive grille. The
curve of the lights &amp; glass is back is obvious break-away from the "plain" we see
everywhere else. In other words, some people define "best" as a good fit for what's on
the road currently. Others prefer something that won't look old in a few years and take
their chance on what could end up being a trend setter. After all, the status-quo is really
getting outdated at this point. Looking at the dual-wave in person, you quickly discover
there's more opportunity to styling than just what the industry has stuck with in the past.

5-19-2017

Denial. The extent a few individuals will go to undermine never cease to amaze me. A
complaint was raised by a Volt owner who also owns an Iconic Prius. His claim is that
hybrid system is terribly dangerous. Yet, all these years later (it's a 2007), he still drives
it. That doesn't make any sense. Of course, his reply to mine was rather ironic: "Your
answer makes no sense." I pointed out how worries of traction-control issues with bad
tires was overcome long ago, with the rollout of gen-3 Prius in 2009. He just plain did
not want to accept that answer. I know that he's kept the Prius due to the credibility it
supposedly brings to his argument and by the money he's saving from such high
reliability. I was frustrated by the obvious effort to mislead. This is how I chose to deal
with it: That's because you don't want it to. I could just as easily say GM gave Volt
mountain-mode because battery was needed to supplement an underpowered engine. We
know it was really to give owners greater flexibility… just like Toyota has done with the
many extras for Prime owners. For example, a charge-mode is available. It's not
necessary, but particular situations offer a benefit.

5-19-2017

Audience. This was especially amusing to read: "Toyota is doomed." That came in
response to an article pointing out Toyota's CEO comments about the upcoming
paradigm-shift. It's something people without a business background just plain don't
understand. Seen from only an engineering stance, they don't see the importance of
balance... the fundamental barrier some Volt enthusiasts still haven't learned to
overcome. Oh well. All I can do is treat it as a teaching opportunity: Know your
audience. How much are you looking forward to GM finally delivering a plug-in for its
own customer base? Buyers of SUVs are going to continue to guzzler. Neither Volt, nor
Bolt, appeal to them. With Toyota, we can see how the Prime approach naturally just
transforms their product-line... one which is well known as being boring... yet sell in
massive numbers anyway. It's very easy to see how realistic adding a plug to the RAV4
hybrid will be. They are preparing for that transition by offering non-appliance appeal in
the meantime. Prime is loaded with conveniences and creature comforts, along with a
collection of safety features. Yet, it is already affordable enough to survive the loss of
tax-credits. Toyota knows its audience.
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Distortions & Leadership. Yesterday's desperate effort to mislead about Toyota's goals
& approach started with this: "Contrary to popular belief, Toyota is not a technology
leader. U.S. car companies created hybrids before Toyota under the "Partnership for a
New Generation of Vehicles" program which started in 1993. For example, the GM
Precept was a diesel hybrid that got 80 MPG. So Toyota basically copied U.S. hybrid
technology for the Prius." I was really surprised by such a dishonest statement. So much
of that isn't true, I wasn't sure where to start. So, I waited until this morning to confront it
with a fresh mind:
It's distortions of history like that which keep me intrigued.
Toyota's exclusion from the PNGV program, which working prototypes weren't even
scheduled for demonstration until 2000, led to an industry shock in October 1997. It was
then that Toyota revealed Prius, stating it was already production ready and that sales
would begin in December... just 2 months later.
Detroit got sucker punched. Those supposed 80 MPG cars were still just nothing but
crude prototypes in 2000. There was nothing to copy. The anti-hybrid campaigning then
began as a result of the expansion of sales from Japan to the United States.
Many years later, after the fallout of EV1, Two-Mode, and BAS had left GM with a
reputation for disinterest in high-efficiency vehicles, there was the reveal of a new design
effort for a vehicle to be called "Volt". It was then that problems got out of
hand. Enthusiasts completely disregarded any of that past history, claiming GM was
being innovative.
In reality, GM had extensive battery, motor, and controller experience at that point. That
had already produced & supported all that. They even had a heavy promoted fuel-cell
development program. Yet, the enthusiasts of Volt insisted their vehicle didn't leverage
any of that prior knowledge... which is quite bizarre. Why wouldn't you?
Needless to say, it didn't work out anyway and the attempts to distort history continued...
but now we know why. Toyota never loss sight of affordability. Keeping cost low was
always a top priority... the very problem GM continues to struggle with.
In other words, Toyota is leading in the correct direction.
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Behind. The antagonist strategy is now becoming an effort to build the impression that
Toyota is far behind. They avoid detail, just leaving you to the assumption that batterysize is the only thing that matters. It's quite annoying... to not have a way of countering
the obvious greenwashing. Their desperation is telling though. Coming up with an
effective means to deal with it seems to be going well. Here's what I posted on that
today: Those who claim Toyota is "behind" are not taking cost, efficiency, or scale into
consideration. Notice how GM's offerings are so expensive that they will be faced with a
major challenge to overcome when their tax-credits expire next year? Notice how both
Nissan & Ford have held off ramping up production for that very reason? Toyota is
taking the leadership route that's slower, attempting to attract a much larger audience by
offering a well balanced design. The obsession with faster & further is incomplete. It is
only leadership to the first & second milestone in a long race. If the price is too high, its
wasteful with the use of electricity, or only a small number are available, sales will be
low. The ultimate goal of change won't be achieved until the shift away from traditional
vehicles becomes the dominant sight on roads in ordinary traffic. Expect to be reminded
of those other needs every time someone claims being behind.

5-20-2017

Investments. Some are so blinded by Toyota's fuel-cell investment, they simply assume
EV offering could have been better off had the money not been split like that. It's a sad
statement of our society. That one-size-fits-all view is so prominent, people are aware of
the fact that they are not seeing outside the box. It's yet another example of not seeing
the forest beyond the tree immediately in the foreground. Ugh. I fired back with: What
are you claiming Toyota hasn't invested in? The chemistry & design required to propel
Prime at 135 km/h (84 mph) without air-cooling was a serious investment. They found a
way to make it cost-effective by augmenting the hybrid system too. So what if they
invest profit into product diversification. That's ultimately more important that paying
large dividends. And it's not like the electrical system in fuel-cell vehicles doesn't share
some technology with plug-in vehicles. Optimization of motor production & efficiency
is a benefit to both. Higher efficiency of Heater & A/C operation is a benefit to
both. Lower cost and higher density of batteries is a benefit to both. Again, claims of
falling behind simply don't have merit. The technology advancements are
obvious. Toyota is clearly striving to deliver a profitable plug-in for the masses.

5-20-2017

Terrible. I was baffled by the lack of substance in the reply I got. It was just a ramble
that Toyota could have developed more. There was literally nothing to work with. The
claim was void of any merit. Yet, I responded anyway. This gave me ample opportunity
to point out actual deliverables: Development of what? The lack of any detail
whatsoever indicates it is not "absolutely fair" to make that "falling behind"
claim. Vague doesn't cut it. All the components for EV propulsion are entering highvolume production. Prime is being rolled out to Japan, Europe, and the United States all
at once. I'm tired of the statements without any supporting information. Ignoring
other innovation isn't fair either. Why aren't you giving Toyota credit for embracing
carbon-fiber, by delivering a hatch for Prime made from it rather than metal? Why aren't
you giving Toyota credit for advancing curved glass technology, by delivering a dualwave window for Prime to improve aerodynamics and introduce some style rather than
just settle for plain?
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Wrong Vehicle. How do you point out buyer's remorse to an owner who doesn't realize
yet they will end up having it? This statement pops up surprisingly often: "Most people
that drive PHEVs would prefer to drive them in EV mode for 100% of the time." I
routinely here from Volt owners gloating about how little gas they use, going 6 months or
more without having to refill. Some of whom make that statement simply didn't have
any other choice available. So, they bought a Volt. Why not when combined with the
great incentives? The major price slash and generous lease discounts made that decision
easy... back then. Now, things are rapidly changing. Prius Prime is more efficient in
both EV and HV operation. It's also better loaded, even on the affordable base
model. But it you still cringe from the idea of using gas, why not consider the choice of
only having a plug? It's a fundamental question that abruptly ends arguments, as I
witnessed firsthand upon posting this: That extreme would be an indication of having
purchased the wrong type of vehicle. It makes no sense paying so much for an engine
and hybrid system, then trying to avoid ever using it. What a waste. Just buy an EV
instead.

5-21-2017

VW Diesels. Approval of fixes for the larger TDI vehicles and sales of the fixed 2015
inventory have stirred interest lately. VW diesels are the last of the dieselgate
legacy. That intentional deception across the industry has really left an impression. Why
bother? The MPG from plug-in hybrids is so much better, what's the point? Emissions
are obviously cleaner too. It simply makes no sense. How will people be drawn to such
an outdated & crude technology. The fuel itself is more expensive here as well. It's nice
to finally see the status quo broken. Oddly, GM is still planning to push both Equinox
and Cruze hatchback with diesel as an option. Thankfully, VW is focusing on plug
offerings instead. They are investing in charging infrastructure... in the form of
environmental damage payments, but that still counts as movement in the right
direction. They are embracing the mandated change too. So, after all that nonsense
hybrids owners had to deal with, at least things finally worked out. What a waste
though. Imagined if none of the "clean diesel" deception had never taken place. Defeat
in an honorable manner would have been interesting. Sadly, we know that the opposition
almost always prefers to go down fighting instead.
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Ford CEO. Very little has happened in the past few years from Ford. Remember the
MPG scandal? There was a huge marketing campaign giving the impression C-Max was
larger and more efficient than Prius V (the large wagon model). Neither was
true. People didn't actually bother to compare though. We just got advertisement after
advertisement. It was a "halo effect" approach that ended up resulting in sales of the
vehicle itself... until it was discovered that MPG had been misstated. Oops! That
resulted in a sales drop and payments to owners who had be misled. No only was the
hybrid hurt, the misleading included the plug-in offerings. Neither Energi vehicle
actually delivered as many EV miles as the rating claimed. Oops, again! Making matters
worse was the complete disinterest in selling Focus EV, which ironically wasn't a
problem with Toyota attackers. Those supporting plug-in vehicles weren't happy
though. Producing so few made the purchase of one nearly impossible. Complaints
about no inventory were common. Anywho, all that contributed to disappointment
among my colleagues. From the point of view for stockholders, the entire market has
been shrinking. Pushing the status quo with Pickups & SUVs has become a sign of
worry... so much so, the CEO is leaving. We don't know if he quit or got
asked. Whatever the case, this has become a sign of hope. With electrification a new
source of opportunity in the saturated guzzler market, we needed some good news.

5-22-2017

Warm-Up Misunderstanding. We are now getting deep into new ownership, where
fundamentals are getting asked about. It's like starting all over again. I really feel like
we are reliving the Classic rollout. That same sense of discovery & potential is easy to
recognize. Examples are plentiful, like: "As soon as the EV range hit 0.0, I could feel the
ICE go on -- it did not stay in EV range pulling from the hybrid buffer of the battery. The
green EV MODE light immediately went off and the ICE came on right
away." Statements just like that is what I thrived on all those years ago. There was a
group of us who handled the teaching moments. We'd provide information to empower,
seeing that not doing anything would contribute to the growth of misconceptions. Those
who found value in what was shared became the next teachers. It was quite nice
watching them take over like that. Anywho, it's happening again. My contribution today
was: That is a misunderstanding of how warm-up takes place. With an aftermarket
gauge, you'll see that RPM of the engine is held back by using HV capacity. The battery
is used as a buffer to keep emissions lower until waste heat for cleansing is
available. Once warm-up is complete, that HV capacity is restored by the engine running
to recharge as part of the usual hybrid operation.

5-23-2017

Whoa! There's a photo of me taking a photo of my Blue Magnetism with a sunset in
Wyoming as a backdrop speaks for itself. In fact, I didn't need to say anything. My
sister-in-law on the other hand screamed out: "Don't move, I'm getting my camera!" I
didn't realize how amazing the entire scene looked from the on-looker perspective. I'm
quite thankful to her for capturing such a unique photo moment. It be added to my
homepage, eventually. There's quite a collection of photos growing. Lots to learn &
document. So little time.
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Fake News. We're not seeing that as often for Prius now. It certainly hasn't went away
though. Today, it was an article about "massive failure" of the latest generation. As
expected, I was annoyed. There was no data whatsoever. All we got was a series of
comparison adjectives... faster, nicer, biggest ...along with vague measures... big, more,
better. That complete absence of detail is how the misleading continues. Those sources
attract readers who aren't interested in facts, they just want validation. It's the same
nonsense many of the blog comments do. People just latch on to what they want to
follow and ignore anything that reveals contradiction or hypocrisy. Antagonists do that
too. Think about how effective that was in the previous election. Was unbiased news
sought out or were some just following a feed automatically providing "you might like"
content? It's a dangerous trap to fall into that many had no idea could happen. Being
naive is dangerous and there are those who intentionally exploit weaknesses of that
nature. Watch for it. That type of activity is common. It's a similar problem to those
who enable. They don't even realize their own participation serves as validation &
support. Oops!

5-23-2017

Last Diesels. It's rather bizarre to hear about attempts to sell the last remaining diesel
cars from VW. Their vehicles with TDI were sold with the "fun to drive" trait as the
primary purchase incentive, followed by great efficiency. That aspect of performance
has been lost, due to the pollution-control measures needed to be taken for reducing
emissions. That leaves MPG as the big appeal. 33 is terrible though. Yet, that's what the
automatic delivers. The value is derived from 40 highway and 29 city. Neither of which
is impressive either. Prius unquestionably delivers better. The manual transmission only
increases the combined to 34 MPG. Such a tiny bump for the requirement of having to
shift yourself is a joke. I see 54 MPG combined without any effort whatsoever, not even
plugging in. Thank goodness the nightmare of diesel deception is finally coming to an
end. No more new diesels will be sold in the United States after those last 2015 models
are gone.

5-24-2017

First Data Photo. Lots of data collection taking place. Organization for sharing isn't
exactly coming along smoothly. Eventually, I will get caught up. This initial ownership
experience is always a challenge. It certainly is fun though. There's lots to
discover. Toyota upgrades are always quite comprehensive. That means lots of
anecdotal observation, looking for patterns until you recognize something to further
research. That's where the photos come in handy. You can look back later to confirm
what you think you found. I'm only on my first. Much to go still. It's a start. Each of
the previous 4 Prius have been rewarding to document... while doing everything else
still. Wish me luck.
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Great News? I questioned this claim: "Great news that PHEVs already outsell gas
hybrids in CA. That's the real reason Mr. Toyoda is scared of EVs." The attempt to
change what was actually said to instead project a sense of fear isn't something I'm
willing to tolerate. Antagonists did that years ago with what Toyota had stated about
lithium batteries. The automaker said cost was the issue. Rhetoric changed that to fear
by claiming Toyota was afraid of fire risk. It was greenwashing, just like this attempt
today. So, I fired back:
That's called anecdotal reasoning. It is actually that gas prices are very low and plug-in
hybrid choices are growing. There's also the reality of first-year surge combined with the
rapid approach of tax-credit expiration. That's also a distortion of what was actually
stated. The comment was "boring and expensive", not scared. It was for good reason
too.
Notice how GM is keeping quiet about Bolt sales expectations? They is uncertainty
about the market. Staying quiet about it is their choice, especially since a compact
wagon doesn't target their own customer base of SUV and Truck buyers. Ford has been
almost completely out of the picture too. What about them?
The true situation is the industry is approaching a tipping point. Notice how Volt doesn't
have an audience anymore? If you want to drive as much EV as possible, just buy an
EV. Why sacrifice EV range for the sake of having an HV system you try hard to avoid
ever using?
Prime is the first of the affordable plug-in hybrids offering a clear path away from both
traditional vehicles and hybrids without a plug. Its MSRP for the base model is so low,
the tax-credit isn't even required to reasonably justify the purchase.
None of the current EV offerings can hold their own without the $7,500 subsidy. In a
few years, that situation will hopefully change. That's what Toyota is planning to
capitalize on, as are other automakers. In the meantime, there is battery-production and
charging-infrastructure to focus on.

5-25-2017

More Diesel Trouble. What an unexpected turn of events. A class-action lawsuit was
filed today, claiming GM also cheated on diesel emissions. The scope of this is over
705,000 trucks. Supposedly, the diesel Duramax offering from 2011 to 2016 exceeded
regulation levels too. These aren't smaller cars either, like Jetta. These are giants,
guzzlers even when using diesel. That potentially could result in a fine from the EPA
greater than that for VW. It will be interesting to find out what our government agencies
do. CARB will obviously get involved at some point. It depends upon the data. GM's
response has been flat out denial. You can imagine how defensive they'll be to protect
high-profit vehicles like that, even if they didn't do anything wrong. VW lost their case
when the actual software coding revealed intentional deception. If the same is found
with GM, there doesn't seem to be any way to save diesel. Their abandonment of TwoMode was always highly suspicious. Refining that gas hybrid to deliver greater
efficiency than diesel made sense. Seeing that Toyota continued to push with Highlander
hybrid's efficiency and towing-capacity should have provided incentive, especially since
large SUVs continue to be so popular. Oh well. We'll find out how this next chapter in
diesel trouble plays out soon enough.
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Hypocrites. I really get a kick out of how some people back themselves into a
corner. When Toyota ceased rollout expansion of Prius PHV due to the trouble it
observed GM having with Volt, the spin turned ugly. I knew real-world data collection
in the markets already reached was more than enough to properly determine what the
next generation design should deliver. Knowing requirements is vital. Setting goals
confirms that consumer interests are being pursued. The ending of Prius PHV indicated
to me that Toyota had indeed taken that step. Antagonists went nuts though, exploiting
the opportunity to mislead. Quite a number of their claims are now a regrettable chapter
in history. Reminding them of what they stated calls them out as hypocrites, knowing
there's not a thing they can say to recover from such an wrong assumption. They didn't
want to accept what had been learned. Fortunately, that feeling of having made such an
obvious mistake actually passes. Phew! Looking forward is possible if you give them a
sense of hope. In the most recent example, it's stating the impressive technology used by
Toyota in Prime will benefit the entire industry... rather than pointing out the
shortcomings of others. I kept it simple with, but included a reminder of the past: The
more important matter is to consider all those posts that claimed Toyota wasn't investing
in EV advancement only to now discover they've delivered the automotive industry's
most efficient electric heating solution.
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Obsolescence. I'm on the offensive now. There's no reason to tolerate antagonism
anymore. Enough real-world data is now available to fight back. Claims of being not he
defense don't work when you are calling the shots. This is what caused me to pull the
trigger today: "The rapid pace of development makes obsolescence a factor in declining
EV values. Remember, the first LEAF and Volt appeared just 6 years ago. At 235 miles
the Bolt’s range represents a more than 160% improvement over an original LEAF’s 70
miles..." I took the time to put Volt enthusiasts in their place, along side other plug-in
hybrid supporters. No more of the "vastly superior" nonsense. They need to learn to
focus on goals. It felt good to post this:
What does obsolescence mean? Lower EV range? If so, that disregards the fundamental
problem many have struggled with for years... understanding diminishing returns. At
some point, range doesn't matter. When a plateau is reached, people focus on other
priorities, like affordability.
For example, Volt reached it with gen-1. GM chose to increase EV range for gen-2
anyway. Why? It directly contradicted their own studies of how much was needed and
made the sacrifice of not being affordable in return. What is the point of having an
engine if owners do all they can to avoid ever using it? Just buy a Bolt instead. 235
miles is profoundly more than 53. That's an improvement of 443%.
Watch what happens with Prime. There isn't any reason to extend range beyond GM's
original goal of 40 miles. Owners routinely see 30 miles already. Improvements from
battery advancements will materialize in the form of increased profit for dealers, a vital
factor in sales growth. That rise in demand will keep resale values from
plummeting. Prime also delivers a very high return when the engine is used, keeping it
competitive with even the most efficient hybrids. You're getting more than just a "range
extender". It doesn't feel like a penalty either. MPG is impressive under all
circumstances.
In other words, obsolescence is defined as those vehicles unable to co-exist with EV
offerings. We'll see other priorities playing a strong role in the next few years. That will
weed out the choices which struggle to be competitive without tax-credits... making them
obsolete.
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Terrible, continued. We've had a series of posts claiming he isn't "bashing" Prime, yet
it continues to anyway. Bashing is stating a negative stance without providing anything
constructive. That absence of any type of detail is the problem. What are we supposed
to do when nothing is shared to respond to? With Volt, I point out aspects like price and
time with specific values. That clearly declares expectations. Heck, even those
complaining about acceleration-speed state the desired measure. For that matter, we get
that all the time for EV distance too. This was the latest from him, wondering why some
people are so defensive: "The *Prime Boys Club* all hate me. Maybe it's because I
expressed an opinion that the car is overpriced." At least criteria was included this time,
but still... no value. Ugh. I posted this in return: Nope. It came from making such a
vague generalization. We see a lot of cherry-picking and data omission. But to not
include anything at all, there was no way to respond to a complete absence of
information. To get useful feedback, provide some type of detail to work with. Also,
keep in mind that being "defensive" turns after being provoked repeatedly. It's an
invitation to play offense, armed with a wealth of real-world experiences to share.

5-26-2017

Chargers & Meters. The 7-year anniversary of having upgraded from my Iconic Prius
was to arrive with high expectations. Not only would that potentially be the same day
my wife could have her Prime arrive at the dealer, it was also when her first aftermarket
accessory for it would be delivered... the fancy floormats. We were also expected
delivery of upgrades. For the 2 plug-in vehicles to be parked in our garage, we'd be
getting high-speed chargers. Since those aren't necessary, I never bothered for my Prius
PHV. Waiting for a newer charger model offering more power than necessary and Wi-Fi
connectively, all for a price lower than in recent years was good reason. The delay would
result in both of us upgrading at the same time. Today was that day. 2 boxes arrived at
our doorstep. Each could draw 40 amps of electricity at a rate of 10 kW. That's far more
than what Prime will utilize, but forward-compatibility is nice and friends visiting with
newer recharge systems someday would be able to recharge while parked in the
driveway. The other delivery today was 2 meter-boxes. Both would get have a Time-OfUse meter to control pricing for the 240-volt connection they'd each have a dedicated line
for. This is a new approach for my service provider. That co-op hadn't dealt with the
request for 2 in the same garage before. That's interesting situation, which shouldn't be a
big deal... since they already know I'll be helping to promote what they offer, my
reputation for leading was already common knowledge. In fact, I had already chatted
with that main contact about my plans back at a plug-in owners group a few months
ago. Little did either of us know I'd be requesting those services so soon afterward.
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Average Buyer. Sometimes, you get a response that actually shares your observations:
"For the average car buyer, this argument has just never gathered much steam. Up front
cost is first and foremost in the mind of the typical buyer…" Hanging out on hostile
venues means that won't happen often. So, I was happy to see that. It's too bad the
perspective of enthusiasts is so selective. They don't notice the average buyer. All they
see is the expertise they share. Oh well. They are happy. They just don't understand
why others wouldn't be too. I try to explain: That's why references to engineering have
also fallen on deaf ears. It doesn't matter how favorable those other numbers are. They
simply aren't interested in any presentation beyond up front cost. Heck, that’s even the
reason why there has always been a push for point-of-sale rebates rather than filing for a
tax-credit for your purchase a year later. That up front payment is what sells the highvolume vehicles. Like it or not (and clearly some don't, hence the "nicely under $30,000"
issues), that's the way it is.

5-27-2017

Mounting Chargers. The units themselves are heavy & robust. Seeing how thick the
cord was, placement for the charger took extra consideration. I had already called an
electrician to get an estimate scheduled. For maximum flexibility, as well as saving some
money, the plan was to do the mounting myself. I came up with a method of hanging
oddly shaped items that weighed a lot in the garage already. It involved a 2-foot metal
bracket, allowing the ability to drill into studs directly while still offering the ability to
adjust placement. That's how the bike-rack was hung from the wall. It was proven an
effective approach. There were slots every inch. I could bolt anything needed to attach
anywhere it was needed. In this case, that was perfect for the aluminum hanger on the
back of the 240-volt charging unit. That was really important, since location of the thick
cords was a very big deal. Length of the one for the 14-50 outlets we'd be having install
were only 12 inches. I wanted to maximum the reach & convenience of the other
too. You'd be surprised how short 24 feet can be. Thank goodness I waited. Years ago,
16 feet was considered long. Thankfully, aftermarket builders have been able to offer
more for less such a short span of time. And fortunate for us, our garage has a 200-amp
service-box near by, close and without obstruction. In fact, both will be surprisingly easy
to accommodate. That's something I looked for when we were house hunting, knowing
years later that location would be a nice benefit years later when adding chargers. Some
builders still don't take such a need into consideration. Having to drill through floors &
walls isn't something many homeowners want to deal with. Anywho, I got both mounted
today. The placement worked out great. We'll both be able to plug in without tripping
over cords or having to spend much for the convenience.
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Why 199.9 MPG? That's a good question. It was stated as a comment this way in a
post: "Why Toyota changed to MPG reading on the car to max out at 199.9 is beyond me
(even though it goes up to 999.9 MPG you just can't see it)." We, that's people here in
this United States, have been greenwashed into believing the larger the number, the better
it is. In reality, efficiency consumption doesn't actually work that way. The results are
non-linear... in other words, misleading. This is why most of the rest of the world doesn't
use that type of measure; instead, results are stated in terms of distance/fuel units. When
outcome of a drive is stated in those terms, you know exactly how much fuel was
actually used. As telling as MPG may seem, incremental gains in efficiency aren't
actually as telling. 1 MPG improvement on the lower end, when the vehicle only gets 30
MPG, is far more of a gain compared to a vehicle already getting 100 MPG. The math is
simple too; unfortunately, most people don't bother. 1/30th is much more than
1/100th. Now compare 1/200th to 1/999th. That's 0.005 gallon compared to 0.001
gallon. The difference is tiny when you look back at the 30 MPG, which calculates to
0.033 gallon. It's a shame so many people fall for the greenwash. Success of that effort
to misleading was so effective, the EPA's attempt to introduce distance/fuel unit of
measure is still barely getting any attention. Thankfully, EV efficiency is measured in
terms of miles/kWh. The hope is to avoid the same MPG from the start, not allowing the
deception any chance of spreading to electric-only vehicles. We do still have to address
the problem with plug-in hybrids. Here's how I stated Toyota's decision: Study of the
market revealed an issue with diminishing returns. Customer understanding of the
system overall showed little value reporting numbers higher than 200 MPG. Most people
have no clue how the electricity & gas interplay. That's why Toyota only shows one
electric motor on the display, even though there are actually two.

5-28-2017

G-7 Summit. The start of an article highlighting outcome stated it as: "The other six
members reaffirmed their commitment to swiftly implement the 2015 accord to limit
greenhouse gas emissions." That situation was doomed anyway. We knew the other 194
nations participating wouldn't matter, since our new leader doesn't believe in cooperative
efforts. Having to also listen to a close relative complain about the previous
administration and claim that nothing good came out of Tesla was a harsh reminder of
how poorly informed many people are. He also believed our new president's claim that
efforts like this are job killers. That's more of that scare tactics we've seen countless
times in the past. Ironically, it a twisted way, it's actually true. If we don't invest in the
new technology, we'll miss out on great economic opportunity. He believes the opposite,
if we move away from the tried & true, we'll end up losing what we've worked so hard to
establish. Sadly, that backward mindset is quite common. We've become complacent...
so much so, we now praise ourselves for accomplishments that don't actually achieve
goals... hence why I've been so hard on Volt enthusiasts. Poor implementation of great
potential is such a profound loss, which some still don't see. They make excuses &
dismiss, just like this president is doing now. Rather than strive for a better future, it's a
desperate effort to hold on to what we currently have. That's really going to cost us. It
won't take long to come to the realization of having made such a huge mistake either.
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Mistakes. There are a few who still don't understand: "And btw, GM's original research
centered on 40 miles, not 25." That entitled me to return a BTW of my own, which I
didn't hesitate to do:
That was what had been heavily promoted. It wasn't the actual focus of development
though. Big difference. Think about how early that "nicely under $30,000" target had
been set and the hope for "50 MPG" following depletion.
Whenever I brought up how unrealistic that was for the 2010 rollout, it was enthusiasts
who brought up the "40 mile" expectation. That wasn't GM. In fact, what we got from
GM quickly became a disaster. Remember that terrible "230 MPG" campaign? That
didn't bring up mention of EV range.
So, I continuously brought up the topic of heater use, pointing out how much of an
impact that would have on Winter driving. That was always met with denial & dismissal,
even after rollout when confirmed correct.
That's how the 25 came about. It was an effort to look beyond the gen-1 shortcomings,
shifting focus to what would actually help sell Volt profitably at high-volume
levels. Toyota took all that online banter seriously, adding it into the consideration
factors for their gen-2 design. Combined with the wealth of real-world data they had
collected from their own gen-1 experiences, there was a great deal of potential to tap into.
Prius Prime was the result. It delivers a "25 mile" rating, even with heater usage factored
in. It also delivers upon the "nicely under $30,000" target. And for the "50 MPG", that
hope has been greatly exceeded. Owners routinely see much higher following
depletion. In other words, it is the version of Volt enthusiasts had always hope for.
Too bad if that's not what you want to read about. It's not like GM doesn't have the ability
to deliver something similar. They just don't want to. Like enthusiasts, they feel the
word "compromise" has a stigma, rather than being an effort to deliver balance as it is
actually defined. Having increased EV range to 53, rather than just leaving it at 38 was a
mistake.
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No Charge-Mode. It has been interesting to read about gen-2 Volt owners use of HoldMode, how they keep wishing there as a Charge-Mode available instead. They'll use
regen to push EV range beyond that of when they pushed their "Hold" button. It's what
Prius PHV owners called "stacking". You could add to the EV capacity available, but
only by reassigning electricity generated from braking. You couldn't actually just run the
engine to recharge the battery-pack, as the system in Prius Prime offers. The reason GM
avoided it was the MPG penalty is quite noticeable. Their HV operation isn't anyway
near as efficient as Toyota's design... and enthusiasts hate when I make any reference to
that reality. So, I tend to quietly just lurk when things like this are posted in those
discussions: "The Prius, 135 miles, 55 mpg, 2.45 gals used @ $2.579/gal = $6.31. The
Volt, full charge 16 KWH, $1.80 (all cost taxes, fees, delivery charge, everything) 65
miles on gas 1.24 gals @ 2.579 = $3.20 + $1.80 = $5.00, savings of $1.31 over the
Prius." That caught my attention. The poster had avoided mention of Prime. Such an
obvious exclusion is clear evidence of not being constructive. Looking closer at the data
itself though concerned me. Notice how he didn't actually state MPG for Volt? Dividing
that 65 by 1.24 gives you 52 MPG. How is that at attempt to be honest? The highway
rating is 42 MPG. Of course, the 55 for Prius wasn't right either. I'm thinking his
embellishment of one was used a justification for the other, even though their values
weren't realistic. What got me those was the 65 miles itself. To travel a total of 135
miles for that comparison, the Volt would have had to deliver 70 miles of EV on the
highway. How is that even remotely correct? Was his hope that no one would actually
do the math to check the figures that were posted? Grrr. I'm so sick of greenwashing
like this. There's no excuse for such misleading efforts. Makes you wonder what they'll
do when it becomes common knowledge about Prius Prime offering a charge-mode.

5-28-2017

Understanding EV. Now that we have Prime, the first Prius with a plug available
nationwide, hope has been that understanding EV would be less of an issue. The larger
pack offers more power, enhancing the design already part of the system. True, it was an
augmentation with PHV. With the next-generation, that line is blurred, since the addition
of a one-way clutch technically changes operation. Nonetheless, the perceived behavior
is no different. It's just more power is delivered. Reaching mainstream consumers
means finding a way of conveying benefit in terms you don't need any type of
background for. It they can pick up on the basics quickly, the desire to find out more
comes naturally. That's why the test-drive has been such a powerful tool for stirring
interest... which some certain enthusiasts still don't grasp the important of. Oh well. It's
not like I've having been trying to convey that message. In this case today, it was on the
big Prius forum to an owner wanting more information. I replied with: Electric-Only
operation is based on kW draw from the battery. If demand is low, the top EV speed will
be faster and automatically engaged. This is known as "stealth" mode, since it is an
inherent part of the hybrid system. That EV button offers a mode you manually
engage. It draws more from the battery, giving you more power but at the tradeoff of a
slower speed maximum.
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Signature Change. How to display my real-world data at the conclusion of each post, in
an automatic signature, was a problem with the switch from PHV to Prime. This is what
my final entry was before the upgrade: "91,355 miles 1,286 gallons 7,544 kWh 71.0
MPG" With the precedent having been set about not reporting either gallons or kWh, I
had to seriously consider the value of reporting MPG. Those terrible Volt enthusiasts
who fought the effort to exclude gallons and kWh clearly didn't care about
misleading. Just MPG was their focus. They'd tell you want it was and how many
months between fill-ups. Actually fuel consumption of either type wasn't
included. Heck, it was rare to even be told a distance. So, after all those years of their
instance to report that way, they have no choice but to deal with it is now coming from
Prime owners too. The antagonist posts, always claiming vastly superior stance from
their MPG number, was incredibly disruption. Irony can provide ammunition though. I
can fire back the very same thing now. Treating Prius as player on the same team was
never acceptable. Too bad for them. If their goal really truly is to replace traditional
vehicles, they have no choice by to accept another vehicle actually achieving that. So, to
all who read my posts on the big Prius forum, they will now see real-world data in this
format: "2,075 miles so far, overall average: 100.5 MPG"
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EVSE Purchase & Installation in 2017. I started a new thread on the big Prius forum:
Doing a search, you'll find a lot of outdated information. Too much has changed since
plug-in rollouts began. So... let's start a new thread with facts relevant to 2017.
Since back in 2012, I have been recharging my Prius (originally a PHV, now a Prime) at
home by plugging into a standard 120-volt outlet. In a few days, we will have 2 Primes
in the household. That means capacity must be added to the garage so my wife and I can
both recharge at the same time.
Taking advantage of faster recharging from 240-volt service and discounts from TimeOf-Use meters requires purchasing EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) chargers
and running new power lines. The following documents what I have done so far...
We decided to get hardware as forward-compatible as possible. If we ever upgrade a
vehicle in the future or a friend with an EV visit, we'll have a nice plug already
available. We also get $500 per vehicle setup from our local electricity provider. So,
why not?
Prime has a maximum draw of 3.8 kW (as observed when plugging into a public
station). The charger we found with a Wi-Fi interface is capable of delivering 10
kW. That's plenty good. With a 200-amp service-panel in the garage, feeding each 40amp charger with the needed 125% capacity requirement wouldn't be too much of an
effort for an electrician. #8 gauge wire and 3/4 inch conduit is more expensive
though. Smaller chargers wouldn't need sizes that heavy or large.
The cord for the outlet plug is only 12 inches. But having a line put in specifically for the
charger shouldn't make that an issue. It won't be hardwired either. So if removable is
ever needed, no big deal. The cord for the car plug is 24 feet, so that will reach anywhere
in the garage and parked outside in the driveway.
JuiceBox Pro 40 is the EVSE we purchased. $599 each. I now have them mounted on
the wall to confirm cord placement and internet connection are well suited for both of us
prior to getting an estimate from the electrician. I also got meter boxes for each of the
lines.
Progress updates & photos to follow.
Anyone else have a recent purchase & installation experience to share?
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5,700 Available. The anticipation for this month's sales results is becoming
apparent. Threads in forums are popping up ahead of time. That's unusual, but May
2017 is expected to be rather significant. Last month, Prius Prime beat Volt for the first
time, despite Midwest rollout having barely begun by the end of April. That heightened
awareness of the struggle GM has had with sales growth... the very problem I
emphasized as a major concern for gen-2. The biggest issue though is Bolt. GM chose
the following states for inventory availability by May: CA, OR, MA, MD, VA, NY, NJ,
WA, CT, ME, RI, VT, NH, CO. Ordering began for the last 6 in March. The others
were stagger earlier, with the first 2 starting in October last year. Needless to say, if there
was a waiting list, those would have been fulfilled by now. Having 5,700 listed as
available is a lot. Dealers don't want the upcoming clearance markdowns (they usually
start shortly after the 4th of July) to include first-year offerings. The next 2 states are FL
and IL. Both have very small counts already. Is that the result of dealer orders or GM
assignments? Needless to say, there's quite a bit of uncertainty... hence the lively
discussions. My perspective is Bolt's resemblance to Fit & Versa and unfamiliar body
type to GM customers spelled doom from the start... a pattern we recognize as a problem
for Volt. With Tesla & Leaf arriving in the next few months, things aren't looking
good. Remember, the phaseout of tax-credits will be yet another issue to deal with in the
next year. Sales will become even more difficult then, especially with Hyundai entering
the mainstream plug-in market.

5-30-2017

Delivery Confirmed. The holiday weekend didn't include a shiny new Hypersonic Red
Prime. Oh well. It's worth the wait... which didn't turn out to be that much longer. My
wife and I couldn't commute to work together today. Her commitment this evening
meant I was on my own. So, I took a detour on the drive home and swung by the
dealership. Sure enough. There in the back lot, delivery confirmed. What great
timing. I was able to see it even before our salesperson. Sweet! That means tomorrow
will be trading in the old car and driving home with another plug-in hybrid. Hooray! Of
course, we only have one outlet to share in the garage. Thankfully, that won't be for
long. And rather than just adding another 120-volt line, we'll be going all out with 240volt for each. Yeah! What a rare opportunity. It's a bit of a cheat too. We just happened
to be at exactly the right place at exactly the right time. The order wasn't actually
ours. There was a customer who must have had financing or some other circumstance
mess up plans for that purchase. We pounced on the chance to snap it up. So, rather than
the usual painfully long wait other had to endure (which included me), my wife only had
to wait a few weeks. That's amazing luck. We'll do our best to pay forward the blessing
by helping out those seeking their own Prime purchase. Much can be shared about the
purchase & ownership experience... which starts tomorrow for my wife. Yippee!
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Prime Purchase. It was a memorable experience. Neither of us had anticipated getting
a second plug-in vehicle so soon. Things just fell into place though. There was that
beautiful new Prime waiting for us to finish with the paperwork. That's takes
awhile. There's some setup to complete in the meantime as well. Timing looked perfect
though. Recharging of the battery would be done very close to when we'd be ready to
drive home. Sweet! All went as hoped. No surprises. It was a beautiful evening too,
quite a harsh contrast to the torrential downpour of rain when experienced when placing
the order. Arriving at home sure was surreal. When the garage opened, there was my
Prime. The red & blue would soon be together... sharing a single 120-volt outlet. What a
rare experience. Fortunately, it will only be another week or two before the new 240-volt
lines are added. Knowing we'll get $500 for each vehicle from our electricity-provider
for doing that sure made the decision to upgrade easy. We'll be set for many, many years
to come. My wife and I now have Advanced model Primes. This sure is going to be
interesting.

6-01-2017

Huh? I wasn't the only one confused upon reading this: "However looking at the two
vehicles, one screams appliance, the other statement." I think it was intended to be an
insult to Toyota. But it was a commented emerging from a discussion of i3, which is
definitely a unique looking vehicle. It doesn't look like anything else on the road. Prius
is well known for being basic reliable transport from point A to B. The radical styling
gen-4 welcomed broke that stereotype and Prime refined it. I was truly baffled what the
poster actually meant. Others sound off to that affect as well. Confused and without a
point made it too irresistible to pass up. So, I jumped into the discussion: BMW i3
compared to Prime. Huh? What statement? I constantly get compliments about the
surprisingly sporty front and curved back. The array of headlights and that wavy glass
certainly don't resemble any appliance. Prime... it's not your father's Prius.

6-01-2017

Excuses. Sales results for May brought out the spin, specifically GM defenders. Bolt
inventory far outweighing purchases isn't a good sign. The supposed demand was
expected to struggle with supply shortcomings. Instead, the hotspots have many
available for immediate ownership. The lead ahead of Model 3 and the new Leaf isn't
amounting to much. Volt is in a worse position. This is the second year for gen-2 and
sales are flat. We saw between 1,600 and 1,700 monthly for a large portion of gen-1
availability. Seeing a balance of 1,800 is a clear sign of not having achieved growth. We
do expect a growth in the outlash against Prime though. Enthusiasts won't be happy with
the reality of Toyota having kept focus. I took the offense and fired off this before
anyone could get a chance to attempt that type of attention: GM set a target of "nicely
under $30,000" for good reason. It's what the bulk of their car-buying customers would
be willing to pay for a plug-in offering. The MSRP for both is simply too high. GM
chose not to configure either vehicle for mainstream acceptance. The size of the packs
and power of the EV impresses enthusiasts, but that doesn't compel their own showroom
shoppers to purchase... even with the generous $7,500 subsidy... which will be yet
another barrier to deal with when phaseout begins mid-cycle. Toyota didn't make that
same mistake. They kept focus of making what they offered something that could
realistically result in high-volume profit sales, then rolled it out worldwide in the first
year. No excuses anymore. It's not badging. It's not advertising. It's an unwillingness to
accept their own pricing target by configuring a choice that's affordable for their own
loyal customers... those who just choose to purchase a Cruze, Malibu, or Equinox
instead.
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Fallout Coming. What a monumental day. It was the first having 2 plug-in hybrids at
home... and only 1 outlet to plug into. Fortunately, we also had an electrician scheduled
to estimate cost of running 240-volt lines for each Prime. We're not skimping on
specifications either. Both will have excess capacity, so no need to upgrade years
later. Good thing too, since the need to promote starts with understanding what is to
come... and today just happened to bring the biggest newest *ever* in the history of
environmental efforts. Hearing that the United States will not support measures to reduce
carbon-emissions impacts every aspect of clean. Putting America first means turning our
backs on allies. What a terrible thing to do. Regardless of climate impact, these were
partners. You don't just walk away from people working with you like that. No support
from the government means a lot of grassroots sweat those here. It will be up to us
driving the affordable solutions to help influence change. Being part of that is great, but
the necessity is unfortunate. Who knew our president would choose to do something so
careless? In the name of saving jobs, he said we would withdraw from the Paris Climate
Accord. That's so embarrassing. Not investing in the future is what causes job loss. We
are literally abandoning opportunity. Rather than choosing to be part of the new
manufacturing endeavors, he is guiding us to a dead end. Investing more in oil, natural
gas, and coal is absolutely nuts. All are dirty and non-renewable. What an idiot. I can't
imagine what those who voted for him will think when they realize the damage they
contributed too. Of course, they may not ever find out. Their children will
though. What a sad day in our history.

6-02-2017

Spreading Electrification, push. There will be some winners and some losers. The
point is to continue pushing forward, not to celebrate flat sales. Yet, that denial of the
true situation persists. Ugh. This was my push that started out the day on a thread
highlighting May results: What compels a GM salesperson to convince a GM customer
to choose Volt rather than Cruze with a much lower price? Take a look at Prime. The
array of headlights in front, the dual-wave glass in back, and the distinct LED flare of the
brakes, all make it difficult to label as an regular Toyota offering. Upon closer
inspection, you'll notice the carbon-fiber hatch and the translucent grille. You wouldn't
expect those as a mainstream choice either, especially with a MSRP of just
$27,100. That positions Prime well for standing a chance at attracting someone who
would otherwise choose a Corolla. GM hasn't delivered anything like that. Volt as has
suffered as a result. Bolt is in an even more difficult situation, with its higher price and
the mindset challenge associated with not having an engine anymore. Rapid sales growth
is required to overcome the approaching tax-credit expiration. GM is racing toward a
cliff and there's celebrating that sales have or haven't fallen. That kind of denial is so
harmful to the effort of spreading electrification. Much more is needed right away!!!
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Spreading Electrification, draw. Remember one of your first lessons taught in
kindergarten? It was to not judge a book by its cover. That meant looking for substance
within, rather than deciding worth upon visual appeal. It's important advice. Yet, that
lack of substance is what enthusiasts continue to push. For example: "After taking a look,
I try to look away..." That's becoming the universal response to anything related to how
the system actually operates. So, it is somewhat of a futile endeavor to argue those
points. Focus on other aspects of interest seem to really be gaining traction. That's how
overcoming the obsession with faster & further will ultimately be won; otherwise,
antagonists will just keep pushing the brainless acceleration & range arguments. I
summed up the situation with this today: Customers want more than just a plug and the
needed sales growth won't come from just EV driving. Toyota made an effort to think
outside the box, offering some other features to draw interest. What did GM do to
provide appeal from an aspect that has nothing to do with the propulsion system?
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The Pebble. Playing offense again is necessary. I went all out this morning to convey
the message some continue to refuse to accept:
Prius has always been the protagonist in the story of plug-in hybrids.
Way back in 2003, we knew of the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) electric-only aspect of its
design. Batteries simply weren't able to deliver that in either an affordable or a practical
manner though. So, a prototype exploiting the inherent part of that design wasn't even
revealed until 2009, which served as a demonstration of what could later be delivered.
The next generation Prius saw battery energy cost & density reach a tipping point, where
small-market rollout became realistic. In 2012, we saw a mid-cycle offering to select
locations to collection real-world data from ordinary consumers willing to purchase the
predecessor to a future all-market design.
That generational upgrade to follow was indeed that design. It confirmed the original
milestones GM had targeted for their gen-1 offering were reasonable for high-volume
profitable sales. Ironically, those very milestones had become goals abandoned by GM
for their gen-2 offering. The enthusiasts who set high hopes for those original targets
ended up becoming antagonists, upset that Toyota had actually delivered.
Too bad if you find the messenger of that story a pebble in your shoe. Ignoring the
message by hiding it doesn't make it go away. You know all too well what needs to be
done. The enthusiasts hear once cheered for a "lite" version of Volt. So what if Toyota
beat GM at its own game. Swallow your pride and finally get on board. Acknowledge
the problem. Take your damn shoe off already. Geez!
The concern of "too little, too slowly" has overwhelmingly been confirmed. GM screwed
up by not adhering to their original plan, so much opportunity wasted. Delivering a
vehicle with a MSRP price "nicely under $30,000" is even more important now than it
was way back in 2007 when that target was first set. The upgrade of range & power for
gen-2 has not proven an effective means of growing sales either; rollback to what gen-1
offered would help achieve that required cost reduction. It would also help improve
depleted efficiency, to finally reach that original target of 50 MPG.
That pebble isn't going away. Change is necessary. It's time to accept what needs to be
done.
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Sales Fallout. As anticipated, it has been quite intense. The rapid rise of Prime, despite
limited availability, is emphasizing just how big of a problem GM has. The wellinformed always had a fear GM would repeat mistakes of the past, causing the same
fallout. Quite specifically, it was concern about how they soured the diesel market back
in the 70's. What they delivered was so bad, it made all diesel offerings unappealing
across the entire automotive market. That's why the push to make sure Prius was
recognized as different has been so vital. Knowing the configuration of Volt was for
conquest sales from enthusiasts, rather than something to draw ordinary middle-market
consumer interest, was sign of trouble from the very start. It was obvious to those
recognizing need. Those obsessed with want couldn't see it though. A reminder of that
is quite clear to all... now that sales are reflecting the anticipated fallout: Prime is the
result of Toyota carefully studying what their customers will actually purchase. That's
what the limitation of the mid-cycle Prius PHV rollout was all about. They collected a
massive amount of real-world data. Adhering to an affordable target was absolutely
vital. They clearly delivered, making sure power & range did not exceed need, so
profitable high-volume sales would be realistic without tax-credit dependency. GM
messed up with both Volt & Bolt by giving in to the faster & further temptation. That
delivered a very pleasing design for enthusiasts, but left their own showroom shoppers
without a realistic choice.

6-03-2017

Discounts Already? I really liked reading this: "Several reports suggest the prime has
very low inventory. So it's strange they would offer a discount." That's a good
sign. Rather than having to deal with rhetoric, there's some constructive discussion
emerging. People are thinking through the factors influencing sales. Yeah! I jumped
into that with: The multi-market rollout can contribute to confusion of overall intent. It
turns out to be an effective means of measuring consumer response though. Why not test
out promotional offers in isolated areas initially, prior to going nationwide all at once? It
is unfortunate for those of us in the Midwest still waiting for delivery of orders, but it
does set the stage for high-volume sales sooner. After all, the goal is to have inventory
on the lots ready for purchase at appealing prices prior to the tax-credit
expiration. Experimenting with potential long before that is a sensible move. Learning
what is most effective early is a big benefit in an emerging market with lots of
uncertainty.
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Arguing Semantics. That's how you know the antagonist has become desperate. It's
their last resort. They have nothing left to argue. This morning, I woke up to: "Since it
has no AER... it is a hybrid at best, and should not be considered a true "EV". " Seeing
that same old rhetoric return brought mixed feelings. True, was confirmation that they
have nothing of any substance to fight with. However, they keep fighting anyway. I
responded with: That's called an "oops". They made a mistake in the review, not
realizing there was a difference between EV and EV-Auto mode. Putting the vehicle in
the wrong one results in an incorrect conclusion. As for exploiting a classification label
to mislead about how a system actually operates, that's called "greenwash". After having
been informed of the situation, here's what actually happens from the words of an
owner: PRIME FUNCTIONS AS AN EV FOR THE FIRST 25 MILES. The propulsion
system provides pedal-to-the-floor acceleration with just electricity, allowing speed to be
maintain up to 84 mph. Both the Heater & A/C are electric too. Use of the gas engine is
for when you deplete the plug-supplied electricity, want to save that plug-supplied
electricity later, or want to force-charge the battery while driving. The point is, the
system delivers an EV driving experience. For me on my 19-mile commute. That is
achieved entirely without using any gas. Though the absolute isn't necessary, it does
prove driving in that variety of traffic (suburb & 70 mph highway) is totally realistic with
only electricity.

6-04-2017

Return of Smug: Failure. You wouldn't think that level of cockiness would still
emerge, after so much attention to that attitude was given over the years. Yet, there it
is. Some of it is surprisingly entertaining too. The same old mindless roar & chestbeating does draw interesting reaction. Ultimately though, it is an effort to counter
progress. They do all they can to undermine progress. Claiming superiority is how you
impede the advancement of a better solution. That's why real-world data can have such a
powerful effect, given the opportunity. Nonetheless, I do expend a little effort to make
sure lurkers understand the facts. In today's example, it was an attempt to label Prius
PHV rollout as a "failure". That's easy to do, long after people are no longer of the goals
it set out to achieve. Antagonists simply state they were something different. That's why
I pushed so hard on the Volt enthusiasts to state goals... knowing the written record of
what they claimed would come back to haunt them later. That's why they continue to be
vague and evade the questions whenever possible. Anywho, this was my reply to the
"failure" claim: Toyota delivered a plug-in hybrid, by far the most efficient blended
offering of that time. The fact that their design & approach was flexible, allowing them
to adjust to the changing market, has clearly paid off too. We see that success in the sales
now. Consider how "failure" is defined. It made no sense whatsoever to squander taxcredit opportunity by rushing to market like GM did with Volt. Yet, somehow that is still
regarded at the better strategy. Ugh.
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Online Battles. Purpose of engaging in them often gets questioned. Revelations like
this speak for themselves, the antagonists unwillingly provide debate material and
practice to go along with it... which prepares us well for dealing with their
rhetoric: Looking closer at the EPA sticker information, there's an interesting
observation to make. That range stated for all-electric miles is a subtle indication of the
system's efficiency design advantage. Prime offers a higher rating for both EV and HV
driving. 25 kWh/100mi for Prime is quite a bit more efficient than the 31 kWh/100mi for
Volt. In fact, that makes Volt appear to be an electricity guzzler in comparison. As for
gas consumption, there's no contest that Prime uses less. 1.9 gal/100mi is far more
efficient than 2.4 gal/100mi. Focus on labels of "AER" or "EV" only distract from what's
actually important. Those numbers tell the true story of efficiency, the very purpose of
EPA rating values.

6-04-2017

No Replacement. The denial and damage-control has become so bad, having to respond
to claims like this make you wonder: "More Volts are sold per month in the US than half
of all other car models. We say that IS mainstream." Do they really have a clue just how
desperate that sounds? It should be obvious. The numbers certainly make it easy to
understand. The situation is bad, really bad. Oh well. All I can do is point what has
happened: The purpose of Volt was to lead the replacement of traditional vehicles, not to
be trivia statistic. The counts for May reveal the obvious sales growth problem:
20,908=Equinox; 20,718=Malibu; 17,120=Cruze; 7,841=Camaro; 3,269=Impala;
2,535=Corvette; 2,143=Sonic; 1,817=Volt. The cold hard reality of the situation is that
even with a $7,500 subsidy and a generational upgrade, attracting buyers is still a major
struggle. Sales are falling well short of replacing GM's own traditional offerings. No
vastly superior. No leap frog. No replacement.
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Misplaced Anger. Blaming the scapegoat is their plan, but what happens when that
planned effort gets exposed? "We have a group who wants to learn about and discuss
the Volt and Bolt. The idea of continually bringing up the Peeus (for years and years
now) just boggles the mind." That was a post to me, implying I was the source of the
problem. Whether he was confused about who was actually starting the problem each
time or was intentionally trying to make me a scapegoat didn't matter. It was clear I
couldn't be labeled as a troll, since posts were very clearly about the thread's
topic. Sticking to that prevents antagonists from turning the table on you. It also always
me to state my case on them: They have indeed been bringing up Prius for years. The
reason why is simple. It's to get focus off of GM. Haven't you noticed the stir caused
with each month's end report? I'd bring up the concern of too little, too slowly. Sales
results overwhelmingly confirm there is indeed reason for concern. The needed growth
simply isn't happening. Between discounts & upgrades, all we have seen is the average
climb from 1,600/1,700 sales per month to 1,800/1,900. That is so far below the required
5,000 monthly level required for profitable sustainability, it's a very real problem. And
once the tax-credit phaseout begins, it will become even more difficult to achieve that
growth. To complicate matters, the very premise of Volt has been cancelled out by
Bolt. How come I'm the only one who seems to see the hypocrisy an anti-EV automaker,
who heavily pushed the "range anxiety" fear to promote Volt, is now selling an electriconly solution called Bolt? Everyone avoids the topic whenever it is brought
up. Ironically, the distraction brought up for years by others has become the protagonist
in the quest to deliver a plug-in hybrid for the masses. Ask them why the suggestion of a
"lite" model of Volt keeps getting dismissed. They'll do everything they can to deny
saying that proposed configuration is what will attract ordinary GM showroom
shoppers... because it now resembles what Toyota delivered... which has been selling
very well.

6-05-2017

Looking Beyond. The reply of misplaced anger included this opening: "The rest of us
have enough of a brain to realize that EV's, even with longer ranges still have public
charging issues." Not seeing further than what's immediately in front of them is a
common problem, the cliché of seeing the tree instead of the forest applies well to this. I
was happy to point out what is still being missed: Looking beyond that barrier, you'll
discover there are even more issues with household charging. Many homes are limited to
15 or 20 amp connections in their garage, if they are lucky. That makes any type of
higher draw a very real problem... both logistically & financially. For my household,
you'd think a home less than 10 years old would not only avoid that issue, but it would
also be able to support more without challenges. Nope, it even has some. We're the very
first customer for that electricity provider to request adding more than one 240-volt highamp line for charging in the garage. They haven't ever supported two lines to deliver 10
kW each and both be on Time-Of-Use meters. Fortunately, all that should be setup next
Monday. It won't be cheap though, despite having the service-panel right there in the
garage. How many customers do you think will be well enough informed to do the same,
in addition to being able to afford it? For that matter, being able to just get one 40-amp
charger for daily use? Don't forget how intimidating all that is for most people
either. It's the reason why a VOLT LITE has a great deal of potential.
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Approach. You can feel the regret. Virtually all feeling of superiority has melted
away. The reality of needing to become a player in the plug-in hybrid market, rather than
being king of the hill has sunk in. Finally! This is right on schedule, exactly has
predicted. The second year of the second generation has ended arguments. Facts
confirm goals were not achieved. I stressed that with this summary &
reminder: GM's approach hasn't paid off for high-volume sales so far. To go faster &
further, there was a design tradeoff resulting a challenging price-point, lower electric
efficiency, and lower hybrid efficiency. The struggle for sales growth will become even
more difficult when tax-credit phaseout begins next year. The mistake GM made
of trying to fulfill enthusiast requests for gen-1 of Volt was repeated for gen-2. Sales
have barely growth, falling well short of expectations. Their own traditional vehicle
buyers simply haven't been interested. Toyota's choice not to follow that approach is
looking good so far. Hyundai & Chrysler are planning to take alternate paths too. Odds
are, we'll see that from Ford as well. Not sure about Honda or VW yet. The goal of
getting large quantities of plug-in vehicles on the road, at a profit, requires careful
consideration of what is really needed... not what is wanted. Approach to fulfilling that is
vital.
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Prius History. What once had been the daily blog for Volt has become a venue for terse
exchanges of emotion toward competition in the plug-in hybrid market. Only thing is, I
don't take the bait. So, today's article posted exclusively about Prius was not welcome to
them. I wasn't willing to play along. Their antagonism doesn't work. Instead, my
response was to post this recall of Prius history:
The natural progress from hybrid to plug-in hybrid is playing out. Toyota's plan from the
very beginning was to increase battery power & capacity as cost would allow, keeping
the design affordable along the way.
That first generation back in 1997 used D-cell batteries and had a plug, in Japan. The
plug was dropped right away. Introduction of prismatic format batteries came with the
rollout to the United States in 2000. Power from the gas engine was increased
too. Diversifying the platform by creating a detuned version of the vehicle, giving it a
less expensive interior & exterior, allowed the first profit to be made. (That's how Echo
came about.)
The next generation to follow in 2003 included the ability to travel at speeds up to 100
km/h (62.1 mph) using only electricity. Unfortunately, battery capacity simply wasn't
dense enough to power any benefit from including a plug; cost was far to high
too. Despite being unrealistic, a plug-in demonstration model was revealed in
2009. This was to solicit feedback, as well as acknowledge the very expensive
aftermarket upgrades some owners had endorsed.
The generation to follow in 2009, which replaced what had now become the iconic
hybrid, was loaded with improvements. It laid down the foundation for offering a plug,
including a redesign of the system which added a second power-split device for twospeed operation. Only a larger battery was needed. The design already included all that
was needed to provide the significant MPG boost owners had requested.
Mid-Cycle rollout in 2012 delivered that larger battery, switching from NiMH to Lithium
at the same time. Unfortunately, it was still too expensive and the market had become
very uncertain. Volt was struggling to attract sales and Leaf had stirred expectations. So,
Toyota changed national rollout plans to be for the next generation instead. After all,
they knew what that upgrade would deliver, could continue collecting real-world data in
the meantime, and wouldn't have much legacy to deal with since rollout had been limited
to just 15 states.
4th Generation introduced a new design architecture in 2015, one with heavy emphasis
on cost reduction. At the same time, the body had been stiffened significantly and the
rear suspension got a major upgrade. Use of lithium battery chemistry had proven
effective in the previous plug-in model and the 7-seat wagon model, so it became
standard for 4 of the 5 regular Prius package offerings. Styling was changed to a
dramatic standout appearance, a clear effort to break the prior stereotype and to
distinguish it from the upcoming plug-in model.
The following year brought reveal & rollout of the first worldwide available plug-in
model of Prius. That meant simultaneous delivery to Japan, Europe, Canada, and the
United States. The result has been strong demand and limited supply. As of June 2017,
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first deliveries in Canada are still being waited for and early orders in the Midwest are
finally being delivered. That approach of keeping the design affordable, along with the
careful balance of purchase priorities, is proving to be a wise choice.
Popularity of the plug-in model of Prius is growing at the rate necessary to achieve a
sustainable high-volume level, enough to continue with profitable sales even as the taxcredit is phased out... an absolutely essential step in that natural progress toward making
a plug the common choice.
6-07-2017

First Sighting. My wife gets the prize. We couldn't commute together today. So
naturally, so encountered another Prime. It was the Blue Magnetism, just like mine. As
far as I'm aware, that was the first to be reported. With so few of us so far, it's easy to
keep track of each other online. We knew of other deliveries, but hadn't actually heard of
any sightings yet. I wouldn't have expected that color to be the first either. Lots of
deliveries of the ordinary choices took place elsewhere. Everyone had to wait for models
having that unique color. It's not shared with anything else. Being Prime only is
nice. Of course, I'm not sure what other vehicle could support a blue like that. Anywho,
I posted a comment about that. No one was aware of who that could have been. Cool. I
wonder how long it will be until sightings become common. They certainly are rare still,
even in areas with more deliveries. But here in the Midwest, there are only a few so far.

6-07-2017

200 MPG. Watching the pattern repeat enough times is a good incentive to push really
hard. Breaking the cycle was utmost on my mind. What new element could be
introduced? One of the long-time antagonists who claimed it was the messenger, not the
message, was doing his usual enabled. Rather than actually confront those intentionally
spreading misinformation, he was going out of his way to provide a means of them being
more effective. Ugh. To intentionally promote dishonest posting... it still boggles the
mind how that is believed to be unnoticed. I see exactly what's going on. So when that
predictable series of posts come, it was always the same old choice of how to respond...
until today. The moment of epiphany finally came. I had been able to end the "catch up"
rhetoric, but had nothing effective to move forward with. Then it hit me: "NPNS" That
had been included at the end of countless posts for years. It stood for "No Plug, No
Sale". That was a motto chanted so often, few ever really took the time to realize how
vague it was. That was like saying "hybrid", so generic the seemingly useful slogan
really didn't amount to anything... which is why it died. The idea caught me
though. Diminishing returns has proven the greatest source of frustration for the
antagonists. That particular pattern was easy to see. I could ramp up its impact by
stating a specific value. What to use for that step away from the shortcomings of
generalization was obvious too. Toyota had already done that research. Prime gauges
top out at 199.9 MPG. You can actually see beyond that maximum with the Advanced
model using the phone-app. But all that did was provide data confirming 200 MPG was
the correct value to stop at. Gallons & Kilowatts never made any impression. MPG will
though. So, that's what I will begin promoting. "200 MPG" will become how I conclude
posts. Stressing its importance will reduce the influence of the talking-points the
enthusiasts of Volt had exploited, without actually reaching ordinary consumers. They
were so preoccupied with conquest, they hadn't noticed the ineffectiveness. It makes you
wonder what would have happened had GM stuck to their original "230 MPG"
campaign. Hmm?
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6-07-2017

Commute Distance. The argument for years has focused entirely on commute
distance. I found a study that used 2011 census data to analysis 96 metro areas. The
results were surprising. Most people drove distances less than 12 miles. When you think
about that, it makes sense. But from a talking-point perspective, most people obviously
had not. That's why when I posted the entire collection of data, it freaked out the
antagonist. That much detail is difficult to dispute. So, he didn't. The tactic of
changing-focus was tried instead: "People drive more in a day than just to/from work.
You have lunch-time travel, work time travel, trips after work, etc. And why are you
cherry picking metro areas?" I anticipated that. It's a predictable outcome. Being
cornered is nothing new. We've seen that quite a few times in the past. This is yet
another example: Metro area means not rural. It includes the suburbs. Many people
don't actually drive to the downtown area. They work locally, which is why those realworld numbers are lower than you expected. Driving destinations other than work tend
to be quite a bit closer than work too. Their grocery, retail, and other stops are close
by. That's why 25 miles covers a majority. Watch for the video I filmed last night. I
drove to my favorite coffeeshop with the Prime, that very same drive I did a few months
ago with the Prius PHV. Round-trip is 15 miles. It's a nice mix of suburb driving,
varying between 30 and 55 mph with a few stops here and there. I did the drive twice to
use the entire supply of electricity available. 30.6 miles of EV before it switched over to
HV. More is nice, but clearly not necessary. That's why this particular configuration has
great potential for high-volume sales. Prime is that natural progress from hybrid to plugin hybrid playing out. No amount of negative votes can hide that. 200 MPG.
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6-08-2017

Flooring It. In a traditional vehicle, that usually means requesting maximum RPM from
the engine. People instinctively avoid that, unless absolutely necessary. With a hybrid,
the maximum is artificially limited. That RPM is much lower as a result. It means you
can be generous with the pedal, yet still get rapid acceleration. The reason is simple,
there is also a motor & battery contributing propulsion power. That makes up the
difference. It was concept easy to understand... until recently: "Flooring the pedal and
pushing through the click switches on the 1.5-liter 4-cylinder engine..." That comment
came from a first-look report of the upcoming new hybrid from Honda. That's exactly
what you'd expect, right? Not necessary. From a hybrid with a plug, some respond that
way, others don't. Knowing which would had been a simple matter of checking how big
the motor was. Very small meant the engine would need to supplement power. The new
plug-in hybrid Clarity will have a very large motor, but will still offer the ability to fire
up the engine using the pedal. That means flooring it simulates an engine response
familiar to traditional drivers. With Volt and Prime, that behavior is intentionally
excluded. Drivers want to avoid that from happening via a pedal drop; instead, you push
a button to request engine-assist. You confused yet? If not, consider how difficult it will
be keeping track of which offerings behave in a certain way. For that matter, think about
which depend on the pedal and which a button. Needless to say, those of us trying to be
constructive have our work cut out for us. Here's my attempt to exchange knowledge and
solicit feedback: Note that Prime will remain in EV mode, even when maximum
acceleration is requested. There has been a lot of confusion lately from older reviews
who unknowingly reported the engine starting, when they were actually in EV-AUTO
mode instead, which is configured to allow the engine to start. Finding out that Honda
Clarity will behave similar to Hyundai Ioniq and Chrysler Pacifica should make us
wonder how mainstream consumers will interpret the plug-in hybrid choices. Since
Prime & Volt deliver an "always" mode for EV, what influence will that have on the
purchase decision? The simple question of how the heater works will likely become a
bigger issue. Prime's vapor-injected heat-pump is much more efficient that Volt's
resistance heater. Both use only electricity though. Ioniq must run its engine for heat.
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6-08-2017

Drawing Conclusions. It's in our nature to do so, even with little information
available. In this care, there basically isn't anything yet. Nonetheless, people are
drawing conclusions about the plug-in market already. Rollout of a technology can be
fairly rapid to those well informed. That's why enthusiasts get so excited. They
know. They understand. Education simply isn't needed. That most definitely isn't the
case for ordinary consumers though. Willingness to invest is far more involved. That's
why this can't be taken seriously: "Most ordinary consumers don't buy anything with plug
anyway..." How could that possibly be known? The choice to do so is almost nonexistent. Having to place an order for a vehicle, then wait months for delivery is so far
removed for the usual purchase experience, that alone is a deterrent. People move on to
the next choice even when the technology is well understood, simply from not having to
wait. In the case of a plug-in vehicle, there's a wait for the tax-credit in your returns the
following year too. Needless to say, I wasn't about to left that comment slip by: Most
ordinary consumers don't even know about them yet. So, there's no possible way such a
generalization can be claimed. Even a number of readers hear haven't learned about how
the newest plug-in offerings work. Saying a bulk of the population won't be interested
cannot be done some data from those new offerings to analyze either. Prime is barely
just rolling out in the Midwest. We're waiting for Chrysler, Hyundai, Honda, Tesla, and
Nissan to all make debuts this year. Heck, we may even hear something from Mitsubishi
and Ford too. There's also VW to consider. That means anything related to purchase
decisions is far to premature.

6-08-2017

Launching Attacks. Out of the blue, on a thread discussing Prime's rapid rise in
interest, this came from a Volt owner: "I am going to raise the old topic of "EREV"
again! Volt deserves the special designation of EREV compared with the rest of PHEVs!
...there are still NO PHEV out there to even match the EV range of gen 1 Volt. That is 7
years already!" He has been ever since we first crossed paths a few months ago. His
very first post replying to me was an attack claiming something to the affect that I was
protecting the oil industry. That gave the impression he was an EV supporter against all
engine use. Finding out later he owned a plug-in hybrid was quite a surprise... though,
the attitude wasn't. The bizarre need to label Volt differently than all the other automaker
plug-in hybrid offerings is that same old trophy-mentality. It impairs progress and makes
cooperation nearly impossible. That means having to deal with each random
attack. Those claims of superiority sure are annoying. I guess he realizes winning the
war alone is impossible, so he's settling for victories in small battles instead. I wonder
how this will be taken: EV range is the only original criteria remaining, and that was
only vaguely important. The rest of how EREV had been defined has eroded away
entirely. Other offerings have joined in with competitive design. Prime offers both more
efficient EV and more efficient HV. Prime also delivered the industries most efficient
electric heater. Prime is also the lowest priced plug-in hybrid. Saying Volt is somehow
special simply doesn't hold any water. It's a plug-in hybrid, since it has a gas
engine. What's wrong with that?
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6-08-2017

New Greenwashing. Old Techniques. An article is published from either a poorly
informed writer or from a source with the intent to mislead. It's really difficult to tell the
difference sometimes. If your response is timid or vague, there will be antagonist to
exploit it or an innocent reader to spread it. That too is very difficult to differentiate. For
example: "Many thought the Prius Prime might function like a Volt, but were
disappointed to find out it still worked like a traditional hybrid..." How do you address
that with no context or references to work with? I have encountered that situation
countless times in the past. It never gets any easier. Those same old techniques carry
over to new greenwashing. Ugh. I tried my best to deal with that one this way: Sounds
like you are unaware that Prius Prime is an upgrade just recently rolled out, a nextgeneration successor to the Prius PHV you describe. The incorrect assumption is
understandable. Early orders of Prime are still being delivered. It is very, very
new. That older offering used plug-supplied electricity to boost MPG, not to deliver an
EV driving experience. Back when it was introduced, that's what the market
wanted. Preference changed over time, as added battery-capacity became
affordable. Driving for the first 25 to 30 miles is all EV, only electricity. Function is very
much like Volt. The only resemblance to a traditional hybrid is after the battery has
been depleted, delivering MPG much higher than Volt.

6-09-2017

Price Matters. There is some deep resentment among a select few Volt enthusiasts,
because I kept pushing so hard for an affordable choice. That meant compromise,
agreeing upon a balance of configuration rather than trying to justify an extreme. Having
proven my concern was valid and not simply an attempt to undermine Volt, a few have
given in to the idea... finally. Of course, it isn't without a little remaining animosity: "If
John the Prius addict has any leg to stand on (he really doesn’t), it would be his point
about Prime showing that price matters." Being so outspoken about making plug-in
choices for the masses is very much a bittersweet situation. I can contribute a great deal
toward the replacement of traditional vehicles, but that requires a partnership rather than
superiority. Agreeing upon goals is how that's done... not getting so tied to principal that
change is nearly impossible. That status quo is very difficult to overcome and their naive
assumptions really hampered the effort. Oh well, too little too slowly is better than
nothing ever. I hit back with, making sure to end with that simple perspective
reminder: Nicely under $30,000. The reason you associate my efforts to promote
affordable plug-in vehicles with Prius is that Toyota was the first to actually
deliver. Don't be pretending I haven't pointed out the need for VOLT LITE countless
times in the past. Eventually, GM will figure out that target which they set is vital for
mainstream acceptance. Perhaps even some here will finally recognize that's what I have
been pushing right from the very beginning. That's why I was never impressed by the
desire to go faster & further. It was always a matter of seeing how much you could
deliver for that target... which has always been nicely under $30,000. And when a model
of Volt is rolled out that actually meets that affordability criteria, we can all breathe a
sigh of relief… and less polluted air. 200 MPG
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6-10-2017

Video - 30 Miles of EV. I setup the cameras to capture my drive to the further of my
favorite coffeeshops. This time, it would be with my new Prius Prime. A few months
ago, that drive was with the Prius PHV it just replaced. This is a route I'd like to capture
throughout a year, to show how well the system handles each of the seasons. Watch for
new videos. Turns out, the nice summer evening was great for just driving
around. Upon finishing what I intended to share, I realized the situation would be ideal
to show how far a Prius Prime can actually go on a single charge in ordinary driving
conditions just like that. So, I did. At that point, you can see the 15 miles EV traveled
and the estimated 16.6 miles of electric-only capacity remaining with the cabin blower
on. That was clearly enough to repeat the trip. When I returned, 30 miles of EV had
been traveled and the estimate showed 0.9 mile remaining. I continued on, repeating that
route again. At 30.6 miles total, the EV capacity had been totally depleted and the engine
started up, switching from EV to HV mode. That's well above the 25-mile EV rating
listed on the window-sticker, achieved without doing anything special at all. I was
simply driving along with traffic on those suburb roads. Speed ranged from 30 to 55
mph, with a few stops along the way. Here it is: Prius Prime - 30 Miles of EV

6-10-2017

PHV to Prime. There's growing excitement emerging from the prospects of Prime. It
seems obvious that Prime has more to offer, but PHV really wasn't well understood. So,
I am now getting asked questions like this: "Since you driven the previous Prius PHV for
so long, how does the driving feel compare do you say?" That was the first comment
posted on that new video I just shared. It's nice having context already, a thorough
background viewers are already aware of. That made this reply an easy one: Figuring
out how & what to film took awhile, but that gave me a decent chance to play with the
system in the meantime. There's much more EV power available now. Between the
larger battery to supply electricity and the one-way clutch added to allow the second
motor to contribute to propulsion, the only needed reply is to suggest a test-drive. You'll
see for yourself how much potential Prime has for interest from ordinary consumers. The
system itself is more efficient. That final 4.8 miles/kWh result tells us a lot about how
refined the design has become. HV performance is routinely above 60 MPG too. I love
it! Even the trip my wife and I took across South Dakota at 80 mph was amazing, with
the A/C running. It handles well and is efficient no matter how you drive.
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6-10-2017

Divergence. The opportunity to discuss big picture issues emerged today. That came
about from a thread with posts about Hyundai. Having another prominent automaker
take a chance at competing directly with Prius is stirring interest... promoting questions
of purpose & motive. Far too often, assumptions are made with respect to automaker
intent. It is nice being able to look at what's really involved. I obviously have much to
say in that respect:
We are about to see a divergence, just like the computer industry went through once upon
a time... so long ago, many are unaware of that history.
CPU speed indicated how the computer package was configured in the retail
world. Faster meant more memory and larger hard-drive. It was elegantly simple,
making the sale of them to newbies far less of a challenge. That worked great. It helped
establish the industry, making their product a household device. Eventually, the device
became personal & portable, taking on traits well beyond the original concept.
The idea of an EV fulfilling all roles of transport was a good means of proving the
technology worthy. That isn't ultimately how to sell it though. Households with multiple
vehicles could easily exploit the abilities of a lower-capacity EV. Who cares? All you're
running around for errands and short commutes could be done with a vehicle like
that. What if you're retired and don't need to travel long distances? For that matter, same
could be true for a student.
We need to take a serious look at the problem "faster & further" is causing. That mindset
is not helpful when attempting to attract the masses. Some simply see that as overkill, an
expense they are unable or unwilling to accept. Also, think about how long it would take
to fully recharge a large battery for a person who is limited using to a 120-volt outlet.
Take a look at "computers" now. We see far more than just desktops of the past. There
are notebooks, tablets, and phones. All have a common purpose. All provide computing
in their own way though. All get the job done. Yet, prices & configurations varying
tremendously.

6-11-2017

Only Facts. The nature of hypocrisy boils down to comments like this: "If they were
only facts instead of slams against Volt and GM we'd let it slide." They certainly don't
react that way when the situation is reversed. Ironically, that's how the slams came about
in the first place. Had only facts been considered, no reason would have emerged for
bringing attention to source. I try to avoid getting the last word in, since giving the
perception of defeat is an effective means of concluded pointless arguments. But in this
case, since the facts themselves were disregarded, it was worth it. They chose
messenger, rather than message. So, I responded. After all, there was a look of
undermining in the past that took advantage of facts not being available. I posted: We
know that isn't true. Facts alone get voted down too. And why not call out GM to
prevent repetition of the same mistakes? That's how progress is made. You learn and
adjust accordingly. We also know that facts are exploited by the omission of context. In
fact, that's how the videos came about. Some here would make vague claims. Showing
detail debunked those efforts to mislead.
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6-11-2017

Executive Ranks. We hear a lot of rhetoric from the top. A friend of mine started a
thread today suggesting: "Do the job; deliver the product, and; move on." That's good
advice. With the automakers, it has been an ongoing problem. I jumped into that
with: That's quite unlike the hype machine we know as GM. Their ever-changing story,
along with many examples of "over promise, under deliver", has staged the market in
favor of Toyota's quiet advance. How Tesla fit into the big picture had been a headscratcher for mainstream consumers. There was never any way that amazing vehicle
simply referred to as Model S could become mainstream in that form. We (the wellinformed pursuing electrification) knew from the start it was only a stage toward
reaching the mass-market goal. Model 3 is what will bring Tesla a very big step
forward. There are many steps to go still though. Seemingly simple efforts, like home
recharging, end up being rather complicated for more reasons than we care to
admit. That's where I see Toyota contributing heavily to the quest Tesla is on. With such
a wide & diverse market, we need to hit every aspect the consumer will have to deal
with. Toyota can help greatly with the transition from hybrid to plug through
Prime. They have a massive Prius owner base to leverage. They have also configured
Prime in a way that will stir some interest from those wanting a Toyota but were not
interested in Prius or any other hybrid. It other words, Toyota is working on bringing up
the base at the same time Tesla is establishing the target. It's a win-win situation. We do
wonder how other legacy automakers will handle the transition. GM will run out of taxcredits sometime next year, triggering a phaseout which will result in profit loss. The
current high MSRP and low sales doesn't cast the situation in an appealing light... hence
things like that rant.

6-12-2017

Recognizing Change. When a former foe says this, take notice: "Really comes down to
cost, range is just one attribute, we have the remember the Prime which has less than
half the range of the Volt already is outselling it..." Why some continue to insist upon
one particular path is beyond me. Thankfully, he saw the light. Heck, Toyota did
too. Taking notice of market change is how Prius PHV rollout ended up stopping. The
recognized how more could be offered without impacting cost... hence multiple
attributes. The catch is finding balance. Volt's range is too much, since it pushed price
too high. Prime seems to have hit much closer to the mark. We'll find out as the year
progresses just how close. I've said all along there are different purchase priorities for
mainstream consumers than there are for enthusiasts. The response was for the enthusiast
to quote me out of context, making it seem as though I was in support of only one
aspect. It as an ironic approach, especially when their own favor was the very thing they
highlighted. Accuse your foe of the very thing you are guilty of. Those days aren't
over. But what was said today does provide an aspect of hope. Change can be slow &
painful for some. Progress is still progress though.
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6-12-2017

Charging At Home. Our 2 new lines for high-speed charging at home were setup
today. The install was for 2 standard 14-50 outlets to feed 240-volt chargers. We had 6guage wires run though new conduit across the ceiling in the garage. Each had its own
individual 40-amp line out of the house's 200-amp service-box. Each will have it's own
time-of-use meter installed in a "can" on the outside of the garage. That's what will
follow today's service, which established the lines themselves. That contractor will
arrange to have the city-inspector come over to approve the work that was done
today. (They also submitted paperwork for the permit and configured the design.) The
result is a sticker showing approval, which allows the power-supplier to come over and
swap out the hard-connection with a measuring device. In our case, we'll be the very first
customers of the local CO-OP to have 2 of those meters. More than one is something
many people need yet. That required some extra work, since the software programming
& billing for both must be setup to monitor kWh draw during each of the timecategories. For us, there are 3 of those categories. Each has its own pricing. The one for
overnight charging offers a significant discount, hence the effort to install equipment to
take advantage of the opportunity. Also in our case, the service-provider will not be
charging a service-fee. It's just a one-time hardware investment. I was delighted to find
out how well the bracket I had fabricated to hold the chargers & outlets worked. It's a
great looking approach that put both exactly where they needed to be. Location of the
cord for inside & outside garage use, in addition to keeping them safe while still
maintaining a strong Wi-Fi connection, was a very big deal. Think about your garage
layout. How would you achieve maximum return for 2 cars plugging in? For that matter,
wouldn't it be nice to offer a recharge opportunity when friends come over with their
plug-in vehicle? Needless to say, there is reason to celebrate. Both are now
active. Rather than taking 5.5 hours to recharge, we can do it in just 2 hours. We can
also take advantage of grid power for heating & cooling before leaving the garage. Think
about how great that will be in the dead of Winter, here in Minnesota. This is very
exciting! Imagine getting into a pre-warmed vehicle in the comfort of your garage on
those freaky cold days. The rapid recharge is obviously nice too.

6-13-2017

Air Cooling. There has been an on-going effort to misrepresent Nissan's gen-1 approach
with Leaf as an industry-wide standard. They attempt to portray the choice of using
passive cooling with air, rather than active cooling with air, as the same thing. In other
words, Nissan has a sealed system. That contributed to batteries aging prematurely from
getting overly hot. Toyota didn't do that; instead, it had an open system that forced air
through it with fans. Circulating comfortable A/C cabin temperatures through the pack is
a huge difference, one they go to great lengths to evade recognition of. It's always
glossed over in a way to make efforts to reveal detail the work of a troll. Comments like
this is how they attempt to bring that to a close: "Enjoy your ever slowly-degrading
Prime battery with its air cooling!" That oh, so familiar vague & misleading type
response. It's a clear sign of concern. Bringing up a topic on a regular basis without any
actual data to support it is how I know. The chemistry upgrade Nissan rolled out a few
years later ended reports of heat issues. Trying to get me to stop reporting that is quite
difficult. The plug-in owners group here is very well informed and we address topics like
that on a regular basis. Sharing among that group is easy. They don't let pride get in the
way. Here's one thing related to that I learned... which got the enthusiasts very
upset: Liquid cooling is beneficial for rapid charging. That just plain isn't necessary for
a smaller battery, like that in Prime. There simply isn't a need to receive electricity from
the charger that fast.
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6-15-2017

Perspective. With the reach of Prime rapidly spreading, it's good to provide a reminder
of perspective. That is so easy to forget... especially now with every automaker striving
to deliver something with a plug. Getting caught up in a muscle-flexing demonstration
happens on a regular basis. Online exchanges make that a common occurrence. The
voice of ordinary consumers gets drowned out by the volume of fans loyal to an
automaker, unwilling to consider what's best overall in favor of willing a particular
battle. Ugh. That's such a waste. Oh well. All you can do is keep providing those
reminders: Mainstream consumers don't care what enthusiasts have to say. There's 17
years of Prius history overwhelmingly confirming that. Toyota designed a vehicle for the
masses, balancing the configuration with what their own buyers would be willing to
pay. Think about what owners of their high-volume profitable vehicles have shown
interest in. Camry & Corolla are often labeled as appliances... affordable & reliable.

6-15-2017

Reality. Hearing reports from Prime owners. Seeing reports of Prime sales. Witnessing
the shift of attention to Prime. Reality is setting in, bringing the message to antagonists
by means I haven't been able to express. Conveying how this change will impact that
market hasn't been easy. Understanding how it will react is though. Having been such
an active participant in Prius history, recognizing the potential Prime holds is very
exciting. I'm really looking forward to it. In the meantime though, there's more message
to deliver: Over 200 MPG with the latest tank on my Prime. I have no idea what the
actual MPG will end up calculating to. It takes forever to use up the gas. There's still a
1/4 of the tank remaining. It has been over a month. MPG has been pegged at 199.9 the
entire time. Do you really think ordinary showroom shoppers at Toyota are going to care
if some other plug-in offers more EV miles? That impressively competitive MSRP of
just $27,100 makes Prime a serious consideration for someone interested in purchasing a
Toyota. GM had it's chance with Volt, but instead just let opportunity pass by. Now
gen-2 is struggling with sales growth and it must share the few remaining tax-credits with
Bolt. Sales are primarily just conquest type too. GM's own loyal customers simply aren't
interested.

6-15-2017

Repetition. How many times have you heard the nonsense? Thank goodness it is so
easy to see change coming. Phew! It is only a matter of time now. They will finally
learn the answer to that long time question: Same old spin we've read about for
years. Because Volt offers more EV range and more power, it will appeal more to
ordinary car buyers. Even with a $7,500 subsidy being offered, that's clearly not working
out. We're watching GM shoppers continue to purchase Cruze, Malibu, and Equinox in
high numbers while Volt gen-2 is struggling with monthly counts only slightly higher
than gen-1... despite much wider acceptance of plug-in vehicles now. Prime is an
example of striving to attract those interested in purchasing a Toyota. That
audience wanders into the showroom, then takes what they find for a test-drive. It's a
simple & informative process. They discover claims of being slow were just automotive
rhetoric and the low MSRP finalizes the purchase decision. Loaded with an array of
safety options, standard, it's easy to see the effort to deliver a well-balanced
vehicle. That is understanding audience. Toyota is working to raise the bar, not to
deliver a halo. Prime offers enough to entice those who may otherwise choose a Corolla
& Camry. Who is the market for Volt?
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6-15-2017

The Wait. It seems to be taking forever. Thankfully, change is near. I look forward to
blog entries changing and no longer having to listen to the brainless faster & further
arguments. Patience is a fundamental component of Prius, as is with change. It's a
matter of understanding when. Like who, knowing the target is vital. They don't. Those
senseless posts of rhetoric are void of thought. Though, some of the spin does as least
show effort. Unfortunately, it is to undermine, rather than promote change. Oh well, all
I can do is point out what the wait is for: Spinning comments is part of the wait. They
attempt to draw conclusions prematurely. We have seen a lot of hypocritical behavior
and even more superiority declarations lately too. Simply letting them get all of it out of
their system so we can move on to constructive discussion is the logic step forward. The
article nicely lays out the variety of shopping criteria for someone in the now, without
any particular brand preference, someone specifically looking for a plug-in
hybrid. That's a very limited audience, as is the current choice of vehicles. One year
from now, the market will be quite different. Prime will finally have first-year owners
reporting enough real-world data to draw interest (remember the importance of winter
driving & heating). Currently, numbers are so few, there is almost nothing to work
with. My average for the month right now is at 196 MPG. It’s taking forever just to use
up the tank I filled 5 weeks ago.

6-16-2017

Wrong Question. I found this annoying: "The best way for a potential buyer to answer
this question is to take test drives." It meant the audience is still not
understood. Ugh. Oh well, it's not like I haven't pointed out the importance of "who"
countless times... and will continue to: The question only applies to those who cross
shop. There is a large chunk of the population who don't. They shop within a brand. So,
the comparison is a moot point. That's how Prime really shines. Toyota configured it to
not only appeal to those looking to replace their aging Prius, but also those considering a
Camry or Corolla. That's why the standout features... like the array of headlights, the
large touch-screen, and the dual-wave glass are exclusive to Prime. That is also why
there isn't a middle seat. Being unlike the other choices with a "step up" appeal, yet not
compromising on price, is key. $27,100 for a MSRP of the base, with safety options that
Volt doesn't include, gives it great potential. There is no dependency on tax-credit
subsidies. It is carefully configured to compete with the true competition... traditional
cars choices, not other brands.
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What's your point? Every possible avenue of opportunity has been completely
exploited. They've run out of excuses. Prime sales are tapping into the potential Volt
strived to achieve, but wasn't ever targeted for that... which made this so appropriate in
response to be asked that question...
To ask this question: What's the point?
Failure to achieve mainstream sales volume, despite the gen-2 upgrade, has pushed Volt
even further into a niche. Denial of the inability to draw interest from GM's own loyal
customers went on for years with gen-1. We are witnessing the same problem repeat
with gen-2. Notice how GM has shifted focus over to Bolt and enthusiasts of Volt are
back to saying the same old things they did back when gen-1 sales struggling to grow?
The goal has been to replace traditional vehicles. No amount of spin or excuses will
change the fact that needed growth has not happened. Believing that the act of belittling
Prime will somehow help Volt is disillusioned. Not understanding the appeal of Prius
has always been a fundamental problem for Volt enthusiasts. They attempt to apply the
criteria they find important to the purchase decision, never coming to realize that
mainstream consumers have very different priorities.
Toyota knows the EV experience delivered by Prime combined with a nice balance of
features and the affordable price will draw interest from their own loyal
customers. They'll achieve growth by appealing to a variety of buyers, their own
shoppers looking for an upgrade to replace their aging Toyota. Some will be owners of
older hybrids. Some will be new to hybrid consideration. That's the point of Prime.
Growth is not about conquest. Growth is not about delivering the most distance or
power. Growth comes from offering something better, an improvement upon choices of
the past.

6-17-2017

Growth. Reading post after post of attacks from Volt owners on Prime has been
overwhelming evidence of change. Prior to the recent sales growth, there were attempts
on many fronts. They'd attempt to undermine any way they could. Now, it's just
claiming Prime's acceleration is too slow and electric-only range is too short. Exactly as
anticipated, the mindset of "faster & further" has become the theme. Returning to the
trophy-mentality problem confirms they have nothing left. Phew! What a massive
waste. All those tax-credits squandered on conquest. When leases expired, many Volt
owners moved on to something else with a plug. The status quo remains intact. What
was the point? Remember that huge anti-Prius campaign back when gen-2 sales raced
past mainstream minimum? Annual totals exceeded 100,000 here in the United States,
without any tax-credit. Volt hasn't come even remotely close to that, with a very
generous federal subsidy. Much needed growth hasn't happened. The enthusiasts were
so wrong about cost, complexity, and timing... It is so much of a mess, the fact that
Prime has emerged from the ashes is amazing... and they can't stand it... hence all the
attacks. Having to endure all that was quite a challenge. What was learned from this
experience has proven priceless though. That was my point.
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Dishonest Spin. It's annoying when the very message you've been conveying for years
gets parroted back. But when they are dishonest and it is easy to prove that's what they
are doing, you have to wonder: "We've been telling you for years about 200+ mpg, and
you never got it! Instead, you stayed with your 47 mpg hybrid. Now somehow, just
because you can get that in a Toyota, it's incredible!" Where the heck did that 47 MPG
come from? I have been posting about diminishing returns and the upcoming next-gen
PHV for years. There are countless posts I could refer back to. How could anyone
believe they wouldn't get called out for such false claims? Oh well. That does provide
me with the opportunity to point out some history: M's campaign to promote "230 MPG"
had such a huge backlash, enthusiasts of Volt did everything they possibly could to
distance themselves from MPG references. In fact, the fallout is how that "gallons
saved" advertising came about. Focus shifted to EV purity instead. Mid-Cycle rollout of
Prius PHV focused on MPG boosting. The resulting average was around 75 MPG and
there was a clear expectation that the first full-cycle offering would increase battery
capacity, which would result in more power being available. 20 km was the original
offering. It was large enough to differentiate the plug-in model Prius from the regular
model without making the price too terribly expensive. Unfortunately, lithium cost
hadn't come down fast enough and there was a clear problem developing with the
acceptance of plug-in vehicles in general. Double the capacity was the expectation for
that next-gen rollout. Turns out, 40 km is exactly what got delivered. The bigger battery
did indeed bring about more power too. It was now realistic to offer an affordable choice,
something able to compete directly against traditional vehicles. Spinning of history won't
change any of that outcome, nor will it support the claim of 200+ MPG. There is nothing
from GM able to compete directly with traditional vehicles either. The faster & further
obsession has made the choice of Volt too expense. Prime makes more sense.
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Stating Goals. That's how you avoid trouble. That's also how you gauge lack of
progress. Understanding effective measure is very important. Remember the "5,000 per
month" sales goal from back when Volt was still being developed? The reason for quite
clear. It was the minimum required to have a sustainable seller that was both highvolume and profitable. Maintaining that level meant the goal had been met. It was how
the progress of Prius was measured by others... which is how GM ended up adopting it
too. Remember the timing of that for Volt? It was to be reached by the end of the
second year of sales. When that didn't happen for gen-1, things got ugly. Everyone
could see the count fell well short of expectations and all excuses had already been
exhausted. Sound familiar? We are approaching that same significant timing milestone
with gen-2. Only this time, Toyota already has a strong alternative in the
market. Backlash from it is truly bizarre too. Avoidance of any goal that had been stated
in the past is so obvious; the enthusiasts of Volt simply declare victory. No facts to that
affect are offered. There are only claims of superiority. Denial of the situation is so
deep, you know a turning point is about to be reached. That should be easy to see
too. Not only is Prius Prime extremely well positioned for mainstream growth, there's
also the new EV rollouts to contribute to the progress forward. Both Tesla's Model 3 and
Nissan's next-gen Leaf are about to push the market. Both are expected to be affordable
for their intended audience. Enthusiasts of Volt avoided answering the question of
"Who?" knowing they'd be held accountable later, just like with the sales goal. It's an
ugly situation. Not all attempts to move forward are successful. Toyota put a hold on
Prius PHV, then ended up stopping it as the changing market showed new
priorities. Low MSRP is what the market with this particular timing has placed high
importance for. That leaves Volt in a very difficult position. Ironically, that vindicates
the "nicely under $30,000" goal for pricing... which has absolutely infuriated
enthusiasts. They are very, very upset and the lashing out at me as a result has been quite
pronounced. They think having a scapegoat will somehow makes things better. See why
I put so much more emphasis on "too little, too slowly" when I saw how stating goals
wasn't working?
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No Growth. He saw the opportunity to twist my words. It was a push to spin intent and
misplace context to a point I hadn't expected. Rather than just ignore with the hope all
mention will vanish, it was this provoke: "So the Prime's 25 mile AER is perfect and
there is no need for Toyota to release at vehicle with more?" What a great setup for me
to explain how diminishing returns actually works. I had a feeling references in the past
fell on dear ears due to them no understanding the concept. Now, I could provide
detail. So, I did... making sure it could not be ignored:
That's not how "diminishing returns" works.
The measure of what you'll get as a result of your investment for that product-cycle
shows there is a drop in effectiveness. Spending a lot more for little in return doesn't
make sense. That's why study of the numbers is so important. That is also why it is a
moving target. Each generation will have a new higher level, especially when it comes to
battery advancements. You find a level where more doesn't accomplish much, then stop
before exceeding it. Pushed too far, more can actually have a negative impact, causing a
loss instead.
Remember that "5,000 per month" goal? Look at annual sales of Volt, excluding 2011
due to rollout and ramp-up inventory limitations:
2012 = 23,461
2013 = 23,094
2014 = 18,805
2015 = 15,393
2016 = 24,739
2017 = 22,049 (annualized using results thru May 2017)
Where's the improvement? You'd think with the growing popularity of plug-in vehicles,
there would be a noticeable increase. The design choices for gen-2 of Volt kept MSRP
too high. Offering more power & range had the consequence of higher cost without any
resulting increase of sales in return. GM's gamble doesn't make sense for this market at
this time.

6-19-2017

Makes More Sense. When you want to really make a point, quote yourself: "TaxCredits will run out before something able to compete with Cruze, Malibu, and Equinox
is securely in place." That was especially useful in this case. One of the regulars on the
Volt blog wasn't able to participate in the attack on the "makes more sense"
thread. Comparing Volt to Prime was an exciting topic for the others. He felt like he
totally missed out. I took advantage of the opportunity to summarize & remind: There
has been quite a bit of spin attempting to misrepresent my stance. That has been it all
along… with GM, with Ford, with Toyota. Each of the automakers need to offer
something actually able to compete with the true competition: traditional
vehicles. Toyota carefully considered configuration to ensure it was up to the
chore. GM did not. That's why Prime makes more sense.
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Prime in the Wild. Unfortunately, my commute home wasn't filmed. I wanted to, since
I time that day and the weather was quite pleasant. Work was rather demanding though,
so I just wasn't up to setting up cameras. My postponement to some other day was
actually rewarded. The delay would have prevented spotting my first Prime in the
wild. While waiting for the light to turn green, it appeared right in front of the path I was
about to drive. Making a left with the driver starring directly in my path, I flashed the
lights, waved a hand out the window, then switched to honking. There no way he could
have missed me... especially since he also owned a standout color... Blue
Magnetism. Sweet! I was a bit bummed that moment wasn't digital documented. But
the location meant it could happen again. It was just a few blocks from my house. The
odds of another encounter someday is entirely realistic. Of course, nothing is as
impressionable as actually seeing them for sale on a dealer's lot. I remember when that
first happened with the Classic Prius. Painfully long delivery waits for orders
transformed to ordinary shopping experiences. Being able to see one, take it for a testdrive, then draw up purchase papers all within a single visit to the dealer is a noteworthy
turning point for a new technology. Hopefully, that time isn't too far off with Prime. But
then again, demand so high that supply remains a challenge isn't necessarily a bad thing.

6-20-2017

How Far? I was quite curious how far 200 MPG would actually take you. After EV
capacity is depleted, the engine running in HV mode isn't apparent. In fact, it takes a
surprisingly long time for the MPG to finally drop below the 199.9 maximum. With the
gauge topped out like that, most owners will get use to seeing that number. Who
doesn't? How much driving does it take with that single charge used up before 200 MPG
no longer applies? Remember, this is the value antagonists had been arguing about for a
very long time. They assumed it was so high, that would only apply to Volt drivers. The
thought of Prime being able to deliver it too hadn't crossed their minds. I participate on
the hostile websites to stir feedback. It doesn't take much either. They are happy to
shovel as much crap as I can handle. Trouble is, every now and then they accidently
throw something valuable my way. It this case, it was that "200 MPG" coming back to
bite them. I kept driving, past my house on the commute home. I figured the coffeeshop
would be a perfect destination, something I very realistically could do anyway. So, I
did. It wasn't until I was about a third of the way home when EV depletion. The engine
fired up. Distance was 50.7 miles. Cool. That was further than anticipated. Arguing 25
miles of EV wasn't enough is more difficult to argue now. Having a plug-in hybrid isn't
about exclusive electric-only driving. If you want that, it makes no sense carrying around
a large engine too. That's why BMW's i3 actually delivers on the EREV promise and
Volt still comes up short. (1398 cc is more than twice as large as 647 cc.) That's also
why the 54 MPG rating for Prime is so rewarding. When you use it, no big deal. The
real-world outcome I witnessed today confirmed it too. I found out how far. I can't wait
to share that information.
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Looking Back. It certainly was insightful to look back at the attacks last week. They
know their last remaining card has been played and there's no chance of winning that
game... so, they attempted to change it... desperately tried. I was rather shocked how
dishonest some were, making claims that were blatantly false. That's how you
know. There was some spite too, where they simply want to go down with a
fight. That's the problem with progress. Not every attempt is successful. You keep
trying and go with what works. I summed up the situation like this, for a latecomer who
felt like he missed it all: Their spin is interesting, they take time to come up with
something actually thoughtful. It doesn't hold much merit though when compared to
goals, but that's still better than the outright lies others tell... which there were plenty of
this time. In this particular thread, it was the lack of understanding what 200 MPG
actually represents. For driving a Prime during summer, the distance traveled from a
single charge yielding that result is a little over 50 miles. Assumptions that 25 miles of
EV isn't enough fall apart when that real-world outcome is witnessed firsthand.

6-21-2017

Camry Hybrid. More proof that the end has come wasn't hard to find. The embargo on
Camry Hybrid reviews was lifted today. We were told what the next-generation design
delivers. There's a lower cost NiMH option and the full step forward with a Lithium
battery-pack, just like what Prius offers. The results are amazing too. That more
efficient choice delivers a whopping 52 MPG combined (53 city, 51 highway). For a
larger more powerful vehicle, that's remarkable. Like with the newest Prius, you get a
substantial improvement to the body & suspension. It's very exciting to know that notso-obvious improvements are adding into the mix. Now, it's just a matter of waiting for
rollout of the 2018 model. This is very exciting. The market has been patiently waiting
for the long overdue upgrade... which clearly has been worth it. Expectations were
met. Toyota will be delivering a very nice improvement, something which could end up
being a standout hybrid offering. Of course, there is still a little bit more wait required.

6-22-2017

Poor Decisions. He should have known better than to utter such a statement: "I say let
the market decide." We've seen disasters with self-regulation. For that matter, we're now
seeing a disaster play out with letting poorly informed and emotionally influenced people
vote. I wasn't surprised. That came from a member of that blog which up-votes
intentional misleading. Today, it was a blatant lie about Volt outselling Prime... a claim
easy to disprove. Dealing with enablers certainly is a challenge. Anywho, I decided to
this way: That's exactly how the problem of "halo" vehicles and the lack of subsidies
comes about. Mandates have overwhelmingly proven more effective. Some automakers
take advantage of the situation. Knowing the regulation is coming, they step up their
game instead of just delivering a minimum. Look at how the market has shown
preference for large guzzlers instead of small sippers. There simply hasn’t been any
incentive to endorse a vehicle like Volt… which is why it is still stuck as a niche
offering. Regardless of enthusiast praise, interest has floundered. What is there to get
consumers to change? They already have speed, power, and cheap gas. Dealers certainly
haven't been interested either. Reality is, the market doesn't care… hence California's
push. They can balance increased regulation with HOV incentives and charging
infrastructure.
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Tank Refill. The potential to drive for months without refilling the tank is a new
situation, a paradigm shift for which few have any experience or even reference. If you
don't drive much beyond the EV range available, the gas will last a very long time. Only
highway trips are when you notice an impact to the gauge. Otherwise, the miles
remaining really doesn't change much. Having 2 plug-in hybrids in our household now
makes it especially odd. We'll take the Prime with more EV available when going out in
the evening, trying to carpool as much as possible on weekdays. On weekends during
Summer, the carrying of bikes & kayaks will be exclusive to mine. But then again, what
if I can plug in at those destinations? We both carry squeegees in our Prime so the
window can be cleaned, if necessary. Rarely ever going to a gas station makes you do
things differently. What a great new situation!

6-24-2017

Attack Spin. When all else fails, the antagonist will claim the problem is with
branding. With Volt, it's understandable for GM supporters to play the Toyota
card. They figure with such a terrible reputation for "over promise, under deliver" that
customer distrust alone is enough to undermine a product... regardless of how bad it
actually is. We know Volt is small, expensive, and inefficient. That doesn’t matter to
them though. They still feel strongly that brand is the problem: "The very minute Toyota
comes out with a greater range, watch John change his tune and explain why the new
figure is *superior*. " It's that trophy mentality. If you point out any advantage
whatsoever about another vehicle, they think you are claiming superiority. The same is
true if you point out a shortcoming of their favorite. Pride blinds them from having
constructive dialog. They feel they are always being attacked. What a waste. That
obsession with range makes it even worse. The very idea of a moving target evades
them. Toyota focuses on price-point. So naturally, the range offered will increase over
time. You offer what's affordable for that particular time. When an upgrade is realistic,
that becomes the norm. It's not a fixed value. It will change. No amount of spin will
convince shoppers that good enough is competitive. The balance of cost & need allows
improvements. Greater is not always necessary though. But looking at the big picture,
you'll always see why the next step was taken.

6-25-2017

1.1 Miles. Backing into the garage with that much EV available isn't the ideal. To get
the most from the battery-pack, you should arrive at your destination without any
electricity remaining. On these warm days of Summer, that's what is happening if I don't
recharge at work. Curious about how far that single charge will take me, I drive EV
continuously. With all those consecutive miles building up, not taking advantage of HV
mode is a missed opportunity. I've seen a little over 33 miles a few times now. That
means the engine starts up close to home (for the 37-mile round-trip commute). Unlike
with the PHV, the system in Prime warms up aggressively. It can be a very efficient
approach, if that added load (which results in electricity being generated) is used
effectively afterward. In my case, it has not been. I need to finally start using HV prior
to running out of EV. That way, I will be able to take advantage of that 1.1 miles. Why
not exploit a 55 MPG for 999 MPG trade opportunity, knowing that I can?
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One Sentence. Participating in venues where there is a diverse set of opinions is how
you learn. After all, avoiding group-think is very important. Of course, even on the
friendly forums, you do have to deal with the "reset" experience, where antagonist simply
pretends you haven't already discussed that topic. The only way to avoid that repeat is to
not take their trolling bait. That doesn't work in hostile forums though. You have to
respond in some manner. What I've come up with to deal with that is the one sentence
reply. It's an approach that doesn't leave them much to work with. You come up with a
message so concise, they really struggle to spin it. Brevity is key. There's little
opportunity provided with just a short stream of words crafted into a thought with the
precision of careful consideration. This has proven very effective so far. Too bad it took
so long to come up with the method. But then again, things were never this bad. There's
a strong sense of hopelessness emerging from the status quo being shaken by Prime.

6-26-2017

Great Expectations. You hope for the best. When it actually happens, you
celebrate. In this case, I shared the experience online. The cheers of rejoice was nice
confirmation of others also seeing reason to celebrate. Many have great
expectations. But with so few deliveries so far and it simply taking awhile to encounter
situations to exploit the systems design, you have to live vicariously thought
others. That's what I help to provide. This time, it was: Today was a 27 mile drive
home from work with my wife. We started with a full charge. The climb out of the river
valley at 55 mph with the A/C on was rather demanding. That changed to a 65 mph
cruise a good chunk of the way. I passed twice in excess of 70 mph. Got home, still 1.4
miles of EV left. The entire trip was all electric.

6-27-2017

Spreading Misinformation. This got me really riled up: "It can't regen the LI battery, it
can only regen the Hybrid battery. It’s a two battery system..." There were already some
posts attempting to figure out what the situation was. How could such incorrect claims
be spread? Was that particular post intentional? Was the source of which it came
attempting to greenwash? We wanted to know, especially me: It's hard to believe
anyone would attempt to spread such extreme misinformation. Where did you get that
belief? There is one battery-pack. A large portion of it is dedicated to EV driving. It's
what gets recharged when you plug in. The other usable portion is for HV
driving. If you drive down a mountain or turn on charge-mode, the EV portion is
replenished. 6 weeks ago, I took a trip to Wyoming from Minnesota in my Prime. One
stop along the way was Mt. Rushmore in South Dakota. The trip down from it resulted
on about 10 miles of regen. Stop spreading that clearly incorrect information about
Prime.
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Purchase Analysis. As a lurker, it's really easy to get draw into arguments. You start
reading to learn about the various points being posted. You want to learn why those are
important. What does all that mean? Not knowing up front what topics apply to what
outcomes create a lot of confusion. It's easy to focus, forgetting the overall purpose. For
example: "As a cost conscious consumer I really struggle with the whole Volt vs Prime
purchase analysis." Sadly, there no simple solution. Today, I got into it with: Notice
the level of desperation of some to paint an ugly picture for Prime? That extreme is
confirmation of a paradigm shift. They see the true competition. It isn't other plug-in
vehicle. It's traditional vehicles... and reality is about to come crashing down soon, when
the tax-credits trigger phaseout. The measure of success comes from replacement of
those guzzlers. A plug-in with a "right sized" battery will compel the masses to buy.
Drawing attention isn't enough. It's all about high-volume profitable sales. Change
doesn't come from someone like you who takes the time to consider detailed
analysis. Change comes from those shopping the showroom floor who take an
unexpected pause to consider the purchase of a plug-in vehicle, a thought they hadn't ever
entertained.

6-27-2017

50 miles = 200 MPG. The teaching moments are plentiful now. EV range posts were
popping up all over that very active Japan sales topic. Focus only on "25 miles" is the
classic, not considering the big picture problem. That's an invitation for me to jump in...
which is what I happily did: 50 miles = 200 MPG. That's what you get when taking the
time to study Prime. 30 miles of EV from a 25-mile rating is nice, but it really does
come down to looking beyond electric-only range. As more Prime fill our roads, that
real-world data will become more prominent. Seeing 199.9 MPG on the screen is what
will solidify the purchase decision. No complicated math or detailed spreadsheet is
required. It really is that simple. Plug. Drive. Get great MPG.

6-27-2017

Inventory. It's amazing how hypocritical some people can be. The same individuals
who screamed "foul" when conclusions were being draw prior to rollout having
commenced in all states think nothing of doing that themselves now. We've seen that
recently with both gen-2 Volt and Bolt. Watching those same individuals do exactly that
with Prime is remarkable. It goes so far beyond double-standard, there's no excuse. In
fact, after being called out on it and watching the behavior continue, you know they are
intentionally trying to mislead. There's no excuse. So, I attempt to prevent those
opportunities by posting inventory information before they get a chance, like
this: Midwest deliveries of Prime began in April and have only been in very limited
numbers. No supply for January, February, and March provides a misleading impression
of true demand. Note that there are many still waiting for their orders to be
filled. Worldwide rollout is underway. Inventory available for immediate purchase is a
long way off.
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Hope. Some of those from that old daily blog have begun participating on other forums,
ones not so welcome to the idea of superiority. So, their posts really stick out. It's
looked upon with dismiss. Why in the world are you fighting the effort to spread
acceptance of plug-ins by attempting to undermine a new popular choice? I jumped in to
point out some history they would not be aware of: Watch future posts. You'll recognize
the pattern after awhile. Sales results infuriate those who push for "faster &
further". They don't appreciate ordinary consumers who just want a good buy,
something well balanced & affordable. It's unfortunate some spin intent to undermine
mainstream offerings. They want standout, not common. Pressure from the upcoming
phaseout trigger of tax-credits will only make the trophy-mentality worse too. Hopefully,
sales of plug-in vehicles genuinely trying to replace traditional vehicles will overwhelm
their rhetoric.

6-27-2017

Home Charging Discounts. Hope of getting that starting today didn't work out. There
was a programming issue with the meters. Watch for an update, soon... The point was to
take advantage of discounted charging rates by having dedicated lines & meters
installed. They offer a $500 rebate to help cover the cost too. Since we'll be doing that
for each vehicle, double that is a really nice opportunity to take advantage of. Why
not? That's the point of getting into a program early on. Of course, I know of someone
who did when if was first established. She pays even less. That's ok though, it's still a
good deal for us. The reason for the discount is for demand to be off-loaded to non-peak
times. For use, the 8AM to 4PM range is the same usual billing rate of 11.68 to 13.08
cents per kWh. That in itself is lower than what many others pay elsewhere. Our area of
the county strives for lower cost, despite getting rid of most imported coal in favor of
local natural gas. We are establishing local solar-farms and wind-turbines too. It's a nice
place to live in that regard. Anywho, the discont from 9PM to 8AM is are lower rate of
6.74 cents per kWh. Nice, eh? Of course, Prime will only consume about 3.5 kWh for
the commute to work. That isn't much electricity anyway. But the point is to lead by
example. So, that's what we are doing. The catch is if you recharge during peak
hours. That's from 4PM to 9PM. The rate then jumps to 41.44 cents per kWh. That's
only during the week though. On weekends, the rate for all hours on Saturday & Sunday
is the low 6.74 cents per kWh. Overall, it's a great setup, especially since there is no
monthly service fee. We only have to pay for the equipment up front. The can is $75
and the meter is $70. Knowing we'll be living & charging is this house for a very long
time, and the fact that it would be a selling-point years later, makes it a very good
investment... which would eventually return a benefit from the discounts.
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Clashing. More questions arose about the head-butting. Seeing a Volt enthusiast lash
out at a Prius Prime support is rather bewildering for a Volt supporter. It makes no sense
to see something with such potential to be attacked. It's not like Volt, which clearly has a
high MSRP concern. Toyota really strived to deliver on the affordable aspect. Striking a
balance rather than playing up strengths is a confusing concept for the trophy seekers. In
other words, they simply don't care about ordinary consumers. The purchase of a reliable
vehicle that gets people from point A to point B in a clean & efficient manner without
any demonstration of power is of no interest to them. So, basically, you'll never
win. There is no recognition of something for the masses. They wouldn't be caught dead
driving something common. Effort to appeal with something they detest is futile... unless
you're like me, who uses them to flush out detail about what the market truly find
important. Anywho, I added this to the on-going post clashing: His priority is faster &
further. My priority is high-volume profitable sales. That fundamental difference has
been a major problem. I couldn't care less about enthusiast wants, it's all about
mainstream consumer need... sustainable business.

6-29-2017

Spin. Some have an extremely difficult time accepting change, still attempting to spin a
picture of leadership using more to draw interest. It's the faster & further
belief. Appealing to the primal urge that more is better, the dominate discussions. That
doesn't translate to increased sale though, which is why the stance has turned to such
desperation lately: "Now Toyota has a weak offering and you are claiming superiority in
the plug-in arena, any which way you can spin it." Pointing out the initial success of
Prime and laying out reasons for the potential makes Volt enthusiasts crazy. They don't
see a partnership as the Volt supporters do. They want superiority, hence that becoming
the focus of their fight. It's really sad they don't see traditional vehicles as the
competition. Isolating their world to just other plug-in vehicles is how they deal with
"too little, too slowly"... since from that perspective, all appears to be going well. But
when look upon from the larger perspective, the entire market, things look grim. I
pointed out that cold, hard reality this way: Ordinary consumers just plain aren't
interested in getting the most, they simply want a good buy. That nice balance is why
Toyota will sell a lot of Prime.

6-29-2017

Recognition. Eventually, even the most stubborn of naysayers will give up. Either they
become silent & disappear or their opinion ends up becoming what you had been saying
all along. They'll make it seem the idea is new & obvious though. What you had
struggled to point out for years won't be recognized. In fact, they'll do their best to ignore
you. What I've found very effective in this regard is to keep replies to just one
sentence. They cannot say much in return, since you give them almost nothing to work
with or any reason to lash out anymore. However, you are still entitled to point out and
ask about the transition itself: Remember how often I sighted the "too little, too slowly"
concern and no one else agreed, instead insisting that a solution would soon be
delivered. GM was going to do this and do that and… If we are at a turning point, which
Tesla Model 3 would clearly highlight, discussions can finally be turned toward
traditional vehicle replacement. Are those who blew off the concern ready now?
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We Already Did. Sometimes, you can't help but to wonder: "The biggest savings would
definitely be in the biggest vehicles, which hasn’t been discussed very much at all." A
reaction like that from an ordinary consumer is quite understandable. But having this
come from a frequent poster who has expressed quite the opposite, it's hypocritical. The
change of stance is encouraging though. You know they will never admit such a
move. Seeing a shift away from the status quo is the best you'll get. So, I pushed that
step in the right direction: That topic has been discussed to death… to the point of
people getting angry whenever reminded about it. All those reminders of Two-Mode
cannot possibly be forgotten. Remember what its purpose was? We have since moved
on discussions of to putting Voltec in a SUV, like the new Equinox. We know
Mitsubishi & Kia are both rolling out plug-in SUVs. We also know that Nissan &
Toyota have easily augmentable hybrid designs to offer a plug. Recent rumor is that
Ford has a mule they are now testing too. Then of course, there's Chrysler approaching
the same issue from a different angle. If anything, the lack of discussion is from GM
remaining totally silent on the topic. There's nothing to discuss. btw, another reminder is
how much pushback there has been about discussing the topic of diminishing
returns. That also addresses the topic of bigger vehicles offering the biggest saving.

6-30-2017

Problems Beyond the Technology. Lack of being able to see the bigger picture has
plagued Volt enthusiasts for an entire decade now. They focus so intensely on the
engineering with a belief that superior technology is all it takes to achieve mainstream
sales. It boggles the mind how some people lack business background to the extreme that
they never notice what's contributing to the lack of progress. That was my minor in
college, so I took the study the discipline intensely. My engineering emphasis (the
software type, studying all aspect of programming) was what came easy. Those business
classes were quite a challenge. I struggled to pick up on the fine details of economics,
accounting, and legal. It was a lot of work... which I didn't realize would serve me so
well later with this. But when it comes to programming, understanding user need and
recognizing market pressure is absolutely vital. That's why finally seeing this was
encouraging: "Dealer acceptance remains a huge problem." Talking about too little, too
slowly. Though correct, it is only a start. There is still much more to see. Hopefully,
some will find this informative: Sadly, that is a big problem. Why bother trying to sell a
vehicle that will generate a lot of questions & concern, consume a lot of personnel time
& resources, and result in a low-profit margin? Once we finally get past that hurdle,
there's still the issue of infrastructure. How many of you have the capacity to handle
delivery of two 10 kW draws at the same time? Setting up for decent charging at home
of just one car presents challenges… and that’s the low-hanging fruit. Adding a second
is not a simple next step. Think of the extra expense and the physical limitations.
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Unrealistic Expectations. Vague comments contributed to problems. Even when
innocently stated, they can become a source of misleading. A review of Bolt from a
highly respected green website did such a thing today by posting: "Buy a 240-volt Level 2
charging station to install at your home. It's roughly a $600 investment." The omission
of vital detail contributes to incorrect assumption. We don't want that. We want to set
realistic expectations. I quickly jumped into the discussion to interject some of the
missing information: The odds of someone having a 240-volt line in the needed location
with available capacity are extremely unlikely, to the point of worry that you're setting up
unrealistic expectations. If they are lucky enough to have a service-panel in their garage
and it can support that addition, the cost of hiring someone along with the wire, conduit,
outlet, and permit will easily double the sighted investment price. If you have a second
vehicle in your household that would also want to plug in, that's going to add quite a bit
more... especially if also want to take advantage of off-peak or time-of-use
discounts. Since I just did that for my home a few days ago, I know it's best to make sure
the true cost is known up front and not trivialized. The benefits are great, so it's worth
consideration. Having 2 lines each able to deliver 10 kW to both cars at the same time is
really handy. No messing with inconvenient cord locations either. I did end up having
separate cans installed to get a sub-meter for each car. That simplified the setup, but
added some cost; however, it did provide an extremely convenient way of tracking true
electricity expense for each of the cars. The detailed billing should be quite
informative. Long story short, that rough $600 is way off for the typical
household. Don't be afraid of quoting a more realistic cost. Saying $1,500 isn't that big
of a deal when stated in terms of how much you won't be spending on gas.

7-02-2017

Better Warm-Up. This comment was part of a brand new discussion: "i prefer to make
the decision to switch from ev to hv, rather than have it happen when i'm not aware. one
for the reason stated, and two, to do a better warm up while i'm still in ev." It's
interesting to feedback from PHV owners about Prime. Their perspective is
unique. Most people will only know Prime, so their observations will be quite
different. The power & feel are not the same. You do things differently with more EV
capacity available too. I joined in asking: Better warm-up refers to what? Toyota's
choice to emphasize the switch was intentional, making the driver well aware of the
transition so the subtleties of operation to follow won't be overlooked. For example, the
MPG remains unchanged. You can drive for 50 miles before MPG drops below the
maxed out "199.9" value. I did that last week to find out how far I could go on just a
single charge before efficiency in HV would actually go unnoticed. 50.6 was the
distance traveled, just on my ordinary commute, followed by a run to the
coffeeshop. Had I plugged in between, the MPG would have stayed at 199.9 for all my
driving that day. Another thing to keep in mind is that warm-up is more aggressive in
Prime than it was in PHV. If I drive my entire commute on just a single charge, the
engine will fire up around 33 miles. Shortly after warm-up completes, I notice EV
capacity available. This newer system takes advantage of stoplight & acceleration
activity. How many owners would notice that, especially if the transition from EV to HV
wasn't emphasized?
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Backfired Advertising. The on-going discussion with Volt enthusiasts now is the effort
to improve efficiency of the biggest vehicles, in this case, pickups. Inevitably, a
reference to Ford was finally made: "Chevy responded by bashing aluminum in their
pickup truck ads." Sales have confirmed Ford's gamble really paid off. The market has
embraced aluminum. There's worry the same thing will happen with Prime, despite the
smaller EV range. I was happy to point out some history to draw a comparison:
Chevy bashed Prius about lithium in their Volt ads.
They were attempting to portray Toyota's approach to technology as outdated, using
technology from the long-ago past. Problem was, Chevy's timing was horrible. Shortly
after the new advertisement campaign began, Toyota revealed the next-gen Prius. Rather
than using NiMH batteries, as the television commercial stated, this new Prius would be
using Lithium instead. The commercial abruptly vanished.
GM's struggle to leap-frog with Volt never materialized. That entire first-generation was
haunted by sales they simply couldn't ever match, not to mention exceed as so-often
boasted. It was a disaster, now getting worse... because the gen-2 Volt about to be rolled
out didn't fulfill those original goals GM had set either. MSRP was still above $30k and
depleted efficiency was still below 50 MPG.
No distraction was available either. All they could do was hope the next-gen plug-in
Prius didn't deliver too much of an improvement. Turns out, it did. Now, there's this ongoing efforts to label the elves as trolls for providing reminders. Well, too
bad. Acknowledging shortcomings is what makes a product better.
Those here, you know who you are, ragged on Prius PHV relentlessly. Although the
arguments were weak and quite a stretch at times, they were taken seriously
nonetheless. Remember the shortcomings that were claimed? Notice how they aren't
anymore?
We know Chevy is pursuing aluminum pickups too. The lesson learned with Volt
applies to this effort as well, it must be competitively priced. Cost of aluminum is very
expensive. Cost of lithium is also very expensive. Notice how much emphasis MSRP
gets? People want improvement, but few are willing to actually pay a large premium for
it.
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Time-Of-Use Meters. It took some work to finally get them installed. The first attempt
last week was a bust. All they needed to do was swap out the hard-connection in the
socket with a meter. It is literally just a device you plug in. The catch is, that device
must be programmed correctly. It wasn't. They should have tested it prior to
delivery. Oops! Oh well, I thoroughly enjoyed chatting with the installer. He was very
well informed and was happy to answer my questions. This took place only an hour
following the inspector having sign-off on the contractor work. He found the lines from
the service-box in the garage, which punched through the wall for outside installation of
the 2 socket boxes for the meters (known as "cans") then returned back into to the
garage, nicely done. The lines & outlets were too. He even liked the brackets I came up
with. What he didn't like what the chargers themselves, since they are not UL listed
yet. Fortunately, I'm well informed. My study of that hardware confirmed the redesign
early this year was for certification. The obvious part of that was the shortening of the
outlet cord. For UL approval, it must only be 12 inches. That meant the convenience of
the prior 6-foot length would be lost. The thickness of the cord had been increased
substantially too. This is why I had to so carefully consider mounting. Anywho, I knew
papers had been officially filed and what I had purchased met all the criteria. Testing
would soon be complete. So, my use & endorsement later would be no big deal. The
inspector took the time to share detail I could provide our plug-in owners group with. It
worked out nice. We got the needed sticker. The service guy from our CO-OP (the local
power-supplier) came over shortly afterward and popped those time-of-use meters in the
cans. All 3 categories registered. They cycle through the display, allowing us to see how
much kWh of each we'll be billed for. Very nice!

7-04-2017

Holiday Travel. We have been doing some in my wife's Prime. So far, the average for
251 miles of driving comes to 58.1 MPG. That's with the A/C running the entire time. It
also included taking advantage of Charge-Mode. For just a recharge from the wall, I'd
say that was pretty darn good. Think about what a regular Prius would get under the
same conditions, especially when taking into account the spans of highway at 70
mph. It's nice knowing that even under demands of vacation, you can still enjoy the
benefits Prime has to offer. Consider what a traditional vehicle would deliver under the
same circumstances. Visits to see the family over a holiday are quite routine. Today
though, we were all over the place. That's what happens when it occurs during the
middle of a week, rather than on a weekend.

7-05-2017

First Tank. This was her first refill after 5 weeks of ownership. Being on vacation
required far more use of the gas engine than usual. But that's ok. This is what the system
was designed to deliver. Regardless of drive demands or availability of an outlet to plug
in, you still get great efficiency (and clean too). In this case, it was 1,278.5 miles for the
tank. That worked out to an average of 130.3 MPG overall. That certainly isn't anything
to look down upon... though seeing the maximum 199.9 MPG on the display everyday
while commuting is nice. That certainly is higher than my average too. Our round-trip to
Wyoming in my Prime was over 1,700 miles with lots of the travel at 80 mph. So
naturally, my average overall is lower. No big deal. It will creep back up over time. I
wonder how high. Hmm?
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Misrepresentation. It's easy to find examples of cherry-picking. They are often used to
make generalizations. For example: "Most Prime drivers will have to use gasoline quite
a bit, while lots of Volt drivers will avoid it 95+% of the time." What's difficult though is
to dismiss that example, especially if you are not certain that it represents an
extreme. Vague claims make that even more questionable. How many is "most" and
how much is "quite a bit" are valid things to ask. Most of the time, you don't have to
though. The real-world data emerges on its own. Patterns begin to emerge. That's why
they attacks on Prime are so intense now. They know the opportunity to undermine is
limited. Owners sharing stories will drown out the rhetoric after awhile. I pushed back
with some of my own information and points to consider: 2,074 miles with the most
recent tank in my Prime shows potential for that to be false. No real-world data indicates
the claim speculation only for now. 53 could be overkill, especially if "most" Prime
owners are like me. Currently, that range pushes cost out of reach for "most". In other
words, drawing a conclusion based of a specification isn't a good idea. Also, don't
overlook the big picture. Sales of more Prime would offset a lower volume offering
anyway.

7-06-2017

Predictive Efficient Drive. Did the Prime just brake on its own? That certainly wasn't a
question I had ever thought I'd be asking myself. It was as I approached a turn into my
neighborhood. After some research, it turns out the Prime did. I had driven enough for
data to confirm that location was easy to predict. There's a feature called "Predictive
Efficient Drive" that the Premium & Advanced models have. Toyota included this
without really promoting it. Owners with enough miles are just discovering the feature
now. It's designed to "help boost real world fuel economy". I suspect it will for many
too. Think of it as an automatic hypermiling behavior. That's something which no quick
review or rating would ever include, a nice extra discovered long after
purchase. Cool. After some poking, I did find an option on the screen to indicate were
data had been collected so far. They show up as bright green diamonds on the
map. Sweet.
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Panelist Discussion. There we were at a convention in a room filling up with those
interested in finding out more about plug-in vehicles. Volt, Prime, i3, Leaf owners and
an expected Model 3 buyer (who had a Leaf) were all there representing the future that
audience wanted to know more about. We could have easily gone twice as long,
especially if the room had been bigger. There were a ton of questions... none of which
included anti-EV sentiment. That's quite different from showing many years
ago. Battery technology has proven reliable. Now, focus has shifted to cost and how
recharging takes place. That's undeniable progress. Yeah! I thoroughly enjoy the
experience. It was very encouraging. It did point out how much longer we still have to
go though. People simply have no idea what they are considering... but at least
consideration is finally taking place. That's where Prime comes in. New rollouts like the
upcoming next-gen Leaf and Model 3 will validate the market shift toward
electricity. The crude roar of a combustion or compression engine is being replaced with
the smooth & silent of an electric motor. No more noise. No more shifting. No more
worry of excessive wear. Think about how long an engine in Prime will last. That highoptimized power source simply won't be worked as much or as hard. And with a pure
EV, that electric-only propulsion comes exclusively from a brushless motor. Ever hear
of a Prius motor wearing out? Nope. It simply hasn't happened. Those electric motors
keep going and going and going. Eventually, the battery-pack will loss capacity, but
replacement basically resets the vehicle to almost new status. That doesn't work with a
traditional vehicle. You still have a transmission to consider even with an engine
replacement. Anywho, it was very rewarding to be part of that.

7-07-2017

Parking Lot Presentations. There we were at a CON, the 4-day event where sci-fi
exploded into a celebration. We had reserved a room for a panel talk about plug-in
vehicles, which was clearly too small. It was a great opportunity. I was one of the
speakers. When it finished, we all left the hotel to see those cars in the parking lot. With
so many people walking through that area, it was a nearly ideal venue. Lots of questions
were asked. With everything from my Prime to a Tesla Model X, the variety really drew
a crowd. Being parked next to a Volt was nice. You could compare them side-byside. The smaller size of the seating for Volt was obvious. The higher cost for Volt was
obvious too. Seeing that Toyota had chosen to just raise the floor for the added battery
capacity made it quite clear why that design was so much more affordable. You take an
already well-refined hybrid, then augment it with more electricity. That's a strong
business case for reaching the masses. You can give GM credit for making an appealing
niche, because people there checking it out were definitely intrigued, but that falls short
when it comes to common consumers actually purchasing it. The same was true for
Tesla. It's an impressive as you could imagine, but far too much for competing directly
with everyday vehicles like Camry & Corolla... hence the approach with Prime. Interest
in the Leaf there was intriguing. People were clearly excited about the potential the next
one could offer. That's likely why I was asked so often about plugging in at
home. Fortunately, I had my 120-volt charger there. Showing people that it plugged into
an ordinary household outlet made the discussion short & sweet. They understood the
simplicity. I can't wait for more opportunities to do presentations.
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Model 3 Production. It began today. Tesla rolled out the very first on. What an
amazing coincidence that we just happened to have a panelist discussion and vehicle
showing scheduled for the same day. It was extremely well timed. This particular
audience was one that felt the original Tesla offerings were simply too expensive. That's
why when I mentioned a base MSRP of $27,100 for Prime, which included 4 key safety
features, really caught the attention of those checking out of our display in the parking
lot. Knowing that Tesla is aggressively working toward having their own affordable
offering is quite a message to convey... something GM failed miserably at with
Volt. How can you reach the masses if the price is too far out of reach? Progress like
this is wonderful. Think about how the work Nissan has done in this regard. Rather than
suffering from the Osborne effect, quite the opposite happened. The heavy investment in
a next-generation Leaf has stirred more sales of the older one. That wasn't
anticipated. GM may have hoped the same would happen with Bolt, showing an overall
investment in support of plugging in. The outcome has been leaving Volt in a very
awkward position. Had Volt offered a larger interior like Bolt or Model 3, things could
have been different. Unfortunately, it's still quite cramped in back... not at all the
approach Tesla has taken. It's easy to imagine Model 3 becoming quite common as a
family vehicle. We'll find out soon enough. Projections are that 20,000 will be delivered
by the end of the year.

7-07-2017

Leaning Down. Being parked next to a Volt during an event showing, you learn a lot
about the supposed competition. Our effort is to replace traditional vehicles, so that
belief of competing with each other quickly melts away. Supposition is replaced by an
effort to find strengths. With Volt, it obviously offers greater EV range & power. The
obvious tradeoff is a much higher MSRP. The not-so-obvious is what caught my
attention for the first time. It wasn't until today that I noticed the deeper storage area in
back is actually disadvantageous for some. That fact was pointed out by someone simply
seeing both side-by-side. Virtually everyone focuses on the depth. This person pointed
out leaning down. With Prime, you simply slide out cargo. Things like grocery bags are
easy in, easy out. No bending required is a big deal for some. After all, how much more
do you do that rather than cargo something so large it needs to go on the lowered seats
instead? I hadn't ever thought of that. Heck, even an idea like that hadn't crossed my
mind. This is just like seating. We had the comment today that Model X was more
appealing than Model S simply due to the entry & exit height. The owner of an S was
looking to switch to a X for that very reason. Heck, this is why Toyota is giving C-HR a
try. It's a Prius with the platform raised... for that very reason. Interesting discovered,
eh?
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Why further discuss? The past few days have included an intense sparring session
between Volt and Prius. It wasn't from me either. True, I was the one responsible for
shifting the rhetoric away from the daily Volt blog over to the general audience blog, but
I didn't actually provoke. The new participants are responsible for that. It's all new to
them; however, the arguments are not. They are much more diluted too. There simply
isn't enough vague anymore. Too much real-world data readily available is helping
prevent any of the old material from gaining any traction now... which was the
point. You bring up the topics again and watch how they play out differently this
time. Only thing is, I'm not just watching. I jumped it to response to that question asked
of an obvious antagonist struggling to undermine Prime:
There is no point to his "not a hybrid" argument. Gen-2 of Volt blends engine & motor
operation even more so than Gen-1 did. Neither operates as a "range extender", which is
a serial design that never provides any momentum power to the wheel. The only hybrid
that does that is BMW i3.
Since Volt's initial rollout, there has been a desperate effort to separate it from
Prius. Yet, as this discussion topic clearly highlights, that hasn't been possible. It has a
gas engine and electric motor, using them to squeeze out maximum efficiency... and falls
short with both.
25 kWh/100mi is the EV efficiency rating for Prime.
31 kWh/100mi is the EV efficiency rating for Volt.
54 MPG is the HV efficiency rating for Prime.
42 MPG is the HV efficiency rating for Volt.
With the 52 MPG rated Camry hybrid LE about to rollout, there's a new fear of Volt
being left behind. So, it's quite understandable seeing so much semantic bickering at this
point. That's a sure sign of having run out of "facts" to support the effort of realistic
replacement for traditional vehicles. It's very easy to imagine it supporting a plug in the
not-too-distant future.

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, opinion. This round of attacks included trying to misrepresent the
cargo area by not stating an opinion. He figured by posting a link for a video to have
someone else say it for him would be looked upon as passing along information instead,
that he was just provided facts. That, of course, is a load of crap... and I was unwilling to
put up with his continuing stream of posts: Incorrect information posted with "opinion"
is yet another example of misrepresentation. Leaving out purpose for stating "just the
facts" is a problem too, since it contributes to false assumptions. In this case, it is not
"around 8 inches under the cargo cover" as claimed. It is actually 10.5 inches. It is not
impractical as implied either. In fact, that's quite the opposite. After showing my Prime
to enough people, I have discovered the advantage of the raised deck. It's at an extremely
practical height for carrying routine cargo. You don't have to bend over and lift. Getting
items out of the back, like groceries, is a simple matter of sliding. If you do have an item
larger than the area above the cargo cover, you simply drop one of the seats to hold
it. No big deal. In other words, your vague attempts to undermine have not gone
unnoticed.
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Misrepresentation, labels. Use of labels to misrepresent is something we have to deal
with on a regular basis. It's really a pain when that type of endeavor to impede is
taken. Since official ratings or certification is sighted, it gives the impression of
whatever you post as a desperate measure to spin the truth. What the antagonist hopes is
you won't bother to actually look at the detail of what that label represents. They hope
you'll assume what they are implying rather than what it actually means. The on-going
nonsense included this: "GM is not just saying it seats 5, it is the official government
passenger rating of the vehicle..." That's frustrating to read. What a waste of time
having to deal with stuff like this. All it takes is a few seconds in the vehicle itself to
confirm the effort to misrepresent is quite desperate, that they feel threatened by the idea
of losing yet another argument point. Unfortunately, online exchanges make that a
challenge to overcome. Oh well, all I can do is stuff like this: We've seen the "official"
word be exploited again and again to misrepresent. You know all to well that the spirit of
the "5 seat" label is not being acknowledged. No one in their right mind would ever call
a location without a place to put your legs a proper seat. Having to straddle a hump to
squeeze your legs into the area being used by other passengers is absurd, especially with
a car that's narrow in the first place. The firmer padding for that middle area results in a
reduction of headroom too. It's quite telling when the message of "facts" is really an
effort to portray something obviously false as no big deal. If this is how Volt
comparisons to Prius will continue, be prepared for a serious backlash. Effectiveness of
misrepresentation can take an abrupt turn.

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, doubt. The technique of raising doubt has been a very effective
means of undermining for decades. You don't want your product harmed by new
evidence of a problem, you raise doubt. We saw that for many, many years about
smoking. We've seen the same thing for climate change. When facts are diluted or
dismissed, it gives pause to the effort to deal with the problem. That delay is exactly
what the antagonist wants. They know an end is coming. Slowing it's progress is all they
have left. We're certainly seeing that now with the introduction of affordable plug-in
choices. The expensive ones unable to reach their intended demographic are in
trouble. With this misrepresentation, we are witnessing attacks on Prime by Volt
enthusiasts. They know that when Hyundai's new offering, the plug-in hybrid model of
Ioniq, pressure will grow significantly... especially since GM will also be facing the
phaseout of tax-credits at the same time. I kept the discussion going with: Again, you
are misrepresenting. This time, by posting moot points. The use of "more" and "longer"
and "some" are all extremely vague, which leaves the reader concerned by raising
doubt. Taking advantage of assumptions is a common tactic for undermining. The
purpose of a PLUG-IN HYBRID is to significantly reduce consumption, not to eliminate
it. So what it the engine briefly runs. That's what it is there for. By repeatedly posting
the message over and over again to create a stigma, you are misleading people about
what the system was designed to deliver. You get an extremely efficient gas engine to
supplement the smaller battery-pack. It is not an emergency backup. It is there to supply
power when desired. If you want to save electricity for later, generate electricity while
driving, or get an extra boost for high-demand use, the engine is readily available. The
spin about purpose has become quite evident. We see what's happening. It
misrepresents.
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Misrepresentation, power. Since way back when Volt first rolled out, the thought was
power would overcome all other shortcomings. That approached failed to attract anyone
beyond niche buyers. Mainstream consumers simply aren't willing to pay a premium for
power. They obviously like it, but that is far from a leading priority. Their purchase
decision falls upon other much more important factors. Nonetheless, they keep trying
and keep failing. Our drive to dinner with friends last night provided yet another great
example of how their effort to undermine falls desperately short. In reply the latest
effort, I posted: My wife floored it yesterday in her Prime to pass someone on the
highway who clearly didn't place driving as a priority. For our safety, she wanted to get
past them quickly. We shot up to 75 MPH effortlessly, never triggering the engine. It
was all EV. There's nothing else to clarify. No gas was consumed to supply that burst of
speed.

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, purpose. All I can say is "Wow!" After those many exchanges, he
continued to be belligerent. Outright dismissal of doing anything to misrepresent is a
blatant sign of concern. That lashing out is the panic we witness whenever something
goes horribly wrong and all other opportunities have been exhausted. This is how I
decided to end the nonsense: YOU ARE COMPLETELY MISSING THE POINT OF
THE TECHNOLOGY. IT IS NOT FOR AUTOMAKERS TO COMPETE WITH EACH
OTHER. THE PURPOSE OF THE TECHNLOGY IS TO REPLACE TRADITIONAL
VEHICLES. Got it? Do you honestly think a customer shopping the dealer's showroom
floor looking for a GM vehicle is going to care whether or not that Volt there in front of
them is better than a Prime? No, they won't. That ordinary mainstream consumer will be
comparing that Volt to a Cruze or Malibu, other vehicles from GM's own product line. It
boggles the mind how PURPOSE OF THE TECHNOLOGY is completely overlooked
for the sake of bragging rights. Our market's obsession with winning small battles has
the consequence of losing the war. Traditional vehicles must be replaced with choices
that are actually competitive. A simple look at the MSRP of Volt causes that shopper to
walk away. That is a fact you continue to evade.
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Misrepresentation, excuses. It never ends. The concern over "too little, too slowly" has
been overwhelmingly validated. Time is rapidly running out and some continue to make
excuses. I'm in utter amazement how enthusiasts are becoming apologists. That was
unexpected. They see what's happening and try to defend it. Unfortunately, all that does
is soften the impact. The inevitable failure to achieve goals will still happen. You'll just
feel better about having been so wrong. Even writing about it makes me
uncomfortable. Knowing the purpose of replacing traditional vehicles will have been
missed by not addressing shortcomings is a big let down. You learn from mistakes and
move on... not make excuses! Ugh. Oh well. It's not like warnings weren't
provided: Tax-Credits will trigger phaseout next year for GM and you're making excuses
for delay of dealing with the situation. We need affordable choices now. The
dependency upon subsidies to compete will come to a painful end and refusing to deal
with it by portraying the market as a tiny niche is unacceptable. Refusal to acknowledge
mainstream buyers through redirection of "EV curious consumers" is denial of the need
to replace traditional vehicles quickly. Your claim of "They aren't comparing Cruze or
Malibu to Volt" supports that. They simply don't bother. Why waste time on a expensive
compact specialty vehicle? Look at purchase priorities of ordinary consumers. So what
if Toyota did a much better job of matching Prime to them and GM didn't with
Volt? That's no reason to deny their importance. Sighting reasons to wait is not a good
plan. Like it or not, next year's phaseout trigger is coming.

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, who? Pressing the reset button each time something new rolls out is
how shortcomings are concealed. When I called out the antagonist, he tried to spin it
right back with: "Why such a desperate effort to ignore/exclude/marginalize key feature
differences between the the Prime and the Volt?" I wasn't about to take his bait. I'm not
going to press the button. The goal will remain fixed upon traditional vehicle
replacement, period. None of the conquest nonsense is acceptable. So, I jumped right
back into the routine of retaining focus by asking: Who is the market for Volt? That
question has been asked countless times over the past 7 years. The answer was always
the same. GM was targeting Volt for conquest sales. That's why the red herring of Prius
verses Volt has persisted. Enthusiasts couldn't care less about actually changing GM's
own loyal customers. All attention was placed on winning over new buyers
instead. What a terrible waste of tax-credits, squandering them away for the sake of
bragging rights rather than actually replacing traditional vehicles. We continue to be told
to be patient, yet no progress is actually being made with the replacement. Cruze,
Malibu, and Equinox owners keep replacing their old models with new models. Volt
isn't of any interest to them. Say whatever the heck you want about Prius or Toyota. The
problem for GM isn't going away. A void & Distract only works for so long. The
product-line must change.
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Misrepresentation, disagree. The effort to get me to compromise was not going
well. You could tell there was growing frustration related to my unmovable stance. It
has been 10 years. Being told GM would leap-frog the competition gets old... when it
never actually happens. Even with a $7,500 subsidy, the mainstream sales we had been
promised never materialized. They didn't understand the market. They had no idea how
many challenges Toyota had actually overcome. GM continues to struggle... which
would be fine if there was an effort to address the problems, then they too could
overcome them. It's not unrealistic. It's quite reasonable. The catch is to shallow pride
so direction can be changed. Acknowledging efforts had been targeted the wrong way is
how you get back on track. Pretending their isn't a problem doesn't help. I'm not going
to agree that all is fine, that we only have to be patient. Waiting for a product not
targeted at mainstream consumers doesn't make sense, as I replied: No, I don't
agree. The goal of "nicely under $30,000" was set an entire decade ago and promised for
gen-1... then gen-2... now gen-3. No more excuses. Toyota already delivered a MSRP of
$27,100 for a base model Prime loaded with safety features. Camry, RAV4, and C-HR
hybrids are all being positioned for plug-in models. No more delay. Why must we
continue to wait for GM to catch up, despite having such a supposed huge lead? Where
is the affordable model? What is the plan? Who is the market? When will traditional
vehicles finally be replaced?

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, repetition. It's rather remarkable to see so many of the same old
nonsense resurface again. There's no point to following the path it take us this time
though, since all of that research is complete. The antagonists of the past provided
information to steer away from the same traps the next time around. That's how you
avoid repeating the same mistakes. I learned. They didn't. It's so simple. Just pay
attention, then remember. In fact, if you are reading this, you know how I
remember. Taking the time to document the detail as it was playing out is the source of
study material later. Watch for patterns. React based upon what the past taught
us. Don't just try the same old thing again. Ugh. Seeing that repetition play out another
time is truly remarkable. Those who don't learn from failures of the past are doomed to
repeat it. I summarized the absurdity of the situation with: Volt never attracted GM's
own loyal customers, hence the "who" question in the past and the tax-credits having
been wasted by conquest sales. You can continue playing the game... There is 10 years
of that spin to work with. Read up on that history. You'll be surprised by the similarity...
and lack of progress.

7-09-2017

Misrepresentation, resentment. It's getting intense. GM set the goal of 60,000 annual
for good reason... and the enthusiasts know it. They've got nothing else left to defend
their lost cause though. So, there's lot of posting going on to dissuade its importance. If
find it intriguing what they'll claim. Simple dismissal doesn't always work. They have to
get creative about missed goals. It's often a reinterpretation of what was stated. That's
why I so clearly document comments from when we first hear of something. Anyone can
distort long afterward with some degree of success. But back when it first happened,
that's extremely difficult... especially if you saved the exact quotes from those in favor of
what was said. You can later catch that same person changing their story later... which is
where the resentment comes from. Some get really upset from you using their own
words against time. We'll too bad. I'm not going to allow their misrepresentation to
continue.
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Misrepresentation, flat sales. The most irritating of shortcomings with GM's struggle
for Volt has always been the most important. It's sales, which have been flat. The most
recent month's outcome was just 1,745. That isn't any improvement over the previous
generation. Growth has not be achieved. Each report just adds to the stream of
disappointment. Witnessing the continued lack of progress is how such
misrepresentation has gotten so out of hand. The enthusiasts have run out of
options. There is literally nothing else to work with. What else can be said at this
point? Every imaginable argument has already taken place. It's over. They just don't
what to acknowledge it yet.

7-10-2017

Timing Gamble. Toyota's decision to not use up tax-credits with gen-1 is paying
off. Pointing that out today sure stirred the pot. Discussion branched all over the
place. There was confusion, denial, and some lashing out. What a mess. The worry that
GM would screw up consumer perception like they did with diesel decades back was
warranted. They rolled out such a terrible product, it disenchanted the entire
market. Diesel was all but totally abandoned as a result. Fear of that happening with EV
came about for the same reason with EV1. Thankfully, the claim of there not being any
consumer demand was exposed as farce. They did still mess up perception though. This
is why Toyota keeps their distance. If fallout comes, they won't suffer from it. The
gamble of waiting sure looks like a good one. Claiming were that timing is "too late"
don't hold merit. The market as a whole is only now starting to notice plug-in
vehicles. Those ordinary consumers who just want a reliable form of transportation for a
good price are the great untouched still. They have yet to begin research. Actual
shopping is still a few years off. Until they start seeing them on the road and noticing
public charging-stations, the game of sales hasn't really begun. That's why saving the
bulk of tax-credits for now makes so much sense. Toyota chose wisely. GM on the other
hand, has almost used them all up already. Oops! It's like sprinting early in the
race. You end up tired long before anything important even happens.

7-10-2017

Two Vehicles. The topic of "streetlight charging" came up yesterday. Coincidently, I
had actually just witnessed that. It's a nice opportunity to take advantage of, when
offered. Unfortunately, it isn't an convenient as you might think. Not all charging ports
are located in the same place. Some have them in front. Some have them by the driver's
door. Some have them by the passenger rear. It varies, which means parking situations
will be beneficial to some more than others. For Prime, being able to park next to a
streetlight, then plug into it is no big deal. The port is on the needed side. For Leaf, it's
port in front could take advantage of the opportunity too. But with a GM or Ford plug-in,
the cord would have to be wrapped around the car and the charging handle stick out into
traffic. That's obviously not good. But rather than stress that awkward placement in a
circumstance some may never even witness, I thought it would be better to bring up a far
more realistic situation. What do you do at home when there are 2 vehicle sharing the
same garage? Hanging a cord from the ceiling may be an option, though the cord would
still be in the way at times. For us with having 2 plug-in vehicles, it worked out really
nice. Here's what I shared & asked: My wife parks her Prime on the right side of the
garage, to allow maximum room for the driver's door. I back in on the left for the same
reason. That makes plugging in very easy for both and completely eliminates stepping
over cords. It also makes plugging in while parked in the driveway possible. How are
other 2 plug-in vehicle homes dealing with recharging?
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Emissions. Notice how no value whatsoever in the comments is placed on the reduction
of smog-related emissions? That's really a sad statement about priorities. Sadly, I've said
it countless times over the past 17 years too. Almost none of the reviews ever take them
into account. Focus entirely on efficiency payoff is such a waste. Since when do those
driving guzzlers care anyway? It's all just a stall tactic. They know they'll ultimately
lose. You can only ignore the younger generation for so long. For the perspective of our
children, it simply makes no sense not embracing new technology. It's an expectation in
their mind. A constant state of improvement is the norm. Imagine never upgrading your
phone. Gasp! When a better technology comes along, you replace the old with the
new. Why in the world would you keep buying the old. That kind of purchase makes no
sense. Yet, we see that with the traditional vehicles. Buyers pretend there isn't a better
choice available. Ugh.

7-11-2017

Statistics. Now that things are settling down at home with the 2 new Prime and the 2
new chargers, it's time to start gathering some easily sharable real-world data. For
example, how much recharging can you achieve in just 1 hour? Today, I measured...
though I missed my timer by 2 minutes. So, after 1 hour and 2 minutes, I have something
to share. Starting from empty, the battery-pack was able to utilize 3.66 kWh of
electricity. This is data shown on my phone, using the app that connects via Wi-Fi to the
charger. In the Prime itself, the charge-level stated it was at 62%. I bet that isn't what
you were expecting. Since a full recharge takes 2 hours, most people assume half would
be 50%. But in reality, the charging isn't linear. You get more electricity initially, then it
tampers down. That gradual drop as it reaches "full" is part of the longevity approach. It
doesn't put as much demand on the chemicals within. Another part of that is "full" not
actually being full. When it states 100% on the display, it is really about 85% of the
battery-pack's actual capacity potential. Not recharging entirely helps prolong life
too. Anywho, that 62% on the display worked out to a EV distance estimate of 21.3
miles. Not bad for just a little over 1 hour of charging.

7-12-2017

Top Plug-In Hybrid Sales. The website moderator published this blog topic, knowing it
would stir quite a bit of posted activity. Right away, the trolls emerged too: "So to jump
from 0 to 200,000 sold per year in 8 years is quite an accomplishment..." The
expectation as an elf is for me to immediately squash that attempt to mislead with solid
fact corrections and a jab... to stir even more posting. So, I did: No, not even
close. 227,800 Prius alone were sold in 5.4 years *WITHOUT* any tax-credit
help. There wasn't a $7,500 subsidy back then. The only thing available in those days
was a $2,000 deduction, which worked out to roughly $350 as a credit for most
taxpayers. The first actual credit started on January 1, 2006...well after the 200,000
milestone had already been reached. And that's just Prius, not an entire industry added
together like the supposed "accomplishment" celebrates. Volt was too little, too
slowly. Watch how things change when offerings of the first affordable plug-in hybrids
are finally available in dealer lots. Prime’s base MSRP of $27,100 is nicely under
$30,000.
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Prius Attacks. Turning personal is inevitable. They start with attack Toyota first
though, then lash out a Prius. It's quite lame. Somehow, it makes antagonists feel
better. For everyone else, they see desperation. Ironically, one of those antagonist
actually posted something to that very affect, supporting exactly what I wanted to point
out: "Desperation is the first sign of a losing battle." That was handy to have put aside
for use later... in this case, now: Saving that post from the forum yesterday is proving
helpful already. "Ugly" is not what people were saying at the plug-in presentation on
Saturday, in the lot where my Prime was parked next to a gen-2 Volt. That isn't' what
they expressed. No amount of posting here will drown out their compliments of the new
look. Claims otherwise are a sign of denial, if not desperation. "Slow" is becoming
increasingly difficult to spin. Like the attempts to make people believe the gas-engine
will start upon heavy acceleration, it just obvious misleading… desperation. I merge
onto the highway and pass people in EV mode. It works fine. It is clearly not slow. You
are losing. Fortunately, that loss doesn’t represent failure. It just means the attempt to
replace traditional vehicles with Voltec in Volt didn't work. The technology itself has
proven successful, just not in a compact car attempting to deliver too much. It just needs
to be reconfigured. The long discussed "lite" version would be more affordable. The
often mentioned SUV would better target GM shoppers. Too bad if GM lost this
particular battle. That's no reason to give up entirely with posts of
desperation. Remember, the war is traditional vehicle replacement.

7-12-2017

Get Over It! I got attacked right away, prior to the rebut post. This particular individual
hates the fact that I was correct about the market and absolutely refuses to look
forward. Somehow, he thinks spite will make things better. Ugh. It's really sad when
losing a battle prevents the continuation with the war. You win some. You lose
some. Who cares. As long as the ultimate goal is achieved, all will be fine. Needless to
say, he doesn't see it that way. So, I fired back: Get over it already. There is much work
to do still and tax-credits are almost all used up. Personal attacks are an undisputable
sign of desperation and they contribute nothing to progress. Scapegoats are just an
excuse. Face the reality of traditional vehicles posing far more of a challenge to
overcome than you had anticipated. Real-World data is the best way to take that next
step. With a 38-mile commute (recharge at work) and a 1,700-mile vacation (much was
at 80 mph without recharging), I've driven just under 88 hours with my Prime. The
resulting EV ratio is 58%. The average for those 6,208 miles is 96.4 MPG. In other
words, Toyota delivered a 100 MPG for $27,100. What should GM's goal be?
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Pressure. It has been building up for awhile. Each posting of monthly sales results
would trigger quite a bit of anger. The growing intensity signaled change was
coming. Sure enough, it came too. Rather than just a few days of exchanges, then it
blowing over. This continued. Indication of an end approaching is quite a relief. They
were getting quite desperate. How many times can you ask about goals and get nothing
instead of the usual red herrings? My guess is they grew tired of month after month of
disappointment and finally decided to give up. That's when you post a reminder
summary... with the hope that stirring burns out the remaining ashes:
Volt was designed to alleviate the concern of range-anxiety.
Bolt was designed to alleviate the concern of range-anxiety.
See the problem? The purpose of the 2 are at direct odds with each other. Rather than
offering choice, GM ended up confusing the market. They compete rather than
compliment. Remember how GM used to compete with itself prior to the
bankruptcy? Resources were spread thin as a result of the variety of GM dealers
competing with each other rather than other automakers.
That's why knowing the goal for GM now is so important.
The situation for Bolt is about to get ugly too. Both Tesla & Nissan will be putting an
enormous amount of pressure on GM in new market of gen-2 EV offerings. Fallout will
be a loss of attention to Volt. Notice how it is almost non-existent in the news
already? Ironically, the effort to suppress this concern by hiding posts with negative
votes will end up making the situation worse.
Purpose of a Volt with a smaller battery-pack would have been obvious to potential
customers. Those here were strongly opposed to that idea. Now, it's about to come back
to haunt them.
Realistically, the best next step would be to make the goal to deliver a short-range plug-in
hybrid SUV. Offering Trax with a 25-30 mile EV range seems to be the approach with
the greatest potential. Equinox is too large & expensive of a base to build upon so late in
the game, especially now that the traditional version is such a huge seller. That level of
self-competition with such a high premium isn't a good idea.
Don't forget about BMW, VW, or Hyundai in the either. There's also Ford, Chrysler, and
Toyota that will be adding to the pressure.
What should GM's goal be?
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Not The Same. When things go back to basics, you've got your confirm of a reset
having happened. Abandoning failed objectives in favor of a simple goal is exactly what
you want. Of course, they'll never admit what has happened, nor will they declare any
targets of any sort. It's still progress though. Notice the fundamental being asked: "Isn't
that what Toyo-duh did when it added a credible plug-in to the Prius hybrid
line?" That's far better than any rhetoric of the past. It's fulfillment of the goal I had for
all those posts too... to finally step back to consider the big picture. Phew! My response
to what had grown to a hostile attack on his part was this simple message: Not at
all. The progression to a larger battery with a plug is so obvious of a next step, that has
been a natural expectation of many. Toyota's effort to offer a low MSRP, to completely
avoid tax-credit dependency, is what makes them different from GM.

7-15-2017

EV Ratio. What a nice discovery. I wondered what Toyota ultimately decided to do to
convey overall electric efficiency. Since there isn't a measure of kWh anymore, some
type of simplified approach must have been used. I didn't dig to find out though, since I
wanted my discover process to mimic what an ordinary owner would experience. It's too
easy to just jump ahead to the answer. A few quick searches through the manuals is all it
would take. But I want to write my own, again. Another user-guide could be quite
helpful. That requires patience. You must make observations. Discover what's
important based on questions asked and comments posted. Reaction from others is
priceless. That tells you far more than any documentation. So, I waited. Today, it was
revealed. I hadn't realized the EV Ratio value wasn't just for the immediate drive (the
one that resets each time you startup the car). It has a value for each of the separate
odometers. Sweet! Though sadly, I had already reset the "A" odometer as my tank
meter. The "B" odometer still had lifetime data collected. It stated 59% for EV
Ratio. Cool. I was quite curious how much plug-supplied electricity went toward those
miles. Of course, the HV miles are not included, regardless of whether they include EV
driving. There's the question of climate-control tracking too. Hmm? Anywho, it's nice
having such a simple means of providing a general idea of plug benefit.

7-15-2017

Designed Around. Ever notice how some often-stated claims don't actually have any
substance? Simply asking for a little clarification ends up stirring emotion rather than
detail. That's a sign of rhetoric, where the person either has no clue what they are talking
about or they are intentionally attempting to mislead. Either can be a major
obstacle. Both are quite bad. For example: "Toyota could've championed a Prius with a
plug for the masses that was designed around a battery pack vs. what they did which was
vice versa." What the heck was he actually talking about? There has been a lot of
bewilderment around GM's choice to have an intrusive tunnel for the battery in Volt yet
having avoided that entirely with Bolt. That's why I have been asked about goals. What
are they? That's also why I responded to that vague statement with: EV efficiency. HV
efficiency. Heater efficiency. A/C efficiency. All are battery-centric designed. As a
result, the system is competitive with traditional vehicles and is not tax-credit
dependent. Simply delivering a larger battery to compensate for efficiency shortcomings
has never been a good plan. Notice how offering larger hasn't resulted in expected sales
growth? Toyota delivered a plug for the masses prior to the paradigm-shift about to
begin when phaseouts are triggered. Having that already in place puts them ahead of the
other legacy automakers.
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Pointless Naming. An obvious sign of desperation is attempts to change the topic of
discussion. Several have been made recently on the thread addressing the issue of what
happens when tax-credit expire. This particular attempt was worthy of response: "GM
had switched from "EREV" to "EVRE" (electric vehicle with range extension) to stress
that it's an EV first." The reason for posting something is it provides an opportunity to
supply detail. Vague claims are pointless, especially when it deal with nothing but a
name. My response was:
BMW showed the world what a range-extender actually is. Their use of a very small
engine in i3 used for the sole purpose of generating electricity is what they
delivered. GM's approach with Volt is a plug-in hybrid... which isn't a bad thing.
Consider what Toyota delivered for Prime. Even without the ability to recharge at home
or a large battery-pack, there is still opportunity for the design to thrive.
CHAdeMO is an option currently available for Prime in Japan. With that, you can
recharge 80% of the 8.8 kWh battery-pack in just 20 minutes. Speculation is that the
United States will get that option later in the form of CCS (which appears to be the
CHAdeMO successor).
CHARGE-MODE is a standard feature in all Prime offerings. At 66 mph
(outside temperature of 64°F and a light crosswind), I observed an 80% recharge in 38
minutes. Distance covered during that was 40 miles. Efficiency reported on the display
was 37.8 MPG.
For Prime owners who will be limited to only opportunity charging with 240-volt stations
available at stores, coffee-shops, restaurants, and parks, 100% recharges at 3.6 kW takes
2 hours. With only 1 hour of recharging time, 62% of can be delivered.
In other words, it is pointless to dwell on naming convention. What the vehicle itself
actually delivers will be the basis of purchase decisions.
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Growth Needed. That's the point. With gen-1 and gen-2 of Volt, there has been a
reckless use of the tax-credit. Enthusiasts state price as if that discount will always be
available. They absolutely refuse to deal with the reality of it going away as having any
impact to sales. That's a fatal mistake. Sales aren't that good anyway. Growth is
desperately needed and the extra $7,500 of help isn't achieving it. There is a serious
reason for concern. Sales have been flat and well below what they must be for
sustainable business. Still remaining a niche is not what anyone had hoped for after so
many years. Meeting goals is vital. Mainstream volume (5,000 per month) is required,
at a minimum, for it to be a realistic high-volume traditional vehicle replacement. I
reminded those antagonists: Those who have been carelessly taking the subsidy for
granted, hoping costs will drop enough to offset the loss just in the nick of time, are in for
a rude awakening. The phaseout period will draw attention to how much lower sales still
are compared to what they should be for profitable, sustainable business. Tesla is
providing some guidance to the legacy automakers about how much is involved with
such major chance. Too bad if the necessary steps for them are not as exciting. That's
part of being common. Think about what needs to be done to achieve on-going highvolume sales without government incentives. The effort to evade discussion of growth is
reason to be very concerned. It's a sign that tax-credit dependency is still a big problem
for some.

7-16-2017

Understanding Statistics. Yet another attempt to change the topic was made: "Note that
over 80% of the U.S. population can install a charger where they live. Specifically,
60.3% live in single family detached structures..." That's how the post began. A variety
of statistics and encouragement followed. No detail was included though. That's a
warning sign. Statistics can be used to mislead. I pushed the new subject, but made sure
tie the original topic back into the mix: Note that 100% of the population could purchase
a hybrid. See the problem with those assessments? Neither takes into account the desire
to do so. That's why there are tax-credits offered. The subsidy stimulates market interest
in new markets. It only focuses on the low-hanging fruit. In other words, mostly just
those who can easily install a charger will bite. What happens after the tax-credit is no
longer available is the key. We have no clue how the loss of subsidy will impact Model
3. Selling 400,000 certainly would be impressive. It would also be enough to become an
established automaker (convenient sales & service network). There will be competition
by then though, with quite a variety of choices. Point is, we are looking at potential,
without any solid indication of what the market will actually do. Just because an outlet
could be available doesn't mean the owner has a convenient way of plugging into
it. Matters complicate quickly when the expense of new wiring comes into play
too. How many of those 60.3% could accommodate recharging 2 vehicles at the same
time?
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Market Saturation. There's a desperation at play now. It's intense. The antagonists are
lashing out with their final attack. All they have left is to focus on visual. No other
argument has any substance. At least with emotion, there's a sense of having
something. It falls apart when you actually consider detail. But with these in the attack
messages, who could resist replying: "extremely ugly, felt nauseated, ugly car, insulting
our tastes, I feel sorry, get a barf bag". With an invitation like that, I certainly couldn't:
When you have nothing of substance left to argue with, go for emotional appeal.
The writing has been on the wall for several years now. The plain, ordinary, basic look is
everywhere. Market saturation of anything is a warning sign for business. Sustaining
sales becomes an increasingly difficult problem. Switching to a standout look is
inevitable.
Honda was quick to jump onto the change with noticeable acceptance. The trend is now
becoming apparent with Toyota. The big names here... GM and Ford ...have yet to
respond. They will find themselves scrambling to catch up as a result.
The choice to make gen-2 Volt look even more like a traditional sedan was a bizarre
move. That decision targeted it at traditional buyers... which seemed sensible when it
was designed. But the upcoming shift was overlooked and traditional buyers didn't show
interest. Needed growth didn't result.
C-HR is Toyota's effort to reach buyers who are seeking a choice that doesn't look
ordinary. It's built upon their new lower-cost architecture too. The platform itself is
based upon Prius. So yes, there is a hybrid option (in Europe currently) and could
become a plug-in.
Enjoy your market-saturated look while you can. History shows us change is coming.

7-17-2017

93°F Commute. The first truly hot drive home from work with the Prime was
today. A/C blowing generously was all it took to satisfy curiosity of potential. We were
comfortable. There was clearly no impact to EV power. It simply worked. The fan
running to cool the battery-pack was pleasant too. It was more of a surprise to hear it
with the PHV. With this, the sound was just a subtle noise in the background. I suspect
that had to do with the larger vents and new placement of them. I bet the fans are larger
too. Thankfully, we don't have heat that intense too often, here in Minnesota. The
radiant feel coming from the cooking concrete surface of the parking ramp informed us
how much hotter it seemed. The thermometer in the car confirmed it. Having cool air
blowing so quickly, from the electric A/C, sure is nice. Of course, what would be even
nicer is if I would have brought my Prime into the dealer sooner. When I go there
tomorrow, I'll be having them program my FOB to provide the all-windows-down
feature. You just press the "unlock" button and hold it until there's a second beep, then
all the windows open. That's a great way to always cool the interior of the Prime quickly.
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Dealer Sighting. What are the odds of encountering another Prime coming in for routine
service at the dealer the exact moment when you arrive? For the only other vehicle there
in the entry area at the very same time to also be one was virtually impossible. Yet, it
happened. There are so few still in the Midwest, I was blown away. Then another drove
by. Whoa! Being at the right place at the right time is remarkable. What a sweet treat! I
couldn't have planned that any better. To think that someday the sightings will become
routine. There are not a ton of gen-4 Prius yet, but I do see them pretty much every time
I drive now. That give a general idea when Prime will become common enough for the
same. In other words, the expectation is 2 years from now. Cool. In the meantime, there
apparently is a high concentration of them near my local Toyota dealer.

7-18-2017

Reversal, diesel. Today's daily blog topic is about holding onto the past as long as
possible. We're seeing very large efforts to retain the status quo emerge. In an
interesting twist, the issue often sighted as a major problem with Toyota is now haunting
GM. Enthusiasts don't support diversity. To them, it's plug only, period. No support for
anything else is given. So naturally, there's rhetoric about fuel-cell advancement. The
fact that those vehicles are fully electric is disregarded. Improvements to motor
efficiency, cooling efficiency, heating efficiency, and cost reduction of related
components like the inverter are completely ignored. The idea of mutual benefit is
dismissed. That's really sad... but true. So when I point out GM's new investment in
diesel, you can imagine the hysterical responses. Saying they panic is putting it
mildly. Whoa! This opportunity to poke came from: "Just breathe in those wonderful
Koch Brothers’ diesel micro particulates!" That sarcastic remark was the perfect
opportunity to reply with: 2018 Chevy Equinox Diesel is what GM will deliver instead
of one with Voltec. Why?

7-18-2017

Reversal, hypocrite. There's no excuse; yet, the hypocritical posting continues. This
time, I was stunned by the irony: "It's a sad world we live in, where tin-foil hat wearing,
**** wannabes, consistently type into Google searches the results they want to see, and
as soon as it pops up they say "I knew it!". Rational thought, on any topic, is becoming
extinct." That is precisely what the Volt enthusiasts have been doing a lot of
lately. Being able to call out the biggest of the antagonists with his own words of being
guilty of exactly that is an odd situation. It wasn't unexpected though. Surprise would
have been if it didn't happen. The build up to a major lashing out that exposes what's
been happening was inevitable. That's what we've seen every time fallout
approaches. This is the turning-point they could see coming. It's regret that will really
sting. That's how next steps are taken though. Revised goals will emerge from the
fallout. Learning from mistakes is part of the process. Volt was a mistake. Too much
emphasis was placed on faster & further. I pointed out what had just occurred: Like
hiding posts you don't want to see by negative voting them. That's exactly what this
group here has been doing on a very regular basis. Makes you rethink the situation now,
eh? This type of behavior is why I have been repeatedly asking for GOALS from
participants. That's how you overcome the rhetoric.
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7-18-2017

Reversal, panic. Wow! I had a feeling this particular subject matter would bring out the
worst. The daily blog today was about a new anti-EV campaign from oil lobbyists. It's
quite nasty to see such publicity against plugging in. But with an industry dependent
upon consumption of non-renewable energy that's dirty, the reaction was expected. The
information conveyed is not only very misleading, some of it is just plain not
true. What's most interesting though is how the Volt enthusiasts are taking the
news. Anything that shakes the status quo causes panic... and this certainly did
that. Within minutes of my posts, there was a lashing out at me, the
messenger. Typical. Always look for someone to blame for your own self-inflicted
problems. Ugh. I posted this upon observation of their behavior: I see a frantic effort to
hide what I posted. Getting caught with a hypocritical post will stir such an extreme. On
this particular topic, it's ironic too. Continuing to vote down the message to make it not
visible by default won't make the problem itself go away. What should GM's goal be?

7-18-2017

Reversal, mandates. Bolt production has come to a halt. Inventory is piling up. There
are only 6,000 unsold now. That's a very real problem. Some of it comes from only the
CARB states issuing Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) credits being the only place a Bolt
could initially be purchased. That's California, Connecticut, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Why
rollout to the rest of the United States didn't happen sooner remains a mystery. Aren't
mainstream sales the goal? By the end of next month, that should happen... finally. In
the meantime, the situation looks grim. Tesla's new Model 3 and the upcoming nextgeneration Leaf from Nissan are taking away attention from Bolt. That is what is making
the situation with Volt so much more of a problem. With market change comes winners
& losers. GM's failure to branch out with Voltec, offering it on another vehicle is long
overdue. Enthusiasts had expected it years ago and boasted about that would be so much
faster than Toyota's expansion of HSD. Now that the time has pasted and it didn't
happened, the reality of having fallen behind is crushing. This new anti-EV campaign
makes it even worse.

7-18-2017

New Voices. I don't have to listen to the rhetoric anymore. The antagonist posts are
getting overwhelmed by new content coming from new sources. That equates to a
quieting of voices that had once been so loud, nothing else could be heard. They were
not the voice of reason either. They were just the most prominent... who hated my never
ending chatter. It was a steady stream of logic that the new voices are now echoing. I'll
never know if they picked up on what I had posted or were simply in agreement based
upon their own study. Whatever the case, those members are the change taking
place. Yeah! To that, I posted: When there are no excuses left, when all you can do as
pretend everything's okay by evading facts, it's over. The faster & further approach
clearly didn't work. It was too little, too slowly. Watch how the market responds to
newcomers, those who didn't follow the same path.
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7-19-2017

Real-World Data. It goes a long way toward squashing misconceptions. It can also
help snuff out intentional misleading. The catch is figuring out what data to actually
convey. True, all real-world observations can be informative. But knowing what won't
be subject to cherry-picking or bias dismissal takes some careful observation. Much like
the data itself, you have to look for patterns. The more common you see it, the more
likely it is to stand the test of time. You have to start somewhere. Since the duration of
ownership for me is brief still, there isn't much to work with yet. So, all I can do for now
is mention totals & highlights: 6,479 miles. 60% EV ratio. 99.9 MPG. That includes a
1,700-mile trip from MN to WY and back, driving at 80 mph the entire way through SD
and in WY with no opportunity to plug in. $27,100 base MSRP (not including tax-credit)
is very good reason for interest shifting over to the plug-in hybrid model.

7-20-2017

Perspective. Saying the reaction was explosive would be underselling it. Witnessing the
extremes a few will take to avoid & dismiss Prime has provided a very clear picture of
how Toyota has adapted to the changing market… and how they have taken notice. We
only need to wait for inventory to finally settle. There is still a lack of availability in the
Midwest. In fact, some areas have long waiting lists still. The switchover to 2018
models and the very high demand in the domestic market (sales in Japan) give good
reason for expectation of strong sales. As with all things Prius related, patience is
required. Time will resolve issues of perspective. What's perceived as a problem may
not be in the long-run. Basing hope on what we've seen recently is an encouraging
sign. The naysayers see it and have reacted accordingly. Whoa! Makes you wonder
what they'll do next, eh?
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7-20-2017

What A Waste. I asked the goals question, again. This was the response: "We refuse to
answer this question when *you* ask it..." The self-deprecating nature of their problem
makes it impossible to ever get a straight answer. Of course, that isn't what I was
actually going after from the enthusiasts anyway. My purpose was to finally get
acknowledgement of need. To do that, it required elimination of want in every regard...
revealing what remained in the end as necessity. That sure was a challenge to get
though. But today, if finally happened. Phew! This is how I replied to having to deal
with such counter-productive behavior:
We know why. It is a simple matter of want verses need.
The problem first emerged when Two-Mode was being developed. Goals were set to
surpass requirements without regard to cost. Desire for more than what was necessary
clouded judgment, leading to a fundamental misunderstanding of the market. The result
was a system too expensive to be competitive.
Later, when gen-1 Volt was being developed, echoes of that past were dismissed and
warnings were not heeded. There was a blinding obsession to deliver more than was
necessary. The original intended audience was forgotten. Same outcome resulted. The
system was too expensive to be competitive.
When gen-2 Volt was being developed, enthusiasts lashed at those pointing out the
obviously recognizable pattern. Those same mistakes were being repeated, yet
again. The desire for faster & further had become such a preoccupation, nothing else
mattered. Goals of the past were entirely abandoned. The result is now becoming all too
apparent.
Stating a goal requires recognition of need and how the gamble on want failed... which
would validate what I have been saying all along. So, I totally understand the reason for
refusal.

7-20-2017

Closure. With tax-credits about to run out and no clear message still about what GM
intent is, there's reason for concern... especially since all the hype has had such an
undermining effect on the market. The very thing well-informed green supporters
worried about a decade ago has been playing out. Just like with diesel, they offered
something that wasn't actually competitive. Promises were made that were not
fulfilled. Worry is that GM will claim there was no interest and will abandon the idea of
plugging in all together. Making "green" transform to "ordinary" is no where near as
easy as enthusiasts understood and their role as enablers is proving quite costly. So much
time wasted. So much opportunity missed. All we can do at this point is to attempt to
get some focus on the self-inflicted disaster, to make those who contributed understand
the resulting damage and find a way to overcome it. My attempts at closure today
included: Notice the timing? Countless posts here shifted focus from Volt to Bolt... with
little clarity. It didn't matter much when it was just rhetoric. But soon, we'll see
offerings from Tesla and Nissan stirring mainstream interest. Rubber hits the road. That
closes the chapter on the 3 prior stages from GM leading up to this. It also brings about
the very topic I have been pushing: GOALS
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7-20-2017

Using Charge-Mode. I like responding to questions like this: "And then the question is
whether there's really much value in driving that part in EV mode?" The fact that Toyota
offered a charge-mode is making people think. Rather than it being academic, there is a
real application of what had only until recently been hypothesized. What if you could
recharge the battery-pack with the gas-engine at times? When would it make
sense? How much is too much? Would the penalty be significant? Could there be a net
gain? In what manner would we convey the potential advantage? Is there potential for
misuse? Could the ability be misrepresented in some greenwash effort? There are lots of
questions with few answers, so far. Fortunately, I already have a little bit of some realworld experience with on-the-fly charging to share: For us on vacation, there was a very
obvious payoff. Running out for something, once settled at your destination, EV
provides the opportunity to avoid the warm-up penalty entirely... especially if you need
heat or cold. Charging while cruising on the highway has been a very efficient, while
that extra power needed has minimal impact.

7-21-2017

Surprise? This was the result of a very significant news break today: "I cannot decide if
this is good or bad." It was the reveal that GM is struggling much more seriously than
realized. Union issues are arising due to production halts. Inventory problems can no
longer be denied. Some plants have inventory piling up and others cannot build fast
enough. That's a very big deal. Jobs are at stake. Lots of money will be lost. It's a big
mess. Plans for vehicle production are now getting lots of attention. That exposes Volt
as a serious problem. Sales did not grow, despite gen-2 upgrades. Significant growth
was required to overcome the loss of tax-credit help. No subsidy available is big
trouble. Needless to say, ending production of Volt is being considered. That has set off
explosive reaction online. The variety of emotion is stunning too. I jumped in
immediately, using that comment as my launch point: It's good. The expectation for
years has been that GM will move on from Volt… hence the answer to that much asked
"Who?" question about market. The interior layout of gen-2 all but confirmed that when
they didn't address complaints about back headroom and created a legless middle
seat. The catch is we had hoped this move would be sooner, especially knowing the
European demand for Outlander plug-in and the potential for Pacifica plug-in. Now with
Kia about to rollout a plug-in SUV, it totally makes sense that GM is finally looking
ahead too. And of course, Toyota is preparing for the opportunity to offer Camry,
RAV4, and C-HR hybrids with a plug. Don't court out Ford either. The new expectation
from GM would be for Trax to become the first Voltec offering in a package that appeals
to GM's primary audience. Volt proved the technology. Trax could be the first for a
larger group of customers, something dealers will embrace & promote.
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7-21-2017

Holy Crap! Online reaction to the news was amazing. Pressure had obviously been
building. Despite Prime's limited availability, it has already become a major irritant for
Volt enthusiasts. GM's shift of emphasis away from Volt (to the point of almost
abandoning it entirely) for the sake of building up Bolt as a true competitor with Model 3
and the next-gen Leaf made that situation even worse. A rumor emerged yesterday that
BMW will be pushing i3 even harder soon, with a big upgrade in the works too. Then
there's the reality of Hyundai attempting to undercut everyone with a very affordable
plug-in hybrid offering. VW is, of course, taking electrification serious as
well. Needless to say, it was no surprise that today's revelation came when it did. I
certainly saw it coming. The reaction to my posts from enthusiasts confirmed they felt
change coming too. The status quo had been crumbling. Everything they could do to
avoid acknowledgement of that fact didn't work. News finally penetrated their stubborn
domain. The supposed "troll" had been vindicated and they were exposed as "fanboi"
posters in a state of desperation. Who knew the denial would result in such a build up,
then dramatic response. Whoa!

7-22-2017

Consequences. This particular quote really sent me off on the role of play offense:
"Heed these warnings GM, or suffer the economic consequences of your one track
(advertising) mindedness." Wow! Talking about a revelation far too late!! I posted this
and the following log entries to give that group in denial a serious wake-up call: That's
what Volt enthusiasts did for an entire decade. They kept pushing faster & further... over
and over and over and over again... an endless stream of Volt being better because it
delivers more. That was so blatant of a fanboi obsession, it was obvious their priorities
would be a very real problem. An absence of balance is reason for serious concern.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Who is the market for Volt? That question is what came about as a
result. It was a deliberate effort to draw attention to the self-destructive behavior taking
place. Fanboi cries were becoming the voice of potential buyers, even though it was
clear they were not the audience required for achieving high-volume profitable
sales. GM fell into that trap, choosing to cater to cries rather than listen to the whispers
of their own loyal customers.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Too Little, Too Slowly. That had been the biggest concern from the
start. Regardless of what happened with rollout of the technology initially, it needed to
be adapted & adopted quickly. We were assured that was no big deal... by
enthusiasts. They proclaimed GM's rollout & diversification would "leap frog" what we
saw with Prius and its spread of HSD to a Sedan, Minivan, and SUV. Assurances came
in the form of "vastly superior" chanting... over and over and over and over again.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Significant cost reduction. It became the theme for gen-2 Volt. Rather
than seriously consider diversification in the form of offering a variety of battery &
power choices (search for "Volt lite" discussions), all focus was placed on the nextgeneration design bringing down cost so significantly, there would no longer be any
concern about being competitive with traditional vehicles, even without the benefit of a
tax-credit.
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7-22-2017

Consequences: Yesterday's revelation. As with other failed attempts to overcome the
status quo, a day of reckoning arrived. Predictably, it was at the conclusion of the second
year of sales. That's exactly what happened with both Two-Mode and the first generation
Volt. It is inevitable. The future must be addressed before unwanted speculation
emerges. Volt faces a struggle just to maintain sales. With the upcoming phaseout of
tax-credits, the hope for growth to mainstream levels was futile.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Shoot the messenger. That is no longer possible. Having a scapegoat
was a sign of trouble routinely disregarded. It was easier than making excuses. You
place blame for stirring the status quo, which ironically was the goal anyway, by just
dismissing what was posted as an attempt to undermine. Seeing the effort as outside
assistance to help overcome challenges of legacy barriers were instead labeled as "troll"
posts... even though they were actually on topic, which by definition is not what a troll
does.

7-22-2017

Consequences: What should GM's goal be? I started asking that recently, many,
many times. It was a strategy to point out what was coming soon. Enthusiasts obviously
couldn't see it. I could. The pattern was very easy to recognize. Stating a goal is how
you get beyond personal conflict. Focusing on an objective makes taking that next step
easier. Rather than do it though, there were attacks from antagonists and a lot of enabler
reaction. Sure enough, the bottom fell out. Disappointing news did indeed come.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Caught totally unprepared. What a mess. Despite countless warnings
of this coming, there is upset. Rejection of the importance of business objectives was a
self-destructive choice. The original sales goal of 60,000 annual (5,000 monthly) was set
for good reason. It was a minimum for sustainability. Recognized as a "mainstream"
level for other technologies, there was no valid reason for refusal to accept it. Yet, that's
exactly what happened and now the consequences must be dealt with... after the
fact. What a terrible waste of time.

7-22-2017

Consequences: So, what comes next? Looking at Volt, it should be indisputable that it
does not match the purchase priorities of GM's own loyal customers. Those shopping
dealer showroom floors overwhelmingly prefer a SUV of some sort. Equinox has
become a top-seller. The smaller Trax is gaining popularity. Looking a the production
plant situation. 9 are severely under capacity and 8 are severely over capacity. Writing
is on the wall that change is necessary. Build plans will need to change.

7-22-2017

Consequences: Voltec's Future. Volt never made any sense. Denying it was anything
other than a niche was horribly counter-productive. So much opportunity was missed as
a result. GM customers simply weren't interested in a compact car with limited leg &
head room in the back seats. Strong demand has been on the form-factor SUVs
deliver. Despite obvious efficiency sacrifice, there was a clear preference for tall vehicle
bodies. Fortunately, the excessive battery & power capacity of Volt can be carried over
effectively to a SUV, making it a more balanced offering that's actually competitive...
something GM's own shoppers will be drawn to.
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7-22-2017

Consequences: Interest for SUVs. Sitting higher up has, by far, been the biggest
reason for SUV purchases. Getting in & out is easier. It's that simple... now. In the past,
they were marketed as safer. When that was revealed as false, we saw the reasoning
shift. Combined with cheap gas and a complacency for oil & emissions, those high-profit
vehicles have been the focus for many. Unfortunately, that has led to market-saturation...
hence some of the challenges emerging now. Smaller and more efficient choices, in tall
design vehicles, appear to be the solution.

7-25-2017

Signs of Change. This observation confirmed it: "Lots of new commentators..." It's a
repeat of the pattern I have observed several times in the past. The fact that others are
now seeing it too is informative. Ironically, that particular message came from an
antagonist in response to a new commenter. He's finding himself quite alone now. So
many troublemakers of the past have simply vanished with no sign of why. Of course, I
know why. If you've been reading the blogs, you know too. Yet another chapter has
closed and a new one beginning. This is when new characters and new plot is
introduced. Right now, it's happening. Sweet! This was my one-sentence reply to that
post: When common voices of the past fade into the background, replaced by new ones,
it is confirmation of the next step forward.

7-25-2017

Grid Operation. Having the opportunity to experiment & observe has been
scarce. There's lots to learn still and I want to enjoy Summer at the same time. So, doing
things like comparing operation of chargers while drawing electricity from the grid
simply hasn't been a priority. I did get to give it a try recently. The curiosity was how
much electricity for remote running of A/C could be from the plug rather than the
battery. Could all of it be supplied that way, some, or none? This was my brief
observation posted, with hopefully detail to follow in the not-too-distance future: Just
tried the test on a second charger. With my charger at home (JuiceBox 40 Pro), the grid
draw took place while the A/C was running. With the ChargePoint station at work, the
grid draw didn't begin until after the A/C had finished. In both cases, I started with full
battery-pack. The difference I noticed was 3.6 kW verses 3.1 kW. (Home provides more
power.) Anyone know what the A/C draw on max is?
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7-26-2017

Business Approach. There is a certain pleasure from reading stuff like: "We are all
waiting for the day your posts fade away." Coming from such a hypocritical source, the
irony leaves me scratching my head sometimes. What is he thinking? Anywho, I
responded with: Being correct about GM's flawed approach means you will be hearing
the message for a very long time still, even without more posts. Who is the market for
Volt? That question got asked scores of times for good reason… which is now
overwhelmingly obvious. Back then, there were lots of excuses for the mismatch
though. GM built a compact hatchback, a vehicle GM's own customers simply were
never interested in. Too little, too slowly. That was the concern expressed over and over
and over again to get across the point that a minimum production volume must be
achieved for the vehicle to be sustainable. Again, there were lots of excuses for the
delay. There was no merit for all the boasting either. One size fits all. Raising
awareness about the importance of diversity was an endless & thankless effort to get GM
back on track. 2 suggestions were repeatedly made. Making a "lite" version of Volt
would have put GM ahead of the industry that is now working to flood the market with
choices just like that. Making a SUV which reused the technology already in Volt would
have aligned price & demand. Ironically. The fade won’t happen in a desirable
fashion. Success means becoming common. Becoming common means no longer
having the spotlight. When a technology is accepted by the masses, that thing that made
it special changes. In other words, rather than fade away, you'll see reminders
everywhere & often about the business approach that worked.

7-28-2017

Renewed Attacks. OMG! Did it really have to come to this: Listening to this group
exclaim "vastly superior" and boast about how much faster GM would be at rolling out
technology has earned me the opportunity to point out missed goals and ask
questions. Why is the first CUV/SUV using Voltec still 5 years away? That is a
reasonable question to ask, especially in a thread loaded with FUD and red herrings
attempting to paint a rosy picture for GM. Reading an op-ed this morning about GM
electric vehicles, the writer highlights the very thing I've been saying for years. Volt
didn't target GM's own customers, who prefer larger vehicles. Finding out it will take 15
years from of development to finally reach that required target audience is good reason to
comment here. Too little, too slowly was a legitmate concern. Delivery expectations
were indeed missed. Profitable high-volume sales continue to remain uncertain. Not
having a form-factor shopping want is a major contributor to that problem. In other
words, it's your turn to listen now.
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7-28-2017

Reset Button. The end of Volt as we know has left some in dismay: "Why are you still
commenting here?" Or is it really just an impression they wish to portray? Having
endured their relentless attacks only to be redeemed in the end would leave a person that
way. He gave his all for something he truly believed it. Though misguided and poorly
informed, he really did think consumers would find Volt compelling. Not understanding
either the market or the audience set him up for trouble... which is exactly what I became
to him. Oh well. Maybe he'll walk away from this defeat having learned from
mistakes. After all, anyone that persistent has demonstrated a strength you want in
allies. Friendships can emerge from fundamental misunderstandings. After all, a shared
experience is something to cherish. Think about game playing. Just because one loss
happened doesn't mean they will have the same outcome. Press the reset button, then try
again:
For an entire decade, Volt enthusiasts attempted to convince people that Volt was a
vehicle for the masses. They even went as far as saying mainstream volume would be
realistic by the end of year-2. When that didn't happen, we were assured year-2 of the
next generation would achieve that milestone instead.
Whether you consider those reasons stated as sound assessment with strong merit or they
were just desperate excuses didn't matter. Patience was required regardless. So, we all
waited. Now with the end of year-2 gen-2 coming to a close, it is undeniably clear things
went horribly wrong. The tax-credit will soon be used up and sales are still at the low
level they had been prior to the upgrade.
That presents the Volt enthusiasts with a choice. Their want failed. That means taking a
serious look at need now instead. Will the do that or will it be more holding firm to
talking points? There is opportunity. After all, virtually none of the mainstream buyers
have actually shopped for a plug-in vehicle yet.
We know for a fact GM shoppers couldn't care less about a compact hatchback. This
market is obsessed with taller vehicles... to the point where even the raised cargo floor in
Prime is seen as advantageous, since it prevents the need to bend down and lift to remove
contents. Like it or not, that's the way it is.
Taking the same battery-pack and same propulsion system in Volt and placing it into a
compact SUV body makes a whole lot of sense. The power & capacity are clearly
overkill for the little car but would be a nice fit for the larger vehicle. Customers would
be much more likely to pay a premium for that, since it is in the body style they prefer.
It's really unfortunate certain individuals here fought so hard to push change in a
direction the status quo would not accept. They absolutely refused to read the writing on
the wall. But now that so many voices are saying the same thing, it is time to
decide. Press the reset button or make more excuses.
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7-29-2017

Recognizing Change. The belief that hiding facts somehow makes the situation better:
"We will just keep pressing the down-vote button." After 10 such votes, the message
disappears. That's so idiotic, I'm in dismay. It is the literal online equivalent of sticking
your head in the sand. The belief is that if you can't see the problem, somehow it isn't a
problem anymore. Ugh. This is how I dealt with that absurdity in today's nonsense:
With Tesla & Nissan pushing GM from the EV direction and Toyota pushing GM from
the PHEV direction, you'll find there is no group of deniers to down-vote anymore. That
past of blind hope is now an ugly chapter in history they want to distance themselves
from. GM screwed up. The choice now is to pretend that didn't happen or finally
embrace change.
Look at all the PHEV choices coming to market. None shared the configuration of
Volt. People don't want a compact hatchback with that size battery. The vehicle is too
small and the price too large. Let it go. This isn't the death of plug-in hybrids for
GM. This is just a reset. The original configuration failed to obtain mainstream sales.
The next offering from GM will likely break the ideals Volt enthusiasts held dear. Well
too bad. They are not the intended audience. GM will be shifting focus away from
conquest buyers and over to their own showroom shoppers. Instead of trophies, they will
be working to deliver commissions for salespeople. Ordinary purchases has become the
goal.
It is truly amazing how the mismatch of priorities carried on for so long. Fortunately, the
group of enablers continued to shrink. Now, there are only a handful
remaining. Remember all those voices of the past who are long gone, who have let go
and moved on? Give yourself credit from remaining strong & true, but also be sensible
enough to recognize the need for change.
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7-30-2017

Move On. The desperation has become so extreme, even shooting the messenger doesn't
work: "No one reads your false narratives or takes any points you try to make
seriously. You have soiled yourself with anti GM rhetoric and Toyota fanboism." He
knows that's not true. Posts in response to what I say are becoming too
abundant. Dismiss, evade, and ignore failed. Defending a lost cause is a wasted effort
now. So, going down with an insult is all he has left. I enjoyed writing this detailed
comeback to all his wasteful rhetoric:
It is truly bizarre to witness a few individuals fight so hard for the opposite, to maintain
the status quo. They don't want to see the world around them changing and hope ideals
of the past will somehow triumph. Ugh.
Orders for Tesla Model 3 have surged to over 500,000. That puts legacy automakers in a
position of deciding how to compete with plug-in offerings of their own. For Toyota,
that means pushing forward to the next stage in lithium battery technology as well as
offering a collection of new technology features. For example, the following are all
standard on all Prime models:
- Dynamic Radar Cruise
- Pre-Collision Braking
- Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- Automatic High-Beams
- Quad LED Headlights
That focus on safety, rather than catering to the obsession with faster & further, is how
you reach ordinary consumers. Move on means recognizing what sells and what
doesn't. Emphasis on speed & range was clearly something legacy automaker shoppers
were unwilling to pay a premium for. This is why Volt failed to attract mainstream
buyers. Loyal GM customers simply were not interested. Toyota is also pushing forward
with other new technology features with Prime. The most obvious are:
- Dual-Wave Rear Window
- Carbon-Fiber Rear Hatch
There are other options too, like the large touch-screen, heads-up-display, and selfpark. But what appears to be a offering that Prime strives to break new ground with is:
- Predictive Efficient Drive
This technology monitors driving pattern. When frequent repeating data-points indicate a
location where you would normally brake, the system will automatically trigger
regeneration. In other words, without touching the brake pedal, the vehicle will slow
itself down. This makes stops, turns, and roundabout more efficient without requiring
anything special from the driver. It's like the car hypermiles for you. Like the ultraefficient heating system, you take for granted that it strives to save electricity.
Notice how all of those efforts advance the entire fleet? Legacy automakers have a lot to
deal with. Move on means recognizing what sells and what doesn't. They must
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continually try new things to see what will attract their own wide variety of customers
over to a plug.
7-31-2017

Alternative Facts. That's the new term for internet spin. It had emanated from
distortion of actual events, in the past. Now, people sometimes just make up stuff
entirely... hence this new rhetoric tool. How does one combat this: "Years ago, Toyota
was upset about a group making Prius into PHEVs." That just plain isn't true. It does
sound convincing though. It tried with this relatively short, purpose reminding
rebuttal: No. There was never any upset response. They simply pointed out how
unrealistic it was. Lithium batteries back then were extremely expensive and energy
density was very low. Volt is small, crippled by its MSRP, and heavily dependent upon
tax-credits... which is what makes endorsing it an issue. Toyota steered clear of those
barriers, instead, delivering a configuration very realistic for high-volume profitable
sales.

7-31-2017

Ignoring Facts. The response to my previous post was: "The Volt isn't small, especially
the Gen 2. It's actual selling price after tax credit is about the same as the PP." He
simply dismissed what was said. Gen-2 Volt actually got a little smaller. Why in the
world GM would reduce headroom in back is bewildering. But to pretend it wasn't small
in any regard is outright denial. My head sticks out of the hatch when attempting to sit in
the middle seat. That cramped no matter how you spin it for a man only average height
(5'8"). The real problem though is the total disregard was for price. The sticker is a
major deterrent for buyers, even with the federal subsidy. The fact that it will be expiring
next year makes that bad situation even worse. But rather than acknowledge that, all he
cared about was competing with Prius Prime today. Who cares about long-term well
being of the business when you can win a bragging argument today? Ugh.

8-01-2017

July Sales. They were so bad for the struggling Bolt & Volt, it was no surprise to see
such weak damage control: "Almost 3500 plugins combined. Not too shabby." When the
count of both fall so far short of necessity for business, what else can you
say? Expectation for this close of year-2 for gen-2 Volt was to achieve mainstream sales
volume. With the tax-credit phaseout approaching, being well established before that is a
very big deal. Not achieving that means trouble... if the status quo doesn't
change. Knowing that Prius Prime is seeing strong demand and that Ioniq PHEV is about
to stir growth puts Volt in an even more difficult position. Bolt is equally
challenged. Model 3 is seeing strong demand and Leaf is about to stir growth. Of
course, you cannot point that out and not expect to be attacked. Sentiment of anything to
that affect is looked upon as being anti-GM. Constructive discussion is totally
unrealistic... especially now that there has been mention of gen-3 facing major economic
barriers. Needless to say, the numbers revealed today clearly indicated a turning point.
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Missed Opportunity. It's quite remarkable how antagonists eventually end up backing
themselves into a corner. For example: "Note that GM is at 146,400 total plugin sales in
the US now. If they continue with 3500/mo in sales, that leaves 15 months of the full tax
credit left." Reading this was redeeming. Only now, after all the years of fighting, is
there the first glimmer of the situation playing out. Despite literally hundreds of warning
this was coming, he always resisted. Being told was unacceptable. Finally noticing the
trap he had guided people into was far too late... hence the lack of any fight back this
time. Nothing came from what I posted. Coming to the realization of me being correct
all along isn't a good idea to draw attention to. Just like all the other antagonists, when
cornered, they become silent. I was thrilled by this. Progress comes from recognition of
the problem. It's not too late, but there certainly is a cost from having missed so much
opportunity along the way. What a waste. Oh well, it's not like I didn't provide an
enormous amount of concern about this very outcome, hoping to prevent or at least
minimize it: What part of "too little, too slowly" isn't understood at this point? Volt
growth is not happening as needed and the outlook you just provided recognizes flat
sales. The business must significantly increases to be competitive; otherwise, it's missed
opportunity.
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Save the Volt. What a mess. So much of this could have been prevented. Oh well, all I
can do is provide observations. In this case, there is now an effort emerging to save
Volt. It's history repeating yet again. Do they really not see the same mistakes being
made? Ugh. I'll try to draw attention to the problem:
We've seen this before. Recognize the pattern?
Enthusiasts seriously thought Volt would be killed upon the start of year-3 for gen-1 due
to sales coming up well short of expectations. Disagreement of what should come next
divided the support. Many discussions left here as a result of unclear goals. The
remaining ended up suffering from group-think that didn't match market-need. That lack
of clarity is now causing the process to repeat.
What should the next "Volt" have for specifications?
Notice how there is nothing resembling consensus on how the next offering from GM
should be configured? Regardless of body type, there isn't any sort of common
theme. What size the battery-pack should be... How the battery-pack should be
charged... How the battery-pack should be cooled... Which features should be
standard... Who the competition should be... What the sales goal should be... How long
rollout should take...
Without a solid idea of the target, there's simply no way to actually hit it... especially
with a bullseye result. Hoping for the best is futile. This is what doomed Volt from the
start. Lessons learned from Two-Mode were disregarded. And sure enough, gen-1
suffered from some of the very same problems. Then when gen-2 support began, it was
the same chaos mess. Goals were not stated. Results have been disappointing.
Expecting a gen-3 offering to somehow overcome those same barriers without addressing
them is not a recipe for success. In fact, it is an invitation for inevitable defeat. Vague is
how an outcome is sabotaged. Consider how lack of detail could be an effort to
undermine.
You want to save Volt, you have to tell us precisely what that means. Define
success. Spell out what needs to be achieved & delivered.
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Abandon the Volt. We are witnessing the end. It makes writing blogs very
interesting. Documenting this chapter in history as it plays out is fascinating. We know
what will happen. We just don't know how. Enthusiasts are acting like the
President. What happened in the past doesn't matter as much as how it is reacted
to. Will they continue to deny the obvious? How can they believe the evidence will
somehow be dismissed? It's absurd. I'm scrambling to write down and analyze as much
as possible before the next news brings new reaction. Today it was posting this:
Supporting Bolt means a careful look at the market for Volt. Who are the potential
buyers?
Tesla is positioned to overwhelm GM in the EV arena. Economy of scale benefit as well
as the volume of them spotted on the road put odds heavily in favor of consumer interest
for Tesla. What will GM do in response for Volt?
Knowing there will be Toyota & Hyundai pushing hard in 2018 with their much lower
cost offerings and the fact that they will still have tax-credits available, the idea of
conquest sales for GM is a lost cause. It's simply not going to happen. All that lowhanging fruit has already been picked.
The cards are stacked for GM turning to SUV plug-in offerings. That is what their own
showroom shoppers will want. Heavy preference for SUV purchases now makes that
difficult to dispute. Interest will be lost for Volt the moment an announcement is made
about plans to deliver its tech in a SUV. All but enthusiasts will abandon Volt. What
would compel them to support a compact hatchback?
You don't think that will happen? Watch market reaction to the gen-2 Leaf. The
expectation is for Nissan to undercut GM by offering a much lower price than
Bolt. That's even more pressure on EV sales... which will force GM to take a big step in
the plug-in hybrid market.

8-03-2017

Selling Points. Back to just ordinary discussion about Prius: "The two biggest criticisms
against the Prime that i read over and over again are lack of 5th seat and poor cargo
space." I had to ask: From who? We have found (2 Prime in our family) that the 5th
seat is of no real value anyway. Large adults just plain don't fit. No one wants to be
squished together like that. Oddly, the center-console helps to keep items tossed in the
back seat from sliding around, an unexpected benefit. The extra storage is nice too. As
for the raised floor in the cargo area, that has actually become a SELLING POINT. It
hadn't occurred to us that not having to lean over to lift cargo set down onto a low floor
would be so nice. You just slide it out. Stuff is at arm level. That's so handy of a
benefit, I'm at a loss at how to promote it. The design should be obvious, but clearly it is
not... until you've taken advantage of it firsthand several times. In other words, don't put
too much weight in criticism of those who make quick observations. Owners like us can
really do a lot to shake up assumptions.
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Not Paying Attention? Sometimes, the discussion get way out of hand. This snippet
came out of the selling points remark: "...so I can easily grab something in the back while
sitting in one of those 2 seats." Talking about bizarre. That is such a strange twist from
what I said, you have to wonder if the person was not paying attention or had ill
intent. What would possess someone to think that is what I was saying? Others found it
odd too. Thankfully, we all kept focus on comments that were actually somewhat
constructive: "You want a low loading height such that you can reduce the height needed
to lift an item off the ground." I followed up with: When would the item be on the
ground? It would be at arm height already... which is the very thing we've
experienced. Again, this is real-world observation from actual ownership. Toyota is
willing to try different approaches and figured out that practical is more important than
perception. Try carrying groceries out from the store or taking off your backpack when
approaching the car. Then reverse the process when leaving. The benefit quickly
becomes obvious.

8-03-2017

Estimate vs. Actual. The difference can be really big. Some owners don't pay close
enough attention to notice. That becomes an issue when you're driving an EV, not so
much with a plug-in hybrid though. But when people are quoting values, you should
know what's truly happening. We're hearing unusually large numbers from Bolt
now. How do you know they are accurate? It's very difficult to imagine them driving for
days on end without plugging back in. And of course, how close do they actually push
it? At least with Prime, it's very easy to get the exact value. You just drive and note
when the engine starts. You can repeat the process easily too: "After 5 full charge cycles,
the estimated miles remaining finally display slightly more than 30. I've been getting
around 35 since the beginning (no high speed driving). Looking good." I was happy to
join into that discussion: Mine said 33.4 the other day... then I went on a 55 mph drive
with the A/C cranked and 2 bikes on back. When we got to the park, there was only 0.6
miles of EV left. I plugged in to recharge while out on the trail. Upon our return, we
repeated the same high-demand drive home. The next day, the EV estimate for a full
charge plummeted to 26.9 miles. Eek!
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Understanding Scope. The importance is like understanding audience; there are major
consequences if you misidentify. In that regard, this particular comment sure stirred
trouble: "They were actually listening to owners of the previous generation and customer
research." Problems arise online when you engage in a discussion with someone who
never participated elsewhere. If their perspective comes from only participating in that
particular forum, be prepared for trouble. I've had intense arguments with some people
in that regard. They either dismiss other groups entirely for some reason or aren't even
aware of them. This was the problem with that daily blog for Volt. There were
outspoken Prius supporters who had no clue as to the influence that group had on GM. I
recognized the patterns... and documented them in great detail here. It become quite
obvious GM was heavily focusing on them for input. Their feedback become the guide
to gen-2 development. It doomed that design to be stuck as a niche... since those
individuals clearly did not represent mainstream consumers. Ugh. That's how we end up
with antagonists on the big Prius forum. They don't believe that ever happened. That
means a struggle for me to convey the history and how it influenced both GM and Toyota
decisions. Limited scope means limited understanding: Closely following advice from
early adopters & enthusiasts is a fundamental mistake GM made twice. Sure glad Toyota
didn't do that. Prime stayed true to the keep-it-affordable approach which has been an
overwhelming attractive attribute of the Prius design. PIP broke that rule, but it was only
a mid-cycle rollout to a very limited market... which allowed Toyota to collect a priceless
assortment of real-world data to design their first wide-audience offering. They delivered
that with Prime. $27,100 is a very compelling start price for the masses, who are only
now taking their first look at plug-in hybrids. Of course, with so many people
complaining about the cramped seating in back, the fact that GM actually reduced
headroom a little bit for gen-2 contradicts the claim of GM listening to Volt criticism.

8-03-2017

Enthusiast Blinders. They only see what's directly in front of them. Looking around
simply doesn't happen. It's really unfortunate. You run into comments reinforcing that
perspective all the time too: "The volt improved everything that was derided on with the
second generation." The most definitely is not true. Some things were indeed
upgraded. Not everything got the priority needed tough. That's a very real problem for
growth. Random improvement isn't enough. Those enthusiasts are only now starting to
see the consequences. They were so focused on faster & further, they had no idea other
needs were also important. The obsession blinded them from seeing the bigger
picture. Oh well. It's not like I didn't keep trying to convey that message. In fact, I still
try: The most important aspect still falls short: PRICE. Sales growth hasn't been
achieved, despite the $7,500 subsidy. When that tax-credit expires, then what? 5,000 per
month is a minimum for realistic sustainable, profitable sales. Not coming anywhere
close to that by the end of year-2 for gen-2 is the reason for consideration of
cancel. Using the tech in some other vehicle is viable, but Volt itself simply doesn't have
a big enough audience for the production-cost and resulting price.
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New Camera. My oldest video camera overheated. I was really annoyed. Finally
getting a chance to film a drive into work and just 60 seconds from finishing that
commute, I hear it beep then shut off. Ugh. It had a polarized-lens glued onto its case,
so that had been the ideal for capturing window footage. It was really a pain to setup and
control though. The replacement for it failed the following day. That one was for other
play. It too was quite a few years old. 4 minutes into that drive, I lost the Wi-Fi
connection. 18 minutes into the drive, it overheated... despite having a just a frame rather
than a case and no secondary component attached. Ugh, again. Since neither had
stabilization, the time had come to upgrade. Yeah! I could get a much better camera. It
may take awhile to get setup with it, but the wait should pay off. This one will be must
more robust and will deliver higher quality. The easier use will be a plus too. I still
remember all those years ago trying to document what the driver saw &
experienced. That was a clumsy series of experiments. Since then, the process &
equipment is much improved. Stay tuned for new videos.

8-05-2017

Reflection. It's truly amazing how some still don't see it: "That the UAW was first to
boast "Volt is dead" (when that decision is not final) tells me that they are exactly in the
same camp as nasty fossil interests." They are putting up their own barriers. In the
meantime, their position continues to erode. Having a different and powerful source
draw attention to the issue is wonderful. You wouldn't expect anyone to be so
clueless. Getting lost in a hopeless cause will do that though. Perhaps they will finally
notice what has happened:
Turning a blind-eye to what was happening on the other end is just as much of a problem.
Volt showed the world you could have a great performing plug-in hybrid, if you were
willing to pay. That message of it being worth the premium was conveyed
relentlessly. We've endured 7 years of enthusiasts reinforcing that idea, setting a
precedent against affordability for mainstream consumers. Volt enthusiasts were their
own worst enemy. When confronted about the vital nature of production cost, we were
always assured that the vastly superior design would triumph.
The UAW is now bringing up those same concerns the so-called "trolls" had been saying
for years. Lack of high-volume profitable sales *SOON* will be a very real problem,
one that would threaten acceptance of the technology. That's why there was so much of a
push to get a "lite" model and a SUV version built. That diversification would establish
sustainability, a vital aspect of continued employment.
Enthusiasts stood firm, preventing the status quo from changing. Efforts to show
progress toward mass-market acceptance were shunned. There was a constant stream of
belittling comments and insults to supporters. There was a trophy-mentality that
prevented being affordable from rising as a priority. The obsession with faster & further
still continues to be a problem.
Take a serious look what camp those here are in.
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From The Beginning. I couldn't resist contributing to this: "Actually Toyota have not
made the plug-in Prius from the beginning (1997)." It was an interesting comment
posted about an article highlighting Toyota's upcoming 20th anniversary for Prius. I
jumped in to point out: Actually, the original model sold in 1997 had a plug. That was
discontinued, since capacity was small and price was large, that simply didn't make it
worth it. When the second generation was rolled out in the United States, we discovered
it had the ability to drive up to 100 km/h (that's 62.1 mph) in an electric-only
mode. Catch was, battery technology of the time couldn't deliver the capacity to sustain
that. Same problem. The energy-density was still too low and the cost was too
high. Aftermarket providers attempted to exploit that untapped design feature anyway,
but interest was very low. It wasn't until 2012 when the energy/cost ratio actually made
the approach realistic, but not for the mass market yet. Early adopters were happy to
purchase & drive that though... which provided Toyota with a wealth of real-world data
to design a high-volume offering... which is how we got Prime. Think about what
consumers are willing to pay. That's been the hold up all along, not the ability to propel
the vehicle. After all, EV1 demonstrated it was possible. Battery played a major role,
especially when you add in the requirement to provide heating & cooling with electricity.

8-06-2017

On-Going Greenwash. This is quite common when a new generation of Prius is rolled
out. Some online source will publish some type of greenwash material, then it gets
referred back to over and over and over again. The reason is simple... there's not enough
real-world experiences from actual owners shared yet. That means any uninformed
reporter or some writer with bias can exploit the knowledge gap. It's unfortunate. It
happens every time. Thankfully, it doesn't last much beyond the first full year. It sure is
annoying in the meantime though. I chimed in about the situation with: It's amazing
how far an article like that can persist. As an owner who commutes with a Prime using
only EV, it makes me wonder what could have happened for them to print such a
blatantly incorrect claim. Saying "it cannot function as a complete car without gasoline"
is just plain not true. That statement is so easy to disprove too. How could it continue
being passed as a reputable source? 7,000 miles into ownership has convinced me that
retractions of error, or at a minimum a revisit report, is good reason to make a point of
drawing attention to misleading articles. In this case, that is definitely one of them. The
first 25 miles of travel (at least, I'm seeing low 30's during the warm months) Prime
operates as a full EV. Regardless of power demand or need to heat/cool the interior, it's
entirely run using electricity. The engine does not start.
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26,867 Sold. That worldwide count of Prime sales for the first half of this year is
bringing out a lot of hate... to an extreme. Outright lies began to emerge over the
weekend. That Volt blog has become the nastiest. On it, there's a claim that Prime only
delivers 11 miles of EV. The person stirring this new greenwashing effort is hoping that
rating from PHV will be mistaken as what is offered now delivers. It's a common type of
deception. Using outdated data gives the impression of being trustworthy. After all, you
can even provide a handy link for verification. The hope is readers won't realize
something newer is now available. That type of desperation is telling. Rather than the
usual FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt), they take advantage of assumptions with the hope
to mislead. It's easier. It tends to work too... when you know most of the posters will go
along with the rouse and readers won't bother doing any research. In this case, I have
that one video published to refer to. In the past, that was an effective debunking
tool. Hopefully, I have a number of them available. But for now, that single bit of
footage has already been viewed over 3,100 times. So, we're off to a good start. Just
think what will happen when production ramp-up kicks in. That sold count will really
stir the rhetoric.

8-07-2017

300 Miles? You ever wonder how this claim can actually be made: "I'm getting up to
300mi per charge currently... and that's with occasional A/C use." I highly doubt there
will be a constructive reply to my questions. But I really want to know. Don't you? Is
that actual miles or just an estimate? What type of driving would they even consider
normal? For that matter, does it actually matter? Prime uses Miles/kWh to indicate
efficiency. What is the value for that Bolt owner? When you think about it, there are
many unknowns. Since this was a first of such claims, I started my quest for information
in this simple manner: How are you measuring that? It's difficult to imagine an owner
driving for several days without recharging or pushing the pack to almost empty, and we
all know how estimates are often very optimistic. At what point do you plug back in?

8-08-2017

Quoting Extremes. It was an obvious attack, but not on me this time. The classic
undermine-by-understate was being used against Prius: "On the highway you will only
get around 12 miles EV range in the Prime." I was quite curious about source & intent,
so I proceeded with this response: Where do people get such incorrect ideas from? That
is just plain not true. If I take the back way on the commute home, it is almost
exclusively highway. Starting with a climb out of the river valley at 55 mph, it changes
to 65 mph, then ends with a stretch back at 55 mph. Even with the A/C on, I can just
barely make it home with a little bit of electricity left. Total distance traveled on that
drive home 25.4 miles. Where ever that 12 mile nonsense came from, it ends
here. You've been told by an owner... who routinely sees EV distances in the low 30's
...that it was incorrect, by quite a bit.
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Lost What? The rhetoric has become weak. Antagonists really don't have any
substance available anymore. This was rather lame: "Toyota has lost a lot of EV ground
since the beginning with the Prius..." It did have me yearning for more. In their mind,
what ground are they referring. We know most consumers only have a vague idea what
EV availability is. Basically, they've heard about them being available and may have
noticed a few on the road. That's it. Charging stations go unnoticed. Knowledge of
actual operation vague, at best. And detail about an actual purchase is basically just a
myth. They have no clue. Some people drive them, that's all they know. So, the idea of
somehow being behind is meritless. Behind what? I was curious how the "lost" claim
could be substantiated, especially with such dependence on tax-credits still. We basically
haven't even passed the first milestone in the race yet. So, the idea of progress is
extremely difficult to measure. Think about how many actual plug-in vehicles a dealer
has in stock at any particular moment. It is such a tiny quantity, the count of zero is often
quite realistic. I fired back with: What was lost? Prime delivered the industry's most
efficient heat-pump, aero-improved glass, carbon-fiber components, and EV
drive. Combine all that with high-volume use of the newest lithium chemistry, claims of
somehow being behind don't add up.

8-08-2017

Winter. Things will get interesting when it arrives. Rather than cold-season rollout, we
basically all started with a warm-weather perspective. Those months of low temperatures
had been when the other generations of Prius were rolled out; consequently, that resulted
in a bunch of reviews only reflecting Winter performance. Catch was, people didn't
understand impact of heater use and engine warm-up. In many cases with Prime, there
may not be engine warm-up. Trips could be entirely with electricity. That means heat
for the interior will come exclusively from the battery; though, the well-informed will
experience pre-conditioning from the plug. Whatever the case, it will open up new
dialog. Current discussions don't even begin to address the topic. I'm attempting to
change that: We've addressed speed & distance, which is important. But I don't see any
comments about WINTER, which is also important. The impact cold has on efficiency is
a big deal, something not to be casually overlooked. Prime offers the industry's most
efficient choice, a vapor-injected heat-pump. No contest. It consumes the least amount
of electricity. The next is a regular heat-pump. You'll find that in a variety of plug-in
vehicles. A few still use resistance-heating, which requires the most electricity to
operate. Prime also offers battery-warming, as do some other plug-in vehicles. It
maintains the temperature of pack to prevent the efficiency hit caused by the cold. For
lithium batteries, electrical resistance increases significantly when below
freezing. Keeping it warm means more EV miles will be available.
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Let Me Tell You. There's some very real abhorrence when that phrase is uttered by the
president. It's so obvious how poorly informed he is, especially when telling us that. We
don't get anything of substance to follow. That is his closing remark. Ugh. It makes you
wonder how clueless those supporting the performance aspect of Volt are when saying
this: "That is worth the price difference, let me tell you." If they gave equal weight to
other aspects of appeal, then it may be worth listening for more. But when all they do is
quote acceleration-rate without anything else, it's just brain-dead power trip. The
obsession, known as "trophy mentality", has blinded enthusiasts for an entire decade. All
they cared about was being "vastly superior". In fact, they even said that for
years. Fortunately, that time has been used up and I now get to tell them: There is no
audience to receive that message anymore. All the low-hanging fruit has been
picked. After 7 years, it should be obvious. Time to recognize the larger market.

8-09-2017

Charge-Mode Video, part 1. I finally got a chance to do a little bit of filming. It was
on the return portion of a biking trip. There was a stretch of highway I could take
advantage of. Unfortunately, all I had to work with was 1 camera. But it was still an
opportunity to exploit. After all, the busy Summer schedule doesn't allow me to play that
often. There would be construction to deal with and the warmer weather meant
depending upon the A/C. So, my choice to capture Charge-Mode would mean a longer
drive than my first experiment back in the Spring. It's a topic that needs much
discussion, since so little is understood about it. This is definitely a new topic when it
comes to plug-in hybrids. GM's offering isn't efficient enough to make the option
worthwhile. Toyota's is though. So, there's a very real possibility of showing
advantage... if we can clearly convey the circumstances. This is my first attempt:
Wisely used, the choice to consume EV miles generated by the gas-engine rather than
from plugging in can result in an efficiency gain. Poorly used, the resulting MPG will be
lower.
In most cases, you are better off just using plug-supplied electricity. However, I have
discovered on long highway trips with my Prius Prime and no place to plug in, it can be
handy to take advantage of charge-mode.
This video footage is a capture of the complete charging cycle, presented at 15 times
normal speed. Pop-Up of the DRCC (Dynamic Radar Cruise Control) is usually a
pleasant visual experience; the car automatically slows down upon detecting a slower
vehicle ahead of it. At this speed, the display can be a bit disruption. So, pause the video
from at times to see detail.
Overall efficiency, including acceleration onto the highway and deceleration to exit
afterward, was 40 MPG. That's incredible considering the A/C was at the coldest setting
(that's "LO") with the blower on medium the entire time. This caused the recharge to
take 10 additional minutes, but 50 minutes is much faster than when plugging in anyway.
Watch the video careful. Keep in mind that brief recharging is likely what you'll end up
using, not the entire 80%. When you do, choose wisely... Prius Prime: Charge-Mode
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Charge-Mode Video, part 2. There was follow-up to what I originally posted. This
was in the form of a comment reply to myself. I wanted it to stand out and to give people
the opportunity to respond directly to it, should they find that point compelling. My
point was to stress that this wasn't a blanket endorsement by any means. Only certain
circumstances would yield a benefit. Others could result in an efficiency
penalty. Knowing the specifics is how to stir discussion and begin the
understanding. It's an on-going process. You pick up more as each example is shared
and analyzed. Having provided detail is a good first step. Hopefully, people will take
the time to watch the video entirely and take time to think about the detail in comments
posted. Here's more to ponder:
Additionally, do not overlook this important comment, which influences consideration of
use: NO PLACE TO PLUG IN
When you are out on vacation, there can indeed be a benefit from having some EV
available. Rather than going through the warm-up cycle, you can avoid HV
entirely. Under some circumstances, that will result in higher overall efficiency. For
example, going out in the morning for breakfast. The engine is cold and you only need it
for a brief time. EV could easily cover that real-world circumstance.
Also, there was the concluding comment about briefly recharging: NOT THE ENTIRE
80%
It is unnecessary to recharge as much as possible. Just a little will do. Choose wisely.

8-10-2017

Production & Sales Worldwide. Today's discussion topic on the daily blog was a
question asking if Prime would outsell Volt this year. I quickly got labeled as a troll for
posting this: "26,867 Prime have been sold worldwide between January & June of
2017. That puts Toyota on target with a production build capacity approaching 60,000
for the year." Taking into consideration any type of distribution outside of this market
was looked upon as an effort to disrupt the status quo, therefore inviting attack. I see
limitation of scope as a clear effort to undermine. We've hear a lot about "narratives"
lately with political issues. They attempt to paint a picture based upon selective data,
rather than taking all information into consideration. This is very much the same
thing. For Toyota to strive to reach a wide variety of markets all within the first year
requires quite a bit of work. Actually delivering a production quantity greatly exceeding
that of the supposed competition is worthy of attention, not omission or dismissal. This
is quite hypocritical too. Volt enthusiasts demanded exactly that when gen-1 was first
rolled out. Refusing to accept the same for Prime is just plain wrong. There's no way to
even spin it as a double-standard either. Production costs are driven down by
volume. Where those sales take place doesn't matter. The economy-of-scale benefit
happens regardless of location. Worldwide is great for shifting the paradigm too. Stir as
much interest as quickly as possible.
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Nothing Offered. Things are getting ugly as the market takes a step forward. Not all
will advance. Some will even drop out of the race. New entries will join. It's very much
a time of change. A few don't want to recognize it though: "If there are more/better
plug-in SUV, CUV, and Trucks, vs. just plain hybrid versions, then they will quickly
surpass hybrids." That look toward the hypothetical is a sign of trouble. We should be
refining design at this point, not just considering the possibility of offering
something. Ugh. Needless to say, that quote came from a die-hard GM defender, who
refuses to listen to any type of attempt to be constructive... hence reverting back to "IF"
considerations. Dealing with fallout is simply too much for him to handle... which is
how you step forward... acknowledging an issue, then trying a different approach. Oh
well. It's not like I don't keep trying to provide insight: Cost is the issue. Cost has
always been the issue. That's why GM abandoned hybrid SUV production. There was
simply no way to deliver something with a profit even remotely competitive against
traditional counterparts. Remember Two-Mode? The plug-in prototype was grabbing
media attention before reveal of the Volt concept. Difference was that SUV with a plug
would retain parallel hybrid abilities and Volt would be a series hybrid. None of that
worked out though. Cost continued to be the reason why. It was simply too expensive...
and still is. Upcoming phaseout of tax-credits will make the situation worse. Needed
growth has not happened. Loss of the $7,500 subsidy will make competing with those
traditional counterparts much more difficult. Of course, the reality that GM doesn't offer
any type of electricity-focused SUV pretty much makes it all a moot point.

8-11-2017

Know Your Audience. Nothing has emerged from the ashes. We've watched the same
old rhetoric being given another chance. There's desperate hope that something will be
different this time, that failure in the past won't repeat. No change of audience is a fatal
oversight. Enthusiasts attempting to appeal to mainstream buyers didn't work in the
past. Why would it work now? That mass market of ordinary car buyers simply are not
interested in what excites an enthusiast. I especially liked this comment: "This, coming
from you, on a GM-Volt website?" That perspective comes about when you are trapped
so deep into a group-think issue that you've lost touch with expectations. That's usually
referred to as not seeing the forest. Focus is so tight on a single tree, all the others are
forgotten. It's a fatal mistake. Crucial clues go unnoticed. All you can do is
wonder. Comment outright dismissed on the sole basis of being an outsider is lost
opportunity. It's easy to confirm too. If nothing constructive is given in return, they are
ignoring what isn't liked. Bad news is a challenge to accept. Refusing to accept is
harmful. Fallout will come. There are consequences from not dealing with a problem. It
won't just go away on its own. Ugh. Oh well. It's not like I don't keep trying to point
out that audience still unknown to them: Being one of the few who recognized early on
that Volt wasn't targeting GM's own shoppers and getting pushback for raising attention
why, I wonder what that comment is intended to mean. Bolt is in a similar situation. As
nice as it may be, those looking to replace their old GM vehicle with a new one simply
won't be interested and there is little potential for profitable high-volume. The popularity
of Equinox should make that obvious. Think about why loyal GM customers are paying
a premium so they can guzzle cheap gas. What draws them to it? Notice how well even
Trax is selling. Why is that?
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8-13-2017

Electric Bill. I'm still waiting for it. Turns out, the prior month isn't represented in the
bill I just got. Tallied electricity consumption is for the month before that. I didn't
realize there was a lag. I never occurred to me to look that close at the statement. I
simply noted which day meter values would be read. For this new setup with the 2 submeters, I was expected 7 values to be noted. There's the 1 for regular electricity
consumption throughout the house itself, then there's the breakdown of 3 billing
categories used by the chargers for the 2 Prime. From the middle of the day is a cost of
11.68 to 13.08 cents per kWh. That variances is a warm verses cold season pricing
difference. It spans from 8 AM to 4 PM. The killer cost comes from peak
demand. During that 4 PM to 9 PM span, the cost per kWh is 41.444 cents. That much
higher pricing is a deterrent to help minimize usage during that time. The late-night
hours are the best for recharging. It gives your battery-pack a chance to cold soak, which
is important for longevity. That wait is rewarded with a cost of 6.74 per kWh. It goes
from 9 PM to 8 AM and also covers the entire weekend (all 48 hours). This isn't what
the typical household will encounter for billing. My association is one of the leaders in
the market. They take pride in not requiring customers to install entirely separate
systems for charging... which can provide even better discounts, but includes a monthly
fee. For me, it's just the one-time setup, then a cost-reduction of roughly half price. The
meters are really nice too. They just cycle through each billing category, displaying the
kWh tally. On the next electric bill, it should be nicely broken down to show the charges
for charging from each. I can't wait! How often do you hear someone make a comment
like that about getting a bill in the mail?

8-15-2017

What Next? It's like watching an accident in the making. You know the outcome will
be a mess, even if there's a last minute course change: "Everyone is actively killing off
diesel and GM is making new ones. Why?" I knew this would stir the pot. But it didn't
matter. The pot was about to boil over anyway: GM has an extensive history of trying
out a new technology, then abandoning it later... EV1, BAS, and Two-Mode. This is why
the "too little, too slowly" concern was expressed over and over again. There was good
reason to worry that Voltec would not be expanded upon... just like those other
abandonments. Much emotion was expressed in regard to that concern, with personal
attacks on the messenger and reassurances this very thing would never
happen. Enthusiasts here could not see beyond the impressive engineering. They'd
remind me over and over again how well Volt performed, every time business issues
were brought up. Now those enthusiasts are seeing the same thing and questions of
dismay emerge. Rather than a step forward with electrification, which reduces oildependency as well as emissions, we see a step backward to fill in the gap other
automakers left with their step forward. Instead of an Equinox using Voltec, customers
instead get the choice of diesel. So, what happens next?
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Changing Stories. A few keep trying: "Those technologies mentioned were not
abandoned, they were improved into the Volt/Bolt tech we have today." One attempt too
many. He backed himself up to a cliff and actually stepped off. That's far worse than
being cornered. There's nothing to do when you get caught spinning a situatin and end
up contradicting yourself. Over and over and over again, I pointed out GM's past motor
& battery rollouts. They dismissed them when acknowledgement would reveal a mistake
being repeated. But when the mistake is the rollout itself, there's a very real
problem. You cannot ignore it. So, they try to embrace the very thing they had
shunned. You can't do that. The internet makes it very easy to prove you are being
hypocritical. In this particular case though, it isn't just check, it's check-mate. Neither
story works. Both cast GM in a bad light. Whether endeavors prior to Volt count or not,
the fact that Volt itself is 7 years old means time is up. This isn't a final. It's
graduation. All the grades for each class have been tally. GPA shows the difference
between "A" students and those would will struggle to get by. I found it redeeming for it
to now be over. No more having to deal with a bully. What was learned, and what was
not, will be obvious to others. I brought not having to deal with changing stories
anymore this way: All those years of supporting the claim that Voltec was new and we
needed to be patient and wait… Now what I've been saying all along is the story? In that
case, why is it taking so long? What is GM waiting for? Too little, too slowly...

8-16-2017

Characterization. The outcome of getting caught having made a mistake or overlooked
something vital is to spin the situation. Done often enough, the spin itself becomes spin:
"Characterization as abandonment instead of improvement is yet another cheap troll
shot." The catch this time though was that every noticed what happened. Spin only
works if someone goes along with it. Being totally alone means defeat. It's over. I get to
sum up the situation: I get the "broken record" characterization for staying true to
goals. We have now heard both that experience with motor & battery prior to Volt apply
to the development effort for Voltec and do not. What does that make the contradictory
timeline you posted? Realistically, it doesn't matter anymore. As of this discussion
topic, the timeline has expired anyway. Year-2 of Gen-2 is when the critical decisions
get made. 7 years after rollout, GM has chosen to promote diesel instead. Cruze diesel
will be joined by Equinox diesel. Eventually, another technology that takes advantage of
GM's now even more expansive experience with motor & battery will be rolled out and
characterized as new. The reason why is simple… not to be associated with failures of
the past. Odds are, it will be successful… but will resemble what's being offered by
other automakers... due to goals. They never change. Replacing traditional vehicles with
clean & efficient choices is essential for the business.
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Choice. The push now is for enthusiasts to make a choice. Since the original rollout of
Volt went horribly wrong, they have refused to take a stance. In fact, that's what makes
them an "enthusiast" rather than a "supporter". That decision in the past to just observe
and forgive GM for mistakes is no longer acceptable. They have exhausted that position,
which as proven ineffective. That's why claims like this are no longer going to be
tolerated: "I don't see Volt being summarily discontinued because of an Equinox diesel
offering." The perspective spin and lack of any type of commitment on their parts is very
much a problem. They have become anti-plug by the simple act of holding it
back. Impeding advancement with a "good enough, let's wait & see" attitude is
terrible. We waited for gen-2. Now what are we waiting for? Asking questions like this
is well timed. With so much polarization of sides in the political world, you can no
longer sit on the sidelines. You must make a choice. Put up or shut up. I stated the
situation this way: Too little, too slowly doesn't mean discontinue. It means not
enough. Remaining a niche offering fails at the goal of replacing traditional
vehicles. There's no way for you to spin sales count falling well short of mainstream
competition upon start of the 8th year, especially with so much of an industry
endorsement for electrification now. The reality that GM is dragging its feet... which
ironically, is exactly what Toyota was said to have done... is a problem you have to
face. The choice is to excuse & enable or push for a next step. Which is it? Choose.

8-16-2017

So Vague. What do you do with a Prime supporter that is a very frequent forum poster,
but had higher expectations and won't actually purchase one as a result? He's always so
vague and has the one-size-fits-all perspective. Today, his comment was: "Toyota is
being forced into plug-ins." I found that particularly annoying due to the complete
absence of detail. What does that actually mean? On the surface, it sounds like it has
merit. But that's the basis of rhetoric. When you take a close look, there isn't anything
there to support the claim. That is the case with this too. No substance is frustrating. So,
I shot back with: That is so vague, it could mean anything. Try again with some detail,
any sort of specific will do... like time, volume, cost, capacity... Then, think about how
those comments apply to all legacy automakers. I see the continued push from Toyota in
the form of electrification, not EV range as most. What's the point if you don't have an
efficient & affordable collection of components. It should be obvious with Prime's
design under the hood. The ramp-up of lithium production for both Prius & Prime/PHV
is not so obvious, be just as vital. How will expansion to other vehicles, Camry &
RAV4, happen without the production & reputation of the needed components well
established first?

8-17-2017

Recall Hypocrisy. If anything whatsoever was updated for Prius post-purchase, for any
reason at all, their was a huge outcry... There was an intense effort to create a stigma for
"recall" work. Treating it as an upgrade was unheard of. The vehicle was supposed to
be perfect at the point of sale. Improvement was looked upon as apologist spin. What a
pain, especially now with such hypocrisy playing out with gen-2 Volt recalls. There have
been 3 recently. Recall #16185 was" "Replace fuse and reprogram Hybrid Powertrain
Control Module". Recall #17058 was: "Reprogram Drive Motor Power Inverter
Module". Recall #17197 was "Inspect Evaporative Emission Pipe. Installed
Protector". Remember the claims we were all going to die from Prius? Ugh. It's really
unfortunate how they change their tune when the shoe is on the other foot.
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Too Late? The attacks on gen-2 Leaf coming from GM supporters are weak, at
best. Though, I still find them annoying: "40 kWh is too little, too late." It's a desperate
effort to portray GM as somehow being so far ahead of the other automakers, that it is
pointless to even try to deliver anything less. In reality, that's a desperate attempt to
conceal cost issues. There is a very real problem coming when the federal subsidies run
out. Necessary growth hasn't happened. The loss of that help and increased choices for
consumers will make that even more difficult. That know that though. You know that
too, from reading this blogs. So, there's no need to dwell. My responses was very
simple: Too late for what? The battle for sales without tax-credit help has yet to begin.

8-18-2017

Sudden Power. There's a growing concern from newbies about there being enough
power in EV mode for Prime to suddenly accelerate. This is fallout from the
greenwashing effort. Those hoping to undermine are working hard to spread FUD. That
stands for Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt. The hope of that assurances from owners won't be
satisfy concern. From owners, the message was to simply switch to EV-Auto if there
was any discomfort about being able to accelerate fast enough. After all, that is the point
of offering it. At times of high-demand, why use up precious electricity when you've got
a perfectly good gas-engine available? That doubt part comes from conveying a belief
that the gas-engine not being warmed up yet somehow won't be able to fulfill the request
for sudden power. But then, you have stuff like this to respond to: "I honestly don't
understand ev-auto. How is it good for an engine that has been cold for hours to be fired
up all of a sudden and running at full power?" Fortunately, PHV owners like myself
already have years of experience to share... to snuff out any reason for concern: In this
case, it was a simple reply: It's basically like a gen-1 Prius plug-in mode, which never
was a problem for me starting cold on a ramp.

8-19-2017

Affordable Choices. There has been an obvious pattern emerge recently as the reveal of
gen-2 Leaf approaches, making it an clear point of worry: MSRP is being avoided &
downplayed. $33,220 for the LT (base) model Volt is simply too expensive. $26,000 is
the MSRP for the LT (base) model of Malibu and the Premier (fully loaded) model of
Cruze is just $24,820. GM has a very real problem already. $36,620 for a LT (base) Bolt
makes it even worse. What will compel GM's own loyal customers to replace their aging
GM vehicle with one offering a plug? That's a huge premium to pay, especially with gas
so cheap. Knowing that Prime has a base MSRP of $27,100 and gen-2 Leaf is expected
to be priced $29,990 for the base, there's no point trying to spin them as
competitors. Hyundai is expected to undercut GM pricing too. They are all legacy
automakers striving to deliver affordable choices for showroom shoppers. Why is there
still no "lite" model of Volt offered? Will there be one for Bolt? What about Voltec
rollout to Trax, the platform GM customers prefer... a SUV? We don't need expensive
choices. We need models actually capable of high-volume profitable sales able to sustain
GM's own business.
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Handling Risk. It's rather remarkable how easily the most basic of concepts get
overlooked. But then again, that's only for those who have studied marketing,
economics, or accounting. Without that background, those approaches probably aren't
obvious. You learn right away that the product alone is far from enough to being
successful. Business is a complex equation of variables, many of which are not even
tangible. How much is customer satisfaction worth? If it results in a recommendation to
someone else, who ends up making the purchase, that is worth quite a bit. There's no
way to quantify it though. That's a very big problem, especially when quantities aren't
available either. Nonetheless, you have to start somewhere. Toyota's approach is to
focus on this intangibles. They've learned that value from that is substantial for reducing
risk. Great engineering can become a major financial loss if consumer confidence is
uncertain. That's why I have always been in favor of they way they've been handling the
technology penetration. Each step has been small. Impact has been enormous though,
since it moved the base forward. GM's approach with their attempt to take one giant step
clearly hasn't worked. We're not seeing a market shift from GM like we are with
Toyota. Notice how popular the RAV4 hybrid has been? As insignificant that may
seem, it is a genuine step away from traditional vehicles. Those buyers are showing
confidence in what a battery-pack can deliver. That's absolutely vital for true progress to
take place. I conveyed that message this way today: Establishing a plug-in reputation
with Prime in the meantime makes sense. They'll have all of the EV tech itself already
proven in the minds of dealers & consumers, making the high-volume investment in
solid-state batteries a reduced risk for the business. Basically, it's a chicken or egg
situation. We know how under-developed the infrastructure is for plugging in the
still. Why not get that electric-vehicle technology well established in the meantime?

8-21-2017

Back Route Home - Video. 25.4 miles driven with 2.1 miles remaining, all using only
electricity. Taking this back route home on my commute was a demonstration of what
the system has to offer. In this particular case, I had to deal with construction detour
backup in the cities and climbing out of the steep river valley once on the highway. The
trip from there to home was almost exclusively at fast speeds, which uses up EV miles
faster. So, seeing real-world EV distance exceed that of the 25-mile EPA rating is good
confirmation of Prime delivering on expectations. Watch the drive for yourself... Prius
Prime - Back Route Home
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8-22-2017

Quantitative Value. The fundamental flaw EV advocates makes when trying to
promoting plugging in is not having anything substantial to present. They just
generically mention benefits, like no oil changes. References that vague have little
impact. People just plain don't care. That's because mainstream shoppers don't care in
the first place. Not wanting to truly know how much their guzzler actually guzzles is key
to its appeal. Driving a large vehicle that roars when you stomp on the pedal is what's
important. How much it costs to purchase or operate is pushed aside and never really
directly addressed. That's why efforts now are somewhat futile. For that matter, it is
why Volt failed so miserably with attempts to appeal to ordinary consumers... who don't
pay attention to detail anyway. blah blah blah, sign here. How does a plug-in vehicle
compete with that simple of a guzzler purchase? Basically, they don't. You have to
empower buyers. Sneak in learning moments here and there. Eventually, they put the
puzzle together on their own. I'm going to do that here with the following. It will likely
be meaningless the first time you encounter numbers like this, but it's a start. That's why
Prime is so important. It lays down the foundation, building an understanding that will
very beneficial years later when looking to upgrade. It's really too bad gen-1 Volt
owners never bothered to educate. They figured the technology would somehow sell
itself. Thank goodness that naive attitude is quickly becoming a thing of the past. For
example, my real-world numbers to share:
Rapid recharge is quite handy. I tend to avoid the after dinner recharging though, since
we got our outlets wired into sub-meters for Time-Of-Use discounts:
11.68 - 13.08 cents / kWh = 8 AM - 4 PM
41.444 cents / kWh = 4 PM - 9 PM
6.74 cents / kWh = 9 PM - 8 AM
By the way, our electricity association provided $500 per charger rebate. That incentive
worked out really nice.

8-23-2017

Quick Impressions. That is the stage we are at now. Plug-In vehicles are finally getting
attention... but it is brief. People recognize the technology and the benefit. That's all
though. Nothing else. You simply get acknowledgement upon mention. That's
definitely progress, not at all what enthusiasts had hoped for though. Remember where
Volt was supposed to be at this point? Success was expected to be so high, demand
would make the choice of EV unnecessary. There wasn't plans for Bolt. In fact, that was
the very thing GM had campaigned so intensely against. Technology implemented in
Volt was to be the ultimate "range anxiety" solution. That would make hopes of the
next-gen Leaf unnecessary. Instead, there is now Tesla dominating one end and Prime
striving for the other. Nissan would obviously like to shake up that new
outlook. Hyundai obviously would too. This is why an overly simplistic look at the
entire plug-in market is taken now. That's ok though. Quick impressions are fine while
initial rollouts & inventory build-up take place.
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Eco Experience. Just like with the past few years, the Minnesota State Fair will have a
plug-in vehicle display in the Eco Experience building. Today, it begins. Tomorrow, I
get to see it. Our owner group got the training recently about how to greet & inform
those who stop by to check it out. There will be a Bolt and a Pacifica, along with a
charging-station. Unfortunately, I cannot participate in the volunteering this year due to
family obligation. But at least I'll get to see it. On this upcoming weekend, there will be
the usual parade which a few of the vehicle join in with. That obviously would have
been a lot of fun... especially with the standout color of my Prime. Oh well, its not like
there won't be other events. In fact, there will be an Energy Fair just next
week. Anywho, there is a good way to draw in environmentally conscious consumers for
a closer look. They visit that particular building to learn more about green options. So,
our group fits in really well.

8-25-2017

Plug-In Promotion. My day at the fair allowed me to pay a visit to the Eco
Experience. Sadly, it was a bit disappointing. Unlike last year, this display wasn't in the
middle. That made it harder to notice with some of the other larger exhibits also
there. The small back seat of the Bolt was a surprise too. It was obviously bigger than
Volt, which is why I never took a really close look. Most of the time, I'm too busy
answering questions for others. But at this particular time, there was opportunity to
explore detail. It wasn't as spacious as hoped. Why? Was it that important to squeeze
out every last mile, rather than offering more room? Knowing that Prime is larger, you'd
think GM would try to compete better with Toyota. On the other hand, Chrysler did an
excellent job with Pacific. That plug-in hybrid minivan appears to offer quite a bit of
potential. It is an oddity though. Despite minivans being a Chrysler specialty, there
simply isn't much of a market. The potential consumer-base to appeal too is quite
small. Much like GM, it will be quite a gamble not if they don't diversify right
away. Whatever the case, the display today is good plug-in promotion. You have to
reach out to ordinary consumers somehow. Groups like us can really help that process
along.

8-26-2017

Too Bad. Complaining about price. I never ends. It shouldn't either. The past 20 years
of hybrid sales clearly reveal that to be the highest purchase priority. The reason is
simple too. That's the way people shop. As a result, that's the way automakers design
their vehicles. They are building & selling to make a profit. The motivation for offering
something green is to remain competitive. In this case, it is both competing with
themselves, as well as with other automakers. That's why I get terse when comments like
this are made: "We need to compare average sale price, minus federal tax credit." It's a
clear disregard for the bigger picture. Focus solely on what's happening with the early
stages of rollout is a terrible approach; yet, that is the underlying theme in virtually
everything I deal with online outside of the big Prius forum. And even there, a few just
plain do not want to look at the automaker's overall production. It's really
unfortunate. Only considering the low-hanging fruit, rather than what comes next, is a
very real problem. Mainstream acceptance is far more difficult than the antagonists want
to accept... or even understand. To them, I say too bad. Today, it was stated this
way: Short-Sighted perspective is also known as cherry-picking. Business sustainability
is essential to plug-in survival, which requires a competitive price. A dependency on
subsides to lower the price means little to no growth... which is exactly what has
happened. You can't just choose to disregard a key reason why traditional vehicles are
selling so much better. Too bad if you are tired of hearing about it.
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Gas Coupons. The grocery store with free charging-stations is just a few blocks down
the road from my house; so close, I can see it from my driveway. That means, even with
a very short stop, I can recharge the battery with more electricity than what's needed to
drive home. That helps extend the already mostly electric driving even further. It's quite
handy to stop there on the commute home to buy something fresh for dinner. That type
of only-buy-what-you-need approach works really well. There's pretty much no waste
and you get exactly what you want. Anywho, some purchases result in a discount for
gas. A substantial per-gallon value is accumulated over time. Normally, that would
result in a great savings at the pump. Unfortunately, it doesn't work that way when you
have a Prius Prime. Each of those discounts only have a 30-day lifespan. You only have
a rolling-month total available. Going much longer than that between fill-ups means
watching some expire. My best tank so far was 2,074 miles. Oh well. You win
some. You lose some.

8-27-2017

Commute To Work - Video. This newest capture of one of my drives is representative
of a typical Summer commute for me in the Prime, including the road-construction
slowdown. I arrived at the ramp where I park for work with 50% of the EV capacity still
available. That shows overall electric driving availability is well above the 25-mile
rating estimate. And since I recharge there, taking advantage of the 85 kWh solar-array,
the drive home is exclusively with just electricity too. Watch the video closely for
detail. Notice the hills and variety of speeds. Also, keep in mind that the maximum
efficiency reported is 199.9 MPG. Beyond that, there really isn't much of a
point. Diminishing returns makes the value less meaningful. Here it is... Prius Prime Commute To Work

8-27-2017

Ford's Response. Plug-in & Hybrid SUV options were only a matter of time, despite the
cancellation back in 2012. We still have to wait 2 years. It is progress though. In fact,
this is exactly what we were hoping for from GM... simply stating the intent to move
forward. The hopeless rut Volt is stuck in is wasting time. There's nothing else to prove
at this point; the technology works and needs to be refined to become affordable. With
Toyota & Hyundai already at that stage, dragging on the mismatch with Volt makes no
sense. GM customers want SUV choices, not a compact car. Not offering one with a
plug, or even just a hybrid, goes beyond missed opportunity. It's a shrug of
unwillingness. Thank goodness Ford is finally moving on. Perhaps when Mitsubishi and
Kia hybrids with plugs start to make appearances on roads here, then things could change
with the incredibly stubborn GM executives. In the meantime, how will Ford's
announcement of intent today impact the Volt enthusiasts who have been fighting so hard
to retain the status quo? This represents quite a change.
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Left Behind. Now that tax-credit expiration is rapidly approaching, the inevitable spin
to defend poor choices has emerged: "They get to cherry pick all the best technology,
designs and efforts from Tesla/GM/Nissan and build essentially a Gen II EV will little
risk and have most of their tax credits left in place." Spinning that situation of being "left
behind" overlooks the advantages we've been told about for years. Scrambling to catch
up doesn't actually work if the market is still just a niche. In other words, high-volume
production is not a factor of generation as implied. Telling them that is pointless
though. So many have that mentality of more being better, it's obvious they don't have an
understanding of economics. For the business to thrive, there must be some on-going
profit return. That comes from those vehicles they couldn't care less about. The ordinary
"blah" vehicles they shun are absolutely essential. It's like never eating vegetables. You
may enjoy the meal, but the behavior will lead to wellness problems. The focus entirely
on the exciting sales, not realizing how important the other sales actually are. That's why
that "left behind" perspective is such a problem; yet, they don't see it. And with phaseout
being triggered within the next year, losing the help subsidy money provided will really
hurt. Ironically, they'll find out at the last minute their own choice was cherry
picked. Like a well-balanced meal, a well-balance vehicle will have a become outcome.

8-28-2017

Bugs & Automatic-Wipers. We made an interesting discovery today. When doing
long-distance travel during the buggy season, make sure to shut off the automatic-wiper
feature. That lesson was learned the hard way today. As the cruise down the highway
progressed, the impact splatters from each bug grew in count. Not a big deal if that is
only what happens. Unfortunately, it wasn't. A squished bug triggered the wipers. That
resulted in a horrible series of smudges across the windshield. What a mess! You cannot
conveniently clean that off either. Spray from the wipers doesn't work well at highway
speeds. You really don't have much choice but to stop at some point. Looking around
smears can get annoying after awhile. Fortunately, we had been planning to anyway. So,
a quick wiping with the car no longer in motion cleaned most of it off. I got the rest with
a squeegee.

8-29-2017

Education & Support. I was intrigued where this claim would take the discussion:
"Can't rely on tax credits forever. Those who have invested from the beginning will reap
the benefits of being ahead with lower costs for electrification/batteries/etc." Knowing
that the price of Volt won't magically fall when phaseout is triggered, what will be relied
on instead. If GM was holding out and actual production cost is much lower, they'd need
to ramp up sales considerably to make a price cut matter. No growth defeats the entire
purpose. Something must be done quickly. For Toyota, the situation is quite
different. That's why they are focusing on education & support instead. With far more
time & credits still available, growth can be given much more attention without any
consequence. I diverted attention back to GM though. Those enthusiasts really don't
care anyway. But at least having focus on their own favor is better for continued
discussion: Depends upon what those investments contributed to. We certainly haven't
seen dealer-support resulting from GM's effort with Volt. After 7 years of sales and 2
generations, they continue to exhibit disinterest. In other words, investment should not
be only in the design & production of physical components. The value of education &
support has been a serious overlook.
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Disappointment. It means a lot when someone else makes this comment in response to
your post about having a reason for concern: "I'm disappointed that GM hasn't brought
out a whole bunch of Voltec based cars, SUVs and truck Plugins." I was assured by
those providing negative votes we'd have many to choose from by now, that there was no
reason for concern. They were wrong, very wrong. All those assurances that "too little,
too slowly" wasn't in any way applicable to the situation. GM was doing just
fine. Despite literally no sales growth as a result of the advancement of time, greater
market acceptance, and the generational upgrade, all was just fine. 7 years later, there's
no reason whatsoever left. No excuse. No circumstance. It's over. Opportunity was
missed. How that transformed from hostile denial to genuine disappoint is a bit of a
mystery for those not looking forward. For those well aware of what will happen next
week... it's obvious.

8-29-2017

Avoidance. I like when they invite me to post about what's coming: "Where is Toyota’s
Prius Prime additional models or EV?" Despite the obvious change of topic, it works
out nice: Divert attention away from GM by inviting me to discuss Toyota. That's rather
desperate. But since you did that... My post was about the value of education & support
being a serious overlook. Toyota is directly addressing that by establishing a variety of
Prime choices. They started with Prius to demonstrate the technology itself, while at the
same time rolling out RAV4 hybrid, an all new Camry hybrid, and C-HR hybrid... each
of which could offer a plug-in model. Toyota is also investing in the next-generation
battery (solid-state lithium). They are laying the foundation for an easier transition for
both dealer & consumer to embrace the plug-in choices. That variety of hatchback,
sedan, SUV and CUV covers each of the major passenger (non-pickup) categories. Each
has affordability as a primary goal. GM is avoiding SUV entirely, despite it being their
primary sales product. Your list avoids that too.

8-29-2017

Commute To Home - Video. I filmed my drive home too. It was a fairly typical
Summer commute. Bridge construction was finally completed, but a stoplight wasn't
working. So, I ended up dealing with some stop & slow traffic anyway. Oh well. Prius
thrives with that. Prime abilities kick in when I hit the highway. Merging onto the
highway, then climbing out of the river valley is effortless. There's plenty of electriconly power for that. It was a beautiful sunny day. Traffic was normal. The number of
lights that were red was too. That 18.4 miles of driving used 61% of the battery-capacity
available. That left me with an estimated 13.4 miles of EV still available. I've seen
values like that all throughout the warm season. Choosing to not recharge at work, I
witnessed a total of 33.6 miles driving that same route before the engine started. So,
there's no question whatsoever about the 25-mile rating. That is effortlessly exceeded
with real-world driving. It's too bad our official testing process can't portray a more
accurate expectation. Oh well. It doesn't really matter. The resulting efficiency average
just says 199.9 MPG anyway. That maximum is all you get. It's really all you need
too. At that point, gas consumption has been so significantly reduced, you can say
"mission accomplished". Here's a link to that video... Prius Prime - Commute To Home
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Leadership. Calling them clueless doesn't seem accurate, since they dismiss what I
say. It's more a matter of denial: "GM has more plug-in models than any other
manufacturer. Why would we expect GM to follow Toyota when GM is leading?" That's
like judging a book by its cover. The thing may look appealing, but the actual substance
is lacking... or absent. In this circumstance, we see several automakers moving to offer
SUV models electrified in some fashion. With GM, there's nothing at all. Enthusiasts
pretend all is well though. No big deal. That's amazing. To leave such a huge problem
unaddressed. Ugh. Oh well. All you can do is continue pointing out the
problem: Dodging the issue of SUV doesn't make it go away. Equinox is a major profitmaking vehicle for GM. We were shown a plug-in prototype SUV that was to be
delivered in 2009. Instead of finally delivering, GM is rolling out diesel instead. Those
here fiercely insisted that Voltec would be diversified much faster than HSD. That didn't
happen. The start of year-3 for gen-2 shows disinterest, where focus is shifting from
PHEV to BEV with a heavy dependence on tax-credits still. Remember, each automaker
has their own distinct audience. For GM, they are primarily SUV buyers. Neither Bolt
nor Volt targets them. Leadership comes from getting ordinary people to change. What
is GM doing that mainstream consumers... their own showroom shoppers, not early
adopters ...have responded to?

8-30-2017

The Real Problem. This was an noteworthy comment: "When the big 3 get lazy on
product development they tend to lose market share to the import brands." That isn't the
actual situation playing out; nonetheless, it is a reasonable theory. I would give GM
credit for pushing plug-in technology. It's not in the direction of need, but following a
want is still a type of advancement. With climate-change and oil-dependency such
monumental problems, not addressing them directly is a very real problem. They haven't
been. High profit-margins from large vehicles has been too great of a temptation to
resist. People here crave size & power. It's really unfortunate marketing has exploited
that. Clean & Efficient becomes a challenging sell as a result. The fact that those clean
& efficient vehicles return a much small profit in return makes them unappealing to build
& sell. What incentive is there for dealers to carry them? Sales of dirty & wasteful
vehicles are very easy. I replied to that comment with: It's a matter of disinterest. GM
doesn't want to undermine its own product. SUV sales are highly profitable as
guzzlers. Adding a plug brings that cash-view to an abrupt end.

8-31-2017

Obsolete. That word is carelessly used. People don't really know what it means. The
reference is actually an indication of trouble. From today: "GM will be obsolete if they
don't follow the trends which includes EVs and PHEVs. So will Toyota." In the software
industry, a more concise term is deprecated. You know it will be discontinued at some
point, but use in the meantime is acceptable if you are making accommodation for
replacement in the meantime. That end of support is clear though. We don't have that in
this case. It's all quite muddled for the automotive industry. I jumped into that
discussion: Obsolete already applies. That's why all automakers are already
shifting. How is what's at issue. Toyota is rolling out plug-ready hybrids. 52 MPG rated
Camry ends all those pointless arguments about Prius size, power, and looks. RAV4 has
been selling really well as a hybrid. The expectation is for GM to do something like that
too, rather than pursue diesel. It's as if Malibu hybrid doesn't exist.
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Look Forward. The feeling of contradiction and double-standards is building. The
next-generation of Leaf will push the market out of the status quo. It was stuck in a
rutt. Sales were flat for Volt, the vehicle which was supposed to lead the way... rather
than struggle to survive. I had to endure quite a bit of hate for having to deal with the
backlash of pointing out facts and providing clarifications for the obvious efforts to
undermine. Prius plug-in had been made the target, since it aimed squarely at the
audience GM was never able to appeal to... and consequently gave up trying. That sense
of abandonment has made me the scapegoat for their anger & disappointment. Look
forward is the only suggestion I have available, with a reminder of goals. Those
enthusiasts get far too hung up on specific configurations and let pride prevent them from
taking the next step. They don't want to acknowledge what went wrong and simply move
on. Dwelling on failure can be a serious setback, rather than the advancement advantage
is can be. You learn from mistakes. What is that so difficult to accept? Hmm. Oh
well. I'm asking what's next with the hope someone will look forward: Anyone have any
idea what GM's strategy is for Volt will be? Knowing the tax-credit phaseout will be
triggered mid-2018, the struggling sales will become even more difficult. Think of the
variety of new plug offerings other automakers will be promoting. Volt's opportunity to
stand alone is gone. A clear message to consumers is essential, something blatantly
absent so far. Don't forget, the purpose of Volt was to alleviate "range anxiety"
concerns. Bolt very effectively does the same thing.

9-01-2017

Misinformation. The intentional spreading of it is what kept me coming back to the
daily blog for Volt. They'd just spread lies. A few would post the misinformation and
the rest would be supportive, enabling the greenwash material to be validated through
acceptance. When you're the only one pointing out the error, it makes you look like a
troublemaker... countering the information everyone else has accepted as fact. That
happened endlessly. I remember the "6-mile" range claim going on for years. It was an
outright dishonest attempt to mislead. Some just plain did not care though. Ultimately, I
squashed their efforts by filming my drives to prove they were wrong... very
wrong. When that happens, they move on to the next lie. The latest is a type of range
claim: "A car that won't get 10 miles of electric range in Winter?" With so much realworld data from other plug-in vehicles showing the less efficient vehicles losing roughly
one-third of their capacity to heating, the claim of double that from a more advanced
design is absurd. Yet, they try it anyway. Sadly, I have to endure the greenwash for
awhile. It's quite warm here still. Taking advantage of cabin pre-conditioning and the
battery-warmer, combined with the vapor-injected heat-pump, I expect far less impact...
which I will film and share as soon as the data can be collected. In the meantime, I have
to just put up with their rhetoric: Spreading misinformation about any plug-in is helpful
to our effort of promoting electric driving how? That claim about Prime is uncalled for,
totally inappropriate. We here know that is false.
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Dragging. The spin when it comes to tax-credit expiration is that those automakers with
a lot still available weren't trying hard. The very idea of a certain automaker having
wasted them is impossible. If something was offered for sale, that's all that matters... to
enthusiasts. Those who believe in quality over quantity see it very differently. The
concept of waiting until you've got a viable product for the masses doesn't make any
sense... to enthusiasts. It's all desperation, an act of pride. Excuse after excuse comes
from not having delivered a design capable of competing directly with traditional
vehicles. Needless to say, there is very real concern about the subsidies running
out. This was the spin today: "I doubt that congress will leave American car companies
at a disadvantage to the foreign companies who have been dragging their feet on EVs
(like Toyota)." I was amused. How much do they think the government should
provide? Think about how much money was lost bailing out GM. Who's actually paying
and what are they paying for? If new credit funding was allocated, shouldn't the criteria
for eligibility be re-evaluated? After all, the current availability is based upon
understanding of implementation for 2008 and without any clear guidelines. It was
nothing but a basic acknowledgement of battery-capacity. What if the eligibility was
based upon MPGe instead. Less efficient use of electricity would get rewarded with less
money. After all, it makes no sense promoting a guzzler of a different fuel. Waste is
waste. I sounded off about the situation with: Dragging? Toyota's first nationwide plugin rollout is affordable without tax-credit help. GM is still very dependent on subsides
and hasn’t expanded to their primary market yet (no SUV), despite 7 years and 2
generations. In other words, the measure of progress is based upon how well the
technology actually replace.

9-02-2017

Faster & Further: Sad. The idea of leadership coming from the "faster & further"
crowd is just an adolescent desire for more. There's never enough. There no sense of
balance. It's just an obsession to go faster & further. That makes any type of response to
this pointless: "Someone like Toyota should be near the front of the pack, if not leading.
Releasing two generations of anemic PHEV Pruises is just sad." Understanding anything
other than an increase of power or capacity for the electric system simply doesn't
happen. There's no priority given to other aspects of the purchase. Heck, even
affordability is dismissed as something of important. Those particular enthusiasts simply
are not interested. So, I just stuck to the one-sentence reply: $27,100 base MSRP with
an assortment of included new safety features is leading the pack.

9-02-2017

Faster & Further: Some. The reply to my comment was weak: "It may be leading some
pack, but not the PHEV/EV pack. They would have to double EV range, cut 0-60 time by
33%, and have five seats to even be in contention to do that." Acknowledgement that it
wasn't actually an absolute opened up opportunity to actually have some dialog. Though,
I knew that would be brief. That audience doesn't need a reminder of audience. What
ordinary consumers consider important is nothing they share in common with these
enthusiasts. So, I kept it simple again: That "some pack" is mainstream consumers, the
group that matters far more than early adopters.
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Faster & Further: Priorities. Coming from the trophy-mentality perspective, the need
to appeal to the masses isn't a consideration. In fact, there is an outright dismissal of
attempts to match traditional vehicle configurations. That isn't important, period. Why
bother? Needless to say, they still don't understand: "At the moment the PP is
cannibalizing standard Prius sales from people who don't do research and blindly buy
from Toyota." To not see the audience is so different, comparing ordinary people to early
adopters, boggles the mind. How can they not recognize priority differences? Oh
well. It was just another thread with deaf-ears not hearing what needs to be
accepted: Thinking conquest is better is a fundamental mistake. That is just purchases
from new customers. Legacy automakers must get their own loyal existing customers to
change. Replacing older offerings with new is the goal. It's called an upgrade. This is
why MSRP is so vital. Falling into the trap of thinking faster & further is better happens
all the time. Don't let that distract from the purpose of attracting ordinary shoppers, who
have very different priorities.

9-02-2017

Promotion. What aspect of this can be taken seriously: "...Toyota did a terrible job of
promoting it." Some supporters of Toyota are understandably upset. That's what
happens when you make assumptions about the market. Without study, that's very easy
to do. The big picture isn't easy to see... unless you participate online routinely. Then,
it's difficult to not notice what's going on. We have a diverse array of buyers, but the
actual quantity is still extremely limited. Supply simply isn't there. Dealer incentive isn't
either. With many more profitable vehicles so much easier to sell, what is there to
actually draw interest? This is why to focus isn't exclusively on plugging in... especially
since knowledge of that topic is so limited. It's attention to other aspects of appeal that
need to be established in the meantime. Think of the advanced new features that have
nothing to do with the hybrid system. Then think of how plugging in enhances the
ownership experience. While all that is being discovered by the first owners, reputation
is being built. Those impressions from firsthand observation go a long way. This is why
having the worldwide rollout take place all right away is so valuable. It makes more of
an impression. Anywho, this is what I ended up posting: That wasn't a priority for year1. Remember, focus was on production & penetration. Delivering a new model with the
waved-glass and carbon-fiber into 3 major markets was a major undertaking for just 12
months.

9-02-2017

Problems. They are rather significant. They are quite clear. They are all undeniable. I
wonder how people will react to them. Nonsense of the past won't even pass as weak
excuses at this point. Heck, even a claim of desperation is pointless. What does any of it
achieve? So, it looks like the best choice is to simply state the facts... or in this case, the
problems: Tax-Credit phaseout will be triggered mid-2018. Voltec is still uncompetitive
with other GM offerings. Voltec is selling in volume well below other GM
offerings. Voltec is not available in SUV or CUV format.
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Attacks. Will they ever end? Yes, in just a few days. It's quite clear that things are
about to peak. That's very good. Pressure has been building for quite awhile. The
timing was easy to predict due to the rollout of Model-3 and the new Leaf so close
together. Remember how Bolt was expected to be a strong seller at this point, having
demand so high that Volt would just naturally ride that wave of acceptance to
victory? None of that happened. In fact, the slow & steady pace GM had set was
followed rather closely. None of the hype materialized. Yet... we still have to deal with
attacks. Ugh. For now, they are annoying. In about a week, I wonder how they'll be
perceived. Hmm? Here's what I have to say about the build up: Year-3 of Gen-2 means
looking at the big picture. Honda discontinued the first Insight much sooner, for the
same problem Volt continues to struggle with… being too small and too
expensive. Attempting to distract from GM's problem by diverting attention to Toyota
won't change that. Volt has fallen well short of the business-sustaining level, despite 7
years of trying with a very generous tax-credit.
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Who is the market for Volt? I posted that question over and over and over again. The
purpose was simple. It was to stress the importance of audience and to bring about
acknowledgement that GM did not target Volt at mainstream consumers as enthusiasts
continually claimed. It simply wasn't true and they were in deep denial about it. Their
resistance to accept that was building a barrier to progress as a result. They were holding
back the advancement of plug-in technology by setting a percent of unrealistic
expectations. I was determined to overcome that, as well as point out why. When
confronted with something like this today, I really push back: "So you say. Feel free to
research and provide reference to the forum supporting your position in the
future." That was my opportunity, which I took full advantage of:
According to Google, I have said that 303 times on this website alone. Who is the
market for Volt? It was the question raised each time someone hear claimed Volt was a
vehicle for the masses. I pushed to expose the reality that it was not over and over and
over again.
Enablers here pushed the idea faster & further was actually the solution, countering GM's
original goal of delivering a plug-in with a MSRP that was nicely under $30,000. When
things went horribly wrong with gen-1 Volt sales, we were ensured gen-2 Volt would be
different. It was to be targeted at mainstream consumers instead. Upgrades to the design
were to make shortcomings just a memory for early adopters.
Who is the market for Volt? As sales of gen-2 struggled, that question continued to be
asked. Growth wasn't happening. Sales were flat and attention was shifting away, to
Bolt instead.
Volt continues to be portrayed as a competitor to Prime. Why? It makes no
sense. Toyota clearly targeted Prime at the masses, their own showroom shoppers. In
fact, the price is so affordable (very nicely under $30,000), that there have been countless
claims that Prime is stealing away sales from Prius... which is indisputably for their
ordinary customers.
GM doesn't offer anything for their ordinary customers, still, after all this time. Sales of
Equinox, Malibu, and Cruze are brought up every month, as a reminder of the audience
Volt was supposedly designed to appeal to. Who is the market for Volt?
My position now is the same as it was 10 years ago when the bold promises about Volt
were first being made. GM showroom shoppers need something affordable to replace
their traditional GM vehicles with.
Two-Mode was a disaster, with "too expensive" as its primary shortcoming. Both gen-1
and gen-2 Volt suffer from a repeat of the same design mistake. $33,220 for the LT
(base) model Volt gen-2 is simply too expensive. $26,000 is the MSRP for the LT (base)
model of Malibu and the Premier (fully loaded) model of Cruze is just
$24,820. Shoppers just plain don't care about going faster & further when they can get
such a better buy for their money from GM.
My position makes no difference when such an obvious problem persists. Loyal GM
shoppers will see that for themselves.
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Few Days Remaining. What else can be said? Remember how Volt was supposed the
ultimate solution to "range anxiety" concerns? It was to be so superior, the appeal of
electric-only vehicles would simply fizzle. The very idea of an EV wouldn't make
sense... according to the enthusiasts. They went on and on, relentlessly, during the
development years that Nissan's Leaf wouldn't be able to sell. People would find it
pointless with the fear of running out of battery power so high. It was an intensity they
continued to spin, even after sales remained strong. Eventually, they finally gave up and
started attacking Toyota's Prius instead. It required a disregard of purpose & goals. It
became more a matter of pride. This is when the "faster & further" idea to got out of
hand. Enthusiasts began to obsess with power & range of Volt, focusing entirely on that
to make it appear superior... to Prius, since Leaf was selling quite well. It never
worked. Interest in a plug-in Prius persisted. They got angry and hostile and
resentful... The situation was really quite a profound moment in history... because even
GM admitted failure. Even the second-generation upgrade did nothing to promote
growth. That's how Bolt came about and has continued holding the spotlight ever
since. It was to be the solution to range-anxiety instead. Now, we see Nissan about to
reveal a Leaf upgrade so impressive, the expectation of significant sales growth is quite
realistic. We have already seen the same potential building up for Toyota with Prime
too. Only a few days remaining to remove whatever doubt may remain. Yeah!

9-03-2017

Rhetoric. It never ends. What gets posted changes though: "I was speaking last week in
the parking lot with a guy that owns a Prius. He asked me about my Volt in the winter,
and I said it does great. He said his Prius is horrible in the winter." That was the latest
undermining attempt. There's always a confusing & vague message. I used my reply as
an opportunity to convey some facts:
Why would anyone compare a regular hybrid to a plug-in hybrid that way? It makes no
sense.
Comparing a used gen-1 Volt to a new Prime would be an entirely different matter. You
can get a steal of a deal for Volt. Of course, the depreciation of any vehicle makes it a
great consideration for purchase... especially when there's technology upgrades and taxcredits involved.
Comparing a Prime to a gen-2 Volt is what will have an impact though, since new
purchases are what change the status quo. Prime is more efficient with both EV and HV
driving. Prime uses a more efficient electric heater. Prime has a lower MSRP and postsubsidy price. Prime comes with some safety features standard that Volt does not.
I'm quite curious about real-world data that will emerge during Winter extremes. With
Prime's battery-pack warmer and ability to pre-condition from the grid, it's going to be a
lot tougher than enthusiasts think to position Volt as a better buy.
My commute is 18.6 miles. EV distance observed for Summer months has been low
30's. The Prime will be plugged in at both ends to a 240-volt charger. Errand running in
the evening is usually within 3 miles from home. The grocery store, our most frequent
stop, has several chargers. Nothing about that fits a "horrible" description. In fact, the
word "competitive" will be quite realistic for Winter.
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Finally. The end is drawing near. Having to put up with such desperation. None of the
other plug-in vehicles were trouble. It was only Volt with its small group of enthusiasts
working damage-control to save pride. They had a great vehicle serving their
niche. Mainstream buyers just plain were not interested. Neither generation was able to
draw interest. Sales remained flat. Growth never happened, despite all the supposed
evidence they had saying otherwise. It was a colossal waste of time... is what I'd like to
say. Unfortunately, it was actually a squandering of tax-credits. That money was lost
opportunity. What's the good attracting those who move on as the vehicle ages? Most
didn't stay loyal to GM when their leases expired. And now that enticing EV offerings
are beginning to hit the market, they are abandoning the very concept of "range anxiety"
solutions. Why be concerned when you can just have a larger battery-pack instead? It's
quite hypocritical, especially for it to happen prior to the third year of gen-2. It's the very
disaster I had warned about. Unfortunately, they did everything they could to suppress
historical references pointing out the pattern repeating. It was amazing how much they
fought to prevent discussion of Two-Mode. Oh well. Finally, it just about over
now. Posting this will do: Ordinary consumers are the target, not enthusiasts. That's
why the obsession by some here with faster & further makes no difference to them. That
is also why MSRP is such a big deal. Toyota will use up their tax-credits much faster
than GM, but won't get stuck afterward like GM.

9-04-2017

Charger Progress. There is a really nice park where we like to bring the kayaks. It is
such an appealing destination because there had been an entrance-fee to pay years
ago. That money was invested to build recreation paths, provide picnic tables, and for
finishing & launch docks. Last year, they added charging-stations. Unfortunately, they
were often unavailable due to traditional vehicles blocking the spots. That became a
problem often complained about. Park officials finally did something about it... a
solution so effective, we can spread this as a successful example others can
implement. Sadly, we often see abandonment after the initial setup. Owners of the
charging-stations are clueless about what to do when someone who shouldn't park there
does. This is the first instance I know of where they actually tried something to
improve. All they did was absorb the 2 adjacent parking spots, then paint the entire area
green. That made purpose & violations quite apparent. There's no way to make a
"mistake" parking in one of the charging spots anymore. It is very obvious what that
location is for. Interestingly, that location was off to the side, not by anything. So, it was
somewhat bizarre that people would park there. Why not by the facilities
instead? Choosing far away, rather than close to your destination, should have made the
choice to avoid the chargers an easy one. But for some reason, people without plug-in
vehicles would park there anyway... until now. We're making progress. Yeah!
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Vastly Superior. This level of smug is truly amazing: "HAAAAAAAAAA! You bitter
and conceited complete fool!" That type of attitude cannot be dealt with. The person
making such proclamations is so far gone, all you can do to address everyone reading
it. Lurkers must find it quite enlightening to witness such an extreme. I was rather
stunned by the arrogance... but not surprised. The feeling was to be expected. The
visible out lash though, I wasn't certain. But with so much stacked against the old
beliefs, something was about to peak. I let it go this way: With only 2 days left before
another player in the plug-in market makes their big reveal (Nissan Leaf gen-2), the
attitude of vastly superior to the very end was expected. That's the way paradigm-shifts
play out. There's always someone who wants to go down fighting. When cornered like
that, lashing out at a scapegoat somehow makes them feel better. It's sad that the sell for
Volt is still so difficult. A simple message of purpose never came about from either GM
or owners. Neither made an effort to explain what made the design compelling for a
traditional vehicle shopper to consider. The solution ultimately delivered to prevent
"range anxiety" concerns was Bolt, which left Volt in an position of uncertainty. Who
was it for? With a price clearly higher than that expected from Nissan & Hyundai and
significantly more than Toyota, the appeal is missing. Drawing GM showroom shoppers
over to Volt simply won't happen with a sticker so much higher... and only now
enthusiasts are coming to realize.

9-04-2017

Anti-GM. Lack of commitment on GM's part is causing enthusiasts to spin
excuses. The most obvious is to blame reputation: "The fact that people are still buying
Nissan Leafs in decent numbers definitely shows an anti-GM bias in the market." That's
definitely not the case. It's those killer discounts to clear out gen-1 inventory prior to the
big reveal of gen-2 are what's playing a major role in sales recently. The reluctance to
address actual quantity is how to confirm the true situation. Enthusiasts are still playing
the percentage game, rather than looking at full market counts. Oh well. They know
they are in trouble and they know most of their efforts are futile at this point. It's
basically a matter of pride now. Thankfully, that should fade away rather
quickly. Expectations from Nissan are quite high, from an automaker who doesn't over
promise. I sounded off to that spin with: GM is well known and well liked for
SUVs. The fact that GM has not endorsed any type of green technology for SUVs sends
a message that Volt & Bolt aren't primary products. It's a consequence the lack of
advertising... which everyone here complains about... reinforces. Think about how GM
thrives on promoting future offerings. We get announcements years in advance. Many
have been unrealistic, hence the "over promise, under deliver" reputation. GM kept Volt
a small car. GM made Bolt a compact. GM chose diesel for Equinox. These are all
recent decisions which send a message of uncertainty. Where's the commitment to their
core product, a SUV with a plug?
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Delivery Plan. Feeling the end of Volt rapidly approach as the reveal from Nissan will
soon arrive is strange. We all know the technology itself isn't a dead end, but the vehicle
it was put into clearly doesn't appeal to GM's own shoppers and the end of the tax-credit
will only make the bad situation with sales even worse. Fortunately, there is now some
recognition of the problem. That's far better than the terrible denial of the past. It sure is
nice not having to deal with the constant attacks for raising awareness of the
problem. Who would have thought getting acknowledgement would be such a
problem? Of course, they do say acceptance can be the most difficult stage. This looks
like progress to me: "My brother said he'd buy one…if it was an SUV. And there you go.
People want a EREV or EV SUV or truck. GM will get there, but they sure are taking
their sweet time." I was happy to chime in to that, hoping they are all done
arguing. After all, much will change tomorrow when we hear about Nissan's delivery
plan...
It is with mixed feelings about getting vindication for the "too little, too slowly" concern.
The hope was finding an ally in the pursuit of electrification. People warned that GM
would undermine battery efforts though, just like they did with diesel back in the
70's. Offering a product that their own customers didn't like would impede the entire
market. And sure enough, that is exactly what happened.
It's really unfortunate GM abandoned Two-Mode. A next-generation offering would
have reinforced commitment to electrification, as well as demonstrated what upgrades
can deliver. Fortunately, we now have few automakers stepping up to overcome the
barrier created by GM.
Volt was overkill, engineered without affordability as a priority. That made it an
expensive car too small to appeal to GM's own customers. Those loyal buyers interested
in another GM vehicle to replace their aging GM vehicle simply purchased another GM
traditional choice instead. So much opportunity missed. What a waste of tax-credits.
GM really needs to step up to the plate and commit. None of this rollout of Cadillac &
Buick low-volume nonsense. They need to address their primary buyers by announcing a
solid delivery plan for an Equinox or Trax with a plug.

9-05-2017

Gen-2 Leaf. This evening was the long-awaited reveal. $29,990 will be the base price,
exactly as expected. Range is expected to be rated at about 150 miles. That's really
going to stir the perception of 200 miles being required. That was the target years ago,
prior to the goal posts being moved. It represents a solid 100 miles of EV travel under
basically any circumstance. The fact that claims are now that more is needed is just part
of the faster & further rhetoric. More importantly, Nissan did an excellent job of
"normalizing" the look. That basis of merit put on aspects without actual measure are
much more difficult to battle. Quantitative arguments endlessly go back &
forth. Aestechic appeal doesn't have any basis of measure... so antagonists focus on that
a lot. Fortunately, with this next-generation offering for Leaf, that won't matter as
much. People will focus on the MSRP being much more in line with what people are
willing to pay for a traditional vehicle anyway. So, even without a tax-credit available
anymore, it will be competitive. That concern of being able to appeal to showroom
shoppers has clearly been addressed. Yeah!
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Comparison Tool. I did indeed find that interesting: "This is interesting, apparently
Chevy has a comparison tool for their cars against other competitors. Including the Volt
vs. the Prime..." The webpage link he provided revealed a highly bias list of features...
compiled in a fashion to clearly favor Volt. Some obvious omissions were very difficult
to claim they had been innocently overlooked. It was blatant marketing spin. To confirm
how gullible some people are is disturbing... but understandable. I'm still amazed how
some people don't recognize how they are fed specific facts to led them to draw incorrect
conclusions. There really is a sucker born every minute. Oh well. I'll just keep
providing the missing information with the hope they'll become better informed, as I did
today in response to seeing that so-called comparison:
Whoa! Talking about cherry picking. Notice how the standard Prime safety features
weren't included:
- Dynamic Radar Cruise
- Pre-Collision Braking
- Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- Automatic High-Beams
Also, notice how the efficiency ratings are all missing too:
- MPG
- MPGe
- kWh/mi

9-06-2017

Bizarre Twist. It's bizarre to hear some owners asking for exactly what the previous
generation owners complained about. Remember the, literally, thousands of times we
heard the request for the engine to stay off under all circumstances? To know hear the
opposite is bizarre. Yet, that's exactly what's happening. A handful of new Prime
owners made the suggestion that the engine should start when the pedal is mashed to the
floor. That is in fact what the upcoming Honda Clarity will do. Why? If you want extra
power, just switch to EV-Auto mode. That's exactly what it is for. If you use the default
of EV mode, you're instructing the system to provide propulsion using only
electricity. This twist of want is likely the result of not paying close enough
attention. After all, not understanding what the buttons do was a common problem
among reviewers. They either guessed incorrectly or didn't even know the option was
possible. Oh well. You have to start somewhere and each new generation does bring
twists. This particular one wasn't anticipated though. How bizarre.
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It Matters. I certainly got a kick out of this today: "It most definitely matters!!" Those
were always the words uttered when a Prius owner achieves the next level of efficiency
awareness. It's amazing how empowered we become upon discovery of how much those
seemingly simple displays actually tell us. You really don't know what you're missing
until you start looking. The selection of data values to observe is quite plentiful
now. Prius has a variety of choices you can configure the 2 small screens for. They all
present real-world driving data in easy-to-follow formats. You find yourself poking
through them, clicking the buttons to scroll from one to the next to see what else is
available. Anywho, there's an obvious passion that develops upon discovering just how
much power is at your fingertips. This is why Prius owners end up getting that generic
stereotype of being rather obsessive. It gives that impression from those who are
unaware just how easy it is to see that information. Imagine if more people knew about
that simplicity.

9-07-2017

Random Thoughts. An article was published with this title: "Toyota Prius Prime Could
Take Chevrolet Volt’s Plug-in Hybrid Sales Leader Crown". That will obviously stir
trouble. Sales are the ultimate measure of progress. With the tax-credit phaseout to be
triggered the middle of next year for Volt, there's a lot of pressure coming from Toyota &
Nissan. Both offering lower MSRP is a clear point of contention. That faster & further
approach clearly isn't working. Enthusiasts are getting desperate, which means I need to
get ahead of their undermining efforts. With this article, I was the first to post a
comment. It was just a series of random thoughts, enough to draw interest and avoid the
obvious traps. Fortunately, they have become quite predictable. I know what to focus on
as a result: EV mode works great cruising home at 70 mph. I have even passed others at
80 mph without any trouble. The test-drive experience, low sticker-price, and reliability
reputation makes it an easy sell for curious shoppers. 8,100 miles so far on my Prime, of
which 1,700 were a trip to Wyoming from Minnesota and back. That 80 mph travel with
no opportunity to recharge was surprisingly efficient though (upper 40’s and low
50’s). Overall average so far is 114 MPG and still climbing every day. I’ve had 2 tanks
with about 2,000 miles between fillups. I'm looking forward to winter, when I can take
advantage of the pre-conditioning and find out how well the vapor-injected heat-pump
and battery-warmer work.
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Leadership. They still don't get it. Now that the shift to electrification is looked upon as
inevitable, the discussion audience is considerably larger. The enthusiasts of Volt who
obstructed for so many years are just voices in a crowd. Their influences is considerably
less. Reducing the faster & further belief they pushed is wonderful. All those arguments
with them worked out favorably too. I have refined my approach: Leadership is getting
ordinary people to change. Toyota has worked hard not to waste tax-credits on conquest
sales; instead, focus has been drawing in their own loyal customers as plug-in
buyers. The base Prime comes with unexpected features, like Dynamic Radar Cruise and
Pre-Collision Braking. Yet, the sticker price is only $27,100. That's clearly an effort to
attract their own showroom shoppers. Early adopters are low-hanging fruit. What
happens when that market is saturated and the tax-credits are used up? Toyota has
already addressed that with such a low MSRP. Their effort to address that more
challenging audience is clear and had already been delivered. Toyota understands the
vital nature of remaining profitable, despite the obvious paradigm shift to plugging
in. They aren't rolling out niche offerings to win awards & praise. They are working to
appeal to their own buyers. That's leadership. Think about what happens next year when
GM triggers phaseout. The struggle for Volt to appeal to GM owners looking to replace
their own GM vehicle will become even more of a challenge. How will plug-in growth
be achieved?

9-08-2017

Get What? The reveal of Nissan... more like the confirm of what had already been
leaked... has really stirred the antagonist posting. The enthusiast of Volt last out at
Prime, using it as a scapegoat for their trouble. Ugh. It's annoying, but does offer a nice
opportunity to promote what Toyota actually gets: Prius Prime delivers full EV
drive. Camry, RAV4, and CH-R hybrids are all Prime-ready platforms. They are clearly
pushing their base forward, an undeniable effort to move away from traditional
vehicles. Saying they "don't get it" makes no sense. Get what?

9-08-2017

Changing Definitions. This was very much expected: "Big ICE + Small Motor(s) =
PHEV (Prius Prime). Big Motor(s) + Small ICE = EREV (Volt)" Each time a
shortcoming is exposed for GM or an advantage discovered for Toyota, there are attacks
from Volt enthusiasts. It's so predictable. They simply change the definition of EREV,
which has been more of a marketing term rather than an actual identifier... until
recently. The EPA actually provided a formal definition which enraged Volt
enthusiasts... hence the increased sense of desperation on their part. The lashing out in
this direction makes sense. Since actual material points fall apart, like sticker-price, they
attempt to divert attention to immaterial points instead. The lack of merit doesn't deter
either. They just keep at it. Oh well. I just keep pointing out what they are up
to: Changing definitions is just another way of moving goal-posts. We all see the
desperate effort to mislead about EV drive Prime delivers. Owners are enjoying their allelectric experience and no amount of labeling will change it. The engine stays off for
their entire drive.
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Narratives. That's the latest way of looking at forced perspectives. References to "spin"
are using a term of the past now. It's all about telling a story, rather than actually
acknowledging all the facts available. So basically, it's the same dance but to a different
song: "I would expect there to be 200+ mile versions of the Clarity EV and Prius in the
works, for example, which we'll only see on the market once the companies feel they don't
have a choice." Portraying reactive steps rather than proactive is much easier. That view
of looking back is always easier. True vision means seeing what others don't yet... which
often means dealing with a lot of FUD. That fear, uncertainty, and doubt can be
intentional too, spread by those attempting to prevent the status quo from changing. With
respect to the problematic stance of Volt, that means undermining offerings with greater
potential for mass appeal.... hence the recent posts I've been responding to. In this case,
it was: That narrative requires the reader to ignore vital facts... Prius already delivers
high-volume production lithium cells and Prime already delivers full EV drive. Just
because fewer cells are used now to make the smaller battery-packs doesn't mean the rest
of the business need to support more later hasn't already been delivered.

9-08-2017

Falling Into The Trap. One of the highly respected regular posters on the EV blog did
today. He unknowingly got sucked into a semantics argument. Forgetting about purpose
and get hung up on definition & labels is a trap that's very easy to fall into. In this case, it
was in a series of posts about what "Full EV" actually means. An antagonist kept posting
over and over again how the electric-motor power output must be more than the gasengine for the full-hybrid to be said to have full electric-only driving abilities. That
makes no sense whatsoever... if you take a moment to actually think about what was
claimed. Why would that make any difference? I can drive my Prime on the highway at
80 mph with the heater running and not use a drop of gas. How is that not "full" in any
respect? What makes it incomplete? Not being full means something is
missing. Nothing else is needed. You get everything you need for that drive exclusively
from electricity. Ugh. It's too bad he fell victim to that effort to undermine. Remember
how they used to call it AER (All Electric Range) instead? That shift to something new
is the changing of definition & labels. Hide the past by talking about the present in a
different way. A clear sign of undermining. I tried the best I could to respectfully point
out his oversight: Full EV means you can drive under all conditions using electricity...
hot, cold, fast, slow, whatever. The fact that some systems deliver more power from the
electric-motor than the gas-engine is simply a configuration difference to target a
different audience. It has absolutely nothing to do with the EV itself.

9-08-2017

Goals Reminder. The attitude from some faster & further pushers goes beyond
smug. They clearly don't understand accounting and don't care about economics. To
them, it's all about marketing. If you have a good product, people will pay anything the
business asks for them to acquire it. All that's supposedly required is lots of
advertising. That's so poorly informed of how things actually work, most of the effort
expended to explain their incorrect perception is a waste. They aren't interested in
learning. It's a decide beside on feeling disaster. Rather proactively educate, they react
to feeling. Ugh. You'd think they'd at least recognize goal. Unfortunately, not even a
simple message of purpose resonates. So, I continuously remind: Replacement of
traditional vehicles is the goal. GM is carefully avoiding electrification of their SUV
models so cannibalizing doesn't happen. How does that achieve the goal? LOL all you
want to distract from the importance of that low MSRP. No one taking the situation
seriously will be laughing.
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Guzzling Reminder. The faster & further mindset is a truly desperate perspective at this
point. With 7 years of not being able to attract mainstream buyers, you'd think that level
of failure would be a sign of needing to try something else instead. Unfortunately, that's
not the case. In fact, the consumption of electricity for the sake of improved acceleration
is still very much a draw... which reveals the current market is still just for early
adopters. The ordinary consumer wants something at a fair price. They are unwilling to
pay a premium. That's the difference between mainstream & enthusiast buyers. The fact
that even with a generous $7,500 tax-credit sales growth has not been achieved is the
only other sign needed for trouble ahead. So, there really isn't much of a point of
reminding people that guzzling electricity can be a problem too. I did anyway: Notice
how the obsession with power diverts attention away from what's actually
important? Using electricity to be green is the goal, not to switch guzzling habits from
gas to electricity. Some EV systems are very inefficient. Supporters attempt to justify
that waste by focusing on want, hoping that desire will make it acceptable.

9-09-2017

Audience. Making the discussion about themselves is a common undermining
technique. It's all about limiting scope. In fact, that's why the antagonists cherry
pick. Looking at the big picture reveals weakness. So, they attempt to avoid that any
way they can. I don't put up with that nonsense and certainly didn't today: Audience is
who the vehicle was designed for, not who's making comment about it. It doesn't matter
anyway. Your actions to defend GM, despite the fact that they are avoiding their own
customers rather than targeting them as Toyota has, speaks for itself. In other words, GM
can only avoid delivering some type of electrified SUV for so long. Meanwhile, there's
both RAV4 and C-HR that are plug-ready and Highlander which could ultimately join in
too. The efforts to undermine Prime by claiming it is insufficient are weak & desperate...
something this audience won't tolerate. Anything that promotes mass acceptance
(affordable pricing and not unnecessarily powerful) of plugging in should be
acceptable. Put another way, what will mainstream consumers replace their traditional
vehicle with?
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Antagonist Attacks. It's quite refreshing when a post like this emerges from the chaos
of antagonist attacks: "What hybrid vehicles does Toyota have? Is it just the Prius, Camry
and Corolla? Or do they have some others? I would think any serious intentions to move
to EV would start by making all the vehicles hybrid." That provided an opportunity to get
the discussion about Toyota's intentions back on track:
30,593 hybrid RAV4. 11,099 hybrid Highlander. 5,338 hybrid RX 400/450. Those are
all the hybrid SUV models those attempting to undermine & belittle Toyota carefully
avoid every drawing any attention to. Notice how GM offers nothing in the SUV
category, which is their most popular type of vehicle.
Notice how well those Toyota numbers from Jan-Aug 2017 sales look here in the United
States. In the European market, CH-R is already available as a hybrid. Avalon is another
hybrid which is available here. Corolla hybrid is elsewhere. That delivers a strong
message of reaching their goal offering hybrid models of all their passenger vehicles by
2020.
Keep in mind how impressive the Toyota hybrid technology has advanced. The 2018
Camry delivers an EPA rating of 52 MPG. That's incredible for a large sedan. We've
seen how easily they are able to adapt their system to offer a plug too, without costing a
major premium.
This is why we've seen so many desperate attacks on Prime lately. Antagonists are doing
everything they can to impede the momentum building, since their preferred automaker
simply has no way to compete... specifically GM. Thankfully, we are seeing efforts by
Hyundai, Nissan, Ford, and Honda pushing forward with plug-in hybrids of their
own. It's really unfortunate GM hasn't expanded their Volt technology into another
Chevy vehicle.
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What's The Problem? The rhetoric claiming time has run out, making it too late for
some automakers to recover is a load of garbage. It's just more desperate attempts to
keep up a good image. This isn't even damage-control anymore. It's plain old
recognition of how much the market still has not accepted plugging in. There isn't
anything beyond early-adopter buyers still. That's easy to prove too. None of the
automakers have used up their tax-credits yet. That means true competition with
traditional vehicles has yet to begin. That subsidy is somewhat of a liability at this
point. Dependence on it for too long makes that push to the next stage (high-volume
production) even harder. Demand simply isn't there yet. Establishing the technology is
still the stage we are stuck on. Dealers remain reluctant. Charger use isn't agreed
upon. Configurations remain confusing. Prices are all over the place. Basically, it
equate to lack of clear purpose. What the heck are those plug-in vehicles attempting to
accomplish? You'd be surprised how difficult that question actually is to
answer. Anywho, I got fed up with the spin today and jumped on the most obvious
antagonist: What legacy automaker is actually committing to high-volume production
right away? Notice how GM is curiously silent about increases, despite Volt and
Bolt? Nissan is making a valiant effort. Kudos! Hyundai stands potential in a few
years. The same can be said for Honda. With Ford, who knows. VW and BMW have
plans in the works, but are also years away. In the meantime, Toyota continues to refine
their hardware & software with Prime, awaiting the opportunity to exploit the next-gen
battery and building plug-in reputation in the meantime. So... what's the problem?

9-10-2017

Fuel-Cell Rants. Another common antagonism technique is to go off on fuel-cell. The
antagonist will rant about how wasteful it has been for Toyota to invest, spinning it as a
futile endeavor. Facts prove otherwise. Often, they are unwilling to acknowledge them
though. So, when their rants get obnoxious and become too much of a distraction, I fight
back. Today, it was:
FCEV = Fuel-Cell Electric Vehicle
Advancement in the electrical system is progress for an vehicle using electricity for
propulsion & comfort. That dual benefit is so often overlooked by those against fuel-cell
development, it's difficult to take what their lack-of-investment claims of investment
seriously.
Hyundai, Honda, Daimler, Mercedes, BMW, and GM are all actively pursuing FCEV
work too. How come they don't get the same negative criticism as Toyota? It's not like
Toyota hasn't invested heavily in lithium use. Both the regular Prius and the Prime have
lithium battery-packs.
The heating system for the cabin in Prime is the automotive industries most efficient
electric heat-pump, the first of which to take advantage of vapor injection. How come
that mutual benefit is so easily dismissed?
Good business includes diversification. Pushing for a single solution simply does not
make sense. Yet, that's what many argue for. It's so short-sighted and quite risky. The
market needs variety. Think of how profoundly different each vehicle on the road is
used. One size does not fit all.
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Meritless. Those last few remaining Volt enthusiasts trying to push vastly superior
status over Prime sure are getting desperate. The claims being made are without any
merit. They just say whatever the heck they want and don't even bother to provide any
detail whatsoever. Today, it started with: "Toyota is far behind comparing
technologies..." My response was a simple list with a half-dozen items. That stirred
quite a bit of lashing out. The extreme anger was obvious. So, I came up with the
following list and posted it. Unfortunately, the fourth category didn't even occur to me
until long after. But rather than post that "innovation" design, I figured it may work out
better to save that for later. I'll put it hear though. It's ok on the blog to reveal that I'm
still holding a wildcard:
Prime technical advantages:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

EV is more efficient
HV is more efficient
Heater is more efficient
Price is more affordable
Dual-Wave glass
Carbon-Fiber hatch
Charge Mode

Prime standard safety features:
–
–
–
–

Dynamic Radar Cruise
Pre-Collision Braking
Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
Automatic High-Beams

Prime advanced tech options:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Predictive Efficient Drive
Sonar Parking Assist
Rear-Cross Traffic Alert
Blind-Spot Monitor
Vehicle Proximity Notify
Rain-Sensing Variable Wiper
Active Grille Shutter
Color Heads-Up Display
11.6-inch Touch-Display
Charging Cable Lock
Heated Steering-Wheel

Prime innovation design:
– Directed Heating & Cooling
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Hate. The irrational behavior of some still in denial about having lost such an extensive
battle was summed up with a final insult: "...an arrogant, smug, self-righteous jerk." It
was truly remarkable to read that. After having read so many posts about how great Volt
would be, it was beyond hypocritical. That's exactly how they sounded. Having so many
pages of their own quotes documented in these blogs is vindicating. I have an extensive
log of exactly how they behaved. The hate was truly remarkable... something to not be
forgotten. Learning from such profound errors is progress. When their hope began to
crumble, the response was to lash out at a scapegoat. That's sad. I responded to that
ironic situation with: Years of "vastly superior" spin from those here set the precedent
for pushing facts and reminding of goals like that. The double-standard has been truly
remarkable. It's your choice whether or not to make it personal. The faster & further
marketing didn't work out. Time has come to move on. Focus back on the original price
& volume targets is essential.

9-11-2017

Stuck. The fate of Volt is obvious at this point. GM's own customers are not interested
and neither is GM itself. So much attention has shifted over to Bolt, there really isn't
anything to say about plug-in hybrid expectations. There simply aren't any
anymore. Those nasty enthusiasts who feared mainstream acceptance would never come
are feeling the sting of being wrong now. They know the tech won't actually die. GM
will obvious give in at some point, finally offering a plug for a vehicle the "Who?" will
want to buy. Catch is, it won't be vastly superior. It will just be another player on the
team... exactly what I wanted all along. We should all be in this together. So what if
fulfilling the need isn't exciting. Most mainstream vehicles aren't. I knew that from the
start. They were in denial. To sum of the lengthy voyage they took to reach the same
destination I was at many years ago, I posted: Sales have always been the ultimate
means of measuring progress. Conquest was the first stage, where the new technology is
subsidized and often attracts buyers from outside the normal customer
base. Cannibalization is what follows. That's when the new technology attracts loyal
buyers, convincing them to upgrade rather than replace. Volt is stuck in the first. The
faster & further approach simply isn't working anymore. Prime clearly targets that
second stage instead. It delivers a wide variety of purchase priorities appealing to
mainstream consumers. Reaction to today's post about sales clearly confirm
that. Negative votes won't conceal that inconvenient truth.

9-11-2017

Worldwide Sales. The total count for the year as of July for Prius Prime (known as
Prius PHV everywhere but in the United States) was 31,856. That official count is hard
to get, since sources aren't readily available. I was able to find the August numbers for
here and Japan. They were 1,820 and 1,870 respectively. We also have the September
value for here, which was 1,899. What that tells us is there's a trend of at least 3,600 per
month which is likely to continue. That means, without any growth or even finding out
what the counts are from Europe or Canada, we can still reasonably expect a total of
50,000 sales worldwide for the year. This is why we are seeing signs of panic
now. That's quite a debut. Potential for much more once the initial rollout concludes is
strong. I wish more than just 1 or 2 available per dealer around here doesn't drag
on. Unfortunately, being in the middle of the country means waiting longer. But then
again, that doesn't tend to be an impediment of any sort. People await real-world data
from the first Winter anyway... and I am well prepared to provide it. That cold season is
on the way. My cameras are ready. Meanwhile, a slow but steady growth of sales while
we wait would be nice.
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47 Miles EV. Honda Clarity will be offered as a plug-in hybrid, in addition to EV and
Fuel-Cell models. Range has been officially estimated at 47 miles. You can imagine the
stir that has caused with Volt enthusiasts. Ugh. I like how it paves the way for a Camry
plug-in. Think of what a Prime model would draw for interest? Honda's efficiency
rating for hybrid operation is 42 MPG combined. The newest generation Camry hybrid
delivers 52 MPG. With a smaller battery-pack, it could be more affordably priced than
the expected base of $35,000 for the Clarity. Note how Toyota strived to deliver a
system able to compete directly with its own showroom floor offerings? It's unclear how
Honda will actually market this new choice. The expectation is that Clarity plug-in
hybrid will become a high-volume seller. That seems reasonable. But then again, there's
Hyundai attempting to undercut everyone else on price. Clarity is a full-size vehicle, not
cramped like Volt. That lack of compromise is obvious. I'm intrigued. 47 miles of EV
is easier to justify with that larger interior, especially when power isn't
sacrificed. However, there isn't a to-the-floor approach like with Prime. That will
actually start the engine. Hmm? This is a head-scratcher. We'll find out next year when
sales begin.

9-13-2017

Undermining Efforts. Ugh. It's really annoying to have to deal with rhetoric like this:
"Does the battery have a thermal management system?" It seems reasonable. But it
reality, it's a greenwash campaign where some intentionally undermine and others simply
spread the misconception without even realizing what they are partaking in. All I can do
is play along, but interject some information with the hope of it making some notice
what's going on. Sadly, the idea of narratives influencing decisions isn't as wide spread
as you would think. There are people who truly don't realize that's even possible. Being
naive is dangerous... and we've seen fallout as a result far too many times. Perhaps this
though, we can intercept early: The more informative question is what kind is provided
for cooling, since there has been quite a bit of confusion between the ACTIVE and
PASSIVE types. Nissan chose PASSIVE, which basically means the heat is not
dispersed by any forced removal. Toyota chose ACTIVE, which was achieved by
pushing cooled air from the cabin through the battery-pack casing. That's a very big
difference. Lots of people assume they are the same though, since neither uses a liquid.

9-14-2017

LEV III. Most people have absolutely no clue what emission ratings are. Of the people
advocating green technology for vehicles, few of them understand the categories of
"clean" are setup to follow a progress improvement schedule. Every decade or so, the
bar is raised, making criteria more stringent for the next stage. We are now approaching
the level-3 stage. California establishes the standard. Other states agree to accept &
follow. CT, MA, MD, ME, NJ, NM, NY, OR, PA, RI, VT, WA, and DE are those
joining in for this round of air-quality improvement. All you need to do is remember
there are people like me who bother to read up on detail of the provisions ratified. This is
how cheaters, like diesel, get caught. Remember my blogs entries complaining about the
suspicious behavior of diesel supporters? Things just didn't add up. How could such a
supposedly dramatic level of clean be delivered at so little cost or tradeoff? There's
always some type of compromise required. No penalty of any sort made no sense. Study
of what is measured and how was what brought about the questioning. We understood
the challenges of cleansing emissions and preventing them in the first place.
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Acceptance. It's not happening for some. This was what a Bolt owner posted about the
gen-2 Leaf: "Besides the very different driving experience, much longer range, better
acceleration, faster charge rate, liquid cooling, CCS charging instead of Chademo. all
the check marks at a modestly higher price." I was dumbfounded... and not about to put
up with it: $6,630 is modest? MSRP starts the shopping process. Too high, the
customer simply moves on. Reasonably competitive, they take a closer look. The catch
is, mainstream interest will focus on creature-comforts & conveniences, not technical
design or performance aspects. That shift from enthusiast to mainstream will be painful
for some. Accepting the purchase-priority difference won't be easy. But that's what this
stage of rollout is all about.

9-15-2017

Chargers. It's not all bad. There are new opportunities to advance discussions beyond
the old rhetoric: "My wife actually mentioned "what if we get a Bolt when my car needs
replacing" while we were talking about putting a 240V circuit into the garage for L2
charging." I took full advantage of this particular opportunity, knowing that a number of
the original Volt owners either just stuck with their factory 120-volt charger or invested
in a low-power 240-volt. Neither is enough for Bolt... and they know it. But rather than
argue to justify the obsolete position, they are receptive. The reason is simple. The shoe
is on the other foot. Irony can be cruel. I don't succumb to it though; instead, I use the
change to stir excitement about what's available. In this case, it was with: We just
installed 2 JuiceBox chargers with Wi-Fi, each on their own dedicated 40-amp line with
individual sub-meters and NEMA 14-50 outlets. That provides extremely convenient
usage tracking and time-of-use discounting, as well as capacity for the future. That was
the ideal setup... especially with the $1,000 rebate from our electric provider. 3.6 kW
charging for the Primes now. 7.2 kWh potential continuous from both chargers
simultaneously.

9-16-2017

Work Trip. Jumping into an airplane to travel halfway across the country for training
isn't a normal experience for me. Work trips simply haven't been necessary. I try my
best to achieve all that's needed remotely. In this case though, it couldn't be
avoided. The visit for some in-person interaction would be greatly beneficial. So, that's
what I'm doing. All things considered, that is the most efficient means of travel. It's
certainly faster; though, I do enjoy road trips with the Prius. I'll be away from home for
almost a week... no car, no cats, no wife. Fortunately, the online world isn't any further
away. It's as if nothing changed in that regard. In fact, I will keep my eyes roaming with
the hope of noticing something here on the East Coast that I wouldn't usually encounter
in the Midwest.

9-17-2017

Advanced. It's quite bizarre how some people think having a liquid-cooling system for
the battery-pack is advanced design. Requiring a more aggressive heat dissipation
system is more expensive, more complex, and more weight. Dealing with that much
more makes no sense. Yet, we hear the argument that it is happens all the time. Who are
those pushers trying to convince? It seems a step in the wrong direction. The idea of
plug-in simplicity is negated by requirements like this. Thankfully, both Nissan &
Toyota continued with lithium chemistry development to avoid the need. This is a reason
why they have potential for winning over their traditional buyers. That's the type of
advancement we require... not some EV supporters telling people that without, they'll
suffer terrible consequences with their battery-pack.
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Behind. How many times have I had to endure the claim of Toyota being behind? The
best response was always to push for an explanation of what they thought was still
needed. Pretty much every single time, the reply was with respect to EV range. All the
enthusiast cared about was battery capacity. Sadly, nothing else mattered... until
now. Reality is setting... finally. I'd then point out the benefits of electrification. So
much of what gets put into hybrid & fuel-cell vehicles can be reused by a plug-in, you'd
think it would be an obvious that those investments were good ones. Instead, they were
mocked, belittled, and scorned. So, seeing this emerge from plans GM just revealed has
been quite vindicating: "By 2025, nearly all of GM's brands sold in China – Buick,
Cadillac, and Chevrolet – will have an electrified option." Several years ago, Toyota set
a similar goal in the United States... but for 2020... which puts them ahead, way
ahead. Hopefully, this news will help end the antagonist posting. Focus on mainstream
electrification, rather than faster & further, is long overdue.

9-19-2017

Reasons. It's getting much easier to see how attitudes differ now. What an ugly
past. It's unfortunate we have that mess to deal with still, but acknowledging the problem
is progress. This indeed fits: "What troubles me in reading this article is why this
innovation isn't being done in this country. What circumstance, or group of
circumstances, makes GM look to China for its future, as opposed to the USA. Is it the
EPA, the dealer network, the unions, what?" I actually got a compliment from a recent
foe with this post: Welcome to the world of those who raised concern years ago for
listing out the very reasons you now seek. The advice is to not dwell on the problem
sources... since you'll get nothing but negative votes. Focus on providing strong
solutions instead... something all audiences will embrace. In this case, we really really
need GM to announce intent to deliver a Voltec based Equinox or Trax. Offering a SUV
with a plug-in option is what will shift the paradigm without upsetting the market.

9-19-2017

Denial. I didn't even need to respond. He said it well. This was yet another former
poster who had countered me on a regular basis. The turn is so nice. True, writing was
on then wall for a very long time. They've known Volt was in trouble. I reminded him
and several of the others directly, pointing out the gen-2 year-2 situation. There's nothing
else to deny. Reasons he provided should have an impact: Are we still in denial about
this topic? 1) We are no longer the largest growing economy. 2) We are a debtor
nation. 3) There is no consistent "Pro EV" federal policy to encourage investment. 4)
Americans (many) are more interested in trucks and willing to take on 8 year loans. 5)
High cost US workforce still working through quality control issues.
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Change. It's dramatic from my perspective. Agreement from antagonists is
amazing. Their change is as if it happened overnight. Too bad it actually dragged on for
years and years. They'd fight diversification. Asking the "Who?" question all those
times eventually got the message through. Volt clearly wasn't designed to appeal to
GM's own loyal customers. It was never going to reach mainstream sales levels as a
result. That's why conquest was always the focus. They understood the problem, yet
refused to acknowledge it. Now, they see how those suggestions for spreading the
technology to vehicles like Malibu & Equinox really weren't efforts to undermine or
dilute. They really were in the best interest of growth. All that wasn't a twisted way of
promoting Toyota. I really was trying to promote plugging in after all. Of course, I'll
never get any type of apology. But that's ok. Their steps for change in the right direction
is all I wanted anyway. That stupid trophy-mentality had terrible consequences. After 10
years of suffering, no need to drag it on any more. Let's move forward. It will be odd
though, knowing Volt will be left behind in the process. But then again, they do now
recognize it as a niche. That change is progress. It's not like all the tech will be
lost. Reconfiguring it for mass appeal is quite realistic.

9-19-2017

Cold Soak. It's interesting to throw a term out there to see if any newbies bite? That's
the kind of trolling with intent to educate. What a concept! Trying to help people by
stimulating the learning process. In this case, it was: "What is maximum cold soak? I
only ask because I rarely ever use the timer. What's the advantage of it?" That came
about with a random reply on a thread about recharging. I set the hook: That's when you
allow the battery-pack to rest as long as possible before the recharge begins. It's for
longevity. Toyota conveniently gives you the scheduling feature to make that easy. I
have mine set on weekdays for charging to complete by 7 AM in the morning and 4 PM
in the afternoon. That makes the process basically brainless. You just plug in and let the
car figure out when to start charging and pre-conditioning. To override the schedule, just
click the "Charge Now" button when powering down. It's a simple way to get the most
out of your investment. Coming out to a car that's warmed or cooled for your departure
is rewarding in itself. Knowing it's also taking steps to extend the life of the battery-pack
is a great bonus. For those of you who decide to take advantage of time-of-use discounts
from your electricity provider, it requires setting the schedule anyway. So, why not?

9-20-2017

Voice of Reality. This isn't likely to be greeted with enthusiasm: "If GM keeps building
small cars for the US market they are going to be in trouble. We are all screaming for a
real SUV/CUV based EREV with AWD, but that falls on deaf ears." Too many of the
Volt enthusiasts were fiercely against anything that would upset the precedent they set in
terms of faster & further. That status quo is painfully deafening now. So much was built
up to prevent change, they have backed themselves into a terrible corner. This is why so
many simply gave up on Volt and directed loyalty toward Bolt instead. It's bizarre to
have so much silence now. Unfortunately, that is why the voice of reality gets so much
grief. The possibility of getting called out as hypocritical damages their fragile sense of
pride. Ugh. Again, the goal is to replace traditional vehicles. Since GM primarily sells
SUV/CUV choices, it makes no sense pushing a compact hatchback like Volt. They tried
for 7 years. It didn't work. Let it go. Move on to the next. The fact that enthusiasts still
don't agree is mind-boggling. They scream, but then go back to Volt support the very
next post. There's no substance. It's just empty talk. Without any effort to help promote
something supportive of a SUV/CUV offering, how do they expect interest to
grow? Remember all the hype they managed for Volt while it was being developed?
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Efficiency Credits. If they ever do get renewed by the federal government or new ones
comes about from some states, it sure would be nice if actual efficiency were taken into
account. That importance aspect of measure is currently ignored entirely. All that the
big tax-credit focuses on is battery-capacity. It doesn't matter how much electricity the
vehicle guzzles, as long as it has a larger size than others. Such a crude perspective of
worth made more sense way back in 2008 when the legislation was first drafted. But all
these years later, we know understand the importance of using electricity responsibly and
should award accordingly. Simply switching from wasteful gas vehicles to wasteful
electrics is not enough of a step forward. This is why EV operation with a vapor-injected
heat-pump should earn more credit than one with just an old-school resistance
heater. One uses far less energy than the other to operate.

9-22-2017

Less Complex. Being less complex than traditional vehicles has been the selling point
for battery vehicles. Cooling the battery with liquid is not a step in that direction. This is
why advanced chemistry for cooling with air is a step forward... as well as a cost
reduction. Volt enthusiasts absolutely hate hearing this, since GM didn't try that. GM
stuck with the overkill approach... which is a carry over from gen-1 design. The hope
was drastic cuts for gen-2. In fact, there were some who celebrated that apparent victory
far too early. It's a wise move when trying to deliver a robust product that will deliver
extremes. But that's not what customers actually want to pay for. There's a
balance. That's why those buyers are part of the mainstream. You want more, you pay
more. That's what the specialty market is all about. More complex is fine for that
audience. Ordinary people are not in that category. They benefit from less complex by
not having to pay a premium. Long story short, Nissan & Toyota are well aware of this...
hence their efforts to deliver a battery chemistry able to deal with heat better. Higher
tolerance that can be cooled with air is far less expensive and less complex. So, with the
Honda getting into the game, I was quite curious. Rather than a dedicated liquid cooling
system like GM uses, their new Clarity will share coolant with both the engine &
battery. One radiator instead of 2 reduces components. Less piping and only 1 pump is
less complex. I'm quite curious how the Volt enthusiasts will accept this new approach.
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Progress. It's odd to see some still fighting. The world is moving on, overcoming the
strange barrier GM erected with Volt... then shifted over to Bolt. What exactly were they
trying to accomplish? We see a whole lot of nothing. The technology worked, but their
heart didn't seem to be in it. Who was it for? Both plug-in offerings had a very high
price and were not targeted at their own loyal customers. Yet, that was always labeled as
progress. GM was pushing more than any other automaker. So, even though that didn't
actually accomplish much in terms of actual change, it was given recognition as
leadership. None of those enthusiasts bother to consider that bad leaders are
possible. Heading off quickly seems impressive, but in the wrong direction... Anyway,
I'm still a bit irked about so much time & resources having been so poorly used. It's no
hopeless though. Progress often includes waste. You try something. It doesn't
work. You try something else. Success of Prime isn't what Volt enthusiasts want to hear
about. They hold that particular configuration with too much importance. Rather than
focus on diversification of the technology to other platforms, it's the compact hatchback
or nothing. That's why when Camry hybrid or RAV4 hybrid are brought up as next
candidates for getting a plug, they go silent. Needless to say, I couldn't be silent about
the situation. So, hopefully this was at least somewhat tactful: Toyota will have
increased the population of plug-in vehicle owners this year by 50,000. Rolling out the
world's first affordable plug-in hybrid, to several different markets, all at the same time is
undeniable progress... especially considering how vital it is to not be dependent on taxcredits. When will GM roll out something similar on that scale?

9-22-2017

New Ally? It's rare to have a new ally emerge, especially in the belly of the beast. That
daily blog is getting pretty nasty as the end draws near. This stirred that pot: "GM please
give us Volt/Bolt customers a vehicle to grow into, do not squander all of those conquest
sales. And just to be clear, throwing a diesel in any vehicle is not an alternative. No
plug no sale." With the very encouraging news from Nissan and the undeniable conflict
GM must resolve, its difficult to know just how receptive enthusiasts who seem to be
losing everything will accept change... especially coming from someone who could say "I
told you so". That's why letting someone else do it instead is so interesting. I jumped
into that mess with: This audience works hard to hide information that upsets the status
quo. It's really sad how much has been squandered as a result of their denial. This time
next year, phaseout of tax-credits for GM will be a grim reality. Intent of those subsidies
establishing high-volume sales never materialized over the past 7 years of trying. Lack
of growth confirms it. Something to appeal to mainstream buyers still isn't
offered. What draw will there be for a plug-in SUV that's $7,500 more when it is finally
rolled out to attract GM's own loyal customers? Notice how much of a challenge it has
been to grow sales even with the tax-credit?
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Pack Upgrades. This particular information published today summarized the outlook
well: "In mid-2016, BMW introduced the current 33.84 kWh battery which was an
upgrade from the 21.6 kWh battery previously available. That bumped the i3 BEV’s 81
mile range to 114 miles per charge. The new battery, which is being introduced
sometime later in 2018, is rumored to have a total capacity of 43.2 kWh and offer an
EPA range rating of 150 – 155 miles per charge." At some point, that should become an
expectation, rather than a special situation. When Prime was first revealed, I pointed out
how the raised floor in back served as a market test to find out if the perception of usable
cargo space loss would be more of a deterrent than the increase of capacity mid-cycle
would be as an encouragement. Toyota gave itself the option to adapt design without
major rework. Increased battery-capacity, due to increased energy-density, could easily
be provided. Increased cargo-storage, due to increased energy-density, could easily be
provided. It's a choice they don't have to make until mid-cycle. They'd let the market
decide which is more important. An interesting twist is that could be an upgrade for
existing owners as well. Imagine many years later a buyer of a first model-year plug-in
trading in their battery-pack for the newest available, rather than the entire
vehicle. There's an interesting profit venue yet to be explored. Why let the aftermarket
sellers have exclusive opportunities? Why not the automaker itself? Needless to say,
technology for batteries is advancing faster than generational upgrades.

9-23-2017

Selling Points. That lengthy list of Prime advantages I posted a few weeks ago has
turned into the new "selling points" document. Just like with previous generations of
Prius, identification of standout features of what Toyota delivered will occur. You end
up with a list of strengths. That's exactly what I ended up getting out of the
antagonists. Their push to exploit what they consider weaknesses will end up exposing
the best points to highlight. That's how we sell Prius... letting those who want it to fail
most help stir what sells it the most. The ironic backfire is something well worth
patiently waiting for... while tolerating the onslaught of attacks. Today though, I got this:
"Where is Toyota's actual, technological leadership?" That was an unexpected
opportunity to share the entire list, rather than draw attention to each point
individually. The feedback to it was intense too. Rather than even trying to argument, it
was an admission of defeat. He just blew it off entirely. Running away is a dead
giveaway. The usual response is to just cherry-pick wasn't attempted. I was
thrilled. Knowing the list had been so carefully researched and so thoughtfully
assembled, that first test of worth was very encouraging.
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Full Circle. Recognition of the pattern by the antagonist is a very encouraging sign:
"Your protests are awfully convenient to your case, aren't they? We try to hide you with
negative votes..." He didn't understand what was wrong, but knew it looked a little too
much in my favor. The problem comes down to realizing there's agreement, but not
wanting to admit it. I've seen that before. When I depart, posts will start conveying the
very same thing I had been saying all along. Knowing that I'm not there anymore makes
it a simple next step. That's why I'm making sure to wrap up everything. The reveal
from Nissan brought an end to rhetoric of the past and lost enthusiasts are looking for a
new focus. So, I remind them what's important prior to moving on: "NICELY UNDER
$30,000" is the target GM set for Volt. So no amount of hiding my posts or asking
alternate questions will change that. It was a goal set for good reason by GM, not
me. Traditional vehicles must be replaced quickly. That makes sense. If my reminders
of the importance of it is considered a protest, too bad. What difference does opinion
make anyway? A goal is a goal. Working to maintain the status quo doesn't accomplish
anything. It is just enabling. Protest is a push for change. The reality of sales growth
being the measure of progress is just something you'll have to accept... an inconvenient
truth. As this discussion points out, competition is expanding. We need high-volume
sales not dependent upon tax-credits right away, hence NICELY UNDER $30,000.
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Wrap Up. It took awhile to sort through all the crazy lately, as a result of the impeding
change, to come up with a fitting analogy. Knowing that it's not an end. Knowing the
game is far from over. Knowing that pride often creates barriers. Knowing that taking
the next step is hard. Since you've got the upper-hand from having studied and made
better choices, it's difficult not to sound condescending. Those struggling simply don't
want to listen to you. So, we go through the usual personal attacks and false history. Just
like with our president, wild statements are made without providing any detail
whatsoever. It's just a vague claim that results in instant gratification. Ugh. The
expectation is someone will stand up as a peacemaker, saying whatever it takes for the
loser to shut up by addressing the winner suggesting they take a different approach. It's a
physiological move that can actually be rather effective. That guy with the upper-hand
has to play along though. Thinking about that is how I came up with the game analogy
for the wrap up:
Too expensive to compete with traditional vehicles was the message conveyed from
Toyota all those years ago, back when Volt was still being developed. Volt enthusiasts
didn't want to accept that message, so they changed it to too dangerous instead. It made
them feel better. All these years later, there's the same behavior. The upcoming
phaseout of tax-credits is really pushing that denial. So, they do what they can to
suppress information, rather than accept it.
Rhetoric intensifies the situation when new offerings emerge. Toyota is always a thorn
in GM's side, so they don't count. They're just treated as a scapegoat. Panic comes from
other automakers. With gen-1 Volt, it was Ford's plug-in hybrid. Wow! It got very
intense when C-Max Energi became available. Enthusiasts of Volt would post whatever
they could to defend. Despite the lack of substance and obvious desperation, it made
them feel better.
Honda's new offering is doing the same thing to gen-2 Volt. There's that same pattern of
panic again. It's very easy to see too. Rather than take the situation seriously, the
behavior is to use Toyota as a scapegoat and last out at those providing the message of
concern. But as difficult as it is to accept defeat of a move, it's just a failed play in a very
long game. No need to panic.
GM took a step in the wrong direction. It's not the end of the world. It's just a
fumble. The technology is still sound. The configuration doesn't meet consumer
requirements though. It's not like adjustments aren't possible. Getting back into play is
just a matter of trying something different.
Too expensive continues to be the fundamental barrier for mass acceptance. A compact
car like Volt has far too high of a price tag to draw interest in the showroom. Shoppers
simply don't want to pay that much. More EV range and more power has proven
ineffective for sales growth.
In a game when throwing the ball repeatedly to the same player fails to advance the team,
you send in a different player. It's not a big deal. There's no need to panic. With the
case of GM, they finally need to call in their most popular player. What are they waiting
for? It's long overdue. The appeal of offering a plug-in SUV had long been
known. Even before Volt, there was strong interest. Yet, GM hesitated.
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We need to hear from GM that they plan to offer a plug-in SUV. Fans of the game (Volt
enthusiasts) should be screaming for that at this point, rather than hiding posts and
spinning history to pretend all is still ok. Things are obviously quite bad, but the game is
not lost. Don't enable GM to continue with the wrong player. Shout out for the favorite
to finally get a chance play.
9-25-2017

Teaching Moment, part 1. Attempting to hide posts by negative voting them out of
view is bizarre. All you have to do is click on the link to make it visible again. It doesn't
actually go away. In fact, the act draws attention to them as a form of highlighting. I
couldn't care less, since the goal is simply to get the message across. Posting again
achieves the same thing: "Being less complex than traditional vehicles has been the
selling point for battery vehicles. Cooling the battery with liquid is not a step in that
direction. This is why advanced chemistry for cooling with air is progress forward… as
well as a cost reduction. Explain how such a straight-forward sentiment could cause
such an uproar." The discussion just happened to have drawn attention to teaching
moments anyway, so I jumped right in. The point was to get those intentionally trying to
mislead about active cooling to finally acknowledge that doesn't mean liquid only. The
push to get that misconception to become a major source of disappointment is getting
intense. They simply don't care about getting caught. They just repeat the same
implication over and over. Passive cooling doesn't exist as far as they're concerned. So,
when I point out Prime is active and Leaf is passive, despite but using air, they get very
angry. They don't want me to expose their efforts. Finding out there are 2 very different
approaches to cooling battery-packs with air can be used will undermine all the worked
they've done to create a misconception. Well, too bad.

9-25-2017

Teaching Moment, part 2. Here is what I ended up posting: A teachable moment, in
education, is the time at which learning a particular topic or idea becomes possible or
easiest. The count of negative votes was a clear indication that not only did the post have
everyone's attention, it also was understood well enough to result in a participatory act. It
was directly on topic and a relevant response as to which the topic was presented. The
reaction though was for Volt enthusiasts to panic. I had pointed out a factor of
advancement they were unwilling to acknowledge, providing a reason for which
competition could indeed be stronger. There was a major effort to suppress the
information, followed by indication of a shift away from plug-in hybrids. That
abandonment of Volt in favor of Bolt is not a total surprise. Change on such a scale due
to business realignment is a good thing when sales are not as expected. You try
something. It doesn't work. You try something else. This is the learning
process. Sharing that information is how we are taught.
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Abandonment. How it would end was a mystery. I have been witnessing abandonment
of Volt. Enthusiasts who pushed "range anxiety" concern are now claiming this outcome
was inevitable. All those excuses for so much defending has paid off in their minds. It's
interesting to witness such damage-control playing out. When pride plays such a major
role in their actions, it was quite clear nothing with "failure" as would be part of their
message. That would make sense if it was just a matter of moving on with a generational
upgrade. But that's not the case. Volt is only now starting its third year of sales for gen2. That's not even mid-cycle year. The product is too new still. There's no
diversification either. It would be easy to justify if that long awaited SUV with a plug
was finally announced. But there's no sign of any intent from GM and no support
whatsoever from enthusiasts. They have simply moved from EREV to EV. The idea of a
vehicle with an engine of any kind has abandoned entirely. It's really strange. There isn't
a voice for Voltec anymore. The hope of any plug-in hybrid choices from GM is
gone. Believe it or not, that's actually a good thing. That terrible group-think from those
faster & further pushers was holding back opportunity. With them turning favor to Bolt
instead, the ability for GM to finally announce (or even reveal) a Trax or Equinox using
an augmented hybrid system is far easier. Barriers of the past are no longer there, now
that there's a 60 kWh battery-pack available. An affordable system with a smaller (right
sized!) capacity can be offered without loss of pride. Phew! That's long overdue. Want
to make a bet that will happen in Detroit early next year?

9-27-2017

Extreme Variety. Now that the market barrier Volt created is gone, there's an extreme
variety of plug-in hybrids emerging. Those terrible enthusiasts of Volt did indeed
become the antagonists we feared. Claiming GM was a leader, when in fact it had
become an example of what not to focus. Rather than focus on improvement to
emissions & consumption, there was an obsession with faster & further. It was good
technology spoiled by foolish management decisions... based primarily on what the
enthusiasts were rallying for. They are who I blame. We knew the executives would
cater to what they hear from GM supporters. That was how Two-Mode became such a
disaster and why I knew Volt would suffer the same fate. That pattern of mistakes was
easy to recognize. But every time I brought up the parallel, pointing out how closely the
history matched, I was attacked. It was relentless. They took it very personally and tried
to humiliate me in response. Their retaliation was an epic fail though. It made no
difference. I wasn't impacting sales, they were. Belief that the market would sway in
their direction was a fundamental effort. The idea of "if you build it, they will buy it"
doesn't actually work... since the approach isn't actually that simplistic. They were too
naive. They took that literally. Ugh. Oh well. Long story short is that we are now
hearing from even the most quiet of automakers, like Skoda. They are even making
plans to offer a plug-in hybrid. The catch is, each automaker's offering will be
different. The standard Volt enthusiasts hoped would become ubiquitous by now has
totally collapsed. In fact, very little of what they tried to push actually survived. The
precedent they attempted to establish was far too unrealistic. It's one thing to set an
ambitious goals. It's another though to ignore & dismiss evidence as you discover the
goal wouldn't work. In fact, that's why a target is so heavily scrutinized. You evaluate
milestones along the way to confirm that it can ultimately be reached. What was the
point of the goal those Volt enthusiasts were supposedly pursuing? It certainly wasn't
sales growth. That failed miserably and left a disastrous mess in its wake... leaving very
little for them to work with now... hence others now carrying on as if it was never there.
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Noticed A Pattern. This statement of closure provided a great sense of vindication: I
noticed a pattern with the obsession to hide posts. There are attempts to rewrite the
past. Asking why reveals a disturbing revelation. Some are now agreeing with me. The
pest who kept providing goal reminders now getting vindicated is terrible. Can't have
that. But after 7 years of missed opportunity, what can be said? Other automakers are
stepping in to fill the void GM created. The latest is what we all had expected from
Voltec advancements, a SUV. The very popular Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV is finally
on the way to the United States. $35,535 is the base price with a 12 kWh batterypack. Why so much silence from GM still? Who wants to make a bet there will be an
announcement at the Detroit autoshow? Who wants to acknowledge it won't be up the
standard Volt enthusiasts pushed so hard for, despite knowing that wasn't actually what
GM customers were looking for? Spin all you want. It doesn't change the reality that we
have new offerings from previously silent automakers. And with the inevitable
triggering of phaseout for the GM tax-credits, it doesn't matter what happened in the past
anymore. What happens in the next 6 months will be quite significant.

9-28-2017

Missed Opportunity. You have to wonder what the person knows & thinks when
asking this: "Is it a missed opportunity though?" With so much change recently and
more on the way, it's difficult to recognize what their perspective actually is... especially
with what just transpired. So, I went with: Look back at how many trade & conquest
posts there were. It was overwhelmingly clear that Volt didn't attract GM's own loyal
customers. That's why I gave up on the second model push. Even those cost-reduction
was absolutely essential, another model of Volt with a lower sticker price wouldn't
appeal to showroom shoppers. Those potential buyers were looking for a high-efficiency
SUV... and many of those who opposed me came to realize that same thing. This is
where the missed opportunity comes. That plug-in hybrid SUV won't benefit from the
tax-credit. It will start sales without ever having that purchase incentive... which will
make rollout that much more difficult in a market with a variety of choices at a time
when gas is still cheap.

9-28-2017

Too Late. The time has come! I posted: Some are now in the awkward position of
finally coming to the realization that even though I was clearly anti-Volt (large-pack
config) that all along I was always pro-GM. The quest was to find an ally in the effort to
promote plugging in. What's so difficult about accepting the desire to replace traditional
vehicles? This is why I repeatedly kept bringing up Two-Mode. It was that I saw the
potential in Volt technology, but understood how easy it would be to fall into the same
traps as GM's previous attempt. I was looking for those who also wanted to embrace
electrification and had valuable experience to share. Unfortunately, those former lessons
learned fell on dear ears... only to be heard now. It is sad that tax-credits were used in
such an unproductive manner. Building up a supportive dealer & salesperson network
while educating GM customers didn't happen. Opportunity missed. Now GM has to
entice potential SUV plug-in buyers by some other means... which is going to be much
more difficult.
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Prius Problem. We know that it is truly over because Prius is no longer a problem. Volt
enthusiasts were painfully aware that GM sacrificed affordability for the sake of fulfilling
want instead of need. That was a repeat of the mistake GM had make with TwoMode. Making it again with Volt was, in their mind, manageable though. They just
figured some effective marketing to emphasize performance instead would be the
solution. It wasn't. Ordinary consumers never placed that much importance on
acceleration. I knew power wasn't a purchase priority. You can't study mainstream
behavior for that many years and not notice it. So basically, the only true way of winning
was to wait. Eventually, they too would see it. Toyota's effort to deliver balance would
become apparently. Oddly, that wasn't from Volt though. The lesson was ultimately
learned about from Bolt. Too make it affordable, some sacrifices needed to be
made. GM's choice to deliver an interior often described as "cheap" and missing some
obvious standard appeal features (like dynamic-cruise) exposed shortcomings with the
Volt approach. Far more than just better advertising was needed and simply making the
vehicle more basic wouldn't be enough. Toyota's approach was correct all
along. Agreeing with me wasn't acceptable though; however, hiding what I said would
conceal what was actually happening. Admitting the mistake meant swallowing their
pride... which is why it never happened. Of course, Prius continues to lead the way
regardless. New York just began an new rebate program for plug-in vehicles. 40 percent
of the vehicles registered were Prius Prime. Only 10 percent were Volt. We're seeing
that not only is the performance acceptable, so is the distance. Selling a vehicle based on
the desire for faster & further isn't working with non-early-adopters. It should have been
obvious that all the low-hanging fruit had already been picked. To reach the next
audience would be considerably harder than just flaunting specifications. Now they
know what "vastly superior" actually means.

9-30-2017

Progress. There are some winners. There are some losers. Seeing them emerge is how
you know progress is being made. Advancement of technology shakes out the better
choices and leaves behind what couldn't compete. I summed it up this way: It's
unfortunate some are still trying to rewrite history. Details about what was actually said
and when are well preserved in the blogs, so there's no need to rehash or clarify. What is
undeniable is the fact that Two-Mode had a plug-in prototype of a SUV. All those years
ago... and we are still waiting. Looking forward, there is a growing expectation of that
long awaited plug-in SUV from GM to come as Volt reaches the end of its productcycle. Hope is that this will come much sooner... especially since we see a variety of
plug-in SUV offerings on the way from other automakers. In the meantime, the Volt
enthusiasts can say whatever the heck they want. Spin about Toyota having been against
lithium is an outright lie. The word from way back when Volt was first being developed
what that it was TOO EXPENSIVE to compete. And sure enough, even in 2017 with
tax-credit subsidies, there is still a struggle to grown sales beyond niche. We are seeing
progress in terms production-volume increasing. Toyota is using lithium in both the
Prius and Camry hybrids, as well as in Prime. First year sales of Prime look to easily be
in excess of 50,000 worldwide. That's a great start for such an AFFORDABLE plug-in.
Let's hope other automakers are able to jump into the game with their own priced low
enough to actually compete directly with traditional vehicles.
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Camry Hybrid. Speaking of hiding things to pretend they don't exist... that was the
strategy of Volt enthusiasts that is no falling apart... finally! Ever notice how they kept
focus exclusively on Prius, never acknowledging the existence of other hybrids? That's
because Prius placed more of an emphasis on efficiency than power. To get more, you
have to pay more. That made Camry hybrid a bit too much of a tradeoff... until
now. The new one offers that next step without a MPG penalty. Toyota did an amazing
job of making that affordable. My wife and I took one for a test-drive the other
day. What a great experience. There's a clear distinction of approach. Yet, you still get
great performance... that one aspect of argument the Volt enthusiasts can no longer
exploit. It's over. This next-generation upgrade truly delivers. Remember the "too little,
too slowly" concern? Those antagonists claimed Toyota was resting on its laurels, only
to discover the opposite was true. Toyota wasn't. It was actually their own GM who got
caught up in misplaced priorities. That's why this fallout from Prime success and the
very likely success of Leaf is becoming so apparent. They are now stuck in a
hypocritical situation. Watch for the spin. That's an inevitable outcome. They hope to
confuse readers enough to protect their damaged pride. Ugh. Why not just focus on
goals instead of letting ego get in the way? Remember, it's all about replacing traditional
vehicles. That makes GM's own offerings on Chevy showroom floors the competition,
not what Toyota offers. When will they get a clue? Perhaps Camry will provide some
perspective. It's not Volt verses Prius!

10-01-2017

Simply Not Worth It. Attempts to mislead & undermine aren't working anymore. The
come off as desperate. For example: "The awful 0-60 times of the PP also qualify it as
sub-par. But, it's the small battery that really makes it a joke. Especially given that it's
their second attempt to make a PHEV." Remember how Prius owners were supposedly
smug? That role is exclusive to a few Volt owners doing everything they possibly can to
hold back the advancement of Prime. Knowing sales results for September will be out
soon, and they are anticipated to heavily swing favor in Toyota's direction, this childish
behavior is to be expected. It's the enthusiasts perspective taken to an irresponsible
level. There's nothing at all wrong with having an appreciation for
performance. Misrepresenting it though is an entirely different matter. I'm not going to
put up with it either: Same thing every time. A few are so focused on faster & further
that they completely overlook the market as a whole... and end up laughing alone. It's
somewhat of a surprise at this point that the "vastly superior" attitude continues with a
few. Everyone else has seen the importance of sales. Growth is essential. Catering to a
small audience by highlighting power & performance is a waste. Mainstream buyers are
unwilling to sacrifice their purchase priorities for that. Toyota nailed it with the balance
of price & features. Ordinary consumers have taken notice. The motor & battery are
right-sized for the price, allowing them to get a nice assortment of standard safety &
comfort features too. For them, the extra power & capacity is unnecessary, simply not
worth the tradeoff.
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10-01-2017

If You Build It. Just how naive some supporters were about dealer & salesperson
interest is becoming quite apparent. They were beyond clueless. Assuming that if the
automaker would build a plug-in vehicle, the customer would buy it is far from
reality. It's far more complex of a situation. Enthusiasts shunned & ridiculed me for
being what they thought was pessimistic. Turns out, I was being realistic. Simple, it is
not. Reading a financial article about GM dealership support for Volt & Bolt, the
findings were glum. It was summed up with: "No interest and no demand." How much
did you encounter from GM about their plug-in hybrid over the past 7 years? There's no
message of support, no message of direction, no message of intent. They are just a
"halo" vehicles. Isn't that ironic? Knowing GM's history, that fate is well deserved. It's
unfortunate though, since this could have been prevented. Watch what Toyota does as
the worldwide rollout of Prime takes hold. Having targeted ordinary people, its far easy
to get dealers to take interest. That sets the stage for salesperson interest... if inventory is
ordered. With a MSRP of just $27,100 and Prime not skimping on standard features, it is
realistic to see sales not requiring much initiative. That should be enough to attract a
customer with a basic understanding of plug-in benefits. This is very much like how
hybrids were first marketed. There was just enough awareness prior to shopping to draw
attention to them. The same should for plugging in too... far more than just building it...
but not difficult if you properly identify audience.

10-01-2017

Mini Countryman Plug-In. 7.6 kWh battery. 221 horsepower. 12 mile range. Those
specifications sound promising for the market supposedly targeted. But the fine print
says the electric-motor will the car up to speeds of 55 mph. That isn't encouraging. Then
it turns to true discouragement when you see 27 MPG after depletion. Who will this
appeal to? With a sticker-price of $37,650 in the United States, it seems like a very small
audience. Potential buyers can't be plentiful in any regard. Remember how we had
relentless spin from Volt enthusiasts who did everything they could to paint a rosy
picture for GM? Is there anyone to speak up for this? Mini doesn't sell that many
vehicles anyway. But with such an expensive and strangely configured choice, it shows
the market is all over the place now. The old days of "more is better" are long
gone. Whether it be plug-in hybrid or electric-only, the preferences for buyers is far from
clear cut. Configurations can be anything at this point. Makes you wonder what
automakers will try next. Makes you really wonder how consumers will respond. Thank
goodness its easy to see how Prime is a natural progress from the regular model
Prius. Adding battery & plug is a next step that's very easy to understand.
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10-02-2017

Arbitrary Divisions. People are drawing lines without any rhyme or reason: "With a
minimum AER rage of 40+ miles for PHEVs, none of these 20 mile PHEVs." Seeing an
arbitrary division intentionally being made without any clear explanation of why that
particular value was chosen is a dead giveaway of trouble to come. When they just
choose a number that sounds sensible, but has no merit based on any obvious measure, it
is clearly a defensive maneuver. In this case, it's the result of California making a
consideration of banning the combustion engine at some point. That puts plug-in hybrids
in an awkward position... for Volt enthusiasts, anyway. That AER value is coming back
to haunt them. Now that Prime drives "all electric" just like Volt, the only argument
remaining is to claim that more capacity is necessary. They know that isn't true. But
there's nothing else to argue. I'm doing my best to expose that weakness
too: Establishing a plug infrastructure at home is the goal. Any size battery-pack will
achieve that. To plug in, you require a dedicated line in your garage. Most can find an
outlet to use. Delivering electricity for a second vehicle is no where near as easy
though. Notice how everyone is focusing entirely on the low-hanging fruit (only 1 plugin) and overlooking that dilemma? It's a very big problem for most households, since
they typically have at least 2 vehicles. With my household, there are 2 Primes. Each has
its own 40-amp line, complete with L2 chargers and individual time-of-use meters. That
wasn't a cheap upgrade, but it was totally worth the investment. The first 1,000 miles of
travel with my most recent tank only used 3 gallons of gas. So the "rage" about AER
(funny typo!) doesn't have much merit. You can achieve outstanding MPG even with a
smaller battery-pack and it forces owners to start the upgrade process at home. That is a
very real step toward banning traditional vehicle sales.

10-02-2017

It Begins, Again. Right on schedule. Exactly what we've seen in the past. When 3 year
begins, GM makes an announcement of something new on the way… Two-Mode, Volt
gen-1, Volt gen-2, each having predictable & recognizable turning points. The pattern is
undeniable. I bet there will be quite a bit of denial though. It will start with the usual
vague & ambiguous nature of the announcement. GM states there would be 20 new "all
electric" vehicles delivered by 2023. For the past 7 years, we've been hearing that Volt is
an "all electric" system with an engine for when the battery-pack is depleted. In fact,
that's what all the AER hype was about. The "AE" stood for "All Electric". Remember
the thousands of posts claiming Prius PHV had only 6-miles of All-Electric-Range
officially, but that the AER rating should actually be zero since you couldn't accelerate
onto a 70 mph highway using only electricity? And now that the upgrade to Prius Prime
can, they changed the argument to a required "40 mile" minimum AER instead? I can't
imagine the spin that will emerge from this. But then again, that should be easy to
foresee. The nature of GM announcements are that way to stir online posting and
contribute to hype. We've seen this so many times in the past, how can anyone deny it
isn't beginning again?
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10-02-2017

Instant Tension. Reaction was immediate. Volt is getting pushing into the plug-in
hybrid category by EV supporters. It should have been obvious to them that anything
with an engine would not be welcome. All that enthusiast fighting against Prime, only to
find out they are looked upon as the same. Heck, just a few hours ago I posted how the
two plug-in hybrids yield similar results in real-world driving. Hype of further range
doesn't mean better MPG in return. It all depends upon how the technology is actually
used. That's a very hard lesson learned, now especially. This isn't a sucker-punch to all
the enthusiasts though. Some changed loyalties recently, jumping ship when they saw
sale results. In fact, this is why the announcement was made today. We'll be getting
September counts tomorrow. The expectation is that Volt's struggle is getting
worse. GM targetted a niche audience, which is now totally saturated. Opportunity has
shifted to mainstream buyers... which Prime is configured to directly appeal too. It's
much lower price and generous collection of safety & comfort features make it much
more appealing. Who is the market for Volt? Watch the tension build as that question
becomes painfully obvious of a problem. Volt is suffering an identity crisis now. It's not
an "all electric" vehicle as previously hyped and enthusiasts have been dead set against
ever calling it a plug-in hybrid. Why?

10-02-2017

The Trap. It's amazing how gullible some people can be. My guess is it's a combination
of not paying close enough attention combined with a blind hope of enthusiast dreams
coming true. Whatever the case, I'm seeing the pattern and posted about it: Notice how
the "at least 20 new all-electric vehicles that will launch by 2023" follows the GM
reputation for ambiguous statements? It's so vague, interpretation will be all over the
place. That's what GM did countless times in the past. It generates hype without
obligation. No actual quantitative measures are provided with respect to
production. There's an obvious absence of detail. People easily fall into the trap
anyway. As a result, the same old rhetoric starts up, yet again. And sure enough, that's
exactly what we are seeing. Watch how dealers react. Will the potential for greater
variety help with their lack of interest shown for Volt and Bolt? If so, when and how?

10-02-2017

The End. Rhetoric ramped up remarkably fast. Fortunately, most of it was obvious
trolling. Antagonists found their bait didn't work well anymore. Reaching the masses
means fulfilling needs they don't find appealing. Their focus on want was clearly
misplaced. I'm delighted how much of a mess the situation has become. Lack of any
message on their part makes consumer confusion far less of an issue. You cannot
undermine when there is no direction to mislead. Put another way, this new twist of
having vaguely announced a variety of "all electric" vehicles wrecks the faster & further
mantra. There's no way to push a one-size-fits-all approach when there's variety. It
really is that simple. Where do you draw the line of acceptability? I brought the day's
nonsense from spin to chapter closing with: In the end, it boils down to the argument
about leadership. Some firmly believed it was all about breaking new ground, rather than
getting ordinary people to change. Now, they're discovering the ground is already broken
and the work to appeal to mainstream consumers is a much bigger effort than they
imagined.
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10-02-2017

Changing Definitions. That is a clear indication of having moved on. This new chapter
in history is odd. There's outright denial of the past, which is recognizable. The part
that's missing is having a goal. What the heck is it? Claims that "all electric" wasn't
used differently ends up just being a red herring or a moot point, depending upon who
responds. There are some frequent posters that will end up feeling lost... especially when
a supposed newbie like me chimes in on websites they previously had strong control
over. Disruption to the stability they had enjoyed is difficult to accept. Seemingly
simple things like the changing of definitions shake up expectations. I come from
outside with lots of information about how things were viewed and acted upon
elsewhere. Their instinct is to dismiss, assuming my claims are knowledge limited to
personal experience... not well researched material collected over the past 17 years. It's a
shake up they are ill prepared for. The abrupt alteration of posting content is quite a
shock. So... they change definitions to help deal with a new set of
circumstances. Hopefully, most of this won't become yet another episode of moving
goal-posts. Sometimes, their outright dismissal makes moving on easy. We'll see.

10-02-2017

Innovator's Dilemma. Typing up and posting this sure was an intriguing outcome of the
crazy chapter that just started in vehicle efficiency history:
Ironically, some of what innovator's dilemma highlights is why you and I have been
clashing.
My focus is entirely about the masses, those mainstream consumers are who the firstgeneration plug-in offerings were not able to reach. I couldn't care less what enthusiasts
have to say at this stage about the past. It's all about looking forward to grow the
market. A significant increase of sales quickly is essential. That requires change.
Those potential buyers have very different purchase priorities. Some of what had been a
compelling draw to early-adopters may have little to no impact for this new
audience. The failure to appeal the same way is harsh reality to deal with. Unexpected
new problems emerge as a result and former strong players end up struggling to adapt.
Think about how welcome a disruptive technology is when it first enters the
market. Those willing to embrace it readily accept change. That most definitely isn't
how you'd describe an ordinary customer shopping for a replacement vehicle. Somehow,
the new technology must be made available in an entirely different manner than it had
been introduced.
Are you ready to take on this next stage, willing to accept an approach necessary to
rollout on the grand scale with little reward in return? Successful ubiquitous
implementation is a thankless job. Few will recognize how much was truly
accomplished, simply dismissing it as an "obvious" next step... even though you know
that is anything but the true situation.
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10-03-2017

Overnight Chaos. I went to bed having the knowledge that GM's announcement to
introduce "at least 20 new all-electric vehicles that will launch by 2023" was already a
confusing mess. It left so much to assumption that even former allies were now foes,
simply because their interpretation of what had actually been said was
different. Personally, I wanted to find out what "all-electric" actually means and what
the production intent was. That makes sense and seems reasonable; yet, there was
backlash anyway. The attitude was quite surprising, in fact. Well, overnight, things went
from uncertain to chaos with this: "GM Will Go All Electric, Will Ditch Gas And
Diesel". That was the title of the article. It opened with this sentence: "General Motors
plans to go 100 percent electric, the Detroit automaker announced Monday." Where did
all that come from? Needless to say, I recognize the pattern. We've seen this so many
times before, there's no surprise anymore. My blogging has become a chronicle of
announcements gone wild. Ugh. What's most interesting is not that there's an complete
absence of any timeline or volume expectation, it's the fact that GM's plan for the future
clearly included fuel-cell vehicles. That really upsets those who I rubbed the wrong way
in the past, saying FCV will co-exist with EV. The one-solution-for-all has completely
fallen apart. They cannot deal with multiple outcomes. For me, that's been the foresight
all along. A quick study of real-world driving is all it takes to realize there's a wide
variety of need. Wanting one particular thing simply doesn't work. Anywho, the
uncertainty of what "all-electric" is telling us has really made a mess of things. There is
an element of certainty though. Later today when September sales get revealed, expect
the situation to get worse. I anticipate a number of Volt enthusiasts looking for a
scapegoat, doing whatever they can to feel better about the lack of sales growth.

10-03-2017

September Sales. As anticipated, Volt is stuck at a low with 1,453 for the
month. Remember how we saw gen-1 sales between 1,600 and 1,700 for nearly two full
years? The rollout of gen-2 was supposed to usher in a growth boom. That didn't
happen... not even close. In fact, sales are struggling so much, few have wanted to talk
about Volt. There are too many other plug-in hybrid choices emerging... none from GM
though. We have arrived at a turning point. There is no denying the paradigm shift
taking place. With sales of Prime at 1,899 for the month, there are encouraging signs of
strong growth potential. My dealer only had a single model in stock. Others locally are
very limited too. But with such an appealing price and an array of draw factors,
discussions are stirring. That's exciting. I can't wait until inventory does finally get built
up. In the meantime, we're stuck with focus on GM rather than Toyota. I'm working to
change that though: Volt needs more than just a price reduction to be
competitive. Remember, there's serious competition on the showroom floor. The sales
numbers for Equinox, Malibu, Cruze, Traverse, and Trax are all harsh reminders of what
GM has placed Bolt & Volt against. Toyota worked really hard to get in front of the
entire industry to deliver an affordable plug-in hybrid that also offers a variety of other
appeal factors. This list highlights some of those potential draws to deal with the
pressure from all parts of the market.
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10-04-2017

Poorly. That new blogging website I have been frequently posting on recently has quite
a few of the same problems that Volt blog had: "That's the only way I can imagine
someone who frequents this site not understanding how poorly Toyota has done with EVs
& PHEVs." It was the assumption that I worked for Toyota. How could I possibly have
an interest in the well-being of many automakers, with a focus on plugging in
instead? It's absurd that a website supposedly trying to promote EVs would not have an
attitude of cooperation. Unfortunately, we're seeing a quite a bit if bickering based upon
battery-capacity. Everything from charging speed to blocking charger spaces comes up
routinely. The supposed problems with small are quite an issue for them... hence the
"poorly" attitude. They are very much of the "more is better" perspective. That's sad. I
fired back: Coming to that conclusion requires a disregard for profit and a dependence
on tax-credits. Anyone can slap in a larger battery-pack for good show. Making real
change though requires an effort to actually target the masses, instead of just trying to
please those who frequent this site. True leadership is often difficult to understand,
especially when economics must take precedent to engineering.

10-04-2017

Other Perspectives. Pushing the belief that I must work for Toyota is mindboggling:
"It's the only way I can wrap my head around someone advocating a sub-par PHEV in an
EV enthusiast forum." You'd think at this point in internet history, the realization that
motive beyond being paid exists. I want to contribute something to make our world a
better place. What a concept! Ugh. I finally replied to the nonsense with: I'm a
customer representing ORDINARY CONSUMERS, which is why the enthusiast opinion
make little difference. You can "sub-par" until the cows come home. It won't make any
difference. Mainstream buyers just plain don't care. Enjoy your niche. That's perfectly
fine, but is in no way representative of what someone shopping the showroom floor is
looking for.

10-04-2017

Who? For crying out loud! He still either didn't understand or didn't want to accept that
I could just be motivated by a desire to help. Why is there such a blindness to anything
other than financial gain? I tried to provide more information: I wasn't dodging the
question either. I was stunned to find out that this ENTHUSIAST venue showed such
little interest in the mass market. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE. Mainstream consumers
are much more difficult to reach. The faster & further is great, but lacks balance. There
are many other issues to address still.
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10-04-2017

Too Late. Waiting is truly a terrible choice. Yet, that is the preferred approach: "We'll
deal with the post-credit prices when we reach that point." Over and over again, we have
witnessed reaction following something prove to be a great loss. Remember the dramatic
price reduction for Volt when inventory pile-up became a huge problem? After the initial
surge of sales faded, owners were discovering the value of their vehicle had
plummeted. So, on top of having to pay more in the first place, they now had a vehicle
worth much less. Ugh. Unintended consequences come from not planning ahead. Being
proactive is always the better choice. How many times has the "rested on their laurels"
comment come up lately about Toyota, yet that's exactly what enthusiasts are advocating
for GM. Again, ugh. Annoyed, I posted: Waiting to react is too late. Getting caught
mid-cycle without a plan already in place is costly mistake. Think about how close the
GM is to triggering phaseout. If price can be lowered without serious profit loss, great...
no change in price won't help at all though. Growth needs to be promoted
somehow. Notice the struggle Volt is already having? Be proactive. Don't wait.

10-05-2017

The Push, ironic. Celebration about Bolt says with no regard to what that does for Volt
is really getting big. That hypocritical response amazes me. They don't care. As long as
there is some type of victory to celebrate. Ugh. I started my push on the Volt enthusiasts
with: Isn't it ironic that "too little, too slowly" ended up being competition from
within? Concern about showroom shoppers should have never have been
dismissed. Bolt cannibalizing Volt sales... So much for "range anxiety".

10-05-2017

The Push, bickering. Choice of response to my push was: "Did you happen to notice
that the RAV4h outsold the Prius this month? Dealers steering buyers from 52mpg to a
32mpg?" What do they hope to accomplish with bickering like that? It doesn't achieve
anything. It does make them feel better though. I wasn't about to put up with it: Toyota
adapted to the market favor for SUV. GM still hasn't. What's your point? Toyota also
upgraded Prius to Prime, another planned adaptation without mid-cycle interruption. TitFor-Tat all you want. The point is progress forward and the enthusiast here fought
against the very move GM has made. That's incredibly hypocritical. All the "range
anxiety" hype, for what?
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10-05-2017

The Push, diversion. Hope is that diversion of attention will somehow make the
situation better: "Did you happen to notice that the RAV4h outsold the Prius this
month? Dealers steering buyers from 52mpg to a 32mpg?" I know that isn't the case,
having got confirmation of it directly from my local dealer. People looking to purchase a
RAV4 anyway end up seriously considering the hybrid model. A surprising number of
them end up getting one too. So, the claim of switching from Prius is a stretch, at best. I
pushed back with: How many of the potential RAV4 hybrid buyers will look at the 52
MPG rating for the sporty new Camry hybrid and give pause? I could understand GM
seeking a balance with Bolt and Volt, offering diversity for their customers. In fact, that
makes a whole lot of sense. Unfortunately, that isn't the message being
conveyed. Instead, it's abandonment. Volt is struggling due to lack of attention being
given. Neither GM nor enthusiasts are showing interest anymore. This time next year,
the expectation is for tax-credit to have dropped to $3,750. How is that going to help
Volt, which is stuck with gradually falling sales already? My point is GM and enthusiasts
better get their act together quickly. Come up with a concise marketing
message. Wasting precious time (too little, too slowly) on pointless tit-for-tat arguments
is an incredibly poor choice. Though, ironically, that same behavior actually favors
Toyota. More attention given to its array of complimentary offerings is beneficial. The
day of reckoning has arrived. How will you proceed?

10-05-2017

The Push, message. Timing is interesting. Kickoff of the autoshow season usually is. I
continued my push using some of that new information just released: Speaking of the
message GM is sending, notice their eAssist plans for 2018 pickups just announced? 15
kW electric motor. $1,125 for an upgrade providing what? 123 kW (front) and 50 kW
(rear) electric motors from the current generation of Highlander hybrid. The next
generation should deliver a decent upgrade and will be built in the United States. GM
history & experience with Two-Mode should put them on course for delivering much
more. Why is there no push for that? Why is the eAssist plan considered good enough?

10-05-2017

The Push, serious. It continued: If GM is at all serious about pushing Bolt sales, the
tax-credit eligibility tally will hit 200,000 phaseout in the first half of 2018. If sales are
slower, by the end of third quarter. Either way, this time next year it will be reduced by
50%. Why squander those precious few tax-credit opportunities on spin with pointless
misquoting? What a waste. Notice how vague that "all-electric" talk was the other
day? What did that really tell us? We need a concise message of intent now.

10-05-2017

The Push, waste. I was accused of wasting their time. Ironically, the push is to get an
opposite outcome... to get them to finally shake the "good enough" attitude. It's so
frustrating to watch the goal-posts get pushed every time monthly results are
posted. Each effort to excuse lack of progress is pointless. Yet, that's what gets applause
anyway. Praise is given for technical achievement, regardless of whether or not it
actually advances mainstream penetration. Ugh. Oh well, that's why the push is so
important. I punched back: Yet, I end up with reams of information as a result. The
feedback here is fantastic! Replacing traditional vehicles quickly is the goal. Having to
put up with spin & rhetoric is totally worth figuring out how to effectively do that. What
would you like to see happen with Bolt and Volt over the next 12 months?
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10-05-2017

The Push, behind. Watching the tortoise and the hare play out is fascinating. Simply
being ahead at this point is reason to celebrate a victory? The race has barely begun and
enthusiasts are calling it already. Wow! I kept pushing for perspective, hoping to
prevent a Two-Mode abandonment... though, it doesn't look promising: Behind
what? The economics don't support your claim. GM squandered credits by not using
them wisely. They were wasted on conquest, rather than trying to lure in their own
customers with a sustainable product. Toyota adapted, saving credits until they had a
product capable of high-volume profitable sales. That makes the credits available a tool
for mainstream penetration, rather than just proving a technology. In the meantime,
Toyota also rolled out a platform in 4 different bodies capable of supporting a plug. Each
can deliver a full EV driving experience. Each is establishing a reputation ahead of that
market. The architecture is already in place. All that's needed is more cells to make the
battery-pack larger. Claims of behind have no merit.

10-05-2017

The Push, overlook. The heart of the problem comes from living in the now, only
seeing what's happening at the moment. It's a "worry about it when necessary"
attitude. Rather than plan ahead and prepare for the next stage, it's all about enjoying the
moment. That can be a horribly costly mistake. But when dealing with someone who
clearly never took an economics class, it doesn't matter. They have no idea what you are
talking about. I do keep trying though: You have completed overlooked the phaseout
period. During that time, there is no sales quantity limitation. Vehicles experiencing
strong growth could exploit the opportunity. To achieve this, demand must already be
established. For GM with Volt, we're seeing a decline. Interest is fading, since
conquests sales are over and no plan for EREV advancement has be proposed. Instead,
focus is shifting over to EV. For Toyota, the preparation for ramped up production is
obvious. They are clearly working to attract their own loyal customers to a plug-in
hybrid purchase. Dismiss all the evidence. Spin lots of excuses. Do whatever you
want. It just wasting time... the very thing Toyota has carefully planned to take
advantage of.

10-05-2017

The Push, production. With judgment of progress clouded to an extreme, it's easy to
see how audience is misunderstand. Over and over and over, I remind about the ultimate
goal of replacing traditional vehicles... since getting lost is sales is far too easy. Each
month it's the same thing, enthusiasts will cherry-pick data. In other words, they isolate
counts to just that of the plug-in market. Completely ignoring the market as a whole is
the only way to stay positive. Ironically, there's always complaints about how slow
Toyota is supposedly moving, yet GM isn't going any faster. In fact, it was from the GM
crowd we've had to endure the "just be patient" posts, yet they won't heed their own
advice. We all know GM will announce, then proceed painfully slow... hence the "too
little, too slowly". It's becoming increasingly difficult to say the same about Toyota. We
see the Prius, Camry, RAV4, C-HR potential already... hence all the denial lately and my
push. Anywho, I was somewhat surprised the spin is still going on about conquest sales
being all that matter: That goal is about changing vehicle PRODUCTION, reducing the
number of traditional vehicles being PRODUCED. If 0% of the customer base doesn't
change and all those "lure" vehicles represent are new customers, the outcome is only
compliance sales. Selling the same original count of traditional vehicles means no
progress… no replacement yet. GM electrification "plans" don't actually tell us anything.
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10-06-2017

The Push, journey. Providing a positive outlook for those who only see hate really
doesn't accomplish much. It may not be futile, but it seems like just a waste of time. In
reality, attempts to summarize do help if some type of "what's next" is included. What
good is a push if you don't supply expectation? Remember how the hate
originated. There was a resentment for Prius being so far ahead and so popular. Toyota
had research need so well, you couldn't do anything but follow. The formula for success
had already been proven. GM certainly tried. Two-Mode was a disaster though, so bad
the next step wasn't acknowledged until that too had failed. It was Volt. Their ambition
was to deliver a series hybrid with a plug so efficient, the death of Prius would be
painfully quick. Instead, the design ending up being a series-parallel similar to Prius, but
no where near as efficient. In fact, Volt efficiency in HV mode was so bad, enthusiasts
shifted focus entirely over to EV mode operation. That could have worked too, if
battery-capacity had been higher and cost significant lower. Unfortunately, that isn't
even realistic now, a decade later. To make matters even worse, the next-generation Volt
was only a minor upgrade. That really hurts when you look at Prime and see how
significant that upgrade became. Dramatic cost reduction with a undeniable class-leading
efficiency. HV is so impressive, there's nothing to say. EV is only now getting
recognized with a "we're in trouble" realization. That's why whenever any type of design
discussion starts, it ends with a Volt enthusiast angry due to the approach resembling
something Toyota has already delivered. This is why the GM announcement for "all
electric" vehicles on the way came about... right on schedule too. Literally, it was the
first day of the third year. Talking about being predictable! Needless to say, I was happy
to bring this chapter to a conclusion. This has been a wild journey: It does seem
reasonable of an expectation. We've had quite a journey getting there though... TwoMode = start. Volt gen-1 = upgrade. Volt gen-2 = refine. Bolt = almost. Each of those
steps had peril, but not an end. It's really too bad so much conflict came along the
way. Missing important milestones is a problem, but you learn from that and move
on. The finish line is mainstream acceptance. Measure of that has never changed. Sales
of 5,000 per month (the ordinary type, not subsidized) is a clear indication of having
achieved that goal.
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10-06-2017

The Push, Why? The senseless waste continued on until this was posted: "After years of
FUD against all plugins that aren't branded Toyota, you've painted yourself in a corner,
and no one wants to listen your nonsense." That abruptly brought it all to an end:
I can put up with the false claims of my past. Distorting position by exaggeration and
mixing up when things happened is tolerable. The internet is filled with incorrect
information and having a good laugh (even at my expense) is useful to keep discussions
going. But there's no escaping this. You crossed the line.
Everyone knows I've been active in our local plug-in owners group for years. My push
for lithium battery use in plug-in cars was well known. Even with that small pack in the
Prius PHV, an outspoken endorsement was obvious & undeniable. 5 full years of realworld data, including detailed video. Then I upgraded to a Prime Prime... larger lithium
battery-pack along with an upgrade to 240-volt charging and Time-Of-Use discount
meters at home for 2 cars at the same time.
Everyone knows how much I worked with the other owners of other plug-in
vehicles. They know how much I've enjoyed the car gatherings and was able to develop
friendships, despite our different plug-in vehicles. Lots of stories have been
shared. We've had lots of good times. It was all an effort to find genuine solutions for
ordinary people, figuring out the next step beyond early adopters.
What are you trying to accomplish? All the "late" claims without explanation are
bizarre. Now this. Why?
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10-08-2017

Being Observant. Yesterday, we got back home from a trip up north. After unloading
the Prime (which holds far more cargo than the raised floor leads you to assume), I
plugged in. It had been a whole week with only that single original charge, which I used
sparingly while away. There was no place to recharge. Yet, overall efficiency for the
618 miles of driving was an amazing 61.8 MPG. That's especially impressive when you
realize the temperature varied between 47°F and 65°F, which meant no more warmseason engine startups and running the heater. We had to deal with rain a few times
too. Anywho, after a little bit of plugging in. I grabbed my phone to check on charger
status. Nothing. Huh? Turns out, I needed to reset the extender for my Wi-Fi. No
signal. For some reason, the channel for the garage was out. After that quick fix, the
charger displayed status. I took a quick print-screen, not realizing the significance of that
moment I just captured. An hour later, I got a notify that charging had finished. Again, I
wasn't paying close attention, but took print-screens. After all, I had gone an entire week
without recharging. My desire for a full battery-pack had peaked. It was especially
interesting, since that was the first time my wife had actually plugged in to recharge at
the very same time. We installed 2 independent 40-amp lines for that benefit, why not
take advantage? That full recharge (5.8 kWh) only took 1 hour and 17 minutes to
complete! How could it take so much less time? It usually requires about 30 minutes
longer and my history log clearly confirmed that. Nothing looked out of the ordinary. I
routinely see a sustained charge-rate of 3.6 kW. Faster didn't make sense. So, I shared
all the information I had online. Our guess is that I uncovered a bug in the software for
the charger. It pays to be observant. I wonder how many others have run into odd sets of
circumstances like that? Writing software myself, the experience doesn't surprise
me. There are many unknowns that are difficult to predict. It's nice knowing the failsafe worked. Despite the signal loss, the charger worked anyway. I wonder if the newer
model would have worked differently or if the addition of a Wi-Fi signal indicator was
the solution. After all, that's ultimately what you want fixed, since the charger has no
control over that.
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New Chapter. Remember what got repeated relentlessly when antagonists were
attempting to portray Toyota as lost and going in the wrong direction? They certainly
don't... yet their posts are so abundant, it's effortless to find. The mantra they kept
pushing was fuel-cells. Rather than them being a complimentary electric-propulsion
technology that would co-exist with electric-only vehicles, it was claimed to be a
complete waste of resources. All that time. All that money. Poor Toyota. They
wouldn't acknowledge any of my facts posted about GM's fuel-cell past and their ongoing effort to advance development of fuel-cell vehicles. Each time, I was
attacked. Each time something praising Toyota came up in the news; sure enough,
someone would start a rant about fuel-cells. It all changed abruptly with that
announcement a week ago. It's amazing how that has all been forgotten. None of that
ever happened... Ugh. This is how the 7 years of trouble from Volt sales struggle will be
looked upon too. I can see it slipping into discussions already. Volt was simply a "stop
gap" only intended to serve as a temporary bridge to electric-only vehicles. The fact that
interest faded so dramatically mid-cycle is something that GM planned all
along. Ugh. It is well documented that wasn't the case. Of course, evidence of this
change being unexpected isn't necessary. Economics of a premiere product don't support
it. Remember how Volt was to lead to a paradigm-shift, where Voltec would be spread
among the fleet to be profitable & abundant? They don't. It's so hypocritical, but in no
way a surprise. This is why Toyota is now being portrayed as "late" with electric-only
vehicles. It comes down to pride. They don't want to admit having misunderstood the
market. They don't want to admit that it is actually more difficult to build a plug-in
hybrid than it is an electric-only vehicle. Both are obvious huge challenges financially,
but technically not having to integrate a combustion-engine is obviously harder. In other
words, Toyota already had an electric-only vehicle. When I accelerate onto a highway at
70 mph and know I can accelerating all the way to 84 mph, what else is there to
prove. That requires far more energy than simply maintaining that speed afterward,
which Prime easily does. GM failed at their attempt to replace traditional vehicles,
again. But rather than do what can be done to learn from the mistake, there's an effort to
pretend this was the plan all along. This is how mistakes are repeated. We have no idea
what the plan is now. All we know is a new chapter has begun. GM, their supporters,
and their enthusiasts all see forward now. Whatever happened in the past is in the past
and doesn't matter. Ugh.
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The Last Word. After the hell they put me through, a harsh reminder was of what's
important is appropriate. You don't just say whatever you want for 7 years of sales, they
walk away without giving thought to the loss... pretending none of it ever
happened. These blogs extensively document the mistakes they made... as well as the
ways they came up with to torture the messenger... the one who stood true to purpose. I
ended it with:
Remember that "5,000 per month" goal ?
Look at annual sales of Volt, excluding 2011 due to rollout and ramp-up inventory
limitations:
2012 = 23,461
2013 = 23,094
2014 = 18,805
2015 = 15,393
2016 = 24,739
2017 = 19,848 (15,348 thru Sept 2017 plus 4,500)
That lack of growth, despite all the years of hype from enthusiasts with blinders on
unwilling to see the facts, is the real problem. No amount of hiding posts or ignoring the
messenger changes that. They were who set the precedent. They were the ones who
smugly claim "vastly superior" status.
Now the tables have turned and reality of the economics is becoming undeniable. That
mainstream minimum value was set as a goal to ensure the technology could not only
sustain itself, but follow a course for significant growth.
That didn't happen. New choices from other automakers filling the void Volt did not are
getting attention. This is why focus has shifted over to Bolt instead. This is also why
there is such intense resentment for the reminder of goals.
Like it or not, that's the way things turned out.
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Looking Back. That crazy thread was about Bolt sales. They didn't take off as
hoped. In fact, they lagged in the shadows of Tesla all year. Rather than being that
runaway hit that revolutionized the industry, interest was tepid. Breaking the 200-mile
distance milestone didn't end up stirring much interest. Supporters are learning the hard
way that there's much more than faster & further when it comes to sales. Range-Anxiety
wasn't the biggest hurdle to overcome after all. That's what made my favorite quote from
the so-called discussion so meaningful: "Hybrids? Why are you talking about old
technology? We are talking about replacing these vehicles with plug-ins, not more
gassers. This is the problem with Toyota, innovator's dilemma, thus: too little too
late." It confirmed a complete lack of understanding of how Prime actually works. I had
wondered if the hate had grown so intense that there was no intellectual exchange
anymore. Toyota's brilliant next step of adding a clutch to allow the 2 motors to operate
together to provide additional electric propulsion-power basically meant nothing. It was
a innovation so subtle, providing such a great return, that there was no real notice. It was
assumed just a gimmick... rather than a stroke of genius... since it was a remarkably
inexpensive upgrade. That's exactly what the industry needed. GM wasn't able to deliver
that $10,000 cost-reduction the enthusiasts had boasted about for years. They counted
their eggs far too soon. Clichés are often convey a profound teachable moment. This
was it. Cutting corners on Volt to make its price competitive turned into an epic
fail. Meanwhile, Toyota was able to improve Prius to make Prime bay enhancing the
existing design. In other words, they started with an affordable platform. Looking back,
that's what I said would be advantageous right from the start... hence the enthusiast
hate. My study of the industry took far more than just engineering into
consideration. Having a background in marketing, accounting, and economics really paid
off. Who knew a computer science bachelor's degree with a minor in business would be
so beneficial in this. I understood far more factors were at play and correctly assessed
their impact. I guess that means all that study in system design made difference. College
was really fun. I got more out of it than I ever realized. Anywho, my prediction of
Toyota being right on time with the right approach looks very promising. Cautious
consumers will take notice; ironically, they'll notice the subtle those terrible
troublemakers did not.

10-10-2017

New Attacks. They were expected. It's an unfortunate reality. The rapid fade away of
Volt is stirring new discussion on the other forums. Prime is getting much more attention
now. Fortunately, I'm fairly well prepared for it too. Dealing with stuff like this would
be a challenge otherwise: "Cherry picked list. Where is all the performance
metric? That is right. You ignored it. You started to sound like a Toyota sales
person." It was in response to me posting that extensive list of Prime strengths. I know
the antagonist was looking for acceleration speed... since that's all I had left out and all
that he cared out. The first two items listed were about efficiency. He doesn't count that
as "performance" though. He only cares about power... which is why I kept my response
to him short. His opinion doesn't matter. He's clearly not representing the interests of
mainstream consumers. So, it was just: That's called understanding audience. In this
case showroom shoppers.
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New Anger. Whoa! Seeing that the Volt enthusiasts are now playing a hypocritical
game of double-standards and moving goal-posts, there's quite a bit of new anger to deal
with. They are claiming Toyota was caught totally off guard and without anything
prepared. It's an effort to create a narrative that just plain doesn't work. Yet, they try
anyway by claiming none of the hybrid advancement contributes to the delivery of an
EV. Then in the very next post, we get a long story of how GM had used their own
hybrid technology to deliver an electric-only vehicle. It's an act of desperation to portray
past history in a different way, knowing evidence to the contrary is so easy to find. Why
in the world would GM work so hard to deliver a second-generation plug-in hybrid with
an expectation of it being replaced just 2 years later? That makes no sense in
itself. Claiming that was the plan all along for GM, but a long-term strategy from Toyota
along a similar path but without such massive sacrifice, is just so obviously
wrong. Ugh. Oh well. It presented me with an opportunity to point out the true
situation, via reply to a post comparing Equinox to Prius sales within that crazy thread:
RAV4 >> RAV4 hybrid >> Camry hybrid
Prius >> Prius Prime
Why anyone would compare a SUV to a hatchback? It makes no sense. The natural
progression from traditional to hybrid to plug should be obvious. Each model will get an
upgrade, though the path may differ though based on market.
C-HR >> CH-R hybrid >> CH-R ev
China will be getting that EV upgrade. Here in the United States, hope is C-HR will get
a Prime upgrade to start with. The first EV model for here may be a dedicated electriconly platform, rather than an upgrade.

10-12-2017

Cheese Emergency. Gasp! We didn't have any parmesan cheese. Since the grocery
store is just a little over a half-mile from the house, I saw no reason not to dash over there
with the Prime. After all, the chargers are nice front spots that are usually available. For
someone like me, that's easy to understand why. The entire visit, which included
parking, plugging in, walking to get the cheese, wait in line at the register, paying for it,
then unplugging took a total of 5 minutes and 28 seconds. That was enough to provide
1.7 miles of electricity. In that seemingly short amount of time, I had recharged enough
to drive triple the distance required to get home. Just think what could have been
possible with the Japan-only option of CHAdeMO charging for Prime. That connection
delivers electricity in DC format, rather than AC. It's quite a bit faster as a
result. Normal shopping takes 20 to 25 minutes. Imagine how incredibly convenient a
visit would be then. After all, most visits won't be an emergency. A simple 10 minute
stop for coffee could really make a difference for some people with longer commutes...
who would be getting a morning coffee anyway. The grocery store hopes you'll also pick
up a donut or something for lunch, as long as you are there. That sounds like a viable
business plan to attract plug-in drivers.
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Dead? I asked the question: Volt is dead in favor of Bolt? That was met by an obvious
act to spin history: "That was the plan, Stan. All along. Volt has been described here
and elsewhere as a gateway drug." Knowing there are literally thousands of posts easy
to find contradicting that claim, I was a bit taken aback. Knowing there would never be
an admission of how hard GM fought against EV on so many fronts, it seems pointless to
argue. Remember all that "range anxiety" campaigning? That rhetoric of how superior
EREV was to all PHEV and EV offerings was intense. They had been so hostility in the
past to defend Volt, it makes total sense how they'd try to distance themselves from that
past as much as possible. After all, this is why the supporters vanished. They wanted no
part of the terrible things enthusiasts were doing. Now, the enthusiasts don't
either. Pretending this was the outcome hoped for all along reveals a different story
though... since the actions don't make financial sense at all. So, I provided a brief and
difficult to argue reply: That plan was for it to struggle with sales growth in gen-2, then
die off mid-cycle as the tax-credit phased out! No.

10-13-2017

Behind. Spin about Toyota being far behind is the only recourse available to those still
trying to portray GM as being far ahead. With the fallout of Volt becoming so difficult to
conceal at this point, that makes sense. What else could they say? So, we get this:
"However, Toyota will be so far behind they will need to go to full third-party supply or
buy drive trains from a competitor." Reading that brings a huge sense of relief. Those
few antagonists have nothing left, certainly no enthusiasm for Volt. It's too bad things
came to this. Hope of diversity fell apart. Too much was sacrificed for faster &
further. Oh well. I'll keep pointing out what Toyota did right and ask
questions: Huh? RAV4-EV and Mirai already have electric-only drive trains produced
by Toyota. Prime reuses much of that technology, including the high-end EV stuff… like
the vapor-injected heat pump. Camry hybrid delivers the latest & greatest for their
higher horsepower affordable electric-motor. And the lithium cells are being used in a
variety of hybrids now. What is missing?

10-13-2017

Other Reasons. Trying to see from the perspective of an antagonist is odd. There is
nothing else beyond just faster & further. From their point of view, what else is
needed? They simply don't see the value in other vehicle traits or features or even
price. Remember how with hybrids there was no value given to reduction of smogrelated emissions? That was annoying. But to dismiss so much more, that's entirely
different. It's all about being "vastly superior" still. That's really sad. At least they don't
actually say "vastly superior" anymore. In the past, the smug really was that
blatant. Toning it down is good, but in no way an improvement when it comes to sales
growth. In fact, accepting the decline of Volt demand is far from a reality. That means
there is very real potential for mistakes to be repeated, yet again. Oh well. I keep
focusing on strengths. That's how you draw interest. This is how I handled the situation
today: Think about all the plug-in shows I participate in with other owners of other types
a battery vehicles. Do you honestly believe those checking out the cars are focused that
much on acceleration and handling? Answer is no. Instead they ask about the very
things I listed... the other reasons to buy a vehicle.
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Audience. We're getting back to basics. When a newbie posts this, you've got
confirmation of that next chapter being well underway: "I think you're fighting a losing
battle. You should drive the Volt and find out how much better it is over the Prius..." He
had no idea I have and was not impressed. The reason why is simple, my criteria for
"better" is much different. Mine is a close reflection of what mainstream buyers see as a
priority. How could he not see that? It's another example of the "other reasons"
problem. Obsession with faster & further blinds them from see the obvious. You'd think
with so many years of struggling to grow sales based on that approach, they'd finally
figure out what wrong. But then again, even though the enthusiast mindset is shared, the
experience is not. This is how mistakes are repeated. Again, oh well: Convincing
enthusiasts that ordinary consumers are not interested in paying a premium for "better" is
a losing battle, but they do a great job of validating that point. 7 years of sales failed to
attract GM's own showroom shoppers. Conquest wasn't enough. That's why they've
moved on, from Volt to Bolt. That list represents aspects of Volt not addressed which
that bigger audience would find of interest. It's a matter of growing sales now, not
appealing to early adopters.
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That's Reality. The ironic nature of this posts left me beside myself: "The reality is, in a
market that only has a 1% share of the entire auto sector, GM is the sales leader. You
need to compare plug-in sales among their peers to gauge success." This antagonist has
been harassing Toyota with claims that they are stuck in an innovator's dilemma
situation; yet, he's forcing that very perspective to make GM appear to have the upper
hand. My definition of leadership requires breaking out beyond the 1%. He's doing
everything possible to ignore the 99%. That's overwhelming confirmation of being
stuck. When someone says we need to consider the forest and you insist only the tree
directly in view is all that matters, that's a big red flag. You've become the problem. He
still doesn't see it though. So, I climbed up on the soapbox:
Volt gen-1 was highly specialized, targeting enthusiasts directly... the 1%. Gen-2 wasn't
able to overcome that barrier. Rather than reach a larger market, it is remains trapped
within a very small group of potential buyers. In other words, it's an innovator's dilemma
situation.
Struggling to move beyond initial audience is a difficult problem to address. Toyota
recognized the situation, which is why their gen-1 model was not rolled out beyond the
initial 15 states and stopped production well over a year before revealing to gen2. Figuring out how to configure a plug-in vehicle to appeal to a wide consumer base
became meant patience. Change took time.
Signs of success from that gen-2 are emerging already. Beside the forecast of 50,000 to
be sold the first year in 3 major markets, there's disapproval from enthusiasts. They don't
like how it draws ordinary customer interest for ordinary customer reasons. Rather than
a focus on faster &amp; further, there's a nice balance of purchase priorities.
The other 99% don't need your approval... or even your opinion. Wanting to purchase a
Toyota means an indifference to whatever GM is doing anyway. Those loyal customers
are looking to replace their aging Camry, Corolla, Prius, or Scion with a new car. Prime
will become a serious consideration for that audience.
That's reality.
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Shutdown. We're seeing an inventory pile up again. The slowdown of Volt sales has
become so bad, there's a 4-month supply now available. Production will be reduced next
week, then after a month of that, shutdown entirely for a month. Imagine that with
Prime? Right now, my dealer only has 1 in stock. What a drastic difference! Think
about who the customer for Volt actually is. It's the dealers, not mainstream
consumers. GM must make their vehicle enticing enough to dealers to order them. If
they are difficult to sell, the dealer won't. What consume limited lot space with a car that
will sit there for months... especially if it's a challenge to get salespeople interested in
showing it. What's the incentive? Selling an expensive car returning a very small profit
means a very small commission. Why bother? Think about all the extra work it requires
to explain charging. The larger battery-pack doesn't share the simplicity of
Prime. Rather than 5.5 hours using 120-volts, which is no big deal overnight, Volt takes
13 hours. Do you really think a salesperson wants to bring up the purchase & installation
of a 240-volt charger? Needless to say, the shutdown of production is no surprise. In
fact, it was very predictable. Volt is a small hatchback. GM likes to build SUVs. GM
customers like to buy SUVs. GM dealers like to sell SUVs.

10-15-2017

Continued Attacks. He's just making stuff at this point. What do you do when someone
is so desperate they turn dishonest? His lack of understanding basic business principle
combined with a desperate need not to be proven wrong is a recipe for endless posts. He
just keeps attacking me. It's bizarre. Everyone else sees what's going on. You'd think
he'd back down at some point. My next step is to make it personal. That's how you let
everyone else know they are not part of it. You don't want to accidently make the
situation any bigger. State the situation with the hopes of ending it, then move on:
That isn't at all what I've been saying. You're making up stuff yet again. Fortunately, it
is a great confirmation of status... more feedback I couldn't get from any other source.
The tax-credits are only for the sake of introduction, that 1% market you're still so hung
up on. To exceed that, the technology must not have a dependency on subsidies. This is
why the design has to be profitable. This is also why it must sell in high-volume.
As for Toyota losing money on each, there is nothing to support such a wild claim and an
large collection of evidence to the contrary. In fact, even some here have repeatedly
stated Toyota went "cheap" by leveraging the regular Prius to make Prime. That's
exactly how profit is achieved.
With respect to not understanding either economics or accounting, that's your
problem. There's no reason I have to even bother explaining why sales must grow to that
mainstream minimum, especially after 7 years of Volt's struggle to grow. It's a basic
business principle for the sale of a sustaining product.
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Acceptance. It's finally beginning to happen: "This news is like the death of a good
friend. Pretty hard to take, but we all could see the handwriting on the wall." The reality
of Volt's sales struggle leading to its demise was foretold. Accepting that wasn't easy
though. Wow! The enthusiasts fought me with everything they could. It didn't work
though... since I wasn't the enemy, nor was I the customer. They knew mainstream
consumers should have been the target, but didn't want to accept a niche status. It didn't
matter anyway. This is why I kept mentioning the showroom floor. To attract potential
customers there, the dealer would have already had to buy into the idea. The dealer's
purchase of inventory to sell is what made them the true buyer. Not understanding the
actual business is why these engineers fighting me were doomed. They were fighting the
wrong battle... and only now see the losses. It's too bad. Of course, Toyota will gladly
enjoy the spoils. No more market confusion is a huge barrier removed. Yeah! This is
what I had to say about it: Who is the market for Volt? I asked that question literally
hundreds of times, trying to get it through to this group that those here are not at all
representative of what's needed. GM catered to enthusiasts to prove the technology. It
was a good audience, very receptive, very vocal. Unfortunately, moving on to that stage
beyond early adopter is easy to misunderstand. Mainstream consumers are very
different. Requirements were not correct. Sales didn't materialize as a result. Gen-2
should have had a very different configuration to make it appeal to such a different
audience. This is where the hate emanated for Toyota. They targeted mainstream
consumers from the start, skipping the "early adopter" stage with the plug-in Prius…
since the technology was essentially proven already by the hybrid. Instead, a mid-cycle
rollout to just 15 states was used to study the target market closer. It worked too. We see
Prius Prime much closer aligned to ordinary customer appeal. Who cares about
enthusiasts at this stage? Faster & Further isn’t a strong selling point... as gen-2 Volt has
clearly confirmed.

10-16-2017

Cold Weather. We're starting to see the first signs of Summer becoming a distant
memory. Reports of morning frost have become a reality. That's messing up some data
logging owners have been doing: "What's going to do that list in is the ICE going on
while I'm defrosting. Just starting to see temps in the 30's around here." We haven't
discussed Winter yet. That's an entirely new topic for the big Prius forum. Prime rollout
didn't happen in the northern states until Spring arrived. I only saw a very brief snow fall
with mine. Cold weather driving opportunity simply wasn't possible. Warming has
already begun. I do have experience from the PHV though. That's a good background to
leverage from. We can at least start posting thoughts. Real-World data will come in just
a few weeks. Here's my contribution: Have you actually found the need to use that
defroster (the dedicated physical button)? Choosing the blower option for the windshield
with the electric-heat instead is all you should require with temperatures that
warm. Even here in Minnesota, I don't expect to use that forced ICE option unless the
car has been sitting outside in much colder conditions for hours without the ability to grid
pre-condition. btw, it is interesting to see that Toyota selected an aggressive strategy
with the ICE warm-up. The result is a net gain with the EV range as a result of it running
to generate heat.
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Spinning History. Giving Toyota credit for planning a strategy consisting of a series of
small steps with limited risk and the potential for huge gain won't ever happen. Instead,
we'll get stuff like this: "I guess battery technology has now advanced to the needed
level. Amazingly, overnight, now that Toyota plans an EV." The problem originates
from the cultural difference. Continuous improvement has been a part of Japanese
business since things were established after World War II. That's at least 3 generations
with the mindset of no step forward is too small. Every advancement is progress. We
don't think that way here. We analyze return and decide whether or not the effort is
worth it. That's missed opportunity. Not seeing that does indeed make success look
sudden. When the competition finally takes notice, quite a bit has already taken
place. Oh well. All I can do is point out what hasn't been noticed and what's to come as
a result: Is that like the "overnight" success of an artist who has been working hard for
the past 20 years? Prius Prime offers EV driving up to 84 mph, complete with a highefficiency electric heater and CHAdeMO charging. That sets the stage nicely for taking
the next step. Looking closer at the new C-HR, you can see why it is expected to become
their first BEV offering for China in 2019. In other words, that carefully planned
progression is amazing... but in no way overnight. We have witnessed battery
improvement from each hybrid upgrade leading to this point.

10-16-2017

Looking Forward. I don't expect this to be well received, but that isn't the point. You
post something like this solicit feedback. Anything in return is confirmation of having
read it. That's the point. So, I posted: We're starting to agree. Gasp! Looking forward,
there's concern about getting households upgraded to handle that type of demand. How
does a home with multiple vehicles? How do they even pay for the upgrades. For that
matter, how do we educate people about what upgrades are needed and what the process
is? This is why I place far less priority on faster & further and simply want to get plug-in
decisions going. We have to start somewhere. Waiting for the ideal capacity, size,
speed, etc is wasted time.

10-17-2017

Inevitable Outburst. I got my confirmation: "That your posts are pathetic..." Clearly,
he got the message. Too bad there are some who refuse to simply be part of a
team. Why must Volt be vastly superior? Why can't it just be a player helping to win the
game? It's that homerun thinking. Rather than small advances for the chance of scoring
a single, there's the hope of gaining a lot from just one hit. This is why there is so much
mocking & belittling. Our culture teaches us to always fight, that winning is more
important than just being part of the game. Ugh. There's so much waste with that
approach. You don't place the entire game on just the fate of one hitter. Being a team
means having a variety to "cover all the bases". It's really unfortunate that I have to
interact with people online who don't notice the world around them. It doesn't require
formal education in business practices or even that much study. They just have to
observe what works and what doesn't, then make changes accordingly. Oh well. It's
their loss. Meanwhile, I just keep providing my observations: Is being correct about
Volt sales that difficult to accept? It's not like the technology itself was ever a sales
concern. It was always the choice of configuration. For mainstream sales, a small
hatchback with that much battery was doomed to struggle. It simply didn't match GM's
consumer base. You made that sustain worse by supporting the decision for so
long. Glad you're now seeing the technology would be a better fit used another
way. Diversity support is long overdue.
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Baseball Analogy. It's quite remarkable having to deal with someone who just plain
doesn't care. You are wrong. He is right. Period. Even with overwhelming evidence to
the contrary, there is no compromise, no meeting in the middle. That stubborn attitude is
a very real problem. If the person is unwilling to budge under any circumstance, what do
you do? The advice I was given is to keep replies simple and use analogies. The
response back will be an analogy that doesn't apply to the situation, but that doesn't
matter. Everyone else will see that it doesn't apply and how desperate that person has
become. It's sad that principle blinds some. Most people do tend to become set in their
ways, far less open to change than when they were younger. It usually isn't a barrier to
progress though. It only limits choice. In this case though, it's causing him to be left
behind... hence all the "behind" references. That's the textbook reflection response I keep
getting. Anywho, I did keep it simple with this analogy: GM keeps trying to hit
homeruns. Toyota continues to hit singles to fill bases. The game isn't over, but the
score is adding up.

10-18-2017

Market Expectations. We are still very much in the "early adopter" stage. It ends when
the tax-credits end. In other words, when people are willing to pay full price, you know a
true milestone has been reached. Meanwhile, we are getting into the gen-2 rollouts. That
will create a nice used market for those looking for a bargain on a plug-in vehicle. That
gives early adopters an excuse to upgrade. I'm obviously one of them. Of course, I sold
my old plug-in to a friend, so that didn't contribute to the used market at all. However, it
does still serve to influence more people. That's a new audience getting exposed to the
benefits of being able to recharge at home, instead of a gas station. For the new market,
we have lots of work to do still. Think of all the garages without level-2 support. Being
able to take advantage of level-1 in the short-term is great, but ultimately upgrading from
that ordinary household 120-volt outlet to a charger with a dedicated 240-volt line is a
big improvement. There's also the complexity of households typically having 2
vehicles. How will those be accommodated? It's education about the technology,
combined with cost-reduction, required to get growth to happen in the next
stage. Whatever we can do now will help make it easier later. Right now, there's the
basics to address still. We aren't even far enough along to set decent expectations. What
should happen at public charging-stations? That seemingly simple question doesn't have
any simple answers. So, even when we overcome the sales aspect, there is that to deal
with too.

10-19-2017

Wasted Space. An owner pulled apart the back cargo-area of their Prime. I was
surprised to find out how long it took for a thread of that nature to finally be started. I
had my battery-pack exposed within hours of purchase. Of course, I needed that
information to confirm I wasn't going to interfere with any of the sensors by taking so
much apart to install that receiver-hitch. Anywho, this ended up as a comment posted:
"Before you say it's for cooling, there are TWO substantial blowers there for that
purpose, ducted from the left and right rear passenger seat-backs." He was talking about
the unexpected void underneath. Like most, the expectation was that the battery-pack
was consuming that entire area. It isn't. There's about 4 inches of empty
space. Naturally, many theories are being shared about why that is. This was my
contribution to the discussion: Air is an isolator. Radiant heat from asphalt and extreme
cold are battery enemies. Having an extremely lightweight layer of protection like that
makes a lot of sense.
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Prius v Gen-2. Toyota doesn't like to rollout too many new vehicles all at the same
time. There's nothing to gain and lots of extra overhead doing too much at once. So, we
get staggered introductions. The new Prius and RAV4 hybrid was enough, last
year. This year, it's C-HR and Camry-Hybrid. Between those with staggered distribution
was Prius Prime. Back in last 2011 thru early 2012, we had the rollouts of Prius v, then
Prius c, then Prius PHV. Understanding why, it's easy to see how the very first spy
photos of the next-gen Prius v are only now emerging. Toyota kept silent, hiding its
development until just yesterday. We hadn't heard a peep. Nothing at all, even
rumor. With a vehicle style so popular within the service industry and a strong choice for
families not interested in an SUV or minivan, you'd hope there would be an upgrade of
some sort. It now looks like there is one on the way. The snapshot of the camouflaged
vehicle is clearly a large Prius. It doesn't look wagon-shaped anymore. The style
appears to have taken on some aspects of being a CUV, but without anything resembling
heavy-duty suspension or all-wheel drive. That would seem an excellent design for our
changing market, especially if it were to get the hybrid system of Camry hybrid. The
added power, while still delivering outstanding efficiency, is what Toyota needs to keep
the product-line strong. That sets up their customer-base for an easier transition to
plugs. Dealers & Salespeople will especially like that. My guess is that we'll have detail
by the Detroit autoshow early next year. Perhaps, we could get a little bit of teaser
information in the meantime. Whatever the situation, news of this first sighting spread
like wildfire across the internet. I was able to find several instances of the photos
attached to articles in other languages. And with the power of Google Translate, reading
them was a snap. Like all things Prius related, patience is required. For now though, let
the rumors spread. That helps raise awareness. I'm sure there are many who were not
aware that a wagon model of Prius was even offered.

10-20-2017

Reality Check. When I bring up having a Prius Prime in a random audience, even when
in context, the response is typically some type of "wow" and nothing else. That happened
this week in a class I was attending. It was about process improvement. Our education
was an in depth look at how. General Electric and Toyota are industry leaders in this,
each with an extensive list of success stories. Naturally, the dialog came around to a
topic related to Prius itself. So, that was an excellent opportunity to share my own realworld experience and how it related to exactly what Toyota had strived to
deliver. Anywho, I only had them captive for a few minutes. Like most people, they
weren't interested in much detail because they were not shopping for a new vehicle. I see
that trait a lot. Consumers don't research unless they are in the market to purchase. So,
there isn't anything to gain by providing that detail. You offer a few well thought out
basics, share what they express interest in, then move on. That usually last anywhere
from 30 seconds to 2 minutes. Rarely will I even get asked anything beyond the
basics. We simply aren't at that next stage yet. Early adoption is pretty much just a
phase which you raise awareness. Teaching more isn't realistic until the market has
advanced. Fortunately, Toyota is making a lot of small steps. It will be easier to draw
attention when lots of hybrids have already replaced traditional vehicles. It makes the
step to a plug that much smaller. For now though, patience.
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10-23-2017

Priorities. Some people don't understand how to deal with complex issues: "They were
shoe-horning a big battery into a car not designed for it so they just threw it in the
trunk." Part of it is the internet culture. Taking the time to analyze all the points rarely
happens. The venue isn't supportive of that. You cannot convey complex information
into a simple post. I keep trying though: You can't do it all in a single upgrade and we
know there are more to come. Toyota chose to deliver a robust battery for an affordable
cost, at the tradeoff of it not fitting as well. The result was an impressively efficient
vehicle so competitive, it makes you wonder how likely a next-gen model without a plug
will be. Successful business requires a balance of priorities. As much as the engineers
here would like more, it simply doesn't make sense after you come to realize the actual
customers are dealers. Think about it. What incentive is there for a dealer to purchase
and stock Prime on their lot? It won't return much of a profit and their staff must do
more to prep & sell the vehicle. Battery design doesn't even come into play. Dealers are
much better off simply selling guzzlers. Why spend extra resources knowing you'll get
less in return? People here need to step back and look at the bigger picture.

10-23-2017

Nope. I liked reading this: "Except actual customers are required, and therefore they
need to actually consider the packaging..." It was easy to say "no" to: I just finished
taking a class on business process (six sigma) where we analyzed the how's and why's of
large-scale success. We learned about seemingly sensible conclusions like that having
cost some companies billions in losses. Toyota was brought up on a regular basis with
unexpected examples of success. Who is buying vehicles from the automaker? It is
dealers, not the people who will end up driving the vehicle. Lego is an example of
having failed to understand that, suffering from an entire decade of serious financial
trouble. They also thought their customers were the people that used the product. Turns
out they were wrong, very wrong. It was the retailer. When places like Target &
Walmart didn't get what they wanted from Lego, they chose to fill their shelves with
something else instead. That was a painful lesson learned. Ordinary showroom
shoppers want a well-balanced vehicle at a reasonable price that's very reliable. It doesn't
have to be perfect. In fact, the expectation is that in years to come that next offering will
be better. They want to have a selection of them available for immediate purchase. That
only happens if you have a dealer pleased to carry them. Business is not as simple as it
seems.
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Continuous Improvement. I said it was always the plan, as is cost containment. That
was confirmed correct. Our official Toyota representative posted the following about the
generation design of Prius Prime: "The two main options to reduce the gap - either
redesigning the traction battery to fit in a different space, or using a separate under-floor
assembly unique to the Prime - both would drive up the cost of the vehicle pretty
significantly. It was a difficult tradeoff, but we stand behind the decision that we
ultimately made on this version of the vehicle." That priority of keeping cost in-check,
to ensure affordability, rings through as strong now as ever. That was always essential
with each generation of Prius. Sure, they could enhance performance, but the cost
increase wasn't ever worth it. That's not how you design a vehicle for the
masses. Instead, you provide continuous improvement. That's why each generation is so
much better. You deliver what makes sense for that time. This has proven a very
effective approach for Toyota. Unfortunately, the bottom-up mentality makes for great
ridicule material. The top-down pushers love to mock & belittle that opposing
method. They don't see their smug either. The view of "vastly superior" is something I
know all too well.

10-25-2017

Solid-State Batteries. Elimination of the electrolyte in lithium batteries would allow for
both greater energy-storage density and faster recharging. It's what Toyota has stated
they are working toward for their next-generation plug-in vehicles, including their first
EV for the masses. It's a challenge for the battery industry which many battery-powered
devices will benefit from. Think about how great it would be to replenish the battery in
your phone with just a few minutes of charging. Technology leaps forward like that are
what we need to stir interest for plug-in vehicles. What we have now proves they are
worthy of consideration, but the need for improvement is obvious. At least it sets the
stage for realistic expectations. This isn't a miracle. It's a matter of getting the chemistry
refined for mass-production. There's enough potential for serious development work to
deliver a paradigm-shifting return. In the meantime, platforms are being proven for this
upgrade.

10-26-2017

Gen-2 Leaf. Since early September in Japan & Europe, there have been 9,000 orders &
sales. That's a great start, very encouraging. It will be exciting to see what happens here
in the United States. Production isn't even expected to begin until early next year. That's
a little later than expected, but no surprise. Toyota took a multi-market approach with
Prime for first-year rollout too. That resulted in understandable, though annoying,
delay. Hitting a wide variety of customers right away makes planning for production
ramp-up more accurate. That challenge can be risky, since profit-margins are razor thin
still. Getting a better idea of true demand really helps, especially when you know supply
will be thin for quite awhile. However it plays out, this serves as the rude awakening
GM enthusiasts have needed. With all of their promises being proven false hope, we can
finally get down to addressing what the business truly needs. Their want obsession has
caused far too much delay. Nissan deserves a kudos for the push forward. The rut Volt
got stuck in was getting rather ugly.
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New History. We get a lot of history rewrite attempts. But now things are
changing. The upcoming plug-in hybrids open new questions. Today's came about from
this: "60 hp electric motor? Sounds like it'll behave more like the first-gen plug-in prius
where the engine really is necessary for almost every trip unless you plan on holding up
traffic." I stated, then asked: Prius PHV didn't actually work like that. Basic merges
onto the highway didn't trigger the engine. Though, it wouldn't have mattered anyway,
since the design was for it to optimize blending, not to act as an EV. Prius Prime has a
different purpose. It was indeed designed to act like an EV, so you can drop the pedal
and do an high-demand merge without need for the engine. You can switch to EV-Auto
mode for additional power, but owners say that pretty much never triggers the
engine. The new clutch that allows both electric-motors to provide enough power. With
my Prime, I'm always in EV mode. The only time I ever switch to HV is for saving EV
when on long highway trips. (Of course, I have taken advantage of Charge-Mode a few
times on trips.) I'm just about to 10,000 miles and a need for EV-Auto still hasn't come
up yet. Something to keep in mind about new plug-in hybrid market entries is
heating. There are a variety of electric heaters, some more efficient than others. That
obviously impacts the range available for EV driving. When an electric heater is
drawing load from the battery, will that cause the engine to start sooner? So, this begs
the question... does Kia even have an electric-heating option?

10-27-2017

Troll Attacks. Enablers like to call you out as a "troll" when you post anything that
doesn't support their narrative. It's really annoying; however, the emergence of "enabler"
as the term to identify their activity is redeeming. They can't just cry wolf
anymore. That rebuttal label is quite effective. I dealt with today's related situation this
way, saving the label for later: To be a troll, posts are off-topic and have the intent of
stirring emotional response. Quite a number of Volt enthusiasts attempted trolling with
me. Most of their bait was entirely wasted. I kept my broken-record approach staying
on-topic and polite with posts about goals. It made them crazy. That's called
irony. Their own posts stirred emotion in them, not the person they were
provoking. Anywho, one of the die-hard Volt enthusiasts abandoned Volt in favor of
Bolt. The hypocrisy of being so anti-EV, then buying one. Ugh. Despite his focus now
entirely on electric-only driving, he's been attacking Tesla supporters. It's really caused
quite a bit of anger... even within the Volt forum. A thread was started to point out his
activity and it went on for 52 posts before getting locked. It a case of just wanting to
fight, without any interest in a common cause. That's why I had so much trouble. The
idea of cooperation was never acceptable.

10-27-2017

Dropping Temperatures. It has begun. Snow fell today. That was the first for the cold
season. Temperatures for the morning commute had been in the low 50's. Yesterday,
after driving 19.7 miles in EV with the electric-heat set to 65, there were 10.8 miles of
estimated EV remaining. That was 36% of the overall EV capacity available. It
represents a clear impact to overall range; however, that reduction from the dropping
temperatures clearly isn't so much that it would cause range below 25 miles. Delivering
that distance in all be extreme cold conditions says a lot for the approach. Keeping the
design affordable by trading off battery-pack fit clearly didn't mean sacrifice to overall
efficiency. Yeah!
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Freezing Point. It's 32°F here in Minnesota now. We've been getting very wet snow
here all day. Just a few minutes ago, I was at the grocery store giving the remote-climate
feature a test for the first time using the "Max Heat" setting. Plugged in, I wanted to see
how much electricity could be used to recharge the battery-pack with that much demand
from the heat-pump. Knowing that max uses far more electricity than just at setting of
65°F with ECO, having to wait so long for this test was a big deal. Way back in 2010
when Toyota provided me with a prototype plug-in Prius to play with, it was August and
the decision had been to not include a heat-pump. Anywho, in the 12 minutes I was
away from the car, the charger provide 0.64 kWh of electricity (at a steady rate of 3.16
kW). That resulted in only an estimated 1.3 miles of electricity being added to EV range,
but the interior of the Prime was toasty. Sweet! And yes, interior heating takes quite a
bit more electricity than cooling. Fortunately, we get a high-efficiency heater... a vaporinjected heat-pump, which better than both the regular type of heat-pump and quite a bit
better than the resistance type.

10-27-2017

Still Not Getting It. That problem Bolt owner is drawing a lot of attention now. A
comparison was made to me, sighting the narrative that all my posts were only about
blind loyalty to Toyota and Prius. That portrayal of exclusivity was a diversionary tactic
to draw attention to the problems I was pointing out about GM... and the sensible
suggestions I was providing. Knowing that and not wanted to bite that bait, but wanting
to join the discussion, I chose this to respond to: "Just like john1701a, --- is illogical and
irrational in his Tesla bashing and partisan boasting." Until that point, I had remained
silent. The invitation from being specifically called out was too good to resist: I was
correct about GM's approach. The concern about "too little, too slowly" that I echoed
from the bankruptcy recovery plan was right on the money. Volt struggled for 7 years
and 2 generations without achieving the goal of high-volume profitable sales. The
promise of a plug-in SUV never happened. Hope for diversification has faded
away. GM delivered an expensive system in a small package that was neither an efficient
EV nor an efficient HV. It was the worst of 3 worlds. But since it performed so well in
terms of power, supposedly that factor alone would be how sales growth was to be
achieved. That failed and enthusiasts have moved on to Bolt. Nothing about that is
illogical or irrational. Pointing out the opportunities GM continues to miss is not
bashing, it's constructive. Just think if one of those suggestions had been
followed. Rather than Volt becoming a forgotten chapter in the early years of plug-in
history, the potential could have been exploited. Instead, the problem of "range anxiety"
now has a different solution.

10-28-2017

Winter Conditions. 82°F back in June, the 7.5 mile drive to the coffeeshop took 19%
capacity. 34°F a few minutes ago, that same 7.5 mile drive to the coffeeshop took 29%
capacity. Increased resistance from outside air, reduced efficiency from the battery,
combined with the electric-heater set to 65°F in ECO revealed the harsh effects of
Winter. For me, that means my 19 miles of commute each way should remain in
EV. The catch is that drive-time can be dramatically longer in on snowy
days. Fortunately, those don't actually happen often. It's mostly just continuous subfreezing temperatures for many weeks in a row. Obviously on those days when it dips
down near 0°F and below, running the engine will be a welcome addition to heat
provision. Regardless of Winter conditions, the resulting MPG will be outstanding. Also
having the benefit of pre-conditioning the interior using electricity directly from the grid
will be a very nice bonus.
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Outright Lies. Having a president who says anything he wants, then doubles down
when it is proven untrue, it's no surprise people online feel comfortable posting outright
lies. Despite knowing that, I was flabbergasted seeing this today: "If you search for Volts
online, you will find only black ones! Does this tell you anything?" It's so easy to
disprove, why would anyone take such desperate measures? Oh well. I let him have
it: Yes, it tells me you can say anything you want on the internet. That doesn't make it
true though. Using cars.com search, I found 5,933 Volts available for sale. All were
new. All were not black. 2,713 of them were last year's model. That tells me GM is in a
world of hurt. Having that many still in stock the last week of October is a very real
problem. Over supply is a costly mistake for an automaker. Dealers get upset with that
much old inventory to still sell when shipments of the new continue to fill precious
limited lot space. Here's the color counts I found... Beige (6) Black (1,165) Blue
(651) Brown (1) Gray (1,222) Green (89) Red (379) Silver (724) White
(1,515) Other (181).

10-28-2017

Claiming Superiority. That Volt enthusiast so desperate to undermine Prime, we're
getting stuff like this: "GM is too far ahead of consumer comprehension of Voltec
Superiority, as you fully well know." I remember dealing with posts like that when there
was little data to back up the unrealistic expectations. But now that those events have
come to past and we now have proof, it's rather bizarre to still be seeing them. Oh well,
again. I followed through with: That claim of superiority has proven meaningless, since
it didn't result in needed sales. In other words, the extra work GM did attempting to hit a
homerun didn't result in a homerun. All they did was get a runner on base. That's it. As
for your on-going attempts to somehow make this about Toyota and Prius, stockholders
couldn't care less and neither could Volt supporters. Both hoped for high-volume
profitable sales... which didn't happen after 7 years of trying and unsold inventory is now
piling up. To make matters worse, that $7,500 tax-credit GM relied so heavily upon will
trigger phaseout next year. With sales of Volt well below mainstream level and slowly
dropping, achieving the significant growth that's needed looks quite unrealistic. This is
why most interest from enthusiasts and attention from GM has shifted over to Bolt
instead.

10-28-2017

Not Paying Attention? You have to ask yourself that after reading this: "I suspect that
TOYOTA will join the push for pure EVs rather than much further development of the
Hybrid concept, though almost certainly they'll keep PRIUS going for at least another
generation." It could also be that people posting comments like that have no engineering
background. It's easy to see how assumptions could be made about design. You'd think
that motor & battery would be recognized as transferrable. Perhaps not. But with Prius
and Prius Prime co-existing, you'd think they'd recognize the situation. I pointed
out: They already have. Prime is a full EV in every respect. Efficiency, Power, Heating,
Cooling, Charging... Now they are heading down the path of lowering cost and
increasing capacity on a larger scale. Solid-State battery technology is the solution
they're investing heavily in. That level of EV advancement is what the entire industry
yearns for. None have anything resembling such a paradigm shift... yet. In the
meantime, continued improvement with the EV technology deployed in Prime and Mirai
helps advance the overall electrification effort.
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10-29-2017

Heat Power Usage. We're getting questions now that reflect more than just basic
interest: "Any sense of how much power the seat and steering-wheel heaters use?" That's
how we get newbies to stay in discussions. They wonder & ask. We do our best to
figure out how to get answers. Early on like this, there isn't much to work with still. At
least I had this to contribute, related to the use of the heater to pre-condition the car for
you prior to driving: Nothing for seat or steering, but I measured one full cycle of remote
climate on MAX HEAT. It uses 0.37 kWh.

10-29-2017

Runaway! I found this hysterically amusing: ">>>> EVERYONE PREPARE TO
ABANDON THREAD <<<<" The hypocrisy has become so bad, all they can do is
runaway now. There is literally nothing left to say that won't be called out as
contradictory with past statements. History has exposed their mistakes and they don't
want to be reminded. I remind them anyway:
Ironically, there is no "everyone" here to direct that statement to anymore. This explains
the extreme measures taken to keep what remains going. Notice how there aren't any
topics about Volt now on this Volt blog? Virtually all focus has shifted to Bolt, the very
antithesis of Volt.
Remember all the "range anxiety" propaganda? It was the solution to fear of running out
of electricity and becoming stranded. Volt was far too complicated though, making it
unable to compete with the traditional vehicles it was intended to replace. Bolt is quite
simplistic in comparison... still too expensive, but better for long-term investment.
This is why when discussions are entirely about GM, some Volt enthusiast will
ultimately end up shifting attention to Toyota... the automaker who actually figured out
how to deliver an affordable plug-in hybrid. Resentment of having succeeded reminds us
of the original definition of trump: to outrank or defeat someone or something, often in a
highly public way.
Moving to Bolt is a welcome improvement. Ever since the concept reveal of Volt, far too
much emphasis was placed on making a statement... rather than actually changing the
market. At least with this attempt to deliver something offering a plug, there is focus on
a larger audience. The cramped rear seating for Volt never made any sense and was made
worse with gen-2.
Sadly, the typical GM customer still won't be interested. Bolt does nothing to appeal to
SUV buyers, the dominant market for GM. Those shoppers have literally nothing green
to choose from still. Equinox & Trax are only available as traditional vehicles. No
plug. No hybrid. Nothing. That lack of electrification progress continues to be the
concern.
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For Example. The Volt enthusiast didn't like reading this at all: "A sale is a sale, but
automakers historically dislike it when one product in the portfolio cannibalizes demand
from another, because it can erode profit margins and frustrate marketers and
production planners." All along, I kept pointing out how conquest sales were a terrible
means of advancing a technology. True, it proves worth, but there's no long-term gain if
you all you do is attract non-loyal customers. They just take advantage of low lease-rates
and tax-credits, then move on to the next bargain. There's no interest in purchasing
another GM product. We've seen that play out too. They don't become loyal
supporters. In fact, many couldn't care less. It's a waste. I called it out as squandering
subsidies, an obvious missed opportunity. Now, we see Bolt taking interest away from
Volt almost entirely. Are any of those sales attracting loyal GM customers? This is how
I stated it today, upon providing that example article link confirming what I had been
saying all along: My supposed bashing was about GM's continued terrible business
decisions. At times, there can be a reference to Toyota's formula for success, but focus is
still very much on GM. After a decade of claiming high-volume sales and 7 years of
attempts falling well short, what do you expect? GM executives admitted the Volt's
biggest hurdle for many of its seven years on the market was an inability by the
automaker and its dealers to effectively convey how the technology worked.

10-30-2017

FULL!!! It was a sweet sight today. For the first time ever, I got to see all 6 charging
stations used at the ramp where I park for work. 2 Prime, 2 Leaf, 1 Volt and 1 e-Golf
were all plugged in. That's great. Someday though, I won't have a place to
recharge. Gasp! Imagine that as a problem. It will help support the plans for offering
more plug-in spots in the future. We have to start somewhere. The population of
vehicles able to take advantage of the opportunity is painfully small still. You spot a
handful of them on the road each time you go for a drive. That gives the impression of
progress... until you realize just how many guzzlers were also seen. It goes to prove how
early in the transition to electrification we are still. There's a long way to go still. Any
claim of "late" is totally inaccurate, an obvious attempt to not take the situation
seriously. Traditional vehicles totally overwhelm still. 6 plug-in vehicle seems great...
until you realize just how much non-plug-in vehicle fits on the 8 levels of parking there.

10-31-2017

Charging Prices. There are a lot of napkin calculations taking place now. We are far
from any type of pricing pattern or consistent message. There's lot of variety out there
and the prior generation of plug-in vehicles certainly didn't establish any type of
expectation. I jumped into a discussion about that when this came up: "Guess 240VAC
public charger (rate of $1/hr)". Hopefully, it will help stir interest: Keep in mind that
public-charger pricing varies dramatically. The ones just a few blocks down the road
from me are free. The ones further off at the park have a flat per-use fee along with a
per-hour rate. The ones at the mall are per-kWh. The ones at work are for an 8-hour
span with a single price, but there's a fee if you exceed the time. Electricity rates will
vary dramatically too. I pay 0.0710 per kWh (tax included) for overnight
charging. During the day (non-peak, tax included) the price is 0.1204 per kWh. For the
after dinner hours (peak, tax included), the rate jumps to 0.4180 per kWh. If you want to
take advantage of pre-conditioning, rather than getting into a cold car, that electricity
must be accounted for. However, that is a luxury feature many would be willing to pay a
premium for. Running MAX-HEAT on the 10-minute remote climate cycle will
consume 0.37 kWh.
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Spinning History. You've got to like this: "This was the plan all along." That quote
emerging out of the shift from Volt to Bolt is most telling. When reality of the situation
first became apparent, reaction was to suppress information to that affect as quickly as
possible. It was a state of panic. Enthusiasts were about to be exposed as hypocritical
for now supporting the very thing they had for years fought so hard against. To change
perception, they instead claim that was the plan all along. Clearly, it was not. It is
heavily documented in these blogs, confirming otherwise. There isn't any need to look
backward though. Knowing that past isn't necessary. Just look at what's happening
now. 3,053 available 2018 models in inventory waiting for the 2,614 remaining 2017
models to be cleared out speaks for itself. Clearance time should have been over in
August. Dealers don't like getting stuck with so many unsold vehicles, especially the
ones that are low-volume. Claiming that was the plan all along requires disregard of
some important factors. Looking forward makes the claim even more
difficult. Production of Volt has been shutdown and won't resume until early next
year. What will expectations be for dealer interest? Why would anyone believe the
waning interest will encourage ordering more? With the upcoming phaseout of taxcredits, it is reasonable to see Volt becoming a sold-order vehicle rather than keeping
them in stock. In other words, we're seeing a shift of priorities. This topic of labor
practices is undeniable evidence of that. The days of "vastly superior" engineering focus
are over. Business is taking precedence. That's good in regard to support, but it reveals
much about what GM still must address to make Bolt a success.

11-01-2017

Oversimplification. Certain names pop up from time to time. They are the
antagonists. Their intent is to undermine in any way they can. Today, it was the subtle
approach: "There are no free power conversions. So, using gas to charge the battery will
always be less efficient than using gas to drive the wheels directly." This would seem
reasonable... to the uniformed. That means direct confrontation would halt the assault,
but leave those newbies confused or misled. That meant I had to be subtle in
return: Oversimplifying efficiency equations is a common problem. It's very easy to
overlook the opportunities the power-split system exploits. Using an aftermarket gauge,
watch RPM of the 3 components at play all at the same time: gas-engine, traction-motor,
generator-motor. You'll see the flow of power being redirected several times per
minute. That's because roads aren't really ever flat or straight; traffic isn't constant
either. Those tiny variations are losses. The hybrid system takes advantage of them,
reducing their impact. The result is an efficiency gain. Each opportunity adds up to a
noticeable overall MPG boost.
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Targeting. It's interesting to read comments on the new venue, one for plug-in
supporters of all types. There, the well rehearsed debate material can be presented to a
new audience. Results are dramatically different than that of the Volt blog prior to
2017: There's a fundamental misunderstanding of market still at play. Who is GM
targeting? Looking back to the beginning of the plug-in hybrid offerings, the most
common trade-in for getting a Volt was indeed Prius. But with those Prius at high miles
and with GM leases so cheap, who wouldn't choose that? Volt never appealed to the
masses, only early adopters. It was low-hanging fruit though, now all picked. When the
leases expired, they moved on. Fast forwarding to the gen-2 rollout, we found out that
GM decided to leave the rear seating cramped and only modestly improve HV
efficiency. That left Volt in a difficult position with the "range anxiety" sales
strategy. Why not just buy a Bolt instead? After all, most Volt owners did everything
they could to avoid having the engine start. We now see Toyota & Hyundai/Kia
targeting the void GM was never able to fill, offering an affordable plug-in hybrid for the
masses. Prius Prime is loaded with safety features standard and is more efficient in both
EV and HV modes. MSRP is so low, the phaseout of tax-credits won't even be an
issue. Volt's is far too high still. Success of Bolt is great, but it does leave you
wondering if GM plans to compete in the plug-in hybrid market.

11-01-2017

History Exposition. It's difficult to slip in details about the past on that new venue,
since the response is quite unpredictable. You have to try though: Prius PHV never
remotely shared the same purpose as Volt. Toyota rolled out a mid-cycle upgrade to 15
states, testing the waters with real-world market research before going
mainstream. Watching GM struggle made the decision to postpone expansion until the
next full-cycle easy. That meant not having to deal with gen-1 differences at all in 35
states. The gen-2 model would be new to dealers, mechanics, salespeople, and
customers. Prime is what ended up being the first with mainstream intent, with a
worldwide rollout all in the first year. The total sales for 2017 will end up exceeding
50,000. Growth is absolutely essential. We are no longer dealing with early
adopters. Appealing to ordinary consumers is very different. Toyota was well aware of
that situation. GM clearly was not.

11-02-2017

Grow Sales. Reminders of what's important need to be provided
too: AFFORDABILITY was always a top priority for me and no amount of Volt
enthusiast rhetoric could break that priority. It was a very real concern that sales would
struggle from high prices, even with heavy dependency on tax-credits. APPEAL to
mainstream consumers was the key and still is. If you can catch the interest of someone
casually shopping the showroom floor, you have a product able to please consumer &
business need. Volt never could achieve that, despite all the faster & further
hype. REALITY is crashing down with an onslaught of guzzler support. We don't want
to lose momentum on plug-in vehicle acceptance. That means making hard decisions and
acknowledgement of a changed market. Let go of the past… otherwise, I'll just remind
you of my concerns having been validated. Look forward. What do we do now to grow
sales?
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Enthusiast Obsession. Sometimes the blindness from faster & further makes even the
basic understanding of how ordinary customers approach the process for selecting a new
vehicle impossible to see. They simply have no clue others don't share their
priorities. For example: "Are you suggesting that "showroom shoppers" look for
Dualwave glass, Predictive Efficient Drive, and Directed Heating & Cooling? Sounds
like a bunch of buzzwords to me to detract from less electric range, less seating, fewer
airbags, less horsepower, slower 0-60, etc." A mainstream consumer wouldn't even
encounter that information until it is stumbled across right there on sight. Ugh. All I can
do is point out their oversight... which I don't expect to do any good: Not understanding
the "buzzwords" will do that. This is why the in-person experience plays such a vital
role. Also, use of "less" and "fewer" and "slower" is an indication of not properly
recognizing mainstream audience. As much as people like to believe the marketing of
those traits is the bulk of what buyers actually buy, it simply isn't true. The masses go for
balance and don't obsess about wants like early adopters. None of those standard safety
features listed draw in customers from whatever they may stumble across prior to going
to the dealer. But once they are there looking at what's on the window-sticker, things like
Dynamics-Radar-Cruise pop out as a strong want. As for the dual-ware glass, in-person
compliments are plentiful. Most people say "Whoa!" when they see it, then start asking
questions... which is exactly the type of showroom reaction salespeople want. Know
your audience.

11-02-2017

Halo Effect. Each month, slipping sales brings out rhetoric so effective, the people
spreading it our clueless as to what they are actually saying: "Brings people into the
showroom so they at least consider Chevy." Remember how that used to be a bad
thing? Now, the misdirection is thought of as a normal part of the purchase
experience. Sadly, that's the perspective I have come to expect from the Volt
enthusiasts. They simply don't care about actually replacing traditional vehicles. It's a
matter of pride now, protecting reputation by putting up a good show. That's such a
disappointment... and such a waste. Oh well. I keep providing those reminders: When a
person is shopping the showroom, we want them to actually purchase the vehicle that
catches their attention. Having a "halo" vehicle instead is in no way what I posted. As
for the rest of what you posted, it indicates being a "niche" vehicle. That is a problem
too. We want to sell lots of the vehicle, not use it as a technology showcase. Sales in
high-volume is a necessity for the automotive business. Simply selling lots of guzzlers
instead, like Equinox (25,722) and Malibu (14,647) and Traverse (11,098) in October, is
not the outcome we want. And with the possible abrupt end to tax-credits, it's going to be
even more difficult to sell Volt... and for that matter, Bolt. Think about the anti-plug
movement that's growing. Search the internet. You'll find articles stirring FUD about
batteries. The best defense against that is getting more plug-in vehicles on the road as
quickly as possible.
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Continued Attacks. This is all you need to get an idea of what I encounter routinely
still: "...are admitting the weak position of the Toyota Plug-in entry? What a flake
car." That smug attitude of being "vastly superior" from some enthusiasts is alive & well
still. The difference now though is their voice is beginning to get drown out by other
plug-in owners. There's power in numbers. The voice of ordinary consumers can be
rather loud too. This is very much a welcome change. I jumped in with: Production
capacity is key to making prices competitive with the fierce challenges of overcoming
guzzler appeal. Toyota is looking to deliver 50,000 worldwide this year. That's a very
clear push toward sustainable high-volume sales. How is that a weak position? This is
what I pushed for Volt, hoping gen-2 would take on an affordable design approach. But
rather than doing what was necessary to achieve that much lower cost, GM stuck with the
"strong" position and ended up delivering a vehicle only appealing to early
adopters. Face the reality that the ability to appeal to mainstream buyers requires more
than just delivering faster & further design. GM has a very real challenge approaching
with the loss of tax-credits and much lower MSRP choices from other automakers on the
way. Are you really going to waste time posting stuff like that, rather than providing
constructive suggestion? Bolt had a strong sales month. What are you going to do to
help promote it to sustain that success?

11-03-2017

Being Warned. What can you say to this: "Did no one believe us when we warned
everybody that this would happen?????" You spend years showing concern. They spin
it to make those posts appear to be attacks. Anything a Toyota owner says must be an
effort to undermine GM. They were too ignorant to believe an partnership among plugin owners would be possible. That has cost them dearly. Mistrust is such a waste. What
did they have to lose? Was it really that much of a risk to not even try? Ugh. Oh
well. Turns out, they lost far more than ever imagined. All I can do now is remind them
of those mistakes to help prevent them from repeating... yet again: Sadly, no, it was quite
the opposite. When I brought the topic up, there was an enormous amount of effort
expended to assure people this wasn't anything to be concerned about, that I was just
spreading FUD. So now, it's long overdue to acknowledge the reality and come up with
suggestions about how to proceed. My suggestion was originally to offer a second model
of Volt with a smaller battery-pack, which would make it both more affordable and more
efficient. Upon the realization of how misaligned gen-2 was with needed audience, the
suggestion became a switch to just focusing entirely on getting a plug-in choice for GM's
primary buyers... SUV shoppers. In other words, find a solution that doesn't require taxcredit help ever. Make sure the initial rollout MSRP is relatively competitive with other
GM offerings. Set a target premium. For example, design a Chevy Trax to deliver a plug
with a price no higher than $5,000 above the median traditional package price.
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Flag Waving. Knowing how much of Bolt is from Korea, reading statements like this is
annoying: "Only change i would make is, STOP giving american taxpayers rebates to
FOREIGN car companies." The irony is rather redeeming though. They blindly wave
the flag without bothering to actually do any research. The fact is, we see LG supplying
GM with battery cells, the completed pack, the management system, the power
electronics, the traction motor, and the transmission. That's a major portion of the
vehicle. What non-foreign components make it worthy of stopping subsidies? We
benefit from reduced oil-dependency and cleaner air regardless of where the business
headquarters are. Manufacturing of vital components is clearly not in
America. Annoyed, I posted: There are many clichés to describe the unintended
consequences of such a decision. Instead, define a clear purpose. With a precise goal,
it's much harder to take away. In this case, there was no obvious intent. Was it to prove
the technology? Was it to attract mainstream buyers? Was it to help establish
infrastructure? Was it to get automakers to try something new? Fundamental clarity is
essential. Notice how we still have no idea what purpose public chargers are intended
for? There is no agreement of any sort about who should use them, for how long of a
duration, and for what price. It's so confusing ever to us. What message does that send
to those considering a plug-in vehicle. Heck, we don't even know how to deal with a
ICE'd charging spot. It's time to step back and ask what's really
important. Disagreement about petty things, like battery-pack size, have been a massive
waste of resources... our own brains about how to effectively entice new customers to
buy.

11-03-2017

Leadership. Refusal to acknowledge facts leads to cherry-picking so well accepted, you
don't even notice the altered perspective of reality: "...awards those manufactures who
have taken the risks and are now established as the leaders." Leading people in the
wrong direction is not good! This is why stating goals has always been vital. Yet, many
absolutely refused to. Volt turned into a disastrous waste as a result. Delivering a great
product to for such a small audience was a terrible plan. They endorsed it though,
assuming the leaders knew that path was the correct one. Clearly, it was not. Now,
there's a mess to deal with. Thankfully, we're still in the early stages. So, despite the
disaster, it's not a total loss. The situation remains a matter of stating goals. This is what
will put GM back them back on the right path. Unfortunately, it points them in the
direction of Nissan & Toyota, who already have sizeable head starts. Their pride will
likely make the next step harder as a result. But any step forward in the right direction,
even a small one, is progress. My words this time were: Leadership in the early-adopter
phase (defined as gen-1 offerings dependent upon tax-credit subsidies) is very different
from leadership in the next. The struggle to overcome this new barrier is known as
innovator's dilemma. To be a successful in the mainstream phase (defined as highvolume profitable sales able to compete directly with traditional offerings) requires cost
to be low enough for competitive pricing. In other words, no manufacturer is actually an
established leader yet.
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Denial. Encouragement isn't always welcome. The barrier of pride is difficult to
overcome. These words of mine prompted yet another head-in-the-sand reaction: "In
other words, find a solution that doesn't require tax-credit help ever. Make sure the
initial rollout MSRP is relatively competitive with other GM offerings. Set a target
premium. For example, design a Chevy Trax to deliver a plug with a price no higher
than $5,000 above the median traditional package price." It never ceases to amaze me
how attempts to ignore a problem are the most common reaction. How does running
away from the issue help resolve it? I ended up following that with:
Lots of negative votes from that post. Why?
There has been a lot of spin & rhetoric from me having pointed out the importance of
understanding audience on a regular basis. But it was for good reason... we'd see the end
of tax-credits after the early-adopters used them all up. Ordinary consumers would have
nothing as an incentive as a result.
The original plan from GM was to reach mainstream minimum sales volume by the end
of year 2 for the first-generation offering. That's 60,000 per year... which meant there
was an expectation of sustainable sale without subsidies prior to second-generation
rollout. It was a strategy with the intent to make the technology as high-volume offering.
Is everyone here just going to abandon the idea of GM offering any type of plug-in
hybrid in favor of only EV choices?
There seems to be no interest anymore, when attention should be the highest. Volt
worldwide sales through September for 2017 only come to a total of 19,748. The monthto-month decrease in sales and the continued build up of unsold inventory is a clear
indication that a significant decision must be made. This new concern of federal
incentive loss highlights the vital nature of timing even more.
More pressure is about to be added too. Hyundai will soon be rolling out an plug-in
hybrid sedan with an emphasis on affordability. Kia will be doing something similar
with a SUV. From Chrysler, we already see a boom in sales for their plug-in hybrid
minivan. And of course, there's Toyota with Prius Prime already at 39,369 sales
worldwide for the year, as of September.
What should GM's plan be for plug-in hybrids?
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Extreme Reaction. That post wasn't well received, as this simple reply clearly
conveyed: "Are you high?" I fired right back at that:
No, I'm pointing out what was hoped for and supported to happen... not the reality of the
situation. The who, when, and how much details often get distorted when looking
back. This is definitely the case. For example, what exactly does "quickly" actually
represent?
People with sound business & engineering background were constantly fighting those
who saw the situation as only needing a simplistic "if we build it, they will buy it"
approach. Spin started right after the reveal, claiming the "40-mile, 50 mpg, nicely under
$30,000" delivery criteria for late 2010 was totally realistic. Any mention of
"vaporware" was met with hostility. Yet to this day, 10 years and 2 generation later, that
criteria still has not been achieved.
Failure to deliver can be argued away by addressing market change. That's acceptable;
however, an alternative must be viable then. It is not. Bolt replacing Volt doesn't
actually achieve the overall goal of offering a competitive choice for the masses. GM's
other vehicles are far more appealing to their loyal customers.
This is why enthusiasts of Volt continue to drag Toyota into discussions, attempting to
make it look like I did. They see how Toyota designed Prime with that loyal customer
audience in mind. The configuration has been given a balance of price & features with
the intention of swaying over their traditional buyers without the need for a paradigm
shift.
We all knew GM wasn't using federal incentives for the purpose they were
intended. Conquest sales wouldn't change their own loyal customers' purchase
behavior. The term GM had coined for the modern version of "bait & switch" to insult
Toyota with had become GM's own business practice. Talking about self-fulfilling
prophecy. Saying "halo vehicle" for so many years made it their own reality.
Tax-Credit phaseout was supposed to occur at a point which high-volume sales had
become established and sustainable profit without the subsidy would be realistic. That
wasn't going to happen even with the anticipated time-table. GM's abandonment of Volt
being a range-anxiety solution to Bolt leaves Volt in a world of hurt mid-cycle. Will that
supposedly "vastly superior" technology just die as a result?
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Top Speed. It's nice when questions come about from discussions trying to uncover
technical detail. I provided an answer for that today: Top-speed of electric-only driving
is based upon kW draw. If demand exceeds capacity, the engine will simply start up to
provide that additional power. This is why you get a wide variety of answers when
asking about maximums. People make anecdotal observations rather than us an
aftermarket gauge to figure out what's really happening. Long ago, it was a 10 kW
draw. That would allow a decent amount of power up to 25 mph. Faster, power dropped
off significantly until the max of 46 mph. But with the larger battery for PHV, despite
also being a gen-3, max was increased to 62 mph (that's 38 kW or 51 hp). With the gen-4
Prius, you can see even faster electric-only speed. That is also dependent upon power
demand, but is a little more squishy than the hard limitations we saw with prior
generations. Basically, the engine will shut on & off during the course of ordinary
driving. It's among the methods used to deliver outstanding efficiency without plugging
in. With Prime, you've got the much larger battery along with the clutch to include the
second motor for quite a bit more overall power... enough to accelerate all the way to 84
mph (that's 68 kW or 91 hp) using only electricity.

11-06-2017

Climate Change. It's a bizarre situation when political stance on the environment takes
such a drastic viewpoint, one blatantly contradictory to what scientific data shows. The
administration doesn't like it, so they don't accept it. They just plain don't care. Despite a
long report released today overwhelmingly proving we are having a direct impact on
climate change and must take immediate action to prevent worsening damage, there's just
an outright dismissal. It's not even an effort to discredit. The evidence is simply
ignored. Treating it as unimportant is what we see now. When it is brought up, they just
move on to the next topic or bring up a diversion. The disregard as if it isn't even an
issue is so odd. You wouldn't think that level of complacency would even be attempted,
since it would be so obvious. Yet, that's what we are seeing anyway. This level of
selfishness, to preserve the status quo, is truly amazing. Greed is a powerful motivator
and there's lots of money to be made when the effects of climate change are not taken
into consideration. Pretend it's not a problem...

11-07-2017

Why? Clearly, purpose of the federal subsidy was not understood: "Maybe having the
credit extended would encourage GM to continue offering the Volt, which is an
AMAZING car. I'd like THAT!" Of course, most people posting nowadays don't have any
knowledge of the history. Not being aware of the past make a difference. I wonder if my
injection of information will: Remember the tax-credit for hybrids? That $3,150 for the
first 60,000 purchased was intended for market growth, since the technology had already
been established. Toyota triggered phaseout in just 9 months too. Goal achieved. The
$7,500 for the first 200,000 was far more generous, yet had much lower
expectations. Why should such an offering be continued? Volt is still a small hatchback,
the type of vehicle GM customers simply aren't interested in. Subsidizing that doesn't
make any sense, especially when the it took so much longer to reach the trigger
volume. In other words, what should the goal be now? With the technology so well
proven now, there must be some type of timeline & quantity requirement. Why reward
any automaker not committed to rapid & significant growth?
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Tank Refill. The act of going to the gas station to refill the tank is becoming so rare, I
have a hard time remembering when it last happened. Typically, it's due to an upcoming
road trip where I'll need to do some long-distance highway driving. Otherwise, I'd likely
see a pattern of every 6 weeks or so. That's around 2,000 miles per tank. It's an
interesting statistic I hadn't considered. The assumption was being closer to the much
celebrated 1,000 miles per tank we heard GM so often promote for Volt. Perhaps it will
and my driving circumstances just happen to be ideal. But then again, I expected the
frequent trips to be out of the ordinary. Whatever the case, it has been interesting to
watch the overall MPG average continue to climb. I suspect it will plateau around the
upcoming holidays. Approach of the new year often brings a bunch of unplanned
running around in extreme cold conditions... which can be quite significant, here in
Minnesota. We'll see what happens. I'm certainly looking forward to the experience,
even if it does send me to the gas station more often.

11-09-2017

4K Video. I've filmed a few videos, capturing my commute to & from work, using the
new camera. But all that footage was in HD still. The setup up to 4K resolution requires
a new approach. Even though I had worked really hard in the past to refine the rigging,
simplification was still needed. It took too long to get everything in place and there was
no guarantee of consistency. So, I began my experimentation today. No more anti-glare
blanket. That was a pain to get in place... too many soft & firm pieces to assemble. The
camera mount itself was still presenting challenges as well. How could I get a quick &
easy process in place to deliver even higher quality than in the past? Today was my
effort to give it a try. Hopefully, this first drive will deliver some obvious
improvements. I'm willing take apart what I had in the past to see if a new approach will
work. After all, anything I can figure out now... prior to the arrival of the extreme Winter
weather... will be a welcome change. Wish me luck.

11-10-2017

C-Max Energi. It was rolled out in October of 2012. Today we found out, 5 years later,
production came to an end last month. Ford delivered 40,690 of that plug-in
hybrid. That was between 7 and 8 thousand per year, which wasn't much. Odd
configuration of the battery-pack may have contributed quite a bit to the disinterest. It's
hard to tell. That protrusion into the cargo area was much more than the floor lift we see
in Prime; however, that is a factor to keep in mind. Though, we could see Toyota finding
a way to condense stack density to make it smaller for lower placement in back. So, it
could end up a non-issue anyway. Efficiency wasn't as good as Prius. Lower MPG for
HV makes sales harder. People expect hybrid performance after depletion. There was
that scandal too. Whatever the case, it wasn't a SUV and that's what Ford shoppers
would like. We know there's one on the way. So, this discontinue isn't a big deal. Of
course, it draws even more attention to audience targeting.
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Closure. Summarizing the chaos and hostility over the years isn't all that difficult. Volt
failed to attract GM's own loyal customers. With Toyota striving to draw in their own
loyal customers using Prime, the reaction certainly has been intriguing. Antagonists see
the potential and try their best to spin away the position outlook. It's not working
though. I stated why:
The point of all of this was to draw attention to the bigger market, to finally look beyond
the initial audience. It's obvious this group does not want to, that they are not ready to
take the next step. So, I'll simply end by restating points of a nicely balanced offering
and why we will see those sales grow...
$27,100 for a high MPG hybrid that also offers 25 miles of EV along with:
- Dynamic Radar Cruise
- Pre-Collision Braking
- Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- Automatic High-Beams
That describes a well thought out vehicle appealing to a very wide base of consumers.

11-11-2017

Reaction. Going down without a fight isn't acceptable. Some absolutely insist on
getting the last word in. That gives me the opportunity to continue stating purpose... as
well as point out observations: The desperate reaction of participants on this thread to
spin & suppress information is amazing. They see that year 8 of Volt is off to a terrible
start. Inventory is currently at 5,800 unsold. That's an undeniably bad sign, especially
knowing Bolt will be the source of conflict to come. Adding to the growing pressure is
the reality that there are a number of plug-in hybrids on the way, all with tax-credits
still. The crutch Volt depended on will vanish in the meantime. Negative vote posts to
make them disappear. Sticking your head in the sand won't fix the problem though. It's
too bad those who dismissed it didn’t take the situation seriously. That concern of "too
little, too slowly" has been validated.
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Waste & Avoidance. The perspective of someone refusing to accept defeat brings out
interesting comments: "I find it odd that you consider GM developing several different
plugins architectures, and selling 160,000 of them, as a waste... and I bet Toyota is
kicking themselves. Now they have to play catch-up." They simply never see the bigger
picture. Acknowledgement of the market as a whole doesn't seem important to
them. That's a vital mistake, but the effort to justify poor decisions of the past is even
worse. It's avoidance to the extreme, as I pointed out:
Shortsighted perspectives will do that. 160,000 is the typical sales expectation of a coreproduct mainstream vehicle for just a single year. That's right on par for GM's base...
Malibu, Cruze, Equinox, Trax, etc. Use of tax-credits to not support a technology to
replace them, but to rather be a niche offering primarily for conquest sales, is certainly
not what they were intended for.
Call the missed opportunity anything you want. I will call the "behind" narrative a waste,
knowing the affordable configuration Toyota delivered is what was needed to appeal to
their own customers. GM can continue with their "halo" vehicle. It's just more time
wasted if it doesn't get their traditional buyers to switch over to something with a plug.
Continued spin that this is really not about GM, that it is somehow a defense of Toyota,
has no merit. EV efficiency delivered in Prime is among the top. 4.7 kWh with the
heater running makes it a very worthy contender. 60 MPG averages on the highway (and
even higher on suburb roads) is among the top too. Claiming Toyota is kicking
themselves and having to catch up simply makes no sense.
7 years later, there still isn't a Voltec offering available that appeals to the typical GM
shopper. Even with the generous $7,500 tax-credit, Volt struggles to draw interest. It's
too expensive and doesn't come close to appealing to GM shoppers who favor SUV
choices. Opportunity missed is waste.
We all saw the writing on the wall. GM would shift efforts from Volt to Bolt... because
what they delivered for a plug-in hybrid wasn't enough to appeal to their own loyal
customers.
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Goals. The denial runs quite deep when you actually have to ask, after all those prior
exchanges: "Why would someone shopping for a Prius go with a PP when they can save
$3000 by buying a regular Prius that comes with those same features, and they get 5
seats instead of 4? How is Toyota going to attract its own customers with a moreexpensive vehicle that offers less?" Oh well. That's how you go about closing a chapter:
About a decade ago, Toyota set out to deliver a plug-in hybrid based upon the premium
their customers would be willing to pay. The price targeted was $3,000 to $5,000...
which is exactly what ended up being delivered. They stayed true to the goal that was
set.
As for offering less, the loss of a squished middle seat doesn't ever come up as an issue
anywhere except in arguments online. If you truly need it, you'll just end up buying
another plug-in later. Prime is only the first model to be offered... and it won't take over 7
years for the next.
That $3,000 buys the customer roughly 25 miles of EV along with the plug-in benefit of
pre-conditioning. The result is absolutely outstanding MPG combined with a
comfortable smooth & quiet drive. Whether or not the quad-led highlights or the dualwave carbon-fiber hatch come into play is just a bonus. They are getting quite bargain on
the efficiency boost.
Appeal isn't just directed to those shopping for a Prius. Think about those considering
purchase of a traditional Camry. There are many models more expensive, including the
hybrid. Excitement from the EV experience Prime delivers on a test-drive can be a
powerful draw. No special equipment needed for an overnight recharge either, just an
ordinary household outlet. It's a simple, affordable choice.
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Serious Change. The message from Toyota is beginning to emerge as a significant
investment in hybrids... without anything being said about electric-only vehicles. It's the
typical short-sightedness combined with a big dose of forgetfulness. Toyota already
stated plans to move away from traditional vehicles with an "all hybrid" plan. We have
also heard about the EV intentions. But since those are focused on 2020, there's that
absurd panic to deal with in the meantime. It's the same old spin that started when PHV
was halted and we heard nothing about Prime. Looking back at long-term strategy that
had been shared didn't happen. People just jumped to conclusions based on only the
information available to them at that very moment. Ugh. I tried to provide the voice of
reality:
- Camry
- Avalon
- RAV4
- Highlander
- Corolla
- C-HR
All are vehicles we recognize as common choices here in the United States. All are
offered as hybrids somewhere in the world. Other models not known here, like Estima
(small AWD minivan), are available to other markets as hybrids too.
The point is that Toyota is striving to end production of traditional vehicles by pushing
all those non-trucks into the hybrid category. The next step of adding a plug for the
masses will come easy then, with the majority of vehicles on the lot already having a
battery-pack.
None of the other non-luxury legacy automakers are pushing for such change. Only
Toyota is looking to alter a large portion of their fleet in the not-too-distant future. That
grand-scale thinking should not be so easily dismissed.
Think of the message it sends to both customers & dealers. That is serious commitment
to change, not a token or uncertain effort as we see from others. It's an effort to reach
beyond the barriers all automakers must face to end their own traditional production.
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Quick. The antagonist posts were shift & plentiful. None actually addressed the "quick"
reality though. As if overnight, with no resistance at all, the automakers will magically
shift over to EV offering. No challenges, issues, or concerns from dealer or consumer. It
is obvious. It is painless. It is about to happen. Ugh. What it really is can be stated with
one word: "unrealistic". It's like when a politician promises quick restoration after a
natural disaster. Again, ugh. Oh well. All you can do is provide "I told you so"
information, since they won't bother to listen to reason until it's too late: Why don't
believe in a phased approach? That has been overwhelmingly successful in the past. Are
you really expecting the other automakers to drop all traditional vehicles and go straight
to BEV as quickly and on the same scale as Toyota with hybrids? Our infrastructure can
handle a rapid next step from hybrid to plug-in hybrid, which would dramatically reduce
emissions & consumption. How will BEV be handled? Think about where & how
people park at home. Setting that up for overnight charging to support large batterypacks for 10's of millions of vehicles quickly is not realistic. In other words, emergence
of a wave of anti-PHEV sentiment is going to faced a harsh reality. What is the true goal
for the next decade... dramatic improvement or elimination? I don't see legacy
automakers stepping up to high-volume, multi-model BEV offerings that quickly and the
thought of allowing new non-hybrids to continue to populate our roads is very upsetting.

11-12-2017

Too Late. The rhetoric that Toyota is hopelessly behind and will never catch up is an act
of pure desperation, since statements like this aren't followed by any reasons why: "By
the time they realize EVs are the future, it will be too late for Toyota." They just chant
that mantra over and over and over. Lack of anything to support the claim should be a
red flag. Unfortunately, the internet is filled with enablers. They want to believe it, so
they validate by agreeing. Those enablers do a great deal of damage. It's really
unfortunate. But then again, the support of true supporters can fall victim to being naive
enough to believe that doesn't ever happen. It's makes for a seemingly hopeless
situation... hence the success at conveying a "too late" message. You see no obvious
reason to question the claim and reputable data is difficult to find. I try to share the
knowledge. Though, it is challenging. Today it was: Using the identifier of "PHEV fan"
but not actually understanding how a Plugin-Hybrid-Electric-Vehicle actually works is
rather ironic, especially when making comment about Prime. That offering from Toyota
provides a full electric drive experience. Everything operates using electricity. The
smaller battery-pack is all that really sets it apart. That combustion-engine is not
necessary. There's 2 electric-motors for propulsion and a heat-pump for warming &
cooling the cabin. A claim of "too late" doesn't make any sense. Too late for
what? Toyota will have invested heavily in high-volume production of battery-cells,
traction-motors, controllers, and heat-pumps. Isn't that exactly what you need to build an
EV? Nothing is missing. What is the supposed problem? Think about the economy-ofscale benefit. Think about the massive build up of easy-upgrade customers. Think about
the reputation for abandoning tradition vehicles across the fleet.
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Past & Future. Closure gets weird. Witnessing the end of such a troublesome failure
can make it even stranger. You sometimes end up with distorted history and strange
perspectives. Oddly, it wasn't that way this time. It was nothing but a spin attempt to
make the first Volt appear to have been a complete success and Prius a terrible failure:
"What's your, I mean Toyota's, excuse for the Prius Plug-in vs Gen 1 Volt?" That's just
plain old damage control, nothing special. Things are sounding like it is indeed over. So,
I jumped in with:
Toyota designed gen-1 Prius PHV to deliver a significant MPG boost to the hybrid
system. Exactly what they intended is what what they rolled out. The message to
consumers was obvious too.
GM stated intentions for gen-1 Volt to deliver series-hybrid operation, a full electric
experience without ever using direct-drive for propulsion. That most definitely is
*NOT* what they rolled out. People had no clue what in was and still to this day are
uncertain of purpose and how it operates.
Neither had the potential for high-volume profitable sales. So, looking back doesn't serve
much purpose. However...
Toyota had the good sense to restrict availability to just 15 states, so real-world data
could continue to be collected without influence to the rest of the national
market. Consequently, they don't need to re-educate the untouched locations. Gen-2
would be the first, a design modified specifically for mainstream buyers based upon realworld data findings. They took the time to analyze the market. Measure twice, cut once.
GM simply dove in head first, using their precious limited supply of tax-credits and
muddling up their own customer base. Gen-1 was a disaster with respect to market
acceptance. Too expensive. Too small. GM shoppers simply weren't interested. Many
buyers ended up being those lured from other automakers by incredible lease
offers. Why not take advantage of such low payments for a vehicle you only had to
commit 3 years to? Gen-2 improved range & power while delivering a modest price
reduction... no where near enough to stir demand. GM shoppers still aren't interested.
2018 brings about new plug-in hybrid choices from other automakers, in addition to
triggering the tax-credit phaseout for GM. Along with so much emphasis now being
focused on Bolt instead, demand for Volt will continue to drop. Will the idea of a plugin hybrid from GM just fade away as a result?
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11-12-2017

It Happened. Hints in the past became a full blown declaration: "Volt has been replaced
by Bolt." Exactly as what had been feared about the past repeating happened again. GM
rolled out diesel and made a mess of the market, almost killing it entirely. GM did the
same thing again with plug-in hybrids. They messed up so bad, their sales struggle just
about destroyed the possibility of any other automaker successfully rolling out their
own. It was nasty. For 7 years, nothing could be said about anything from Toyota
without a direct comparison to GM. That wouldn't have been a problem if Volt actually
sold in high-volume. It didn't though. Interest never grew beyond niche. That meant a
mainstream offering like Prius PHV was doomed to have to deal with Volt fallout. It
would be held back by hype. The idea of "better" soured potential. That's the trademark
"over promise, under deliver" problem GM still has yet to overcome! They mess up
everyone in the process. Fortunately, they move on from failure rather
quickly. Remember how the Two-Mode disaster was quickly pushed aside in favor of
Volt? We now have the same thing happening with Bolt... which is what I stated would
happen when the name was first revealed. The confusion would make the transition
easy. I joined in to help the process along: Do you think GM will actually send that
message of intent? Lack of clarity has been a fundamental issue since even before Volt
was rolled out. It would be nice for all involved to understand purpose & goals.

11-13-2017

Really? The dramatic change having taken place seems to have gone unnoticed. It's so
extreme; yet, there's no acknowledgement or even a sense of awareness. The hypocritical
nature of such contradictory behavior seems good reason not to bother even addressing
it. They won't hear the message anyway. That would be enablement though. You don't
want to provide a silent vote of acceptance. So, pushback is required. Point out the
change, drawing attention to it anyway you can: The group *WAS* strong opposed to
EV. That fact is written in stone with the words: RANGE ANXIETY. Remember that
campaign and all the pushing against Tesla & Nissan? Seeing Volt abandoned in favor
of Bolt is quite paradigm shift. We could see this coming. Volt owners would go to
extremes to avoid using any gas. Simply making the battery-pack larger eliminates the
need for such a system. That's why there was so much upset when BMW ended up
delivering what GM originally intended.

11-13-2017

Video: Cold Morning. The thought was that conditions would be much colder here in
Minnesota later, so simply giving the new 4K camera a basic shakeout before would be
good practice... so I didn't bother to clean the windshield or setup any anti-glare
material. Little did I know how great the clouds would look on that blustery cold day at
10X speed. I pre-conditioned the Prime just before leaving and had the heater set at 65
ECO with driver priority. So, this drive gives you a pretty good idea of what an ordinary
commute is like when temperature drop below freezing, but conditions are still
tolerable. Watch the various gauges as I drive. Note the speed, the traffic, and the
conditions while enjoying my first 4K footage of the Prime. See it here... Cold Morning
Commute
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11-14-2017

Video: Accident Delay. It is interesting to hear someone cry "troll" even though the
posts are on topic and clear attempts to stick to business goals. Meanwhile, I have to deal
rhetoric chants and blatantly false information with no data to actually back any of it
up. Fortunately, I now have video conveying real-world data to help counter the
greenwash efforts. I can remind them of the goal to promote widespread adoption of
affordable plug-in choices while pushing their nonsense out of the way. Sharing of
owner experiences is very powerful. In my case, I do that by filming drives. This one
was intended to just be more test footage, but the unexpected circumstance of getting
trapped in an accident delay made it as keeper. It was an opportunity to be in stop &
slow traffic with the electric heater (vapor-injected heat-pump) running, just like I'll be
doing in the winter... but not actually having to deal with the mess fresh snow
makes. Fortunately, the congestion experience wasn't too bad. The lighting during
sunset made for interesting video to work with. And of course, there was still enough
electricity available to stay warm and drive entirely in EV mode. Watch what I saw, in
4K resolution... Accident Delay

11-14-2017

In Your Head. The denial is so extreme, it boggles the mind that you'd ever have to deal
with such nonsense. Yet, there it is, post after post. That was claimed to be "in my head"
though. None of the rhetoric exists according to them. All of the spin is just an illusion,
not any basis in reality. Ugh. Fortunately, it is easy enough to provide proof to the
contrary: Avoiding detail and evading goals is what you do, not me. GM needed to
achieve sales at a minimum of 60,000 per year (5,000 per month) prior to tax-credit
phaseout for Volt to become a sustainable & profitable vehicle. That failed to happen
with gen-1. This is what the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about. Excuses were
given. Delay was accepted. Gen-2 rolled out. Sales were even worse. They have been
successively dropping, rather than achieving growth as needed. Spin whatever you
want. Blame whomever you want. It doesn't matter. The result is support has moved to
Bolt instead.

11-15-2017

Too Bad. It didn't go over well. To that, I thought "too bad" and posted this follow
up: Nicely under $30,000. The business reasons why that goal was set by GM for Volt
were sound. Enough sustainable demand would be needed prior to tax-credit expiration
to ensure strong sales (5,000 per month minimum) could be profitable. Your obvious
disregard for that yesterday, spinning posts as an endorsement for Toyota, didn't hold
up. Nissan &amp; Hyundai also share that same goal. The importance of price was
repeated by others several times in that thread. GM must deliver something nicely under
$30,000 without tax-credits. Too bad if you don't like that. Too bad if you feel it dilutes
the market. Too bad if it makes the vehicle ordinary. You've know for years that
diversity was essential for growth... hence the too little, too slowly. An affordable choice
must be offered.
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11-15-2017

Magic. Here's yet another "same dance, but different song" situation: "You can't hide the
battery cost, there's no magic wand that Toyota waves to eliminate the cost of the EV
drivetrain." That's the no-free-lunch argument. Rather than acknowledging worth, they
eliminate any possibly of success through outright dismissal. Seeing no value in change
is key. Pretend there isn't anything to gain in return. If magic isn't used, there's no
reason to consider it realistic. That's the kind of nonsense I have to deal with. Day in,
day out, it's the same stance being taken. No magic beans, no gold egg. Ugh, yet
again. I responded to that waste-of-time with: That has never been necessary for any
hybrid or any plug-in. For the past 20 years, the goal has always been to offset cost. You
can spend more upfront on the vehicle because it will save you money in fuel &
maintenance later. That still holds true today. It is a matter of how much is that
worth? People do put value on reduction of emissions & consumption. Switching from
oil to electricity has clear, easy to understand benefits.

11-18-2017

Too Late. A few days later, I am now playing offense: "Remember that discussion
covered price-points, confirming $30K was the proper target for when the tax-credit
expired." He tried to spin the situation as if was brand new, never having been addressed
before. It's a common tactic. You are basically just pressing a reset button, taking the
discussion back to the starting point... rather than address the points that had already been
brought up. We see this routinely in politics. People know they have limited cards to
use, so they forcing only the games to be played which show them favorable. It's like
choosing which game will be played after the dealing. That's not even cheating. It's a
way of winning by betting on the horse after the race has been run. That's
manipulation. Anywho, he sounded off with: "No. You just made that up now." It's not
even worth looking up posts of the past, though I was tempted to point out the
hypocritical move. Instead, I posted: Discussions of price-point have been brought up
on a regular basis. Rather than just negative voting, try actually reading what's
posted. Of course, it doesn't matter anymore. Too late is now a reality for Volt. The
price for Honda's plug-in hybrid was just announced. $80 more for a vehicle with vastly
superior seating is a no-brainer. It makes you wonder what GM's position on Volt really
was. Could price have been reduced to make it competitive? Or was Volt basically just
abandoned in favor of Bolt?

11-18-2017

Not Yet. How to respond to this: "Toyota still doesn't think electric cars are ready for
mass consumption." The short-sighted and poorly informed usually are the one making
comments like that one posted today. So, not much of a chance to influence their
thinking. Those without a business background likely won't understand the elements at
play, but not being expensive does draw attention. Perhaps there is a possibility for
them: Electric clearly isn't affordable yet. That's a harsh reality to accept for those who
don't understand the masses. This is why Toyota is pushing so hard to phaseout
traditional vehicles. Already having that well underway positions them better for when
that next-gen battery does become realistic. Potential from solid-state chemistry will
allow greater energy-density and faster recharging. Getting someone to upgrade to from
a hybrid or plug-in hybrid is much easier than going straight from a guzzler. Don't forget
that the primary customer is the DEALER, not person who actually purchases the
vehicle. That's a difficult perspective to acknowledge... until you try shopping for a plugin. Most dealers simply aren't interested yet... because they aren't affordable yet.
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11-19-2017

It's Over. Attempting to spin what I said by making it seem like I'm the one posting
spin: "I see you have now pivoted to Honda... more EV range, which is the most
important stat when you are talking about EVs." I was not assumed, nor did it matter. I
know it's over. He knows it's over. We're done. Honda is helping to make that
happen. It really burns Volt enthusiasts when the subject of opposition isn't
Toyota. They don't know how to fight that fight. The precedent was established &
reinforced for beating Prius... not some new unknown. Anywho, I fired back with: The
obsession with faster & further has blinded you from seeing how vital low MSRP
actually is. After all this time, that reason for Volt's struggle to achieve sales growth
should be obvious… especially with the rapidly approaching tax-credit phaseout about to
be triggered. Nicely under $30,000 is still the price-point for vehicles in the
compact/midsize category for very high-volume profitable saleS... the "bread & butter"
product for automakers… seen as a ubiquitous choice, since they are so common &
affordable. The category of "somewhat over $30,000" is for the midsize category often
looked upon as the larger no-compromise family vehicles... Accord, Camry, Fusion,
Malibu. Ford’s sales have been strong, despite the limited EV range. Honda is about to
take that on directly. Seeing a model of Camry hybrid offering a plug from Toyota on
the way is quite realistic. Clearly we can see that Volt is now misplaced, unable to attract
sales with such a high MSRP in a such a small body. In other words... no pivot, I simply
see what’s happening with the market.

11-19-2017

Home Charging. The first new illustrated document I have created for Prius Prime
owners is now complete. It's presented as stand-alone information all about home
charging. But in reality, this is really just a chapter in the upcoming UserGuide. Writing each section for such a large resource to share takes quite
awhile. Simply due to the effect of seasonal changes, there's no way to deliver something
comprehensive until you've experienced a full year firsthand. So much is based upon
observation, that you need to witness quite a bit, then share what was learned with others
to find out what's anecdotal and what's really a pattern. The goal is to set realistic
expectations. I take lots of notes & photos. Over time, what's important begins to stand
out. That's what refine into a collection of need-to-know facts. In this case, it's all about
charging at home. You get a 120-volt charger with the purchase of Prius Prime. That
included hardware works fine. If it is all you ever use, no big deal. It obviously will do
the job. That's all I ever used at home for my 5 years of ownership with Prius PHV. But
having moved to a new house and got married, it was time to setup a home for 2 highspeed chargers. So, I documented my experience in detail about the setup required to
take advantage of 240-volt recharging. There's a wide variety of equipment to choose
from. You will likely have the option of selecting a discount program from your
electricity provider too. Knowing what's available is key. Hopefully the examples I
share will be a good basis for owners to begin their research. After all, once you get use
to plugging in every evening, the idea of not having a vehicle that uses electricity seems
bizarre. Why wouldn't you? It's especially rewarding when finding out how basic the
process is. Not knowing where to start is often a big barrier. This new document will
hopefully make that much easier... Home Charging
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11-20-2017

Album 207. My time is beginning to free up. Phew! I finally have the opportunity to
start sharing some of the photos I've taken. On this new webpage, there are
several. Having completed research, it's exciting to start sharing what was
learned. That's something I immensely look forward to with each new generation of
Prius. I'm starting with some photos to show how I captured the video. That question
gets asked each time I publish something. So, taking some nice photos to convey that
information is a good idea. In this case, I got really lucky with the timing. Those photos
require soft lighting. I just happened to time it with the color of a Fall sunset. That
makes sharing what I do even more exciting. There's also a nice collection of photos
included in the Home Charging document. Time-Of-Use meters setup for each of our
Level-2 chargers is likely something most people haven't ever seen before. After all,
most people rarely even think about what a 240-volt line can be used for. The idea of
setting one up to take advantage of price discounts is definitely a new concept for most. I
took a variety of photos of the screen in Prime related to charging. It's a nice sampling
for those who don't even know where to start. Look for them here... Photo Album 207

11-21-2017

Album 208. With the exception of the yet-to-be published collection of photos taken
while on vacation, not a lot were taken. Much of my available time was taken by other
ordinary non-transportation needs. So, finally being able share the other odds & ends
that I do have is nice. There are several random photos, in nice weather, before the crazy
cold & messy conditions that will soon become the norm. I stopped for coffee, at a
location where I could plug in. Parked next to me was a BMW i3. Little did I know that
when I mentioned charging inside that the owner would be standing next to me. I
enjoyed that exchange of information... and got a memorable photo from it. My wife and
I carpool as much as possible, but that doesn't always work out. We have events that take
us elsewhere some evenings. So, driving separately happens from time to time. I have
captured that in a few photos too. After all, 2 shiny new Prime parked side-by-side at the
chargers isn't something you see everyone. We do have that setup at home too, each with
our own charger. Naturally, I captured some of that setup to share as well. You'll find
them all on this particular page... Photo Album 208

11-21-2017

Reality. An early adopter coming to terms with the reality of mainstream
priorities... Now, I've seen it all. There's not much else to say. The goal all along was to
make the perspective of ordinary people know. That wasteful trophy-mentality has been
so costly. What a terrible experience. The opportunity lost is mind-boggling. Who
would have ever imagined the idea of a plug-in hybrid could be messed up so
bad. Paying little regard to the importance of cost was huge mistake. It was a gamble
that ramping up production would result in massive drops very quickly. Turns out, with
little demand, there's no way to make those price reductions a reality. Instead, you've got
the reality of an unprofitable vehicle dealers express no interest in. The vehicle called
"Volt" was an object of praise by enthusiasts and a source of nightmare by
executives. GM rolled out a mess that never got any better. It's too bad advice about
what to try next was never tried. Just think if Tesla stuck with an idea of trying to make
Model S more popular, rather than starting fresh with Model 3 based upon what had been
learned from Model S. There shouldn't be any stigma from moving on. If a plug-in
hybrid model of Trax was extremely well received, so what if the Volt remains a niche or
fades away. That's progress, not a problem to be concerned about. Ugh. That goodness
we're finally getting the message through to some early adopters. That next stage should
be embraced, welcomed, accepted...
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11-21-2017

Hasn't Happened. It's interesting to read this post from a die-hard Volt supporter:
"Given the number of Prius owners, my prediction was the Prime would easily outsell the
Volt. The fact this hasn't happened is a bit of a surprise to me." That comes from not
actually paying close attention. Seeing the craziness & uncertainty emerge from growing
Model 3 & Leaf interest, combined with the soft sales of Bolt, the fact that Toyota kept
Prime deliveries limited to both coasts shouldn't have been a surprise. The timing didn't
make sense. Why would you ship new vehicles right when the model-year is coming to a
close? That's clearance time for 2017. Dealers barely make any profit on sales like
that. Some end up losing money. So, shipping to new territory is a problem easily
avoided. It sends a misleading message to those not paying close enough attention. But
the dealers appreciate it. They are a customer after all. You don't make them happy,
they won't order more to sell. It's not rocket science. Not upsetting them by sending
vehicles that won't deliver upon their usual expectations isn't worth it. Wait until the
2018 models are ready. That makes far more sense.

11-22-2017

Single Minded. We see that pattern. It's so obvious to everyone but the person posting:
"So, when my 198 beats up your 120 mpg, you start to divert the conversation by making
up some numbers to advocate your case." Only an early adopter would focus on a single
trait as the selling point for a vehicle. Mainstream buyers don't do that. For that matter,
neither do the people filling inventory at dealers. It's amazing how the singlemindedness plays out online. Avoiding well-rounded, dynamic conversations is easy
when posts in a discussion thread are limited to a day or two and individual messages can
easily be lost in the crowd. Someone just cheers out a talking point and everyone diverts
to it. You'll get accused of leading that effort simply by adding comment to it. People
just plain don't pay attention or even care for any of it to matter. That's why the focus on
MPG persisted for so long... and continues be the distraction. Attempting to move on to
the next item of appeal puts the spotlight on you for changing the subject... when all you
are doing is trying to get each priority some recognition. It's the obsession with just one
trait that causes so much issue. Imagine actually making a major decision of any sort
based upon a solitary qualification. Unfortunately, there are many people who think that
way... and pay the consequences later.

11-22-2017

Video: No Highway. My latest & greatest had an "oops" situation. The commute to
work yesterday did quite get captured as planned, but it still left me with some cold
weather driving data to share. Lesson learned was to plug in the USB cord if you are
pushing it with the battery... or just don't broadcast live video via Wi-Fi the entire
duration. Duh! Oh well. The quality of the dash video has clearly improved, despite the
minimal setup now. This particular drive was to avoid the highway entirely, taking the
longer & slower route. It's a pleasant drive and the preferred alternate when traffic gets
crazy. That can actually take less travel time when the weather is really bad, since it
doesn't get congested with lots of stop & slow driving. My goal was capture real-world
data of sub-freezing drives before the extremes of winter arrive. 19.1 miles were driven
using electric-heat set to 65 ECO with driver priority. 4.4 miles of EV were estimated
remaining. Average temperature outside was 27°F. The Prime was parked inside the
garage overnight plugged-in with pre-conditioning set on the timer, hence the warmer
reading upon initial departure. The gas engine never started throughout that entire
commute drive. Watch it here... No Highway Commute
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11-22-2017

Holding On. The past is sometimes very difficult to let go... They needed to hear it,
since clearly that message has not got through yet: Most of us recognize that Volt is on
year-3 of gen-2 with tax-credit phaseout being triggered mid-2018. Sales rate is slowed
and inventory piled up, to the extent of halting production. In other words, the early
adopter phase has come to a end. Preparation for the next should be well underway... a
very different audience. That's where Prime comes in. It's low MSRP, well-rounded
collection of standard features, and simplistic approach will appeal to ordinary
shoppers. Some here recognize that, seeing the market shift necessary for growth and
how well Toyota targeted their plug-in hybrid for that. What does Volt do to attract
buyers who aren't willing to spend a premium for plugging in?

11-22-2017

Neither Does Prime. It's gets tiring to here such nonsense repeated over and over. That
is a good sign though. The "neither does Prime" claim today especially stood
out. Rather than leadership, it was an acknowledgement of trouble concealed by an
attempt to divert attention. I got things right back on track: Why would anyone care
about such rhetoric? $27,100 base price is what draws interest. Recharging is
inexpensive too. It's a simple approach. Asked for detail, I point out that pay just 7.1
cents per kWh to recharge my Prime here in Minnesota. That gives me anywhere from
23 to 35 miles of EV (depending upon temperature) on my usual drives around town and
the commute to work... for just 44 cents. There's no HOV access available here. It's just
doing our part to reduce emissions and dependency on oil. It's easy be disappointed
about Volt not being able to deliver a similar draw. That's no reason to mislead about
Prime potential though.

11-22-2017

The Message. I'll keep repeating the message of affordability over and over again. My
version of supposed rhetoric is to get choices for ordinary people. Without something for
mainstream buyers to buy, what's the point? So, I'll keep reminding that $27,100 delivers
a solid 25 miles of EV. All those attempts to divert attention away from MSRP are very
telling. They negative vote to hide the information related to cost too. It's obvious that is
a sensitive point. Not attracting the masses should be a concern. That audience doesn't
just change because they should. Heck, they don't even change when the better choice
only takes a small amount of research. Sticking with the status quo is easier. They will
stick with what they know. This is what the enthusiasts just plain don't
understand. After all this time, they still believe it will be a matter of getting price to a
reasonable point. Too bad they don't take the time to do a small amount of
research. Some of those original misconceptions for hybrids apply to plug-in vehicles
too. We'll never get to deal with those though, until that affordable level is reached. This
is complicated. Refusing to acknowledge the barriers doesn't help.
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11-23-2017

Volt vs Prime, part 1. The speculation articles continue to emerge on forums
throughout the plug-in world. With the virtual tie last month, there's lots to
discuss. Some stand firm with old beliefs though: "I still think they would prefer to sell
them in carb states, because they are not profitable." Since that showed up on the big
Prius forum, I went all out with my response:
That's an anecdotal observation. Looking at the bigger picture, it's easy to see there's
more involved.
Stepping back to consider everything at play, which many posting comments do not, is
the fact that Toyota is rolling out Prime worldwide all at once. Seeing Japan, Europe,
and North America get first delivery all in the same year is quite an challenge to take
on. They are all very, very, very different major markets. Having a new product take on
so much, so quickly deserves recognition.
Zooming into to consider just the United States, we can see very distinct regions. Their
differences are vast. Toyota has learned that rollout during the cold season has
consequences. With the heat-pump in Prime, that effect from Winter will have quite a
pronounced impact. So, it makes sense that final 2017 inventory was focused on the
coasts instead. Middle America will have to wait until the thaw.
Another *MAJOR* issue overlooked by virtually everyone is the fact that dealers are the
primary customer, not who actually ends up driving the vehicle. That's a business
fundamental most people have a very difficult time accepting. Why wouldn't the vehicle
owner be most important in the rollout process?
Look at it this way, if the dealer isn't interested in selling the vehicle, there isn't a choice
available for the consumer. Toyota has chosen a phased rollout for this reason. It does
seem odd to have ample inventory at some places, especially with $1,000 cash back
offers, when there are shortages elsewhere. But from the perspective of keeping dealers
happy and providing incentive for salespeople to actually want to try to sell the vehicle, it
makes a lot of sense.
The business is quite complex. Things worldwide need to settle down first. Seeing that
Toyota is on target for selling 50,000 Prime this year is a really big deal. We'll see 2018
models all over... eventually.
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11-24-2017

Volt vs Prime, part 2. I continued the next day with the rest of the information needed
for consideration:
The previous post only addressed internal considerations, those factors of influence only
pertaining to the perspective of the automaker and related resources. Stepping back even
further, that biggest picture complicates matters to a degree most people don't properly
recognize: failure fallout.
Not every attempt will succeed to attract mainstream consumers. The design or approach
will get trapped in a problem called "innovator's dilemma". Just because the firstgeneration of a product strongly appeals to early adopters is no guarantee that the secondgeneration offering will. It's a easy trap to fall into. The manufacturer will focus too
much on traits that made it popular... only to discover the wider audience unwilling to
pay a premium for that.
This is exactly the problem gen-2 Volt is struggling with now. GM focused on faster &
further. They enhanced the configuration to be even more specialized, rather than
shifting emphasis to other appeal factors to make it a more balanced offering. So as well
as it works, it's trapped in a niche. Ordinary shoppers just plain are not interested.
This is what some are so hard on Prime, failing to recognize how much Toyota strived to
avoid that same trap. That de-emphasis on faster & further allowed resources to be
placed on keeping the configuration affordable, while included draws like dynamiccruise and lane-departure standard. This makes Prime easier for dealers to consider and
for salespeople to sell.
It deeply upsets some to watch the true signs of progress play out. When a chapter
closes, it reveals some winners and some losers. In this case, it will be the end of the
"early adopter" phase, which is clearly marked by the phaseout trigger of taxcredits. The expectation is for this Volt to be too expensive to survive. The next
product-cycle may bring about a design that is competitive. But gen-2 as it is now, is an
extremely difficult sell.
Prime's much lower sticker-price, combined with the nice variety of features and simple
approach, targets it at that harder-to-sway but much wider audience. So, even with the
loss of tax-credits, it stands a reasonable chance of attracting a large number of buyers.
Also, don't forget that Toyota is cultivating new potential at the same time. We see the
Camry, RAV4, and C-HR hybrids all being positioned to deliver a plug option later.
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11-24-2017

Endless Attacks. It has been fascinating to witness the desperation play out: "You
usually mention the PP in your first post no matter what the topic. Even when you don't,
you just set a trap hoping someone else will." The fade away of Volt is difficult for him
to accept. He needs to feel better by finding something to belittle. It's quite adolescent. I
have found it an excellent example of closure, ensuring every possible aspect of fallout
has been addressed. Why did this happen? What was learned? How will it be
fixed? When should we expect change? Who will be the new leader? I submitted: It
has been confirmed that you don't actually read what I post, so no sense in pointing out
that's false. Many here drop bait for me, but aren't labeled as trolls since they supposedly
support Volt. In reality, they are politely stirring the pot to draw attention to the formula
for success Toyota has followed... implicitly implying GM should try something similar
so the technology in Volt isn't lost as Volt itself fades from consumer interest. How can
the progress of Prime not be brought up in these discussions? Being on target for selling
50,000 the first year of availability is what GM had always dreamed of. No one is saying
it's not possible for GM, they are just pointing out gen-2 Volt is not the vehicle to achieve
that... especially when the second year of availability is coming to a close. As for calling
the business need to replace traditional vehicles with high-volume profitable alternatives
a trap, you've lost touch with reality. That is a normal requirement for all
automakers. They must advance or die. How they approach the problem is what we
address. Toyota is clearly on the right path. GM is at a point where trying something
else is necessary.
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11-25-2017

Lame. The adolescent behavior continued. He simply dismissed the business logic as
lame. Ugh. It's been the same since long before even the first generation was just an
idea. I was happy to provide a reminder: Being held accountable for "over promise,
under deliver" can be called whatever you want. This group fiercely defended the plans
to make Volt a mainstream vehicle, selling so well it would become a common choice
among GM customers. There's simply no way to summarize the outcome without being
given a label of "troll" despite 7 full years of having been confirmed that concerns were
indeed justified. That's why everyone else has stop participating. I'm not afraid to ask
for lessons learned. That's how the next step stands a better chance to actually
succeed. After all, GM's reputation has come from repeating the same mistakes over and
over again. Helping callout issues to prevent falling into the same trap yet again is what
someone needs to do. Saying that is "lame" certainly isn't constructive. Sales has always
been and will continue to be the measure of progress. More traditional vehicles offset by
plug-in choices is necessary. Simply growing the consumer base by adding conquest
sales dependent upon tax-credit subsidies was an idea that did not lead to traditional
replacement. Loyal GM customers replaced their old SUV with a newer model. They
simply weren't interested in Volt. They were promised a SUV with a plug. Here's a
wake-up call about how long GM customers have been waiting, the opening statements
from an article published December 5, 2006: "Last week General Motors (GM) gave a
boost to plug-in hybrid vehicles. It announced a new gas-saving technology that could
transform transportation and make renewable sources of electricity, such as wind and
sun, more feasible. At the Greater Los Angeles Auto Show, the automaker committed to
manufacturing versions of its hybrid Saturn Vue SUV with a much larger battery pack
that can be charged via an ordinary household socket. The increased size of the battery
pack makes it possible to rely more on electric drive than current hybrid vehicles do,
thereby saving much more gasoline. The actual rollout date will depend on the
development of suitable battery technology, according to GM chairman and CEO Rick
Wagoner."

11-25-2017

Noise. The vague & ambiguous claims never cease: "Umm, have you not been following
all the things GM is doing?" There was nothing whatsoever provided to support that. It
was nothing but an empty statement. I get so tired of that crap from our
president. Baseless messages of disdain are so tiring. What a waste having to deal with
such nonsense. I keep up the good fight though: It's what GM is not doing that everyone
should take notice of. You in particular are especially vulnerable to
distraction. Squirrel! This year, yes... within the next few weeks... Mitsubishi is
expected to roll out their plug-in hybrid Outlander. $34,595 for their system with two 60kW motors and a 2.0 liter engine, delivering 197 combined horsepower. The batterypack will have a capacity of 12 kWh. Sometime for 2019, a similar type plug-in hybrid
is expected from Ford. Knowing that Toyota's RAV4 hybrid has been selling so well,
that Nissan just rolled out Rogue hybrid, and that Honda is planning a CR-V hybrid, you
have to ask why we haven't heard a peep from GM. You don't though. It's just a bunch
of rhetoric claiming "too late", even though GM is the one without any efficiency SUV
plans. Think about how simple of a next step it is for Toyota to offer a plug-in model of
RAV4 hybrid. For Prius, it was essentially just adding a one-way clutch and a larger
battery-pack. The silence from GM is deafening. Is that why you are making so much
noise about me?
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11-25-2017

Irony. Watching someone use a term incorrectly over and over again is fascinating. I've
seen it some many times now. They don't bother to actually research what's being
claimed. It is just assumed. Most recently, it has been: "Innovator's dilemma, can't get
out of the past." Using that to establish a narrative of Toyota falling behind is
remarkable. Each generation of the hybrid system is clear progress. The new Camry
hybrid is amazing. Prime is a great example of the potential to come. There's a growing
audience with each step. That is progress forward. GM's supposed leadership isn't
actually changing their own base. How is that progress? Notice how many of the RAV4
sales are now the hybrid model? That's clear advancement away from traditional
vehicles for Toyota. From GM, there is still nothing... unless you consider the new diesel
Equinox progress. Ugh. There is literally nothing clean & efficient for those SUV
shoppers still. GM didn't adapt. They got stuck in the trap of catering to their original
base, rather than reaching out to the general population. Oh well. It's interesting to
watch this history in the making, posting commentary along the way: The ironic use of
that term is what keeps me coming back. GM couldn't figure out how to make Volt
appeal to an audience other than early adopters. Volt's focus on more power and more
capacity isn't what ordinary GM customers were interested in... which is why the first 2
years of sales for gen-2 didn't result in market growth. In fact, the opposite
happened. Sales are lower now than they were for gen-1... which is undeniable evidence
of innovator's dilemma. The new larger audience wasn't interested in the upgraded
offering. GM messed up with gen-2. Focus on making Volt go faster & further was
clearly a mistake. That's what early adopters wanted, not mainstream consumers. Focus
should have been on making it more affordable and more efficient instead.

11-26-2017

Vastly Superior. Owners proud of their purchase attack post-early-adopter articles with
their vastly superior rhetoric: "The Volt is a much better car and designed to be an EV
first (more than double the AE and much better performance/handling), unlike the Prime,
which is designed to be a hybrid first." It's becoming a real problem. They troll by
posting claims without substance, just a clear effort to retain the status quo. Moving on
beyond the early-adopter phase isn't something they are prepared to do. The idea of
Prime winning the popular vote through sales is sickening. From a mindset where
performance is what matters most, they'll never understand the balance mainstream
consumers want. So... my reply is to address their performance claims with detail
exposing their attempt to mislead: Volt's supposed "designed to be an EV first" claim
doesn't hold much merit... simply based on the fact that it isn't as efficient for electriconly travel. It takes 31 kWh for Volt to travel 100 miles. It takes 25 kWh for Prime to
travel 100 miles. Also, how do you explain Prime's vapor-injected heat-pump? That's
far more advanced of an electric-heating approach than Volt's resistant type
heater. There's the option of CHAdeMO charging available in Prime's domestic market
too. Volt doesn't offer any type of high-speed charging option anywhere.
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11-26-2017

Psychological Issues. We see it daily from our president. The same thing plays out
online... WHAT ABOUT... PARROT... REFLECTION... CHANTING. It's all so
agonizing to have to deal with. Also facing the reality of dishonestly makes the situation
nearly impossible to address. It's nothing but a series of avoidance techniques being
used, day in, day out. It never ends. The protectionists just keep pushing the effort to
delay & distract. Ugh. I'm looking forward to what Honda (Clarity) and Mitsubishi
(Outlander) will bring to the table soon. In January, I suspect we'll hear from Ford
(Escape) about their plans. Chrysler (Pacifica) is ramping up production. Hyundai
(Ioniq) will be rolling out early next year. All those plug-in hybrids, in addition to
Toyota, yet nothing upcoming from GM. All those promises about Volt technology went
no where. I wrapped up the 2-week long argumentative thread with a person clearly
desperate to protect reputation by posting: GM must still deliver something affordable
that their own customers will buy. No amount of spin, distraction, or rhetoric will change
that. It must happen. Volt was rolled out with the intent of achieving mainstream sales
volume by the end of the second year of availability. Now, beginning the third year of
the second generation, we clearly that still will not happen. That justifies asking the
questions of what to expect next. What will be that affordable choice and how much
longer must GM customers wait?

11-26-2017

Closing Thoughts. Chrysler Pacifica... Mitsubishi Outlander... Honda Clarity... Toyota
Prime... Ford Fusion... Hyundai Ioniq. Each was created with the purpose of targeting
their own respective customers. Not any different from how front-wheel drive, fuelinjection, anti-lock brakes, or airbags were introduced, shoppers will simply see it as a
new standard. The expectation is that technology will be spread throughout the entire
fleet. Not having anything spread in GM, despite 7 years of Volt availability, leaves
customers wondering what happened. Isn't GM interested in offering plug-in hybrid
choices? Hope has been to replace traditional vehicles and Volt was to champion that
effort. Instead, it just fizzled. Why shouldn't we push GM to join the rest of the
automakers?
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11-27-2017

Hypocrites. When the antagonist starts posting repeats of what you posted years ago,
but presents it as if they shared that same stance all along, you know things have
changed. The attitude of enthusiasts back then was to discredit anyone who shared
information that did not support their position. Now, they pretend that history never took
place. This is an excellent example of that: "They often mention how a lot of the
engineering that went into the EV1 was used for the Volt. Many of the same engineers
even. That’s how engineering works. It’s an iterative process." When Volt was rolled
out, enthusiasts claimed it was "all new" and nothing from the past efforts (EV1 & TwoMode) was carried over. This "please be patient" excuse was used repeatedly for
years. With that quote, that particular individual used it on a regular basis. I got negative
votes routinely from pointing out that very history. He simply didn't care. Those
preferring his narrative didn't either. They needed an excuse to justify the "too little, too
slowly". Now, they need credibility, so taking the opposite stance is embraced. That's
quite hypocritical. I could point out that contradictory posts, but it just plain is not worth
it. They don't care. So, I won't. The information will only be shared here. I know what
happened. I know they did the same thing to portray Prius progress differently by
excluding what they didn't like about that too... like pretending Camry hybrid didn't exist
and omitting the fact that PHV wasn't available nationwide. They just cherry-pick what
they like to convey the message they like. Addressing the big picture and focusing on
goals is simply not acceptable. It's like how they quote price with the tax-credit already
subtracted while claiming their is no tax-credit dependency. Fortunately, like always,
sales tell the true story. That's why each month-end the excuses ramp up. Fortunately,
the upcoming overtake of Volt by Prime will help silence some of the obvious
misleading. The rest will come from the hypocrites who now contradict their own
statements from the past.

11-28-2017

Legacy Automakers. Online posts are filled with short-sighted, narrow-view
perspectives. They simply don't see beyond what's happening at the moment. To
exacerbate the situation, they lack the business or engineering background to even try
having in-depth discussions about the matter. It's often a hopeless extreme, where you
stand no chance of getting the message through. I keep trying though: Tesla is not a
legacy automaker. Anyone taking a serious look at the market as a whole will notice EV
sales now are still just low-hanging fruit, dependent upon early-adopters and taxcredits. Being competitive with traditional vehicles isn't realistic yet. Innovations, like
the potential solid-state batteries present, should change that. They are a number of years
away though. Convincing ordinary consumers to even consider the purchase of an EV
will remain a challenge even when price drops. Just finding a way to recharge one EV
can expensive. Adding a second EV to that same garage can introduce problems people
here participating in discussions like this rarely want to address. They pretend adding a
40-amp line is no big deal, a trivial effort for anyone interested. Think about how
straight-forward of an upgrade path Toyota is establishing for their own loyal customers
who could be interested in an EV later. Prius Prime will usher in other Prime
models. Adding a one-way clutch and larger battery-pack to the Camry, RAV4, and CHR hybrids provides an easy to understand benefit, using an affordable approach. What
will other legacy automakers do?
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11-29-2017

Goodbye Volt. This offering from GM is rapidly becoming a footnote in history. With
the start of the Auto Show in Los Angeles, we have already had a flurry of
announcements. Most focus on what will be coming in the 3 to 5 years. That's creating a
very big opportunity for the affordable plug-in hybrids. Turns out, the 25 to 30 miles of
EV range is perfect for that category. You get your plug-in without having to tradeoff
much. Basically, just some storage space is reduced. The spin, nonsense, rhetoric,
excuses, and delay we've heard from enthusiasts falls completely on deaf ears. No one
cares anymore... which is clearly reflected in online posting activity. It's amazing how
things have died down to almost a deafening silence over the past 3 weeks. This new
audience is very, very different... not at all interested in the games they play. I knew this
would happen, simply based on experience. You cannot witness the transformation of
Prius firsthand like that without noticing the patterns. Gen-2 was the introduced here to
mainstream potential. (Gen-1 was far to rare to even be recognized as what a "hybrid"
had to offer. In fact, most people didn't even hear about it until Gen-2 was rolled out.) It
established the potential for change. Gen-3 is what actually brought it about. The reason
was simple. It matched mainstream purchase priorities so well, there was nothing to
debate anymore. Appealing to ordinary consumers is absolutely essential. Whether it is
the draw of size & ruggedness from the SUV or the smooth & silent from Luxury, there
must be something matching the current status quo. That's how paradigm shifts are
triggered. Everyone just naturally advances forward. The delivered interest presents
itself as an obvious choice. Squeezing into a ordinary-equipped compact with the price
of a nicely-loaded midsize is a strategy doomed to fail. Volt couldn't possible succeed
beyond niche. This market is far to fickle to accept that. It's why the road being paved
by Prime offers so much more potential. It's so easy to see a Camry hybrid with a
plug. The same goes for RAV hybrid. (Since we don't have CH-R hybrid in this market,
that will come later.) No big deal. It's an logical next step. The same potential exists
with the upcoming Kia Niro too. Some people will want a bulkier vehicle than Prius
Prime, but don't care for a SUV. Having the choice is key. This is where the "too little,
too slowly" came from with GM. That opportunity for GM to offer a plug-in hybrid SUV
of their own was missed. Time is up. Too late. This is why saying goodbye to Volt is
the topic now. It's collateral damage. Nothing going forward has consequences. People
see GM isn't interested in offering plug-in hybrids. They see a shift to expensive electriconly vehicles instead.
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11-30-2017

Hello Niro. With GM sales being so heavy in favor of SUVs, the fact that there was
never any effort or even interest to deliver one with a plug was highly suspicious. Why
not? This was how the endless questioning of audience came about. Who was the
market for Volt? It simply never made any sense. Needless to say, the market doesn't
care anymore. Interest has shifted to other automakers to deliver instead. In this case, it
will be from Kia. Their upcoming plug-in SUV was revealed today and will be available
for purchase before the end of this year. Yes, within the next month. This is why there
was a relentless push for acknowledge of the "too little, too slowly" concern. The denial
ran so deep, those enthusiasts saying everything was fine really didn't have a clue. They
weren't paying attention to any of the information being conveyed. It was nothing by
blind hope that things would work out. Instead, there's a wide-array of choices on the
way... none from GM. In fact, this is why I withheld comment about Kia. Each of the
other new offerings needed attention first... since Niro would be the final nail in the
coffin. As well as Volt worked, it was a disastrous business venture. What a massive
waste of opportunity. GM had the technology, but didn't actually capitalize on it. Those
precious tax-credits were used for conquest sales, rather than actually changing GM's
own customers. Thank goodness Kia isn't doing the same thing. It's quite obvious they
are appealing to their own shoppers. The 26-mile EV range will keep price affordable...
giving it the potential for high-volume profitable sales. It's nice to be able to welcome a
new choice with so much potential.

11-30-2017

Shortages. Here's an interesting thought to ponder: A now obvious advantage of
sticking with smaller packs during the introductory stage allows more plug-ins to join the
population while working to lower costs at the same time. People are rarely ever aware
of the impact shortages can have on business. Do you remember the LCD shortages
when that technology first became viable? The computer industry struggled for years
with the shift over to them for laptops as a mass replacement for desktops and as an
alternative to the large monitors. Yields of flawless quality (who wants a dead pixel?)
were a big problem. It was costly to achieve and warranty coverage was a big
unknown. Sound familiar? That's the same type of thing we are seeing with batteries
now. Demand is rapidly growing and supply simply isn't there. How common do you
think those highly desired "300 mile" range packs will be? That's quite a few cells being
packed into a single vehicle. Think about how much more impact to the market they'd
have spread among a group of plug-in hybrids instead. A dozen with 25-mile ranges
could be offered instead. That's a far more effective way to change the market... and deal
with shortages in the meantime.
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11-30-2017

Enthusiast Magazines. Ugh. There's simply no getting through to some people. Fans
of certain things seek out praise, disregarding source for the sake of feeling good. We
have seen that from Volt enthusiasts for years. They absolutely refuse to acknowledge
audience. The reality of it being a niche never made any difference. Scope was just
reduced to a scale where it looked impressive. Those trying to be objective call that
cherry-picking. You can't just eliminate the data you don't like. That's not the slightest
bit realistic. It gives a distorted view of reality. Of course, some people are fine living in
their own world... hence: "2017 Chevrolet Volt Premier vs. 2017 Toyota Prius Prime
Advanced - Comparison Test." Using that article from what had been known as a
"muscle" or "sport" magazine of the past is very much cherry-picking. Look through
back issues? Find any praise for the most popular vehicles... like Camry or
Corolla? Despite such high sales numbers, mention is almost non-existent. That's not
who they write the articles for, which is perfectly fine if you understand that. But if you
use it for greenwash material, to intentionally misrepresent, that's an entirely different
matter. In the topic of discussion on that recent article, I posted this in the
comments: Ordinary shoppers just plain will not care. They aren't enthusiasts. They're
just normal consumers looking for the same formula Toyota has always delivered.

11-30-2017

Late? It never ceases to amaze me how often the claim of "late" is used to support GM's
supposed leadership without providing any reason other than EV range. No concern is
given for cost or audience. It has always been that. GM delivers on promises and their
announcement about upcoming reveals is all they need to justify their continued
stance. Ignoring the fact that there's significant dependence on tax-credits, the reality that
Volt sales are shrinking, and that Bolt in no way targets GM shoppers isn't an issue for
them. All is going well. Ugh. Fortunately, I that rhetoric isn't getting as much attention
as of recent. With so many other automakers revealing their own plans for
electrification, the missing opportunity GM had is quite obvious. No need to rehash any
of that now. I just keep it simple... and get likes in return... the sentiment has most
definitely changed: We're just getting started. The early-adopter phase hasn't even ended
yet. This new batch of plug-ins is for that next audience, those closer to ordinary
mainstream buyers.
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12-01-2017

Not Enough. Open discussion on venues not just for Volt offer far more diverse
comment. And since Volt no longer dominates the media, those venues actually have a
chance of finally be heard. Remember the concern of the past was that GM would
impede progress by promising something that wasn't actually realistic, resulting in a
stalled industry... which is exactly what happened. They did the same in the past with
fuel-efficiency decades ago. Rather than pursue the problem constructively, they ended
up stalling advancement with the diesel debacle... which never really recovered. Only
VW made any supposed recovery... but that ended up being a purposeful
deception. True, we know GM's focus now has been on halo, but at least that's out in the
open... due in part by other automakers stepping up: "Clarity PHEV looks interesting, but
only 42 miles rated EV range. That's not enough range to do much more than to drive to
work and back for most people. 2011 Chevy Volt was introduced in December
2010." That posted comments was mistaken with the 42, which is actually
47. Nonetheless, the point was understood. We all see the changing market. People are
becoming receptive to the idea of plugging in. Problem is, there are Volt enthusiasts who
still have a superiority complex. They choose to belittle still. It's really
annoying. Fortunately, I have real-world data to help counter their impeding efforts: 232
MPG was my average for November, with "only" an EV range of 25 miles. Calling that
"not enough" doesn't mean much when real-world results show such a massive efficiency
boost.

12-01-2017

Cross Shopping. Comments online from the prior chapter (early-adopter phase) often
obscure progress forward. It's too easy to slip into the trap of looking backward, rather
than keeping attention the goal... moving forward. The biggest problem with that is
understanding who. In the past, there were only a handful of choices available. You had
no option available. It was either consider the purchase from an automaker you really
had no preference for or settle for a traditional vehicle. The selection of plug-in vehicles
were far too few. But now with this new chapter bringing about a choice from each
automaker, there's no reason for cross shopping anymore. You can see investment in the
future taking place. The expectation of multiple models coming is quite realistic. It has
become a matter of when, not if. That's why a reminder is necessary from time to
time. Today, it was with the plug-in owners group: Know your audience. Wanting more
is perfectly fine, but it makes you an enthusiast, not a mainstream consumer. Think
about who shops from automaker to automaker.
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12-01-2017

Not Good. The positive sales spin started right away. Prime pulled ahead in the year-todate tally compared to Volt, so that was to be expected. If you create enough of a
diversion, no one will hopefully notice: "And the Volt moved up to 1702 deliveries, which
is down from last year but a nice move up from last month’s 1362 deliveries. Not bad." I
was delighted to provide some perspective on that narrative: There's always a year-end
rush to take advantage of tax-credits. Adding to that surge in demand is the possibility of
those tax-credits not being available come January 1st. An important aspect of demand
not to be overlooked is supply. As of this post, there are 2,118 new 2017 Volts listed as
available still. That's not a good sign going into December, especially when there are
2,929 of the 2018 models listed too. That brings some perspective to the "not bad"
assessment, basically changing it to "not good". In fact, this is part of the reason why
production was temporarily halted. To really drive the point home, think about how
much harder sales will be the second half of next year when the tax-credit phaseout has
been triggered. That higher MSRP will really make Volt a challenging sell, especially
against Bolt.

12-01-2017

Hindsight. Reading this on the big Prius forum sure caused me to flinch: "In hindsight,
it is obvious GM wasn't planning on the Volt itself in becoming wide appealing. It is a Csegment car after all." It came from a well-known antagonists, a person who prides
himself in being the ultimate devil's advocate... which works fine when looking
forward. But when you look backward, that reverse perspective becomes an attempt to
rewrite history. These blogs here are written to prevent that, by documenting what
happened when it happened. I wasn't about to let him mislead with such blatant
misrepresentation: No one's going to believe that greenwash. Even before it was rolled
out, some of us were screaming from the rafters that it was going to be a niche
vehicle. With those performance specs, it was clearly not aimed at the mainstream
audience. Concerns of "trophy mentality" clouding direction emerged right from the very
start. The design was unrealistic for mass appeal. There isn't basis for a hindsight
claim. There is an abundance of evidence confirming Gen-1 would be stuck as a
specialty offering. Gen-2 made that bad situation even worse. GM knew all along it
could exploit the opportunity of tax-credits for reputation building, rather than actually
delivering something for ordinary consumers... their own loyal customers simply looking
for a green option to replaced their aging GM vehicle.
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12-02-2017

Change. It can be quite painful for some. The Volt enthusiasts inflicted an endless
stream of hostile posts on me. Listening to the voice of experience, with a reasonable
goal of helping all who wanted to promote plugging in, should have been
welcomed. Instead, it was fight, fight, fight. Volt was "vastly superior" and nothing else
mattered. They were wrong, wrong, wrong. What a waste. Now, there is a collection of
choices growing, all defying the nonsense their rhetoric claimed was necessary. Now, it's
time for me to provide some pain... by pulling off the bandage from their own selfinflicted wound. That's the best way to deal with the problem remaining. Get over
it! Then we can finally focus on that reasonable goal. Ugh. Needless to say, I enjoyed
posting this... with the hope of it being the very last on that terrible daily blog, which had
such a negative influence on market change:
Too little, too slowly was the concern brought up well before the rollout of Volt. It was
expressed due to the need to make sure sales were strong enough to allow the technology
it used to be spread quickly in a profitable manner.
That never happened. There was so much missed opportunity, it became a business
model of what not to follow... a modern example of how good engineering advancements
can be seriously undermined by poor management decisions.
* 1.6-liter 4-cylinder engine
* 8.9 kWh lithium-polymer battery
* 60 horsepower (44.5 kW) electric motor
* combined output of 139 horsepower
* 48 city, 44 hwy, 46 combined MPG
Those are specifications of the recently revealed Kia Niro, which will be available for
purchase in the next few weeks. It's the plug-in hybrid SUV which had been long
expected from GM, but never delivered. The belief is it will affordable too, around $30k.
The claim of industry leadership from GM has proven false. So many other automakers
have stepped up to fill the void everyone had anticipated GM would fill, there's simply
no attention being focused on Volt anymore. Those days of carefree rhetoric are
over. Enthusiasts have some humble apple pie to eat now. It was not vastly
superior. Lack of sales growth overwhelmingly confirm it.
The question now is: Will a spirit of cooperation finally emerge? Remember, the original
purpose of participation on this blog was to find an ally in the quest to conquer the reign
of traditional vehicles with plug-in choices.
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12-03-2017

No Jacket. Reading this was interesting: "This is the energy drawn from the garage
outlet during a TESLA 30 minute pre-heat. It amounts to 1.64 kWh of electricity obtained
from the house, instead of the car's battery." I asked why 30 minutes. That's excessive
in regard to any garaged vehicle. 10 easily removes the edge. Then I asked if he was
driving without a jacket on. Turns out, he was. Imagine allowing yourself to run the car
so long before driving that it's toasting warm inside. Regardless of fuel used, I couldn't
imagine that level of waste. Never would it even cross my mind to do that. Wearing a
jacket is a perfectly normal thing to do. Even if I could afford one of the nice models of
Tesla, using so much electricity is wasteful. That's roughly 8 miles of EV driving
distance in warmer conditions. With my recent Winter driving, it would be about 6
miles. The 10-minute pre-condition (warming before you leave) when set on MAX only
uses 0.37 kWh. I have mine scheduled to use the 65 ECO setting instead, which uses
quite a bit less. How anyone could use so much more without considering the energy
involved is troublesome to think about. We don't want to just shift our wasteful habits
from one fuel to another.

12-04-2017

Tit-For-Tat. Those final voices of the past aren't able to get much attention
anymore. They certainly try though: "Take your Volt blinders OFF. The Prime is in the
same category as the Volt. The article was comparing the GM EV sales to the GM PHEV
sales so I was referring to EV/PHEV sales..." Knowing they lost and that it is over,
there's nothing to lose, so they think anyway. Turns out, they can actually make a bad
situation worse: It is all about sales of TRADITIONAL vehicles verses PLUG-INS
now. With the end of tax-credits in sight and each automaker soon offering some type of
vehicle with a plug, the early-adopter phase has come to a close. It's over. Though, if
you do still want to tit-for-tat, I could point how that Prime offers a much more advanced
electric-heater. The efficiency from its vapor-injected heat-pump is a step above what
GM offers in both Volt and Bolt. So, I suggest we drop any of the debate and simply call
it a wash at this point.

12-05-2017

Attacking Niro. It has begun. Some of the same old antagonists are fighting the new
battle. Since Prime's presence is growing more and more of a challenge to overcome,
they are trying for weaker prey. It's the same thing that happened with Leaf. Those nasty
Volt antagonists attacked it relentlessly. It was an EV. That was Volt's supposedly
enemy. When they couldn't defeat that foe, they pretended it never was the target and
went after Prius PHV instead. Ugh. Fortunately, I have real-world data from back then
which will be helpful to Kia's new plug-in hybrid now: Claims of more power being
needed, but no actual data to support it… That complete absence of detail is a dead
giveaway the situation portrayed doesn't have any merit. Lack of supporting material is
just rhetoric. Knowing the 51 HP from the gen-1 plug-in Prius was often enough to
merge onto the highway without starting the engine confirms the 60 HP will do the job
for Niro. So what if the engine starts? It only runs for a short time anyway and on the
highway you tend to want to save EV capacity for when you get off later. Of course, you
don't need that much HP to maintain a cruise at 70 mph. So, what exactly is the
problem?
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12-06-2017

Real-World Data. It took 1 hours 4 minutes travel 16.7 miles. That was the first Winter
commute with a heat-pump. It is rather noisy, but moving so much air made that a
realistic expectation. Of course, with all the ice crunching, I couldn't really hear it except
when stopped. It's still an extremely efficient way to travel, as clean as possible too. The
mission of Prius remains intact. I'll be seeing the ups & downs of each passing season
just like in the past with the older generations. The benefit is obvious... and still quite
pronounced. With a guzzler, you don't notice as much. No screen and such poor
efficiency all the time, you suffer all year long... but have grown accustom to the
sacrifice. Between the screen and plugging in, you can't miss it. Real-World data is what
proves worth. The approach of much colder temperatures will do that too. For now
though, it's just a peaceful (so to speak) drive in crazy traffic with all the guzzlers.

12-07-2017

Video: Messy Winter. My commute 3 days ago was that opportunity I had long
awaited. Winter finally arrived. It was an abrupt transition from rain to snow though,
which left the roads a lumpy & wet mess. Travel was slower due to it being so slippery,
but was otherwise uneventful. You can see how the electric-only operation for
propulsion & heating worked just fine throughout the entire morning commute. Note that
the "Climate Prep" option was part of my scheduled recharge at home, while plugged in
at home in the garage. So, you'll see the temperature gauge reading warmer than the
outside temperature at first. The footage turned out great. The 4K makes it especially
nice. This is a video I'm very happy to share... Messy Winter Commute

12-08-2017

Model 3. Guess who got to see one today. Me! At our plug-in owners groups, a person
from within Tesla corporation was able to take delivery. So, we got to see it at today's
meeting. That sure was a nice looking car. The reality really does meet expectations. It
is a great EV. We're still facing the paradigm-shift required for something like that to
become common. Plug-In Hybrids will bridge that divide. Between cost &
infrastructure, the hope of fast simply isn't realistic. This is why so much hope had been
placed on Volt, but time proved it wasn't up to the chore. So, we look to automakers
pushing the production up front... like Tesla... and those pushing from behind... like
Toyota... to make it all happen. With the generational cycle of vehicles typically 6 years
and ownership over 10 years, there's much to consider. We'll make electrification
happen, but pounding out issues... like cost & production... is quite challenging. That
doesn't even address what it takes to get dealers on board. Upgrading homes for highcapacity charging will be a challenge too. Fortunately, we get confirmations from time to
time about how well worth the effort is. That Model 3 today most definitely confirmed
we should keep pushing.
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Range Estimates. How does a plug-in vehicle with just 0.1 kWh more battery-capacity
earn 4 more miles of EV estimate? That's what EPA rating supposedly just awarded to
Hyundai's new Ioniq. Thinking since it's a smaller car, weighing less could possibly
provide that advantage. Perhaps it is a more efficient system too. After all, both
hardware & software can make quite a difference. No, that wasn't it. In fact, the story
doesn't make any sense. Prims is rated at 25 kWh/100mi. Ioniq is rather at 28
kWh/100mi. How can the vehicle with a more efficient rating get fewer miles? That
doesn't make any sense. The only plausible theory is that it utilizes more of the
capacity. That's really hard on a battery though. You want upper & lower buffers for
longevity. Sacrificing that for the sake of a better rating is a terrible idea. Is that what
actually happened?

12-09-2017

Melting Snow. People ask about the curved glass. No wiper gives the impression you'll
have snow build up in back. Turns out, that's not the case. Wind from driving gets
funneled. That amplification causes a clearing effect. Great... if you're driving
already. But what if you aren't? This evening, I got to find out. It snowed while I was
inside shopping. When I got out to the Prime, there was a thick layer of fluffy snow
covering the hatch. I wondered how long it would take to melt off. So, I didn't bother
sweeping it off with a brush. Instead, I got in and pushed the rear-heating button right
before driving away. Before I even got to the stoplight just outside of the shopping
complex one block away, most of it had already melted away. Whoa! That was
impressively fast. In hadn't crossed my mind that Toyota would use powerful heatingelements to ensure the window would stay clear.
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Engine Started. Posts have been going on for weeks... to the point of that owner with
the "engine started" problem ended up purchasing a video camera to document what was
happening. In short, he wasn't getting an all-electric drive experience. For some reason,
the EV was disrupted. Here is the conclusion drawn by that owner after all of our
discussion on the topic, followed by mine:
"It seems to be my consensus that driving immediately, accelerating to a speed of 35
MPH while engaging the cruise control. It has been 9 days since ICE came on. The only
thing I'm doing different is NOT engaging Cruise control. Accelerating quickly to 35
MPH does not necessarily cause ICE to kick in. Also the criteria is car is left outside
overnight and only unplugged when I leave for my trip and the temperature is below
50°F"
It was obvious you were doing something outside of the "predictable" use cases. We've
encountered that a number of times over the years, where some critical bit of information
was unknowingly omitted.
My all-time favorite was from a Prius owner who complained about the car rolling
forward unexpectedly. It took weeks for us to figure out that this owner, who had been
driving for over 50 years, had never been behind the wheel of a vehicle with an automatic
transmission. It never dawned on any of us that natural forward-creep behavior was
something he hadn't ever encountered over all those decades. That doesn't exist with
manual transmissions. It sure was a learning experience for us.
Another big "problem" of the past was the lock-up at start-up. Some owners were
reporting the dashboard lighting up like a Christmas tree and the Prius never getting to
Ready mode. It would lock the transmission, not allowing you to shift the
selector. Eventually, they'd figure out how to force the system off. The next time they'd
try, it would work every time. Our debugging efforts took forever. Turns out, when we
asked if they were pressing the brake first (as instructed), before pushing the Start button,
they actually weren't doing that. Not being attentive enough to notice the timing was
key. If you were slightly ahead with the button... only a fraction of a second... the selfinflicted problem arose.
One other story was the "brake pause" issue. When you've been driving for that many
miles and there's a claim of the system having a dangerous flaw, yet never experienced it
yourself... despite trying to replicate the claimed situation... it makes you wonder. After
weeks of posts, we finally got our answer. You had to be braking aggressively, then
smack into a substantial road-hazard, at the peak of deceleration. I rarely ever brake that
hard. Hitting a pot-hole or train-track that that exact right moment was quite a bit less
likely. Finally putting those pieces of the puzzle together brought a much better
understanding. Toyota did indeed tweak the parameters of the brakes to better deal with
that rare situation too.
Will they do anything for those choosing to use cruise-control in low-speed driving with
cold battery? Most likely not. The "predicable" use of the car is to plug it in
overnight. That's an expectation for a plug-in vehicle, especially since it has a batterywarmer. Not doing that defeats the overall purpose of getting owners to equip their
overnight parking location with a permanent charging option. That's how they'll get you
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to upgrade your current plug-in with one offering a larger capacity in the future. Doing
less means getting less.
It was yet another interesting learning experience for all of us.
12-09-2017

Slow-Speed Cruise. It appears to be that was indeed the trigger we've been looking
for. Using it for suburb driving was not something any of us had anticipated. It's like
those who disregarded the audio & visual warnings to inform you that fuel is getting low,
then having the engine stall because it ran out of gas. Not telling us the warning part, yet
complaining about having been stuck on the side of the road, leaves out an vital
component to the story. We need to know every little detail. Patterns are easy to
overlook. Someone who routinely used the cruise for their commute, despite not being
on the highway, didn't think about how uncommon that was of a thing to do. With the
radar for the dynamic-cruise, that isn't as much of a surprise. But nonetheless, it certainly
wasn't predictable behavior. That was definitely a new one for us. I summed this
situation up with: Cruise was the unexpected element in the equation. Normally, it is
used for highway driving. With just a 25-mile EV capacity and a high probability of
soon driving faster, engagement of that mode is instructing the system to be ready for
more power to be demanded. So, it fires up the engine in preparation for that. It's
another easy-to-explain situation that took us a great deal of time to insolate detail
for. That's what we do as first-year owners.

12-09-2017

Archival Note, part 1. The final lashing out happened. I knew we were close. It was
labeled "Archival Note" to mark this point in history, when we look back later at how
things actually played out. It's good to document events in-the-now like that. I certainly
have benefitted from taking the time to note thoughts & feelings at the moment. Anyone,
this particular individual was a troublemaker who lost quite a bit. Several of his hopes &
predictions feel apart. He was looking for some to blame. I was unwilling to oblige,
making note of his particular frustration with the voting there: Voting has been a source
of sabotage for years. Rather than any other venue that provides a means of conveying
likes & dislikes, it allows you to hide anything you don't want to see… enabling it to
become just a fanboy website, rather than a constructive place for discussion. Voting
isn't even a tally, it's nothing but a simple up & down. So, anyone can take influence
what is seen, calling ON-TOPIC discussion trolling while hiding the actual content to
portray a different narrative. There’s no accountability whatsoever. Just image if those
providing the multiple negative votes took the time to respond to the topic instead of
dropping bait and spinning rhetoric. You reap what you sow... Turning a blind-eye to
problems is troublesome, but being an enabler is quite a bit worse. Why are blatantly
false statements misrepresenting Volt to make it look favorable not called out? In other
words, you should be trying to fix the true issue, not just look for a way of concealing it.
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Archival Note, part 2. My punch back at the lashing out was to provide a detailed
summary of the situation:
The target of an annual sales rate of 60,000 was set for the end of year-2. This group had
high hopes of Volt achieving that mainstream vehicle milestone. It was the technology to
crush Toyota, as they often reminded everyone using "vastly superior"
proclamations. With total disregard for how costly the design would be, they proceeded
on with great enthusiasm.
It wasn't realistic. Price was far too high, even with the generous $7,500 tax-credit, to
draw interest from anyone beyond enthusiasts. GM shoppers simply didn't care
anyway. Their preference for SUVs and large cars wasn't a good match for the small
hatchback. Promotion of Volt becoming a high-volume, profitable offering fell apart.
Those who remained loyal turned a blind-eye to shortcomings, unwilling to acknowledge
lack of an audience for the design they had endorsed and put so much effort into
promoting. Over time, more abandoned hope and moved on... to the point where all who
remained were just die-hard fans unwilling to recognize goals missed.
This topic about Kia Niro marks the end of their rhetoric... since the ultimate goal of Volt
was to spread it's technology to GM vehicles that their own customers would be drawn
to. Very specifically, that meant seeing Voltec offered in a SUV, either Trax or
Equinox. Despite the concern of "too little, too slowly" being continuously dismissed, it
never became a reality.
GM's leadership didn't result in a mainstream product. Instead, we see Kia about to offer
the first plug-in SUV (Niro) in this market, and it will be affordable (est
$30,000). Though more expensive (est $34,500), we will also see a larger SUV plug-in
(Outlander) offering from Mitsubishi shortly following that. The first deliveries of
Honda's new plug-in hybrid sedan (Clarity) has already taken place too. With a $33,400
base price, there's little to stir interest in Volt anymore.
Watch the variety of plug-in hybrid choices result in the market growth GM continues to
struggle to achieve. It is absolutely essential to appeal to loyal customers. When
someone comes in to replace their aging GM vehicle, what will they purchase from the
GM dealer?
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12-10-2017

Competition. Knowing what's going on in the larger scale is vital. Most people don't, as
this clearly drew out in discussions: "Toyota chairman says electric cars are not ready
for mass production just yet due to long charging times and expense." Comments came
from enthusiasts, of course. Nonetheless, it still provided an opportunity to point out a
few things... most notably, who the competition actually is: Notice how many EV
announcements from other automakers are also given "not ready" status by stating they
will rolled out in 3 to 5 years? Notice how none actually state the intended volume for
those rollouts or their potential for profitability? Toyota is being up front, setting
realistic expectations. Others are being vague to stir hype. There's a big difference most
don't seem to notice. Remember all the "over promise, under deliver" we got from
GM. Pointing that out isn't anti-GM. It's simply an attempt to get others to be
realistic. In other words, this is a matter of acknowledging challenges still faced from the
true competition: TRADITIONAL VEHICLES

12-10-2017

Too Late. Over and over, we keep hearing it's too late for Toyota: "Even if solid-state
will be THE final brick in the wall it will be too late for toyota who will be dead last in
experience with electric cars by then." They just keep repeating that brain-dead
mantra. It's like they don't have any clue what a hybrid actually is. The manufacturing of
parts for electric propulsion is already well established. Think about the motor used for
Camry hybrid. Put that larger electric-propulsion component into the smaller body of
Prius, you have a what you need for a EV with more power than Prime... exactly what
they are spinning Toyota still won't have for years. Why don't they recognize that? Or
do they, but their intent is to undermine by convincing people none of anything needed
for EV has even been designed yet? Whatever the case, my intent is to circumvent theirs
with video. That will be very visual rebuttal difficult to deny. But while I'm busy
capturing a collection to share, it's still mostly words: That's comes from not
understanding how Prime actually works. It's remarkably efficient... more so then some
currents EV offerings. That's a big deal when moving up to dealing with cost issues from
very large battery-packs. Did you know Prime uses a vapor-injected heat-pump for cabin
warming? That is the industry's leading technology for electric heating. It's an
advancement most people are totally unaware of. Toyota is far from the claimed last in
production feasibility too. They are prepping their hybrid offerings to include plug-in
options. Camry, RAV4, C-HR, and that replacement for the Prius wagon are all being
positioned for that. Think about spreading cost and the benefit from high-volume
interest. Who else in the industry is taking those measures already?
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Stupid? It's getting to the point that the question needs to be answered: "No matter how
you look at it Toyota are behind and are a part of the problem rather than the
solution." After reading that, what do you think? It goes beyond just be clueless. But
then again, we have a person now in the highest office of the country who doesn't know a
number of the things he comments about. It's so bizarre to hear such blatant errors,
things so easy to fact-check, being spewed on a regular basis. Hearing that there makes
the nonsense here very easy to accept. It's like posting help-info 15 years ago. The
internet of that time didn't have many who would do that simply to be helpful. Why
would anyone do that without getting paid? It was a reasonable question to ask. Now,
all this time later, it seems almost absurd to even consider that. People reach out to other
people online just for the good of making humanity a little better. That's rewarding, even
if it costs the provided time & money. It's what many do now. So, hearing people
outright lie to defend their beliefs... knowing it is so easy to disprove what they claim...
isn't so far fetched. It is weird though. Why would you do that? Are they so desperate
they are already at the "nothing left to lose" stage? Needless to say, it is rather
baffling. Fortunately, I persist through all of it still: Are you unaware of what it took to
make Prius into Prime? That hybrid to plug-in transformation was basically just adding a
one-way clutch and increasing the size of the battery-pack. Having other models of
hybrid at the ready for the same thing puts them in an excellent position to offer
affordable plug-ins for the masses. What other automaker is preparing to provide a wide
variety of choice in the near future like that?

12-10-2017

Innovative! Turns out, those enthusiasts really are just stupid: "...they just stopped
innovating! They still haven't equaled what the Volt offered in 2010, never mind offering
an EV of their own." So desperate to defend GM from Toyota, none are bothering to do
any type of study anymore. It doesn't take more than just a few minutes of research to
find out Toyota is far from the only automaker pushing GM out of the picture. This is
why I stated the "too little, too slowly" concern so often. Rather than actually paying
attention to the words, they took it as an insult. It's like yelling "watch out" and them
brushing it off as a joke. You tell them what's wrong and what to do about it, but the
advice is outright dismissed. Ugh. Oh well. It's not like I didn't try. They're in for quite
a reality shock next year. In the meantime: $27,100 MSRP is not being innovative? Not
able to see that the challenge of making the plug-in choice affordable is a problem
Toyota has taken quite seriously. Despite the use of carbon-fiber for the back hatch for
weight reduction and waved glass for aerodynamic improvement, they delivered. It's a
remarkable efficient vehicle, in addition to being affordable. That's innovation.
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Failure. You'd think they would finally see it. Apparently, that's asking too much. How
anyone thought GM could blow away Tesla with conquest sales is mind-boggling. Who
of the early-adopters shopping for an EV would take that comparison seriously? Bolt has
a price higher than Model 3. It simply makes no sense choosing a small wagon over an
elegant sedan from an audience beyond a very small niche. Sure, you'll get some people
unwilling to wait and those desiring a more practical shape. But the comments of Bolt
looking & feeling cheap inside puts much of that consideration to rest. It's a small
audience, period. You don't build mass-market expectations on such a small
prospect. That isn't realistic. In disbelief that I actually had to post this, it
happened: GM is not seeing SUV owners express interest for Volt or Bolt. Small
hatchbacks & wagons do not appeal to them. Their priorities are quite different. This is
why the "it's worth it" approach failed for GM and simply doesn't apply to Tesla. Know
your audience.

12-11-2017

Wake-Up Call. Reading post after post with smug remarks. They were so insulting,
intended to offend & harm. It has been quite amazing. Prius is slow. Prius is
ugly. Prius is short. So much attitude toward blind hope. Volt was supposedly "vastly
superior". Their market was tiny though, just niche. No one cared beyond their own
group. Those Volt enthusiasts were terrible. Closing of this year will bring their failureto-grow vehicle to an end. Ordinary consumers will simply brush it off the same way
they still do with Prius now. We see it coming. Signs are obvious. This attention that
will come from the affordable plug-in hybrids is why Volt will die. Who knows what
GM may do with the technology itself. The barrier it caused will be gone. I posted: "It's
a wake-up call for many who assumed people like you and I were the customers. All
along, it has been the dealerships who the automakers must appeal to." This was the
vital mistake, a catastrophic oversight. This is what held back growth. This is why
Volt failed. Those terrible troublemakers slewing all those insults didn't realize their
efforts were for the wrong group. Prius supporters weren't who mattered. If you cannot
get a dealer to support more than just a few token vehicles, there won't be much for
sales. No inventory was a problem they took seriously. Salespeople won't bother with a
vehicle that's difficult to sell and won't earn them much commission either. This was
missed opportunity. So much could have been done, but wasn't. All those attacks were a
huge waste. They didn't pay attention. They didn't learn.
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Reality Check. The clueless nature of some people is truly amazing. They make
assumptions and never bother to verify. That fundamental mistake leads to countless
errors being made. Even after that, they still don't take the time to check original
sources. They continue to assume incorrectly. That level ignorance is very difficult to
overcome. Not having any awareness of the problem allows it to persist pretty much
indefinitely... as we have seen play out. It may change as some point though, as I eluded
to today: Reality check isn't necessary. We already know there will be problems, but
those are easy to address... once the vehicles are carried in inventory. This is how the
"Prime" models will demonstrate a strong approach for penetrating dealerships. Much
like the popularity growth of RAV4 hybrid, it will simply be a model available to choose
from. In other words, the dealer will have to do little to stock them and the salesperson
little to promote them. It will just fit into the existing process... but also have a
plug. When I went on a test-drive of Prius Prime, it wasn't charged. Go figure. That was
no big deal though. No plug required. For the first part of the drive, we put it in
CHARGE mode. That aggressively charges the battery-pack using the gas-engine (at a
faster rate than you can pull from the grid, in fact, an 80% recharge in roughly 40
minutes). This allowed the return trip to the dealer to be entirely in EV mode.

12-09-2017

Video: Ordinary Winter. "Just Drive It" was the approach with this video. Again, I
was able to deliver 4K resolution. Winter cold had finally come to stay, here in
Minnesota, so I captured my morning to commute to share detail of that all-electric
experience. It was a non-event, an ordinary commute for me in the winter... hence the
name. I got to the charger at the ramp with electricity to spare, despite the need for
running the heater very close to the heat-pump threshold. A few more degrees colder, the
engine would start to supplement warmth. It was nice enough though to avoid that. So,
you see the maximum 199.9 MPG displayed on the screen was the outcome. Results like
that are what others in a less hostile state will see routinely, all throughout the cold
season. I'll see that often, but there will be cold-snaps later where that won't be
realistic. I can't wait to see what the results are then, when the plug-supplied electricity is
used less often, since the engine will cycle from time to time. The threshold for that is
14°F. In the meantime, temperatures slightly above are all with EV driving... Ordinary Winter
Commute

12-12-2017

BRAKE! That certainly was impressive. Off in the distance, the Prime detected stopped
traffic and recognized I hadn't done anything to decelerate yet. Having your foot still on
the accelerator-pedal indicated there was no acknowledgement of the danger being
approached. So, the system buzzed an audio & visual warning. That was sweet! I hadn't
realized just how far ahead it was scanning or how active the response would be upon
recognition of a problem. This is why Toyota's choice to include collision-avoidance in
virtually all their passenger vehicles is such a great investment. That's quite a number of
years ahead of the auto-braking mandate (2023 model-year, I believe). To see it in action
like that was a great demonstration of worth. Thankfully, I responded to the bright red
"BRAKE!" message on the screen, rather than the Prime having to do it for me. That
advanced warning of an imminent could be really helpful. Another new standard
technology included is auto-high-beams. Those sure are nice and surprisingly
quick. Handy improvements like that make the driving experience much less stressful, as
well as safer for everyone.
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Soon. I could feel it coming. An end to the absurdly long problem call "Volt" was
approaching. The car itself was actually rather nice, but in no way realistic for
mainstream buyers. Being so small and expensive never made any sense. In fact, it was
as if GM has sabotaged gen-2 for the sake of moving on to EV instead. After all, it's not
like they didn't do that already in the past anyway. They say it didn't work and move
on. In a manner of speaking, it really didn't work. The catch is, some of us saw that with
the approach back when Volt was still being designed. The specification simply made it
too expensive. It was a very risky "top down" strategy. Both the price of gas and the
price of batteries needed to remain expensive. Turns out, neither did. That hurt Volt so
bad, it was doomed years ago. Some simply didn't want to acknowledge the facts placed
before them. Some still don't: "Really? In the same thread you have two opposing
views? Everything should be plug-ins, but, they don’t compete with each
other? Yikes." I was happy to address the denial: Still not understanding that each
automaker must address their own customers is indeed a major problem. No
opposition. No contraction. No competition. "Who is the market for Volt?" was asked
literally hundreds of times to point out that GM's own production for GM's own loyal
customers is what must change. When a shopper goes into a GM dealer to purchase a
GM vehicle, they couldn't care less what the other automakers are offering. That's how it
has been for decades. Like other new technologies of the past PLUG-IN will be just
another step forward... a big step... but nonetheless, seen as the expectation for each
automaker to replace old technology. No amount of short-term spin will change
that. We see the need for a plug-in SUV from GM for GM shoppers. Period.

12-13-2017

Not Enough. I found this an absolutely wonderful way to wrap of the rhetoric: "But 22
miles of pure EV range is just not enough today." That claim had no merit, nothing
whatsoever to back it. I knew it would hit hard. There's simply no way to respond. All
their efforts provided practice for me, allowing an opportunity to refine responses prior to
it actually mattering. No one really cared much until now. Early adopter opinions are
meaningless to mainstream consumers. This is why knowing your audience is vital. A
common about someone passionate about performance is just a waste of time to someone
looking for an affordable choice. They just plain don't care about extremes. They just
want to get from point A to point B without ever any trouble. It's that simple. That
makes selling the benefits of plugging in a monumental challenge. Anywho, I made it
quite clear their enthusiast opinion didn't matter: Not enough for what? SUV is not a
single-occupant commute vehicle. That usage never made any sense, nor could it be
realistically justified. In other words, wasting electricity isn't acceptable either. Simply
switching from gas isn't enough. The vehicle should be used for the purpose it was
actually designed. Running around town with the kids or to do some shopping is a
realistic use. 22 miles fulfills that for a large number of potential buyers. You can do
those weekends trips towing the boat to a fishing hole too. In other words, without solid
reasoning, any distance qualification is arbitrary.
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Goodbye. The ultimate death-blow to the Volt enthusiasts came from Mitsubishi. With
the news of Kia's small plug-in hybrid SUV and Honda's large plug-in hybrid sedan, they
couldn't take anymore. It was clear the discussion-topic on it today would bring about an
undisputable end to their avoidance. So much else going in the industry left them
without anything of merit. It was literally down to just spewing rhetoric. Evading the
inevitable wasn't going to work. They faced a day of reckoning. I was pleased to sum it
up for them:
The extreme reaction here today, defending the "too little, too slowly" situation with
gross over-generalizations and hiding posts, is more than enough proof to confirm the
problem is finally a serious concern.
IT'S ABOUT TIME !!!
To be told over and over and over that GM had this amazing technology which would
take the market by storm, yet not actually do that after 7 years and 2 generation, was
terrible to have to deal with. The "over promise, under deliver" denial became a major
barrier to progress.
NOW, WE MOVE ON.
Seeing Volt enthusiasts shift support from EREV to EV is quite the hypocritical thing to
witness; nonetheless, the act of pointing that out is acceptance of it. Volt has been
abandoned in favor vehicles with no engine at all.
REALITY HURTS.
The sting of financial burdens will become all too apparent for this group of die-hards
here. GM will succeed in craving out a niche, but the challenge of appealing to the
masses is an entirely different effort. Overcoming their apprehension to change is far
more difficult. Unwillingness of the market to adapt will take a great deal of time &
money... far more than many want to admit.
BOTTOM UP.
The approach of top down isn't providing viable for legacy automakers. The idea of
building an expensive vehicle, then convincing consumers it is worth the money, simply
doesn't work for them. Far too much of the existing system already in place needs to
change. That's only realistic for a business starting from scratch.
GOOD LUCK.
You're going to need it. Today's topic makes that all too clear.
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It Happened. This was the outcome of my post: "The technology has taken the market
by storm. Plug-ins sales are increasing month over month. Even today's articles is
about the #1 selling plug-in in Europe. Even Toyota finally joined in. Hybrids are old
technology, no matter how much you try to say otherwise. Plug-ins are the future." I
was quite surprised to see such a drastic measure being taken. The expectation was a
quiet fade away, not a parallel to what we see in the Oval Office. But then again, he got
into this position by the same means. So, I sounded off one last time with:
Wow! I haven't said otherwise. In fact, what you posted goes well beyond
desperation. It is a last ditch effort to paint a rosy picture with distortion &
misrepresentation before the inevitable end.
You know all too well that sales of Volt have been dropping. The much hoped for
second-generation was not able to achieve growth. Watching Prime take its place as the
vehicle that was able to appeal to mainstream consumers is simply too much to
accept. Making the situation worse is hearing that Mitsubishi, Honda, Kia, Hyundai, and
Chrysler all have new offerings to fill in the gap GM wasn't able to. Each strives to
appeal to their own customers.
It wasn't supposed to play out like this. The technology used for Volt worked
fine. Problem was, the capacity was overkill. That much didn't result in taking the
market by storm; instead, it just dragged along for years using up precious tax-credits on
nothing but conquest. I was correct. Reducing the battery-pack is the key to sale
growth. Combine that with a vehicle type appealing to GM customers, you've got a
winner. Only problem, pride gets in the way.
So, we see this final attempt to conceal the true story. Go ahead. Say whatever you
want. I'm done. We can see the end coming. This chapter is over.
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Tortoise. The same old nonsense continues, only with new voices now. On the blogs
dedicated to EV advancement, there's quite a bit of smug emerging. They're measuring
leadership the same way. The bigger the battery-pack, the further along the automaker
supposedly is. It's so naive of a perspective, taking the posts seriously is a
debate. Should you? They obviously don't have a business background, so any comment
posted in regard to market behavior is just blown off as blind loyalty. The very idea of
affordability or diversity is outright dismissed. Some have already made up their mind
that it is over. The race has been won and Toyota lost. Ugh. It's so bad, I won't even
waste including a quote this time. You can easily guess what was stated. I responded to
the growing rhetoric with: For that narrative to work, one must pretend the newest
hybrids being rolled out aren't plug-ready. We already know that isn't the case. Prius is
now available as a Prime model by having added a one-way clutch, increasing batterypack size, and upgrading the heat-pump. Those are all cost-effective modifications. The
rest of the system is already designed to handle the EV driving. It's pretty difficult to
argue the new Camry hybrid isn't the same way. And now from this discussion topic,
we've been told the Corolla hybrid is too. Think about RAV4 hybrid, CH-R hybrid, and
the upcoming replacement for Prius v. There's an Avalon hybrid too. We also know
there's a next-gen Highlander hybrid on the way. That means a lot of denial is required
to see that Toyota isn't taking the goal of phasing out traditional vehicle production
seriously. They are clearly positioning to offer a number of plug-in models. Attracting
that audience is far more difficult that the early-adopter (tax-credit incentivized) sales so
far. That progress is how the race is won, not by position in the first stage.

12-16-2017

Analogy Attack. There is one particular individual on the EV forum who feels
threatened from the rise of Prime. He's been doing everything he can to undermine that
progress. That most obvious is spinning an analogy of doom. Yesterday, someone
chimed into that narrative: "A better comparison would be Nokia or Blackberry, both of
which delayed going to keyboard free for far too long and then messed up the transition
when they eventually went. Toyota are at the first stage obviously." Drawing someone
else into the narrative to impede is a problem. Can't let that happen: That analogy falls
apart when it's pointed out that neither Nokia nor Blackberry had decent software to
support a touch-interface. That most definitely isn't the case for Toyota. They are
already delivering the full EV drive with Prime. Toyota already has a ton of experience
producing a variety of electric-motors and battery-packs. Prius Prime includes a heatpump and optional CHAdeMO charging to build upon that foundation the analogy
overlooks. Claims of delay don't have a merit; there simply isn't anything to support
that. When the next-gen batteries become available (higher density with faster
recharging), Toyota will have a vehicle shaped to pack in lots of those cells. Everything
else is already established. Think about how far along Toyota is with reliability and costreduction. They even have an extremely efficient electric-drive system already, both
hardware & software. The analogy doesn't apply.
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12-16-2017

Both Are. The rhetoric has really ramped up lately. It is obviously a final desperate act
to save reputation. We are watching Volt's failure to grow sales come to an end. It didn't
achieve the necessary goal. So much was invested in a poor configuration
choice. Management made the decision not to take their engineering advancement to
mainstream consumers. Volt was designated a niche and was doomed to stay that
way. Gen-2 made that overwhelmingly clear. Trouble was. Few wanted to admit
it. Acknowledging sabotage isn't easy. But it isn't hard to see the cramped seating and
lack of advertising as anything other than disinterest. Rather than deliver something for
the masses, focus remained on faster & further. Giving it more power & range then the
previous generation was exactly the wrong thing to do. The size of motor & battery
should have either remained the same or been made smaller. That's how cost-reduction is
achieved. Increasing specifications is the opposite of what was needed. Anywho, I've
been witnessing the resulting mess play out to its inevitable conclusion... denial: You
seem to be suffering from a chicken/egg situation. GM is focusing on the chassis, hence
rumors of the Bolt platform being offered as a SUV in the future. Toyota is focusing on
mindshare and reputation, hence replacing their existing production with hybrids & plugin hybrids. Both are pursuing the same goal. Both are refining production of
components within to reduce cost. Both are improving hardware & software
operation. Yet, you claim that GM has a "huge head start" and Toyota has "squandered
its leadership" even though evidence proves that's not the case.

12-17-2017

Few Years? The denial continued: "It's a safe bet the tax credits for Tesla, GM, and
Nissan will run out within the next few years." I was rather surprised to see that, so must
so I posted the following... making sure there was lots of detail to ensure it was
overwhelming clear that the loss of subsidies would come sooner:
Few years? GM is already at 158K. With the year-end scramble to take advantage of taxcredits, it's easy to see that count climbing to 163K. Assuming no growth in demand or
supply, a Bolt/Volt sales rate of 4K per month would me the phaseout would get
triggered at the end of Q3.
That would mean the last quarter of 2017 and the first of 2018 would offer the tax-credit
at 50%. The following two quarters would be at 25%. The final tax-credit opportunity
would be September 30, 2019... which is not a few years. That's less than 2.
Volt is already struggling with sales, primarily from being too small and too
expensive. Even with a miracle price-drop from battery-tech improvements, it wouldn't
be anywhere near enough to offset the $7,500 tax-credit loss. From $200 per kWh to
$100 is only a saving of less than $2,000.
GM's supposed leadership cannot just settle for sales well below mainstream levels for
Bolt and barely niche levels for Volt. The loss of the tax-credit will make that situation
even worse. This is exactly what the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about.
Remember, both Tesla & Nissan are planning for much higher sales volume and neither
has a tax-credit dependency as part of their plan. Model 3 is competitive at $35,000 as a
low-end luxury offering and Leaf has a base price of $30,000.
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12-17-2017

Winter Charging. A strange new topic emerged today. Some random newbie posted a
random question: "So I guess what I'm saying is, should I give up charging in the winter?
Am I still saving money when I'm charging every 3 days?" That's as random as you can
get. I certainly didn't see that coming. My assumption was the benefit of plugging in
would obvious, even when the depths of winter arrive. Apparently, that's not the case. I
wonder why. Hmm? There's lots to learn from owners new to plugging in... hence, the
intentional limited rollout of Toyota. Keeping the markets limited made study of usage
behavior somewhat easier. With so many variables at play, it's quite a challenge to
identify patterns and pinpoint bottlenecks. We're all trying though. From an owner to
owner perspective, I shared: Any electricity you use will provide a greater benefit to the
gas used. That has been overwhelmingly confirmed by those who drove their Prius PHV
in the winter, leaving home with full charges every morning. When the engine runs, that
heated coolant will circulate to provide warmth for quite awhile, allowing the EV drive to
be taken advantage in the meantime. MPG clearly shows the resulting gain. Electricity
use will also help reduce pollution, which is worse during the winter. So whether it saves
money or not, there's still a win in return. Leaving Prime plugged in will take advantage
of the battery-warmer too, which reduces impact from the cold. Have you looked into
time-of-use discounts from your electricity provider? I had a sub-meter installed. That
dropped my price paid for overnight charging to 6.74 cents per kWh.

12-17-2017

Spreading Misinformation. Figuring out how to respond to something like this can be
quite a challenge: "I found it strange that Toyota's very first PHEV, a Prius Plug-in with
quite minimal EV-only range, had two separate battery packs, but both were liion!" Where exactly did that information originate and what is the intent of spreading
it? Fortunately, I don't encounter stuff that misleading too often. Simply being that
vague makes it less likely to go anywhere. But nonetheless, we do get comments about
having read it from some source in the past... making you wonder if this was an effort to
supply exactly that, hoping someone else will pass it along without questioning its
reliability. Needless to say, I jumped on that right away, pleased I had some supporting
video to help back up my claim: That very first was just a prototype, used for testing the
system prior to the production pack. I got to drive one for a few days back in August
2010. That was very different from the actual rollout model, which I purchased in May
2012 and drove until I replaced it with a Prime in April. Prius PHV most definitely only
had a single pack, shared for both EV & HV operation. Here's one of many videos I
filmed proving that... Prius PHV - Commute Work (Deplete EV)

12-17-2017

Misinformation Harm. When someone reads the misinformation, they base
assumptions upon it... contributing their part to making the problem worse. For example:
"Since they had two separate battery packs in the car, and since (as I understand it) the
car operated most of the time in parallel hybrid mode, just like an older non-plug-in
Prius..." See how easily the situation gets blown out of proportion. How would you go
about correcting that, knowing the person spreading misinformation may not be the
slightest bit receptive to what you have to say. Why would they? Who are you? How
could you know more than some unknown on the internet? Ugh. That happens all the
time. It's amazing how much damage is caused as a result. There are misconceptions
that emerge which can live for decades. You can't stop understanding issues. You can
work to prevent them from starting though. I certainly try: Neither the prototype, nor the
PHV model, operated like that. As the video clearly reveals, you could drive the entire
EV capacity without the engine starting. In that example, it was 14.1 miles.
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12-18-2017

Known Plans. Remember how FUD works? It's the spread of Fear, Uncertainty, and
Doubt. That's used to undermine progress. We see this coming on a regular basis from
Volt enthusiasts, the very same individuals that will take GM vague announcements at
face-value as a solid promise. Yet, when it comes to Toyota they pretend nothing is ever
told, that intent is a total mystery. When confronted with detail, they just brush it
off. The hypocritical nature of their behavior is what I key into. That's what I use as
confirmation that nothing has been overlooked. Since the upcoming new year will bring
an end to certain debates, it's good to have researched each of the topics as thoroughly as
possible This was my response to their latest FUD attempt:
We have known about the plans for quite awhile. The entire passenger fleet being
offered as hybrids is a positioning maneuver to make the plug-in option an easy next
step… at low cost…
- Corolla hybrid
- Camry hybrid
- RAV4 hybrid
- C-HR hybrid
Each of those await the opportunity to exploit the "Prime" update similar to what was
delivered for Prius.
Being simple & affordable is key and the HSD design makes that realistic.
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12-19-2017

Know Your Audience. No matter how much I share that message of importance, certain
people just plain don't get it... or don't care. They keep the blinders on, concentrating
exclusively on what they prefer rather than what is necessary. It's the problem of
want. Some don't understand the difference. Anywho, it has been interesting to witness
the person having brought up "innovator's dilemma" not understand what it actually
means. Ironically, he's suffering from that very issue. This is where psychological
behavior of reflection originates. You see what's wrong, but don't realize you are the one
experiencing it. I posted this about it today:
It's quite clear that the majority here don't recognize how vital that advice is.
Applying the early-adopter perspective to a mass-market audience doesn't work in many
situations. The problem is called "innovator's dilemma". It's when the formula for
success in the initial stage of rollout is assumed to be what's needed for the stage to
follow.
In this case, we see how GM's upgrade of Volt to gen-2 focused on enhancement of the
same traits which drew sales for gen-1. That clearly didn't result in the much hoped for
sales growth; instead, the opposite happened. We've been witnessing sales shrink.
The reason why should be obvious. GM listened to the same audience that jumped on
tax-credit savings and low-lease opportunities for Volt, who have since moved on to
Bolt... because it was the next step in electrification: large-capacity batteries.
Abandoning everyday consumers for the pursuit of the latest & greatest is perfectly fine,
when your purpose is pushing the leading edge forward. That is a horrible mistake
though, if you are trying to deliver a product for the masses.
This group clearly isn't interested in that audience. They prefer support of the
innovation, the push. That's ok, but mainstream consumers still need their "ordinary"
choice to purchase... which is exactly what Toyota seeks to deliver.
PHV/Prime models of Toyota other hybrids are on the way. We see the impressive
upgrade to larger and more powerful, yet still remarkably efficient, from the new Camry
hybrid. The upgrade to deliver a plug is the obvious next step for mainstream consumers.
Too bad if you find it dull or boring, that's how the bulk of the automotive business
makes sustainable profit. Know the buyers.

12-20-2017

Insight Gen-3. Rumor or Sneak-Peak? It was hard to tell. The impression given from
an image being circulated on the internet today was that Honda will be revealing a gen-3
version of Insight at the Detroit autoshow. It looks a little bigger than Civic, squeezed in
between it and Accord for size. That would be an interesting twist. With the newer twomotor hybrid system, that approach does make sense. Why not? After all, the offering
for vehicles in the future will be some type of hybrid. Since plug-in models won't work
for everyone, that's definitely a wise option to offer. The question is, when will it be
rolled out? With the Kia/Hyundai offerings entering the market, there's new competition
to deal with for the usual initial round of conquest sales. Then once things settle down,
the plug-in hybrids will be established. 2018 certainly is shaping up to be interesting.
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12-21-2017

Clarity Attacks. One the wide-audience blogs for plug-ins, we're seeing a lot of attacks
on Honda's upcoming new offering already. The Clarity is getting the "vastly superior"
treatment from... you guessed it... the Volt enthusiasts. They sure are a pain. It's the
same old "leapfrog" nonsense all over again. This is no surprise, of course. They've
been all-bark-and-no-bite for so long, they've lost touch with goals. Sales growth clearly
doesn't matter to them anymore. All that seem to care about is showing some type of
dominance. It's like the alpha parading around expecting everyone else to provide
praise. Who cares if all you are doing is an exhibition. Actions speak far more than
words. Yet, we're not seeing it from GM. But we are already from Honda. That's
impressive. The initial round of reviews are demonstrating ability worthy of
attention. Enthusiasts are more worried than ever about losing their spotlight. Well, too
bad. This is what the "too little, too slowly" was all about. You can't just rest on laurels
like that. Now, they have good reason to panic.

12-22-2017

Refusal To Accept. Some just plain don't want to. The pattern of who is blaringly
obvious... Volt enthusiasts. This is why I blogged so much about them. I could see the
pattern from prior generations of Prius. When change is necessary, you must
adapt. They refuse to. That's a major problem which will inevitably play out in a bad
way. Rumor of Volt's impeding death are becoming common. No message of intent
from GM is what's bringing this about. In the past, they were fed ambiguous & vague
announcements which provided the meritless hope they thrived on. Having nothing
whatsoever to support their claims didn't matter. It was all about having a clear direction,
not a realistic means of getting there. Now, there's nothing. It's creating a sense of
loss. They have no idea what to do... other than the usual... place blame and make
excuses. I push back every time they do, like today: Toyota will be offering a BEV, in
addition to the HV, PHEV, and FCV offerings. What's wrong with diversifying to cover
a variety of markets? After all, much of the hardware & software can be shared. Take a
deep look into Prius Prime. It takes advantage of the existing cell-stack design in its
battery-pack. The tradeoff is physical size, but what you get in return is an robust &
affordable offering. The new Camry hybrid is amazing. 52 MPG from a larger, more
powerful vehicle than Prius should really catch people's attention... but won't. The design
is so subtle, it will just be part of the fleet. A model offering a plug will likely have the
same "ordinary" appeal. In other words, the short-sighted hype we encounter within
online discussions don't necessary reflect what mainstream customers will actually
encounter.

12-22-2017

Bizarre Behavior. This blew me away: "I tried unplugging, plugging, unplugging very
fast and plugging back in, unplugging from socket wall with charger still in car port,
nothing works." It was a truly bizarre behavior to read about. What in the world would
give a person the impression that faster is better? Imagine pulling the power-source on a
device out quickly, just moments after it detected power and began to start up. Halting it
mid-cycle makes no sense whatsoever. Needless to say, I was quite curious. Sadly, the
person never did reply to my post. That often happens. Someone will post an odd
experience, then vanish. I certainly tried to bring some clarity to the situation
though: That's exactly what you shouldn't do. Fast could cause a fault. You likely need
to reset your CFCI outlet, service-panel breaker, or the charger itself. What does the
status light indicate?
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12-23-2017

Dropping Bait. Despite not fitting the definition of "troll", since I make sure posts are
on-topic and within context of the discussion, that's what I get labeled as anyway on that
old Volt blog. They do that with the hope of concealing the reality that they are actually
the trolls dropping bait. When I don't participate, there's little activity. Most days just
fizzle without any type of opposition. That's what happens on a venue where everyone
blindly agrees. Just a bunch of followers makes for a very boring setting. So, they
attempt to provoke. This time, it was: "Today's post is about Toyota going fully electric
and not a single comment from our dear "friend"." I waited until there was no more
posting, late in the evening with the knowledge of it being past their time of interest, then
bit the bait with: $27,100 MSRP for Prius Prime. Disregard toward the importance of
that has set a precedent of disregard for affordability. There's simply no point discussing
matters of price when there isn't any concern for it. Toyota continues to deliver, keeping
price a major priority. $27,900 MSRP for Niro PHEV. That shows us that Kia also has
price as a major priority. GM does not yet. We are still waiting… too little, too slowly.

12-24-2017

Really Cold. It was -2°F two nights ago. Cruising at 80 mph with a nasty headwind
resulted in the usual much-lower efficiency, but heat stayed quite comfortable after
getting off the highway. I switched to EV and took advantage of the battery for the rest
of the drive. No matter how cold it gets, you'll have the opportunity to use heated coolant
to stay warm for awhile while the engine is off. It just cycles from time to time to
generate more heat to circulate after it shuts back off. With an aftermarket gauge, you
can see the temperature thresholds. I haven't tried that yet with the Prime, since being
below 14°F for me to carefully observe the cycling hasn't happened yet. Following
holidays, I know there will be plenty of opportunity. Back in Minnesota, the cold doesn't
go away for quite some time.

12-25-2017

All Day, No Plug. We got there early in the morning and didn't leave until last in the
evening. My Prime sat outside all day, exposed to the extreme cold of that Wyoming
open prairie, while we were inside celebrating Christmas with family. It was the ultimate
test of not plugging in. Just how long would it take to warm up for the drive
afterward? Being so far below the freezing-point, somewhere in the negatives, I didn't
care to find out. That would be a rare occasion where I did what everyone else does...
start the engine and let it run for a few minutes. That works out when you have to sweep
off the fresh snow and load up the car anyway. Turns out, there was a decent warmth
coming from the heater after just a short span. I was even able to get a few photos on the
way back to the hotel of Charge-Mode in action. That's nice proof of it working just fine
in extremes.
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12-26-2017

$24,950 Ionic PHEV. That base price revealed today is amazing. As expected, it's
missing some of the standard safety features which come on the base model of
Prime. So, there really isn't a lower price. They basically work out to the same. The
catch is, Prime offers more power and electric heating. So, the well-informed will have
to carefully consider their options. Hyundai's Ionic isn't quite as large as Prius either
with respect to visibility out the rear. It's quite obvious too. But then again, the plug-in
model of Ionic has noticeably more cargo space available. I like this. It's more of a
rivalry than competition... as it should be. Remember, we are looking for adversaries, not
enemies. Too bad the GM people never understood the difference. We're supposed to be
fighting together to end the reign of guzzlers, not to battle each other. Ugh. Anywho, the
price Hyundai delivered is impressive. Kudos to them for making low-cost such a high
priority. That most definitely is nicely under $30,000.

12-27-2017

Extreme Cold. Our road trip to Wyoming was our first encounter with extreme cold in
the Prime. It sat outside all day without plugging in, then got an decent warm-up with
the engine prior to leaving. Prior to reaching the 80 mph highway, I switched over to
charge-mode so we'd have an ample supply of electricity for driving through the
Christmas Light display. All went extremely well... though, I am really looking forward
to the return of warmer weather. -5°F is far from ideal. The photo my wife took at 81
mph show 9.7 miles traveled resulting in a 28.4 MPG average. Not bad, considering
such drastic conditions and recharging the battery-pack at the same time. Looking back
to the photo taken prior to getting on the highway is what really caught my
interest. While at 43 mph, the screen showed 23.5 MPG at 4.7 miles. Seeing the
efficiency go up like that was an unexpected outcome. Of course, it's simply a surprise to
most that Prime runs so well under that extreme. To watch it push efficiency too, that's
sweet. Turns out, we got most of the way through the long drive in the park while in
EV. Sitting there at the start of the illuminated tunnel and while at the most elaborate
display (one synced up with a radio broadcast) caused the engine to cycle shortly for
cabin heat. We had a good time. I really enjoyed it... and quite thankfully was pleasantly
warm.
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12-28-2017

Avoidance, struggle. Discussion of Volt's demise is rapidly growing. Year-End sales
results combined with the inevitable loss of subsidies is a very real problem enthusiasts
don't want to address. Today's blog post drew attention to the struggle Volt is having. I
provided context:
January 6, 2007 is when GM revealed Volt to the world. Struggle to sell Two-Mode
hybrids made it the next logical step. The automaker would refine their system to use a
dedicated platform optimized for EV driving. Following depletion, it would also deliver
incredible hybrid-efficiency.
40 EV miles. 50 MPG depleted. Nicely under $30,000. Those were the targets set for
the end of 2010. It seemed too good to be true though. How could so much be delivered
so quickly?
By 2009, concern of "too little, too slowly" became a very real issue. The automotive
task-force assigned to oversee bankruptcy recovery explicitly stated this as needing
serious attention. We were assured over and over again, there was no reason for
concern. Technology in Volt was "vastly superior", allowing it to achieve mainstream
sales volume by the end of the second year.
That didn't happen. Volt was far more expensive than anticipated and no where near as
efficient. All 3 targets had fallen came up well short of expectations. We were told to be
patient. Design of the second-generation Volt would address those shortcomings. No
need for concern.
That didn't happen either. EV range target was achieved, but hybrid-efficiency and
production-cost prevented it from reaching ordinary consumers. Sales were flat, rather
than being the much hyped big boom. Now on the third year of that upgrade, sales
decline is undeniable.
The rapidly approaching phaseout trigger for the $7,500 tax-credit raises concern of
attracting GM buyers to Volt a serious problem. GM simply cannot afford conquest sales
(drawing customers from other automakers) anymore and cannibalization (losing sales of
Volt by choosing Bolt) hurts dealers & salespeople. Replacement of traditional offerings
clearly isn't going well.
It doesn't matter what other automakers are doing at this point. Time is rapidly running
out. GM has backed itself into its own corner. GM shoppers don't want a small
hatchback or a small wagon. The fact that both Volt and Bolt are so expensive to
produce & sell negates any supposed benefit the design offers. People don't want that
tradeoff.
We all know offering an affordably designed plug-in hybrid system in a small SUV, like
Trax, is what GM desperately needs. We also know that the moment it is announced,
demand for their traditional SUV offerings will see an immediate negative impact. That
corner GM is trapped in has become quite obvious.
Choose how to reply to this carefully.
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Think about posts of the past.
What's different now?
12-28-2017

Avoidance, distract. Within just 7 minutes of my post, I was attacked. It was
impressive. You could imagine he was so angry, he could barely type fast enough. I saw
that play out by repeatedly refreshing the webpage. Post content changed several times
within those next few minutes to follow, adding personal insults to help make sure the
problem could be avoided. It's truly amazing how some will lash out, doing everything
they possibly can to not actually deal with an issue. They place blame and make excuses,
rather than just face reality. It's so predictable and undermines their own desire to make
progress. Goals are impeded by pride. I kept my response to such an obvious antagonist,
who was desperate to distract, as brief as possible: GM has a SUV-centric
approach. Offering a small hatchback and a small wagon with plugs doesn't address the
problem. You didn't either.

12-28-2017

Avoidance, topic. Research from observation & participation was usually kept quiet. I'd
find a subject worthy of intense discussion, they identify the theme associated with
it. That's how you know there's rhetoric at play. Stepping back to acknowledge the
bigger picture is absolutely vital. Enthusiasts don't... hence their failure to know
audience. They stay too focused on just the immediate discussion. So, I blog about their
actions & mistakes. Things took an odd turn this time though. Knowing the year-end
sales results will bring about the 2-year judgment... and that a status of "failed" is
inevitable... there's nothing else to study in terms of expectations. It's over. At an
end. Done. So, I revealed the theme this time: "Avoidance" is the latest blog series
topic. It describes how GM enthusiasts do everything possible to avoid dealing with GM
problems. Several examples were contributed today. GM has an audience primarily of
SUV shoppers. That's what they want to buy, not a small hatchback like Volt. We've
been told by those here that GM was the market leader; yet, tax-credit expiration draws
near without any plug-in hybrid SUV to purchase. To make matters worse, Volt and Bolt
fundamentally contradict each other, making the message of intent even more difficult to
understand. But rather than supporters helping out, they avoid the problem entirely. GM
still does not have a path toward electrification. We see the inevitable struggle to deal
with the loss of subsidies coming; yet, there is no clear next step. What was the point of
all the "range anxiety" promotion and plug-in hybrid development? All that money
invested, then abandoned, in favor of an EV instead?
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12-29-2017

Avoidance, approach. My observations continued with this interjection: TOP-DOWN
was the approach that led to GM getting trapped... which this thread never addresses...
hence the avoidance... that difference now from in the past. Starting from the top and
working your way down can work. It takes an entirely new platform, then alters &
expands it to achieve cost-reduction. It requires a major commitment though. The
resulting investment (production, education, advertising, incentives to dealers, etc) will
drive costs down and demand up. GM didn't do that for Volt, as countless people here in
the past complained about. That approach is quite risky. People here made fun of Toyota
for taking the approach that was less risky. BOTTOM-UP still requires major
commitment though and it must be altered & expanded. The primary difference is you
are building upon, rather than starting from an end-configuration. Toyota's approach
worked too. Observing how Prius became a Prime model, knowing Corolla hybrid is
scheduled for the same, and seeing the potential for the other hybrids not only reduces
risk, it also sends a clear message of intent to both dealer & consumer. That clear path to
electrification is what GM still lacks.

12-29-2017

Avoidance, diversification. The study of avoidance continued: Since long before gen-2
Volt was rolled out, my push was for diversification. The technology GM had designed
could not reach mainstream volume or buyers without expansion. That's where the "too
little, too slowly" came from. More was needed and the wait kept getting longer. Now
reading others say the very same thing… that a second lower-range model of Volt and a
CUV/SUV model should be offered... confirms those claims of being anti-GM were
unjust. I was indeed watching out for the business, suggesting viable next steps to help
GM be successful. All along, it has been an effort to promote plug-in offerings from all
automakers. Whatever issue you have with Toyota should not be reflected on me, since
I'm in favor of all realistic choices… like the plug-in SUV just rolled out by Mitsubishi...
the very thing I stated repeatedly that GM should also offer. So what if Volt failed to
catch on. It's not like a configuration appealing to GM shoppers can't still be
delivered. It's not too late. It certainly is taking far longer than expected though.

12-29-2017

Mutiny. Seeing the winning formula emerge... being affordable ...their are a number of
former Volt enthusiasts sounding off. They words are an echo of what I was saying years
ago: "Make less expensive versions with about 25 mile range (sub $30k) and maybe more
expensive versions with 50+ mile range that are also larger and better equipped
vehicles." Sound familiar? I was delighted to read that and others being posted, on the
dedicated member-only Volt forum. On the open blog, there's a scramble to hide any
evidence of mutiny. It's quite amusing to witness that. Basically, the time has come to
abandon ship. The quotes kept coming too: "It is a hard sell to sell a $35-$40k MSRP
vehicle that is a compact car, doesn't come standard with safety features like ACC, AEB,
LKAS, no power seats." All that faster & further rhetoric is falling apart. They see the
end coming, when sales results are revealed for 2017. Things haven't gone
well. Declining demand confirms failure, ushering expectations of change. Volt didn't
work. 7 years and 2 generations is enough. Time to move on.
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12-29-2017

Deep Discharging. Whoa! We found out today how Hyundai was able to squeeze out 4
more miles of EV range from a battery-pack only 0.1 kWh larger than the one Toyota
uses. It simply didn't make sense. 28 kWh/100mi = 29 miles EV for Ioniq. That's no
where near as efficient as 25 kWh/100mi = 25 miles EV for Prime. Turns out, Hyundai
made the decision to utilize more of the overall capacity available. That capacity is
usually used as a longevity buffer. If the system doesn't ever deep discharge, the batterypack should retain capacity longer. Only 9% was programmed to remain untouched
though. (That's 8.1 of 8.9 kWh.) Again, whoa! It's so much less than the 28% that is
reserved as a buffer in Prime (that's 6.3 of 8.8 kWh), it makes you wonder what magic
chemistry or poor management influenced such a decision. This seems a terrible
idea. Just like with the stories from diesel supporters, something doesn't add up. Do we
really have all the correct information? What happens many years from now when EV
range drops considerably due to diminished capacity? Maybe that's just part of the
design. People will just trade-up for a new battery-pack years from now. That would be
an interesting new business-model. After all, vehicles with electric-motors providing
propulsion should last considerably longer. Maybe Hyundai sees the opportunity to
capitalize on their own post-upgrade sales, rather than letting aftermarket providers reap
the benefit.

12-29-2017

Prime Availability. With the end of the year quickly approaching, there's lots of talk
about demand. Perception of it is derived from sales. Consideration of supply is almost
always overlooked. We've seen that countless times over the generation rollouts. People
simply view purchase counts as the indicator of interest. I know all too well that you
cannot buy a vehicle if it isn't available. For Prime, that's been a big issue. 2017 model
rollout was awkward. With production challenges of the new technology (carbon-fiber
hatch and dual-wave glass) adding to the usual challenges of physical delivery to several
very different markets all in the same year, its no surprise that penetration wasn't going to
be comprehensive. Some dealers wouldn't get supply until the following year, regardless
of demand. To draw attention to limited supply, I did some quick research and posted
what it revealed: Doing a search within 500 miles of Kansas City, MO for Prime, only
15 are found. That's an inventory count so low, it basically can't be considered
available. Sliding east over 650 miles to Columbus, OH and repeating the 500-mile
search for Prime, there were 1,046 found. That pocket of the country actually has
choices. Going down 570 miles to Atlanta, GA and searching 500 miles again, there are
only 13 found... another large area without any. In other words, the wait for 2018 models
is necessary. We simply didn't see 2017 on a large number of dealer's lots. Demand
cannot be properly gauged until then. Fortunately, even with limited availability, Prime
still ended up with decent sales counts for the year here. Worldwide, it looks like total
sales will end up hitting the 50,000 mark. That's pretty good for a start.
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12-30-2017

More EV. The belief of more being better is very effective marketing. We've been
brainwashed into thinking it is necessary, that less simply won't work. With things like
medications & foods, the size of doses & portions have grown ever larger. Cutting back
isn't easy. People mix up want & need so frequently, many don't even recognize the
difference anymore. That's really sad. Think about how often we hear that 5 seats are
necessary, even though there is rarely ever more than 2 people in the vehicle. Remember
how the reasoning for 5 instead of 4 eventually fell apart? Volt enthusiasts forgot and
have consequently become hypocrites for contradicting their own past statements... but
that's another story. This one is about more EV. Supposedly, range in the 20's isn't
enough. I ask: "Enough for what?" Every response I get is a want, not a need. No one
has been able to state necessity. That's because the purpose of a plug-in hybrid is to take
advantage of having an engine from time to time. If it wasn't, everyone would just
purchase an EV instead. Needs vary. Neither enthusiast, nor antagonist, understand that
though. It is the problem of knowing audience. They don't... or they don't care. Either
way, it's a problem we have to deal with when promoting plug-in hybrid choices. Today,
I dealt with the "more" claim this way: There is no need for bigger. The system will
blend, still taking advantage of electricity... just not as much in extreme cold. My
commute yesterday was in the single digits. 18.5 miles at 6°F in my Prime delivered a
64.1 MPG result. That's amazing overall efficiency at such a low outside
temperature. So what if the engine runs. Between the heater delivering warmth via
engine coolant and use of the heated seat, I was quite comfortable. The windshield
stayed clear too. What more do you actually need for such an affordable price?
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12-30-2017

Avoidance, facts. Attempts to discredit totally fall apart: "You keep trying to push your
narrative, but the facts don't agree." It's what happens when the discussion continues for
too long. They run out of material and their transparent efforts to misleading become
exposed. You need something to actually support claims. People need proof. No merit
means no progress. Even enthusiasts want something to work with. Empty chants falls
apart. Facts can be manipulated to mislead. They know that. So, not having anything at
all to work with makes it a dead issue... nothing to argue about. I gladly pointed that out:
Facts don't agree... which is why you avoid actually posting them. Omitting that detail is
the spin.
Mainstream volume is the most avoided fact, the statistic which angered you most. It
was very specifically sales at a rate of 5,000 per month. That's an annual production of
60,000 vehicles, here in this market. The target date for that was the end of the second
year of sales... which was 2012... that's 5 years ago.
The reason for that target was obvious. It was what GM needed to put Volt on the path to
profitability, so sales could continue on with dependency on the tax-credit and expansion
to other vehicles could take place. All of that fell apart though. Sales fell well below that
target... and continue to, despite so much time passing and a second-generation upgrade.
That fact is especially difficult to accept with the knowledge of Toyota not having made
the same mistakes... hence the constant insults... "laggard"... "lame product"...
"obsolete"... "too little, too late". You know quite well they have a clear path to
electrification. Their hatchback already demonstrates how easy & affordable it is to go
from hybrid to plug-in hybrid. Now, the rest of the hybrid fleet awaits the same upgrade
opportunity.
The ultimate though is this quote, since spin about the past doesn't matter: "We've ALL
been saying this since day one, 10 years ago. We want Voltec everything." Fact is, you
are omitting detail about who "we" actually is. A large portion of Volt supporters from
the past don't want that anymore. They have turned to saying Volt was just a bridge to
Bolt. Now that "range anxiety" has been resolved with a larger battery-pack, they see no
need for a plug-in hybrid.
Take your own advice. Pay attention. That is why I use "notice" so often in my
replies. You clearly are not. So many former Volt enthusiasts have abandoned ship,
there are only a handful left. They either switched over to Bolt or left GM entirely. The
count is remarkable. In the past, when those amazing Volt leases expired, those owners
moved on to purchase a Ford Energi (plug-in hybrid). Now, we see many planning to
switch to a Chrysler Pacifica or a Honda Clarity.
In other words, we already see trouble brewing for GM. Phaseout trigger for the taxcredit is only 9 months away and Volt sales are declining. Adding to the struggle is the
rollout of the Kia & Hyundai plug-in hybrids. Both are nicely under $30,000... the other
goal GM still has not achieved.
Avoid this supposed narrative all you want. Negative vote to hide the facts. That won't
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change the path GM is on though, which you enable by avoiding acknowledgement of
the bigger picture.
Vague claims of "We want Voltec everything." doesn't actually tell us anything. Total
absence of detail, no specifications whatsoever, leaves people wondering what you really
mean. This is why stating goals was requested over and over and over again. Instead,
that is still being avoided. After 10 years, you'd think that lesson would have been
learned.
12-30-2017

Avoidance, stating goals. That was by far the biggest problem, right from the start
too. The first attempt was immediately called out. Those goals were so unrealistic, the
label of "vaporware" quickly became an expectation for Volt. That infuriated
enthusiasts. They had nothing to support their blind hope either. Making that bad
situation worse was me... armed with lots of real-world data pointing out their
oversights. The fighting never ended. I kept pushing for goals. But rather than stating
specifics anymore, it turned to mindless propaganda... hence the "vastly superior"
nonsense. Eventually, that settled down, becoming "no plug, no sale" instead. Being so
horribly vague though, it didn't actually help. Needless to say, my push continues by
exposure their efforts to avoid:
STATE THE GOALS NOW... FINALLY... AFTER 10 YEARS OF AVOIDANCE...
• Nicely under $30,000 MSRP
• Real-World average of 100 MPG
IS IT REALLY THAT DIFFICULT TO ACKNOWLEDGE SHARED GOALS?
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12-30-2017

Avoidance, missed opportunity. Enthusiasts would spin excuses, place blame, and
make assurances... all to cover up missed opportunities. Volt was the only choice. GM
was offering unbelievably low leases. Gas prices were expensive. Early adopters were
eager. Think about how many aging Prius being replaced by the first of the plug-ins to
be offered. That was when something else should have happened, when the momentum
was still strong. Instead, it fizzled. Posts become an effort to defend GM and offend
everyone else attempting to deliver on those same goals. Now, all these years later, we
see several contenders striving to fill in the void GM left behind. What a waste. Those
enthusiasts know it too. That's why so many disappeared. The only few left are so
desperate now, then have no idea what to do. Is there any opportunity remaining? Their
propaganda about "All Electric Range" has been annihilated by Bolt, leaving Volt
completely without a purpose now. I knew their goal was to crush the competition...
which they believed was other plug-in vehicles. They were wrong, very wrong. It was a
mistake so profound, the enthusiasts were able to convince GM of that purpose. This is
why gen-2 was so poorly configured to face direct competition with traditional
vehicles. The design had focused on other plug-in hybrids instead. Oops! Really big
oops!!! What a terrible missed opportunity. Of course, the other automakers actually
listened to their own shoppers looking for a plug-in hybrid, not early adopters who
already owned one. That's why focus was on affordability instead, a priority GM didn't
think was important due to the influence online posts had. This is why I documented so
much of their propaganda and there's so much effort now trying to conceal the mistakes
they made.
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12-30-2017

Avoidance, next year. We've reached that tipping point were Volt is no longer an
impediment. GM dangled a carrot in front of the entire industry, setting a precedent of
supporting unrealistic expectations... to the point of them being normalized. If the plugin hybrid wasn't at least as good as what was delivered in late 2010 by GM, it was
unworthy of consideration. The market damage that caused is truly remarkable... exactly
what people who witnessed the GM diesel fiasco of the 70's feared would happen
again. And it did! The vehicle of praise was unprofitable, so production in high-volume
simply couldn't ever happen. That hampered the entire industry, holding back consumer
acceptance. Enthusiasts set the bar so high, failure was inevitable... which is the state
Volt is at now. In a few days, sales results for year-2 of gen-2 will be revealed. Rather
than the significant growth the upgraded Volt was to deliver, we'll see an undeniable
decline. Demand isn't there. They built it, but enough people didn't buy it. True to form,
GM will follow the timing pattern we recognize all too well. This point in history has
repeated itself several times already. They will make an amazing new vehicle
announcement to conceal the problem with Volt. A new hope will be revealed, at the
Detroit autoshow. Knowing that Honda, Kia, Hyundai, BMW, Chrysler, Mitsubishi,
Toyota, VW, and Ford are all actively going after the plug-in hybrid market GM could
not reach, it makes sense that GM will move on just focusing on pure electric vehicles
instead. Bolt doesn't stand a chance of competing directly with Tesla though. No one is
going to compare a small wagon to the sleek sedan and consider it a toss up. GM must
finally turn to its own customers... the SUV buyer. Offering one that reuses the Bolt
platform is a sound next step. Putting a small SUV body on that motor & battery
configuration makes sense, especially since they would be able to justify the higher
price. Remember, the $7,500 tax-credit for GM is expected to only last 9 more
months. Then, it drops to $3,750 for the following 6 months. After that, it drops to
$1,875 for 6 more months. In short, the challenge of growing sales will become quite a
bit more difficult next year. Time is running out. Change is necessary.
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12-31-2017

Avoidance, conclusion. It took nearly a day to finally get a response. Such an extreme
delay (with obvious multi-downvoting still taking place in the meantime) but no posted
reply, is an clear sign of having correctly identified a major shortcoming. Since the usual
turn-around is only a matter of minutes, that's a pretty solid confirm. He posted a series
of attacks. All were antagonist nonsense, intended to divert attention. There was nothing
of any substance, just vague ramblings about Toyota. That's was key... and I knew
it. That was a lesson learned from the past. Enthusiasts established a concise definition
for what "Volt" would be. But when the final production model was revealed, that "Volt"
didn't fit the vary criteria they had preached so much about. Specifically, it wasn't a
SERIES hybrid. It turned out to be a PARALLEL, similar to Prius. That was a painful
error to accept... and that was before finding out how expensive & inefficient their prepraised plug-in hybrid actually was. That's how EREV came about. If you don't like an
existing definition, make up a new label with a definition to fit... a key to
avoidance. Making matters worse. 2 years later when Ford rolled out their plug-in
hybrid, it fit the EREV definition. Ack! They got burned again. 2 years following that,
when BMW rolled out their plug-in hybrid, it all became a chaotic mess. Not only had
BMW actually met the specifications those enthusiasts has so desperately manipulated,
BMW has grossly exceed this... by a very significant amount. This is how the attacks on
Toyota became so intense. GM could not compete with those other traditional
automakers, so enthusiasts look for seemingly weaker prey. Little did they understand
though that there's power in numbers. Prius has won many battles in the past by
overwhelming opposition. Enthusiasts see the modest goals as a joke, something to be
mocked & belittled. Mainstream shoppers see them as an automaker's effort to deliver an
affordable choice. That fundamental difference ties back to the key... being
concise. Needless to say, I found the response quite vindicating. He did precisely what I
had anticipated, to provide the ideal conclusion to such a senseless waste of time... so
much missed opportunity due to pride getting in the way... some just play the game...
which is why I point it out: Avoid. Avoid. Avoid. That continues to be the theme. Do
every but actually step up and accept some responsibility. If you don't actually commit
to anything, there's no accountability.
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12-31-2017

Avoidance, goodbye. I got a response from another Volt enthusiast, one who got burned
so bad by gen-1, he still holds a grudge after all these years. It was captivating: "Look for
more in 2018." I took that as more rhetoric... which will be quite a surprise for
him. There's no reason to participate on the fanboy website anymore. They made it
overwhelmingly clear it is only for cheerleading, that anything of a constructive nature
which could be construed as negative is not welcome. Their hate was always
fascinating. For some much to be sacrificed for so little in return. They got nothing but a
sense of righteousness from attacking me. It did nothing to actually advance their
cause. Pride was more important then progress. Ugh. I was delighted to finally say
goodbye. Toughing it out had been a test of character. Learning from other leaders I
look up to provided a common suggestion... participate in groups that don't share your
perspective. It makes sense, but isn't easy. It sure is worth it though. That taught me far
more than just simply going along with the mantra they were spewing out. I still had to
fire back one last time though: More what? Being vague is key to avoiding
responsibility. That's why GM is routinely so ambiguous with announcements. We only
get basic information, lacking any quantitative value. Yet, those here embrace that
anyway. They get played and are too naïve to realize the problem. Asking to state goals
is a raising of awareness to the problem. If you want to defend the subterfuge, that's your
choice. I'm choosing to draw attention to it, even if I get labeled as a troll for not
accepting the status quo.

12-31-2017

Video: Extreme Cold. 6°F is the coldest temperature many Prius Prime owners will
ever encounter, so this particular commute home provided a great opportunity to capture
& share. Being below the 14°F threshold for the electric heat-pump meant the gasengine would need to cycle to provide warmth inside. Electric-Only driving would still
be available, but from time to time rather than continuously. No plug was used. That
meant the battery-warmer could not be taken advantage and a recharge would not
occur. The car just sat there in the cold all day while I was busy at work. 18.5 miles of
driving through traffic dealing with fresh fallen snow resulted in an overall average of 64
MPG. That's quite remarkable for what was basically treated as an ordinary winter
commute here in Minnesota. Here's the video, as I asked the question... What happens in extreme
cold?
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1-01-2018

New Audience. Having left that enthusiast website behind means participation
elsewhere. In the case today, it was on the big EV blog. That gets lots of posting activity
from a wide variety of electrification supporters, many of whom barely know anything
about plug-in Prius operation. The mindset there was one of no interest for years. They
all just assumed Prius would never be part of it. For that matter, anything not pure EV
was questionable as being market leadership. Basically, if it had an engine and you were
supporting it, your priorities were no acceptable. There was no sense of unwelcome, it
was more of a "don't waste our time" type mentality. Seeing Prime success and
anticipating other automakers also striving to make the affordable plug-in hybrid
category popular, there has been an obvious attitude change. They still don't understand
what it means though. There's a bit of smug due to lack of background: "Are you
suggesting that the gas engine kicks on, even when the car is in EV mode? LOL
huh?" He went on to say: "This has been my experience in Prius plug-ins as well as
some Fords." To what was he actually referring? We know Volt acts that way at times
during Winter. I took it as being poorly informed, a good opportunity to provide some
exposition: Prius PHV (2012-2015), yes that was the case. Much of the driving could
still be EV exclusively, but a hard acceleration caused the engine to temporarily join in
for additional power. Prius Prime (2017-), most definitely not. While in EV mode (not
EV-Auto), the engine stays off under all driving circumstances... hard-acceleration,
driving at 80 mph, running the A/C. Only when the system temperature drops below
14°F, the engine will cycle on & off in place to provide cabin-warmth. In sub-freezing
temperatures higher than that, the electric heat-pump works fine for keeping the engine
off. In short, Prime offers more EV power due to the addition of a one-way clutch to
allow the second motor to be used, so much of the previous generation's history simply
doesn't apply.

1-01-2018

Honda Clarity. The sponsorship of this year's RoseBowl parade was Honda. The
featured vehicle was Clarity. It was great. The background banners had images of the
new plug-in hybrid. The car itself made a reveal during the performance. And while the
parade took a commercial break, there was a full 60-second television commercial
aired. It was an excellent way to debut a new offering. They had quite a number of
opportunities for product-placement and product-mention. It made me wonder how
much people were paying attention. Would that make enough of an impression for some
to be curious enough to take a next step? If nothing else, it was a really good attempt to
raise awareness. I bet we'll see it again in 1 month, during the SuperBowl... which is
here this year, in Minneapolis. I wonder what how that will play out. The following
month, we'll have our big autoshow. There will be a room for the plug-in vehicles
again. Sure hope Honda will be present. Clarity looks really nice. I know of 1 couple
here locally who have already purchased one. It's happening. The plug-in hybrid market
is expanding. Yeah!
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1-01-2018

Change. Remember what Toyota said about their audience changing... Prius owners
who shopped for a growing family back then, now handing the car down to a child and
looking to Prime as a vehicle for their new found freedom? That was the question I
asked. This was the answer I got back: "That's me, but I would still like a full hatch." I
was intrigued where this new twist on an old discussion topic would take us: That's the
older generation. That isn't necessarily what the newer generation deems a
priority. Toyota is trying to avoid falling into the same "generation" trap that GM did,
finding their formerly-popular product now something only appealing to a rapidly
shrinking audience. Keeping an offering aligned to match up with middle-market, where
high-volume sales are dependable, requires adaptation... changes over time... the kind
some former buyers may not be interested in. Regular Prius clearly focuses on the
younger crowd, those seeking to have a standout look. Remember, there is no longer
Scion choices available to serve that purpose anymore. Plug-In Prius has moved up,
where the unlikely-to-be-needed middle seat was abandoned in favor of taking on the
layout found in higher end vehicles. In fact, that's exactly the reason why such a large
display is offered. That is why also having lots of height in the cargo area isn't a
priority. Dropping the seats for hauling lots of cargo is no big deal for this
audience. Don't forget how many other "Prime" hybrid upgrades could be offered in the
not-too-distant future. They have their own audience too. A full hatch would be a
priority in that upcoming new larger model of Prius.

1-02-2018

Dual-Wave Glass. The self-clearing nature of that glass on the back hatch cannot be
understated. Having driven in snow and through the message that follows, the trait is
now quite obvious. After hearing so many comments about how terrible it would be to
not have a wiper, it is really nice getting confirmation that Toyota thoughtfully
researched the situation. Eliminating the need, while also improving both aerodynamics
and visual appeal, is a very big step forward... so much so, most people won't have a
clue... even after taking ownership. You tend to not notice things that aren't a
problem. Air getting funneled into that dip creates a pushing effect. The 2 waves get
cleared of water & snow right away and the rest slides down the middle. It's quite
remarkable to witness.

1-03-2018

Achievement. Year-End sales being posted had brought about a tsunami of attacks. The
antagonists are spinning wildly, in desperate attempts to undermine. It's quite subtle
though. They know trouble is on the way. So, we get stuff like this: "What's holding
Toyota sales back is the New Leaf, and the Model 3." How they respond to my reply is
key. It confirms their stance. They try everything they possibly can to evade. Not
acknowledging the fact presented is a dead giveaway. I've seen that pattern countless
times in the past. Each time plays out the same way. I sure it will again with this: That's
an anecdotal conclusion, not what is actually happening. First year sales were hampered
by striving to reach 3 distinct major markets all at once (North America, Europe, and
Japan). The result was extremely limited availability in many areas of the US, but the
total production was still an impressive 50,000. Initial rollout sales of those 50,000...
especially when it includes new tech (dual-wave glass and carbon-fiber hatch) ...is
certainly a noteworthy achievement.
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1-03-2018

Great Insight. That was the reply posted about this retrospective I posted: GM
configured Volt gen-1 to appeal to enthusiasts, which was a bit risky even back in
2010. But without any other choices on the market yet, there was time to explore what
gen-2 would need to attract a wider audience. Supporters were convinced that was an
acceptable strategy. It became a huge a big mistake though. GM fell into the
innovation's dilemma trap of making the successor even more appealing to that same
group. Those changes needed to adapt Volt for ordinary consumers didn't happen. The
obvious priority of reducing early-adopter features to make the design more affordable
were totally disregarded. The range & power were fine already. Increasing them was
exactly the wrong thing to do... which is now very obvious into the third year of gen-2
sales. So much opportunity has been missed. Toyota used their own gen-1 to research
the market too, only they made the decision to make affordable a very high priority...
which is paying off already. Even with inventory basically non-existent in big chunks of
the United States, the first year of sales beat Volt... despite the $3,000 tax-credit
advantage. We see Hyundai & Kia working to also capture the affordable market,
targeting the same mainstream shoppers as Toyota. Things will get interesting as
production & inventory ramps up. I n the meantime, it seems GM is just abandoning the
plug-in hybrid market in favor of EV sales. Oh well. It's yet another "over promise,
under deliver" story.

1-04-2018

More Retrospective. I stayed up on that soapbox and continued with my observations
of the past, providing more insight about how we got to this state: 2018 is looking great
for growth potential of plug-in hybrid sales. Major impediment to the plug-in hybrid
market is finally subsiding: Volt. It was promoted as a EREV all throughout gen-1
development. But when rollout finally happened, Volt turned out to be a PHEV
instead. Enthusiasts refused to accept that though, claiming otherwise... which created a
great deal of market confusion. A few years later when BMW rolled out i3, it became
clear what Volt actually was... or more accurately, wasn't. That confusing message to the
market should have ended then; instead, we ended up getting new rhetoric from
enthusiasts about what gen-2 would deliver. That turned into an expectation disaster
too. Rather than tuning down the impressive performance traits so it would attract
ordinary consumers, they were increased. It was a complete disregard for the priority of
reducing price to grow sales and compensate for the upcoming loss of tax-credits. Now,
we see the competition stepping in to fill the void GM is clearly shying away from. It's
odd to see such abandonment of an entire market segment, especially after such bold
promises. But that's what we have witnessed for plug-in hybrid efforts from GM.
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1-05-2018

Hate. The end really did come. It has been a bitter pill for them to swallow too. Those
few remaining enthusiasts were so let down by the news of Prime sales having exceeded
Volt, despite the limited supply, it was too much to acknowledge why. I did some more
searches online. Knowing that the Los Angeles and Boston areas had ample inventory
readily available, where else could Prime be purchased? The results shouldn't have
changed much from a week ago. But curiosity got me. I also wanted more documented
for reference later on. Portland, Denver, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Pheonix, Dallas,
Atlanta, Orlando... none had more than just a token few available within 500-mile
radiuses. Toyota basically just concentrated on the initial markets for Prime, just like
they did for PHV. This time though, we know more are on the way. Holding off on
2017 models makes a lot of sense, even more so now. They knew the market would be a
confusing mess in the second-half of the year... and it was. Rollout of Leaf & Model 3
put Bolt in a position of struggle. The race for long-range EV attention left Volt without
purpose anymore, abandoned. All those mixed messages from GM finally sunk in. My
concern was confirmed correct. They hate me as a result... which the posts on the thread
I refrained from participating on clearly reflected. A scapegoat to tell their excuses to
was desperately needed. Refusing to state goals has consequences. They know that all
too well now. My push was an effort to recognize what was truly important. They chose
to focus on faster & further instead. It was a terrible decision.

1-06-2018

Video: Single-Digit. Starting from a garage warm, the first few blocks of driving were
with electric-heat. Watch the temperature drop. The engine then cycles on & off,
allowing for heat from the coolant while driving with only electricity. All gas & electric
vehicles pay a penalty for having to deal with the more dense air of winter and having to
provide heat for the cabin. The end result with my Prime from that 18.7 miles of driving
was 67.1 MPG. That's quite impressive when the temperature drops all the way to just
1°F. Here is a link to that video, available for viewing education & pleasure in 4K... SingleDigit Winter Commute

1-06-2018

Heat-Pump Threshold. I have been watching temperature closely. The 14°F cutoff is
actually a little squishy. It can be a little bit colder outside before the engine will start-up
to produce heat for the cabin. And even then, the heat-pump will continue trying to
produce as much warmth as possible. In the meantime, while the coolant is warming but
still hasn't collected enough heat yet, you can see electricity from the battery-pack being
sent to the heat-pump. I hadn't thought of checking the energy display until the moment
came. And there it was, confirmation of a smooth transition. It's a nicely thought out
approach. This is similar to the value stated for EV capacity remaining. In the extreme
cold, it will leave a few percentage of a buffer for the transition. Toyota simply
understates to set realistic expectations. Far too many early adopters are completely
clueless about what the mainstream perspective is. Moving from the initial rollout stage
to one with a much wider audience means looking at more than just faster &
further. You'd think they would catch on after a few years. Not yet, but hearing from a
more diverse set of first-time owners should help a lot. No more Volt rhetoric means
progress can finally be made. The unfortunate holdback GM caused and enthusiasts
greatly contributed to sure made education more difficult. Oh well, we seem to finally be
stirring constructive discussion.
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1-06-2018

Big Picture Refusal. Attacks on Toyota are almost all the same. Either has been the
"faster & further" obsession or the "fuel cell" distraction. Now, it seems to be changing
to just: "I think BEV's will be fine." It other words, the enthusiasts are giving up. Neither
attack approach is getting much attention anymore. Affordability of plug-in hybrids is
becoming realistic, which negates any draw for standing out. And the complexities of
actually dealing with energy transfer simply confuse discussions to the point being
repellent. It's a good note to finishing closing things down on then. So, I posted this
reminder that the situation is much more complex: That vague of a response is
considered dodging the issue, especially since it diverts discussion from storage to
vehicle. Electricity must be stored somehow. The grid can only temporarily hold it.
Storage overnight or longer needs something to contain it. Batteries can handle a sizeable
portion, but the quantity needed is enormous... and takes away from the supply for
vehicles. Hydrogen, whether used directly or converted back to DC for charging, is a
means of supplementing that need. In other words, I used your response to draw
attention to the bigger picture. Far too many don't notice there's more at play than just
vehicles. That's a fundamental oversight. Storage is a huge consideration which must be
addressed.

1-06-2018

More Than The Vehicle. There's much more. Unfortunately, most people don't even
see the entire picture for the vehicle itself. So, expecting them to be aware of everything
else at play with respect to electrification is quite unrealistic. Most simply have no
idea. That means posting exposition from time to time, with at least the hope someone
will notice that there is more. Today, I shared: Our local plug-in owners group strives to
draw attention to needs of the entire transportation sector. Much of that focus lately has
been on infrastructure, to the extent of us working with the local power-companies &
equipment-providers to address issues and raise awareness. Electricity required to power
our plug-in vehicles is a necessity; otherwise, usefulness of the vehicle is severely
degraded... not a good selling point. Using things like battery-banks to offset dirty peak
generators is one of many factors often not known, rare for anyone to even be aware
of. Have you ever seen the duck curve? Also, think about how large recharging areas
will be able to supply a spike of electricity demand. The 21st Century equivalent of a gas
station may need to have an assortment of electricity sources to be able to keep
up. Imagine 350 kW charging speeds. That's what people are expecting. Supply from
power-lines may not be enough. Do you really want to have an unpredictable recharge
time that varies significantly? A supplemental supply source is needed. In short, there's
more to our plug-in vehicles than just the plug-in vehicles.
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1-07-2018

That Button. Sometimes, it is really difficult to figure out what the person actually
knows and why they are asking. In this case, I got the impression it was simply a newbie
wanting to learn more: "Isn't there a "mode" that forces running the ICE to charge the
traction battery?" Sometimes, that isn't the case. I've had quite a number of antagonists
who cause trouble by resetting the discussion. They do that to prevent conclusions from
being drawn, posting that question to make it appear as though they are genuinely
curious. In reality, it's a distraction. You can tell by watching for that to repeat. The
pattern becomes obvious... until the next generation is rolled out. Then you have to deal
with the unknown all over again. Anywho, I hoped for the best this time and provided
some information about that button: It's the HV/EV button. You just push it to toggle
modes. This is how you save EV for use later. That also helps shorten the wait-forwarm-up situation. It makes the engine start, which results in a small addition to the EV
range. Holding it for more than 3 seconds will engage CHARGE mode. So, if there's an
opportunity of engine running for sake of EV benefit later, you have that option too.

1-08-2018

Purpose? It's nice to see this getting asked: "...now it raises the question of what
purpose the plug-in hybrid Volt serves. What does it offer?" With Bolt being presented
as the solution to range-anxiety now, that message of Volt is lost. Why spend so much
for so little? It's a very real problem... which is the reason GM abandoned promotion for
it. They simply saw no reason to pursue any type of advertising or education for such an
awkward product. Someday, if a SUV is offered as a plug-in hybrid, it would be
reasonable to expect some type of re-introduction. But for now, it makes no
sense. Based on the comments still being posted, ending its presence would be a good
idea now. I'm still seeing a surprising number of posts from people absolutely insisting
Volt is a series hybrid. They truly believe the engine is only used for generating
electricity. After 7.5 years of knowing that isn't what GM designed, it's rather amazing
with have that type of misinformation to deal with. Such a fundamental
misunderstanding of what GM actually delivered reveals a lot about how poorly it was
marketed... which brings us back to the question. What purpose does Volt serve?
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1-09-2018

Sad. The idea of leadership coming from a vehicle offering less range makes no sense to
the simple-minded. They obsess. More is better. Ugh. Having to endure that while
getting insulted is so smug, you're left scratching your head wondering what comes
next. Volt failed to achieve sales growth. Whether or not Prime is successful has
absolutely nothing to do with GM's struggle. The glory of conquest blinded enthusiasts
from the next challenge... attracting GM's loyal buyers. The need to get those customers
currently owning a GM vehicle to replace it with other GM vehicle offering some type of
clean & efficient choice is vital. That hasn't worked; yet, Toyota's effort to offers hybrids
with a transition to plug-in hybrids is labeled as "sad". That new Camry hybrid is
amazing. Just think of what that would be like with a Prime enhancement. It's
reasonable to expect the next-generation battery... a battery offering higher energydensity from a smaller physical size... as a realistic upgrade. Nothing else is needed. The
upgrade of Prius to Prius Prime clearly confirms it. Heck, just think of what a mid-cycle
upgrade to Prius Prime would be like with that same enhancement. Anywho, I was
annoyed and posted this as my reply: Desperate enough to distract the *COST* benefit
Prime offers? The resulting much lower MSRP will play a major roll in mass-market
appeal. In the meantime, we patiently wait for first year ownership to draw to a close for
the initial buyers. Their real-world endorsements will play a vital role in reaching the
audience Volt never could. It's all about growing beyond early-adopter
interest. Achieving high-volume sales requires far more than just "sad" insults. Real
leaders find a way to attract ordinary people to their product.

1-09-2018

Poorly Informed. Looking past the spin and the rhetoric, I've noticed a pattern. Some
don't know how Prime actually works either. There are assumptions being made, leading
to incorrect conclusions. This is a major reason why Toyota spread first-year rollout to
multiple markets. Education takes awhile and GM caused a lot of collateral damage with
Volt confusion... hence their own enthusiasts not understanding how Volt works. It's
unfortunate that exists and is now having a noticeable impact on Prime. You'd think the
best informed would come in the big Prius forum would be able to squash resulting
misconceptions. That hasn't been the case though. There is a glimmer of hope emerging
though. Overlooking plug-in hybrids was clearly a missed opportunity that the
consequences of are starting to be recognized. That audience GM didn't care about is
now being targeted by the other automakers. Toyota is one, well positioned to take
advantage of the situation. The poor information must be overcome still. That's the key
to success. Resources like the videos I share are an effective means of delivering that
education. It empowers those who take the time to watch detail. Hopefully, they'll
become agents of change as a result. Each person contributing a small nod of acceptance
is all it takes to reduce the momentum guzzlers built up. Think of how much influence
mainstream sales of affordable plug-in hybrids like Prime could have. After all, learning
from observation is the first-year owners begin their influence of others.
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1-09-2018

Cold Impact. I remember the fanboy attacks from Volt enthusiasts back in 2009 when
bringing up this very topic. They exclaimed heresy for even suggesting such a
thing. Their denial that cold temperatures could have such an impact ran quite
deep. They didn't want to accept such an oversight. After all those years of hype,
finding out they made such a fundamental mistakes was too much to accept. It was
nasty. I knew I was correct... since I had real-world data not only confirming it, but also
providing a realistic expectation. The numbers hurt bad. They hated me even more
when finding out for themselves that I was being honest all along. I wasn't attacking
Volt. My claims were not an effort to undermine. I was being constructive. Admiting
that was too much to accept though... so much so, there are a few who still resent me. Oh
well. That's their loss. Too bad they wasted so much effort fighting a hopeless
cause. They were wrong. Everyone knows it now too. We no longer have to deal with
the denial. It sure is nice to finally have objective analysis & discussion of the
matter. Of course, real-world data is still scarce. The few articles & posts available are
still quite vague and make far too many generalizations. But at least they draw attention
to the impact of cold.

1-10-2018

Video: When you use up the electricity. I'm especially excited to share this particular
new video. It shows an easy to follow set of circumstances to observe what happens
then... Heater & High-Speed use of the electricity faster than less demanding
conditions. That can make the winter commute uncertain... until you get familiar with
how the plug-in hybrid system works. Watch this video closely. Notice how heat to
keep you warm comes from the battery for the first 2/3 of the drive. Then when plugsupplied electricity is used up, the engine starts. That's RPM value displayed. While the
engine runs to provide propulsion, it is also warming up coolant to circulate later while
the system returns back to EV driving. That's when the RPM value returns back to 0
(zero). Notice how the electric heater (called a heat-pump) runs both while in EV mode
and later while the engine is warming up coolant. When the coolant temperature reaches
the requested heat level, it will trigger the engine to shut off. At that point, you will drive
in EV using up whatever electricity had been generated while the engine was
running. Once the warmth from the coolant is exhausted, the engine will restart. See
what all that does to the MPG value? Despite the engine running, it remains at 199.9
MPG. The reason for that is simple. My commute only consumes a tiny amount of gas
when I take that longer & faster route home in the winter... a value above the 199.9 MPG
maximum the screen will display: When you use up the electricity.

1-11-2018

Sighting. Yesterday's surprise at the parking ramp sure was unexpected. I certainly
didn't think an encounter with Honda's new plug-in hybrid would happen so quickly. It
made me wonder if that wasn't actually a coincidence, someone who just happened to be
downtown for something special. The guy who own's the Leaf had been plugging in
their for years. Could it be that he was ready to become an early adopter again? Trading
in his EV for a PHEV certainly would be an interesting twist. It looks like a very nice
car. The larger size will be a devastating blow against Volt... especially when GM's taxcredit limit is reached late this year. Imagine how easy it will be for people to consider
so much larger of a vehicle, with only 6 miles less EV capacity, for almost the same
price. Clarity potential is very promising based on that first look I got... which makes me
wonder even more if that will be the only time, or will it be routine now. Hmm?
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1-12-2018

Huh? This was so bizarre, I was befuddled how to answer: "The reason that Prius PHV
was priced at $28K is to sell only at a lower volume. And Hyundai has done the same
with Ioniq-EV and Ioniq-PHV. This is a tactic all automakers do to keep the sales of
plug-ins lower." You price something very high to impede sales. Making it affordable
will do just the opposite. To have logic so backward and be arguing it fiercely is
bizarre. What would even make a people convince themself that lower would somehow
scare people away from a purchase? That actual number of Prime sold makes the
situation more confused. Was this an antagonists hell-bent on undermining to the extent
of post blatant lies and not worrying about getting called out? Our president is that
stupid. There's no other way to state that either. It goes beyond desperation when you
know the claimed fact can easily be confirmed as false. I ended up responding to that
insanity this way: 50,000 sales worldwide is hardly low-volume, especially for the first
year. As for pricing, that's an indication of high-volume intent when tied to productioncost... which was designed to be profitable at that low MSRP. Remember, the
introduction of carbon-fiber and the new glass slowed production ramp-up too. First year
rollout is typically hampered by dealer training and customer awareness anyway.

1-12-2018

Underperformed? The claim that Prime "underperformed" is what Volt enthusiasts
seem to have agreed upon as their message of retained superiority. How do you deal
with people who disregard facts entirely now? In the past, they would mislead. Now,
they just us vague claims to portray a false reality. The days of posting outdated
information and cherry-picking data are over. They just avoid facts all together. I kept
my response to that rhetoric short. There's no sense trying to provide any type of
perspective anymore. Those few in denial still just plain don't care. So, it was thise for
my post: No. Rollout to three major markets all at the same time was a huge
undertaking. Japan, Europe, and North America for the first year was a big
accomplishment, especially at a volume of 50,000.

1-12-2018

Video: Snowy, No Recharge. The expectation of snow and a challenging commute
home turned out to be a great opportunity to capture a lot more ODB-II data from my
Prime. So... I took advantage of that situation. There's lots engine cycling to
witness. Watch the coolant temperature and demand for power. There's quite a bit of EV
activity, despite running out of plug-supplied electricity at the start of the drive. This is
the description I published along with that video: Winter storm conditions were on the
way. Precipitation followed by a rapid temperature drop was the forecast. Exposing the
Prime to that for the sake of plugging in wasn't worth it. So, I parked within protection
of the ramp with hope of filming the drive using a depleted battery-pack was the plan for
my commute home from work. Starting that snowy drive behind a police-escorted
filming crew was a rather odd start. But it certainly was an interesting way to use up that
last bit of electricity remaining from the morning commute. The electric-heater and
electric-drive quickly used it up too. Watch the ENGINE value showing RPM. As
temperature of the COOLANT value rises enough for cabin warming, the engine will
stop running. The system will use up as much heat from that supply as possible before
turning the engine back on. It's a remarkably efficient process. 58.3 MPG overall from
the 18.4 miles of driving was great, especially considering how cold it was and how little
electricity was available... Snowy, No Recharge
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1-13-2018

Labels. This particular climb up on the soapbox shouldn't have been
necessary: Labeling a suggested enhancement as a "defect" won't get you too far...
especially with Toyota, who uses a business-model of continuous improvement. Take a
close look at Tesla's success, who also follows that same approach. The design is what
they specified for requirements. Since nothing is actually broken or not working as
intended, hence no defect. Instead, you should have submitted it as an improvement
idea. Looking at the other plug-in hybrids, like Hyundai/Kia and Honda, we see
differences that completely mess up the rhetoric Volt enthusiasts have been spewing for
years. Their mantra falls apart when the business aspect of design is taken into
consideration, especially now with those new choices. Then ask why did Toyota make
specific choices for this particular release. It comes down to how expectations are
set. "Know your audience" does indeed go both ways. We've witnessed that in the past
with Toyota being receptive to owner feedback. For the topic of dynamic-cruise, there
was no expectation set for cruising in the suburbs. That's new, a use no one ever
mentioned that prior to its availability. Driving with cruise-control anywhere except on
the highway was simply unheard off. And since that's what consumes EV the fastest, the
expectations was that the engine would be used then anyway. With the next iteration of
design from Toyota, we could the requirement change. Note how Tesla calls those
changes to existing vehicles an update. That works great... for them, as a new player
exclusive to the EV world. With legacy operation... such as the big traditional vehicle
manufacturers, like Toyota... changes after the sale are given a "recall" stigma. So, take
into serious consideration about how changes are presented. Business is much more than
just great engineering of hardware & software. Labels make a difference.
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1-14-2018

1-15-2018

Suggestions. Why do some people feel they can be more effective by pushing rather
than leading? I had a friend start a stir by labeling an upgrade opportunity as a defect. It
was strange that his stance was not changed after pointing out that nothing was actually
broken. You find something that can be improved, you provide a suggestion. It's not a
difficult to understand approach. After all, that has been a fundamental strength for
Tesla. Owners thrive on the upgrades, especially since those are delivered over the air,
into your garage overnight. Anywho, others chimed in to defend the old-school
mentality to push: "If it cannot run the advertised distance in EV, it is really just a plain
ol' hybrid." The vague nature of that is a red flag. It had little to do with the issue at
hand too, but it did present the stage for a perspective response: Advertised? Sounds just
like complaints of the past from people who didn't actually read what the window-sticker
said. We're set on educating people. Doing things like provide video-clips for them to
observe system operation, just like we witness but take for granted, is a mixed
blessing. Think about how many people don't have a clue how their old ICE vehicle
actually works. The raising of awareness contributes to a wide variety of "issues" to deal
with. Take a look at ERDTT for Volt. After all these years, that so-called "problem" still
exists. Ask why? That condition of "Engine Running Due To Temperature" is a reality,
whether you like it or not. GM takes advantage of having an engine available. It's a
tradeoff. Providing heat at the low extreme is very expensive, hence the more complex
warming system in Bolt. I don't see plain ol' hybrids offering outstanding MPG in the
warmer months for only a small MSRP less. Watch my most recent video and show
proof that the tradeoffs Toyota decided upon are not worth it. The behavior to make sure
the engine is pre-warmed when using cruise below a certain temperature could easily be a
safety aspect. You're not paying as close attention when using cruise as when operating
the pedal, so the windshield must be guaranteed clear. Calling that a "defect" or a "bug"
is refusal to acknowledge the possibility of it being a conscious choice. As a software
engineer, I'd see the complaint ticket and reply back that the system is working exactly as
designed. The defect ticket would then be closed, since there's nothing broken. There
would be a suggestion for future improvement, since that's what upgrades are for.
Calm Before. Denial runs deep. Some are doing everything they can to prevent the
following message from getting attention, but finding it a struggle with no other news to
distract with: The variety of choices on the way causing a sales plateau was a very
reasonable expectation. In fact, that serves as a gauge to indicate change. As mentioned,
RAV4 hybrid, Camry hybrid, and Prime all had an impact. There's a lot of "wait & see"
anticipation to acknowledge too, namely how Model 3 and the new Leaf will stir the
market. We'll see the ramp-up & distribution of Prime contributing more to the shift. It's
an approach that can yield a good return for dealers & salespeople, which is vital for the
advancement of green tech. They don't need to do much to sell Prime. The low MSRP
and easy recharging basically speaks for itself. Simplicity was the key to Prius sales. We
see Prime following that same path. 20 years later, having a plug become standard is a
logical next step. It's not going to happen overnight though. Owners sharing their realworld experiences takes a year or two for the word of confidence to emerge. Being one
of the earlier owners, I haven't even reached the first-year anniversary yet. Two trips
over 1,700 miles each and a few in the 400-mile range, combined with daily electric-only
commutes, sure is providing nice experience to share... especially with the extreme cold
we are currently experiencing here in Minnesota. Consider this moment, the calm before
the storm. The technology works and is very affordable, an excellent match for
mainstream consumers.
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1-15-2018

GM Promises. The reason GM gets featuring so often in my blogs is the ever-changing
stories are an endless source of insight. That reputation for "over promise, under deliver"
gets renewed over and over again. A product gets hyped to an extreme, rolls out with
disappoint, then they move on to the next. It's a continuous cycle, with the new chapter
starting today... at the Detroit autoshow. It began today, upon an obvious death of
Volt. That compact car never made any sense. For that matter, neither did the EREV
marketing... since it very directly contradicted any possible intent toward EV support. To
embrace Bolt, they must discard Volt. The original hunch has been confirmed, they were
indeed given similar names for the sake of obscuring the transition. GM wasn't able to
deliver an affordable plug-in hybrid platform. That reality has been overwhelmingly
confirmed today with the announcement of the newest promise... to make money on allelectric cars by 2021. Claims by antagonists have indeed been confirmed as false. GM is
in no position to be rolling out at mainstream volume yet; instead, they are making a
serious investment in the future... abandoning any hope of competing with Toyota in the
process. This is the very thing Volt enthusiasts feared the most. GM has become a
player on the team, not a stand-out leader. It's really unfortunate pride became such a
barrier to progress. They succumbed to faster & further, rather than supporting
something for ordinary people. Oh well.

1-16-2018

Market Growth. The effort to dismiss obvious efforts to move away from traditional
vehicles are ramping up. Failure of Volt to capture the market was indeed the tipping
point. GM was a legacy giant who would lead the way. We heard about the supposed
leadership for years. But then when it came to measure of actual progress, there was
hostility & denial. My efforts to document the unfortunate history playing out provides a
great deal of satisfaction. We now have a resource pointing out problems as they were
formulating, rather than looking back long afterward. The blogs contain speculation &
detail you can't get any other way. They also highlight the denial, all those attempts to
conceal truths about what was actually happening. Ugh. All I can say to that is "oh
well", since comments just like this fall on deaf ears: Camry and RAV4 hybrids are
becoming the dominant choices here. Corolla and C-HR hybrids are available elsewhere
already, with the opportunity to be brought here later. Seeing those everyday choices
taking over for Prius, while watching Prius itself take on a standout look is part of the
diversity effort toward hybrid market growth. In the meantime, we are watching Prime
introduce the plug-in option. This is a very realistic plan for phasing out traditional
vehicles. Disruption to dealer, salespeople, and mechanics is minimized. The transition
is a clear cut one for consumers too.
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1-16-2018

Leadership. The hate for Toyota, especially when it comes to Prime, can be quite
intense from a few certain individuals. By no coincidence, all were Volt enthusiasts
turned antagonist. Frustrating by the growing sales struggle and complete absense of
support from GM, they feel let down. The result is to make sure others are not successful
where they failed. I find it quite remarkable how they never want to surrender to a spirit
of cooperation. So, they spin circumstances any way they can. The most effective... in
their mind, anyway... is portraying the image of leadership as a measure of capacity:
more is better. Apparently lacking knowledge of how business actually works, their
brainless banter just continuously spews out that same weak message. Rebuttal in any
form is just brushed aside, since they simply don't care... or understand. So, I don't
bother addressing those attempting to gain satisfaction. Instead, I post detail why
sighting why their claim is meritless, as I did today... This sure looks like leadership:
- $27,100 MSRP
- 25 kWh/100mi EV
- 54 mpg HV
- Vapor-Injected heat-pump
- Dual-Wave glass
- Carbon-Fiber hatch
- standard: Dynamic Radar Cruise
- standard: Pre-Collision Braking
- standard: Lane-Departure Detect with Assist
- standard: Automatic High-Beams

1-16-2018

Clueless. When you come to the realization that the person you've been debating with
doesn't have a clue, what do you do? I posted the following to find out: "25 kWh/100mi
means Prime will consume 25 kWh of electricity to travel 100 miles. 31 kWh/100mi
means that vehicle requires 6 kWh more to travel the same distance. This is the EV
equivalent of MPG ratings, depicting the efficiency for electricity consumption." The
response was amazing. He had absolutely no idea what I was talking about. He kept
forcing the perspective of range & capacity, with no regard whatsoever to
efficiency. The fact that Volt is a guzzler of electricity clearly hasn't ever come to his
attention. It was always a lashing out about the other choices offering far less. That level
of uncare & unaware is dangerous. He is clueless, but has a group of followers unequally
clueless to drown out posts of logic. I remember years ago, how facts would be downvoted until they became hidden. I always thought that was an effort to conceal evidence
pointing out their blatant mistakes. Now, it really looks like they were just dismissing
what they didn't understand. That borders on basic stupidity, where you cause problems
for yourself by not taking the time to figure out what's going on. Not actually knowing
what the situation is, yet arguing about it anyway, is why I called their spin nonsense...
since, it didn't make sense. Finding out they didn't recognize something as simple as how
EV efficiency is quantified, is amazing. It would have been a massive waste of time, had
those exchanges not provided some insight to what they believed... since perception was
clearly altering their reality. The measure of "kWh per miles" is a basic concept. That's
how you determine electricity use. Just like gasoline use, there's a number. For MPG,
higher is better. For EV, lower is better.
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1-17-2018

Range Matters. That one last post, playing offense now rather than defense, provided
the opportunity to feedback... with the hope of change. Nope, it didn't happen. The same
old rhetoric of range mattering was spewed out. It was nothing but meritless hope. The
antagonists want that to be true, so they keep repeating the mantra with the belief it will
push away evidence to the contrary. Their ignorance is costly. You can only disregard &
dismiss for so long. That's why I am no longer in a defensive position. They lost the
ball. I turned and ran with it too: It does not, as the effort to hide those other traits
clearly confirmed. There would be no reason to suppress that information otherwise. In
fact, the opposite should happen. You'd want to point out those as shortcomings... rather
than validating them as strengths. Sales decline of gen-2 Volt also reinforces the finding
that range does not matter. The increase from gen-1 made no difference. Instead of
achieving the much hoped for growth that upgrade was intended to deliver, demand
dropped. 199.9 MPG is what shows on the dashboard when the engine starts in
Prime. In the summer, you can drive up to 50 miles before overall trip average drops
below that maximum display value. It's that efficiency result, not always having the
engine off. That's why people purchase a plug-in hybrid rather than an electric-only
vehicle. This is also why so many other automakers didn't follow GM's supposed
lead. They saw other priorities and focused on them instead. Range proved not to be
most important. It's like a wage increase for some professions. It isn't an incentive for
careers that involve problem-solving challenges. Once you reach a certain level, other
aspects of the job are more important.

1-17-2018

Video: Heat-Pump with Engine. As outside temperature approaches single digits, the
effectiveness of the electric heat-pump drops. So, the engine starts up to heat coolant,
which is then used as supplemental heat to warm the interior. Watch as the engine cycles
on & off. Notice how much electricity is still used for propulsion in the
meantime. Overall, this is more efficient that using just electricity alone in extreme
cold. The cutoff is around 14°F, but the heat-pump will still run until engine warm-up is
complete. When the temperature is above 14°F, the system will run entirely with just
electricity. It's a very efficient process, taking advantage of having an engine available
but only using it in an optimized manner... Heat-Pump with Engine
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1-18-2018

Plug-In Owners. Our group meeting this time was very crowded. The number of
people attending has increased significantly. Pacifica, Clarity, Outlander, and Model 3
were all present. Those days of limited choices are a quickly fading memory. 2018 is off
to a very good start. It had bit of a solemn feel though. We know how poorly informed
those not there are. Understanding how much everyone else doesn't know by sharing
what we do brings about that not-so-optimistic outlook. We are realistic though. We are
well aware how much work it will take to even just stir interest. That's why there's such
an investment toward the upcoming autoshow here in Minneapolis. To have a very large
crowd expectation is great. Last year's dedicated room for plug-in vehicles was
extremely popular. With more to see this year, that venue is a solid target for reaching
out to the wider audience. It's very exciting. In the meantime, we are discussing
infrastructure, solar recharging, and at-home storage. This particular meeting had local
electricity providers sharing time-of-use discount information. Mine discussed the
upcoming pilot rollout of smart meters. Enabling people to see their own consumption,
via the internet measured every 15 minutes, is quite empowering. It's like the screen in
Prius. Going from summary bills to a breakdown to tiny intervals will teach far more
effectively than anything they have ever imagined. That simply act of real-time
observation is priceless. Like any feedback, you make discoveries. We hear stories
routinely about encounters with people asking about our plug-in experiences who don't
have any idea how the vehicle actually operates. Too bad more groups like ours don't
exist yet.

1-19-2018

Halo Benefit. Is there one? An article published today attempted to point out a flaw in
the tax-credit approach by labeling those not already pursuing EV production as
"laggards". There was nothing to actually quantify the effort though. In other words, the
exploit of that money is getting support. The mindset is focused only on what they can
see directly... that usual shallow analysis of the market simply by making anecdotal
observation. That's really unfortunate. Efforts to reward automakers working toward
profitable plug-in vehicles that don't guzzle electricity are not recognized. The taxcredits can be squandered, wasted on vehicles clearly not intended for mainstream
buyers, then beg for more afterward. Wise spending to help ordinary consumers isn't
addressed. As a result, there's no concern about when or how. The idea of significant
sales growth has been abandoned entirely. This is clear evidence of change... the market
approaching saturation with no plan what to do about it. There's just talk about when the
credits expire. By the way, that expiration timeline includes a quarter (3-month) buffer,
pushing the trigger expectation to this time next year, rather than in the fall. Remember
all that hope for high-volume? These expense designs forego any of that. Inability to
achieve profit, combined with the disincentive from dealers, is stalling progress. That
leaves us with nothing but a "halo" benefit from most of the automaker. Autoshow
reveals at Detroit confirmed it too. Everything coming from it reset the clock to the early
20's. This generation is basically abandoned by all by Nissan, Toyota, and
Hyundai/Kia. Nothing is expected from the Detroit automakers. It was strangely
quiet. They clearly aren't ready. They just plan to appear green by making bold
announcements for years from now, rather than actually delivering anything soon.
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1-20-2018

Laggards. That concern of "too little, too slowly" is dead. GM failed to deliver, despite
on the assurances this would never happen. It's so bad, there are green apologists
emerging. It would be nice if they were realists instead, but lack of any concise message
cancels that out. You need a plan. No goals means no expectations. That's a very real
problem... hence the original concern. Anywho, we now have the new label of "laggard"
to deal with. Rhetoric to support that spin is rapidly growing too. That's what happens
when hope falls about. I posted this on the topic: Taking the viewpoint of "laggard"
requires turning a blind-eye to the original intent of the tax-credit, which was to bring
about a profit high-volume product prior to it expiring. Those automakers who
squandered that time, available on their own timeline, are now beginning to complain
that their niche is too expensive. Why the heck didn't they design the vehicle for the
wider audience like they were supposed to in the first place. For example, Chevy Volt is
a compact hatchback with an emphasis on range & power. Who was that vehicle for?
GM shoppers overwhelmingly prefer SUV choices. As a result, the GM tax-credits were
wasted on conquest sales, rather than actually getting their own base to
change. Meanwhile, we can still Toyota shifting battery offerings in their hybrids from
NiMH to Lithium and the first of the plug-in hybrid choices rolled out worldwide. So
even though there is a clear effort to reach a wide group of consumers by adapting their
profitable platform to offer a plug, they are labeled as "laggard". That disregard for
purpose & intent is harmful to the effort of electrification. You can't just dismiss the
approach you don't like and not expect a backlash. Think about the negative impact
expiring tax-credits could have on production volume for those automakers without a
profitable offering available.

1-20-2018

Looking Back. Another obvious sign of having progressed to the next chapter are posts
reflecting upon that past. Making calls about a choice following its completion is rarely
ever objective. Looking back makes it easy to forget about all the factors of influence,
especially when outcome was so uncertain. I attempted to point that out: It's easy to say
that long afterward. Deviation from original intent has been a problem for
years. Making excuses now doesn't help. Labeling some as "laggards" only makes the
problem worse. There's no way to establish the next round of incentives without any
clear focus of what should be achieved by them. Why is there still no focus on
qualitative measure? We don't want to just shift the guzzler problem from gas to
electricity, since it doesn't take into account emissions concern. Notice how there is a
disagreement about how charging-stations should be used. Not addressing fundamental
issues like that is how disagreement about subsidies come about. What are they trying to
achieve? Consider what "fallen behind" actually means. That shouldn't have anything
whatsoever to do with battery-pack size. Dealer support and salesperson interest focus
on entirely different priorities. Aren't they customers from the automaker
perspective? Think about the success of Prius. Just a tiny about of EV driving made for
a compelling draw, one that resulted in millions of sales. Setting an arbitrary level on
capacity and shunning those who choose to deliver less is counter to move toward
electrification.
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1-20-2018

Purpose. All I got was an ambiguous response to the "halo" observation, a complete
absence of detail about how the "product" is perceived. He didn't see that providing an
explanation of the situation without including an opinion or suggestion is being an
enabler. I called that out as giving excuses. In general, that naive nature of just goingwith-the-flow is quite harmful. This is how a paradigm-shift takes place. So many
embrace change, the entire culture is altered. That's not a bad thing if you want it to
happen. But when it goes unnoticed and there are consequences, undoing the damage
can be extremely difficult. For example, out shift from car to truck. Back in the mid-90's
when people starting calling their SUV a car, no acknowledgement of that obvious
incorrect labeling contributed heavily to its normalization. Why would anyone use a
large, bulky, guzzler designed for off-road driving and towing large loads to commute to
work? It never made sense. Yet, people now absolutely insist the SUV is essential for
their commute. Lack of detail. Unwillingness to be objective. Misrepresented
Purpose. Remember the claims of being safer? All that got out of hand, leading to the
mess we have to deal with today. Now, we have the same type of approach happening
with plug-in vehicles. There is no operational clarity, no unified message, no agreement
of intent. Some plain just don't care though, as the lack of a response to this
confirmed: In the past, the intent was to deliver a plug-in vehicle competitive with
traditional offerings. That made cost & price obvious. Changing it now, after the failure
to deliver, is moving the goal-posts. That "product" has become so vague, propose has
been lost.

1-21-2018

Smug. The ironic nature of some makes leaving them behind quite easy: "I'm never
going back to a Prius. I’ve been there and done that. I’m driving something better
now." When they accuse you of acting that way, then do it themselves, using their own
label seems so fitting. Ugh. In response, I simply pointed out the big picture: The
competition is traditional vehicles, not other plug-in vehicles. Power, handling, and
sound in Prime are all improved over the generation of Prius you once drove. For that
matter, so is the efficiency, range, lights, screens, and safety features. Toyota shoppers
are looking for competitively priced green choices. $27,100 for a base Prime that's nicely
loaded will draw their attention. Despite limited distribution of Prime in 2017 (basically
no inventory available in roughly half of the country), we still saw stronger demand than
that for Volt. A total of 50,000 Prime produced & sold in North America, Japan, and
Europe is a very good first-year rollout. Again, the competition is traditional vehicles,
not other plug-in vehicles. Toyota is striving to attract their Prius, Corolla, and Camry
shoppers with Prime. GM has all but abandoned Volt, as the heavy endorsement for
SUVs and Pickups continues to confirm. So, what you drive doesn't matter. You're an
early-adopter drawn by conquest allure, enjoying the opportunity.
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1-21-2018

Actual Data. Constructive discussion requires data from real-world driving. In the past,
that was nearly impossible to obtain. Volt enthusiasts simply didn't want to share
detail. It was quite annoying and very counter-productive. Today, I got this: "I have
averaged 4.4 miles/kWh... more efficient" Unfortunately, the tone was
condescending. The tendency to dismiss is usually what follows, when you supply actual
data for Prius. They don't like to see better numbers... which I was all too happy to
provide: That doesn't work either. Real-World results from Prime are also higher than
the rating. 4.6 = April; 5.0 = May; 5.1 = June; 4.8 = July; 4.9 = Aug; 4.9 = Sept; 4.4
= Oct; 3.9 = Nov; 3.7 = Dec. Being in Minnesota makes the extreme low temperature
operation especially noteworthy. The point is, we are looking for well-rounded
solutions. Balance of price & performance is vital for any vehicle to be able to capture
interest of the masses. Replacement of traditional vehicles with plug-in choices is the
goal. That means offering a profitable vehicle in high volume.

1-22-2018

Truck Intensive. This year's Detroit blitz was summed up as: "...the most truck intensive
North American International Auto Show, ever." GM is rolling out a lighter & longer
Silverado to compete with the success of Ford's newest F-150 and Dodge is attempting to
up the anty with RAM 1500. Talk of plug-in vehicles or even just hybrids is barely a
mention. That's not what the audience there is interested in. This is why I asked the
"Who?" question for all those years. Volt never made any sense. Developing a small
hatchback for those interested in truck was a colossal waste. Proof of this is
overwhelming now. Those enthusiasts were fooling themselves. It's sad that they held
on to a hope of that catching on, rather than just facing reality to find a way of getting
Two-Mode in its original formed resurrected. Oh well. It's not like I did tell them
literally hundreds of times what to look out for and what to expect.

1-23-2018

Insulting & Dishonest. At this point, hearing this from former Volt enthusiast turned
antagonist was a bit of a surprise: "So, if the U.S needs a great award-winning hybrid
sedan, it has the Ford Fusion Hybrid. We don't need any *stinking Prius*! " There's
nothing to gain at this point. Volt lost. Neither generation was able to achieve
sustainable sales and now the more affordable choices are moving in to take its
place. Besides all the insults, he was dishonest. That's what really stood out. That quote
was from the end of a very long post where he attempted to wave the flag and claim
superiority, adding: "BTW, any Toyota lovers here? I bet over $10,000 that if any Prius
had its weight increased to 4,300 pounds (with the driver) and driven against a Fusion
Hybrid under identical conditions, it will NEVER ever reach 44 MPG!!" Repeating
mention of a vehicle only rated 42 MPG (that's 43 city, 41 hwy) highlighted how much
he no longer cared. He could say whatever he wanted, since there was nothing else to
lose. I fired back with a link showing his numbers were incorrect, then added: 2018
Ford Fusion Hybrid = 42 MPG. 2018 Toyota Camry Hybrid = 52 MPG. The attempt to
greenwash by pretending choices other than Prius don't exist has been
exposed. Intentional misleading, just like that, has been what created so many problems
with progress forward. You cannot exclude what you don't like.
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1-24-2018

Avoiding What's Important. There was an article published today. It's purpose was
obvious... to save Volt. The title was: "Toyota's New Prius Prime Needs More
Battery." We were then presented with the flurry of beaten-to-death rhetoric about how
Volt was vastly superior. In the last sentence before the summary paragraph, price was
finally mentioned: "It does start at about $6,000 less than the Volt ($28,000 versus
$34,000), but that difference is negated somewhat by the $4,500 federal tax credit versus
the Volt's $7,500, so the real difference in cost, barring options, is only $3,000." I was
very annoyed at that point. After claiming Volt had 5 seats and Prime only 4, my hope of
anything constructive was lost. But that complete disregard for what each actually
delivers (remember all the standard features Prime offers but Volt does not) along with
the reality that tax-credits expire is too much of an avoidance. Good journalism doesn't
exclude important information like the business itself. We know GM will offer very few
Volt due to the approach of the tax-credit phaseout trigger, especially now that it's clear
Bolt is GM's preferred plug-in. If there will be very few to actually purchase, what is the
point of the article? Oh, that's right... to save Volt... or at least its reputation. I saw that
in the comments too. My favorite was someone begging from kindness toward Volt
efficiency since it was GM's first hybrid. Ugh. Not being aware of Two-Mode, BAS, or
eAssist tells us the real story. Like many, their introduction to GM efficiency started
with Volt. That means not having any history whatsoever to look upon for insight upon
for business approach... something to reveal intent. Seeing it as a first attempt makes it
look far more optimistic. Coming to realize GM actually had all that experience already,
combined with EV1, you discover a lot of disinterest... which explains how Volt was
never really had any purpose to grow beyond the niche it was. All that misleading about
becoming mainstream was a farce. That's why I asked "Who?" all those hundreds of
times. Needless to say, you have to avoid that detail to get the impression of Volt sharing
the same intent as Prime. It doesn't. Toyota configured Prime to be competitive with
traditional vehicles. That meant serious decisions about cost were required. No
dependency on tax-credits. No omission of standard features. No disregard for
audience. Think about what's important.
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1-25-2018

Tax-Credit Reality. With the total sales count at 168,183 for GM, there's a growing stir
about what will happen when the 200,000 limit is triggered. That expectation is for that
to happen prior to the end of this year. No surprise, I had much to say about the
situation: The fundamental problem with that tax-credit approach was no clear goal had
been defined. Leaving it too open-ended resulted in an unintended consequence of GM
delivering a vehicle that was a terrible fit for their own customers. GM's potential for
getting their own loyal buyers to switch from SUV to small hatchback was very
limited. To make matters worse, GM's design for Volt was neither efficient nor
profitable. The upgrade to gen-2 should have reduced electricity-consumption and
reduced production-cost to levels making it competitive with traditional vehicles. That
hasn't happened so far, and won't before the 200,000 mark is reached. Toyota has
delivered Prime, a vehicle compelling to Prius, Corolla, and Camry shoppers. It is a
realistic design for profitability too, which can easily be spread to their other hybrid
offerings. Prime sales of 50,000 (combined in North America, Europe, and Japan) the
first year demonstrates a push to reach that wide audience with a highly efficient choice
able to compete directly without tax-credit help. Whether you like it or think it's just
rhetoric spew, that is the situation. The fact that Toyota didn't squander tax-credits on a
design unable to compete will provide a nice incentive to accelerate mainstream
acceptance... exactly what the subsidy was intended to provide. GM's decision to waste
their opportunity should not be reinforced by simply extending count limits. Criteria
defining useful goals must be added.

1-27-2018

Failed Incentives. We're seeing attention shift over to tax-credits. They will end this
year for GM. That's a very real problem. It will prevent too much of a production rampup in the meantime... to milk the publicity for all it's worth... and will also pretty much
guarantee mainstream acceptance gets delayed until after phaseout ends. See, the fade
away of that $7,500 incentive makes an already uncompetitive MSRP even harder to deal
with. Think about the cash-on-hood deals already. Volt is struggling and Bolt is limping
along, bracing for a sales hit once Leaf gen-2 arrives here. It's an ugly situation, one that
could have been prevented. Oh well. It's not like we didn't all see this coming. I
expressed that inevitability this way: Failed incentives come from overly simplistic
criteria. kWh capacity as the only qualifier to meet presents the opportunity to exploit
based on size alone. Why bother designing for efficiency when you can just slap in a
bigger battery to compensate for that shortcoming? How come no one ever brings up
charging-speed as something worthy of subsidy money? Having a collection of plug-ins
put on the road that are "fast ready" would go quite the distance for promoting
infrastructure investment. Then there's the issue of volume. Shouldn't there be some
type of incentive to help dealers push the new product? After all, they are market
consumers too. If they buy more to sell more, that is a win for everyone involved. In
other words, all that chest-pounding about needing large range didn't accomplish the goal
of profitable high-volume sales. So, it makes no sense to continue down that path.
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1-28-2018

Anti-Smug. Things are suddenly getting weird. Some who had been incredibly smug,
have abruptly changed their stance. Joining the effort to fight the very thing they were
recently guilty of is usually a hypocritical move; however, they acknowledge it. Such
open recognition of position switching is bizarre. In fact, I'm wondering what exactly
just happened to trigger it. Perhaps the tax-credit situation hadn't actually been taken
seriously until just now. After all, many antagonists just blow off what you post. As a
matter of fact, that's exactly what that nasty daily blog for Volt has been doing for quite
some time. Anything I post is just immediately negative voted until the content is
hidden. They don't even try to be constructive anymore. Things have soured so bad for
them, only good news is welcomed. That makes being constructive impossible. They
don't want to acknowledge anything which could potential cast a bad light. Those rosecolored glasses of their's have been on so long, they have forgotten what the world
actually looks like. That's a surprisingly common problem. People lose touch all the
time. The catch is, that group didn't care if it happened. This group now speaking out
against them do care though. They've had it with the "vastly superior"
nonsense. They've seen that criticism can be a useful tool. This is the main reason I
participate on hostile forum. Within that unfriendly territory is how you can the best
feedback.

1-29-2018

Already In Place. Toyota's approach has been remarkably effective. They strive to
deliver more than what's necessary. We've seen this many times now, where the design
of Prime seems to under-utilize the actual operational parameters that are
possible. Normally, you'd call this over-engineering. We've seen that from GM with
Volt. There's a difference with this though. Having that extra capacity in Prius doesn't
cost extra. The ability is an inherent part of the design. So, there is no sacrifice. You
aren't paying more for something you likely won't ever use. That seems odd until you
look at it from a production perspective. That's how cost is reduced. You refine design
ahead of time. Having that already in place saves money both up front and later on. It's a
win-win situation. In this case, it would be great to see the payoff. Planning for the
potential of a mid-cycle upgrade is very forward thinking. Whether or not it is ever
exploited or even given recognition doesn't matter. The point is there was an obvious
effort to deliver above and beyond what was necessary. I posted this with the hopes of
someone reading it and having one of those "Huh?" moments: It's really only a matter of
waiting for the next-gen battery. Heck, just imagine what that higher-density, fastercharging pack would deliver in the current Prius Prime. All the building blocks are
already in place, so refinements to the system... like the heat-pump... and the carbonfiber... and the aero-glass... are showing up in the affordable category. It's easy for the
early-adopters here to make the snide remarks, but it is an entirely different matter
getting ordinary consumers to buy into their priorities. Think about how Prius became
widely accepted.
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1-30-2018

Truly Desperate. The level of discord is so high now, I wonder when something will
break. Volt enthusiasts are starting to freak. 2017 sales were a slap in the face. It was
bad enough seeing gen-2 flounder. Struggling to maintain sales was far less than they
had hoped for. The expectation was a big jump, for growth to boom like gen-2 Prius had
experienced. Instead, Prime took the lead. Being dethroned is difficult to accept when
being "vastly superior" was supposed to make sales so easy. They were wrong, very
wrong. Now, some are lashing out, trying to hurt Prius & Toyota anyway they
can. Today, it was this attack: "you keep saying carbon-fiber this and aero-glass that,
but these comments are just lipstick on a pig. The Prius is so dated and yet Toyota is
trying to put little fixes in..." I was amazed to see that level of desperation. Usually,
they'll just try to change the subject. But rather than divert attention elsewhere, what I
had posted was actually directly addressed. Gasp! Knowing January sales results will
make this bad situation worse, I kept my response to that brief: Calling weight-reduction
and aerodynamic-improvement efforts "lipstick" shows just how misplaced some
priorities are.

1-30-2018

It Didn't Go Well. My response to the lipstick attack resulted in this: "Toyota builds
cars for soccer mom's and beta males." I was amused. It was inevitable that the
discussion would shift from addressing design to personal insults. The speed at which it
happened is key. That reply was so fast, there's no denying the state of panic. He clearly
didn't think about what he had just posted. It got me really excited. The very thing he
attempted to offend Toyota supporters with applied to GM supporters too. That's a really
big oops. He shot himself in the foot. GM has been gloating about doing exactly that. It
was the topic most emphasized at the Detroit autoshow and this desperate Volt enthusiast
tried to use it as a source of insult. That's why they call it spin. Sometimes things get so
mixed up, you don't know what the truth actually is. Of course, I was delighted to point
it out: Ironically, weight-reduction and aerodynamic-improvement is exactly what GM
just announced as major upgrades for their large pickups.

1-30-2018

Pride. This is my summary of the web of emotion Volt enthusiasts got themselves
tangled into: Pride has been a very difficult challenge for GM supporters to
overcome. Voltec progress has been impeded by the "vastly superior" mindset, where
speed & range were given higher priority than bring affordable & profitable. Too many
tradeoffs were made to sustain that. The consequence of which are now becoming all to
clear. GM has a product without an audience. The early adopters have moved on and
ordinary GM shoppers simply aren't interested. Volt has become a leading example of
what happens when customer needs are not recognized… mistakes to be avoided, not the
type of leadership supporters were looking for. Toyota already has a platform that's
profitable and upgrade-ready. A new battery-pack, one offering higher energy-destiny,
can simply be exchanged. No next-gen rollout necessary. Buyers get the choice. That
flexibility is a big cost-saving opportunity. This is the same approach BMW, Nissan, and
Hyundai have all embraced. We'll see if GM is able to adopt Voltec for something
similar… if they can overcome the pride.
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1-31-2018

Sales. My prediction is that tomorrow things will get ugly. Sales of Prime are anyone's
guess. There's ample 2017 inventory in regions that rollout took place in. For regions
like where I am, here in Minnesota, we're waiting for 2018 models to be delivered. So,
there's nothing to purchase here but decent selections in areas peppered along both
coasts. Volt gen-2 is piled up everywhere. The rush to take advantage of tax-credit
opportunity ended on December 31. Any purchase after that meant waiting an entire year
before collecting that generous $7,500 incentive. So, why bother? January is a terrible
month for sales anyway. Why purchase a new vehicle in the dead of Winter? That being
said, the predicition is a very low count... quite noticeably lower than Prime. How many
won't be a mystery for long. I expect to get results early tomorrow. The thing going for
Prime is real-world data. Owners sharing their driving experiences in wintery conditions
provides a huge endorsement. It has worked exceptionally well with each
generation. So, there's no reason to think it won't with this one too. We always see a
bump in sales following that unknown related to cold endurance. Being here in
Minnesota, armed with a 4K camera, I see the potential. There has been excitement each
time I publish a new video. Yeah! Anywho, stay tuned. I'm quite curious how this will
play out.

2-01-2018

Motivation. I asked: "There simply isn't incentive for GM to deliver a lot. What's the
motivation?" The first reply was an outright lie. Rhetoric clearly doesn't work
anymore. The antagonists simply don't care about being honest or being confronted with
facts. The state of desperation is so drastic, an end is obviously drawing near. Shoppers
are looking elsewhere. The only draw was to conquest buyers. GM's own customers
simply have not been interested. I summed the situation up with: Volt sales that low, in
year-3 of gen-2 with a $7,500 tax-credit, makes being profitable a moot point. As for
making a claim of Prime not being profitable, without providing an proof whatsoever, is
clearly an attempt to change the topic. Augmentation of Prius to add a plug and larger
battery-pack for that MSRP is feasible. There's no reason to believe the FUD. Toyota's
first year for Prime resulted in over 50,000 worldwide sales, despite a large chunk of the
United States not having any inventory. The second should show strong growth as
rollout expands to reach more potential customers.
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2-01-2018

Imminent Death. It's so blatant that GM has no where else to turn with
Volt. Something is going to happen. My guess is silence, a deafening absence of any
stance. It will just fade away like Two-Mode did. That's really unfortunate. The
technology itself offered potential. Neither management, nor enthusiasts, wanted
diversity though. Any effort to broaden appeal to attract mainstream consumers would
sour interest for enthusiasts. It was a problem of mutually exclusivity, a disaster in slow
motion caused by conflicting purpose. Who is the market for Volt? We got the answer
to that much asked question. It was early-adopters. Ironically, the very problem the
biggest antagonist tried to pin on Toyota, ended up being the very reason GM's struggle
has been lost. Listening to those early-adopters about how to make gen-2 better was a
fundamental mistake. Asking the wrong audience was such a dumb move, it made you
wonder if the motive was to aim the technology into is corner... letting it kill itself, so
they don't get blamed. They'll blame the market for disinterest. Trouble is, people like
me noticed the obsession for large, powerful vehicles. The showing at Detroit this year
confirmed it. Nothing came from GM with respect to plugging in. It was all about new
Pickup & SUV offerings instead. That's why this particular post from one of the GM
supporters trying to be constructive didn't get much pushback. They silently
acknowledged what he said, without argument: "Amen. These fanbois are in
denial. The Prime is number one like I predicted year ago. RIP Volt."

2-02-2018

Too Late. I know reading this really hurt the enthusiasts: "GM is wasting the goodwill
and conquest customers they gained with the Volt." That's all too true. Opportunity has
been missed. When leases began expiring, those conquest buyers jumped ship...
distancing themselves from GM as quickly as possible, never looking back. I watched
early-adopter after early-adopter choose a non-GM replacement. They were drawn to
incredible lease pricing, not any sort of loyalty or true support. GM's own customers,
those who have driven GM vehicles for years, never expressed interest. That's why I got
attacked whenever I asked the "Who?" question. They'd get more and more angry each
time... knowing I was correct, since each asking meant more calendar has been used
up. Years of listening to me express the "too little, too slowly" concern has built a solid
argument of being too late. This is now the 3rd year of gen-2 being offered. Sales reveal
a vehicle struggling for survival. Then when you consider it is all with a $7,500
dependency, hope fades away entirely. Upcoming phaseout of the tax-credit means
making a decision soon, prior to clearance time. It's approach directs the spotlight over
to Bolt. Why attempt to save Volt when so much pressure is also building from Nissan &
Tesla? Knowing Toyota, Hyundai, and Honda will dominate plug-in hybrid sales
anyway, all you can really say now is: Too late.
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2-03-2018

Reality. I searched through my old blogs. The want was to find when it all started, how
the efforts to be constructive turned sour. I found that specific entry, the one where I first
brought up the topic of diversification. Toyota was expanding their hybrid choices,
delivering a minivan, a SUV, and a sedan, in addition to a hatchback. Their newest (the
third-generation Prius) demonstrated the potential for further electrification. It was really
only a matter of readying to take advantage of battery advancements. Once cost dropped
and energy-density increased, adding a plug would become realistic. GM was attempting
to race ahead, to "leapfrog" those efforts. That failed terribly. We are not seeing the
aftermath of a number of poor management decisions. I was happy to point them out:
Why not offer a second model?
September 5, 2009 that question was first asked. The lead up to it was: "...it simply
doesn't make any sense to not offer consumers a choice of battery capacity. That would
lower the price quite a bit, appealing to a much wider market. 16 kWh means lowvolume production & sales for many, many years to come."
That was prior to the rollout of gen-1 Volt about what strategy GM should take. It was
constructive. It was agreed up. It made sense. Unfortunately, things took a turn in the
opposite direction shortly afterward, when the topic of winter efficiency was brought
up. Reality of how much battery-capacity would be consumed by cabin heating revealed
the "40 mile" goal to be unrealistic. That loss of hope created a series of conflicts to
come.
News emerged that Volt wasn't actually a series hybrid as expected, that the system
would deliver power directly to the wheels at times. Then came the "Freedom Drive"
publicity stunt, where a pre-production Volt was driven 1,776 miles. The very
information most wanted from that was withheld; GM absolutely refused to share that
real-world data. Worst though was when price was finally announced. Volt would be far
more expensive than supporters ever imagined.
Fear of product dilution from offering a choice of smaller, yet much more affordable,
battery-pack overwhelmed supporters, creating a rift of those who were unwilling to
compromise... the enthusiasts. They felt the tradeoff was far too much to sacrifice. They
told us all to be positive. They claimed we only had to be patient. Concerns of "too
little, too slowly" emerged. What if the one-size-fits-all approach fails? We now know
the consequences of being unwilling to diversify.
GM will trigger tax-credit phaseout without having established a profitable, high-volume,
plug-in hybrid offering. The opportunity to shift their customer-base was wasted on
conquest. Rather than delivering what GM shoppers would be interested in, there is
nothing... no choice of affordable compact plug-in hybrid... no choice of a modest-range
SUV plug-in hybrid... no clear message of intent... nothing.
Now, we await what from GM? All those vague & ambiguous statements of the past
resulted in meritless hope, where enthusiasts never saw any value in supportive
facts. There was always mindless cheering and the belief management would make the
right decision. Enthusiasts refused to take a stance and demand change; instead, they
attacked voices challenging the status quo.
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We see Honda, Hyundai/Kia, Chrysler, Mitsubishi, and Toyota all striving to fill the void
GM left behind, the market Volt enthusiasts absolutely insisted GM could capture.
2-03-2018

Video: One-Degree with Drive-Thru. Getting food on the way to work is something I
hadn't ever captured on video. People routinely use the drive-thru as part of their daily
commute. So, why not share some real-world data for that too? Choosing a day where
we were experiencing extreme cold made it especially noteworthy. The temperature was
too low for exclusive use of electricity. The engine would need to provide some
supplemental heat. What does having it cycle on & off do to the over efficiency? Watch
the MPG value in relation to the ODB-II data, those 2 meters added to the video. One
shows temperature of the coolant, the other RPM of the engine. Both play a key role in
keeping you warm, while at the same time striving to deliver optimal overall
efficiency... One-Degree with Drive-Thru

2-04-2018

Doesn't Compete. Yup, you know it's getting ugly when comments like this are posted:
"I have had it with PHEV nonsense..... If they can have a real electric vehicle for under
40k with over 200 mile range, they want it and prefer it..... With affordable EVs around,
PHEV become niche. A Volt for 34k doesn't compete with a long range Leaf or
Tesla." There wasn't much of an argument in response either. I piled on with: It's very
easy to be tired of the games GM played with Volt, a niche vehicle marketed as if it was
designed to appeal to the masses. The situation has recently changed though. Very
different choices are emerging. $24,950 base MSRP for Hyundai Ioniq PHEV. $27,100
base MSRP for Prius Prime, which is nicely loaded. Both are newcomers striving to
reach ordinary consumers, those who don't want to spend a lot on a vehicle and may not
in a position to recharge at home with 240 volts. Toyota was able to deliver & sell
51,000 of the new Prius Prime last year, despite including carbon-fiber & aeroglass. Both those weight & drag reduction technologies, combined with a significant
improvement upon their popular hybrid technology, are a winning formula for affordable
& profitable choices. PHEV are the clear next step for mainstream shoppers and
represent little risk for dealer & salesperson. Battery capacity is enough for daily
commutes and simple recharging. There's an engine available for longer distant travel
too. Like it or not, they are key to EV acceptance.
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2-04-2018

Reality. I kept firing, to make sure the reality of this situation is overwhelmingly
clear: Dealers are the true customers, not ordinary mainstream buyers or even early
adopters. So, data before the other automakers got on board doesn't apply to the
emerging market we see in 2018. Neither EV nor PHEV have appealed to dealers. They
were simply too expensive, too much of a challenge to explain to shoppers, and offer too
little in return. That's changing. Toyota delivered 218,600 of the regular model Prius
last year. All but the rare ECO model used lithium battery-packs. The plug-in model
basically just includes more of the same. That's an approach easy to get dealers to buy
into, since they are already quite familiar with the product and MSRP doesn't increase
much. As you point out, the current bottleneck is cell capacity. Production in highvolume is a major problem. Prius Prime doesn't offer a huge capacity increase, but those
cells are put to good use. Rather than just 1 vehicle using up 60 kWh of cells, you can
have almost 7. Hyundai & Honda are finding themselves in the same predicament. They
aren't about to follow the failed path GM took, where dealers weren't interested in an
expensive niche... regardless of how much early-adopter praise Volt was given.

2-04-2018

Market Observations. It's easy to feel the momentum of change now. I'm giving it a
shove too, doing all I can to make sure those few still in denial see what's been
happening: Sadly, our market isn't interested in minivans. GM and Ford completely
abandoned them. In fact, GM is now abandoning cars... 26,405 = Equinox. 11,627 =
Traverse. 10,858 = Cruze. 7,553 = Malibu. 6,106 = Trax. 3,150 = Impala. That's a
very big warning sign for those who think Volt or Bolt stand a chance. GM simply isn't
interested in the smaller vehicles. We see them pushing the US market more and more to
SUV purchases... very non-green choices. The only saving grace we have is that
cramming battery-capacity into them is easier than cars. Toyota's effort to get RAV4
hybrid into the mainstream and redesigning Prius v to become a CUV strategically
positions them to deliver an affordable & profitable plug-in choice. So, that opportunity
won't missed. They can take advantage of that demand here for the larger, yet efficient,
vehicles.

2-05-2018

Guilt Free. As long as electricity is being consumed for transportation, it's ok. That
mindset of trading gas guzzling for electricity guzzling has been the backbone of
arguments in favor of Volt since before it was rolled out. That fundamental argument has
persisted throughout the years. Enthusiasts just plain did not care about
waste. Electricity = Good. Gas = Bad. They were that braindead. Consideration of how
the electricity would be generated, transported, or stored didn't matter. That's why we
keep getting comments like this: "While most plug-in hybrids can manage roughly 10 to
20 miles of electric-only range, the Volt can eke out 53 miles..." Which are always
followed with something like this: "...this car's most important standard feature: 53 miles
of guilt-free driving on electricity alone." All that matter was range, nothing else. Cost
of that larger battery or how much it would take in terms of time for recharging didn't
matter. All that mattered was range. They had no guilt about it either. In their minds, it
was all about avoiding gas consumption. Ironically, that has become the cause of their
own death. Repeating that mantra over and over and over again for Volt is how they
created loyal supporters of Bolt. I always found that self-deprecating behavior
fascinating. How could they not realize they would contribute so heavily to their own
demise?
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2-06-2018

Hypocrite. Nothing happened this morning. The daily blog didn't have an update. So,
the discussion still active on yesterday's thread continued. It took an interesting turn
too. They started discussing discussions. This emerged: "When someone says credible
facts against you, your only recourse is to attack their character." It came from... you
guessed it... the person who routinely did exactly that. He'd often parrot what you say
and posts reflective thoughts. That reveals his own shortcomings; yet, he still doesn't
recognize them. It's the ironic nature of the whole situation with Volt. The enthusiasts
are guilty of the very thing they despise the most. I saw the same mistakes being
repeated over and over again. They really don't learn. That comes from not taking the
time to actually research. Why bother to study the market? Assumptions are good
enough. Ugh. Needless to say, I was amused to see that ironic quote. Pride being more
important than integrity says it all. They don't want to be constructive, period. It's all
about hiding, evading, and attacking what you don't like.

2-07-2018

Subaru. We got a surprise announcement from Toyota today. Remember the sharing &
licensing of previous Prius technology with other automakers? Toyota did that with
several in the past. It worked out well. There was a mutual benefit. An automaker
unable to fulfill a mandate on their own in a timely fashion or simply wanting to measure
market demand with reduced risk took advantage of the opportunity. Now, we hear that
Subaru will be doing that. Parts of the system from Prius Prime will be offered in a
Subaru to be rolled out late this year. No detail was revealed... other than there being an
expectation for it to be AWD. Since there is already a model of Prius in Japan available
which features all-wheel-drive, the idea is realistic for this plug-in hybrid to share the
approach. We likely won't find out what model or size of the battery for awhile;
nonetheless, it puts even more pressure on GM to finally give their own customers
something to look forward too. Bringing an AWD offering to market is a step toward
getting traditional buyers to finally take notice of plug-in hybrid potential.

2-08-2018

Not Interested. The end has come. Exactly as expected, year-2 of gen-2 for Volt was so
bad, even the daily hypocrites have fallen silent. It was much easier when there was
uncertainty. But now with the year-3 underway and the problem such a high MSRP
looming, they have given up. There is literally nothing left to spin. I hadn't expected
such an obvious cease of the rhetoric. It just died abruptly. I'm not interested in starting
anything new with that group. The negative feedback was priceless back when they had
blind hope. But there's value in any of their enablement anymore. That group-think
doesn't provide any value when the next step is actually being taken. It was a great
insight to learning about audience. That's done. Time to move on. So, I chimed in to be
part of the acknowledgement of finality with: Too little, too slowly was the pointing out
of opportunity being missed. It simply never made any sense wasting good tech like that,
especially with so many sharing words of praise for the potential. GM management
wasn't interested in reaching out to the larger market.
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2-08-2018

Temperature Adjustment. I am approaching my first-year anniversary for Prime
ownership. That means I will have had a full year to study the system, to observe the
changes from each season. It's time to begin thinking about all the stuff that needs to be
documented for the User-Guide. There's quite a bit for this generation of Prius. Simple
things go a long way too. You'd be amazed at some of the complaints that come about
from owners who assume. They aren't rewarded like the ones who enjoy exploring. A
good example of this came today from: "I don’t think the Prius Prime has temperature
adjustment buttons on the steering wheel..." That comment came about from a complaint
an owner had about the placement of the dedicated buttons for temperature on the
dashboard. He somehow keeps slipping, accidently pushing the button below it that
starts the engine for "power" defrost mode. It never crossed his mind that it would be an
option on the screen... despite all the promotion of having buttons on the steering-wheel,
to prevent having to reach over to push something on the dashboard. Ugh. Needless to
say, there is. In fact, there's an entire section that allows you to make creature-comfort
adjustments simply by moving your thumb. That's good stuff to put in the new
document!

2-09-2018

Video: Charge-Mode in Winter. Hybrids achieve high efficiency by seeking out
opportunity. That gain can be boosted even further the choice of how & when is
carefully considered & control. Charge-Mode provides that benefit... if used wisely. Gas
engines waste quite a bit of energy. A source of that waste comes from not carrying
much load. The combustion process is most efficient when the engine is being utilized
more, closer to its full potential. Charge-mode allows you to take advantage of that. In
this example, I active Charge-Mode on 3 different occasions. This running of the engine
more than needed results in electricity being generated to recharge the battery... which I
take advantage of afterward. Watch before & after I get on the highway. Also watch as I
cruise along the back country road as I get close to the end of my commute home. Since
this demonstration took place in the winter, I also took advantage of the other wasted
energy from the gas engine: heat. When I shut off Charge-Mode, the system switches
back to EV mode. So, rather than using electricity to provide heat while driving with the
engine off, the cabin warming is provided by heated engine coolant. Used wisely, there
can be an overall MPG benefit. When on long trips, like vacation when there is no
charging available at the destination, I will take advantage of Charge-Mode to supply
electricity for later when going out in the evening for dinner or getting coffee the next
morning... using EV to avoid engine warm-up. Notice the results on this drive. That's
quite impressive. 49 MPG overall, despite the cold. There is 1 mile of electricity still
available for EV at the end too: Charge-Mode in Winter
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2-10-2018

Prius Decline. Between the challenge of Nissan & Tesla production ramp-up and the
struggle GM is having, there's no big players to provide news for right now. So, there's
retrospectives being published... many with errors & spin. Looking back is never
good. So much detail is overlooked, forgotten, or omitted, the objectivity is lost. It
doesn't matter though. The point of those articles is to hold onto the regular readers by
giving them something to participant in. The resulting comments are all over the place as
a result. So, it's a winning formula... especially if you want to spread
misconceptions. Unfortunately, this lull cannot be avoided. News about mainstream
offerings isn't exciting anyway. That dooms Prius Prime to ridicule. We certainly are
seeing a number of snide remarks too. The antagonists don't want the message of a
natural transition from hybrid to plug-in hybrid to catch on. That low impact approach is
very difficult to combat. Look at how hard Hyundai is working to offer something
comparable to Toyota. It takes a serious investment.... a reality others aren't willing to
accept, hence all the attempts to spin a story of Prius decline. I replied to today's spin
with: Worldwide rollout all in the same year meant limited inventory available. 51,000
were sold though, despite people like us in the center of the US not having any to speak
of. That shows potential, helping to confirm Toyota choice to focus on a well balanced
offerings (lots of features, yet very affordable) is a good approach.

2-10-2018

Leadership & Late. Wow! It's happening again. Remember the attitude from TwoMode supporters? They attacked Toyota & Prius relentlessly. In the end, it was another
case of "over promise, under deliver". GM's reputation had been reaffirmed in a
dramatic way. That's why I was so amazed that the gen-1 Volt enthusiasts would so
blindly follow in those same tracks, repeating the very same mistakes. Sure enough, it
was the same outcome too. That failure didn't deter gen-2 Volt from repeating that
history, yet again. Wow! Now, we are seeing it emerge from elsewhere. Claims of
Toyota falling far behind and losing any sense of leadership keep coming up. None have
any substance though. All are based on nothing but the fact that other automakers have
ambiguously committed to EV delivery. No over promise this time. In fact, no goal is
ever actually stated. It's all so vague, there's no accountability whatsoever. Victory
could be declared on anything. It's the worse I've ever seen. People are so desperate for
good news from their particular automaker, the only recourse currently available is to
attack Toyota's success by portraying it as a failure to advance. Only Volt enthusiast did
that in the past. But now that they are gone, others are feeling the same pressure. No
surprise there. I just pointed out some facts: Affordability isn't leadership
criteria? Including carbon-fiber & aero-glass isn't? The new vapor-injected heat-pump
isn't? Delivering great kWh/mi efficiency isn't? There's a belief that larger battery-packs
is the measure of progress. Those who believe that are in for a rude awakening when it
comes to mass-market appeal. Mainstream consumers have very different priorities from
the early adopters here. Take a look at the 51,000 sales of Prime last year around the
world for a perspective of what's really important. Reaching ordinary consumers with
such a well-balanced profitable vehicle is the game changer... the same goal all the other
automakers are striving for. Think about the wide variety of hybrids Toyota now offers
and how many of them now use lithium battery-packs. That claim of being "late" doesn't
have merit
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2-10-2018

Ugly. When all else fails, call the vehicle ugly. Antagonists are busy now. They see the
rise of Prime and are trying everything they can possibly do to undermine the name of
Prius. Their panic reaction is a sure sign of mainstream advancement. Nothing is
working. The real-world data speaks for itself. Plug-In hybrid acceptance is seen as a
natural step forward, not a dramatic paradigm-shift as the "EV only" purists are trying to
push. Their one-size-fits-all rhetoric is having quite a bit of trouble catching on... a
problem we don't see with the plug-in hybrids. So, they attack the look of Prius, the one
without a plug, with the hope it will somehow sour appeal for Prime too. It's not working
either. Just like in the past, attempts to impede are eventually overcome. Having lots of
video to share already is helping speed that process along. Yeah! In the meantime, we
have to respond to the nonsense being posted: Toyota made Prius the standout hybrid it
was always characterized to be, providing a market offering for those wanted exactly
that. So what if you don't like it? The market isn't a one-size-fits-all situation
anyway. Camry hybrid... RAV4 hybrid... C-HR hybrid... Corolla hybrid... those are the
hybrids Toyota is focusing growth on now... along with the rollout of plug-in
options. Look at how competitive Prius Prime is with traditional vehicles. You can get a
solid 100 MPG vehicle, delivering lots of EV driving, with lots of features for a MSRP of
$27,100.

2-11-2018

Smug. Now that Volt is dead, the inevitable new set of enthusiasts has emerged. It's
bizarre how clueless they are. Knowledge of how Prime works is based upon nothing but
a rudimentary understanding of hybrids... which wouldn't be so bad, if they had some
type of business background. That complete absence of knowing how any of the
automotive fundamentals actually work make any type of argument futile. When you
bring up the concept of mass-appeal, there's nothing but an arrogant reply in return. It's
the same thing every time too. Toyota is late. That is so horribly vague, there's no
point. Late for what? Who cares of early adopters have nothing to purchase. Rarely will
a vehicle targeted at them ever appeal to the masses anyway. Mainstream shoppers have
very, very different priorities... the lesson Volt enthusiasts learned the hard
way. Ordinary consumers couldn't care less about a vehicle that isn't affordable. It's
difficult to believe anyone could be so blind. You'd think that would be
obvious. Clearly, it is not. History is repeating the cycle again. Those gullible people
who don't bother to actually research are beginning to post snide remarks. You can see
that same smug coming back again. Ugh.
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2-11-2018

Big Oil Fear. The poorly informed tend to look for conspiracy. Not understanding
complex problems results in that jumping to conclusions like that. If you are not for what
they are endorsing, you must be against it. In reality, situations are rarely that
extremely. Often, they true stance is somewhere in the middle. That doesn't work well
for online commentary. So, personal attacks result. Today, it was my apparent support
for the oil cartel. That couldn't be further from the truth. But with such rudimentary
knowledge of how hybrids work, that tends to make sense. If you aren't in favor of EV
here & now for everyone, you must be an opponent. Ugh. That kind of thoughtless,
knee-jerk response is what Volt rhetoric shoveled for years... which turned into a
monumental fiasco. Anywho, I responded to that nonsense with: Assumption based on
limited & anecdotal evidence is incorrect. In fact, you couldn't be more wrong. My
effort is to push for plug-in hybrids as quickly as possible. That elimination of traditional
vehicles will result charging infrastructure setup at the same time. Jumping straight to
EV is totally unrealistic. No part of production or sales is ready yet for that
scale. Comprehensive evidence of that is plentiful. That belief that revolution is
necessary is a fundamental mistake. There's no reason to present the situation as a fight
when you know an evolutionary step can be quickly achieved and set the stage for that
paradigm-shift.

2-11-2018

Wishful Thinking. Drawing conclusions with little to no data was common in the
past. Now, some just declare victory without any supporting facts. They just plain don't
care. They call your observations wishful thinking. Anything to stop the progress of
Toyota. It's really sad... and fortunately, very easy to rebut...
Here's actual achieved results in 2017 outside of North America:
191,600 sales of C-HR hybrid.
130,900 sales of Yaris hybrid.
58,500 sales of Corolla hybrid.
That show very real growth potential when those are rolled out in this market. No
wishful thinking required.
Here's more actual achieved results, Toyota's worldwide annual sales totals:
1.22 million = 2012
1.28 million = 2013
1.27 million = 2014
1.20 million = 2015
1.40 million = 2016
1.52 million = 2017
The data tells a very different story. There is clearly no decline as claimed, only a dip as
gen-4 Prius availability approached with undeniable market growth following.
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2-12-2018

Retroactive Credit. Surprise! We can claim more of a tax-credit on our 2017 return
than expected. That was something I had just accepted as an opportunity missed, when it
expired the end of 2016. We weren't ready for the idea of running new conduit & wire,
then purchasing 240-volt chargers. Heck, my wife wasn't even going to consider
replacement of her car until 2018. But things fell into place with several upgrades all
within a few month's time. We got a remarkable amount done in the first half of last year
and it is now going to quite literally pay off. In addition to having enough tax-liability to
claim $4,502 for each of our Prime purchases, we can also claim several hundred for the
charging setup we invested in for our home. The amount can be up to a maximum of
$1,000. It's a 30% reimbursement. I'll have to dig out our receipts to see how much we
quality for. It was expensive, since we didn't skimp. 2 cans. 2 meters. 2 conduit
lines. 2 sets of wiring. 2 breakers. 2 outlets. 2 chargers. Sweet! Strangely though,
there are a few supporters scratching their heads wondering how rewarding those of us
who took the risk will benefit from a retroactive credit. Don't they think we'll put that
money to good use? It equates to free recharging elsewhere, funding to promote public
charging-stations by patronizing them without concern of having to pay. Why not? It's
exciting to help promote. A bit irked, I pushed back their pushback with: Don't be so
quick to dismiss. Retroactive is how you encourage early-adopters to share what they
learned. That gesture of acknowledgement is very powerful.

2-12-2018

Priorities. The final, foolhardy messages attempting to obscure Volt's downfall are now
being posted. It's an end more painful than the sudden, abrupt stop, we witnessed with
diesel. Quite literally overnight, the impediment to green advancement vanished. It was
dead. With this, it's like they are beating a dead horse. Rather than focus on the clear
winners in the next stage of ending the reign of traditional vehicles, they are trying to
hold onto the memory of victories from long ago. Bringing up the past... looking
backward instead of forward... is an obvious sign of denial. The job now is to promote
realistic challengers. Prius Prime is the clear leader. It is the only affordable offering
capable of standing out among a showroom floor filled with strong sellers. Oddly, that
means the regular model of Prius will be cannibalized in the process. But that's
progress. For those who have an outlet available, it's a very reasonable consideration. It
holds enough potential to possible sway those considering a Corolla or Camry too. That's
why GM's approach of simply offering as much EV as possible made no
difference. Someone shopping for a traditional vehicle couldn't care less about getting a
maximum return. They just want a simple transisition to electric. Only needing an
ordinary 120-volt outlet and not having any concern whatsoever about the engine starting
is really, really important. It's a basic approach that won't intimidate. This is the same
thing Hyundai & Kia are hoping to aggressively pursue. That's an opportunity GM never
showed any interest in... which Volt enthusiasts have learned in a very painful
way. They refused to recognize what mainstream shoppers really want, what they
consider priorities. Toyota carefully studied this, taking it very seriously. I pointed that
out on a regular basis, as I did yet again today: Know your audience. Understanding
their priorities is key to drawing their interest. They seek a well-balanced choice, not one
making sacrifices to go faster & further.
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2-13-2018

Late & Laggards. The desperate efforts to save some pride from Volt's demise has been
interesting to witness. So many people are now writing obituaries, those posts of rhetoric
simply fall on deaf ears. No one cares anymore. Commenters have better things to spend
their time on. GM squandered, missing opportunity after opportunity. It has been a
disaster of epic proportions. Seeing such a grand experiment fail on such a colossal scale
is remarkable. Everyone in the early-adopter crowd know Volt well. It was nice car... to
lease. Few actually owned one though. They didn't want to take the long-term risk and
saw no reason not to take advantage of such appealing lease offers. This is the statistic
they did their best to suppress. That's why conquest continued to get so much
attention. To address the problem of retention meant asking for a fight. So many went
elsewhere when their Volt's lease expired, the remaining group of enthusiasts became
frighteningly small. That's how a knew the goodbye was real. Those still left starting
naming off big names of the past, people who moved on and were rarely ever heard from
again with respect to Volt. They now own other plug-in vehicles. Heck, one of them
even became such a huge Bolt supporter, he recently got banned from the Volt
forum. That's when you know it's over. Anywho, the few left keep trying to start a
narrative of Toyota being "late" and often resort to "laggard" name calling. It's so
childish. Nothing is ever provided to support their claim. They are just desperate to get
attention off of Volt. All those obituaries are difficult to deal with. What's even more of
a problem though is the acknowledgement of true innovation... and many are happy to
point out the lack of it from GM by just offering the most battery-capacity, rather than
actually developing more advanced tech. I was happy to join in that discussion today
with: More credit is given to having more battery, even if the vehicle guzzles
electricity. It has been the braindead mantra of bigger being better. Actual innovation
has been pushed aside. That's why the effort to deliver a battery chemistry & design that
doesn't require liquid-cooling treated as a shortcoming, despite it being an obvious step
forward. This is also the reason why the use of heat-pump, carbon-fiber, and aero-glass
are all looked down upon. Technology advancements and cost reductions are not
considered innovation. That's a very real problem.
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2-13-2018

Goodbye Messages. It has been interesting to read post after post about the death of
Volt's biggest promotion source. This was the sign-off from a long-time participant
today: "GM knows what to do (like supporting this website and promoting electric cars)
but just cannot bring itself to do what is right." That was followed by a goodbye. 7.5
years after rollout began, with the obvious rise of "anemic" offerings from other
automakers, there is literally no hope remaining. They exhausted every possible excuse
and insulted every possible source of conflict. The rhetoric was amazing. When you
evade & deny for that long, such an outcome is inevitable. They didn't want to accept the
growing evidence of trouble. That meant the problem would never be dealt with. Rather
than address shortcomings, the choice was to avoid mention of them. So when I brought
them up for constructive discussion, it was always a shoot-the-messenger response. To
think that a select group of people would become such staunch enablers. They were the
very thing they hated most: fanboys. Coming to realize their error after defeat is the
ultimate vindication for me. They wanted a fight to the death, but never imagined
actually losing... and would never, ever consider surrender. Ironically, all I was ever
looking for was an ally. There is no way to win the war against traditional vehicles
without friends supporting other automakers. Clearly, that won't come from GM
owners. Their numbers will be far too few; instead, I'll be looking toward those choosing
plug-in hybrids from Hyundai & Kia. Perhaps we'll see high-volume sales from Honda,
Chrysler, and Mitsubishi too. What Volt couldn't accomplish, they have the
potential. That serious concern of "too little, too slowly" has been confirmed. We got yet
another "over promise, under deliver" from GM. Volt demonstrated the opportunity for
its technology to be exploited, but that step was never taken. The initial offering is
fading away into memory without any successor. All those tax-credits were wasted on
conquest. The expectation of that generous subsidy being used to establish a base of
loyal buyers wasn't pursued. The ultimate question of "Who is the market for Volt?" has
been answered. It was a niche GM did not want to transform to a mass-market
offering. Goodbye.

2-13-2018

Playing Offense. I went on the attack this evening: To those who turned a blind-eye on
the management problems related to both the EV1 and the Two-Mode rollouts, choosing
to focus exclusively on engineering instead, you've learned a very painful lesson. Volt
failed to attract GM's own loyal shoppers, a problem that will be greatly compounded
when the tax-credit expires. Now, we watch attention shifting over to the struggle Bolt is
having with the very same problem. Those shopping for a GM vehicle couldn't care less
about a compact wagon. They want to purchase a SUV. Where is that choice? GM
revealed the Saturn Vue plug-in SUV back in early 2008. What's taking so long? We
need to ask what should happen next. No more efforts to change the topic. Those
attempts to focus attention elsewhere were childish acts to avoid dealing with the
problem at hand. What should GM do? Management must decide how to move
forward. Supporters can help with that. The time to take a stance is long
overdue. Blindly trusting they'll make the right decision will allow the history of
mistakes to repeat again. State goals. Be concise. Stand firm.
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2-14-2018

Change. The turn of events recently has been remarkable. Watching things fall apart for
Volt is not how I anticipated the end to come. Ironically, that daily blog for Volt was a
cheerleading website... and cheerleading was exactly what I posted late last night. They
weren't happy. I thought it was best to share the love, considering what today is
supposed to represent. After so much hate, closure of any sort is a true step
forward. Good or Bad, it doesn't matter. The time to move on has come. So much
opportunity has been wasted. Choosing to fight fellow plug-in supporters rather than
focus on goals was too difficult to accept. Pride is very difficult to overcome. GM
screwed up. Who cares? You fall down. You get back up and try something
else. Continuing to try again with the same thing isn't wise. Volt failed twice. Neither
gen-1, nor gen-2, was able to capture the market. Sales are shrinking, rather than
achieving the growth promised for so long. Just think of what could have been if that
second model with a smaller battery-pack had actually been offered. The lower cost
would have been quite a tradeoff. So what if range would have been reduced. The
resulting weight reduction would have delivered higher efficiency and less need for
power. Enthusiasts were unwilling to compromise though. Now, they see the
consequences of their choice to retain the status quo. Fighting change was unwise.

2-14-2018

Love. I'm not giving them any chance to recover. It's over. Done. They have been
called out for being hypocritical. Volt was to be the icon of the future. No worry about
finding a place to recharge. You could enjoy electric-only driving without ever any
concern. They declared EV offerings a terrible approach, a market doomed to
failure. Now, they find their own arguments a contradiction. Looking back, its easy to
see how often they promoted purity of no gas the goal. Finding out Volt could not fulfill
that promise as well as Bolt is the ultimate in examples of irony. They defeated
themselves, beating the farm on the very thing they disliked. Oops! They own favor of
avoiding use of the engine proved it wasn't really necessary for their audience. My
reason for asking the "Who?" question is obvious now. I recognized the conflict and was
attempting to politely nudge them back on course; instead, they accelerated in the wrong
direction. It was quite rewarding to post this summary of the situation and ask the
course-correction question: Remember how anti-EV this group had been? All that
"range-anxiety" promotion has faded away as Bolt took the spotlight. Where does that
leave Volt approach for GM?

2-15-2018

No Fate. They are victims of their own choices. I continued to point that out too: This
site turned fanboy. As sales for Volt got worse and gains for other plug-in hybrids
became obvious, rhetoric grew. Any post pointing that promises were clearly not
delivered was unwelcome. It turned into an effort to defend reputation at all cost. There
was no more objectivity, no effort to progress forward. To complicate matters, GM has
pretty much abandoned Volt in favor of Bolt anyway. Now well into year-8 of sales for
Volt and still no mainstream offering, what hope is there? We've seen this history
playout already. Two-Mode suffered a similar fate. Fanboys eventually just gave
up. What purpose does this site now serve?
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2-16-2018

It's Over. Watching things crumble to dust provides a sense of wonder. Nothing is
left. There isn't anything to fight for anymore. It's all gone. I put it this way: Model 3
deliveries have begun here. Leaf gen-2 arrivals will soon become a reality. Clarity,
Pacifica, and Outlander sightings now happen. Prius has moved on to embrace the
plug. We expect new offerings from Hyundai & Kia. It's over.

2-16-2018

Criticism. Seeing recognition & acknowledgement that I wasn't actually the problem
has been pleasing. A few have turned on their own with the hope of something
constructive emerging: "Take some constructive criticism for a change. You are a
contributing factor for why I no longer post and have moved on from this site. While you
may not agree with the OP, name calling and profanity should not be necessary to make
your point. Why would someone want to have to spend their life moderating what you
post and reminding you of basis civil discourse." I climbed up on that same soapbox
when they were finished: The goal was and will continue to be getting GM to offer
something profitable for the masses. All those posts stating "too little, too slowly" were
genuine concern that GM was missing out on opportunity to deliver something appealing
its own shoppers prior to the tax-credit expiring. I was one of those who stuck around
because I wanted Voltec to diversify quickly. Who cares if some of that GM success
would transform from conquest to following the footsteps of Toyota. The other
automakers are pursuing that path to profitability too. GM screwed up. So what? We're
still in the early stages anyway. True, no more gloating superiority for Volt, but that's no
reason to give up. Join the rest who want plug-ins to succeed. We can't end the reign of
traditional vehicles alone. All the automakers must send the same message now.

2-16-2018

Didn't Care. The use of insults & profanity always amazed me. How do they expect
anything good to come from that? It's not the slightest bit constructive. But when there
is literally nothing left to gain, convincing yourself you went down with a fight is
important to those dominated by pride. Honor is not earned from surrender and there
concept of compromise is considered a sign of weakness. Ugh. What a
waste. Fortunately, I was able to stay true through all that rhetoric. Seeing the nonsense
spin into efforts to inflict harm is not anything I ever want to be associated with. that's
why I keep repeating my own purpose over and over: To achieve & sustain high-volume
profitable sales has always been the goal. What sets this group apart from all the other
Volt supporters is that wasn't taken seriously. Instead of actually embracing what needed
to be done, those here kept exclaiming the faster & further mantra… which has
overwhelmingly been proven a terrible decision. That approach failed to achieve the goal
and shows no prospect anymore. As other automakers have confirmed, a balance of price
& performance is the better choice.
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2-16-2018

Uncaring. The desperation is building to remarkable levels: "2012 Toyota, feeling the
pressure, attempts a plug-in hybrid, but only gives an EV range of 6 miles, or 11
blended." He's trying to rewrite history and using lies to distort it. That is supposedly
how you cover your tracks. I wonder how effective he expects this final effort to be. A
few searches is all it takes to reveal Toyota's interest in plug-in hybrid augmentation back
in 2009. As devoted supporters, we knew that gen-2 design supported 100 km/h driving
with just electricity. Unfortunately, battery technology of the time fell far short of market
expectations. So, Toyota focusing on refining design while waiting for those
advancements in the world of rechargable batteries to take place. After all, the phone &
computer efforts were pushing hard for cost-reduction and energy-improvement. He
doesn't care about what actually happened though. The intentional misleading confirms
it. With so much information readily available proving those 11 miles were not blended,
it's hard to believe he would think people are naive or gullible enough to just accept what
he posts. Treating people like idoits is not how you earn their support or respect. He
keeps lying anyway. This was the latest example. What I find most baffling though is
trying to figure out what purpose looking backward serves. What does it serve when the
present is such a disaster anyway? Apparently, pride clouds logical thought. He believes
changing perception of the past somehow makes the current situation better. Ugh.

2-17-2018

Perception. Speaking of looking back and attempting to rewrite history, I found it
necessary to point out how that actually happens today on the big Prius forum: Anyone
else notice the effort to make a vehicle styled to stand out vehicle has been given a
stigma by using the "polarizing" label? People unknowingly pick up on the term and
pass it along. That's how you effectively undermine a product. Those excited about it
not being like everything else on the road is the trait that antagonists attack... relentlessly,
using the label so often in a negative context that it eventually becomes a core part of the
narrative they wish to portray. That effort to impede does indeed work too. We have
seen this quite a number of times with Prius history. We have also seen the
reverse. Remember the SUV back in the mid 90's? Those wanting them to become a
daily commute vehicle gave it the "car" label. That seemed absurd at first to be calling a
vehicle with heavy-duty suspension, aggressive tread tires, and 4-wheel drive something
you'd drive everyday to work a "car". Yet, the term caught on to become the norm
anyway. Long story short, ask yourself why "polarizing" seems an appropriate fit. Do
you really want a vehicle that looks like everyone else's, plain and about to become
outdated?
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2-17-2018

Bitter Ending. The frustration related to that final nail in the coffin of the long dying
daily blog for Volt has been interesting to witness. Those left know that what I had
promoted was right all along for the larger market. Their carefully worded replies
couldn't conceal the disingenuous plug-in offering from GM. It was a niche and they
have known it for a very long time. That's why I was so relentless asking: "Who is the
market for Volt?" Nothing was ever delivered for the wide audience. Hope without
anything supportive would eventually give out. This 2-week span of no new topic to
discuss has done that. Even their personal attacks fell apart: "And BTW, you're not
actually considered part of this group." After so many years of arguing, there was
nothing left. Even the lies fell apart. After posting 2 links to videos I had to rebut with
real-world deatil, it was this summary to bring it all to a bitter ending...
Why would I want that? This group was established based on the belief that the
following would be delivered by late 2010:
- 40 mile EV range
- 50 MPG depleted efficiency
- priced nicely under $30,000
Conflict arose right away, when constructive discussion came up asking how that could
possibly be achieved. Toyota had been pursuing the plug since late 2003, when they
rolled out the gen-2 Prius able to deliver a top EV speed of 100 km/h (62.1 mph). Back
then, it was clear that energy-density was far too low and battery-cost far too high to
exploit that aspect of the hybrid system's design.
In late 2007, they repeated the statement of battery-cost being too high still. This group
took the "not ready" part of that out of context, making it seem as though Toyota was
actually against lithium batteries. It was a clear effort to misrepresent, yet many here
became enablers to promote that message of deception. Calling it out is when my
presence took a very unwelcome turn.
From that point on, the misleading about Prius really ramped up. Later when the first
Toyota plug-in offering was rolled out, the lies about goals and how it actually worked
really got intense. The ambiguous reference to "electric-only" rating was taken
advantage of. The hard-acceleration test during the EPA measurement cycle was at the
6-mile mark. Many here worked to make people believe no battery-capacity remained at
that point, attempting to conceal the 5 miles still available.
Despite countless reputable websites calling out that attempt to misrepresent, some
continued the subterfuge anyway. In fact, someone did in this very thread. Allowing lies
like that to persist is why this venue fell apart. People of integrity (true Volt supporters)
moved on, leaving the dishonest enthusiasts behind.
Now, we see the potential for Toyota to actually deliver what GM set out to deliver
becoming a reality:
- 25 mile EV range
- 54 MPG depleted efficiency
- priced starting at $27,100
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That system is designed to accept a larger-capacity battery in the future too, without
requiring generational changes. A simple mid-cycle upgrade could deliver increased EV
range... should cost drop enough and energy-density increase enough.
Remember, the goal is to replace traditional vehicles by offering a choice compelling to
loyal shoppers... those on the dealer's showroom floor. That potential to draw new
interest to a plug-in is key. It requires a MSRP that's competitive in a vehicle loaded well
to appeal to ordinary consumers.
In other words, I don't agree with what this group has promoted. So, I am grateful not to
be thought of as part of it.
2-18-2018

Efficiency Rating. Wow! Some EV supporters are totally clueless about what the
numbers actually mean. Confusion that emerged from my mention of an efficiency
rating resulted in a number of bizarre responses. You'd assume someone promoting
plug-in vehicles would be aware of how their consumption is measured and what the
various related terms actually me. Turns out, many don't. They just latch on to the
concept of plugging in, then support it without actually studying the topic. It almost just
boils down to Oil = Bad and Electricity = Good. That certainly covers the mindset of
those troublemaker Volt enthusiasts. They couldn't care less how inefficient their vehicle
was, just as long as no gas was used. That's really unfortunate. Waste is still waste, even
if the fuel is clean & renewable. Frutrated about having learned how much this new
audience still has to learn, I posted: Writers here really need to publish & promote an
article explaining what those number actually mean. Far too many EV supporters assume
incorrectly. I have seen quite a few comments in various articles with that same mistake
repeated. "kWh/100 mi" is a measurement of EV efficiency. It states the amount if KWH
the vehicle takes to travel 100 miles. It has absolutely nothing to do with how many
miles you'll get per charge; yet, we see replies everytime a rating is posted with that
belief.

2-18-2018

Costly Mistake. There are some who still don't get it. That trophy mentality will make
them pay the price. In the meantime, there's still a state of blissful ignorance... well, flat
out denial. It's clear certain individuals just plain don't care. The hollow victory of a
short-term lead is all they are interested in. I'm happy to point out that focus should be
on the long-term, changing the status quo rather than just celebrating a perceived
lead: Prime is designed to take on direct competition with traditional vehicles. Owners
will experience many drives that are exclusively EV and get absolutely outstanding
overall efficiency regardless of when the engine runs. The smaller battery-pack gives it
that edge needed to keep MSRP business strong, no tax-credit required. Starting at
$27,100 makes it a very realistic for deep penetration into the mainstream. I drive my
Prime hard, with 2 no-recharge trips over 1,700 miles each (much at 80 mph) and having
to deal with the extreme cold of Minnesota winter. No big deal. 98.5 MPG as of 10.5
months (14,500 miles) and climbing as the temperatures warm. Remember
audience. Prime's target includes showroom shoppers. Being able to grow the market is
vital. Focusing only on low-hanging fruit (early adopters) can be a costly mistake.
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2-18-2018

Status Quo. It is interesting how some spin what you just said to mean the opposite:
"Sounds like you are happy with the status quo." That's a clear indication they actually
did read & understand what you posted. The hope is by firing back the same sentiment,
readers won't notice. Somehow, they think the reversal will hide the behavior. It's like
when someone guilty of something accuses you of that very thing. Anywho, I see how
desperate the Volt enhusiasts have become. Their venue for daily greenwash has
collapsed and they want someone to blame, even though they are the ones who brought it
to that end. Gotta love the irony. I let them have it with this dose of reality: Sounds like
you are unfamiliar with diminishing returns. Investing heavily in faster & further did not
result in market growth. In fact, quite the opposite happened. The risk of cost, resulting
in a MSRP too high too compete directly with traditional vehicles, has been confirmed
too great of a tradeoff. Sales dropped. GM should have kept the power & range
unchanged for gen-2 and focused on making Volt an affordable choice for their loyal
base of owners looking to replace their aging GM vehicles. Status quo for an interim
generation would have been a wise choice. Gen-3 could have been the upgrade which
offered the next improvement for power & range. Now, there's a risk of losing
everything. The generous tax-credit will expire prior to having established profitable &
sustainable high-volume sales... the return GM sacrificed by choosing to not deliver a
well-balance design. Their favor for faster & further resulted in a vehicle mainstream
consumers (Chevy shoppers) weren't interested in.

2-18-2018

Ask Questions. My follow up to that group of losers... those who ulimately lost their
greenwash venue... by doing what I routinely do, ask questions: What is GM's
electrification plan? With Toyota, we already see that Corolla & C-HR hybrids are
selling well elsewhere. So, they are now faced with the decision of whether or not to roll
them out here or go straight to plug-in hybrid. Next year, the EV model C-HR will be
rolled out in China. So, there will be that option here too at some point. For larger
vehicles, the production of Highlander hybrid in Texas will become a reality next
year. From GM, we have no clue what the next steps may be, just vague ambitions…
which is what this group used to thrive on. But even that has faded. It's that lack of any
message that cause people to stop participating. So, what is or should be the plan?

2-19-2018

Innovate. Desperate efforts to spin the loss as something else, we got this: "I keep
hoping Toyota will innovate again." Their fanboy site is dead and they know it. Today
marks 2 full weeks without a daily post and I was delighted to chime into that attempt to
lick their wounds: Innovate = to introduce something new; make changes in anything
established. Delivering extremely low-cost way of offering EV drive doesn't
qualify. Delivering high-efficiency electric-only cabin heating doesn't
qualify. Delivering carbon-fiber for a lighter weight hatch door doesn't
qualify. Delivering aero-glass for higher efficiency and wiper elimination doesn't
qualify. Delivering a collection of safety features standard on all vehicles doesn't
qualify. Rolling out hybrid systems to all vehicles for a simple path plug-in offerings
doesn't qualify. Transitioning hybrid systems from NiMH batteries to lithium doesn't
qualify either. The word "innovate" doesn't mean the same here as anywhere else. That
is why this is a fanboy site... which is what makes this a fanboy site without purpose
anymore.
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2-19-2018

More Innovation. Clearly annoyed by my comprehensive reply about being innovative,
I fired more ammunition at their attempt to recover. There is no way I'm letting this
go. Their reign of greenwash is over. It was amazing how terrible some of their posts
had become. Attacking the messenger turned to dishonesty on an entirely new level. At
least in the past, there was some basis of truth. Now, they are just saying whatever they
want, without anything to support their claims. It's what happens when pride takes
over. Facts don't matter anymore. Goals don't matter anymore. Cost doesn't matter
anymore. All they want is to protect reputation. That's sad. This is how I responded to
that nonsense:
btw, in Japan you can options from Toyota that aren't available here...
- AWD option for Prius
- Thermal-Resistant paint
- Solar-Roof recharging
- CHAdeMO recharging
...which is why this group associates anything not related to power or range a waste, not
considered innovative.

2-20-2018

Old Audience. Attempts to join in, to say that's what they wanted all along is a sign to
watch for: "Most people here have been yelling for the past several years for a AWD,
EREV, Voltec power plant in a Equinox/Terrain platform." Their true stance is easy to
confirm. Just look for patterns. They didn't ever actually do anything. It was nothing
but an online campaign to build an impression of progress. No outreach beyond posting
messages is a complete failure. The point of exchanging information online among
enthusiasts is to build support, to become supporters. They never did. They just kept
reciting rhetoric to each other, the same old audience. If you don't make at effort to
entice mainstream consumers, what's the point? I sounded off to their nonsense
with: Barely a whisper with no lasting effect, drown out by those fighting to keep the
spotlight on Volt. Opportunity was missed. Calling the effort to break that status quo
(finally move on) trolling is sad. This site was founded as strong endorsement of what
was hoped to come. Why is there still no effort whatsoever to do the same for the
supposed desire for diversification? Making excuses and diverting attention elsewhere
only makes it worse. That total absense of a message forward is why some other site will
take over.
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2-21-2018

New Audience. Abandoning the dead fanboy blog to post on websites more in tune with
the plug-in market as a whole presents new challenges. That new audience isn't well
informed. They don't think things through either. They just see how the technology
works and assume that's the only issue. It goes far beyond just good engineering. Those
nasty Volt antagonists learned that lesson the hard way. Blinded by enthusiam, they
didn't bother to study acceptance, hence my repeating advice: Know your audience. Not
everyone is fortunate enough to have an outlet available. For that matter, even fewer
have enough amps. There are very real legistics issues needing to be addressed. I
brought that to their attention with: Initially, it's easy to embrace the plug. The lack of
diversity presents a simple path to follow. The situation becomes quite complex as you
try to move beyond that though. The perfect example is the dead silence that comes from
facing the reality of a multi-plugin household. The effort to supply enough electricity to
that first charging location is thwarted by the need to add a second. It's much more
difficult to find a convenient place for the second charger and there simply may not be
enough amps available without major rework. It's unfortunate they don't recognize the
problem yet, but it will emerge as a very real barrier at some point... as will other
unforeseen challenges related to mainstream penetration.

2-21-2018

Lost Purpose. It came down to pointing out the fact they did everything possible to
avoid acknowledge of: This is a fanboy site that doesn't want to admit it is a fanboy
site. That identity clash ultimately tore it apart. There was always a push for EV purity,
but an anti-EV sentiment. Then when Bolt came along, Volt became a lost cause. What
is the purpose of this site now?

2-21-2018

Purpose, advocate. I ask questions: What is the plan for Volt? We see GM favoring
Bolt, but that's only in the realm of plug-in support... which is tiny. GM's presence at the
autoshows is all Pickups & SUVs. Their interest in cars is basically abandoned now, just
like it was leading up to the bankruptcy. They are slipping into the same financial trap
again. With the GM tax-credits hitting phaseout the end of this year, it makes that
struggle with Volt even worse. The growth necessary to be able to share a presence with
Nissan, Hyundai, and Toyota simply isn't realistic. Those legacy automakers have a clear
advantage in terms of both production-cost and market-targeting. What will GM do?

2-22-2018

Purpose, antagonist. They respond with efforts to divert attention: "BTW, over the same
time frame, PHV/Prime sales: ~61,000" I was happy to sound off about that: That is not
a BTW, since the purpose of PHV/Prime was profoundly different than Volt. GM bet the
farm on Volt, placing the entire fate of plug-in offerings on its success... and failed
miserably. That's why the namesake of Bolt came about. GM was forced to start over,
abandoning all that "range anxiety" campaigning to now endorse the very thing it was
against. Toyota never had high-volume plans for gen-1. It was simply a mid-cycle
rollout to just 15 states for the sake of research to build a viable gen-2 upon. Phase 2 of
that research never happened. Toyota learned what it wanted sooner than
anticipated. So, the effort was halted. In the meantime, rollout of new hybrid models to
someday also offer a plug took place. We got 2 new models of Prius, a compact SUV,
and a compact CUV. They also ramped up lithium battery production, moving all but an
ECO model of Prius away from NiMH. Now, we see there is indeed a viable gen-2
offered... and Toyota didn't squander tax-credits on conquest sales... leaving them in a
profoundly different position than GM.
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2-23-2018

Facing Reality. It is very difficult; though, some do try: "I still think GM is in the EV
market kicking and screaming." I found that intriguing, especially as it invites the
opportunity to respond with some closing insight:
The reason why this group has such repugnance for me is now becoming difficult to
deny. What I've been pushing for all along is exactly what they need. Those with longterm vision and experience see it as obvious. They have had an extremely difficult time
with just getting beyond the tax-credit though. Volt's dependency on it meant only an
audience of enthusiasts would be interested. Volt was doomed to being a niche as a
result.
But now in 2018, there's a necessity to deal with sales that are not fully subsidized. Next
year, that financial crutch will be completely gone. That means reaching mainstream
shoppers. Growth isn't possible otherwise. The key to that is a concept this group hates
with a passion... cooperation with other automakers, giving up superiority for the sake of
moving beyond that initial market. Gasp!
Having to reach out a hand in partnership is difficult. I sucked it up right away, seeing
GM as the automaker with the greatest potential of being able to break out from those
challenges holding back plug-in vehicles. I saw that they had to opportunity to exploit
batteries once production-cost came down and energy-density went up enough to make
them directly competitive with traditional vehicles on the showroom floor.
They are too proud to also suck it up at the moment. Hopefully, that will quickly change.
Joining me in the fight against the reign of gas guzzlers isn't a level of maturity this group
wants... yet. Read the previous posts in this thread. Their attempts to mislead and divert
attention are clear evidence of them kicking and screaming like GM. Fortunately, there
are now other partners are showing very good potential.
It's really unfortunate that so much time & effort was wasted on conquest. It is not too
late. There is opportunity to make up that lost ground.

2-23-2018

Sending a Message. Being clear & concise is a dead giveaway that the person is making
an honest effort. That's what is often hated about me. I'm that broken record, the scratch
they keep hearing. Over and over again, my message is present and cannot be
avoided. Stating it today certainly stirred a lot of anger: "My message was has always
been that the offering must be targeted directly at showroom shoppers and be both
profitable & affordable with sustainable high-volume sales." That's how you get labeled
as a troll... especially when it is posted about the topic of sales. They feel emotionally
stirred and take that as an effort to provoke, rather than being a reminder of
purpose. See, when purpose goes unfulfilled, the group struggling will come up with
other achievements to focus on instead. It goes back to the teacher giving the student a
failing grade for not following instructions. Even if the student did remarkably well with
whatever homework was turned in, the failure to actually do the work assigned is a very
real problem. They get anger for not getting the reward they feel they deserve. I see an
attempt to manipulate. So, you said a message so clear, their is no doubt of the attempted
deception. In this case, those needed sales were not achieved. You must deliver what is
required. Period. Then if you do, there's always the opportunity for extra credit.
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2-24-2018

Cooperation. You don't state goals when you want a someone who shares your values
to remain a foe. The idea of cooperation makes the "vastly superior" sick to their
stomach. That's why we get a constant stream of "fugly" & "slow" comments. They
literally have nothing useful to contribute, so they revert to the childish act of being a
bully. Calling names and drawing attention is something the rest of us learned as what
not to do as some of the first lessons taught in school. It's hard to believe such primitive
acts can dominate situations so often. But when you have nothing else to lose, they don't
see any reason to play fairly. That sounds a lot like the political situation we are in now
too. Unfortunately, it is a reality it both the plug-in hybrid and the electric-only vehicle
markets. That's really sad... but also an encouraging sign, since it confirms very real
change is taking place. The problem with that is progress forward means some initial
efforts will be revealed as unsuccessful... and not everyone deals with failure
well. Learning what works and doesn't work isn't supposed to hurt someone's
pride. Most people take the constructive criticism as upgrade suggestions. But when a
product like Volt comes along, where there's no realistic chance of upgrade money being
available, those stuck with that product unable to achieve high-volume sales face a very
real problem... and having to cooperate with a former foe for help is too much to
accept. So, they fight. Ugh. I certainly try to extend a hand though: The reason why
this group has such repugnance for me is now becoming difficult to deny. What I've
been pushing for all along is exactly what they need. Those with long-term vision and
experience see it as obvious. They have had an extremely difficult time with just getting
beyond the tax-credit though. Volt's dependency on it meant only an audience of
enthusiasts would be interested. But in 2018, there's a necessity to deal with sales that
are not fully subsized. Next year, that financial crutch will be gone. That means
reaching mainstream shoppers. They key to that is an concept this group hates with a
passion... cooperation with other automakers, giving up superiority for the sake of
moving beyond the initial market.

2-25-2018

Short-Sighted. Reading through the long series of posts over the past 3 weeks, the
pattern became easy to see. When you only live in the here & now, seeing anything else
becomes nearly impossible. You make up excuses to justify your stance. It doesn't
matter what's presented at that point. You've made up your mind that the decision made
was the best one and nothing else matters. Whether or not somone points out a
disasterious situation building doesn't matter. Everything is just fine. I hadn't expected
the upcoming tax-credit phaseout to create such determination to save pride. Rather than
Volt enthusiasts moving on to Bolt like the supporters, they are standing their
ground. All bets are placed on faster & further finally winning over the masses. No
logic about other priorities matter. They see that as the only solution possible. It's like
the recent hope of winning the SuperBowl by having one of the best thrower in the
league. That only works if all plays are somehow tied to throwing. If not, your
doomed. They don't see that though, since all games leading to that point have been
wins. The catch is, with Volt sales, all were to early-adopters drawn to the opportunity
conquest presents. With a $7,500 tax-credit or extremely low lease payments, why
not? Trouble is, ordinary consumers don't think that way. The low prices won't be
available for too much longer either. Losing at some point is evitable. But they don't see
that far. The short-sighted nature of their perspective based solely on small victories is a
terrible guage for the larger win. Sales on a much larger scale aren't realistic.
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2-26-2018

Purpose. Lack of it was why that now dead daily blog was attacked so often. The
enthusiasts remaining used it as a venue for posting greenwash material. My attempts to
inject constructive discussion and get the topic back onto that original message of
promotion never worked. They'd just get angry at whomever was taking advantage of the
ability to post anonymously, then take out their frustrations on me. I became the
scapegoat. They'd blame me so often for their sorrows, the fact that I wasn' responsible
for what they were blaming me of didn't matter. I had supposedly done what they came
to despise. It was a odd situation. Since the only real data they had was the dropping
sales of Volt and the modiacre efficiency, focus on performance alone was quite a
stretch. I never cared about faster & further either. They knew my push for
diversification... offering a second model of Volt, then later a SUV variant... only made
things worse. The act of addressing the obvious need to expand production meant
addressing shortcomings. That was painfully difficult for them and painlessly simple for
me. It's the reason why they worked so hard to always keep the Toyota rhetoric focused
on Prius. Consideration of Camry hybrid wrecked virtually all of their arguments. That
larger, faster, and more powerful system delivers incredible efficiency and stands great
potential for plug augmentation. Honda's newest offering, the plug-in hybrid Clarity,
makes that all too clear. That effort to portray Toyota as a laggard have fallen apart,
exposing GM as having that very problem as a result. Each attempt to label me as
hypocritical only exposed them of that guilt too. Without any choice remaining but to
become a team player, they chose to lose instead. Why state a purpose only to draw
attention to the problems you are facing? So, they didn't.

2-26-2018

Final Replies: ELECTRICITY USE. I fired off a series of replies, as the ship was
sinking into the abyss... EV1 was an exciting offering from GM. It was a full electric
vehicle, which made remarkable use of battery technology of the time. Small &
Expensive didn't even matter then. It worked and showed potential. PNGV was to
deliver the family-sized vehicle with the power & affordability that EV1 didn't. So,
complimentary offerings were a great idea. Different propulsion technologies would coexist just fine. Problem was, electricity was very dirty back then. With coal being the
dominate source, it was actually worse for a air to use that for propulsion then some type
of hybrid… especially with Prius having earned a SULEV rating from CARB. The belief
though was that would get cleaned up over time, due to the growth of the solar & wind
industry. So, no concern... until GM pulled the plug on the program.

2-26-2018

Final Replies: STOP GAP. I had no idea just how relevant this would be after so many
years later... A nasty campaign was launched by GM when the gen-2 Prius rolled
out. The final year of gen-1 Prius had become profitable and the sales of this new
generation had already hit mainstream level, despite no tax-credit being offered. The rise
of the SUV with the promotion of being "good for the economy" made the attacks on
small vehicles that were clean & efficient especially vigorous. People feared change and
they no had a symbol to focus their feelings on. It got pretty nasty, but not as childish as
the attacks now. It was a blatant effort to greenwash. Media sources would publish
information that was just plain not true. In fact, this is how the diesel scandal came
about. Being dishonest was not an issue. It was all about saving the status quo. Sound
familiar?
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2-26-2018

Final Replies: SIGNS OF TROUBLE. The ever-changing story from just this one
particular automaker was always a sign for concern... GM changed its mind about
hybrids after its financial situation became a concern. There was a substantial investment
in development of the technology. That brought about the focus on making SUVs more
efficient, the biggest potential return on such move forward. Two-Mode was born as a
result. It would be the Prius killer, a technology that could be spread throughout the fleet
to make everything cleaner and more efficient. Great! Only problem was… the
technology was expensive and it didn't work well. Power was reduced to make the
vehicle more efficient & cleaner. It showed less potential than what Ford & Toyota were
both pursuing. So, focus shifted to adding a plug. Bankruptcy interfered with that, but
Volt emerged as the ultimate launch of GM's first battery-centric vehicle for the masses.

2-26-2018

Final Replies: STATING GOALS. It was obvious the enthusiasts had trouble to come,
since they couldn't even say what their intentions were... That's been the source of the
problem since day 1. GM intensions would have sounded realistic, if it wasn't for the
aggressive self-imposed deadline. How in the world could so much be delivered in such
a short amount of time? Turns out, it couldn't... and a few people here got burned really
bad by that, holding a grudge and looking for a scapegoat. Gen-2 would be the solution
to that. After all, sales were low enough with gen-1 that a significant number of taxcredits would still be available then. Unfortunately, GM followed the suggestions of
enthusiasts of Volt rather than supporters. That difference meant catering to a small
niche, rather than adapting the technology for a larger audience. That ended up being a
horrible mistake. Gen-2 sales ended up dropping, rather than sparking a plug-in
revolution. Now we see the nemesis rising, Prius plug-in. Even with distribution to only
have the country the first year, sales still bet Volt... which is what made things turn very
ugly here. Volt losing the spotlight was unacceptable, especially with other automakers
like Honda & Chrysler showing so much potential too.

2-26-2018

Final Replies: PARTNERSHIPS. The idea of cooperation is repulsive to them, as if it
is an admission to failure... Reading through the posts in this thread, that pattern of
superiority becomes easy to see. Volt offers more range and more power, so that makes
it better... period. Any reference to other consumer purchase priorities or to the
importance of either automaker or dealer business is just shunned off as an effort to
promote Toyota. It such a desperate act, pretending GM should have no concerns for
anything other than range or power. Reality is, we see Hyundai and Nissan and Honda
and Chrysler and Mitsubishi and Toyota and Ford all striving to deliver on those
priorities deemed unimportant in the name of pride. Who cares if GM isn't recognized as
leader anymore. The goal is to build a strong team. Like it or not, the success of plug-in
vehicles requires cooperation. That means sucking it up and working to establish
partnerships.
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2-26-2018

Final Replies: EXPECTATIONS. They don't have a clue which direction to take,
which is why a fate from inaction is now playing out... The purpose of this site changed
from exclusively supporting the plug-in hybrid Volt to discussing daily topics about
anything related to electric propulsion & support. A big part of it was the shift from
"range anxiety", which was very much an anti-EV approach, to embracing the
EV. That's what actually ruined this site. The expectation had been set that vehicles like
Leaf and Model S were the competition. When that didn't work out, attention shifted to
Prius instead. Mixing of messages like that and no longer having any clear purpose
caused a number of regulars to leave. Some more simply left when their lease expired,
since they were only conquests with no loyalty to GM. Indication of lost purpose became
clear when topics about Volt dwindled. As time progressed following the struggle with
gen-2 rollout, the parent site started to mirror daily blogs. The topic would be posted
there first, then repeated here after a day or two. Blaming the change exclusively on me
doesn't hold merit. I was the one pointing out the change and attempting to start-up the
next chapter. Expectations were changed by others.

2-26-2018

Repeating History. It's bizarre how some people are so blinded by the idea of success
that they refuse to acknowledge patterns of mistakes. What I've witnessed lately is a
deep hatred from having made that error in the past. They blame something, then never
look back... ever. There isn't any recognition of repeated actions. That contributes to a
history which becomes more and more distorted over time. My confirmation of those
events are these blogs. Having documented each as they unfolded in great detail, it's
simple to recognize that past accurately. Important tidbits of information easily
overlooked or forgotten are right there for the reminding. There is no stone left unturned
when you read back through those days as they played out, when I was frustrated and
wanted a record of what happened. Having a resource like that is really nice. It's quite
uncommon though. So, you often get accused of lying. Anywho, their interpretation of
what happened long ago becomes so misleading, they don't notice anything. It's all
dismissed as an effort to undermine, blaming you rather than ever taking the time to
wonder if they contribute to the problem. In this case, I was digging deeply to find out if
the cycle would be restarting again. Because if it does, there will be significant
losses. There's no need to cooperate with someone hell-bent on harming you... even if it
ends costing them. They were warned, after all. The choice is between pursuing an
upgrade proactively or just sitting back and reacting to whatever happens. Oddly, the
decision to just hope for the been and accept the consequences is what they are going
with... again!
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2-27-2018

Selling Points. Ultimately, that's what the research should lead you to. After identifying
goals about what needs to be sold, you then need to figure out how to sell it. Pushing for
what the enthusiasts deem of value, beyond just faster & further was very
important. Proper representation depends upon getting lots of accurate feedback... which
is why I went directly to the source... especially since that audience was absolutely
clueless about how business works. It's amazing how simplistic they always believed the
situation was. They'd say "If GM would only advertise Volt, sales..." over and over
again. That was so idiotic. Promotion is one of the few things an enthusiast can actually
have a great deal of influence over. Just look at the commercials Tesla owners filmed to
spread the word themselves. Consider how much owners of Prius have done over the
decades. Neither automakers needs to advertise when you have that many endorsements
from owners. Yet, those supposedly supporting GM never got off their butts to do
anything. It was so odd to see them do nothing but complain and attack the
messenger. Interestingly, my efforts to find out what they would endorse didn't lead to
any type of revelation. There really isn't anything to focus on outside of EV
range. Taking a close look at Malibu & Cruze, you see why GM so heavily advertises
them. They have many nice amenities and are really fast. Comparing electric-only
driving distance to Prime is the only thing Volt has going for it; otherwise, you just
purchase a Chevy car... which is exactly what loyal GM customers have been
doing. Selling Volt is extremely difficult. There's so little to stand out, showroom
shoppers simply aren't interested.

2-27-2018

Playing Nice. When a paradigm shift begins, that unstoppable threat to the status quo
stirs quite a bit of emotion. The reaction is to find a scapegoat, someone to blame for that
inevitable outcome. I have been watching that slowly play out with Volt. That's why I
always played nice. You can't ban someone who is polite and stays on topic, even if the
facts posted stir some anger. Change happens. It's the natural course for any
product. You know the early-adopters will have little in common with mainstreamconsumers. Hope is that whatever trait responsible for sales initially will continue to be
of interest to that harder to reach audience. That's why I pushed so hard for a definition
of EREV. Being so vague and having changed several times over the years, it was no
longer a selling point... because even among enthusiasts, they had no idea what it actually
represented. Is that vehicle also an EREV or what makes it different? No concise
answer spelled doom. But those without a business background have no idea that such a
distinction is even necessary.. hence getting labeled as a "troll". Even though you are
trying to help, they interpret those actions to clarify as an attempt to expose a
vulnerability. Technically, that is true too. The act of pointing out the lack of an easy-tounderstand definition is exposing a vulnerability. The difference is providing the
definition solves the problem. The enthusiasts absolutely refused... without any idea of
the consequences of such inaction. They only see you as not playing nice. They want
group-think as their guide, not someone who stirs emotion. Ironically, stirring emotion is
exactly what you want. That's how a coach prepares a team for competition. You win by
understanding strengths & weaknesses, then build excitement by getting everyone to
work as a team to take advantage of that knowledge.
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2-28-2018

Facing Reality. It has been over 3 weeks since the last daily blog topic was posted. The
same thread has been used for final thoughts. It should be obvious that the enthusiasts
are at a complete loss. They have no idea what to do with their only venue now
dead. No where else is there a place for them to conceal their identity or hide posts they
don't like. It's the end of 11 years of bliss. They could say & do whatever was wanted to
keep their artificial dream alive. It wasn't real though. Business need would eventually
catch up, revealing their tiny niche as a hopeless cause. Sadly, it didn't have to be that
way. Potential for a constructive outcome was within reach. They just didn't want to
make compromises. Trading off capacity for affordability or power for efficiency was
unacceptable. Fight any type of opposition. It was a self-destructive choice; yet, that is
what they fiercely protected. A bitter end is what they are dealing with now. Facing
reality like this is interesting to observe. It reminds me of diesel's death. It was abrupt &
undeniable. There simply isn't anything to fight for anymore, nothing to
defend. Surrender isn't necessary. New battles may emerge from new foes later, but this
war is over. All is lost. The absurd obsession with EREV nonsense served no
purpose. It was a ever-changing set of goals without mutual agreement. People got
frustrated with the confusion that caused, then left. Without an objective, why
bother? They didn't understand audience. Who were they targeting. For that matter,
who did they represent. I pointed out how that lack of clear message would be their
downfall. There's no possible way to grow sales without addressing those basics. They
didn't. Now, the consequences are obvious. So, they lash out to save their pride. I just
fired back, to get the last shot out: This transition from early-adopter to mainstreamconsumer was inevitably going to painful. So, calling "troll" from pointing out the status
quo stir was anticipated and prepared for. No group of enthusiasts will welcome it, since
that change requires acceptance of traits they don't find appealing. Going from standout
to ordinary makes it a harsh reality to accept. Blame me all you want for highlighting
this new chapter in plug-in hybrid history. Glad I could serve as a scapegoat. It provided
excellent candid feedback I couldn't acquire from any other source.
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3-01-2018

Final Replies: LAST WORD. Watching the blog finally die, long after it should have
been sunset, is odd. All those years ago, I fought to make their forums the focus. It was
a unused part of the website. People preferred the daily blog. It was nothing but a brief
exchange of thoughts, refreshed every day. There was nothing that persisted... other than
the daily reset. It was a maddening existence, a source of greenwash rhetoric. They fell
deep into group-think, transforming the hope of it being a valuable resource into just a
gathering place for fanboys. It got so bad, they could make up whatever narrative they
wanted... since there was no accountability. No logon was required. You could post as
whomever you wanted and history was never tracked. And if you didn't like what was
posted, the comment could be hidden. They selected to read only what they wanted,
dismissing anything that didn't cast a favorable light. All these years later, as things are
coming to an end, they chose to make it bitter: "You are driving traffic away! I post GM
and EV news but you don't!" That obviously wasn't true. Their dishonesty & hostility is
what actually drove away most of the traffic. All the bait-dropping by the enablers made
it especially nasty, knowing they were attempt to spin whomever responded to it as a
troll. Always being polite and working hard to stay on topic, that attempt to place stigma
didn't work. The definition of that label simply didn't apply. I was the one staying true
to purpose of the blog. They abused. They harassed. They didn't care. It had become a
venue for chest-pounding. I simply replied to that nonsense with: It's not me. I post
about GM products and GM shoppers. Someone else always jumps in to inject a
comment about Toyota, drawing focus away from GM. That pattern is easy to recognize.

3-01-2018

Sales Results. Count of Prime purchases is climbing. It's being recognized as a topselling choice already. The potential is obvious... hence the flurry of attacks. That's
annoying, but it doesn't matter. I'll just keep filming videos in the meantime. That
collection of real-world material is priceless... and well ahead of need this time. Having
experienced generational upgrades before, knowing the significance of this one and
preparing for its huge potential is vital. I'm scrambling to research & document as much
as possible. It's quite a challenge, with so much other stuff to participate in too. My life
is filled with friends & family and a thriving career... hence the positive attitude and such
a hopeful outlook. Being on the precipice of this new chapter in plug-in history makes it
even more exciting. There's a lot to look forward to. So, no need to dwell on the
present... even though it too is so positive. Looking further out, understanding the
potential, I posted this about last month's Prime sales: Doesn't matter. The middle of the
country has nothing to sell yet. No supply means distorted demand impressions. The
coasts are all that got 2017 models. The 2018 are only now being delivered. So, once
Spring arrives, we'll get a better representation of actual demand.
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3-02-2018

New Video Opportunity. I have been testing out the latest updates from a phone-app
being updated to support Prime. It already does a great job showing Prius data. Like the
phone-app I used in the past with the PHV model, it has PID codes to read information
you wouldn't normally see. This is the stuff that really teaches you about the hybrid
system. It's that deep understanding which empowers. When you can actually see values
with a technical connection, it can really open up a new world of appreciation. There's a
lot required to make a system clean & efficient, without becoming too expensive. I will
soon be filming some drives. Using the ability to capture video on the screen of the
phone itself, rather than a translate or transfer, the quality should be outstanding. I will
be able to display battery level (the actual value, not the useable representation), along
with the power output, and battery & motor temperatures. There's even an illustration
that shows you when regenerative braking switches to friction. It's really exciting to have
such a resource available. I'm very thankful to the development team who shared it with
us. Their work to is really appreciated.

3-03-2018

Video: Early Spring - To Work. New application. Lots more data to share. Using the
latest update from "Hybrid Assistant" has allowed me to capture a lot more information
in a single window on my phone while driving. Combined with the window & dashboard
cameras, there's quite a bit of real-world data for you to see. Watch this wealth of
knowledge for both your education & entertainment. It's just my daily commute to
work. But using the technology for a clean & efficient drive leads to an entirely different
situation when dealing with that traffic... Early Spring - To Work
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3-03-2018

Final Replies: SALES GROWTH. That state of panic has subsided. It's over and they
know it. The fanboy venue is dead. It now serves as a monument of the naive. They fell
into the very trap they denied could ever exist. No matter how much the pattern of
repeating history was pointed out, they didn't care. It was an impossibility. That could
never happen. Yet, it did. no matter how much their beloved vehicle fulfilled their
desires, it simply never appealed to the wider audience... and sales indisputability
confirmed it. Not only hadn't growth been achieve, the sales of Volt are now rapidly
declining. There's no potential to build upon either. The market clearly isn't interested in
an expensive compact hatchback. GM shoppers want SUV choices. The doom they
steered toward must finally be acknowledged. I was happy to provide a summary of the
situation:
Doing everything possible to avoid dealing with sales growth has been the theme of this
daily blog for a very, very long time. Spinning stories to evade the lack of progress
problem has been an intense effort for enthusiasts. But with stability, it was manageable.
Sales leading up to gen-2 rollout were flat. We saw monthly returns between 1,600 and
1,700 quite consistently. That value was well below the need, offering no guarantee of
profitability or even sustainability once the tax-credit expired. The rollout of gen-2 didn't
change that situation.
2 years later, we are now witnessing monthly sales drop below 1,000 with no expectation
of improvement. Less expensive (lower MSRP) choices from other automakers are now
entering the market and GM shoppers simply aren't interesting in the purchase of a
compact hatchback.
Enthusiasts here did an embarrassing minimum to promote the great technology they
had. Volt barely had any presence outside of the blogging world. We now see plug-in
owners groups emerging to fill in that missed opportunity, where Volt is barely a
participant. There are virtually no Volt owner resources still. We see videos,
applications, lots of how-to sharing for other vehicles. Why not for Volt, especially after
so many years?
The answer should be obvious. There was such an obsession with range & power that
the other aspects of appeal were neglected, dismissed as unnecessary for sales growth.
Enthusiasts were wrong, very wrong. But rather than make an effort to change that,
taking advantage of the evolving market pause, they continue to squander time by
avoiding what needs to be done.
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3-03-2018

Final Replies: TRAINING. This post was the ultimate goal, leading up some
shaming. All those claims over all those years of being helpless were outright lies... and
they can no longer evade that truth. From the very beginning, they had the power to
influence. Rather than being reactive, a proactive approach should have been
taken. That's what the whole fiasco around EV1 taught us. That lesson of having a voice
louder than the propaganda of a single automaker was clearly not learned. Their problem
from the start was the refusal to create a partnership. GM was superior than others and
their smug attitude was all that was needed. They believed they had a "vastly superior"
product to promote, so there was no need to ensure mainstream buyers understood what
that actually meant. The nonsense of "EREV" made that all too clear. It's meaning was
uncertain. Different enthusiasts interpretted different ways. It was a fundamental flaw in
their approach. No cooperation from within or without. GM support was
conflicted. Plug-In support was conflicted. It was a disaster. As enthusiasts, they made
that worse by not taking any initiative. There was nothing to show for all their years of
posting. I collected priceless findings from my years of research, participating in hostile
venues for the sake of getting direct & unfiltered feedback. They remained clueless,
asking why I was there on a regular basis. I found it ironic how they'd dismiss my replies
and having nothing of their own to reveal. It was nothing but fanboy spin to defend &
offend. Constructive efforts never emerged. What a waste. There was so much
potential, so much missed opportunity. Oh well. It's not like I didn't tell them over and
over and over again... as I did today, one last time: How many of you here have stopped
by your local dealer and offered training, demos, or even printed material? Poorly
informed sales staff is within your power to change. That situation is missed
opportunity. You all complain about the lack of promotion, yet do nothing about it.

3-04-2018

Video: Early Spring - From Work. My commute home, captured with the new app,
gives you a lot of real-world to watch & consider. Seeing the actual kW value from the
electric motor is quite informative. You get to see the actual battery state-of-charge
value, compared directly to the percentage shown on the dashboard representing the
usable capacity. (There is always a buffer saved at the top & bottom for battery
longevity.) You can see motor & battery temperature, in addition to the the coolant
temperature for the engine. There's an indicator to inform you when the friction brakes
are engaged, so you can tell when just it switch from regenerating electricity. Notice the
improved lighting for the dashboard capture too. The quality of filming continues to
improve each time I drive. It's very rewarding to be able to share detail like this
now. My original drives from all those years ago sure are crude in comparison... Early
Spring - From Work
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3-04-2018

Energy Storage. Anytime something very positive comes up for Toyota, the antagonists
bring up fuel-cell vehicles. All they see is the lower efficiency of hydrogen
conversion. That narrow-mindedness prevents any type of constructive exchange. They
draw the line, then attack. It's sad. They don't bother to look at the bigger picture. It is
always an assumption that large quantities of electricity will always be readily available
and very inexpensive. They are quite wrong. Making it worse, they don't recognize the
importance of diversity. It's a one-size-fits-all situation as far as they are concerned. The
idea of co-existing technologies is unacceptable. The concept of mutual benefit eludes
them. That's sad... and quite a barrier to overcome. I keep trying though: How else will
massive amounts of electricity be made available for rapid transfer to commercial
vehicles? Do you honestly think the grid can supply it or having local banks of batteries
on site? In other words, you clearly haven't the bigger picture yet. That's typical for
those making "fool cell" remarks.

3-04-2018

Video: Early Spring - Charge-Mode in Winter. Charge-Mode can boost overall
efficiency, if used wisely. For example, you recharge the battery while on the highway so
you can later avoid an engine warm-up for city driving long after it cooled down. I have
done this while on vacation, when there isn't a place to plug-in where we stop
overnight. This video demonstrates how that could be done, condensed into a single
drive for the sake of filming simplicity. In this case, we stopped at a craft shop along the
highway while on the drive home. I engaged charge-mode after getting back on the
highway, then shut it off shortly before getting off the highway. Using this feature while
cruising takes advantage of engine efficiency while traveling at a sustained rate. The
charging itself takes place at a rate faster than what you get when plugged in to
recharge. Like with a regular hybrid, the gas engine is used to generate electricity. But
with Prius Prime, you have greater flexibility about when & how that energy stored in the
battery is to be used later. Watch the wealth of detail available on the video. Note that
the temperature outside is still cold, so MPG is lower than in warmer months. That's
because air is more dense and winter-formula fuel is less efficient. Nonetheless, results
are impressive anyway... Early Spring - Charge-Mode in Winter
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3-05-2018

Last August. Remember how different things were back then? Bolt was brining its first
year to a close. Taking the market by storm, showing GM superiority to Tesla, didn't
happen. In fact, Bolt was nearly dead on arrival outside of the early-adopter
market. Ordinary consumers have not shown any interest at all. It's nothing but a
curiosity. That "someday perhaps" is the common response. There simply wasn't and
still hasn't been a movement toward acceptance by the masses. A big part of that seems
to be the complete absence of any charging infrastructure. People don't show any desire
for a car that may leave them stranded. In other words, we're back to why Volt was
promoted so much. Only thing is, the demand for Volt is pretty much nonexistent. Total disinterest is a very real problem. That's why the article from back in
August with this title drew attention again: "Why Does Anyone Buy a Toyota Prius
Prime?" With inventories so low and clearance time in full swing, Prime was basically
an unknown still. That's changing, as this recent comment posted for that article
represents: "Well, as of February 2018 sales showed a big jump on Prius Prime sales,
and Volt sales are way down. I was so surprised as I had also considered the Prime a
much inferior product. I 'm not the only one, seems like every review from the many
magazines and other sources agree the Volt is a much better product. I guess the only
explanation is the belief in Toyota brand regardless of the product." Antagonists of
Toyota still cannot comprehend how a well-balance offering is more appealing than one
which favors performance. That terrible mindset of GM's product being "vastly
superior" remains a big problem. They just plain do not understand the ordinary
consumer. You know, the kind who wants an affordable, comfortable, reliable vehicle to
get from place to place with. Not being willing to pay a premium for more range &
power baffles them. They cannot relate to the mainstream perspective. That boggles my
mind. How can such ignorange persist? Anywho, I replied back to that with this: Know
your audience. From an enthusiast perspective, the assessment of "inferior" is easy to
justify. But from an ordinary consumer perspective, that same set of criteria is
considered overkill. Why pay a premium for a vehicle that is less efficient in both EV &
HV modes and offers fewer features?
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3-05-2018

Yet, Again. Watching history repeat is a source of intrigue. The enthusiast never seem
to get it, as this confirms: "This just shows that Prius/Toyota PHEV buyers don't really
care about EV performance or EV range, they are still mostly gas heads who thinks in
terms of MPG. And market sales shows." Balance doesn't make sense to them. This is
why the problem of innovator's dilemma is so hard to overcome. They figure since EV
performance and EV range was a strong selling point initially, that it will continue to be
as the audience grows. Finding out that's not the case is costly mistake. Ordinary
consumers will pay for a feature if it is affordable. That's why there are package
options. Some choose them, others don't. Offering only a maximum is like only trying
to sell a vehicle fully loaded. It's simply not worth it for everyone, especially those who
just happen to stumble across the vehicle while wandering around at the dealer. That
chance discovery will get dismissed at an instant if it raises the sticker-price too
much. This is why Prime is hated so much by certain individuals. Having such a low
MSRP compared to Volt gives it a significant advantage. It's a far more compelling
choice to someone with thoughts of perhaps buying a Corolla or Camry. Annoyed, I shot
back with: Same old rhetoric... GM enthusiast doesn't like mainstream shopper
priorities. GM enthusiast insults the vehicle most appealing to that audience. Trading
efficiency & features for the sake of fulfilling an expensive want simply isn't worth it...
and the sales are now beginning to show it. We saw this nonsense repeated over and over
throughout Prius history. It was ugly. It was slow. It was a market leader.

3-05-2018

Learning. There was an antagonists clearly quite upset by my final reply: "Maybe you
should stop by fueleconomy.gov and get a little learnin' yourself." Knowing how rude &
insulting he has been in the past, my reply showed how well prepared I am for a fight: I
learned a long time ago how some post using vague & outdated links for the sake of
misleading. Again, what have you done to promote Volt? Seriously. Salespeople really
do need that knowledge sharing from owners. This is what I shared yesterday... Early
Spring - Charge Mode ...to help people better understand charge-mode. Just think of how
useful that would be when stopping at a dealer for a test-drive only to find the battery
isn't charged. You just go for a drive in charge-mode, then switch it to EV on the way
back. No plug necessary to experience the electric-only driving. Go on, keep belittling
Prius, or finally step up to start promoting plug-in vehicles.

3-06-2018

Expensive. There have been quite a number of EV announcements recently. Nearly all
luxury models though. It's the Prius conundrum finally playing out. All those years ago,
Toyota's system delivered a smooth & silent ride only available from a luxury
vehicle. Mainstream consumers thought that was great. Luxury consumers pretended
that wasn't the case. With the hybrids, avoiding the inevitable wasn't too hard. But now
with Tesla making such an impression in Europe and the affordable EV choices emerging
here, the ability to ignore that paradigm-shift is becoming quite difficult. Not only are
ordinary middle-market shoppers beginning to take notice of the smooth & silent, they
are also discovering the lack-of-power belief to be just a misconception. The industry
response is to bump up the game by focusing almost entirely on expensive
offerings. Fortunately, we see Nissan & Hyundai already striving to break through the
ploy with affordable choices. Toyota's effort isn't as obvious, since their focus is on
components rather than the vehicle itself. You get the point though. They are preparing
to take full advantage of the next generation battery. In the meantime, choice will be
limited. That makes you wonder what GM will end up doing. My guess is very little
until then. The same is likely for Ford as well.
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3-06-2018

Goodbye. Angered by my obvious win, I got this: "...where he's not wanted, with nonsequitur comments..." It was buried within a rant, in an attempt to vent frustration from
the blog having died. An entire month since the most recently daily topic brings
everyone to the same, undeniable conclusion. The owner decided to stop feeding the
enablers. Seeing them fight constructive discussion, insult & belittle anyone not in
agreement, and outright dismiss facts and lie, is simply not worth supporting. They can
just use the forum instead. That's all I wanted all along anyway. So, the anger is
understandable. I get what I wanted. Using a venue which strives for some integrity is
much better than being a breeding home for antagonists. To one of them especially
rotten antagonists, I posted in response with: Breaking of the status quo is rarely
welcome activity. As for claiming non-sequitur, that’s the enablers at work, doing
everything they can to divert. It's doesn't matter though. Time was wasted, exactly what
the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about. Despite so many claims of GM being
years ahead of everyone else, this weekend a friend of my purchased a Kia Niro
PHEV. There simply wasn’t a SUV choice available from GM. Opportunity
missed. With the tax-credit expiration approaching, the situation should have been taken
seriously. There was so much the enthusiasts could have done to help promote...

3-07-2018

Ambiguous News. The vague announcement anticipated from GM in January didn't
happen until today. As usual, the comments are so ambiguous, this news is nothing but
imagine-building nonsense. It's amazing how little was actually said. All we are told in
the long press-release was that Bolt production would increase late this year. That was
it. How many? What seems such a logical question resulted in a flurry of hostile
responses from GM defenders. They felt deeply offended by us not blinding praising
such an announcement. It's the same old gullible spin of the past, where the enthusiasts
feed on the vague then amplify expectations for GM, thereby removing any
accountability in the process. We aren't given any specifics; yet, that is supposedly
enough to declare superiority over all other automakers. Based on what? There was
literally nothing to refer to. Making matters worse is the fact that GM depends heavily
upon LG for virtually all of the vital components for Bolt. That relation goes well
beyond just being a supplier. There are very real limitations that cannot be quickly
overcome. Offering an increase is complex & expensive. That's why the way Toyota
will leverage hybrid design for plug offerings provides greater flexibility at lower
risk. Anywho, it boiled down to posting this summary: More and more, the impression
is that Volt will fade away. There simply isn't a market within GM's customer base for
an expensive compact hatchback. The realities of production cost could not be
avoided. Later on, it's easy to see a small SUV with a plug emerge. So much for their
supposed industry lead.
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3-08-2018

Common Error. Whenever GM makes a crazy vague announcement, it stirs posts about
Toyota. Nowadays, that means we get misleading & misinformed comments about
Prime. This time, it was: "I put it in EV mode and it kept automatically bumping it out of
EV mode." It's easy to see the unfortunate reality of someone unfamiliar with Prime to
make assumptions about how it works. After all, how would you research it? There is
no quick-guide available... yet. That button labeled as "EV Auto" can easily be
misinterpreted as meaning it is some type of EV mode invoke. It's not. Instead, it means
you want the system to come out of HV mode as quickly as possible to resume EV mode
when power demand is no longer peak. Many have no clue they got it wrong, thinking
you are forcing into EV mode to stay. That's such a simple thing to learn, it's not the
slightest bit of a problem for new owners. But for someone doing a quick review without
any study whatsoever, they'll assume incorrectly... as was the case this time. Who knows
how he'll interpret this attempt to convey that knowledge: That was your mistake, a
common error among newbies. EV mode is default. Pushing any button instructs the
system to also use the engine. In your case, you likely switched it to "EV Auto" mode.

3-08-2018

Patterns. They are simple to observe, if you take the time to look for them. The gullible
& lazy nature of so many who randomly participate in green vehicle threads make them
easy victims of intentional misleading though. They just believe the narrative being
expressed, rather than doing a little research of their own. That most definitely was the
case topic. This particular individual got quite angry with me. He clearly didn't have the
background. His assumptions were obvious. There was nothing provided to support
claims. Even the most staunch of enthusiasts will make some type of reference to
raise/restore credibility. He had nothing. GM had never done wrong, ever. No
automaker is perfect. That's why there are generational upgrades. Heck, that's why we
get mid-cycle refreshes with more than just cosmetic tweaks too. Learning from
experience is normal. In fact, it is an expectation. The catch is, you try to avoid
repeating the same overlook again. GM doesn't. In fact, quite the opposite happens. We
get these statements of grand achievement yet to come... but, it rarely ever does. Volt
gen-1 fell well short of expectations. Volt gen-2 did as well. And now, we see Bolt
floundering in missed goals. The same pattern keeps repeating. Rather than aiming for
the middle, something realistic, it is always a claim to superiority. Ugh. This is why GM
stands out among the legacy automakers. Others have learned not to do that. GM clearly
hasn't. Yet, the die-hard enthusiasts don't notice that pattern. Why? Are they just so
poorly informed, my mention of it is the first they have ever heard such a
claim? Anywho, I posted this to draw attention to repetition: No, I'm just well aware of
GM's reputation... over promise, under deliver. Notice how the announcement is void of
any actual detail? That pattern is all too familiar. Tell us, what specifically will be
delivered? When? Where? How many?
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3-09-2018

New Attacks. There is a very real hate for anyone who stirs the status quo. The act of
trying to be constructive is clearly not looked upon favorably. Level of hostility from
recent posts make that quite obvious. Nonetheless, I persist: None of the other legacy
automakers set such unrealistically high goals. GM did and missed them quite a number
of times... hence their reputation. Calling someone a hater for pointing that out is an
absolutely terrible way to get constructive feedback. Again, GM set a target MSRP for
Volt by 2010... missed it by a wide margin... tried again for gen-2... missed again. The
reason for such a vital goal made sense, they needed that MSRP low enough so Volt
would be competitive with traditional vehicles without tax-credit dependency. Neither
Toyota nor Hyundai stated that goal with the same deadline. Yet, both actually delivered
already. Prius Prime and Ioniq PHEV have prices that low. We still wait for GM.

3-09-2018

2019 Corolla. The reveal was today. With Corolla being the best-selling vehicle of all
time for the entire industry, likelihood of it representing the tipping point for traditional
vehicles is quite strong. This would be a very good reason for Toyota to invest as much
as possible in the traditional technology, making the final fling worthy of competition for
years to come. After all, you don't want to waste resources on something that won't
last. Meanwhile, everything else will see that shift to hybrid in bulk sooner. Look at
how impressive the new Camry hybrid is. Anywho, this upcoming Corolla will introduce
a next-gen CVT. It will include a "launch gear". Think of it as a type of low gear for the
cone & belt transmission. This approach will allow for efficient starts from the vehicle
being stopped, in addition to making the CVT itself more efficient. Not needing a "low"
for power anymore allows the belt size & angle to be optimized for cruising, since less
demand will be put on it. Oddly, it will still offer shift-points with paddles, even though
there really aren't gears to shift. This is why the introduction of the hybrid model
(available as Auris in Europe and Corolla in China) will eventually find a place
here. There's still enough of a difference. Who knows how things will play out. If
Prime really does redefine Prius as more of an upscale offering, a Corolla with a plug
would fit right into the product-line. It's a big step toward sunsetting traditional tech for
the entire fleet. The tech must be spread. Product diversity (good business) requires
variety.
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3-09-2018

Reluctance. Not understanding the complexities of automotive business decisions make
this comment a really big deal: "The reluctance that Toyota shows towards putting a plug
on their vehicles is so strange." From that person's perspective, they sense
reluctance. Adding a plug seems such an obvious opportunity being missed. That often
comes from not having any clue what the tradeoffs are. Those challenges from just the
engineering approach are immense. But then when you factor in the resistance to change
from competitors, as well as customers, you end up with a confusing mess. This is why
software developers (like myself) never aim for more than 90% success. That extra 10%
is incredibly expensive to address. In fact, with so many unforeseen potential issues,
even just reaching an 80% success rate can be quite a stretch. To minimize risk, as well
as cost, the approach of incremental updates is taken. In days long before the computer,
this was known as the "muddling" technique. Nowadays, we just called that
upgrades. You know what you deliver won't ever be perfect, but feel comforted by the
ability to adapt to an ever-changing market. With respect to Toyota's stance right now, I
put it this way: Waiting until the price-point is competitive isn't reluctance, it's smart
business. You bring up the base in the meantime, which is exactly what Toyota stated
they would do... what we are witnessing now. The step from hybrid to affordable plug is
far easier than from traditional to expensive plug. Remember, sales at mainstream
volume won't have tax-credit subsidies available.

3-09-2018

Cannibalization. The short-sightedness continues: "Prime is already cannibalizing
Prius sales." You'd think the transition would be obvious. But then again, online
commentary often comes from those who really don't give much thought to what they are
posting. That becomes quite clear if you ever ask someone what their purpose is. They
can't actually articulate goals... or refuse to. That's a sign of bias, in addition to not
thinking long-term. It's really annoying to have to deal with that. But you have to, Since
newbies aren't aware of the efforts to undermine. Keeping the response simple is what
tends to be most effective: Cannibalization implies an unintended consequence. That
most definitely isn't the situation. Toyota wants to transition from hybrid to plug-in
hybrid.

3-09-2018

Hate. This is what usually brings about the short-sightedness. The person has some
dislike or problem from the past that has mutated into hate. Once that happens, they
really don't see anything else. So, we end up with hypocritical accusations and double
standards... which is how you identify hate. Watch for those signs. Anywho, this is what
stating goals is so important. They can be broadly applied and measured objectively. So,
when I detect the hate, I call in out in some manner to draw attention to the situation and
away from the emotion: No automaker should be given a free ticket to make unrealistic
promises, then never be expected to get called out on it. We want choices targeted at
showroom shoppers, so dealers can confidently stock plug-in inventory. Heavy
dependence on tax-credit subsidies for low-volume conquests sales is most definitely not
what we want... yet, that's what was delivered. Labeling discussion of it as hate doesn't
fix the situation.
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3-10-2018

New Participants. The previous chapter in plug-in history, that early-adopter phase,
consisted primary of those with engineering backgrounds. They were either actual
engineers or knowledgeable in the realm due to their extensive exposure to niche
vehicles. This was similar to the earliest days of hybrid history. A profound difference is
emerging though. This next batch of active online participants don't have any business
background. They are basically clueless. That's bad, really bad... since the next phase is
mainstream penetration. Reason for this is simple. We're seeing an onslaught of highperformance EV announcements. Coming from luxury automakers, where paying a very
high-premium is the norm, that's no big deal... for them. But for the audience of ordinary
consumers, those people who come into a dealer to shop, there's a distorted
perspective. When you don't have anything specific in mind, gravitating to the highperformance the high-premium delivers is easy. The catch is, legacy automakers won't
be stocking that type of inventory. Everyday vehicle purchases are simple sales with
affordability as the focus. Whether it is a low sticker-price or low monthly-payments,
that is the key to the business-sustaining sales the dealers & automakers depend upon for
profit. Niche vehicles don't provide that. Unfortunately, these clueless new online
participants don't understand that. They are so focused on that in-the-now perspective,
seeing beyond low-hanging fruit sales or the discounts from tax-credits doesn't happen...
and anything you point out in respect to that is viewed upon as hate. It's really
unfortunate.

3-10-2018

In The Way. That was how I saw Volt. Had the promises been fulfilled, it would have
been different. Instead, it was just meritless bragging. Mainstream sales were not
achieved. Now, we see Prime stepping up to fill that role. In fact, we routinely get
comments about Toyota "imitating" what GM delivered. That obviously isn't
true. Toyota didn't sacrifice affordability for the sake of more range & power. Yet, we
get claims of Prime not advancing the automotive industry forward. Reaching that
audience of ordinary consumers is far more difficult than those nasty antagonists ever
want to admit. They somehow think sales will suddenly surge among the masses, despite
the loss of the generous government financial incentive. How? Sales are terrible
now. Losing $7,500 will make the situation even worse. I was annoyed... and find those
enthusiasts very much in the way, as I stated: Early Adopter = Tax-Credit subsidized
purchase. That stage is rapidly coming to an end. Toyota knows this and is positioning
its products to be directly competitive with traditional vehicles. The loss of that incentive
will have little impact. Their hybrid reputation and solid performance record will make
the transition to plug options easy. GM will be in a world of hurt soon, as the recent
statement from its CEO to have tax-credits extending clearly confirm. The choice to
deliver Voltec in a small vehicle with emphasis on range & power has proven to be a big
mistake. Sales growth was not achieved. Claiming Toyota is "standing in the way of a
better tomorrow" by disregarding the terrible business choices GM made is just plain
wrong. GM squandered the early-adopter opportunities by focusing on conquest. Toyota
focused on appealing to their own showroom shoppers instead... an investment that is
about to really pay off.
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3-10-2018

When It Began. The death of that daily blog has allowed my thinking time to shift back
over to the big Prius forum. True, I learn more about the market by participating on
those diverse & hostile venues, but returning to friendly territory is a welcome
break. Today, I was summoned to provide some comments about the past. Turns out,
I've become a bit of a historian with all my efforts to document. That's cool. Anywho,
this particular feedback was in respond to dealing with those opposing anything
disruptive to the status quo:
I still remember that first time witnessing a freak out. My mere mention of a hybrid sent
that SUV owner into a state of panic, as if she had been confronted by death
itself. Rumors of these new green vehicles had caught her attention and created such a
deep fear of losing her SUV, the encounter with me triggered an intense emotional
reaction. Her faced turned red and she started screaming about having to give up that
vehicle she loved so much. It was surreal. It was 17 years ago.
The crazy large SUVs hadn't been introduced yet. Gas was less $1 per gallon. The term
"climate change" hadn't even been coined yet. We were just blissfully consuming oil
with little concern for carbon or smog emissions. Think about how much has happened
since then.
Proving an automotive-grade battery could be robust enough to last the lifetime of a
vehicle was still a monumental challenge. Most people didn't even believe they could
deliver enough power to propel the vehicle to be safe on roads. Most people also thought
that hybrids needed to be plugged in to recharge. It was a very different time.
When Prius began to shock the world, greenwash attempts emerged in abundance. Many
were exploits of misconceptions. Those hoping to undermine steps forward pushed
assumptions in the wrong direction, leading you to incorrect conclusions. As time
proceeded, the deceptions got more vindictive. Eventually, things became
desperate. Rather than just omit vital information to mislead, some turned to
dishonesty. They would just outright lie. They just plain did not care. They weren't
ready for their world to change.
The most effective tool I have found to combat those efforts to retain the status quo was
video loaded with lots of data. It's extremely difficult to distort reality with such detail
information readily available. The footage reinforces Prius reputation while at the same
time exposes claims of supposed superior technologies as meritless. Just ask the
antagonist to show you their data.
Long story short, there are people who will work to impede progress any way they can.
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3-11-2018

Supply & Demand, part 1. This was interesting to read & respond to: "GM doesn't talk
numbers because it was badly burned after its then-CEO predicted production and sales
numbers for the Volt in 2011 and 2012 that it didn't come remotely close to
meeting. And, quite frankly, given all the cynicism and pushback by EV enthusiasts (your
comment is arguably a typical example), what would be the upside to the company of
doing so?" The comment/suggestion/question was from a perspective of removing all
accountability, rather than working to make the setting of expectations more
realistic. Those the words of someone fearful of continued losses. No surprise, coming
from a staunch GM supporter. So, he didn't take well to my request for detail... rather
than just accepting the ambiguous announcement without any actual thought or
consideration. Needless to say, I fired back: The downside is the announcement is taken
as an empty promise. Setting realistic expectations should be the initiative. That's how
you avoid cynicism & pushback. Remember how Toyota set an expectation of 13,000
sales in the United States for Prius PHV's first year? That wasn't a high number like
GM's plan for Volt, which may have disappointed some supporters, but it certainly was
realistic. The final tally ended up 12,750. It provided an upside of proving that Toyota
was taking a serious approach the market, showing they were accurately interpreting
demand and doing their best to match supply. Remember, over or under production is
costly to both the automaker and the dealer.

3-11-2018

Supply & Demand, part 2. Wanting to just how different GM's approach was with
Volt, I replied to my own comment. Keep in mind that GM had hoped to achieve
minimum mainstream sales volume (60,000 annual) by the end of year-2. That was firstgeneration expectations GM set. Enthusiasts watched the nightmare of missed goals
unfold, resulting in a shift of those same expectations to the end of year-2 for the secondgeneration. That point in time was just reached. The goal was missed to such an
extreme, they are angry at anyone drawing attention to it. Selling only roughly 1,000
monthly is far short of the 5,000 expectation they set... the precedent they pushed
heavily. Falling so far short, despite such a large tax-credit, is why the blog ultimately
died. Support was abandoned. That failure was good reason to try something else. My
question has been what? Specifically, I'd like to know why the attacks on Prime
continue. Will they be pushing the EREV approach in some revived form (change the
definition, yet again) or just switch over to their former enemy, endorsing the EV instead
of pushing a "range anxiety" alternative. I really wanted feedback before that final thread
on the blog vanishes. So, I added: Prius PHV was a mid-cycle release to only 15
states. So, it was inevitable that it would be perceived as a compliance car
anyway. Fortunately, the research Toyota hoped to gather from that effort paid off. They
were able to get a clear understanding of where the market was and where it was likely to
go.
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3-11-2018

Target Market. Coming from a new plug-in website, I was especially intrigued: "Feel
free to build a list of main street auto vendors more aggressive on EVs than GM." That
group of regular comment posters include strong support for Nissan & Tesla. So, the
scope of that particular comment was what I wanted to push to find out more about. My
guess is this's just another post without substance. They focus so intently on the here &
now, addressing the wider audience isn't even a consideration. Many just blow off the
idea of that next audience as years away, something to be addressed by the next-gen
rollouts. That's why Prime isn't taken seriously. They see no reason to strive for appeal
to ordinary consumers yet. I beg to differ. If the design doesn't stand a chance of
appealing to my Mom, it is took limited. She's a great example of the indifference far too
common in our market. That audience has absolutely no idea how their vehicle works,
they just want something affordable, reliable, safe, and comfortable. That's why I get so
annoyed with the performance obsession from enthusiasts. They are so blind to
mainstream buyers, it's virtually worthless to ever argue. Regardless, I still keep
trying: Changing the entire fleet or just pushing a showcase model? There's a big
difference. The latter only focuses on low, hanging fruit (early adopters). Reaching the
masses (ordinary consumers) is far more difficult. In other words, the term "aggressive"
doesn't identify target market.

3-12-2018

Spin. Spin. Spin. The hate that comes from being on the losing side of a long fought
war is difficult to overcome. That's why you give the losers an opportunity to vent. They
need to get it out of their system. It's why I haven't abandoned that Volt blog
entirely. Using me as a scapegoat is a means of unloading that stress. Winning some
battles gave them a false belief of an ultimate victory. GM wasn't interested in that
war. So, I could see their efforts were futile. I was also quite curious what they were
holding on to. What was the point? What did they hope to achieve? What did they
actually lose? Regardless of those answers, it is necessary to make sure this chapter
comes to a close. Pushing even harder for closure by shouting a little can be quite
effective. That's often how beating-a-dead-horse threads get shaken up to arrive at a
conclusion, to end the spin. So, I gave it a try here: GM'S OWN LOYAL
CUSTOMERS, SHOWROOM SHOPPERS LOOKING FOR A GM VEHICLE TO
REPLACE THEIR OLD GM VEHICLE, HAVE BEEN ABANDONED. They are stuck
choosing traditional guzzlers and you just plain don't care. Thanks for the confirmation.
It wraps up the chapter on the fall of Volt nicely. Just imagine if GM had focused
internally, rather than wasting time & money on conquest.
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3-15-2018

Focus on SUV. Ford finally got into the game. Remember the last time they did
that? All the attacks on Toyota from GM enthusiasts fell apart. A new, much more
influential, enemy emerging meant a harsh & abrupt end. This marks the first page for a
new chapter in plug-in history. The one with emphasis on affordable EV rollout is over
already! Now, there is suddenly a turn of interest back to hybrids... specifically, choices
in SUV form. Ford is basically abandoning their "car" advancements. Interest in truck
platforms is so intense, they simply aren't going to bother anymore. A bunch of unibody
designs are on the way. The bulk coming from SUV choices is what their audience
wants. But rather than pretend that isn't the case... as GM did, they are declaring
intentions for focus on that. In fact, they even stated this will pass Toyota's efforts. No
detail was provide. It didn't matter, since that put GM in a spectator position. Not even
acknowledging GM as competition is quite an offensive maneuver for Ford. Of course,
anyone paying attention could have seen the pressure building. Volt now on its 8th year
of sales and no SUV using that same technology even announced is very
disappointing. There's no way to spin anything positive about that... which Ford is well
aware of. Interesting, eh?

3-16-2018

Clueless. The problem of Volt being in the way is quickly fading. Rather than always
getting a "better" mention whenever Toyota's design is highlighted in a published article,
it's now just a footnote with a growing negative slant. In other words, GM had its
chance, but nothing became of it. So, we are getting a refreshed look at Prius history and
future potential. was intrigued what the Volt forum had to say about the article, with the
hopes of taking it to the blog for feedback. Sure enough, there were posts. None
addressed actual efficiency of design. They all focused entirely on battery-capacity. The
attitude of more being better is so prevalent, they don't even recognize other approaches
as a solution. It's so stupid, I can't help but to shake my head. Using less electricity in
the first place should be a priority. They obviously don't see it that way. Carrying
around that extra weight and requiring more time at the charger is a non-issue, as far as
they are concerned. That's sad. I just happened to have a post to reply to with that very
denial too: Turns out, those on the forum still don't understand. 31 kWh/100mi =
Volt. 25 kWh/100mi = Prime. The offering from Toyota is clearly more efficient than
GM... specifically it consumes less electricity to travel the same distance.

3-16-2018

Unwanted Attention. It needed to be said: The blind obsession with capacity will
continue on, in some other venue but with better controls. That has always been and will
continue to be the point. It's really unfortunate. Wasting electricity is still waste, even if
it is clean. Think about the context of that discussion topic. Why would you want an
electricity guzzler hogging the charger? The mantra of "less is better" really comes
through in this example... which is what makes Prime a better system than Volt. Reality
is, Prime will get an upgraded battery-pack at some point... perhaps a mid-cycle
update. Without doing anything other than swap the pack, it will appeal to an even wider
audience. That is the point of improved energy-density. The added capacity would allow
for greater kW draw too, resulting in a power increase. Added capacity wouldn't help
Volt. Added power wouldn't either. In other words, GM's choice to compensate both EV
and HV efficiency shortcomings of Volt by just adding capacity is becoming easier to
notice. In this case, we have ChargePoint drawing attention to it.
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3-17-2018

Personal Attacks. When you don't like the message, you shot the messenger: "Who feels
like pulling up John's post from before where Prius PHV was the answer and GM missed
with only a 4 seater? Not me :) Then if I mention my Volt uses much less gas than his
Prime in MN, he pivots to ICE MPG as he racks useless miles driving around in an effort
to justify his stats." Having witnessed so much and having watched so much history
rewritten, I'm surprised they'd bother. Knowing none of it works. Why? There is
literally nothing left to gain. For that matter, there's nothing to defend. It's all gone. A
soapbox still remains for posting though:
That history is what reveals the problem with those who participated here. Way back
then, I raised concern about "trophy mentality". It started with that "230 MPG"
campaign. There was such an extreme fixation on that single attribute of the vehicle, red
flags emerged about the willingness to accept balance. And sure enough, vital aspects of
mass-market sales were simply abandoned. That reply... all these years later... still
confirm it.
Calling the attention to point out other aspects, like HV efficiency or base MSRP, make
those with that problem cry "pivot" trying to avoid acknowledgement of being well
balanced. As for making a claim about driving around to justify stats, who do expect to
believe that? It's clearly not true and there isn't even anything to support that. Seeing the
"vastly superior" attitude still taken, rather than doing something to help GM customers
actually get plug-in hybrid choice, is sad.
Mocking Toyota and Prius doesn't change anything. It probably doesn't even make you
feel better, since you know more plug-in hybrid choices are on the way from
Toyota. You also know that Honda Clarity will be stealing away sales from Volt, as
Chrysler Pacifica has begun to do. There's the enigma of Hyundai Ioniq too.
GM needs a something that can be sold in high-volume for a profit, not a trophy. Finally
adapting the tech in Volt for use in a SUV, like Trax or Equinox, is the solution we wait
for. Ford announced intentions to deliver their own plug-in hybrid SUV. Kia Niro and
Mitsubishi Outlander already have.

3-17-2018

Smug. How else would you describe a cherry-picked sampling followed by a comment
like this: "Put those numbers in your Prime and Smoke It." That's a true sign of
defeat. It never ceases to amaze me how constructive discussion attempts end up
breaking down to childish name calling. That's why I never got banned from that daily
blog for Volt. I kept the things active with my counter-posts and was always polite doing
it. For that matter, I kept the discussion on-topic too. The enthusiasts hated me for
that. I thrived on their feedback. It was an incredible source for opposing
perspective. True, they suffered from group-think. But at least what they believed was
candidly stated. No holding back is what made that particular venue so valuable. They'd
use their best material. Then when it was exhausted, they'd turn to insults. That's how I
knew there was nothing left. Anywho, that happened today. He was very upset with the
efficiency rating and had nothing constructive to counter it with.
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3-17-2018

All Talk, No Action. As expected, there was upset from me calling out those who don't
ever do anything other than post rhetoric. No one is supposed to notice their pattern of
enthusiast propaganda. They try to pretend to be constructive, but most posts are without
any substance. For example: "Anyone who asks, I'll gladly state the pros and cons of the
Volt." Naturally, when asked, nothing is ever provided. Unwilling to play the game
anymore, I stick to the painful realities. It's amazing how much effort is put forth to spin,
distract, and attack. What a waste. None of that actually helps advance them
forward. You have to share & educate. Simply stopping by a dealer to show them a few
things about the car from an owner's perspective is a powerful means of stirring
interest. Without that, what incentive is there to even bother? Expecting excitement
from a vehicle that requires answering a lot of questions and only getting a modest
commission in return isn't realistic. You have to give them something they can easily
entice the customer with. You can also go directly to customers. There's this thing
called the internet, where people go to for more than just blog & forum information. My
sharing of videos on YouTube has drawn interest from a very diverse audience. There's
no reason they couldn't do the same. Anywho, I stated a con, knowing that message
would get through and cause even more upset... perhaps enough to provoke some action,
finally: PRODUCTION COST is too high to make it competitive with other GM
vehicles.

3-17-2018

Parting Advice. Not much has changed. The advice now isn't really any different from
how it all started: This is the opportunity. Don't let that slip by. Seize it. Seeing the
other automakers jumping on board, making announcements of their intention to deliver
SUV choices with a plug, is what those who participated here waited for. We all know
how difficult the transition is... especially for GM. Volt floundered. So what? It's
ironic, but that has passed. A new chapter has begun. Knowing that Ford is going all
out, that barrier has been replaced with anticipation. We're are witnessing a paradigmshift with the entire industry. This is when the intent from GM should be
solidified. Mistakes of the past can be avoided this time around. Clearly state what
ordinary consumers, not early adopters, will purchase. That means no subsidies and
competing directly with traditional SUVs. Support GM by focusing on audience, their
own loyal shoppers.

3-17-2018

Video: Early Spring - Engine Warm-Up. Near the end of the drive, you'll see the
purpose of this video. It's to demonstrate a full warm-up cycle of the engine. Leading up
to that is a climb out of the river valley at highway speed, passing someone on the
highway, an opportunity to drive at 80 mph, and hard-acceleration from a stop. All that
drained the battery quicker than usual, but it worked nice for a well-rounded EV drive
sample. On the display, notice the "usable" capacity of the battery-pack dropping to
0%. On the readout from the phone-app, actual capacity drops to 13%. At that point, the
cold engine finally starts. Watching coolant temperature for the engine closely, you'll see
it climb to fully-warmed threshold. At that point, the engine shuts off and driving
without resumes. The engine will start again when more power is needed or the HV
capacity for electric-only is used up. The engine will shut off later, automatically when
conditions are right. This is how such high HV efficiency (driving without plug-supplied
electricity) is achieved. Carefully study detail provided by the phone-app. There's a lot to
discover about how the system in Prius Prime operates... Early Spring - Engine Warm-Up
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3-17-2018

Final Post. It really is coming to an end, 6 weeks later: Spin is the most compelling part
of the blog. Participants here did not believe in balance. So, regardless of what was
stated, it would end up being interpreted as an absolute. This final exchange was a nice
example of that. What was the most informative was how business-need was never taken
seriously. Thinking great engineering would be enough was futile. Yet, the idea of
tradeoff for the sake of appealing to a wider audience was always dismissed. As for the
attempt to find a scapegoat to explain dwindling Volt interest, give it up. When those
impressive lease deals expired, former owners moved on. Early-Adopters fulfilled their
role and mainstream consumers weren't interested. So at the end of all of this, there is
still no plug-in hybrid for GM's own loyal customers. That long awaited Trax or
Equinox with Volt technology will happen someday, but the hope being years ahead of
other automakers didn't work out.

3-18-2018

True EV. Attacks elsewhere are having trouble. They emerge, but the audience isn't
receptive. The antagonists weren't aware of just how much of a fanboy site their
blogging venue had become. Using me as a scapegoat blinded them to what was actually
happening. They'd forget both friend & foe. There had been a diverse group of
posters. That participation is what caused it to thrive. That all fell apart over time,
mostly due to the lack of any clear message... except EV purity... which ironically, is
what ended up tearing it apart. Looking back at post from long ago, you can see a strong
endorsement for what Bolt became. They really didn't want Volt. After all that, it was a
lesson hard learned about stating goals. Nonetheless, there are still a few unwilling to
recognize that conflicted past or what it means for the future. I took the offensive on
today's spin attempt on one of the new venues: The reality of being a "true EREV" is just
marketing. That claimed "full" power is actually and extra boost to an already quite
capable of all aspects of driving. It is unnecessary, a want. I have to deal with that spin
from Volt enthusiasts routinely. They claim the engine in Prime is necessary, but can't
ever support the claim with real-world data. Meanwhile, I keep publishing video after
video confirming their FUD nonsense. Notice in the following example how the engine
never starts the entire time plug-supplied electricity is available. The power & speed
demands are handled just fine entirely with just the 2 electric motors... Early Spring - Engine
Warm-Up

3-19-2018

Misleading. The new attacks on new venues continues: "Everything I read everywhere,
including the Toyota Manual, and multiple reviews all indicate if you floor it, prime will
start the gas engine." That's an outright lie. There's quite a bit of promotional material
where Toyota explicitly states the "pedal to the floor" is all electric. My response was
followed by attacks on me personally, blatant attempts to avoid having to actually
provide any proof of his claim. I finally ended up posting: That is false information,
being spread by people not bothering to confirm sources. The engine does *NOT * start
when you floor it in EV mode. What do you need as confirmation of that? I have
already shared video showing the 68 kW draw (pedal to the floor) with 0 RPM for the
engine. This is the type of real-world data we'd like to collect for each of the automaker
offerings. Reviews & Hearsay with incorrect information are still far too common.
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3-19-2018

Meaningless. Back on that now almost completely defunct blog, there's some of their
own parting thoughts being posted. Naturally, I get called out with efforts to discredit:
"Personally, I stopped reading his meaningless posts..." From an fanboy perspective,
what I post is indeed meaningless. They couldn't care less about sales. It was always just
having something to be proud of, something to brag about, something to make them feel
better than others. In fact, I remember the one particular individual still holding a grudge
bragging about how Volt would deliver 60 MPG after depletion. He had no evidence
whatsoever to support that. In fact, everything known about the "series" type hybrid
stated the opposite. Volt would be less efficient than Prius when in HV mode. He was
proven wrong in an embarrassing manner too, by his own peers. So, you could imagine
how much he feared I'd remind everyone of that. I didn't though. I just kept reminding
everyone about purpose... even if they continue to find it meaningless: Enthusiasts have
been shunning business-need since the automotive age began. Dislike for the necessity
of a vehicle to deliver high-volume profitable sales is not compatible with their
wants. Posting about range & power is much more exciting than accountability. That's
why anything related to being held accountable is negative voted until the content is
hidden. This group established the precedent, declaring Volt "vastly superior". Yet, the
sales that were to come about as a result never materialized. That's why I post asking
what the goal should be now and will continue to until GM finally offers something for
its own showroom shoppers capable of competing directly with its own traditional
vehicles.
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3-19-2018

Anti-GM. It is quite remarkable how some people get so frustrated, they don't perceive
anything but hate. It's like people struggling with a problem. Any advice you provide is
taken as criticism, with the intend to make them feel bad about their situation. No matter
what you say, they never hear anything positive. They search so hard for a negative
motive, as if you are setting them up for failure by undermining any opportunity they
may have, that trust is gone. They choose to never take a chance. Ironically, it's that
closemindedness which causes them to miss opportunity. Anywho, I got this today: "You
have an irrational hatred of General Motors, and this site, particularly." I posted a
reply, knowing it will just get negative voted until hidden anyway. Nonetheless, it is my
own opportunity to reply:
Quite the opposite, I support GM. You want so bad for me to be anti-GM, but that isn’t
the case. I recognize the engineering and see the potential. It's the terrible configuration
of Volt which I keep drawing attention to that irritates the heck out of you. Missing
opportunity after opportunity for GM to get on the right track makes it even worse.
We've seen the market reject Volt due to its packaging & price. You know all too well
that a second model with a smaller battery-pack... which I pushed... would have been
what swayed favor enough to entice GM shoppers. But that never happened. GM
focused even more on SUV offerings.
Trax emerged as a popular choice as a result. That seems the best candidate now for the
technology in Volt to finally migrate to. Too bad if the High Priust was right about what
the next steps should be for GM.
And yes, I know you'll spin it to say that's what is coming in the next 18 months
anyway. But I'll just point out that the "too little, too slowly" concern fits the situation
nicely. Waiting until a 2020 model, after the tax-credit has run out, is not at all what
anyone had hoped for.
Remember, my goal for coming here all those years ago was to seek out allies. Toyota
had designed a system to exploit battery tech, once it finally became affordable for the
masses. Automakers like Nissan & Hyundai are joining in. GM should be part of
that. Their own goal of "nicely under $30,000" is still quite relevant... whether I'm here
to point it out or not.

3-20-2018

Goodbye. I thought this was a good way to wrap things up: Telling yourself what you
like to feel better doesn't change the situation. GM has the potential, but has rested on its
laurels not actually taking that step. Volt tech must be adapted & spread. Twisting that
to make it be about Toyota was the efforts of others, not me. My goal has always been to
get GM to offer something appealing to its own loyal shoppers, not conquest
buyers. Remember, all that emphasis on sustainable & profitable high-volume sales?
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38 Minutes Later. What an amazing sense of timing. 6 weeks after the mysterious
silence of that blogging site, something from the owner was finally posted. Knowing for
the past 2 years things were falling apart for Volt, it was obvious new daily topics would
be a challenge. There simply wasn't anything good to post. Gen-2 was a
disappointment. Engineering expertise had been wasted. We all saw the potential gen-1
failed to deliver, but there was always a lingering confidence the upgrade would correct
previous executive choices. Don't blame those who designed it. Blame the decisions
behind the design. In other words, management screwed up... twice. There was simply
no way to spin a positive about it either. The reason why was simple. Gen-1 supposedly
had a purpose of proving the technology. (We know that isn't true, but that's the narrative
enthusiasts pushed.) Gen-2 would be the version that resulted in high-volume sales that
were both sustainable & profitable. That obviously didn't happen; instead, the main
writer of those topics had a nightmare to deal with. 6 weeks ago, it came to an
end. Nothing was published. The final thread just kept going... day after day... week
after week... until 38 minutes ago. A new post emerged right after I said my
goodbye. (Hmm. Was that just a coincidence?) The site owner stated new articles by
new writers were to come. That's it. Nothing else. No purpose stated. Audience
unknown. Just a break in the silence.

3-20-2018

Tax-Credit Worry. We're seeing growth in the concern for tax-credits expiring late this
year. For GM supporters, that emotion comes in the form of worry. They are all too
aware that GM squandered opportunity, focusing far too much on conquest. Sacrificing
actual change for the sake of publicity is already looking like it will be a costly
mistake. Volt was a flop. The technology from it carried over nicely to Bolt, but that too
has been a flop. Remember how GM was going to squash Tesla? Rolling out over a year
sooner than Model 3, we were supposed to see Bolt dominate demand. Supply was to be
stretched to the limit, with wait-lists confirming the legacy automaker's ability to
compete with the well respected EV leader. Instead, the anticipation for Leaf put a huge
damper on the market. Ordinary consumers wanted that offering from Nissan. Early
Adopters would get their want fulfilled by Tesla. GM simply fell by the wayside. After
all, who wanted a great performance, long-range EV in the form of a compact wagon? It
was a bizarre mismatch offering. No investment in infrastructure (no high-speed
charging network of any sort), combined with the MSRP destined to struggle when the
tax-credit phaseout begins is a big problem for Bolt. Dealing with that basically means
abandoning Volt in the process. GM's message of what solves "range anxiety" is a very
nasty issue. They polarized their own solution. Oops! Anywho, rather than figure out
how to overcome that, some choose to divert attention instead. They find insults to
Toyota pleasing. By calling the automaker a "laggard", they hope to cast a halo worthy
of praise for GM, enough to get tax-credits extended. I asked: What is the goal of the
tax-credit? You can't just label some automakers with "laggard" but not state what that
actually means. We want quality, not quantity. Simply cramming a large battery-pack
into an inefficient system isn't much for progress. Guzzling electricity isn't the kind of
advancement to endorse. Wasting fuel of any sort is still waste... especially if you are
waiting for that vehicle to finish using the charger. Making the motors, inverters,
chargers, and heaters use less electricity is advancement not recognized by the misguided
method of determining worth we currently employ. Why continue an approach that
doesn't properly recognize engineering achievement?
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Profit & Generalizations. There's on particular PHV owner who frequents the big Prius
forum with such vague posts, they become a source of misconception concern. He has
no intent to mislead, but doesn't recognize his contributions can be harmful. At some
point, they won't be considered innocent mistakes. Pointing out the issue can only
happen so often before acknowledgement cannot be avoided. Until then, it is dealing
with stuff like this: "I would say the same goes for all plug-ins." Drawing conclusions
without sighting detail or reason is never a good idea. State why. Don't just make a
claim. Ugh. Anywho, I hit back with: That's a generalization based on what? We know
for a fact that Toyota's battery choice for the initial offering of Prime gave costcontainment high priority. They specifically told us that the packaging decision was to
keep it affordable. So, even though it could be small, expecting profit is realistic. That is
key to sales. Toyota would like to achieve high-volume with this generation. First year
sales of 51,000 put them on the right track for that. In short, not all plug-ins.

3-21-2018

Max Defrost. Apparently, the power argument for EV mode has fallen
apart. Antagonists can't claim the danger now that more people are learning what "EVAuto" mode actually is. Their attempts to spread that misconception are failing, so
another is attempted. They are always watching for new exploit opportunities. In this
case, its is trying to mislead people about how defrost in Prime works. The physical
dedicated button on the dashboard is the MAX button to make the maximum defrost
mode engage. The hope is you'll assume that's the only defrost available, since it forces
the gas engine to start. The regular defrost does not. That's why it is located in with all
the other electric-only options. Featuring it on the screen among the climate-control
settings does make it easier to overlook. Antagonists hope you won't discover that. It's
why they get so angry and lash out when I bring that to the attention of everyone reading
the discussion. Then of course, I get accused of lying or not understanding. It's quite
pathetic how desperate some have become. Being so dishonest without any care is quite
a stance to take. You really don't expect that. But they'll do anything to misrepresent
Prime. Being deceptive to lead them to believe the engine must run to keep the
windshield clear when it is cold or damp out is now something I'm seeing more and more
of... especially now that it is getting to warm out to need that electric-only feature. That
goodness I filmed a bunch of EV video during the Winter.

3-22-2018

Collapse. The restart of that old blog with a new set of writers and a uncertain purpose is
bringing out all kinds of upset: "I guess if GM doesn't want to sell to me in the future (I
own a Volt and a Bolt) then Tesla or a foreign company can have my next
purchase. Nice going, GM." I can't imagine how much of a wake-up call it is reading
that on a venue I don't participate. It's my message of missed opportunity conveyed by
others. They enthusiasts did everything they possibly could to shut me up, claiming what
I said was meaningless. Now, new voices are sounding off with the very same
sentiment. Engineering expertise was wasted. Being years ahead only stands true if
progress continues. Ironically, the accusation of resting on laurels about Toyota turned
out to be the case for GM instead. I knew it would. The corporate approach hadn't
changed. Management was still focusing on easy profit... which trapped Volt as a
niche. Enthusiasts denied that could ever happening, choosing to be carelessly
optimistic. That hope has been crushed. We are now witnessing the collapse.
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Getting Worse. That same message of disinterest keeps getting repeated: "GM has been
hedging its bets with the Volt and Bolt, but are not willing to lead the industry by putting
EV tech throughout their product range." I pushed and pushed for diversity. It started
simple, by just suggesting a second model of Volt. The enthusiasts absolutely freaked
out. Fearing the worse, they sighted claims of trying to kill Volt entirely by diluting the
design with a second model offering a smaller battery-pack. They were so insecure, that
just plain was unacceptable. Nothing convinced them of sincere intent. Mistrust of the
supposed competition blinded them to the actual enemy. Opening their minds to other
automaker supporters for the sake of promoting plug-in vehicles as a whole was
impossible. GM was vastly superior, period. The were blinded by hate of the past,
preventing them from achieving a new future. They dug their own grave. That's why I
blogged so much about that past, as it was unfolding. I knew that present would someday
become an unfortunate part of their history, by their own choosing. And sure enough,
each worsening post is confirming that foresight.

3-24-2018

Expectations. Fortune does not favor the foolish. Assumptions can be costly. The
enthusiasts who blindly followed without doing any research are now feeling remorse:
"After buying my 2014 Volt, I was so impressed with the technology that I assumed that I
would soon be replacing my Subaru Outback with a GM PHEV SUV. GM has proven
that they are not all in with EV drive." Their problem came from study of only the
engineering. That's an easy mistake to make. They believed the effort put forth by GM
was to be an on-going investment, one of many steps forward. That's why whenever I
brought up Two-Mode, its history was immediately dismissed. Enthusiasts felt it had no
relevance to what was happening now. They were wrong, very wrong. I recognized the
pattern and was shunned for it. They attacked relentlessly, claiming my true purpose was
to undermine GM's efforts. Sadly, I have been vindicated. That pattern was indeed
playing out. It has been confirmed that the effort with Volt fizzled. GM hasn't shown
interest. There's nothing to expect anymore. True, something will eventually
emerge. But the hope of leading is gone.

3-25-2018

Speed, part 1. People obsess with it. We've been brainwashed into thinking faster is
better, even though need was exceeded years ago. Marketing caters to want, selling you
more power than you'll ever actually need. They focus on rare circumstances, trying to
portray them as normal. Others will present the situation as if you are in grave danger if
you don't have that. It's a game that is ultimately lost. We've seen that playout with
computers. Faster was no longer the most important priority. That's how laptop
computers transformed into tablets, pads, and phones. Speed simply wasn't a selling
point anymore. We're not quite there will cars yet, but mighty close. That means you
still need to play the game a little. So, when the topic of "fastest" came up again, I
chimed in to answer that question: Prime is governed at 103 mph. I tried it out on a
lonely highway in South Dakota. I also tried it with the PHV. It is governed at 104
mph... which are both worthless trivia. Knowing you can sustain a cruise at 80 mph for 2
hours non-stop and achieve MPG in the upper 40's is information of true importance.
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Speed, part 2. To my surprise, there was quite a bit of positive feedback to my
post. This comment added some dimension to the discussion: "I got tired of people
asking me if the car could keep up with traffic on the freeway..." Bringing a little history
perspective into the topic was an unexpected plus. So, I added so more to find out just
how constructive we could get: It was amazing (and quite annoying) how widespread the
power misconception was. People genuinely thought electric motors wouldn't have
enough power for freeway speed. My guess was household rechargeable batteries of the
time were weak. So, they just assumed automotive-grade would be too. Of course, there
are some who... still to this day... trying to undermine Prius by spreading FUD like that.

3-26-2018

The Other Shoe. Former enthusiasts continue to sound off: "Yet another sign GM just
doesn’t care about EREVs anymore..." This came from the fight GM's CEO has engaged
in against the state of California, pushing for those standards to be lowered. She wants
requirements for fuel-efficiency to be reduced, eliminating that increase the previous
administration had targeted. Rollback & Elimination of improvement goals is
sickening. When you know the technology is realistic, why fight against using it? This
is especially concerning with the knowledge of just how much damage to the
environment will happen as a result. But even worse, it's handing over opportunity to
others. Rather than engaging automakers producing vehicles here in the United States,
they turn a blind-eye to the doors the resistance opens elsewhere. It's not like the rest of
the world will ignore climate-change or oil-dependency. Only we will. Allowing them
to develop & refine technologies while we remain back in the past is economic
suicide. Why would anyone sacrifice so much just to retain the status quo? Turns out,
GM is willing to throw away what they had worked toward. Today, we found out
Terrain will get a diesel option too, adding to the non-pickup choices from
GM. Ugh. Seeing Cruze & Equinox offered that way was bad enough. But we all know
Two-Mode was supposed to be the efficiency choice for GM's future, offered as a hybrid
and a plug-in hybrid. Instead, the choice has become diesel. There's nothing to deny
anymore. That other shoe has dropped.

3-26-2018

More Generalizations. It's too easy to jump on the same bandwagon: "Toyota, Subaru
and a few others are quite behind the curve..." This time, it was a poster on a blog who
seemed to not give any thought to what was actually posted. He just made the claim with
nothing but an anecdotal observation. That's unfortunate. But maybe it is possible to get
a change from pushing back with more than just a gentle nudge: Reality is, Toyota
produces 1.5 Million hybrids per year now... each with an electric-motor & batterypack. No amount of rhetoric can conceal that production shift. The foundation is being
laid by getting dealer & consumer to abandon traditional vehicles. That first step is the
hardest. Each purchase after that is far less intimidating. It's unfortunate you perceived
them as behind, since they clearly are not... and you have been informed why.
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Video: Early Spring - Bike Trail (To).
On a gloomy Spring day, when the sky is gray and the temperature still chilly, thoughts
of going to your favorite bike trail dominate your mind. That opportunity to actually use
it is still a month away, but driving to that scenic location to capture valuable data on
video could happen right away.
If the 4K camera didn't overheat, I would be able to share round-trip footage of that entire
trip. With the variety of conditions... country road, open highway, extreme hills, and a
climb in & out of the valley... it would be quite a scenic drive. So, I gave it a try. Here
are the results:
TO: 31.1 miles / 104.2 MPG = 0.298 gallons
FROM: 31.2 miles / 79.3 MPG = 0.393 gallons
OVERALL: 62.3 miles / 0.691 gallons = 90.2 MPG
The advice given to Prius Prime owners is to save EV driving (plug-supplied electricity
from the battery-pack) for non-highway driving. With the variety on this trip, that was an
easy thing to do. Watch the "EV Mode" indicator. Also, what what happens on the crazy
up & down of those hills and the effect that valley where the trail is located.
On those glorious days of Summer, I hope to get down there for actual biking. Who
knows if I'll be able to capture that drive. There will be hours delay before the drive back
too. Efficiency from the warmer weather is much better too. Nonetheless, the results of
this particular round-trip provide ample real-world data to consider.
Hope you enjoy watching it...

3-26-2018

Early Spring - Bike Trail (To)

Video: Early Spring - Bike Trail (From). To my delight... and relief... the video in
both directions turned out. Being able to document the entire drive was important. But
with technical obstacles, you just never know. Opportunities to try again if something
doesn't work are few and far between. I got lucky with this. It was my first vacation day
of the year, where I figured there would be a little relaxation time between household
tasks I still needed to do. Rather than go out for a coffee to blog, I setup camera and
hoped for the best. It paid off too. I think being able to refer to this footage later will
come in really handy. Detail at this level is hard to come by. That's how the rhetoric is
able to persist. It goes on and one if you don't have anything but hearsay to counter
with. This is video with multiple feeds... 4K driving location & conditions, dashboard
gauge information, and data from an ODB-II reader... all assembled into a convenient
link that's easy to share. Yeah! Too bad I didn't have such a powerful resource at my
disposal in the past. That sure would have made the online combat a whole lot easier to
fight. Here's part 2, the drive back home... Early Spring - Bike Trail (From)
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Leadership, intent. Figuring if someone is poorly informed or if they simply are trying
to mislead is very difficult. Take this example: "There's a huge difference between a
hybrid like the Prius and a 100% battery electric vehicle. While other auto companies
have been working on architectures, drive and power systems for some time, Toyota has
been focused on Fuel Cell which for a manufacturer is much closer to ICE than a BEV
is. Unless Toyota have a quite large group hidden somewhere working on this then they
are a considerable ways behind the rest of the industry." Did the just succumb to the
hydrogen rhetoric or are they completely clueless about how Prius actually operates? It's
very hard to tell and you don't want to offend someone who is just naive. There are a lot
of people passionate to improving emissions & consumption that have no idea how any
of the technology works. Some don't have any engineering background
whatsoever. This may even be there first encounter with anything beyond just plugging
in their phone. There's a lot of incorrect assumptions you can make with such lack of
education. Oh well, sometimes you never find out the true intent is. But at least I know
Toyota is doing far more than this person was aware of: That's interesting. I didn't think
there were any newbies on this site, still unaware of Prius Prime. That model offers full
EV. You can accelerate up to 84 mph and sustain that speed using only electricity. It
offers an electric-heater more advanced than Volt. In Japan, you can even get a
CHAdeMO connection for fast charging and a solar-roof for green charging. I'm
approaching the 1st anniversary with mine. 16,100 miles so far, with 2 trips over 1,700
miles mostly driven at 80 mph. Despite that, along with a Minnesota winter, I have a
lifetime average of 101.7 MPG. In short, that claim about Toyota not being focused on
delivering EV is quite incorrect. They have been refining design & production of motor
& battery all along, you just hadn't noticed yet.

3-27-2018

Leadership, change. I got the impression from this that the person simply has no
engineering background: "Prime simply adds a plug to a hybrid. Good that they did but
this is still a totally different animal than a 100% BEV built from the ground up to be a
BEV." Reading other posts, the vague nature of those claims seemed to confirm that
too. It's strange to think some people have no idea how certain advancements come
about. It's like they are totally unaware of the upgrade process, assuming a new product
comes out of nothing and it an immediate success. Those are the same type of people
who think a singer with a #1 hit had incredible talent, that their 20 years of refinement
singing in dumping venues to get to that position never happened. The odds of an
overnight sensation are virtually impossible. Reality doesn't favor luck. You have to
work very hard to succeed. This type of extreme thinking is why change is so
difficult. The status quo always has a large group fighting to retain that stability, fighting
change any way they can. It's starts simple, like when an definition is altered, then you
just keep telling yourself nothing actually changed. I dealt with that denial all the
time: Nope, that's just semantics, easily disproven by Honda Clarity and Hyundai
Ioniq. Both are offered as EV, despite also having a model with an engine. The body
used for that is not relevant to the production & sale of the vehicle. Consumers will get
an electric-only driving experience regardless. So what if the electric-only is shortrange? You still get the full EV driving experience. I routinely see 0 RPM on the
tachometer for the engine on my entire commute.
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Leadership, failure. How someone handles the failure of others is a sign of leadership
too. Toyota can't do it alone. Neither can Tesla. Whomever it may be pushing to draw
in a new audience, there will always be a point to which they realize doing it alone is
impossible. GM never had an market for their small hatchback or their small
wagon. Those plug-in vehicles were clearly design to appeal to outside buyers, to score
conquest sales. Their own customer base didn't change. Those same owners of old
traditional GM vehicles will replace them with new traditional GM vehicles. Status quo
remained the same. That's not leadership. Recognizing that and providing the means to
change is. We are witnessing Toyota and Tesla do exactly that. Hyundai and Nissan are
standing strong immediately behind them. It's a team effort. Breaking ground isn't the
only task required; yet, it is the only which gets deemed leadership. The idea of each
doing their own part to fulfill their own need to a concept beyond the grasp of the simpleminded. Each automaker must excel in its own way. GM's obsession with Pickups &
SUVs meant it should have focused on Pickups & SUVs. After all, that's what TwoMode was all about. We didn't like that obsession. But it was obvious from the start the
effort to develop Volt did not have a sincere goal of changing their customers. There was
a trophy-mentality right at the beginning of it all. It was doomed to fail as a
result. There's no benefit from "I told you so" now either; however, that history does
reinforce audience. Leading means understanding who you intent to lead.

3-27-2018

Leadership, semantics. It only took a few more comments being posted before he
backed himself into a corner. The lashing out and belittling of Toyota came about from
the Fuel-Cell investment. There are some who only want purity, a single choice for
all. The idea of diversity is unacceptable. That one-size-fits-all belief is clearly alive &
well still. So, anything that Toyota did was a step in the wrong direction, regardless of
what it actually was. The example his sighted as where Toyota went astray was with
RAV4. That EV was the solution... abandoned, in his mind. Only problem, his argument
took on the purity requirement. The vehicle had to be built for the sole purpose of being
an EV. No conversion of any type was acceptable. Oops! He contradicted himself. I
jumped in by pointing out that neither Honda Clarity nor Hyundai Ioniq would be
acceptable based on his criteria either, despite both being pure EV. Having a counterpart
of any sort meant the automaker was really trying, it was an after-the-fact hack. Catch is,
that has been proven untrue. Prius had EV ability way back in 2003. That's where the
100 km/h ability originated. But without enough battery to support that, the ability was
never exploited. The tech back then was far too expensive, with energy-density far too
low. So, we had to wait. The design was already in place for electric-only travel, hence
the low speed & power ability Prius did deliver in the meantime.
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Risk & Spin. There are a lot of people online who are poorly informed, which results in
their posts contributing to spin. It gets so bad sometimes, they become antagonists by
pushing their incorrect perceptions so hard. That's quite remarkable to discover after
having fought with someone so hard only to later discover what bit of information it was
that they were not aware of. My hunch is this is one such example: "Toyota is like
Ford. They were on a path to be competitive in the future, then they decided they’d
rather fall behind and risk destroying the company." Lacking any type of economic,
accounting, or marketing background makes such a statement easy to feel passionate
about. Destroy? How? Pushing a product likely not capable of sustained high-volume
profitable sales may look impressive from the autoshow presentation, but that isn't at all
what a dealer will support. They couldn't care less about the engineering
achievement. That business uncertainty is far too deep of a concern to take on the
risk. So, they don't. They seek a more realistic solution instead. I put it this
way: Changing their base from traditional to hybrid is a path to the future, one far more
realistic than getting people to jump straight to EV. Think about how simple offering a
plug-in model to the mix will be with the hybrid selling well. Remember, the true
competition is their own traditional vehicles. In other words, you're not looking at the
big picture for EV sales. The heavy dependence on tax-credits limits them to early
adopters. Reaching the masses is far more difficult.

3-27-2018

Lost Meaning. What is leadership? Some don't put any thought into how change is
actually achieved. There's an over-simplification. I see it a lot. This was an especially
annoying stir. Having to face it, yet again: "No Plug, No Sale." When a slogan loses its
meaning, you have a very real problem to deal with. The mantra becomes a
disconnect. They say it, but don't understand its purpose. For that matter, you usually
can't even get the person saying it to explain their own intent. The devil is in the
detail. Ask for it. Most of the time, that ends the discussion. They really don't know. In
this case, I followed up with this perspective: NPNS is itself antique. It's so vague,
there's no value. Meaningful comment come from specifying detail, like price or
range. The variety of offerings a plug can provide makes understanding goals vital. In
this case, a worthy hybrid offering sours appeal for transitional models and paves the way
for plugs. Again, the most difficult step is the one away from transitional. Going from
hybrid to plug-in hybrid is much easier.
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Perception. The idea of what leadership can be continues to suffer from the simpleminded, those believing only one path to success exists. Ugh. RAV4 provided a great
example of that today. Toyota revealed the next-gen upgrade today. A number of plugin supporters threw a fit, complaining about how Toyota isn't investing in EV
production. Naturally, they turn to fuel-cell advancement as the primary argument. It's
amazing how that lack of support for diversity blinds them to all the work being done to
replace traditional choices. They couldn't care less about hybrid, despite that being such
an obvious big step away from guzzling. That NPNS mantra overwhelms logic. They
only perceive progress by a measure of how far EV capacity reaches. Change for
ordinary people not needing or even wanting such range is not of any concern for
them. That's really unfortunate. It's how we got into the SUV mess in the first place. If
people in general actually cared about wasting resources, they certainly wouldn't have
chosen that vehicle type. But they did. And rather than face that reality, they turn a blind
eye and place judgement against Toyota for actually addressing it. Ugh. What can you
do other than point out what's happening? I try: Notice how many SUVs are sold by
GM; yet, there is still nothing beyond the traditional choice? No plug-in. No
hybrid. What expectation should be set for an automaker with a perceived lead, but
nothing actually revealed for their primary customer?

3-27-2018

Cost Effective. Lack of business understanding often leads to over-simplification. How
to best deal with that continues to be a mystery. It's challenging to get someone to
recognize something they have been overlooking for years. That's what makes
exchanges online turn into intense debates which ultimately can lead to hate. They just
don't believe you. Without training in the topic, its nearly impossible to convey the
idea. Then when you consider the brevity of posts in forums & blogs, the odds of getting
someone to see beyond their own exposure falls apart. It's pretty much futile. This is
why concepts like being cost effective fall on deaf ears. They see a niche effort and give
far more praise than it actually earned. That's why they insult & offend those that don't
make advancement obvious. Those efforts behind the scenes aren't ever given
credit. Only what's showcased is acknowledged. Appreciation for the complex doesn't
happen. It's a sad reality. They judge the book by its cover and don't see the value in
anything else. So, a rebuttal like this is basically a waste: Scaling up existing production
is quite different from not producing at all. Any type of plug-in requires motor, battery,
controller, and charger parts to be built. Refining that process prior to scaling up is time
& effort well spent.
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Meritless. The title of this article sure caught my attention: "Hyundai IONIQ Leaves the
Prius in the Dust." To what was that referring? The opening line made me even more
curious: "Hyundai's extended-range hybrid proves the automaker knows more about EV
technology than Toyota does." Huh? I was really baffled at that point. Knowing the
source, it was promising to be a good read. That was posted on the Volt forum, since that
old blog is totally dead now. The supposed new daily topics never happened. Perhaps
the interval will change to something like once per week. Whatever the case, that group
of individuals would surely tear that new fodder to shreds. So, I read the article before
reading their comments. Nothing. There was literally nothing of any substance. It
lacked any type of merit whatsoever. The detail seemed to be a strange mismatch of
specs. It was quite confused. How should such a bold statement lead to such
nothingness? Turns out, that article was written over 2 years ago... prior to rollout. The
writer was just guessing and totally mixed up information. The comments posted were
just as confused. Their lack of any unified message was obvious. Still, after all this time,
they have nothing to fend of Prius with... even when dragging another automaker into the
discussion.

3-28-2018

New Combat, Old Foe. The death of the Volt blog has caused some to migrate, looking
to resume their antagonist trolling elsewhere. Oddly, they don't even try to blend
in. Their provokes are blatant. So, I'm left with the quandry of how to respond. What
worked best in the past was direct confrontation in the form of a question. Today, it was
attacking Toyota for not having rolled out an EV yet. The fact that the other automakers,
including GM, have all announced plans that are 18 to 24 months out doesn't matter. The
fact that Toyota has been investing heavily to shift from traditional to hybrid doesn't
matter. The fact that there's still a heavy dependency by the supposed leaders on taxcredit subsidies doesn't matter. All they care about is making Toyota appear behind. It's
just like using me as a scapegoat. If they can direct attention away from their own
problems, it makes them feel better. What a shallow & selfish attitude. It doesn't matter
to that. Winning new combat of any sort, especially with an old foe, is considered a
victory. Ugh. I kept my reply to that nonsense short: What do you suggest for quickly
phasing out traditional vehicles on the grand scale? Think about the effort needed to first
spread TNGA (Toyota New Global Architecture) in order to achieve the lower cost,
higher volume potential.
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Timing. The poorly informed... or limited perspective... are not just antagonists. Some
are supporters who don't bother to study the whole situation. They prefer just their own
little corner of the world. Interestingly, they do reach out sometimes: "So how many
states is prime currently carried in?" Asking questions is an encouraging sign. Of
course, I don't know how that information will be interpreted. Nonetheless, I shared the
knowledge:
2017 model-year cutover prevented the initial spread from growing. You don't send new
inventory to dealers at clearance time.
2018 model-year rollout is impaired by the usual winter sales doldrums. You don't send
new inventory until spring arrives.
It's all normal business. Profit is not made with unpredictable deliveries.
Keep in mind the first-year rollout was worldwide. Toyota delivered 51,000 spread
across several major markets all at the same time.

3-28-2018

Audience. It continues to be quite a challenge trying to figure out if someone is sincere
or not. When there is a person who hides behind an avatar, there really isn't any reason
to trust them nowadays. That's why so many of the blogging sites have switched over to
account signon. It doesn't matter which of the providers you choose for handling your
posting activity. The point is to supply readers with background information about you
and a means of following your comments. That accountability is priceless. It raises the
integrity of the site as well as reinforce rules of etiquette. You simply cannot hide behind
anonymity anymore without that effort looking suspicious. That's why when things like
audience are brought up, it doesn't make sense that someone you see posting on a regular
basis wouldn't understand what you are talking about. How many times can the same
message be repeated? It's ok to call them out. The internet no longer finds deception,
misleading, or concealment acceptable. Even so, I still try to be polite: Wow, you
haven't been paying attention. Knowing your audience is all about consumer, dealer, and
automaker relations.
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3-29-2018

Banning PHEVs. The first city in the nation to ban plug-in hybrids from public chargers
just made the new today. They only want EVs to recharge. If the vehicle has an engine
for when the battery-pack is depleted, they feel it should be used. That counters exactly
what we've been trying to promote. Even a short-range PHEV can drive entirely without
gas if given the opportunity to recharge along the way. Why should a vehicle with
greater capacity be allowed priority, especially if it isn't even going to be driven that
far? Who should be making such an arbitrary choice? Absolutes like that are
trouble. Worse though is that reality that true supporters of plugging in have failed to
address this... despite knowing that diversity is key to market growth. Ugh. I jumped
into the very active discussion today with:
I see a lot of complaints about vehicles with slow charging rates. I also see them about
small battery-capacity. Notice how no one wants to address the next stage in being
green?
Some plug-ins guzzle electricity. It's a very real problem when you step back to consider
the bigger picture, when many are waiting to charge and time is limited. Why should
those that waste be given priority to recharge?
31 kWh/100mi = 25 kWh/100mi
That equation is detail revealing the problem, because those electricity consumption-rates
can make a big difference. They are not equal. Taking more to travel the same distance
becomes an even worse problem when you consider the next person in line waiting to
plug in.
This is why EVs are great for us enthusiasts, but still not quite ready for people still quite
content with traditional vehicles. We need to work out these issues before they give a
plug-in purchase some consideration.

3-29-2018

It's Over. They certainly are trying. The EV blog posted a review on Prius Prime and
the troublemakers immediately emerged to do their best to undermine. I didn't
bite. There's no reason to even bother. Volt is withering on the vine now, without any
clear purpose anymore and subsidies about to fade away. It's really unfortunate the tech
wasn't diversified. So much for the supposed leadership. Anywho, unwilling to play
their game, I posted: Reading those same old attempts to degrade & belittle plug-in Prius
over the years has been quite interesting. It's an exercise in futility. They don't
understand the audience. As enthusiasts, they feel necessity for range & speed, placing
that as a very high purchase priority. Ordinary consumers don't. They just want a wellrounded vehicle... reliable, affordable, with a nice mix of features. Toyota recognizes
this and strived to deliver exactly that. They targeted mainstream consumers, as they
clearly stated during the rollout. The couple looking to replace their older Prius and no
longer have the young children have a compelling choice. You don't like Prius Prime,
just wait for the other plug-in hybrids. There are a number which could also offer a
Prime model. This isn't rocket science. It's an expected step forward in the phaseout of
traditional vehicles.
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3-30-2018

Almost 1 Year. Ownership in all 4 seasons, which are quite pronounced here in
Minnesota, is almost complete. 1 day left until its first year anniversary. 16,292 miles on
my Prime so far. 102.6 MPG average, which includes the nasty cold in this northern
state and 2 trips to Wyoming each over 1,700 miles (mostly 80 mph travel and no
plugging in). That's a solid real-world result, an easy to understand step-up from regular
hybrids in an affordable package. We are at the threshold of that paradigm-shift
becoming noticeable. The technology for plugging in is well proven. This next stage is
delivering affordability. Toyota is pushing that message hard... and taking a lot of flack
for it, from early-adopters with no concern for tax-credit dependency. Fortunately, we
have Hyundai coming in close behind with their own affordable offerings. That
endorsement is vital. You need choices in the market all sending the same
message. That's why there was so much hostility coming from the GM crowd. We
witnessed 7 full years of their don't-give-a-crap attitude toward affordability. There was
much talk about cost-reduction, but none of that translated to a sticker-price appealing to
ordinary consumers. So, it's up to those like me already driving the solution to share
their experiences. Being able to report such remarkable results after a full year of
ownership is very exciting. Hooray!

3-31-2018

Daily Dump. The death of that daily blog has been a severe blow to antagonists. They
had a venue to dump their rhetoric daily. Every morning there was excitement about the
opportunity to refine propaganda material. Then at the end of the day, the thread would
be abandoned. It was a seemingly endless cycle of undermine training... which finally
came to an end. Hey, when you don't have a product capable of speaking for itself, you
speak ill of the supposed competition. Quite a bit of hate emerged from those Volt
enthusiasts. Thank goodness their collapse emerged from within... exactly what I warned
them about for years. GM struggled with internal conflict prior to the
bankruptcy. Seeing signs of that approach still existing afterward should have been taken
seriously; instead, their mindset was to pretend all was going to be just fine. That
fundamental mistake has cost them dearly. Bolt represents the ultimate antithesis to
Volt. That's left them completely defenseless. Their own beloved GM turned on
them. All that anti-EV campaigning forgotten for what? Volt seems to be abandoned
entirely. No message of the technology being used elsewhere has emerged. Bolt appears
to be leading the way to an all-electric future, one where the idea of "range anxiety" is
solved by just having a larger battery. It's so hypocritical, the enthusiasts are at a
complete loss about what to do next. There are no steps forward. It's a dead-end they got
to on their own with all that AER propaganda. All-Electric-Range was selfdeprecating. Oops!
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4-01-2018

Easter Egg. Since today is April Fool's Day, Easter Sunday, and my 1st Anniversary
with the Prime, I've been hoping for some type of surprise. I got one too. It's not mindboggling. It's actually rather obvious. I hadn't ever given it any thought though. The HD
radio has a 15-minute buffer. Being digital, that makes sense. You get the ability to
rewind or pause what you are listening to. Since I rarely ever get calls on my phone, the
idea of that feature applying to it hadn't crossed my mind. Today though, I witness it
firsthand. The radio suddenly went quiet, a pause symbol appeared on the screen, then I
heard the phone ringer. I answered (pulling over on the residential street was easy) that
call, then hang up when done... all using the buttons on the steering-wheel. When the
connection ended, the radio automatically resumed exactly where it had stopped. I pulled
up buffer info on the screen. Sure enough, it was just like when you pause a DVR. I
could pick up exactly when I left or jump ahead back to the live broadcast. Sweet. I'll
count that as a "easter egg", since the feature would be something you'd need to hunt
for. It's a stumble-across ability, rather than being an obvious benefit.

4-02-2018

EPA Rollback. I'm seeing a look of advertisements now for Terrain. That's the next
size larger SUV from GM than Equinox. It's a beast, yet they are presenting it as an
everyday vehicle. The next size larger than that is the Suburban... which delivers a
combined estimate of 18 MPG. Labeled as a "family hauler", there's no doubt of the
obsession with size & power. The minivan and van are dead, family haulers long
forgotten. Brainwashed into thinking a 355-horsepower 8-cylinder engine is necessary
explains why the EPA finds the idea of rolling back the efficiency mandate so easy. Who
is going to oppose when such a large voice in the industry is praising giant guzzlers? We
are slipping back to conditions over a decade ago, back when few cared about oil
dependency or clean air. It is sickening to find out some people just plain don't
care. This is why I was so hard on the Volt enthusiasts. They were naive, they argued
with hostilty claiming this could never happen. Yet, here we are... facing several
enemies so selfish, they couldn't care less what our children inherit. Even though we had
the technology to prevent financial, political, and environmental struggle, we chose not to
use it. Ugh.
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4-02-2018

Lost Now. Those antagonists from the dead daily blog have no where to congregate
anymore. Each is trying to stir trouble on new venues. It's not going well either. We're
calling those efforts out. For example: "battery technology moved, today's is cheaper to
have a big pack of low-cost low-power cells than a smaller pack of fast charging cell" It
was an attack on Prime. They despise the idea of sharing public-chargers... knowing
benefit is greater the smaller the size of the battery-pack. That gain from a short recharge
while stopped at the grocery store is greater for Prime. In just 10 minutes, I can get from
my local shopping lot to home entirely on electricity from time I was there. Efforts of
those enthusiasts-gone-bad were to never arrive anywhere without electricity available...
making the gain from recharging far less than what Prime would experience. Again, this
is more self-deprecation they are now suffering from. They shot themselves in the foot
with their choice of how to promote Volt. Big Oops! Oh well. Too late now. Being
dishonest about the circumstances only makes it worse. I called him out on it too:
Without actual data, there's no reason to believe that claim. The devil is in the
detail. There are tradeoffs, not a single factor to making the decision. For example, that
claim of "with at least 40 miles of range like the Gen 1" was very misleading with so
much detail excluded...
2011 = 35
2012 = 35
2013 = 38
2014 = 38
2015 = 38
Notice how none of the model-years ever actually delivered 40-mile ratings. During the
warm months, 40 could indeed have been delivered. But in winter, not even close... and
heater type makes difference, a factor not mentioned anywhere.
Notice how vague GM's statement is? They thrive on ambiguity, releasing information
that really doesn't tell you anything specific.
In other words, read with care and look for what's missing.
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4-03-2018

Sales. As expected, the fade away of the Winter doldrums has resulted in a climb for
all. Prius Prime did especially well, despite the fact that inventory is almost exclusively
limited to remaining 2017 models in the half of the country rollout reached last
year. Soon, we should be seeing new inventory elsewhere. That means the potential
goes up significantly... while we see the enigma known as Volt. What GM intends to do
next is a complete mystery. We just got word that sales results will only be posted
quarterly now, rather than monthly. That's quite a change for an automaker which
thrived on those numbers, feeding the stockholders with hopes of profit dividends. But
with Volt only selling at the volume it sustained back when gen-1 was struggling, there's
little hope for gen-2. All those improvements didn't led to the much needed growth, prior
to tax-credit phaseout. We all know the situation will become far worse when that
generous subsidy vanishes. The guess is Volt will too. After all, GM other message
today was that Sonic production will end and Impala is likely to be phased out too. The
preference of GM to only sell Pickups & SUVs is rather blatant now. That puts Bolt in a
very awkward position. It also puts Toyota in a interesting situation. They can exploit
that American desire by pushing the hybrid RAV4 even more. That sets the stage quite
nicely for a Prime model. Anywho, we see the Prius with the plug doing well with a very
encouraging outlook. 2,922 for the month of March was great. The 4,128 for RAV4 was
impressive too. (4,064 for the regular model Prius.) But what really stands out is the
non-hybrid model of RAV with 34,937. It's an incredible volume, especially with Camry
drawing 35,264 at the same time. 31,392 for Corolla is nothing to overlook either. It
puts some perspective on the challenge still faced for mainstream acceptance of anything
other than traditional choices.

4-03-2018

Overdue. The end is being ratified by former enthusiasts: "GM definitely needs a Voltbased PHEV in the lineup. Either replacing the Volt outright or offered along
side. Chevy Trax, Equinox sales numbers were the best they've ever been last
month. Even taking a small slice of those sales with a CUV/SUV Voltec vehicle would
immediately launch it to the top of the EV sales board." Their disappointment is
obvious. That nasty Prius owner who kept sounding off concerns about time wasted and
opportunity missed has been overwhelmingly vindicated. It's really unfortunate they
fought the wrong battles. Losing the war as a result hurts. I don't feel bad. The hell they
put me through... and I ended up being correct. All along, I kept saying diversity is was
necessary. They feared that would dilute the message, impeding any progress that could
be made. Talking about learning the hard way. There is still a glimmer of hope. All is
not entirely lost. Though, it is a new war they must fight now. The early-adopter
audience is gone. This new audience consisting of mainstream consumers is far more
difficult to sway... especially when there won't be a tax-credit available. There are major
challenges to still overcome as a result of past mistakes. Oh well. All I can do at this
point is agree with their sentiment: Yup. Offering something in CUV/SUV format will
draw upon a large potential market. The idea that there's a market for a compact
hatchback still, especially with the upcoming tax-credit phaseout, is futile. Everyone
who wanted one got one. There's nothing left to prove for the technology. With the
obvious demand for Outlander and seeing the potential with Niro, it is time for GM to
focus on mainstream shoppers. A larger vehicle is overdue.
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4-04-2018

Perception. It's a powerful element. Used for undermining, it can tell a story of struggle
& loss. Used for promoting, it can convey a sense of hope. What ultimately gains
attention is the presentation of detail. For example: "For how well Toyota generally
designs things, adding a battery here seems like a total after thought. I need to be able to
throw a bike or dog crate in back there." In this case, that doesn't even need to be
numeric measure. Numbers aren't always necessary. Sometimes, all you have to do is
present more facts. For the reply to this, I just supplied more information by sighting
what others can easily observe... if they take the time. Give it a try by simply posting
what hasn't been discussed. Remember, perception can be altered by excluding
detail. See: That's just online spin. They don't want you to recognize the possibility of
an upgrade for this current generation. We know with certainty the approach was costsavings, to provide a robust battery sooner that it would take for the next round of
chemistry updates to be delivered. Like with several other plug-ins, it is realistic to
rollout an improvement mid-cycle. As for throwing in a bike, you can. There's plenty of
room. And for dog crates, a medium would fit fine in the area where the seats fold
down. You need bigger, you buy the bigger Prius or RAV4 when it is later offered with a
plug. Heck, the C-HR could work too. In other words, there's no reason to portray this
first offering as an end-all-be-all solution.

4-04-2018

Slow & Small. It didn't work. That line of argument failed to reach beyond that of early
adopters. Yet, some enthusiasts keep trying: "The slow as molasses and small battery
factors have been my major issues with the PP. Wish Toyota would get more serious
about PHEVs/EVs." I wonder how much longer that will continue. There is no audience
left for that anymore. The active discussion venues have very different
priorities. History is on the side of mainstream consumers too. It's very easy to
dismissed efforts which failed to reach them, especially after so many years of trying. I
fired back at that nonsense with: Toyota is much more serious than the spin using "slow
& small" as an excuse. Unlike GM, they took COST very seriously, building a flexible
platform that could offer a PRICE low enough to compete directly with the true
competition... traditional vehicles ...even without a tax-credit. Of course, anyone paying
attention knows that size & power was never the key to success for Prius anyway.

4-04-2018

Cannibal. They keep trying. When one topic fails to stir interest, they try
another. Now, it's the attempt to portray Toyota's transition from hybrid to plug-in
hybrid as an accidental oversight... which makes sense to them, since the claim of Bolt
replacing Volt is the narrative they are now telling. That doesn't make any sense
though. Why would GM simultaneously develop gen-2 Volt and their gen-2 EV at the
same time? That's a huge waste of resources, one that cannot be addressed without being
hypocritical. So, they try to divert attention. Ugh. It would actually make sense if that
next-gen Voltec had been on a platform GM's own customers would be interested in...
like a small SUV. It wasn't though. The same conquest audience had been targeted
instead. Again, what a waste. At least Bolt offered a tall rear-seating area.... like a small
SUV. Anywho, it should be easy to see how Toyota will be able to offer a Prime model
of Camry and RAV4. Both are strong hybrid contenders with lots of potential for
supporting a plug. That's progress, not cannibalism. Oh well. They can relish in their
fictitious victory. I'll keep asking why their claims don't support what we are actually
seeing: Planned progression is not "cannibal", since offering a plug is the next logical
step. That's quite a contrast to GM, where Bolt is the antithesis of Volt. Remember all
the "range anxiety" promotion?
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4-04-2018

Losing Money. I was delighted to see this called out: "They sell it at a loss..." That
nasty antagonist constantly trying to mislead about Toyota continues with his meritless
claims. Others are taking notice: "Do you have evidence as to your assertions or are you
just blowing smoke as to Toyota?" Knowing how dishonest he has been in the past, it's
obvious he doesn't have any evidence. It's nothing but a desperate act of repeating the
same claim over and over again until it is accepted as the truth. When people continue to
hear the same message, they tend to not question it. That's how you normalize an
extreme. It works with dishonesty too. That's all it really takes to mislead when the
venue is loaded with enablers. Of course, all it takes is a few to question credibility of
the statement itself. You can talk about that antagonist in the third-person for extra
emphasis. I did too: After being asked countless times over the past few months, he
obviously has no evidence. In fact, he hasn't even bothered to provide any reasoning as
to why you'd even doubt profit. Toyota produced and sold 51,000 Prime worldwide last
year. Most of the inner working are the same as the regular model of Prius. Basically,
just swap batteries and add a clutch & charger.

4-04-2018

Competition. Rewriting of history usually takes place when the person disliking that
reality chooses to misrepresent it with an alternative of their own. They seem somewhat
credible by twisting facts and omitting vital detail. In this case though, it was just flat out
dismissal: "The original Prius never had any real competition..." That complete absence
of any effort at all to even try was good reason to punch back hard without any interest in
rebuttal... which I was delighted to do: That's a load of garbage. Competition against
Prius was intense. There's was what became dieselgate, efforts to mislead about Prius by
promoting diesel through dishonest means, on one side. On the other, there was GM with
it's anti-hybrid campaign pushing Hummer with the backing of a $10,000 taxcredit. Nothing in support of battery or motor propulsion had been proven yet either.

4-04-2018

Just In Case. The double-standard from an antagonist now disenfranchised: "It really
feels like GM wants to have enough experience that if a rival suddenly starts building an
EV in large numbers and starts to take market share from GM, then GM will build a car
that people really want." Seeing the same of Toyota is impossible for them, even though
we see that effort being pushed even harder. Knowledge of how Toyota architected
powertrains based on TNGA and is pushing hard to get that deployed throughout the
fleet, it should be obvious. That lowers cost across the board and refreshes virtually all
of the high-volume offerings. Combined with the experienced being gained from
Prime/PHV advancement, there shouldn't be any conclusion draw other than it be
preparation to start building large numbers. Yet, that is what we are dealing with
still. Their stance is remarkable; however, it is not surprising. They've always had the
choice of what to accept. Seeing this attitude shift is confirmation of that. Rather than
actually achieve mainstream sales as long promised, they are preparing to do so. That is
a recognition of problem they had previously denied. Claiming a just-in-case approach
means affirming there was a need to better understand audience after all... since what was
delivered clearly didn't appeal to those consumers... those shoppers at GM dealers.
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4-05-2018

Already, competency. Was this an attack or someone woefully uninformed: "Toyota
needs to focus on batteries and battery technology IF they want to complete. In terms of
business this is what would be considered a lack of a core competency." It is still very
difficult to tell on that general audience venue. Unlike the daily blog for Volt when you
knew they just wanted to belittle Toyota, intent is far from certain here. So, I jumped
into the discussion with: Prime already delivers a full EV driving experience. You can
go up to 84 mph, complete with electric heating & cooling. Camry delivers a more
powerful motor. RAV delivers all-wheel drive. That core is clearly being addressed
already.

4-05-2018

Already, disagree. The response was dismissal. But was this an attack? I still couldn't
determine intent: "I disagree. A plug in hybrid is very different than a pure EV. The
battery parameters as well as the electronics have to redesigned." My hope was the
poster was simply naive about the design, making incorrect assumptions: You cannot
disagree with a fact. I can pull out onto the highway and maintain a cruise at 80 mph,
even with the heater running... never using any gas. It's all electric. Those behaviors of
Prime are like a pure EV, period. Assuming the hybrid system wasn't designed to do that
is your mistake. You overlooked the redesign that already took place.

4-05-2018

Already, why? Nope, still unknown. However, it did appear that his measure of
progress wasn't technical. It seemed more just a generic assessment based on whether or
not the vehicle had an engine still. This is what summed up his soapbox sermon: "Then
why does Toyota NOT have a pure EV out to compete with Tesla?" I climbed up after he
was done:
First, you failed to acknowledge that oversight. Again, you cannot disagree with a
fact. Prime delivers EV driving. Period.
Second, the answer to your question is another fact. Toyota has a very different
consumer base than Tesla. Their consumers purchasing Corolla, Camry, and RAV4
couldn't care less about a $35,000 vehicle. They simply don't want to spend that much.
Know your audience.
Third, we will be getting more plug-in choices from Toyota in the next 2 to 3 years. In
the meantime, they will continue to rollout TNGA and use Prime to educate dealers,
salespeople, and consumers.
Keep in mind, legacy changes are far more difficult than the low-hanging fruit Tesla has
been enjoying. It's all about producing millions of vehicles per year, not just appealing to
eager early adopters.
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4-05-2018

Already, uninformed. Turns out, he really didn't have any idea what he was talking
about. He assumptions were that the design was a heck, the same as the aftermarket
upgrades we saw a decade ago. It makes me wonder if the Volt antagonists were really
just too stupid to realize they made the same mistake. Being clueless for at the beginning
of a discussion is one thing, but holding onto that false narrative for years is entirely
different. So, I went for clarification:
Interesting. You genuinely don't know what a Prime is. Those assumptions are incorrect.
I'll have to re-evaluate my approach. That description of what Toyota's plug-in hybrid
system is perceived to be is quite different from what they actually delivered.
Prime uses a PSD (power split device) designed to offer much higher RPM and is
connected to a secondary PSD in place of a reduction-gear. Combining that with a oneway clutch allows it to deliver an EV experience at all speeds, without sacrificing
electric-only efficiency.
That is very, very different from the hack years ago that aftermarket providers
offered. Their design simply added battery-capacity, without allowing more power &
speed like Prime does.
Prime also offering high-speed DC recharging. In Japan, the CHAdeMO option is
available. Prime also uses an electric heat-pump for cabin warming, a more efficient
option that what some EVs employ.
In other words, Toyota was able to deliver a redesign without you noticing. That's how a
paradigm-shift takes place, when it is so subtle, the change gets overlooked.

4-05-2018

Already, thanks. Sure enough, he really didn't understand. My patience... and
apparently just the right amount of push... managed to draw attention to his mistake
without causing embarrassment. So, he didn't take offense. Instead, I got a thank
you. Phew! It's always a risk. You don't want to create a new enemy, especially when
you know how long a grudge can be held. Some of those Volt enthusiasts remained
angry at me for years. But I had to do something. Whether you are trying to stir a
misconception or you are just an enabler of it, that's very real damage to the
market. Potential is lost when incorrect information is spread. In this case, he was
wrong about how Prime operates. I pushed to find out why. My reward for doing it
judicially was finding out how to approach future encounters like this. It's how
misconceptions are squashed. You must find a way to overcome them. It takes effort
and sometimes things take a turn for the worse. In this case though, it worked out nice.
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4-06-2018

Already, observations. It didn't take too long after that to confirm the problem was
conclusions were being draw on nothing but anecdotal observations. No substance
behind the claims made confidence for eliminating doubt solid. That belief of Prime
being just an after-thought matched up with what the Volt enthusiasts believed. They
didn't understand what had actually been delivered either. Their assumptions had also
been based upon design from long ago. That's what happens when you don't actually
read what's posted, when you brainlessly negative vote information to hide it. This is
where that label of "deplorable" originated. You can't just turn a blind-eye to what
displeases you. Pretending there isn't an issue doesn't make it go away. Yet, those diehard GM supporters did exactly that. Volt was "vastly superior", as they exclaimed over
and over with the hope that you'd never question how that was achieved. More range &
power was all you needed to know. That fact that Toyota strived to deliver something
affordable was meaningless, as far as they were concerned. That's how why we
encounter such naive beliefs elsewhere now. Fortunately, that reality if tax-credit
dependency is making itself known even without much effort now. The venue for
breeding antagonists is dead. Now, it's just an effort for Prime supporters to get word
about what Toyota has already done. Squashing misconceptions isn't easy, but success
with others of the past ultimately happened. We just need to keep repeating detail of the
design. I'll continue to provide that information with video. Another is on the way.

4-07-2018

2018 Inventory. Exactly as predicted, anticipation has been replaced with
confirmation. Phew! The new model-year (2018) is being delivered to regions that
didn't carry the previous model-year (2017). That always made sense. You don't
introduce a new product during clearance time. It's a logical approach to sound
business. Passionate emotion must be replaced with sensible patience. Now that Spring
is just about here (4 to 6 inches is forecast for tomorrow, but a week from now
temperatures should reach the 50's), it makes sense ramping up sales. Before that, you
just don't get many shoppers. No one wants to deal with the mess. Even test-drives are a
challenges when it's still cold & wet. I did a quick such. 9 dealers had a total of 42
Prime freshly delivered or scheduled to be. That's a very thin spread, especially when
you take into account the big Toyota dealer a few miles from me don't have any
inventory yet. Rollout is usually slow. Dealers & Salespeople need to become accustom
to the new offering. With Prius, that often comes in the form of well researched
consumers leading the way. They study the material provided by early owners (like me!)
who share their real-world experiences. Each generation has seen great success with that
approach. Interest grow as inventory climbs... right on schedule with Toyota's sound
business plan for sustained & profitable high-volume sales. Woohoo!
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4-07-2018

Outright Lies. There are a few Volt enthusiasts who hate Prius so much, they'll just
outright lie about it. To make the claim really stick, they'll make the situation sound as if
you're getting called out for being dishonest. Here's the entire quote I was faced with
today: "Defog isn't defrost. The fact that you think blower air clears just fine means that
you are making excuses for something that is incapable of doing. In Northern California,
the winter is rainy and foggy. That means every time it rains, the defogging is
needed. That means the engines starts in the daily rainy weather for about 6 months of
the year!! Stop your spin!" That came after a folly of posts attempting to belittle &
misrepresent Prius Prime. There's a very real resentment for EV abilities that Toyota
vehicle delivers. Exceeding Volt in several important regards makes the antagonist
desire to insult range & power quite difficult. Prime's efficiency & affordability is more
important to mainstream consumers... and they know it. So, posting lies about how the
system works is what they have resorted to.

4-08-2018

Called Out. My rebuttal was terse, yet polite. I really wanted to make the point but
without pushing too far. It was an effort to educate, not to offend. I want to avoid a
repeat of this same encounter elsewhere. Making the video a clear source of
contradiction to his claim will hopefully squash the obvious attempt to mislead. This is
what I posted, along with a link to the video itself: I am pointing out facts with detailed
captures of real-world driving. When someone makes a claim that is false, attention will
be drawn to prevent the mistake from being spread. That footage & data clearly shows
under those conditions the gas engine is not required and was never used. What started
as an incorrect assumption will not be allowed to become a misconception. The 18.7
mile drive in that video was at 32°F in very wet conditions. You can clearly see the snow
falling and the air quite moist; yet, there is no fogging whatsoever using the regular
blower. That MAX mode simply is not necessary.
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4-07-2018

Video: Early Spring, Winter Returned. This is what I published...

Prius Prime - Early Spring,

Winter Returned

Squashing misconceptions is an important part of Prius history. Having video available
to counter the intentional spread of misleading claims is essential.... which is exactly
what this particular footage provides.
On the dashboard of Prius Prime is a dedicated button for clearing the windshield of
moisture. When pushed, it will engage the MAXIMUM mode for the blower. This starts
the gas engine, since your request was for the fastest and most powerful means available.
If you don't need MAXIMUM clearing, you just use the regular window blower
option. This is the feature included with all the other settings on the Climate-Control
screen. The key difference between this and the dedicated button is it will not start the
gas engine. This option is entirely electric.
Those individuals determined to undermine the success of Prius Prime will lead you to
believe an electric-only option is not available. When confronted, they'll claim the
feature in Climate-Control is not effective in cold & moist conditions.
This video features those very conditions, an extremely wet commute to work with the
temperature at freezing. Watching the detail provided very clearly shows the gas engine
is unnecessary, that the entire drive was exclusively with electricity and at no time was
window clearing ever an issue.
To those dishonest about how the plug-in hybrid system works, you now have this video
to prove you wrong and expose your attempts to spread a misconception.
And for those who took the time to read this entire comment, yes, that is indeed a Tesla
Model 3. By lucky coincidence, this filming just happened to be my very first sighting of
one. I was thrilling to have the camera capture that moment.
4-08-2018

New Audience, New Document. It is somewhat surreal promoting Prime. The
mainstream market is basically clueless about plug-in vehicles, just like when Prius was
new. The first generation hybrid model went almost completely unnoticed. Sound
familiar? That's the same way PHV was. Now, we see this newest generation about grab
the attention of ordinary people. Most won't purchase one though. Just like with the noplug generations, it won't be until the next that takes the market by storm. That's the
natural progression of technology. Each audience has a very different approach to
adoption. In this case, many will accept the idea but not embrace it until an upgrade
comes along. That may not necessarily be a Prius either. We could see the first really
big seller as a RAV4 or C-HR here. Cars simply aren't that much of a draw now. Of
course, that doesn't mean Prime won't sell like hotcakes. It just means the other offering
will be even more popular. That's what is leaving me scratching my head about next
steps. It seems as though I should focus more on the concept rather than the vehicle,
creating a document for the technology rather than a true user-guide. There's much to
teach, lots of opportunity to share, an entirely new audience to inform. Thankfully, I
don't have to do it alone. There are many who like to contribute ideas. That's what
makes the gatherings so fulfilling. In-Person exchanges are very insightful.
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4-08-2018

6 Minutes. That was the extent of my stop to get coffee from the Starbuck's in the
grocery store. Parking in front at one of the charging-stations makes a quick in & out
possible. I get enough of a recharge to travel the remainder of the distance home using
only electricity. In just that short amount of time, the charger sent 0.3 kWh to my
Prime's battery-pack. That's roughly 1.5 miles of range. The drive to my house is half
that. Since we often stop there to pick up something fresh for dinner, that EV
opportunity is especially nice after having driven well beyond the pack's capacity. It's
also a nice top-off during peak hours, when I'd pay a higher-rate. Instead, it's free while
shopping. That's an effective way to attract business.

4-08-2018

Video: Commute Home (Ultra Cold). Archived long ago. Shared today...

Prius PHV -

Commute Home (Ultra Cold)

This is footage & data collected years ago from my Prius PHV, but never published. It
was a very busy time in my life then, so the approach was to save what I could for use
later.
This drive was the commute home, to the old house on an extremely cold Minnesota
evening. This plug-in generation didn't have a battery warmer, so efficiency in such low
temperatures was really a statement of impressive design. The system worked very well.
This is one of my more complex captures, where I used an ODB-II reader to save data for
visual presentation. Each passing second wrote data to a file in spreadsheet
format. From that, I converted the numbers into image frames to combine with the
window & dashboard video.
It turned out really nice; though, the cameras available back in 2014 weren't as good as
what I use now with the Prius Prime.
4-09-2018

Traction-Control Off. I never believed in spinning tires wildly to get out of slippery
snow. It leaves a streak of ice behind for the next person who encounters that same
spot. Why would you knowingly do that? To make matters worse, it hard on the tires. If
you get out and look at the location afterward, the snow will be sprayed with a light layer
of fresh rubber. That's why having a means of disabling traction-control wasn't ever any
interest to me. Nonetheless, that button is available in Prime. No magic override from
an option on a hidden maintenance screen with this model. It's right there on the
dashboard. So, I gave it a push. I hadn't all Winter and this was hopefully the last snow
of the season... unlikely, I know, this is Minnesota. Anywho, the results were
spectacular. The car went from having a solid grip on the road to swaying from side to
side. The reduction to traction that had really surprised me. You don't realize just how
much the technology is working to keep you safe until shutting it off like that. Whoa!
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4-10-2018

Threatened By Change. His rant got surprisingly intense. Starting with dismissal, it
became a defending of pride. Volt was better, period. Sales didn't matter. He just
insulted all the Prime owners and moved on. That was intriguing. My focus is always on
the automaker, not people who choose to purchase. In fact, I congratulate & thank
owners of all plug-in vehicles. It's the short-sightedness that has always been the
problem. If a choice for the masses doesn't emerge prior to tax-credit phaseout, there will
be very real problems to deal with. Anyone who dismisses that is a barrier to
success. After all, the goal is mainstream acceptance. So, who was this person hell-bent
on taking me down? His attack pattern perfectly matched that of the past, just like what I
dealt with from the EPA spin attacks. Coincidence? Nope. Doing some searches, I was
able to confirm his id had recently been switched. With over 30,000 posts, it was easy to
see how he feel threatened. This change is just like how the others from long ago
fell. Overwhelmed with evidence of a paradigm-shift, his kingdom has fallen
apart. There's nothing left to defend anymore. Seeing Toyota, Honda, and Hyundai/Kia
take over is devastating. So, he finds a scapegoat to blame. Shoot the messenger with
the hope that distraction will save some pride. It's sad, really sad. It's undeniable
evidence of change too. This new chapter defines "vastly superior" as a vehicle capable
of competing directly with traditional vehicles... not simply offering more range &
power.

4-10-2018

Looking Around. It's becoming very difficult to not see change. Accepting what it
actually is can be quite disheartening. That realization of it being an abandonment of
cars expresses a clear indifference to emissions & consumption. We are at the precipice
with EV rollout. Tax-Credit phaseout means that challenge to appeal to ordinary
consumers will become much harder. Very few had been taking that situation seriously
anyway. Now with the inundation of bulky guzzlers, we have trouble brewing. It is
rather fortunate that those large bodied vehicles can more easily support a large batterypack. But the cost will make the technology more of a reach to obtain. We know GM
and Ford are actively moving away from smaller vehicles. It's when you have other
automakers, like VW and Chrysler, staying silent there's a need to look at the recognized
efficiency leaders... like Toyota. I see a ton of RAV4 and C-HR in dealers lots. Toyota
is racing to establish choices that will appeal to the masses as plug-in hybrids. Camry
should survive the SUV/CUV onslaught, but only due to it being the market leader. That
makes the choice to make Prius Prime more of an upscale offering an obvious choice
now. Those who thought that an absurd conjecture 2 years ago now have reason to take
pause. It's beginning to really make sense. Honda's new Clarity is somewhat of a bulky
beast itself... what Volt should have been. The much larger interior justifies the
price. No smaller offering though. Thankfully, Hyundai offers Ioniq. They quickly
diversified to both a larger sedan and a CUV. So, we do see targeting plug-in hybrids at
the affordable size. Not many though. The same is true for EV offerings. Looking
around, it's easy to see the cars are starting to become fewer. That makes the transition to
electricity appear to be even more of a problem. But then again, tipping points can be
reached faster when the journey to it is filled with carelessness.
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4-11-2018

2019 Refresh. It sounds like a mid-cycle refresh for the hybrid Prius will be more than
just a few cosmetic tweaks and some possible system refinements. The rumor circulating
today is it will take on a look similar to Prime. That makes sense. There was much
benefit to the polarizing look. But once its role was fulfilled, it's time to move on. Why
must the entire product-cycle be squeezed into a 6-year span? With vehicles now being
designed on computers instead of being craved out of clay in full scale, it doesn't make
sense not being receptive to market feedback. If there's a trend to take advantage of or a
shift in market desire, why not capitalize on it? You search for interest, then jump when
the opportunity presents itself. That's why the computer design was adopted in the first
place. That flexiblity reduces time & resources needs to reach production. I see the
refresh as a refreshing new trend. Why must a longer product-cycle still be
required? After all, aren't suppliers looking for opportunity too? Not being able to plan
the next year to chase an advantage emerging how money is made. You don't want to get
stuck with a product facing a downward trend. Becoming the trend is far
better. Somehow other manufacturers have been able incorporate flexibility into their
business approach. Why not automakers too?

4-11-2018

6 Years. Some still assume that's how long the first Prius was around. They have no
idea there were actually 2 offerings within what they believe to be a single
generation. That has come up several times just today alone, due to the 2019 rumor. I
posted this in response: That misconception is an interesting one. It reveals much about
the understanding/recognition of how generation is actually defined. What criteria do you
use? Gen-0 (many programming languages start counts at 0, not 1) was the first 3
years. The following 3 were what we know as Gen-1, to account for the 6 people assume
was all the same. That unknown past comes from only being available in Japan. It was a
major update very few here knew about... the bumpers were gray, the screen wasn't
touch, the engine had less power... but most significant was the battery upgrade, from
"D" packaging to prismatic cells.

4-12-2018

Genius. I asked: How do you break a typecast problem, especially one on the
magnitude Toyota faced with Prius? They have other hybrids, but no way to draw
attention to them. 52 MPG from the new Camry is amazing. Most shoppers have no clue
it even exists though. Giving Prius a standout look is a stroke of genius. It prompts the
customer to ask if anything ordinary looking is available. The salesperson response is
"Well, as a matter of fact..." There's a next-gen RAV4 hybrid on the way too. This is the
classic negative-promotion technique, an approach proven to be very effective when you
step back to consider the overall goal. After all, Toyota is working toward the phaseout
of regular hybrid in favor of the plug-in model. Abandoning that polarizing look midcycle and replacing it with something that resembles the desired target makes the
transition easier. It's a sensible method, which also earns a reputation of being
responsive to market feedback. Rather than waiting a full cycle, the automaker responds
with a refresh along the way.
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4-12-2018

Nope. The spin about sales cannibalizing keeps coming up, but no one can actually back
the claim with anything of merit. In fact, most only make their statement by omitting
detail then don't like. They establish a narrative with just anecdotal observation. Most
people don't bother to do research of their own. So, the message is usually just accepted
at face value and passed along to others. That spread of any type of message with facts
to support it is unwelcome. I interject information, ask questions, and disagree. Sadly,
most don't take on the challenge. They just repeat the same dribble elsewhere. But at
least its not totally without resistance-free acceptance: Nope, since that would imply
intentional sales loss. What they did was take risk, pushing appearance to an extreme
with the attempt of attracting new customers. Market growth is essential. In the land of
SUVs all sharing a similar appearance, it was a logical step to go in the other
direction. Keep in mind the goal of 5,000 sales per month is still pretty much intact.

4-13-2018

Hybrid Option. Some people are in agreement: "I have looked forward to the day (and
we're slowly getting there) when a hybrid drivetrain is just another option -- 4, 6, diesel,
hybrid, and other variants." Seeing that shared sentiment, I joined in:
- Camry hybrid
- Avalon hybrid
- Highlander hybrid
- RAV4 hybrid
They are all available here from Toyota already.
- Corolla hybrid
- C-HR hybrid
They are available already elsewhere. The entire passenger product-line is getting the
hybrid option... exactly as Toyota has been targeting for 2020.
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4-13-2018

Daily Blog. Every day in and day out, it was the same old nonsense. That daily blog
kept the routine going for an entire decade. A new topic would be published at 6:00 AM
Eastern, then enthusiasts would come out to feed on their prey. They would pound their
chests and dump on all other plug-in vehicles until the day came to a close, then it would
all come to an end. The topic would be abandoned. New attacks would begin the next
day on whatever was published then. That cycle repeated hundreds upon hundreds of
times. Unless you were paying careful attention, striving to see the bigger picture, the
cliff they were racing toward wasn't visible. GM delivered a vastly superior vehicle,
period. Nothing from any other automaker ever made any difference. Those enthusiasts
would just spin excuses. Many became hypocritical. You cannot avoid facing goals for
that long without them finally catching up to you. Their inflexible nature ultimately led
them astray too. GM delivered Bolt. That basically killed Volt in every
respect. Watching the battles from day to day made that clear. It was an enemy from
within. Time had been squandered. Ironically, they rested on their laurels... the very
thing they accused Toyota and supporters of doing. Each topic was a celebration of the
past. Having no future become evident to even the most stubborn, eventually. Today
was that day. Friday the 13th ushered in new topics, almost 10 full weeks later. Only a
hint of what might come had been revealed prior to that. This was the full introduction to
what the restart of that dead blog would bring. There were 5 new topics all at once. The
site has become an ordinary news outlet! That place for antagonists to breed has
vanished. Killing the venue that encouraged hate actually happened. Ownership was
taken back. They want integrity to return. Being overrun by fanboy attacks is now just
an unfortunate memory of the past. They made it quite clear too, by reaching out and
asking for topics & purpose to be agreed upon. No where in those statements was
anything about Volt superiority. To make matters worse for the troublemakers, people
like me would have specific goals to refer to... which makes undermining, impeding, and
misleading far more difficult... if not impossible. Needless to say, that chapter has come
to a close. I toughed it out, reading everything they posted. Participation on a hostile
forum is how you get the most direct & comprehensive feedback. No such place exists
anymore... for Volt, anyway. GM can still screw up their next effort. But there's far less
potential for the antagonists to gain control as they did with the daily blog.

4-14-2018

Car Sales. The reason GM gets mentioned so much is GM keeps denying its own
wants. I was asking "Who is the market for Volt?" long before rollout, back when the
vehicle was still being designed. It simply made no sense that an automaker obsessed
with SUVs would abandon their behemoth hybrid system in favor of a small car with a
plug. That's why there was so much conflict with enthusiasts. They knew I had
identified a key weakness. Volt would die simply from disinterest. No amount of
engineering could bring about mainframe sales from management unwilling to
promote. Cars were never a priority. Dropping purchase numbers overwhelmingly
confirm that. Spin about Prius sales being a struggle requires the omission of the entire
market shifting to larger vehicles. This is why Cruze is seeing such a decline. Trouble
is, Cruze doesn't get the investment Corolla does. The new transmission Toyota will be
delivering the end of this year will carry it for years to come. That CVT with a launchgear is a move back to simplicity without sacrificing power or efficiency. GM hasn't
taken any step like that. You'd hope something would be made available for those unable
to take the step to plugging in, especially when a hybrid model won't be
offered. Needless to say, the news making the rounds today highlight a consequence of
such inaction: "GM cuts hundreds of jobs as car sales continue to slide."
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4-15-2018

Topics Vanished. Curious to see what became of the daily blast, I checked up on that
forum blog site. To my surprise, 2 of the 5 new topics had vanished. They were
removed entirely. What I had in cache on my computer was proof of their previous
existence. The one was titled: "A question for our readers." And the other: "Next Chevy
Bolt EV Reportedly Not Coming Until 2025." It doesn't take much imagination to
recognize how the one soliciting feedback resulted in a lot of controversy. That's what
the group of enablers thrived on. More conflicting posts attract more posting
activity. Don't ever allow any proof of shortcoming get
attention. Fight. Fight. Fight. The other confirmed my concern of "too little, too
slowly" was far more of a problem than anyone ever wanted to acknowledge. I suspect
the stir that topic brought about angered the enthusiasts. The last thing they ever wanted
was a moderator taking my side. So, all we have now are the titles of the topics. The
link saved in my browser's history no longer works and there's no evidence of them ever
having been available.

4-15-2018

Logic & Reason. I enjoyed the irony of this statement: "Why Toyota even decided to go
with this look for the fourth-gen model is beyond logic and reason, but here we are." It
came from a source unwilling to see beyond the tree they are looking at. It's the classic
"can't see the forest" problem. We are surrounded by a sea of blah. There are plain
looking SUVs everywhere. There's nothing to make them stand out or even appear
special. There's a crowd with your vehicles somewhere in it. This nothingness is the
very reason people seek out different. They get tired of what's been identified as normal,
which is really just a trend. The market cycles, eventually. Whatever the hot new thing
is that begins to outsell all the rest, later to become a trendsetter, started as an
outcast. That logic & reason doesn't make sense in the moment, but looking back
afterward it certainly does. Remember how the SUV started? For that matter, remember
the birth of the minivan. People claimed they wouldn't be caught dead in one. Then
years, they purchased one anyway.

4-16-2018

Wild Guess. This came from that Prius PHV owner who continues to make vague
claims and draw uninformed conclusions: "For those who use their phev as a phev, 15%
loss is no big deal. for those of us using it mostly in ev, you get used to the initial range,
and are disappointed when you can't reach the places you used to without the
engine." Oh well. All you can do is provide information so posts in the future are
better: That's just a wild guess, based on assumptions from early-adopter purchases. In
reality, we have no idea what the situation will be +7 years from now. Think about how
many more charging-stations will be available. If you can easily plug in to top off,
what's the problem with some normal age-related degradation? After all, capacity
fluctuates more than that each Winter anyway. Think about how compelling the new
choices will be +7 years from now too. We've seen other families use the older Prius as a
hand-me-down, using that as a great excuse to purchase a next-gen offering. Why would
this be any different? Think about how inexpensive the option to upgrade the existing
battery-pack could be. We are already seeing Nissan & BMW experiment with used
packs. The capacity remaining is quite sufficient for other needs. After all, a trade-in
program would be a new source of revenue for legacy automakers.
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4-17-2018

Cold & Unplugged. My Prime was parked outside for a day and a half without being
plugged in. It snowed and the temperature was still below freezing. We jumped in for a
drive. Just a quarter-mile from there was a very long, steep hill we needed to get onto
and quickly get up to 45 mph... which is great for regenerating electricity from on the
return trip. This was the other direction though, we everything still quite cold. I was
quite curious if that extreme condition, yet ordinary situation, would necessitate the
engine starting. The full 68 kW draw would likely not be possible, but the rapid
acceleration to 55 mph a half-mile from my house never triggered the engine either. The
promise of all-electric has been confirmed again and again. Prime delivers EV whenever
called upon when the temperature is above 14°F. Sure enough, this aggressive climb did
just find too. My Prime made the accent using only electricity, without any concern for
more speed or power. We are over a year into the proving that this design will be able to
reach a very wide audience. When the other variants become available, this choices will
draw new attention. Market growth is quite realistic.

4-17-2018

Subaru Evoltis. That's the automaker name recently registered. We assume it's for their
first plug-in hybrid offering, the one planned to use components from Prius
Prime. Configuration of engine, motor, and battery are completely unknown
still. Speculation isn't held back though. There is clearly interest in this first offering
beyond Toyota's intial choice. It's hard to know what will be delivered. There's a lot of
opportunity. It will help shape the market for whatever follows from Toyota. Ideally, I'd
like to see the Prius V replacement be the next. Equipped with a more powerful engine,
motor, and battery could make the rumored CUV a complimentary alternative. It won't
deliver MPG as high, but the larger body & components are what some have been
yearning for. We'll see. I suspect details will remain sketchy for a few months
still. Holding off on vitals until the approach of Fall wouldn't be a surprise. Much will
happen with plug-in vehicles between now and then.

4-18-2018

Buick Enspire & Velite. Both will be coming to China within the next year or
so. Enspire is expected to deliver 550 horsepower and do 0-60 mph in 4
seconds. Talking about gross overkill. It's more of the GM nonsense we've been dealing
with for years. Rather than offer a product for the masses, they focus on high-end
choices. Do you really need 370 miles capacity? That would be nice, but imagine price
for so much range. Velite (the plug-in hybrid model) seems as though that could be a
potential mass-market choice. Details are quite vague though. Velite (the EV model)
will supposedly deliver 434-mile capacity (700 km based China estimations). Nothing
has been said about choices for the United States. It does make you wonder what to
expect. We've been led astray so many times by GM over the years, there's no reason to
plan anything... especially considering GM's history of slow and lack of commitment.
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4-18-2018

New Misconceptions. The battery-pack in Prime is small enough that a high-speed
charger (Level-2 type, those that connect to a 240-volt socket) isn't required. It's a niceto-have feature you can upgrade to later. Being an entirely new product makes it good
fodder for misconceptions. Sure enough: "The wall mounted ones, you take nothing with
you. It's more or less permanently connected to the wall." That was posted on a thread
asking the difference between 240-volt chargers and a EVSE... which in itself is a
misconception. That's the same device, just referred to in a different manner. EVSE
stands for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment, which is rather vague. Making the
assumption that only means the slow-speed (Level-1) type is understandable. Ironically,
that is actually the opposite way it is used among the early-adopter posts. Anywho, there
is obvious confusion. I jumped in to help: Looks like the Home-Charging guide will
need an additional photo, since that appears to be a new misconception in the
making. My wall-mounted charger takes 2 seconds to remove. All you have to do is
unplug & lift. That's it. The unit hangs from a bracket. You can even purchase extra
ones for convenient mounting at each location you transport it to. You can even purchase
a bag for transport.

4-18-2018

Reflection. This quote posted today came from an antagonist whom I fought for quite
some time about misleading statements, exactly like what he's complaining about now:
"The EV miles are not free miles, so the 'Inflated' gas mpg numbers are not good for
anything, except misplaced 'bragging rights'." Is this a case of reflection, where he
continues to do what he accuses others of, or a situation of reform? I'm hoping to get an
answer. Finding out someone who pushed misconceptions in the past can be taught to
step back and look at things objectively would be great. Hopefully my effort to find out
will be revealing:
Yet, that's what we have to deal with. Volt owners set that precedence, despite the
obvious attempt to mislead. We fought the "not free" for years... and still do...
31 kWh/100mi for Clarity
31 kWh/100mi for Volt
25 kWh/100mi for Prime
How often do you see those efficiency numbers posted? Eliminating gas usage entirely
reveals not all electric travel is the same. Some use more than others to drive the same
distance. Posting inflated values will conceal that fact.
For Clarity, that value isn't so bad, when you consider how much larger it is than
Prime. But when you look at Volt, it's a guzzler of electricity compared to
Prime. Requiring an addition 6 kWh to go 100 miles is a big deal. Those EV miles are
not free miles.
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4-18-2018

Lexus Plans. They are uncertain, but we do know there will be electrification pressure
coming from legacy sources like BMW. There's an obvious aware of Tesla too. EarlyAdopters got hung up on the past: "So... about those "nobody has 4 hours to sit around
and charge" ads?" With so much time having passed since then, I was curious about that
too: What about them? Since then, investment in extremely fast DC charging has taken
hold. Wasn't that the point of drawing attention to the need to wait? What harm came
from having taken that chance with advertising? We certainly haven't observed any with
respect to the addition of a plug for Prius. Keep in mind that short-sightedness of both
marketing & audience. Times change and negative publicity can be a powerful
motivator.

4-18-2018

Short-Sightedness. This was the response I got to posing that question about about
Lexus: "point me to a thread/post where John has said something negative about
Toyota/Lexus....would be a sight to behold...like a unicorn or the Yeti" It was a great
opportunity to highlight the effort to dodge the bullet. Rather than actually make an
effort to answer the question, it was trying to shoot the messenger. Could it be possible
that I actually have researched enough to know what I'm talking about? How would a
something negative reinforce that anyway? For that matter, why was my message
considered positive? Just because I pointed out another perspective does not mean I took
a stance. Of course, not doing anything makes routine observers enablers, making them
supporters because they don't speak up. In other words, some like to spin so much, you
lose track of intent. I go out of my way to remind everyone. That restating of purpose
usually becomes annoying, like a broken record, but it keeps us focused on what's really
important. Like today: Point me to a thread where long-term plans are discussed without
short-term noise drowning out the message. Notice how many are actually discussing the
market beyond tax-credit dependency? That short-sightedness a very real problem few
are willing to address.

4-18-2018

Overlapping Threads. The short-sightedness came up on another thread, that one about
things not being free: "It is not a big deal. It's $0.72 per 100 miles." I caught him in the
act, attempting to downplay. Refusing to consider the bigger picture is another form of
short-sightedness. Counts are just as important as timelines. I let him know it too: Just
because something is affordable is no reason to waste it. Switching from guzzling gas to
guzzling electricity is not a comprehensive solution. Emissions are still very much a
problem when that consumption is considered on the large scale. 17,000,000 new
vehicles are purchased in the United States alone each year. Worldwide the count is
somewhere around 60,000,000. We don't have enough solar, wind, and hydro power to
supply that much clean electricity, nor do we have the infrastructure to support it. This is
a perfect example of the short-sightedness problem I just pointed out on another thread.
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4-19-2018

Delusional. He posted this, as an obvious lashing out: "pretty sad that Toyota will be
very last to the party" Insulting Toyota was the only option he had left at that point. So,
he did. My reply got that one-word response: "Delusional". Recognizing that pattern
from that past was quite reassuring. Now, the die-hard Tesla supporters are beginning to
attack. It's that same old "vastly superior" attitude again. That means using the same
approach to dealing with it would be wise: Know your audience. They aren't interested
in an early-adopter party or even being first. Selling something in high-volume that's
both profitable & sustainable is a huge challenge. The path for Toyota is very different
from that of Tesla. Each could achieve the same criteria just fine, but premature
celebrations aren't a good idea. There's a lot of resistance to come. Changing the status
quo is far more difficult than appealing to early adopters.

4-19-2018

Uninformed. Obviously angered by my response, kept the information flowing. This
was becoming a "not the same" effort, yet another lesson history has taught about how to
deal with irrational defensive posts. Seeing only their own narrow perspective, you do
everything you can to widen the view. Force them (or at least lurkers) to recognize that
there is more at play than just the facts they choose to present. It's a form of cherrypicking that comes from not being aware of everything involved. I posted:
That's my response to your claim, which is far better than what I've dealt with in the
past... denial. I asked the fanboys "Who is the market for Volt?" countless times over the
years. Being well informed, I was well aware they were just leaving in the moment
seeing sales only from an early-adopter perspective. The problem of subsidies going
away and audience changing was outright dismissed too.
Those fanboys absolutely refused to acknowledge the flat sales (consistently between
1,600 and 1,700 monthly) would become an incredible challenge to grow when faced
with innovator's dilemma. Sure enough, that's exactly what happened. GM targeted that
same group for the gen-2 upgrade. The result has been a drop in sales instead of the
much needed growth. Oops!
Toyota is running a business that depends upon reliable profit. That means delivering a
product that's simple to sells to the masses, those mainstream consumers who have very
different purchase priorities than the fanboys. They want a nice balance for a good
price. That's why Prius has been such a great on-going offering.
The introduction of a plug brings about the necessity to carefully evaluate what their
ordinary showroom shoppers will find a draw when doing comparisons at the
dealer. That's a drastically different approach from what Tesla is doing... a non-legacy
automaker with a limited product choice and basically no showroom.
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4-19-2018

Understanding Business. The major of people I communicate with online don't have
much business background. In fact, I would say a large number don't have any at
all. They make claims that don't fall into any type of logical approach for
sustainability. They focus almost exclusively on engineering merit. That certainly is an
aspect of business success, but it is most definitely not what you bet the farm on. GM
learned that lesson the hard way with Volt. Their enthusiasts insisted for years the fastest
& farther approach was all that would be necessary. They were wrong, very
wrong. That takeaway from all those arguments was learning just how deep some of that
stubbornness runs. Whether they base their belief on assumptions or simply narrow their
focus to a specific ability, it doesn't matter. They are unwilling to accept another
perspective. So, having to deal with stuff like this elsewhere years later is very much the
anticipated outcome: "You are really hard to communicate with..." It was yet another
example of forced context, where they cannot follow what you are saying because you
are not saying what they expect. That become frustrated that you stand firm with a
stance they don't understand. Having researched the issue so extensively, I know they
aren't grasping the concept of other view-points and other needs. This is why
fundamentals, like the tradeoff of efficiency for the sake of being cleaner, still eludes
some. Anywho, my attempt to close up this line of arguing was: How many economic,
accounting, and advertising classes have you taken? That lack of a strong business
background makes communication extremely difficult, if not impossible. I often find
engineers beating their heads up against the wall trying to get their message across but
failing to understand when management expects an entirely different means of expressing
purpose & process. The reverse is true as well. For a rude awakening about related
issues, I suggest a course in Six-Sigma. This is why I kept repeating "Know your
audience" over and over again.

4-19-2018

Lots Of Potential. It's both exciting & intrigued to witness the stir that upcoming plugin hybrid from Subaru is causing. The most obvious is the realization that there is
already an AWD model of Prius available. All-Wheel-Drive in Japan isn't what you'd
expect for that market. But then again, they don't favor SUV use the way we do here. In
fact, that's why RAV4 hybrid is so popular here. Knowing Subaru will be using some
tech from Toyota means there's anticipation of some type of announcement for a RAV4
plug-in offering on the way. I suspect it will follow, allowing the competition to get a
foothold first. That's what Toyota did with Ford. Giving them a year lead with Escape
hybrid prior to rolling out Highlander hybrid was a very effective way to build
market. Some type of shared mission needs to be expressed. Growth is far more difficult
without a sense of partnership or even competition. Going at it alone is limiting. I
started up today's discussion on Evoltis with: This offering will be a nice demonstration
of the platform flexibility. People like to portray Prius tech as slow, but that requires the
omission of how it is used in other vehicles. For example, the new Camry hybrid offers
more power, yet still delivers 52 MPG. We all know battery-packs can be upgraded
along the way too. In fact, mid-cycle improvements are becoming an expectation. That
means Subaru will have a choice among a variety of configurations. We won't know
what engine, motor, battery combination they'll choose for Evoltis. But the effort to
demonstrate flexibility will be achieved. There's lots of potential.
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Toyota Downplay. We see it all the time. There is always a few narratives at
play. Each requires you to disregard something history from the past to make it
work. Omitting facts is a common technique for misleading. So, that's a dead giveaway
of intent... especially when coming from a source known to do it, like he did today: "The
batteries would not have come as far as they have without Tesla, Nissan, and GM
bringing cars to market." The massive investment Toyota made to develop & advance
the hybrid batteries is clear evidence of that not being the case. We also now the market
cannot move forward with deeper penetration until more players are involved. This is
why Toyota leased their technology to other automakers. It's a risk reduction for
everyone involved. Nissan used tech from Toyota. Toyota used tech from Tesla. We
saw the cross-licensing with Ford, as well as the rollout timing cooperation. Now, we see
Subaru is joining in to do the same thing. So, the effort to portray Toyota as a recipient
rather than a participant doesn't match what those with good memories (or an extensive
blog) can recall. References to the past usually fall on deaf ears though. Antagonists just
dismiss facts they don't like. That means taking a more general approach to counter
claims: What does "far" actually mean? Toyota has been pushing the development of
affordable air-cooled battery technology all along. You can't just pretend the chemistry,
packaging, and production efforts they pioneered & pursued. Sounds like the "more
range" argument verses the effort to reach affordable markets.
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Meaningless Labels. In terms of getting people out of traditional vehicles, Toyota is the
undisputed leader. So naturally, there are some who work hard to change what
leadership means. It's easy to slip into that rabbit-hole too. That's why stating goals is
vital. Notice today's attempt: "Yes, it lost its position as industry leader in a market
segment." This is where pride gets in the way. Some get so hung up on labels, they
forget about purpose. When you create an indifference to what's trying to be
accomplished, progress becomes increasingly more difficult. This is where the problem
of diminishing returns come into play. The perspective of leadership being a measure of
EV range is the most common example. Does the higher price for more actually result in
more sales? At what point does the difference become a moot point, or worse, a
deterrent? Needless to say, I have much at stake in this topic. If the effort to replace
traditional vehicles is impeded by labels, I'm going to draw attention to the problem:
That claim of "leader" is meaningless without a qualifier. There are many categories of
measure. To which are you referring?
This is business 101 stuff. You need to know what will be delivered. EV Range has
absolutely no relation to Customer Satisfaction; yet, both are priorities. Then there's the
monetary measures, like those related to Sales Volume, Gross Profit, and Dividend
Payments. Each automaker will place different weights on the importance of
those. There's also the difficult to evaluate categories, like Environmental Impact. Take
all that, then consider the profoundly different mission statements...
"To accelerate the advent of sustainable transport by bringing compelling mass market
electric cars to market as soon as possible."
"To attract and attain customers with high-valued products and services and the most
satisfying ownership experience in America."
Think about how that influences approach and decisions. In other words, what type of
leadership are you referring to?

4-20-2018

RAV4 PHV. Another Prime model of hybrid from Toyota should be obvious. Why
wouldn't that step to diversify be taken? After all, it should be easier to fit a larger
battery-pack into a larger vehicle, especially one that rides up higher. Prius already
demonstrated how simple the augmentation was too. Of course, that addition of a oneway clutch to take advantage of more electricity for added power is such an easy step,
many like to spin it as a hack after the fact. Accepting the possiblity that Toyota planned
for such an upgrade, rather than being forced to completely redesign, is too much...
despite all the evidence supporting a system that considered future upgrades many years
ago. Whatever the perspective, it doesn't matter anymore. There's nothing to argue at
this point. The following translated phrase was shared today from a Japanese article
published early this year: "Meanwhile, we will start production of RAV 4 based PHV at
Takaoka Plant (Toyota City, Aichi prefecture) even in the spring of 20." My response to
that was as simple as the design: There is no reason not to expect the progress of hybrid
upgrades to continue. RAV4 is a sensible choice in the product-line to get a larger
battery and plug.
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600 Miles. It was a bizarre road-trip. We would just barely miss the approaching winter
storm... which ended up dumping 14.6 inches of snow at home. It was coming down so
fast 40 miles into the 200-mile drive that traffic slowed to 40 mph at times on the
highway, despite the constant flow keeping lanes clear. At the halfway point, we stopped
for a late lunch. That location was just beyond the nasty part of the storm. It was just
normal snow at that point. About a 30 minutes from there is point at which things got
interesting. A semi truck & trailer had very recently been pushed off the road. There
was a small strip of exposed highway where the snow had blown across and turned to
ice. The Prime got pushed into the next lane as I slowly drove by the people standing
outside their vehicles looking at the wreckage in the ditch. It was a surreal
experience. Too bad I hadn't been filming at the time. Oh well. The rest of the time up
north was quite uneventful. Without a place to plug in, I ended up using Charge-Mode a
number of times. That worked extremely well for those times I needed to drive
somewhere and wanted to avoid engine warm-up... a penalty well worth
avoiding. Overall, you save gas by judiciously choosing when to use the engine and
when not to. In this case, it worked especially well, since we still had several inches of
snow to deal with prior to the drive back... which was much warmer! I averaged 65 MPG
on the way back, despite it being almost all highway (some at 65 and some at 70
mph). Unfortunately, I forgot to look at the results for the trip as a whole when I got
home. It's easy to forget when going weeks between refilling the tank, even on an escape
like this. I filled up the end of last month, once while on the trip, and won't again until
sometime next month.

4-22-2018

Earth Day. There were many plug-in vehicle events to choose from, especially when
you have Prius Prime... since there are so few in Minnesota still. Inventory has been
basically non-existent. That means sharing the presentation area with quite a few of the
other plug-in choices. There were 5 Teslas at first. More kept coming. I'm not sure how
many were there total, but they overwhelmed the Bolts & Volts in attendance. I parked
at the end, where a lot of the foot traffic came. The bright blue really stands out among
the sea of black & gray. It was a great opportunity to compare notes on how to entice
traditional vehicle owners to take a closer look at plug-in choices. Selling the idea of a
plug-in hybrid is quite a bit different from an electric-only. Both have terminology &
measures the typical consumer has absolutely no understanding of. Even the basics, like
consumption rate, are beyond most everyone's experience. They simply have no idea
what their current vehicle gets for MPG. Without even that, there's no possible way to
discuss anything else, like gallons-per-month. Influences like temperature are totally
unknown. Not ever thinking about topics like that make the setting of expectations pretty
much impossible. That's why seller guzzlers is so much easier. Automakers don't
bother. They just appeal to emotion instead. Try that in a parking lot when you've got 10
to 20 seconds of attention. This is why I had those "Info Sheets" way back in the
beginning. It was a for-dummies type handout, featuring a few photos along with
carefully thought out wording... just enough to entice the person to want more
information. Whether they ask there or follow-up on their own later, you need to make
the best of those few precious seconds. Today's research on how to do that went well.
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New Propaganda. Seeing the extreme trouble plug-in vehicles are experiencing with
audience, it makes sense that more focus is being directed toward autonomous
features. Problem is, people have no clue what that really means. They are completely
unaware that different levels of automated control exist. We are hearing "driverless"
mentioned more and more without any technical detail. It's unfortunate that this
avoidable mix up is taking place. It didn't need to happen. But the challenges involved
with rollout of new technology will be a problem regardless of approach. Much of it
stems from how vehicles were promoted in the past. Automakers appeal to emotion,
rather than educating about need. Want is a much stronger marketing tool. The catch is,
seeing a vehicle slide sideways, climb up a mountain side, or towing a massive trailer is
something most owners won't ever do. With autonomous features, that isn't the
case. They will be exploiting whatever that technology has to offer. The extreme will be
normal, since we're talking about safety... not bragging rights. There's a profound
difference... hence the problem. That's really messing up expectations for plug-in
vehicles. It's an unfortunate situation that could have been avoided. Now we have to
deal with some of the misconceptions resulting from lack of
understanding. Bummer. Oh well. For now, I'm just going to keep my posts on the
topic brief: Sounds like some people have no idea what "driverless" actually
requires. Many of the safety features provide the base technology. It's like the tech
sharing between electric and fuel-cell, where many assume they are mutually
exclusive. They are not.

4-24-2018

Autonomous. Someone took the time to spell out Toyota's approach to autonomous
driving by pointing out details of how they are focusing on safety first. When you
augment what people are already doing as part of the driving experience, it's a lot more
difficult to notice. You don't do anything differently; yet, the outcome is greatly
improved... should an accident situation arise and the system activates avoidance
technology. Having that already in place positions an automaker well for future
enhancements, like not having to hold the steering-wheel while cruising on the
highway. A few accidents recently where technology & driver shortcomings resulted in a
lot of unwanted attention are likely just the first of many. It will take several generations
for the technology to become robust enough to meet the expectations of the masses. In
the meantime, note this list of features Toyota has already delivered and continues to
refine: Cameras, Radar, Sonar, Navigation, DRCC, LKA.

4-24-2018

Planning Ahead. I really liked reading this in that now quite long discussion thread
about autonomous driving: "My guess is that Toyota's doing things behind the scenes, but
doesn't feel the need to spell out their 5-year plan to develop autonomous vehicles at this
point." I was happy to jump in to provide some perspective on the matter: No guessing
necessary. Toyota is just repeating their own success model. Prius delivered 100 km/h
(62.1 mph) propulsion using only electricity way back in late 2003, an obvious upgrade
over the previous generation. Unfortunately, battery-tech was far too primitive still for
them to take advantage of the design. So, they kept refining it in the meantime. Several
upgrades later, we got Prime. The cost & capacity started to become realistic enough to
begin to capitalize upon that opportunity. So what if the current design "only" delivers
25 miles of range. The system is loaded with EV optimizations already. Who else in the
industry has delivered such an efficient heat-pump? That 25 kWh/100mi efficiency
rating is quite impressive too.
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The Time Has Come. We always wondered if Detroit would ever just give up and
abandon cars all together. Rather than conceal their desire to only sell Pickups & SUVs
by providing token offering of cars, they just outright said we're not going to even
bother. Today is was headlines like this causing quite a stir online: "Ford to stop selling
every car in North America but the Mustang and Focus" It's actually even worse than
that first appears. The vehicle called "Focus" won't really be a car anymore. It will
become a CUV, kind of what Toyota did with C-HR using the Prius platform... only Ford
won't offer the car version anymore. Their entire product-line will be guzzlers... since
Mustang obviously isn't an efficient car. True, those larger vehicles do make plugaugmentation quite a bit easier, but the cost & efficiency in return isn't anywhere near as
good as what a car can deliver. Ford doesn't care anymore though. Neither does
GM. Why waste so much money on something no one in their employ is interested
in? After all, we can just drill our way out of this environmental disaster that is just
hippie propaganda. It's all a hoax. There's no shortage of oil and no damage could ever
be caused by pipelines. Climate change is just political spin too, right? Wow! It's
amazing to think things could have become so bad. This explains why Toyota continues
to invest in production facilities here in the United States. When people say "Buy
American", you'll scratch your head wondering what the point of that actually means. Is
it to purchase an extremely efficient Japanese hybrid car built in Kentucky, Tennessee, or
Alabama? Or is it to purchase a Japanese hybrid SUV built in Texas? Needless to say,
there is much change taking place. The time has come where lines are blurred to such a
degree, much of the old propaganda is losing effectiveness to the point of becoming a
moot point.

4-25-2018

Corolla Prime. It was announced today, for the market in China next year. Of course,
there it will be known as Corolla PHV. That's a devastating blow for the antagonists
attacking Toyota with their "too little, too slowly" spin. The endorsement they provided
for Volt was based upon its ability to be adopted quickly by other vehicles, spread
throughout the fleet much faster than what we saw with the tech for Prius. No only has
GM been slower, it now looks like it may not happen for several years to come. The
expectation now is that GM will abandon Volt entirely in favor of a plug-in hybrid SUV
instead. Watching Toyota pass by at so much faster of a rollout pace is the ultimate
humiliation... for those who value pride so highly. Think about what GM will need to do
to make that eventual offering affordable. Range certainly won't be 53 miles for so much
heavier of a vehicle. They don't like that at all... so posts avoid discussion of it. I'm
happy to point out the reality of the situation: Affordable as a priority is still beyond the
grasp of some here, who instead continue to focus on factors that haven't drawn
mainstream attention. Sales have clearly confirmed lack of interest. $27,100 base MSRP
for Prius Prime is overwhelming proof that Toyota has developed a plug-in hybrid
system to compete directly with traditional vehicles... quite unlike those who endorse
trade-offs requiring subsidy dependence. Seeing that tech offered in the body of a
Corolla completely eliminates rhetoric of involving aesthetic appeal, as well as show a
commitment to ending the reign of guzzlers. Just imagine the rest of the passenger fleet
offering a PHEV model... Camry, RAV4, and C-HR are already available in hybrid
models. Adding a plug is the next logical step. Let's not overlook just how much of an
improvement to emissions & efficiency a smaller battery-pack can provide, especially
when it can easily be recharged overnight using nothing but a 120-volt outlet. It's all
about finding a way to get ordinary consumers to purchase, who have very different
purchase priorities than early-adopters.
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Incorrect. There's a sense of panic growing. You can tell when statements like this
emerge: "...these cars based on Prius template, the motors are puny and engines come on
frequently during routine driving, which really negates the whole EV experience." They
make incredible vague comments, hoping to they will be accepted without
opposition. More and more experiences are being shared online about how nice the
electric-only driving Prime provides really is. Suburb driving is EV in every
respect. You can step down hard on the pedal and get a surprising amount of power,
more than you'd get from a gas engine when trying to avoid high RPMs. That's why so
many people with powerful guzzlers don't actually accelerate hard. They don't like the
revving. I see it on a regular basis, as I whiz by in smooth silence. All you have to do is
take a test-drive with a fully charged battery-pack. This is why antagonists hoping to
undermine focus so heavily on highway operation. They don't want you to consider what
the EV experience is on suburb roads. My EV driving on the 70 mph highway is great,
since my daily commute is within range. Acceleration from the ramps is never a problem
either. But arguing that with just words is a challenge. This is why I've been filming a
wide variety of driving situations. Today, I shared this in response to the attempt to
mislead & misrepresent: No, that is quite incorrect. Prius Prime has a one-way clutch
which combines both electric-motors for increased power to deliver a full EV driving
experience up to 84 mph. Notice that at no time during this recent commute I filmed did
the engine start, despite driving on the 70 mph highway with the heater running... Early
Spring, Winter Returned Again, that assumption is not how the system actually works. Watch the
gauges. It can pull up to 68 kW from the battery-pack. That's more than enough power
for everyday driving entirely in EV.

4-26-2018

Audience. It comes up again and again. Today, it was yet another attempt from that
Volt enthusiast turned antagonist. He is now without a venue to spew his
propaganda. So, he keeps attempting to stir trouble elsewhere. I am so glad that daily
blog finally died. Who would have ever imagine a resource for so much hate would
emerge... and then be so difficult to bring to an end. Yet, it happened. Fortunately, I
documented its entire lifecycle in extreme detail. Those who participated there made a
fundamental mistake of not understanding who the customers were. If you don't have
thorough knowledge of purpose, you're doomed to fail. They did. I keep reminding
those involved why: Know your audience. Current EV owners are not representative of
ordinary consumers. They are early-adopters, which have very different priorities from
mainstream buyers. Assuming they are the same is a mistake known as "innovator's
dilemma". This is when audience changes as a new product attempts to grow sales, but
the aspects of appeal are different from that of the original audience. The results is a
struggle to draw new interest. In this case, the assumption is being made that EV range is
of the highest importance for purchase criteria. A great recent example of this mistake is
with Volt. GM assumed increasing battery capacity would result in significant sales
growth; instead, it made no difference. Mainstream buyers place a much greater
emphasis on purchase price. This is why Corolla PHEV holds a much greater potential
for high-volume sales. It will be affordably priced, able to compete directly with its
traditional counterpart even without a tax-credit.
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Compliance. This was an interesting comment to make today: "Speaking of
compliance, Volt Gen 2 got 2 credits since it had AER over 50 miles, but this year it gets
about 1 credit." That tiny morsel of data is a gold nugget with respect to intent. Most
people have absolutely no clue about CARB credits. They have no idea that automakers
will produce a limited number of green vehicles for the sake of collecting the pollution
exemptions they provide. As a whole, you can offset dirty vehicles with cleaner
ones. It's overall impact to the environment that's considered, not just individual
vehicles. In the states that follow this practice, you'll commonly find a greater selection
of plug-in vehicles. In other states, selection can often be limited or non-existent. This is
why the potential for Prius Prime is so much higher. That inventory is expected
nationwide, simply because it that plug-in model is such an easy step above Prius...
making it easier to sell, even when there is no CARB credit incentive available in that
state. Volt is far more difficult. It has nothing to leverage. It is a small hatchback at a
place where almost all the other vehicles are either Pickups or SUVs. Now that we know
there's less of an incentive for the automaker to produce them, inventory is very likely to
be reduced. Why bother selling something so expensive, offering so little (if any) profit,
when it only returns half the green credits now?

4-27-2018

Silly Argument. The only tactic remaining to deal with the problems enthusiasts now
face is downplay. They have nothing else to work with now that real-world data is
plentiful and readily available. That's why I worked so hard to deliver so many driving
videos, especially during the extremes of Winter. It's very difficult to mislead about
design when evidence contradicting undermining claims is just a click away. You can
debunk quite a bit by referring to real-world detail like that. So, the troublemakers turn
to efforts to de-emphasize. This is what I got as a result of referring to actual sales: "Why
you cling to silly arguments is beyond me..." When you provide counts, they don't have
any type of rebuttal. Numbers are especially helpful to explain the bigger picture. They
immediate draw attention to any attempt mislead through omission. In fact, selective fact
sharing is really becoming a focus now that the phaseout of some tax-credits is about to
be triggered. Less than 6 months is left if any type of meaning production is
delivered. If not, little progress will be made simply due to inability. Either way, we see
that 2018 is turning out to be a very pivotal year. I put the situation in context of plug-in
sales as a whole, forcing a look on a larger scope: 329,196 sales of Corolla in the United
States last year alone. Focusing solely in initial purchases is intention cherry-picking, a
narrative I refuse to support. We all must consider the bigger picture. Think about how
quickly the 200,000 tax-credits will be used up. That's a total per automaker. The small
quantity remaining won't even remotely cover a single vehicle's product-cycle
(generation). It's a business with the expectation of sustainable high-volume profitable
sales. Calling that a "silly argument" is evidence of not taking the situation seriously.
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Limited. Spin about automaker intent often emerges when there's a popular discussion
topic and the participants are poorly informed. They'll just guess based on anecdotal
evidence readily available, rather than take the time to actually research the
topic. Antagonists exploit this inherent online forum weakness by providing their own
narrative. Unfortunately, both types of commentary cause harm. They undermine true
motives by misrepresenting them. That happens frequently when it comes to
Toyota. Problems typically emerge from people not having a world view of
production. They base progress solely on their own local observations instead. So, on a
regular basis I share "big picture" data. Today, it was in response to a claim of limited
availability for Prius Prime: 51,000 were produced last year, introducing several new &
upgraded technologies. Distributing that to Japan, Europe, and US/Canada all within a
single year was quite an accomplishment, especially with a design targeting such a low
MSRP. The cutoffs with model-year complicated matters. You don't want to ship
outgoing inventory to brand new markets. 2018 is already bringing about change. Here
in the middle of the US (specifically Minnesota), we are finally getting to see them
offered.

4-27-2018

Repeating Questions. That new forum is really proving to be a struggle for my old
foe. Nothing works to stir arguments. It's a new venue with a new audience and a new
interface. That means none of the old tricks are working well. I know this because he
has reverted to the same technique I see elsewhere in the same situation. The antagonist
just repeats the same questions over and over and over again. If they cannot redirect
focus, that at least keeps you from making any progress... or so they think. In this case, it
was: "Who's goal? Who defines niche?" The catch is, you have to take their trolling
bait. If you don't bite, they just simply get left behind. No one appears to care either. He
doesn't have any enablers here. That old daily blog was loaded with support who wanted
to see me fail. That isn't the case at this new location, where a far more diverse group of
people participate. It's quite a difference from what a Volt fanboy site offers. So, I don't
have to even show any interest. I just post something relevant to the topic at hand and
move on. Today, in response to his questions, I simply kept to my one-sentence
approach with: GM and Ford are dropping cars because their sales are too low for them
to sustain a profitable level.
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Undermining Efforts. That daily blog for Volt is quite dead now. There is one
troublemaker who followed me that is very frustrated by his inability to stir insult for
Toyota & Prius. There is another who was very anti-forum who is now reluctantly trying
to transition from what that blog had offered to thread posting. You can tell he's
frustrated too, since after an entire decade of it being available he has posted only 113
messages there. That level of activity took less than a week on the blog. Anywho, the
reason for the blog's death is now quite obvious. It did nothing to discourage
inappropriate behavior. Retaining a message posting approach from so long ago allowed
their terrible conduct to thrive. They exploited it while other venues worked to prevent
that with minor interface upgrades. That only works for so long, before even the small
improvements elsewhere really add up... drawing participants to it... who abandon the old
as a result. That's why the daily blog kept losing so many regular posters until there was
no one left expect the most corrupt. A popular plug-in support site I now frequent is one
that just happened to get a major upgrade recently. Some of the long-time users there
have expressed immense gratitude for it too. My favorite new upgrade there is the
voting. Rather than that terrible blog which allowed spoofing (you could vote multiple
times by simply connecting from another IP address) and concealing activity with total, it
shows the plus & minus votes separately. You can't ever hide a post by voting it down to
a count of -10 negative either. That fundamentally undermines the antagonist's ability to
undermine. Software improves to preserve integrity. The fact that the other site never
upgraded speaks volumes to its intent. It makes the efforts of fanboy activity much more
of a challenge now. Of course, with Volt being overwhelmed by better choices, they
really don't stand a chance at surviving anyway.

4-28-2018

Predictive Efficient Drive. This doesn't get talked about much. It simply works so
well, you don't even think about it. The automation is so seamless, it's like when the
engine shuts of while in HV mode. That feature is so easy to overlook, comments like
this come about: "...I will say that the Prius and Prius Prime have similarly
inconsequential regeneration levels when letting go of the accelerator." You forget
about things that you don't have to interact with. You ever think about gears in an
automatic transmission? How is this any different? In a sense, it's just
downshifting. But rather than the energy being wasted, as a traditional vehicle does, that
opportunity is taken advantage of to send some of it back to the battery... even though
you never actually stepped on the brake. It's smaller improvements like that, the
refinements others don't offer, which sets Toyota a cut above. They deliver a system that
seeks out those otherwise missed chances to squeeze out even higher efficiency. I
responded to that comment with: Predictive Efficient Drive hasn't been
mentioned. Rather than needing to decelerate yourself, Prime does it for you. The
system logs the most frequent 1,000 locations you routinely decelerate for, then
automatically provides initial braking using regeneration when approaching them. In
other words, the "inconsequential" statement above is false for models with that feature.
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Advertised MPG. It's difficult to know how to respond to a question like this: "Why am
I not getting advertised mpg?" That couldn't be any more vague? What advertisement is
the owner referring to? What is a television commercial, something from a dealer in
print, or a comment from a salesperson? To what value are they referring? For that
matter, how much is the MPG off by anyway? Then you have to wonder how much they
actually researched their purchase. Perhaps all the information actually came from a
review instead. Needless to say, void of any detail makes providing an answer nearly
impossible. To make matters worse, the owner may simply be disenfranchised for some
other reason and they are looking for a venue to vent. It's quite a mystery when a post
pops up with a complaint of that nature. Heck, they may actually be getting outstanding
MPG but just not interpreting it correctly. For example, not noticing the overall average
and focusing solely on the low while accelerating will give a false impression. Anywho,
this is how I chose to respond: Start by reading what the advertised information actually
tells you. There's far more than just what the big values. Expectations are a range that
will fluctuate based on driving conditions. As others point out there are quite a number of
influencing factors to be aware of. You'll witness MPG go up & down as you become
more observant. That data shown while you drive can really teach a lot about efficiency.

4-30-2018

Vehicle Color. On a very regular basis, I get unprompted compliments about the color
of my Prime. Heck, I even got one up north (in truck country) from a pickup owner who
was quite impressed to discover the vehicle that caught his eye was a Prius. He went out
of his way to tell me how nice it was to see the look having improved much with the
latest version. Finding out from me that it was also a plug-in really stirred interest. That
smart approach to drawing attention seems so basic. You compliment style with
color. Oddly, most automaker offerings lately don't. The look on roads now is
blah. There are a ton of black, white, gray and silver vehicles now. What
happened? How did we end up in such a drab phase? Why have the choices turned so
plain? Is it the reality that focus on SUV offerings has rendered visual appeal a low
priority? After all, if you park a bunch of white SUVs next to each other, they all look
remarkably similar. It's quite bizarre how change like this can come about.

5-01-2018

CAFE Standards. The talk of regulation is heating up again. The horribly short-sighted
and uncaring administration we are dealing with now is busy at work trying to undo
progress. The latest is the draft of an EPA memo proposing a freeze if economy
improvement requirements. Remember how the CAFE standards were set to
incrementally raise the MPG overall for fleet measure? The current was expected to
increase soon. Now, they are hoping to hold it there until 2026. What incentive is there
to even try anymore? Oil dependency and the quality of our air certainly hasn't been a
motivator. We obviously don't see interest in facing climate-change contributions
either. It's really sad. They just plain don't care. We are witnessing a shift from being
leaders to followers. How is one supposedly to deal with such complacency? I jumped
into today's discussion on the topic with: From concern about "too little, too slowly" to it
now just being "if ". That's a terrible sign. Remember how both Ford and GM used to
offer SUV hybrids, but then stopped? Why did they abandon their effort to improve
efficiency & emissions in larger vehicles? In other words, what will be the incentive to
restart that effort again? What will they end up delivering? All those questions bring us
back to the original concern. Neither automaker strived to advance or spread their
technology. We witnessed full product-cycles run their course without anything
following to attract a large audience. CAFE standards were not taken seriously.
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5-01-2018

FUD. Gotta like seeing this still: "Has to be the on-going concern that the Prius Prime
plug-in is just being bought for the HOV lanes where Z number of owners do not even
bother plugging it in." Who does he expect to believe that garbage? With such a small
battery-pack and blending being a fundamental for the first-generation plug-in Prius, that
type of misleading was much easier. People didn't understand the technology and all
they knew of was Volt. But now with the flood of choices and the obvious upgrade, it's
much harder. Yet, they try to keep the greenwash going anyway. Efficiency is
outstanding from the 25 to 30 miles of EV you get from the battery-pack in those HOV
privilege states. So, I just call out for data to back the claim. There's a lot more
Prime. That makes ignoring the request a problem. This is how I responded to today's
FUD nonsense, in this case the "U"ncertainty attempt: FUD being spread by others about
supposedly never plugging in shouldn't be re-posted here without supporting
evidence. Now that the weather has warmed up here (Minnesota) I'm seeing 25 miles of
EV on the highway and close to 30 in the burbs. A little warmer, I'll be back to low 30's.
In other words, there's a very large gain to be had from a seemingly small battery-pack.

5-01-2018

Horrible. The attacks keep coming: "I don't get the Prime sales. It's truly a horrible
car..." You know Toyota has a winner when the onslaught of undermining is an endless
effort. They fear that any loss of momentum for a struggling vehicle... like Volt... will
result in huge market loss. The catch is, Volt never had any mainstream market in the
first place. It was nothing but conquest sales... which is quite odd, since the enthusiasts
touted that fact routinely. What a bizarre world when a lost-cause embraces the very
element causing them the most trouble. But then again, it makes sense that an enthusiast
would focus on something that gives them a great deal of attention. That's why they
absolutely hated when I requested goals to be stated. Drawing attention to purpose
wrecks their empty celebrations. Anywho, quite annoyed by such desperate efforts to
impeded progress (the penetration of plug-in hybrid sales into the mainstream market), I
punched back with: Spoken like a true enthusiast, out of touch with mainstream
consumers. Reality is, the bulk of automaker sales aren’t exciting. Focus is on attributes
like affordability & reliability along with a variety of creature comforts. That's what
Prime delivers, as well as a full EV driving experience. So what if it doesn't perform like
more expensive plug-in choices.
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5-02-2018

Pride. When trolling gets really bad, that technique of pushing the antagonist away by
posting nothing but a single concise sentence isn't enough. You step up your game by
posting about them, instead of making direct contact. Talk about their activity, pointing
out how the intent is to mislead, doesn't really have any effective response
available. They are getting called out, exactly what the troublemaker tries to
avoid. They do everything possible to draw attention to you personally, hoping that will
distract from what they are up to. I've been dealing with that spin for far too long to let it
contribute to a backlash; instead, I take advantage of the opportunity. Their sense of
pride will often cause them so much frustration, they'll end up revealing something they
didn't want me to know. Lately, I've been using those discoveries to create driving
videos. Inspiration about what to specifically film results from those confrontations. In
this case, the troll was attempting to undermine a thread featuring a recent review of
Avalon hybrid. I fought back with: You know Toyota is really on to something when a
Volt enthusiast works so hard to misrepresent the technology. In this case, we see yet
another hybrid with potential for plug augmentation. Prius already has it. Corolla hybrid
will be getting it next year. C-HR hybrid is expected to follow. With the success of
Honda's Clarity, we can easily see Camry hybrid. Then of course, there's RAV4
hybrid. It doesn't take too much imagination for one to wonder about Avalon
hybrid. Again, to augment the hybrid system, it's basically just a matter of adding that
one-way clutch for more electric-only power, along with the larger battery-pack and a
plug.

5-03-2018

Distraction. Successful undermining requires the participation of an unsuspecting
reader. They get sucked into the discussion through intrigue, wanting to find out more:
"Why do you care which system has more power?" Asking that was exactly what the
antagonist hoped from. He stirred interest with his off-topic comment. Think about this
situation. He was attempting to disparage Toyota's success with Avalon hybrid by
posting about a perceived weakness of the design when augmented with a
plug. Supposedly, offering more power from the gas-engine rather than the electricmotor disqualifies the technology from any real consideration going forward. It's an
exploit of a meaningless point. It's like arguing about battery-pack size. What difference
does it actually make if you aren't using the entire capacity anyway? If you do, how
often comes into play. Watch for requests of detail related to actual operation being
deflected. To effectively undermine, comments much remain vague... at best. The
preference is to change the topic entirely. All it takes is a few red-flags to reveal true
intent. I pointed that out this way in response to that particular "Why?" question
today: It's a distraction technique used to draw attention away from the goals achieved.
Cost, efficiency, and emissions are very important, but result forgotten when arguing
semantics.
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5-03-2018

31.9 Miles. You know Spring has finally arrived when EV range estimates after a full
recharge exceed 30 miles. This afternoon, following the charge at work, the value on the
dashboard revealed a very pleasing estimate of 31.9 miles. I seem to be getting that full
amount for suburb driving too. When cruising on the highway at 65 and 70 mph, the
resulting EV distance drops close to 25 miles... which is what the EPA rating states as
their measure for their variety of testing conditions. YMMV is important to
remember. (Your Mileage May Vary). More can easily be achieved if you place less
demand on the system. The same is the case for pushing the system more; results will be
less. It's a matter of being aware what the values are designed to inform you of. They
are not expectations, as so many assume by looking at nothing but the large numbers on
the window-sticker. It's amazing how many people don't bother to actually read the fineprint. And that's just the problem with estimates. Consider how few ever bother to do
any research themselves. Marketing revolves around the reality that most consumers
have absolutely no idea what actually happens when they step on the "go" pedal. That's
why we see such heightened aware from Prius drivers. Having that wealth of real-world
data presented to you with such simplicity each and every time you drive, along with a
history to look back upon later, is quite empowering. You begin to understand the inner
workings of the system without even trying. Patterns are recognized after a while. That
repetition of results is key to opening a new world of understanding. It starts with the
most basic elements. In this case, an estimate of EV distance available.

5-03-2018

Facts. It is ironic that rebuts to claims of "facts" are evaded with fierce efforts to prevent
detail from being posted. That behavior was quite obvious today. It really got stirred up
by this: "Gas is still stronger than electric motors in all generations of Prius... facts
remain that when power demand is high or highest performance required, gas engine
will be the main power provider." That's an exploit of a fact which really doesn't have
any impact to the outcome. Influence of design can often be misunderstood when
comments are vague enough to sound convincing. In this case, the antagonist is hoping
no one will ever research the claim. Online misleading is effective due to the readers not
questioning what they read. They just accept what's claimed as truth with integrity. That
naive & gullible nature is a common problem. I combat that exploit on a regular
basis. In this case, I did some research using the collection of detailed video filmed over
the past year with my Prime. That provides a wealth of information to fight back
with. This time, I uncovered this valuable tidbit of real-world data and posted: Facts are
a means of deception. They can be used to mislead by implying importance to trivial or
extreme circumstances. Detail reveals the true story. In this case, you're make a huge
deal out of less than a 7 horsepower difference. 73 kW output is max when the gas
engine is used during hard acceleration and 68 kW for the electric. Neither will last more
than a few seconds and max is rarely ever called for. Much ado about nothing.
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5-04-2018

Undermining Combat. You know you've made progress when attempts to exploit new
characteristics of operation as an undermining topic are abandoned. When that happens,
it can be subtle. Watch for it. That type of weakness helps to confirm new participants
have ill intent, rather than just being poorly informed. This was a clue I picked up on
when that happened today: "It cannot complete the EPA test cycles under electric power
only..." That switch to a focus on EPA testing was important, since it really didn't relate
to the discussion of design. Even so, you still want to make sure you effort to confirm
activity isn't perceived as an attack. That combat should be avoided until you know with
strong confidence posts are with the hope to undermine. Stay observant. You'll notice
patterns after a while. I probed the discussion to find out this way: You are clearly
mixed up information about generations. That was the case for the previous (2012-2015)
but most definitely is not for the current (2017-). It was the hard-acceleration segment of
the EPA measure that had triggered the engine to start in the original model. Toyota has
since enhanced the design to allow you to accelerate all the way to 84 mph with the pedal
to the floor entirely using only electricity.

5-05-2018

Threatened. Ranting from that "facts" guy continued. His territory was being
invaded. Looking back, I remember his harsh lashing out from me posting real-world
data about my Prime. He accused me of working for the petroleum industry. I was
bringing about a change to the status quo he had enjoyed for years. I know this, since I
checked. With over 30,000 posts isolated to just one particular posting service, it was
obvious. I could tell his ill intent simply by the nature of the immediate comments. Past
comments are all blocked by using a special feature which allows you to hide
activity. That in itself is a red flag. But then when you use searching tools to look for
what isn't readily available, you find a lot of blatant greenwashing. That fact that he
recently changed his id to include "volt" explains his position. It goes without saying
how I got called a "GM hater" by speaking praise of new choices... like Leaf gen-2,
Clarity, and of course Prime. Attempts to shut me up by making it personal and diverting
the topic don't work either. He begins his misleading unprompted, posting negative
comments right away. Then when someone posting something to threaten his control...
like real-world data to contradict his claims... it's an all out attack. The same old
desperate tactics don't work as well though... when you utilize more effect means of
conveying information, like my very detailed 4K videos. It's quite pathetic how someone
would fight change like that; however, it is also quite an endorsement for Prius
Prime. That particular topic really stirs the anger.
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5-05-2018

Competition. No one should be asking about competition anymore. The need to replace
traditional vehicles with cleaner and more efficient choices is obvious. Of course, you'd
never know that from the backward administration we are having to deal with. But when
it comes to online comments, there is a time to make the message very clear:
Excuse the shouting. In some cases, it is valuable to make sure an essential
understanding is conveyed with importance.
THE COMPETITION IS OTHER VEHICLES ON THE DEALER'S
SHOWROOM FLOOR, NOT OFFERINGS FROM OTHER AUTOMAKERS.
There is always competition. It is a presence that should go without saying and the who
is obvious. That misunderstanding of purpose & audience was fundamental mistake
enthusiasts of Volt made.
It was absolutely vital that GM shifted from conquest sales to drawing interest from their
own loyal customers well in advance of the tax-credits expiring. That subsidy was
provided with the intent of changing mainstream purchase preference; instead, we saw it
squandered fro the sake of feeding pride. This has become a modern example of
unintended consequences, when an effort to promote change results in a massive waste of
opportunity.
Consider what shoppers see when they go to a GM dealer to shop for a vehicle to replace
their aged GM vehicle with. Nothing became of the "EREV" marketing. Volt remained a
small & expensive niche vehicle. Bolt emerged as expensive choice, undesirable without
tax-credit incentives. The commitment to endorse guzzling Pickups & SUVs is obvious.
Consider what shoppers see when they go to a Toyota dealer. There is a variety of
affordable hybrid choices with the first plug-in hybrid priced with a choice of
affordability and some enticing package options. The commitment to shift away from
traditional vehicles is obvious.
Understand why the shouting was necessary?
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5-05-2018

Kerfuffle. Time has come to pile on, tackling the beast that didn't actually advance us
forward: "And on the topic of the volt..." The thread had veered off on a tangent and
participants were excited to indulge on the opportunity. Sure, we did see Volt help prove
out an aspect of plug-in technology. But the point of changing mainstream priorities
failed miserably. Only early adopters were interested and only because there was such a
generous tax-credit. Without that $7,500 incentive, it just plain wasn't worth it. That's
why Toyota only released a mid-cycle update and only to a limited market. GM didn't
care. Pride was more important... hence focus on conquest. That's becoming very
difficult to deny now... hence the pile, which I was happy to join: Correct and we look
forward to someday GM offering something that won't actually be high-end. The
kerfuffle with Volt was simple discussion topics... just like this... weren't taken seriously
because it was struggling with sales so much. Enthusiasts would distort anything related
to the other plug-in choices to keep understanding of design a mystery. That way, the
shortcomings of Volt wouldn't get in the way of propaganda. We saw the same thing
play out with diesel. It's easy to see the problem now, long after evidence has been
collected. But while there was lots at play, those efforts to deceive were quite
effective. People didn't know enough then to connect the dots. Think about how little
most people understand about plug-in vehicles still.

5-06-2018

Entire Life-Cycle. Within these blogs is the entire life-cycle of that daily blog for
Volt. It started from a modest beginning, then almost immediately got out of
control. The hope transformed to vaporware promises as if overnight. I'm sure it took
the founder by surprise. He kept with it though. Major events, like the body-style
change from concept to production-intent didn't shake the website to its core... though, it
should have. The count of those who were interested in purchase weren't allowed to
change their status, despite such a dramatic appearance alteration. That's when the major
misrepresntation efforts really took hold. It's one thing to make unsubstantiated claims
about design, it's quite another to use data confirmed invalid. Things got progressively
worse from there. When rollout finally happened, several disasters had already taken
place. The design wasn't at all when enthusiasts had hyped, cost was far more than
expected, and efficiency was well below what anyone had anticipated. Sales were a
struggle as a result. Attention turned to next-gen offerings instead. The rhetoric turned
into propaganda. They spread misleading efforts everywhere. Greenwashing became
such a norm, it was easy to lose sight of goals... for GM support, anyway. Ironically, that
same information was used by Toyota to make the first full-cycle worldwide offering of
their plug-in Prius a strong contender, while its use by GM ended up making their niche
offering even more of an niche. Volt fell into the "Innovator's Dilemma" trap. Of all
things, this is what the biggest troublemaker of them all kept claiming about Toyota. It
was classic reflection, accusing the other of what you are guilty. Anywho, we know how
that played out. Gen-2 of Volt did indeed target a very specialized market, rather than
mainstream consumers... and the plug-in Prius seemed to have reached that intended
wider audience. This point though is the finale. That biggest antagonist, an underminer
willing to post anything to make Volt look better, has abandoned both Volt and
GM. Rather than following supporters to embrace Bolt, he purchased a Tesla Model
3. The ultimate in hypocritical actions is exactly what he did. All that spin about how
EREV would be the "vastly superior" option over everything else was
abandoned. Nothing to see here, move along. Pretending none of that nonsense ever
happened is what has brought the trouble he helped to create to an end. The life-cycle of
such a terrible venue is complete.
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5-07-2018

Conquest Sales. There was always an overall objective of changing the market. It was
generically defined as a goal to get customers purchasing the new product. Specifically,
that meant current owners of GM vehicles would replace that older vehicle with a new
one from GM. Attracting shoppers from other automakers, known as "conquest sales",
didn't accomplish anything in that respect... since the technology had already been
proven. Gen-2 was supposed to reach that audience of loyal GM customers, an obvious
shortcoming from the first-generation. It didn't. That meant major problems to come,
since virtually all the gen-1 owners were abandoning GM. When their Volt lease
expired... or in the most recent example, their Tesla order fulfilled... or their early-model
(rollout began in late 2010) simply became too old... they moved on, rather than
purchasing something again from GM. There was never any sense of loyalty, only a lot
of "shill" behavior to favor their interest at the time. This is why stating goals and
answering the "Who?" question was evaded on such a regular basis. Accountabilities to
work when all you are seeing is conquest sales... especially when those buyers are clearly
identified as just early-adopters taking advantage of tax-credit opportunities. It was
doomed to failed.

5-08-2018

Target Market. It has become undeniable at this point that GM really messed up. After
all those years of me asking "Who is the market for Volt?" that question is finally
recognized as a very real problem. No one cares anymore. They've moved on. Sales
have been terrible and so many other vehicles are getting attention, why bother? The
approach of trying to sell a vehicle that's too small and too expensive didn't work,
period. No amount of "fun to drive" could overcome that major obstacle of appealing to
the masses. The target market has never been interested in speed & power. That's why
there were always enthusiast offerings. The draw of large, bulky vehicles as been
dominant for 2 decades now. Remember the mid 90's when SUV marketing
began? Detroit automakers very specifically targeted their own loyal car buyers. They
wanted them to purchase a SUV instead, since those were far more profitable. The
deception used to entice was safety. They were promoted as being a safer choice... even
though the data said the very opposite. People were gullible and quite easy to convince
with gas prices so low. 20 years later, gas prices are low again. But rather than give
buyers a choice, the Detroit automakers won't even bother to produce cars.
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5-09-2018

Understanding Interest. Enthusiasts are learning the hard way that expressing interest
has no reflection upon action. This isn't just about the failure of Volt to attract sales. It's
about the reality that tax-credits and leases played far more of a role stirring interest than
just about everyone cared to admit. I hear quite a bit still about range-anxiety. That is
obvious from the most basic questions asked upon pretty much every encounter... "How
far can you drive?" and "How long does it take to charge?" Answering that puts you in a
bit of a conundrum too. In general, people aren't actually impressed by 200 miles. True,
supporters understand that is plenty for daily driving. But the reality is people have
become accustom to having much more. Breaking them of an unnecessary requirement is
extremely difficult in a market where want & need are often confusing terms. The
answer to that second question makes the situation worse. Using 6.6 kW rate for
charging (your standard 32-amp draw from a 240-volt home charger) for 8 hours would
return 52.8 kWh of electricity. Keeping in mind that rate slows as the battery reaching
full capacity and that there are losses in the conversion from AC to DC power, you can
safely round the results to 50 kWh. Don't forget about electricity used for preconditioning either. Given an efficiency return from the vehicle itself a rate of 4
kWh/mile, you get a range expectation of 200 miles. See the complication? With
efficiency increases and more time to charge, you really aren't going to squeeze out much
more than another 50 miles from charging at home. So, whether you have a basic or a
comprehensive understanding, there are barriers of concern... without even taking cost
into account.

5-10-2018

Reducing Cost. That topic sure is getting attention now... since we are at the point of
which you can say "Oops!" Far too many focused on range & power with hope that cost
would drop fast enough to usher in mainstream acceptance on a rapid schedule. It was
assumed effort to refine design wouldn't be necessary. They are finding out the hard way
that original requirement of being affordable shouldn't have been neglected. It looks like
that will be much more of an impediment to progress than just about everyone
imagined. That's because most didn't know the audience. Cost concerns are foremost on
people's minds. They fear battery replacement cost and have no real idea how much they
actually spend on gas. It makes appealing to them even harder, beyond the terrible
struggle to overcome misconceptions. In other words, we can realistically except a few
years of challenging sales. Being an obvious solution to future energy & environmental
issues isn't a given. We'll see the price tags quite high on the really desirable plug-in
choices. Fortunately, a few everyday alternatives will still be able to sneak into the
driveways of ordinary consumers... with Prius Prime being one of the leaders... simply
because Toyota has already addressed cost, placing an extremely high priority on making
the price competitive.
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5-11-2018

No Labels. We had an event yesterday host by the local electricity provider. Outside,
there was a gathering of plug-in vehicles for people attending to look at. None of them
on display were labeled. That made for very interesting conversations with those
stopping by to check. Participants would intermingle with owners, asking questions
when curiosity about something struck them. Most had no idea what was what or how
any if it worked. This is exactly what I meant by missed opportunity. After all those
years, Volt had remained an unknown. GM did a horrible job of promoting. In fact, Bolt
was just outright dismissed in that display parked near a Model 3. People understand
exactly what Tesla is. That put the new Leaf in an odd position. Since gen-2 looks so
different and has a much lower price, it's not considered competition. It is simply looked
upon as the plug-in offering from Nissan. The same holds true for Toyota. Prime is a
nice looking vehicle (I got lots of compliments) with a clear understanding of
origin. Toyota offers an affordable & reliable choice that now comes with a
plug. Delivering a Prius with that upgrade is a no-brainer, the approach to electric
augmentation is well recognized. So when you point out new choices, like the Outlander
there in attendance, it is seen as Mitsubishi trying to deliver something
similar. Unfortunately, we didn't have Honda in attendance. Seeing a Clarity would
have been impressive. It's large & comfortable with an obvious investment in the
future. Long story short, this stage of soon-to-end subsidies is making things very
interesting. The past really only serves as a practice round for promotion, so not much as
really be lost. Most people still have pretty much no clue what plug-in vehicles have to
offer. I suspect labels will emerge though, once the tax-credits are totally phased out.

5-12-2018

Adoption Speed. Change can be quite perplexing sometimes. For example, millennials
have come to look upon car-payments as an on-going expense, like the bill for their cellphone. That makes the appeal to leasing stronger... since those payments are lower per
month compared to a regular car-loan. So, the idea of paying off the vehicle simply isn't
a priority. Knowing that, combined with the knowledge that their age-group has only
been part of a market that pushed SUV appeal, makes it easier to see the shift. It other
words, the higher profit from SUVs is influencing what automakers produce more than
regulation or even doing the right thing. Of course, if GM and Ford had delivered hybrid
models, that would have made the situation quite different... but they didn't. This is
making the speed of plug-in adoption even slower. It is so obvious with Volt & Bolt that
no one wants to discuss the problem anymore. That makes issues like home-charging
complete non-starters. The topic is basically impossible to bring up when there is no
SUV option to purchase. Models with plugs are tiny cars... which none of their own
customers have any interest. Being so correct about the "too little, too slowly" concern is
quite disturbing. GM didn't diversify. The technology in Volt was never spread to a
SUV, which ironically is where it originated. Remember Two-Mode? It's sad that we
are dealing with a crawl as slow as molasses. Looking back at the inspiration for Volt
was the frustration about Toyota having so much success with Prius. After all these
years, we see that the automaker repeated the same mistake again. Ugh. Transitioning
away from traditional vehicles is taking forever. The reason why sure makes for
interesting history though.
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5-12-2018

More Hate. Posting started with this: "So for part of the year Toyota might have one,
wow almost impressed, (not)." After a series of replies, confirmation this person was just
a desperate GM defender was provided. He started lashing out without any rationale. I
got a hint of that early on with the spin following my initial reply. That all-too-familiar
effort to evade what was being discussed made it undeniable. When the thread is about
cost-reduction and your affordability references are countered with off-topic replies, you
know. It becomes quite obvious after a while. What I hadn't thought about coming from
encounters like this is the absence of attention could be making them crazy. Think about
Volt enthusiasts without a venue to practice their greenwash anymore. It was pride, the
meritless bragging-rights, which kept the hope alive. But now with things falling apart
due to poor sales and the rapidly approaching tax-credit phaseout trigger, the desperation
is quite understandable. It's too bad focus wasn't focused on goals instead. What a
waste. Anywho, I started my replies with: Shortsightedness is a common
problem. Much of that originates from not being well informed. While busy with rolling
out their first affordable plug-in hybrid this year, Toyota is working on delivery of their
second next year... Corolla PHEV. At the same time, Toyota has delivered 3 hybrids all
easily upgraded to offer plug augmentation... Camry, RAV4, C-HR. There is a larger
model of Prius in the works too. It's all about reaching ordinary consumers, an objective
that doesn't impress enthusiasts. That's why Nissan's focus on cost-reduction has so
many of them speaking unfavorably about the 300 km (188 mile) range being considered
enough. Changing the fleet is far more difficult than just rolling out a few expensive
niche offerings. Notice how well Prius Prime appeals to mainstream consumers?

5-12-2018

Ignored. That problem of GM not getting attention anymore is getting worse. This
trolling effort to drop bait for the opportunity to inject Volt into the discussion fell apart:
"The Prime has around 25 miles of AER if you drive it gently." I wasn't about to let that
well known antagonist get away with his attempt to redirect focus either: The effort to
undermine Toyota by misrepresenting Prime is becoming more telling as more of those
driving gently report numbers close to 40. You know I have shared video showing it
reaches 30 without any effort. Even the math confirms more than just 25 miles. EVcapacity is from 83% to 12% of the 8.8 kWh battery-pack. That gives you 6.25 kWh of
usable electricity. So, even with just a standard consumption-rate of 4.7 miles/kWh, you
effortlessly exceed 25 miles by 4. My own personal daily drives currently deliver
efficiency over 5 miles/kWh, which easily puts me above the 30-mile range. It doesn't
matter anyway. For the plug-in presentation we had at the community-center last week,
all I needed to tell people the odometer showed 268 miles since filling up and the tank
still indicated full. No amount of EV-range misrepresentation can outweigh results like
that.
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5-12-2018

The Bigger Picture. To my surprise, the next stir attempt and belittling of Prius Prime
came from someone in Europe: "Now it's just a washed up ICE-converted PHEV with too
little range and a little too late." That presented yet another opportunity to post more
information about the bigger picture... as well as hint at how GM is being dismissed as a
serious player, by not even mentioning them: From a mainstream perspective here in the
United States, there is literally nothing to support such a claim. Tax-Credit dependency
is the most obvious reason why. Another reason is how tiny sales actually are still even
with them. Infrastructure is only in its infancy too. Prius Prime is first of the truly
affordable plug-in hybrid choices, with many more on the way. Next year, Toyota will
rollout the plug-in hybrid Corolla for the market in China. We will likely get something
to follow shortly after that... either a mid-cycle update for Prius itself or one of the other
hybrids introducing a plug. Think about what our SUV-obsessed market here would do
for a RAV4 hybrid with a PHEV option. As for the market in Europe, your own
obsession with Tesla doesn't really reflect the efforts of automakers there. We'll see a
variety of types of offerings from VW and BMW. Renault will likely continue to follow
parent-company Nissan in the pursuit of affordability too... just like Toyota intends with
its first mainstream EV. Mitsubishi has been selling well there and has made a good
initial splash here. Don't forget about Hyundai/Kia or Honda either. In other words, it is
far too premature to draw any conclusions yet. Things are only just getting started.

5-12-2018

Distorted History. There's a strong desire to parallel the progress of Tesla to that of
what Toyota did with Prius. That doesn't make sense if you have knowledge of what
actually happened. Most people don't though. So, their own narrative typically goes
unchallenged. This time, I stepped up to fill in the information they were
missing: Looking back at Prius history long afterward often returns a very distorted
interpretation of what actually occurred. Most common of errors is to assume the first
model-year sold in the United States was a full year. In reality, sales began the last week
of August 2000. So, all reports of demand are incorrect due to misrepresentation of
time. Confusing matters more was the fact that Prius could only be obtained 2 ways back
then. Either you placed an order online and waited 6 to 9 months for delivery or you got
really lucky and were able to purchase a demo-model. Keep in mind that inventory on
dealer's lots did not become available until May 2002. So, all reports of demand are
incorrect due to misrepresentation of supply. Complicating the situation even beyond
that mess is the fact that Toyota only allocated specific quotas for each year of
sales. That meant demand could never be accurately gauged during that entire
generation. In other words, if you weren't blogging about those events as they played out
(like I did), you may not have an accurate understanding of what really happened. There
is much detail people are not aware of.
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5-13-2018

Mi/kWh. It is quite refreshing to have an informed & constructive discussion. Today,
that came about from this comment: "The past several daily mi/kWh readout have been
between 5.0 and 5.2" Most owners don't have an idea what that means. In fact, I'm
willing to bet they haven't even noticed that value yet on their collection of data readout
screens. In the past, this was a source of hatred from some Volt enthusiasts. Remember
how they would treat electricity as if it was free & unlimited? Simply reducing gas
consumption is not enough. Wasting electricity is not acceptable either. This value
depicts the reality of that situation, revealing a story of some designs being better than
others. And of course, it confirms Toyota delivered a more efficient electrical system
than GM. Prime uses less electricity than Volt to travel the same distance. They hated
when I would point that out... since it cancelled out all arguments when considering the
reality that Prime could later get an upgrade to deliver a range increase... less battery
needed to travel the same distance. I kept that knowledge to myself this time, keeping
the response simple: I have taken a lot of flack over the years from some when pointing
out how not all EV is equal. There are a few plug-in vehicles that guzzle electricity in
comparison. This is proof of that... and confirmation of how efficient of a system Toyota
delivered.

5-14-2018

Future Audience. I have wanted to blog about this topic for quite some time. But with
such an evolving market, its becoming a non-issue. The crazy efforts by Volt enthusiasts
to undermine Prius are now just a part of history few will actually believe. Those that
were part of it will downplay & deny. It's how history repeats. Troublemakers disappear
and evidences of their misgivings vanish. They were wrong and don't want anyone to
find out. Just like all the attacks we had to endure from diesel supporters. What
happened to all the lies they spread? For that matter, what happened to their
victims? Think of the collateral damage too. Anywho, that look backward is very
important when you look forward. You don't what this next audience to fall into the
same trap as in the past.; however, this future will be quite different in terms of
technology. There is nothing to prove anymore with respect to speed or power or even
cost. There is an opportunity to spread FUD about reliability though. Antagonists will
do everything they possibly can to exploit that too... everything. Don't let your guard
down. Remember that real-world data is the most difficult challenge they face. Enough
of it will drown out their rhetoric. That's what we want this future audience to focus
on. We tell them about the simplicity of plugging in to recharge. It's so easy, the habit
becomes second nature. It's like shutting the garage door after coming home. You just
do it without thought. That is how basic the benefit of recharging will become. You'll
just do it and reap the benefits without though. Convey that message. Don't feed the
trolls.
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5-15-2018

Fancy Label. Despite so much fallout with Volt, there are a handful still trying to push
the superiority status: "Apart from i3 Rex and Volt, all the PHEVs on the market are
much closer to a regular hybrid, indeed any regular ICE, than to a typical BEV in this
respect. If PHEV was restricted to only be the range-extended kind..." Accepting the
fact that there is now a variety of plug-in hybrids to serve a variety of audiences is too
much. They want to hold onto the early-adopter phase, where those owners were a very
specific buyer willing to overlook shortcomings of mainstream appeal. That's why there
is so much resentment toward Prime. Toyota delivered a model of Prius able to
overcome those barriers. It's really unfortunate these few individuals screamed the
mantra of niche so loudly that GM followed their misguided advice. Ironically, they
argued intensely about not having an influence over GM's decisions. They were wrong,
very wrong. Big oops! My reply to the greenwash effort kept focus on real-world
results, diverting this attempt to make labels more important: 328 miles on this tank so
far and it still reads full. Those results from my Prime are not closer to hybrid,
period. The marketing of "range-extended" clearly doesn't equate to much when looking
at real-world data. Remember the goal is to deliver vehicles which significantly reduce
emissions & consumption. To actually achieve that, they much be able to compete
directly with traditional vehicles... not just be an offering with a fancy label.

5-16-2018

Label Rhetoric. Exactly as anticipated, this well known Volt enthusiast lashed
out. With so few remaining, that was easy to predict. They have been misplaced. Death
of their daily blog disbanded that shared voice they took advantage of to push
rhetoric. The most glaring of their efforts was "EREV" marketing. It was a label used to
isolate Volt as a standout among the plug-in hybrid offerings to come. Only problem
was, each reveal of a new offerings caused their definition to change. They would get
called out routinely on their contradictory posts... which I was happy to point out. Their
own history had come back to haunt them. Choosing to focus on labels, rather than
actual results, has a way of harming those who use them to deceive. Anywho, once
again, I called it out: Your rant serves no purpose. The 20 years of hybrid history
overwhelming confirm that labels make no difference. People will simply coin a new
one to replace the old. A simple look at how clueless consumers are about specifications
should make that point obvious. Real-World data is the solution. Focus on that is the
only meaningful step forward. Otherwise, it's really just marketing spin.

5-17-2018

Video: Full Commute, No Recharge. 31.1 miles of EV (electric-only driving) for this
commute to & from work on a beautiful Spring day. That speaks for itself. It wasn't the
best efficiency I have seen. That comes with Summer driving, when another 2.5 miles of
EV can be observed from the same drive. The difference is temperature; a little warmer
is the ideal for efficiency. Nonetheless, you can clearly see how easy that was to achieve,
despite the impact of speed & traffic. It clearly shows the official "25 mile" rated
capacity is understated, even for the standard testing criteria. Watch the cluster of
aftermarket gauge information on the right. That shows detail you don't see from the
dashboard instruments. Knowing what actual values are from the battery-pack provides
insight to how the system actually operates. You get a better understanding of why this
design is so dynamic. Lastly, note the results at the end of the drive. See how running the
engine with the best load for maximum efficiency results in some EV range being
generated... Full Commute, No Recharge (31 miles of EV)
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Unexpected Share. The interface for Facebook can be clumsy at times. There is a lot
there and its easy to overlook or to simply forget about. That happened today with the
share of that newest video. I was on a group dedicated to Prius Prime, but didn't realize a
post while viewing that content wouldn't default to the group. It goes to public
instead. That explains why the post was there for a moment of confirmation, then
vanished. Where did it go? A little late, I got a like from a friend not in that
group. Huh? Oh well. It's good to target a wider audience from time to time and the
content of this video was a nice wide-audience topic... though future-oriented from their
perspective. Turns out, I stirred interest of a developer for the phone-app. So, my link
got shared with an even more people I wouldn't normally reach out to. That was an
unexpected outcome. Here's what I actually posted in addition to a link to the video
itself: How often are you asked the question: "How far can it go?" Having a commute
on video to share is nice. This is what I experienced on my commute... 37 miles
total. What's most interesting is when the engine shuts back off following the warm-up
cycle. MPG stays above the 199.9 readout maximum (for the 2017 model) and a mile of
EV is generated, despite the HV driving. btw, that display on the right is an app on my
phone connected to the Prime ODB-II port via Bluetooth.

5-18-2018

Refreshed Attacks. Another one of the misplaced Volt enthusiasts returned to posting
rhetoric on the big Prius forum. I wondered if he would behave this time. Years back, it
was blatant misleading. He would post false information about how the plug-in Prius
operated, spreading those lies where ever he could. His posts on the member-only forum
for Volt were especially deceptive. Feeding greenwash is something I don't tolerate. So,
I have been keeping a close eye. Today, he started up again: "A similar PHEV could
have done this 'commute' without..." But now being in the role of playing offense, I took
advantage of the table having turned by calling out his attempt to spin... an obvious attack
in his own subtle way , which I have become all too familiar with:
I am well aware of your history with Volt and your perspective for Prius... with the hope
you wouldn't stir that pointless pot again. That similar PHEV is so far beyond
affordability & profitably, my question to you is: How does that make any difference to
ordinary consumers?
The point of that video I just filmed & shared was to answer that question. It clearly
shows there is no need for more range & power. Sure, more is nice to have, but is by no
means required to significantly reduce emissions & consumption.
GM simply isn't interested in selling an expensive small hatchback, period. That's why I
asked the "Who is the market for Volt?" question hundreds of times over the past
decade. It never made any sense. There was no target audience within the base of loyal
GM customers. They clearly desire Pickups & SUVs instead. That's why Volt sales
were limited to just conquest buyers taking advantage of early-adopter discounts.
200 MPG for an ordinary commute is what will a major draw for Prius Prime. It's hybrid
that offers so much EV driving, use of the engine is a complete non-issue. Efficiency is
outstanding regardless of how you drive. Emissions are too, since that plug-supplied
electricity is used as much as possible. All that from an affordable package that will
appeal to dealers is a winning design that will draw interest from the masses. It is clearly
a mainstream vehicle from automaker to ordinary consumer.
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Early-Adopter Spin. Not all posts that I deal with come from antagonists. Some are
just poorly informed. Sadly, that doesn't happen much anymore. I wonder
why. Hmm? Finding out there is less confusion about how plug-in hybrids work would
be great. That's the impression I have got so far from our plug-in owner's group
presentations. Time will time. In the meantime, I still have to deal with crap like this:
"Most hybrids do give range anxiety, at least plug-in hybrids. Imagine the horror when
the range ends and…*gasp* ...the ICE kicks in. I’m not kidding, it’s the main annoyance
of the PHEV owners I've met, not enough electric range." As expected, another Volt
enthusiast was sounding off with again. The narrow-minded perspective is what got that
group into trouble. A few obviously still haven't learned that "know your audience"
lesson yet. That self-inflicted problem cost them dearly. Ugh. Oh well, all you can do is
point out the problem: That is the message early-adopters have sent, a problem they
created. For ordinary plug-in hybrid owners, they experience remarkable efficiency and
simply don't get worked up when the engine starts. In my Prime, the tank reads almost
totally full, despite 400 miles since the last fill-up.

5-18-2018

Spinning Problems. We get this on a regular basis. Antagonists will invent a problem
for their solution. This is how you recruit enthusiasts. It sounds like a great idea. The
reality that there really wasn't a problem in the first place doesn't matter. Spin is why
certain issues never die. Since they don't exist in the first place, there's nothing to
actually fix. Recognition of this at play is to watch for who the solution is directed
too. If the target hasn't been complaining about that, it's likely a want, not a need. If
there is no requirement, there is no problem. Annoyed by having to deal with this so
often, I posted:
It isn't really a problem... if you understand audience.
GM made the fundamental mistake of asking gen-1 Volt owners how to make gen-2
better. That flawed approach doomed them to delivering an even better niche, rather than
a vehicle for mainstream consumers. They repeated a mistake others have made, called
"Innovator's Dilemma". Toyota was smart enough to steer away from that, well aware of
what pitfalls there are when focusing in on the wrong target market. That's why gen-1
plug-in Prius rollout was halted. Limited to 15 states and without a successor, the gen-2
design wouldn't suffer consequences of misguided expectations.
In other words, Toyota is basically starting from scratch with Prius Prime, since most
people really don't have any clue how Prius works anyway. I know this from the
countless encounters I have had with ordinary people walking by the charger at our local
grocery store. They see me holding the cord and asked questions. A past without the
being able to recharge from the wall is meaningless to someone who never owned a
hybrid. Having that ability to plug in seems perfectly nature from their perspective.
I simply tell them it takes 5.5 hours to recharge with a common household outlet and 2
hours with a 240-volt connection. From that, you get about 30 miles of real-world EV
driving. There's no confusion. They get it... especially when I mention the base price of
$27k.
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Customers. Still annoyed, the feeling amplified when I got this in return: " 'profitability'
? What consumer EVER cares about that?" Yes, it came from some troublemaker
pushing Volt. Like rhetoric of the past, he has no concern whatsoever for anyone except
early adopters. No one else is important from his perspective. To be so self-centered you
don't notice the rest of the world around you. Ugh. It's the "buy American" spin. That
really means money must only go to Detroit. The fact that supposed "foreign"
competition employs tens of thousands of Americans to build, deliver, sell, and service
the vehicles all here in the United States doesn't matter. Again, ugh, especially when you
realize some of the Detroit production actually takes place in Mexico & Korea. Anywho,
I treated it as an attack from the naive rather than someone intentionally trying to
undermine & mislead: Such a fundamental error... Not knowing audience is a huge
mistake quite common to posts like this... Ugh. DEALERS ARE THE CUSTOMERS,
NOT THOSE WHO PURCHASE THE VEHICLE !!! Understand why? You should. If
dealers aren't interested, there's nothing for the consumer to actually purchase. That was
a major reason why Volt struggled so much. Dealers simply weren't interested. Why
offer a small, expensive, difficult-to-explain hatchback that provides a razor-thin return
when you can just offer highly-profitable, easy-to-sell SUVs instead? It's amazing how
so many people claiming to understand the market don't recognize the importance of how
vehicles are sold. What incentive is there for a salesperson to bother when the dealer
they work for shows no interest?

5-20-2018

Forcing Simplicity. It never works. They keep trying though: "If we had only ever had
PHEVs, there would likely be less confusion. Has a gas engine, and also has a battery
you can charge. Very simple." Some people cannot comprehend or deal with a complex
world. That's why we see them attempt to force generalizations. They want a simple
perspective, nothing requiring anything more than a first impression. Extensive study to
correctly grasp an abstract concept doesn't ever happen. They need everything dumbed
down... which doesn't work in the real world. Things are never really that basic. I
punched back at that quoted hope with: History has overwhelmingly proven that
false. Even when there were just 2 hybrids available, the differences were so profound,
they could not be considered in the same category. The designs were fundamentally
different. One has a single tiny electric-motor directly linked (RPM locked) to the
engine. The other had a small electric-motor and a large electric-motor, each with
independent control to connect them to the engine. Yet, both were given the same
"hybrid" label. We already see that problem emerging again for plug-in hybrids. Design
varies dramatically, yet some people want to represent them as having a shared design
with only battery & motor size as the difference. That's how greenwash is spread.
Omitting important features, like the type of heater or charging speed, contributes heavily
to misconceptions and disappointment. In other words, it is far from a simple matter.
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Jumping Ship. I found this intriguing, since it came from a posted topic about Tesla
interest: "Toyota is way behind in recognizing the potential and significance of batteryelectric vehicles, following their strange fascination with FCEVs." Are people posting
that because they are so poorly informed or are they just dismissing what they don't like
to hear? I pressed to out how by posting:
Spreading of misunderstood intent needs to stop. We are the ones who can help with
that.
Fuel-Cell use will be significant in the future. That's how power-suppliers will
compensate for high-demand, using stored hydrogen to supplement peak need rather than
continuing to depend upon the dirty sources. Just talk to someone in the industry, that
switch-over is something they are very much looking forward too. There's also the
commercial use of fuel-cells. Think about how incredibly practical that is for buses,
construction, delivery trucks, and portable power. Most people don't.
Most people only see the personal transport rollouts... and totally overlook the reality that
those taking the leap are the ones who will promote use for fleets. Think of how
important it is to have rapid refill for a parking lot full of vehicles all needing to be
deployed at the same time.
As for Toyota not recognizing, that hasn't ever been true. The first model-year of the
first-generation actually had a plug. We saw the 100 km/h design rolled out in 2003 for
Prius. Back then and as of recent, the barrier to reaching the masses is cost &
capacity. There should be no doubt that the perceived legacy leader from Detroit who
supposedly gave a full endorsement for plug-in vehicles will be in a world of hurt soon
when tax-credit phaseout begins, making their struggle for sales even more
difficult. Cost is still very much an issue.
Haven't you noticed how hard Toyota has pushed with lithium battery technology? They
made all but 1 model of Prius us it. That step in the direction of high-volume supply &
demand effort should be obvious. Less obvious is how hard Toyota has pushed to not
require liquid cooling. That raises cost & complex issues, ones Tesla much also address
by does not have legacy constraints to also deal with.
In other words, labeling Toyota as "behind" serves no purpose when the bigger picture is
taken into consideration.
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Kicking & Screaming. It's time to stop acknowledging this narrative: "The legacy
automakers are being dragged along, kicking and screaming." A good reason to just
pretend that wasn't ever posted is that it's so vague. What does that actually mean in
regard to choices that are made. Actions we see are that of slow change. Ask yourself
why. The reasons are far from clear, as they are portrayed to be. I'll post some of the
complexities. But realistically, most of it will just fall on deaf ears:
Generalizations are not helpful... perhaps some clarity about that specific resistance you
feel still persists.
Toyota is converting its entire fleet to offer hybrid models. Camry hybrid is an
outstanding example of a compelling alternative to traditional propulsion. Think of how
valuable Corolla PHEV will be to that effort. We know there will be an EV model of CHR. We also know there are plans for a PHEV model of RAV-4. We may see a midcycle upgrade of Prius Prime too. So, it's safe to say Toyota is working toward massmarket change.
What about GM with their 2 conflicting approaches, neither one which is of any interest
to their customers who overwhelmingly prefer SUV choices? They are being dragged,
kicking, or screaming. It's just what they turned in as homework wasn't what was
assigned. Remember how the goal of electrification was to get automakers to switch
over to vehicles with plugs? If all that automaker does is offer niche vehicles for
conquest sales, that goal is being missed entirely.
Sadly, there will always be a level of push back, but you can see very real change coming
when ordinary people are drawn to a choice without any special incentive. Watch what
happens when tax-credit phaseouts are triggered.

5-21-2018

The Game. A classic antagonist move: "...why would Toyota want to get in that
game?" They ask a question about the point you had already made. Doing anything
possible to avoid drawing attention to a conclusion having successfully been reached in
very important, since they don't want the status quo to change. I kept my response brief:
While tax-credits are still at play, it is very much a game for legacy
automakers. Avoiding that mess will likely prove a very wise move... especially
knowing how long a product-cycle can be.

5-21-2018

The Count. They also do everything they can to prevent you fom looking ahead:
"Meanwhile, Toyota has yet to even bring a BEV to market." It requires quite a bit of
willful ignorance to work though, as I pointed out: Turning a blind-eye to the lithium
battery use in Prius is a very real problem. Why aren't you acknowledging the choice to
use lots of small packs to reach lots more people? Think about how important it is to
reach the market now with some type of electrification. When solid-state does become
realistic, they will have a large market of potential already established. Look at how
terrible for job GM did rushing to market. Nothing but conquest costly mistake.
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The Premium. They also tell you what to do & think: "We can't let our disappointment
cloud our judgement." I wasn't about to listen to any of that dribble by making sure the
answer to "Who?" was clear:
Know your audience.
How many hundreds of time have I said that? The repetition comes from some still not
recognizing the fundamental difference between who they are and mainstream
consumers. Ordinary showroom shoppers see the world very differently. Toyota
understands this... hence the success for decades with Corolla and Camry.
Electrification is a paradigm-shift so profound, it's easy to frighten people away. Think
about how difficult it has been to get people to embrace smart-phones. Many who finally
switched to one use only basic features. That's a cheap & easy upgrade compared to the
purchase of a vehicle. It makes the idea of really taking advantage of what that tech has
to offer a painful reality to accept... since, most will not.
The key is finally ways to compel that fickle audience. Tesla isn't even bothering to
target them. They offer an outstanding product for those aware & willing to pay that
premium. Toyota is going after a much different group of buyers. So, even just the idea
of "jumping ship" is rather absurd. The groups are far too different.
Know your audience.

5-21-2018

The Point. Every now & then, someone posts a sensible message: "But some of us still
want a hybrid for the convenience of traditional fuel and distance to travel. Tesla has
only 1% market share at this time. That's one week of sales for GM or
Toyota." Perspective like that is what causes a lot of anger. It makes sense. What kind
of precedent is set when being logical online makes sense. People are often driven to
participation on forums due to a need to emotionally express something. Responding to a
feeling usually isn't constructive. In fact, some people just want to vent and couldn't care
less what others have to say. So, who knows where this will go: The point of all this
here was to shake out that very point. Well said. People need perspective. Yes, it is
easy to claim & confirm marketing issues, but that requires cherry picking. T here's
simply no way to look at the big picture and not see the very limited scope of market
penetration so far. There are major barriers to address still that have nothing to do with
the engineering focus here. Distractions only make that worse. Plug in your car at a very
busy public location while smiling at people walking by. Say "hello" with an inviting
tone. The feedback you'll get from those individuals is priceless. They couldn't care less
about TCO or FCV. In fact, they don't have any clue what those mean. It comes down to
basics. How do I equip my garage with the ability to high-speed recharge? How much
will that cost? How much benefit will that provide? What about just sticking with an
ordinary 120-volt household outlet? All you here can argue until the cows come
home. It won't matter to the 99%. Convenience. Distance. Price. Things like that are
what compel people to take a closer look.
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Branding. There are attempts to move on to other topics: "The Prius brand is so
strongly linked to hybrid that I think Toyota would do best by marketing any future BEV
as... something other than a Prius." That was part of a discussion addressing the future,
trying to set realistic expectations for product offerings. It continued on with: "If you
want to really normalize electric cars in society, you need to stop highlighting the
distinctions and just refer to them as *cars*. " You know how much I despise
generalizations. Dumbing things down to be so vague they don't serve any clear purpose
anymore contributes to trouble. Remember how the lack of information "hybrid"
conveyed that the term ended up leading to disenchantment? All those years ago, we'd
encounter those who had purchased a Honda hybrid expected it to behave like a
Toyota. They figured out it didn't and were let down as a result. That's why people like
me pushed the ASSIST hybrid and FULL hybrid terms. That drew attention to the fact
that there were distinctions. For similar reasons, that's why I kept fighting Volt
enthusiasts. They decided upon EREV as a term to use to draw attention that it worked
different from other plug-in hybrids, but they kept changing the definition. In other
words, it was a marketing ploy to deceive rather than being used to convey
information. This is why we always much return to basics. What is the technology
attempting to accomplish? For Toyota, there was always an effort to lead to a better
future. That meant Prius was just the leader, not the solution itself. Other hybrids were
to follow... which did indeed happen. The same will for plug-in hybrids too. So, focus
on branding really doesn't achieve that specific goal. A naming link would achieve the
association of leadership though, which I gladly pointed out: Ironically, that's the benefit
of Prius being associated with hybrid. It's neither a traditional vehicle, nor something
bleeding edge. It's well established... just a normal car at this point. Keep in mind how
important the reputation of Prius for value & reliability has become. It's a proven launch
vehicle for next-step tech.

5-23-2018

Work Parking. Many of my videos feature the ramp I park at for work. After all, that's
where I drive to on a very regular basis. The catch is, that was scheduled to be
changed. This Fall, the plan was to replace that nearly 50-year-old structure with a
modern one... complete with a section devoted to charging-stations. Unfortunately, it
experienced some trouble... despite all the work over the years to reinforce with new
rebar and add more support to guarantee integrity. A crack developed and chunk of
ceiling broke loose. As a precautionary measure, they closed the ramp for inspection
until further notice. That may mean I'll simply end up finding an alternative location to
park for quite a while. So much for offering consistent data measure over time. Oh
well. Variety is good too. Eventually, the new ramp will open. But you know how
budgeting and contracts go. That's a very slow & complicated process. It could take
quite some time before returning is realistic. We'll see. Perhaps certain sections will be
opened for limited use. Maybe I'll get lucky with the location of the chargers. Whatever
the case, there is another ramp nearby that may have room for use to plug in. Not being
able to park as close to work is a bummer. I sure was lucky with that old setup.
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New Zealand. I stumbled across 2018 first-quarter sales results for New Zealand. That's
quite a unique market. Limited in resources and isolated to an extreme, what is their
approach when it comes to transportation? Turns out, Prius Prime is doing well
there. Of the 12,100 plug-in hybrid sales, Toyota's was the top-seller. Sadly though, the
exact quantity wasn't actually mentioned. There were counts for hybrids though. C-HR
hybrid was the leader in that category with an amazing 52,301 sold. Whoa! Prius came
in second with 46,652 sold. Following that was Suzuki Spacia, a hybrid I haven't ever
heard of. Fourth place was capture by Prius c (known as Aqua everywhere but here) with
39,252 purchases. In fifth was the Vitz (aka Yaris) hybrid with sales of 37,080. Those
are impressive numbers... especially for a population of 4.6 million. It makes sense that
hybrids would be popular there.

5-24-2018

Tribalism. It's easy to get off-track and flustered when people put up barricades,
unwilling to listen to other points-of-view. This expressed that sentiment: "I have
avoided further comment on this thread because it is symptomatic and symbolic of what
is happening in the US society today, TRIBALISM. it comes down to "what I believe is
right and what you believe is wrong", whether we are talking about politics, religion,
environment, cars, etc. for example." Sharing that view, it was easy (and vindicating) to
post: I ran into that many years ago, as well as recently on this thread. It's a one-sizefits-all belief. The close-mindedness is really unfortunate. They want change to fit into
their template only. Nothing else matters. In fact, no matter what you say, they only
hear "Toyota" or "range" or "profit", since the idea of multiple solutions or approaches is
impossible in their mind. That wall is extremely difficult to overcome. Real-World data
has proven to draw attention through all those shouting their perspective. You'll
encounter pushback & dismissal, even when they are proven wrong. You'll encounter a
lot of distraction too, extra noise that confuses focus. It's very easy to lose track of
goals. Keep your message clear. Knowing purpose is helpful to everyone. Most often,
conflict comes from limited score... time & audience.

5-25-2018

Marketing. The same thread that's been going on for days has taken a turn for the better:
"Ironically, Toyota is really not "marketing" Primes either, at least in Southern
California, that I know. They're relying on word-of-mouth to sell the car; there are no
ads!" That's getting back on track, figuring what works and what really matters. I
jumped back in with: Word-Of-Mouth has been how all of the Prius were originally
sold. Toyota wants the limited initial supply to go to the well-informed... which means
knowing someone who already owns one. It's you and I that begin the process, sharing
what we experience firsthand. That information reaches those who seek it, the savvy
online participants, who ask questions in return. Think about how long it takes just to
gather enough real-world data to set realistic expectations. Greenwash &
Disenchantment are problems avoided by targeting specific audiences first. The wider
market will naturally follow, once there is a path laid down by us. In fact, we're the ones
who provided detail about how Toyota should formulate the general audience
advertisements.
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Whining. Sometimes, that seems the best recourse: "It feels like most of these
manufacturers just push their money grubbing SUVs and trucks, as long as the masses
will suck 'em up. I'm waiting for those nice, big fat gasoline price increases to bring
back religion to the marketplace! Then let the whining begin." The better thing to do is
share insight into the situation and reflection upon the past. Knowing history and getting
an idea what to expect is help... though, whining provides a good feeling. Guess what I
did:
It's a sad reality watching the cycle repeat. That desperation for profit leads automakers
down that easy path, one that's self-destructive. They don't care though. It is very much
a live-in-the-now situation. Leaving their successors to clean up the mess is a normal
part of the game they play.
We saw that happen before the recession. Unfortunately, we have even seen it happen
with plug-ins. Remember how literally everyone involved with the Volt development
program "moved on" prior to rollout? That makes no sense whatsoever. You don't work
on a project for years, then walkaway just before people begin to use what you
developed. It was an "abandon ship" no one seems to actually notice.
We're going through that again. These big guzzlers don't have anyone to be held
accountable when things go bad... which they inevitably will. The price of gas is going
up and mainstream consumers are witnessing hints of plug-in success. From our
perspective (the well informed), we are witnessing quite a fight taking place to retain the
status quo.
The only fortunate thing out of the @#%$!& guzzler mess is those unnecessarily large
commuter vehicles can accommodate a battery-pack easier than a car. That wasteful
space in a SUV can actually be used for some good. True, those vehicles will be
expensive & inefficient compared to the likes of Prius Prime, but buyers of SUVs aren't
known for placing a high priority on cost-of-ownership anyway.
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Repetition. You know when an antagonist says it, times are changing: "Sounds like a
history repeat." Yes, it's ironic that seeing the repeat represents change. But at least
being in a cycle means the next step is a predictable... which opens up the opportunity to
influence. Eventually, a pattern will break if you know exactly how & when to
push. That's what I've been hoping for. Think about the gap being created each
time. Between the successes & failures, it widens. At some point, drawing enough
attention to that will cause the resistance to weaken... which is why I keep bringing up
goals? Think about technology advancements. When does it start to appear silly to fight
change? For example, when did you stop using a landline at home? Why did you make
that decision? How long did it take for that change to come about? Did you upgrade
your cell-phone several times before realizing that phone still connected with a cord
wasn't serving any practical purpose anymore? You get the point... eventually:
The repetition isn't as obvious sometimes though. I was attacked relentlessly on GM
forums when pointing out the pattern Volt was following. It was the same disaster as
Two-Mode playing out again. GM was focusing heavily on size & power again. Only
this time, the measure of "size" was range rather than physical dimension. GM sacrificed
affordability then and was repeating it for gen-1 Volt. Then then did it yet again with
gen-2 Volt. Now, we are witnessing that same obsession with Bolt.
Ironically, that "size" issue will be the center of attention yet again. GM will finally have
to deliver a plug-in their own loyal customers will actually be interested in purchasing... a
SUV. Imagine trying to squeeze 53 miles of capacity into an Equinox. It's just plain not
realistic (weight, efficiency, cost, etc). This is why we don't see any advertising of gen-2
Volt. Each time the cycle repeats, they move back the goal-posts.
We'll see a more modest design... all those who absolutely insisted more was needed and
that Toyota's approach wasn't enough would have vanished. It is a reset... which they
will likely make the same mistakes, yet again.
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Goals. There are some who like to brag. When Model 3 comparison info clearly bias
toward Tesla, was posted on the big Prius forum, a few of us pounced. What was he
expecting with such obvious trolling? I pointed out his use of bait, asking for him to state
goals. Of course, he didn't. Instead, he just bounced the question back to me with: "State
your goals then." That act of deflection is a clear sign of his true intent. He was just
looking for an easy fight to win. Sadly, that's the behavior of a bully. Some people never
outgrow inappropriate acts. Anywho, I punched back with:
I already have... countless times now. They haven't changed in the past 18 years either...
to significantly reduce emissions & consumption in a reliable & cost-effective
manner. That means I call of those who misrepresent the needs of mainstream
buyers. There's nothing wrong with supporting something you believe in, but if it's
different from what ordinary consumers will care about, expect attention to be drawn to
that fact. In this case, Tesla is a great car that simply isn't something you'll be able to
most everyone we know to seriously consider for purchase.
How many people where you work would even be remotely interested in any type of
plug-in vehicle now, in 2018? Most choices are just plain not realistic. When tax-credit
phaseout begins, that situation is going to become even more of a grim outlook. That's a
fact, nothing which can be debated. True, it will change over the course of the next few
years, but that's not what you just tried to present... hence the request for goals.
Think about how few of your friends could just jump into the deep end without any
hesitation. Installing a 7.7 kW charger connected to a dedicated 40-amp line in their
garage is too much for most... and that's just a minimum for plug-in vehicles with 200mile ranges. How many households have more than just 1 vehicle? Upgrades at home to
accommodate recharging take time & money.
Prius Prime is extremely realistic for serious consideration in 2018. Toyota's well proven
tech is now offered in an affordable package. You don't need anything more than a
normal 120-volt outlet to greatly benefit from it either. This is the first plug-in hybrid to
be realistic competition directly against traditional vehicles without any subsidy.
I watched both generations of Volt fail miserably, based on the sales goals we were told
to expect. They were to "leapfrog Prius" with its "vastly superior" technology. That
most definitely did not happen. Being able to change the status quo is remarkably
difficult. Impressive engineering from GM or Tesla or even Toyota isn't
enough. Careful consideration of need is required. Appealing to want just plain does not
work outside of the enthusiast audience. Mainstream consumers have very different
priorities.
What are your goals?
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Ignore Rhetoric. As a senior leader of effort to promote, there's no reason to put up with
any of the rhetoric anymore. There's plenty of real-world data to work with now. So, I'm
back to playing offense. When an antagonist jumps into the mix, I don't even bother to
respond directly (unless there just happens to be an opportunity for useful feedback). My
post focuses on promoting. For example, today there was an article on "hot plug-in
hybrids" which naturally stirred up some vastly superior nonsense. I ignored it, choosing
to post this as a new comment (rather than a reply) to draw attention back to what
actually matters: 5.7 mi/kWh is what I saw on my most recent commute home from
work in my Prime, with the A/C running That's value most people... even some plug-in
owners... don't recognize the significance of yet. Anyone can brag about EV range from
a larger battery-pack, but it's how that electricity is actually used is what really
matters. Admittedly, I don't see efficiency that high routinely. But for the month of May
(so far) here in Minnesota, my average is currently at 458 MPG. So, even when the
freakishly efficient gas engine starts, there isn't a major impact to overall results. As for
what makes a "hot plug-in hybrid", all you have to do is answer the unsolicited questions
people ask when you are using the free chargers at the local grocery store. The most
common are "How long does it take to recharge?" and "How many miles will it go on
electricity?" Upon providing the answers, slipping in a "Sticker-Price starts at $27,100."
stirs further inquiry... rather than the instant dismissal you get with more expensive
offerings. It's very clear ordinary consumers are looking for a balance, not an emphasis
on range or power.

5-27-2018

500,000 Dieselgate Vehicles. The numbers are quite staggering, so far. 300,000 are
already stored at 37 facilities around the United States. Another 50,000 being retrofit for
resale. Ultimately, there will be 500,000 from the buyback, resulting in $7.4 Billion paid
back to former customers. 85 percent of the work must be complete by June 2019, or
there will be additional payments required. A total of $25 Billion will be spent to deal
with the situation. The videos & photos stir emotion. There's a see of parked cars shown
in each flyover. What will become of them? It's an amazing mess. We were lied
to. Diesel enthusiasts attacked hybrid supporters. How many do you think apologized
for that?
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Spinning Reality. It's quite bizarre to read such inaccurate claims: "Toyota likes to
spend a lot of time perfecting something before releasing it to the public. It has served
them well in the past. Unfortunately for them for them, the plug-in vehicle market is
evolving too quickly." They are just spinning their own reality rather than acknowledge,
or even recognize, what actually happened. My guess is people posting greenwash like
that are clueless, totally guessing about the history they had no part of. After all, it's easy
to make fundamental mistakes about a past looking backward using only vague
references you stumble across in recent posts. Annoyed, I fired off a contradiction to that
dribble with actual facts: Toyota's electrification history is filled with incremental
upgrades. That has been anything but unfortunate. Prius was rolled out in 1997, then got
a major mid-cycle upgrade for the battery-pack in 2000 prior to arriving in the United
States. In 2003, the gen-2 of Prius was rolled out. By 2006, the technology has been
upgraded & spread for use in a sedan (Camry), an AWD minivan (Estima), and a SUV
(Highlander). In 2009, we got the gen-3 Prius was rolled out. In 2012, the first-gen
plug-in Prius was rolled out. In 2016, the gen-4 Prius was rolled out. In 2017, the
second-gen plug-in Prius was rolled out. What part of that doesn't confirm the moving
quickly? You do realize how easy it would be for Toyota to rollout a mid-cycle upgrade
for the plug-in Prius? An upgrade to the battery-pack for a bump in range & power is
quite realistic. After all, Toyota did exactly that for the gen-1 Prius.

5-27-2018

Admit What? News from Toyota that automotive-grade versions of solid-state batteries
won't be realistic for at least a decade (roughly 2 product-cycles) is naturally stirring
spin. No one takes into consideration that they could work just fine for next-gen
offerings, but be so unrealistically expensive that they aren't used. Sound
familiar? That's exactly why the plug-in Prius didn't come out sooner. Even with limited
capacity, the pack wasn't affordable. Anywho, there's quite a bit of brainless attacks
now. For example: "With hybrids you increase the power train complexity and cost for
minimal increased efficiency. This is why they have never caught on. Toyota can't admit
it because they invented the tech and have a lot invested in it." I was annoyed by how
meritless that claim was. Worse though is the thought that this audience could be so
poorly informed or so gullible as to accept the claim without question. Ugh. It could
happen. There's so much tribalism now, some people simply don't bother to listen
anymore. Remember how bad it got on the daily blog for Volt? They just stopped
caring. Oh well. I can at least try to convey some sensibility to the discussions: RealWorld data proves that false. 12 million have been sold, the emission & consumption
reductions dramatic, and the cost is competitive. With my Prime, the current tank just
barely reads below full, despite having driven over 700 miles already. I have been
averaging over 100 MPG for lifetime efficiency. That's an incredible result from a
hybrid with a MSRP starting at $27,100. Toyota has already delivered a full EV driving
experience. Whether or not the first non-hybrid plug-in offered here uses solid-state
batteries doesn't matter. In about a year, the EV model of C-HR will makes its debut in
China. So what if it uses the most advanced lithium battery with electrolyte
instead? There is nothing to admit.
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Cleaning What? Attempts to belittle Toyota's approach don't have much to work with
anymore. So many automaker announcements are for offerings a few years from now
that anything with respect to a need to wait reference is hypocritical. Yet, some try
anyway: "Always waiting for some next development while someone else is cleaning their
collective clocks." It's basically the new twist on "behind" claims. I'm not going accept
any of that nonsense: Who is cleaning what? We aren't even out of the early-adopter
phase... clearly marked by the presence of subsidies, in our case generous taxcredits. Whether or not any legacy automaker can achieve sustained mainstream sales
volume (at least 5,000 per month) to compete with the true competition remains to be
seen. Traditional vehicles pose a monumental challenge to overcome still. Don't be
fooled into complacency by initial sales to those willing to accept new technology that
isn't able to take on the legacy offerings yet. Remember, appealing to ordinary
consumers is much, much more difficult than our group here.

5-28-2018

Too Expensive. That's what it boils down too. Being cliché conveys the point
well. Those GM enthusiasts still clinging on to hope, rather than being realistic about the
situation are losing attention. Non-Enthusiasts simply aren't interested due to high sticker
prices. So, the fact that tax-credit phaseouts will soon be triggered basically ends even
the most optimistic. That's why most have vanished. I made that all too clear with: The
cold, hard reality is you don't want to acknowledge the problem of cost. Saying Toyota
should at least have as much range as Volt overwhelmingly confirms that fact. It's
simply too expensive still. You would be just as disappointed if price has been raised to
compensate for that increase. Keep in mind how high of a priority sticker-price has been
for Prius. Toyota has stayed true to that, not giving into tax-credit dependency like
GM. Looking at Volt sales, it's quite clear that the loss of the $7,500 subsidy is going to
make that bad situation even worse. Another thing to keep in mind about Toyota is the
spin coming from antagonists. Remember how much rhetoric we had to deal with when
gen-1 Prius PHV production ended. There were countless posts for months about how
Toyota didn't believe in plug-in cars. The internet is filled with those who are shortsighted and those hoping to disenfranchise. Don't listen to their claims. We'll get an
increase of range & power as costs justifies. Toyota is not going to compromise
affordability just for the sake of pleasing enthusiasts. Their focus is sustainable highvolume profitable sales to mainstream consumers.
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Big Oil. So much spin has emerged that the basic unstanding of "peak oil" has been
lost. We hit that point a number of years ago. It's easy to recognize when you step back
to look at the big picture. That was the moment when stability became uncertain. For
different audiences, that realization happened at different times. It did happen
though. For everyone, that is now in the past. There's no guarantee of anything
anymore. Price, Supply, Demand... are all anyone's guess. The industry has no idea
what to invest in now. Peak occurred already. How long the downfall will take is
extremely uncertain. There's nothing to bank on at this point. We see success from
vehicle electrification and the undeniable pushback against pollution sources. That future
is cannot be argued. How we get there is subject of debate. But the nature of the course
doesn't matter, since we all see a common destination... one that no longer includes Big
Oil. I summed up the situation as of mid-2018 with: Oil isn't only used for personal
transportation. Commercial use beyond just transport is an array of petroleum based
products. There's also the reality of product turnover. Buying a new camera no big deal.
T he purchase of a new vehicle is an entirely different matter. It is far more expensive
and you don't replace anywhere near as often. The problem of where to plug in won't be
overcome quickly either. It will take a long time, but it will eventually happen.

5-29-2018

VIDEO: Using the Electric A/C. I especially enjoyed filming this trip. It's a really nice
location I have been taking Prius photos at from the very beginning, all those years
ago. The park has been improved upon over the years. There is now a charging-station
and more trails. So, that's a very appealing destination. Anywho, you get to see my drive
to & from there in this newest video:
A/C use requires electricity from the battery-pack. That need to stay cool will shorten
EV driving distance available.
This example, where I go for a drive to the bluffs along the river (great bike trails there),
shows how the impact hot conditions. Normally, I would just plug in while parked to
recharge the Prime. But in this case, I immediately did the return trip to show total EV
distance available in that heat while driving the scenic country road.
Watch the temperature on the dashboard display rise. You start cool from having begun
with a car in the shade. But as you drive, even with the air blowing from the drive, that
nasty heat eventually registers. The video states 92°F to be reflective of an average for
the entire trip.
EV distance for that charge was just shy of 27 miles. Total distance driven was 33
miles. Overall MPG for the round-trip was 342 MPG.
Note that the gauge data in the lower-right is from an aftermarket application, captured
with my phone using an ODB-II port reader.
Watch it here...

Prius Prime - Using the Electric A/C
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Doom & Gloom. I find it quite amusing how some obvious Volt enthusiasts hoping to
undermine Toyota don't really listen to what they are actually saying. They try to spin a
story of doom & gloon, but don't recognize it applies to the very thing they are trying to
provide an endorsement for. That's why they are enthusiasts, rather than
supporters. Blind hope and claims without merit don't account for much. But that lack
of recognition of the situation is why they shouldn't be taken serious. Though, I do
humor some with questions from time to time: What automaker are you referring
to? Looking at GM, we see no path to the future. It offers 2 low-volume, unprofitable
plug-in vehicles that don't appeal to their own loyal customers. GM shoppers want
nothing to do with a compact hatchback or wagon. They want SUV choices... of which,
GM offers none with a battery-pack. Toyota, on the other hand, has a clear path laid out
for electrification. There's a wide selection of hybrids now that will lead to plug-in
hybrid and EV models. It's an obvious stage being set for their entire consumer market, a
diverse offering from a wide variety of shoppers.

5-30-2018

Big Wind. I was listening to videos while commuting to work. Letting YouTube serve
up recent news clips can be quite informative. Today, that was especially the
case. When the advertisement between clips mentioned "Big Wind" it gave me a sick-tothe-stomach feeling. I had stumbled across propangda. The rhetoric was quite obvious
too. They voice kept stressing how much money would be wasted on solar & wind
investments because the needs of customers don't happen exclusively when the sun is
shining and the wind is blowing. For you to be suckered into that belief, you cannot be
informed that there is no means of storing that electricity. Knowing that banks of
batteries of tanks of hydrogen can be used to hold that energy in reserve until it is needed
later completely wrecks their argument. You also cannot be informed that the grid itself
can help for distribution, since cloudy & calm days don't happen everywhere at the same
time. Another thing you shouldn't be aware of is how quickly that field is growing, the
number of employment opportunities solar & wind are creating. It was really sad to hear
the desperation of Big Oil playing out. But then again, they would only use such
deception when the cards are stacked against them. We know the end of petroleum use
for personal transportation is approaching.

5-30-2018

Brake! That was sweet. I was reminded just how smart the accident-detection system is
in Prime today. A vehicle up in the distance suddenly braked really hard. The sensors
detected its abrupt stop and made me aware that it was no longer in motion. That's a
really big deal. When a vehicle comes to a full stop, rather than just continuing with a
slow roll, it can be indication of a problem. So, an alarm sounded and "BRAKE"
appeared in red on the dashboard. Since I was following with a generous gap, there was
plenty of distance for me to stop too. I had forgotten just how far ahead and how
sensitive that detection is. Preventing accidients is very, very important. Yet, most
people still only focus on crash-test ratings. It's really sad that avoidance isn't promoted
much. Thankfully, we have been seeing mention of it from time to time with autobraking advertisements. But it is still far from being an expectation. People think of it as
a nice extra, rather than a must have.
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Fizzle. Think about how many times I asked for enthusiasts to state goals. Think about
how many times they changed the definition of EREV. It's easy to become frustrated or
disenchanted afterward, when clear expectations were not actually set. For example: "I
think a lot of people are unfairly judging the Volt as if it's a type of car it was never
meant to be." That comment was made following a post of what will likely be the
outcome of May sales. He never actually stated what it was meant to be. So naturally,
the likelihood of sales continuing to struggle is a source of frustration. Demand should
have been so strong at this point that GM would be struggling with supply. After all, that
was the point of provided tax-credits. The money was meant to subsidize sales so
production could be ramped up to a profitable & sustainable level prior to phaseout. GM
fell well short of that, not even close. Having delivered a niche for enthusiasts, rather
than a plug-in replacement for traditional vehicles spelled doom & gloom right from the
start. And sure enough, all these years later, that's exactly the problem faced
now. Ugh. I kept my response to that short: Volt was promoted as a vehicle for
mainstream consumers, a choice that would "leapfrog" the green market
leader. Technology that doesn't reach ordinary people unsubsidized in high-volume is a
failure in that regard. GM's leadership fizzled. Their own loyal customers are still
waiting for something to replace their current GM guzzler SUV with.

5-31-2018

Low Volume. Don't you love how claims like this come out of no where: "Model-3 will
retain the sales crown as Prius-Plugin is only a low volume car." The person saying that
pretty much never provides any supportive data either. They just make the wild
statement, then vanish. It's a blatant effort to undermine. Make a vague post as if it is
fact, without bothering to supply anything of any merit as proof. It's just like our current
president... keep interjecting the same lie into comments, repeating it so often people take
it as true. Seeing that type of nonsense play out in the automotive industry is very
frustrating. But to see the same behavior on that political scale is very disturbing. We'll
see oil & coal get support to further environmental damage... to the world. It's hard to
believe such activity on the basic online forum emerge on such an enormous scale, the
same spin. The suggestion to combat that is to inform as many people as possible
through real-world data. They'll try to debunk everything you say, but witnessing it
firsthand conveys the message better. That's why I film so many drives. Each video is
packed with detail. You can't deny that much evidence after awhile, especially when it is
so easy to share with others for review & feedback. You can break first impressions that
way, get beyond the problem of anecdotal observation. People don't research. They
often just accept what they read as fact. So, that is where you start... especially in the
case of availability. Make them curious enough to start watching roads more. They'll
notice, eventually. In the meantime: Low volume car based on anecdotal observation
would give that impression. In reality, the first year was a worldwide rollout, so
availability was very limited. Despite that, there were still 51,000 delivered.
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Volt Trouble. The spin was intense right from the start today. Volt is in trouble. GM
hasn't expressed any interest. Selling it has become pointless. Bolt was to be the
replacement, but it too is struggling for attention. If you want a seriously nice EV, you
buy a Tesla. There's no debate. For an affordable solution, it's well worth considering
considering Nissan. Those are the EV choices. It's either Model 3 or Leaf. That's why
Prime has emerged as the plug-in hybrid of choice. True, we see other options offered,
but the market is so limited they have no following established yet. So, the spin to keep
Volt relevant is well underway. I hit back with detail to debunk the effort: "Volt Gains
Ground" doesn't reflect history. Monthly sales of 1,600 to 1,700 was the trend
throughout a bulk of gen-1 offerings, with the exception of year-end rushes and the pricedrops. That was considered poor no matter how it was looked upon too, which is why
much higher expectations were set for gen-2 sales. For any plug-in to be realistically
competitive with traditional vehicles (a true mark of replacement progress), unsubsidized
monthly sales here must be at least 5,000. Below that, the status quo simply isn't getting
changed. To sustain momentum into the world of electrification, significant growth is
required.

6-01-2018

Confirmation. GM really screwed up by putting so much emphasis on range &
power. More and more of the enthusiasts are pointing out the shortcomings as a
result. Today's complaint eminates from the sales report being so bad. Even though GM
switched to quarterly reporting (to obviously conceal their trouble), the process of
estimating sales based on inventory is accurate enough to still reveal the trend. The use
of "gain" really being a spin to hide the fact that "recover" is actually the proper term is
telling. But more importantly is highlighting the reasons why sales have been such a
struggle. To get certain features, you much choose the most expensive package for the
GM plug-in vehicle... since range & power were deemed much more important. I knew
when enthusiasts blew off everything but those traits, they would be in a world of hurt
later. Ordinary shoppers want a balance of features... exactly what both Volt & Bolt
lack. A complaint about that emerged in today's discussion. I was happy to point out
why: Adaptive Cruise (aka: Dynamic Radar Cruise Control) is included standard on all
the common Toyota cars... RAV4, C-HR, Corolla, Camry, Prius. GM's sacrifice if
leaving off features like that hasn't proven a wise choice. It's more confirmation of
having focused too heavily on enthusiast interests, rather than mainstream consumers.

6-01-2018

Audience, again. Debate about the 2 top-selling choices is inevitable, regardless of how
meaningless the claims are. It is madness that anyone could even imply Tesla and
Toyota are targeting a single group of consumers. They clearly are not. Yet, we have
endless arguments sighting contrary points. Ugh. Oh well. At least it is well
documented that someone had a solid understanding of who within the
mindlessness: There's no reason to take banter on this thread seriously... since it makes
no sense whatsoever comparing vehicles so dramatically different. They clearly don't
target the same audience. Many here simply thrive on the participation, which is fine, but
important not to overlook. It's that problem of normalization. Enthusiasts sharing
information isn't an issue in any regard, as long as the context of what say, they are all
aware that much of what's discussed won't apply to ordinary shoppers. Know your
audience.
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Audience, push. I'm unwilling to allow the status quo to continue. Back to playing
offense means I push, like when seeing this: "The Ioniq for the most part reminded me of
the Prius, weak acceleration" Coming from a frequent antagonist (know your audience)
who thrives on negative attention, I mixed it up by taking over the narrative. Not
allowing the pattern of belittling to continue is all it takes. Step up, rather than be an
enabler. So, I did: Sloppy or Careless reporting will get called out, as I am doing now to
that. Off the line, I'm almost always the leader of the pack. The electric-motor has
substantial torque with zero noise or feel penalty. So, being generous with the pedal is
very realistic. We also know for a fact that the Toyota system delivers more electricpower than Hyundai's. Of course, how often do you actually need maximum EV
power? I find it quite rare when merging onto the highway. So, that vague use of "weak"
is misleading at best. You can always switch to HV mode for more power
anyway. Remember, the audience for Prime is quite different from that of Tesla.

6-01-2018

Defeat & Hope. It's over. You can tell by looking at the sentiment of hope. That
transformed from pushing wants to finally acknowledging need: "I hope someone at GM
is taking note of these trends and will consider a decent ad campaign for and larger
follow-on to the Volt." This came from an nasty antagonist on that daily Volt blog, but
posted on a general-audience EV blog. He absolutely hated my one-size-fits-all
compliant. Hearing me push for diversity made him absoultely crazy. The lashing out at
me for expressing "too little, too slowly" concern was deep, deep denial on his part what
was necessary. Diversity is esstential. It's a basic principal of good business. Yet, he
fought me with every possible attack method. In his mind, that next step would dilute the
EREV approach... which was so vague, it didn't actually represent anything anyway. But
holding onto hope is all some people have. Admitting defeat is difficult when you don't
have a solid plan for progressing forward. Volt was a gamble, a huge risk that failed to
attract mainstream sales. Could advertising have helped? Yes, of course. But it was
obvious GM wasn't interested... a stance still difficult for some to accept. GM's
obsession with SUV sales should have made that crystal clear. After all, that is what I
pointed out when suggesting the "follow-on" for the technology in Volt. Having
someone like me be correct is difficult to embrace though... when you identify the
competition as other plug-in vehicles, rather than traditional choices. It was a flawed
approach from the start, hence the defeat... what I predicted a decade ago. That's how the
"Who?" question came about.
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Behind. That rhetoric claiming Toyota is "behind" sure has fallen apart rather
abruptly. GM made a series of announcements today. All had dates in the early part of
the next decade... basically, following the same schedule Toyota had all along. Only
problem is, Toyota's path to electrification is quite clear. Each hybrid will offer a plug at
some point. That's simple. That's affordable. That's sensible. In other words, the
automaker supposedly "kicking & screaming" about having to embrace the future
obviously isn't. So, the antagonists have suddenly become quiet... especially since
nothing GM announced mentioned the United States specifically. It all very much had a
focus on the market in China instead. Volt & Bolt are being left to struggle
alone. Meantime, we see Prius Prime advancing with an undeniable target of mainstream
consumers. Nissan is sharing a similar course. Affordability with a nice balance of
features is key. That makes the others... like Honda, Chrysler, and Mitsubishi... a bit
uncerrtain. They are all much more expensive and each is rather specialized. There's lots
of potential. Maybe we'll see more rounded options in the next few years. Hope from
VW and Ford is realistic too. We see the industry changing... just not the way enthusiasts
had claimed.

6-03-2018

Waiting. You never really get it. Progress is a moving target. There is always
something better to wait for... at least, that's the situation with technology. We've seen it
that way with personal computers for over 4 decades now. With vehicles though, there is
a difference to that dynamic... being willing to pay for what you don't actually
need. That type of waste isn't common with those daily personal electronic devices we
carry... despite them being far less expensive than a vehicle. With that in mind, it makes
you wonder how to respond to this: "Do I really have to wait until I'm in a nursing home
before they start offering an affordable truck?" What exactly is he actually waiting
for? It's somewhat of a contradiction wanting a guzzler to become more efficient, yet to
still be within the guzzler category. Could something else achieve the same goals? As
somewhat of a wake-up call, I formulated my by-the-way with: It won't ever
happen. The reason for trucks being pushed so much is they are high-profit
vehicles. Making them affordable would defeat that purpose. The only good to come out
of the crazy obsession is that conversion to plug-in is easier than with a car. That wasted
height & bulk can be used by battery.

6-03-2018

Dying Industry. We were presented with a plan today to force taxpayers to rescue the
coal industry. The claim is investment by utility companies will strengthen our national
security. How? That doesn't make any sense. Investing in a non-renewable source that
causes harm to the environment is exactly what we should avoid. Wind & Solar can be
widely distributed, located close to those who will consume the electricity. It can also be
transport via wire without any resulting pollution. Coal is quite the opposite. What is the
expected outcome anyway? This won't result in higher employment. Much of the coal
industry has adopted large-scale automation. Machines are doing most of the work
now. We know employment is growing in the renewable industry. Think about how
many workers are needed to install all that new equipment. There's the upcoming
energy-storage market too, where large battery facilities will hold electricity generated
during times of wind & sun for use later when it is calm & dark. The same will come
about for commercial hydrogen use too. Coal doesn't have a future. It is only a bridge to
it. The plan today, which will ultimately raise energy costs (remember, coal competes
directly with natural-gas), is harmful to ordinary consumers. They will end up paying the
price.
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6-04-2018

Insufficient. We are still having to deal with the "bigger is better" mentality. It's based
upon lack of knowledge. Without real-world data, they just make assumptions. So,
whenever the 25-mile capacity is mentioned, it's the same old rhetoric all over
again. Their brainless assertions of "insufficient" make it easy to push them aside. I just
keep posting more real-world data: 966 miles so far on this tank, which reads less than
1/8 used so far. That's what happens with a Prime when where you park at work and
some destinations have chargers available. When you don't, results are still amazing. I
wasn't able to plug in on Saturday. So, the 39.6 miles I did running around town were
with just the overnight recharge. The result was 263.4 MPG. Yesterday, I got 67.9 MPG
from my 31.5 mile drive today without any electricity at all. So, even when the engine
runs, overall results are well over 200 MPG...which is quite sufficient.

6-04-2018

Limited Scope. It never ceases to amaze me how there can be so many plug-in
supporters who see nothing but the plug-in market. They don't consider traditional
vehicles competition. There entire scope is limited to just vehicles with plugs... which
has the unfortunate consequence of giving a distorted impression of what's actually
happening with the industry. Ironically, it was GM enthusiasts who slammed Toyota for
only delivering a "compliance" vehicle. For that to be true, they had to overlook the fact
that Prius PHV was a mid-cycle rollout. Looking at Prius Prime, the first full-cycle
rollout, that clearly isn't the case... which puts Volt in a hypocritical position, since it is
one its second full-cycle and Toyota is already exceeding what GM was able to
achieve. Watch for comments that don't take scope into account. Expect there to be
many more with the upcoming tax-credit phaseouts about to be triggered. In the
meantime, I'll keep posting comments like this one today: While tax-credits are still
available, the game is rigged. Measure of true demand won't be accurate until subsidies
are phased out and inventory is available locally for immediate purchase. Until then, you
are just sampling enthusiast interest. Mainstream sales are far more difficult, but
essential for sustainable profit.

6-05-2018

Sad Reality. There's not much to say when the situation is spelled out like this: "People
in America don't even attempt to disguise their corruption any more. They revel in it and
defy anyone to do anything about it." That is what this nation filled with lots of shortsighted, self-centered people has become. I saw that transformation as the Two-Mode
disaster unfolded... which is why it has been such a symbolic feature in these
blogs. When it emerged as the biggest "over promise, under deliver" problem of modern
time in the automotive business, the supporters developed an attitude... hence the
emergence of enthusiasts. Not caring whether there was anything to actually support
their claims of being "vastly superior" didn't matter. They had their talking points. The
fact that their chosen technology was unrealistically expensive, making it unsustainable
didn't matter. In fact, we are watching the final chapter of that playout now. None of
them seem to show any concern about the lack of sales growth or the upcoming loss of
the $7,500 tax-credit. They just plain don't care. So, with an atmosphere like that, there
isn't much of a barrier to keep corruption from filtering in. After all, we already saw that
with the diesel scandal. It makes you wonder what other surprises could emerge if the
usual checks & balances have faded away. We already know the expectations for solar
have dropped dramatically due to the upcoming new tariffs. That will hurt EV support.
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6-06-2018

Market Understanding. I summed it down to this simple perspective: "Stage 1 =
subsidized sales. Stage 2 = actual competition. Remember, the goal is to compete
directly with traditional vehicles, replacing them with clean & efficient choices." It is
truly amazing how few people online actually understand that. They think the plug-in
market is isolated, emerging without any resistance from traditional vehicles. They are
quite naive to think that those offerings will be embraced by resellers. Such a lack of
business recognition is quite expensive of a mistake to make. But then again, GM has
been doing that for years. All the "Who?" problems came from this same problem of not
knowing audience. We learned that lesson long ago with Prius. Dealers weren't
interested in carrying inventory which delivered a tiny profit that was a challenge to
sell. That's why Prius required standout traits. It couldn't be just another vehicle back
then. Now, we see amazing performance from the likes of Camry hybrid. Unfortunately,
plug-in offerings aren't that well established. So, there's a conflict within dealerships...
whether those online want to acknowledge the problem or not. Most think I'm nuts to
show such concern for what seems to be a trivial point. They are wrong. Volt
overwhelmingly proved it. Here's what they still need to learn: Plug-In vehicles are
competing with traditional vehicles already. It is a fight to be carried as inventory and to
be displayed on showroom floors. That perspective of the dealer is more important than
that of consumers. Because if there's nothing offered to buy, the status quo will not
change. In other words, the dealer is the true customer, they are determining who the
competition is.

6-07-2018

Damage Control. The outcome of GM's attempts to deliver a mainstream efficiency
choice have been one disaster after another. They equate to expensive conquests that
never end up changing their status quo. That loyal base of GM customers continue to
keep buying the same thing. So, it makes the announcement that GM just made about
partnering with Honda appear quite different when you know the background. Volt
enthusiasts really doing damage control, appologizing for GM stumbles by making it
look that they are actually the ones helping: "Honda is so behind on EV game, it’s not
even funny. Glad they decided to partner with somebody, anybody." The approach is to
simply distract by posting something seemingly on topic. It's bascially hiding in plain
view, pretending everything is fine. After all, the damage is already done. Drawing
attention to it only makes the situation worse in their mind. So, rather than learning from
mistakes, they set themselves up to repeat them again. Ugh. Oh well, all you can do is
point out what really happened: Honda has already delivered what we still wait for from
GM. When Volt was rolled out, there's was an expectation for that technology to be
spread to their core offerings... specifically, a model of SUV. It still hasn't
happened. For that matter, there isn't even a full-size sedan comparable to Clarity
announced yet. Why hasn't the technology from 2010 made its why to anything other
than Volt in this market? The answer to that question is simple. GM doesn't know how
to make what they offer affordable. Low cost wasn't part of the design approach, so now
they are stuck with a difficult to sell technology. Some of us expressed concern about
that right from the start. We saw the disaster Two-Mode had become and were
witnessing the same mistakes being repeated with gen-1 Volt. Not only did that indeed
end up being the problem, that very issued wasn't addressed for gen-2 Volt either. It's
still not affordable. MSRP is too high to appeal to mainstream consumers. Knowing this
makes it easier to understand how the need for a partnership came about. There's mutual
benefit from sharing technology. Look at how well the carbon-fiber knowledge from
BMW made its way into Toyota's plug-in Prius.
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6-08-2018

P0A80. Helped a friend yesterday with his 2004 Prius. At 213K miles, the engine is still
working great, but the pack is shot. It spent a lot of years used daily and without a
garage, so it was a good lifetime. I was able reset codes to confirm it truly was just the
battery having issues. This will be my first opportunity to witness a pack replacment. It
is basically the same experience I had 20 years ago, when the transmission in my Taurus
gave out. People do make that choice of major vehicle repair like that. In fact, this is
what there were so many transmission shops. It happens. Strangely though, the outcome
isn't so extreme. Putting a new transmission into a vehicle simply restores slipping
gears. Putting in a new battery dials back the clock to a new status. It will be odd for a
vehicle clearly showing age to be operating as if it was brand new again. You don't get
as much stealth (the electric-only mode in the hybrid mode) as the pack ages. The engine
runs more often simply due to the fact that capacity has faded over time. Remember, it
bares the brunt of propulsion, protecting the engine from strain. With new cells, you get
renewed life. The Prius will be back to favoring electricity more again. That certainly
will be interesting.

6-09-2018

TCO. Total Cost of Ownership has been the approach many trying to endorse plug-in
vehicles take. They feel a proper conveyance of overall savings will draw more
sales. You prove to the person money is better spent by paying more upfront, since it
takes far less with an electric motor & battery to operate. Reality of that approach not
reaching this audience is becoming all too clear: "I fully agree, but most people don't
calculate that way. They respond mostly to upfront costs, and/or cheapest monthly lease
cost." This problem is why SUV acceptance has become so popular. People see monthly
payments as managable and simply don't give it any more thought. It's an obvious
mistake from the accounting perspective, but emotion... that feeling of just getting by... is
all that some people want. They are not compelled to maximize. This is what our
mainstream has become. True, other markets and those without disposable income, see
the situation quite differently. But knowing this audience means taking a different
approach. It's nice to see others beginning to recognize that problem. Imagine if that
enlightenment would have happened long ago, when the "Who?" question was first
asked. They couldn't figure out why their "it's worth it" logic was ineffective. Logic
doesn't work for everyone. Know your audience. Anywho, I responded to that
with: Bingo! That's a difficult reality for some to recognize. How do you appeal to
people who don't place a high priority on saving money?
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6-10-2018

Compliance. You gotta like this: "I still want to see the COMPLIANCE automakers get
their incentives taken away." The person who posted that believes "compliance" is the
act of delivering something following the leaders. Whether or not the product to follow
is superior doesn't matter. They couldn't care less if those later offerings learned from the
mistakes the initial offerings made. They simply want the first to be rewarded and the
later to be punished. Taking time to study the market and deliver a product capable of
high-volume profitable sales means nothing to an enthusiast... hence the label. A
supporter understands the difference. Using the subsidy wisely seems a waste to the
enthusiast, who pushes a rush to market. Fix it later, rather than make it right from the
start. Success of Prius has always involved patience. The mid-cycle rollout of Prius
PHV to just limited areas was proof that Toyota was making an effort to ensure they truly
knew their audience. In fact, it wouldn't surprise me at all to see a mid-cycle update with
Prime as confirmation of being attentive to the market. Why should incentives be taken
away for that? Annoyed, I posted: We watched GM do that with Volt, a vehicle clearly
not targeted at its own loyal buyers. GM's heavy focus on the SUV market made it quite
obvious a small hatchback delivered at niche volume without any real promotion
(excluded from nearly all their product-line commercials) was not going anywhere. And
sure enough, sales have fumbled 7.5 years... resulting only in conquest. The status quo of
their own showroom shoppers didn't change. That certainly sounds like gaming the
system for compliance.

6-11-2018

Tariff Consequences. We are witnessing the beginning of a nightmare. It starts with
anger. This administration is hell-bent on superiority, regardless of cost. Feeling taken
advantage of is an excuse for lashing out. The mindset of isolationism being necessary
for national security means turning on allies, forcing them to take a side against you. It's
a global market. That type of childish bullying is futile. You need trade partners... which
requires balance through an effort to achieve mutual benefit. You don't just spite anyone
who attempts to compete by improving their process, even if the means are not
appropriate... because there are consequences of ill intent. This administration is so
blinded by the letter of the law, they are clueless about what it means to deliver an act of
kindness. Money isn't everything. You build trust through understanding &
cooperation. We are going to watch industry struggle now. Tariffs have
penalties. Complex products, like vehicles for personal transport, require a great number
of parts & materials from around the world. Consumers will end up paying more as a
result of tariffs, regardless of where the product is assembled. We are in a world of hurt
already and this administration is striving to make that situation worse. It's hard to
believe some people can be so poorly educated about how world economics actually
work.
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6-11-2018

Blind-Spot Warning. That flashing light on the side-mirror indicates a vehicle has been
detected in that blind-spot for that side. It will continue flashing until your turn-signal is
cancelled. Then, it just turns to a solid light to indicate the presence of something. That's
all the more thought I had given to that feature until today. It was elegantly
simple. What else could there be? I found out today. Rather than taking the advice of
that warning, I pushed into the lane. It was tight pass, but that vehicle was going quite a
bit slower. So, there wasn't any danger. The car only respond to detection criteria
though. It's unaware of your intentions or the surrounding conditions. That means you
continue to get a warning... but it gets bumped to the next level. The LKA (Lane Keep
Assist) kicked in. I felt steering-wheel resistance grow. It was a subtle way of making
sure I knew what I was doing. Feeling it push back like that was sweet. I hadn't thought
about the feature being used for more than keeping you from straying out of your lane
unintentionally.

6-12-2018

Death of Diesel. It's coming. We have seen niche offerings of diesel variants
vanish. Cost is simply too high for so little in return. The first of the big names to end
the offering of a popular gas vehicle is a sign of the next wave of change. That is what
brings about paradigm shift. Kia announced their Soul in Europe would become EV only
next year. That's really big news. Discontinuing a traditional choice is a really big
deal. It would be like Toyota switching C-HR to only be a hybrid here. That is quite
realistic, especially when you know that an EV model will be offered next year in
China. This is why the effort to push Camry & RAV4 hybrids into the mainstream is so
important. They deliver much cleaner emissions and higher efficiency than diesel, as
well as pave the way for greater electrification. Remember, there are plans for Corolla
PHEV next year. Sadly, we won't see it here. But knowing the another hybrid to plug-in
hybrid variant is realistic for such a well-known vehicle is the final death blow to
diesel. There is no reason to bother with it for non-commercial use. Of course, we are
now seeing EV buses emerge into the market. The school district next to where I live has
one already.

6-13-2018

32 Amps. Choosing how much capacity to setup our chargers for in the garage was quite
a debate. The chargers themselves can deliver a rate of 10 kW. That translates to a
steady flow of 40 Amps to the car, which means you need a dedicated 50-Amp circuit
(since a 20% buffer is required for safety). Running a heavier gauge wire and using
higher amp breakers would be no big deal. But even the fastest charging vehicle
currently top out at 6.6 kW, which is twice that of the 3.3 kW we get from Prime. At
best, the target for a high-speed at-home standard has been thought to be 7.7 kW. So,
more is just overkill. After all, if you do the math, it reveals there isn't a need. 6.6 kW
for 8 hours would give you roughly 50 kWh of electricity. (Keep in mind, charging
slows as capacity reaches full.) At an efficiency level of 4.5 kW/mi, you'd get 225 miles
of EV range. That's plenty for an overnight recharge. Turns out, Tesla agrees. That is
what their latest at-home EVSE offers. Yes, their charger that comes standard with
Model 3 and now Model S draws a sustained rate of 32 Amps. That means my choice to
endorse the choice of a 40-Amp circuit is dead on with what a major industry player has
endorsed. Sweet. I wanted a realistic recommendation for people setting up their
garages to be able to accommodate the charging of 2 vehicles overnight and didn't want
them to spend more than what would truly be necessary, even when planning ahead for a
future vehicle.
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6-14-2018

Battery-Pack Replacement. Today was both interesting and a non-event. That good
friend of mine with the Prius needing battery-pack replacement brought his car into a
dealer for serious consideration of doing exactly that. It was a location clear across
down, requiring a drive past several other dealers to get their. This particular Toyota
location has been carrying Prime for a few months now and was the one that offered a
lower quote for the same job. So, despite the possibility of the engine revving harder
from the intermitent assistance from the pack, he drove out there. It wasn't a big
deal. He got there just fine for the appointment. I eagerly await a report of what the
mechanics find from their analysis. I bet they are too. It isn't everyday an opportunity to
look at such an aged battery (the pack has 213,000 miles on it from 14 years of use).

6-15-2018

Playing Offense, differences. It's really annoying when you point out similarities &
differences and the person clearly doesn't actually read what you posted: "Most people
like to have the "differences" including that feature, pointed out when they are shopping
for a car." So, I tried again... since I'm playing offense now, taking the initiative rather
than waiting to counter. That means hitting them with a follow-up with just enough info
to stimulate discussion: You seemed to have missed the fact that the poster attempted to
single out Volt as the only plug-in hybrid with that feature, making it appear to be a
difference. When you drop the pedal to the floor in Prime, the engine remains off. The
ICE does not start... hence no difference. Honda Clarity offers electric-only acceleration
too, if you don't push the pedal past the click-point. Again, the ICE does not start. A
plug-in hybrid that actually is different is Chrysler Pacifica. You don't have direct
control of when the engine will run. When a kW draw threshold is exceeded, the ICE
will indeed start. This also how the previous PHV model of Prius operated. Again,
differences matters. Don't gloss over detail.

6-16-2018

Playing Offense, enemies. There are times when you just have to pounce: "I'm not your
enemy, I'm giving you facts. Hybrids are transitional cars. The longer we drive them the
slower the transition to green cars is." That was the start of a reply that ended with: "I'm
saying the moment you put gas in a car it's not green." It's that type of absolute closemindedness that creates trouble. Life is not that simple. You cannot just take a situation
to an extreme and disregard all else. Ugh. This is why the change from defense to
offense is needed at times, like today: No, you are replacing a fact with an
absolute. You can't outright dismiss the "fossil fuels would be significantly reduced"
statement in your reply. I have driven over 1,500 miles on a little over a half tank of gas
in my Prime since the last refill. That's roughly 300 MPG. Treating that as disappointing
since "You're putting a heat engine in a vehicle that supports fossil fuel." is just plain
wrong. You still have to plug in to achieve those results. That means the owner makes
that behavior a routine part of their driving experience. That also means they upgrade
their infrastructure at home to accommodate the need. Both are vital to promote electriconly vehicles. Getting that to happen now accelerates adoption. Think out how likely it
will be that their next vehicle purchase will be an EV, especially if the plug-in hybrid
becomes a great hand-me-down for a child. Think about how likely it will be for the
owner of the first plug-in hybrid in the household to propose upgrading the garage with a
level-2 charger so a second plug-in vehicle can be purchased. Think about how much of
an enemy you will become if you don't think carefully about how you respond to this
post. Plug-In hybrids provide a means of accelerating electrification. They are very
green and promote plugging in.
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6-16-2018

Playing Offense, thanks. That post about differences did indeed result in a positive
outcome. I got a "Thanks, I didn't know that." about the click-point feature. How do you
spread knowledge of new behaviors? There are things completely unique to
hybrids. Back when the Planetary-CVE was new, people used to frequently complain
about the under-powered acceleration... until we pointed out to actually pay attention to
the speedometer, not the feeling conveyed to your butt through the seat. That absence of
gears shifting gave the impression of an engine struggling. Without noticing what a
gauge was telling you about the true situation, it's easy to assume incorrectly. After all,
you are also hearing the drone of a Atkinson-Miller pumping cycle... which sounds
different from the common Otto. That mishearing solidifies your
misunderstanding. What happens under the hood using new technology requires a bit of
study. Some ask questions. Some get the information pushed on them by those like me
hoping to prevent the spread of misconceptions. Thankfully, posts like that do get a
thank you for the effort.

6-17-2018

Playing Offense, goals. Remember arguments of the past? Those efforts to win at any
cost were amazing. It seems difficult to imagine anyone so desperate... until you
encounter it again. Why do they fight so hard for a pointless victory? When there is
nothing to gain, what compels a person to debate so relentlessly? I can think of countless
incentives some have fought to hold the status quo, all with the goal of undermining
Prius. But when it comes to EV support, there's an absolute. It's counter-productive to
wait for purity. Yet, we hear arguments for it all the time. This is the outcome of Volt
having failed to market "range anxiety" effectively. Acceptance of that loss is what we
have to deal with now. I see it routinely, each time there is a new thread where plug-in
hybrids get praise. I always direct the discussion to goals, rather than biting their troll
bait. Toyota alone will sell 10,000,000 (yes, 10 million) vehicles this year. Think about
all the automakers worldwide. How many new guzzlers are being put on the road and
how long will they remain in service? Today, it was a blatant effort to pretend what
happens in the meantime doesn't matter. I punched back with: Stating only LONG term
goals is the problem. Stating an end-game with disregard for phases required to achieve,
that is an avoidable communication issue. You need to state SHORT term goals
too. Results of that will be arguing with a lot of people who agree with you, but see
issues with steps being skipped... because you neglected to mention them. Notice how I
had to push to get you to finally do that? In other words, don't force people to make
assumptions. Provide detail next time.
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6-17-2018

Playing Offense, debate. It became obvious all that person wanted to do was
debate. He simply didn't care about the topic of discussion or even being
constructive. He only posted to win an argument. Some are driven by that ego to
compete. The reality that this was intended to be a constructive discussion didn't
matter. He simply kept posting facts to favor his true agenda. It's easy to fall into the
trap, both to bite the bait or to become the one trolling. A topic like EV advancement has
a number of desirable engineering draws. Unfortunately, that means focus on the ideal,
something worthy of striving for long-term... which means having to disregard when
happens in the meantime. Ironically, that can often equate to losing the very future you
desire... since sacrificing the short-term can have dire consequences. He didn't care
though. Post after post was a provoke to debate. I ended it by responding with purpose
& goal statements: Purpose = To significantly reduce emissions & consumption in a
reliable & cost-effective manner. Goal = To achieve sustainable high-volume profitable
sales prior to tax-credit subsidies expiring.

6-18-2018

Reputation. This is the stage which reputation is being established. That's why rhetoric
from enthusiasts really doesn't make much (if any) of a difference. Know your
audience. In the case of electrification, we want to see all vehicles embrace battery &
motor technology. Heck, even fuel-cell vehicles will use both. That's why when there is
a battery-related fire or some motor-power misrepresentation it;s a potential source for
undermining... since we know there is much to be lost by those who don't study the
market carefully. Remember how poor of a job GM did with Volt? It started as an
expensive technology, emerging from the Two-Mode disaster, then never
recovered. What a waste. GM had a chance to establish a reputation for striving to
deliver an affordable choice. Notice how Nissan took the opposite approach? Being able
to overcome that price barrier for reaching mainstream consumers was vital... and was
taken quite seriously. So what if range was shorter as a result? We all know EV capacity
increases over time anyway. 21st Century consumers have come to expect performance
increases from their affordable devices. But if the purchase is too expensive to begin
with, it remains a niche. Notice how many people upgrade their phone every other
generation or so? When a business depends upon repeat sales, that's what you need to
focus on. Think about how many parents hand down their older vehicle to a child. That
repetition is key. Notice how Toyota has captured the Prius market? Upgrades most
definitely follow that success formula.
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6-19-2018

Regret. We have been seeing a lot of that lately. Waiting... waiting... waiting. 10 years
later, still waiting. I was relentless with my "too little, too slowly" concern. The
enthusiasts of Volt harassed me as a result, claiming GM would deliver faster than
Toyota. That didn't happen. Gen-2 was a horrible failure, a disaster so bad, Volt was
basically abandoned. That's how we ended up with Bolt. It actually seemed a reasonable
damage-control maneuver... just move on to a SUV for their premiere plug-in hybrid
offering instead. After all, the power & range were overkill anyway. In a larger &
heavier vehicle instead, it would be more of a sensible balance... though, quite
expensive. But that is what GM shopper would be willing to pay for. They want SUV
choices. They couldn't care less about cars. This is why a sense of regret is sinking in. I
was right about Two-Mode all along. Calling out Volt as a poor business choice for
high-volume sustainable & profitable sales way back when it was still be designed is too
much to accept. They still hate me for pushing GM in the direction it needed to go...
since that is what Toyota has been pursuing all along. Think about the positioning of
Camry and RAV4 hybrids for plug-in augmentation. That's a natural fit. Corolla & CHR potentially could skip the hybrid step entirely in this market, going straight to the plugin hybrid models. There's a ton of potential... without even mentioning the rumored
CUV model of Prius. We don't see that happening for GM though. A compelling plugin hybrid SUV offering would cause serious harm to their guzzler sales, throwing them
into supply & demand disarray... hence the regret. There was ample time to
transition. That opportunity was wasted on conquest, instead of focusing on loyal
customers. It's a monumental failure, which could have been avoided.

6-20-2018

ICE'd by an EV. That post, with a photo included, sure stirred discussion today. I was
the first to jump into that: "I have confronted several individuals who have done the same
thing. Each one was unaware of the message they were sending and thanked me for the
heads up." My comment got a surprising number of likes and quite a few replies. Think
about what a passer-by would observe. They'll see a premium spot near the doors with a
car not using the charger that spot was there for. It looks like a total disregard of
purpose. Money was clearly spent to deliver the ability to charge while shopping, yet the
plug-in owner didn't bother to plug in. That observation, whether accurate or not, is what
the situation appears as. There's no excuse to justify the message being sent. Many
people have a fragile opinion of EV potential. Risking a loss of interest, for whatever
reason, isn't worth it. We must set an example by showing appreciation for the
opportunity to plug in. Interesting thing is the owner eventually replied to our
posts. Small world, eh? He had no clue that the predicament could be interpreted that
way and apologized for the impression it made. Everyone needs to do their part to make
this paradigm-shift to clean & efficient choices successful.
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6-21-2018

2019 Insight. We are starting to get first reports from reviewers. Sales will begin by the
end of the month. Price is expected to be similar to Prius. It's a larger car now, a sedan
too. MPG is expected to be a little less, though it should offer more power. Safety
options likely won't be as generous as with Prius. How consumers will accept it is
anyone's guess. With the existence of Clarity PHV, this is a bit of a head-scratcher. For
that matter, what can we expect from the hybrid market in general? How well is Hyundai
Ionic doing? It's a rather odd situation for Honda to use the name "Insight" for a third
time on a vehicle that is, yet again, quite different from its predecessor. Who
knows. The preference of consumers can be quite difficult to predict at times. But at
least from a business perspective, we can see a design clearly intended to target
mainstream shoppers. That's really important.

6-22-2018

Branding. Here's something to ponder: "I know I'm new here but the more I read, the
more I think the prius brand is just a way to market cars to nerds." That requires some
perspective. Who are you? What do you represent? How are those around you fit
in? Why makes you change? When should these questions even be asked? In other
words, some are taking the time to step back to look at the bigger picture. The catch is,
they have no idea what can be discovered. You have to watch for years before noticing
patterns. I've been active with the automotive market since the late 70's. It was my
father's passion. He taught me a lot. (I sure miss him.) Fortunately, his sensible
approach lives on with me. I try to be as constructive as possible, seeking out what's
realistic for the masses and recognizing what is only a niche. That's why I felt well
qualified to insert this into that discussion: That's a bit of a odd statement, since basically
everyone is a "nerd" based on the rate technology is accepted now. Camry hybrid is
packed with tech too, as well as pushing a sporty look. How is it perceived? What about
the 2019 appearance change expected for Prius? Keep in mind that early on, the biggest
non-hybrid draw aspect was that it was the only midsize hatchback against look available
in the US market.

6-23-2018

New Phone. I finally replaced my phone. Becoming 3 generations behind wasn't an
expectation from me or those who know me. Other priorities come about. It served as a
good example of how to relate to those unable to or just not interested in upgrading right
away. It's an endless cycle. A better model is always on the way. When the appropriate
time comes, you replace with newer. What's interesting about the process is knowledge
that a great deal of effort was expended to deliver upgrades. So, there's little chance of
disappointment overall. For myself, I have been pleasantly suprised by the multitude of
improvements. Think of what it will be like for those who had or still have a Prius from
years ago and purchase a plug-in model now. So much has been refined with so many
aspects of the vehicle, that same sense of satisfaction is quite strong. It's a game of
patience. Upgrades are well worth it. The situation is really just a matter of
timing. When is appropriate? That's an important question to keep in mind when
considering the replacement of any technology.
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6-24-2018

Diesel Clatter. That certainly was interesting to hear today. My old neighbor had a VW
Jetta diesel for years, then replaced it with a "clean" model. I got used to hearing that
obnoxious sound on a regular basis. Every single time there was a bizarre feeling of
bewilderment. My Prius delivered better emissions & efficiency. Gas was less
expensive per gallon than diesel too. It made no sense what she was driving. I blew if
off though. She let it idle in the driveway for excessively long times during Winter,
sometimes as long as an entire hour. She simply didn't care. Anywho, I heard that sound
again today. We were at a park. It drove by. I had the same wonderment of
why. Realistically, it doesn't matter. There is no future for non-commercial diesel. The
passenger-car market is already dead. Competing with plug-in choices is very difficult
already. Given a few more years, it will be impossible. No more clatter... just silent
electric motors.

6-24-2018

Oh, that's the Plug-In! We were parked next to a 2005 Prius. The owner just happened
to be walking out to her car, from the park we were both at listening to a summer concert,
when she said "Hi". As she was making a comment about the nice color from my wife's
new Prius, she suddenly came to the realization it was the model with the plug. We both
noticed the obvious rise of excitement. That was sweet to witness... an quite
unexpected. We both have had quite a number of encounters with ordinary
consumers. Plugging in at the grocery store makes that a very easy situation. The person
initiating conversation is already aware of what it is though. This was the first from a
fellow Prius owner who didn't realize that was a Prime, not just a gen-4. So, it was
especially rewarding to experience that. Hopefully by this time next year, the situation
will be quite different. Currently, the plug-in model of Prius is quite rare around
here. There is good reason to expect that to change though.

6-25-2018

Dead. Today's topic on what remains of that struggling daily blog was
remarkable. There were 2 comments posted. That was it. I have been watching it
die. The die-hard enthusiasts are having to deal with messages repeating what I posted
long ago. They are echoing what had been predicted as a outcome. Volt was too
expensive and targeted a market without growth potential. It was a disaster in the
making. Now, it is dead. That's really unfortunate, since the technology itself had
potential. GM engineers knew how to design & build what was needed. Problem was,
management didn't want that. So, we ended up with a performance vehicle few
wanted. Range & Power were overkill, too much for mainstream buyers to be willing to
pay a premium for. Had that tech been modified to work in a SUV, where the motors
would have to work harder and the battery drained faster, the result may have been a
compelling compromise. But that kind of balance is not what enthusiasts thrive
on. They crave excess, not affordability. That's how the death came about... an
unwillingness to acknowledge need. Too much focus on want has consequences.
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6-26-2018

Pointless Bragging, part 1. It continues... but now, I'm not drawing attention to
comments of the poster, just punching back right where it hurts: Volt's dependency on
the $7,500 tax-credit was a terrible approach. GM sacrificed affordability for
performance. That resulted in a niche very favorable to enthusiast boasting... and little
else. Nothing became of the technology. For years, enthusiasts argued the "too little, too
slowly" concern was just nonsense. Now over a decade after rollout, we still wait for GM
to finally deliver a plug-in hybrid for its own loyal customers... Trax, Equinox, Traverse
and the Blazer comeback all lack a green choice. Those vehicles targeted directly at GM
shoppers are all guzzlers. Spin whatever you want about Toyota; it won't change that
reality. In the meantime, we see Prius Prime without any dependency on tax-credit
(MSRP starts at just $27,100) averaging above 100 MPG. We also see Toyota preparing
to deliver Corolla, C-HR, RAV4, and Camry hybrids with a plug-in option. In other
words, that vastly superior claim for Volt falls on deaf ears. Mainstream buyers have
different priorities, as do the dealers who serve them.

6-26-2018

Outright Lies. The acceptance of "fake news" as fact was troubling long before that
term was coined. People would just say whatever they wanted repeatedly, until it was
finally accepted as the truth. With group think, that problem was all too real. It's how
enthusiasts are recruited... their hope clouds reason, which prevents them from verifying
claims. Anywho, it continues with the spreading of lies about how Volt actually
operates. I wonder how many gullible readers fall for such efforts to mislead... especially
in this case, where the claim is used to belittle Prius. I fought back with: Volt is not a
SERIES hybrid. It was intended to be, but that isn't what GM delivered for gen-1. The
design for gen-2 took advantage of the engine for direct propulsion even more, which is
how some of the improved HV efficiency was achieved. Label Volt as whatever you
want, but you cannot under any circumstances put it in the same category was BMW i3
REX... a true SERIES hybrid, where the engine does nothing ever by generate
electricity. Volt is far more similar to Prius Prime as you want to admit. Both can run
exclusively with electricity, from a dead stop to beyond highway speed limits without
ever starting the gas engine... even with the heater running. Lastly, that claim of SERIES
being superior doesn't have any merit. Prius Prime delivers more efficient EV and more
efficient HV operation. Using less electricity and less gas to travel the same distance is
the goal. It simply makes no sense endorsing an approach that requires more fuel.
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6-27-2018

Chevy Blazer. Surprise! GM is filling in their product-line of SUVs. Now, between
Equinox & Traverse will be Blazer. It's being spun as a revival of the old model, but we
all know it is to solidify the elimination of cars from their production. With Trax on the
small end, they have all the size-categories covered. This is exactly why the "too little,
too slowly" concern was expressed so often. I knew the answer to the "Who is the market
for Volt?" question was not GM shoppers. It's the reason why Volt hasn't been
advertised. Notice how it's as if gen-2 doesn't even exist? Heck, we barely ever hear
anything about Bolt. Small cars are of no interest to GM. My push to get Voltec spread
to other vehicles has been overwhelming vindicated as well intentioned. This is why
even the most staunch of enthusiast, those who hated me with a passion, have
vanished. They misunderstood the customers, the dealers, and the automaker. They now
realize what I had posted was for their own good, pushing them to help prevent what they
encouraged. Their own worse nightmare is now playing out... GM isn't a leading seller
of plug-in vehicles and it looks like Toyota has a great deal of potential to fulfill that very
role. Seeing lots of new Chevy Blazers on the road will be the ultimate let down. With a
standard 3.6 liter V6 engine, you know it will be quite a guzzler. To make matters even
more ugly, you don't need to look any further than sales for the first 5 months of this
year. Equinox = 141,477. Traverse = 61,708. Trax = 37,173. Each of those Chevy
SUVs outsell Volt by quite a large margin. This is why the hybrid system in RAV4 is so
important. Adding a plug isn't a major undertaking. In fact, it will be a fairly simple
process... for Toyota. There is no obvious upgrade for GM, since there are no hybrid
SUVs still. Don't forget why these SUVs (or as GM calls them "Crossover" vehicles) are
so important. They are what GM depends upon for business-sustaining profit. It's the
very same dependency we saw before the bankruptcy. They are desperately trying to
reshape the industry for their own survival... again.

6-28-2018

Leadership. It's nice to have a civilized conversation for a change. Today, it was with a
very long time Prius owner... since way back in 2002. His wrap-up of a lengthy
commentary about his new Prime was: "But I think if Toyota wants the Prius to continue
to be a leader then they need to go back and look at what made Prius great in the
beginning, and it wasn't just high MPG." The highest priority back then was emission
reduction. That's why the idea of a plug wasn't embraced. Think about how dirty
emissions were 20 years ago. That was well before natural-gas has really made any
impression as a potential replacement for coal. It was actually cleaner to burn gas and
scrub that exhaust through the sophisticated emission-system in Prius that it was to power
an EV back then. That's what the SULEV rating was all about. Standout MPG was a
secondary benefit. Neither was what won over buyers though. It was how practical that
gen-2 model could be. A large hatchback with proven reliability and an obvious
investment in the future made for a compelling draw. Toyota was sending a great
message of hope. That's true leadership. I didn't point all that out this time though. I
kept it short and relevant to that particular audience: I have the impression that is the
plan for the new CUV model of Prius. This current Prime rubs some the wrong way,
since they don't want it to be defined as something other than a "family"
vehicle. Diversity is key to growth though and there is an undeniable shift away from
what made the first hatchback Prius a draw.
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6-29-2018

Mid-Cycle Updates. GM announced improvements coming for the 2019 Volt. This the
usual upgrade approach known as "mid-cycle updates" which has become quite common
for plug-in vehicles. That has become a normal expectation now. In fact, we have that to
realistically look forward to for Prius Prime. In this case, GM is adding a feature
everyone expected for gen-2 originally... faster charging. It was a somewhat pointless
feature based on the way Volt has been marketed though. We've been told the 53-mile
range was plenty... which would negate any benefit from recharging anytime other than
when at home overnight. It's a goal contradiction no one wants to address. The other
was changing the low-temperature threshold for the engine starting to a range most
owners won't actually benefit from; for the rest, that feature won't provide as much of a
gain as it implies. This is yet another "devil is in the detail" situations. A much better
upgrade would have been cost-reduction to drop price significantly to deal with the loss
of the $7,500 tax-credit. Sales are struggling already. Achieving the necessary business
growth is basically impossible with such a niche approach. Anywho, I posted: Better is
dependent upon who the audience is. Ordinary consumers certainly haven't been asking
for faster L2 charging. In fact, most mainstream shoppers have absolute no idea what that
even means. Their primary request has been a reduced MSRP to make it a more
compelling choice. As for the ability to run a power-hungry resistance-heater at
temperatures below 15°F, that's nice but not feature many will actually be able to
exploit. Even here in Minnesota, there simply are not that many days when that would
deliver a huge payoff. Doesn't EV become available after the coolant reaches a certain
temperature?

6-29-2018

Who? I've seen anger coming from that die-hard Volt enthusiast who sung praise for
GM all those years, speaking loudly in favor of PHEV over EV, then abruptly jumped
shipped to purchase a Tesla. That type of hypocritical behavior is typical of those who
value pride above actually being constructive. So, I ignore him entirely. That kind of
troll cannot thrive in a venue with such a diverse audience. He requires many enablers
for that. This blogging sight doesn't have that, quite unlike the old Volt daily
blog. There are less intense participants there too. They simply see power & range as
superior and give no thought to what actually makes a difference. It's easy to deal with
them with a few basic facts. I do that along with posing a question, with the hope of
some type of sensible response to reply to: Volt is neither a leader with EV nor HV
efficiency. Note the kW/mi and MPG ratings. Using less electricity and less gas is the
goal, right? Also, GM's goal was to "right size" battery capacity. So, the option of faster
recharging is a bit of a head-scratcher. Who would be interested in that
option? Remember, GM's ultimate solution to "range anxiety" ended up being Bolt,
which makes Volt without any specific audience now.
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6-30-2018

Pointless Bragging, part 2. Someone else got snippy: "Unless you need 5 seats, the Volt
is a way better car than the Prius, and you know that. No amount of rationalizing will
change that fact." It's the type of desperation I dealt with for years. They absolutely
refused to accept defeat and move on. So, I keep fighting back with inconvenient
truths: Being rational means recognizing facts that are moot... of little or no practical
value, meaning, or relevance; purely academic. The goal of Volt was to "out-Prius
Prius", which meant becoming a more popular clean & efficient seller. 10.5 years into
Prius sales, the total count on roads around the world had already surpassed 1
million. (1,050,000 to be more precise.) Volt sales have been so much less that GM
hasn't even the 200,000 limit for tax-credits in its own home market in that same amount
of time, despite having so much more experience. Fact is, only enthusiasts saw "way
better" as a reason to purchase. Mainstream buyers just plain were not interesting, quite
unlike the history we've seen with Prius. GM did indeed deliver a nice product, but it
simply did not match purchase priorities of their own showroom shoppers. Again, GM's
focus is on Trax, Equinox, Traverse, and Blazer being top-sellers for ordinary
consumers. Volt will remain a desirable niche.

6-30-2018

Tariff Consequences. The cost we will have to deal with as a result of having elected a
narcissist to lead the country is going to be tremendous. He just plain does not
understand the consequences of lashing out at those we are perceived to be taking
advantage of us. True, there is an imbalance, but the tradeoff of stability is absolutely
vital. You build upon that to achieve improvement. Good things can come from
overcoming challenges. Simply doing things for spite can have terrible consequences...
which are are starting to see already as a result of the new tariffs: "General Motors
warned Friday that if President Trump pushed ahead with another wave of tariffs, the
move could backfire, leading to "less investment, fewer jobs, and lower wages" for its
employees." That's a horrible first line to read in an article published today on the
topic. All the big news organizations had similar statements to share. Our president
doesn't understand that who we trade with need to be treated as partners, especially with
the automotive business. Vehicles are extremely complex products... sourced from a
variety of locations worldwide, very large & expensive, and with long replacement
cycles. It's not like other products. A massive amount of employment is required just to
sustain. To be profitable in such an aggressively evolving market, you need
cooperation. This is as if there's an effort to sabotage our own success. Why? What
motives someone to be so reckless? These decisions will hurt so many... not to mention
our environment.
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6-30-2018

Upcoming Fallout. Yesterday's announcement about the mid-cycle updates for Volt was
quite predictable. Monday will bring about the first counts since GM decided not to
report sales monthly anymore. This quarter wasn't expected to be a good one, so the
tactic to distract fits their behavior pattern. Not selling as much means the tax-credit will
last longer. Not selling as much also means things aren't going well. It's the reason why
enthusiasts are ramping up rhetoric again. I'm pushing back hard though, since there is
no excuse to sugarcoat anything anymore. They know trouble is brewing and don't want
to be trapped in their own hypocritical web. I endured years of their nonsense for this
moment, when Volt is no longer a barrier to mainstream acceptance. GM really messed
up the market... just like they did with diesel decades ago. Ugh. Oh well, not much to do
about it at this point, other than document the heck out of the situation so lessons can be
learned. Here's the way I put it: As logical & sensible of a configuration that may seem,
the reality of sales struggle must finally be faced. That formula simply hasn't worked.
Even with a $7,500 tax-credit, GM wasn't able to entice many of their own loyal
customers to purchase a Volt. A very large portion of sales were the conquest type,
attracting outside interest without gaining any loyalty. Ironically, the biggest failurepoint for Volt is what we heard mentioned heavily way back when it was still being
developed... PRICE. The goal of "nicely under $30,000" was talked about on a very
regular basis. With a MSRP that low, it would stand a chance of competing directly
against traditional vehicles by the time the tax-credit expired. $33,220 is far too
expensive, especially when you compare to the vehicle most often compared to... Prius
Prime, which starts at $27,100 and includes "driver confidence package" features you
must spend $4,350 more to get with Volt. In short, GM had a good idea but poorly
implemented it. Faster charging won't change any of that.

6-30-2018

Anti-L2. This sentiment is emerging: "The faster folks understand that L2 is for nothing
other than overnight charging, the better off we'll all be." It's the latest form of being
vastly superior. The belief is that the best 240-volt AC charging available is totally
inadequate compared ot the higher voltage DC charging. Pushing it as a mutually
exclusive solution is the problem. Having a mix of AC & DC chargers is unacceptable as
far as he's concerned. In doesn't make sense to invest in the more affordable choice,
which would in turn mean more chargers could be made available. A few of the ones
with a much higher cost are what he favors... as his history of posts clearly
confirm. Well, in a way, this is progress. New issues are being brought up now,
focusing on infrastructure rather than just the vehicles. I replied back to that with: Not
going to happen. Think about how many parking spots there are at your local grocery
store. A typical 20-minute stop easily provides enough range to get home. You can
provide far more L2 than DC for the same cost. DC takes more real-estate to
accommodate too. 19.2 kW is ample electricity rate for a restaurant or movie stop. So,
the absolute of not offering L2 won't get much traction. You should focus on DC
offerings at those coffeeshop/gas-stations combinations. That's a realistic bridge to the
future.
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7-01-2018

Fast Refill. This coming next was inevitable: "The problem is that without the DCFC
interface, that gas is the only way to fast refill a Volt." It's the problem that comes from
dealing with someone trying to solve a problem exclusively from an engineering
perspective. He's dead set against L2 use anywhere but for long-term parking. Simply
stopping at a grocery store for a quick partial charge is unacceptable... despite the fact
that it works so well for so many. I stop for a coffee or fresh food item, then leave
shortly after. Those few minutes are more than enough to reach home with nothing but
the electricity from the charger moments earlier. Needless to say, I'm getting tired of the
close-minded responses: That's the fundamental mistake EV advocates are trying to get
word about to other EV advocates for charging-station use. Spreading a belief that they
are there exclusively for *REFILL* is counter to the effort so many have striven to
deliver. They can be very, very effective used for just a quick partial replenish. Most of
the time, you don't need full capacity anyway. Remember, the goal is to replace
traditional vehicles... not to solidify an end-game. We are trying to establish chargingspots and built up patronage. L2 can always be upgraded later, especially once repeat
usage becomes common. It's that initial investment we need to focus on now. Taking
that first step is the most difficult. People will see charger availability and begin to feel
comfortable with moving toward electrification. Fast refill is not necessary for that to
happen.

7-01-2018

Opportunity Recharging. The fastest possible recharging isn't necessary. Most people
only want a top-off so they can reach home using electricity. All those local shops...
grocery, retail, hardware, coffee, snack, etc ...are brief stops with major payoffs from
nothing but a L2 recharge. At venues where you will be spending more time, like a
movie theater or sitdown restaurant or large mall, that still necessary. Seeing DC fastchargers emerge along highway corridors makes sense but that isn't what the debate was
about. He simply wanted to win a point. That's why his push for the off-topic content
was so relentless. It's an obsession with "best" or "most" or "superiority" that wrecks
constructive discussion. It is the reason I ask for goals... relentlessly. Finding out what
motives that person is much more important than that facts at hand. It's easy to
manipulate posts to change focus. You need to find out why they are doing it. In this
case, it was the belief that charging as much as possible is the best outcome. I attempted
to end the nonsense, seeing it was turning into rhetoric, by drawing attention to the fact
that recharging during peak hours is not a good choice. That is often the most expensive
and most dirty time to be demanding electricity. So, promoting a maximum then is
counter-productive to a goal of being green... which is why "opportunity" should be
understood as just what you need at the time you need it.
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7-01-2018

Fast Charging. That long, drawn out, debate about DCFC had me quite curious. What
was his goal? Eventually, I would find out... and after series of more posts, I did. He
changed his story to now be about "medium power" for DCFC... which makes makes no
sense, since the "F" in that acronym stands for "Fast". All along, he's been posting about
how the kW rates are so much higher. Then, he abruptly changes it to mean just 24
kW. That's barely any higher than the 19.2 kW for a L2 running on a standard 240-volt
connection at 80 amps. I jumped on him at the very beginning for even attempting to
compare such different rates. Fast requires a 480-volt connection to actually be fast. He
knows all too well I caught him on the cost barrier. That's a lot more expensive,
especially if you require enough amps to truly be impressive. Complaints about 50 kW
being minimal have lead to the unveiling of a handful of 150 kW chargers and the
annoucement of some future charging-stations delivering 300 kW. This is what he's been
implying we should all favor instead, not to even consider slower technologies. What I
get a kick out of is if that supposedly is "medium", what the heck is "small" for a DC
charging rate? It seems bizarre to have an expensive charger output DC without any
benefit of what a cheap AC charger can deliver. Needless to say, I caught him up in an
effort to deceive. It has become clear he's simply an advocate of DC charging and didn't
realize anyone who catch his bait & switch about speed. That was interesting though. I
didn't even have to get into the cost of the electricity itself. When you require that much
that quickly, the electricity providers place you into a more expensive pricing tier. Those
higher fees are only affordable for commercial business making money from that
usage. This is why free access to Tesla SuperChargers is so heavily desired. Without, it
can be quite expensive to fast-charge. This is why L2 has been promoted so
much. There will be fast-chargers too, but they will accompany L2. Not everyone is
willing to invest so much for speed. The cost to a charging-station owner is especially
prohibiting. Remember, L2 (level-2, the standard 240-volt plug) can still be quite a bit
faster than L1 (level-1, the standard 120-volt plug).

7-02-2018

Single Standard. It came down to only wanting to support a single standard, but that
idea being presented in a contradictory manner. He started with praise for the "recharge
the battery to 80% in an hour or less", then carried on in great length about how vital
speed was. Over and over, being fast was presented as key to success. The essential part
of that was to not support L2 in an manner, that it was essential to only have
DCFC. Then out of the blue, the focus shifted to medium. It was so hypocritical of a
stance change, I was confused. What happened to the importance of being
quick? Looking back at the posts, I see a long chain of "limitation" claims and the word
"wrong" being used several times to describe L2 technology. Basically, it was just
another encounter with an individual unwilling to accept anything more than a single
solution. It's that one-size-fits-all mentality. Some people simply don't believe co-exist
is a viable outcome.
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7-02-2018

Average Price. This came from a 2011 Volt owner: "Armchair quarterbacking at it's
finest. You ever price the "average" car here in the US?" I got the impression he jumped
on the great pricing opportunity all those years ago and never really paid attention to the
market. He clearly didn't like my reference to the "driver confidence package", choosing
go with the it's-worth-it argument. Ugh. There's far too much enabling nowadays, where
people just go along blind assumption. They just support what feels right, never
bothering to actually do a little research or even ask question. This basic approach to
pricing provides a good example. It was void of any numerical information. Nothing
whatsoever is a source for concern. Any type of detail... even just a generic category...
can help narrow focus. That was so vague, it could have included everything. It makes
no sense lumping together gaint trucks and subcompact cars. Yet, that's apparently
exactly the nonsense he attempted. I don't put up with that, especially when the first
sentence in a reply is so snarky. I fired back with: Average is totally
inappropriate. Proper pricing assessment is to compare vehicles with similar traits. The
typical consumer will shop for "compact car" or a "midsize suv". They most definitely
don't mix together everything available to come with with an average. As for price, Volt
is about to lose that generous $7,500 tax-credit, which will make it compete directly
against other vehicles in its same class. As for the effort to avoid addressing additional
cost of safety features, that's online posting at its finest... just ignore what isn't liked.

7-02-2018

Expiring Tax-Credits. The fallout is about to begin. We expect news soon that Tesla
crossed the 200,000 threshold, which will trigger tax-credit phaseout. That means things
are about to get ugly. Focus is always on "leadership" in the form of which ever
automaker delivered the most EV range. Supposedly, that is the only measure of
worth. Being affordable or the most efficient is still being ignored. Enthusiasts are
obsessed with battery-packs becoming larger and larger. That's really sad. Lack of
balance is never a good thing. Success among mainstream consumers requires the
satisfying of a wide variety of criteria. Their priorities don't focus on just the most of
something. In fact, this has always been the secret to high-volume sales for Prius. It was
never just impressive MPG alone. Yet, there are some that want to reward GM for
focusing so heavily on range anyway. Virtually every day, I hear some enthusiast belittle
PHEV offerings from other automakers for still not matching what Volt delivered all
those years ago. Other factors are completely ignored. Again, that's really sad. So
naturally, I have much to say about the upset related expiring tax-credits. The purpose
was to achieve high-volume sales prior to them expiring, which is why each automaker
had their own time-table. GM clearly wasted that opportunity. Why should more be
offered? Tesla, on the other hand, has actually achieved that. Kudos! That could be
rewarded; however, the manner in which that occurs should be discussed. Progress
means setting new goals. What should they be upon entering this phase, on focusing
squarely on mainstream consumers rather than plug-in enthusiasts? I stated the situation
this way: Sounds like some want to reward OFFENSE for winning the game. Don't
overlook the importance of DEFENSE when it comes to what the team must do. Think
about how much Nissan, Hyundai, and Toyota worked to deliver affordable choices that
don't have any dependence on tax-credit help. Their efforts to deliver a sticker-price able
to compete directly with other vehicles sharing the same showroom floor are vital. In
other words, those who sought the low-hanging fruit shouldn't reap all the reward. It's a
team effort. Spoils should be shared based on what we set for goals in this next
stage. We are done appealing to enthusiasts. Are range & power really as important to
draw mainstream consumer interest?
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7-02-2018

Unfair. Discussions will likely go on throughout the remainder of the year, never really
getting resolved. Think about how there is no sense of agreement among plug-in
supporters about how charging-stations should be used. For that matter, there still isn't a
shared approach agreed upon for how to deal with ICE'd parking spots. That lack of any
clear message is how problems are created & sustained. Look at Volt for another
example; enthusiasts disagreed about audience & purpose for years. So when it comes to
an even more diverse potential audience, we're simply stuck. What to do in the form of
subsidies to help promote growth is a complex issue with no easy suggestion. This is
how I contributed to the discussion today: Unfair? What about those who wasted their
credits, using them for conquest sales rather than attracting their own base? Remember,
purpose of the tax-credit was to reduce each automaker's traditional production by getting
loyal buyers to switch. Not using the subsidy for that purpose is good reason to prevent
more from being wasted. Missing that opportunity was their choice. They had their
chance, but squandered it.

7-02-2018

Heavy Lifting. New words, like "punish", continue to emerge. Other words, like
"ground breakers", would be a welcome shift. That isn't realistic though. There isn't any
sense of cohesion yet. I chose to focus on another today, hoping the drastic attitudes
don't become the mantra: "Heavy Lifting" is cherry-picking. No large-scale rollout can
succeed without significant investment in the work required to appeal to ordinary
consumers... the unseen efforts... like what Toyota did to make hybrids such RAV4 and
Camry a very easy transition to plug-in. Rewarding those who went after low-hanging
fruit is helpful for next-stage market penetration.

7-02-2018

Smart Incentives. There is a growing effort to retain the status quo. Tax-Credit
phaseout is becoming a terrible reality for some. That concern of "too little, too slowly"
is too much for them to finally accept. So, they are choosing denial. Just extend the taxcredits. That's their solution, despite the obvious flaws. The biggest complaint was they
favored the rich, rewarding them for endorsing vehicles far too expensive for any of us to
ever purchase. Why provide such generous incentive for those who don't need
it? Giving to the rich while doing nothing to help those who would gain great benefit
makes no sense. Yet, that's what they want more of. Ugh. There has also been the
problem of how overly simplistic the incentive actually was. There was nothing to
promote actual merit, something to reward engineering achievement. It was nothing but
showing favor for size... which we all know who exploited. Hope of a vehicle emerging
for the masses prior to phaseout from GM clearly didn't happen. In fact, it is now rather
difficult to argue Volt was designed to appeal to mainstream buyers. Anywho, I keep
punching back at the effort. Today, it was on a long and very active new thread about the
topic: What about having to meet a minimum efficiency level? Subsidizing vehicles that
guzzle electricity certainly isn't a step in the right direction. Cramming more battery into
a vehicle to meet an arbitrary distance doesn't promote efficiency. In fact, it wastes a
variety of resources. We want smart incentives, not what seems good.
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7-02-2018

Ahead. Antagonists are really working hard now to undermine the progress by
Toyota. Virtually all of it is coming from EV supporters, those who believe "BEV" is the
only solution. That means "Battery Electric Vehicle", which is a term used to disqualify
plug-in hybrids and fuel-cell vehicles even though both can operate entirely with
electricity. Don't only want purity and believe taking a single step with that as the
ultimate solution is the only choice. That's quite unrealistic. The market is far too
diverse and infrastructure far too limited to achieve that quickly. But since they don't
believe in transition and refuse to acknowledge anything outside of BEV sales, it very
difficult to get any type of constructive discussion. This is just like Volt of the past, they
just plain don't care. Nonetheless, I continue to push back on their message that Toyota
is supposedly dragging their feet: RAV4 and CAMRY hybrids are quite popular, not all
at the "old news" narrative you attempt to portray. COROLLA is an extremely popular
vehicle worldwide and will be making its debut as a plug-in hybrid next year. CH-R will
be making its debut as an EV next year as well. That all represents wide-scale efforts to
steer their own loyal customers toward electrification… putting them ahead of many
other automakers.

7-03-2018

Recognition. Many, many, many years too late, at least what some of us had been
saying is finally getting recognition as a next step: "By all accounts the "voltec" drive
system is very good. If they put it in a small crossover style body it would sell very well I
think." The harassment I had to endure for saying the same thing... Ugh. The
enthusiasts of Volt absolutely hated me for suggesting what GM do with the
technology. It was amazing what they did to fight change. Any type of
acknowledgement of that GM should do something else was, in their mind, an admission
of defeat. So, it an endless stream of brutal posts trying to prove me wrong. That never
worked though, since ultimately I knew my message would triumph. Diversity is
absolutely necessary for growth anyway. But it was the reality of Volt being poorly
configured to appeal to mainstream consumers that made them crazy. To succeed, they
would have to compromise by giving up on an ideal. It feels good knowing all those
confrontations were polite on my part. No matter how much they attempted to personally
offend and hurt me, I remained true to my support of affordable solutions without ever
lashing back at them on their terms. In other words, I was unwilling to stoop to their
level, unwilling to give them the pleasure of providing a reason for them to call me out. I
just kept repeating the same message of GM needing to spread their technology to other
vehicles. Read through my older blogs for detail on that nasty past. Understanding how
we got to this point is very helpful to know. We prevent future errors by learning from
mistakes of the past... and they sure provided lots of educational opportunity.
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7-05-2018

Fake News. We've been dealing with it for countless years, long before most people
realized propaganda material would be disguised as news. It was so annoying to have to
deal with that on a regular basis. Back then, there weren't comment sections associated
with online articles. Instead, we'd have to try to fix the trouble stirred by the
misconceptions being created. People would refer to those published articles as if that
was a credible source never to be questioned. This is why I ended up pushing so hard
with the videos. That real-world detail became a powerful tool. I remember so many
posts stating the EV range of Prius PHV was only 6 miles, despite their being endless
posts disputing the claims. It wasn't until people started seeing those drives easily exceed
the supposed distance limitation that antagonists backed off... since they didn't want to
get called out as intentionally spreading greenwash. I still remember filming a drive that
delivered 13 miles and feeling so good. True, that was far from my record of 18 miles,
but this was with the battery-pack now 4.5 years old. Sadly, some attacks using fake
news are happening with Prius Prime too. Fortunately, I was lucky effort to capture a
bunch of footage during my first year of ownership. So, there's lots of material to fight
back with already.

7-06-2018

Propulsion Power Reduced. Today started with a stumble across a comment on the
Volt forum about a "PPR issue" which caught my attention. Why hadn't I ever heard of
that? Turns out, it's a problem antagonists have gone to great lengths to keep quiet. This
is an aspect of Volt operation they clearly have been trying to hide, since knowledge of it
helps confirm Volt is even more of a plug-in hybrid than any EREV propaganda would
have you believe. Technically, it is this: "At some point, the computer decides you're not
allowed to pull any more out of the battery and reduces propulsion output to 55 KW in
order to prevent any further drain from the battery." In other words, if the available
capacity is too low, all power must come from the engine... which is a condition those
nasty antagonists claimed would never happen. Demand for more will pretty much only
happen when climbing a long, steep hill. But when you do searches for the issue, you
will find a collection of owners who have encountered the situation. It's why GM
introduced the hold feature and specifically labeled it as "Mountain" mode. If you don't
use it, you may experience the issue too. Knowing some owners won't take that
preventative action, which is what I wondered about, there is a system update available. I
suspect this is applied whenever an owner reports the issue, as one had put it this way:
"As an aside, there is a software fix for the PPR issue, though you'll likely lose 10%
usable battery." That would be a simple remedy when seeing the message on the screen
and having the engine-light come on. It equates to 5.3 miles of range loss though, putting
it dangerously close to Honda's rating. Being called out for hypocritical power claims
and being matched by a clearly nicer PHV offering isn't the way enthusiasts hoped things
would play out.
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7-07-2018

Distraction. This gave me reason for pause: "Trump is also a master of distraction, and
he has a polished record of creating new political storms to disguise scandals and
dramas that could damage him politically." Sound familiar? That's what contributed to
a bunch of the blogging I did in the past. GM provided an endless source of the same
nonsense. When something big approached and you knew the inevitable face-the-music
moment arrived, there would be an announcement about something totally
unrelated. That news would be spectacularly captivating. It would also be horribly
vague... which contributed to a variety of understanding problems... exactly what you
want when trying to distract. Enthusiasts gobble it up, taking it every word as a promise
written in stone. It didn't matter how absurd or outrageous the claim was, they supported
it as if delivery had already taken place. Their blind trust was appalling. Excuses were
plentiful. Blame was obvious. It's rhetoric you cannot believe. How could so many
people be so gullible? Distraction shouldn't be that effective. But when dealing with
those who inattentive and lack constructive reasoning skills, you have an audience easy
to manipulate. It's a scary part of "know your audience" that hurts to understand. He
does. GM does too. They both have a past filled with examples of distraction. Sadly,
we can expect more in the future too. Watch for it.

7-07-2018

Inflicting Harm. There are a few who do it intentionally. This was the case with our
EPA administrator yesterday, hours before he resigned. He granted permission to
proceed with business as usual for a diesel freight truck, which will equate to a major
emission loophold. The argument (of course) was the financial hardship would outweigh
the environmental benefit. I call that a load of crap. Allowing that particular vehicle to
contineu polluting as much as 55 times what emission-controls would restrict is
absurd. One years's worth of its sales would release about 13 times as much NOx (the
nasty smog type of emission) as all of the VW dieselgate cars combined. Remember that
disaster? How can giving permission for more violations in the name of profit be
acceptable?
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7-08-2018

Punish Who? More and more people are making blanket statements like this without
providing any reasoning: "It punishes pioneer and rewards sluggish automakers." It's
that complete absence of follow-up that gets me. Not stating a purpose of any kind
makes the claim a worthless contribution to the discussion. Without anything to suggest
what advancement should be rewarded, or even what inaction should be punished, why
are they sounding off? Every time I ask, there's silence... which is a confirmation of not
having actually thought the situation through. Anyone can make a generalization. Very
few take the time to stand behind their decision though. That lack of commitment is a
dead giveaway there's shortcomings not addressed. Needless to say, my perspective is
quite different:
Economics state otherwise. In fact, we now have proof of that.
GM used their tax-credits for conquest, attracting sales from outside to sell a vehicle
clearly not viable as a sustainable high-volume product that's profitable. Rather than
using the money to subsidize a design to appeal to the masses, they wasted it. Why
should more money be provided for the same thing?
Volt technology should have been adapted for use in a vehicle GM customers actually
want. For many years, concern about the disinterest GM had to deliver a mainstream
product fell on deaf ears. Gen-1 was clearly a niche. Gen-2 should have been an effort
to rectify that; instead, it became even less of a vehicle appealing to their own loyal
customers. How can rewarding that be justified?
Consider the number of Volt owners who abandoned GM when their lease expired.
Consider how low the sales of Volt continue to be, even with that generous $7,500
help. Consider how little Volt actually did to change the status quo. GM sells a massive
number of guzzlers and has no actual path to electrification for them.
Meanwhile, we have Toyota being labeled as "laggard" even though their entire fleet has
a clear electrification path. Prius has already been delivered as a plug-in hybrid. Next
year, the Corolla hybrid will get a plug-in model too. That makes it very easy to see how
Camry, RAV4, and C-HR hybrids could also offer a plug. So, why exactly is that an
activity to punish?
Think about which will do more to replace traditional vehicles with something offering
plug. With millions of sales each year, we should not allow more waste. It's the ability
to bring about change the tax-credits should be used for.
Based reward on merit, not enthusiast praise. The homework assigned was to bring about
real change prior to tax-credit expiration. In fact, that is the very reason why there is a
phaseout stage that does not have a count limitation.
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7-09-2018

Pride or Hate. After years of having to deal with belittle turned dishonesty, it sure feels
good never having given in. Whether it was pride or hate, the antagonists simply
wouldn't give up. When facts were not in their favor, they'd turn to personal attacks. I
didn't respond with anything that could be used against me. They'd troll. I wouldn't
bait. Each provoke made me carefully think & research to find a constructive
reply. They hated me for that. I was supposed to provide them with material to call me
out as someone just blindly loyal to Toyota; instead, I was a constant supply of
debunking material. Never having waivered from purpose is what irritated them most, as
today reaffirmed: "Cherry-pick stats all you want, and keep moving the goalposts as
well. Fact is, Toyota is in last place when it comes to plugins, no matter how you try to
spin it." Continued to repeat the same message of business success has been key. That
goal never budged, not even a little. If the choice wasn't affordable and easy to accept,
there's no way the masses will turn toward it. I'd often test myself by asking if that would
interest Mom, who is quite representative of ordinary consumers. That's not what I post
with respect to purpose though. It is often something just like this: Same goal as from
the very beginning. Each automaker is expected to reach sustainable & profitable highvolume sales prior to tax-credit expiration. The approach Toyota took to deliver a robust
battery-pack that's also low-cost makes their offering affordable even without subsidy
money.

7-10-2018

Waiting. Every time there is something about Prius Prime published which points out a
strength about the design, antagonists emerge. They started with the usual
misrepresentations, move on to spreading lies, then turn to personal attacks. Their
behavior is so predictable it would be agonizing... if it wasn't for the fact that their time is
up. Expiration of tax-credits represents the end of this initial stage... early
adoption. Without those subsidies, appealing to non-enthusiasts becomes far greater of a
challenge. Toyota is positioned to deal with that loss. GM is not, the automaker many of
the antagonists endorse. With Volt & Bolt squandering the last of those precious dollars,
there is nothing to focus on. What comes next from GM? Not having a viable product
for their own loyal customers yet, watching conquest sales use up what's remaining is
more steps in the wrong directly... and they know it, all too well now. I have been one of
the loud voices expressing concern about this very situation for years. Now, I only have
to wait days. A few days after the initial post, I start filling the comment area with facts
to dispute the wild claims. They have no idea how to deal with that, especially after their
audience of enablers have moved on. The only readers at that point are typically those
studying the market, people searching for constructive detail... which is what I try hard to
supply.
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7-11-2018

Misrepresentation. I don't want to include the provoke quote anymore, not at this
stage. Spreading rhetoric is counter-productive. You want examples, there are lots in
past blogs. Now, we shift attention entirely over to the response: Hoping that
misrepresentation of what actually happened will be receptive to the new audience
here? Prius PHV was rolled out 6 years ago, not 8, to only 15 states as a mid-cycle
upgrade to gen-3 Prius. It was a test platform to measure the market prior to a large
ramp-up & deploy. Toyota determined cost was too high to appeal to mainstream buyers,
so they kept inventory limited... then later stopped production all together. Since Prime
was already nearing final design, the approach made a lot of sense. Toyota could
continue to collect valuable real-world data without influencing those untouched 35
states and the existing dealers could clear out existing inventory entirely. It would
preserve the tax-credits for that next-generation Prius plug-in and allow every location to
start fresh. The results clearly confirm that was a wise approach too. We see how well
rollout sales have been and this video shows us how much Toyota learned from that lowvolume beginning.

7-11-2018

Rhetoric. Here's more: Rhetoric related to the progress Toyota has made with plug-in
support has been going on for years. They take a bottom-up approach, the complete
opposite of GM, so misunderstanding is common from those unfamiliar with that
business & economic perspective. In 2015, when Toyota ended production of Prius
PHV, the antagonists immediately started to push a narrative of having given up. The
spin was Toyota had called it quits and would focus exclusively on hydrogen fuelcells. It was utter nonsense, proven blatant greenwash when the next-generation was
revealed in 2016. It simply made no sense to proceed with gen-1 rollout knowing that
gen-2 would deliver major improvements at a lower cost. Looking back, it is now easier
to see the efforts to undermine. Design of this battery-pack makes it clear that Toyota
placed pricing as a very high priority, doing everything they could to deliver robust
operation without requiring heavy expense. Effective cooling without the need of a
liquid is a complexity Toyota was able to avoid. Forced air is proving a good choice.
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7-11-2018

Coolant Cost. I made an interesting discovery today. It's an omission I should have
picked up on years ago, especially since diesel supporters would do the same
thing. They'd exclude routine maintenance mention. It's easy to do if that chore is
something unique to the design. For diesel, it was the fluid using to cleanse
emissions. A chemical called "urea" was required to be replenished on a regular
basis. There was a tank in the trunk that would hold it. EPA regulations forced metering
to ensure the system was not bypassed... which would save the owner money, but allow
dirty emissions as a consequence. This complexity & expense is something supporters
wanted to keep very quiet. The same thing is obviously true of my stumble across
today. Turns out, that fluid used for cooling the battery-pack in Volt much routinely be
replaced. 90,000 miles is the required regular interval; sooner is suggested for hot
climates. It take 12 quarts of coolant. The price is roughly $5 per quart. Then you must
add labor and a disposal fee. I suspect there is a filter requiring replacement as
well. This is a service you obviously can only have performed at a GM dealer, since it is
totally unique to Volt... though, Bolt may employ a similar fluid & process too. The
point is, owners never mention it. Think about where the drain-value and fill-port
locations could be. I don't expect that to be easily accessible. In the post I made the
discovery from, that person stated it is "messy" work. Knowing all that explains why we
don't ever hear about it, even in posts stating total ownership costs. Omitting that
information is an attempt to mislead... which needs to be called out.

7-12-2018

Path Forward. Attacks continue. Ugh. Being so desperate, you'll say anything, is
really sad. Yet, I'm still seeing it. But rather than go for that trolling bait, I keep on
posting things to keep lurkers thinking. The stuff that keeps them silently following
threads to learn more is a very effective means of supplying educational material. They
simply desire to learn more... which I am grateful to provide: Once upon a time, some
unknown person made some vague statement. Even if there was any substance to that in
the past, how would it still be relevant? We clearly see the intent now for plug-in options
across Toyota's fleet of hybrids. In fact, both Corolla and C-HR will make their debut
with a plug next year. Following that is the expectation for RAV4. That makes thought
about Camry joining later quite realistic. It's a path to electrification their customers (that
means both consumers & dealers) can easily take. In other words, the twist of Prius not
being important is in an odd way true if you look forward enough. We need to see the
rest of the fleet join in. This is why GM has done such a horrible job with their supposed
"vastly superior" technology. Two-Mode didn't diversify. Volt didn't diversify. Bolt is
struggling. There is no path forward still, after all these years.

7-12-2018

Blind Hate. As expected, the attacks continue. I don't give in. I push back: That
narrative of loyalty doesn't work. I say positive things about Hyundai, BMW, Honda,
Nissan and Tesla on a regular basis. All offer more range. Competition isn't other
automakers anyway. The goal posted over and over and over again is to appeal to
showroom shoppers, those loyal customers who couldn't care less what other automakers
offer. They just want an affordable choice. This is why Corolla, C-HR, Camry, and
RAV4 were all brought up in the discussion about Toyota. When there's a discussion
about GM, the post mentions Trax, Equinox, Traverse, and the upcoming new
Blazer. Each automaker must transition to something offering a plug. That means their
entire fleet. Competition is from within the showroom floor.
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7-12-2018

2019 Thoughts. The quiet provides reason to wonder... to speculate... to hope. I
provided this to a chain of posts in that regard on the big Prius forum about Prime; It is
reasonable to expect a mid-cycle update of some sort. Cost continues to be the primary
influence. Toyota quite clearly stated delivering a robust, affordable pack was more
important that the physical space it required for the first large-scale offering. We've seen
Toyota working on a continuous-improvement approach. Upgrades will come when it
makes sense. Keep in mind that Corolla PHV and C-HR EV are debuting next
year. That rumored Prius CUV could make an appearance too. So, it's not like there's
any rest for the engineers.

7-13-2018

Understanding Rhetoric. Dealing with the nonsense continued: Promises are
interesting. They are usually vague and there's no accountability. Much is often implied,
which in turn becomes promotion material from enthusiasts without anything to actually
support the resulting beliefs. The *substance without action* problem is getting bigger
too; an automaker will rollout a vehicle but not provide any plan for a next step. It really
does come down to pricing. That's why there are some enthusiasts in a state of panic
now. With tax-credit phaseout looming, sales that are currently challenging will become
significantly more difficult. Achieving growth requires far more than just the lowhanging-fruit efforts we are seeing at the moment. Notice how those who claim
"winning" go out of their way to call it the "EV market" rather than address the
automotive market as a whole? That avoidance of mainstream consumers tells the real
story.

7-13-2018

Market Barrier. The problem from the very beginning what GM set out to create a
barrier and enthusiasts did everything in their power to reinforce it. Volt was flaunted as
"vastly superior" with the absolute that nothing else would be acceptable. That fell apart
on a regular basis, as other automakers matched or exceeded the criteria set forth. We
see that happen in reaction to Ford, BMW, and Toyota. When Mitsubishi & Honda
joined in, they simply accepted defeat rather than having to move the goal-posts yet
again. After all, knowing Hyundai, VW, and Nissan were all on the same course, it made
sense to abandon plug-in hybrid hope all together. That's how Bolt took
precedence. Enthusiasts have all but given up at this point. It certainly wasn't that way
in the past though. Everything was measured against Volt... which would have been just
fine, if it was a viable product. Being only an expensive niche, it was
doomed. Unfortunately, few cared. Mention of Volt would draw readers &
comments. That's good business, even if the object of praise was a token effort funded
by subsidies. Only those focused on economic well-being have interest in long-term
outcome. It was a live-in-the-now problem. Thankfully, that is rapidly
changing. Reality of tax-credit expiration is drawing a lot of attention to the
uncompetitive MSRP. Fighting for sales from traditional vehicles takes far more than
just empty congratulations.
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7-14-2018

Approach. There is only one why to success as far as the antagonists are concerned. No
other method of advancement will work. Progress must be obvious. Any type of unseen
infrastructure or foundational improvement is pointless, viewed upon as
waste. Ugh. Dealing with people who have no business background makes you wonder
if it is worth it. Supposedly, there are lurkers who learn from quietly reading posts
without ever participating. So, even just sharing wisdom with a few can be
success. Progress isn't easy... as my continued efforts to deal with blatant trolling shows:
Toyota's approach is bottom-up, very effective for mainstream change. Not being topdown, equating to disappointment among enthusiasts, isn't a concern.
Toyota's advancement in that regard was to deliver the most efficient means of
electrically heating the cabin available, a vapor-injected heat-pump. That means you
don't consume as much electricity for keeping warm, allowing more for EV driving.
Toyota has also delivered a remarkably efficient EV drive rated at 25 kWh/100mi. That
means not having to carry as much battery to travel the same distance as less efficient
plug-in vehicles. That also means spending less time & money for recharging.
In this discussion topic, we learned how well thought out the battery-pack actually
is. Arrangement of the stacks clearly delivers a robust approach with affordability in
mind. Absence of the need for liquid cooling offers a clear weight, complexity, and
maintenance advantage.
We all see how Toyota is preparing the hybrid fleet to receive those same upgrades. You
obviously don't like that. And with the Volt blog now dead, we have to hear whining
about it here. Do you really think this audience cares?

7-15-2018

Obstruction. There are some who never give up. Fortunately, they are few and far
between. I've been attacked by countless many hoping engineering alone would be
enough to overcome business challenges. Not understanding economics will give the
impression that victory could happen. But in reality, that lack of balance makes it
impossible. Only short-term gain can be achieved from delivering an imcomplete
solution. They never learn that lesson though. Belief that "worth" will overcome
shortcomings is futile. That's why the obsession with range & power must come to an
end... either by acknowledgement or by collapse. The effort to obstruct makes the latter
more likely of an outcome. It never ceases to amaze me how much some people will
fight to the bitter end, refusing to surrender. That sense of honor (selfish pride in this
case) means I will need to back off. And I plan to, after confirmation on this new
venue. Since Volt is just now one of many, instead of a spotlight vehicle, it may just
fizzle on its own anyway. I jumped onto the GM website this morning... curious to find
how Volt and Bolt were now being promoted. It was shocking to see how difficult it was
to even find mention of them. Truck and SUV links are everywhere. The link to find an
electric category wasn't obvious. There are subtle barriers everywhere, each adding to
the obstruction effort. Remember ages ago when there were simple undermine
posts? It's far more complex subterfuge now... with the goal of retaining the status
quo. Ugh.
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7-15-2018

Desperate. We are down to just the basic psychological defenses at this point. I just get
replies of dismissal and reflection. It's quite remarkable to witness how clueless some
people can be. He is basically just fighting himself now. I'm watching the spin, with
each opportunity to respond a chance to provide more exposition. So, I do:
Spin of the "too little, too slowly" concern is an obvious attempt to prevent analysis of
Toyota's timing to the tax-credit mistake GM made.
200,000 sales is the basis of measure for the first phase of rollout. Each automaker was
given that limit for tax-credit availability. Upon reaching it, phaseout will be
triggered. 1 quarter (3 months) of sales will continue at the 100% value. The following
2 quarters, it will be reduced to 50% but will not be restricted by a quantity
limit. Following that, there will be 2 quarters also without limit but at 25%. Purpose of
the tax-credit is to establish enough demand for the vehicle or technology to sustain highvolume profitable sales.
GM is expected to trigger phaseout at year-end. Demand is no where near the level it
needs to be. Volt sales never drew GM customer interest; instead, they remained almost
exclusively conquest purchases from elsewhere. Abrupt switch to Bolt didn't result in
necessary demand either. That generous $7,500 per vehicle would have ended up doing
very little to actually change the status quo.
Toyota carefully observed the market and quickly recognized benefit of saving taxcredits later, when they had a strong base to build upon. This is why the RAV4 hybrid
was rolled out in the meantime, which has become a top-seller in the US hybrid
market. Camry hybrid was recently rolled out for that same reason. Both will be able to
take advantage of the plug-in technology available in Prius Prime. Having both well
established prior to triggering tax-credit phaseout positions Toyota well for taking
advantage of that period which follows without limit.
In short, GM demonstrated how easily tax-credits could be wasted. They focused on
enthusiasts praise, rather than being attentive to mainstream priorities. Upon phaseout,
they still don't have a choice appealing to their own loyal showroom shoppers. Toyota
won't be missing that opportunity.
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7-15-2018

True Competition. Attempts to stir rhetoric elsewhere continue. Volt's struggle for
survival is becoming obvious. That dependency on tax-credit money for the sake of
maintaining poor sales is becoming overwhelmed by the need for growth. Knowing that
all the subsidy did was keep it from vanishing entirely, the very idea of it somehow
appealing to a wider audience with a high price-tag is laughable. Yet, that's the message
being conveyed anyway. Hope comes from the belief that Prius Prime is the competition,
not other GM vehicles. So, when the Toyota tax-credit also expires, it will struggle the
same way. Problem is, that's not what the numbers show. Even with basically no
inventory available in the Midwest still, sales for Prius Prime are better than Volt
anyway. It's a distraction from dealing with the truth. I keep providing reminders of
that: $34,095 = MSRP base Volt. $27,300 = MSRP base Prius Prime. It is very easy to
see how the GM necessitates the $7,500 to be feasible… and that's before pointing out
the base Toyota comes with more safety features standard. But it doesn't matter. Those
vehicles are not competing against each other anyway. Reality is, Volt must compete
with other GM vehicles at the dealership. Traditional offerings are the problem, which is
why the lower the MSRP the better. Toyota takes this situation seriously, striving to
deliver a choice truly competitive with other vehicles sharing the same showroom floor.

7-16-2018

Discovering Motive. The ultimate goal of any seemingly pointless battle is to discover
motive. You keep pushing. Eventually, something should shake out. Being
attentive. That's what I did with this antagonist, to find out what truly was the source of
his own push. Over the past few days, I wondered if anything other than some nice
summaries would come about. Being forced to think through the immediate situation in
context of the big picture is always useful... especially when the person stirring trouble is
so vague. You get post after post with nothing but rhetoric. It's the same old nonsense
too. He calls you on changing goals, but never actually states the before & after. That is
intentional, to force incorrect assumptions. It's a common misconception tactic. You just
confuse the audience by randomly stating things. No one bothers to verify dates or
context. Online comments have become a haven for enabler support. They just go along
with the narrative, never questioning. Anywho, I finally got what I was looking
for. Way back, it was the simplicity of NPNS. That "No Plug, No Sale" mantra became
quite popular, but was doomed to fail due to the lack of anything specific. What was
having a plug supposed to achieve? No quantitative measure meant anything with a plug
would be far superior to anything without. They learned that lesson the hard way...
which got him to up the ante by focusing on range & power values. That failed too,
when it become obvious that traits of Volt were being emulated by Prius Prime. Just
copying them would have been acceptable. Delivering improvement was not... which got
him to the problem I'm dealing with now... no engine. He's become an EV purist. That
would be a problem if he was honest about it. The catch is, his history of being Anti-EV
in favor of Volt is extensive. For years, EREV was far superior. Then abruptly, he took
the hypocritical path and not only switched to EV... he also turned on GM itself. That
loyalty shift is especially bitter... and he knows I could call him on that betrayal at any
moment. Choosing to purchase a Tesla Model 3 rather than a GM Bolt isn't viewed
favorably upon by his peers. Concealing that is his motive. Lashing out at Toyota is
how he hopes to conceal what happened. I find that intriguing.
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7-16-2018

Why? It's over... he knows it too. Even the attempts to derail discussion just plain don't
work for him anymore: It's not random. You know precisely why. For years, I kept
asking the same question over and over and over again: "Who is the market for
Volt?" That reason is obvious now. GM neglected mainstream consumers, focusing
exclusively on enthusiasts. Their goal was conquest sales… which the consequences of
are quite obvious… no loyalty. Even the die-hard pushers have not only abandoned Volt,
they have abandoned GM entirely. In fact, you did that too, choosing to purchase a Tesla
Model 3 rather than Chevy Bolt EV. Toyota is working hard to appeal to their own
customers, to retain loyalty established from their current owners. That's why those
products never appealed to you and it never mattered. This is why I post over and over
and over again: "Know your audience."

7-17-2018

Apologist. Witnessing failure play out well beyond anything the best damage-control
efforts can repair has been interesting. I get accused of being an apologist, supposedly a
more insulting term than fanboy, but fails as the supply of constructive reply
continues: There is no where near enough inventory to draw conclusions with
yet. Within a 500-mile radius of Chicago, only 310 Prime are available. It is a global
product with low priority in the Midwest of US. The entire first year of production was
impaired by the new technology Toyota introduced with Prime. Carbon-Fiber for the
hatch isn't what you'd expect from an affordable ($27K base) vehicle. Yet, that's what
got delivered. Toyota worked with BMW to get expertise on how to produce such a
complicated piece of the vehicle with that strong, lightweight material... an obvious effort
to improve efficiency. Dual-Wave glass is something you'll not find on any other highvolume intent vehicle. The distortion-free bend funnels air over the vehicle to improve
aerodynamic drag. It's complex chemistry & manufacturing is more technology
advancement... an obvious effort to improve efficiency.

7-18-2018

Analogies. They can be useful. In this case, it was a fresh attack on Lexus... since the
attacks on Toyota haven't resulted in anything... and I was looking for a new way to
present information: Don't any of you play poker? We know Toyota/Lexus is holding a
good hand. Just because they don't have a "plan" doesn't mean they don't intend to
play. Notice how others push, but it ends up just being a bluff? Look at the technology
already deployed in Prius Prime. They have delivered an affordable system that returns
incredible EV efficiency. Who cares if the range is currently short? Adding more cellstacks is trivial compared to cost-reduction and operational improvements. High-Volt
production of those components and refinement of related software & controllers is well
underway. Have any of you actually looked at the hybrid system being delivered in the
2019 RAV4 hybrid? Think about the power potential with that configuration in
something like a Prius CUV (the rumored replacement for the current Prius wagon). This
group thrives on announcements from token & future efforts, yet they express deep
disappointment & upset for industry advancements that aren't obvious. Shouldn't we
expect more from those here? Why is there so much praise for range & speed at the
expense of not giving substantive attention to design?
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7-18-2018

Pollution. Every now and then, something other than EV purist perspective slips out of
the group which has become disturbingly bias. In this case, it was a focus on actual
impact to pollution, rather than the vague "electricity is better under all circumstances"
rhetoric. I was happy to join in with: 2,300 miles from the most recent tank with my
Prime. 85% of that was EV driving. Measure at the pump calculated to 250 MPG. It
represents a remarkable reduction of air-pollution, despite having a gas engine. A key to
this approach is the battery-pack is relatively small. That supports simplistic recharging,
a huge benefit to those without high-amp connections to b plug into. It also addresses
current production constraints and lack of public chargers. Reaching large numbers of
consumers as quickly as possible is very important, since vehicles will remain in service
for a decade.

7-18-2018

Audience. Escaping from the mindless mantra of purity, I returned to the Prius forum
for a bit and was happy to respond to: "So enlighten me to see how I fit into this intended
audience...what or to whom was the Prime made for?" I really enjoy chatting with
people who genuinely don't know and would sincerely like to find out. This is what I had
to share about that: Simple, families grow up. Mom & Dad go from needing routine
transport for children to using the back for occasional travel with adults. Having nicer
seats with an armrest & cupholders makes far more sense than squeezing in a third
person, for that new audience. You want a larger setting area, you buy a larger vehicle...
hence all the other hybrids, some of which will offer a plug. Next year, it will be Corolla
hybrid in some markets.

7-18-2018

Babbling Idiot. Watching one particular troublemaker completely lose it has been quite
fascinating. I've witnessed others cornered after years of fighting, then abruptly finding
themselves at a complete loss. But this particular one is on the edge of being
delusional. He reminds me a lot of our president. He lies. He insults. He harms. With
actions so blatantly uncaring, it will only be a matter of time before he finds himself quite
alone. No one wants to associate with anyone so reckless. It's got to the point where he
sounds like a babbling idiot. His entire reply to one post was just "Bahahaha!" The rest
is nothing but cliché now. You wouldn't think a person would become so witless. But
then again, maybe he always was. In the past, that would have been easier to
conceal. There were plenty of distractions available. None remain. Hope has been
crushed. Volt has died without passing the technology over to a viable high-volume
vehicle. Years of promise without substance caught up to him, resulting in only one
course of action... abandon ship. But rather than disappear like so many other
troublemakers of the past, he became a hypocrite by supporting the very thing he had
fought against for years. But rather than go from anti-EV to pro-EV but remain loyal to
GM, they switched to Tesla. Endorsing the very thing they had mocked makes you really
think about why they argued for all those years. What was the point? I thought I'd never
find out, since they were silent afterward. Apparently, this one particular individual is
going to proudly pretend none of that past ever happened and make an ass of himself in
the process, going out of his way to draw attention. How bizarre. Of course, we do have
a president doing the very same thing.
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7-19-2018

Spreading FUD, part 1. How much time can pass before your information becomes
FUD? There's a point to which repeated posts of the same thing will create conditions to
stir Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt. Even if the data was correct for that old market, there's
no guarantee of relevance years later. I pointed that out after encountering this: "the
other 'myth' spread by FUD mongers". It came from someone whom I respect, but most
definitely don't agree with. He's been carrying a grudge for years about the topic of
Lexus's stance toward EV support. Having that same issue posted as a concern after so
much has changed deserves a reconsider. After those same circumstances still at play
now? I asked that question this way: When do we draw the line and start calling the
spread of outdated information FUD? Your grudge against Lexus is nearing that
point. Remember how anti-EV the sentiment was from GM just a few years ago? A lot
has changed since then. Don't become one of those sharing content out-of-context.

7-19-2018

Spreading FUD, part 2. He threw the topic of EV support from Lexus (and Toyota)
right back at me with: "I hate putting you in the odd position of having to defend them as
they fall behind..."
No defense necessary. We can all see that prices are still too high and production limits
too real. That will change, but it is very much a primetime issue currently.
The problem is, you're falling for the rhetoric. Those hoping to undermine Toyota are
doing everything they can to draw attention away from the component investment &
refinement that's happening right now. Toyota is readying the fleet for plug
augmentation, positioning everything they need prior to the onslaught of demand.
Haven't you noticed that the supposedly leader doesn't actually have a plan to
electrification? We are witnessing GM flounder around aimlessly. Volt has been a
disaster and Bolt is anything but the Tesla fighting it was promoted to be. GM customers
don't want a compact hatchback or small wagon anyway. They want larger
vehicles. Notice how Toyota is queuing them up? Camry, RAV4, Avalon, Highlander,
C-HR, and that Prius CUV mule. Each of those hybrids could easily be Primed. For that
matter, we will be watching that happen to Corolla hybrid next year.
I'm just doing what I can to refocus attention back on the need to adapt the either fleet...
hence, primetime. Any automaker can rollout limited quantity.

7-20-2018

Continued Attacks. That daily blog for Volt has been mostly dead for over 6 months
now. There are a few die-hards attempting to revive it... especially since trolling
elsewhere hasn't been successful. There aren’t enablers on other venues and the attacks
on me don't work. I can't be provoked after so many years of dealing with the
nonsense. Even on the diverse green website where commenters are clearly bias toward
EV and look down upon efforts to reach mainstream consumers haven't shown any
interest. GM blew it. Their tax-credits are about to trigger phaseout and the tech from
Volt still hasn't been deployed to a vehicle GM shopper actually want. So, finding a
receptive audience for more of the old spin, rhetoric, and belittling is proving
futile. "Here's hoping we get some new articles" is the sentiment repeated over and over
again on the blog, to no avail. After months of silence, I finally broke it with: What is
there to publish about Volt on a regular basis now? The parent website has been a great
resource for green articles. It simply makes no sense replicating that same content here.
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7-20-2018

EV Owner Rhetoric. Some of them can be really bad, especially when it comes to EV
purity. Arguments of range can get rather bad at times too. Worse is from certain Tesla
owners, since some particular individuals add on an anti-legacy twist. That dislike for
traditional dealers makes them underminers. They spread their own discontent to the rest
of the market, setting a precedent of acceptable badmouthing, claiming an unwillingness
to accept change. I'm unwilling to put up with that, as was the case today:
Sounds like someone is spreading FUD based on outdated rhetoric. It isn't as complex of
a sales process as you portray.
Go to a Toyota dealer and watch the delivery bay. Notice how many RAV4 are hybrid
models are driven out by new owners? Those frequent sales don't require anything
special. The addition of a plug is a natural next step. Potential customers already
instinctively understand the benefit of electricity from the wall. They already know it
will green boost the driving experience. This is why Toyota emphasized hybrids not
needing a plug in the past. They were setting the stage for this next step by making the
difference stand out.
A simple test-drive is all it takes to sell that feature. You feel the electric power. They
tell you recharging only takes a standard household outlet. You ask how much.
That claim of "because they see them as difficult to explain and/or takes too long to
explain" doesn't even come into play.

7-21-2018

New Photos. There are so many I have yet to publish. The collection of unshared work
continues to grow because I'm focusing on video & research instead. There's
documenting of the changes taking place too. As the stage of early-adopter activity
comes to a close, this very different new audience... mainstream consumers... has new
questions. They are the market that really matters. They are the ones who will have
more involved with learner & acceptance. So, I'm busy getting all that ready in the
meantime. Eventually, photos will be made available. I'll have fun sorting through those
memories. Some are trips from what is now awhile ago, back when Prius Prime was new
to me.

7-21-2018

Electric Draw. The answer to that question of whether or not remote A/C will use the
battery or the plug for power is not clear cut. People were hoping for an absolute, not a
hybrid approach. I wanted to find out myself. It affects how recommendations of preconditioning are given. I gave it a try, watching activity on the graph of live data coming
from my 240-volt charger. It showed 0.9 kWh of electricity taken directly from the wall
when remote A/C began. Following that, the battery supplied power. Upon completion
of the cooling cycle, power from the wall resumes. Another 0.25 kWh is
drawn. Knowing the process started with the system already fully charged and knowing
that the MAX setting will consume a lot of electricity, that seemed about right for
consumption. The bulk came directly from the plug, but then a smaller part was from the
battery. That's not as definitive as one would hope for knowledge of operation. Why
does it do that? I wonder if there is secondary cooling of some sort, something related to
the pack. Hmm? I guess more research is needed.
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7-22-2018

Critical Thinking. It has been absent from much of the online posting. Most people
comment about green vehicles without much thought. They focus on just the short-term
or completely abandon logic by following emotion. That reality is beginning to emerge
as an undeniable theme. In the past, it was easier to dismiss. Whomever made the
observation would be labeled as a troublemaker, someone with an agenda counter to
advancement of cleaner transport. The fact that a person could be providing constructive
feedback was regarded as utter nonsense. Seeing the situation change is
assuring. Unfortunately, there isn't much to take comfort in though. GM has fallout to
address. Their enthusiasts & supporters have vanished. It's quite bizarre that Volt has
pretty much become a footnote in history already, even before tax-credit phaseout is
triggered. Bolt's struggle is the reason. Much needed high-volume sales were never
achieved. Why bother with a high-cost risk when the vehicle type (wagon) is
fundamentally unacceptable to their customers? GM shoppers want a SUV of some
type... hence the wide variety of models being offered... none of which come with a
battery-pack, unfortunately. That status of "fallen leader" is now forcing critical
thinking. What went wrong? How could GM have missed such obvious
opportunity? What should happen now? It's a mess other automakers must distance
themselves from and supporters must somehow explain.

7-23-2018

Beetle Hybrid. People are singing praise for VW announcements. There's no substance
yet. In fact, many of the upcoming new choices won't be rolled out until at least
2020. True, the announcements aren't quite as vague as what GM typically
provided. They are mighty close though. You get nothing beyond basic
information. Essential stuff, like an expectation for price or availability, is totally
absent. Like the hybrid Jetta, it may not even get noticed as an offering. How much of a
market is there for the Beetle now anyway? It's as if they learned nothing from GM. My
guess is it's a move of desperation, more token efforts to repair reputation. Ugh. Why
isn't there a mainstream vehicle being sighted for plug augmentation? Anyone else
concerned that their aren't accountabilities for any of these news blurbs? Thankfully, we
are getting some infrastructure updates as a direct consequence of the diesel
deception. But what is there in terms of actually advancing the automaker itself forward?
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7-24-2018

Hypocritical Posts. I found this amusing: "We can learn from the past." It came from
someone who lashed out at Toyota with assumptions, was proven that his rhetoric was
indeed the spread of greenwash, then pretended none of it ever happened. Ugh. I
responded to that with:
Who was among those that didn't believe the possibility of Toyota having ended early
production of gen-1 Prius PHV because there was a much better gen-2 already being
prepared for production? I remember certain Tesla owners backing the DOA claim based
on rhetoric of Toyota abandoning the market. I also remember the reason why... low
hanging fruit.
There is very real concern now growing about Tesla overcoming the critical transition
from delivering a great vehicle to delivering a sustainable product that generates
sufficient profit. It's a difficult challenge for a high-performance vehicle. They tend to
stay in the niche category. Less exciting offerings are what business depends upon
though.
The disaster playing out with GM right now overwhelmingly confirms that. Design
focused on range & power. Favoring aspects of performance sacrificed balance, a critical
requirement of mainstream sales. Those drawn the unique offering have already made
their purchase. No one else is interested. Most everyone with a Volt were conquests,
buyers from other automakers. Loyal GM customers were never drawn to it.
Toyota has carefully studied audience. They understand what their own shoppers will
consider for purchase. Impressing the media, enthusiasts, or fanboys is of no
concern. That rhetoric will persist regardless of what's delivered anyway. Think about
what the other automakers will be up against... competition from every direction.
Watch what happens as the tax-credit phaseouts are triggered. What happened in the past
won't matter. That new history in the making will shape the market. Designs with a
production cost too high to compete with traditional vehicles directly will face serious
decisions. No more will it even make sense to isolate the "EV market" from the rest of
what we see on dealer lots.
It's about to get very real. Not every plug-in offering will survive. There will be some
losses.
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7-25-2018

Trade War. What a disaster... already! This is classic fallout from a "gut reaction"
maneuver. It can't even be consider an "unintended consequence", since so many of us
sounded off about the potential outcome long before any decision was actually
made. The problem should have been obvious. Vehicles are global products. Their
expense & complexity is why sighting them as a fundamental in economics is so
effective. The wide variety of resources & expertise required to make them reliable &
profitable is mind-boggling. You don't mess with such a fragile balance, especially when
such monumental dependency for sustainability is in the balance. Yet, we now have this
emerging: "GM cuts 2018 outlook as Trump trade war drives up steel and aluminum
costs..." It was an inevitable outcome. Far too much of what we need comes from
outside the United States. A policy of protectionism is doomed to fail. I can't imagine
how costly such rash decisions will have. Seeing immediate fallout is very
concerning. To make matters worse, there will be a short-term appearance of profitable
gain in the meantime. Manufactures will hoard supply, placing orders for as much raw
material as possible to bet the price hike coming from the tariffs. We are starting a trade
war. No amount of relabeling can hide that situation. It is self-inflicted harm, despite
how good the intentions are supposed to be.

7-25-2018

Consequences. They are difficult to see, especially when there is disagreement about
goals... or none actually stated. The big picture can even be a problem to see as
consequences play out. If you aren't paying close attention, how can you tell the
difference between intended & unintended outcomes? Fortunately, some of that doesn't
actually matter. Even if you aren't watching the market at all, you still must exist within
it. Choices are limited to what is available. This is how I stated that reality today: It
comes down to being able to stand the test of time. We are now witnessing some
approaches that we not been able to... hence the low hanging fruit. Appealing to just a
limited audience is a very real problem. Dependency on tax-credits made it even
worse. Consequences of all that will be playing out soon. Watch what happens.
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7-26-2018

Feeding Hype. Some people just plain to not get it: "We are well on our way to
introducing 20 new all-electric vehicle models globally by 2023." Those gullible Volt
enthusiasts were the means of spreading greenwash for years. They would feed the hype
by making assumptions and building excitement from announcements without any actual
substance. It feels quite inappropriate to call some of them "stupid", but sometimes you
have to say it like it is. Remember the "basket of deplorables" comment? As offensive
as that may have been, it was accurate. Regret won't change that situation either. The
lesson learned from such exchanges is to prevent future ones by taking a more concise
stance sooner. Get in front of the issue by forcing a position of purpose. When you state
goals, there's a clear effort to remove subjective factors. If you stick to criteria that can
be measured, many problems can be avoided. What are you trying to
accomplish? Asking things like that separate the emotion and contribution to
constructive discussion. In this case, it's asking what "model" represents. We could see
rebadging or repacking, which would greatly reduce the diversity of what's actually
delivered. Variety that's limited won't reach a wide audience. The quantity of what is
produced is an even bigger deal. Problems from lack of inventory is an all too real
barrier already. Only having a few available at each deliver doesn't change the status
quo. Real change requires more than just token effort. I pushed back at post sighting the
link with that quote by making my viewpoint clear: Typical GM announcement... so
vague, there's nothing to be held accountable for. Notice the absence of detail? No
commitment to volume or price is a red flag. This is how they fed hype in the past.

7-27-2018

Voices of the Past. I jumped on an effort to stir the pot. That old daily blog is dead. So,
there's no surprise about boredom setting in. Those who fought want to fight
again. Problem is, they lost before and have nothing new to fight with now. The attempt
to move goal-posts back even further with hope of new conflict declare superiority about
was nothing I would be willing to accept. That's worse than just giving up. It's intention
rollback, pretending progress wasn't made. Having dealt with that type of deceit from
Volt enthusiasts, it's the type of greenwash I have prepared well to prevent. So, I drew
the line: Nothing about that is new. Remaining "as it is" was the position of
concern. Finally offering the technology in a crossover 10 years after rollout is not what
had been hoped for. Expectations were set for mainstream sales volume to have already
be achieved by now, prior to tax-credit phaseout so the business could sustain a profitable
level competing directly with traditional offerings. Notice the news for the
Tahoe/Suburban/Yukon large SUVs? That statement of "Hybrid variants of the vehicles
are expected as early as 2022." is a rollback of expectations. 10 years ago, there was a
Tahoe hybrid already on the road. It used GM's Two-Mode system, the predecessor to
technology used in Volt. There was even a plug-in prototype being promoted back in
2009. Notice the reintroduction of Blazer? It fits nicely into the popular SUV line-up of
Trax, Equinox, and Traverse... none of which offering any green option. All are still
stuck using engines without battery-packs. In other words, the goal-posts have been
moved back so successfully, people haven't noticed. All the hype turned out to be a bust.
Those who were attacked for their critical thinking have been vindicated. Hopefully, this
means constructive discussion going forward. Not taking into consideration the
repetition of "over promise, under deliver" will invite it to happen yet again.
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7-28-2018

Making It Worse. When a major oil-executive and refinery-owner speaks out with
words against the current path being taken, the hope is enablers will finally notice the
terrible course we are taking: "They're doing whatever they can to close themselves off
from the new, hold on to the past and prevent change." Far too many not speaking is a
major problem. It is that boil-a-frog problem. People just follow the rhetoric because it
feels right. He went on to state: "This is a natural tendency, but it's a destructive one
because when people act in protectionist ways, they erect barriers, which makes
everyone worse off." In other words, they stay where it seems safe. It's selfdestructive. You back yourself into a corner. Remember all the attacks I had to endure
back when Volt sales first started to fall apart. It was like prey fighting for
survival. They would lash out at anything I posted, knowing it was already too late. I
had proven my point. They lost. We are at a point like that again, but with the approach
as a whole for GM, not just the vehicle. The difference now is pressure from the oil
industry. It is obvious "peak" has been reached. The indicator is the loss of stability. An
unpredictable market makes risk significantly greater... hence the effort to prevent
change. Even the poorly informed are starting to take notice of the barriers. They now
need to speak out about them, rather than allowing them make things worse.

7-29-2018

End of Life. I asked the following: Range will reduce over time. But what about the
next step in aging, when power also diminishes? It can be a sign of cells in the pack
becoming imbalanced. The system will begin to rely heavily on the gas engine to
compensate for the power loss. That brings about a major decision. GM designed their
battery-pack for maximum longevity, adding cost & complexity for the purpose of never
needing replacement. With the large T-shape and liquid-cooling, the process to swap in a
new one will likely be quite expensive. Looking at the approach Toyota took, there's just
a basic module in the hatch area. You disconnect wires and air-tube, then remove with
an ordinary engine lift. That's a very simple process in comparison. This is where the
audience question applies. Old Prius become great hand-me-down cars. A battery-pack
replacement can bring about several more years of service. Keeping size small makes
that a realistically affordable, a choice not shared by Volt. What do you do when the
replacement point is reached? At some point, the vehicle will be traded in as a
junker. With TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) quoted so often, how many miles should
that actually include? In other words, what should be the expectation for end of life?

7-30-2018

Design Assumptions. It's quite a challenge to confront someone who obviously doesn't
understand how Prime operates. They base assumptions entirely on observations of the
past... without any clue that claims are way off, in some cases, quite
wrong. Unfortunately, I encounter that a lot. Fortunately, Toyota is well aware of the
situation. This is why rollout of Prime has been incremental. Each market segment
reveals more about the consumer interest, which is especially important in this rapidly
changing industry. You don't just dump something out there and hope for the best...
which a certain automaker has done several times and failed several times as a
result. Anywho, it starts with education. Find out what people know and don't know,
then figure out a way to convey the missing & incorrect information. Sometimes, you
need to be a little terse about it. I was rather annoyed by this individual who obviously
didn't know what he was talking about: Clearly, you haven't actually driven a
Prime. There's is very obvious difference for the electric power available compared to
the regular Prius. The larger battery-pack combined with the one-way clutch provides a
major performance advantage. You get the full EV driving experience.
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7-31-2018

Enthusiast Bewilderment. Some genuinely cannot figure out what the problem
is. Others simply don't what to acknowledge it. I tried to deal with the later with
this: You know why. Just about everyone here does. No one wants to face that reality
though. Production cost is far too expensive for plug-in offerings to compete directly
with traditional vehicles still. Toyota is well aware of this problem and simply does not
want to be part of the tax-credit dependency. Leadership is not about appealing to
enthusiasts. It's the ability to change ordinary people. Delivering a product able to sway
mainstream interest is very, very difficult... a topic rarely discussed on a venue like
this. Next year, we'll see the debut of Corolla PHV and an EV model C-HR. That too is
an effort to offer something mainstream, not really anything that may appeal to earlyadopter shoppers. Toyota wants their entire fleet of vehicle to move forward with
electrification, not to just deliver token vehicles. This is why the RAV4 hybrid will
included right from the start with the next-gen rollout. The endorsement of having a
battery-pack is undeniable. That makes adding a plug a very easy next step.

7-31-2018

Not Lagging. Efforts to push the mindset of "laggard" aren't going away. They keep
trying, despite the absence of substance. It's the new version of "vastly superior"
rhetoric, that old chant which had the effectiveness of chest-pounding. It draws attention,
but not much of anything becomes of it. That's basically just for show... which would
explain why there were so many complaints about lack of advertisements. They truly
believed a product would be better received if it was promoted more. The very idea of a
better design winning favor wasn't important. So I pushed, especially due to the term
"Eco Warrior" being used today in the original post: What is your criteria for Eco
Warrior? 40 km (25 miles) capacity delivers amazing efficiency. So what if my last tank
wad only 85% EV driving. You are completely missing the point of a plug-in hybrid. If
you want to avoid running the engine entirely. That delivered in an affordable manner is
leadership, not lagging.

8-01-2018

Dismissive. I confronted an antagonist head-on today. The nonsense is going as fear of
consequences from the upcoming tax-credit phaseout approach... or at least, I think that's
what it is. Many of the antagonists are poorly informed, since they only read what they
want to acknowledge. They have even stated that by recommending everyone to ignore
& downvote. It is likely that same old blind hope of something magically
changing. Perhaps not though. Toyota has been extra quiet this year, which adds to the
wondering if a mid-cycle upgrade will be significant. Remember how quiet they were
about the price of Prime? Despite it being so impressive upon reveal, we didn't hear
squat prior to the official sharing. Oh well, that gives antagonists even more to try to
deny. I simply pointed out the nature of the problem this time, since that's more effective
than biting at their troll bait: Like the political scene… dismiss what doesn't fit the
narrative. Too bad, it's time to face reality. You can only evade detail so long. With so
many attacks on Nissan & Toyota claiming they are unworthy offerings, it's time to face
the music. There are tradeoffs. We now have real-world data. You want discussion
here. That means it must be constructive… not dismissive.
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8-01-2018

Failure. It looks like the upset revolves around GM's failure, not what Toyota could
potential deliver mid-cycle. That became easy to pick out from replies to my previous
post. My effort to draw attention to audience appears to have been effective. I was
always keeping focus on that "Who?" question. Never being able to overcome their own
rhetoric is an ironic victory. Some many times, the Volt enthusiasts choose to repeat the
greenwash of Prius being the most traded vehicle for Volt. It was true, at first, back
when those killing lease deals were offered. Why not swap an old hybrid for a new plugin without any long-term obligation and payments so low you are practically stealing
it? The catch was, when those leases expired, most of the people abandoned GM. Many
either took advantage of Ford's great deals or popped for the expensive choice of
Tesla. And now that Tesla prices are becoming affordably competitive with GM, we see
neither Volt nor Bolt stand a chance of conquest. The entire burden of sales depends
upon loyal GM customers... who couldn't care less about the tiny plug-in vehicles GM
offers. Here's my summary of that warned about sales disaster: GM's choice to deliver a
"superior" product in the form of conquest sales failed miserably. Growth beyond
enthusiasts was never achieved. Now, it faces the challenge of sales without taxcredit. So much opportunity wasted...

8-02-2018

Without Context. Spin emanating from selective perspective is a challenge to deal
with. People with narrow view of the market draw incorrect conclusions. It makes sense
that being unaware of other things taken place would send you down the path of
assumption... unknowingly, which is why I try to correct oversights as directly as
possible. In that regard, hopefully, this will be taken well: That view of Toyota is the
impression you get by viewing the raw data without context. The real story is we are
witnessing a market shift, combined with a styling disinterest. So, the status claim is not
an accurate reflection of what's truly happening. Sales of the RAV4 hybrid remain very
strong, despite the fact that the model has reached its life-cycle end. The next-gen will be
rolled out for 2019, with the lead offering a hybrid model. Sales of Prime have been
hampered by lack of inventory. You can't buy what isn't available. Distribution
worldwide has created a supply shortage for central United States. Sales of Prius always
lagged for this generation because the style was so polarizing. Either you liked it or you
didn't. That extreme is why the mid-cycle refresh will change the look rather
significantly.
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8-02-2018

Audience. The denial is slowly turning into acceptance. None of the recent posts like
this have been taken as a provoke. That's not how the information is perceived
anymore. In other words, the enthusiasts have lost their audience of enablers. It's over
for that greenwashing as a norm. What had been daily efforts to mislead is becoming a
questionable portrayal of the past. After awhile, people won't believe what actually
happened and will call it a false narrative. Problem is, I have proof to the
contrary. These blogs document those experiences to an extreme level of detail. Now at
that turning point, here's what I have to say: GM learned this lesson the hard way,
delivering a compact hatchback to their customer base of SUV buyers. No surprise,
those previous buyers of GM vehicle didn't care. They just plain were not interested. So,
Volt was marketed to external shoppers instead. The result was a disastrous waste of taxcredits... since the outcome was not a change on their own showroom floor. Customers
continued to shop for SUV offerings. Nissan may end up with the same struggle. This is
why Toyota is setting the stage with RAV4 hybrid. Stepping it up to offer a plug won't
take much when there is already a loyal base of hybrid owners. Same thing for Camry
hybrid. This is also why we're hearing about the potential for bring the AWD model of
Prius to the United States. To change the status quo, technologies must be adapted to
what buyer preferences. Know your audience. This is why GM's failing to deliver a
SUV using Volt technology after so many years is becoming such a big issue now. That
loss of a $7,500 subsidy makes the effort to finally do that even more difficult.

8-02-2018

Oh Really? How does one respond to such a statement: "GM's resolve is
suspect." That's such an absurd point. Suspect? Umm, isn't it obvious? GM just plain
does not care. Neither Volt nor Bolt were targeted at GM's own customers. How is that
not an issue of resolve? We still have no idea what purpose or intent GM really has. The
fact that technology in Volt was never implemented in a SUV, despite the fact that its
predecessor (Two-Mode) had already demonstrated plug-in hybrid ability, goes well
beyond suspect. There is no doubt after almost 8 years since rollout. We saw how gen-2
of Volt never addressed the cramped seating in back or did enough to actually make it
appealing without subsidy. Yet, they are the ones who belittle Toyota for delivering
exactly that. There is now an affordable plug-in hybrid choice (Prius Prime) and larger
hybrid platforms staged for the same (Camry & RAV4). We are expecting both Corolla
& C-HR to get plugs next years, plans already in play. So, why is the "laggard" label
supposedly appropriate for Toyota and GM gets off without any issue? This is the very
reason I brought up the "too little, too slowly" concern all those years ago. I saw the
hypocrisy and called it out. Getting attacked for presenting facts is not appropriate. Oh
well. Now many others are expressing the same concern.

8-03-2018

Non-Answer Replies. Within minutes after my reply below, I got a response. It was 3
paragraphs of literally nothing. I guess some people feel if there are a lot of words, you
don't need any actual substance. I tried. This is what started it: "Being a loyal Toyota
owner for years, I am disappointed that the Japanese are way behind in the PHEV and
EV game, and I don't understand why." I had really hoped something constructive in
return to this: Mainstream shoppers want affordability. Dealers don't want to carry
inventory dependent upon tax-credits. Not recognizing that will prevent you from
understanding why. Toyota's focus is low-cost, something dismissed as important when
the measure of progress is only range & power. Their hybrid design supports a simple,
yet very effective plug-in upgrade. Take a close look at the next-gen RAV4 hybrid
rolling out for 2019, then tell us how "behind" could apply to that design.
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8-03-2018

Braindead Comparisons. Every single time there's a plug-in hybrid review, some Volt
antagonists stirs the pot. This time, it was an attack on Honda & Toyota with the same
old brainless comparison. Each time, you get references to hydrogen as a distraction
too. I ignore that bait as much as possible, choosing to address their trolling my way: As
for being "years behind GM in their engineering", that's simply nonsense. Toyota has
delivered a system that clearly more efficient and more affordable. There is no contest in
terms of kWh/mile (electric) or MPG (gasoline) measure. There is no contest in terms of
MSRP. There is no contest in terms of targeting audience. That criteria do you think
puts GM further ahead?

8-04-2018

Problem Comparisons. My encounters with Volt enthusiasts provided lots of examples
of arbitrary numbers. They'll argue something based on circumstances of a design, rather
than taking the actual technology into consideration. It's a very common problem. Most
people back off when confronted with real-world data to counter their stance. Those
enthusiasts didn't, choosing instead to double-down. When that failed, they'd begin with
dishonesty, then keep fighting until desperation grows enough to turn to personal
attacks. It's an ugly cycle we witness far too often. Anywho, I tried to deal with a
comment to that affect about Honda Clarity being vastly superior to the current Chevy
Volt due to it offering a faster charging-rate:
Those numbers are off. That assumed time is inaccurate.
There is no possible way to walk from the car, get your item in the grocery store, wait at
the register to pay, then walk back out to the car in just 3 minutes. A fast visit takes 10
minutes. More realistically, you'll have multiple items to get, which pushes it to 15-20
minutes.
I know this well, since I have been doing it for years. My fastest stop ever is just under 6
minutes, to get a coffee... no line and they already knew my order. Even that provides
enough electricity to make it home from there using just the 3.3 kW rate. Typically, I get
anywhere from 2.5 to 7 miles of charge from a quick stop at the grocery store.
Why should a vehicle with a much larger battery-pack get preference at a local
charger? I could understand the situation being quite different along a highway corridor,
but that isn't how you presented the supposed shortcoming of not being able to charge at
the 6.6 kW rate.
Also, keep in mind that L2 is capable of delivering 19.2 kW from an 80-amp draw. So,
that "BIG" difference sighted is actually quite arbitrary.
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8-04-2018

Minnesota Assumptions. This was interesting. Someone very new to the plug-in
discussions made a comment about chargers not being available anywhere around
Minnesota and surrounding states. I hoping this large provision of data will change his
mind about that assumption: No charging in Minnesota? The 35 corridor from the Twin
Cities to beyond Duluth already has basic infrastructure nailed. You'll find both L2 and
SuperChargers. The stretch from Wisconsin to North Dakota along 94 is getting a more
elaborate treatment now, using some of the VW settlement fund. There are random
chargers throughout the state as well. Most are either ChargePoint network or noncommercial offerings. The first Blink chargers in the state were just installed at the Mall
of America recently too. Up in the tourist location I frequent, the Brainerd area, there's a
SuperCharger. Along highway 90 on the way to South Dakota, there are both available
and proposed SuperChargers. Just yesterday, a new set of ChargePoint stations opened
up in Lanesboro, a great location in the south for biking a beautiful trail along the Root
River. So, long story short, you can charge in the wild in Minnesota. We are much more
progressive here than it would seem. We also have a plug-in owners group with a strong
& diverse presence.

8-04-2018

Rely. This could become a problem: "I do think public charging stations should be
limited to BEVs who rely on charging stations being accessible and not blocked by an
ICE or PHEV." It's the attitude many of us have been trying to prevent from
spreading. Sadly though, some choose to fight. At least the vague "No Plug, No Sale"
was easy to understand. Unfortunately, it was very shortsighted. Not being able to see
beyond the sale is as bad as not understanding how important of a role the dealer plays in
the sale. In other words, you cannot cherry-pick. Endorsing a product means
understanding & embracing all aspects of it. I fired back with: Sure glad that attitude is
not what our plug-in owners group endorses. If someone has to "rely" upon a public
charger, it means they purchased the wrong vehicle. That dependency is a sign of a
problem. We make great efforts to ensure people are well informed prior to
purchase. The purpose of public chargers in non-corridor locations (basically, not
highways) is for convenience recharging. Being able to get home using electricity is a
benefit to everyone, regardless of the tech employed.

8-04-2018

Turning a Blind Eye. It's this kind of hate that become the real problem: "give it a rest
already" We saw that quite a bit when Volt was first revealed. No one wanted to
address GM problems of the past. They all dismissed Two-Mode as a mistake that
couldn't possibly be repeated. When I pointed out that Volt was the successor to TwoMode, retaining much of the original design in addition to much of the development
engineers & management, they did everything possible to try to shut me up. I see hints
of that emerging again, as the tax-credit phaseout approaches. My guess is news to
confirm their error feels spiteful, so they turn a blind eye to the possibility of being
constructive. They are tired of dealing with failure efforts and just plain don't want to
accept overall defeat. I could imagine how difficult that is, but still see the purpose of
not giving up on electrification. My response to that was: Pretending the problem
doesn't exist is terrible advice. I refuse to become an enabler. What do you suggest the
next step should be? Keep in mind the talks of tax-credit renewal. Not addressing how
the first round was wasted isn't good for anyone. Remember how the point was to reach
ordinary consumers... not just enthusiasts?
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8-05-2018

Already. Unrealistic expectations is quite common. The response to that is often to
sight an extreme: "We all should've been driving fully electric vehicles
already. Unhealthy, polluting, fossil burning vehicles should have become a thing of the
past." That's a great example. Oversimplifying the problem is why progress is so
difficult to recognize. People in general don't notice detail, the small influences that
really make a big difference. Seeing that a better product exists doesn't mean adoption of
it will come easy, even if you see that step as trivial. After all, that serves as proof of the
technology being viable. Old habits are difficult to break though. The purchase of a
vehicle is profoundly significant too. It's the most expensive decision you'll repeatedly
make many, many times throughout your life. Annoyed by such complacency of the
situation, I posted: Between all the anti-hybrid rhetoric of the past and the reality of
battery-tech still being sub-par for mainstream acceptance (too expensive, not energydense enough), there's no need to mention infrastructure shortcomings (houses without
sufficient capacity). We will get there, but it's not ready for primetime yet. Think about
the challenge of selling a profitable $35k vehicle without tax-credit. Thinking we should
already be there is quite unrealistic... especially when in comes to competing with
traditional vehicles priced in the 20's.

8-05-2018

Dominant. Understanding the technology is a fundamental mistake those nasty Volt
enthusiasts never learned the importance of. It was always rhetoric like this that they
were endorse & embrace: "Linked here from a Forbes article and I think it's safe to say
the days of the Prius being anything near dominant are definitely over." That's all that
was provided, no detail explaining why. They just referred to the link with the hope of
not being confronted on any detail. I always push for detail. They see that as refusal to
acknowledge the conclusion someone else drew, something you are supposed to do
without question. Asking why is how you learn. They know that, so calling what you do
as "spin" makes responses appear to be denial. In reality, I see how they attempt to draw
attention elsewhere. In this case, the word "dominant" is re-associated to Prius, rather
than the hybrid system. They know HSD is used in quite a wide variety of other vehicles
and Voltec is trapped in a car no one wants. GM exhausted the market, reaching out to
all possible conquest interest... because their own customers had no desire for a compact
hatchback. Toyota has strived to deliver a compelling SUV hybrid. GM never did. The
hope of one with a plug is still years away, with nothing certain planned. That's why
there is so much rhetoric still. I simply responded to this one with: The tech in Prius will
remain profitable & sustainable for years to come. We will see many more hybrid &
plug-in hybrid offerings taking advantage of advancing batteries, whether it gets attention
or not. That's the nature of most automotive business, not just a single model holding a
spotlight.
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8-06-2018

EPA. We keep hearing about the upcoming rollback. The current administration is
getting ready to announce the elimination of new efficiency restrictions introduced by the
previous administration, freezing current levels for the sake of safety. They are using the
same old misconception exploit that sacrificing safety is the only way to achieve
efficiency improvements. Having been proven false is of no consequence. They simply
pretend that never happened. They are telling people what they want to hear for the sake
of being able to continue driving guzzlers. Do everything to retain the status quo. Sadly,
that "safety" is only with regard to perceived benefit. It's really a loss though. Emissions
from that extra fuel consumption are harming people slowly. Pollution is costly, whether
you acknowledge it or not. They couldn't care less. We'll have a similar problem with
coal later this year too, except that is expected to remove many barriers... allowing for
much greater pollution than the current levels. That excuse is for job
security. Supposedly, that will save employment, even though the act of extracting &
processing coal is becoming more and more automated. It's really sad. Even with that
terrible head of the EPA having been removed, some of the destructive behavior
continues. Our environment's well being is being traded for profit.

8-07-2018

Doomed. The message of doom for Toyota is remarkable. People without business
background are judging the based exclusively on what they see right now, in the
moment. That's called using anecdotal evidence. They figure their engineering expertise
or their desire to pursue green solutions is all it takes to understand the "Who?"
question. It's quite obvious they lack economic, accounting, and marketing
knowledge. That causes them to make incorrect assumptions and follow false leads. It
also leaves them vulnerable to repeat problems of the past, those only recognized from a
business perspective. It's very, very easy to overlook the signs when you are looking for
them. It usually comes down to thinking a well-informed consumers is all it takes for the
automotive industry to change. They don't see the market as a whole, everything it takes
to appeal to those who make it possible for the consumer to even have that
choice. Ugh. Oh well. I keep pushing to get that message across: Toyota's measure of
leadership is being able to capture the hearts of their true customers... DEALERS. That's
a fundamental mistake GM made they are trying to avoid. If their dealers have no
interest in stocking inventory, ordinary consumers are doomed. This is why Toyota has
been working so much to stave larger hybrids for a plug, like Camry and RAV4.
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8-08-2018

Going Private. Hmm? The comment about Tesla considering the possibly to go private
caused quite a stir today. You don't expect a random comment like that from a CEO. It's
understandable. The stockmarket is influenced heavily by short-selling, rather than longterm investment. Tesla is very much in the position of focusing exclusively on long-term
well being. Having to deal with minor shifts shouldn't be consuming time &
resources. Not having a public offering prevents that; however, it also raises concern of
intent. We see commentary on a regular basis of how luxury automakers should be
taking Tesla more serious. Why? The target-market for Model 3 is mainstream
consumers, not those in the luxury market. Remember? It's all about delivering an
affordable offering with a price competitive with other high-volume vehicles. Luxury
offerings are by no means high-volume. They are a well establish niche, which works
just fine for that audience. You don't transform the world from gas to electricity with a
narrow scope. That's why idea of going private raises alarm. What would that do to the
mission statement? How would it change the business approach no longer being under
public pressure? When would we get to hear about future plans? There are many
questions.

8-09-2018

Available Plug. There's still this problem no one wants to address. Where will people
plug their vehicle in to recharge? Taking it for granted that people will be able to front
the setup money and understand all details of what that install entails rather
naive. There's a lot of intimidation. There's also the reality of infrastructure
shortcomings. I keep hearing there's a plug available to some percent of
homeowners. None of those surveys actually sight any specifics though. In most cases,
you'll be lucky to pull 8 amps, since it is an existing line that is already being used by
some other device. That makes recharging a challenge for just one vehicle. For
perspective, it takes 32 amps at 8 hours to recharge 200 miles of capacity. How many
people are you aware of that have a 40-amp 240-volt line readily available to provide
that? There's the logistics of simply how to park multiple vehicles for recharging
overnight in the garage or driveway. We need to address these issues... so well, they
become easy to respond to. Right now, I'm getting a lot of evade responses. That's not a
good sign.

8-10-2018

New Videos. It was Summer break for me... time away from providing much Prius
content online. My job actually changed, same location but in a significantly different
role, that inevitable major shift you encounter at some point throughout the career. It's
exciting, but lots of work. That made other changes, like work-time and parkinglocation, easier to embrace. So, I did. You get to see it in new videos. I filmed two
yesterday. Unfortunately, the second (driving home) included a battery overheat issue
with the 4K camera. Mounted in the windshield, it gets hot... blinks a warning... then
shuts off. That's not good while you are filming. I managed to keep in cooler
today. Between the drive being a little faster, the battery cool to start with, and leaving
the camera cover open, I was able to capture the entire drive without issue. Phew! The
other footage (driving to work) worked just fine first try. So, you get to see my full
commute, the new ramp where I park & plug, along with the new route. More ideas to
come. That at least rounds out the warm weather coverage.
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8-11-2018

Ramped Up Rhetoric. Pressure from the upcoming phaseout trigger for GM tax-credits
combined with the reality of poor sales has ramped up rhetoric. Anytime you bring up
what's really important to mainstream consumers, there's a GM enthusiast their to evade
the issue. They will typically either change the topic of Toyota's perceived lack of EV
support or their interest in fuel-cell diversity. Both are obvious attempts to draw
attention away, yet their actions aren't called out. We have large groups of enablers, no
one will to speak up for what's really important. True, their silence is better than the
meritless push for token rollouts of the past. Nonetheless, it's a clear barrier to
progress. Efforts like that to impede advancement are undeniable after awhile. That's
getting really easy to see at this point too... especially when "laggard" is brought up to
describe work to advance the technology that aren't related directly to large battery
offerings. I simply fired back to the post that set me off this way: Calling Toyota a
laggard for delivering a more efficient and more affordable system is a disregard for
what's truly important.

8-11-2018

Priorities. I climbed up on the soapbox today to address the rhetoric, with the intent to
provoke new discussion by starting a new thread:
It's time to finally address them, moving beyond just the basic support for plugging
in. We shouldn't allow EFFICIENCY and AFFORDABILITY to continue to get pushed
aside, especially at the market becomes more of a challenge with the phaseout of taxcredits.
Plug-In vehicles can be guzzlers, wasting fuel just like the traditional vehicles they
replaced. Needing more electricity to travel the same distance increases both vehicle &
operational cost. We shouldn't turn a blind eye to that, or worse, feed rhetoric to draw
attention away from the issue.
A simple example of EV efficiency is to look at the most common comparison, Volt
verses Prime. 31 kWh / 100 miles is efficiency rating for Volt. 25 kWh / 100 miles is
efficiency rating for Prime. That means it requires 6 additional kWh of electricity for
Volt to travel that same distance in EV as Prime. (Put another way, Volt delivers only
80% the efficiency of Prime when consuming electricity for propulsion.) It also means
more battery is required, as well as extra recharging time.
Even if electricity was provided entirely from renewable sources, would we really want
to promote wasting it?
We are long overdue to finally start addressing issues like this. Seeing this group not
take the responsibility route of encouraging the better technologies and pointing out those
with shortcomings would be unfortunate.
In other words, don't allow enablers to distract from the importance of EFFICIENCY and
AFFORDABILITY.
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Measuring Efficiency. It became obvious within just minutes of posting that message
about priorities that some plug-in supporters have no idea what the heck I'm taking
about. The discussion immediately took a turn in the direction of battery-pack size. In
their mind, more equates to better efficiency. That's as absurd as the vehicle carrying a
larger quantity of gas being more efficient. Ugh. I'll share a post shown the dashboard
display with a miles/kWh readout. That alternate perspective of the same meaure may
help. It's not really any different from explaining how backward & misleading the MPG
system here is. The rest of the world shows consumption in other terms for good
reason... what we use is very misleading... as we see the same problem coming from
capacity now. Ugh, again. I attempted to convey the message with this, but am sure
more follow-up will be needed... which is good, since getting a discussion going was the
point: You are comparing the size of the "tank" not the actual efficiency measure, think
MPG but for a plug. kWh/mile is that measure for EV travel. For EPA rating, it is the
number of kWh of electricity it takes to travel 100 miles.

8-11-2018

Video: New Route, New Parking (to work). The quest to provide as much detailed
real-world data as possible continues. With this drive, I took a new route to work and
parked in a new ramp. In this case, it was also quite a warm morning for here in
Minnesota. So, there's nice variety to observe. Being warm already, I had the electric
A/C running. That's a reducing factor in how far you can drive in EV mode. Another is
the speed of travel. On this drive, there was about twice as much at 70 mph than with my
old route. Upon conclusion of the 21-mile drive, there was a third of the usable batterycapacity remaining. That means I would have been able to travel roughly 30 miles total
in EV, despite also using the A/C at the same time. It's a nice example of how underrated the system in Prius Prime actually is... Prius Prime - New Route, New Parking (to work)

8-12-2018

Setting Precedent. I spoke out because no one else had. Drawing attention to the fact
that no opposition or even acknowledgement makes you an enabler is important. That
silence is setting precedent. Today, that silence was broken. An administrator reached
out, saying the naming-calling (use of insulting & denigrating terms) is unacceptable by
using my drawing attention of an automaker as an example. I pointed out that was just
following what had been established, posting the same way others had been. He stepped
up and deleted those previous posts, leaving mine to represent & document the change of
policy. No more. Finally! It was the hypocritical stance of "no plug, no sale" that was
getting to me. That supposed unity wasn't reality. An attitude of "vastly superior" had
worked its way into the group. I was able to successfully get recognition of the problem
that brought about. An administration reiterated goals. Phew! We're at a turning
point. The stage of "early adopter" is coming to a close. That will bring about a new
audience. This group isn't prepared yet to deal with it. Making sure we share goals is the
start. There's an interest in equality, regardless of whether or not a vehicle guzzles
electricity or is far too expensive for mainstream consumers. The goal is to push plug-in
technology of all sorts. That's why the group embraced me years ago. Despite Prius
PHV carrying such a small battery-pack, it was still an endorsement for lithium
technology. Just imagine if those antagonists of the past had done the same thing. I
wouldn't have learned so much from having to deal with their rhetoric... the precedent
they set. As a result, I'm able to provide detailed education video & materials about
plug-in vehicles.
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Video: New Route, New Parking (to home). This is the return trip home, a second half
to complete the drive to work footage. Like that previous video, it is packed with
detailed real-world data. With the new route and parking location, it adds to the
collection of examples of what an owner may experience on their particular drive. There
are so many factors of influence for efficiency, seeing lots of various sample videos if the
only good way of building realistic expectations. Anywho, I enjoyed filming this
particular commute. It was a nice summer day and just happened to end with a unique
twist. That black car which cut in front of me near the end of the drive was a Tesla
Model 3. Being able to follow that for a few blocks was a nice opportunity. As for the
statistics, I enjoyed EV the entire 20.8 miles of travel, with an estimated 10 miles
remaining. That's quite impressive for a vehicle rated for just 25 miles, especially when
running the electric A/C at the same time. Notice that I just drove along with the flow of
traffic, doing nothing special whatsoever to achieve those results... Prius Prime - New Route, New
Parking (to home)

8-12-2018

Attacks. Watching Honda Clarity get attacked by Volt enthusiasts is interesting. I've
been watching it take place on several venues. Some of the rhetoric is spreading to the
EV purist too, those who are against anything with an engine, regardless of how it is
used. I finally jumped into the wide-audience discussion: It comes from the basic
misunderstanding of how they are designed and operate. It is easy to assume the system
is just an enhancement to the hybrid, rather than being able to operate entirely without the
engine. As with Prius Prime, everything is EV. There's a clutch to add in engine power,
but that's unnecessary for ordinary drives, like the daily commutes. The larger hybrid
systems, like that in RAV4 and Camry, can deliver more power too.

8-13-2018

Opposition. The rather terse debate carried on. I recognized many of the same problems
that came from that daily blog for Volt. The old concern of "too little, too slowly" came
about from the hope that more could be delivered sooner. It was the classic problem of
trying to take on too much all at once. In other words, it was yet another form of "over
promise, under deliver". They assumed delivering less more often would result in a
diluted product that wouldn't stir much interest. To believe that, you have to choose an
opposing position of progressive upgrades. That's a very expensive and very risky
position to take... hence all my direct confrontations with Volt enthusiasts to stand their
ground with actual fact. Much of what they presented was meritless, lacking any
substance to actually support a position of successful paradigm-shift. In other words,
what they proposed was too extreme... a heavy dependence on challenging cost &
acceptance... no simple path forward. That's quite the opposite of Toyota... hence an
oppositional stance. Anywho, I stated the situation this way: The supposed "opposition"
comes from the unrealistic timing. It comes from not understanding audience. For
example, the phaseout of tax-credit subsidies is about to reveal how the initial market
didn't actually reach beyond just low-hanging fruit (early adopters). Appealing to
ordinary shoppers (mainstream consumers) is a much greater challenge. PHEV offerings
are strong in that regard, an easier step that will help stimulate infrastructure investment.
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8-13-2018

Fear. If you push enough, listening carefully and being considerate of positions, you can
sometimes squeeze out valuable information. True, you can do that with online combat
too, but this is by far the preferred approach. In this case, the exchange today came down
to: Being under the impression that PHEV doesn't endorse BEV works explain the
reactions we've encountered. That's called a misconception. In reality, they help to
support the future. Stepping up from hybrid to plug-in hybrid gets the upgrade process
rolling, where you live and on the road. Both Mitsubishi & Toyota already offer
CHAdeMO connections for their PHEV vehicles. Getting homeowners to setup 240-volt
charger is an obvious bridge to BEV too. All you need is a 40-amp line to deliver 200
miles of range in 8 hours.

8-14-2018

That Exchange. It happened, the administrator came to terms with what I had been
trying to draw attention to. Pointing out their is more than just innocent bias within your
group needed to be done by someone. His decision was to shutdown the thread. After
all, there were some obvious misconceptions at play feeding the problem. So, starting
fresh later was an excellent choice. It was very clear the attack came from within. This
person was a full EV family (two electric-only vehicles, no gas anything) who was
clearly uninformed about what Toyota actually delivered. Like many, his assumption
was that EV driving was just an enhancement to the hybrid system, not the fully capable
design I enjoy everytime I get behind the wheel. The attack continued with an outright
denial that we are witnessing the early-adopter phase come to a close. Phaseout of taxcredits is milestone ...he feels will have little impact. He also feels the "laggard" label is
nothing but a identifier with no negative connotations and certainly in no way should be
taken as offensive or insulting. A new thread emerged about the topic, specifically
addressing responses to the other. Within an hour, there were over 80 replies. That
discussion was about the very real "shaming" we, as PHEV owners, have to deal with
from soon BEV owners. It was eye-opening. It also exposed a few misconceptions we
were able to address, then debunk. I'm sure the administrator learned more about his
group than he expected from that exchange.

8-15-2018

Spreading Lies. The death of that daily blog for Volt has left antagonists
frustrated. Their venue for spreading lies is gone. Having an outlet for rhetoric is gave
them purpose, sincle it was an common gathering location to build "vastly superior"
propaganda. Being part of a team helping to spread the word about plug-in vehicle
benefits is not what these particular individuals want. They are still very much holding
onto the past of being the only choice available. That's not the world we are part of
anymore, but they don't care. So, I'm seeing more meritless claims being posted:
"...cannot practically be driven with out the engine coming on to support the electric
drive." and "It's good to know that it's not truly a full-time EV." and "Technically the Volt
is way ahead in the PHEV game!" are among what I stumbled across recently from those
individuals in a forum thread attempting to mislead about the plug-in hybrid model of
Honda Clarity. This is the very same nonsense they tried repeatedly with Prius. Over
and over again, they'll post outright lies with the theme of Volt being more efficient
overall. Evidence to that was always because it had a larger battery. That's why they are
so aggressively dismissive about actual efficiency ratings. Try pointing out what
happens if you don't drive far enough to use full capacity. They simply don't care about
electricity consumption. They'll spread lies to conceal shortcomings. Ugh.
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8-15-2018

Ford Territory. There's a booming market for SUVs. This is why Ford & GM all but
entirely abandoned the car market. So, to no ones surprise, the first of the plug-in hybrid
from Ford will be a SUV. Like with Toyota, they don't see benefit from messing with the
delicate balance here. Work out the dealer's of customer preference, while also refining
production & supply details, to address high-volume sales well. Next year, Toyota is
doing that with an EV model of C-HR and a PHV model of Corolla. Seeing Ford do the
same thing is a nice sign of accepting change. That effort to retain the status quo from
GM is maddening. Antagonists get angry when I point of the lack of addressing their
own customers. We have to wait several more years before anything for GM customers
is rolled out. Heck, the latest promotion for Volt is $500 of "Conquest Cash" at the time
of purchase. That's a blatant sign of not targeting the right audience. Ugh. Details of
this new Ford SUV, called "Territory", weren't provided. All we have been told is that it
will be a plug-in hybrid. The 2 photos (1 interior, 1 exterior) released didn't give any
sense of scale. But since intended use is for city driving, being small has obvious
advantages.

8-16-2018

Toyota's Future. No matter how many times it is stated that their hybrids are vehicles to
help transition to more electrification, all some people hear is the current advertising of
"no plug needed". Regardless of the plans stated to offer more plug-in choices in the
future, some absolutely insist that isn't what Toyota intends to produce & sell. It's
maddening how they simply ignore some information. That cherry-picking is a dead
giveaway you are dealing with someone who simply doesn't care. These are the same
individuals who think nothing of spreading lies. I read an article this morning about the
rollout of Corolla hybrid in Australia. They advertisements directly address the
misconception of hybrids needing a plug. Antagonists are already spinning that to mean
Toyota who ever be offering something with a plug, despite the press clearly including
quotes from an executive (head of sales & marketing) there stating the
contrary. Ugh. By the way, their expectation is for 20% of Corolla sales there to be the
hybrid model. Premium for the hybrid model of each of the package grades available is
$1,500.
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8-17-2018

Suppliers. Attention was focused on them today by Toyota, from statements about how
production will be changing in the next decade as electrification takes hold. Rarely do
enthusiasts take the role of suppliers into consideration. Most have engineering blinders
on, resulting in a complete overlook of business impact from change. Those delivering
high-volume production can't afford to be so blissfully unaware. That type of blatant
disregard for the fragile system of production parts is financial suicide. The industry
leaders cannot afford to make such impactful mistakes. This is why GM hasn't delivered
much for either Volt or Bolt. They know change would be detrimental to
profit. Keeping the status quo, but still appearing to be fully participating, is an
unfortunate reality... one that early adopters fail to recognize. This is why "leadership" is
so poorly misrepresented. They don't understand what it takes to actually change
mainstream consumers. Looking at suppliers is a way of learning what's really
involved. Unfortunately, telling that to enthusiasts is basically pointless. So, I kept my
contribution to the discussion simple: Prime time will be the early 20's, a generation
beyond the first profitable worldwide offering. That's exactly as anticipated. In fact, this
quote confirms it: "Toyota announced plans to add more than 10 all-battery models to its
lineup starting in the early 2020s." In the meantime, we still have to deal with earlyadopters not understanding how products how products are sold to mainstream
consumers.

8-17-2018

Market Disruption. Quotes like this are reason to give pause: "The real disruption from
the EV adoption will be at the dealer level." You should ask yourself was what the
intended message was from such a statement. Is that recognition of the true customer? If
a dealer isn't interested in selling the EV, it doesn't do much good for the automaker to
produce them. That reality is usually overlooked. The assumption is consumer
education will solve the problem of limited inventory. That isn't how disruption works,
though it is a contributing component. Demand can be driven by stirring interest. But
when it comes to supply, the dealer must find a compelling reason to stock. If that
resulting inventory is difficult to sell or results in a small profit margin, why
bother? This is the issue GM has faced. Executives listened to enthusiasts, neglecting
dealers in the process. That didn't result in real disruption. In fact, Volt was basically a
failure... since sales never broken into the mainstream. There was always a dependency
on tax-credits and GM's own loyal customers never showed interest. Selling in lowvolume to only enthusiasts is a doomed path. That is not a sustainable business model,
the process dealers must operate. So, we have a conflict of understanding... hence all the
online conflict over the years. Today, it has pretty much come to down to just stating
this: Dealers are the true customers of Toyota, hence... know your audience. Early
Adopters have an extremely difficult time accepting that, consequently misunderstanding
how mainstream acceptance actually takes place. That's why talk of supplier issues
rarely gets addressed, yet is fundamentally important to profitable business.
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8-18-2018

Charger Issue. That was screwy. We drove out to the lake to kayak, which is at a park
with charging-stations. Problem was, I couldn't unlock the cord. The charger would
begin the session, but hardware wouldn't release. I tried countless times, working that
handle everyway I could. Neither the wave of my card or my phone made any
difference, on either side of the station. Both refused to let go, but started & ended
sessions just fine. I finally gave up my efforts and called the toll-free help number. After
a surprisingly quick welcome, I was already debugging the issue with support. His guess
was something related to network communication was causing a problem. That didn't
make sense. So, he tried sending a release signal. It worked. The cord was mine to use
within seconds. Cool. Even better was seeing another Prime parked nearby after
returning from our time on the lake.

8-19-2018

Antagonist Attack. My post from over a week ago was attacked. It came from an
antagonist, one deadset on doing everything he could to belittle Prime in the past. Now,
like the others, he's seeking out new venues to do the same... since that daily blog is now
dead. This is what I woke up to today: "A paltry charge, after ten to 15 or even 20
minute walk+task after plugging in my Gen I and Gen II Volts was enough to convince
me that the slow trickle of juice was definitely not worth the frustration to myself or
passengers to face the inconvenience." Seeing that was a true surprise. I didn't think
anyone would be so desperate. It makes sense though. If Volt continues to suffer, why
not take others with? That is obviously a terrible belief, but his beloved is struggling to
retain attention and there is no successor. To make matters worse, that situation is what I
predicted. The second-half of a second-generation is not where you want to be without
any plan forward. Needless to say, I was happy to post this: Who are you trying to
greenwash? Anyone who has even just a basic background in L2 recharging knows that
a load of garbage. 7 min 56 sec delivered 0.389 kWh of electricity the other day when I
stopped at the grocery store, paying close attention to the process... knowing any
response to my previous post would be an obvious effort to undermine. That short, very
convenient recharge resulted in 2.9 miles of estimated range... more than enough to get
home from there entirely with EV drive. You flash your card or phone, then plug
in. That's it. Spinning the process to be frustrating & inconvenient is big disservice to
anyone who owns a plug-in vehicle.

8-19-2018

Kayaking. The racks for carrying stuff on the roof of the Prime work great. We carried
2 kayaks on top to enjoy Lake of the Isles in Minneapolis last week. Despite that
massive added drag & weight along with having the A/C cranked, that 51.8 mile roundtrip delivered 72.5 MPG overall. That's incredible performance for a Summer
activity. Normally, I tell people not to even consider the efficiency impact of such an
event... because they are too rare. How often do you actually get to experience recreation
on that scale? My wife and I had a blast. It would have been totally worth it regardless
of MPG results. The location is literally ideal, a treasure for paddling around. It's so
incredibly scenic there. Right on the edge of the city, you wouldn't expect so much
nature. We paddled through the maze of islands, along the waterways to both adjoining
lakes, and just floated around for awhile. We got to watch a few kids jump off the bridge
too. It was a good time made convenient & efficient with the Prime.
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8-20-2018

Rapid Dismissal. You typically only have 10 seconds to captivate an audience. Within
just 1 or 2 sentences, people listening would have already made up their mind. It's the
nature of how we operate. Whether assumed or learned, the information people collect
leads their daily activity. Wanting to find out more or question past experience generally
doesn't happen. That's a rare event, not something you'd hope would occur
routinely. That means you need to assess the audience quickly & correctly to make
whatever you share really count. If it isn't compelling, they will just reply with a rapid
dismissal. Losing attention is all too real of a problem. That's why knowing whether or
not to convey "200 MPG" or "25 miles" or "2 hours" is vital. Those are all brief
responses to encourage an ask of another question. Whatever the person did to stir the
topic, usually a question, make sure your effort to promote provides something directly
related. In the event of an emotional appeal instead, return whatever their observation
was with a confirmation... otherwise, opportunity is missed. This is why I pushed so hard
against enthusiast appeal. That provides nothing of interest to mainstream consumers,
who just dismiss what you point out so rapidly, you lose them before even finishing the
comment.

8-21-2018

Efficiency. Speaking of rapid dismissal, you'd be amazed how often I encounter it with
respect to plugging in. The person will just make a comment about electricity source
being dirty, then end the topic. It's a read-between-the-lines moment. You hear a
dismiss of the plug. But what they actually just did was justify continued support for
traditional vehicles. Had there been something mentioned with regard to non-plug
hybrids instead, that would be different. That wasn't the situation though. Getting any
type of endorsement moving forward is what you need to listen for. Absence of that is
the real problem. Pick something green. They say no. It's what makes them feel
better. After so many generations of hybrid being on the market, there is no excuse
anymore for not looking forward. Just outright statements of being unacceptable for not
being an ideal is no excuse. So what if the electric isn't from an environmentally pure
source. That's no reason to refuse to acknowledge its use results in far less waste than
traditional vehicles. Efficiency isn't an all-of-none choice.

8-22-2018

Appearance. We are witnessing the end of sedan appeal. Push of highly profitable SUV
offerings has been so successful, people are losing perspective. Few question the move
away from efficient choices in favor of a large vehicle. It's that simple... so much so,
anything that doesn't share the bulky profile is labeled as ugly. Have you noticed that
change? Hearing it only about Prius makes the subtle shift very easy to overlook. Go
ahead. Ask someone which looks better, the new RAV4 or the new Camry. This is why
the remaining cars are taking on such a "sport" type look. The imagine of a family
vehicle has transformed to tall guzzlers. It's an unfortunate trend that had no other
path. Human nature is to obsess for more. That's why we hear the "ugly" label getting
used so often. People don't want to say what they really think. They want a SUV. That's
why the original push was they were safer. It was obvious they were not, but people
turned a blind eye to the appearance difference (pun intended) to justify their
choice. This is why the more powerful system we see in the larger Toyota midsize
hybrids offer so much potential. Think about how easy it would be for RAV4 to take on
a larger battery-pack and plug. The only necessary alteration for propulsion is that oneway clutch the Prime model of Prius introduced.
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8-23-2018

Greenwash Articles. Many have titles that present bait: for example: "Would YOU Ever
Sacrifice LOOKS For MPGs?" When you read them, there's nothing to actually support
what was claimed. Most articles will simply discuss something else instead. In some
circumstance, you'll get something that does address topic. However, it will just gloss
over it, for example: "Without leveraging the battery of the Prius Prime, I chalked up 59
MPG on my way home from my Manhattan office. In addition, after spending quite a bit
of time with the vehicle, I netted 55 mpg without even trying." The purpose of that was to
lead you astray. That wasn't even an attempt to downplay. Benefit of plugging in was
just outright dismissed. That was literally the only reference in the article about
efficiency, despite the fact that MPG was mentioned in the title. Ironically, there was
only one tiny photo and nothing at all mentioned about looks. That part of the greenwash
was obvious. By omitting anything to actually look at, the hope is you'll make incorrect
assumptions. How many people have actually seen a Prius Prime? Not realizing it
doesn't look like the regular model is the mistake the writer hoped readers would
make. It's sad to see automotive publications work so hard to mislead like that. But then
again, leaving out vital detail is nothing new to hybrids.

8-24-2018

Teaching Moments. That plug-in owners group I am part of is missing some. Right
now, they are part of the "Eco Experience" at our state fair. A person there are spoke
with had fallen into the same trap I have seen countless others fall victim to. They
become well-informed about current offerings without any real understanding of what's
to come or what kind of impact that will have. It was basically a relay of information
without any thought. It was throughout, but in no way forward-looking. It lacked
substance about importance to how that will apply to ordinary people. You had to
become a plug-in enthusiast to be part of what was being conveyed. That perspective is
limited, a short-sighted portrayal of the future. Rather than teaching people about what's
to come, it was really an effort to encourage change. Understand that fundamental
difference? We want people to see the paradigm-shift as the next natural step
forward. To do that, you must downplay. That's not exciting. That's just blah. But it's
how business-sustaining profit is made. High-Volume sales absolutely require
"ordinary" appeal. In general, people will do everything possible to avoid change. You
must present change as an effortless gain. Some of the most successful changes have
basically been invisible... to the point where some will argue that it was anything but
inevitable. Stirring effective enthusiasm is difficult. Most people get excited about
speed & power, but being willing to pay a premium for it is an entirely different
matter. Think about the progress of computers. It wasn't overnight. It took countless
years... actually several decades... of exposure to become thought of as common. Now,
we carry them in our pocket with very frequent use. Teaching about technology
acceptance is about seeking moments to do it... often & discretely.
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8-25-2018

Turning Point. Our current administration here is a replica of what I dealt with in the
past. They would just spin and spin and spin. Their goal was to simply keep conclusions
from being drawn. Way back when, it started with the "up to the chore" discussion
thread. No one ever imagined it dragging on for 1.5 years. That's because prior to it, no
one expected outright lies and direct contractions easy to disprove. You figured when the
person was caught intentionally being deception they would stop. We have since learned
that doesn't happen. Volt enthusiasts would do everything possible to prevent any type of
closure. Every technic imaginable was employed. Trouble is, that only gives the
impression of victory. Reality is quite different. Consequences of pretending all is well
resulted in progress not actually being made. In the case of our automotive business here
(in the United States), cost of poor decisions or efforts to retain the status quo means
being left behind by the rest of the industry. That's why the claim of "falling behind" and
"laggard" name calling happens so often. It's a physiological effect known as
"projection". We look upon that as an acknowledgement of the situation. GM
supporters are keenly aware of "falling behind" and "laggard" due to it always being on
their mind, but fail to recognize that is actually description of themselves. This
incorporates blame shifting. They know there is trouble but don't understand the source,
resulting in accusation of others for the situation they ended up in. Anywho, hope from
those witnessing this self-destruction keep expecting a turning point. With the plug-in
disaster, it can obviously be identified as those loss of subsidies. Will it? There's lots
others to blame and excuses to be made... much like the administration. Notice how no
particular event or revelation is ever significant enough to derail the destructive
trajectory? Each seems to have the potential, but it never plays out that way... because
the next distraction is introduced. Don't look everyone see what really going
on. Misdirection is interpreted as being off course... with the hope no one will notice the
course was never correct in the first place. Volt was flawed from the very
beginning. Targeting a niche audience never made any sense; yet, there was an effort
from the very beginning that Toyota's effort to appeal to mainstream consumers would
never be good business. Much like bad politics, there are consequences for being
wrong. That's what confirms we are truly at a turning point.
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8-25-2018

33 MPG. As the years progress, it's becoming easier for GM enthusiasts to recognize the
problem I've been pointing out for years. Their hate for Toyota clouded reason,
preventing them from noticing the pattern: "Chevrolet could work harder to close the
cost gap if they wanted to, and upsell many/most Cruze buyers to the Volt." Sadly, that
quote represents only a rudimentary understanding of the problem at hand. However, it
is progress. At least they are now comparing GM vehicles to Volt, rather than thinking
other plug-in vehicles are the competition. That's progress... despite being so painfully
slow. Oh well. It's not like I didn't try to stir awareness sooner. This is what I had to say
about that situation today: Volt hasn't ever been able to compete with Cruze, even with
the $7,500 tax-credit. Belittling CVT efficiency from a non-hybrid won't change that. It's
a cold, hard realty for enthusiasts to accept. 53 miles of EV capacity makes it basically
impossible to compete... which is why GM has focused on conquest sales instead. GM's
own loyal customer simply are not interested. Toyota is well aware of how much of a
challenge it is to appeal to mainstream consumers, which is why they would never
succumb to the same "more" trap GM did. That's why Prime is priced $6,000 less than
Volt and comes better loaded as that base level. Competition with Corolla for their
showroom shoppers is very difficult. Think about the Corolla plug-in hybrid Toyota will
be introducing to shoppers in China next year. How will that be configured to compete
directly with the CVT model? How should GM have configured Volt to better compete
with Cruze? Trying to place blame or responsibility on those involved with sales to work
harder to upsell reveals a grave misunderstanding of the market.

8-26-2018

Old Posts. Every now and then, someone will post a comment or question in a very old
discussion thread. In the example today, it was on a video I shared for the Classic model
Prius. That many generations ago doesn't stir much interest anymore; however, there are
some intrigued about the differences. Finding out about how a technology evolved can
be very informative. That type of well informed background is what gives you insight to
make accurate predictions. Figuring out what is to come depends upon a strong
understanding of technical limitations and consumer reaction. You must keep the
discussion from getting too in depth though. It's a matter of drawing them into
conversation by sharing something they may find of interest that they wouldn't have
otherwise come across. This is the information I chose to share with respect to being
asked why the engine ran so much more frequently than it does in the current generation
of Prius: Stealth drive (as it was known back then, that's a maximum draw of 10 kW
from the battery-pack for EV speeds up to 42 mph) didn't last long. So, you'd often see
the engine running to recharge. Also, don't forget that engine-off isn't the most efficient
use of the hybrid design. Blending is better overall when there isn't a plug.
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8-27-2018

Solution. GM raised the price of Volt for next year by $300. That opened up new
discussion with a new audience. I dove into that head first with: Delivering an
affordable choice for the masses has always been the intended outcome. Rollout would
balance design cost to be directly competitive with traditional offerings. Automakers
could set their own pace based on tax-credit sales count, followed by phaseout
calendar. GM didn't care about that and instead flaunted enthusiast appeal. It's a realworld example of the tortoise and the hare. They now find that focus was not on what
was important to appeal to ordinary consumers... in other words, actually winning the
race rather than getting cheered on by spectators. $34,395 base MSRP for a vehicle that
is small, inefficient in both EV and HV modes, and doesn't include features shoppers
now expect to be standard (like dynamic/adaptive cruise-control) makes it a very hard
sell. What dealer would want to stock that inventory? What salesperson would want to
take the time to show it? How many people have a 40-amp dedicated circuit at home to
deliver 7.2 kW charging anyway? That begs the question: How is Volt a solution for
mainstream buyers?

8-27-2018

False News. That's what the revelation of "fake" news has brought to light. It's what I
have been dealing with for years that others never believed could have any meaningful
influence. Memories of being laughed at from pointing out how seriously people took
the greenwash are still quite vivid. They didn't believe me... until now. My pointing out
of how influential the misleading blogs could be were just outright dismissed. I'd draw
attention to how GM would release an ambiguous statement, knowing the Volt
enthusiasts would spread meritless hope. The reality that claims being made had nothing
of any substance to support them didn't matter. It's what emboldened them to interject
outright lies. There was no consequence of intention misleading. They could undermine
all they wanted and get others to pass along their false news. That went on for so
long. Ugh. It's hard to imagine anyone being so gullible; yet, witnessing that became a
daily routine. Some would go out of their way to make sure it was difficult to figure out
what was true anymore. I sure am glad that terrible history was so meticulously
documented. Learning from the past is how you prevent bad outcomes from repeating.

8-27-2018

Unaware. Not having full information is quite common. In fact, that's usually the
situation. Most people aren't well informed; however, you'd expect the daily posters in
big forums to be aware. Some are not though. I end up putting them on ignore after
awhile, once they reveal no desire to learn. Sadly, some simply find the online
experience entertainment rather than a source for sharing knowledge. Fortunately, not all
posts from such a source are counter-productive. Sometimes, they do queue up an
opportunity for you to provide exposition... or even outright education. Today, those
provided such a predicament: "And if Toyota ever adds higher charge capability to their
Prime ... or if/when Toyota returns to building EV's ... this bad boy can deliver an
incredible 22kW's !!" I was happy to jump on that: Toyota already has delivered
that. 80% recharge in 20 minutes. Remember, the CHAdeMO plug for Prime in
Japan? 7 kWh in 20 minutes works out to 21 kWh for 60 minutes of charging... a rate of
21 kW. In other words, very close to incredible.
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8-27-2018

Predictions. Today, it was: "...predicts that Electric Vehicles will account for over 50%
of light duty personal transportation in as little as 20 years." I found that start of a new
discussion thread worthy of jumping all in on. So, I did: 20 years from now is 3 full
generations, starting with the successor to Prius Prime. Keep in mind that simply
stocking inventory is far from the end game. To achieve 50% penetration, some major
infrastructure updates will be required. Many will face the challenge of just getting a
single high-speed charger setup at home. How many cars are in your garage? One 40amp line will deliver 200 miles of range from 8 hours of charging. That's 32 amps
sustained (20% safety buffer), which is a rate of 7.7 kW. Draw will slow as "full"
capacity is reached. There are some charging losses from the AC to DC conversion too.
Figure an efficiency of 4 miles/kWh for the anticipated EV travel. So, even if
affordability is reached and there's a diverse choice of electric vehicles offered, the
challenge of acceptance is far from over.

8-28-2018

Setting Precedent. With an entirely new venue for green discussions (new forum with
new participants), I was intrigued what a topic about GM would stir. It was about the
new Cruze offering a CVT model. That's the traditional equivalent to Volt, as was
Corolla to Prius from the perspective of typical comparisons. Sure enough, Volt came up
with a vastly superior claim. I jumped in with "inefficient in both EV and HV modes"
which clearly wasn't liked. I was happy to provide a reminder that his own peers were
the ones who pushed the basis of measure. So, I pushed back, but not as much as I could
have. They love to refer to gen-1 specs. I could have easily done the same... by pointing
out HV efficiency of the Classic model Prius was more efficient than what GM delivers
now, all these years later. Instead, I stuck to the basics: EPA rating is a standard
measure for non-bias comparison. Finding an example of results that are higher doesn't
mean that's the norm for everyone. 31 kWh/100miles and 42 MPG is not efficient. Keep
in mind it was Volt owners who set this precedent, forcing everyone to acknowledge the
EPA rating as the only proper comparison measure.

8-29-2018

Rhetoric Spin. That saying of "There's a sucker born every minute." is not well
understood, despite the obvious recent example of the con we've witness in our own
federal government. People follow a path without question, not realizing their actions
would be different if they took the time to really think about what just happened. In this
case, I witnessed the reset of ethanol arguments. The same old FUD was being spread by
the same old online trolls. But with a new audience, it appears to be new debate. I
recognize the pattern. It's the same old claims but with newer dates and slightly different
numbers to make searches more difficult. This resulted in a turn on me: "You are the one
making the claim. Burden of proof is on you, kiddo." That's what happens when the
original poster appears to have a credible statement and you question their claim. Just
like our president, a wild claim is made to get in front of an obvious losing battle. Make
it appear that you are the defense, rather than the opposition. They create FUD... Fear,
Uncertainty, Doubt ...about a topic that had already been well established. It's like
pressing the reset button. If no one notices what they just did, the resulting debate will
preoccupy discussion. It's a surprisingly effective undermining technique. I wasn't going
to put up with it, even if that "sucker" wouldn't ever figure out he was being used to
enable an effort to mislead. I ended it with: That's how rhetoric works. They begin the
FUD, then expect you to debunk their deception. They click "reset" afterward too,
keeping it from ever ending by drawing in a new audience who never witnessed that past.
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8-30-2018

Debate Takeaways. That encounter with a Volt enthusiast brought about an interesting
new perspective. Debates often do, if you can stick with them and pay close
attention. The key is to remain concise and to not take their bite. All most care about is
winning, even if the declaration of victory has no merit. Having the appearance of being
cornered is what they look for. I hunt for substance, like buried treasure, some little
nugget of new information. In this case, it was a revisit of the Volt "lite"
model. Remember those discussions? Few do. So, this was pretty much a new
discussion without anything to start from. He just made the assumption "lite" meant a
smaller battery-pack. That was it, nothing else. In the past, other aspects of design
would be tapered back too. But those weren't ever really addressed, since the rhetoric
impeded progress. That didn't happen this time. I was able to actually address design. It
was rewarding to be able to sight such a simple and oversight on their part, something I'll
be able to use later in other discussions to quickly bring debates to an end. That's the
type of takeaway you always hope to gain. Here's is the one I got: Think about the
unnecessary cost & complexity of the T-shaped battery back. None of that would have
been needed with a smaller capacity.

8-31-2018

Knock Knock. One form of spin that is actually appropriate is to turn the spotlight back
on the antagonist. After all, their effort is often a means of taking attention away from
them. Putting it back on is constructive, especially if you can take advantage by using
some of their own rhetoric against them. Today, this was the provoke: "...but it shows
that Toyota is still dragging its feet and would not be entering the EV market unless it
had to." I was amused. That only works if you cherry-pick by refusing to address the
next stage, as I asked: How is that any different from GM entering the market, but not
doing anything with it? That passive-aggressive stance GM has taken is actually
worse. They rollout token offerings, do nothing, then end up claiming there was no
interest. Sound familiar? Rather than waiting to come out with a product that
competitive with traditional vehicles, they rushed. When has not taking time to do it
right been a bad choice? People are portraying Toyota's effort to make plugging in a
sustainable business that doesn't have tax-credit dependency a mistake. That makes no
sense whatsoever. Yet, we hear "fallen behind" all the time without any actual substance
to support it. If GM were really far ahead, they would have sales to prove it; instead, we
see Volt & Bolt having eaten all the low-hanging fruit... a market without any earlyadopters remaining. In other words, no one is knocking on GM's door.
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9-01-2018

Product Approach. A well known troll attempted to stir the pot by diverting attention to
management, away from product... either that, or he's completely clueless. Whatever the
case, someone who has been a very frequent poster for many, many years should know
better. Of course, dealing with a person who thrives on debate, you should expect efforts
to keep conclusions from being drawn, anything to continue discussion. A dead thread
isn't of any value for online participation. I didn't take the bait. Instead, it was met with
a detailed description to get back on track:
Toyota's approach from the beginning has been to deliver a product that's affordable for
the masses right from the start. That's why component size, power, and capacity was
always limited by production cost. It eliminates dependence on subsidy and provides a
clear upgrade path. It also provides opportunity for quick adaptation. That significantly
reduces financial & market risk.
This is why the approach with a plug-in Prius was always targeted by Volt enthusiasts,
their source of unending torment. GM's decision to take the risk instead by betting the
farm on something with a costly & inflexible design has proven a terrible choice. That
gamble of rapid market acceptance and rapid battery advancement didn't pay off.
As Prius supporters, we had to endure an onslaught of ridicule & downplay about this
approach difference... which is now becoming quite apparent. Toyota didn't rely on taxcredits. Toyota didn't succumb to niche appeal. Toyota stayed true to their mission of
emissions & efficiency for mainstream consumers. The result is a product capable of
competing directly with the true competition: traditional vehicles.
All along, it should have been a design from GM that would draw high-volume profitable
sales. That's what bottom-up is all about. Toyota targeted ordinary consumers,
delivering a well-balanced platform which could be easily diversified to a wide productline. We see that with the Corolla, C-HR, Camry, and RAV4 hybrids... each capable of
simple adaptation to provide a plug, as Prius has now proven. The "start from the top"
approach with both Two-Mode and Volt resulted in nothing but sales struggle. Whatever
you want to call that difference, it clearly didn't reach the masses.
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9-02-2018

Understanding Efficiency. There was an article published 2 days ago pointing out the
extreme inefficiency of an upcoming EV from a high-performance automaker. Of the
204 comments posted, only 1 understood what was being addressed. Everyone else had
the same old rhetoric to spread about electricity being better, regardless of how it was
used. Interestingly, they don't actually know. This quote from the article itself is what I
found especially disturbing: "We don't know why, exactly, efficiency is rated as kWh per
100 miles instead of the obviously-more-sensible miles per kWh, but that is what the
government has proclaimed to be the proper metric, so pipe down." That's not good for a
website thought to be a green authority not understanding how efficiency is
depicted. They are obviously expecting a unit in terms of the way MPG is
represented. Not having any idea how flawed the MPG system is should raise
concern. It's not used by most of the rest of the world because it is so misleading. Think
about a small truck getting 30 MPG and a large car getting 35 MPG. The difference is 5
MPG, right? What does that really mean? People don't know. Traveling 100 miles, the
30 MPG vehicle will consume 3.33 gallons. The 35 MPG vehicle will consumed 2.86
gallons. That implies the 5 MPG difference equates to 0.47 gallons. It doesn't
though. Traveling that same 100 miles with a 40 MPG vehicle will consume 2.5
gallons. The 5 MPG difference equates to 0.36, not 0.47 gallons. The next 5 MPG
increment reveals a 0.30 difference. In other words, the measure is not linear. People
assume it is. That's a very real problem. This is why the government is not using that
measure for electricity. It would allow misrepresentation the same way. Too bad the
publisher thinks the "miles per" representation is more sensible. You want to know
exactly how much fuel is used, that's the "gallons per" measure... or in our case,
"kilowatts per". Note that the rest of the world uses a distance of 100 kilometers. Our
government uses 100 miles. The point is, you want a lower value. The fewer the
kilowatts (kWh) of electricity consumed, the better. That's the opposite of MPG, which a
higher value is better. See why there's confusion? Take the time to really undertstand
what it all means. Once you do, it opens up a world of comprehending even the
supposed experts don't see.
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9-03-2018

Understanding Change, part 1. Most people don't recognize what's happening. They
simply don't pay close enough attention or have the background experience to see the
pattern. Not knowing means they are less likely to understand where this change will
take us. So, I must interject observations to help the process along:
Simple... our market here is in a state of chaos... which is why Toyota found worldwide
rollout all at the same time a better approach.
A little over 51,000 were delivered in 2017. That's amazing for a first-year
rollout. Think about how complex the production process is for the intricately shaped
carbon-fiber hatch and that distortion-free dual-wave glass, both new tech introduced by
Prius Prime. There is also the vapor-injected heat-pump. Getting enough of that spread
to each market to begin the education process for business & consumer has been a major
undertaking.
As for the chaos, much of that has to deal with the push of Tesla (a non-legacy
automaker) combined with the fallout GM has been facing, each heavily dependency
upon greatly reduced production-cost. Why get involved in that mess when neither is
targeting mainstream consumers in the short-term anyway? Toyota is refining in the
process, using early-adopters to provide real-world feedback in the meantime.
Consider the obsession with SUV offerings. It seemed absurd 2.5 years ago when Toyota
revealed a change of focus for Prius. The Prime model was aimed at families who have
now grown up, hence seating to become more a sport/luxury design. Since RAV4 now
targets the "family hauler" buyer, why not? We see the entire industry shifting away
from sedan market for that very reason. In now makes a lot of sense that Toyota
embraced the shift; after all, it will be easier to adapt a SUV to carry a larger battery-pack
than a sedan.
Watch what happens with the market as tax-credit phaseout is triggered. Also, keep in
mind the potential mid-cycle upgrades Toyota has had to consider for Prius Prime, as
well as Prius itself. Change is coming.
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9-03-2018

Understanding Change, part 2. The inquiry which started this was more complicated
than a single post could address. The second part has to deal with infrastructure... which
is beyond a mess... as I attempted to explain:
Most people have little to no understanding of how recharging actually works. Sadly,
that includes many enthusiasts. So when it comes to plug-in hybrid operation, there's a
huge void filed with misconception, confusion, and discouragement. We have much to
address still before the inhibition of dealers to stock inventory subsides.
It starts with education of what is needed for recharging at home. Do you know? If you
are lucky, there will be a standard household 120-volt outlet available in your garage for
recharging. That works well for charges overnight for one vehicle, but what if you have
two? Most people have no idea what it takes to run another line for more
electricity. That unknown creates trepidation, enough to deter the pursuit of even just a
first plug-in vehicle. Why bother with the extra expense?
Public recharging is in the earliest stages still. We see a lot of standard uncertainty
combined with a user-base poorly informed about what kW and kWh represent. Not
understanding efficiency measure values and charging speeds, as well as the related
costs, make adoption a nightmare. How do you attract business & consumer interest
when there is such a basic shortcoming of knowledge along with the lack of actual
chargers to use? There's the unknown of charger-etiquette too.

9-04-2018

Careful. A few days ago when sales results were revealed, we got the typical "vastly
superior" response from a Volt enthusiast. Ugh. It was that same old nonsense I had
dealt with for years. My reaction to that was posting some advice: Careful with the LOL
posting. GM was able to deliver at a loss with tax-credit dependency. Doing the same
without subsidy help for a profit is far more difficult.

9-05-2018

Mainstream. Measure of progress shouldn't change. If it does, that's called "moving the
goal posts". Targets (and milestones along the way) are set for very specific
reasons. That's how you determine how well things are going. If there's a shift of some
sort, it should relate to refinements of the product itself, not sales. You still must have
purchases to have a viable product. Falling under a predetermined threshold means you'll
loss money. Contracts with vendors and expectations from resellers is a delicate balance
of supply & demand. This is why minimums are identified. Back when Prius was still
new, that level was clear. All efforts to exceed that success equated to selling more than
that minimum. It was that simple. To "out Prius, Prius", you must achieve more
purchases. That doesn't mean delivering an excessive inventory, then having to slash
prices to clear out what doesn't sell at a profitable level. It means true sustainable
sales. I was annoyed by someone attempting to redefine "mainsteam" and rewrite history
as a result: For the last 15 years, the term "mainstream" has represented a green vehicle
available nationwide that was able to support itself financially. With respect to sales, that
worked out to minimum annual sales of 60,000. This is why sales of Volt falling well
short of 5,000 monthly was always a concern. Not achieving that prior to tax-credit
phaseout meant business sustainability of the tech would be in jeopardy... which is
exactly what we are witnessing now. In other words, dealers will have no desire to stock
a low-profit vehicle.
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9-06-2018

Plug-In Basics. I started writing up a new document to inform people of how a plug-in
vehicle works. It covers the basics, providing an introduction. We have a new audience
emerging. These are those who have nothing in common with early-adopters. These are
the wondering minds who have heard about plugging in but really don't know where to
start. I'm hoping to provide that type of guide with this. It's a high-level summary
sharing concepts you need to know for understanding how to start your purchase
research. Since the goal is simplicity, it will take quite a bit of effort to find the right
content. There will be some photos & illustrations, but nothing complicated. Think of it
as a summary for confirming interest. We need to show that there really isn't anything to
be intimidated about. It really is next step many can take without concern. In reality,
you're just plugging in your car just like you do with your phone. The power needs truly
are simple to fulfill. You just have to understand the basics.

9-07-2018

Prius Recall. Looks like 192,000 Prius from 2016 to 2018 model-years in the United
States will be recalled due to a potential wear issue with a wire-harness. Over time, there
could be the possibility of that causing a short circuit resulting in a vehicle
fire. Worldwide total is roughly one million hybrids. Either a protective sleeve or tape
will be installed, depending upon the condition of the wire. This is a voluntary recall, the
type that is looked upon as a proactive measure... but you know the potential it leaves for
antagonists to spin it as a major problem. Ugh. Oh well, it's not like there won't be some
other recall from some other automaker at some point. Remember, you reap what you
sow.
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9-08-2018

The Last Word. This came from the very last voice on the dead daily blog: "At first
blush, this seems like good news. After 3 days though, I wonder if it doesn’t signal GM’s
abandonment of the Volt (EREV) paradigm. Gas for long range vs ultra-charging..." He
has been continually posting new messages hoping to stir discussion. It hasn't worked for
weeks. No one cares anymore. I figured, why not indulge his one last time, giving him
an opportunity for the last word based on his own quote:
Bolt is what raised the question of intent. It was an undeniable shift away from the
"range anxiety" solution. Rather than evolve their plug-in hybrid system, the choice was
made to endorse much larger battery-pack offerings instead... a blatant contradiction to
GM's previous stance.
Gen-2 Volt made that shift obvious, confirming abandonment. Rather than focus on
making their own heavily promoted "40 mile" range approach affordable for the masses,
GM disregarded that goal, choosing to deliver a next-gen with increased range & power...
traits neither of which ordinary consumers had been asking for improvement of.
Reduced cost, specifically a MSRP at the long-promised $30,000 target, was supposed to
be the highest priority. Gen-2 fell well short of that though, instead remaining heavily
dependent upon tax-credits to subsidize purchases. Elimination of the complex T-shape
for the battery and unnecessary liquid-cooling would have gone a long way toward
achieving that pricing goal. Those were clear opportunities wasted.
Focus of GM is now on delivering "ultra-fast charging system that could add 180 miles
of driving range in just 10 minutes" which is feature of no value to a system with small
battery-pack capacity... another feature potential "EREV" consumers were never asking
for.
Stepping back away from the technology itself, there's the reality that GM dealers and
GM customers simply aren't interested in compact hatchback offerings. They want SUV
and CUV choices. Not seeing anything with a plug, or even just a regular hybrid, in that
type of vehicle makes you wonder how long it will take for something competitive with
traditional choices will finally be offered.
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9-08-2018

Purpose & Intent. I continued on that soapbox, providing a part-2 for optimum
understanding... with special attention to timing:
Volt's antithesis has always been Prius. The reason why is simple. GM's focus was
enthusiasts. Toyota's focus was mainstream consumers. That resulted in vehicles with
profoundly different traits; yet, Volt was promoted as a competitor. That contrast never
made any sense. Know your audience.
Leaving that all aside and focusing on the technology itself, there's a very real problem of
timing. GM will trigger tax-credit phaseout within the next 6 months. That puts the
2019 model-year in a very difficult sales position... especially if Toyota really does
rollout a mid-cycle upgrade along with their ramped up production &
distribution. Would GM respond with commitment to applying the technology to a SUV
or CUV platform?
Prius Prime has proven the Toyota hybrid system can easily support a plug. The existing
design simply needs the addition of a one-way clutch. That's their answer to delivering
an affordable solution. Both RAV4 and C-HR hybrids are strong candidates for the
upgrade. We already know that Corolla will next year for the market in China.
GM announced intent to debut at least 20 new EV in the next 5 years, back in October
2017. Within the next 18 months (which would be March 2019) the expectation was set
for 2 new all-electric offerings. That most likely means we will get reveals at key
autoshows... especially with the inevitable tax-credit phaseout rapidly approaching. LA
is a strong possibility, in late November. Detroit is another, in early January.
The past is loaded with examples of GM obscuring misfortune with reveals. Volt is the
most blatant, an obvious attention diversion from the terribly disappointing rollout of
Two-Mode.
Whether you like hearing those facts or not doesn't change them. Choose to embrace
GM's advancement by endorsing their investment in high-speed charging. We ultimately
need each automaker to choose some electrification path. So what if GM's is different
from Toyota? The point is to focus on replacing traditional vehicles, not winning some
silly "vastly superior" contest.
Remember who the customers are.
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9-09-2018

Understanding Design. I like reading comments like this: "I really don’t understand
Toyota's design." It was in a discussion thread that brought up the choice of making
Prime a 4-seater. Some people have an extremely difficult time accepting change. They
don't recognize how little value a tight middle seat actually delivers. They simply see it
as a loss. Coming to accept the fact that want can be costly is quite a challenge in a
society when most things are perceived as need. Nonetheless, a balance must be
delivered for high-volume sales to be both profitable & sustainable. That means looking
at the entire package, not focusing entirely on just a single attribute. Far too often,
people obsess with a trait that doesn't deliver a large return. Volt is a great example,
since the capacity of the battery-pack so clearly demonstrates the problem of diminishing
returns. Cost of miles delivers less and less as more and more are added. Think about
it. If you don't drive the distance of the entire capacity, that extra is excess. It's a waste
to buy more than what will actually be used routinely. Of course, people don't see
that. So, responses must start out simple, sticking to the basics... outward appearance. I
pointed out: The market is changing. Toyota recognizes the shift away from "car"
appeal. Anything that doesn't resemble a SUV or CUV must take on a more aggressive
styling to survive. It's not rocket science. It's the business of high-volume sales.

9-10-2018

Plug Where? It's nice seeing this come up from time to time now: "Most people have no
place to plug-in an electric vehicle." That was an issue often brushed off, dismissed as
an effort to undermine. Ugh. It's bad enough not even having a plug. But when you
look at the power coming from each plug that is actually available, there are issues
too. Most of the articles you read promote charge-rate maximum as something you'll just
naturally get at home from an ordinary 240-volt connection. That's far from the reality
for most. I didn't get into that detail though. I kept it basic: That is exactly why fuel-cell
vehicles will co-exist with electric-only vehicles. Hydrogen is a means of storing
renewable electricity. Whether or not that is the best carrier of energy doesn't matter...
especially with the hypocritical stance some EV supporters have taken, choosing to turn a
blind-eye toward guzzling electricity. When the sun is shining and the is wind blowing,
we'll have banks of batteries and tanks of hydrogen holding the electricity with what
would otherwise be missed opportunity. Our grid can only hold so much at a time. Also,
production can be shifted to more practical locations. It's really unfortunate that so many
early EV adopters don't think about those who won't have a plug readily available or
where the electricity to recharge comes from.
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9-10-2018

Why? I'm watching the rhetoric fade into background noise. There's no reason to ask
"why?" anymore. People don't know. For that matter, asking the question of "why not?"
is rather pointless too. Minds have already been made up, based on misconceptions &
misinformation. Substance is not needed to make claims, nor does anyone bother to
provide it. Disregard for the bigger picture has become the norm, because it is no longer
recognized. This is why it serves no purpose to try explaining. For that matter, the
complete lack of understanding is why the tax-credits should be allowed to expire. No
one knows what they were for anyway. You'd be surprised by the variety of responses
queries about goals will bring. It reveals a lack of information. Many have no clue how
the technology works... or what the infrastructure needs... or the many costs
involved. Even related facts are brushed aside as irrelevant. It's all a big mystery
surrounded by unknowns people don't bother to research. Most aren't interested. When
something is revealed, they quickly make assumptions to connect the dots. It has become
a game seemingly without consequence. While all of this sounds like a "gloom & doom"
status, it is actually encouraging. It marks a turning point when rhetoric no longer has
much influence. To that, I say: Phew!

9-11-2018

What About? The end has come. Talk of mid-cycle updates for Prius has killed off all
but the most ill-intent posts. How this happened is simple. The speculation overwhelms
the antagonists. Those wanting to undermine simply don't have a voice anymore. A few
are rather desperate though, hoping to derail the topic by causing a distraction. Catch is,
they have run out of subject matter for that. All that's left is rhetoric related to
hydrogen... and now one is biting their bait anymore. The subject simply doesn't stir
emotion when its so easy to focus on the opportunities that await. So, I help to point
some of them out to get back on topic. In this case, it was a discussion about 2019 model
years of Prius and Prius Prime, the potential they bring: Using the "What About?"
technique to attempt to divert attention is telling. China gets a Corolla PHV and an EV
model of C-HR. For that matter, Australia gets the Corolla PHV too. These are clear
attempts by Toyota to shift the paradigm, offering popular vehicles with a plug. That
experience there will provide value information about how to shift the SUV obsessed
market here... something even GM hasn't attempted yet. RAV4 hybrid with a plug.

9-11-2018

Charger Installation. It's nice to see questions about them come up on a regular basis
now. Here's my latest contribution to those discussions: How many vehicles do you
think will need recharging at the same time? Remember, your service-panel only has so
much capacity. 8 hours from a 40-amp circuit will deliver 200 miles of range. Knowing
that rule-of-thumb, we installed two 40-amp lines in our garage. Choosing to use 3/4"
conduit meant higher gauge wire could be pulled later. For now, our JuiceBox Pros are
set (via the software interface) to only allow the 80% draw (32 amps). That 7.7 kW max
rate should be fine. After all, many public chargers top out at 6.6 kW. Odds are, a future
vehicle wouldn't stop at the charger's max of 10 kW anyway, so having allowed for 40amp draw (50-amp circuit) wouldn't be much of an improvement. The spec for that port's
protocol can actually handle 19.2 kW. Delivering that requires a 100-amp line though,
which would be very expensive and brings you back to overall capacity available. So,
don't worry about the numbers or future proofing. 50-amp line could be nice. 40-amp is
fine.
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9-12-2018

GM Recalls. Well, this is interesting. Last week's Toyota recall has already been
overtaken by one from GM. This one isn't as simple either. It's a power-assisted steering
problem. The issue involves 1.2 million Pickups & SUVs. Unfortunately, it's an
extension of the previous recall that included another 700,000 Pickups. The steering can
briefly shut down, leaving wheel turning entirely under the driver's own control. Not
being aware of the sudden need for muscle does pose a risk of accident. 30 reports of
crashes are on record. Hopefully, that will be addressed quickly. But that doesn't sound
like a fast or cheap fix. It's really unfortunate when stuff like this happens. It eats into
profit-margins for the automaker, causes full schedules at dealers, and impact resell
values for owners.

9-13-2018

When? Some people never learn. They keep getting pulled into the same discussion
without recognizing the pattern. Remember back in 2009, when GM promised "14
hybrids by 2012" with a grand announcement everybody got so excited about? Most
people don't. That's why the "At least 20 new EVs by 2023" has become such a source of
excitement. A new audience is getting drawn into a new round of substantless
hype. That's how the Volt enthusiasts came about. Anything that pointed out an absence
of merit was attacked as an effort to undermine. They became a brainless group of
propaganda spreaders. GM took advantage of that too, routinely feeding them with
vague tidbits of info. When you'd request detail, pointing out the suspicious nature of
what had been stated, they'd attack you. Since there was never any accountability, this
terrible behavior went on for an entire decade... to the point where it became
normalized. What a nightmare. Looking back at that in a discussion about GM's future, I
provided this reminder:
Anyone who has closely watched GM over the years recognizes there's a lot of
hype. Press releases are ambiguous to serve as a means of stirring interest &
discussion. That has led their reputation of "over promise, under deliver" to transform to
a concern of "too little, too slowly".
We have witnessed the rollouts of BAS and Two-Mode go nowhere, despite so many
expectations having been set. The real-world results of the technology didn't meet the
business return needed. That knowledge & experience was carried over to e-Assist and
gen-1 Volt, which also fell well short of the hope outcome. Looking at Bolt and gen-2
Volt, we see nice technology struggling to compete with traditional vehicles, even with
generous tax-credit help.
So, what's different from this latest round of announcements? There's no substance, just
a looming phaseout of subsidies and a challenging market that's becoming increasingly
difficult to address. There is no spotlight for GM to take advantage of anymore. There is
no politic will to support green offerings. There is still little understanding of what
electrification actually means.
Remember how GM said there would be 2 reveals within the next 18 months about 11
months ago? What should we expect at this point? When will something aimed at their
own showroom customers shopping for a SUV have a choice with a plug?
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9-13-2018

Approach Choice. Each automaker has their choice of how to use their tax-credits. It's
a untimed limit of 200,000 vehicles, then switches to an unlimited quantity with a time
limit of 1.5 years of phased reduction. One of the Volt enthusiasts who gave up on Volt
and switched to Clarity made this comment: "I find it an odd choice that Toyota chooses
to use up all their tax-credits on the Prime." That was it. Nothing else, despite years of
discussion on the topic. Why? My guess he still doesn't understand the business. Some
people have it in their mind that only a single approach works, that no other choice is
actually available. Seeing how close-minded our current president is, that is now a very
easy perspective to accept. Some simply never learn. Ugh. To that, I kept my response
brief: Having a vehicle profitable as it hits the phaseout stage is ideal, since there are no
quantity limits at that point. Toyota is doing exactly what's needed to capitalize on the
opportunity.

9-14-2018

Motivation. Sales of Tesla are often used as a basis of measure to gauge legacy
automaker progress. That never made any sense. Such an expensive product that was
supported in large part by investors seeking new opportunity is dramatically different
from trying to change an extremely well established traditional production & distribution
process. They have so little in common, it's futle to compare. Yet, we see those without
a good understanding of business do it on a regular basis. They don't understand
change. It's a problem GM has done a horribly bad job at addressing. One terrible
choice after another... often repeating the same mistake. Ugh. With respect to the
discussion at hand today on that, I jumped in with: Low-Hanging fruit isn't a motivator
for legacy automakers. They depend upon high-volume profitable sales that have a
strong outlook of being sustainable. Tesla hasn't proven that yet. Model 3 has great
potential, but it could be a one-hit wonder. Looking across the legacy product-line,
there's good reason for trepidation. The Osborne effect is a very real problem. For
example, GM announcing a plug-in hybrid version of Trax or Equinox could cause their
traditional sales of those vehicles to tank.

9-14-2018

False Information. Spread of it in the past was a very common problem to have to deal
with. That was before "fake news" was identified as a legitimate threat. I so clearly
remember comments just brushing off the source as having no power of influence. Such
naive belief is how it got so out of hand. Fortunately, the truth has triumphed in most
places. Not all circumstances getting the attention needed to squash the spread. Some
comments slip through, like this one today: "Take the gas engine out of the Prius no
movement. Take the gas engine out of the Volt you get a total EV." You can guess how
the text that followed was an endorsement for Volt. Anything that can be said to mislead
about Prius has been tried. This one struck me as odd though, since it is so easy to
recognize it as being false. Of course, it was in an article pointing out how much better
Toyota sales have been compared to GM. So, attempts belittle were expected. The
means to which it happened wasn't though. Deception source is difficult to pinpoint,
quite unlike motivation. I punched back with: Poorly informed or intentional
greenwash? That's the question to ask when reading a post which spreads such false
information. The plug-in model of Prius is just like Volt, an EV with a gas-engine
available for when the plug-supplied electricity is depleted. The notable differences are
that Volt offers a larger capacity battery and more power motor while Prius delivers both
more efficient EV & HV drives and more efficient electric-heating.
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9-15-2018

Death of Diesel. We're seeing BMW & Cadillac announcements of diesel offerings
being discontinued. EV fans are doing all they can to distract from plug-in hybrids,
attempting to have focus be entirely on EV offerings. They don't want you to know other
choices are available. They don't want to endorse small battery-pack capacities. It's
quite a gamble targeting diesel enthusiasts who thrived on MPG numbers, especially
when a plug-in hybrids can so dramatically exceed diesel. It was only a matter of
time. Why some automakers even bothered to certify their new vehicles is a
mystery. What a waste effort. Taking about short-term thinking. To think that I fought
so many for all those years, warning them of ever-improving hybrid performance. They
didn't care. In fact, they all turned a blind-eye to how diesel MPG numbers didn't add
up. It never made any sense how the claimed improvements were achieved without
emission sacrifices. They wanted you to believe it was some type of engineering
miracle. They were wrong, very wrong. Our suspicions were correct.

9-16-2018

Reverse FUD. It has been interesting to witness the change of market. With the earlyadopter phase coming to an end, there's a new audience to appeal to. That's putting the
current "not as good as Tesla" mantra as a new challenge to face. Dealing with the
"vastly inferior" posts is a pain, a twist on the old "vastly superior". We went through
that with a certain plug-in hybrid and now see the same emerging with electriconly. Thank goodness the conflict of green is being brought to the attention of others
through a variety of sources now. That's a big difference from the past. There is a dayof-reckoning on the way, when the tax-credit phaseouts are complete and choices must be
made. Lack of a standardized new infrastructure and no common message of intent are
obvious problems still not dealt with. Achieving growth without a clear direction and no
more subsidies is something we should be far more concerned about; instead, there are
arguments among the ranks. Not good. Some are spreading FUD with that message of it
not being good enough. It's a problem that could get out of hand. This is how the quickto-dismiss mindset takes hold. People see other offerings don't measure up, so they don't
bother at all. It gives them an excuse to wait, just sticking with traditional vehicles for
another generation instead of even taking what's available now into consideration. That's
something to watch out for and fight against early on. Don't let someone else's lack of
critical thinking make you miss out on opportunity.

9-17-2018

Audi e-tron. Countless announcements have been made recently, many with prototype
reveals. Plug-In choices are coming. The catch is, many will be extremely
expensive. The average price paid for a Tesla Model 3 is currently $60,000. That longawaited $35,000 model is still not available. It will be... someday. In the meantime,
there are other expensive choices coming. Today, it was a big event to declare Audi's
commitment to change. At $74,800 base for their upcoming EV called "e-tron" there
isn't a large audience, but that's ok for the luxury market. Offerings are all over the place
for those with money. For those looking to get something affordable... competitive with
Corolla or Camry... the choices are very limited. This is why Toyota's choice to position
Prius Prime in that market. It will be many, many years still before we see others able to
offer something able to compete directly with other mainstream vehicles at the price
people in the middle are willing to pay. That's too bad, since the electric-only driving
experience from Prius Prime is a luxury trait. That smooth & silent drive is
wonderful. Anywho, Audi does take it to the next level for the price they are
asking. You get virtual side-mirrors, with screens nicely integrated into the interior. You
also get a 100 kWh capacity battery, which translates to roughly 250 miles of range.
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9-18-2018

Not Yet. Early adopters like to get way ahead of themselves. Seeing the technology up
close and so frequently, it's easy to lose perspective. As a result, they need reminders...
like today, with this: "EV has gone mainstream." I wasn't sure what exactly was meant
by that. It certainly wasn't with respect to cost or availability. It wasn't with regard to
understanding or recognition either. We don't see charging-stations in great abundance...
or even in scarcity. Sightings on the road are rare too. So, what was it? I jumped in to
point out: Mainstream sales are not government subsidized. Until we see purchases
without tax-credit dependency, we are still in the early-adopter phase. Patience, it will
happen... but hasn't yet.

9-19-2018

Ditching Diesel. Talk of automakers abandoning the dirty & wasteful technology in
favor of something with a battery is bringing out attempts to rewrite history: "The Chevy
Volt was from day one intended to be a limited production halo car..." Spinning the
intent GM had and the actions that followed is now surprise. Volt is among the
industries largest blunders. Simply ask yourself what the point was and how much was
spent to supposedly achieve that. It's a great example of what not to do. You don't
design a vehicle for enthusiasts and promote it as a product for the masses. That's
doomed to fail... and it did. Remember all the "too little, too slowly" posts? That was
with regard to Volt's intent. It was supposedly the successor to all green technologies of
the past... in other words, diesels and Prius. That obviously didn't work out. Sales never
exceeded niche, even with tax-credit help. I corrected the attempt to mislead with:
WHO IS THE MARKET FOR VOLT ?
That question was asked literally hundreds of times during the gen-1 offering of
Volt. Each time GM did something that to give the impression of mainstream promotion,
enthusiasts would defend Volt's position as a Prius fighter with the claim of mainstream
sales coming for gen-2 Volt. The targeting intent was obvious.
Admitting Volt was really only a halo didn't come until near the end of gen-1
production. All the years prior to gen-1 rollout and while it struggled with sales the first
few years of availability, we were very much under the illusion GM had high-volume
plans.
There was no doubt that GM goals set the expectation of Volt becoming a profitable
vehicle. In fact, that technology was part of the bankruptcy recovery strategy. Nothing
became of it though. We have yet to see Voltec rolled out in a vehicle GM customers
actually want... a SUV.
For that matter, quite the opposite happened. GM promoted traditional vehicles heavily,
rolling out Cruze & Equinox diesel choices instead.
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9-19-2018

No Choices. The discussion started to take an ugly turn. I hoped to prevent an
emotional stir, especially with the hit of anger coming. Some simply stop listening when
they hear something they don't like. There's a lot of defensiveness with regard to Volt
still. The technology didn't result in any mainstream offering. Diversification never
happened. All the claims of GM rolling out green choices so much better & faster than
Toyota never happened. In fact, basically nothing beyond showcasing happened. GM
proved they could deliver great things from their engineering, but didn't apply it to any of
their own product-line. Quite unlike Toyota with all of its hybrid choices, there's
virtually nothing from GM... hence all the rhetoric I have to routinely deal with. If you
want to purchase a GM vehicle and you are wandering around on their dealers showroom
floors, what is there to choose from just as the phaseout of GM tax-credits is about to be
triggered? The goal of those subsidy dollars was to help establish green choices able to
compete with other vehicles there at the dealer. That didn't happen. Meanwhile, we see
Toyota scrambling to make their hybrid models available for each vehicle they offer,
with the hope of plug-in models to follow. There is still plenty of tax-credits available
before the Toyota phaseout getting triggered too. I responded to the GM nonsense this
way: That line of reasoning falls apart when taking hybrids into account. Those sales are
quite strong with respect to any "halo" offering. For example RAV4 hybrid, an offering
clearly greener than traditional choices, saw 5,058 sales last month. There's the growing
availability of plug-in hybrids too. How come those choices are conveniently
overlooked, especially when GM doesn't even offer a "halo" of any sort for their own
customers, who overwhelmingly prefer SUV choices.

9-19-2018

VW 100 kWh. It is difficult to take announcements like VW made today about the
intent to deliver a vehicle using a 100 kWh capacity battery-pack seriously. Exactly
when & where will that actually happen? How much will it be priced? How many will
be produced? It's all so vague, what's the point? Toyota remains almost totally silent; we
really don't ever hear much. Hype doesn't result in sales. In fact, hype often feeds
enthusiasts... making the vehicle take on the image of a niche, rather than targeting
mainstream consumers. In other words, putting a spotlight on it can have the opposite
effect. Notice how many people there are that don't want a standout vehicle? That's why
there are so many blah SUVs now, most sharing the same basic lines and in dull
colors. It's strange how black, gray, and white have become the dominant choices
now. But it is what the masses are currently drawn to. That's why questioning what the
right capacity is for a high-volume seller can be such a critical thing to ask. We really
don't have a good idea what priority people will place on range. After all, look at how
poor sales of Volt were. Price & Size were far more important than Range & Power. We
can clearly see that now. Early on though, I was a lonely voice pointing out what
ordinary middle-market consumers would be drawn too. Anywho, there's something to
look forward to from VW. The announcement today really didn't tell us much about it
though. In fact, it barely told us anything.
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Admit/Acknowledge. It's bizarre to witness same brainless claims I experienced
countless times online with plug-in battles while watching political interviews. The host
will acknowledge something, the guest will claim that was just an admission. There's a
profound difference between stating words of recognition and actually taking a
stance. That refusal to see a world of compromise is how we became so polarized. It's
all about absolutes. In fact, the word "compromise" is no longer thought of as seeking a
balance. It's been given the stigma of losing, a sign of weakness. Basics of being polite
are gone for some. They just plain don't want to listen. How did we lose a mindset of
progressive updates? Seeing upgrades routinely in the past was a norm. You could
expect each iteration to be better. That's how the spirit of competition
thrived. Somehow, that got lost along the way. That often happens from attrition. As
those with knowledge depart, the remaining support struggles with the difficult
challenges. Instead of seeing them as opportunities, they incur "technical debt" as a
matter of survival. That's the consequence of not continuing to invest. Just getting by is
how I watched software developed at my employer become increasing difficult for the
customer to use. Upgrades to the newer software were met with only minimal coding
updates. It was a recipe of falling quality. That's when the defense nature of ownership
emerges. They come to realize sacrifices were being made... but don't want to
acknowledge how. So, they get others to "admit" it was the fault of someone else. Ugh.

9-21-2018

Identity Crisis. Long ago, I said the lack of any clear message would have
consequences. It was summed up with the most basic question of "Who?" That inability
to identify audience meant everything related to promotion would be a challenge. All
those claims of being "vastly superior" positioned Volt as direct competition with Prius;
yet, none of the traits attributed with demand for Prius matched what Volt claimed as
strengths. It never made any sense. Now, we see many of the former supporters looking
at Volt's struggle for sales as confirmation of it really only having been a "halo" or a
"stopgap" offering... which is a narrative that doesn't work in a market where the
supposed successor is also struggling for sales. This is the inevitable disaster that was
predicted back when it became obvious the tax-credits were be wasted on outside
conquest, rather than actually helping contribute to customer change. Proof of the
problem now has emerged with the 7.2 kW upgrade for Volt. That's double the current
recharge speed. Why is that necessary if 53 miles was declared enough to cover all daily
driving needs? Think about how often we hear from Volt owners who claim their engine
hasn't started for weeks, or even months. Portraying that operation as common means
there's nothing to gain faster charging. It's quite hypocritical. What is Volt for? The
term "plug-in hybrid" upsets Volt owners. The term "electric vehicle" upsets EV
promoters. The term "EREV" is an ambiguous identifier. None of it makes any
difference in the end though. Volt is simply too expensive for the masses. Being a
compact hatchback starting at $33,520 and lacking some features available in much less
expensive choices (like the base Prius Prime), it simply doesn't have any more than just a
niche audience. It's really too bad GM never delivered the technology in a vehicle their
own customers would actually want.
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9-21-2018

Mainstream Attention. There isn't any. Enthusiasts don't watch the larger
market. They don't care, as this quote stressed that point: "Yawn... Toyota... Yawn" That
came from a plug-in enthusiast website... and was no surprise at all. It's no different than
what we heard from enthusiast magazines for all those years. Neither has any interest in
what happens for ordinary consumers. Their focus is niche... to the extreme where they
aren't even aware they are seeing the world with blinders on. It's unfortunate how much
of a voice they get anyway. Despite the obvious bias, people turn to them for advice on
mainstream offerings. Why? Anywho, I replied to that with: Mainstream sales have
always been a yawn. That's the basis of appealing to the masses. You see Camry &
RAV4 all over the place, almost never noticing whether or not they are hybrid
models. Corolla & C-HR are available as hybrids in other markets the same way. All
can upgraded to offer a plug... without stirring any attention. Achieving profitable &
sustainable high-volume sales is not exciting, yet that is what automakers require. Do
you really want a standout vehicle that is nothing but an expensive halo sold to only
enthusiasts?

9-22-2018

4 Sightings. That was sweet. I saw 4 today. With supply in this region nothing but
special orders from extremely limited inventory, the chance of seeing another Prime
simply isn't realistic. Doing a search for some for sale within a 500-mile radius only
reveals 72 available. Within a 100-mile radius, there are only 2. So, this wait for the
2019 model-year with potential mid-cycle upgrades is agonizing... though, quite worth
it. A refinement to the system followed by actually having some in stock at dealers
would be wonderful. I understand the reason for holding back. There's no reason to
rush. Do it right, not quickly. Know your audience. For the case of Toyota with Prime,
it is very much a situation of appealing to showroom shoppers. Those wandering the
floor their local dealer hoping for something to jump out at them will discover this new
plug-in Prius. It's not easy drawing interest from those who owned cars all their lives by
are now compelled to consider a SUV. With Prime, there's a chance. More sightings on
a regular basis could be realistic next year. Until then, it's still rather lonely... on
roadways packed with guzzlers.

9-23-2018

No Loyalty. Yet another former antagonist has said goodbye. Tomorrow, his Volt gets
replaced by a Model 3. It's ironic how the "Who?" question has become so
relevant. Even the supposed die-hard supporters are jumping ship. Those conquest sales
didn't result in any long-term support, exactly what I expressed concerned about. They
were just enthusiast taking advantage of cheap prices to entice early-adopters who would
just chase the next low-hanging fruit later. Since those were the only people who
purchased a Volt, it was a very real problem to come. No loyalty from them and no
interest from ordinary GM customers. It was a recipe for disaster; yet, those antagonists
simply didn't care. They would belittle & insult Toyota, then pretend none of it ever
happened years later. They just vanish, exactly as I said would happen. Having
witnessed that in the past, the pattern was easy to recognize again.
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False Information. I find it remarkable by the quantity of posts just like this I encounter
on a regular basis: "The volt does not have an engine. It has a small generator to charge
batteries. Why so many uninformed people commenting?" It comes from people reading
supposedly credible sources spreading that false information. As with problems like that
in the past, there's a very real possibly that it feeds what will eventually become
history. Misconceptions unable to be verified as true or false do that. There isn't anyone
to verify or contest at some point. It distorts expectations going forward if you don't have
an accurate past. For that matter, you cannot even measure progress if there isn't a base
to compare with. This is what undermining is all about. Antagonists will misrepresent
things to their favor. Whether it be dishonest about their own preferred product or about
the competition, the outcome is the same... a confusing mess... which is exactly what they
hope for by spreading false information. As usual, I was annoyed and kept the reply
brief: Because that claim is false. Volt's engine is the same size as some used in
traditional compacts and it provides power directly to the wheels at times.

9-24-2018

New Blazer. Looks like GM completely abandoned the expectation they had set long
ago for affordable green choices. Enthusiasts had set a great deal of hope on the MSRP
of $29,995 for Volt. That never happened. The system is simply too over-engineered to
achieve that price and still be profitable, especially when that base lacks features Toyota
offers standard. GM's own customers certainly haven't been interested, even with taxcredit knocking down the price to about $27,000. The reason why is simple. Those GM
shoppers want a SUV instead. That's how the new Blazer came about. It's yet another
choice and it's at that magic $29,995 price. GM strived to make it competitive too,
giving it a 9-speed transmission with 2 engine-sizes available. It's quite obvious from the
reveal articles published today that GM wanted to make this offering very appealing. It
isn't green though. Not a peep was said about emissions or efficiency. There clearly
won't be anything to that affect soon... despite the reality that Toyota is upgrading both
RAV4 and Highlander to next-gen hybrid systems. This is why the "too little, too
slowly" concern was conveyed so relentlessly. It should have been obvious Volt wasn't
going anywhere. It's tech will take a painfully long time before it finally makes its way
into a GM mainstream vehicle.
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Just Plain Wrong. I was somewhat blown away reading this today: "If you live in the
mountains, there's a special Mountain mode that prevents the car from juicing up to 100
percent -- that way, if the first part of the commute is entirely downhill, the car will use
brake regeneration to add that last bit of charge, saving a few bucks' worth of electrons
in the process." That was so wrong, even the Volt owners reading the article went out of
their way to correct the author. How could such a mistake be allowed? It's one of those
sources where you wonder if a test-drive was actually ever taken. The way that mode
actually works is, when pressed, a means of forcing a recharge from the gas-engine. It
only provides a small buffer though (20%) to serve as extra power for when driving in
the mountains. That reserved electricity is supposedly for helping with steep climbs...
which, ironically, Volt owners claim is never actually needed. But since GM was
strongly opposed to providing a "hold" mode (since that would make it too much like
Toyota) then gave in later, this served as an alternative back then. Of course, now
Toyota offers Charge-Mode which much more aggressively replenishes the battery-pack
and does it all the way to 80%. Any well informed writer would know that options like
this exist. So, you'd think, they would research which the vehicle they are writing about
delivers. Unfortunately, making up a story to explain what's offered is far too common
of a problem. We saw that quite a bit with "EV-Auto" mode for Prime. The review
would characterize behavior incorrect to what they assumed the system would do. Ugh.

9-26-2018

VW Battery. It was interesting to see conceptual drawings today of what VW is
planning to deliver in a few years. They are basically just jumping on board like
everyone else, saying they are investing in development with intent to produce too. VW
is going with the "battery under the floor" type design. This allows for a simple cell
layout, where stacks are neatly arranged without having to introduce much
complexity. That's nice, but it becomes so integrated as part of the vehicle's platform that
replacement becomes nearly impossible. That is a reasonable tradeoff, actually. To keep
things affordable, you sometimes need to strike a balance like that. Ironically, the
approach with Toyota to achieve affordability was just the opposite. Rather than
integrating the battery, a drop-in pack was designed. It comes down to what you are
building upon. VW has pretty much nothing to work with, due to their heavy investment
in diesel... and subsequent scandal with severe penalties. Toyota has well established
diversity among affordable hybrid choices to augment. Whatever the case, it is always
welcome news to hear of any automaker investing. You wish them luck and give them
continuous reminders of their promise.

9-27-2018

Infrastructure Upgrades. Reading about incentives like this is great: "New York Offers
$4,000 Rebate To Install Charging Point". That's to entice business owners to offer
chargers for their customers. Whether you own a coffeeshop, restaurant, office, or
apartment, you are the target of that money. The state recognizes the challenges that
groups faces when trying to accommodate patrons & renters. Getting some money to
help with the initial setup is great. That's just enough to provide some education &
experience. Because once you have made an initial effort, anything you do following
that is much easier. It makes for an excellent start. Good thing too. We have lots of
other states who could benefit from similar incentive programs. Having New York
become a success example to model from would be quick helpful.
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2019 Volt. It is interesting to read comments posted about a product without an
audience. There simply isn't a mass-market for this small, expensive hatchback. True, it
is what people had asked for, with respect to specifications. But that's the problem with
commentary derived from autoshows. You don't get feedback about what people will
actually purchase. Basically, all you hear about is what people desire. There's a huge
difference. That fundamental disconnect is becoming apparent. You can see that based
on replies from new articles, as was today about the newest model. I jumped in with: 10
years ago, a strong selling point about the revolution Volt was to bring was its target
price of "nicely under $30,000". GM set that expectation because it was vital to being
able to achieve high-volume sales. Business requires that type of goal for
profitability. In fact, the upcoming new Chevy Blazer will have a starting price
(including destination charge) of $29,995 for that same reason. Now, halfway through
the second generation of Volt, we see a vehicle selling at niche levels even with the
$7,500 tax-credit. That's an undeniable sign of sales struggle for the compact hatchback;
however, the technology itself could still be a source of business opportunity. Putting it
into a body style GM customers prefer... a SUV model... like Blazer... would make
sense. When will we see GM finally offer something to compete with its own productline? We've been waiting 10 years for a vehicle able to take on GM's traditional
offerings. It's not real change unless shoppers have a choice on the dealer's showroom
floor that is actually competitive.
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Beyond Confusing. The labeling, which turned into propaganda for awhile, has
devolved to a state of confusion: "It's a very interesting compromise between PHEV and
EREV." Who could read that and actually understand what it means? I certainly
don't. People shopping for plug-in hybrids won't have any idea what those labels refer
to. They shouldn't need to either. kW/mile and MPG are measures of performance, not
some arbitrary label. Anywho, I took the offensive before anyone else could grab the
ball:
Each design from each automaker is unique, which makes labels like that
arbitrary. There's nothing consistent across the industry or even particular markets. It's
basically just branding. The actual operation is meaningless. Ordinary consumers focus
on the same priorities they have always considered important, like price, comfort, and
convenience.
With respect to operation, Honda has a pedal feature, Toyota has a button, Chrysler
doesn't offer driver control. Some have electric heaters of various types, others rely on
the gas engine. Cold affects the battery-pack in each differently too. It's all just mix
customers couldn't care less about... since the typical buyer doesn't cross shop brand
anyway. They go to a dealer and choose among that selection there.
Of course, none of that matters. When a customer walks into the showroom at a dealer,
all they will really see is:
PLUG
ENGINE
ENGINE + PLUG
Those categories are what people recognize. Detail of differences is pointless. We know
this from decades of observing buyer behavior. This is why such passion has grown for
large & expensive guzzlers to become the norm. This is why the tech from Volt must be
put into a SUV for the shoppers at Chevy dealers to take notice. They couldn’t care less
how it is labeled.
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Watching Change. I liked this question: "Is there anybody who frequents this site that
actually learned anything from this article?" It was posted as a comment to an article
that was essentially an introduction to vehicles with battery-packs. That provided a great
venue for reaching a new audience. People will stumble across articles just like this later
on. Providing some context for this history, as it is playing out, can be quite
informative. So, that's exactly what I did: 2,674 miles from my last tank. I refilled last
night, since I'll be taking a long trip this weekend. It took just under 8 gallons. That's 11
weeks to use 70% of the gas capacity... which overwhelmingly demonstrates the 25-mile
electric capacity from Prius Prime is quite capable of delivering impressive results. The
devil is in the detail with plug-in hybrids. The electric-heater in Prime is more efficient
than the electric-heater in Volt. So, the one uses less electricity than the other. But at
least both are electric. With Ionic, the gas-engine must start for you to have cabin
heat. Efficiency of the electric-motors for propulsion differ too. Just like with traditional
vehicles, driving results will vary. In other words, simply putting the choices into
categories or comparing capacities is not enough to make an informed purchase
decision. Discussion of the seemingly basic article can reveal facts & experience
frequent site participants may not have been aware of or overlooked the importance of.
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Understanding Audience. A conversation emerged from that introduction article: "Such
articles should be run on a regular basis to educate newcomers to the EV
community. Every article need not be written for the existing community." It's nice to
see most of the antagonists are gone now. So many of them stirred trouble just for the
sake of keeping the spotlight on Volt. It was a seemingly endless effort to
undermine. Their hope was a miracle would happen, that somehow battery cost would
drop so much that larger pack in a plug-in hybrid would make it a compelling draw. That
never made any sense. If cost were to plummet to that degree, why not just buy an EV
with a ck large effort to negate any "range anxiety" concern? None of them wanted to
admit there was a self-deprecating possibility. Now, they recognize the flaw in their
logic... which is why they have abandoned Volt. That's the consequence of cherrypicking. They only saw & promoted what they wanted... which works fine for a niche,
but fails miserably when attempting to appeal to the masses. I climbed up on the
soapbox for this reply:
This audience will drop like flies when the tax-credits expire, those who are taking
advantage of that pricing offset to help along progress of the technology. That's what
early adopters do. We have already seen a large number who already moved on from
Volt to Model 3. It's a natural next step for that group, because they are well informed
about the hurdles of electric driving.
For those who are just ordinary mainstream consumers, what happens here during those
initial years will never be known. They will be blissfully unaware of the challenges
faced by technology requiring subsidies to assist with rollout to a new & uncertain
market. They will never know... or care... about what it took to overcome issues will
production & infrastructure. For that matter, they won't even understand what it took to
convince dealers to carry plug-in choices as regular inventory.
Notice how simple things, like home & public chargers, are still far from standard? For
that matter, even early adopters really don't know what kW charging rate makes sense as
a recommendation for home & public locations... and they are the well informed about
equipment cost & installation. Think about how much of a mystery that "kW" reference
is to the typical showroom shopper.
We are only just now seeing what the market could be like as the early-adopter stage
(clearly identified by when the tax-credits expire) comes to a nnd. The choices loyal
buyers of traditional vehicles will likely be different from what those early adopters had
envisioned. That's what happens as a technology evolves. Adaptation to appeal to a
wider group means bringing up 101 education on a regular basis as a means of measuring
the progress. Comments posted will reflect the change of audience.

9-29-2018

4 Cars, 2 Spots. The shift here is beginning. With so few public chargers available, it
was only a matter of time. This morning at the grocery store, there were 4 plug-in
vehicles all at the same time... Clarity, Cadillac ELR, Model 3, and the Prime. I parked
across from the chargers, saying "Hi" to the Clarity owner as I passed. Got out, then I
had to wait to cross as the Model 3 drove by. It was an unexpected, but welcome,
experience... especially for a quick 10-minute coffee run. I took a photo and shared it
online. That stirred quite a response. Lots of others were excited to see that too. In fact,
some have experienced similar. It's a nice change from loneliness of the past.
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9-30-2018

Implied Audience. It was interesting to read someone's assumption in the form of a
reply that I implied something. That's quite different from when an antagonists
intentionally twists your words, spinning them to mean something else. This was an
example of a new participant simply not having enough information yet. That's exactly
what we want on those topics aimed at new audiences. If you can get a person with a
fresh perspective to join into the discussion, you have new opportunity. I took advantage
of that:
15 years later, we have an entirely different audience. Those buyers may have shared
similar traits, but in no way are they the same people. Just because someone may have
been part of a prior group does not mean only those included in that can be part of the
next. An early-adopter is anyone who jumps in to make a purchase when the massmarket has yet to be reached... or even targeted. Notice how the current plug-in offerings
are being positioned for mainstream buyers, but are not actually offered to them yet?
Model-3 doesn't exists as a $35k choice. It will. There's a great deal of obvious
potential, but that affordable production hasn't started. Cost & Profit isn't at the
necessary balance yet. Infrastructure is still being built up in the meantime too. Tesla is
striving to make that all happen soon.
Volt suffered from cost & profit not being addressed. Dealers had to be enticed to carry
inventory by GM providing lease prices at a loss. It was a way of stirring early-adopter
participation, but meant a setback for reaching the mass-market. It was not a sustainable
approach.
Prius Prime is addressing that same dealer (legacy sales) problem, but with a different
approach. Toyota delivered a plug-in choice at a MSRP low-enough from the start to
directly compete with traditional vehicles sharing the showroom floor. It meant waiting
until mid-cycle to rollout beyond the initial regions, but that reduces dealer risk by
confirming mainstream buyer appeal.
And let's not forget the role early-adopters play. They are the ones who provide
education & promotion efforts... not dealers or automakers. Owner endorsements are far
more effective than anything the business can do.

9-30-2018

Making A Difference. We are finally bringing the rhetoric to an end. Far more voices
are asking why, confronting the antagonist, rather than having to put up with their
rhetoric. Today, it was nice to see this: "Why do people keep describing the Volt as a
series hybrid?" I like when it is presented as a question. The old days of having to
directly confront the obvious efforts to undermine are over. Yeah! Now, it's responses
like this that do the trick: It's a throwback to the "EREV" days, when enthusiasts tried to
promote Volt as a successor to "PHEV". Problem was, their definition only applied to
the concept model. The actual production model ended up the parallel type. To confuse
matters even more, rollout of BMW's plug-in hybrid truly was the series type. Yet, they
ignored that and persisted with the confusing term anyway. Realistically, it doesn't
matter. Ordinary consumers won't care. Labels don't mean anything to them. It's the
results. That's why kW/mile and MPG efficiency ratings are so important, as is
price. That's what matters.
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More Spin. If you carefully re-read some posts, they make even less sense after the
initial impression. For example, this snippet stuck out on that first pass: "...as the market
for EVs has proven." Looking for detail about what it actually meant, I couldn't find
anything. It was pointless. Antagonists often do that. It's the "what about" technique
used in a subtle manner. They hope to draw attention away from the current topic, in this
case, it was a discussion of audience... not going well for them, hence their quiet attack
and my punch back to reveal their meaningless effort:
Again, know your audience.
I put up with the rhetoric here from enthusiasts for years, since I saw the bigger
picture. My response over and over and over again was to ask: "Who is the market for
Volt?" That's because I knew there wasn't one. The supposed die-hard supporters
abandoned Volt as their leases expired and the EVs without "range anxiety" became
available. They were early-adopters, which is why they moved on.
What they left behind was a disaster. All those years of pushing GM to create a niche
that would be abandoned just as the tax-credits were nearing phaseout, leaving behind a
vehicle mid-cycle with a MSRP so high it couldn't compete on the showroom floor and
no one remaining to help promote it.
Why is faster recharging important to a vehicle that already delivers what has been
claimed as enough for daily driving? It simply does not make any sense. What benefit is
there from a battery-capacity that is said to be enough that only overnight recharging is
needed? It's contradictory marketing.
In other words, what has actually been proven?

10-01-2018

Renewed Attacks. With third-quarter sales on the way, it's easy to see why recent
posting activity has included renewed attacks. Those few troublemakers who feel a need
to defend GM have emerged. Their daily posting nonsense is long gone, just a terrible
memory. But when actual results are posted (on the quarter, monthly are only estimates),
it's easy to understand their timing. This morning was an obvious effort to mislead about
BMW i3 operation: "Limping on the right lane at less than 50 MPH..." Having already
been through this with him, there's simply no excuse. Comments like that are intentional
undermining. I turned it around using this: The gas-engine easily generates enough
electricity. Cruising at highway speed takes very little kW draw. That's how Prime is
able to deliver an EV speed of 84 mph. Not much electricity is actually needed. In fact,
that is why even at 70 mph you still have some power available for passing.
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Mistake Repeated. It was inevitable: "You spin those platitudes at odds with GM's HEV
work, whereas I and the auto industry recognize GM’s seminal HEV work as a well-done
engineering achievement." The trophy-mentality is what fed the problem all those years
ago. Seeing it return for the renewed attacks was inevitable... as well as
reassuring. There's more data available now. I have a collection of 4K videos to refer
to. So, that's what I do. I also suggested what the antagonists should do: Go ahead. Do
it. Continue focusing solely on engineering achievement... just like countless many in
the past did here too. It's quite remarkable to watch that same mistake repeated over and
over again. That obsession with seeking praise is the downfall. You should move to
helping promote what was delivered, rather than forcing the topic to first-year
physics. Reality is, GM engineering achievement still has not been taken to the next
step... actually implementing it in a vehicle GM's own customers would be interested
in. Paying no attention whatsoever of that failure to advance the business is the
mistake. There is nothing left to prove. Let it go. For example, I drove 2,674 miles
using 7.896 gallons of gas over the past 11 weeks. That worked out to 338 MPG. What
else do potential buyers need to know?
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Move On. I asked: "What are you suggesting the "move on" to should be?" Knowing
the reply will be just like in the past, a vague reference to what I had posted followed by
some lame excuse, there wasn't much to expect. Basically, I was just looking for closure
and took advantage of the timing. Quarterly results, the very last just prior to phaseout,
was the perfect opportunity. So, that's exactly what I got by posting:
That is a sincere question. After 10 years of the course change, what do you think should
happen now?
Throughout the original development of Volt, it was promoted by enthusiasts as having
an engine for backup purposes only. That gas-powered source of electricity would be
sized for efficiency, to serve as supplier of energy for those rare occasions when you
needed range extension. This is why a 3-cylinder engine was considered for gen-1, then
delayed due to cost until later for gen-2. Neither got that; however, the BMW i3 did.
That "REx" system BMW delivered is exactly what had been the hope for Volt. The gasengine is tiny, just enough to maintain a steady cruise while on the
highway. Specifically, output is 25 kW.
The definition of Volt's system, given the "EREV" label, changed upon the discovery that
gen-1 would indeed have a direct mechanical link to from engine to wheels. That was
never supposed to be. It made the system a "parallel" type hybrid rather than the hope
for "series" type. GM took it a step further for gen-2, making the feature enable over a
larger span of power & speed demands for greater overall efficiency. That blending of
engine & motor power made enthusiasts furious, since it made Volt more like a Prius and
less like an i3... hence another definition change. Now, it means you get "full" power
with both HV and EV modes.
That is, of course, rhetoric spin. No label can change how the system actually
operates. Enthusiasts can push an automaker in a particular direction though. Proof of
that is the innovator's dilemma they contributed to for gen-2 design. Enthusiasts pushed
for more range & power. There's no reason they couldn't push for something different
now.
Prius Prime has become the antithesis of Volt, due to its superior efficiency in both HV
& EV modes and its much more affordable price. With temperatures in the low 40's and
speeds varying between 60 and 70 MPH, my 175-mile trip up to Northern Minnesota last
weekend delivered 61.5 MPG while leaving 90% of the battery for my travel later at the
destination. Efficiency for the electric-only drive averaged 5 miles/kWh throughout the
summer.
In other words, what direction do you wish the technology in Volt to take? Should it
become more like i3 or more like Prime?
Think about how consumers view the EV driving experience now. Will they really be
open to paying a premium to get a gas-engine tuned for power rather than efficiency at
this point? With so many other green choices coming to market, you have to ask
fundamental questions like that.
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Then, think about how uninformed most consumers are about plugging in. We know that
people have become mentally lazy. The lack of critical thinking is frightening. How
much are they willing to pay to upgrade their garages when they have no clue what's
involved or what doing that will actually deliver.
Put another way, how will you promote whatever it is that you choose to suggest?
10-02-2018

Well Deserved Rant. Sometimes, you just have to give a purist a dose of reality. It was
well deserved too. Some of us are working hard to bridge the divide. Getting posts
counter to that effort are frustrating to have to deal with. They forget the overall
goal. I'm more than happy to give them a terse reminder in the form of a rant: 60 MPG
from a low-emission hybrid system is considered a gasser? That's some serious cherrypicking. It's becoming easier to see the Reverse FUD problem. T ry to open your
mind. My last tank was 89% electric. Who cares if some gas was used. That's a
remarkable step forward into the world of plugging in with such a supposedly small
battery-pack. Put another way, GM has some serious marketing problems to
address. We've seen countless former Volt owners turn on the very approach they
praised for years once a selection of EV choices became available... especially since
many didn't stay loyal by choosing Bolt. Think about how much switched over to
Tesla. I know quite a few previously outspoken Volt enthusiasts who now own a Model
3. The goal at this stage is to replace traditional vehicles with those offering a plug. So
what if it becomes a "gasser" on a occasional highway trip. Most of the time that vehicle
is driven, it will be using electricity.

10-02-2018

Spewing Insults. There wasn't a pleasant mood on the blogging website for all plug-in
vehicles. Insults from Volt enthusiasts started up. There's obvious anger without an
outlet for expressing it anymore. That daily blog where they would attack outside
opinion is gone. Now, they must remain civil. So, we get this: "If it were the Clarity
PHEV at #1 I could understand it, but the Prime is coasting entirely on name and is not
as good of a product as the Volt or Clarity." That resulted in a reply adding this: "The
Prime has more standard features (AEB and ACC) and optional features (sunroof and a
HUD) than the Volt." It set off an emotional outburst including "distinctly inferior" and
"underwhelming". Things feel apart from there. I ended up chiming in to that mess
with: Who is that supposed to impress? Mainstream consumers couldn't care less about
what enthusiasts have to say. What Toyota achieved with Prius Prime is what GM
continues to struggle to deliver for Volt. It delivers efficient EV driving with efficient
HV driving at an affordable price. As for what an enthusiast believes the competition to
be, there's a rude awakening coming around the corner. That low-hanging fruit is almost
all gone. Those purchases with government help don't in any way represent what the
masses will face. Think about how many sales must be repeatedly achieved to really
make a difference at reducing the number of traditional vehicles offered by
dealers. Insults directed at Toyota are a waste. The real problem is what shares the
showroom floor with Volt.
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10-03-2018

Know Your Audience. I kept fighting back with that as my lead in. This followed: For
many years that message of dealers being the true customers, not who ends up with the
vehicle in their driveway, fell on deaf ears. Enthusiasts were so obsessed with the
engineering, they fought tense online fights trying to convince others that's all it takes to
achieve high-volume profitable sales. They believed a sustainable demand was driven
from end-user influence only. The topic of carrying supply as ready-to-purchase
inventory was attacked as an attempt to undermine. The importance of the business was
brushed aside as unimportant. This is still way MSRP is such a touching
subject. Enthusiasts don't want to face the reality of the sales so far really only being
low-hanging fruit. Faced with the big picture of 60 million new vehicles being put on the
planet every year, it's too large of a problem to not take seriously. Yet, the "EV market"
blinders are still being used. That's all a bit of a downer. But until those here not
addressing the affordable market and recognizing the role dealers play in that sales
process, more opportunity will continue to be wasted. Think about how a middle-market
consumer goes about making a purchase decision. It isn't anything like what those of us
here do.

10-03-2018

Narrative Pushing. It looks just like this when slipped into an article about the evolved
plug-in industry: "You mean to tell me that Toyota has been dumping all of its EV budget
into hydrogen cars for nearly two decades now? I find that hard to believe." Certain
groups want you to believe Toyota is only in favor of fuel-cell technology, turning its
back entirely on battery vehicles with the hope of a hydrogen-only future. It's a
frustrating narrative to have to address, since people hear that and accept it as is. The
lack of critical thinking on the part of listeners is sad. They have no idea they are being
manipulated, nor to they care. It's a feel-good attitude they seek, rather than actually
working to find a true solution. I punched back with: That's because it isn't
true. Anyone with knowledge of EV design can easily see the investment Toyota has
made in electrification. Look at Prius Prime... 25 kWh/100mi efficiency rating... vaporinjected heat-pump... carbon-fiber hatch... aero-glass window. How are those not serious
investments in EV design? There's also the reality that all but the ECO model of Prius
has been switched over to lithium batteries. This is a push into high-volume production,
exactly what you need to achieve profitable sales that are sustainable. The hype
involving hydrogen interest from Toyota also requires turning a blind eye to the reality
that Honda, Hyundai, and GM are investing in development of the technology too.
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10-03-2018

Too Complicated, part 1. This is what happens when you don't bother to consider the
big picture: "Honestly, I don't understand plug-in hybrids. They are too
complicated. You already have a BEV but instead of adding to the size of the battery and
be done with it, you add a whole ICE power train. It's like two cars, one on top of the
other. You double the problems." It is yet another example of "not seeing the forest"
cliché. They just cannot figure out why that single tree is having issues. Ugh. All I can
do is point out the perspective they are not seeing with the hope there will be a glimmer
of recognition of the true problem. Today was yet another attempt: Spoken like
countless others here... enthusiasts focused entirely on engineering and not considering
what's involved on the business side. It's a fundamental mistake we have watched play
out by GM twice with Volt, both generations falling well short of expectations. The
problem was indeed not understanding plug-in hybrids. They are perceived as more
complicated than traditional vehicles, despite the fact that their transmissions & operation
can be elegantly simple. Neither dealer nor potential customer recognize this. That
belief of "too complicated" makes traditional vehicles an easier sell. This is why the
"coasting entirely on name" argument against Prius success is often used by antagonists
to justify lower sales of their own preferred plug-in. Their hope is to conceal the reality
that Toyota found a means of overcoming the "too complicated" concern. They simply
proved the reliability by demonstrating it. The name became attributed to quality. So
even though it wasn't actually more complicated than a traditional vehicle, there wasn't
any reason to make that argument. People felt comfortable with the choice... which is
why dealers stocked the hybrid models and consumers purchase so many.

10-03-2018

Too Complicated, part 2. I continued with a second post: There's a catch, of course. It
must also be affordable. This is the primary reason Volt was doomed from the start. The
approach taken was far too expensive. So, even though it worked fine from an
engineering perspective, that high price-tag screamed "too complicated" to potential
customers... scaring them away... which the dealer sees as a very real problem they don't
want to have to deal with. So, many didn't bother, choosing to not carry Volt. You'd be
amazed how much of an influence MSRP makes. Enthusiasts of Volt learned that the
hard way, spending years arguing "it is worth it" to an audience just plain not interested
in spending a premium for efficiency. Look at the simplicity of Prius Prime. From
hybrid to plug-in hybrid is basically nothing but dropping a larger battery-pack into the
hatch area. Shoppers naturally equate increased capacity to an increase in electric
power. How it happens makes no difference to them. It just makes sense... simplicity at
its finest. They consider the option based on price-tag, not engineering. Like it or not,
legacy automakers are in the business of making profit. That means appealing to dealer
& consumer, not enthusiasts.
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10-03-2018

Concern. Thoughts about how to compose a final response took awhile. I simply didn't
care what this particular antagonist had to say, but still wanted a wrap-up of some
sort. The concern of "too little, too late" turned into the frequent asking of "Who is the
market for Volt?" over the years. There was no progress and no audience. That meant
nothing had be achieved. So much opportunity was wasted, not to mention tax-credits. It
was a ironic twist of resting on laurels. They claimed GM would not do what Toyota
would do. Turns out, what actually happened was the very opposite. No need to point
out any of that detail though. I referred back to the beginning and summarized as
follows: In those old times, there was a refusal to acknowledge the market for Volt was
not GM's own loyal customers, those who shop the showroom floor looking for a new
GM vehicle to replace their old GM vehicle. It was all about conquest sales then... which
are not business sustaining. You should be concerned about that not having changed yet.

10-03-2018

Back To Basics. Within the crazy banter expected from disappointing sales results for
others, we get some refreshing questions simply asking for more information about how
Prime operates. This one stood out: "Car is "heavy" and unlike other "pure EVs" doesn't
have that quick off the line zip in pure EV mode." Naturally, there is no direct question
actually asked. It is usually just someone trying to understand more by sharing their
observations with the hope of getting constructive feedback. My contribution to that
was: Compared to most pure EV choices in this market, yes. Compared to the traffic
you'll actually encounter routinely, no. Prime is quite a bit faster off the line in ordinary
driving. The reason why is simple. You drop the pedal with a traditional vehicle, the
engine roars and everything shakes... so you avoid ever doing that. But with electricity, it
a always smooth & quiet. So, you quickly become accustom to taking advantage of that.

10-04-2018

BMW i3 REx. It looks like the increase of battery-capacity for i3 to 153 miles will hit a
threshold of EV enough to make the gas-engine generator of little interest to the market
in Europe. So, BMW will be dropping the option there. Think about how different
driving situations are from here. Carrying a backup power-source simply isn't worth the
value we place on it in our circumstances. In other words, they don't drive as far. It may
also becoming a reality that charging-stations will emerge as common enough to worry
of getting stranded simply isn't what we have. I suspect the next upgrade will end that
offering here too. After all, why is that much considered necessary anyway? The newest
model of Leaf delivers a range rating of 151 miles. That's enough for many Nissan
customers. Why not BMW too? It's a very good question to ask... and quite timely, as
we see the phaseout trigger approach for GM without any clarity what future for Volt or
Bolt will have to come. Will there be a more affordable version of Bolt be offered, using
a smaller battery-pack to reduce the price currently unreachable for the masses? Volt
isn't selling well, even with the $7,500 tax-credit. What makes the complicated &
expensive design it requires a good approach for ordinary GM consumers? Needless to
say, we will see much close evaluation of value in the very near future.
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10-05-2018

Called Out, part 1. I let things settle a bit, then fired by my assault: Dismiss what you
don't like, then personally attack the messenger hoping important facts get forgotten
along the way. That pattern of terrible behavior was same activity here for so many
years, people who wanted to be true supporters stopped participating and left. I was
curious how the remaining few voices would respond, hence a brief return from being
gone to find out... and got a very clear answer. You were presented with solid facts, then
repeated the same old nonsense. In this case, it was confirmation that the claim about
driving at highway speeds would be under-powered was false. Detail of engine output
was provided as proof. The small gas-powered backup delivers 25 kW, which is indeed
enough power. To further validate that the effort here was to mislead, this is a quote
from an owner who routinely has to deal with attempts to undermine the system from
BMW: "I've tested it myself, the i3 REx can cruise at 70-72 mph with A/C (Florida), 3
people, and all the stuff needed for a weekend trip with a toddler, and still maintain the
charge."

10-05-2018

Called Out, part 2. It wasn't over with a single post. I continued with: Data from my
Prime also helps to show that claim is false. I have collected some data points using
Charge-Mode. That's the ability to propel the car and recharge the battery-pack at the
same time. During the summer while cruising at 65 mph with the electric A/C running, I
witnessed a charge-rate of 6.5 kW. Two days ago, I charged from 45% to 75% in just 10
minutes. That's 1.58 kWh of electricity, which calculates to a rate of 9.5 kW. That short
burst of power to the battery while on the highway is quite impressive. Yesterday with
the temperature near freezing, I witnessed the charge-rate at 7.6 kW while driving at 45
mph and 8.1 kW while driving at 65 mph. It took 37.5 minutes to recharge the batterypack from 0% to 80% while driving. Power was never an issue, at any time. It worked
just fine... despite having an engine that Volt enthusiasts constantly claim is underpowered. Watching the same obvious attempts to mislead & undermine about BMW is
unacceptable. You have been called out.
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10-05-2018

Surprise? I found this comment within an article about September sales of interest: "Not
surprisingly, the Toyota Prius Prime lands in the four-spot for the month and the secondplace position for the year as a whole, with sales on the rise from last month, at
2,213." So, I started a discussion branch in the comments to directly address it:
Actually, it should be at least somewhat surprising that was achieved despite large areas
of the country not ever getting any real inventory. Rollout basically hasn't started in
many regions yet. Here in Minnesota, some dealers only had a handful available for the
entire year. Thoughts dwell on that holdout possibly being due to a mid-cycle upgrade
on the way for 2019.
Toyota tends to quietly advance without much indication of when & how progress will
take place. After all, the Prime/PHV design was a worldwide effort with lots of new tech
and the opportunity to be used for other hybrids. In fact, we'll be seeing a plug-in hybrid
of Corolla in China next year. There are also rumblings of CH-R hybrid getting the plugin treatment, an easy step since it shares the same platform as Prius. We also see the
great potential the next-gen RAV4 hybrid (just revealed in Paris a few days ago) has for
support of a plug. Don't forget about the upcoming cross-license Subaru will have with
Toyota for its AWD plug-in hybrid offering (2019 Crosstrek) either.
In other words, we see Toyota gearing up for a serious push to stir the status quo. So
what if the battery-packs are small. That's still far more of a reach into the mainstream
than any other legacy automaker is making to end the reign of traditional vehicles in the
near future. Delivering profitable high-volume is quite a challenge. Having an entire
product-line of hybrids easily adapted to offer a plug is a major step forward.

10-05-2018

No Outlet Available. How do you purchase a Tesla Model 3 without having a place to
plug it in? The guy lives in a condo and apparently thought the process to get a charger
connected would be simple. Ugh. A friend posted online with a request for help. I
responded with the reach out suggesting: A key component to gaining access to
electricity for charging at a public location is making it obvious to everyone that there is
a transparent means of billing usage. If it is clear how that electricity is measured and
who will be paying, then you get a blessing to proceed. The best way to do that is for the
user to pay for an in-line meter to be installed. They start at $39, so hardware cost isn't a
big deal. With it, everyone can easily see how many kWh of electricity has been used by
the charger. Having served on an association-board for several years, I know that you
won't make any progress without a solid plan. You will need to show that you have
considered every aspect already, including expected usage and anticipated monthly
payments. btw, I only live a few miles from there if you need any help.
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10-05-2018

Not Easy! I was quite amused to read the following... and not at all surprised: "Thing is,
offering a plug is *not* easy. Not only does it require a much larger battery - along with
a place to fit it without compromising passenger/cargo space - but also a more powerful
motor, and well adapted control software. The Prius Prime falls short on all of these
measures..." It was a reply to my post about sales. That provided a great opportunity to
climb up on the soapbox, an unexpected teachable moment:
Like so many others, the assumption of how power is achieved is quite incorrect. In fact,
that is so wrong, it's easy to understand why countless posts on this website don't
recognize what has happened so far or what is to come.
Prius already has enough electric power. The traction-motor was always under-utilized
due to lack of a large enough battery-pack. The draw simply wasn't available with less
capacity. Combine that with a one-way clutch to add thrust from the generator-motor,
you end up with a surprising increase for EV driving.
True, the stack packaging could be better, but that kind of improvement is what midcycle updates can deliver. We know for a fact the initial rollout of Prime focused on
delivering a robust pack that offered much more punch for an affordable price... low
enough to make it directly competitive with traditional vehicles. Size simply wasn't a
priority for 2017.
As for well-adapted control software, there should be no dispute that was delivered
already. The system is remarkably efficient, seamless, and adaptable. Don't overlook the
fact that CHAdeMO charging is offered in Japan and speed of Charge-Mode is more than
double the current L2 rate.
Lastly, don't forget that impressive larger hybrid system in the newest Camry and the
upcoming next-gen RAV4.
In other words, it really is easy if you are aware of what it actually takes.

10-05-2018

Incorrect. The response to that was the same old spin: "The Prime activates the
combustion engine when more power is requested — so clearly the electric motor is
*not* powerful enough on its own." And of course, that was followed by some hype for
Volt. Ugh. I punched back with: Incorrect. That belief is the result of poorly informed
writers rushing to deliver a review. Never trust at face value any article information
coming from someone who sat behind the wheel for only a few hours. Most of what you
get is anecdotal observations based on assumption. In this case, the review assumed
"EV-AUTO" mode meant as much EV as possible. It doesn't. That actually means you
are instructing the system to automatically start the gas-engine to maximize EV by saving
it for the less demanding parts of driving. Owners... those who actually drive a Prime on
a regular basis… will tell you not to use that mode if you want to keep the gas-engine
from running. To get pedal-to-the-floor driving with just electricity, you must use "EV"
mode.
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10-06-2018

Renewed Attacks. That individual who created a new id just for the sake of attacking
me had some sense pleasure returned from encounters of the past. The intent was blatant,
quite obvious an effort to obscure & offend. I never cared. So now, all this time later,
it's payback time. Each renewed attacked gets a return with research results. I now have
the means of collecting real-world data... which is exactly what I do. Sharing that is my
own sense of pleasure... vindication. In this case, I'm also helping deal with the obvious
efforts to undermine BMW. It's so sad when a Volt enthusiast chooses to mislead rather
than actually compete honestly. Oh well. I definitely have the upper-hand now. In this
case, it was responding to this: "Are you a BMW i3 expert? Are you a BMW engineer??
BMW does better than Toyota so your "experience" will never apply!" That's what came
after directly replying to his "50 MPH" claim. I was more than happy to continue
contributing information: No data. No detail. No reason to listen. From me on the
hand, I have lots to share. Today was another confirm of "Limping in the right lane at
less than 50 MPH" claim having no substance. I set the cruise to 70 MPH, started up
Charge-Mode, then watched detail on my aftermarket gauge. I witnessed a steady of
power flow from the gas-engine at 23 kW while it delivered propulsion thrust to the
wheels and 7.2 kW (at times higher) of electricity for charging the battery-pack. Just a
little over 37 minutes later, the charging ended with the state-of-charge having reached
80% of the usable EV capacity from the 8.8 kWh pack (that's 5.07 kWh). What more
proof do you need that a gas-engine with 25 kW output is capable of sustaining a cruise
on the highway? My plug-in hybrid did it using just that rate of output while also
replenishing the battery-pack at the same time.
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10-07-2018

Leadership Shuffle. A stir within GM executive staff was inevitable. Remember what
happened just prior to Volt rolling out? Everyone involved in the prior stage moved
on. It seemed quite bizarre. When would any project advancing to the most vital phase...
rollout... have those who know it best no longer be available. Reassigning them to other
projects before work is complete made no sense. Of course, we later had out suspicions
confirmed that such a shuffle eliminated accountability. Whatever goals had been stated
no longer applied. Those now in charge were allowed to convey whatever narrative they
wanted. They did too. It was an advanced move to deal with damage-control
efforts. They knew Volt fell well short of expectations. Now all these years later, the
struggle with Volt has grown worse. The ultimate goal of solving "range anxiety" issues
ended up becoming Bolt, which has issues of its own. It's all quite a mess as the
disastrous loss of tax-credits is about to make the situation an even greater challenge to
overcome. No affordable solution for the masses is available yet. So, GM leadership is
now changing. I chimed into that discussion with: Who is the market for Volt? That
was the question asked hundreds of times with the hope of drawing attention to the
reality that GM wasn't actually targeting it own loyal customers. Those shoppers
walking around on the showroom floor hoping to replace their old GM vehicle with a
new GM vehicle pretty much never encountered a Volt; instead, there was a line-up of
SUV choices. Soon, GM will be adding another, the new Blazer. It is even has a base
price of what Volt had as a goal, but never delivered. Conquest sales were all that Volt
really ever achieved. GM attracted buyers from elsewhere, rather than actually stirring
their own status quo. It happened with both generations, then carried over to Bolt. This
all was made worse by the dependency of the tax-credits. which will soon begin
phaseout. In other words, we need to see GM no longer afraid to address change to get
their dealers interested. The problem is it will trigger the Osborne effect. A compelling
plug-in choice for a SUV will sour the appeal of their guzzlers. There will be demand
without supply. It's an ugly situation getting worse each year. So, the announcement of
leadership shuffling is no surprise. That's long overdue.

10-08-2018

Renegade Plug-In Hybrid. We got this announcement today: "The Renegade plug-in
hybrid will be one of 30 different new models worldwide from Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
to use electric, plug-in, or conventional hybrid drive systems." That couldn't be much
more vague. There's no specifics... time, quantity, price? Nonetheless, it is still nice to
see an expectation of change being set. Even if the efforts are only token at first, it does
at least set the stage. Removing barriers is how it starts. None that diesel is finally gone,
there's a "What's next?" type of mood. People expect change. That's why each
generation of vehicle stirs new interest. The key is figuring out the right balance. Too
much just scares away the masses. They simply don't see the worth when there's a lot of
difference to accept. That's why enthusiasts have such difficulty trying to understand
why niche vehicles don't appeal to mainstream shoppers. That audience isn't drawn the
same way. This is the very reason why there was such a push a decade ago for hybrids to
be offered as mainstream vehicles. So, it makes perfect sense that an ordinary choice like
the Jeep Renegade would get targeted to become offered as a plug-in hybrid. Though, it
does make you wonder why GM hasn't done that yet. My guess is concern about the
Osborne effect. Fortunately, we don't see Fiat Chrysler in the same position.
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10-09-2018

Winter Travel. A new Prime owner posted a question asking about how to prepare for a
cross-country trip through northern states during the cold season. It seemed odd to
ask. The advice given in reply was just plain bizarre though. Strange suggestions from
those who obviously don't have experience in those conditions shouldn't reply. They do
though. So, those of us who live in those regions try to deal with the confusion. This
was my contribution: Here in Minnesota, Winter is simply called Tuesday. This coming
cold season will be my 19th driving a Prius. It's no big deal. My suggestion is to make
sure you have tire with good tread (all-seasons are fine) and don't drive like it is nice
out. We take trips in Winter. The most demanding is during the holidays, from the east
side of Minnesota through South Dakota to Wyoming. We encounter snow & ice on the
highway. There's no drama. Just be alert. Slow down. Keep safe distances. That's all
we do.

10-09-2018

Lexus Approach. The recent advertisement push from Lexus to electrify its product-line
sure has some EV supporters spreading FUD concern. It's ironic how they perceive that
effort to phaseout traditional vehicles as somehow being against a plug-in future. They
don't recognize how short-term market change can have a profound influence on longterm support. I was intrigued why they felt it was an all-or-none situation. Turns out,
some of that concern stems from not really knowing what Toyota actually offers. This is
especially difficult to recognize from only looking at Lexus, which it turns out many
have. I brought the discussion back to a little be of a constructive nature by providing
some obviously absent Toyota detail. Hopefully, this will dissipate some of their Fear,
Uncertainty, and Doubt about Lexus intentions, aa reply to a post where there was an
obvious lack of keeping up with upgrades: That misunderstanding of Toyota's hybrid
system is quite common. Most of it comes from outdated information, a common
problem after a technology has been around for over 20 years. Prius Prime introduced tothe-floor electric-only acceleration by adding a one-way clutch to the existing hybrid
system. This allows the generator-motor to contribute propulsion power. Combined with
the traction-motor and a larger battery-pack, you can acceleration & drive from 0 to 84
mph in EV mode. In the larger hybrids, like Camry & RAV4, it's easy to see the power
potential Toyota's hybrid system has to offer with future plug-in models at little extra
cost. Prius Prime also introduced charge-mode. This is a feature designed to recharge
the battery-pack using the engine. It sounds counter-productive, since plugging in would
clearly be more efficient overall than gas consumption. But surprisingly, it can still yield
useful results. You can use the electricity later for local travel, a handy feature when on a
long-distance trip without any outlet available. At 70 mph in Fall temperatures (low 40's
for me last weekend), I was able to recharge the battery-pack from 0% to 80% EV
capacity in a little over 37 minutes. That's 5 kWh of electricity generated while also
delivering 40 MPG during that travel. In short, most people are not aware of what's
possible after 20 years of refinement.
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10-09-2018

Lexus Potential. My effort to educate continued: Clearly, you didn't see the recent Paris
reveal of the next-gen RAV4 hybrid. 36,995 sales of the outgoing RAV4 so far this year
in the US market have been hybrid. Think of the potential for both getting customers to
abandon traditional engine-only models in favor of the hybrid and how much easier next
time around it will be for them to purchase a plug-in model. In other words, Toyota (and
Lexus) are setting the stage for when large capacity battery-pack offerings become
realistic. Face it, they currently are not yet. Between the high-cost & productionlimitations, it just plain is not viable for the masses yet. In a few years, it will be.
Remember that luxury buyers tend to replace their vehicles sooner than those of us in the
mainstream. So, the Lexus approach will naturally be different anyway. Again, think of
the potential. How much would it really take to add a larger battery-pack and one-way
clutch to that SUV platform to offer a plug-in hybrid model for both Lexus & Toyota
shoppers? The raised platform makes a good means of introducing an EV model as
well. So what if a few more years must be waited. We have had GM and VW (both
legacy automakers) making "in a few years" announcements for quite awhile now. At
least with Lexus, we see a clear effort already underway to phaseout traditional offerings.

10-10-2018

Suggestion. Hearing about a bill that was proposed to abruptly end tax-credits for plugin vehicles has caused quite a stir. Those who proclaim "laggard" are celebrating. They
see the 200,000 vehicle limit as a barrier to success. From their perspective, they see it as
an unfair advantage... since they believe the competition is other plug-in vehicles. In
reality, the competition has always been traditional vehicles. That subsidy money was to
be used for helping the shift away from guzzlers. It was support for electrification, not to
boost the reputation of those who rushed to market with a product unable to
compete. Needless to say, there's an obvious panic building about GM support taking a
plummet. We already see Tesla taking away attention from the bleeding-edge
audience. The mainstream audience is far more fickle though. That's where the legacy
automakers needed help. That's was the intended purpose of the tax-credits for
them. Instead, GM squandered that money. Looking back, it's easy to see the wasted
opportunity. So many chances to bring about change were neglected. I called them
"missed" at the time. Now, it's easy to see those involved simply didn't care. The bet
everything on hope of an abrupt shift, a very risky gamble with serious
consequences. That mess must now be dealt with. I kept my reply to the situation very
simple: Revise the bill to reward those building vehicles that actually target mainstream
consumers.
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10-11-2018

What Will They Sell? That suggestion of targeting mainstream consumers was not well
received. There's a lot of hate still for having been wrong about the market... and me
being correct. There's nothing to gain from saying "I told you so." though. Instead, I
push the look forward by asking an important question: Don't overlook the purpose of
the tax-credits and why the phaseout stage switches to unlimited quantity. That subsidy
was to assist each automaker with production & distribution, allowing them to get their
product to a high-volume profitable sales level prior to hitting that 200,000
threshold. This would make it easy for dealers & salespeople to continue on with
business-sustainable sales, despite the reduction of that boost from the government. GM
didn't focus on their own showroom shoppers; instead, sales focus was on
conquest. Rather than use those tax-credits to entice their own loyal customers to replace
their aging GM vehicle with a new GM vehicle offering a plug, they focused on selling
more traditional SUVs... hence the introduction of both Trax & Blazer, neither featuring
a plug. Existing popular vehicles didn't get Voltec (the technology in Volt) either. The
rollout stalled with a compact hatchback that wouldn't be competitive on the showroom
floor without the tax-credit. In other words, consider the true competition
problem. What will dealers prefer to sell?

10-11-2018

What Happens Now? I keep pushing for answers... or at least acknowledgement: GM
squandered their tax-credits, using them for conquest sales rather than changing the status
quo. This was the problem brought up as a concern way back in early 2007, when details
of development indicated more of a trophy-mentality. Praise for performance became the
draw. It should have been what it meant to actually be green. We saw the potential for an
EV that guzzled electricity. But the bankruptcy recovery plan addressed that by raising
the "too little, too slowly" concern. Volt could be rolled out any way that would stir
market interest, then GM would move on to a more practical offering. Problem is, that
never happened. Instead, Toyota & Hyundai stepped in with efforts to deliver EV
offerings that used less electricity to travel the same distance. Sound familiar? Detroit
obsessed with the wrong thing, yet again. History repeated. It's ugly now too, since so
much time & opportunity was wasted. Look at the efforts delivered from Honda &
Chrysler. Consider what BMW & VW are ramping up to deliver. The other big legacy
automakers are taking the situation seriously... well, all but Ford. So, what happens now?
What will GM reveal as that 18-month promise comes to pass, which just happens to be
the same timing as the tax-credit phaseout transitions to the 50% level?
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Compared To What? All I can say is: Wow! This article title, from a supposed GM
expert, caught my attention: "With the 2019 Chevrolet Blazer, GM May Score Another
Win Over Toyota". Knowing the next-gen RAV4 coming in a few months will be rather
impressive, I was quite intrigued to find out what the writer had to say. To my
bewilderment, there was no mention of RAV4. Instead, the entire article compared the
upcoming Blazer to Venza. That's right. The 2019 GM was compared to a 2009
Toyota. It made no sense whatsoever. The claim that Venza was the only proper
comparison, since it was a CUV just like Blazer, was beyond absurd. It's the same old
nonsense we dealt with for Ford. Remember when C-Max was compared to Prius v
rather than the regular model Prius? The hope was no one would take the time to
discover that was totally inappropriate, that those 2 vehicles of the time were very
different sizes. Turns out, all the MPG claims Ford made were bogus too. Even though
Prius v was larger, it did in fact deliver higher efficiency. It was a misleading effort that
failed on multiple fronts. So, there's not much reason to be concerned with this
either. Though, GM did briefly try to portray Bolt as a CUV. It is obviously a compact
wagon. Blazer is obviously a SUV. It will be compared to RAV4... even if some fans
attempt to spin it as something else.

10-13-2018

Understanding Customer Priorities. Now, all I can say is: OMG! The spin simply
takes a different form. "Let's Talk About Engine Stop-Start, Part 3: Stop-Start On The
2019 Chevrolet Blazer" This was especially bizarre. It sighted the mixed feeling about
the rapid fuel-saving strategy of halting the engine everytime you come to a stop
works. Part 1 focused on the design and feature random customer comments. Part 2
mentioned how it could be disabled, using a system hack. Part 3 pointed out how the
newest offerings provide a button. All of it left you wondering what the heck the point
was. Why would you spend so much time & effort for a feature that customers could
shut off? Remember how Prius was mocked years ago for behaving like a golf cart? It
didn't actually. But since most people didn't understand how the hybrid system actually
worked, they assumed incorrect. This feature from GM actually does work that
way. What was GM hoping to accomplish? In other words, this is yet another example
of the problems faced when not understanding customer priorities. This is why I so often
end online posts with: Know your audience.
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Profitable. Time for a reality check. I see a stir growing for GM's well being. That
hope many had held onto with nothing to support such optimism is falling apart. For far
too long... well over a decade... focus had been almost entirely on engineering. When
you have an economy that's recovering and a generous tax-credit to help new endeavors
along, it was a time for taking some risk. It's wasn't a time for catering to enthusiasts
though. That bordered on stupidity even back then. Now, it's being looked upon as just
plain foolish. What was GM thinking? How could a vehicle resembling a Honda Fit
possibly compete directly against a sleek looking sedan? Bolt never made any sense at
that price and we knew cost wouldn't drop prior to tax-credit phaseout to make it even
remotely competitive. Who among GM customers would be interested? This is why
further investment in Volt technology to implement it within a SUV would have been a
far better choice; instead, the approach of further deploying that tech was abandoned
entirely. I jumped into today's discussion with a dose of business reality, a bitter pill for
many to swallow: GM's profit is mostly from large guzzlers. That's a formula for major
financial challenges to come in world of high production-cost choices with a plug. Their
opportunity to focus on affordability was, sadly, wasted on conquest. Attention should
not have been on chasing Tesla customers. It should have been on their own
demograph. Legacy customers will be very difficult to sell narrow-margin vehicles to.

10-15-2018

Value. You'll find that enthusiasts have very different priorities than mainstream
consumers. What they value is what they feel is most important. That's often a want, not
a need. Mainstream consumers tend base more of their purchase criteria on
necessity. This is why the shift to smaller SUV choices has seen some success. This is
also why saying "it is worth it" does not influence such an audience. True, some of what
enthusiasts focus on is beneficial. But selling the idea of paying extra for a premium
feature is challenging, even it if is worth it. This is why the tax-credit only had an
influence on early-adopter buyers. Know your audience. For GM, it was those willing to
accept risk. For Toyota, it will be those wanting a vehicle already well proven. How to
approach audiences with so little in common explains why we have rollouts so
different. Unfortunately, many looking at the tax-credit are not as mindful. Short
sightedness blinds them from recognizing this is not a one-size-fits all situation I try to
provide that insight: Punishing automakers who carefully studied the market, rather than
rush to it, doesn't make sense. They will provide that better value for the money. It's
unfortunate opportunity was wasted, but that's no reason to pull the plug (pun intended)
prior to others getting a chance... those who took the time to do it right. Keep in mind
how few vehicles 200,000 actually is. Our market alone sells over 17 million new
vehicles every year.
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Video: Charge Mode (drive data). Planning for this particular capture got quite
involved. I needed to verify numbers, to make sure I wasn't choosing a circumstance that
misrepresented what you'd encounter from ordinary travel. So, I tried it several times
while on my recent trip to Northern Minnesota. That set some realistic expectations, as
well as provide me with a few ideas about how to best film the drive itself. You'll see
that in the new layout for the video. I needed a decent span of time to actually do the
filming too. So, this was quite awhile in the making. It turned out well. Here's my
comments with the publish: Charge-Mode is a feature Prius Prime offers where the gasengine can be used to recharge the battery-pack. In most cases, this isn't as efficient of a
charging option as just using the plug. But when you are on a road-trip and don't have an
outlet available, being able to generate electricity while cruising on the highway can be
helpful. That electricity can be used later when you are driving short distances at your
destination. That avoidance of engine warm-up is overall beneficial, especially when
taking advantage of steady-speed driving to charge. Watch data presented on that phoneapp (vertical display on the right) connected to the car using an aftermarket ODB-II
reader. It provides detail about power coming from the engine and how much of that is
diverted to the generator while charging. Note overall results upon reaching
completion. Also, notice the turn-around about halfway through the drive. This helped
to take into account any influence of wind or hills. Watch it here... Prius Prime - Charge Mode (drive
data)

10-16-2018

Explain. I was asked to provide some insight to what I was sharing in that
video. Feedback like that is how you "know your audience". Understanding comes from
exchanges just like this. With such diverse backgrounds from people participating in
discussions online, that's a good way of moving forward. So, I tried my best to convey
more information without being too overwhelming with detail. This will hopefully be
effective: The aftermarket device with phone-app give an inside view of what's actually
happening as you use the gas-engine to charge the battery-pack. It's especially important
to understand, since misuse of the feature could have a negative impact on overall
efficiency. Also, other plug-in hybrids may not operate in the same manner. What
stands out for me is the bar in the upper-right corner. That shows how much electricity is
getting sent to the battery-pack from the generator. Notice how that value is often in the
low 7's for kW rate? It's proof that Prius Prime can already accept a faster recharge...
another Toyota design feature that's under-utilized initially. That's a common practice for
their tech rollout.
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Zero-Emissions Vehicle Division. Investors of Toyota understand long-term plans and
clearly see beyond current early-adopter hype. Prius Prime demonstrates a profitable
path to affordable plug-in hybrids. Enthusiasts don't see that. So, response this
announcement of a new division being created being negative online is no
surprise. Other automakers are doing the same thing, but they don't get the
spotlight. Green has been measured against Toyota for the past 20 years. So when you
hear similar from VW, it's definitely not the same. They have to diesel disaster to
overcome, being forced to help with our country's electrification effort as a result of the
pollution added by their emissions cheating. GM isn't the same either. They put tell a
story of electrification, but there's little actual substance behind it. Their offerings aren't
selling well and there's no investment toward infrastructure. That's why so many turn to
Toyota with the hope of rapid advancement, not understanding the work it takes behind
the vehicle itself... hence today's press release. It comes down to raising awareness. It
couldn't have been done any sooner either. This early-adopter phase we are only now
starting to see beyond is how a receptive audience of mainstream buyers is beginning to
emerge. Until tax-credits expire, not much with respect to acceptance by the masses will
matter. Ordinary consumers just plain don't care. In other words, the difference between
short-term and long-term strategy should be easier to understand now that the short is
coming to an end.

10-18-2018

Watching It Fall Apart. We seem to be rapidly drawing near to an end of GM's current
existence. The reality of what I had been saying for years is becoming so difficult to
deny, there's no strategy to repel it. All of the excuses have been exhausted. All of the
distracts have becoming uninteresting. All of the hope had faded away. They have
nothing left. Heck, even personal attacks fall apart. I wondered how it would all come to
an end. I always knew what the timing would be though. Such heavy dependence on
tax-credits made it obvious. Sales of GM plug-in offerings were a major struggle even
with that $7,500 subsidy and basically no outside competition. But with Tesla, Nissan,
Honda, and Toyota all making their mark, you don't even need to consider the new
pressure Hyundai, BMW, and VW will add. It's a mess that will grow worse very fast. I
jumped into the floundering defense of GM with: It has been interesting to read opinions
here from those who endorse niche approaches with hope of mainstream
acceptance. Their opinion makes sense from an engineering perspective, since design is
usually well thought out. But from the business perspective, their stance is
disastrous. Betting the farm on a plug-in choice that will mostly likely never be
competitive with that own automaker's traditional choices is like watching the Titanic
sink. What's the point of pushing a product that dealers won't accept? This dislike for
Toyota's recognition of need is bewildering from a group claiming to want the masses to
embrace plug-in technology. So what if the specs aren't pushing the envelope? That isn't
how business is sustained. Niche offerings are impressive, but it the so-called "boring"
vehicles that bring in the dependable profit. It's ironic how much Prius gets mocked for
being plain, ordinary, unexciting; yet, millions have sold. That's the very point of
mainstream acceptance. Being ubiquitous means not standing out. Oh well. Some
people won't ever figure it out. That's their loss, not Toyota's.
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Guzzling Electricity. There are a number of EV offerings now available that guzzle
electricity. Unlike Toyota, some automakers simply haven't bothered optimizing
operation. They just figured out how to make a vehicle go with battery & motor. The
effort to refine their propulsion system isn't as much of a priority as simply having a
presence in the emerging plug-in market. That's overwhelmingly obvious with the reveal
of I-Pace today. That will be Jaguar's first offering. Focus was clearly on speed &
power, not efficiency. Rating numbers make that obvious. 80 MPGe City. 72 MPGe
Highway. 76 MPGe Combined. With values that low, it's compete with Prime's 133
MPGe rating. But then again, it was never intended too. Nonetheless, you don't want to
just waste a fuel... even if it is greener than gas. Of course, generating electricity isn't as
clean as it could be yet. Sadly, we still get electricity from coal in many states here
still. For perspective, remember that Volt was rated at 106 MPGe... in a market where
efficiency gets far more attention. But then again, compared to Model 3's best rating of
130 MPGe, that value of 76 is pretty bad no matter how you look at it. Luxury or not,
guzzling on that level isn't sending a good statement for EV adoption. Think about how
much more battery is needed to deliver competitive range. That makes the vehicle very,
very expensive.

10-20-2018

Charge-Mode Warming. It's getting cold here (Minnesota) now. That brought about an
idea. A new use for Charge-Mode came to mind: electricity for warming the cabin. If
you have the engine running in an efficient manner before parking anyway and you'll be
coming out to a cold car later, why not? That new video shows it would only take a few
minutes to generate enough electricity for that. The point of Prius is to significantly
reduce emissions & consumption, not to eliminate them entirely. That's use of electricity
is clearly an improvement over what traditional vehicles do... just run the engine while
the vehicle is idle. It's another way of squeezing out efficiency, while at the same time
improving the driving experience. Think about how the smooth & quiet of Stealth-Mode
evolved into EV. We get preconditioning from the plug to warm the cabin anyway. If
that occasionally comes from the gas engine, it's a little bit of an offset. There's tradeoffs
with technology. Having a flexible system can allow you to optimize. So, give it a try.
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Gone. The biggest of all the antagonists, that one who would always try to get the last
word in, is finally gone. He used every trick in the book to try to get me to stop posting
about how GM was missing opportunity. So much time was wasted on conquest. Not
targeting mainstream consumers made it a futile endeavor. How could a legacy
automaker thrive when none of its traditional offerings had the choice of a plug? Status
quo not changing is a recipe for failure. None of their vehicles even became
greener. Popular choices, like Equinox & Cruze, instead added a diesel option. No
plug. Not even a hybrid. It was a disaster in the making... with the tax-credit phaseout as
the undisputable end. Unless GM would be able to achieve profitable high-volume sales
with the potential to be sustainable prior to hitting that point, it would all be over. Now,
we see that is exactly what's happening. Those 200,000 credits weren't used to actually
bring about change on the dealer's showroom floor. Their loyal customers never showed
any interest. All those years of expressing the "too little, too slowly" concern have been
validated. In fact, it will be precisely 1 decade when the final moment is reached. That
will be the end of March 2019... exactly when the phaseout changes the credit is cut to
50%... and exactly when GM's 18-month pre-announcement wait limit will be
reached. The assumption is Detroit’s auto show in January will bring about that longoverdue change announcement. The antagonist abandoned ship already though. His diehard effort to protect the reputation of GM ended with the purchase of a Tesla Model
3. Knowing the absence of tax-credit help would basically kill Volt & Bolt, he gave
up. There's simply no way such small vehicles with such large prices could appeal to
GM customers. We've been watching the GM stockholders get nervous as share prices
remain flat and even more dependency on high-profit large vehicles continues to
grow. There's no path forward. It's not like Toyota, where the entire product-line at
dealers will be offered with a hybrid option. He's gone now. He doesn't have to listen to
my sensible analysis of business choice. GM chose poorly.
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Cannibalize ICE Sales. The topic of ICE (Internal Combustion Engine, better known as
"traditional" vehicles) replacement is finally getting some proper attention. Most of the
plug-in enthusiasts simply didn't care when the tax-credit was available. But now that it
is about to trigger phaseout for GM, there's a state of panic growing. Taking about
vindication for my "too little, too slowly" concern over the years. I predicted this very
dilemma ages ago. But instead of getting constructive feedback, I got attacked... over
and over and over again. Thankfully, my thousands of blog entries serve as proof of the
level of resistance people have to change. So many techniques & excuses for not dealing
with problems and taking responsibility... Ugh. Anywho, today's discussion topic really
hit that mark. It focused specifically on GM. I jumped in with one of the first comments
posting:
It's as simple as asking how our children will look back at this. You had the technology;
yet, you chose to not make an effort to actually use it to change the status quo.
That has been GM's problem even before the plug. They had Two-Mode, then
abandoned it. They had Volt, but roll out the tech to any of their ordinary
offerings. Loyal GM customers looking to replace their old GM vehicle with a new GM
vehicle simply had no choice. After all those years of supposedly being market leader,
you still cannot purchase a green model of a traditional vehicle from GM. Their SUVs
should have taken on the plug-in Two-Mode design a whole decade ago. Remember the
prototype plug-in Saturn Vue?
Seeing GM move on to Bolt is a head-scratcher. Are they going to abandon plug-in
hybrids entirely, completely contradicting their own "range anxiety" approach they
pushed for all those years? If so, when can we expect a competitively affordable version
of one of GM's traditional vehicles as a EV model?
Toyota is often claimed to be an industry laggard, but their path to electrification is
clear. Prius already offers a plug. Corolla hybrid will next year as a plug-in hybrid. A
model of CH-R hybrid as an EV is expected to follow. There are new generations RAV4
and Highlander hybrids on the way. Camry & Avalon hybrids are now available and
competitive with their traditional counterpart. There is even a rumor of a new CUV
hybrid on the way. All that is most definitely an effort to change the status quo.
Legacy automakers have the enormous problem of getting their dealers to embrace
change. If they aren't interested in stocking green inventory, there's no way for shoppers
to actually make a purchase. Cannibalizing ICE sales is much easier taking a smaller
step to the plug by offering something compelling with a battery-pack first.
Watch what happens with GM over the next few months. Their tax-credit opportunity
wasn't used to change behavior of their own dealers & customers. It's going to be a
painful transition as a result.
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Osborne Effect. It was interesting to read a detailed post about GM's predicament,
explaining how they were now facing innovator's dilemma. Anyone unfamiliar with the
what that means would have easily accepted what had been attempted to be explained. I
knew that was quite wrong. To be that situation, it would be a struggle of how to
improve Volt to attract a wide audience. GM had listened to enthusiasts, resulting in
even more of a niche. So, that does sound right. But GM has pretty much abandoned
Volt entirely. There is no effort to delivering something with those characteristics for
mainstream buyers; instead, GM must basically start over. See the problem? They have
the tech already. So, that isn't the challenge being faced. It's the impact the next offering
will have on GM's own current market. It could be profoundly negative... since the
choice itself would likely be very positive. This is called the Osborne effect. Look it
up. The name came from a real-world "oops!" in the business world that had disastrous
results. Knowing that, I replied: No, that isn't the case. It was with Volt though, but that
is the past. The situation now is different. The moment GM announces a plug-in hybrid
SUV, sales of the traditional model will stall. It's known as the "Osborne Effect".

10-21-2018

Serious Discussion. Today's topic about the problems GM is about to face sure is
stirring the pot. I jumped back in almost immediately, responding to a post starting with:
"As soon as one of the Legacies gets serious about US EVs, the whole house of cards will
come down..." It was followed by a vague statement that didn't actually say
anything. There was no next-step suggestion provided. You know, I won't settle for that:
What does "serious" actually mean? Think about the situation from a mass-market
perspective. How do mainstream consumers shop?
From a dealer perspective, that means the vehicles with a plug must be cost-competitive
to the traditional offering. GM's approach with both Volt and Bolt have been disastrous
in that regard. Neither supports a profitable approach and neither even resembles
anything in their current product-line. What loyal GM customer would be
interested? Seeing such strong demand for the highly profitable SUVs that GM dealers
carry, it's easy to recognize the lack of interest.
Salespeople face an even greater challenge. Should the dealer decide to push plug-in
choices, what incentive is there for a change sales approach? A fast & large commission
from a traditional SUV is far more appealing than making an effort to educate a
consumer about how to upgrade their garage for plugging in. That's a major challenge to
address without even talking about the vehicle itself.
Think about how much easier the transition could be getting customers who already own
a plug-in hybrid charged with an ordinary 120-volt outlet to consider the upgrade to an
EV with a 240-volt charger. In other words, expecting a jump directly to EV for masses
is not a "serious" approach... especially when you consider cost & production
restraints. 17 million new vehicles in the United States alone are purchased every year.
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Rhetoric Spin. It has actually been awhile since someone tried to stir the pot: "Toyota
has dragged it's feet all along the way." That was to be expected though, on a discussion
thread about the challenges GM is about to face. I don't let that opportunity for me to
point out observations of my own on the topic. So, I did: That's just rhetoric
spin. Anyone taking the time to actually look at the technology Toyota has delivered,
they would see a remarkably efficient & affordable design. Their approach of rolling out
first to hybrids is a very effective means of establishing high-volume production to take
advantage of economy-of-scale benefit... which is absolutely vital for a successful
paradigm shift. The upcoming next-gen RAV4 hybrid is another big step forward. Like
with Camry hybrid, we are witnessing great potential for vehicles larger and more
powerful than Prius to capture sales from a very large audience. So what if a model
without a plug isn't available yet? Motor & Invertor production is well underway. RealWorld rollout of their heat-pump and carbon-fiber tech is taking place too. Let's not
forget the lithium battery-cells being used either. In other words, the claim of "dragging"
actually reveals Toyota's electrification effort to reach mainstream buyers without taxcredit help is well underway.

10-22-2018

Frustrated GM Investors. There's a lot of attention growing for GM. The reason is
simple. A comprehensive third-quarter financial report is about to be release and the
prospect doesn't look good. It's much like the lead up to bankruptcy a decade ago. Profit
depended heavily upon large Pickups & SUVs. Investors want sedans to be phased out
entirely to help keep that revenue stream flowing. This time, there aren't serious
retirement losses at stack though. Instead, it is the reality that neither Volt nor Bolt
captured customer's interest. Both were major resource drains that didn't result in new
revenue. Not deploying the technology into a mainstream vehicle shoppers would be
drawn to was a colossal mistake. The stock value for shares here and for the division in
China, which had been flat, are now both down. There is the uncertainty of GM in Korea
as well. Authorities are questioning whether or not GM's 10-year commitment as part of
that division's bailout early this year will hold. Needless to say, pressure is building for
the CEO to be replaced. It seems like a narrative, something I would make up...
especially since the timing of the tax-credit phaseout is drawing so near. But anyone who
has been watching closely for the past few years would recognize my push for GM to
take a next step forward. Volt's gen-2 upgrade was a step in the wrong direction,
delivering more for enthusiasts and even less for GM's own shoppers. Bolt has just been
a confusing mess; it changed the message for "range anxiety" and was supposedly
designed to compete directly against Tesla's Model 3. Needless to say, sales of both are
well under expectation. Sound familiar? Remember the timing & circumstances of TwoMode's death? There was a genuine concern about "too little, too slowly". The situation
now confirms there was valid reason for it. To all those who attacked me for pushing for
an actual change to the status quo, rather than appealing to early-adopters, you now have
frustrated investors to deal with.
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Looking Ahead. I shared some wisdom: Knowing there will be a mid-cycle refresh of
the regular Prius and that tax-credit phaseouts will shake up the market, it is reasonable to
wonder if something could change for the 2019 Prime. Late November is the LA auto
show. That is likely when we'll either find out or get a teaser. My guess it will be the
latter with a full reveal in Early January for the Detroit auto show. Think about the
positioning of GM with respect to plug-in hybrid choices. The expected 50% drop for
their tax-credits in April and how much of a struggle sales have been anyway, it makes
sense that Toyota has simply been laying in wait. After all, we saw them do the very
same thing already. We witnessed the quiet of gen-1 plug-in Prius, with lots of spin
during that supply halt that was just plain wrong. Why compete when it will only serve
to confuse potential customers, especially when you can focus on refines (production,
design, cost, etc.) in the meantime?

10-24-2018

Spreading Narratives. It was called hype, seemingly so far back, you could say "once
upon a time". That was obvious. You hope for a miracle. It turned into "fake news",
where there was on-going effort to deceive using enough apparent material to form a
believable story. When confronted, the story simply changed to something else. Each
time built on assumptions and the knowledge that most people don't apply critical
thinking. Just accepting what you are told at face value, without ever bothering to
research, is key. That eventually fell apart, since you can only change the story so often
before people get confused. Now things are settling back into an approach of spreading
narratives, where you just keep telling the same tale repeatedly. You don't even
bothering to provide any substance. For example: "The hybrid is going to be phased out,
and it's sad that Toyota is going to be dragged kicking and screaming into the
future." Sadly, I run into claims like that often. There's nothing at all provided to so
support it. There's just a mantra repeated over and over. I keep my reply simple
with: Toyota already produces electric-motors, controllers & chargers, battery-packs,
and a rather impressive heat-pump. They are setting the stage for large-scale customer
acceptance of plug-in vehicles, as well as refining their production & software along the
way.

10-24-2018

Facing Reality. This quote speaks for itself: "So what does GM do now? They've used
up their 200,000 tax-credits that were supposed to help them transition to non-subsidized
plug-in cars, but I don't see any future product plans. The Bolt and Volt are not
compelling products without the tax credit, so unless they can cut prices on them and be
profitable (doubtful) where are they?" Seeing such a sentiment pop up from time to time
now in discussion threads is encouraging. Rather than an army of enthusiasts doing
everything possible to provide excuses, there's a message coming through expressing
concern. I endlessly posted my own concerns about GM moving so slow, this day would
come. Sadly, it seems as though the momentum forward has actually stopped. That's
what is drawing attention now. Bolt clearly wasn't competition with Model 3. So, what
is it? That was supposed to be GM's premiere plug-in product, an offering so impression
it was the "range anxiety" solution Volt failed to be. However, that perceived progress
didn't result in strong sales. In fact, it's rather obvious the loss of that $7,500 incentive
will bring an end to the effort as we know it. I suspect early next year will bring about a
reset of sorts... a reality enthusiasts really don't want to face. The claimed leadership
position will be lost. Starting over is all but inevitable though. That's why milestones to
consider lessons learned are vital. Skipping them, as enthusiasts did, makes the penalty
for trying something different much later a much larger loss to deal with.
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10-25-2018

EPA Dismissals. We just learned that EPA has dismissed 2 advisory panels of outside
scientists. They provided information about smog & repository concerns. That fear we
had about properly addressing pollution related issues is proving to be a very real
problem. There are clearly efforts underway to undermine. It's really sad when such
blatant favoritism for business is put over the well-being of people & planet. This
reminds me of what the administration 18 years ago did. They just ended a well
established green program abruptly under the guise of starting a comprehensive
study. Remember the PNGV program? They tried to pretend the existing effort had
failed and this was a bold new initiative to stimulate progress. We all knew it was a
reset. We also knew it would be half-hearted. The vague nature of what is being
established as a replacement is a dead giveaway. We see people taking power who favor
business over environment, people who will sacrifice a great deal to protect old-school
industry. It's an effort to hold back progress. Think about the intentional damage relaxed
regulation will cause. We know how to prevent, but choose not to. Imagine how future
generations will look upon this time.

10-26-2018

Closed Minds. There are a few on the big Prius forum who focus entirely on the shortterm. They just plain don't care what's coming. That means any effort that's long-term is
simply ignored. Closing your mind to anything except the immediate is a terrible waste,
since it makes progress a challenge. People don't want to invest in the future. That's why
the tax-cuts were received with such high praises. Barriers that move to live in the now
created weren't taken into consideration. It's a selfish move. You intentionally sacrifice
the future. Yet, there are many in our society who do that. This is how great powers
fall. We have many examples throughout history. There is a cost to pay. Sadly, some
contribute to the mess. You have to turn on former allies as a result. It's the figurative
slap-in-the face, with a hope of waking them up to their complacency. Maybe it will
work. Maybe it won't. The point is, I tried: You are feeding a greenwash narrative by
cherry-picking like that. Prime was clearly designed for profitability. Compliance
vehicles don't bother. Toyota's effort to deliver affordability is overwhelming evident
that it is targeting mainstream sales. Choosing to only acknowledge the short-term
perspective is intentionally misleading.
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What A Mess. There's an obvious effort beginning for GM's defense of their end as
supposed leader. Proposing a new mandate was today's desperate move. It's obvious
because it was so vague and set the bar so far back. Bold initiatives of the past are all but
forgotten. It is that reset we've been expecting. I took the stage for this one. No soapbox
this time. It's an all out battle declaration:
This is the same old rhetoric repeating, apologists cry FUD when actual change to the
status quo is brought up. Inevitably, that is following by "laggard" claims as
distraction. It all comes down to GM not having targeted their own customers with Volt
or Bolt. Who shops the showroom floor of a GM dealer looking for a compact car to
purchase? GM's audience is primarily SUV buyers; yet, all their SUVs offered are
traditional still.
GM's plug-in hybrid tech should have been rolled out to a small SUV years ago; instead,
there was an effort focusing on diesel. Both Cruze & Equinox diesels were offered postdieselgate. Why? Now we see Trax & Blazer completing a full passenger SUV productline, none of which offer a plug still. Why?
GM offered Two-Mode an entire decade ago. It was even followed by a plug-in
prototype SUV. Yet, all these years later, there is not a single green SUV offering...
nothing with a plug or even just a hybrid option... despite so much praise for supposedly
being the leader of legacy automakers.
Now, we see an effort to downplay. Rather than make an effort to actually electrify their
product-line, it's just more token gestures. Actually trying to change the status quo still
isn't happening. Their dealer's showroom floors still look basically unchanged.
Toyota gets slammed all the time for their effort to change. Camry, Corolla, RAV4, CHR, Highlander, Avalon... are all available as hybrids in different markets. That's an
undeniable investment into electrification with an easy & profitable path to offering a
plug. We also see Prime demonstrating potential for EV choices, by establishing
production and promoting refinement of related EV components.
Remember all the hype about a "Volt lite" years ago, when enthusiasts tried to push GM
to offer a more affordable plug-in choice? They knew the disaster of tax-credit phaseout
would arrive someday, when GM would get stuck with plug-in vehicles totally
unappealing to dealers. Why even try to sell an expensive choice that will deliver such
little profit? Even if that inventory was stock, what salesperson would even bother trying
to persuade a shopper for so little commission?
This has been a problem in the making since sales struggle of gen-1 Volt resulted in a
dramatic price down... which didn't result in an overall sales increase. All these years
later, we still see sales on the bottom of GM's list. That's a blatant sign the technology
should either be diversified or abandoned. Seeing no progress in that regard to Volt and
the rollout of Bolt as their solution to "range anxiety" instead, there's good reason to
question motive of the recent proposal.
Notice the lack of detail and how low the bar is set for time & quantity? Rather than
"just do it" to force the other legacy automakers to follow suit, there's a negotiation with
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the our government taking place. Why? Talk is cheap. We're seeing pushes in Europe
& China regardless of whether or not the United States joins in. The world will suffer
from oil-dependency & climate-change regardless of whatever official mandate gets
passed.
In other words, how long must we wait for an affordable Chevy Trax plug-in hybrid to
finally be offered... or Equinox... or Traverse... or Blazer?
10-27-2018

Getting Messier. I got called a "shill" many times in the past for my critical
thinking. They'd claim that under the pretense that it was really just a defense of
Toyota. Seeing the reality that it was actually just good business sense for any of the
automakers we too much to accept... because one can never agree with a
competitor. Never wanting to accept the fact that traditional vehicles are the competition
has been the problem. That means you much acknowledge a problem from within, rather
than just blaming someone else for your own struggle. Oddly, they keep trying. This
time though, it was so desperate, I was left beside myself. The claim now is that
autonomous driving is an essential part of EV delivery. I fought back that nonsense
with: Autonomy. Huh? The article topic didn't make any mention of it. That certainly
hasn't ever been anything I've been interested in or even commented about. It's totally
unrelated to any type of EV mandate. Why was it brought up? Let's try a different
perspective... Profitability. That's how you know an automaker is attempting to deliver a
product targeted at mainstream consumers. If the vehicle was designed to sustain highvolume sales, that's all the more confirmation you need. What does a mandate
achieve? We've seen both Volt & Bolt rolled out as niche offerings, since they rely
heavily upon tax-credits and haven't demonstrated appeal to GM's own loyal
customers. If there was mandate already in place, it would be easy to label them a
compliance rollouts. Remember, the goal is to replace traditional vehicles. That's means
what is found on dealer's lots must change. Waiting many years for a few token offerings
is not enough. The entire product-line must have some type of path to
electrification. Without that, dealers simply won't bother, which means potential
customers won't have anything with a battery-pack to purchase.

10-27-2018

Phew! It's nice to enjoy a pause from the fight. This was just an ordinary response to an
ordinary discussion, a very nice change from the growing mess: The genius of Toyota's
approach has been flexibility. "Just drive it" provides results well above that of
traditional vehicles, regardless of your driving circumstances. The addition of a plug
builds upon that. When you recharge from an outlet, results are amazing no matter what
you do with that electricity. Having the option to recharge using the gas-engine is a
bonus. If you want to exploit the design to squeeze out even higher efficiency, you have
that ability. It is by no means necessary or required. Some owners will never take
advantage of having it. Others will exploit the opportunity. The point is, you are given
that choice. So, we make an effort to explain how it works. Keep in mind that you also
have the choice of recharging speed. For 120-volt connections, you have 8 & 12 amp
options. For 240-volt connections, it is currently limited to 3.6 kW. As demonstrated by
this video, you can see that 7.2 kW may be offered in the future. It's a flexible
design. Toyota carefully studies how it is used & responds and tweaks choices
accordingly. Give it a try.
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10-27-2018

Whoa! I just had a parking lot encounter at lunch today. It was with my 2003. I was
able to confirm up close that it was indeed my old Prius from 15 years ago. The package
was a rare choice, quite distinct in appearance, and I put a very unique dent in it. That
was strange seeing it after having upgraded 3 times since the trade. There were a few
new dents and one of the headlight fogged. But otherwise, it looked fine and was
obviously still in use. Too by I wasn't able to chat with the current owner. I had been
looking for years, hoping the purchase was local. I did see it roughly a month after
having upgraded, but not since. Doubt about ever seeing it again is realistic; though,
today was a heck of a surprise. At least I know it survived beyond the duration anyone
expected it to. That's a great endorsement for Toyota's forethought. They really
designed a system to last... something quite realistic for ending the reign of dirty
guzzlers.

10-28-2018

Behind. It has been interesting watched firsthand: "The fact that you continue to stick up
for Toyota says it all. Had they continued to push forward to EV they would be light
years ahead. They have buried their collective heads in the sand. When they come out
with an EV they will also be years behind vs. the years ahead they should be." That story
is told over and over again... but without substance. There isn't ever any detail provided
to support the claim. They just get angry and declare "behind" without follow
up. Having studied business so extensively in college (it was my minor) and worked in
retail for that many years, then followed the automotive industry closely for the past 2
full decades, I know what I'm talking about. You don't study so much for so long without
recognizing success patterns. There's also my passion for computers which dates all the
way back to the 70's. Watching that industry evolve was quite exciting. Anywho, I get
tired of those who don't bother to do their homework. Making empty claims is
unacceptable. If you have good reasoning, share it! Don't just start a quarrel without any
intent to back it. Geez! Oh well. That's what I have to deal with. In this case, I
responded with: Behind what? The market hasn't even emerged out of the early-adopter
stage. Whether or not you accept the fact that Toyota is working to refine their already
available EV drive, plus related components & software, is not their problem. They are
busy setting the stage for dealer & salesperson, as well as building a process for
traditional vehicle phaseout. It never ceases to amaze me how some feel "ahead" should
be quantified based on short-term measure, even though production cost is still out of
reach and energy-density still isn't quite there yet. As for where they should be, where
exactly is that? There's no basis for a mass acceptance of plug-in vehicles yet. HighVolume sales without subsidy haven't even been attempted yet. Reliance on tax-credits
is a problem Tesla is scrambling to avoid though, but it is not a legacy automaker. GM is
and will inevitably pay the price from not having a competitive product prior to
triggering phaseout. Toyota still has time and will smoothly pass by from having taken
the slower path to adapt a system capable of sustainable profits with a clear path to a
wide variety of plug offerings. They carefully studied the market, rather than rushing to
it. It's like watching the Tortoise & Hare story playout right before our eyes...
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10-29-2018

Possibly Failing. You can feel the pressure growing. With Tesla speeding ahead, the
decisions for legacy automakers is finally getting some necessary attention. That's long
overdue. Direct comparisons to a well-funded investor-supported startup is a terrible
measure progress forward for the market as a whole. Many early-adopters are only now
coming to realize that. Too bad they didn't listen to that message over a decade
ago. Ugh. Oh well, they have no choice but to listen to it now... especially when
attemtping to belittle Toyota:
That claim about Toyota possibly failing is a narrative you should be smart enough to see
beyond. You know Toyota is waiting for the cost tipping-point to be reached before
deploying to the masses. It makes no sense doing that prior to the profitability stage
being reached. That's why rollout is being held to limited markets. The tech is being
refined in the meantime.
No legacy automaker can go all out with high-volume deploys yet. Batteries are still too
expensive and density too low for that profitable level to be reached. It will happen,
perhaps very soon. But until we see sales growth without tax-credits contributing to that,
we haven't left the early-adopter stage.
Consider audience. Buyers of plug-in vehicles now are pretty much exclusively
enthusiasts. Reaching mainstream consumers... those who basically just go to their
favorite dealer and trade-up for the latest model of something there... will be
extraordinarily difficult to appeal to. Current plug-in offers have too high of a price-tag
still, even with the tax-credit, to be a realistic competitor yet.
In other words, look at the preparation is each automaker is making to address their own
particular customers. What must they do to achieve & sustain profitable sales of plug-in
vehicles? With that, you can see Toyota is well under way. Having a wide selection of
hybrids in place makes taking the next 2 steps much easier for all involved... dropping
traditional vehicles and rolling out plug-in choices.
What legacy automaker do you think is better positioned? It certainly isn't GM with their
stubborn reluctance to spread plug-in tech to one of their mainstream vehicles.

10-30-2018

No Longer Quiet. The quiet of GM has changed to sending mixed messages. That
sounds familiar. We are back to the uncertainty stage, yet again. It makes sense,
knowing the timing of the tax-credit phaseout and how poorly plug-in sales have
been. The downturn of the stockprice and market pressure from the new tariffs having a
negative effect is really making a mess of things. What should investors expect? For
that matter, what should customers expect? Both of those questions raises uncertainty for
dealers. What will they sell? I took offense for today's play, grabbing the ball and
running like hell with it. I don't think the antagonists saw this coming: GM did not
target its own consumers; instead, they offered vehicles appealing to enthusiasts. That is
the very definition of niche. Mainstream buyers should have been targeted. They were
not. Technology developed for the purpose of widespread deployment was never
widespread deployed. The origin of Volt was the Two-Mode hybrid, which we saw a
prototype of with a plug way back in 2009. Yet, all these years later, there is still no
SUV with a plug available from GM. Attempts to change the topic or make up info
about the messenger won't change any of that.
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10-30-2018

Turning Point. The antagonists didn't see it coming. I took them by complete
surprise. This (along with an attempt to personally slander, of course) was all they could
stir up: "At least GM is taking a stance." I found that particularly informative. But even
better was what followed, a link to a video stating the predicament GM is now in. I took
advantage of that for my secondary reply:
Listen to that video? The summary reveals the true story: "In other words, a ZEV
mandate would benefit a company if they already have the technology ready to go."
Toyota does. They have already been producing motors & controllers that are affordably
competitive with their own traditional offerings. That's because they invested heavily
into driving costs down and efficiency up through their hybrid sales, which brings up the
second point: "If GM is going all in with electric in the future and already has vehicles in
the pipeline, a zero-emission mandate could help fund development of those models as
well as secure sales."
It's GM being subtle about asking for more government assistance. That makes sense
too, since also investing in improvements to traditional vehicles to meet the current MPG
mandate would be very expensive... a problem Toyota does not have... since Camry
hybrid already delivers 52 MPG and the upcoming next-gen RAV4 hybrid is expected to
deliver similar efficiency.
That "too little, too slowly" concern has been validated. GM didn't use their tax-credits
wisely. Their "stance" is really a request for help. And don't you dare attempt to spin
this about me, because I'll just point out how many who use to frequently post here have
traded in their Volt for a Model 3.
Like it or not, a turning point has been reached. It's time to move beyond niche
offerings. The fleet itself must finally be addressed. GM must provide something for
GM customers.

10-30-2018

L, LE, and XLE. Most of the time, what Toyota does goes unnoticed. Why should it
anyway? Toyota focuses on its own customers. When something about them is brought
up in automotive discussions, it is almost entirely negative. That's because enthusiasts
just plain don't care about mainstream offerings, but find Toyota an excellent "What
about?" to distract from their own problems. In this case though, even this slipped by
quietly. That's probably because nothing good could come from pointing out that Prius is
very much a mainstream offering now. Being available in the United States since for
over 18 years now and being available in a wide variety of models, as well as having
diversified the technology as rollouts in other popular vehicles, there's a solid history of
not being a niche. After millions of sales, it is the new normal... especially as we
approach the final year of the second decade of the 21st Century. Guzzlers just plain
don't make any sense anymore. That's why the announcement last week of Prius package
naming is such a fundamental move. Rather than the numbers, Prius now gets identifiers
instead... just like the other Toyota vehicles. In this case, it is L, LE, and XLE for the
2019 model year.
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10-30-2018

Fallout. I really hadn't expected such a negative turn for GM. I figured their would be
the usual denial & defense, but the tone has become that of fallout rather than an attitude
of resistance. The problem of delivering a product that focused on want rather than need
has consequences. Like that analogy I used long ago, the homework GM turned in wasn't
what the teacher assigned. So, regardless of how good the effort was, it completely
missed the point. It's like buying magic beans. Ugh. Anywho, there are plenty of
discussion threads popping up all over to focus on the disaster taking place. It's like the
death of diesel. A realization of what just happened takes a bit to absurd. You need to
accept the fact that there was a complacency so extreme, priorities were neglected on a
scale so large there's no way to recover other than just starting over. That means, watch
for announcements with an entirely new approach. The current efforts clearly failed. In
the meantime, consider what I posted: GM will struggle with the Osborne effect because
they have nothing to bridge the gap. That extreme product-line difference could have
avoided by rolling out a modest version of Voltec long ago, back when enthusiasts were
begging for a next step to be taken. Instead, we have watched innovator's dilemma
playout with Volt, leading to an abrupt approach change leading to Bolt. Just imagine if
an affordable model of Volt or an Equinox with that technology had been rolled out years
ago. So what if the range would have been less? That would have attracted new interest
and explored new possibilities for electrifying the fleet without requiring a massive step
all at once. GM brought this struggle on themselves. The reluctance to do anything to
make a mainstream offering from the effort with Volt is a clear drop of the ball. GM
knew when tax-credit phaseout would be triggered. GM knew the timing of Tesla's push
for Model 3. GM knew legacy automakers would be also pursuing plug offerings. They
will indeed end up undermining their own ICE sales. We all saw it coming.

10-31-2018

Sales Expectations. It's rather odd that so late in Volt sales (midcycle of second
generation) to hear people focusing on conquest sales. How does taking away sales from
other automakers actually help change the wants of GM customers? It's a blatant
distraction that should have been addressed long ago. 8 years after rollout began is far
too late. The expectation of status quo shakeup should be of great importance; instead,
it's a landscape of complacency. There's nothing on the outlook for mainstream
penetration. There's no push anymore. For that matter, there are almost no enthusiasts
anymore either. It's just a blah crawl of uncertainty. If anyone ever doubted the concern
of "too little, too slowly" as not being genuine and not having very real consequences, all
they have to do is study what happened with Volt. The hype of a decade ago fizzled to a
movement that lost its way... or as I put it, never had an audience. It's sad that they chose
to hope for the best, rather than make a serious effort to understand change. They still
don't get it either. I continue to provide reminders: Why would any legacy automaker
focus on conquest sales? That certainly didn't work for GM. Their own customers
haven't been interested in a compact hatchback. Toyota on the other hand, is targeting
Prius owners and Toyota showroom shoppers, with Prime. The upcoming Corolla PHEV
will obviously target Corolla shoppers. We could easily see the RAV4 hybrid offering a
plug later too, targeting RAV4 shoppers.
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11-01-2018

Monthly Sales. The complacency with regard to monthly sales is getting really
bad. Tesla reports them on a quarterly basis. The hope was to get the industry to not
obsess with minor fluctuations, to focus on the bigger picture instead. It didn't
work. People found a means of getting monthly statistics to share anyway. GM is
dealing with same problem. Enthusiasts live in the now and most don't show any interest
the larger market. They only see the niche. So, my reminders about this current sales
surge not necessarily being representative of what mainstream acceptance may be is
falling on deaf ears. They don't care how much of an influence that $7,500 is
making. They don't care that these current buyers tend to have a large amount of disposal
income available. They don't care about the potential for market saturation either. It's
very much a hopeful bliss... with signs of reason to be concerned emerging. We've seen
this before. Remember the fallout from Volt after the first few years? With a very hard
push from Tesla to achieve an affordable offering, some of that could be avoided. But
from a legacy automaker, like GM, what is the next step to prevent a big sales
loss? Enthusiasts claiming leadership don't understand the consequences of
slipping. Toyota is choosing the slower route with a tiered approach. VW is planning to
go all out, but not until it is cost-effective. With the others, who knows? BMW and
Hyundai aren't really growing much. Honda is a bit of a mystery. Ford is just gone. I'm
obviously hoping for a midcycle bump. In the meantime, there's a looming phaseout that
will likely contribute to monthly drops.

11-02-2018

Sales Growth. There's a new form of "vastly superior" emerging. Resentment from EV
owners about having to share news about sales with PHEV offerings is becoming far too
frequent... to the point of sending an unwelcome message. The moderators have not
stepped in yet either. Recognize the pattern? Hopefully it doesn't get too bad. We'll
see. That attitude of unwelcome is far from new. Only thing is, the shoe is on the other
foot now. I'm enjoying the irony. For now, my response will be somewhat general: Isn't
the point to get as many as possible to plug in? Focusing only on BEVs would be
counter-productive. I traveled 2,674 miles with my last tank of gas. It took less than 8
gallons to refill because 89% of those miles were electric. That's a dramatic reduction of
gas use from a small battery-pack in an affordable vehicle. Don't you want PHEVs to
help contribute to the growth of charging infrastructure?
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11-02-2018

Starting Threads. I don't actually do it often anymore. My role had become answer
provider. But as Prime rollout progresses, there's reason to take a proactive stance. So, I
am by starting a thread with this title: "Electric Heating (winter driving with Prius
Prime)" It contained some basic info, along with some relevant videos from my
collection, to stir discussion: I was fortunate enough to have my Prime prior to winter
last year, so I was able to capture a few drives as the temperature dropped to share with
those curious this year. The electric heating in Prime is provided by a vapor-injected
heat-pump. That's the most efficient means of cabin warming currently available for
electric-only driving. It operates in temperatures down to 14°F. In conditions colder, the
engine joins in to help provide warmth. So, for most of the winter even here in
Minnesota, I get to enjoy EV mode. Of course, when the engine does start, it eventually
shuts back off to circulate hot coolant as you drive with only electricity. (Watch that data
shown in the second and third videos, indicated by the 2 aftermarket gauges displayed on
the right.) Here's a video of that electric-only operation at 16°F: Ordinary Winter
Commute. This is that same drive at a lower temperature, down to 7°F: Heat-Pump with
Engine. And here's one that even here in Minnesota, we fortunately don't have to deal
with often: One-Degree with Drive-Thru.

11-02-2018

Who Sells Prime. That was the title of a thread started today to stir discussion about
distribution throughout the United States. Certain regions only got a teeny, tiny
allocation... literally, just a few. Basically, they were only special orders. There was
certainly no sense of inventory anywhere around here. My searches within 500 miles
only reveal a few and that's all the more I have ever seen. That's why I'm thinking
Toyota has plans to step up their offering... soon'ish. I put it this way: My hope is there's
a midcycle update for Prime to coincide with the one for Prius... which I believe will be
revealed at the LA show late this month. Then again, we may need to wait until early
January at the Detroit show. Not stocking dealers with old inventory is both a wise
financial/relationship move as well as good for understanding the tech itself. We have all
had to deal with people referring to outdated specs & reviews. There's no need to make
that situation worse when you know there's an update on the way. Remember those
issues related to the previous upgrade? Speaking of upgrades, how many of you
remember the "generation" Prius that came before the first that was rolled out
here? What we got was actually a midcycle update. Toyota upgraded the battery-pack,
switching from D-cell packaging to prismatic. For that matter, Prime itself was a
midcycle update too. Knowing all that history and seeing the inventory situation now, it
is quite reasonable to expect something like a change to Prime's battery packaging at
some point in the near future.
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11-02-2018

Intentional Misleading. Ford is up to their advertising tricks again. This time, it was
Fusion being compared to Camry. What got me worked up was the reference to auto
start/stop. For the "not available" to be believable, you have to ignore the hybrid
offerings... from both automakers! It was bizarre to have no mention whatsoever about
them, especially with direct reference to fuel economy. The other emphasis was on the
self-park feature, the same thing I have in my Prime is what Ford also offers. The catch
was, it was portrayed as a feature of great importance. In other words, that was a rather
blatant effort to divert attention from Toyota's standard safety sense package. Those
features are priceless for manual parking, what you are far more likely to do than with the
automatic option only available for perpendicular & parallel parking. For example, when
I pull into or back out of an ordinary angled parking spot, those sensors are priceless and
have nothing to do with hands free driving. Needless to say, it was a great example of
cherry-picking, where only select information was shared to create a false narrative...
what we used to term as intentional misleading.

11-02-2018

Desperation. You know a tipping point has been reached when the excuses wildly
fluctuate. The sign to watch for is when there is no longer a consistent message. Watch
for something to come up out of nowhere. For example: "Prius+Prime sales fell yearon-year again in the USA in October 2018. 5,773 down from 6,158 a year ago." No one
has been using that metric to measure progress, because the message was never that of
going groom hybrid to plug-in hybrid. Think about who would even consider that. It
certainly wasn't GM enthusiasts, since GM basically skipped hybrids entirely. From EV
supporters, we have seen only EV penetration in contrast to mainstream sales. This is
mostly due to the fact that none of the automakers other than Toyota had an established
hybrid customer base. And of course, we have a major non-legacy automaker (Tesla)
serving as a source for confusion. Needless to say, I punched back at that desperate
effort to greenwash: That year-on-year difference is only 1.7% (385 units), which is very
much within the flat realm. As for 24 consecutive months, that's quite a stretch. Most
deliveries for even the earliest orders didn't begin until 20 months ago... which meant
unsold deliveries for immediate purchase took an additional 6 months beyond that. That
perspective also requires putting on the blinders to ignore the rest of the worldwide
rollout. Toyota rolled out to a wide variety of markets all at once, a move most
automakers avoid... especially with new tech. Despite that, they were also to produce &
sell over 51,000 the first year. Manufacturing that dual-wave glass and the carbon-fiber
hatch isn't exactly a well established process yet. Lastly, I took the time to check the
math and your numbers are very misleading. (Prime: Nov 17 to Oct 18 =
26,778) (Prime: Nov 16 to Oct 17 = 19,483) That's a significant growth rate, so
significant you don't even have to use a calculator. That "fell" claim has been revealed as
greenwash if you choose to cherry-pick a specific mix of plug & no-plug. RAV4 hybrid
sales represent a growing market too, especially with the next-gen rollout happening in a
few months.
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11-02-2018

Fight What? That narrative of change only coming in the form of a full endorsement of
a long-range EV continues to be a problem. This stems from GM's desperation to remain
relevant. Both generations of Volt failed to draw mainstream sales. Heck, even growth
with the generous tax-credit never happened. Nothing GM did resulted in a draw of
attention from non-enthusiasts. Ordinary consumers just plain were not
interested. That's why Prius was always flagged as the ultimate competitor. That idea
was finally abandoned and focus shifted to Tesla instead. That audience cheering for
GM saw that as a more realistic challenge than taking on a very successful legacy
automaker. It is how Bolt came about. That failed too. So, attention is shifting back to
Toyota again: "...but Toyota continues to fight the transition to EV's with everything they
got, too bad." That message of resistance will likely backfire... since Toyota works hard
to de-emphasize their technology advancements. They want their choices to seem as
mainstream as possible. That's why the Camry & RAV4 hybrids basically go
unnoticed. Making it seem as though you are taking a smaller step (think "less risk")
with a plug-in hybrid is exactly what is wanted. A perspective of "no fear" is great for
sales. The key is making that choice affordable. (Discovering the remarkable efficiency
and amazingly smooth & quiet drive experience can come later.) I responded to that
nonsense effort to spread a misleading message: Toyota's emphasis on
AFFORDABILITY doesn't count as a fight? Base MSRP for the 2018 model was
$27,100. They have no dependency on tax-credit help and it is technology easily
adaptable for other hybrids. Think about how easily a RAV4 hybrid could be upgraded
to include a plug. Toyota's effort to reach mainstream consumers shouldn't be dismissed
solely on the supposed small size of the battery, especially with so many owners going
months between fill ups.
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11-03-2018

Spreading Fear. That has been a common technic used by politicians for as long as
governments and ruling parties have been around. In the automotive industry, you'll
often see "FUD" as the term to identify that activity. It is short for "F"ear "U"ncertainty
and "D"oubt. I remember that from way back in the early 80's, when the primary way
achieve improved efficiency was to reduce the weight of the vehicle... which meant
making it smaller... which equated to a sacrifice of safety... back then. That was proven
not to be the case, by a substantial margin, 20 years later when we found out SUVs were
quite a bit more dangerous than an everyday sedan. In other words, fear helped to sell
vehicles. People respond to instinct rather than actually researching. That's why safety
ratings are still referred to "crash tests" without any mention of "accident
avoidance". It's a sad reality. Worse though is they are now attempting the same with
efficiency standards, but the government is now promoting fear rather than the
automakers. The proposed SAFE program "Safer Affordable Fuel Efficient" vehicles rule
for 2021-2026 cars & trucks. This is what was stated in the official overview released for
it: "The proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule seeks to ensure that government action on these
standards is appropriate, reasonable, consistent with law, consistent with current and
foreseeable future economic realities, and supported by a transparent assessment of
current facts and data." Notice the insertion of fear? That not-so-subtle title says it
all. If you take the time to actually read some of the information, it's a clear effort to stir
uncertainty & doubt. Heck, just the "appropriate" and "reasonable" mentions provide an
indication of intent. This is just like the FREEDOM program years ago. The
government halts an existing effort to reassess worth. That worked too. They abruptly
dropped PNGV funding with that excuse... and those of us supporting it had little power
to do anything to intervene. It just died. This is no different. Who even remembers what
the detail was for the 2025 mandate? Of course, this is where the uncertainty aspect
comes into play. The administration released numbers that don't actually make
sense. There's a bunch of number spin, where the outcome is totally misrepresented of
the facts presented. Sadly, that's easy to do. Making it even more confusing is just a
matter of adding some unsubstantiated assumptions and some vague estimates. That
makes you doubt information shared in the past. It all comes down to finding an excuse
to continue to sell guzzlers. In this case, the effort is to allow "overcompliance"
credits. It's when an automaker pushes fleet emissions, focusing on improvement of only
certain vehicles rather than actually trying to address the status quo. In short, this is a
fight to resist change. We usually call this moving the goal-posts. By questioning,
freezing, or rolling back standards, you effectively undermine progress... preventing a
cleaner environment without dependency on non-renewable fuels. Ugh.
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11-03-2018

Holding a Grudge. It has been interesting to read posts from a gen-1 Prius PHV owner
who was upset about the battery-pack fit. For the past 2 years, he has done nothing but
complain. The short-sightedness of his actions and absolute refusal to look at the big
picture has been very annoying to quite a number of people. Lately, that has
changed. Now, he seems angry about everything. There's no pleasing him on any
topic. It has been an transformation I didn't expect. The resentment spans all topics
now. This was the most surprising: "our son is looking at an equinox (iirc) with diesel
and start/stop tech, nearly doubles the mpg over gas" Many of his posts are so vague, it's
not even worth replying anymore. In fact, he has switched to replies without quotes, just
a post in the thread with an implied target. That avoidance of detail is a dead giveaway
of petulance. I wasn't going to let that go. So, I hit back with: Double of 28 MPG
(combined for 2018 Chevrolet Equinox FWD 1.5 L, 4 cyl, Automatic 6-spd, Turbo,
Regular Gasoline) is not the 32 MPG (2018 Chevrolet Equinox FWD 1.6 L, 4 cyl,
Automatic 6-spd, Turbo, Diesel) rating no matter how you consider it, nor are the city or
highway ratings. The outgoing RAV4 hybrids (to be replaced with a next-gen upgrade in
a few months) delivers a 32 MPG rating and it is AWD. There's an expectation for it to
get a significant efficiency bump, much like what we just witnessed for Camry
hybrid. So, it makes no sense whatsoever to consider diesel (which is a more expensive
fuel) as an efficiency choice. We know that turbulence in the oil market is about to get
worse, causing gas prices to drop. That positions Toyota well to phaseout their top
model of RAV4 as a traditional guzzler, replacing their high-end offering as a hybrid
only. It's an important step forward that should not be overlooked... though, it will
be. Toyota tends to make significant moves as subtle as possible. Think about how
effectively that sets the stage for a plug-in hybrid model of RAV4.

11-03-2018

Getting Caught. A really, really well known antagonist who fought on GM's behalf for
years only to abandon them entirely for Tesla, spoke out today. I was intrigued. What
could he post that wasn't hypocritical? After an entire decade of praising GM for the
Volt's solution to "range anxiety" then abruptly switching to a Model 3, my interest was
peaked. That change from plug-in hybrid to EV and at the same time leaving behind a
legacy automaker for a well investor-funded startup is something he himself would have
attacked. But then again, he was known to lie. Being blatantly dishonest is what
captured my attention. What kind of a person simply says whatever makes them feel
better. Oh wait... you know. Anywho, he said this: "I'd like to see this vehicle in the US,
w/some cleaner styling, longer range, and 75kW DCFC." It was about the upcoming
plug-in hybrid GM is planning to rollout to the market in China. It is a size-category one
model larger than Volt. So, we know it will require more electric power simply to
maintain the same level of performance he sung praise for over the years and used to
insult Prius with. I especially remember how arrogant he was about Prime. The
obsession with power was overwhelming. So, this quote from the article he commented
about had me quite intrigued: "According to several Chinese news agencies, the
maximum output of the motor is 85 kW." That is only 114 horsepower, well under the
149 horsepower Volt delivers. That would put it roughly in the same power-category as
Prime. I had caught him being hypocritical. How would he respond? Turns out, he
pretended his focus was entirely on charging speed. Everyone reading that post can see
otherwise. Figuring that would be the outcome, my comment was as follows: Here? In
the land of vehicles where higher horsepower was claimed to be essential? Remember all
those arguments? 85 kW from a vehicle larger & heavier than the 68 kW from Prime
puts many in a contradictory position.
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Speculation. I took advantage of that sales discussion, after having stirred this reply: "I
would hope your speculation will come true. I think Prime is under appreciated car in
public just as Prius Plug-in was." It's the story I have been waiting an entire decade to
share, knowing GM would screw up the opportunity. How did I know? Simple, they
were repeating the very same mistakes that had been made with Two-Mode. I
recognized the pattern... and got attacked by enthusiasts whenever I pointed out the
familiar course GM was taking. Ugh. Oh well, it's finally about to come to an end:
It is more like observation, rather than speculation. We witnessed a very similar
inventory approach back with the Classic model. Toyota doesn't play their hand until the
time is right. They wait for the market and study in limited areas in the meantime... even
when it makes some supporters crazy with bewilderment.
In this case, it is to avoid the GM disaster. Getting caught up in their fallout wake would
be bad for everyone. GM squandered tax-credits by obsessing with conquest
sales. Focus on speed & power blinded them from the importance of actually bringing
about change for their own customers. When things got so bad for GM with their "range
anxiety" solution, they ended up making an abrupt strategy change. They abandoned
Volt to create & promote Bolt.
Now as April 2019 approaches, that $7,500 federal assistance they have depended upon
heavily, will then drop to $3,750 for the following 6 months. Following that, it will drop
to $1,875 for 6 months, then phaseout will be complete. That's really bad news for an
automaker struggling just to retain attention. Sales have been far below
expectations. The purpose of those tax-credits was to establish a high-volume profitable
vehicle *PRIOR* to triggering the phaseout stage.
Remember, phaseout begins when an automaker exceeds 200,000 sales. At that point,
there is no quantity limit. The automaker can exploit the opportunity by producing as
many vehicles as possible... exactly what we are witnessing right this very moment with
Tesla. It's an opportunity GM will miss, despite knowing years ahead of time that this
very situation would happen.
Toyota will be ramping up as GM struggles to remain relevant, not having to deal with
confusing comparisons to Volt from having waited. It simply didn't make any sense to
make a major move any sooner, especially with the success of Tesla doing such a
remarkable job of promoting plug-in vehicles. In the meantime, Toyota continued to
refine their design to make it cost-competitive with traditional vehicles.
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Contining Attacks. Just like with the other stages of fallout, there are a few who lash
out with final words before fading away into defeat. Today, that came from a well
known Toyota antagonist. I was assumed by his short-sightedness and feel quite
vindicated for not having been pulled into such self-deprecating behavior: GM exploited
tax-credits for conquest sales. They didn't focus on delivering something for their own
customers. Like you, they focused entirely on "out there now" and didn't consider the
consequences of not focusing on profitable high-volume sales instead. Quite the opposite
of that is Toyota, who has focused intensely on designing a system to appeal to their own
shoppers on their own showroom floors. Someone with an interest in Prius will be drawn
to Prime. It's an affordable solution, without dependency on tax-credits. This is why the
next-gen RAV4 hybrid is so important. It's path to a plug is a simple one, something
those with interest in RAV4 will take into serious consideration. This is the same reason
why Toyota is rolling out a plug-in model of Corolla hybrid in other markets next
year. You aren't a Toyota shopper. So, what you think doesn't matter anyway. Know
your audience.

11-04-2018

Fallout, narrative. Things are picking up. Obvious pressure is growing. That means
the narrative being pushed is no surprise. There is fallout from GM, what we have long
waited for... so others can finally fill the void promised to be addressed by Volt but never
happened. It was a monumental barrier that couldn't be overcome. How do you fight an
idea? Delivery of promises fell apart. GM came up short of the price-point targeted all
those years ago. Too expensive meant little to no interest from mainstream
consumers. And sure enough, sales reflected that. Even with the generous $7,500 taxcredit, there simply wasn't a market for a vehicle with such high cost. The choice to
emphasize power & range was too much of an affordability sacrifice... and now we have
overwhelming proof. Their nightmare has become a reality. Enthusiasts (the few who
still remain) have fallout to deal with now, hence the spinning of stories now. The thread
on that old daily blog struggling for an audience remains the home for them. So, I joined
into the so-called discussion there with: That's a narrative being spread to avoid facing
the reality of EVs not being cost-effective enough to compete directly with traditional
vehicles. Turning a blind-eye to the mainstream market is why what you think doesn't
matter. As for most everyone else here, they are early-adopters. Know your
audience. Toyota is striving to deliver affordable choices that will actually be embraced
by their dealers to stock & sell. How effective has that been for the other legacy
automakers?
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Fallout, treatment. I could get a sense of unease immediately. The harsh treatment I
routinely got in the past was about to return. So, I pre-emptively made the
initiative. Why not? After all, nothing they tried in the past (and they would quite
thorough) actually worked. It was attack after attack with every excuse imaginable
attempted. They had nothing to lose back then. Right away, there were problems with
Volt. In fact, that very first month the most prominent of supporters abruptly went
quiet. Rollout revealed issues. The idea of promoting turned into damage-control almost
immediately. A few things I had warned about had already been confirmed. They were
not happy. Shooting the messenger was one of the few things that brought joy. I never
let up though. It was always a matter of waiting until tax-credits expired. That artificial
layer of protection was false hope... and now they know it. So, my hope now is to...
ironically... provide damage-control. It's the very guidance they resented back then too,
just sharing of important market information. Too stubborn to listen 8 years ago means a
bitter pill to swallow at this point. Fortunately, it isn't too late. It's just a matter of not
letting pride get in the way. Enthusiasts used their talent to create a very appealing
niche. Oops! That's exactly what you don't want when the goal is to appeal to the
masses. Oh well. Lesson learned, which I pointed out in this manner: GM's treatment of
Volt says it all. Rather than forming it into a product their own customers would be
drawn to, it was a game of conquest. The tax-credits were exploited to please
enthusiasts. Now as the tax-credit phaseout rapidly approaches, GM has nothing
appealing or cost-effective to sell. You know GM showroom shoppers. They are
looking for SUV choices. That's why GM added Trax and Blazer to the product-line. But
neither of which offers a plug or even just a hybrid model. They are all still guzzlers,
despite having used almost 200,000 tax-credits to change that.

11-04-2018

Fallout, status. When you bring up GM fallout, there will naturally be a status for
Toyota posted. No matter how hard you work to keep on topic, they always revert to
basic diversion. A blog devoted to Volt naturally means you discuss everything except
matters of GM. Ugh. It's so desperate of an effort to keep change from finally
happening. Why do they fight the inevitable so much? It's just a stage, not an end. So
what? Volt failed. It's not like another plug-in hybrid can't be offered. But to make
themselves feel better, they have to insult & belittle others. The very idea of joining the
team as an equal player is still shunned. That "vastly superior" attitude had stirred so
much false hope, that's no surprise. Oh well, it's their loss not to be part of what happens
next. It's not like they weren't informed about how to address change: As for that claim
of missing the boat, there's no substance to such a statement. We are still very much in
the early-adopter stage, which is clearly defined as the time when sales are not directly
subsidized. Mainstream sales don't include tax-credits. They are just ordinary
transactions from dealer to vehicle owner, purchased at a nearby location without any
government incentive. None of the EV sales here have been in that manner yet. So,
there's no merit to "ahead" or "behind" assessments of status. That stage... which
represents actual change to the status quo... has not begun.
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Fallout, shopper. That didn't go over well. Effort to actually discuss GM on a website
dedicated to GM is going to far, asking too much, expecting a miracle. Ugh. It's all
about forcing a narrative about Toyota being so far behind, they'll never survive. That
gives the impression GM isn't in trouble, that the end of tax-credits doesn't mean
dramatic change. Oh well. The clock cannot be stopped. It will happen. We know
when. Of course, knowing if enthusiasts will ever considering become supporters is an
entirely different matter. No one has any idea what the response will be to this stage
coming to a very predictable end. It's an odd situation, which should be this
way. Purpose was obvious. Acceptance was far from inevitable though. Virtually all
enthusiasts fade away prior to such conclusion. The void left behind is quite interesting
as a result. In this case, I'm especially intrigued. Many of the original antagonist issues
simply won't emerge with an entirely new audience. Much of the technology has
changed since then. I summed up my long-term observations by pointing out the
shopper's perspective: See where this is going? That "GM must provide something for
GM customers" means people shopping at GM dealers are hoping to find something
available that finally uses technology from Volt but doesn't require having to purchase a
compact hatchback. They are loyal GM customers looking for a GM vehicle. When
should we expect a plug-in hybrid Chevy Trax? You know a GM shopper will ask that
question.

11-05-2018

Fallout, replacement. It continued... Buick Velite 6 will very likely become the Volt
replacement, GM's move to finally take a first step toward actual change to the status
quo. It will be configured the way many enthusiasts feared... a larger vehicle with a
system that offers less power and less range. Heck, even the name itself suggests that
"V"olt and "e"Assist and "lite" is a successor of GM's previous technology... which
includes analogous naming. GM offering a vehicle for their own customers is long
overdue. Tax-Credits were squandered for the sake of automaker conquest rather than
GM addressing its product-line. Having that money to stir interest would have been quite
helpful; instead, this new plug-in hybrid offering will have to compete based upon MSRP
value. So much opportunity was missed, but at least GM is finally taking a step in the
right direction. Their choice of the past to listen to enthusiasts here, who clearly led them
astray, equated to a terrible amount of time wasted. Oh well. The experience gained
from now rolling out in China first will help guide a sensible decision in the United
States.
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Fallout, apologists. There's a defend-at-all-cost mentality to that happens prior to
coming to the realization of being corner. It hasn't sunk in yet. The nature & magnitude
of change to come is difficult for some to see. They get so hung up with their
perspective, the impact to others is totally unknown. Something doesn't go right, they
respond in a manner that everyone else sees as apologetic. Excuses seem realistic to the
enthusiast, since they don't see the pattern. That's what happens when you only consider
a narrow scope of time & audience. Looking at the bigger picture simply never
happens. That's why much of what's posted really doesn't matter to them. They never
see what really took place. Oh well. Hopefully, the lurkers do: GM must provide
something for GM customers, who couldn't care less about rhetoric online. Those
customers just want to purchase a passenger vehicle from GM that's cleaner and more
efficient... Malibu, Trax, Cruze, Equinox, Impala, Blazer, Traverse, Tahoe... yet there
aren't any. 2 plug-in vehicles that are small & expensive and won't be profitable until
2021 should be reason for serious concern. GM wasted tax-credit opportunity. Calling
others who did not laggards (especially when they already offer a wide variety of
impressive hybrids) is what an apologist would do.

11-06-2018

Fallout, perspective. That understanding of what went wrong can be so obvious years
later, looking back. But when in the middle of it, perspective is often totally
unknown. Responses are to the here & now, not to what overall goals are and why
certain decisions are actually made. That's the reason market reaction is usually
misunderstood. You have to know what to look for in the first place. This is why I stress
purpose so routinely. What are they trying to accomplish. This is how races are
lost. That story of "Tortoise and the Hare" provides a great analogy. Yet, even when
pointing out the behavior pattern, it is still denied & dismissed. Like I keep saying, oh
well. They'll eventually figure out the mistakes being made. It will be too late, but at
least it's an end to the crazy competition we have been in. I keep trying to point out the
situation though, prior to it drawing to what is now being an inevitable defeat: That
would be a more accurate description of the situation playing out now. Being "ahead" at
the moment is by no means a guarantee an automaker will win the race. This is where
the often overlooked or dismissed detail of design cost & efficiency will really make a
difference.

11-07-2018

Fallout, redefine. The world of the enthusiast is about to change. They won't provide
the redefine as in the past... when things went wrong. Being able to just move the goalposts only works for so long. You eventually back yourself into a corner. That time is
near. They've exhausted absolutely every excuse for lack of progress. Not understand
goals or even who is involved is why. It's basic avoidance. It will fail at some point;
then, you're stuck having to deal with fallout. Soon. It will happen. In the meantime,
words of warning: On a GM blog doing everything possible to avoid discussion about
GM... Enjoy that while you can. Triggering tax-credit phaseout will bring about an
abrupt end to the early-adopter bliss far too many enthusiasts didn't take seriously. Buick
Velite 6 will very likely become the Volt replacement. Like it or not, that will redefine
the "range anxiety" approach for GM.
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Fallout, next. It's pretty bad when you have to spell out the situation. After so many
years of evade & deny, a few hope someone is willing to support the possibility of a
miracle. That's why vague becomes so common. Detail isn't optimistic. It points out the
cold, hard reality of having to accept defeat and move on. I'm happy to provide
some: 196,986 sales so far. Time to take the situation seriously. 3,014 before year-end
will happen. The point is to find out what comes next, from both GM itself and what's
left of the enthusiasts. New vehicle. New approach. New audience.

11-08-2018

Fallout, failure. The end of tax-credits for GM clearly identifies a deadline having been
reached. That expectation of high-volume profitable sales was not achieved. Volt failed
to fulfill the goal of sustainability prior to phaseout being triggered. It's good reason for
enthusiast disenchantment, which explains the irrational attempts to seek blame and
divert attention elsewhere. The time to recognize market need over want is long
overdue. GM's choice to sacrifice cost in favor of range & power was a tradeoff that did
not work. Mainstream shoppers were not interested. GM will now focus efforts toward
seeking a balance, reducing range & power goals for the sake of delivering a more
affordable choice. We see in China there will be a plug-in hybrid offered by GM using a
larger platform, providing a more comfortable interior to improve upon design
shortcomings of Volt. We have confirmation that the power output will be much lower
than Volt despite the heavier weight, delivering 85 kW (114 horsepower) rather than the
111 kW (149 horsepower). No mention of potential range has been disclosed, but
priority for a larger space inside and a lower cost implies it will be less than Volt. In
other words, this is the vehicle many had hoped GM would deliver years ago, but a group
of enthusiasts fought fiercely against based on irrational fear that a "diluted" design
would result in weaker demand. Since the stronger design failed to achieve needed sales,
this is the next logical step. Put another way: Get over it.

11-08-2018

AWD Teaser. The timing is remarkable. Right as we are witnessing these final
moments of fallout, the stir of hope has already begun. Toyota released a teaser photo
today, complete with a rhyme to get people thinking: "Fall is here, winter's near, but the
2019 Prius performs on roads whether snowy or clear." In that image, we can only see a
little bit of the car itself. Most is obscured by a cloud of snow. So, there's no possible
way to even get a hint of what the new tail-lights look like for the mid-cycle update. All
we get the impression of is that AWD (All-Wheel-Drive) model of Prius that has only
been available in the domestic market will soon be available elsewhere. That supports
the rumor I had heard... and it makes sense, knowing Subaru is about to employ some of
that tech from Toyota anyway. It's the next logical step to take for market acceptance...
and great timing to do it. Within the next 2 weeks, we'll hear more about the new RAV4
hybrid. The week following that, new Prius stuff. Sweet!
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New Audiences. Ending of the early-adopter stage will bring about newbies, those who
have no clue what happened in the past. You have to take the time to explain marker
operation & perception; otherwise, assumptions get out of hand. That's how mistakes are
repeated. Learning about history is vital. Be a source willing to share your experience &
observations. I do all the time, as I did today: MAINSTREAM has been defined for the
past 15 years here as any vehicle selling at a minimum rate of 5,000 per month (average
60,000 annual) without outside assistance. The reasoning was simple, that level of
sustainable sales was a benchmark for profitability. This rate from the automaker was
necessary for suppliers & dealers to guarantee the on-going business without losses. The
fact that EV and PHEV sales still have that tax-credit assistance for sales disqualifies
them from the measure of mainstream. That's not a bad thing either. We are still in the
early-adopter stage. It doesn't make sense to rush drawing any conclusions yet. Think
about how different ordinary showroom shoppers are then our group here, which is very
well informed and willing to spend extra for the sake of helping along the electrification
effort. Wait to see what happens when the extra $7,500 is no longer available. Put
another way, the current sales are low hanging fruit. Attracting interest will be much
more of a challenge when appealing to the wider audience, that group who is just looking
to replace their old vehicle.

11-09-2018

False Narrative. The "fallout" thread ran its course. Time to bring it to a close: Why
would a person on a GM venue continue to bring up Toyota over and over again,
accusing someone else of doing that, despite obvious evidence to the contrary? It's really
an effort to solidify a false narrative. By pushing the belief that Toyota is scrambling to
catch up, it gives the impression that all is fine with GM. In reality, this is a means of
undermining GM's position by preventing discussion of it. Notice how any attempt to
share detail about GM design is obscured by a certain Tesla Model 3 owner trying to
divert focus to Toyota? This particular thread has served well to reveal that
pattern. Detail about GM to help provide a look forward to a realistic next step is
followed Toyota rhetoric, just empty spin to confuse & mislead. That is clear
confirmation of big change to come from GM. This end of tax-credits will force the
status quo to finally break. Certain people have a very difficult time accepting that...
especially when it will lead to a paradigm-shift with respect to how plug-in hybrids are
accepted.

11-10-2018

Change Is Coming. I kept at it, pushing that message of change and drawing attention
to the effort to prevent it: Use every technique available to avoid discussion about the
topic at hand. Scream "Troll" and "Toyota" to dismiss any opportunity to be
constructive. Our president couldn't have done any better. Major change is coming for
GM. The failure of Volt to achieve high-volume profitable sales is not just an issue of
oil-dependency and emission-reduction. It's having to answer to stockholders. GM is a
business. The expectation is for technology investments to deliver a substantial
return. GM should have diversified Voltec a very long time ago. A compact hatchback
is a terrible platform for GM customers. That technology should have been deployed to a
small SUV, like Trax, years ago. So much opportunity was missed. Both time & taxcredits were wasted. Now, we see the other automakers approaching with their more
affordable and more efficient designs. They still have ample tax-credits available to, able
to use them for the intended purpose of mainstream penetration. Evade the inevitable as
long as you can. That behavior is obvious & pointless though. Major change is coming.
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Recognizing Efficiency. Phew! There are constructive discussion threads
elsewhere. Today, it was a boost to the hope of raising awareness about electricity
waste. To think that I was fighting that 8 years ago, raising concern about Volt owners
dismissing electricity consumption as important. That terrible propaganda of "saving
gas" was all they cared about. I'm sure glad that attitude is getting recognized as
inappropriate, and gladly contribute to the effort to draw attention to waste:
This discussion topic is loooooong overdue for plug-in vehicles. Real-World efficiency
verses estimated values have been a major problem for hybrids over the past 2 decades,
but few seemed to recognize that same impact would affect users of plug-supplied
electricity too.
Slower driving and the need for cabin heat during the winter, combined with the usual
losses related to cold batteries should have been an influence often mentioned. Instead,
there has been barely a whisper, despite being such a major factor to consider when
comparing various designs.
When it comes to speed & power, I've been laughed at for pointing out "electricity
guzzling" as a concern. Only now some are starting to recognize the problem that creates
when waiting for your pack to recharge. You need to do that more often and it takes
longer when the system is less efficient.
Simply adding more capacity brings about problems. Look at how expensive that made
Volt. Giving it enough to deliver that "40 mile, all condition" range goal made it unable
to compete directly with traditional vehicles... rendering it a niche, rather than being the
next logical step in electrification. That's why the other automakers are trying to squeeze
out greater efficiency, as we've seen from efforts by Hyundai & Toyota. Note their
kW/100mi ratings verses other automakers.
Kudos to those helping to spread the knowledge needed for a better understanding of how
electricity is consumed by plug-in vehicles.

11-11-2018

Attitude Adjustment. Sometimes you need to remind early-adopters that they are really
just enthusiasts, not by any means representative of ordinary consumers. They
forget. They lose tough. They can't see that perspective anymore. It's like trying to
remember what the world was like before the internet. That connectivity becomes so
second-nature, you don't recognize what life was like without. That leads to
complacency, like this: "Meh. 25 miles of range is truly uninspiring." Naturally, I was
annoyed... but jumped on the opportunity to reply: Spoken like a true enthusiast. Know
your audience. Mainstream consumers have different priorities. They quite pleased with
the mix of EV and 200 MPG averages. Don't forget the success of Toyota hybrids in the
past: Prius, Camry, RAV4. Were any of them given "inspired" reviews? No. They were
just solid contenders in their market segment, paving a clear path to greater electrification
efforts... which builds up a strong purchasing base for next-gen offerings. The goal of a
legacy automaker is not to please niche consumers. Their bread-and-butter sales come
from "ordinary" vehicles sold in very high volume with very little effort.
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Calling Out Lies. Our society isn't good at that. We are taught to avoid
confrontation. In fact, this is how the problem with enablers came about. Not taking a
stand to calling out issues, like blatant dishonesty... to the point of outright lies, isn't
something we do but should. Timid moderators make it especially difficult
online. That's starting to change. Some of it comes from the encouragement stemming
from the political arena, where news teams weren't willing to directly confront. I
welcome the attitude shift. More playing offenses is in order. This morning, I punched
back to a personal attack. After a fluffy of meritless rhetoric, I had it. That technique of
flooding a thread with distraction shouldn't be allowed to continue, especially when its
such an obvious effort to greenwash & undermine: ""A compact hatchback is a terrible
platform" says the guy promoting a 4 seat compact hatchback." That crossed the line,
since it left out of the rest of the sentence to change meaning. I left everyone know it
too: Quoting out of context is an act of deception, intentional spin to mislead. That
omission of "for GM customers" was an obvious effort to greenwash… which becomes
especially apparent with what followed. I have been promoting SUV rollout for plug-in
hybrids... TRAX, EQUINOX, BLAZER ...those are all familiar model suggestions for
GM as a next step to take.

11-11-2018

Cross-Forum Attacks. Angered by their own failure, some enthusiasts will follow you
from forum to forum looking for an excuse to make themselves feel better. That's what
this post was all about. I'm drawing attention to his actions without direct reply,
providing as much exposition as possible to catch up this audience to happenings
elsewhere. Not sure how effective it is, but the practice of summarizing is always
helpful: Toyota's goal is affordability. GM failed to deliver on their own "nicely under
$30,000" target and certain enthusiasts now hold a grudge, feeling the need to lash out at
other legacy automakers for having got burned. So, don't listen to the
disenchanted. $27,300 MSRP for the base Prius Prime is an amazing achievement. That
25-mile electric-only range delivers impressive results for those not ready to spend a
premium to get an EV. We're still in the early-adopter stage. So, drawing conclusions is
far too premature. Ordinary consumers (those shopping the dealer's showroom floor)
have yet to even consider the purchase of a plug-in vehicle yet. It's just a "someday" idea
still. Sticking to a capacity that can be served by nothing but a standard 120-volt outlet
overnight allows the opportunity to reach a very wide audience right away... which is
ideal for legacy automakers hoping to quickly reach a large number of
customers. Whether you accept that approach or choose to listen to the disenchanted
makes no difference. That is their intent, like it or not.
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Performance. I was pleased to encounter this: "EV owners have been making the wrong
argument this entire time." That's very much a "know your audience" situation. We hear
from early-adopters with authority, claiming to be a voice of the people. It reality,
they're just enthusiasts. You can't take someone seriously who took advantage of a
$7,500 tax-credit claiming it won't be necessary to make the same purchase
decision. Yet, they imply that it doesn't matter all the time. The biggest greenwash
though is that the automaker will suddenly drop price $7,500 to make up the
difference. How does that work on vehicles targeted to make profit 3 years from
now. We certainly won't be seeing Volt as a high-volume offering from GM with such a
large automaker subsidy. Even if they did use profit from Pickups and large SUVs to
provide that, what difference would it make? Sales are low already. Where the $7,500
comes from won't matter... unless it is a direct markdown. But then again, what incentive
would there be for a dealer to carry them? In other words, there is so much a play with
cost, the topic of performance doesn't draw more sales. We've seen that approach fail
miserably with Volt. GM delivered performance. Their own dealers & loyal customers
weren't interested. Mainstream shoppers were not impressed. How many times can you
point out the same issue? I did, one more time: "Fun to Drive" is a very difficult sell for
mainstream consumers, especially if there's a premium involved. They have different
priorities, like size & horsepower, as opposed to impressive handling. It's a diminishing
return problem anyway. The suspension & body-stiffness upgrades to Prius, combined
with the added torque from the larger battery, make Prime more compelling. But how
much would even more actually draw if the audience is primarily SUV shoppers? Think
about who you are trying to convince. Ordinary consumers... like my mother... couldn't
care less.

11-12-2018

No Pickup Plug. An execute from GM made a statement today that shook the online
community: "The core business is going to be the core business for a couple of decades
to come. There will not be any AV/EV pickups." Hope had been that there were finally
be some type of EV (Electric Vehicle) or AV (Autonomous Vehicle) announcement
related to pickups. Instead, we got nothing. There won't be a plug-in hybrid or even an
ordinary hybrid. Either choice is long overdue. Remember Two-Mode? That longforgotten technology for GM's fleet of SUVs was a complete disaster. It was expensive
and didn't deliver much improvement. Pretending it never existed is what enthusiasts and
even supporters choose to do. Having already tried is knowledge to suppress. Any
technology to improve emissions & efficiency is unacceptable... since that supposed
means compromise. The stiff competition for high-profit pickup sales is something they
don't want to mess with. So, they will pretend it isn't important. Ugh.
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11-13-2018

China Mandate. I don't recall detail from the article. My main takeaway was simply
that a mandate of 10% will begin next year in China. That means an equivalent of sales
from each automaker is required. It's not a one-for-one situation. Different levels of
electrification will earn different point values. Adding up those credits is how they will
all meet compliance requirements. This is where the expectation of Corolla PHEV will
play a large roll into Toyota's contribution. The rumor of C-HR as an EV makes sense
for this too. A full electric-only offering would earn more points than a plug-in
hybrid. Imagine if we had something like that here? California has a less significant
mandate, but once upon a time, there was a CARB mandate that strict. Much as changed
since then. That's really unfortunate... but explains why I have been so persistent over
the years. Changing the masses is very difficult, but the impact is far more significant
that token gestures... even though the latter makes a bigger impression. Actual change to
the status quo isn't exciting. That's why mandates come about. Sometimes, you need to
push. Seeing a lot of show with very little impact isn't acceptable to the
environment. Our air requires more than just trophies. It is a relief to see China taking
the situation seriously. When will that actually happen here?

11-14-2018

Cadillac CT6 Plug-In. The second venture by GM into a plug-in luxury offering has
failed. Just like ELR, price was far too high to be any type of realistic choice. How does
something that expensive compete? Turns out, it cannot. Go figure. This is one of those
very controversial aspects of intent. Why would GM rollout something doomed from the
start? They don't get grief from it either. People praise GM for the effort... even though
it is obviously not a serious effort. Who did they expect to purchase one? To see how
much ridicule Toyota gets is quite hypocritical when you consider how much they strive
to make their choices affordably competitive. It's a serious problem when people don't
bother to actually study the market. They just cherry-pick and make anecdotal
observations. That disconnect with true business issues being addressed is
disturbing. But then again, arguing with people online is at best a hollow victory
anyway. What really makes a difference is sales, not comment debates.

11-14-2018

Subaru Crosstrek PHEV. We are starting to get speculation. The stir came from a
document file by CARB. It was the measure of pack performance for this upcoming new
plug-in hybrid. Knowing its origin is from Toyota based upon Prius Prime, there's strong
interest. Interpreting results is a bit of a challenge though. We really don't know what
some of those raw numbers represent in terms of what consumers will be informed
of. They are just measurement numbers from standardized tests. Nonetheless, that's
something to discuss while waiting for announcements to come soon. The belief is
battery-pack capacity will be the same, but that vehicle less efficient due to the added
bulk. We'll find out soon. Supposedly, this offering from Subaru will be available
before the end of this year.
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11-15-2018

Triple Sighting. That was quite a surprise. I had my first triple sighting today. It was a
Prime sandwich, side-by-side... Blue, Red, Blue. I wasn't expecting to encounter 2 other
owners randomly on the road like that, here in a region where there have only been a
handful offered at random dealers still. Production & Supply will pick up, especially if
there are mid-cycle updates on the way (as the inventory and timing with the regular
Prius updates strongly suggests). There was the obvious wait for tax-credit fallout too. It
has been pretty lonely otherwise. We're still on the early side of history. It's like the
Classic model all over again.

11-15-2018

Great Product. I have been watching the desperate efforts of an enthusiast performing
damage-control for several weeks now. This is what all that came to: "Make a great
product and people will buy it." That's when you truly have nothing. It's so vague, it
could mean anything. But since sales never took off, despite having tried hard for 8
years, the time to draw conclusions is upon us. I summarized, then did exactly that:
Volt was supposed to "leapfrog" Prius. That meant become a sales leader in the green
movement. It never happened though. The status quo at GM is stronger than ever. 3
MILLION sales in the United States each year with less than 1% being Volt, despite 8
years, 2 generations, and a generous $7,500 tax-credit. People did not buy it.
The automaker you constantly mock has been striving to change their status quo, offering
hybrids for each of their traditional passenger vehicles. Their newest Camry hybrid is
amazing. We'll be getting a next-gen RAV4 hybrid in a few months. The upcoming
Corolla hybrid will be revealed in 2 weeks. There's an Avalon hybrid available too. A
new Highlander hybrid is on the way as well, to be built in Texas. C-HR is already a
hybrid in other markets; rumor is it will be the first EV offering.
Prius Prime was their first hybrid to offer a plug. With just a simple modification to the
existing hybrid system (adding a one-way clutch), it was upgraded to a more powerful
EV drive. Corolla hybrid will be getting that same upgrade next year. Crosstrek will be
getting it this year, along with electric AWD.
That's how the market evolves. Sales from within must embrace those new offerings, so
the traditional choices can be phased out. It means no dependency on tax-credits and a
primary focus of getting loyal customers to stay with the same automaker. True
leadership is getting ordinary consumers to change, not appealing to just early adopters.
We still await GM to actually deliver an upgrade for their own product-line, offering
something... anything... green. Where's that long-awaited SUV with a plug?
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11-16-2018

Initial Thoughts. The upcoming next-gen Corolla was revealed last night. Sometime
this spring, it will be rolled out. In a separate, small announcement, there was a note
about a hybrid model on the way. That's what really stood out. The lengthy detail about
the vehicle itself didn't matter... since all of that will still apply anyway. It's the addition
of a battery-pack that matters. The move forward with electrification is vital. Corolla
has always been key. That's the turning point. If you can reach that particular audience,
there's a wave of buyers that will help bring about the end of traditional vehicles. Cost is
a major challenge. To reach these consumers, there cannot be a noticeable
premium. The option needs to be minimal, like that of a package upgrade. More would
make it unreachable. But no need to mention any of that with an initial thought. Here's
what I posted: We already knew it was coming. The plan for years from Toyota has
been to offer their entire passenger vehicle line with a hybrid option. The Corolla hybrid
is already available in some other market and next year it will be offered as a PHEV
model in China. The next-gen Camry hybrid is amazing and we can see the same thing
on the way for the next-gen RAV4 hybrid. Of course, there's Prius Prime too. We've
come to expect Toyota to be comprehensive, affordable, and reliable with its tech.

11-16-2018

Emotional Stir. The statement which followed was annoying to me: "This is really
annoying... how Toyota keeps making the phev's exclusive for China... if Toyota don't
start selling them worldwide they will start having problems with sales. Their hybrid
system is amazing, but they are falling behind in every other market except the Chinese
one." How does the word "keep" apply? There is nothing exclusive yet. And how does
"falling behind" apply? Who is making further progress with mainstream
penetration? It's greenwash spin coming from the uninformed. Much of that comes from
the short-minded, those who limit the scope of what they measure. That's not how a
giant worldwide automaker works. I do appreciate how multiple markets are now being
taken into consideration, but timing and the product itself cannot be disregarded. This
was my response: Don't believe the "falling behind" rhetoric. Having a market now
that's heavily subsidized and poorly informed should be major clues that something
doesn't add up. Reaching ordinary consumers... which Corolla shoppers represent well...
is extremely difficult. They want a basic sedan. No compromising that a hatchback
requires is acceptable. They are a very different audience. As for China getting the
PHEV model first, that's our politics combined with Detroit fallout. Remember, we still
don't have detail on what a mid-cycle update for Prime may bring.
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11-16-2018

Random Attack. Whenever you see a post count of just one, be suspicious. I noticed
the tags right away. Most newbies don't have a clue how to use them. Seeing so many
and for several to contain key words to stir fear, this appeared very likely to be an attack:
"safety issue! my rear window defrosters don't melt snow, and in snow, window is
completely covered the entire road trip and very dangerous." It's always possible that we
were dealing with a case of basic stupidity. It's easy enough to imagine someone not
even bothering to actually wipe off snow from their window before driving. Sadly, I see
that on a regular basis. But being so early in the season and having no idea where this
supposed new owner is from, benefit of doubt is not appropriate. The message was
clearly posted to invoke fear. That likely equates to an attack. Nonetheless, I didn't fight
back. Instead, I chose my words carefully: The very first post from a new member
exclaiming a message of danger is a big red flag. It fits the pattern of a troll, so
understand why it is getting called out. As for the message itself, what is the basis of
such a claim? Those of us who experienced winter last year (like my wife and I, each in
our own Prime in Minnesota) didn't have any trouble. Accumulating snow melted just
fine. Completely covered is a rather odd statement too. At a minimum, the humps in the
glass will clear themselves off from air push. Where do you live? Not having a brush
available will catch some in more mild states off guard.

11-16-2018

More Attacks. These didn't come from newbies; instead, they were formulated
responses from the disenchanted. Every forum has some enthusiasts who had set
unrealistic expectations, been let down as a result, then held a grudge for years. You
usually end up putting them on ignore. All that negatively and refusal to consider a
different perspective is quite a turn off. This time, it came about from them having the
expectation of Toyota progressing faster. They actually want a token of leadership to
flaunt, rather than the slow & steady advantage of the masses. It's the trophy-mentality
coming from a different audience. They focus on a dislike and dismiss everything
else. That too is annoying. I responded to both with any direct quote, just providing
some information on that new thread about the upcoming next-gen Corolla: Claims of
focus solely on CARB and FCEV is just short-mindedness. We've seen a lot of that
lately coming from those in a state of panic about tax-credit phaseout. Focus on earlyadopter sales blinded them from issues related to mass appeal. Drawing sales from
mainstream shoppers if far more difficult than the low-hanging fruit celebrations
happening up to this point. Look at the disaster from GM called Volt. It exploited taxcredits to stir a green reputation, but didn't actually change the status quo. GM didn't get
their own customers to switch to a plug. They just kept buying SUVs and the variety of
SUV choices were increased. The compact hatchback stayed a niche throughout the
entire during of government incentive. Think about annual sales. GM sells 3 MILLION
each year in the United States. Toyota sells about 2.4 MILLION here. That puts the
200,000 tax-credit into perspective. You don't squander them by offering a niche vehicle
sold as a token of change. You want to stir actual change. Appealing to early-adopters is
much, much easier than getting a showroom shopper to take the purchase into serious
consideration. That's where Toyota's approach comes in. When they introduce Corolla
Hybrid & PHEV here, they want high-volume right from the start. It means working out
kinks in the meantime. That's what the limited market rollouts are all about. Take
advantage of CARB and China for the sake of refining the product & production. It's a
sensible move... even if it irritates the short-minded.
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11-16-2018

More Spin. I did actually find this of interest: "As to the other part, yes, of course toyota
is late to the plug-in party. They should have a dedicated phev out by now." It was from
an antagonist, the sort of person who may actually provide some useful information... if
you have the patience. I do, though there is reason to doubt anything constructive will
result. I tried anyway: Late to a party for early-adopters? That's completely
meaningless, having no impact in any manner for ordinary consumers. As for
"dedicated", are you really that blind? Prius hatchback from designed from day 1 to
deliver EV drive. Remember way back in 2003, when we closely examined what had
been delivered? That ability to travel at 100 km/h (62.1 mph) isn't a coincidence. That
was quite intentional... should a battery-tech ever become available later to exploit
it. That never happened, since battery-density remained far too low and battery-cost far
too high. In fact, that's why the next-gen rollout was so limited, due to those same
battery constraints. Prime was the first model of Prius actually able to capitalize on that
design. So what if a non-plug model filled in sales while we waited? Prius has no
traditional counterpart anyway. In the meantime, we got the one-way clutch
enhancement. That's a nice affordable upgrade opportunity Toyota was able to take
advantage of. Spin of somehow Toyota missing the boat requires quite a bit of turning a
blind-eye about mainstream market acceptance. That's what Corolla PHEV will be all
about. Delivering technology in the most subdued way to draw interest from ordinary
consumers.

11-16-2018

Sedans. This is becoming quite obvious: "People are moving away from sedans." On
the roads, it is undeniable. At dealers, the trend is noticeable. Coming from automakers,
there's a ramping down of production taking place. That's the case for Camry by
Toyota. We've known the RAV4 possessed strong potential to overtake. We've seen CHR reach out into that territory. We've witnessed the larger & smaller models of Prius
loss popularity. Change is happening. I added comments to the mix: A few key sedans
will survive the test of time. Corolla is the world's most popular car ever. It seems
reasonable that affordably priced with the battery-pack concealed entirely under the rear
seat, it will continue to persist... allowing Toyota to phase out the traditional model and
other sedans. Keep in mind how tiny the SUV choices are becoming. I parked next to a
Mazda CX-3 the other day. It was shocking to see how similar in size it was to Prime. It
had more headroom, but Prime had a longer storage area. The point is change isn't
abrupt and it favors practical. We're seeing the mighty SUV shrink to more efficiency
sizes. Plug-In choices won't be for everyone. In fact, we could be seeing an ethanolbased based hybrid someday.
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11-17-2018

Mid-Cycle Updates. Ford Fusion Energi will be getting one. It's battery-pack will be
increased in capacity from 7.6 to 9.0 kWh. That equates to an estimated 5-mile range
addition, bringing the overall now to 26 miles. It's exactly the type of incremental
improvement supporters have come to expect. Though with Prius Prime already at the
desired target for this stage in EV market penetration, I suspect Toyota will put more
focus on packaging. Being able to squeeze the 8.8 kWh capacity better into the space
available without trading off the robust cooling & warming design would stimulate new
interest. Stuff like that is how you reach out to a wider audience, rather than just
bumping up an existing spec. We all see how poorly that did for GM with gen-2
Volt. More range didn't result in more sales. In fact, sales went from flat to fall. Seeing
a few inches more of vertical space in the cargo area would be an obvious plus for Prius
Prime. Think about how little trunk space Fusion Energi has to offer. That's a rather
tight area to squeeze so much battery into. But that's the choice Ford made. We'll see if
it makes much, if any, difference for sales.

11-18-2018

Understanding Basics. Offering a nice balance doesn't make sense to most
enthusiasts. In fact, their selective perspective is why they aren't recognized as
supporters. The product must be well-rounded to appeal to a wide audience. This is
what I get in response to such observations: "You are all over the map." Seeing the
bigger picture confuses them with so many influencing factors. It's their
shortcoming. They don't understand the basics necessary for high-volume sales. I put it
this way today: That's called good business. You cannot just focus on a single
discipline. All must be addressed for the product to be a success. Accounting &
Marketing are just as important as Engineering. Without, the effort is doomed to
fail. That's why audience is brought up on a regular basis. Not understanding balance is
the mistake GM made, as did the enthusiasts. This is the reason Volt struggled to achieve
sales growth. Areas of importance were neglected, which is why expanding beyond just
a niche was never achieved. Studying economics as a whole, you'll recognize the value
of that balance. This is something Toyota does exceptionally well.
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11-18-2018

Focus. The obsession with spinning "too little, too slowly" concern for GM into a "too
little, too late" assessment for Toyota is becoming absurd. It's denial on such an extreme
level, it's difficult to recognize the lines of reality. Certain enthusiasts turned antagonists
are pushing their own distorted narrative so hard, they have lost touch. Stuff like this
keeps coming: "Again, focus your energy on TLTL Toyota." It boggles my mind how
dismissive of evidence a person can become. They just ignore what they don't like. All
you can do is continue to provide information, so those reading the insanity taking place
within that discussion can see what's truly happening. For example:
I except your invitation. And since you obsess with timing, that is what I will address.
The claim of "too little, too late" is spin on the "too little, too slowly" concern which
came about from GM's bankruptcy recovery plan. That task-force assigned to oversee
that financial obligation wanted to ensure the Volt program would actually deliver some
type of economic benefit for the automaker. That very specifically meant delivering a
product that was profitable & sustainable. In other words, high-volume sales must be
achieved. It never happened though; consequently, greenwashing emerged to undermine
that concern.
GM pushed ahead with their plans, using up tax-credits by attracting customers from
other automakers. Those purchases are known as "conquest" sales. They can be very
effective for stirring interest, but financial success requires those initial purchases to draw
interest from loyal customers. That outcome never materialized. GM owners didn't
replace their vehicles with gen-1 Volt. So, to appeal to the wider audience, GM
developed and rolled out gen-2 Volt. Sales growth was still not achieved. 8 years and a
bulk of the tax-credits available had been wasted.
Toyota was carefully studying GM's struggle to reach ordinary consumers. Appealing to
a niche was clearly a failed effort. The mid-cycle upgrade to gen-3 Prius adding a plug
was limited to only 15 states, then rollout was halted entirely. Toyota used that isolated
market to collect real-world data for their first mass-market offering. 1.5 years after the
halt, that rollout in the form of a new Prius which included next-gen upgrades was the
first choice for mainstream shoppers. This was an excellent means of avoiding
Innovator's Dilemma, a common problem among emerging technologies
Toyota did not rollout that first dedicated plug-in Prius to all markets though. There was
worldwide distribution, they introduce the product to a wide variety of audience, but
availability was limited. In the United States, the rollout was limited to the
coasts. Inventory in the Midwest and SouthEast only got very small deliveries, just
enough for each region be introduced to the technology. It was an effective means of
gauging interest while at the same time refining production of the technologies
introduced, specifically the dual-wave glass, the carbon-fiber hatch, and the large batterypack.
2 years into that, the limited rollout remains. It ensured tax-credits were not wasted and
set the stage for a mid-cycle upgrade. It also ensured dealers would not get stuck with
old inventory, to avoid the Osborne Effect, which could equate to large financial losses or
even an end to sales opportunity. Most importantly though, it prevented confusion for
shoppers. With limited or no supply in most markets, whatever happens in year-3 can be
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considered a fresh start. Education of salesperson & consumer will not have to contend
with outdated information.
As of 17 days ago, Toyota still had 109,301 tax-credits available before triggering
phaseout. When that happens, an additional quarter (3 months) of unlimited quantity
sales can take place before the 50% reduction of tax-credit value. GM will trigger
phaseout in just 43 days. Their entire allotment of 200,000 will be used up. Labeling
Toyota's position as "too late" is an act of pure denial. They have much opportunity
available still.
With respect to "too little", that's a reference to audience. GM never found a way of
appealing Volt or its technology to anyone but early-adopters. Toyota is striving to draw
interest from their wide variety of car shoppers. Prius Prime is the first offering to do
that. By year-end, that technology will be rolled out as a Subaru vehicle with AWD. In
the first half of 2019, that technology will also be rolled out as a plug-in model of Corolla
hybrid. Nothing about any of that supports a claim of being behind or struggling to catch
up.
Toyota learned from GM's mistakes. It was a real-world depiction of the "Tortoise and
the Hare" story. GM ran ahead without considering the entire race, celebrating along the
way without any certainty of actually finishing the race. Toyota took the time to pace
itself and not waste effort on things that may divert it from that finish line... tax-credit
phaseout.
In short, the claim of "too little, too late" is just rhetoric to distract from what is really
taking place.
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11-19-2018

Stupidity? That question is worthwhile to ask, especially when getting this: "Your last
straw to grab at is tax-credits. How sad. This is just another example of how far behind
Toyota is." I've been pointing out GM's dependency on tax-credits for years. He just
chose to ignore that until now. His act of dismissal doesn't change my position. GM
squandered those subsidy opportunities. Rather than use that money to change their own
status-quo, it was just a trophy grab. Ugh. Oh well. The enthusiasts will learn the hard
way. Something drastic will happen soon. They can't be so stupid they don't see it
coming... or are they? Again, ugh. I wonder when we'll find out... before or after
phaseout is triggered... hmm? These are the observations I posted about that: My final
post on this thread will be to reiterate how often you reflect. That is GM, not
Toyota. The purpose of the tax-credits was to establish sustainable sales. Each
automaker would use their initial 200,000 to get dealers & salespeople working well with
customers to set the stage for the UNLIMITED quantity aspect of phaseout. That is
exactly what Tesla did. Notice how there was a massive ramp-up of Model 3 production
just as the 200,000 limit was about to be reached? GM should have been positioning to
do the very same thing, so Volt could see major surge of sales during the
phaseout. Instead, basically nothing is going to happen during that upcoming unlimited
period. Toyota, on the other hand, is doing exactly that. By pushing RAV4 hybrid and
Corolla hybrid into the mainstream, they are showing a clear path to electrification. It's
very easy for business & consumer to recognize & accept the addition of a plug, just like
Toyota did for Prius. People understand the technology and cost involved. Seeing that
there is also a tax-credit available is a well-timed bonus. Your deep hatred for Toyota
and using me as a scapegoat won't change any of that. As for your feelings about GM,
the disappointment is obvious. They squandered tax-credits on conquest sales. That's
why they are lobbying for more now, to finally target their own loyal customers. TLTL
reflection.
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11-20-2018

RAV4 Hybrid. We are watching the problems of Detroit unfold again. Only this time,
it is worse. They are depending heavily on profit from guzzling Pickups & SUVs again
for survival. It's to an extreme now, where everything else is being phased out. That isn't
working though. We are seeing buyout offers. A large number is required too. If that
doesn't happen, the result will be layoffs. Financial trouble is looming. Making the
situation even more of a challenge is the competition. When you do an exception job of
knowing your audience, growth can come from gaining market share. This is quite
different from conquest, since it very directly addressed loyal customers. In this very real
situation, it is Toyota's rollout of the next-gen RAV4 hybrid. An expectation of up to
25% sales being hybrid has been set. How is easy to see. The 219 horsepower system
will deliver 39 MPG combined for a starting price of just $27,700. That news today
shook the industry. Rather than making RAV4 hybrid favor efficiency, like Prius, it took
on power attributes even more so that Camry hybrid. That makes it an industry-top for
efficiency, but without compromise. In fact, that highest performance package is actually
a hybrid. That will attract cross-shoppers... which is really bad if you are an automaker
who has become very reliant on SUV sales and has nothing comparable. For GM, they
don't have anything even remotely close. For that same price, you get 26 MPG. That's
such a drastic difference, it's a game changer. Adding to this upcoming disaster is the
reality that Toyota's hybrid system provides a very easy means of adding a plug. Put
totally another way, Volt is dead. Competing against Prius never made any sense and
now there is literally nothing the enthusiasts can say anymore. All those times I pushed
for a SUV offering the technology in Volt, they were smug. Now, they are in trouble...
too little, too slowly. This new hybrid will become a key contributor to change.

11-21-2018

Change. After so many years of having to put up with rhetoric, it's over. I'm on the
offensive now. My effort to deal with "fake news" long before the term was coined... or
even recognized as a problem... was challenging without real-world data. But that's not
the case anymore. So, no need to put up with it anymore. After all, they allowed the taxcredits to be wasted. So much opportunity missed... Much of it came from enthusiast's
blind hope. Sadly, some of that continues substance: "I'm hoping GM surprises everyone
with Voltec powered SUV." That isn't even a claim without substance. It is literally just
a wish. I can turn-around the "behind" by pointing out how it is really a matter of being
ahead: Not much of a surprise, since we've been waiting for years. Toyota is catching up
too, by setting their stage with RAV4 hybrid. 39 MPG combined from a 219 HP system
starting at $27,700 is a nice base to provide a plug option.
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11-22-2018

Thanksgiving. This was interesting to read: "GM has decided to take a backseat in this
fight. It's a shame they have gone from leading to also rans, great job." Coming from an
enthusiast, it makes you wonder how much of my observations are now being taken
seriously. I see supporters sharing similar sentiment, but not those who antagonize
routinely. Their frustration was vented by using me as a scapegoat. Turning attention to
GM instead is a switch. My guess is the reality of GM failing to exploit the tax-credit
phaseout opportunity, quite the opposite of what Tesla is doing, has become a painful
recognition of the situation at hand. Volt is in serious trouble. It doesn't matter whether
or not Toyota puts on the pressure. We can see it building from other sources... like
Honda and Hyundai/Kia. Eventually, VW will get into the game too. There's just
nothing from GM anymore. The legacy that thrived on ambiguous press releases, and the
stirring of hype which resulted, has become silent. The lesson learned from "over
promise, under deliver" appears to have felt in a painful way. My guess is
stockholders. Though, there is the difficult to deny shift from sedan to SUV that's
making plug-in car sales more of a challenge. Who knows. Today, I'll simply be
thankful for the recognition of that monumental problem GM got itself into.

11-23-2018

Nissan Surprise. Looks like the plan for the next-gen Leaf is now in disarray. Nissan's
CEO has been arrested for financial crimes. That at a minimum will delay release of
anything new. No one really knows what to expect. The surprise news has been quite a
shock to the industry. There's a partnership with Renault that's left hanging as
well. What does it mean for an automaker already dealing with complex challenges to
suddenly and quite unexpectedly lose their leader? Did anyone else share the knowledge,
experience, and foresight to take over? This is kind of like the situation for
Tesla. Having a single-point-of-dependency can be a significant risk. Just look at the
mess resulting from GM with their lost leader in the effort to deliver Volt. When he left,
so did everyone else. Some of that was likely preventative moves to circumvent damagecontrol efforts before they are needed. Already being on a course to problems is nothing
new. For Leaf, it was not having any active cooling of any sort. Neither air nor liquid
for keeping the battery-pack from getting too hot never made sense. Yet, that was what
Nissan delivered. This newest offering was supposed to change that, by introducing a
liquid-cooled system. That isn't going to happen on the timeline anticipated now. Will it
later? Who knows?
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11-24-2018

Shame. When antagonists turn to emotion appeal, you know they're in
trouble. Struggling to deal with numbers is what causes that. They see shortcomings
when constructive measure is used. That's why there is always such a push to dismiss
counts. Being held accountable for specific milestones being achieved would reveal
failure potential. It's especially bad when they try to turn that to a one-sided
debate. Long story short, Volt is in serious trouble. Low sales even with a $7,500
subsidy and years of visibility spell doom. How could it achieve necessary sales growth
with such a high MSRP and the loss of tax-credit help? Compact hatchbacks are a
difficult sell even with great performance. Who wants that when there's a growing EV
market appealing directly to early-adopters? All those who wanted plug-hybrid choices
as technology leadership have moved on. They couldn't care less about ordinary
consumers. Ubiquitous equates to boring as far as they are concerned. If it doesn't stand
out, what's the point? Their perspective meant problems from the start. It's that trophymentality issue... hence now the turn to shaming. Ugh. I kept my acknowledgement of
their emotional appeal short: That's a double-standard, expecting "significant sales
numbers" from Toyota to the point of SHAME but no mention of GM. Why not? Both
Volt & Bolt are stuck as niche offerings, with no potential for high-volume due to such a
high price. Notice how much Toyota strived to make Prime affordable? Notice the same
for RAV4 hybrid and its potential to offer a plug?

11-25-2018

Golf Cart. It is interesting when you encounter a comment from someone with so little
background they post something like: "I have seen this mentioned a few times now on
different medias, referring to "Golf Cart". However, I can't seem to get any grasp on
what this word relates to. What is the meaning of a "golf-cart" and why do the reviewers
keep using it?" Not having any frame-of-reference makes you wonder if what you post
will be misinterpreted. I gave it a try though: "Golf Cart" has been the term used by
reviewers for nearly 20 years. Specifically, it is a reference to the on/off nature of golfcart operation. It's what they observe while driving on HV mode. To us, it means the
reviewer is at a loss, without anything useful to contribute... a dead giveaway they are not
a good resource for the required knowledge to actually to the review. Sadly, it also
reveals the uninformed nature of the audience here. Not having knowledge of the past
indicates they stand a chance of pulling the same greenwash nonsense again. Reviewers
will continue to write based on anecdotal observations, rather than doing actual
research. Post comments on those reviews. Don't allow them to pass off that dribble as
journalism.
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Build Up. Can you feel it? I think others sense that the announcements Toyota is
planning to make in 3 days will be rather significant. We know there's a refresh of the
look coming as part of a mid-cycle update. What else would be enough to cause so much
worry? Will the loss of tax-credits contribute to growth in demand for Prius? It's a
screwy market right now with the price of gas so low. But with so much blame of sales
slipping put on the visual appeal of Prius, this upcoming change eliminates all former
claims. Antagonists will have to start over. That's really difficult, especially when
sentiment like this is now circulating: "I too am amazed by Voltec and amazed GM have
failed to capitalize on it's greatness vs the competition." Supporters abandoned GM due
to that lack of progress. They expected the technology to be spread years ago. In fact,
enthusiasts hyped how much faster that would happen compared to what Toyota did with
their hybrid technology. That failed to happen though. GM dropped the ball. All that
leadership bragging didn't result in substance to support expectations. Nothing else was
rolled out to compliment or succeed Volt. No progress forward is a very real problem
that no amount of spin can overcome, forgive, or excuse. There's a building up of
something. Year-End will bring about a lot of tax-credit negativity reports. The articles
will likely not be kind, especially with the Detroit autoshow so close at that point. My
guess is we'll find out fairly soon, perhaps right before month-end sales are posted. Since
GM doesn't share them anymore, the estimated values will include lots of commentary &
speculation of what could come.
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Holiday Road Trip. $2.29 today for me, on the way back from Wyoming. We
celebrated the Thanksgiving Holiday with out-of-state family. Our drove back through
the Black Hills of South Dakota over the weekend during a snow advisory. It was
difficult to see lanes at times, but road handling was just fine. Overall efficiency, despite
the 80 mph travel and no opportunity to plug in, was 45.2 MPG.
That 1,532-mile trip to coal country for the holiday really got me thinking about this
upcoming oil crisis. We are about to see the bottom drop without any easy path to
recovery.
We hit peak back in 2010, clearly marked by the loss of supply stability. That original
measurement of oil quantity available in the ground still was proven worthless the
moment investor activity started to become unpredictable. Seeing how much of a push
coal has become in opposition to both natural-gas and renewables is what really made the
problem obvious. The oil industry was already fighting among itself. That meant the
entire energy market would end up getting turned upside-down.
Listening to the supposed "experts" related to plug-in vehicle support, any solution is
problematic. Most have no idea what happened in the past. They don't bother to study
hybrid history. Repeating the same mistakes will happen as a result. It's like reading
reviews from over 15 years ago. There is no understanding of the market or what
motivates mainstream consumers.
Our biggest problem in that regardless appears to be perspective. People here look at
China as pusher of mandates and never bother to look beyond the government
influence. If they did, it would become apparent that the culture there is more accepting
of change. Our attitude here is if the vehicle isn't absolutely perfect, it will fail. We
obsess so much with fine detail of reviews, we completely miss the point of the
technology. That's really sad.
This plummet of gas prices will bring that point home in a painful way.
Watch what unfolds in the next few months.
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11-26-2018

Closure, Introduction. Surprise! Things sure took an interesting turn. Exactly one
month ago, the final attack took place and dragged on for weeks. It was the end of Volt
was drawing near. Such an expensive offering unable to grow sales beyond a niche was
doomed with the loss of $7,500 subsidies helping it barely sustain. Today, a post
declaring an end to production, complete with the March 2019 date specified, meant
everyone still a hopeless enthusiasts would show up on that discussion thread to provide
damage control. Keep in mind how much pride fundamentally influences their
actions. Being misleading & dishonest had become routine for them. I could witness all
kinds of emotionally driven responses. Objectivity never really existed. They selectively
supplied information to create a narrative. That's why they were called "enthusiasts"
rather than being seen as supporters. You can't just ignore what you don't like. In their
case, it was business goals. They were compelled to focus solely on engineering
achievement. That made them blind to profit & growth. Tradeoffs for the sake of
delivering a balanced product was unacceptable. Their desire was a standout vehicle, not
for something to become ubiquitous. That meant those enthusiasts would be at odds with
supporters. It was the fighting that would emerge as a result which I concentrated my
efforts on. What would they say & do to undermine themselves. It was a conflict of
purpose. You can't have both. Either the technology would be for the masses or it would
remain specialty. Those concepts are mutually exclusive. They didn't understand
that. IT would spell their doom... and that's exactly what this topic was about. I suspect
my blog entries for the next week or two to document that downfall, addressing the
mistakes they made and the effort to conceal & deflect.

11-26-2018

Closure, What A Mess. Objectivity became a lost cause almost immediately: "Where
do you get that we’ve reached peak oil?" When you are dealing with people who are
supporting a narrative, it's easy for them to forget about their own blinders. They fail to
see the bigger picture. This was a great example of that. I responded with an
explanation: Instability of the market supply caused investor activity to become
unpredictable. That marked "peak" oil. That combined with sedan marketshare has
falling from 50% in 2012 to 31% now. Chevy Cruze sales have plummeted. The
Lordstown assembly plant will be closed, as a result. That's where Volt was built. This
is the "too little, too slowly" outcome those here shrugged off as a concern... the missed
opportunity so often brought up as a problem not to be taken lightly. Volt is now dead
without a successor established yet. That model of Trax or Equinox using Voltec should
have been made available years ago. GM fell into the innovator's dilemma trap. That
lead they had was lost. Meanwhile, we see EV rollout challenges that have not been
properly addressed. What will happen with Bolt now? Will GM promote plug-in
hybrids at the same time, despite the mixed "range anxiety" message? That abrupt
change of approach going from Volt to Bolt is very confusing for potential customers.
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11-26-2018

Closure, Begged. They claim to have had a consideration of the bigger
picture. Evidence to the contrary is abundant. Whenever I brought up Camry hybrid,
they would freak out and scramble to change the topic. That's why RAV4 has been even
more of a scare to them. GM abandoned the idea of plug-in hybrids as a solution. We
had confirmation (ambiguous in GM's usual approach) of that over a year ago. They
announced 20 new "all electric" offerings to come. It was a vague reinforcement of the
effort with Bolt... which makes sense, because GM makes terrible hybrids. They are
expensive and are not efficient. It came down to this: "The Volt was front and center
when GM begged for their Bailout 10 years ago." No surprise that topic was stirred to
look at the beginning, rather than focus on the end at hand. Look backward, not
forward. Ugh. I punched back with: "Too Little, Too Slowly" was the concern raised by
the bankruptcy recovery task-force in response to that. They had good reason to question
how Volt would become a profitable contributor to GM's well-being in those next few
years. Our government lost money in the end, selling their bailout shares of GM stock at
a loss. Volt struggled with sales despite the $7,500 tax-credit, never achieving growth to
a sustainable level and far too expensive to be competitive. It has been a slow-motion
disaster, as we watched GM fail to adapt to change. They have no clear path to
electrification still, after all this time. There is no hybrid system in place to usher in plug
options for any of their larger vehicles. Equinox should have been taken on the role of
Volt successor long ago. There isn't even a hybrid option available yet. How is a 26
MPG rated vehicle going to be profitable when the competition is about to rollout an
equivalent size & style offering with a 39 MPG rating? How will something with a plug
addressed with such a disadvantageous stage now set? To all of you who were hostile to
those words of warning, what do you suggest should happen as a next step?

11-27-2018

5 Days Ago. It was a loooong Monday at work. I wasn't able to sleep well as a
result. So, I jumped online and stumbled across this reply to an old post: "You hang out
here too so you can bash the Volt just like you do at [the daily blog for Volt]? Geez. Not
wasting my time with you here just like I don't waste my time with you there... Buh
bye..." In that post from 5 days ago, he could see the build up to the fallout about to
come... a didn't like it. There are many who don't want to face reality. Consequences of
the poor choices they endorsed were starting to emerge without any means of denial
available. All the excuses have been exhausted. Pretty much anything you say at this
point has become hypocritical. I was delighted to point out the situation too: Pushing
GM to finally diversify by offering Volt technology in a vehicle like Equinox is
bashing? You've got really messed up priorities if you think that. Of course, just 5 days
later, I've been vindicated. The reason for my "too little, too slowly" concern was about
Volt's financial viability. If GM didn't find a way to increase sales volume, it would be
discontinued. That's basic economics. If the product doesn't grow, it will fail. Turns out,
that is exactly what happened. Rather than the plant producing volume ramping down
Cruze as it needed to build more Volt, the entire operation collapsed. The transition to an
electrified offering failed. You wasted your time by not listening. My concern
originated from the bankruptcy task-force, those put in charge of making sure GM had a
solid plan to get back to good financial health. Volt was claimed to be part of that
effort. Calling my contribution to get GM to diversify bashing is just plain wrong.
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Closure, Wild Ride. That's how I describe today. Fallout from yesterday's
announcement has been all over the place. One enthusiast came up with spin to label the
14,000 employee's GM is planning to layoff and the 5 production plants they will close
as a move to electrification. Several stated this was the plan anyway, to abruptly stop
production mid-cycle without any type of replacement already in place. Ugh. Our
president got angry and threatened GM will some bizarre statement about taking away
subsidies. What subsidies? The tax-credits will trigger phaseout next month
regardless. One publication took substituted "Cruze" for "Volt", then went on and on
about expectations not having been met. Of course, none of it matters. Production of
both will end anyway. Impala will be discontinued as well. It's a nightmare for anyone
who ever attacked me claiming the "too little, too slowly" concern was actually an effort
to undermine Volt. That has been proven untrue to such an extreme, there's no
recourse. They are simply screwed no matter what they say. As a result, it has been
remarkably quiet on that front. I have been watching their wild ride. Uncertainty about
what happens next is growing. The belief is GM will make an announcement in the next
few months about an upcoming successor to Volt. It will undoubtedly be a scaled down
version of the system adapted for a SUV... something long, long overdue.

11-28-2018

Closure, Downplay. It's common to address defeat by downplaying the outcome. That's
an expected response, as they put it: "Much hand-wringing about nothing. We always
knew that Volt was a gateway drug. This move by GM was expected. Continuing to
produce models that are in a declining sales spiral would be worse." I was amused to
read that, knowing there's never any substance to claims. That absolute of avoiding
detail at all cost is their mantra. Next thing you know, they'll spin the plant shutdowns as
preparation for a new electrification program. Trouble is, that couldn't be any more
vague. What is GM attempting to achieve? Preventing job loss isn't getting
addressed. It's that continued blindness of business. Keeping focus only on engineering
efforts to advance technology can (and this case did) result in consequences of
negligence. What the heck are dealers supposed to supply in sell if there is nothing to
transition to? A diesel model of Equinox was such a wasted of resources. Yet, that's
why GM delivered instead of something electrified. I posted this in return: That is a
direct contradiction to what scores of enthusiasts have been saying ever since the topic of
tax-credit phaseout was brought up years ago. Rather than abruptly stop production midcycle, GM's supposed plan was to drop MSRP to match the subsidy reduction. There is
no expectation from GM. Using up limited tax-credits without establishing a successor
in the process is a reckless business approach. What were they risking the PLUG-IN
HYBRID approach for, to establish EV sales? That makes no sense. Even the narrative
of succession is baffling. GM wants to produce Pickup & SUV only. Investing in a
compact hatchback and a compact wagon is counter-productive... especially knowing that
GM had already demonstration a plug-in SUV a entire decade ago, intended for rollout in
2009. Your attempt at damage-control is a load of rubbish. It's easy to prove too. Being
an expectation would mean a plan has already been conveyed. What is the plan? What
does GM intend? Tell us about the next move.
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Closure, Questions. The situation for GM has been revealed to be an economic
disaster. The enthusiasts are quite angry by this outcome... what's remaining of them,
anyway. So many became disenchanted, they are nothing but bad memories now. To
think of how many of them moved on to other early-adopter conquests... That's why they
hate me so much. To find out I was correct, that my concern for business well-being was
indeed sincere, is too much to accept. What do you do at that point? I warned them
about missing so much opportunity. Rather than persuade GM to take a better course,
they obediently followed without question. It was a terrible choice. Fighting me made it
worse. They have no doubt anymore that the outcome I warned about was a genuine
concern... because that's what happened. Sadly, I was right. There was a hope someone
in management would wake up. But with so many executives stepping down every time
there was a problem, there wasn't ever a clear message of intent. What were they trying
to accomplish with Volt? At each stage, the goals listed changed... and not for the
better. Ugh. I ask questions for good reason. Here's are the most common:
Who is the market for Volt ?
The years of trying to evade that question and doing everything possible to avoid detail
with regard to GM's intent are over. Volt failed without any successor established. Now,
enthusiasts refuse to address the future. There's only vague mention of something
coming... to the extreme of not even making claims of being "vastly superior" or "10
years ahead" anymore. This is disenchantment to an extreme.
Too Little, Too Slowly ?
That was the concern. It always comes down to the reality of economics. GM took a
terrible approach with a half-hearted effort that did not result in the widespread
acceptance required for a new technology to become a viable replacement for the
old. No amount of spin can conceal that either. We all see that sales were a struggle,
even with the $7,500 tax-credit. Phaseout of that subsidy is rapidly approaching to. So,
it makes no sense building a money-loser anymore... which brings up a new question:
Will there be a plug-in hybrid ?
GM's message of Volt being the solution to "range anxiety" was abruptly changed when
Bolt was revealed. That EV offering was to become the new solution, since it offered 4.5
times the battery capacity, extending range without ever having to use a gas
engine. Unfortunately, sales of Bolt did not achieve the significant growth that was
required.
Where does that leave GM now ?
Hope to portray an image of industry leadership has been lost. GM has slipped into the
bucket of automotive choices, no longer a choice that stands out. In fact, we see several
other automakers all striving to deliver what Volt failed to achieve... being an affordable
offering sold to mainstream consumers. It makes you wonder if GM leadership is willing
to accept the idea of cooperation, becoming an industry player instead of being an
example of what not to do.
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What do you suggest GM should do ?
11-28-2018

Closure, Get Over It. Their denial is overwhelming. It really is over. Volt
failed. Moving on after such a loss is difficult though, especially when they resist
acknowledgement. Oh well. I'll keep reminding them of how they got themselves into
such a mess and suggest ways of getting over it: My concern for GM not carrying
forward the technology in Volt to something GM customers (those who are looking to
replace their older GM vehicle with a new one) will actually purchase has been
overwhelmingly confirmed as valid. Why would I go anywhere when the effort to get
proper attention about the lack of advancement is finally taking place? I couldn't care
less about hurting the pride of some enthusiasts not interested in supporting something
for ordinary consumers. They'll just need to face the reality that range & power did not
actually equate to a "vastly superior" vehicle. Volt was unsuccessful. Who cares. Try
again. The goal all along has been to get each automaker to deliver something that would
be able to replace their own traditional offerings. GM still hasn't attempted that
yet. Rather than build an Equinox or Trax using Volt technology, but with a more
affordably sized motor & battery configuration, GM wasted time & credits on
conquest. That "more is better" approach Volt took failed. Neglecting mainstream
priorities was a terrible decision. So what if I was the one who pointed that out years ago
and kept reminding everyone that the imbalance was too much of a sacrifice? Get over it
by focusing on what much be done next, rather than shooting the messenger. Continuing
to evade the issue will not fix it.

11-29-2018

Closure, Repeating History. It's getting messy. They are stirring rhetoric any way they
can to control the situation. It's hopeless, of course. But that's what happens when they
come to realize the fight is over. The lost... which is why attempts to rewrite history are
their focus at the moment. They want to prevent onlookers from noticing the
pattern. I'm not going to allow that, especially after the hell they put me through: It was
about preventing mistakes from being repeated. When pointing out lessons learned from
Two-Mode and the recognition of following that same pattern again, the messenger was
attacked and the message obscured. Enthusiasts didn't care. They kept up at attitude of
hope without any substance to actually support such a stance. Volt was vastly superior,
period. We all watched that fall apart with gen-1. GM focused on size & power for Volt
just like they did for Two-Mode. But this time, the "size" was range instead of vehicle
bulk. That imbalance was a costly mistake for Two-Mode and quickly become a mistake
repeated for Volt confirmed by soft sales. The resulting price was too high. The rollout
of gen-2 for Volt didn't address the problem. Rather than strive for a better balance to
draw in more customers, that potential was wasted by increasing the range and increasing
the power. That turned out to be a colossal blunder too. Sales never improved. That was
a terrible sign, knowing that even with the $7,500 tax-credit, reaching a sustainable level
to remain an everyday offering would not be possible. That is why Volt was cancelled
mid-cycle. Waiting for the normal product-cycle to conclude would be far too costly. So
now, the technology is left without a successor established. GM will basically need to
start over... which is now why the enthusiasts are so angry. Their arguments claiming
other automakers are years behind have completely fallen apart. There will be a few who
dispute this history. They'll remain in denial. It doesn't matter, since they are not the
intended reader anyway. Know your audience.
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Closure, Fail. Do everything possible to keep focus exclusively on engineering. Never
let anyone draw attention to business. Ugh. It's been that way for 10 years: "Volt was
and is a fantastic car with the best US plug-in sales for any model. To this day. I don't
call that a fail." Ironically, I get attacked all the time with the reasoning that no
individual can draw a conclusion, since whatever goals they identify are their own. It's
that spin they do day in, day out. Don't ever let someone outside your group of enablers
to sight anything related to progress. Again, ugh. I knew the end of production for Volt
would turn into a fight. That's what happens when an enthusiast gets cornered. They
don't surrender or admit defeat. They defend their position to the bitter end. That's how
pride works. Go down with honor. What a waste. Oh well. This is when it
happens. Right now. It's official. So, I humor them with bittersweet facts: Better than
any model is a relative measure, not what's necessary for sustainable business. The goal
was to achieve mainstream sales. That specifically is a minimum of 60,000 annual
without tax-credit dependency. Setting a target like that is how profit is achieved. Your
opinion is that of an early-adopter taking advantage of a $7,500 tax-credit... not GM... not
stockholders... not EPA... not CARB... and certainly not ordinary GM customers. So, it
doesn't matter. Know your audience.

11-30-2018

Closure, Real. Their reality is crashing down. Mine is simply the stage call closure. I
get this: "Let's be real." They get this: GM wasn't able to face the true competition...
traditional vehicles ...so you want to spin a narrative that Toyota won't be able to
either. Who are you trying to convince? Know your audience. In this case here in the
United States, a majority of the country has absolutely no idea what Prime is. That's
because Toyota waited. As of the first of this month, they still had 109,301 tax-credits
left. Allowing GM to use up the few they have left, while in the meantime reinforcing
their commitment to traditional vehicle replacement, totally makes sense. The next-gen
RAV4 hybrid and introduction of Corolla hybrid are undeniable moves toward
electrification. Even the most uninformed consumer will recognize Toyota's
commitment to using batteries more. The addition of AWD to Prius is a new draw too,
as are the mid-cycle appearance changes. The advancement forward is quite clear, even
without Prime. The fact that Toyota has been burning down Prime inventory and hasn't
said anything whatsoever about the 2019 model-year makes us wonder if the Detroit
auto-show will bring about some mid-cycle updates... perfectly timed to take advantage
of the changing market situation. That lack of advertising will finally change. Toyota
will have an affordable, extremely efficient, plug-in hybrid available... that they worked
out all the details of high-volume production for already. In other words, your attempt to
portray Toyota's silence as a lack of interest is really the calm before the storm. They
have been preparing for wide-spread acceptance. That's why distribution has been spread
so thin. Toyota was observing each market to come up with the best plan for mainstream
penetration. This isn't rocket-science. It's simply studying consumer behavior. GM
didn't do that with Volt. Rather than trying to attract ordinary consumers, they appealed
to enthusiasts... giving that group of early-adopters exactly what they wanted. It's a
business mistake known as "innovator's dilemma". GM built a vehicle for a limited
audience. Oops! It's their loss, not Toyota's. We see that Corolla hybrid is already
planned to get a PHEV upgrade. The process is simple & affordable, as clearly
demonstrated by the Prime update to Prius. Camry, C-HR, Avalon, and RAV4 hybrids
can all be upgraded that way too. Facing the true competition is quite real.
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Closure, Spin. It is getting so bad, you can see why so many were so easily manipulated
during the election. There's simply no critical thinking from some people. They just
brainlessly repost what they believe, rather than actually give some thought to what is
actually being conveyed. They have no idea. The words don't have any substance. It's
all primal instinct at some point, just lashing out with whatever they have available rather
than considering all factors. Oh well. That is their loss, not mine: What I see is that you
are so vague, you aren't actually saying anything. It's the usual rhetoric, repeated over
and over to avoid addressing issues. The absence of detail is a dead giveaway. No
substance.. As for projection, to what? All automakers are held to the same standard
market criteria. Without the necessary quantity, price, and efficiency, the necessary
profit will not be achieved. That's how a business functions. GM failed to achieve
that. So, they are moving on because they have run out of time (tax-credit phaseout
triggered). As each of the other automakers reach the same point, they will be faced with
a decision as well.

12-01-2018

Closure, Attacks. Once they've run out of things to retaliate with, you get attacked
personally. The enthusiast transforms to an enraged antagonist. Lack of substance to
their claims and evidence being presented as proof of their oversight makes that course of
action quite predictable. I've seen the behavior routinely. At some point, they just give
up and laugh. Sometimes it becomes so cynical laugh, the word smug is too kind. It
borders on evil. That's quite bizarre to see in writing. This is how it starts: "I see john is
still spewing his filth... Some things never change. Happy I was able to add the 10th neg
vote to several of his posts. LOL." Disbelief is always my reaction to that. How bizarre
to be so clueless: That stick-your-head-in-the-sand response to posts is what keeps me
coming back. Hiding what you don't want to see isn't constructive. And in this case, it
has been destructive. Volt gen-1 failed to address purchase priorities of mainstream
consumers. It had a number of shortcomings the group of enthusiasts here worked hard
to assure everyone the needs of the changing market would be met by the next-generation
offering. Volt gen-2 failed too, by not even addressing the issues resulting in sales
struggle. Rather than GM striving to meet its own pricing target and making the interior
larger, the design was enhanced to further appeal to enthusiasts. That didn't work
though. Sales remained flat. The significant growth required to persist beyond the
expiration of tax-credits was not achieved. The fact that you use "filth" to describe
essential business is the type of closure needed here to declare Volt dead. The "too little,
too slowly" concern was quite correct. GM didn't spread the technology in
time. Accounting is something enthusiasts always despise. I saw the trophy-mentality
problem emerge on this blogging site right from the very beginning, over 11 years
ago. Recognition of mistakes being made were dismissed and the messenger attacked by
some, but most just left from disenchantment. Look at how many abandoned Volt and
the growing resentment for GM being so slow to take a next step with plug-in hybrids...
to the point where some wonder if GM will just give up and only offer EV choices. It's a
disastrous outcome you contributed to, not me. I certainly wasn't any part of the enabling
that took place to encourage GM to continue down a path that would not led to
acceptance by ordinary consumers. No label or negative voting will change that.
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Closure, Know Your Audience. They don't... still... after all this time:
I repeat that mantra on a very regular basis. It has taken place for the "Who is the for
Volt?" question I asked relentlessly in the past. Enthusiasts simply didn't care about the
wants & needs of mainstream consumers. They had convinced themselves that Volt has
"vastly superior" attributes ordinary showroom shoppers would be willing to pay a
premium for. Even with the $7,500 tax-credit, that approach failed to stir interest.
All these years later, the heavily promoted "EREV" campaign only served to confuse &
deter. GM didn't understand. Enthusiasts didn't understand. It was only Prius owners
who did. They understood. They knew their audience... which is why so much
resentment has come about. Prius owners recognized how to reach out and capture the
hearts of random consumers.
Potential buyers are customers wandering the showroom floor. They are looking for a
vehicle with set attributes at a good price. This is where plug-in hybrids show great
opportunity. Hybrids have become so well established, most all of the misconceptions
are just a faint memory now. In fact, there is an expectation of the technology having
improved over the years. That's why the addition of a plug is looked upon as a natural
next step.
It would be incredible for every car to already have access to overnight 240-volt
charging. Unfortunately, many consumers face the challenge & expense of just that for
one of their vehicles in the household. Access to public rapid chargers (level-3) are
pretty much non-existent still. Only a small number of initial locations have been built
and connection-type is not standard yet. Sadly, most people don't even know what most
of that means.
We know it signifies is overnight having to charge with a 120-volt connection, some with
just an 8-amp rate. That very much limits battery-capacity; however, it does offer a very
smooth and intimidating approach to mainstream acceptance. It simplifies the transition
away from traditional vehicles. During ownership, many owners will likely consider a
240-volt upgrade for their overnight charging.
This information is what enthusiasts have refused to accept... hence the negative
votes. They don't want to face the reality of change. It is monumentally complex and
pushback intense.
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Closure, Stupid Decisions. The mess coming to light is an outcome far worse than they
ever imagined. Their own "behind" claims are being revealed as reflection. Focusing on
the wrong thing for too long has dire consequences. I certainly tried to get them to pay
attention to what was important. They didn't care, until now. Of course, it's only denial
at this point. But change has to start somewhere. Seeing the mistake is progress, though
it could take a very long time before the next step is taken. I keep pointing out facts until
then: Resentment for Toyota is understandable. The upcoming next-gen RAV4 hybrid
(available in March) will deliver a combined city/highway rating of 39 MPG starting at
$28,745. With 118 horsepower output from the electric motors (AWD system), the
combined output with the engine comes to 219 horsepower. That totally outclasses GM
where it hurts the most, their premiere SUV. Why GM never bothered to put Volt
technology in Equinox remains a mystery. Most likely, it came down to cost. There
simply was no way to offer such a configuration affordability. Trax is a new, smaller
SUV offered by GM. That could be a nice candidate as a plug-in hybrid choice. But that
could seriously impact sales of Equinox. Whatever the case, this is GM's own
doing. They focused on offering an expensive Cadillac plug-in hybrid and a Malibu
hybrid instead. Both are sedans, a market GM clearly has little interest in. To make
matters worse, GM just rolled out diesel models of both Cruze & Equinox. What in the
world were they thinking? Stupid decisions like that is why GM is falling behind. It is
why I get personally attacked, since there is simply no way to deliver such bad news
without sounding bias. Those are the facts though... like them or not.

12-01-2018

Closure, Fake News. It's nice to finally have a term to identify the behavior. Naturally,
it will be misused. We see that often the "troll" label, but the point of drawing attention
still takes place. So, it's ok. Going unnoticed is the problem, which I continue having to
deal with: That is a common "fake news" technique. They state a position, but provide
supporting evidence for something else. Both make sense. They aren't actually
associated though. The hope is people aren't paying close enough attention to
notice. That's the case here. It's easy to prove too. Since the description doesn't contain
any detail, there's no association to anything at all. That's the nonsense our president
pulls. Vague is a dead giveaway of rhetoric. The nonsense about Toyota being behind is
rather ironic. Because when you point out facts, GM is the one coming up short. With
respect to electrification, we see Toyota offering a hybrid model for each of their popular
passenger vehicles in various markets... Camry, Corolla, Avalon, C-HR, Highlander,
RAV4. All are plug-ready. Increase battery-pack capacity, then add a one-way
clutch. That's it. The approach sets a clear path forward with very little resistance, due
to the approach being so inexpensive. In fact, the upgrade to hybrid for RAV4 provides
such a significant MPG improvement, the price difference is trivial. And with such a
strong reliability reputation already established, there is a strong possibility of drawing
interest on the showroom floor. That sets the stage for easy plug offerings with the next
round of upgrades. There's no rationale for the "innovator dilemma" claim. It's a clear
path forward, advancement with significant return. Toyota will be able to discontinue
production of traditional models at some point. Their plan is well underway
already. GM literally has nothing yet for product-line advancement. It's all a big
mystery, leaving both dealer & customer with no green choice available... which is the
"stuck" situation described by innovator's dilemma. Notice how the definition focuses on
sales & profit as the measure of success, not perceived superiority?
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12-02-2018

Closure, Mistake. I'm hearing more and more comments like this, finally: "GM's big
mistake was not getting Voltec into a larger car, SUV, and truck." Imagined if they
would have just listened in the first place. Sharing of experience was intended to help;
instead, they felt their pride was in jeopardy. What a waste. Oh well. I share the
observations regardless of how they will be received:
Do a search for Equinox & Two-Mode on this site. You'll find countless posts over the
years of me saying exactly that... hence the "too little, too slowly" mantra. I kept pushing
for diversification; the enthusiasts here kept pushing back.
For a Toyota owner to endorse GM's technology, sounding off favor for spreading it to
vehicles across the fleet was too much. They absolutely refused even just the spirit of
cooperation. Someone with over a decade of prior experience in the market couldn't
possibly understand mainstream consumer better than a bunch of unrealistically
optimistic early-adopters. Ugh.
Of course, they understood that the transfer of the same battery-capacity to a much less
aerodynamic vehicle that weighed significantly more would compromise their
principles. The result would be a lowering of range & power, making far too similar to
the supposed competition... which exposed their underlying problem.
The enthusiasts didn't want to recognize the market as a whole, to acknowledge GM's
own product-line. They forced a scope of "plug-in owners" instead. That was incredibly
foolish, focusing on those who supported electrification anyway. It was only lowhanging fruit getting any attention. That far more difficult objection of appealing to SUV
buyers was being neglected.
Now, we see the price of their choice to disregard homework the teacher
assigned. Rather than turning in what was required, they put emphasis on other
deliverables... many of which didn't contribute to the necessity of ending traditional
vehicle production. They gambled that "it's worth it" promotion would result in highvolume profitable sales.
That effort failed miserably, hence attacking the very person would was heavily pushing
the course that should have been taken years ago. They screwed up. They didn't listen to
the voice of experience. They are coming trying to come to grips with how much
opportunity had been missed.
Ironically, the claim of desperation to catch up are now true for GM. The tables have
turned. Honda rolled out Clarity. Chrysler rolled out Pacifica. Mitsubishi rolled out
Outlander. Subaru is about to roll out Crosstrek. Ford is working on an Escape. All are
larger plug-in vehicles that are not Toyota. The enthusiast obsession was wrong, very
wrong. Each automaker is working hard to appeal to their own customers. GM's focus
on conquest instead was a terrible mistake.
That brings us to the catch-up effort. Will an Equinox or Trax with Voltec actually be
endorsed by this group of enthusiasts? To do that, they will be falling back on their own
words. It's an admission of error, a rather hypocritical one at that too. Swallowing pride
to overcome such a mistake shows strength though... and will be welcomed. GM joining
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the team to help quickly deliver affordable plug-in offers requires compromise, so that
will definitely useful.
I'm quite curious how such a big mistake will finally be reconciled.
12-02-2018

Closure, Vision. This quote from an article published today sums up the situation well:
"While it's not too late for GM to change course, companies are so often obsessed with
short-term profit that they usually find it nearly impossible to sustain long-term vision." I
posted that, followed by: Your own assessment of the situation just now reflects that
too. Rather than acknowledge what has happened over the years and how much
resistance there has been to change, you took a snapshot of the situation at the
moment. Of course the enthusiasts have been asking for GM to expand, but that's only as
of setting gen-2 fail to grow sales and every single one of them has evaded the provision
of any detail. Notice how they fight back when you mention price or range? They like
the idea as a concept, but absolutely refuse to actually take a stance. That lack of
commitment to a clear purpose, target, or goal tells the real story. As for you stating the
situation as "your magical 5,000/month", it shows a denial of business
objective. Automakers have a purpose of making sustainable profit. They set production
quantity levels to achieve a return. Falling short means losing money. Third-Party
suppliers have contracts that must be paid in full, whether or not the vehicle is sold at full
price or not. As for Prime itself, that 5,000/month (60,000 annual) level should be
met. That should be close to what Toyota produced & sold worldwide in 2018, which
would result in the return they had anticipated. Of course, it doesn't yet anyway. Each
automaker's target for mainstream sales is for just prior to triggering tax-credit
phaseout. For GM, that is this month. For Toyota, it will be sometime in 2020. In other
words, I'm calling out your lack of long-term vision. Toyota is setting the stage for
widescale plug-in hybrid rollout, offering Prius Prime initially, then adding Corolla
PHEV. Following that could be any of the other hybrids, most likely either C-HR or
RAV4. That transition from guzzler to plug-in for the entire fleet has a smooth & clear
path being set, without disruption to dealer, consumer, or employee. What is GM's
vision?
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12-02-2018

Closure, Ready. The banter continued: Battery cost & density simply were not realistic
until very recently. Infrastructure still requires a painful wait, for both commercial &
home setup. Production capacity is obviously a major issue currently too. We're getting
there though. Plug-In Hybrids help to bring that about somewhat faster. Buying one
right away doesn't require upgrades at home or even much of a behavior change. You
just plug in at night. Even with just a 110-volt connection, it works fine. Of course,
there's the complexity of needing to charge multiple cars in the same household. Those
plug-in hybrids at home will help encourage people to explore the EV charging & driving
experience. Remember, most people will resist change by simply dismissing the new
tech as "not ready yet". There's little to do in response to that when they just plain are not
interested. Fortunately, the step from traditional guzzler to plug-in hybrid isn't
intimidating and doesn't require much of any education for either customer or
salesperson. The hope from automakers is it will become a no-brainer decision for
everyone, including dealers stocking inventory. Put it this way. Ordinary consumers will
see the tech as "ready" when they notice old plug-in vehicle still on the road, confirming
they work just fine despite years of service. That is at minimum a decade from now. Do
your part as an early-adopter by purchasing any type of vehicle with a plug, then making
sure friends, family, and coworkers see you using it routinely.

12-03-2018

Closure, Smug. Loss of type of reason is a sign of an end approaching. This was the
epitome of that: "Hahaha!" How does one respond to what is essentially a caricature of
an evil villain laughing at your efforts? Did he know how stupid that appeared? It's
somewhat bizarre to encounter something so extreme. I was rather taken aback. So, it
was just a simple reply in return: What a great way to sum up a thread about what should
have been done to prevent the losses of so many jobs… pretend its all a joke and do
nothing whatsoever to address the next step.

12-04-2018

Closure, The Point. Some people never get it. They won't acknowledge what you are
trying to convey, regardless of how obvious it may be to others. There's always a twist to
get you to humor there obsession. "What size is their biggest battery pack? How much
torque is their biggest production electric motor?" That seems reasonable, until you
notice the pattern. I did, but responded anyway: I'll bite your trolling bait, a rather
blatant diversion from the topic of GM… Battery-Packs are just stacks of cells.
Increasing either increases capacity, as well as resulting power. With respect to electricmotors, Toyota’s fuel-cell buses are rather substantial. But if you want personal, rather
than commercial, look up Highlander hybrid (next-gen will be built in Texas, btw). GM
produced Two-Mode for years. Heck, they even showed off a prototype plug-in model
prior to Volt rollout. What became of those electric motors… you know, used in
Tahoe… a large SUV. See the point?
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12-04-2018

Closure, Platform. I deal with the engineer-focused routinely. They are the ones so
blinded by the hope of technological solutions, they dismiss the realities of
business. There's another type of antagonist I also must deal with. They are the one that
are either clueless or careless. How do you interpret this: "Why do you insist that the
decades-old Prius platform is current technology?" It's difficult to recognize the
perspective. My guess is they have no idea how Prius actually works or how any of the
upgrades have been implemented. Never having a good grasp of the technology would
explain a lot of their behavior. It's hard to know for sure. Today, I responded
with: Electric vehicles have been around for over a century. That's an old
platform. Attempting to convince people upgrades are impossible is greenwash. I drive
to work every day in my Prime using only electricity. All those EV miles from an
affordable platform... It's what GM has yet to deliver. Volt had a terrible dependency on
the $7,500 tax-credit that GM didn't consider a priority to overcome. It's an example of
what's possible for GM. Take what they learned from Volt, removing the enthusiast
overkill to make a product for their own ordinary showroom shoppers. The system does
not need to be that robust or that large. Sacrifices for power & range were too much. It
traded efficiency & cost for early-adopter appeal. That lack of balance doesn't work for
mainstream consumers.

12-05-2018

Closure, Fake News. Sometimes, they simply don't care: For years, GM would provide
ambiguous press-releases and this site would spin them into blind hope. There wasn’t
substance to support what enthusiasts took away from them. Merit was lacking, but they
didn’t care. It built up excitement. Anyone who brought up a concern about lack of
detail would get the "troll" label and their credibility attacked. There wasn’t a term like
"fake news" back then, nor was there an understanding of how influential the loss of
objectivity could be. Critical thinking was lost. Rhetoric became the norm. Fallout was
inevitable at some point. We have arrived at that time of reckoning. Volt will be
discontinued without a successor established. There isn't even certainty about what
direction GM will be taking for a next step. That concern in the past has been
validated. Whether or not lessens were learned from the mistakes made are uncertain
though. Most here are pushing back, unwilling to acknowledge what happened.

12-06-2018

Closure, So What? Good thing the end of this chapter is near: I never imagined all
those years ago, collecting information to document events as they happened, that I
would become the Jon Stewart of this news category. Of course, no one imagined the fall
of Volt to be so "vastly superior" either. Here we are though. There's spin, denial, and
outright lies all attempting to distort & mislead about really happened. The history is
well documented. Two-Mode, Volt-1, and Volt-2 all failed to achieve sales growth
needed to remain a viable product. That approach didn't work. So what? GM will just
try something else instead. True, there's disenchantment to deal with and a history of
false starts, but we are only now about to progress beyond the early-adopter
stage. Lighten up and enjoy the market emerging for plug-in vehicles. GM can still be a
player among the wide variety of choices that will be offered. No more claims of vastly
superior though. Enthusiasts will have to play friendly with the rest of the team now.
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12-06-2018

Closure, Hatred. Like I said, this is finally wrapping up: "While Prime wins for the
year, it has been declining as overall sales increase, indicating that Toyota enthusiast
purchases have come a lot closer to being satisfied; and that the overall virtues of the
superior Volt remained a major factor in Plug-In sales." That's called not really
understanding what has taken place and recognizing what will next: Speaking of hatred,
there’s no excuse for such misrepresentation of supply. Prime has never been offered in
a large portion of the United States. Rollout has been limited to CARB states and
special-order for a small number of dealers. That means there's no possible way to
measure demand yet, especially since we have observed inventory burndown this year…
which is usually indicative of change coming. As for the superiority claim, those
"virtues" are very much that of early-adopters, who in no way are representative of
mainstream consumers. That's a real-world example of innovator's dilemma playing
out. GM focused on feedback from enthusiasts, making that fundamental mistake of not
delivering something with the "virtues" of ordinary shoppers... the very thing Toyota has
strived to avoid with Prime. To sight a specific, consider MSRP. Toyota delivered on
GM’s own target of "nicely under $30,000". GM did not, hence the vaporware
assessment. That affordable choice was never delivered, which was an essential
component of Volt being able to meet business sales & profit without dependency on taxcredits.

12-06-2018

Closure, Mainstream. Refusing to acknowledge the basics of business: "So you made
up a number that is close to doable for Prius Prime worldwide for this year - good to
know." Ugh. How else do you respond to such close-minded individuals. I keep
trying: Posting that indicates you aren't familiar with this site. E ach month I would post
numbers with respect to GM's own fleet. Toyota never came into play. The enablers
here were the ones to do that, as an obvious effort to distract from GM's own internal
problem. 234,379 = Equinox. 109,662 = Cruze. 107,458 = Malibu. 13,243 = Volt. It
was that reality (numbers above are from 2018 thru Q3) which made enthusiasts
absolutely crazy. They knew Volt's true competition was traditional vehicles, not other
plug-in choices from other automakers. Yet, they kept posting their own perspective,
downvoting facts as a head-in-sand tactic to ensure their own narrative would
persist. Reading through those old posts, you'll notice the rise of Equinox. That SUV
became the sales leader. It became Volt's ultimate foe. Popularity grew so much, even
the well-being of Cruze came into jeopardy. Trax coming into the picture spelled the end
of Volt though. At 67,538 thru Q3, the writing was on the wall for Volt. Even with the
$7,500 assistance, sales couldn't even remotely compete. In short, say whatever you
about "mainstream" measure. GM's own choices on GM's own showroom floors tell the
story about profit for the non-giant (large SUV & Pickup) offerings. This is why the
shuttering of plants for the smaller cars is taking place for GM. No amount of rhetoric
can hide that.
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12-06-2018

Closure, Saying Nothing. The worst of the antagonists don't. It becomes meaningless
gibberish. There's no substance. How is nothing of any type of measure is
helpful? They somehow convince themselves that despite not having any evidence,
nothing more then "facts" based on hearsay, that they are absolutely correct. It's so
strange to see someone so dead set on a stance which there is no support for. All you can
do is point out their fallacy: That literally says nothing… an excellent example of
rhetoric. Setting an expectation without any detail is an attempt to feed hype. We all
know words like "leapfrog" and "forward" are meaningless. Vague is a dead giveaway
of greenwash. You're doing everything possible to avoid accountability… again. GM
must achieve high-volume profitable sales, period. That means something matching
sales of their profitable vehicles, which is where the 60,000 minimum counts into play…
specific detail. Add to that a timeline, like 2 years from rollout, there's accountability.

12-07-2018

Closure, Selective Omission. I especially liked reading a post that intentionally tried to
divert focus and went out of the way to exclude the vital bit of information I was trying to
emphasize: "the non-giant (large SUV & Pickup) offerings". So, I posted it again by
quoting myself, then adding: You went out of your way to disregard that part of my
information. Those offerings have never been part of the discussion. It simply makes no
sense to compare Volt to a Silverado or Traverse. No one takes such extreme vehicle
type & size differences as a consideration to a compact hatchback seriously. Your choice
to include them is obvious greenwash. As for RAV4, haven't you been paying
attention? 219 horsepower from a vehicle delivering a combined city/highway rating of
39 MPG is the new focus. As the market shifts to SUV choices as the norm, that is
naturally what efficiency offerings should target. Its hybrid platform is an excellent next
step for a plug upgrade. Keep doing whatever you need to for the sake of drawing
attention away from Equinox inefficiency. The lack of any type of electrification is quite
a GM shortcoming, undeniable evidence of how far behind they are. Remember TwoMode? Unwillingness to address that confirms you are painfully aware of the
problem. This is the history that repeats. I saw that pattern in the past and knew it would
be followed again. And, it was.

12-07-2018

Closure, Repeating. This was interesting: "History is repeating itself." It came from a
troublemaker who really didn't have any idea what had happened in the past. His naive
nature made him gullible to hype... which I witnessed firsthand. It transformed him into
a true believer of the propaganda being pushed. It's when rhetoric gets so out of hand,
the person has no idea they have been mislead. In this case, it was a matter of thinking
he knew all the relevant information. Missing key points will cause you to draw
incorrect conclusions... which is exactly what he did. Being poorly informed is one
thing. He chose to dismiss the warnings and pretend the detail offered about omitted
facts never happened. Choosing to remain poorly informed is just plain stupid. But
when you see an end coming to what you had fought & lost so much for, convincing
yourself it was a good cause is a typical outcome. I get my closure from seeing him get
his. It's a strange situation. I provided this: Are you aware of Toyot's history, how much
of a different path to success they took? Many here don't, hence the never-ending
conflicts. Know your audience. Forcing a paradigm of GM to fit into the same approach
makes no sense, hence the objectivity about engineering being lost. Understanding that
fundamental difference is vital.
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12-08-2018

Closure, Confirm. Repeating the same old false information based on misleading facts
is how I confirm you are worried. Adding to that is the continued effort to send a
message of no progress. That could be recognition of the fundamental mistake you made
about mainstream buyers. Toyota has been painfully quiet about their plug-in and
isolated rollout. Last time they did that, it was because they had an upgrade on the
way. Evading that topic, as well as the EV drive, the newly introduced AWD-e, and the
upcoming RAV4 offering tells an interesting story of understanding their
customers. GM's failure to set a path for electrification of their product-line should have
you worried. Their dealers keep on selling the same old guzzlers without any expectation
for improvement. Ignoring the all-electric drive experience you now get from Prius,
while at the same time turning a blind-eye to the lack of anything beyond a discontinued
plug-in hybrid and a tax-credit dependent electric-only vehicle, is all I really need for that
confirm. The rest was a bonus.

12-08-2018

Closure, Change. It's happening. We are witnessing another chapter in history coming
to a close. I'm enjoying the opportunity now to remind people of what took place and
how important this moment in time truly is: With Volt disappearing from the media and
Tesla consuming what's left of low-hanging fruit (final full tax-credit purchases from
those with high disposable-income), we can see change coming. The most obvious sign
is witnessing outright lies being posted without challenge. The other is red-herring being
followed on a regular basis. Since none of that audience represented mainstream
consumers, the problem should be obvious. To them though, it is not. That's how
misconceptions and narratives take hold. The industry has seen this before. It's the stage
when leaders lose their lead. In other words, the moment when the tortoise passed the
hare. This is very familiar. It reminds me a lot about the death of Two-Mode. The
supposed advantage GM had completely fell apart when the early-adopter pool of buyers
had become entirely saturated. They had no one else to sell those monster SUVs to. GM
failed to address the needs of ordinary people, those who could not justify a high stickerprice regardless of how the vehicle performed. It all comes down to reaching buyers on
the showroom floor. They couldn't care less about efficiency. That's a bonus if the
vehicle is already affordably price, not by any means a priority. Gas is only $2.29 per
gallon here. The obsession with large vehicles has become such a norm now, it is an
expectation. Cars are now lumped into the categories of "economy" and "sport". That's
why Prius Prime dropped the middle seat and took on an aggressive look. It was the
economic recovery of GM that made me realize years ago that they would fall into the
same profit trap. Rather than actually invest in Volt to spread the technology, it would
become a trophy and the pursuit of money from guzzlers would resume. That temptation
to follow the money, rather than invest in the future is very difficult to resist. Change can
be painful. I suspect more and more rhetoric to stir as the reality of the situation becomes
apparent. Toyota didn't focus on short-term gain. Toyota followed their own approach
to success again. Study that history. You'll recognize the pattern.
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12-09-2018

Closure, Reality. That painfully long, drawn out online battle is coming to an
end. Antagonist posts have become nothing but mindless rhetoric: "...because you make
no attempts to educate yourself about reality." Seeing that with literally nothing in
reference was the closure I was looking for. Post after post from me with detail showing
the research I did to educate was outright dismissed by an act of looking away. He chose
to ignore those posts. That's bizarre. Everyone can see what I shared. How could he
expect anyone to pretend that never happened? It's in plain sight for all to read, right
there in the discussion thread. Ugh. Oh well, that's his choice. Mine was to post
this: That's how you are going for closure, claiming I'm the one that's
uninformed? Well, here's a dose of reality you're especially not going to like then. It's
from Autoweek's article titled "What killed the Chevrolet Volt?" The statement in their
final point says it best: "Finally, we can cite the demise of sedans as a popular segment
during the Volt's two generations, especially the second one, and the concurrent and
rapid growth in the popularity of crossovers and SUVs of all sizes. Simply put, the Volt
was not a crossover, but it should have been." That fact is how my question of "Who is
the market for Volt?" came about, long before any of the enthusiasts here changed their
tune and endorsed some points I had been saying. They read the writing in the wall,
coming to understand why dealers were so resistant to selling Volt. You foolishly
focused only on the engineering aspect of the vehicle, choosing to dismiss the obvious
trend away from small car offerings. That's why you get so angry with me now about
RAV4 hybrid and do everything possible to belittle & discredit Toyota for recognizing
that trend and responding accordingly. GM failed to. There should have been an
Equinox with Voltec years ago. In fact, that's what gen-2 Volt (which we all know is
actually gen-3 Two-Mode) should have been rolled out as. The answer to the "Who?"
question was clearly not GM's own customers... who undeniably prefer SUV
choices. Now, GM is scrambling to make up for missed opportunity and complaining
about the tax-credits they squandered on conquest. That's reality.

12-09-2018

Closure, Economics. The nature of that previous post seems to have stirred things in a
poignant manner. That was the hope. For someone to have so passionately fought for
EREV, then to have abruptly abandoned ship in favor of EV, there's a reasonable aspect
of regret to watch out for. This is where I come in as a scapegoat. The enthusiast who
lost everything will seek out a source to blame, rather than accept the outcome he created
for himself. In this case, it came across as: "Same old broken record from..." I was in
turn delighted to response with yet another reminder of priorities: Economics is your
enemy, not me. Refusing to accept the reality, that GM is a for-profit business which
will be compelled to follow money rather than technology, is your problem. I'm simply
just a reminder of it. RAV4 hybrid happens to be an excellent example of that reality. It
is projected to be 20 to 25% of sales (which is extra impressive when there's an
expectation for it to be a top-seller for the brand), due to its low premium for a high
return. So what if it doesn't offer a plug yet. The next version likely will and it will be
affordable by reusing the same platform. The design inherently already supports the
upgrade. Swapping in a 12 kWh pack and adding one-way clutch is all it takes. That EV
drive is what scares the heck out of you, as the childish name-calling clearly shows. You
know it puts GM in a difficult position. While Toyota is building reputation and a
customer base to offer plug-in upgrades to, GM is stuck selling SUVs that don't even get
30 MPG. Too bad if you hate getting the reminders of business reality.
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12-09-2018

Closure, Foolish. It has been attack after attack. The writing on the tombstone has
made a few so irrational, they'll say anything: "...because you make no attempts to
educate yourself about reality." That particular quote stood out. I provided a lengthy
analysis packed with detail. He attempted to dismiss it with a vague reply. My
nightmare of dealing with illogical banter coming to an end means a start of accepting
failure for them. I get my closure by pointing out the foolish choices: That's how you
are going for closure, claiming I'm the one that's uninformed? Well, here's a dose of
reality you're especially not going to like then. It's from Autoweek's article titled: "What
killed the Chevrolet Volt?" The statement in their final point says it best: "Finally, we
can cite the demise of sedans as a popular segment during the Volt's two generations,
especially the second one, and the concurrent and rapid growth in the popularity of
crossovers and SUVs of all sizes. Simply put, the Volt was not a crossover, but it should
have been." That fact is how my question of "Who is the market for Volt?" came about,
long before any of the enthusiasts here changed their tune and endorsed some points I
had been saying. They read the writing in the wall, coming to understand why dealers
were so resistant to selling Volt. You foolishly focused only on the engineering aspect of
the vehicle, choosing to dismiss the obvious trend away from small car offerings. That's
why you get so angry with me now about RAV4 hybrid and do everything possible to
belittle & discredit Toyota for recognizing that trend and responding accordingly. GM
failed to. There should have been an Equinox with Voltec years ago. In fact, that's what
gen-2 Volt (which we all know is actually gen-3 Two-Mode) should have been rolled out
as. The answer to the "Who?" question was clearly not GM's own customers... who
undeniably prefer SUV choices. Now, GM is scrambling to make up for missed
opportunity and complaining about the tax-credits they squandered on conquest. That's
reality.

12-10-2018

Closure, Long Overdue. I knew all along the attitude of those enthusiasts would bring
about their own doom. With my BS degree having a minor in business, I was well aware
of the common mistake people make when judging the market... because I made them
too, taught to see beyond assumption by professors. Some of those exercises were really
fun too, especially the team projects lasting several weeks. One in particular was
fascinating. We had to compete against several other teams, making decisions about how
much to spend on a variety of resources... the same type of decisions executives routinely
have to make. You choose budgets for research, production, marketing, distribution,
support, investment, etc. Then the professor would run software to collect & impact each
team based on economic decisions he sets for that cycle. It was an intense game of
analysis & prediction. You had to really be observant to strike the right
balance. Anywho, stuff like that in college taught me what to look for. 20 years of
closely watching the automotive market gave me the experience to properly understand
how this outcome with Volt would come about. I share much of that though. I try to
avoid self-promoting. I do though point out the mistakes of others with
candor: Conquest sales are only good if it grows market, adding to sales from loyal
customers. GM did not achieve that; instead, it was a flurry of pricing bargains
combined with tax-credits. That's an unsustainable approach. High-Volume profitable
sales are required to compete with the true competition, other vehicles sharing the
showroom floor. The next step of integrating Volt's tech into something like an Equinox
is long overdue.
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12-10-2018

Closure, Ouch. It burns and they it especially stings that I'm the one deliver that news of
failure. It didn't have to be that way. The outcome could have been a series of
adjustments instead, course corrections to target properly. Pride got in the way
though. It prevented them from being open-minded. They chose to hold true to their
original goals, even though they were growing less and less viable. The outcome of
high-volume profitable sales from Volt were futile. It was too expensive and did not
appeal to a wide audience. It was a niche with a major subsidy about to expire. That
inevitable doom was reason to attack me personally, as a scapegoat to help relieve the
pain. All I can do is respond with a reflective "ouch". So, that's exactly what I'm doing:
Toyota is rolling out a plug-ready platform that directly targets the changing
market. That's the affordable, high-volume approach GM should have also
taken. Instead, all GM customers have to choose from is a diesel model of Equinox,
nothing green in the SUV category. Heck, the smaller Trax doesn't even deliver 30
MPG.
Being profitable is a something this group of enthusiasts clearly does not
understand. Fortunately, MotorTrend gets it:
"Toyota's new hybrid SUV is powered by a 2.5-liter four-cylinder unit producing 176 hp
and 163 lb-ft of torque. That engine is mated to an electric motor sending 118 hp and
149 lb-ft of torque to the front wheels and 54 hp and 89 lb-ft to the rear wheels for a
combined system output of 219 hp, more than the last-gen hybrid's 194 hp and the 2019
non-hybrid's 203 hp."
"Although the new RAV4 Hybrid makes more power, it also saves more gas. Toyota
estimates the 2019 model will deliver 41/37 mpg in city/highway; that's much better than
the 2018 model, which got 34/30."
That's an amazing platform to build upon for a plug offering later. Just like the upgrade
from Prius to Prius Prime, it's just a simple process. Swapping in a larger battery-pack
and adding a one-way clutch is all it takes.
So what if it isn't a full EV for awhile still? The market clearly isn't ready for that
anyway. Even with the generous tax-credits, demand simply isn't there yet. It will
be. But by then, Toyota will have a large base of plug-in hybrid owners looking to go
full EV. Delivering a large vehicle with power that customers want, but without a huge
price. That's key, a lesson GM still hasn't learned... despite finding that out firsthand
with Two-Mode all those years ago.
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12-10-2018

Closure, Prime. The spin to make downplay of Toyota's correct assessment of the
market is ramping up. Having taken a stance on the expectation of rapid price drops, to
the level of battery being directly competitive with gasoline, was absurd. How could the
technology advance so quickly that the market itself would be able to embrace change on
that scale? Anyone studying consumer & retailer behavior knows that's
unrealistic. Rapid adoption simply never made sense in this place of cheap gas and little
environmental concern. That's what Toyota's references try to draw attention to. There
are many aspects to a technology being competitive. I stated the situation this way, this
time: You must first learn what "prime" refers to, as the mentions above help to point
out. BEV most definitely is not ready for competing directly with traditional
vehicles. Disregarding all the technological hurdles related to misconceptions and lack
of enough real-world data yet, there's the reality of cost. Even with the $7,500 discount,
pricing is far too high. Why would anyone consider a compact hatchback with a cramped
rear and a MSRP starting at $33,520 when you can get a larger interior compact SUV
with a MSRP starting at $21,300? That's the pricing difference between Volt and Trax,
both Chevy vehicles. Trying to convince anyone that paying the extra $12,000 is worth it
would be a fool's errand. There is obviously a great deal of potential, following a few
more battery generations. But that is not the situation yet. They are not ready. VW's
assertion of their upcoming gas-engine being their last makes sense, validating exactly
what Toyota has been saying for quite awhile now. Too bad if you don't like the reality
of automotive business, that profit is a stronger motivator than helping make the world a
better place. That's the reality we must find a way to deal with... like trying to get
electrified vehicles into the mainstream as quickly as possible. Having a small batterypack now is far better than waiting for "someday" to finally arrive.

12-11-2018

Closure, Forward Thinking. The irony with some of the enthusiast dealing is
intriguing: "Forward-thinking companies are willing to plant a seed which will grow into
profit in future years." They sometimes convey the very message you have been
spreading without recognizing it applies to them. That was the very thing I was telling
them about Volt for years. GM seeded, then didn't do anything. They rested on their
laurels, exactly what they claimed Toyota had done. Progress with Toyota never
ceased. Camry hybrid was an amazing advancement with the hybrid system and soon
RAV4 will take it even further. The larger vehicles offering more power while still
delivering a significant efficiency gain is progress. When you have need to use a gasengine, it should use as little fuel as possible and be as clean as possible. How is that not
forward thinking? Profit will grow later when that established platform is taken
advantage of by increasing battery-capacity and adding a plug. That's exactly what
Toyota is doing by electrifying the fleet with a variety of hybrids. Their production &
sales of vehicles utilizing those motors & controllers is what they will build upon...
growth from the seeds being planted now.
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12-11-2018

Closure, Online Discovery. The online fighting with enthusiasts turned antagonist took
an interesting twist today. My research revealed a key detail everyone else has simply
just glossed over. That's quite common. Rhetoric is usually so vague, there's nothing of
any substance to actually consider. That's how the loss of critical thinking became such a
problem. If there's nothing to discuss in the first place, you don't stand any chance of
constructive posts to follow. It all falls apart when enablers simply congratulate attackers
on their clever spin. I notice the pattern after awhile though, which makes seeing beyond
hype & greenwash easier. You look for subtle clues. Lack of any interest in detail made
be curious what there could be to avoid. Sure enough, when I started to dig, I actually
found something. In this case, it was the on-going effort to discredit Toyota by claiming
they were wasting effort on fuel-cell vehicles. That's easy to see as untrue when you
recognize market diversity... location and commercial use are significant differences
where hydrogen could be practical, especially when you consider an automaker
branching out beyond just selling vehicles. There's a massive potential business for
stand-alone power, you know... generators. Anywho, on vehicles themselves there's
diversification opportunity too. In this case, reuse of the propulsion source. I put it this
way: You're forgetting the full electric drive already used for Mirai. That synchronous
AC motor delivers 152 horsepower and 247 lb-ft of torque.

12-11-2018

Closure, Vague. Seeing desperation is perplexity. What do you do at that point? When
the person is no longer making any rational points, when all they are doing is spewing
rhetoric, how should your response be formulated? I chose to draw attention to their
absence of substance. Merit is earned by presenting data for readers to draw their own
conclusions with. They can see you are making an attempt to avoid a narrative by
providing detail for analysis. Simply claiming Toyota is "behind" but not explaining why
is an act of the desperate. They hope others will take the statement at face value...
because they have nothing to actually argue with. Vague is their tool. It happens again
and again and again. I recognize the pattern all too well. In this case those, I welcome
it. Confirmation of the exchanges now being regarded as closure is great. Volt's demise
was foreseen. GM clearly didn't want to do anything with the technology. What a
waste. Oh well. It's not like the warning signs were hidden. Ugh. Here's my continued
shoveling of soil on the coffin: Again with the vague, a blatant attempt to mislead by
excluding detail. Looking at that actual detail, none of the legacy automakers are
producing anything more than token quantities. They face the same issue, cost. Profit is
not realistic when competing against traditional vehicles yet… hence GM whining about
having squandered their tax-credits and now needing more. 60,000 annual (mainstream
minimum you will never here the end of) is specified for that very reason. It's a line in
the sand indicating roughly what automakers target for supplier contracts and the setting
of dealer supply expectations. You can't make sustainable profit selling on niche counts.
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12-12-2018

Closure, Group Think. One of the most common problems online is that of venue...
hence the "know your audience" advice. Are you on a website that is open to diverse
participation or one which caters to specific opinion? That daily blog most definitely was
the latter. It attracted enthusiasts and drove away those who didn't agree. From within,
most members don't see that. If you watch other websites, you'll discover they typically
don't participate anyway else. The issue that comes about from that limited scope is
often referred to as "group think". Everywhere there tends to agree with everyone
else. They make anyone who stirs a difference unwelcome. For example: "That number
has been brought up countless times BY YOU. No one else…" That response about the
mainstream minimum I have been pointing out about the realities of business get labeled
as my own opinion, even though I just pointing them out. That count was most definitely
not of my origin. I'm simply the messenger passing along that information. But since no
one there ever encounters that detail from any source other than me, they draw that
incorrect conclusion. I kept my reply to that brief: Through the lens of just this blog,
that impression of only me is valid. Elsewhere on other green sites, the view &
expectation of sales is quite different. Know your audience.
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12-12-2018

Closure, Failure. This is what I plan to be my final post on that nasty daily blog, in
response to: "Sales in the USA are what we in the USA care about. Prime has been out
long enough for it to have had a nationwide rollout. You refusal to admit it is a design
failure obviously is not shared by the dealerships around the country and by Toyota
itself." That venue served as a valuable resource in the past, providing ample opportunity
to learn about denial and the efforts to impede. Their claim of green was shrouding with
problems. I pushed and pushed and pushed to make them understand, while at the same
time figuring out why they didn't over the course of an entire decade:
WHO IS THE MARKET FOR VOLT ?
That question was asked over and over again as sales of gen-1 Volt became a struggle. It
was obvious GM had focused on appealing to a niche and the impression was they'd
repeat that with gen-2. It was also obvious that those posting here couldn't care less
about the global market. That meant they would force that perspective on others, even
though it only applied to GM.
Toyota's focus has always been on the global market, targeting ordinary consumers, and
not having a financial time-constraint like GM. So, waiting until year-3 of Prime for
rollout to the rest of the United States and not really advertising until then was perfectly
fine... no loss, especially with the state of the EV market and the timing opportunity for
mid-cycle updates.
As for the impression of "unbridled hatred" being portrayed, that should be obvious. I
was correct about GM doing too little, too slowly with Volt. Certain individuals will
always resent the fact that I called out concern, seeing the financial risk growing as sales
continued to struggle. GM didn't diversify in time. Volt died as a result.
There's extra resentment due to the fact that Toyota did diversify. From Prius came
several other hybrids in several markets. Now from Prime, we see the same
potential. And I most definitely do not "lambaste GM" for not having electrified
everything yet. I get on them about not having set any clear expectation. There's nothing
still. Their own loyal customers have no idea what step GM will take next. It's that
uncertainty that makes investors and dealers uncomfortable. Know your audience.
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12-13-2018

Closure, Bad Business. Outside of that terrible daily blog, there are some efforts to
discredit Toyota. They aren't as blind or desperate though. Somewhat objective
discussion does take place. Sadly, most posts are just abandoned without any follow
up. I suspect this will be one of them: "What I would say is, this effort by Toyota will
probably deserve an entire chapter in: The Book of Bad Business Decisions." It
originated from an attack against hydrogen. Unfortunately, there are quite a few EV
supporters who don't like fuel-cell use in any form. They think it is a waste in every
regard. The thought that it serves as a means of storage for electricity when large banks
of batteries are not practical doesn't ever get addressed. Think of some commercial
applications. That absolute doesn't make sense. We need capture as much energy as
possible. So what if that isn't the most efficient means? Our goal is to be carbonneutral. Don't forget purpose. It's far too easy to fall into that trap. Many do. Again, we
don't want to add carbon to the air. If conversion from hydrogen to electricity isn't the
best use of energy, but it doesn't result in any type of pollution, why is it still considered
bad? Think about that for the big picture and end goal. In the meantime, consider what
is good & bad business, as I did: 152 horsepower, 247 lb-ft torque from the AC traction
motor used in Mirai. That's a component essential for a future EV that is already in realworld use. Imagine that transferred over to a Corolla with a plug. Toyota is clearly
planning ahead for widespread reuse of their developing technology. Nothing bad about
that.
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12-13-2018

Closure, Rushing. The entire development-cycle of Volt was rushed. GM had fallen far
behind and was struggling to recover from that, as well as bankruptcy. You could see the
temptation to take shortcuts was overwhelming. Rather than study their own customer
priorities to draw appeal from them, they would pursue sales any way they
could. 200,000 tax-credits seemed like a massive quantity, especially when no other
automaker was offering a plug-in hybrid yet. It was only a matter of stirring interest
from early-adopters, getting sales from that low-hanging fruit. Turns out, there weren't
that many actually interested. Price cuts and incredible lease deals were required to keep
demand alive. Supply was piling up. GM rushed a product to market that didn't appeal
to anyone beyond those just looking for the best opportunity at the moment. Nothing
related to loyal was done to retain those buyers. When leases expired or the next best
deal came along, they abandoned GM. The story repeats relentlessly throughout recent
years in these blogs. Those enthusiasts didn't care. They just moved along. So much
wasted opportunity... I always stated the situation of rushing as not bothering to make
the choice affordable. GM hoped for a miracle that would drop battery-cost so low, it
would make Volt an obvious choice. I wonder for who. If batteries became cheap, why
not just purchase an EV instead? A large-capacity pack would be the better choice if the
point was to avoid using the gas-engine as much as possible. Notice how many Volt
owners took great pride in going extremely long durations without refilling the
tank? With charger availability increasing, the EREV concept made less and less
sense. They became their own worst enemy. That's what happens when you
rush. Enthusiasts didn't think things through and their own push on GM for their beliefs
ended up contributing heavily to Volt's demise. This is why I kept repeating the message
of purpose. I could see their obsession was preventing the recognition of priorities, as I
again repeated today: Why don't you consider the priority of being affordable for the
masses serious? Sacrificing price for the sake of more range & power was a gamble
which clearly didn't pay off for GM. Keep in mind that a fuel-cell vehicle is an EV with
a small battery-pack to supplement the stack. All the necessary components are used for
electric-only propulsion. So, the technical expertise & experience provides a dual
benefit. Heck, even the platform itself can be shared as Honda has demonstrated with
Clarity. Toyota is refining design while waiting for the uncertainty from Tesla and the
mess with GM to settle down. There is simply no reason to rush to a market still in the
early-adopter stage.
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12-14-2018

Closure, Looking Back. It has been a wild ride over the past 3 weeks. The worst of
those antagonists attacked relentlessly. He feared the day would come when Volt would
die and I'd be there to deliver the eulogy. Pointing out that engineering was a victim of
imbalance, where neglect of business need was the problem, made it too much to
accept. I'm not supposed to say anything good about the technology. I was spun as an
enemy to defeat, a competitor seen as squashed by an ironic twist of fate. "Know your
audience" held true though. It became overwhelmingly obvious the real competitor was
indeed traditional vehicles, that I was correct from day 1... well over a decade ago, back
when Volt was first revealed. That left him cornered. He literally had nothing else to
try. All the tactics & excuses had been exhausted. It was just like when Two-Mode
died. I still remember that well. The analogy then was the antagonists were trapped in a
corner, like prey about to be killed. In a surprising ironic twist, his very last post to me
even sounded like that. It was: "Hissssssss..." He was attempting to call me out by
identifying me a snake; you know, I was supposedly trying to sell snake oil. That fact
that he was actually reflecting and made such a specific sound was truly remarkable. It
was him, not me. Snakes are indeed predators. So, he thought he was safe, despite being
in a corner. He didn't realize snakes can also be prey. I have proven to be an eagle (note
always seeing the bigger picture). Oops! He went silent. Thank goodness that's over
now. It wasn't a waste of time either. I had always wondered if that was the best use of
resources. Turns out, much was learned from the experience of attempting to have
constructive discussions with those who do not want to. Rather than a friendly venue, I
chose foe. The fights there revealed much about what must be done to appeal to ordinary
people. Those mainstream consumers couldn't care less about the opinion of enthusiasts;
however, they do want to know which offerings have a reach beyond just being a
niche. My effort was to research & confirm. The technology in Prius is a clear winner
for the middle-market. That's the target, not early-adopters. In that regard, Toyota's
effort is paying off. They worked hard to strike a balance. The needs of business were
not neglected in favor of trophies. They know their audience.
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12-15-2018

Closure, Promises. The biggest problem I had with Volt was it came from GM, who
had a very well established position of "over promise, under deliver". Most people don't
remember any of the "stop gap" campaign from GM. It was a smear effort when Prius
was first rolled out from GM. The greenwashing message conveyed was that hybrids
were a waste of resources, since fuel-cell technology was the future. That's what GM
was to deliver by 2010. We all know how well that turned out. GM embraced hybrids,
delivering Two-Mode and BAS... neither of which worked well. In fact, they were
failures almost immediately. Price was high and efficiency gain low. Both were
discounted, rolling out next-gen offering with new names to disguise the previous
attempts. Volt gen-1 and eAssist, both of which found struggle right away. Volt was
especially bad. It had so many shortcomings, enthusiasts diverted attention to gen-2
early on. The rhetoric got nasty. Lies about the plug-in Prius were rampant... hence the
problem. Volt got in the way. Promises of "leapfrog Prius" were broken. The sales
never materialized, despite heavy discounting and irresistible lease offers. Conquest
obscured actual progress. That created a barrier for Prius. The effort to advance forward
on the affordable front stalled. Volt was in the way. With its abrupt death though and
Toyota well thought out timing, we are suddenly seeing a surge of Prius interest. The
move to deliver a more aesthetics more appealing to a wide audience and offering AWD
seems to be a winner already, even before rollout. 50 MPG from a better looking, more
capable Prius with a highly competitive price is a winning formula. It's a nice
complementary offering at the side of RAV4 hybrid too. Meanwhile, GM has nothing...
but is no longer blocking with an empty promise. I was so tired of always hearing about
Volt whenever Prius was mentioned without any substance to actually support the
comment.

12-16-2018

Closure, Dead. A blogging topic was posted yesterday on the big EV website. It was
about GM having hit the tax-credit limit and how difficult it will soon be for GM to
compete. Naturally, the distortion element of "EV market" was what it had been based
upon. Rather than actually addressing the reality of Volt & Bolt having to face
traditional vehicle competition, we got the usual slant of other automakers. Fortunately,
the tone of that was lighter than in the past. GM's failure to capitalize on the timing
opportunity for getting Volt technology spread to other offerings long before this is
finally getting attention. It's still not much of a priority though. Most people are just
writing off GM entirely, giving up on their hope about the legacy giant. This is precisely
what the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about. It came about from the
automotive task-force assigned to help GM with bankruptcy recovery. That's a scope far
bigger than Volt, something the enthusiasts absolutely refused to accept. Now, they are
dealing with a dead Volt. Few care anymore, as the lack of response to my post on that
topic confirmed: "GM's choice to concentrate on conquest sales, rather than focus on
their own loyal customers, will be confirmed as a terrible decision for tax-credit
use. What suggestion is best for their next step, knowing that generous subsidy won’t be
available?" No one had anything to contribute. That's because there is nothing
whatsoever coming from GM. The silence is deafening. Not a peep, from an automaker
who usually brags about industry leadership, it a sure sign of it being over. This race was
lost. The hare failed to beat the tortoise.
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12-16-2018

Closure, S-Curve. I'm really surprised to see the market-spin taking on such a deceptive
approach. More and more articles are being published about the boom of EV
sales. True, we are seeing a genuinely impressive ramp-up of Tesla production... which
is why so many have given up on GM, especially since their own ramp-up had been
promised. But vital information about tax-credit phaseout isn't included. That
intentional omission is very, very misleading. There's a huge interest in Model 3
purchases right now simply due to the fact that tax-credit phaseout has already been
triggered. In just 15 days, that $7,500 subsidy will be cut to $3,750 and you won't be
able to collect it for an entire year. That's a potent reason to rush purchases. A
reasonable expectation is that demand will drop noticeably next month as a result. That
isn't mentioned though, nor is all the promoting of fossil-fuel sources by the current
administration. It's a greenwash effort from an unexpected source. They are feeding a
narrative that will ultimately present barriers, very much like Volt did. Good intentions
created a problem extremely difficult to overcome. That's bad enough when there aren't
many challenges to deal with anyway. This is denial on a dangerous scale, since it
promotes an effort to ignore signs of trouble. It's really unfortunate people don't use
critical thinking anymore. Rhetoric has far more of a hold on attention than what we
were taught to do. The brainless terms, like "big oil" and "global warming", are
trouble. Call out for detail. Push those refusing to provide it to step aside. You're in for
disappointment otherwise. We must set realistic expectations. Tesla Model 3 sales will
drop soon. That's ok. It's part of the normalization process, if you plan accordingly. If
not, expect damage-control to get out of hand... just like we saw with Two-Mode, Volt-1,
and Volt-2.

12-17-2018

Closure, Plans? It was like dealing with a black-hole. You know at some point there
will be a collapse and everything near will get sucked in. That's been the situation with
GM. You knew they'd screw up and harm efforts the industry have been striving for. It
became obvious early on. Volt was losing money. Enthusiasts would lie about that,
claiming the design was profitable despite an overwhelming amount of proof to the
contrary. The recent layoff announcements provided confirmation. All doubt has been
removed. Of course, there shouldn't been any in the first place. Seeing how hard Toyota
struggled to squeeze out razor-thin profit from Prius is all it took to understand the
difficult challenge of making money from new technology. Anywho, that brings us to
the collapse. If we are about to witness GM placing all its bets on Bolt instead,
abandoning EREV in favor of EV only, how will that profit be made? Hyundai is about
to rollout their own EV, one that very much takes on Bolt directly. Their plans to
penetrate deep into this emerging market include taking advantage of tax-credits GM no
longer has. How exactly will GM compete with that, especially knowing Hyundai's
offering will be a SUV rather than a wagon? This is why I kept redirecting discussion
back to GM's plans. It made no difference whatsoever how Toyota approached the
market. That was clearly just a red-herring. Toyota is focusing on their own customers
anyway, not making a conquest play like Hyundai. Think about the differences between
the well-established Japanese automaker and the up-and-coming Korean
automaker. Hyundai seeks growth. Toyota retains loyalty. That leaves GM without
much hope... hence the collapse. What will an automaker dependent upon large guzzlers
do without any type of affordable green technology?
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12-18-2018

Closure, Mixed Messages. The fundamental problem which hampered progress of Volt
was never really knowing what it was for. This reaches beyond even the "Who?"
question. What was GM attempting to accomplish with the technology? No one ever
really knew. It wasn't like with Toyota. Their hybrid technology had a blatantly obvious
purpose... to reduce emissions & consumption. With the technology from GM, answers
differed depending upon who you asked... hence all the reminders of
audience. Enthusiasts pushed the angle of all-electric driving. That primarily came
about as a differentiating factor from Prius PHV. They wanted the goal of Volt to not
have those same blending operations known. They did everything in their power to
suppress mention of it at every stage, especially when GM tried to promote it more as a
gen-2 refinement. That message of purity ended up drawing the most attention,
drowning out mentions from GM, like the "1,000 miles or more per tank"
advertising. Never using the gas-engine was a direct contradiction to the purpose of
Volt. It repurposed the device, portraying it as nothing but an emergency backup... a
very, very expensive rarely ever used backup. Why bother with such an expensive &
complexity when increasing battery-capacity would serve the same purpose so much
better? That's how Bolt came about. Enthusiasts claim that was the plan all
along. Abruptly shuttering the factory where Volt was built and laying off those
employees proves otherwise. That most definitely wasn't what GM intended. Of course,
no one knows what GM intends now. The outcome is already disastrous. Could GM
make it any worse?

12-18-2018

Closure, Support. Those mixed messages certainly have confused our clueless
president. He took the "all-electric" reference to mean exactly that... all GM vehicles
being totally electric. Ugh. This is what happens when you send out press-release
material that's ambiguous to feed hype with. Enthusiasts were always delighted to spin
the message to whatever suited them best for Volt promotion. I'd call them out on
it. They'd attack the messenger. That lack of substance set a precedent of claims not
requiring merit. They didn't need to be supported by facts. All that was needed was a
sense of hope. Ugh. That's how we got into this mess now... the one that makes it very
easy to see why Toyota kept its distance. Why would you want to be associated in any
way (pulled into the black-hole) with GM's efforts? Prius would always be recognized as
different for good reason. Ironically, the increase in battery-capacity from the next-gen
upgrade brought about more power, giving Prius Prime electric-only traits similar to
Volt. But at that point, enthusiasts were sending a new message of purpose for Volt...
which brings us to support. Who will be providing it now? Enthusiasts are gone. GM
seems to have abandoned the "EREV" approach. And the president is angry toward any
type of electrification, choosing to support the coal industry instead. That's good reason
for the automakers with interest for plug-in hybrids to stay quiet while refining their
offerings. I'm expecting some from Toyota at the Detroit autoshow. That venue and the
timing seem ideal for taking the next step toward mainstream appeal. New packaging for
the battery-pack to make it fit better is a nature choice. Increasing charge-rate from the
plug would too. It's little refinements like that which make mid-cycle updates a big
deal. You don't need fundamental changes along the way to demonstrate continued
investment. You do need to do that with next-gen upgrades though. Big things are
expected then. Volt-2 didn't deliver. There was no other vehicle here rolled out using
Volt technology either. Where's the support?
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12-18-2018

Demand Spin. Much of the ado about the "closure" related to Volt (yes, an intentional
dual-meaning play on words) went from dealing with GM's failure to actually do
anything with the technology to bring it mainstream to spinning the situation as prepatory
actions to introduce full-electric choices instead. We know that isn't the case. People
don't abruptly lose jobs in the normal steps of technology progress. Vehicles established
as having high-volume intent are not halted during the effort to increase sales. TaxCredits do end predictably though. Other automakers continue with their plans as
well. Demand for green choices will not cease; however, reading the spin makes you
wonder. The latest attempt to mislead and provide damage-control is claiming: "While
many Volt owners got fairly disrupted at Volt production finalizing, what this really
means is that the OEM's know that people are holding off for affordable EV's." There's
simply no evidence to support that; however, there is an enormous amount of material
facts proving people are holding off for affordable plug-in choices. Notice the
spin? Since GM failed to make Volt affordable, enthusiasts will protect reputation by
implying the plan all along was to deliver EV choices. The history of all that "rangeanxiety" campaigning is just a misunderstanding of intent, not seeing the big
picture. That's a load of garbage. People would jump on plug-in hybrid choices if they
were both affordable and readily available... a condition which Toyota is strongly
positioning them business to deliver, to take advantage of demand when the time comes
as we see with the hybrid progress. Apparently, GM will be doing the same with EV
choices, but there is nothing to actually support the hype.

12-18-2018

Hybrid Progress. Speaking of that topic, it sure is getting attention today. I see several
new articles about the AWD Prius coming next month. My favorite quote is: "If Toyota
is great at engineering, it's a long-distance military sniper when it comes to targeting a
feature's cost-benefit sweet spot." Like I said, that magic affordability target is how
demand will grow. People will see the AWD design delivering 50 MPG for additional
cost of $1,400 and want to know more. That's a compelling draw. No parasitic drag by
using an induction motor rather than a permanent-magnet type makes the approach quite
sensible. It's just like any other package decision. You want the AWD feature? It's like
asking if you want the upgrade that includes dynamic-cruise control... of was in the past,
now that it too has become standard. Perhaps AWD will someday too. For now, Toyota
is in the introductory stage. We always said such a minimum approach could deliver a
huge return. 7.1 horsepower and 40.6 lb-ft torque doesn't sound like a lot. But with so
little tradeoff, you get a second set of wheels providing additional traction. That's exactly
what compelled many to choose Crossover offerings. They wanted improved control in
snowy conditions... which is precisely what this new features delivers. That's
progress. Ironically, it should see an immediate draw too. Normally, rolling out a new
vehicle in the dead of winter is a terrible idea. But with the AWD being the central focus
of the mid-cycle update, it's the ideal timing. That's genius.
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12-18-2018

Sales Struggle. Looking at the bigger picture, this comment in an editorial summed it up
well: "The truth is that Japanese auto makers can sell sedans at a profit, and GM can't.
And GM is struggling to compete on its home turf in SUVs too." Quite a bit of attention
is now focused on Toyota's amazing improvement they'll be delivering for RAV4
hybrid. For such a large & powerful vehicle, that's an impressive hybrid system. It's an
especially painful blow to consumers who may be interested in Equinox... which looks
like a terrible guzzler in comparison. So with respect to market retention, GM is in a
world of hurt. Simply shifting to more SUV production won't actually solve their
financial issues. Making matters worse is the overlooked efforts of the other automakers
to deliver plug-in hybrid SUV choices. Even shorter range offerings, like Mitsubishi &
Subaru, provide reason for GM worry. There's a very real threat of customer loss to
Hyundai/Kia, in regard to both plug-in hybrid and full-electric. All that adds up to the
concern about "too little, too slowly" becoming a death notice. What comes next after
closing 5 assembly plants and laying off 15,000 workers? This is why I pushed. Others
chose not to acknowledge what I was witnessing.

12-19-2018

The Real Story. How many years did it take for someone to finally just post this: "You
mean dealers are not ready to kill their cash cow." The proper response to that, of
course, is the face-palm emoji. Ugh. To think that the most basic of economic principles
in the automotive market could be dismissed as important for so long blows the mind. If
the reseller isn't interested in selling the producers product there will be a much more
difficult path to success. Knowing how challenging profit has been, that point of easy
revenue should have been obvious. Duh! That brings, yet again, back to the "Who?"
question. Why would a dealer stock a vehicle their own showroom shoppers wouldn't be
interested in, especially if the return for the sales effort is marginal at best. Selling a
large guzzler is quick & easy and there's a substantial payback for both the dealership
owner as well as the salesperson. That's the real story. This is why Volt was doomed to
fail. Cards were stacked against if from the very beginning. Enthusiasts refused to
acknowledge that reality though. It took worker layoffs and shuttering plants for that
message to finally be accepted. That's really unfortunate. So much time & opportunity
was wasted.

12-19-2018

True Customers. It is interesting to witness the turn. GM's announcement has really
stirred the early-adopter discussions. This is making my experience & observations
something to really leverage now. Patience, tolerance, and documenting really pay
off. It will be interesting to see where the posts take us. This is my contribution at the
moment: Toyota studied the mainstream market carefully, rather than listening to
enthusiasts. They know that the bottom-line is a challenge anyway. Dealers taking on
inventory that requires extra effort to sell and provides only a razor-thin profit in return
wouldn't be appealing. Volt enthusiasts hated me for pointing out that dealers were the
true customers, not those who end up owning the vehicle after purchase. It's a cold, hard
reality GM learned the difficult way. We see how that worked out. Know your
audience.
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GM's Collapse. In the past, it was quiet abandonment. Disenchanted enthusiasts would
simply disappear. So many of those who had turned antagonist and attacked me
relentlessly have faded away into the past. I look back at those discussion threads from
years ago and see many names who have vanished without a trace. And since countless
of those individuals were anonymous, hiding behind a made up login name, there is
basically no record of who they ever were. They were cowards from the start, unwilling
to share even the most basic aspect of their identity. That's why blogs of the past
thrived. There was never any accountability. This is why the reputable services forced
traceable accounts. You had to yourself, not hide behind an avatar. In fact, this is the
very reason the last of the troublemakers fought so hard to make me feel unwelcome. He
was protecting one of the last venues of that old era to survive. It was that daily blog for
Volt... which is no more. Suddenly, I'm no longer alone. Scores of former GM
supporters, enthusiasts, and even some antagonists have turned... angry about having
been let down. GM squandered its lead, wasting opportunity exactly as I had expressed
concerned about over the years. That warning of "too little, too slowly" has been so
overwhelmingly confirmed as a geniune problem, there's nothing else to say... except,
goodbye. They have turned on GM, voicing disappointment. It's even worse than the
abrupt fall of diesel. This is a failure where the potential for success was enormous. In
just a few months, I went from having to deal with "behind" claims to watching those
same people post about GM having lost its way. The reality of the situation was that GM
never had proper aim. The direction they were headed was always a deadend. Remember those observations of turning in work that wasn't assigned? They
thought the teacher would be impressed by going above & beyond, even though it had
little to do with the expectation of what was to be delivered. It's all about that want
verses need problem. GM never learned that lesson Two-Mode taught. GM continued to
repeat the same mistake over and over again. Volt-1 was a disaster. Volt-2 was so bad,
many don't even want to talk about it anymore. Sales never grew. Volt remained an
expensive niche. What a waste.
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12-20-2018

Worth It. There is much to be learned on the EV blog. Many have no sense of
history. Their naive nature of never having been part of the automotive market prior to
an interest in plug-in vehicles makes for a troublesome crowd. They are doomed to
repeat mistakes if they are unaware of how they played out in the past. I'm seeing quite a
bit of that recently. The collapse of GM in this market has pushed Volt into the "don't
talk about" category now with an expectation of the same soon for Bolt. Remember how
so much hope had been placed on GM's plan to increase Bolt production this Fall? They
milked that anticipation for an entire year. Hype never emerged though. Tesla's obvious
success combined with growing expectations from Nissan overshadowed all that. GM
press-release narratives fell apart. No one cares anymore. VW learned well about how
to manipulate with announcements. They are building a future with no accountability...
something Toyota strives to avoid. Not saying much of anything and simply just quietly
deliver is Toyota's approach, one I really appreciate, as I state on a regular basis. They
understand their customers: Know your audience. We witnessed the "it's worth it"
argument fail for 8 years with Volt. That premium justification was never enough to
draw mainstream buyer interest, who have very different priorities than
enthusiasts. That's why there are different categories of vehicles. It's something earlyadopters either don't recognize or don't want to. Try selling the acceleration benefit to
my mom. That's a futile endeavor. She's happy to purchase a new vehicle, but going fast
simply isn't of any interest. A good balance for a good price is the goal. A common
affordable choice is fine. This is why a $28,000 RAV4 hybrid delivering 39 MPG will
be a popular choice. We'd all really want to see the plug option added soon, but that just
isn't on the profit-for-dealer radar yet. So, don't expect it to be something ordinary
shoppers will be drawn to in the near future.

12-21-2018

Purpose? Doomed to repeat the same mistakes again? It's hard to tell. I'm certainly
seeing signs of that emerge already. I'll be keeping a close eye on the apparent trend, as I
pointed out today: Over the past few weeks, I have witnessed a pattern emerging... a
familiar one. It is a focus on concept, rather than addressing the actual business at the
moment. Volt ended up in an identity crisis as a result of this, twice. Mixed messages
made it very difficult to sell. What was Volt's purpose? Some believed it was designed
to seamlessly transition to the gas-engine, delivering outstanding overall MPG. Others
believed the goal was to drive EV almost exclusively, only having a gas-engine as a
backup for "range anxiety" just in case. Why not just make battery-capacity just a little
larger and not bother with a gas-engine at all? This is how Bolt came about. In fact,
many enthusiasts claim that was the plan all along, that the EREV concept has served its
purpose and GM simply plans to let Volt fade into history. In other words, if GM was to
deliver a Voltec based vehicle, what specifically would it be? How many kWh
capacity? How much HP output? How large should it be? How should it be
priced? With so many unanswered questions of purpose, it is no surprise GM is waiting
for the dust to settle before hitting the reset button.
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12-21-2018

Leadership. The potential discussion fell apart almost immediately. Many online
posters don't pay attention to the messages other share. That makes dealing with their
lack of history awareness even more difficult. In this case, the following that I posted
was just outright dismissed. He clearly didn't comprehend the difference, which was
intentionally subtle. GM didn't want people to notice. All that 40-mile promoting feel
apart as soon as the first Winter arrived. What I had been saying about heater powerconsumption finally got some attention... not proper attention... but at least
acknowledgement. GM recognized the lack of understanding about how plug-in vehicles
utilize electricity. People expect "40" to actually mean "40". The lessons learned by the
hybrid market were dismissed as relevant by their plug-in effort. That was a terrible
mistake. People don't read the fine print. People don't understand engineering. People
don't have the background. Know your audience! Needless to say, GM bumped batterycapacity for the next-gen rollout. Had they stuck to the 40-mile delivery expectation, that
would have worked fine. Taking heater use into account would have been really smart;
instead, they hyped increased range. Ugh. All that work to stress the importance of "40"
was wasted by the obsession for more. GM is its own worst enemy. True, we can say
that of other automakers... including Toyota in some regards... but that's more in a
general sense. The very specific trait of delivering 40 miles was changed without
explanation. Prompting awareness of heater consumption and how GM dealt with it
would have been an entirely different matter. But GM chose not to. It was an executive
choice which confused potential customers. Leadership didn't lead. Rather than stating
clear purpose and sticking to it, there continues to be an ever-changing story. Remember
way back when Two-Mode was being developed? Same problem! They don't learn from
prior mistakes. Since I'm just repeating myself at this point and there's little hope of
change, I kept the response today short: GM leadership changed their message, from "40
miles all electric" to 53 miles AER. That in itself derailed the understanding of
purpose. They made it worse by not keeping it clear what Volt was competing against.
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End of Prius. A newbie started a new thread on the big Prius forum drawing this
conclusion: "...I made this prediction a while back. Toyota has said for quite some time
that they want hybrid models for all vehicles in their line up. I've said that once the
Corolla gets a hybrid model - the Prius is dead." He then provided some links to support
the narrative of Toyota's advancement. I could see how such an impression could be
made. But that requires looking backward with the assumption of no market change. It
shouldn't take much to see how "cars" are no longer the dominant force. In fact, the
automotive market has shifted in such a profound way to the support of guzzlers, it
should be obvious. Apparently, some don't see that though. Perhaps this helped: Prius
will continue to evolve. It's a hatchback morphing into the higher end of
mainstream. We've seen the large screen and more comfortable seating in back
introduced, in addition to leading the plug-in hybrid choices. Corolla will be a
complimentary offering, staying in the very affordable category for those still seeking a
sedan. I have witnessed all of the generational offerings over the years... 1997, 2000,
2003, 2009, 2012, 2015, 2017... and have owned 5 of those Prius models over the past 18
years. Each upgrade delivered continued improvement to the hybrid system, while
staying true to the mission of decreased emissions & consumption, keeping the design
affordable, and adapting to the changing market. Seeing Toyota diversify Prius into
more models and spreading the technology to all of their common vehicles is what
everyone (customers, dealers, stockholders, employees, and executives) all want. That's
what keeps the profit coming without major disruption to the business flow... which now,
is more critical than ever with such political & economic risk growing. Getting people to
abandon traditional vehicles is key. We see how common it is for owners to have an
expectation of continuous improvement once they've taken that initial step. Problem is,
there must be variety and it must be affordable. This is basic economics many earlyadopters fail to recognize, especially with respect to tax-credit dependency and
infrastructure shortcomings. In other words, Prius will remain viable for years to come,
leading the way for the rest of the fleet.

12-22-2018

Clueless Comments. Stuff like this getting posted on a regular basis makes me sigh:
"They increased it since gen 1 volt owners were desirous of a car that would go 50 miles
without using gas. It was one of the rare times GM allowed User Feedback to aid in
design." I really don't know how such naive can purists on a venue dedicated to
educating. We get information on a regular basis pointing out the necessity of
understanding the larger market. Seeing beyond just early-adopters is absolutely
essential and stressed to make that point. Some just plain don't get it though. I
responded to that nonsense with: That is exactly what not to do when you are trying to
adapt a niche to appeal to mainstream buyers. There were many warnings about not
taking advice from early-adopters too. Knowing that's how many have fallen into the
innovator's dilemma trap, GM followed through anyway. GM should have retained the
"40 mile" capacity, allowing the battery-pack to shrink to provide size, weight, and cost
improvement. At the same time, focus on making the interior more common of a fit and
less of an emphasis on performance. The results of not doing that have been
disastrous. Sales didn't increase and now Volt is being discontinued without a successor
established. The technology should have been spread to other choices by not. That was
key to hybrid success. GM's failure to focus on the correct audience was a terrible
choice.
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Losing Credibility. The website looked upon as "that" resource to get any & all
information related to EV news is really facing a struggle now. Years ago, they just
ignored both the plug-in hybrid market and focused solely on EV sales. That set the
stage for giving preference, since so much focus was placed on such a narrow
audience. Lack of balance is always a warning sign to seriously concern. What are you
risking by allowing a barrier to be formed? In this case, it is the encouragement of
smug. Whoa! We are really starting to see it now. There's so much short-sightedness,
it's troubling. The blatant disregard for how much dependency had been placed on the
tax-credits is really bad. It's just shrugged off though as rhetoric. They see high demand
now and refuse to recognize its just a stage, that sales will fall afterward. How much
they'll fall is a big mystery. But with gas here just $2.18 per gallon now, there's not much
hope for continued growth... especially as the choices expand... which is how credibility
becomes a problem. Outright dismissal of those choices and they pursue isn't how you
build credibility as an information resource. Then, there's this: "Can't wait for the
laggards, shills, shorters, and haters to gnash their teeth and once again try and spin this
negatively as they contort their feeble minds trying to counter Tesla's success and
customer satisfaction numbers!" Notice the pattern? We saw the same defensiveness get
worse and worse with Volt. No matter what you ended up posting, they would fight
back. They end up calling you a "troll" and try their best to drown out anything you
post. How is that constructive? How is that a way to allow a venue to evolve? Turning
into a website that refuses to accept critical thought is a very, very back sign.

12-23-2018

Big Oil. We're seeing the outcome of "Drill Baby Drill" reveal itself as a financial
mistake on a monumental scale. There's way too much supply now. Flooding the system
with far more inventory than what's needed should have recognized as a horrible
decision. All of us striving for green choices saw the imbalance. So, even if there was
sound reason for more drilling, there wasn't much of any renewable investment taking
place. Heavy emphasis on a resource with a finite quantity available is foolish. That's
without even taking the pollution aspect into account. Knowing those fossil fuels are
responsible for serious damage to our health and environment is no reason to turn a
blind-eye. Just ignoring the problem won't make it go away; unfortunately, those in the
"Big Oil" industry are taking it a step further. They are encouraging consumption
because there isn't any reason to worry about getting oil from unfriendly
sources. Encouraging such waste with such an uncaring attitude is sickening... but no
surprise. We knew there would be a backlash at some point. Waiting until Tesla ramps
up production, then abruptly hits tax-credit expiration without any hope of political
support for renewal, is timing that was very easy to predict. The fact that GM's fall is
happening within the same timespan is a happenstance they won't let slip by. Those loses
will be used to fuel rage and stir fear of change. A lengthy article published 2 weeks ago
by the New York Times spelled out this administration's plan to allow cars to emit more
pollution. Adding to that was last week's presentations in favor of coal at the ClimateChange summit, a sickening display of denial from this administration. Even though we
have the technology for renewable electricity and the use of it in electrified
transportation, there are some who just plain don't care.
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Newbie Vague. Things can turn ugly quickly when a newbie (new forum member)
makes such a vague claim: "a BEV is significantly more efficient than an ICE". My
guess was the person was quite clueless about how many different ways that comment
could be interpreted. I made sure that was brought to the attention of everyone
quickly. Awareness is very helpful in touchy situations. Hopefully, this helped:
Being new here, it's best to pay close attention to advice intended to help prevent
misunderstandings. In this case, posting an absolute like that could be interpreted as an
attempt to greenwash. The reason is you posted an extreme as if to present that as the
only choice available. Misleading by omission or being vague is a common problem we
have to deal with.
There are a wide variety of choices available, far more than just "BEV" or "ICE" as
presented. In fact, that is how Prius came about... and the misconceptions we had to deal
with for years following rollout. People didn't understand just how profound of an
efficiency improvement a system designed to exploit the efficiencies of both technologies
could be. A poorly informed audience can easily be manipulated, intentional or not.
A prime example of this (pun intended) is when you read through this article published
just a week ago titled "Toyota struggles to save breakthrough Prius hybrid". It seems
innocent enough, until you take a closer look. The source is from Detroit. That in itself
gives reason for pause with so much anti-hybrid history. A few writers from there still
have a deep hatred for hybrids, so the point of verifying claims is important. Of course,
it's best to not take unfamiliar sources at face value anyway.
Notice what barely got a mention? Prime got only this: "including a plug-in hybrid
version". We've seen other sources intentionally mislead by downplay. The information
presented portrays Prius as a dead-end technology with no opportunity for advancement
or that consumers have shown no interest when the option was readily available. We all
know Prius Prime is only at the early stages still, not even rolled out yet to a large portion
of the country. The complete absence of any data is a dead giveaway. Watch for vague
references like that.
The fact in the opening related to "demand" is misleading too. That claim of "Demand
exploded when it reached the U.S. three years later." tells us what? How do you measure
demand when supply is limited to dealer-order only? No supply being available on
dealers lots until 4.5 years later reveals the writer's claim was inaccurate, at best. Prius
rolled out in Dec 1997. Dealer inventory in the U.S. wasn't made available until May
2002, and even then it was very limited. True demand explosion was in Oct 2003, as
clearly indicated by a simple Wiki lookup of Prius history.
If you are trying to make a safe assumption about an article, giving the writer benefit of
doubt, assume they are totally clueless about the plug-in market. Most people have no
idea that world has any potential beyond being a niche any time soon. Reality is though,
that is how Toyota will save Prius. The twist is, that won't be a struggle. It won't take
long either. Toyota simply had the patience and foresight to rollout based on
affordability and market understanding.
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Upon studying Prius history, you'll see that Toyota intentionally held back certain design
features. They downplay with the intent to target & research. That's how their upgrades
have been so well received. Most people never notice those subtle clues though. It's far
too easy to just accept what others have conveyed. So, use care with the words you
choose. We welcome new input. Those perspectives are priceless, if well informed.
12-24-2018

Asking Questions. The newbie took it well, by asking a question: "I still question why
we continue developing hybrid technology when there should be a bigger push for longer
range lower cost EVs and wider spread charging infrastructure..." I answered
with: What you mean by "hybrid technology" is another example of vague
references. We have no idea. Clarification is necessary. After 20 years of variation, it
should understandable how assumptions come into play. There's a wide variety of
designs all sharing the same label. I suggest taking a close look at Prius Prime. The
advanced heat-pump and the extremely efficient traction motor & controller should be a
clue as to how PHEV tech contributes to BEV progress... and that's without even
considering the related investment in the battery-pack. As to charging infrastructure,
you've totally overlooked how much influence plug-in hybrids have toward home
upgrades. For many, it is extremely complex & expensive. That reduces favor
significantly for BEV purchase consideration. It doesn't for PHEV though. In fact, many
buyers will take the plunge with PHEV and not upgrade until ownership after a year or
two. That's key. Being able to charge a PHEV entirely using nothing but a shared 120volt connection at just 8 AMPs is a very important factor for market potential. Many
households cannot support more than just a single plug-in vehicle at the same
time. There's much fear & uncertainty related to plugging in too. So, this phased
approach is a means of quickly reaching a very wide audience. Think about the
likelihood of the purchase of a second plug-in vehicle. Without tax-credit help and the
early-adopter market saturated, an approach like Toyota's with heavy emphasis on PHEV
penetration is a large opportunity to exploit... a means of carrying over developed
technology at lower cost and attracting loyal customer interest. In other words, what is
there to question knowing that additional information?
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12-25-2018

Market Shift. More questions are getting asked. That's a good sign. This was caught
my attention "With the lack of any real enthusiasm shown by Toyota in marketing the
Prime ever since 2017 till date (even with solid sales), do you think the Prime was
nothing more than a compliance car for Toyota?" I'm always drawn in to questions of a
polarizing nature, when they present facts as an either/or situation. I'm always happy to
point out what they overlooked, that other choice they weren't even aware of. In this
case, that was: It's not lack of enthusiasm or compliance. It's studying the market while
waiting to get past the early-adopter stage, and refining design & production along the
way. Prius Prime/PHV directly targets mainstream buyers, those who may otherwise
consider the purchase of a traditional vehicle. That's quite different from Tesla, GM, or
Nissan appealing to enthusiasts. Attracting showroom shoppers is much more
difficult. The benefit of patience should be obvious now with challenges related to taxcredit dependency becoming evident. Look at the mess GM is having to deal with for
Volt. So much more expensive of an MSRP was good reason to avoid getting pulled into
that fallout mess. Keep in mind that Prius Prime/PHV is a worldwide product
too. United States inventory will benefit later from a production ramp-up, especially
with the potential for mid-cycle updates. Like all things Prius related, there is always
waiting required.

12-25-2018

$2.06 per Gallon. It is rather surreal to see the price of gas so low. This outcome was
inevitable. You cannot just "Drill Baby Drill" without consequences. In this case we
pumped oil to flood the market (I know, bad puns) with supply there was no demand
for. This is basic economics. Too much will force providers to accept a reduced
price. How the industry figured this would someone just work to provide profit for
everyone is a big mystery. Supposedly, growth of the market (both in vehicle quantity
and gas consumption) would keep the balance. That, of course, assumed the failure of
plug-in vehicles. If guzzling was promoted enough, no one would care... right? Turns
out though, the proof of climate-change is becoming so obvious, attempts to deny or
make excuses are starting to become absurd. Even the blatant avoidance is now called
out. You can't get away from the evidence. Cheap gas only makes the situation
worse. It's a losing battle no matter what they do. Resisting change has consequences.

12-26-2018

Summary. This brings about an undeniable confirmation of the "too little, too slowly"
concern being genuine: "Billed as an emblem of GM’s engineering prowess and pivot
toward alternative propulsion vehicles, this vehicle essentially invented the concept of the
plug-in hybrid. It was critically acclaimed and generated a loyal base of
enthusiasts. But sales never reached initial expectations, and GM is turning its attention
to battery-powered cars that don't have a backup gas generator like the Volt." All those
years of enthusiasts fighting me, only to later find out the information I was sharing was
indeed constructive. There was a suspicion that I was somehow trying to undermine GM
in favor of Toyota. The idea of cooperation across automakers to build a bridge to the
future was too far fetched; so unbelievable, they easily dismissed it as trolling. Their
naive & smug attitudes contributed to this painful ending. Rather than usher in a
successor to Volt prior to subsidy phaseout being triggered, they wasted the opportunity
by endorsing a dead-end. It was such a closed-minded approach built on meritless hope
and vague intention, there was no possible way to succeed... simply due to there no even
being an agreement of what the goals were. Ugh.
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Emotion. To the surprise of no one, we're seeing reports like this now: "The workers are
also angry that GM, helped by the $1tn corporate tax enacted last year, has spent nearly
$14bn on stock buybacks since 2015, money that could have been invested in developing
next-generation vehicles." They say their loyalty being outright dismissed as a "kick in
the stomach". Sadly, they didn't participate in the online battles I did, where facts of why
fighting was necessary were outright dismissed. The supporters turned enthusiasts turned
antagonist made up an endless not to accept evidence being presented. I'd point out how
GM's choices to favor power & range of Volt reflected a corporate direction of seeking
praise & profit, rather than investing in the future. All those warnings about "too little,
too slowly" were provided to expose that lack of forward direction. GM got off on a
tangent of enjoying the moment. That kept those employees gainfully employed for
years. Falling from a position of sustainability was inevitable though. GM wasn't
working on a means of stirring interest from their dealers. Ironically, that is exactly what
the antagonists mocked Toyota about with Prius. Only problem, I kept pointing out the
progress with Camry hybrid and the upcoming rollout of RAV4 hybrid. Now, we are just
a week or two away from the next-gen RAV4 hybrid being delivered. An affordable
SUV providing a 39 MPG combined rating. There's no way GM can compete with that...
or the reality of how easy plug augmentation could be. It's just a matter of following the
Prime formula, adding more battery and a one-way clutch. It's sad about so many jobs
being lost, especially when it could have been prevented. But it wasn't... and supporters
are still unwilling to address the reasons why. That's especially sad.

12-27-2018

4 Steps. Do this process sound familiar? 1) Deny. 2) Attack. 3) Play the Victim. 4)
Change the Subject. That is the strategy our president has been following for years. I
would elaborate on the first, adding comment about the denial being a list of excuses too,
not just spinning goals that were stated actually meant something different. We see each
of the stages every time a major topic comes up. It's the tactic for never having to deal
with the problem. This is why enthusiasts always got so angry when I'd bring up
accountability. Having a specific quantitative measure forced them off track, disrupting
the regular cycle of greenwash. Volt discussions provided countless examples of that
over the years. It was an effort to do everything possible to avoid addressing
problems. This is why I pushed back on supposed solutions. I could see the
pattern. That indicated lack of substance. They were just stepping around the mess,
never making any effort to deal with it. Having witnessed this all firsthand and now
seeing the consequences about to play out is fascinating.
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New Tech. Things are getting really messy. I had no idea the situation would be
approached with such ignorance. It makes me feel naive, despite being so well informed
about audience. This one certainly doesn't have a clue: "It's not just about hybrid
tech. It's about new tech. that is where Prius is losing ground. Tesla is the new
Prius. Prius is following, not leading." That's just rhetoric being spread without any
thought behind it. Where's the merit to support claims? Something... anything... to show
how progress is measured. What ground? Leading who? Ugh. I started fresh with this
particular new thread veering so far off track so quickly...
The definition of leadership doesn't say or even infer anything about "new" being criteria:
1) the position or function of a leader, a person who guides or directs a group.
2) ability to lead.
3) an act or instance of leading; guidance; direction.
Knowing your audience is vital. Who are you trying to lead?
This is all about getting ordinary people to actually change. Tesla has done a wonderful
job of fulfilling the desire of early-adopters, but their reach to mainstream buyers without
the $7,500 tax-credit is far from certain. Toyota's ability to draw interest from the
common consumer is well proven with Prius, but their history is loaded with
disappointment from enthusiasts. Understand that difference?
We are embarking on a time when the market overwhelmingly prefers vehicles larger
than Prius and have very little interest in new tech. That means delivering a wellrounded choice. An affordable offering with a wide-array of conveniences complimented
by a modest EV drive has the potential to appeal to a large audience of everyday
shoppers.
That's the type of leadership we need. Notice how that's the opposite of what GM
did. Their attempt to deliver a choice with the "it's worth it" approach failed on a tragic
level. Sales never reached beyond enthusiasts. It was an expensive niche without an
mainstream successor... the very thing Toyota is striving to avoid with Prius evolving
into Prime... an extremely difficult challenge of leadership.
In short, the belief that range or power equates to being a leader of mainstream change
doesn't have merit. It is leadership, but not with the audience which changes the status
quo.
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Dashcam Purchase. Talking to anyone who drives on a regular basis, you'll get
comments about wanting one when mention of dashcam is made. The topic is clearly
one that's been on everyone's mind. We all see the accident footage. So, we know you
can be witness to incredible acts of stupidity. I finally got one, but that wasn't the
purpose, nor would it be a replacement to the high-quality equipment I used for the Prius
videos. This was just for everyday use, to have a camera effortlessly recording when I
drive. You never know what you'll encounter that you would like to retain. On our trips,
we see a beautiful sunset or scenery rather predictably... yet, never have something to
capture it readily available. Regular cameras don't work for that purpose
either. Dependent upon batteries, you cannot run them non-stop for hours. Then get
hot. A dashcam using a tiny super-capacitor doesn't. They are finally starting to deliver
4K resolution now too. I got one yesterday that's really just 2K, but up-converts to
4K. That means it has enough resources to deliver 2K well. I'll be able to capture video
and occasionally snap a photo at the same time. I might be able to stream what I see
too. Reviews of the Wi-Fi are very encouraging. You don't know until you try. So,
that's what I'm doing. The plan is to share some video too. Stay tuned.
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Setting Expectations. A big dose of reality was warranted. It's like watching an
accident about to happen, which viewing in slow-motion. You know it isn't going to be
pretty. You also know it could have been prevented. No matter how much you try to
share information, certain people will refuse to accept it. The advice is wasted on
someone hell bent on supporting a hopeless risk. Oh well, it makes them feel better for
now. Later, they'll just pretend what they said never happened anyway:
Know your audience. Those comments are very much from the perspective of an earlyadopter. The way mainstream buyers of new vehicles shop is quite different. First, they
won't have the influence of a $7,500 tax-credit. Second, they will primarily stick to their
favorite brand and rarely consider another automaker. Third, they will immediately
dismiss a BEV if they haven't ever been exposed to one yet, and even then it will be a
challenging sales. In other words, make sure a realistic timing expectation is stated.
Far too many here don't recognize being in the low-hanging-fruit stage still. We haven't
even seen sales begin directly against the true competition yet, traditional
vehicles. Enthusiasts have no concept of how intimidating the idea of wiring up their
garage for 240-volt charging can be. Besides the possibility of their service-panel being
poorly located or underpowered, there's the uncertainty of equipment & installation
cost. That's just for support of a single vehicle. Think about how many households have
at least 2. And none of that takes into account those who won't have a plug available at
their apartment or the extreme expense of super-high-speed charger locations.
It will be a rude awakening for many who enjoy the well-proven technology everyday but
see their own peers not showing any interest. This is why PHEV choices will play such a
large role in the transition away from traditional vehicles. The plug-in hybrid provides
opportunity charging, to allow the technology to be exploited beyond just covering daily
commutes, without ever bringing up depletion concerns.
Again, I can't stress this enough... Know your audience. Given another generationalcycle, things will be much improved. Until then, we are still very much in the spreadthe-knowledge stage. Introduction to the technology from the well-informed is what
must take place over the next few years for the stage of purchase consideration to be
realistic for the masses.
Ordinary consumers have much to learn prior to those next-gen offerings they could
potentially purchase. Remember, what we have now is very much restrained by cost &
production limitations anyway. Prepare that future audience.
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Renewed Battles. Former antagonists try to stir new trouble on new websites. It doesn't
work well though. The older venues served as a steady source for fake news by
publishing ambiguous information using an interface which contributed to
misleading. Most don't do that anymore. They desire integrity over popularity. I find it
intriguing to participate in renewed battles knowing the tables have turned, in both
respect to the posting and market change. Today, I fought back with: Yes, know your
audience. 8 years later, Volt is still just a 4-seater with limited leg & head room. Prius
Prime offers more leg & head room, but didn't bother offering a narrow middle seat since
the market (audience) has shifted to RAV4 for that. You want the comfortable 5th
position, you buy a larger vehicle. Currently, the hybrid model of RAV4 offers 39 MPG
at a competitive price with traditional vehicles. In a few years, a plug could be added to
make it an affordable PHEV. Right now, we see that Honda is testing that potential with
Clarity. Why GM never implemented Voltec in Equinox or Trax is obvious, the
technology was too expensive. So, abandoning Volt is no surprise to anyone. As for
what I stated about Volt on every story, it was not as you claim. I mentioned TOO
LITTLE, TOO SLOWLY on a regular basis. That's because GM did not spread their
technology. It should have been done prior to tax-credit expiration. Lack of
diversification is what harmed their business investment, becoming a costly liability...
hence ending production. This is why many would like to see a CRV or Pilot from
Honda and a RAV4 from Toyota as plug-in hybrids within the next few years. We know
the audience has changed. They now prefer small SUV choices. That's why allowing
Prius to morph into less of a family hauler is just fine. Parents with older children need
choices too.
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2019 Expectations. Speculation is growing, without substance... of course. Most is
based upon anecdotal observations, claiming a pattern in history, but failing to actually
see the bigger picture. It's an easy trap to fall into. When change is coming remains a
total mystery. Something could be announced within the next 2 weeks for the Detroit
auto show. But even if that does happen, it doesn't mean availability soon. There could
be an abbreviated 2019 model year, just a brief carry over, then a 2020 model rolled out
early. We saw that with the gen-3. I got mine in May of 2009, even though it was a
2010 model. So, when is anyone's guess. What is a little easier to guess about with some
degree of confidence though: Larger capacity shouldn't have been an
expectation. Toyota wasn't about to make the same mistake as GM by increasing
capacity based on enthusiast feedback. They set the 40 km (25 mile) target for good
reason. Focus has been to make the plug-in hybrid offerings as well-balanced of a choice
as possible. That meant placing attention elsewhere, like packaging. We were very
specifically told by Toyota that the choice of the physical size & shape of the rollout
battery-pack was to keep it affordable and to retain its robust longevity design. That set
an implicit expectation of a possible mid-cycle update... like 2 years later, the 2019
model. It is realistic that cell & stack arrangement has been altered to provide more
cargo room. We know it will happen someday. Patience. Another something we can
surmise is a bump in charging rate. The maximum pull currently from a 240-volt
connection is 3.6 kW. When you use an aftermarket device to measure Charge-Mode
rate, there's an interesting reveal... as documented in the video I compiled to share for a
future discussion, just like this. The gas-engine provides a rate of 7.2 kW to the batterypack. We could potentially see that in a mid-cycle update for connecting with a plug. It
builds upon opportunity charging, something quite advantageous for vehicles with
smaller capacities. Lastly, keep in mind that hardware & software refinements could
contribute to increased range, even without changing the kW capacity of the battery-pack
itself.
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Best Selling. There has been a struggle on the big plug-in website. It's experiencing an
identity crisis. Just like with Volt, purpose is uncertain. They want to promote anything
with a plug, but their history was to disregard plug-in hybrids. It was all about providing
information & support for EV choices. The rise of PHEV offering combined with GM's
struggle has drawn in a new and unexpected audience. So, they are trying their best to
find a balance to please everyone. So far, that isn't working. I pounced on this: "The best
selling plug-in hybrids since 2010 are..." It was basically greenwash material from the
perspective of attempting to avoid presenting a narrative. Volt = 152,486. Prius
PHV/Prime = 88,117. You can't just omit vital information components and present
numbers like that without detail. Ugh! I called them out on that:
That's so vague of a statement, it doesn't serve a constructive purpose.
First, the numbers presented should emphasize they are United States only. If you
considers numbers from the rest of the world through the end of 2017 for Prius
PHV/Prime, there another 63,197 sales unaccounted for. Add to that another roughly
25,000 to account for 2018 sales outside the United States. All those most definitely
should be counted, since they are very much part of the economy-of-scale benefit. That
overall volume is how production-cost is reduced. Knowing that, we see Prius
PHV/Prime far outsold Volt, even when you add in the Opel (European) model.
Second, Prius PHV (gen-1) was only a mid-cycle update rolled out to 15 states. Never
being offered in 35 states means you get a very distorted representation of actual
demand. Further, Prius Prime (gen-2) still isn't available outside of most of the coastal
states. The middle of the United States only has special-order availability and only for
select dealers. That too contributes to a misrepresentation of demand. Without supply,
how can that be accurately measured?
Third, production of Prius PHV was halted in June 2015. That left a major inventory
void from then until January 2017. That's 1.5 years of sales implied by the "since 2010"
that should be counted. Again, there's no supply to indicate demand. Additionally,
rollout of Prius PHV didn't start until January 2012. So, there's the entire 2011 year not
accounted for either.
Fourth, the measure of true demand cannot be measured properly until subsidies are no
longer skewing price. When a plug-in vehicle is faced with the true competition...
traditional vehicles ...and must directly compete on the showroom floor without earlyadopter tax-credit influence, then we will know what mainstream consumers really think
of the offerings.
In short, that indication of "best selling" doesn’t really tell us anything meaningful with
respect to change of the status quo.
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$1.99 per Gallon. What an unexpected surprise! I didn't think I would ever see the price
of gas so low, especially during a holiday. How do you sell anything green when it's so
affordable to guzzle? It's the worst nightmare for promoting EV interest based on saving
money from gas purchases. Refilling the tank is so cheap (relatively speaking), there's no
incentive to change. Why bother taking on any risk when a SUV is waiting for you to
own? This is how cars started to fall out of favor. Now, the situation is exacerbated with
so much of an over-supply of oil. People simply aren't going to care. This is why it was
vital for Toyota to make the RAV4 hybrid such an affordable option. When such a small
premium is required, it becomes trivial math. That uncaring person will recognize the
gas saving and call it good enough. Whether or not the numbers actually work out
doesn't matter. They will accept a small contribution toward the cause, as long as it truly
is small and there's no inconvenience. The fact that Toyota was smart enough to make
the best package for RAV4 one of the hybrid configurations could be called a brilliant
move. Why not? It's the second step in traditional vehicle phaseout. After making a
hybrid option available, you begin to replace the popular traditional choices with more
hybrids... especially when gas is so cheap.

1-01-2019

Tesla Killed Prius. The article spelling out the end of the hybrid era. Naturally, there's
was barely a mention of Prime. I find that the dead giveaway. Avoidance is a major clue
most of the time. Why wasn't it more than just a vague reference? Inventory is almost
never addressed. I did some online searches. There are only a few dozen available on
the West Coast. Within 500 miles of Minnesota, I found just 17. Concentration was on
the East Coast, favoring the north. Along that stretch, there were about 700. That's
it. All are 2018 models too. The burndown of supply and painful silence of Toyota leads
me to believe there will be news coming soon. My expectation is it will come with the
press showcase in less than 2 weeks at Detroit. A nice compliment to the next-gen
RAV4 hybrid and Prius AWDe rollouts would be something new for Prime. It would
explain the availability holdout. This isn't anything new. Toyota did that with debuts of
both Prime and with Prius itself. Anywho, I sounded off with: The focus of this article
takes too narrow of a view. Had it been "How EV killed the Hybrid" instead, that would
have been a constructive look of the entire market. The reach of 2018 was only to earlyadopters with the benefit of a $7,500 tax-credit. 2019 is the true measure of progress and
it won't be focused on just Prius. The next-gen RAV4 hybrid will take the
"conventional" buyers by storm. It's quite obvious when you read an article from a GM
source and they omit mention of Toyota's newest offering entirely. 39 MPG from a 219
horsepower system for only $28,000 will definitely draw in SUV shoppers. Tesla has a
great deal of potential, but the mainstream market is far more fickle than early-adopters.
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Dead. I wondered when the topic would be stirred on the big Prius forum. It was the
afternoon of the first day of the next tax year by a Volt-1 owner. He never upgraded to a
Volt-2 and has shown interest elsewhere. So, coming from him was sensible: "The name
Volt will be dead, but it doesn't mean the concept will. I'm sure GM will continue on with
it in some form or another." It was obvious damage control... which is an opportunity for
me to jump into the discussion, and I did without hesitation: That "concept" was never
clear. In fact, that contributed to the demise of Volt. Enthusiasts tried prompting the
"EREV" identifier, but kept changing the definition each time another plug-in hybrid
rolled out. Basically, GM had no idea what direction to take. It was obvious 12 years
ago, when Volt was first revealed. Almost immediately, we got mixed messages of
purpose. Goals were unrealistic and the target market uncertain. The true death part
though is the simple fact that there is no successor. Tax-Credits were intended to help
push a product into the mainstream; instead, GM decided to abandon the technology just
as phaseout approached. In other words, GM wasted a massive amount of
opportunity. Someday when a realistic offering debuts, GM will have to start all
over. Sadly, we knew back when Volt-1 was rolled out that the market was gravitating
toward SUV choices and that GM had little interest in promoting a compact
hatchback. Yet, we saw a Volt-2 without anyone beyond those taking advantage of the
$7,500 discount wanting to purchase it. Those owners did what they could to promote,
but SUV shoppers couldn't care less. It was an ideal example of what not to do. GM
took praise for a subsidized niche and let their minions spin Toyota as an automaker
"kicking & screaming" in resistance to mainstream offerings. The hope was that GM's
silence would go unnoticed, that their reluctance to actually address change of the status
quo would be overlooked due to Volt. Two-Mode failed to reach ordinary
consumers. So did Volt-1 and Volt-2. Now, they only have an awkward Bolt that
doesn't appeal to even their own dealers to stock as inventory. Needless to say, GM isn't
taking the situation seriously. Making fun of Toyota for their seemingly timid approach
will be their downfall. The potential for Toyota's fleet of everyday hybrids... Corolla,
RAV4, Camry, C-HR …to later offer a plug is enormous. So what if none are standout
vehicles? The point is for the technology to become common. In short, ugh. What a
waste.
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Let It Go! Ugh. This just never ends: "there'll be no major changes to prime. maybe a
fifth seat. maybe." He throws out comments about the middle seating daily. It makes me
crazy that he refuses to see the car market has changed. People wanting family movers
are switching to SUV choices. Denying that is futile. Yet, he still wants Prius to remain
like it was imagined 3 generations ago. Seeing it adapt to become more like a luxury
offering and less like an economy vehicle is unacceptable. He doesn't want Prius to
change, period. I'm not going to allow him to pollute the discussions anymore,
continuously interjecting comments like that without any constructive acknowledgement
of the rest of Toyota's fleet. That dismissal of information is as bad as the
antagonists. In fact, that is basically what he is becoming by refusing to recognize the
bigger picture. Oh well, he had this coming: You're obsession is such a wasted
effort. Prime is morphing into a more than just an "economy" offering, so the idea of
forcing back to something it was +15 years ago is pointless. Toyota has moved
on. Camry delivers 52 MPG and the potential for a plug. RAV4 with its 39 MPG will be
exploring that as well. Both are larger vehicles targeting the family audience. Put
another way, I find it absurd for you to expend so much effort hoping for a squished
middle spot. It's not comfortable sitting there in a regular Prius. Anyone who's taken the
time to consider options for a people mover would simply purchase a larger vehicle. So
even if the convenience of trading the comfortable & handy center armrest with storage
for a seat, that won't be a draw anyway. Know your audience. The market has shifted.

1-01-2019

Who's Schedule? I see comments like this on a regular basis: "There should be a fully
electric successor to the Prius by now. Toyota failed us all." It comes from those focused
only on the EV market. That niche distorts their reality. They don't understand how
difficult it is to reach ordinary people. The everyday person couldn't care less about
plugging in, since they have no background. Think about how misconceptions there are
to overcome too. All I can do is point out their lack of insight: Fully electric by
now? No. Cost is clearly not there yet for mass-market acceptance. The entire industry
is still showing dependence upon tax-credit subsidies, investment capital, and the support
of early-adopters. We thank all those who contribute to the cause, but the death of plugin hybrids is grossly exaggerated. Automakers are a for-profit business. Dumping new
product on dealers with poorly informed customers, no infrastructure, and an appetite for
guzzling cheap gas makes no sense whatsoever. How well did Nissan or BMW's
exploration into that approach work? Tesla's advantage is not having that legacy to
address, but that makes reaching loyal legacy buyers a challenge. To say "Toyota failed
us all" means turning a blind-eye to ordinary consumers. We see that Prime delivers allelectric commutes for many owners. Keep in mind, the small battery-capacity makes it
an affordable choice, delivering a MSRP so low it can compete directly with traditional
vehicles. How many fully electric vehicles can do that? Think about how my vehicles
per year are required. Not understanding cost & volume makes constructive discussion
basically impossible. 200,000 tax-credits is less than a single top-selling vehicle in this
market. To be both popular & profitable, it takes far more than just a large battery-pack.
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Top Story. It's amazing to see how many positive votes the post with this got: "Prius
was always an unassuming very conservative styled car." It came from an article
published claiming how Tesla killed Prius, and was labeled as the "Top EV Story Of
2018". That website caters heavily to early-adopters and very much thrives on attention
from the low-hanging fruit. To think that anyone would spin Prius as "unassuming" is
remarkable. This is why fake news was able to get such a grip on our society. Cheering
the crowd rather than noticing what everyone not at the event is saying allows such
misleading. They don't critical think. It's become mindless. Evidence all around goes
unnoticed. I fired back though, stirring the post to get noticed: Attempting to push that
narrative is what I would call the "Top EV Story Of 2018". You can't be serious. Prius
was mocked from way back even before the word "smug" was coined and the South Park
episode aired. 15 years ago Prius was labeled as "fugly" and mocked relentlessly for
being a standout vehicle, that the only reason people purchased one was to make a
statement about being green. This is why so many mainstream consumers turn their back
on EV advancements. Prius was the only midsize hatchback available back then and it
delivered 50 MPG for a competitive price. Years later when the next-generation was
rolled out, it had established a strong reputation for reliability & resale... and the look
was anything but conservative styled. RAV4 hybrid is what really turned the table. For
only $800 more than the traditional model, you could get Prius technology in a
SUV. The market lost interest in all types of cars, as sales of the entire segment confirm.

1-01-2019

Disappointment. For 2 years, we've had a Prius enthusiast who owns a Prius PHV
express disappointment about Prime. He had unrealistic expectations. And after 2 more
years of the same, with complaints on a regular basis, it's getting quite annoying. He just
plain does not want to accept results different from what he anticipated: "lets face it,
prime has been a disappointment, as have gen4 sales. this isn't about camry or rav4, it is
about prius losing sales to tesla, and that is a fact. if toyota knew their audience, they
wouldn't have to give up to $8,000 off to sell them." More than anything, it's the
diversification coming from Toyota that makes him crazy. Prius no longer being the
premiere family mover is too difficult to accept. I let him have it: You clearly don't
understand Toyota's strategy... probably by having focused so much on seating. That
red-herring has wasted so much of your time. Now, please read closely. I'll take the time
to explain. First is to recognize audience: TOYOTA IS NOT COMPETING WITH
TELSA. Got it? They are working to establish plug-in hybrid technology by
transforming their own fleet. That push away from legacy offerings is a major
undertaking, well worth putting some money on the hood in select markets. The realworld data they get in return is priceless. So what if early-adopters seeking a new
experience and taking advantage of the $7,500 discount experience Tesla? That in no
way guarantees future purchases anyway. Just look at how many conquest sales GM
gained with Volt only to lose later to Tesla. It's all about changing the status quo, not
scoring praise by pursuing low-hanging fruit. Keep in mind that 200,000 tax-credits is a
drop in the bucket. Through November of last year, Toyota sold 298,991
Camry; 257,093 Corolla; 224,128 Tacoma; 221,386 Highlander; and 159,189
RAV4 in the United States alone. That perspective is very important to knowing why
focus on Tesla isn't important. Toyota must appeal to their dealers. That means the new
technology offerings must deliver a nice profit and be easy to sell. Aggressive rollout of
TNGA and the spread of hybrid choices is so important for that reason. In the meantime,
PHV/Prime likely came close to 60,000 purchases globally in 2018. Knowing all that
above, now explain how it is disappointing.
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Tradeoffs. Discussion of how we got to this situation has been interesting. With Volt
dead and Tesla tax-credits now in phaseout status, the problem of cheap gas and fossil
undermining has been pushed aside. More and more attention is being put on Toyota. I
find that quite peculiar. Why? The source makes you wonder too, especially with
comments like this: "I'm a big fan of PHEVs, especially as only cars... but one needs to
be realistic about the tradeoffs." That's the want verses need issue so convoluted,
nobody can reply... which may be the point. After all, that is exactly what our president
does to push his agenda. I don't put up with that though, as I pushed back
with: Ironically, not seeing that a 5th is rarely ever needed and not acknowledging the
large cargo area from folding down seats are great examples of being unrealistic. Both
are excellent tradeoffs. It's weak arguments of claimed necessity that discredit sources
like this as anything beyond group think. That is what killed Volt. Few saw the pattern
then (a clear repeat of Two-Mode history), so it is no surprise the same mistakes playing
out again. Balance for an affordable price is what mainstreams shoppers seek. That is
why Prius was so successful. Rather than delivering more capacity & power, Toyota
carefully weighed tradeoffs to find a pleasing middle... a concept clearly not embraced by
many of the posters here.

1-01-2019

Not Happy. Today's post was supposed to be an attack on Prius. I kept that from
happening by forcing the bigger picture. Some were not happy, especially this person:
"Finish the sentence: I have changed the subject from Prius to RAV Hybrid,
because..." Of course, I took that as an invitation to stress the point: ...because the
market has shifted interest to SUV choices and the AWD model of Prius won't be
available for a few weeks still. I find it intriguing to see topic spin as an attempt to
polarize. Rather than seeing Toyota's effort to diversify, it's a one-size-fits-all
perspective being pushed. That's the very thing that killed Volt. GM failed to spread the
technology. In other words, I didn't actually change the subject. I drew attention to the
fact that the single-mindedness was creating a false narrative of what's really
happening. The goal is to end the production of traditional vehicles with electrified
choices. That's exactly what Toyota is aggressively pursuing. What other automaker is
addressing their entire fleet of Cars & SUVs like that?

1-01-2019

Same Dance. How times have we heard a different song for the same dance? This time,
it was: "The hybrid rose on the rise in price in gasoline, and now falls with the fall in gas
prices. And yet fully electric vehicles continue to rise. How could that be?" I wasn't
pleased: That narrative has a fundamental flaw. From Jan. 2000 to Dec. 2005, there was
no tax-credit available for hybrids. All you'd get for purchasing a green vehicle was a
$2K deduction, which worked out to between $300 and $400 for most people. Despite
that, sales of Prius grew to exceed the 100,000 annual milestone. EV purchases have yet
to prove their ability to reach mainstream volume without tax-credit help, which is quite
generous at $7,500. As for the narrow-minded view that a plug-in hybrid cannot have a
huge impact to being green, you're fighting people on the same team. Those are really
messed up priorities that the oil industry will appreciate. Even with a small battery-pack
in Prius Prime, owners commute can dramatically reduce oil consumption... to the point
where some are entirely electric. Also, keep in mind that hybrid choices were very
limited then and some automakers were fighting fiercely against electrification, most
notably GM and VW. There was no sense of electrification being the future like it is
now.
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Median. I get quite annoyed by those who don't understand what averages actually tell
us. The assume middle, which is often quite incorrect when looking at the actual
data. That's why detail is always requested. Statistics can be used to
mislead. Intentional or not, that is the outcome. I made sure that was clear: Average is a
misleading indicator. Since it is not weighted in any way, the value is distorted by an
extreme. In this case, that extreme is Model 3. To accurately build a true representation
of the market, a straight average must be avoided. Otherwise, the number will end up
feeding a narrative. Median is the more informative value, as this real-world example
points out: "The average U.S. worker today earns roughly $46,641 a year, according to
data from the Social Security Administration. The median salary in the country;
however, is only $30,533, which tells us that a greater number of people earn less than
the average than more." On a regular basis, that same problem comes up with vehicle
pricing. The value is distorted without any context to tell us what it really represents.

1-03-2019

Lesson Learned. The verdict of this is what made antagonists suddenly vanish: "I guess
they've learned a lot from the two generations of Volt and from the Bolt, but they sure
have failed to use the tax credits to move into the mass market. Very
disappointing." Looking back at discussion threads just a few months ago, you would
have never expected such an abrupt change. They were dishonest, offensive, and
sometimes even hostile. Why they held on to the bitter end, while watching so many of
their peers abandon ship, seems to be a matter of pride. Too proud to admit defeat is
unfortunate. That's how the history repeats again later. Not learning from mistakes is a
painful outcome easily avoided. But then again... Two-Mode, Volt-1, Volt-2, Bolt... how
many times could they be fooled into believing an "it's worth it" approach would result in
a large number of people willing to pay a premium? Each of those failed attempts had
the "leap frog" hope. Their technology advance would outsell Prius. None did. The
struggle to draw customers from within (not conquest from outside) never bore any
fruit. I knew it was futile, simply because you cannot out Prius a Prius without
understanding its formula for success. It comes down to appealing to mainstream
consumers. If you do, enthusiasts will feel let down. A vehicle without emphasis on size
& power isn't worth consideration, as far as they are concerned... which is now why I
haven't heard from certain individuals now. They seem to have recognized their mistake.
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Balance. A few old foes are still posting, but the nature of what gets put in their message
is changing: "If sales was the criterion for pulling the plug on the Volt as the author
asserts, then the Corvette would have to go before the Volt. For all of 2018 GM sold
9680 Corvettes, but 18,306 Volts..." That is obviously a damage control effort, but at
least it is somewhat constructive. In the past, I couldn't even get those enthusiasts to
discuss GM's own fleet. They always made it into a pissing match about Toyota. That
childish rhetoric turn greenwash became a very big problem. They put up such a massive
offense, there wasn't any defense to speak of. That puts Toyota in a position to score a
lot of points when they aren't paying close enough attention. We're seen that play out
now too. For now though, I'm happy to actually get a little somewhat constructive
discussion about our biggest legacy automaker here continuing to make mistake after
mistake about serving the future. It's really hard to tell if the executives don't understand
or just don't care. My reply was: Sales are a criterion. Balance is the overall
measure. Corvette has a carefully planned supply/demand balance and is priced
accordingly. Just the right amount of people are willing to pay a high-premium for a
low-volume vehicle. Dealers are willing to stock as inventory accordingly. That's what
specialty offerings are all about. Volt was promoted from reveal back in 2007 as a
mainstream vehicle. That meant a much lower price with a much lower profit. But since
it would be sold in high-volume (60,000 minimum annual), that would be acceptable for
dealers. Volt failed to meet its supply/demand balance.

1-04-2019

Patience. Not having any is what most problems emerge from. Wanting quick
gratification and only simple steps to achieve goals is what we have grown to expect...
here, anyway. Our mindset in the United States is quite different from that in Japan,
where they have a culture promoting patience. That translates to resting on laurels here
and gets you the "laggard" label. There's little merit to support the claim, but the online
community of early-adopters don't care. They don't see the "EV market" as a first step,
one that is mostly low-hanging-fruit. The whole idea that $7,500 of tax-credit money
having a major influence in demand would get shunned. For years, I had to endure the
claim that GM would lower MSRP in sync with subsidy phaseout. Somehow, GM was
already making so much profit, it wouldn't matter. Really? Even with the $7,500
discount in the tax-filing return format, sales were still well below what is necessary for a
vehicle intended for the masses to be sustainable. These blog entries document their
terrible expectations based on greed & pride. It's really sad. But at least not all the
legacy automakers share that need for a quick & easy return, as I stated: No sense of
patience, eh? Toyota has been focusing on global distribution, refining production along
the way. Rushing to sell more in the United States would have been pointless. It's very
difficult to argue that it wasn't sensible waiting until dust had settled from the inevitable
GM fallout. In the meantime, real-world data from owners is being shared. In my case,
I’m averaging 125 MPG despite several 80 mph trips from Minnesota through South
Dakota to Wyoming and back. My entire commute is EV, so the spin about range being
bad is a load of greenwash.
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Did Wrong. An article drawing attention to the situation GM put itself in stirred this:
"No one in this thread stated that." It came from a frequent poster on the big Prius forum
who refuses to look at the bigger picture, a problem common with discussions online. I
was annoyed, but it did provide a nice chance to provide summarization:
Don't turn a blind-eye to the hundreds of times someone else has said that somewhere
else. You know all too well the "Tesla lowered the prices of their cars to ease the pain of
the phaseout, so who says GM won't do the same thing." was an expectation scores of
die-hard enthusiasts claimed on a regular basis.
We had to deal with never-ending attacks on Prius PHV & Prime from allegations that
Volt was already making a large enough profit to absorb the loss of the tax-credit without
interruption. Those "in this thread" knew it was a red herring, since the goal was to grow
sales significantly, not just to maintain the niche level. So, even with the discount, it
wouldn't be enough. Regardless, that was stated.
Now that we are in a hindsight situation, it is clear the GM disaster called Volt wasted
opportunity... a point I made hundreds of times as a counter-measure. Conquest sales did
nothing to achieve change within GM's own customer base. As a result, there is no
successor establish... or even announced... for their dealers to embrace. Showroom
shoppers are flocking to the Trax, Blazer, and Equinox offerings instead... all without a
plug or even a hybrid option.
As for GM's choice to squander what they learned from Volt-1 to make an even less
appealing-to-mainstream Volt-2, it explains the abrupt shift to Bolt instead. Competing
with Toyota was a big mistake. Profit was totally unrealistic. Seeing initial sales
disappointment of Bolt should have made the need to promote their solution change for
"range anxiety" by a plug-in hybrid to now instead an electric-only obvious. They didn't
bother competing with either Nissan or Tesla though. That opportunity was wasted too.
This is why the "Who is the market for Volt?" question got asked so often. GM started
with a frustration to beat Toyota, but could not deliver something affordable. Switching
targets didn't make any difference. Affordability would be key regardless of who. A
compelling reason to draw interest from guzzlers to plugs must be an appealing stickprice... as the tax-credit loss clearly confirmed.
Whether or not you want to accept that big-picture analysis doesn't change the
outcome. Exactly as this thread topic states, GM "did wrong" with their approach. The
question now is how Toyota will handle the spotlight. They carefully preserved taxcredits, a move often criticized prior to Volt's demise. It already sheds new light on the
market opportunity Toyota patiently waited for.
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Global Distribution. The smug coming from certain EV owners feeling "vastly
superior" is annoying to have to deal with. They mock plug-in hybrids and have no
interest in seeing the big picture. Their focus on the EV market is detrimental. Whether
they recognize that or simply don't care remains a mystery. I just keep providing
information regardless: Toyota focused on their global distribution, sending a small
number of supply to each of their markets. The first year there were 51,000 available in
total. That's quite good for a production including new tech, specifically the carbon-fiber
hatch and the aero-glass rear. Last year was likely around 60,000 available. This is how
you establish a foothold, working out details of how to approach mass distribution by
testing out each of the customer bases ahead of time. Again, it made no sense
whatsoever rushing to our particular market knowing the GM fallout could be rather
intense. We all saw how GM wasted tax-credits on Volt for conquest sales. They should
have been focused on changing their own status quo instead, so they would be able have
momentum built to take advantage of the phaseout period, much like Tesla did. Toyota
is clearly using their tax-credit allocation carefully, with the hope of doing the same
thing. This is why Prime inventory was low in many places and non-existent in
others. Being able to grow sales to a sustainable & profitable level takes careful
planning. Toyota now has a market to tap that won't constantly face competition with
Volt. In fact, the wait with Prime has provided a wide-open field to play in.

1-05-2019

December Sales. The year-end rush to take advantage of tax-credits in the current filingyear was favorable to Honda. Clarity took the top spot for December, though only by 11
more sales than Prime. That provided discussion opportunity online. I asked: What is
the availability of Clarity? Supply of Prime is at just 800 models for the entire country
and limited to specific markets. Toyota has been burning down inventory and holding
out rollout to many of the central states. Waiting for the inevitable Volt fallout GM had
to deal with and the unique Tesla situation (loss of tax-credits combined with virtually no
competition) was good reason to lay low in the meantime. It also raises speculation of
possible mid-cycle updates to increase appeal of the current approach. That could be
recognition of Honda's market potential. Clarity is a compelling balance of what the
market may embrace... which is good news for Toyota. Seeing a RAV4 plug-in hybrid
would help endorse large scale abandonment of traditional vehicles. We only need to
prove a few very recognizable choices sell well without tax-credits... which means there's
still a few years wait. Honda's current success is very encouraging for the entire market.
There is strong potential to build upon.
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2019 Perspective. Asking this question came about from an article titled that: "Does
Toyota See the Future?" It was published as a 2018 summary. Knowing most people
don't have much foresight, I wanted to make sure to capitalize on the opportunity. What
could I convey that would break them of their hold of last year's perspective. This year
will be very, very different. Seeing that right away may be a challenge though. We'll
find out, hopefully with some feedback from this:
This biggest problem with that question is most people see it from the perspective of
2018. Recognition of how different the market will be in 2019 is key.
Tesla scrambled to get ahead of tax-credit phaseout, building production capacity to
dramatically reduce impact. With investor capital and an unusually large early-adopter
audience, their effort seems to have established opportunity for sustainability. That's
great, but doesn't really apply to anything the legacy automakers must do.
GM is finding out the hard way what that actually means. Even though it should have
been obvious that dealers were GM's true customer (know your audience), that fact was
clearly not understood. GM's message of conquest conveyed a feeling of disinterest to
change the status quo. Dealers could continue to focus on the push of high-profit
guzzlers.
What did that mean for Toyota? It meant a mess to deal with. Legacy automaker push to
abandon cars in favor of SUVs and Trucks meant an especially hard push from Toyota to
get their dealers to embrace change... which sent a message of "no interest" toward
plugging in. Toyota's push to deliver an extremely efficient Camry hybrid and RAV4
hybrid meant delay for Prius Prime promotion.
That left Prius hybrid in a very awkward position. The decision to give it a standout look
didn't help in a market with rapidly declining gas prices. Fortunately, timing of midcycle updates provided an opportunity to change that look and introduce
AWD. Transforming Prius to deal with market change is confirmation of Toyota seeing
and responding. Holding off on full rollout of Prime further confirms recognition of the
need to adapt.
Long story short, the answer is "yes".
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Demise. What more can be added to this: "The demise of the Volt shows the lack of
leadership at GM." Turns out, there's quite a bit: Who knew the "over promise, under
deliver" would become even worse. GM has turned into an "all bark, no bite"
automaker. They just sat on the Volt-1 approach, delivering a Volt-2 which appealed
even more to enthusiasts. GM leadership simply wasn't interested in leading mainstream
change. Enjoying praise from conquest sales become the downfall, a dangerous trap to
fall into when profitability is at stake. As we can now plainly see, Toyota was well
aware of this problem... and even nailed the timing. Producing just 60,000 Prius
PHV/Prime to prepare for higher volume rollout later while refining hybrid design in the
meantime (most notably, the next-gen RAV4 hybrid) is looking to be a well played
business move. MSRP of their plug-in hybrid system is low enough to compete directly
with traditional vehicles. Ironically, the 2-year anniversary of Prime ownership for me
will be on the very day GM's tax-credit phaseout becomes a cold-hard reality... April
1. The heavy dependence on that $7,500 subsidy will be halved, making those
challenging sales so difficult Volt won't come up as a recommendation anymore. Toyota
delivered a well-balance offering, one that seems to have too short of a range until you
actually drive it for awhile. You can enjoy commutes & errands in EV and get
remarkable MPG following depletion. It has been quite interesting to hear comments
from early-adopters who really didn't understand the larger market or what it really takes
to change the status quo. 2019 is definitely going to be a year to remember.

1-06-2019

Old Enemies. They have returned. Seeing Prime go from barely a mention most days to
drawing attention routinely has stirred some emotion from long ago. They don't like
Prius or Toyota. That sentiment is quite easy to see too. From pushing a narrative to
outright lies, they are spreading the greenwash quite a bit now. The quote I chose to
reply to, within the long string of obvious hate posts, was one comparing Tesla to
Toyota. There's no way to constructively do that. They have completely different
business models and time lines. It makes no sense putting them side-by-side for
analysis. With so little in common, that should be obvious. But many of these names
now stirring trouble were antagonists of the past. So, being constructive was not their
goal. It was to undermine in any way they could. I kept my response to that
brief: $44,000 for the base price of Model 3 overwhelmingly confirmed it appealed to
early-adopters taking advantage of the remaining $7,500 tax-credit. Comparing that lowhanging-fruit to ordinary consumers is an apple/orange situation, telling us virtually
nothing about the upcoming market when more choices are available and the subsidies
are used up.
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Investing. The frequency of smug posting is on the rise: "The best? That's a
laugh. They stopped innovating a long time ago, and it's catching up with them." We're
getting attack after attack on Prius Prime. That's a very good sign. No attention means
they don't feel there's any kind of competitive threat. Getting sense attitude on a regular
basis is confirmation of worry. I watch for downplay. Comments starting with stuff like
this are key: "No serious offering..." It's simple to understand why too. Simply look for
substance. If there isn't any detail to actually back up the claim, it's just rhetoric being
stirred to undermine progress. In this case, they see Toyota advancing forward. Most
people don't recognize how though. That's the problem with most consumers. They
simply purchase a mature product. How it got to that stage is something they'll never
bother to find out. It's not a priority. That naive is what antagonists hope to exploit. I
mess up those plans by provided information. This particular nugget of detail was quite
pleasing to share: Toyota is investing 1.5 trillion yen ($13.9 billion) in its battery
business. So what if the hare is ahead early in the race? We're still very much in the
early-adopter stage.
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Apologists. We didn't often get discussion on the Volt blog about Volt. That feel apart
years ago. The final Friday last October was different though. A discussion thread was
started about GM taking a stand related to upcoming loss of tax-credits. It was what
many of us had been waiting for. This was the beginning of the inevitable fallout. There
was indeed a lot of apology posts as a result, enthusiasts making excuses to justify the
fate of Volt. It's another way of stating they were in full "damage control" mode. Belief
was that it would become a battle, building up as year-end approached. Refusal to accept
the reality that GM hadn't diversified, that they had rested on their laurels, was too
difficult to accept. Hypocritical callouts was something they wanted to avoid at all
costs. So, the battle fizzled. Posts ended a few days later from all but one apologist
working hard to preserve some pride. That continued for another 2 weeks without any
progress. I let him exhaust himself trying to find ways to excuse GM's lack of
progress. His own "laggard" insults applied more and more to his own position. It was
quite intriguing to witness. We all knew it was over. To our surprise though, it wasn't a
soft fade into history. A week after he finally gave up and all posts on that blog ended,
there came the announcement of closures & layoffs. Suddenly, there was a declaration of
defeat. Exactly 1 month after the big apology thread, a true end had come. It was
over. Commitment they had all long hoped for never happened. I called them out on
their short-sightedness summarizing with: "MSRP of $36,620 for a compact wagon
selling at a rate of 1400 per month, despite a $7,500 tax-credit, is not high-volume
product for sustained profitable sales." It was followed by a long series of attacks
denying I had ever called out anything constructive. This is why I documented that
history as it was unfolding. I knew a day of reckoning would come and they feared
it. Every post was quickly negative-voted to hide the contents. It was fascinating to
watch. There was no more apologizing at that point. They were angry. I made sure they
understand how their group-think allows the website to become a source of fake
news. An attempt to misquote me by attaching someone else's words wasn't even too low
for them to try. I saw it all and reminded them how their personal attacks failed
miserably. Posts turned to a state of panic. That's when you know they have finally
recognized the end had come. Phew! Rewriting history is what follows... the last resort
for an apologist... admitting defeat but spinning it to be ok... like that was planned all
along. Ugh. Rereading that long thread today certainly was interesting. It comes down
to the reality that GM didn't target its own customers with Volt. There was never a
sincere effort to change the status quo. Sales of SUVs and Pickups would continue as
usual with Volt providing a "halo effect" for the automaker. It ended with the the needs
of business far outweighing technical praise. As I said from the very beginning, great
engineering is not enough.
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LOL Toyota. Exactly as anticipated, without Volt getting in the way of progress
anymore, there's a surge of interest toward Toyota. Much of it is negative, but that's still
better than being ignored. It gives me a great opportunity to climb up on the soapbox...
which I was especially happy to do upon reading "LOL Toyota" as the title of a new
thread posted on the big Prius forum. It was from a well known antagonist. I followed
the link to the article he had made that comment about, then posted:
The writer is just another one of those supposed experts who is really just an observer
looking through the lens of the "EV market". It's quite obvious there's little
understanding of how to make true change happen for the masses, especially when Tesla
is used as a basis of comparison.
These articles all follow the same format. They make assumptions based upon earlyadopter behavior and figure ordinary shoppers will just naturally follow suit. Complete
disregard for tax-credit influence, family budgets, basic knowledge of charging people
lack is common. They just focus on the technology and believe dealers will magically
embrace change quickly. The writers also naively think there aren't forces working
against status quo disruption.
Watch for the lack of a bigger picture. When there's no reference to the rest of the
industry, it's likely just an attack piece targeting a specific vehicle or automaker. That's
actually a clear sign of worry, in this case, that Prius Prime is stirring concern. The smug
title of this topic reinforces that rhetoric of the past too. When enthusiasts doesn't like the
direction genuine change is taking, we see articles like this.
What I specifically look for is the lack of understanding of how the hybrid system
actually works. Antagonists will reveal they are clueless about how Prius Prime operates
if you give them the chance to make a fool of themselves. They end up stepping in their
own poo. Then you can just blow them off as another obsessive enthusiast not actually
interested in change for the masses.
Remember, publications will publish articles to draw attention to themselves. So, seeing
an article that stirs primal emotion based on misleading information is, sadly, a common
practice. The hope is the misdirection will result in lots of comments being posted and
repeat visits.

1-07-2019

Observation. I know he'll regret saying this: "the way it looks at the present." He did,
so I replied back with that context he chose: Basing progress on anecdotal observation of
what's happening at the moment will give that impression. But if you do some digging
behind the scenes, looking for stuff that won't be easy to see, you'll find Toyota is
investing 1.5 trillion yen ($13.9 billion) in its battery business. So what if fruit of their
hidden effort doesn't show up for a few more years still? Toyota's focus has always been
on ordinary shoppers, not those who have lots of disposal income to buy the latest &
greatest. Toyota doesn't seek glory or praise from enthusiasts. They sell a lot of vehicles
each year, over 10 million. Most are just affordable choices that are so common, not
much attention is given. Selling to the masses is far more difficult than just appealing to
a niche, especially when there's a tax-credit to exploit. We can still have high hopes for
Tesla, but we need to be realistic about audience. Their buyers are profoundly different
from those Toyota is targeting.
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Niche. Yup, he regretted the observation comment. We continued on though: "As for
selling to the masses, you can't sell to the masses until you first sell to the
niche." Keeping it constructive, I added:
What does that actually mean? How do you view the technology implemented in Prime
and Mirai? Aren't they helping to shake out details of how to produce for the masses?
Dealers won't suddenly embrace a long-range EV offering. We understand that reality all
too well. That's why Toyota is flushing out traditional vehicles by introducing a wide
array of hybrid choices. They are setting the stage without major disruption to the
business. Why do so many believe the shift to EV must be dramatic?
Think about where Toyota will be 2 to 3 years from now. When cost has finally comes
down to being realistically affordable (priced competitively with traditional choices),
Toyota will start dropping traditional production. Going all hybrid is a clear & painless
next step in electrification that carries along the entire fleet. Heck, Prius could even go
plug-in only at that point. It's an endorsement that sends a powerful message of
commitment to change.
Look at how terrible that has gone so far for GM and Nissan; for that matter, consider
Ford & BMW too. VW is still nothing but talk. And Honda is very small. None of
those large legacy automakers share resemblance to Tesla, so comparisons make no
sense. They will require a different approach. That's why articles like this are pointless,
just hype to draw readers to a publication.
Think about the big picture. How will each automaker get beyond a single first
offering? Mainstream consumers could easily look at just one choice as a niche. Keep in
mind how GM was never able to successfully spread the technology from Volt into
another vehicle in their product-line. Getting beyond niche is very difficult. This is why
Toyota figured out how to make a variety of compelling hybrid choices prior to tackling
the challenge of adding plugs.

1-08-2019

Challenges. You should wonder how closely people pay attention, especially upon
reading this: "Tesla set the bar higher this year, but what do they plan for next year, will
they stick with 5,000 M3 a week or will they surpass that? By how much and how
fast?" I suspect the circumstances of what's actually taking place and the factors
involved are being overlooked. Most people never mention the possible impact the loss
of subsidies could have. It's as though they assume that financial boost really didn't make
any difference, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Oh well. All you can do
is point out the challenges that still remain: Tesla had a $7,500 tax-credit and pretty
much zero competition. At some point, all the low hanging fruit will be gone. Getting
MSRP down without profit loss is the most urgent concern. That's why Model Y is on
the way. Market saturation is a problem, even the other factors aren't an influence. This
is why Toyota is steering clear of such issues, choosing to deal with those challenges
prior to exposure.
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Progress. Sometimes, I slip some exposition into a discussion: Not understanding how
easily adapted Toyota's hybrid system is to include a plug is why so many posts here are
filled with supposed conspiracy & doom. That's really unfortunate. Know your
audience. To make Prius into Prius Prime, a one-way clutch was added. That allowed
the gas-engine to disengage entirely and the secondary motor to switch from being a
generator to providing extra propulsion power. It's an elegantly simple (and cost
effective) approach that will be implemented for Corolla hybrid later this year for the
market in China. Perhaps following that, we'll get the same upgrade here for RAV4
hybrid. This approach is an effective means of drawing dealer interest, an easy option to
stock with small risk and decent margins. What other automaker has such a widereaching plan set for phasing out traditional vehicles very quickly with little disruption to
both employees & customers? Meanwhile, do we really want to turn a blind-eye toward
other automakers who offer just token quantities and limited choices? Think about 2018
sales for Toyota. How many of those 10.4 million worldwide were hybrids? Think
about the 9% penetration in North America climbing to 15% in just 2 years. How many
more is that? Preventing that many new traditional vehicles from being purchased is a
major step forward. It makes including a plug on the next purchase much easier too. So
basically, customers won't ever see the conspiracy & doom stirred here by enthusiasts. It
will just be a natural progression away from guzzlers.

1-08-2019

Staging. Read through discussions. Many threads will reveal the same pattern: lack of
foresight. That's a real problem. Not setting expectations is like building a house in the
middle of nowhere. Will there be others nearby later? Will there be a park and
stores? Will there be water, natural gas, electricity, and sewage? What about roads
connecting it to the road of the area? Its purpose remains a complete mystery without
some type of context like that. Heck, just breaking ground doesn't even inform you about
what the house itself will be like. That's the way we see much of the industry now. GM
is obviously a major problem still. But so it VW. How is a series of detail-less vehicle
announcements telling us anything useful? They certainly aren't setting any real
expectations that way. It just feeds hype. Thankfully, Toyota isn't doing the same, as I
routinely point out: No one knows where the market will go. In fact, Toyota seems to be
the only legacy automaker preparing for the only part that can be predicted... demand
surge. When words gets out that EV have finally hit a price parity with traditional
vehicles, a supply problem will emerge. Dealers without enough EV inventory will have
to sell something else. Since Toyota will have a variety of hybrids and plug-in hybrids to
choose from, it won't be too impactful for the dealer. For legacy automakers attempting
to skip those offerings entirely, nothing but traditional vehicles will be available. What
would you rather buy? Think about resell value. Think about the price of gas. Toyota
will have already built up a strong reputation for the reliability of their electric
drive. Range plays no role in the assessment of quality. Those hybrids offer a powerful
means of staging the transition to plugs.
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Silence. That old daily blog for Volt has grown silent. The parent website keeps
publishing new topics, but there are no comments being posted anymore. Quite literally
everyone has abandoned it... even those nasty few antagonists who hung on to the bitter
end. Volt is dead. They all knew it was in a death spiral 11 months ago when things
horribly fell apart. There just wasn't a new daily topic anymore. The moderators had
vanished and the homepage wasn't automatically updating correctly anymore. Yet, there
was a futile effort to spread hope. Even though GM had abandoned everything that Volt
was meant to represent as a "range anxiety" solution by choosing to deliver Bolt instead,
they pushed on. It made no sense. With the end of tax-credits approaching anyway,
what was the point? Volt was far too expensive to compete with anything, especially
with the limited head & leg room. Having a fake middle seat doesn't matter when the
other dimensions come up short. Who were they expecting to fool? They kept on with
their attacks though. It was bizarre to witness. I was collecting a treasure trove of
information about innovator's dilemma, watching mistake upon mistake compound the
situation. It was a failure on an unbelievable scale. They just didn't want to give up
under any circumstance. Pride kept making it worse and worse. Sound familiar? It was
this incredible real-world drama playing out. How would it end? Would they see it
coming? Or was it a situation of suddenly realizing your all alone. Every single person
who had fought the good battles with you disappeared, one by one, until they were all
gone. The last sentence in the last blog entry mentioning the doomed plug-in hybrid was
this: "Tax credit goes away and so does Volt." That sums up what happened, in addition
to pointing out what had been predicted many, many years ago. Unless Volt was able to
achieve a MSRP that was nicely under $30,000 prior to the tax-credit hitting phaseout,
there was no chance at all of it being able to survive. $33,520 after 2 generations and 8
years of availability is far too expensive to compete directly with traditional vehicles. It
should have been $5,000 less by now to stand a chance. That's why Toyota set their
price-point for Prime even lower. It was absolutely critical to deliver something
affordable. Enthusiast opinions didn't matter. It was interest from mainstream
consumers. They would play a vital role in effort to change the status quo. No token
vehicle can achieve that. Only high-volume sales bring about true change. Those nasty
trouble makers are well aware of that not too. Their silence says it all.
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Unintended Consequences. Sometimes, even the most sincere of efforts can result in
unforeseen outcomes... which unfortunately, can be really bad. That is what we are
witnessing now with that collapse of enthusiasm here. January 1st brought a naive sense
of celebration. People were absolutely delighted with the success Tesla had ushered in...
until they started to notice that was only the first major milestone of what is looking to be
a very long & difficult race. Losing the tax-credits is a very problem to have to deal
with. The lowest priced Model 3 is now $44,000 and that's not all that well loaded. It's
still really nice, but that's far too expensive to even remotely be considered competition
with anything middle-market would be purchasing in high-volume. Looking at the
legacy automaker who was supposedly the great leader of the new age of electrification,
we find Volt... a plug-in that became such a subtle symbol of smug, it is only now that
the consequences promoting the "it's worth it" approach are getting attention... very
negative attention. That emphasis on range & power being absolutely necessary has
soured our market. Automakers simply aren't seeing it as worth it, ironically, to try to
sell here. Why bother when the bar has been set so high? The markets it China &
Europe are far more receptive to balance choices than the audience here in the United
States. We get giant guzzlers, while the rest of the world is getting targeted for realistic
plug-ins. Fortunately, the model of Prius Prime here is basically the same as Prius PHV
everywhere else. So, we'll still get shipments of limited inventory. But for now, there
really isn't anyone knocking. It's sad. That obsession for more is pushing growth
opportunity to other places. We are no longer the premiere market. They were horribly
wrong about the "too little, too slowly" concern raised 10 years ago. Very close to an
entire decade passed without them figuring out how to adapt. Their choice to stay true,
absolute refusing to change under any circumstances, had dire consequences. The
enthusiasts certainly didn't intend to kill the very thing they most wanted to succeed, but's
exactly what they did. Ugh.
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Goodbye. There was an article just published as an epitaph for Volt. It was an
interesting history... a narrative... since it excluded so many important details. I found
the title ironically fitting: "The perfect car for a future that never was." Due to the fact
that so many vital bits of information were omitted, the "never" part was quite
fitting. Their version of history started in 2006, back when Prius was king and its
purpose was all about saving gas. Huh? No mention whatsoever was made about the
primary goal of Prius: significant reduction of emissions. Excluding that entirely meant
the rest of the article had no merit. Purpose was either not understood or the writer
simply didn't care. I continued reading despite that. Sure enough, Volt was presented as
a clean-slate solution. It was supposed built as a "hack" by adding a "complex motorgenerator" and a "big hole for the battery was cut from the middle of an existing compact
car platform". No mention whatsoever was made about how GM was already
aggressively attempting to compete with Prius by rolling out their Two-Mode
system. They pretended none of that took place and Voltec emerged at that moment from
scratch, rather than the true history of it being the next step in Two-Mode evolution. So,
of course, the plug-in prototype wasn't included. They just pretended that never
existed. That gave the impression GM did more in a shorter amount of time and there
were no other projects that failed along the way. Ugh. From there, comparisons focused
on Tesla. That, of course, completely ignored both Model S and Model X. The writer
portrayed the situation as if Volt's only competition was the Roadster. And you guessed
it, there wasn't a peep about Leaf. The pressure put on GM by Nissan was never part of
this narrative. For that matter, neither was the plug-in hybrid model of Prius. It was very
much a greenwash article. To exclude so much information, there's no possible way to
consider that journalism. It was basically just a fluff piece to make mourners feel
better. Stuff like that how history repeats. Some people choose to rewrite history to
make them feel better. That choice to ignore certain realities is why mistakes get
repeated. Ugh.

1-11-2019

In Other Words. Changes for GM in terms of electrification go well beyond just
Volt. That's quite apparent now. It really looks like they have completely given up on
the idea of any plug-in hybrid here in this market. In China, that's an entirely different
situation. That market isn't anywhere near as demanding. It's far easier to appeal to that
audience, especially with their driving conditions. They don't have vast open roads to
routinely travel as we typically do for many here. They will likely have less challenges
to deal with in terms of infrastructure too. Setting up public chargers here is a
nightmare. Using them afterward isn't any better. Expensive, confusing, and
inconvenient isn't a good way to promote plugging in. That's why Toyota focusing
heavily on building an audience for the not-so-distant future makes so much business
sense. Convincing a RAV4 hybrid owner to get a plug-in hybrid for their next purchase
is far easier, especially with Prius Prime establishing reputation for reliability now, than
GM trying to draw interest from someone who purchased a 2019 Chevy Blazer. Heavy
emphasis on highly-profitable SUV guzzlers is not the way to promote electrification. It
is yet another example of how GM gets in the way, creating a major impediment for the
market, without actually advancing it much... or any. I stated what I see now as the dust
settles from the latest fallout this way: Basically, GM never found a way to out Prius any
model of Prius... especially the plug-in. That design was far too expensive to actually
work as a choice for the masses. And after 8 years of struggle to draw mainstream
interest, GM is giving up. Blending engine & motor failed 3 times.... Two-Mode.... Volt1.... Volt-2.
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The Fight. It was brutal. Prius was challenged by a platform clearly not designed to
compete with Prius. Looking back at my own blog entries from 12 years ago, I see the
reveal of Volt was nasty right from the start. There was immediate criticism about
cost. How could GM possibly deliver something affordable? We knew little about how
rollout of Two-Mode later that year would interest the market. There's was the BAS
offering too. With so much hype and so little substance, adding to that with an
announcement of plug-in intentions made it a time of uncertainty... for GM. On the
Toyota side, Prius was standing strong... hence the never-ending attacks. Remember,
Toyota did indeed reach their annual worldwide goal of 300,000 sales early. So,
considering that whole mix along with GM's bizarre "Live Green, Go Yellow" ethanol
push the previous year, it was an odd time for the automotive market. Needless to say,
things feel apart quickly. Lack of clarity will do that. 11 years and 11 months ago (that's
just 5 weeks after the reveal), Volt had been escalated to GM savior. With gas at $2.09
per gallon and the extreme expense it would take to deliver a "40 mile" plug-in hybrid, all
logic had been lost. It turned into a fight fueled by greenwash & hype. It was a
nightmare with a new marketing term: E-Flex. Remember that original label for the Volt
concept revealed at Detroit all those years ago? It's long forgotten history now... about to
be squashed by a future with less fighting, we hope. Seeing efforts from Hyundai/Kia
and Honda enjoy success with their plug-in hybrid offerings, there is an expectation of
Toyota helping to lead those efforts into the minds of ordinary consumers. My hope is a
mid-cycle update being revealed in a few days for Prius Prime. Seeing a new cell/stack
arrangement to fit the battery-pack better into the cargo area would help bump
interest. With engineering as my background, it would have been a fun project to
reconfigure such a vital component. Timing is always the problem though. What if
Detroit isn't the best venue for a reveal like that? What if something closer to Earth Day
were used instead? After all, Toyota is already busy with RAV4 hybrid and Prius AWDe
rollouts, along with the 2020 Supra reveal. Nonetheless, my hope is for it to happen
soon, since the death of Volt has ended fighting. Blogs have been dead. There is literally
no rhetoric anymore. It's bizarre. To have that the attention of such a relatively calm
audience would be remarkable. An increase in range isn't necessary. An increase in
power isn't necessary. Finding a way to appeal more to the "Next-Gen Prius" buyer is
key. For the regular model, that's comes in the form of offering all-wheel-drive. For the
plug-in model, it seems likely that an emphasis on cargo convenience would be
beneficial. After all, we know a Corolla hybrid and Corolla PHEV are both on the
way. Prius must complement the fleet, not compete with other offerings. That's why
Volt had problems from the start. It didn't have a target. No audience from within GM's
own customer base meant an endless struggle to appeal to an unknown shopper. Who
was the market for Volt?
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Understanding, Risk. I saw this as an opportunity to start another blog series: "That is
still the norm for most manufacturers." It was a comment made in response to a friend
pointing out that Toyota includes their advanced safety features on all models,
standard. We ask why the rest of the industry isn't doing the same. What makes them
hesitant to promote technology advancements related to safety? That's a risk. With all
the emphasis on "risk" taking, that aspect was completely overlooked. The enthusiasts
only regard "risk" as a measure of pushing EV range. That's quite narrow-minding and I
intend to draw attention to their limited perspective. It's far too easy to fall into that
trap. So, I suspect some of it is just a group-think issue. Some simply aren't aware that
more than one type of risk exists. Unfortunately, being fed a specific perspective is how
narratives come about... hence this effort to raise understanding. Hopefully, I'll get a few
to see the bigger picture, starting with the ask of: Why? It makes no sense giving GM
credit for taking risk when they don't even do that. It's bad enough calling them a leader
when they don't take the risk spreading their technology to a vehicle their own loyal
customers would actually buy. No SUV choice with Voltec after how many years of
waiting? I remember a Two-Mode plug-in... the Saturn Vue SUV... being promoted for
2009.

1-13-2019

Understanding, Operation. It never ceases to amaze me how times a new thread about
hybrid type is started and the participants don't have any idea how Volt actually
works. Some have been members of the forum for years. Some even own a Volt. GM
did such a terrible job of promoting their technology, it's no wonder there's confusion
among ordinary consumers. But when an enthusiast goes out on a rant and attacks you
with the label of "troll", you get rather annoyed finding out they didn't understand. Their
own lack of knowledge stemming from the horribly vague posts we continually have to
deal with makes constructive discussion very difficult. They argue without merit. That's
why I push for detail. Even without an understanding of how the hybrid actually
operates, you can judge the approach based on actual outcome. Far too often, on-paper
calculations don't translate to realistic expectations. That usually comes about from the
over-simplification of what the vehicle must deal with as you drive. Anywho, I
encountered this again today with a discussion about Nissan's e-Power hybrid. It is the
SERIES type, the same approach GM had originally promoted Volt to be, but without a
plug. GM never delivered that. BMW did though. The absence of detail obscured
logic. No one bothered to ask for specs or even bother to search for real-world data. It
quickly became an argument of principle. Ugh.
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Understanding, Stages. The difference between American and Japanese business
approach is so vast, it's surprising sales don't appear more polarized. My guess is people
have grown numb to the signs, choosing to dismiss the obvious in favor of whatever
makes them feel good. A new discussion raised on the big Prius forum about GM's
choice to focus EV efforts on Cadillac brought out the usual crowd, many of which I
have on ignore due to their close-mindedness. They don't want to understand. They like
the online debate. That is their feed good. So, you get a lot of troll bait from them. The
replies are clearly worded in a vague & provocative manner to stimulate emotional
response. I usually ignore them. This was an opportunity to spread a little understanding
though, for those lurkers reading the thread. This was the start of the provoke: "Toyota's
goal does not seem to be..." I read the rest, but saw no point in repeated what has already
been posted countless times to him in the past. Instead, he got:
It's a waste of time explaining to how important of a step Toyota is taking with their
delivery of a 39 MPG hybrid. Not understanding the value of how that $28,000 offering
will appeal to the common consumer obsessed with the idea owning a SUV means not
understanding change. These are carefully thought out constructive stages targeting the
uninformed & uninterested. So what if there is no plug yet?
I'm certainly not going to be an enabler making excuses for EV offerings that are clearly
not able to compete with traditional vehicles yet. I'm going to encourage the
abandonment of traditional vehicles immediately. Purchase the hybrid that fits your
needs. Its ownership will make the taking the next step with a plug simple, as well as get
a much cleaner vehicle on the road immediately. Plug will follow later.
There's a long wait for affordable EV choices still. Dependency on subsidies
overwhelmingly confirms that. Toyota's newest hybrid platform now provides a quick &
easy means of getting the transition moving in high-volume. What other legacy
automaker offers side a wide array of cleaner choices already? Turning a blind-eye to
why people resist change is what that "seems to be" tells me about this audience here.
You know I dealt with the vastly superior rhetoric from Volt enthusiasts from the very
beginning. So when I say I recognize the same attitude in these discussions, there's no
denying recognition of that pattern. It's the same "if you don't change the way I want you
to, it doesn't count" nonsense. Change is difficult. Change takes time. Change will not
take the path you want it to.
Don't let actions necessary to encourage change get dismissed as unimportant.
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Understanding, Emissions. When an antagonist asks an "If" question, but alert. That's
a tactic often used to stir discussion they enjoy being part of. In other words, they
already know the answer and just want a repeat opportunity to state their position
again. It's really annoying when you spot the pattern, knowing it's really a stall. This is
the equivalent of a "need more info" request when an overwhelming amount of evidence
has already been collected... for example, the "global warming" issue. In my youth, it
was questioning whether or not smoking was harmful. Everyone knows; yet, the revert
back to still asking keeps happening. Ugh. Today, it was: "If the goal is to replace
traditional vehicles with electrified choices, and that means full hybrid or better, and that
does not require a plug, how do we measure that Toyota is a leader? Shouldn't fleet or
segment mpg averages tell the story?" That was clearly an attempt stir discussion, since
we already all know the measure is vehicle counts. Fighting back directly rarely works
though, especially if the question becomes a learning moment for newbies. So, I
answered this way: You completely missed the point. That goal is one of many stages
leading away from vehicles of the past, replacing them with *CLEAN* and efficient
choices right away. The reduction of smog-related emissions has nothing to do with
MPG either. Don't forget that much of our electricity is derived from dirty
sources. That's why getting everyone to switch to a vehicle with at least a SULEV
emission rating provides so much of an impact to the air-quality problems we face. The
benefit of carbon emissions also being greatly reduced doesn't require an EV. Achieving
that goal can be from a plug-in hybrid. My driving is 80% electricity. The rest is with
SULEV rated emissions. That's a dramatic improvement from an affordable offering. It
starts with that first goal, getting people to abandon traditional vehicles.

1-13-2019

Understanding, Attacks. When the answer to a question is disliked, they'll ask again
but interject a personal twist: "But apparently it will take the path you want it to?" Those
obvious attempts to distract & discredit are troll bait. The intent is to ultimately
undermine discussion. Hope for any chance for objectively is remote. It's worth
trying. I did this time: I now have 6-Sigma certification, adding to my many years of
learning of how the automotive market works. So, it's not my want, it's what my research
tells me about change. Like it or not, mainstream consumers are fickle, poorly informed,
and often rank emotion higher than logic. So, no matter how you present engineering
marvel, they just plain will not care. That's what the overall failure of Volt taught
us. EVs surpassing the hybrid market this year doesn't tell us anything about true
demand. Appealing to early-adopters with tax-credits is just low-hanging fruit. The far
more difficult challenge is what comes following that stage. You can't actually measure
hybrid demand anyway. There were not any competitive offerings until very
recently. With the market shifting heavily in favor of SUV purchases, measure against
the appeal of a hatchback or sedan doesn't make any sense. You will be continue to be
disappointed with Toyota's approach. Get over it already! How many times must you be
told their formula to success is very different from what you want? The business of
change for them is to move the masses with a slow unrelenting push. The drama you
hope for won't happen. That's not the way they operate.
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Understanding, Hypocrites. The death of Volt is quite undeniable that this point... to
the degree that all hope is lost for any type of successor. Many former enthusiasts are
sighting reasons for disappointment which echo exactly what I stated years ago. Their
former position is swept under the rug, hoping no one will notice their opposition in the
past. The fact that some are saying what a said, word for word, is so hypocritical I'm not
sure what to do. It wouldn't be that bad if it was just a matter of recognition their
error. They don't even have to admit to having made a mistake. It's the attempts to
rewrite history to conceal that activity which stirs emotion. This type of behavior to
protect reputation is how history repeats itself. Erasing that record of the past gives
others nothing to learn from. It sets the stage for failure. Ironically, we've been through
this before. Each time I'd point out the repetition, sighting how well current activity
matched choices of the past, they'd do everything in their power to deny a pattern...
which in itself, was part of the pattern. Now, I'm reading my own comments coming
from them... like how GM moved too slowly, that they should have diversified long
before the tax-credits expired. Ugh. It's the denial that makes me angry. I can look up
statements from those same individuals showing they were opposed to what they claim
they supported all along. Grrr.

1-15-2019

Understanding, Irony. There are so many "Ugh" moments now, it's hard to know how
to respond. This was the standout statement today: "Seems a poorly thought out strategy
to burn through the tax-credit threshold without any plan to use it to help ramp up mass
production." My concern of GM doing exactly that was dismissed without any
consideration. The enthusiasts labeled me as a troll and fought relentlessly in favor of
GM's approach. No matter how many times I repeated "too little, too slowly" sighting
that hard deadline as a serious upcoming problem, they dismissed those words of
warning. It was blind how that somehow Volt would suddenly see a sales surge, even
when GM announced Volt's antithesis would be produced. The very thing those
enthusiasts campaigned against with the "range anxiety" solution of EREV was actually
coming to fruition. All those years of fighting EV were suddenly turned upsidedown. That's ironic. The very thing they feared the most... even more than Prius... was
now the very thing GM had endorsed. So, of course, they needed a scapegoat. Rather
than drawing attention to the undeniably ironic problem, they attempted to divert as much
attention as possible elsewhere. That was fairly effective, until now. Bolt is the
winner. Exactly as I predicted with the confusion involved with the naming has played
out. So many still mix up Volt with Bolt, there's a save face response of "that's what I
meant". GM set the stage for easier discontinuation. It was so far beyond suspicious, I
couldn't believe the effort expended to deny. It was dismissed a coincidence, nothing
more, then attention was diverted elsewhere. Toyota is always the favorite distraction, as
I had to deal with today. That will come back to bite them later too: It's ironic how
Toyota was attacked relentlessly and was given the "laggard" label for avoiding that very
situation. Whenever I pointed out that missed opportunity, GM enthusiasts did
everything possible to divert attention to another topic. Funny how the table has
turned. That was a valid concern not to be busy brushed aside, especially while belittling
others in the process.
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Understanding, Messaging. A big chunk of my blogging over a decade ago involved
documenting the mixed messages coming from GM. That automaker was an endless
source of change. They set expectations, exploit the resulting meritless hope, then switch
to something else. There was no clear direction. Purpose always remained a
mystery. We saw that on a regular basis with Two-Mode. No one ever really knew what
that technology was meant to accomplish or even whom it targeted. That situation of
uncertainty was compounded by Volt. Right from the start, goals weren't clear. Was the
engine to be a basic emergency backup, supplying emergency power in the event of
unexpected battery depletion, or was it to be a full-power system complement. In other
words, would it be an EV or a hybrid. No one ever really know what that HV mode was
intended to deliver. Upon rollout, disagreement grew. That's why sales suffered. No
one really understood the messaging. Press releases provided a mix of purposed, never
really clarifying purpose. That's why the introduced of Bolt brought about so much
chaos. It compound the problem of intend with the problem of audience. This is why the
asking of "Who?" increased over time. GM was originally thought to be competing with
Prius. Then it switched to Leaf. Then it switched to Model 3. No one had any idea what
GM was trying to accomplish. That's why Toyota was the favorite distraction, spinning
their "traditional to hybrid" goal as overly simplistic and not accomplishing much. Hype
from GM spinners made a much bigger impression of achievement, even though very
little was actually delivered. You know... "over promise, under deliver" ...that problem
with GM starting long before even Two-Mode came about.

1-16-2019

Understanding, Trust. Fear at the beginning of Volt was that it would become a replay
of EV1, that GM would rollout a product, then sight low demand as a reason to end
production. Decry of such concern was intense. That would never happen,
period. Now... 12 years later... we see that is exactly what happened. There's an
overwhelming sentiment growing of GM having made a serious mistake of prematurely
ending their efforts with plug-in hybrids. It was the lack of any effort to diversify that
raised my concern. When Volt-1 sales struggle became blatant, there should have been
talk of strategy change. GM abruptly dropping MSRP without any growth result, the
problem should have been a major reconsider. Remember the stir to get a second model
introduced, one with an affordable configuration (smaller battery & motor) to make it
competitive and possibly profitable? Remember all those posts complaining about not
spreading the technology to a common GM offering, like Cruze or Malibu? That rollout
of ELR was a dead giveaway GM didn't care about making "Voltec" a common choice in
their fleet. Heck, even the marketing term of "EREV" remained ambiguous. There was
never any agreement what it actually meant. That's how trust is lost. Each failure to
support a perceived purpose takes away from the hope of it ever being achieved. GM
kept making steps in the wrong direction, each with proclamations of amazing progress
from enthusiasts. Ordinary consumers don't accept nonsense like that. They only see the
failed effort. In this case, GM tried, then gave up. Volt was showing potential, then it
got cancelled. Think about how that looks when plug-in hybrid choices from
Hyundai/Kai, Honda, and Toyota are all being promoted. Why did GM stop? Not
knowing makes trusting their next effort very difficult.
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Plug-In Hybrids. Voices of reason begin to emerge over time, as we are starting to see
now: "As long as batteries remain in short supply, PHEVs are the main route to
electrification." Losing touch with how ordinary people perceive a situation is a very
real problem. That's the difference between a "supporter" and an "enthusiast". The one
recognized that problem. The other dismisses it as rhetoric. In this case, the situation is
quite complex. There are several challenges which much be addressed. That confuses
matters and makes online discussion very difficult. It's far too easy for a topic thread to
lose focus. That's why those blogs with only a lifespan of a day or two are basically
worthless... except how I use them, as an opportunity for learning more about argument
perspectives and making discoveries. It you watch patterns and carefully read posts,
you'll sometimes discover a clue about what's really taking place. There can be a subtle
mention of technology or audience that most people overlook. That's online treasure for
those trying to find true solutions. In this case, finding out how the potential for plug-in
hybrids can be used to accelerate electrification proliferation. Put in more simple terms,
I'm trying to identify what is truly preventing mainstream progress:
Combine that [short supply] with the reality that most households are barely able to
support a single EV. Sharing a 120-volt connection is pushing it just for the one. But
that's all some people have. Their service-box is too far away from the garage or doesn't
have the capacity available. That makes the consideration of a second EV basically
impossible.
Like it or not, there will be quite a market for PHEV choices until both production &
infrastructure shortcomings are dealt with. We see how GM pulled out, implying no
demand. It really did turn into a form of sequel to EV1, where they killed a product with
lots of opportunity.
It's unfortunate EV purists created a divide, unwilling to acknowledge an affordable plugin solution like Prime could help bridge a future to EV ubiquity. My commute in is
usually 100% electric. Sometimes, I wander elsewhere after work instead of going
home. So what if the engine runs then? Seeing my overall consumption at 80%
electricity is a major step away from gas. It's a simple solution for the early stages of
EV.
Seeing the shortcomings combined with obvious cost/subsidy hurdles to still overcome, it
makes now sense not embracing what PHEV can do for speeding up market
transition. Those choices target the masses, while the EV purists can lead the way for
future purchases... the obvious upgrade later, an easy sell once you start plugging in
routinely.
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1-17-2019

Loyalty. I found this compelling: "There is little brand loyalty in this transition to
EVs. Toyota had better be careful." It was posted on a discussion thread on the EV blog
about Toyota's recent comment regarding EV take over. He said the belief was
overstated. The article provoked discussion by calling Toyota "blissfully unaware and
unprepared". Being a social media site with the purpose of drawing online participation,
coming across such an intentionally polarizing provoke was par for the course. It
shouldn't surprise anyone. I joined in, of course. But my participation is to
inform: There is no sense of loyal from early-adopters. They understand the technology
and have the means of taking advantage of the generous tax-credit. So, the jump on the
opportunity regardless of who is providing it. The true measure of demand doesn't
emerge until the subsidy is gone and there is actual competition. This is the painful
lesson learned from Volt. A large portion of sales/leases were the conquest type. When
other choices came along, those owners jumped ship. Toyota was smart enough to avoid
that loss GM is now having to deal with. Toyota couldn't care less about enthusiast's
online comments, a teeny-tiny fraction compared to their over 10 million customers each
year. In other words, what's the rush? There's very little substance, if any, to the
"knocking" in this current market. In fact, they seem to be playing negatives, exploiting
attention stirred by a hungry media by poking the "now" crowd with in-the-moment
comments. Know your audience. In the meantime, Toyota just quietly pushes along
refining their electric system in hybrid & fuel-cell vehicles, waiting for the time to offer a
vehicle with a large battery-pack to the masses at a cost directly competitive to traditional
vehicles.

1-17-2019

Gamble. It started with this: "It is sad that Toyota is sitting on the sidelines." Then it
ranted for a bit, and finally ended with: "Doing nothing seems like an incredible
gamble." I didn't even bother bringing up the aspect of risk. I just focused on the game,
pointing out how Toyota was very much in the game: Toyota is rolling out their next-gen
RAV4 hybrid, an ideal platform to offer a plug. That AWD system offers substantial
electric-motor power yearning for a larger battery-pack. It's affordably priced ($28K)
and offers impressive hybrid efficiency (39 MPG) for such a large, comfortable
vehicle. Think about what that plug-ready system has for potential, especially while
building loyalty & reputation in the meantime. Claiming that is nothing takes quite a bit
of denial. It's an undeniable effort to diversify offerings. Don't forget the RAV4 model
of the past that was an EV. It had a cost far beyond anything realistic for mainstream
sales, but it did an excellent job of confirming Toyota's preparation for the future with a
plug. So what if they aren't moving as fast as enthusiasts would like? They aren't the
ones who provided sustainable profit. They just test the waters... which everyone
appreciates... but they don't represent ordinary consumers. In fact, most don't actually
know much about the automotive business. Their technical expertise often distracts from
the challenging reality of low-margin, high-volume sales. Toyota is very much in the
game. They just aren't playing a position that gets much cheering.
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Pre-Game. A few are still attempting damage-control efforts for GM. These comments
are really getting old now, not stirring much reply anymore: "They are late to the Li-ion
game, after all...." Part of that loss of interest is having provided the insight of big
picture perspective. Even the newbies (and I suspect the lurkers) online are noticing
most of what has already played out has been nothing but "pre-game" type activity, that
the true "game" has yet to begin. That's even better than my observation of "Tortoise and
the Hare" similarities. The first race was nothing but practice before the real thing. After
all, sales with subsides don't represent how the technology will actually be received by
the typical consumers. Ordinary showroom shoppers won't have a generous tax-credit
helping them make their purchase decision. In fact, the very idea that an automaker who
produces several million vehicles annually won't really see much of a benefit of 200,000
credit purchases spread over several years. It's to small to be meaningful with respect to
sustainable profit. Strong business depends upon sales expectations being met on a
continued & predictable basis. So, the nonsense still coming from a few enthusiasts is
beyond annoying. It's intentionally disruptive and I don't like it. So, a callout to draw
attention to their efforts to undermine is necessary from time to time... as it was
today: Like I said, spreading FUD. As for claiming "late", that's just rhetoric. No one
cares about the pregame except those actually watching it. Subsidized sales are warmups prior to the actual game starting. Having that generous tax-credit available obscures
true demand. We saw that with the way GM exploited theirs, wasting them on conquest
sales for Volt rather than establishing something capable of sustained profitable
sales. The game starts when showroom shoppers get involved. That's after government
incentives have ended and early-adopters moved on. It's not rocket science. It's
business. When just an ordinary person considers a plug-in purchase the same way 10's
of millions of others do each year, that's when you know.

1-18-2019

Insults. Gotta like this: "Hybrids can only be a stepping stone from ICE to EV for the
slow and faint hearted, never anything more." That new spin on smug is an insight into
how the dismissal becomes so easy. Hearing statements like that routinely makes
resisting change the norm. It empowers the status quo... which is the very opposite of the
message that comment was intended to convey. Rather than helping electrification along
by endorsing any form of it, they are downplaying. That essential step is how
overcoming the intimidation will take place. The scale is absolutely enormous
too. Knowing that it will still take at least a decade for the foothold to take place... that's
the time needed to establish a market by experiencing a full generation of a mainstream
offering... is a difficult message to convey. People don't want to accept that reality. But
with cars, that's a very normal expectation. The masses watch & wait. It's what we had
to deal with from hybrids. Gen-2 Prius was the first mainstream offering. Gen-3 was a
big hit among ordinary consumers. (Gen-1 targeted early-adopters.) That's the way
things are. People have other priorities. Insulting them is a terrible mistake. I conveyed
that sentiment this way: Know your audience. Calling people "slow and faint hearted" is
turning a blind-eye to finding out why there is resistance. Those hurdles must be
addressed, not dismissed as invalid.
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1-18-2019

Risk. I found this ironic: "A Kodak moment is not when a company takes a risk to stay
relevant. It’s when a company fails to do so." It came from someone pushing a smear
campaign against Toyota, doing everything he can to portray the automaker as close to
death. It's somewhat absurd reading his posts. The propaganda is so obvious; yet, he
thinks the message is undebatable. Statement of fact using vague references and limited
scope is such a waste of constructive discussion opportunity. It undermines threads by
stirring rhetoric. Others chime it to repeat the same meritless claims. They feed on each
other, never actually providing content of substance. Just repeat the mantra. Ugh. I
found it redeeming to respond to that nonsense with: Ironically, investing in the hybrid
platform to offer an affordable plug-in option later is taking a risk.

1-18-2019

Audience. You get reason for pause when a troublemaker parrots back your own catch
phrase: "Know your audience." He clearly doesn't understand what that actually
means. In fact, he's basically turning into a troll. More and more, I'm seeing nothing but
worthless post message. They will be one sentence comments without a quote, just a
general sentiment of agree or disagree. Most of the time, you know clue what he is
actually responding to. He doesn't care. That behavior is to draw attention to himself,
bumping his post count up as some type of badge of authority, without doing anything
worthy to earn it. Ugh. That's what I have to deal with though. I've heard others
grumble upon noticing that behavior too. He's not breaking any forum rules, so there's no
way to stifle the activity. It's an effective means of undermining. That's why many blogs
lose participants. Thankfully, most forums offer an ignore feature. Sadly, that doesn't
help many newbies who aren't aware that some people are not there to help. Oh well. I
just keep posting what I can to keep topics relevant. In this case, it was with: Toyota
does and they are well aware of how Tesla's current draw is completely isolated from
ordinary consumers. As for the cannibalizing, that's true for all legacy automakers...
most of whom are afraid to even mention the issue. At least Toyota is setting the stage
by phasing out traditional vehicles.
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Stalemate. Hearing from others is interesting: "It is obvious that Toyota is stalemated
with this "disadvantage" that Tesla does NOT have." That's a perspective based
primarily in anecdotal observation, I assume. Seeing Toyota's necessity to address
diverse customers and the corresponding responses isn't easy. Most people focus entirely
on a single effort. In most cases of the past, it was all about Prius. They wouldn't see
anything else. Not seeing anything else is what contributes to my assessment of someone
being an antagonist. Recently, that single-mindedness has shifted to Mirai. You have to
wonder why they don't recognize the big picture. I often see "EV market" referred to as
the entire relevance of conversation. The world outside their niche doesn't exist from
their perspective. It's bizarre... but not surprising. Many like to live in their own
world. It's human nature to filter. That's a survival instinct... which means, all I can do is
try to get some to notice there's more to the topic than what they have noticed so far. In
this case, Toyota has lots of opportunity. Tesla is just a player on the team. The game
hasn't really even begun yet. When Toyota does play, it will be on the same team... not a
competitor. It's that audience problem. Understanding what will be sold is very
important. Only customers interested will buy. Purchases cannot be pushed. Remember
those "one size fits all" arguments of the past? That's what inspired my reply: Some of
us pointed out years ago that GM would be even worse off having chosen to push Volt,
wasting tax-credits on an approach that didn't compel their own customers to
switch. Addressing how to change the status quo is something Toyota is aggressively
working on. Giving Prius AWD and pushing RAV4 hybrid is clear evidence of trying to
get their customers to accept letting go of the past. So, the assessment of "stalemate"
isn't accurate.

1-18-2019

Spin. When you corner an antagonist, proving your point, they attempt to change what
you said by stating something different. In this case, he took my phaseout to mean the
vehicle itself, rather than the technology it used: "What specific "traditional vehicles" are
they phasing out? They just introduced the new Supra - 100% ICE. Stupid, at least make
it a hybrid like the i8." Those reading the thread not paying close enough attention will
get drawn into that diverse attempt without even realizing the topic was intentionally
shifted to undermine the discussion. This isn't as easy to notice as moving the goal
posts. Rather than not meeting an objective, they try to change what that objective
represented. It's the usual trolling we see to keep posts active. Never allowing a
conclusion to be draw is key. I find it very frustrating how some use forums for their
entertainment, rather than a venue for exchanging information. Oh well. There will
always be those who waste resources. My attempt to un-spin was: Phaseout of
traditional vehicle production has been mentioned so many times over the years, it's
difficult to not recognize that reference. Don't you remember any of the press releases
about offering a hybrid model for every vehicle? As for the Supra, there will always be
niche offerings. The point is to move the fleet forward, which is exactly what the HSD
system does. It standardizes motor & battery-pack while improving emissions (SULEV
rating, as well as carbon reduction) across all mainstream offerings.
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Profits. Many who participate in the forums just want to discuss basic. So even when a
complex topic is brought up, the response is usually something of simplicity. The
knowledge & experience needed to have an exchange of critical thinking just plain isn't
there. Having some background related to accounting, marketing, or economics is
absent. Lacking those essentials for understanding business choices makes everything on
the big-picture perspective a challenge. For example: "VW spent a large amount on a
BEV dedicated car platform with the first model coming out this year in Europe. The
profits can't be that tiny." How exactly was that conclusion drawn? So many factors
influence profit, it's an equation experts struggle with for years. Seeing someone solve
word problems in just a single post is amazing! Ugh. I try to interject wisdom when I
can. Pointing out history to offer a parallel to compare can be helpful. Hopefully, this
was: Just like that paradigm-shift experienced by the computer industry decades ago, the
automotive industry must now adjust to low-margin sales. Those who remember that
history, it was quite significant. We saw major players leave the game. Approach to sales
and product offerings required major change. Who would emerge as a strong player was
not obvious. People turning a blind-eye now to subsidies and pretending base-price is
competitive with common choices are in for quite a reality shock.

1-19-2019

Growth. It gets confusing even when attempts to be constructive take place: "As Toyota
expands the number of hybrid models, we can expect these numbers to increase, which is
a good thing." This is where detail comes into play. Vague statements kill the
opportunity to continue exchanges of observation & experience... preventing any hope of
providing informed predictions. A somewhat effective means of overcoming that is to
provide counts setting expectations. Scale is often overlooked. Stages of reach are
too. That makes the increase of sales difficult to grasp. And that's without even taking
into account that the market itself is a moving target. With so many factors
intermingling, you have to keep any numbers shared in focus. Distractions come from
too much. Misunderstandings comes from not enough. There's a delicate balance. I try
to walk that line: Toyota stated they expect hybrid penetration here (North America) for
their fleet to increase by 6% in the next 2 years, from 9% to 15%. That's growth of about
150,000. So, where the supposed "hurt" from Tesla happens is uncertain. At a time
when the EV market is still just going after low-hanging fruit, it's difficult to take the
doom & gloom predictions seriously. RAV4 hybrid looks like it will be a major
contributor to that progress away from traditional vehicles, targeting their core buyers
with a cleaner more efficient choice. What other legacy automaker will be attempting
something similar within the same next 2 years? We're certainly not going to see 75,000
annual more electrified anything here from the so-called leader GM in that timespan. In
other words, reality is about to set in.
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The Next Stage. We are starting to engage in a new level of discussion... finally, a
serious step away from rhetoric of the past. Though, complex risk.... like making safety
standard, rather than a package option... still are not acknowledged. It's at least some
progress. This helped that sentiment along: "Now, do you think that will actually
increase the market share of hybrids in the general market?" I had much to say about it
too:
Consideration of what the computer industry did to overcome the same low-margin
problem is very important at this point. Knowing that history, you wouldn't ask the
question.
Their solution was divergence. Each manufacturer took a different direction, attempting
to capture what they thought would be a large enough market for them to sustain
profitable business in their new paradigm. That's why I keep repeating KNOW YOUR
AUDIENCE over and over again.
In fact, that was the very reason I kept asking "Who is the market for Volt?" on a regular
basis. I could see GM was making that fundamental mistake and kept getting personally
attacked for questioning those actions. Turns out, I was quite correct. They were
pursuing sales in a market with very few potential buyers. They didn't understand the
shift. It was old-school logic failing in a changing business.
In other words, whether or not market share increases is meaningless. GM's choice to
disregard their own customers in favor of conquest proved to be a terrible
decision. Toyota observed that targeting mistake and has taken great risk to avoid
it. Which is rather ironic, since many claimed they were not taking any risk. Toyota will
focus on their own customers. That's why it doesn't matter what others do.
This is easier to see if you switch economic perspectives from micro to macro. You'd
notice that variance in battery suppliers & chemistries alone are enough to confirm each
automaker will take a different path. Then, of course, there's the reality that some
automakers are abandoning cars entirely and others are transforming them.
Haven't you noticed the risk Toyota has taken by steering Prime in the direction of being
a step-up vehicle, no longer favoring the Prius "family mover" image anymore? That's
why they risked elimination of the middle seat, to more closely mimic "post children"
offerings. That is also why it wasn't deemed essential to maximum cargo
space. Priorities have changed.
That spin & short-sightedness we have to deal with from people not recognizing
necessary approach changes coming and how much more complex choices will become
is unfortunate. This is why I appear to get rather terse sometimes. It needs to be stressed
that reaching electrification goals won't be the same for each automaker.
To put it shortly, the formula for success in the past doesn't work anymore. So, the
measure of progress and success won't be the same either.
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Timing. We're finally getting back to basics, a simple matter of timing: "I was hoping
for changes in 2019 and now I am hoping that 2020 will be the time for the Prime’s
refresh." That equates to the effort to find solid information, for an actual sales. Those
nasty days of hype & distraction are fading away. Thank goodness! Now, I can turn to
posts like this: It is possible the 2020 model could have a mid-cycle update and it is
possible that could be released to make the 2019 a short run. We've seen new model-year
rollout take place as early as May. That would mean paying careful attention to what
happens as Earth Day approaches... which is the same timeframe when GM triggers their
first major tax-credit reduction... opening up the market for a Toyota blitz. The most
recent hope for some plug-in update news was as anticipated the week prior... a silent
unknown, the usual quiet from Toyota. In this case, that was especially fitting, because
Detroit's final January auto show was all about old-school speed & power... which is why
attention was focused entirely on Supra. The mindset of Earth Day is so much more
fitting. It's part of the game with Prius. There is always waiting involved and green
draws its own audience. We know Toyota has a major battery investment underway. We
know they are pushing the spread of their technology. We know that being both
affordable & profitable remains priority. We also know these things take time. So, it's a
guessing game. Think about what the other automakers are struggling to deliver.

1-21-2019

Reviewers. Confirmation of how poorly informed enthusiasts are on the blogging site
for all type of plug-in vehicles become obvious when a review is taken at face
value. That's a sign that other connect & comments are probably not credible if there is
nothing provided to support the claim. In this case, there wasn't anything more than a
vague reference. There wasn't even a quote included. It was just a generalized claim of
the engine starting. That turns into a belief that self-validates, simply from seeing its
repetition. Having no source is common though. Spreading of rhetoric thrive on
ignorance & complacency. Anywho, you can only imagine how many down-votes I got
from posting the following information: Reviewers often don't notice the difference
between "EV Auto" and the pure "EV" only mode. It’s easy to overlook the fact that the
first allows the engine to run briefly during times of high demand and the latter to prevent
running unless the speed (84 mph) or temperature (14°F) thresholds exceeded.
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Inconvenient Truth. This is another one of those bits of information that wrecks a
narrative. I have a feeling I'll be referring back to the detail I uncovered with respect to
this 2 weeks ago on a regular basis: "What an odd twist. We have been hearing all along
that Toyota doesn't want to build electric vehicles now we find out the Toyota is the
primary supplier of batteries for Tesla." That message being heard is rhetoric
antagonists have been spreading. Angered by the approach Toyota is taking, which
varies dramatically from most others, they portray an image of disinterest &
resistance. It is false to anyone who takes the time to study, but most don't. The sad
reality is many just listen to those stirring trouble. I'm aware of the work Toyota has
done with Panasonic. I have watched progress over the years and the effort to always
deliver an affordable, robust product. When it comes to batteries, that means taking the
time to do it right. Trying to discuss the situation with impatient & uninformed online
posters is almost a futile endeavor. Fortunately, I stumble across a nugget of data so
helpful, it speaks for itself. The following is exactly that... which I will spread again, and
again, until they finally acknowledge: The recent Bloomberg information about Toyota
investing 1.5 trillion yen ($13.9 billion) in its battery business is at odds with the "doesn't
want to build" narrative. So, many just choose to ignore that inconvenient truth.
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Saving Face. Ugh. How do you respond to this nonsense: "This is the Japanese way to
save face." It's ironic, so many won't recognize how well the situation applies to
them. That's why hypocrisy is such a common problem. I find it vindicating. When you
read between the lines to figure out what they actually want, you know a big automaker
like Toyota striving to reach the ordinary consumer is the one to back. As much as the
long-range electric-only vehicles convey a sense of a promising future, there is the
problem of cost none of the enthusiasts want to address. Heck, even supporters trying to
be constructive have become very close-minded to the reality of tax-credit expiration
being a very ugly situation. Sales with that $7,500 weren't exactly easy, despite those
consumers being low hanging fruit... the easiest type. The appeal was exclusively from
those known as early-adopters. They are the ones who are well informed and willing to
pay a premium. The loss of that $7,500 incentive makes even that audience shy
away. That means appealing to mainstream consumers is basically impossible. With a
price in the low 40's, there is simply no way to draw ordinary consumers. Sadly, most
discussions don't even get that far. Most are much more generic, simply calling names
and making excuses. That's what you get when there is little to no substance right from
the start. It's what makes posting this response so easy: That's better than engineering by
press-release and niche rollouts. Reality is, the propulsion tech is already developed and
it is waiting for batteries to be exploited. Meanwhile, refinements continue. Don't
pretend the PHEV and FCEV designs don't share EV components.
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Progress & Understanding. We have a long way to go still, but there is hope when you
see this: "Finally, we want SUVs. Why are there almost no plug in hybrid SUVs on the
market? There's the Outlander PHEV..." It is at least a hint of market recognition. Of
course, not everyone notices the bigger picture at the same time or in the same way:
"Everyone else is doomed. Uh-huh." Those two quotes from two different people on that
general blog for all plug-in vehicles, has somewhat of a diverse audience... with respect
to what they'll endorse. Sadly, most suffer from group-think and are very much in the
enthusiast category. Representation of ordinary shoppers is quite rare. So, I have to deal
with their perspective, using logic like this:
Osborne Effect alone could have such a huge impact, likely turning the already highly
competitive market into a mess. Besides that stall of current sales and potential for long
delivery waits later, excitement could stir ill-informed purchases. That risk of reputation
from customers not really understanding what they buy can have serious negative
consequences. That's where the doom comes into play. It's actually a reflection of their
own support failing.
Think about how risk is perceived. A majority of posts you'll encounter identify range as
the measure of progress. They see it as only a factor of kWh capacity. It's sad that
miles/kWh is disregarded as important. And that's an factor of EV travel too. It makes
discussion of other risk nearly impossible to address. Think about the risk Toyota has
taken by not making safety an upgrade package option; instead, they made it standard
even on their lowest priced models.
Doing more research into the electrification business, you discover battery chemistries &
implementation vary dramatically. Those fundamental choices of approach will have a
major impact to outcome. It's an exactly complicated collection of things to learn
about. That's why moving ahead cautiously will limited market rollouts isn't such a bad
idea. Some people will spin a narrative and spread FUD, but they are the ones who will
face eating crow later.
I battled Volt enthusiasts for years, expressing concern about the business choices GM
was making. They mocked, belittled, and offended as much as possible to shut me
up. Now, there's a long record of my observations confirming the terrible path GM
decided to take. That type of vindication isn't rewarding though. It's really a trail of
disappointment about so much opportunity being missed. That's why I'm thankful about
Toyota's comprehensive exploration of choices and the wisdom to not rush to market.
Waiting is painful. That's why I suggest a deep exploration into the business of
electrification. It requires quite a bit of self-educating, doing lots of searching &
reading. But if really is a rewarding way to fill the time. You will then be able to shrug
off the exclamations of doom and understand the answer why.
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Close-Minded. Some people just plain don't care: "Toyota is late to the party..." To
such close-minded individuals, I keep my replies brief. What's the point when they have
already made up their mind? After all, the audience they are addressing don't represent
the majority of buyers anyway. If you are a participant in an online forum during this
initial stage of rollout, there's no possible way to argue otherwise. Ordinary shoppers
don't do that. They are the ones who just go over to a dealer and walk around. They talk
to friends & family. They do some basic internet search. They may even go to a big
autoshow. But that's pretty much the extent of their research. There isn't much study or
preparation. In fact, the purchase is pretty close to spontaneous sometimes. The vehicle
is the right price. It appeals to variety of wants & needs. And gas is cheap. That's why
the short reply is all the more bothersome should get when all they care to do is insult,
rather than try to have a constructive discussion. This was mine today: Being late to pregame activities really doesn't equate to much. Only early-adopters are at the party. That
actual game doesn't start until long after the tax-credit (low-hanging fruit) stage is over.

1-23-2019

Basics. Sometimes, you can actually get someone to listen: "technology. motors,
batteries, chargers, software, and the most difficult; worldwide supercharger
network" Sadly, it doesn't mean they are well informed. But at least there is an effort. If
they try, at least you stand a chance. Unfortunately, if they overlook the basics, it can be
extremely challenging to get them to notice what they haven't been aware of. This
typically comes about from not recognizing how small things can have a major
impact. That's because the influence is subtle... which is exactly what you want. The
least disruptive (noticeable) to the typical person, the better. Fear of change makes that a
necessity. Most resist if they notice. That's why the basics are so important. Lots of
small changes really add up. I try to point them out: You are overlooking the basics,
which play a role in electrification... like steering. Think about Toyota's advancement in
those terms, having phased out the traditional pump by switching to electric... a feat
achieved by hybrids, essential for plug-ins. Those little steps make a big difference; yet,
you don't acknowledge their importance.

1-23-2019

Ugh. "but every day toyota tinkers, tesla advances. all carmakers are already behind the
8-ball. only tesla is prepared for the future." That one particular troublemaker who
appears to be someone who posts frequently & continuously throughout the day at
trolling volumes keeps filling up discussions with substanceless content. It's so annoying
when a person just participates for the sake of participating. His "contributions" take
away from the value, just cluttering up threads with words lacking any merit or even any
substance. They just fill space, making content of value more difficult to find. I try to
inform, but providing education without sounding condescending is really a
challenge: Know your audience. Please take the time to research what it takes to
actually prepare. That post clearly reveals you have not. Toyota is doing exactly what it
takes to advance. High-Volume processes cannot be changed quickly. Adaptation works
best by taking numerous small steps. That everyday tinkering is evidence of progress
forward. Forcing the perspective of Tesla (a limited product start-up) makes absolutely
no sense. Claiming otherwise confirms being out of touch with what legacy automakers
must do. Only enthusiasts care about the impression of being behind. Ordinary
consumers aren't even paying attention to the early-adopter market. When they finally do
take notice in a few years, they'll see Toyota was well prepared from all the technology
they already rolled out in their hybrids.
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Trolls. You follow forums & blogs long enough, eventually you'll notice a
pattern. Today, it was: "tesla technology is way beyond anything else on the
market" That came from a troublemaker who's been getting worse and worse...
absolutely refusing to provide anything quantitative. Posts have become vague, to the
point of being worthless. Heck, he often doesn't even quote what he's responding to
anymore. It's basically a takeover of threads. You know, someone craving
attention. For the last 2 years, he's complained about the smaller cargo area in Prime. It
never ceased. He just likes to object, perhaps? Following his other posts though, to get a
better idea of who I was dealing with, it was obvious he had no actual business or
engineering knowledge. All those were lacking substance, closely resembling
propaganda. It was really annoying to confirm. Some of it was just pure greenwash
too. The complete absence of anything with merit was so frustrating. So, I did more
research... know your audience... after all. That was necessary, since my confrontation
was replied to with a parrot response and I didn't want to waste anymore more time. The
result sounded alarms. Seeing his post count at nearly 75,000 was all it took to become
very concerned. He likely turned rogue, the result of disenchantment... which means an
endless stream of finding-someone-to-blame posts. Sound familiar? I looked up recent
posting activity. 87 posts yesterday. 64 the day before. 153 the day before that. Yup,
that was it. Constructive nature is lost when such a magnitude is reached, which was
clearly evident by the lack of detail. It was becoming just spin. A troll was born. I
always wondered how that attitude came about. It the same thing I've seen several times
in the past. History repeats itself with such persistence. Knowing there is no satisfying
someone who just plain does not came, I ended his provokes with: It's the same old
"vastly superior" nonsense again.
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Moving Parts. Not understanding is often the root of the problem: "I don't understand
what TGNA is, except more profit for Toyota." It's unfortunate someone posting so
heavily really doesn't have a clue how all the moving parts interact. It's like throwing a
dart randomly, hoping to hit something... hence throwing lots of darts. Eventually, he
gets a bite (yes, it's trolling) on something someone else is willing to exchange posts
about. Anywho, I was happy to actually get something constructive this
time. Hopefully, it provides something worthwhile in return:
This is that paradigm-shift I drew attention to. The industry is being forced to shift to a
low-margin approach.... which means what appears to be a profit gain at the moment is
really preparation to sustain business in the future. It is that "tinkering" you didn't see as
progress forward.
Think about how difficult plug-in sales will be without subsidy help. Toyota is taking
that situation very serious. They don't have the luxury of $44,000 base prices as
acceptable. Their audience expects much, much lower prices. Rollout of TGNA is to
reduce production cost for support of affordably competitive design.
Economics is more important than engineering in the long run. Toyota knows this
well. They carefully study how to reach dealer & consumer and plan out their productcycles accordingly. That provides enthusiasts with lots of material to spin their own
narrative... one which you have helped to feed at times. That's why I politely request
more detail, pointing out that vague comments unintentionally contribute to their
rhetoric.
It's all about understanding the seemingly unrelated moves that contribute to fleet
advancement. With so many parts moving, it's very difficult to picture what's happening
while in the middle of that plan. As we draw closer to rollout, it will become obvious
how each of those steps helped progress along.
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Consequences. Rather than expressing concern warning of detrimental outcome, I am
now pointing out actual consequences. Those days of arguing risk and defending
position are over. Volt was leading a group of followers down a rabbit hole. Those
individuals attacked me whenever I tried to get them to look at the big picture. They
were convinced the path they were on was what would lead them to happiness. They
were wrong, very very very wrong. Making it worse, they now recognize that my
concern was sincere... which is an extremely uncomfortable position to be in after
countless hostile responses claiming otherwise. No matter what they say, I can turn it on
them now. So, they disappear. Quickly approaching the anniversary of their biggest
counter-offensive, that defeat appears to have been taken seriously. Volt died a painful
death... one of silence. It will be looked back upon as a major failure, technology without
support. They were so focused on engineering, the consequences of their business
neglect became overwhelming. There's no way to save such a monumental
mistake. Dismissing a fundamental aspect of success was foolish... and they all now
know that. It's all too clear Volt wasn't a vehicle intended for the masses. This is why I
pushed the "Who?" question so much. It was meant to be a wake-up call to draw
attention to opportunity being missed. So much focus on their niche was a terrible
choice. Oddly, some still try to spin it as not so bad. To that, I say: That narrative here
is pretty sad. Several automakers are diversifying with fuel-cell exploration and pursuing
EV offerings. Those that engineer with press-release get lots of credit. Those who don't
get an "anti" label. No one cried foul about how GM squandered their subsidies on a
niche rollout as a distraction from actually electrifying their fleet. It worked well
too. That resistance to delivering a plug-in SUV or Pickup went completely
unnoticed. In other words, some here really need to reevaluate priorities. The groupthink has consequences.

1-25-2019

Sensibility? Sometimes there is a glimmer of hope from the noise of chaotic discussion:
"Ultimately, this goes back to coming up with cars that people not only want, but they
can afford." Well, there isn't much to add to that. How many times did the "nicely under
$30,000" goal get mentioned over the years? I would remind them of it and then point
out why it was so important for the technology to be affordable. You'd think that would
be obvious. But then again, some online act as though they are totally brain dead. I
never cease to be amazed how many people expect the technology to either be totally free
or for there to be a complete payback at some point. That could make sense if they
would make an effort to explain why, but they don't even try. It's why I'm often not that
hopeful with most discussions. What does "afford" actually mean? For example, if you
look at monthly expenses. Put in those terms, a person could see how the reduction of
fuel cut has the potential to offset car payments. If the two come close, you stand a
chance of keeping the person's attention. They may even become curious and ask you to
tell them more. That's the key. Find something they find important. Money out-ofpocket can be a powerful motivator, even if the balance is a bit more than
anticipated. Many people just need some sensible conversation to find out what the
expenses really are.
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Extreme Cold. Weather forecasts state we are in for a blast of cold that will reach an
extreme. We will likely break records, seeing temperatures low enough to break daily
records. It does get that nasty from time to time in Minnesota, but it has been quite a
number of years. In fact, I only remember a few times dealing with such situations in the
Prius. Those are distinct memories that really stand out. The engine basically never
really warms up, you only get brief opportunities for it to shut off... with previous
generations. Knowing of the improvements Prius Prime has implemented, it don't expect
as noticeable of an experience. The engine will just run at a high RPM initially, but
longer than usual, then stay in that low & off zone. Since I will likely just work from
home to avoid the horribly slow commute, that driving experience may not happen. I'd
like to get something to share, but wasting so much time behind the wheel when you've
got deadlines to meet doesn't make sense. Though less convenient, being able to work
remotely is the better choice. Hopefully, after the dangerous part of the system coming
through passes, I'll be able to film a commute in the extreme cold. Stay tuned.

1-27-2019

Jumping Ship. How would you respond to this: "Unless Toyota does better to address
the range issue on the Prime ( Need 60 Miles on Battery ) or another Electric or Plugin I
am going to defect." When someone who really wants to be supportive losses patience,
you don't want to burn a bridge. Being able to reach out to them later as a friend who
ventured out elsewhere is important. They may become an ally supporting the same
cause, but with a different automakers. They may return with insight you wouldn't
otherwise be able to obtain. They may simply appreciate a supportive
goodbye. Whatever the case, it's important to listen to what they have to say. Since that
was posted on the big Prius forum with a sense of constructive criticism, I tried to extend
a hand of support:
Then, you will get a thank you from us for be willing to pay a premium for a product
aimed at a different audience. Breaking out beyond the affordable choices will be helpful
at some point. In your case, you'd be paying sooner for that extra capacity and either
giving up electric-heating or adding to the price to get it... from a Hyundai that doesn't
actually exist yet. Toyota's current focus is to strike a balance that will attract the
masses, not what you seek. Diversity is very important. So, you'll get the recognition for
breaking other ground.
Keep in mind that GM failed miserably with their attempt to draw buyers to a plug-in
hybrid offering that range you deem as necessary. Most people dismissed that as a want,
not a need. Someday when cost is much lower and energy-density is much higher, that
could be realistic. Currently, it most definitely is not.
Toyota doubled capacity from 4.4 kWh (20 km) to 8.8 kWh (40 km) in their quest to
keep Prius targeted at ordinary consumers. Could a 19.6 kWh (80 km) capacity be
realistic for the next generation offering? That seems reasonable to expect. It wouldn't
satisfy your distance requirement though. So, we must ask what other criteria you deem
important for a plug-in hybrid. Tell us, please.
Think about how Toyota has strived to deliver high efficiency for both EV and HV
modes, as well as keeping emission-rating for the HV system impressive to all those
promoting cleaner air, without forcing a premium to be paid.
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Priorities. The death of Volt sure has made it easy to finally discuss matters other than
range & power. The obsession with that got so bad, any mention of cost was simply
dismissed as an effort to endorse Prius. That ironic twist of recognition to what Prius
held as a high priority was quite amusing. To achieve the "leap frog" goal, Volt would
have to exceed what Prius delivered. Simply disregarding price meant having to
overlook failure to actually deliver. The enthusiasts certainly tried too. Problem is, what
happened in the United States was only a small play in the big game. In other words,
what happens in China really matters, as this post drew attention to: "I don't think
Chinese are incapable of quality manufacturing, I just think there's a huge cultural
disconnect. In China, price is king ... and I mean king over all other
considerations." Discussion of such matters was impossible in the past. That change is
quite welcome, which hopefully will become an on-going theme. Even small progress is
still progress. One step at a time, keeping priorities clearly in mind:
I had the opportunity to drive an EV from BYD (China automaker) on a closed track
along with a number of plug-in offerings available here.
It was truly remarkable to observe firsthand what the cost tradeoffs to achieve a super
low price would result in. The electric motor was slow & noisy. The regenerative brakes
were rough & noisy. The car itself was utilitarian. Standards in our market would make
it a non-starter, even without taking into account the lack of safety features. But if you
simply wanted basic electric-only transport, it did indeed deliver.
Sadly, many early-adopters are poor representation of balance, yet they don't recognize
that... despite the obvious willingness to spend top-dollar for emerging technology. They
gravitate to that opposite extreme, where pricing isn't a priority... which is why Tesla has
been so successful. Tesla will continue to be successful too... but not in the same
way. Success later this year will depend upon cost-reduction choices. The generous taxcredit phaseout will bring those changes. Sales will drop as a result, settling at
sustainable level.
I'm tired of the blatant efforts to stir discussion by bringing up comparisons obviously not
relevant to the market changes taking place now. Events of the past don't apply well, or
at all, when the audience is different. That's why early-adopter preference may not be
applicable to ordinary consumers. Mainstream sales have little in common with the
draws of introductory crowds.
Observations of other markets is what helps bring about a better understanding of what
we will soon be facing. Looking close at the very large Chinese market with a very
different culture and very different priorities will teach us more about what we need to
consider.
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Battery Warming. There's lots of people posting about the battery-warming feature in
Prius Prime. Though my data from last year is limited, it is still something to work
with. I captured operational aspects. You can see how the system performs, but there
isn't any detail about the battery. Back then, all I had was limited access. Just engine
information doesn't tell you enough to really understand what's needed to deal with
extreme cold. This generation of battery-pack includes warming technology. It's not
complicated. It's basically a carefully thought out plan to take advantage of what
essentially is just warming-tape. That simplicity is key. Done right, you have an
affordable solution that's really effective. Proving that's what Toyota actually delivered
shouldn't be too much of an effort. Complex filming setup can be a problem though. If
you breathe too much in a cold car, the windshield will freeze from the moisture you are
introducing prior to starting the vehicle. I'm hoping to avoid that situation while trying to
get valuable extreme cold data to share. I'll keep the Prius plugged in to take advantage
of the warmer. Since my 240-volt charger at home is Wi-Fi enabled, I will be able to
capture that data in the form of a graph... hopefully easy enough to see that I could
include that detail in a video. The electric draw shown will be exclusively from that of
the warmer, since the battery-pack itself will be fully charged prior to the wait. Stay
tuned.
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Technology Analogies. It is very interesting when someone brings up a situation to
make an analogy, but then totally messes up the concept. For example: "Phone chargers
is a good example of how things develop and progress." It was obvious he was frustrated
by the past from long ago. Remember in the previous decade, when each phone had it's
own propriety adaptor? We all do. It was very frustrating to see so much
incompatibility. What a waste. We learned from those experiences though. Standards
were developed. Sharing & Reuse became a reality. Did the poster forget that? How
could so much of this recent history be completely disregarded or overlooked? I was
quite curious to find out, so I posted:
Not really. The mini-usb chargers are forward-compatible with usb-c. All you need is a
$2 adapter. I'm still using my S6 charger with my S9 because of that forward-thinking
design.
SAE-J1772 protocol for plug-in vehicles is well thought out already. Doubling of our
current 3.6 kW charging rate is already supported by most 240-volt chargers, without any
need for an adapter. They automatically deliver power based upon the rate requested
from the vehicle. Should someone be fortunate enough to take full advantage of that spec
and have a high-power vehicle, a 100-amp line will provide 19.2 kW. A charger with
that protocol and input capacity covers it already. No adapter needed.
That planning ahead is the result of trying really hard to prevent future capability
issues. A standard for household charging benefits everyone involved. Anyone setting
up equipment with at least a 40-amp line will be set for many years to come.
Looking at it another way, consider a sustained rate from that 40-amp line. The 7 kW
will supply 7 kWh of electricity in 1 hour. Given 8 hours to charge, there would be about
56 kWh delivered. Subtracting charging losses from conversion & transfer, you have
roughly 48 kWh added to the battery-pack after that duration. Figuring you'd consume it
later at about a rate of 4 mile/kWh, it would provide roughly 190 miles of range... at
home from today's technology.
What more do you realistically need?
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Battery Warmer. My hope for extreme cold data has been fulfilled already. It was just
something to anticipate, this morning. Now in the evening, I see exactly the activity I
was hoping for. To my surprise, I ended up having to drive into work. That certainly
wasn't planned, but it was beneficial. Since there's a 240-volt charger there, I could
collect some unexpected data. Rather than the Prius being parked in my insulated, but
unheated garage, it was exposed to the elements in the parking lot. That's the kind of
real-world information which tells us a lot. The battery-warmer kept it at 39°F while
parked outside for 9 hours with the outside temperature at 5°F. Slightly above freezing is
the goal, since freezing is the point at which efficiency drops significantly. That warmth
really makes a difference. Remember decades ago when people routinely plugged in
their vehicles to power an engine warming? Now, we're doing the same thing for battery
warming... but the reason is quite different. In the past, that was to ensure the car would
start. Now, it's just to squeeze out remarkable efficiency and significantly improve
emissions.
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1-28-2019

Encouraging. It's amazing how many don't notice, or even look for, clues. They are all
around. It's just an endless & senseless attack on Prius. Even though the potential for
this new RAV4 hybrid rolling out right now is enormous, it gets totally ignored. That's
because an affordable large hybrid that squashes the competition doesn't fit their
narrative. They have nothing to fight that with, so they choose to pretend it isn't
there. That's where Corolla hybrid comes in. It is the vehicle which will push Prius to
become plug-in only. With the world's most popular car of all time finally offering a
hybrid option here, the game is over. You can see the entire fleet embracing hybrids,
simply because it has become an undeniable endorsement from the automaker. For them
to offer the technology on that scale (models & quantity), the decision becomes a nobrainer. I shared that wisdom this way: We've known about the plan for a while. Sadly,
that information was drown out by cries of the "laggard" narrative. Far too many don't
understand the complexity of a massive legacy automaker. So when they don't find the
simple answer they seek, it leaves them vulnerable to being misled... which the
antagonists have been exploiting lately. Toyota tends to be very quiet, the opposite
extreme of what online venues thrive on. So. It's easy for the vitals to be overlooked, like
this. You won't find much, even when you look. Those who get caught misleading will
spin the situation to appear that Toyota has finally woke up and is now scrambling to
catch up. Those of us who were paying attention know that's not the case.

1-29-2019

Choices. This is a great example of someone basing judgment on anecdotal evidence: "If
the Prime is any indication, Toyota can make a good BEV, they just choose not
to." Rather than actually taking the time to research the entire business, they make the
mistake of focusing on just what they see with a single vehicle at that time. Ugh. Worse
though is the reality that those individuals making that assessment don't place any value
on quality. It's a focus almost entirely on market presence. No BEV offering is bad,
period. That disregard for what's truly important is disturbing. Of course, it's nothing
new. We've seen that for decades. Remember how the SUV was pushed as the safest
choice for your family? It clearly wasn't. So, even the feature being promoted as most
important didn't deliver. Ugh. I deal with that nonsense on a regular basis. Today's
volley back was: Good is not enough. They feel no pressure to rush. Taking their time
to do it right... deliver something great.. is why PiP was just a mid-cycle upgrade to a
limited market, then halted all together. They waited with Prime, and even then moved
slowly... seeing the market had issues. It should be obvious that the tax-credit
dependencies the other automakers were struggling with is what Toyota is trying to
avoid. Simply waiting is an easy solution. Having to wait annoys some and results in
rhetoric being stirred. Overall, it's still worth it though ...and that's the way Toyota
chooses to operate.
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1-29-2019

Damage Control. Things fell apart to such an extreme for GM, there isn't really much to
save anymore. A few are trying though. I keep hitting back, reminding them of how that
mess came about what when they did to downplay & distract from what was
important. Looking back at the terrible decisions. With so many warning signs, it wasn't
worth risk. They now know that all too well. You don't put all your eggs in one basket,
especially when that basket is so small. Volt had such a small audience, it made no sense
continuing with that approach. Moving the technology to a vehicle appealing to a wider
audience never happened though. Volt remained a compact hatchback among a fleet of
SUV choices. That never made any sense. Yet, there are some still defending it. I'm
happy to point out the problem that invites: Damage control is the stage Volt is in
now. Many pointed out right from the very beginning that the goals were
unrealistic. How could a profitable vehicle with specs so high be achieved so
quickly? When the bankruptcy recovery plan was put in place, the task-force assigned to
that expressed a "too little, too slowly" concern for that very reason. Sure enough, Volt-1
struggled with sales. But rather than spread the technology to another platform, GM
decided to make Volt-2 even more in the image Lutz envisioned... which had proven a
terrible choice. The design approach is expensive & inefficient. What to do with it at
this point is a very big problem, especially now that tax-credit phaseout had been
triggered.

1-29-2019

Game Playing. Getting early-adopters to recognize their own enthusiast perspective is
very difficult. They don't see how intimidating new technology appears compared to
commonplace approach. When a person doesn't understand or even have the
background, they don't bother. Change requires effort. People are busy with other
aspects of their lives. How green a vehicle is doesn't matter. They don't deem that
important. What we do is looked upon as a game, actions with an outcome
inconsequential regardless of what happens. They'll never be a part of what's happening
the industry now. Years later, they'll look upon whatever spoils the victor gained. There
is nothing at stake for them. In other words, all the posts now are just rhetoric from
everyone. It doesn't matter to them. I can't stress that enough either. Enthusiasts refuse
to accept that reality. So, all you can really do is point out the situation: Toyota isn't
anti-BEV, they are just avoiding the early-adopter mess. That slowness rubs some
people the wrong way. So what if the EV model of CH-R doesn't rollout until next year
and only in China at first? It makes no difference with respect to high-volume sales. GM
got too much attention from Volt. It was clearly only a niche, never targeting
mainstream consumers. Toyota doesn't play that game.
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1-29-2019

Halo. When reality finally comes crashing down, then what? Only now are discussions
emerging. It's far too late to be constructive. They are looking back long after anything
can actually be done. We see that Prius was able to weather the storm. All the craziness
Volt introduced didn't amount to much. So many promises were broken. It comes down
to a lot of the effort being expended upon image, rather than actually moving the fleet
forward. Reading this now as a result of all that is strange: "Probably the biggest flaw in
all of it was that GM always and only saw value in the Volt as a halo car." To think,
how many times was I attacked for pointing out Volt wasn't actually achieving
anything? I'd point out wasted opportunity, miss after miss with nothing to show
for. They built up hope without substance to support it and completely losing sight of
goals. That mess would only get worse as more time passed... and it did. All that
happened when the difference between want & need became so obscured, they couldn't
tell the difference. It's sad to win this way. So what if I get vindicated. My own goal
was to forge an alliance, to find friends from other automakers. Instead, they chose to
fight. Oh well. At least the lessons to be learned will be difficult to deny this time
around. I closed the discussion with: That's how enthusiasts became such a problem,
pushing mainstream hope with a niche vehicle. It was a conflict of goals they absolutely
refused to accept. This is why the "too little, too slowly" concern grew. GM didn't show
any interest toward spreading technology to a popular vehicle, like Equinox. So much
loyal customer opportunity was missed, while wasting tax-credits on conquest sales for
the sake of that halo.

1-29-2019

Not True. Spreading FUD will never end. In this case, it was the "U" for uncertainty:
"With one exception, all other PHEVs have an electric range below 30 miles and will
switch to the gasoline engine under strong acceleration." When I posted a rebut to that, I
knew there would be quite a backlash. Enthusiasts don't like to be called out when
wrong, especially on a pivotal point. This was definitely one that really hurt. Volt was
supposed to be the only plug-in hybrid with such behavior. This is what the current
definition of EREV had mutated to. Getting confirmation that a PHEV with the name
Prius behaved the same was beyond reproach. My contradiction would stir anger. I
didn't care. The truth cannot be silenced. After all, this is a fact, nothing a topic of
debate. Ugh. I fired back with: NOT TRUE. Even with the pedal dropped all the way
to the floor in Prius Prime, the engine will *NOT* start when in "EV" mode. Reviewers
often mistake "EV Auto" mode to mean pure electric-only operation. Their mix-up is
understandable. Spreading that confusion here is not.
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1-29-2019

Adoption. One way is the only way. Ugh. That mindset goes so deep, many won't
accept the idea that problems can be solved by other means. There usually isn't just one
approach. That really messes up rhetoric though. Narratives are based upon a singlemindedness. For example: "Toyota is worse, they try to burnish their fading green
credentials and gaslight us into thinking they care about the environment more than
sacrificing a bit of profit to speed up the adoption of electric vehicles." It all comes back
to approach. So many think the way GM pursued the challenges of electrification is the
only means possible. Problems like this come about from not being aware of all the
factors at play. This is why all the engineers get confused when their obvious brilliance
is rejected. Regardless of how amazing the results actually were of whatever project was
delivered, there's a mystery as to the reason people didn't embrace it. This is where I
bridge to the other world, that thing called "mainstream". It is so different, confusion is
the norm. Adoption of technology includes obstacles that have nothing to do with
science or mathematics. Appealing to emotion or justifying a comfort is beyond
quantification. It is still very important though. But how do you sell "green" as a
feature? This is where approach comes into play. Not everyone comes to terms with a
problem the same way. That's why the solution won't be the same for everyone
either. Whether or not enthusiasts ever figure this out is their own reality to
accept. Meanwhile, I share what I observe: Belief that the only means of electric-vehicle
adoption must be a top-down approach is a very common problem among earlyadopters. Not recognizing how effective bottom-up can be will be a painful lesson to
learn... which is the ambivalence we are witnessing now from those who had high hopes
for Volt. It's too bad that understanding of economics is absent from discussions like
this.
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1-30-2019

Top / Bottom. I have no idea if the request I got to provide more information about
approach will be understood or taken seriously. It isn't everyday that someone actually
responds back with a question. Most of the time, it's just a head-in-the-sand reply... in
other words, a down-vote. Never taking the time to find out what is meant harms
credibility. That's why the daily blog fell apart. They embrace group-think to the
extreme that the venue became nothing but a brainless chanting website. If you didn't
agree, you were wrong. Ugh. I try my best to be constructive. In this case, it was this
response as an answer to explain those differences:
GM decided to use the TOP-DOWN approach. That meant delivering their vision of the
final product configuration, which required a premium price as a result. Selling a Chevy
compact hatchback with such a high sticker made no sense. Only early-adopters were
interested, hence focus on conquest sales.
GM figured production-cost would fall rapidly, allowing the automaker to take advantage
of the technology within just a few years. That expectation was grossly
miscalculated. GM was stuck with an expensive halo, rather than something for the
masses.
Toyota took the opposite approach, choosing BOTTOM-UP instead. That meant
delivering a design through a series of generational upgrades. The results was a highly
flexible vehicle that was affordable immediate. Tradeoff was range & power would
improve over time... hence starting from the bottom.
Toyota's approach enabled the ability to adapt on-the-fly. For example, the advanced
heat-pump could be deployed when it became affordable to do so. Waiting for the rest of
the industry to catch up wasn't necessary, which is how Gen-2 got it. That is also how
the carbon-fiber hatch and the aero-glass window was rolled out.
Those 2 fundamentally different approaches have demonstrate profoundly different paths
to mainstream acceptance, the economics of which are rarely understood in online
discussions.

1-31-2019

Engine Cycling. Back to the basics, just explaining various aspects of how the hybrid
system in Prius operates. Right now, there are many questions being asked about how
the engine runs in the extreme cold.... which is very much what I will experience when I
head out to work in a little bit. Sharing of those firsthand experiences goes a long
way. The words of an owner really taking the time to explain what happens while
driving are very powerful. That's what really sways those uncertain about a
purchase. We convince them by simply providing everyday information. The detail
really matters. It is why I'm compelled to film whenever the situation can add to the
understanding of goals & results. With the question about engine cycling, that was easy
to answer in the form of setting an expectation... since we have collected so much
information, it has been confirmed as fact: When the air-intake temp drops to 11°F, the
engine will provide primary heat. It warms the coolant to a threshold you set (based on
cabin temperature), then shuts off when reached. It starts off until it cools down. At that
point, the engine will repeat that same on/off cycle. Note that the minimum threshold
will become greater as the entire vehicle warms. So, you'll see more and more EV the
longer you drive.
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Cold Commute. I did indeed film my drive to work today. That data is
priceless. Having so much detail to share about a single experience effectively conveys
an understanding while also avoids overwhelming. That's a difficult result to
achieve. Lots of feedback makes striking that balance easier. People will provide
guidance, if you listen for it carefully. What they pull out and share from observing what
you share gives something to build upon. That's how my videos have evolved. It starts
with a basic description. I summarized the experience this morning as
follows: Commute to work today. Prime hadn't been driven for 3 days. Was plugged in
to keep the battery-pack warm. 41°F is what the ODB-II reader stated the battery-pack
was at. Outside temperature was -5°F. I drove 18.7 miles. 32% of the drive was EV based
on engine-off duration. 61.7 MPG overall result.

2-01-2019

Serious? Remember the "do no wrong" attitude toward GM and Volt? Things got
confusing when Bolt was introduced. It contradicted much of what enthusiasts had
praised GM for. That got worse and worse as time proceeded, finally coming to this
today: "...if they were really serious/pushing this EV. Right?" Questioning motive was
one thing. Questioning interest is entirely another. I happily jumped in with: Wrong,
since we know that GM wasn't really ever serious. From an automaker who heavily
favors SUV and Pickup choices instead of cars, it never made any sense to make their
premiere offerings a compact hatchback and compact wagon. Talking about a colossal
customer mismatch. Also, we know that January (the dead of winter) is terrible for sales
of most vehicles anyway. Combine that with having to wait an entire year to wait for
getting a tax-credit, there's simply no incentive. Might as well just wait to see what
others in the market will be offering. That being said, there is basically no inventory of
Volt's antithesis still. There are only 150 Prius Prime 2019 models available for the
entire country right now. That lack of inventory seems to be in line with Toyota
preparing to take advantage of GM's downfall. Timing of GM phaseout dropping to 50%
is perfect for a mid-cycle upgrade reveal, exactly the right timing for Earth Day. Imagine
a 2020 model rolled out shortly afterward. It's good reason not to build up much new
inventory. This is that opportunity missed a chorus of us raised concern about. Wasting
time & credits on conquest achieved what?
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2-01-2019

Realistic Expectations. It is intriguing to have a discussion with someone who
abandoned Volt in favor of Clarity. He use to fight me on a regular basis. It wasn't
pretty. My frustration paid off though. He recognizes that my concerns of the past were
valid, that I really wasn't just a troll trying to undermine GM. Today's discussion was a
reflection on January sales. He wondered why Toyota's green offerings were all low. I
pointed out the opportunity approaching. There was intrigue. That's quite an
improvement upon confrontation of the past. His comments ended with: "What I don't
understand is why Toyota is using up all their tax credits with it. Seems like a PHEV
Rav4 with 20 kW battery or something would be a better way to use it (or what I would
rather have)." With GM sales so low now and the tax-credit reduction rapidly
approaching, there's opportunity for constructive exchanges. So, I replied with:
The intended purpose of the tax-credits was for each automaker to use them to establish
high-volume profitable sales which could be sustained without any subsidy. In other
words, it was to fortify the everyday expectation of seeing a plug-in vehicle on the
showroom floor. Whatever it would be, that vehicle needed to be able to compete
directly with traditional offerings there at the dealer.
This is why I got so frustrated with GM. Watching great engineering go to waste from
stupid management decisions was sad. Enthusiasts made excuses, knowing in the end a
compact hatchback would never appeal to GM shoppers. It's really unfortunate Voltec
wasn't ever deployed in a vehicle like Equinox.
Since Toyota customers still embrace cars, using up tax-credits on Prius makes
sense. There's simply no possible way for the next-gen RAV4 hybrid just rolling out
now using the TNGA platform to be established long enough to take advantage of
whatever upgrade Toyota has been working on. It would just cannibalize itself. Prius, on
the other hand, would be able to take full advantage of an Prime upgrade.
Just like you stated, it's easy to see Toyota treating Prime as a regular car. With some
clever repackaging of the battery stack, exploiting the tax-credit to stir market interest
and build up a following of non-enthusiasts would push it into the mainstream. The key
is appealing to non-enthusiasts. That means reaching beyond early-adopters, which
requires word-of-mouth endorsements and routine road-sightings.
200,000 is a very small quantity when you consider how many sales are required for a
vehicle to be one that provides business-sustaining profit. That is absolutely essential
when you consider the necessity of appealing to salespeople to encourage those
sales. Remember, they work on commission and selling anything with a plug requires
extra effort. Focusing on Prius jump-start dealerships makes sense.
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2-02-2019

Video: Extreme Cold (commute home). I was able to film my drive in both directions
today. This was the commute home, from work after a long day in the office: Extreme
Cold brings about lots of questions. Prius Prime owners ask for detail about how their
plug-in hybrid system operations in conditions with the temperature well below
freezing. This is a commute home that I filmed when the mercury dipped down to 1ºF. Watch the temperature reading of the engine coolant. You can see how the engine
shuts off when it reaches a warmed state. It will then remain off for a little while, using
that warmth to supply heat for the cabin. Though that electric-only driving doesn't last
long, it does contribute quite a bit to overall efficiency. As an expected bonus in this
video, you get to see how well the defroster works too. I accidentally bumped the
blanket covering the lower camera used to film my commute to work. It slipped down
the dashboard, covering the vent... which caused that section of windshield to frost
directly in front of the upper camera. Oops! Overall, the EV driving ratio came to
37%. That resulted in a 60.0 MPG average for the 19.1 mile trip in the extreme cold,
complete with travel while it was lightly snowing... Extreme Cold (commute home)

2-02-2019

Spot Blocking. I couldn't believe it. The guy in front of me pulled right into the
charging-spot and sat there with his engine running. I sent a brief honk his
way. Nothing. So, then I got out and said: "I would like to park here to plug in." He
looked at me and said: "Why don't you park over there?" Annoyed, but unwilling to give
him an emotional excuse to lash out at, I calmly said: "I would need to drive all the way
around, then have to back in to reach the cord." He got angry, but stayed quiet, rolled up
his window, backed out of the parking spot, then drove away. With all the snow we got
recently, he was hoping to take advantage of the charging area and not get called out for
blocking. I wanted that spot and was polite about my request. It was a very effective
means of telling him to leave and never try that again. With only those 2 chargers there,
filling one with a non-plug vehicle with its engine running is totally inappropriate. More
and more I am seeing both being used at the same time. Why did he think he had the
right to prevent what the lot's owner intended that location to be used for?
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2-03-2019

Timing. If you study carefully, you will uncover clues about what really happens. The
key is to do that digging actively while those events are playing out. Looking back, after
the fact, they may not be visible. It's that lack of certainty which makes certain things
stand out. In other words, those are the decision points. Following whatever choice was
made, it may not be obvious what happened any why. That's how blogs like this become
so valuable. They document history as it is unfolds, during that moment to capture
whatever was relevant & important at that particular time. That's why stuff like this
becomes annoying: "My theory is cost. Toyota needed a bigger battery for Prime and it
didn't fit the existing Prius well so they just raised the trunk floor up till it fit. Toyota did
keep the Prime cost down." Looking back years later, it's very easy to miss something
vital. While things are taking place gives you sight no one else will ever have. I take
advantage of that... and later try to relay my documentation:
We already know that's what happened, no theory necessary. Prime was originally
intended with a smaller pack. Flexibility of the design allowed a larger one to be used
instead. It didn't fit well... physically, but it was a better fit for the emerging market and
still fit within the affordable goal. So, Toyota felt it was fitting.
That responsiveness to market is what we saw with Prius PHV. Back in 2010, the
prototype had a raised floor... exactly like we have now. I drove one around for a short
span and didn't see any issues with it. When the 2012 was finally rolled out, they decided
to scale back from the 5.2 kWh capacity to 4.4 kWh for a better fit. Since it was just a
mid-cycle upgrade, no big deal. We'd find out what the first true generation would offer
"soon" anyway, not realizing how just how complicated the resistance to change would
become.
The problems GM had forced Toyota to be responsive to market uncertainty, of which
Volt enthusiasts created. Choosing to rollout Prime into limited areas only to test the
waters with a larger pack, while waiting for that fallout to take place made sense... but
made enthusiasts crazy, despite the obvious benefit from waiting. Now, we see tax-credit
reduction just weeks away, as well as the discontinuation of Volt... a path cleared for
Toyota to launch an assault.
This topic addresses the possibility of Toyota going all out, by killing the regular
Prius. A logical step to preparing for such a move would be to rollout a mid-cycle update
to align Prime according. Lack of 2019 model inventory seems to be setting the stage for
an early 2020. Think of the opportunity Toyota has from having waited until the timing
was right.
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2-04-2019

Video: Extreme Cold (commute to work). That cold drive to work looked great on
each of the capture devices. I couldn't wait to assemble the pieces to something
comprehensive to share. It turned out really nice after lots of sizing & cropping, then the
long series of renders. Here's what I published: Polar Vortex blast of cold remained for
several days, keeping temperatures well into the negatives. That meant no driving. I
stayed at home and the Prius Prime stayed plugged in. This was the ideal opportunity to
collect data showing how the battery-pack was warmed by electricity from the cord. Its
purpose is to allow as much use of power from the battery as possible, despite extreme
cold outside. Watch the variety of instruments showing how the system operates when it
is so cold. There's quite a bit that takes place, most of which drivers don't usually
notice... Extreme Cold (commute to work)

2-04-2019

Complaints. There are some who will never be happy. Like today: "Ah, I'm not the only
one who realized toyota blew it with battery placement." I would like to figuratively slap
some sense into him sometimes. This was such an occasion: You are the only one who
constantly complains about it. The rest of us acknowledge the upgrade process and the
tradeoff decision. Drawing conclusions during pregame simply doesn't make any
sense. Wait at least until the tax-credit stage has passed. Real players of the game
(mainstream consumers) haven't even arrived at the field yet. Keep in mind that the
market is still emerging, that we are only in a very early stage still. In other words, there
is no "blew it" to claim... that's far too premature. Everyone is only testing the
water. There is lots of opportunity to adjust. Also, don't overlook the barriers you create
toward technology acceptance but distracting with complaints. Though valid, they are far
less important than proving the battery is robust enough to withstand the extremes
owners encounter.
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2-04-2019

Priorities. Follow up to that online slapping was motivating. He actually
responded. Most of the time, comments are just blown off. I was pleased to get this:
"Toyota's problem is that they don't listen. There was plenty of talk about the miserable
range on the pip for 5 years." He remains clueless, but at least lurkers will have
something to recognize a pattern of denial with. It's intriguing how some people don't
like the answer, so they keep asking the question over and over again hoping to finally
get something different in return. Refusal to accept is quite common. Resistance on this
scale, especially when there isn't anything to gain anyway, makes no sense. He keeps
fighting though, hoping for an outcome to change. That's the same nonsense I dealt with
for years with the Volt enthusiasts. They absolutely refused to accept what was
happening, belligerent to the very end. It was a defeat so comprehensive, there wasn't
anything left. Giving up on the idea of GM rolling out any type of plug-in hybrid
anymore wasn't an outcome any of them ever saw as a possibility. The remote chance I
could possibly be correct was never entertained. They had no clue how bad the situation
for GM really was, despite all the evidence I supported. Seeing that automaker's stance
change so drastically is a victory for whom? I wasn't even expecting such terrible
management decisions to cause such a dramatic setback. Yet, that's what happened. All
GM now has is Bolt, which barely sells anymore... even with the $7,500 taxcredit. That's why Toyota staying true to priorities is so important. That's why I admire
any automaker who presents such clear plans for their future. It's not loyalty. It's
common sense. Duh! He doesn't get it though, no matter how hard I try to convey that
message: Toyota listens, just not to you. Far more people weighed in saying they
wanted a more powerful EV drive with electric heating that was still affordable. Toyota
delivered that. It's all about managing priorities.

2-04-2019

Big Problem. I figured the following message I posted would generate a large number
of negative votes: "You are mixing up RANGE with EFFICIENCY. There's a profound
difference, a factor many supporting plug-in vehicles don't recognize the importance
of. That's a big problem. MILES/KWH is a measure everyone participating here should
learn & understand." That was a testament to the lack of education related to everyday
posters... you know, those who oppose without substance... aka: enthusiasts. Ugh. They
blindly follow the mantra of more being better. In the minds of many of them, they
belief is a tipping point toward acceptance will be reached simply by delivering enough
battery-capacity. Talk of how the electricity is consumed simply doesn't happen. Rather
than improve how a heater operates, you just add to the pack enough to
compensate. That's an awful approach. Don't deal with the actual problem, just find a
better way to compensate for it. Ugh, again. It's maddening at times how poorly
informed some people are. But what really makes it troublesome is when they resist any
effort to become better informed. They just plain don't care. They've had it with oil &
pollution. Green is all about plugging in. How much electricity they actually consume
doesn't matter to them, as long as it isn't gas. That's such a let down. They don't even
recognize the true issue at hand. It's about the triangle. You know... reduce, reuse,
recycle. The effort is to minimize, not just switch to another fuel and waste that
instead. Needless to say, it was very disappointing to see that lack of understanding. I've
heard from several other leaders recently dealing with that same big problem. Any
suggestions?
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2-04-2019

The Game. This seems reasonable, at face value: "I started to wonder if Toyota might
try to up their game by putting in a larger capacity battery-pack." But when you start
wondering about detail, questions emerge about purpose... as I pointed out: If the "game"
is to sell more, what data is there to show larger capacity would raise demand? I envision
Toyota rolling out a mid-cycle update with cell/stack arrangement for the pack altered to
provide a better fit in the hatch area for greater cargo space. That may not increase
capacity, but it wouldn't cause a price increase either. What if the "game" is to prepare
Prius for a plug-in only approach instead? In that case, the smaller battery-pack would be
better. Think about what people have in there garage for charging. If only a single
circuit is available and it must be shared, the rate may be limited to 8-amp draw... which
could requite 8 hours for a full recharge. More and more, it looks like Toyota is aiming
for the masses, where their high-volume profitable seller is something in that
regard. Prius would be a "prime" candidate for that. (I know, bad pun.) Reaching
mainstream consumers is far more difficult than appealing to early-adopters.

2-05-2019

Video Collection. Continued refinement of video presentation is rendering some of my
older content less useful. More detail and improved quality made that
inevitable. Adding value is the goal though, so that's ok. It's interesting to look at those
old captures from years ago. A lot has changed with the technologies involved, both car
& camera. It's rewarding too, when you have that content to share for education &
debunking. So as time progresses, I'll just recapture some of the most referred to video
with new footage containing a lot more information. Sadly, some of the locations &
circumstances cannot be recreated, but at least it all reflects real-world driving. That's
just me behind the wheel doing what I normally do... nothing special... just drive
it. More to come as I get better with the editing too. The effort to assemble the variety of
feeds and insert commentary is rewarding. I enjoy that build process.
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Damage Control. Virtually all the Volt enthusiasts have vanished, gone without a
trace. Rather than showing up elsewhere with a revised purpose, there is nothing. It's
exactly the pattern observed in the past. Those who cheered & antagonized disappear
entirely upon recognition of having failed. Acknowledgement never happens, they
simply don't exist anymore. The few who remain don't even speak of them. It's as if that
history was just a bad dream. So, all the rhetoric is over. However, those individuals
remaining feel the need for damage control. Today, it was an effort to make things look
like Toyota was in the situation: "OMG, even Toyota's doing it." Quickly after posting
my reply, there was a response to spin what was really intended by that. It was too late
though. Even more damage had been done. Making it worse is evidence of still having
not learned their lesson. Oh well. It's their loss, which I'm happy to point out: That
attempt at damage-control is pretty lame. The advertisement for RAV4 hybrid features
the second-generation now being rolled out, not the first as you imply. I have been
talking about a "Prime" upgrade to that platform for years, just add a one-way clutch and
more battery the same way Prius was augmented. It's a simple & affordable way to offer
a plug option. Each time I brought up the larger and more powerful hybrid, I got
attacked. In fact, I expect the same with this post... especially when I remind everyone of
how GM recently chose to offer Equinox as a diesel, rather than a hybrid. See, with the
RAV4 hybrid becoming a popular choice, due to the regular RAV4 being Toyota's topseller and the hybrid being so affordable, taking the next step by offering a plug in a nobrainer. Those loyal showroom shoppers will see the plug-in and seriously consider the
purchase, simply by association. All the senseless efforts to undermine Prius and attack
me were in vain. Enthusiasts here failed to heed the warning, despite being told hundreds
of times GM must diversify their plug-in hybrid technology. It was never spread to a
SUV... and clearly should have.

2-06-2019

40% Loss. The topic of Winter's impact was exclusively in the domain of enthusiasts,
until now. Of course, even then there was little discussion of heater type. That has
finally changed. An article published by AAA is the reason. What it says really doesn't
matter much yet. The point was to raise awareness. Most notable of that new found
attention is the 40% figure sighted. With so much of a range-loss claimed, there was
obvious outcry. If you have to deal with lots of weather-related traffic and have the
heater set on high, there will indeed be that much of a reduction. But under ordinary
circumstances, that's not the case. I wear my coat while driving and use the heated
seat. That means nowhere near the amount of electricity for warming is needed through
the vents. So just like the problems with MPG rating and the setting of realistic
expectations, there's the same YMMV disclaimer. Question is, will readers actually
understand that. Sadly, that is not likely. Detail is lost in the shuffle, when it is
provided. But most people won't recognize there is a difference between a heat-pump
and a resistance-heater. So trying to get any type of awareness related to the type of heatpump... the regular kind verse one that's vapor-injected... is basically impossible. Long
story put short, it's an uphill battle. Required education to better understand purchase
choices... or even knowing what to look for... will remain quite a challenge for years to
come.
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2-07-2019

Perfect Timing. A constructive question from an audience genuinely interested in
feedback: "What are you basing the likely mid-cycle refresh on? And when do you think
those cars are coming? I am in the market for a Prime right now and I don't want to
regret not having waited a few more months." I always hope replies result in an on-going
dialog. After all, we don't have answers. We only have research & observations. Those
serve as clues, but nothing definitive. This was my contribution to the hope for more
discussion:
Waiting is a challenge. Some people don't like the idea that Prius is morphing into more
of an affordable sport/luxury design, rather than remaining the family-mover it started
as. That's the reality of a changing market though. RAV4 is quickly becoming the hybrid
of choice for that family audience. So, have some realistic of expectations of what
adaptations could be offered.
Knowing the shift is underway, it makes you question the direction Prius really will
take. From Toyota's extensive history of pushing affordable emission & consumption
reduction for Prius, it makes sense that they use the second-half of this product-cycle for
Prius Prime as the staging opportunity to make it a plug-in only. Can Toyota attract
enough buyers that way for the next-gen to be a high-volume profitable seller? I say:
"Yes!"
Evidence supporting that builds upon more awareness of history. Toyota likes to do midcycle updates. Prius PHV (gen-1 Prime) was in fact that. It was also a limited rollout as
a result of carefully watching market change. In that case, it was the disaster GM was
dealing with trying to figure out how to configure Volt. All these years later, we see that
GM failed to deliver something for the masses... as confirmed by production ending and
the tax-credit reduction taking place. The timing is a great happenstance for Toyota,
exactly when a 2020 model with a mid-cycle update could be revealed.
Notice how 2018 inventory was burned down and 2019 inventory has been almost nonexistent? Though it could all be an amazing set of unplanned circumstances, this
certainly looks like far more than just a coincidence. Think of how perfect an Earth Day
announcement it could be, especially if rollout follows shortly afterward.
Want more to consider? Think about the timing of rollout for Corolla hybrid. It's just a
little too much to dismiss as just dumb luck that everything is falling into place so nicely.

2-08-2019

Next Step. Thoughtful questions are nice: "So you are thinking they might go to a full
EV rather than Plug-in hybrid... ?" This was an easy one to provide an answer for: No,
we are looking at the paradigm-shift from hybrid to plug-in hybrid. There's strong
potential for them in the mainstream, even without next-gen battery advancement, like to
solid-state. EV market development is still its infancy. Dependency on tax-credit
subsidies and early-adopters for sales makes that reality all too clear. Hybrids, on the
other hand, are a mature market, at the ready to advance to plug-in models as the next
natural step. That's vital for reaching ordinary consumers.
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Lacks Vision. This question wasn't as nice, but it was still an expression of thought:
"Toyota lacks vision?" I found that one easy to answer too: Reality is, Toyota sees
something different. They are looking at the mass market, trying to find a way to
affordably fulfill the wants & needs of their 10 million customers per year. In other
words, you are looking at something different... which is quite common from the eyes of
an enthusiast. Appealing to a Corolla or RAV4 shopper is very challenging. They won't
be forgiving like early-adopters and they won't be as willing to pay as much to get a
plug. There won't be any tax-credits available for them either. In other words, know
your audience. An electric future for those of us here is a reality already. For the masses,
it's still a number of years off.

2-09-2019

53 City, 52 Highway. That's the official EPA rating for the 2020 Corolla hybrid. With
MPG being basically the same as Prius (slightly lower City and slightly higher Highway),
it marks the end of every possible argument against the hatchback... since this is an
affordable sedan instead, a very popular one at that. Nothing can be said about looks
anymore. That's the beauty (ironically) of diversification. Toyota is providing a variety
of hybrid choices. That spread of new technology is a vital step early-adopters don't
understand, since they focus only on what it takes to prove the technology worthy of
being a successor. Very few actually take the time to study what comes next. That's why
they are enthusiasts, rather than supporters. Phasing out an old technology requires a
great deal of effort getting everyone to accept it as a replacement. Seeing in implemented
in several different configurations shows that the automaker is committed to it, in
addition to proving the design is well thought out by witnessing it being used on a regular
basis. Think about how quickly the Corolla hybrid will become a common sight on
roads. People buying them tend to be more conscious of efficiency anyway. Having a
hybrid choice makes it even more compelling.

2-10-2019

Extremes. Sighting them is a common practice. Taking the time to determine whether
or not that was a good idea is not. For example: "iirc, the pip won't run ev mode that low
.... whereas the soon-to-be-no-longer-produced 2019 Volt will run EV mode until it's cold
soaked to around -13°F." How often does it really get that cold? What's wrong with
running the engine for those few times per year it happens? Isn't the point of having an
engine to use it from time to time? Don't forget, it needs to for routine upkeep anyway. I
was annoyed. So, I shot back this: Exaggeration serves no purpose. Here's PiP driving
in EV without engine warm-up at -2°F: Prius PHV - No Heater Remember, the purpose
of using the engine is for the best balance of available resources... something Volt did not
do. Why carry an engine, then go to extremes to avoid ever using it? In other words, EV
driving is possible, just not the best overall choice.
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50, 42, 97, 48. Checking the post counts for that new troublemaker revealed those
numbers. He only posts a sentence or two and rarely includes the quote he's making a
comment about. They basically come off as a nuisance to the well informed. But to the
casual reader, they could be a source of confusion. I worry because that can be
misleading, since it is often quite vague. He doesn't care though. It seems to have
become his pastime activity as a retiree... which is unfortunate for us. Having to deal
with someone treating the forum as a source of entertainment, rather than being a helpful
resource is a loss for everyone. He is basically a friendly troll. There is no intent to
cause harm or confusion; nonetheless, that's the result of his ways. No group is
perfect. It's not always worth the effort to address each and every problem though. You
choose your battles. In this case, I'll just let it go.

2-11-2019

Blog Bias. We are starting to see some serious purity problems emerge on the EV
forum. Back when it was founded many years ago, the thought was that it would cover
the advancement of electric-only vehicles. The idea of also providing news coverage &
commentary opportunity for plug-in hybrids wasn't even a consideration. That simply
didn't make any sense. If it had an engine, it wasn't important. Turns out, that wasn't a
good idea. The transition to electricity would very much include that interim stage. The
realities of business & infrastructure made it all too clear. Some still see that domain as
one of purity though. So, we see insulting & belittling posts on a regular basis. Any of
that sound familiar? Needless to say, I recognize the symptoms of the problem. Sadly, I
haven't found a source of resolution yet. The moderators have been quite. They are at a
loss about what the next steps should be. I appreciate their modest efforts to stir
feedback, but I wish they were more forthcoming. The possibility of their blog becoming
too bias to appeal to a wide audience is quite real. You get a feeling of unwelcome every
now and then. It's quite a contrast to the open expression of acceptance I witness from
our local plug-in owners group. Change is difficult. I hope they deal with it
appropriately.

2-12-2019

Cannibalize. What do dropping sales of the regular Prius actually mean? Quite often,
the comment is new hybrid offerings from Toyota will continue to erode Prius
interest. From a macro perspective, I could see that. But from a micro, not a
chance. Prius was always what ushered in new technology to the masses. We are far
from complete with the rollout of technology. There is quite a bit of advancement
opportunity remaining. Why not just push Prius into the new category of
offerings? Why is there always a doom & gloom portrayal of the future? I suspect many
people simply thrive on drama. Fortunately, sustainable business is pretty boring. That's
how Prius has sneaked through barriers in the past. Such a soft push goes unnoticed...
until the count grows to such a scale that you discover the stage has changed. In other
words, no cannibalizing is expected. It will be business as usual. I put it this way in my
reply to the stir of that topic today: "Know your audience" is a fundamental which has
served Toyota well. They don't pander to enthusiasts like some others do. Their focus is
on how to appeal to their own loyal customers, finding ways for long-time Corolla or
RAV4 buyers to go hybrid next time around. Prius doesn't even fit in that market
category.
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2-13-2019

Corolla Replacement? Now we are really starting to get some constructive questions. I
like this simple and to-the-point query: "What does Prius have to top that?" It was an
easy one to provide a reasonably acceptable-to-many response too: Sedans are rapidly
vanishing. Corolla will survive that changing market simply due to it being the world's
best-selling vehicle. After so many generations, the choice is a no-brainer for the
basics. Prius has always offered more than the basics. So, it makes sense that it will
continue to hold that position in the fleet, especially with it being a hatchback. Camry is
what see taking more of a sales it, proportionally. That's due to the rise of RAV4, which
is extremely well positioned for SUV demand. Keep in mind that Toyota is a 10-millionper-year automaker. They don't cater to the allure early-adopters seek. Their target has
always been ordinary consumers. So, there has always been a perception issue when it
comes to the appeal of Prius, an image never properly portrayed based on claims from
those trying to interpret history long afterward... which always made the understanding of
how it sells so well a mystery. The direction of Prius taking on a plug-in only role seems
the obvious next step. Battery advancement combined with some emerging clarity of
what mainstream consumers will actually purchase... now that we are finally starting to
see the confusion caused by enthusiasts & subsides fade... makes a high-volume
profitable approach realistic in the not-too-distant future.

2-13-2019

Attack Ad. First thing this morning, an assault was launched on Toyota. It was the
typical "anti-EV" nonsense. Not understanding how to reach the masses or
understanding how their hybrid technology is actually designed causes all kinds of
problems. They focus on only key factors, not everything as a whole. That's why there
are claims of me shifting focus. When I mention emissions, profit, sales, and production,
an enthusiast will inevitably choose just one to respond to. That's how you end up with
spin. They just plain don't want to look at the big picture. In this case, it was how to
reach ordinary consumers. The blinders have been on the "EV market" for so long, many
have completely lost touch with purchase priorities of ordinary people. That's why
engineering has changed to advertising. Whatever reality they had based original goals
on is gone. That's why the impact of tax-credits loss really hasn't sunk in
yet. Enthusiasts are focused on subsidized sales so much, they have no idea how difficult
the real-world of direct competition with traditional vehicles will actually be. Plug-In
choices don't stand a chance in that aggressive market. This is why they were living in
their own world. In made sense, at first, to establish reputation by proving the
technology worthy. Unfortunately, many forgot that was only a stage. So now with
Toyota advertising Corolla hybrid, they feel the need to attack. Since it doesn't have a
plug, they believe it is the enemy rather than a bridge. Ugh. I launched my counteroffensive to that with: We have seen quite a bit of advertising by press-release lately, to
the degree that "over promise, under deliver" has become common across the
industry. Yet, there’s no outcry about that. The fact that Toyota made an undeniable
subtle comment about the current state of our infrastructure is good reason to selfreflect. In other words, why is there still so much forgiveness in buying guzzling ICE
vehicles while we wait for promises of years to come?
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2-13-2019

Large-Scale Change. Constructive discussion is gone. The death of Volt has opened up
the automotive market to explore new offerings. That nasty precedent GM was so
counter-productive, it's basically impossible to argue otherwise. Evidence of that
approach being unrealistic for the masses was overwhelmingly proven... to the extreme
that those saying GM was never to committed to the technology go unchallenged. It's
over. With that niche no longer being a barrier, a lot of attention is turning toward
Toyota with an expectation of it leading the way. Problem is, many at this stage don't
agree that leadership is best when targeting mainstream consumers. Want for standout
vehicles is the theme, not something to become so common it goes unnoticed. Well, too
bad. That's what needs to happen. I let them know it too: Distracting from the
challenges of infrastructure and turning a blind-eye on subsidies by crying "anti-EV" is
constructive how? Reality is, that's an excuse drawing attention away from how the
masses with embrace electrification. What is the plan from other automakers for their
entire fleet? Taking the hybrid step to plug-ins is a solid means of quickly phasing out a
wide variety of ICE choices, as well as overcoming change intimidation.

2-13-2019

Bon Voyage. There are hints of trying to be constructive from some, even former
antagonists: "one should at least acknowledge that the cruise ship's bon voyage horn is
about to go off - one would think." They don't get it though. When you want to attract
ordinary consumers, you can't do something symbolic. To get their sales, you have to be
persistent, yet subtle. Sending a clear & concise message without actually advertising is
a challenge though. People must have enough clues to recognize the paradigm-shift
without any question of its takeover. Things like having Wi-Fi at home. Setting up a
wireless network was only the domain of technical savvy individuals ages ago. Ask
yourself how it became normalized. Think about that. It was due to encountering those
free Wi-Fi signs all over the place. Routine sightings make a profound difference. This
is how and why Prius become the symbol of hybrids. There was a lot of work set forth to
make a colossal, yet seemingly invisible change. That's what will happen with plugins. You'll just notice them more and more. I pointed this change out by posting: The
first ship of hundreds is basically just symbolic.... very important.... but nothing that will
affect the masses for a generation or two still. Remember the first cell phones or digital
cameras? They were a sign of great things to come, but totally unrealistic for massadoption in those early years... which is exactly where we are now with plug-ins. It's
tiring to hear early-adopter impatience, but that's actually how potential is gauged. They
feel opportunity is being missed, but are too out of touch with ordinary showroom
shoppers to understand why such a different path must be taken to appeal to them.
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No More Spin. It's nice to see the arguments are over. We're just seeing a lot of
summaries at this point, like: "Then Toyota will either be left behind or just play more
catch up with the rest of the industry." It came from someone who sometimes serves as a
devil's advocate. So, it was worthwhile providing a well thought out response:
Toyota continues to refine their EV tech. The efficiency from both Prius Prime's
traction-motor & heat-pump is impressive already. That will be offered in a plug-in
model of Corolla hybrid in the not-to-distance future. Next year, an EV model of C-HR
will be offered in China. Meanwhile, the next-gen RAV4 hybrid is being rolled
out. What aspect of "behind" is there with respect to reaching mainstream consumers?
With respect to cost-reduction of those non-battery components, where is the rest of the
industry? Think about how well positioned Toyota will be with RAV4 hybrid in this
market when an affordable battery (no tax-credit dependency) becomes realistic for the
masses. Having that already established puts them in a very good place.
When I see claims of needing to catch up, it makes me wonder how far reaching the
rhetoric has become. There are far too many engineers claiming to be well versed in
marketing & economics. It's the problem GM had with Volt now playing out on a larger
scale. Knowing your audience means understanding how to appeal to them.
So what if a point-in-time advertisement doesn't embrace the future if it still gets the
consumer to take a step forward. You worry about the next step after the baggage
holding you back is gone. In this case, Toyota is trying to rid itself of traditional vehicles
far faster than other automakers.
Look at it this way, other automakers will have a premiere electric vehicle and a large
selection of traditional vehicles. Meanwhile, Toyota will have a wide selection of
hybrids and a few plug-in hybrids, to go along with their premiere electric vehicle. No
more high-volume traditional vehicles would put them ahead.
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Leadership & Payback. Someone brought up the analogy of this being the age of
"Horse & Buggy". That was about a century ago when the switch from almost all horses
and a few cars reversed to only a few horses and almost all cars. It seemed like
overnight, but in reality took roughly 2 decades. Back then, the benefit of switching was
profound. Switching from a high maintenance form of transport for one or two to a
means of moving more people and cargo a greater distance at greater convenience was
obvious. What is there with a switch from guzzler to green? Most people look at it as an
expensive sacrifice. How do you sell that? Apparently, the leader is the one who offers
the most range... even though you get less miles and less convenient from plugging in
rather than pumping gas. Ugh. That comes from our simple-minded approach to
everything. When a complex issue comes up, people in general think there is always a
simple answer somewhere... that we just need to find it. Ugh, again. The hard work it
took to even get the buggy to take over for the horse is over-simplified. It took a lot of
work to setup infrastructure and to train people. Whether or not the answer is obvious
doesn't mean it will be easy. In this case, we are dealing with a society obsesses with
size & power. They will sacrifice quite a bit to have that, but won't consider even a
penny toward being green. So many ask about "payback" duration, you don't stand any
chance of getting them to contribute anything toward environmental benefit. They
absolutely refuse to put any value on lower emissions & consumption. It's all about
getting something for nothing. Thankfully, there are a few true leaders who see the
actual problem. Toyota is pushing Corolla as that something-for-nothing
solution. Payback is so obvious, that question won't even get asked. It should become a
"no brainer" purchase decision. You want a Corolla, why not get the hybrid model? My
response to the issue doesn't get such an elaborate explanation though. Heck, I don't even
bring up purpose. I keep it very simple: 329,196 sold last year in just the United States...
a land of SUV crazed consumers. Not a single one of them had the influence/dependency
of a tax-credit and the result was a tidy profit for automaker & dealers. Whether or not
that's called "leadership", it is an example of solid business... which is exactly what's
needed to position the entire fleet for motor & battery use.
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